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GOETHE ON EVOLUTION.*

BV PROF. ERNST HAECKEL.

The majorit)' of us, I am sure, appreciate Goethe

as a poet and a man only ; there are but few who have

an idea of the great value of his work done in the nat-

ural sciences, and of the gigantic progress with which

he overtook his own age, so that most naturalists of

that time were unable to keep abreast with him.

His scientific performances were not recognized by

his contemporaries, and Goethe painfully felt the

slight. In several passages of his scientific writings

he complains bitterly of the narrow-mindedness of

professional naturalists, who did not know how to ap-

preciate his labors and who, roaming among the

trees, search in vain after the forest, not being able

to rise above the confused mass of single details in

order to recognize the general laws of nature. Goethe's

reproach is justified :
" The philosopher will soon dis-

cover that there are but few observers that rise to a

standpoint from which they can survey so many im-

portantly related objects."

Yet it is true at the same time that this want of

recognition was caused through the errors into which

Goethe was led by his theory of colors. This theory

of colors, which he himself designates as the favorite

production of his leisure, however much that is beauti-

ful it may contain, is a complete failure with regard to

its foundations. The exact mathematical method by

means of which alone it is possible, in inorganic sci-

ences, but above all in physics, to raise a structure

step by step on a thoroughly firm basis, was altogether

repugnant to Goethe. In rejecting it he allowed him-

self not only to be very unjust towards the most emi-

nent physicists, but to be led into errors which have

greatly injured the fame of his other valuable works.

It is quite different in the organic sciences, in

which we are but rarely able to proceed, from the be-

ginning, upon a firm mathematical basis ; we are

rather compelled, by the infinitely difficult and intri-

cate nature of the problem, at the first to form induc-

tions—that is, we are obliged to endeavor to estab-

lish general laws by numerous individual observations,

which are not quite complete. A thoughtful compar-

ison of kindred groups of phenomena, or the method

Translated from the NatUrlicke Schopfungsgeschichte Chapter IV, Eight

Edition, jSSg.

of combination, is here the most important instru-

ment for inquiry, and this method was applied by

Goethe in his scientific investigation with as much
success as with conscious knowledge of its import-

ance.

The most celebrated among Goethe's writings con-

cerning organic nature is his Metamorphosis of Plants,

which appeared in 1790, a work which distinctly shows

a grasp of the fundamental idea of the theory of evo-

lution. Goethe attempted to point out a single fun-

damental organ, by the infinitely varied development

and metamorphosis of which the whole of the end-

less variety of forms in the world of plants might be

conceived to have arisen ; this fundamental organ he

found in the leaf.

If at that time the microscope had been generally

employed, if Goethe had examined the structure of

organisms by the means of the microscope, he would

have gone still further, and would have seen that the

leaf is itself a compound of individual parts of- a lower

order, that is, of cells. He would then not have de-

clared that the leaf, but that the cell is the real funda-

mental organ by the multiplication, transformation,

and combination (synthesis) of which, in the first

place, the leaf is formed ; and that, in the next place,

by transformation, variation, and combination of

leaves there arise all the varied beauties in form and

color which we admire in the green parts, as well as

in the organs of propagation, or the flowers of plants.

Goethe here showed that in order to comprehend the

whole of the phenomenon, we must in the first place

institute comparisons and, secondly, search for a sim-

ple type, a simple original form, of which all other

forms are only so many variations.

Something similar to that which he had here done

with regard to the metamorphosis of plants he then

did for the Vertebrate animals, in his celebrated ver-

tebral theory of the skull. Goethe was the first to

show, independently of Oken, who almost simultane-

ously arrived at the same thought, that the skull of

man and of all Vertebrate animals, in particular mam-
mals, is nothing more than a bony case, formed of the

same bones,—that is, of the foremost vertebrae,—out

of which the spine also is composed. The vertebrae

of the skull were originally like those of the spine,

bony rings lying behind each other, but in the skull
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they are now peculiarly changed and specialized.

Although this idea has been greatly modified by the

ingenious discoveries of Gegenbaur, yet in Goethe's

day it was one of the greatest advances in compara-

tive anatomy, and was not only one of the first

advances towards the understanding of the structure

of Vertebrate animals, but at the same time explained

many individual phenomena. When two parts of a

body, such as the skull and spine, which appear at

first sight so different, were proved to be par^s origi-

nally the same, developed out of one and the same

foundation, one of the most difficult problems was

solved. Here again we meet the notion of a single

type—the conception of a single principle, which be-

comes infinitely varied in the different species, and in

the parts of individual species.

But Goethe did not merely endeavor to search

for such far-reaching laws, he also occupied himself

most actively for a long time with numerous spe-

cial researches, particularly in comparative anatomy.

Among these, none is perhaps more interesting than

his discovery of the mid jawbone in man. As this is,

in several respects, of importance to the theory of ev-

olution, I shall briefly explain it.

There exist in all mammals two little bones in the

upper jaw, which meet in the centre of the face, be-

low the nose, and which lie in the middle of the upper

jawbone proper. These two bones, which hold the four

upper cutting teeth, are recognized without difficulty in

most mammals ; in man, however, they were at that

time unknown, and celebrated comparative anatomists

even laid great stress upon this want of a mid jaw-

bone, as they considered it to constitute the principal

difference between man and ape. The want of a mid

jawbone was, curiously enough, looked upon as the

most human of all human characteristics.

Goethe could not accept the notion that man who,

bodily considered, in all other respects was clearly a

mammal of higher development, should lack this mid

jawbone. By the general law of induction as to the

mid jawbone he arrived at the special deductive con-

clusion that it must exist in man also, and Goethe did

not rest satisfied until, after comparing a great num-
ber of human skulls, he really found the mid jawbone.

In some individuals it is preserved throughout a whole

lifetime, but usually at an early age it coalesces with

the neighboring upper jawbone, and is therefore only

to be found as an independent bone in very youthful

skulls. In human embryos it can now easily be

pointed out. In man, the mid jawbone actually ex-

ists, and to Goethe the honor is due of having first

firmly established this fact, so important in many re-

spects. This he did while opposed by the celebrated

anatomist, Peter Camper, one of the highest profes-

sional authorities.

The way by which Goethe succeeded in estab-

lishing this fact is especially interesting ; it is the way

by which we continually advance in biological science,

namely, by way of induction and deduction. Induc-

tion is the inference of a general law from the obser-

vation of numerous individual cases ; deduction, on the

other hand, is an inference from this general law ap-

plied to a single case which has not yet been actuall}^

observed. From the collected empirical knowledge of

those days, the inductive conclusion was arrived at

that all mammals had mid jawbones. Goethe drew

from this the deductive conclusion, that man, whose

organization was in all other respects not essentially

different from mammals, must also possess this mid

jawbone; and on close examination it was actually

found. The deductive conclusion was confirmed and

verified by experience.

Even these few remarks may serve to show the

great value which we must ascribe to Goethe's biolog-

ical researches. Unfortunately most of his labors de-

voted to this subject are so hidden in his collected

works, and the most important observations and re-

marks so scattered in his numerous various treatises

—devoted to other subjects—that it is difficult to find

them out. It also sometimes happens that an excel-

lent, truly scientific remark is so much interwoven

with a mass of useless speculation, that the latter

greatly detract from the former.

Nothing is perhaps more characteristic of the ex-

traordinary interest which Goethe took in the investi-

gation of organic nature than the vivid interest with

which, even in his last years, he followed the dispute

which broke out in France between Cuvier and

Geoffroy de St. Hilaire. Goethe, in a special treatise

which was only finished a few days before his death,

in March, 1832, has given an interesting account of

this remarkable dispute and its general importance,

as well as an excellent description of the two great

opponents. This treatise bears the title Principes

de Philosophie Zoologique par M. Geoffroy de Saint

Hilaire ; it is Goethe's last work, and forms the con-

clusion in the edition of his collected works.

The dispute itself was, in several respects, of the

highest interest. It turned essentially upon the jus-

tification of the theory of evolution. It was carried

on, moreover, in the bosom of the French Academj',

by both opponents, with a personal vehemence almost

unheard of in the dignified sessions of that learned

body. This proved that both naturalists were fight-

ing for their most sacred and deepest convictions.

The first conflict began on the 22nd of February, 1830,

and was followed by several others ; the fiercest combat

took place on the 19th of July, 1830. Geoffroy, as the

chief of the French nature-philosophers, represented

the theory of natural development and the monistic
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conception of nature. He maintained the mutability

of organic species, the common descent of the indi-

vidual species from common primary forms, and the

unity of their organization—or the unity of the plan

of structure, as it was then called. Cuvier was the

most decided opponent of these views. He endeav-

ored to .show that the nature-philosopher had no right

to arrive at such comprehensive conclusions on the

basis of the empirical knowledge then possessed, and

that the unity of organization—or plan of structure of

organisms—as maintained by them, did not exist.

He represented the teleological (dualistic) conception

of nature, and maintained that "the immutability of

species was a necessary condition of the existence of

a scientific history of nature."

Cuvier had the great advantage over his opponent,

that he was able to bring towards the proof of his as-

sertions things obvious to the eye ; these, however,

were only individual facts taken out of their connec-

tion with others. Geoffroy was not able to prove the

higher and general connection of individual phenom-

ena which he maintained, by equall}' tangible details.

Hence Cuvier, in the eyes of the majority, gained the

victory, and decided the defeat of the nature-philoso-

phy and the supremacy of the strictly empiric ten-

dency for the next thirty years.

Goethe of course supported Geoffroy's views. How
deeply interested he was, even in his Sistyear, in this

great contest is proved by the following anecdote re-

lated by Soret :

—

"Monday, Aug. and, 1830.—The news of the out-

break of the July revolution arrived in Weimar to-

day, and caused great excitement. In the course of

the afternoon I went to Goethe. ' Well ? ' he ex-

claimed as I entered, 'what do you think of this great

event ? The volcano has burst forth, all is in flames,

and there are no more negotiations behind closed

doors.' 'A dreadful affair,' I answered; ' but what

else could be expected under the circumstances, and

with such a ministrj', except that it would end in the

expulsion of the present royal family !
' 'We do not

seem to understand each other, my dear friend,' re-

plied Goethe. ' I am not speaking of those people at

all ; I am interested in something very different, I

mean the dispute between Cuvier and Geoffroy de

Saint Hilaire, which has broken out in the Academy,

and which is of such great importance to science.'

This remark of Goethe's came upon me so unexpect-

edly, that I did not know what to say, and my
thoughts for some minutes seemed to have come to a

complete standstill. 'The affair is of the utmost im-

portance,' he continued, 'and you cannot form any

idea of what I felt on receiving the news of the meet-

ing on the igth. In Geoffroy de Saint Hilaire we
have now a mighty ally for a long time to come. But

I also see how great the sympathy of the French sci-

entific world must be in this affair, for, in spite of the

terrible political excitement, the meeting on the 19th

was attended by a full house. The best of it is, how-

ever, that the synthetic treatment of nature, intro-

duced into France by Geoffroy, can now no longer be

stopped. This matter has now become public through

the discussions in the Academy, carried on in the

presence of a large audience ; it can no longer be re-

ferred to secret committees, or be settled or sup-

pressed behind closed doors.'

"

In my work on "The General Morphology of Or-

ganisms " I have placed as headings to the different

books and chapters a selection of the numerous inter-

esting and important sentences in which Goethe

clearly expresses his view of organic nature and its

constant development. 1 will here quote a passage

from the poem entitled, "The Metamorphosis of Ani-

mals " (1819)

:

" Members develop themselves according to laws universal

;

Even the form that is strange preserveth in secret the image

of its original type. 'Tis the animal's shape that conditions

Habits of life ; and the habits again will potently model

Every different form. There is order in growth, that is steady

Yet it will change in accordance with causes externally acting." *

Here, clearly enough, the contrast is indicated be-

tween the two different forces that form organisms.

They are opposed to one another, and by their inter-

action determine the shape of the organism. On the

one hand, a common inner original type, firmly main-

taining itself, constitutes the foundation of the most

different forms; on the other hand, the externally

active influence of surroundings and habits of life,

which influence the original type and transform it.

The same contrast is still more definitely pointed

out in the following passage: "An inner original

community forms the foundation of all organization
;

the variety of forms, on the other hand, arises from

the necessary relations to the outer world, and we

may therefore justly assume an original difference of

conditions, together with an uninterruptedly pro-

gressive transformation, in order to be able to com-

prehend the constancy as well as the variations of the

phenomena of form."

The " original type " which constitutes the foun-

dation of every organic form "as the inner original

community" is the inner constructive force, which re-

ceives the original direction of form-production—that

is, the tendency to give rise to a particular form—and

is propagated by Inheritance. The "uninterruptedly

progressive transformation," on the other hand, which

"springs from the necessary relations to the outer

* Alle Glieder bilden sich aus nach ew'gen Gesetzen,

Und die seltenste Form bewahrt im Geheimniss das Urbild.

Also bestimmt die Gestalt die Lebensweise des Thieres,

Und die Weise zu leben, sie wirkt aut alle Gestalten

Machtig zuruck. So zeiget sich fest die geordnete Bildung,

Welche zum Wechsel sich neigt durch ausserlich wirkende Wesen.
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world," acting as an external formative force, pro-

duces, by Adaptation to the surrounding conditions of

life, the "infinite variety of forms."

The internal formative tendency of Inheritance,

which retains the unity of the original type, is called

by Goethe in another passage the centripetal force of

the organism, or its tendency to specification. In

contrast with this he calls the external formative ten-

dency of Adaptation, which produces the variety of

organic forms, the centrifugal force of organisms, or

their tendency to variation. The passage in which he

clearly indicates the " equilibrium " of these two ex-

tremely important organic formative tendencies, runs

as follows :
'

' The idea of metamorphosis resembles the

vis ceiitrifuga, and would lose itself in the infinite, if

a counterpoise were not added to it : I mean the ten-

'dency to specification, the strong power to preserve

what once has come into being, a vis ce'ntripeta

which in its deepest foundation cannot be affected by

anything external."

Metamorphosis, according to Goethe, consists not

merely, as the word is now generally understood, in

the changes of form which the organic individual ex-

periences during its individual development, but in a

wider sense, in the transformation of organic forms in

general. His idea of metamorphosis is almost synony-

mous with the theory of evolution. This is clear,

among other things, from the following passage :

" The triumph of physiological metamorphosis mani-

fests itself where the whole separates and transforms

itself into families, the families into genera, the gen-

era into species, and then again into other varieties

down to the individual. This operation of nature

goes on ad infinitum ; she cannot rest inactive, but

neither can she keep and preserve all that she has

produced. From seeds there are always developed

varying plants, exhibiting the relations of their parts

to one another in an altered manner."

Goethe had, in truth, discovered the two great

mechanical forces of nature, which are the active

causes of organic formations, his two organic forma-

tive tendencies—on the one hand the conservative,

centripetal, and internal formative tendency of Inher-

itance or specification ; and on the other hand the pro-

gressive, centrifugal, and external formative tendency

of Adaptation, or metamorphosis. This profound
biological intuition could not but lead him naturally

to the fundamental idea of the Doctrine of Filiation,

that is, to the conception that the organic species re-

sembling one another in form are actually related by
blood, and that they are descended from a common
original type. In regard to the most important of all

animal groups, namely that of Vertebrate animals,

Goethe expresses this doctrine in the following pas-

sage (1796) : "Thus much then we have gained, that

we may assert without hesitation that all the more

perfect organic natures, such as fishes, amphibious

animals, birds, mammals, and man at the head of the

last, were all formed of one original type, which only

varies more or less in parts which are none the less

permanent, and still daily changes and modifies its

form by propagation."

This sentence is of interest in more than one way.

The theory that all " the more perfect organic na-

tures," that is all Vertebrate animals, are descended

from one common prototype, that they have arisen

from it by propagation (Inheritance) and transforma-

tion (Adaptation), may be distinctly inferred. But it

is especially interesting to observe that Goethe admits

no exceptional position for man, but rather expressly

includes him in the tribe of the other Vertebrate ani-

mals. The most important special inference of the

Doctrine of Filiation, that man is descended from

other Vertebrate animals, may here be recognized in

the germ.

This exceedingly important fundamental idea is

expressed by Goethe still more clearly in another pas-

sage (1807), in the following words :
" If we con-

sider plants and animals in their most imperfect con-

dition, they can scarcely be distinguished. But this

much we can say, that the creatures which by degrees

emerge as plants and animals out of a common phase,

where they are barely distinguishable, arrive at per-

fection in two opposite directions ; so that the plant

in the end reaches its highest glory in the tree, which

is immovable and stiff, the animal in man, who pos-

sesses the greatest elasticity and freedom." This re-

markable passage not only indicates most explicitly

the genealogical relationship between the vegetable

and animal kingdoms, but contains the germ of the

monophyletic hypothesis of descent, the importance

of which it would be foreign to our purpose here to

discuss.

OFFICIAL PERQUISITES.

BY M. M. TRUMBULL.

Here is a comical bit of news just come by tele-

graph from Paris to the American press :
" Buffalo

Bill feels rather chagrined at President Carnot's refusal

to accept a handsome lamp that our famous American
had made in this country for the French President at

a cost of one thousand dollars. President Carnot refused

on the ground that he accepts presents from no one."

The surprise of Buffalo Bill was greater than the

chagrin. He was dazed and bewildered when he

"struck the trail " of a great republic whose president

never condescends to take presents from anybody. In

some other great republics which he had visited it was
the habit of the presidents to set the pattern for official

mendicity by accepting the miscellaneous patronage

of gifts from everybody.
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The mistake of Buffalo Bill was easy to make. He
had noticed the European custom of subsidizing

lackeys, guides, waiters, railway servants, and such

people, so he innocently thought that the practice pre-

vailed through all the social and official grades from

the " garcons " at the caf^ up to the President of the

Republic. In Europe, anybody whose duty it is to

perform services of the humbler kind expects to receive

a gratuity, and this is called a "tip." It operates as

a vexatious tax, especially upon travelers, who are com-

pelled to submit to it by force of some unwritten law.

The habit of taking tips lowers the self-respect of the

recipients, and gives an abject and shabby appearance

to the national spirit where the habit prevails.

The artless child of the Western plains need not

be "chagrined" because the President of the French

Republic refused to accept a tip worth a thousand dol-

lars. Let Buffalo Bill remember Mark Twain's dis-

appointment and surprise at the politeness of the

Emperor of Russia, who showed a party of American

pilgrims all over his palace at St. Petersburg, and

"made no charge." Besides, there are other republics,

and other presidents in the world ; let him try them.

Perhaps amongst them all he may find one at least,

who will gladly accept his gift.

Americans who travel in Europe are properly in-

dignant at the extortion practiced on them under the

name of tips ; but a similar practice prevalent in their

own country hardly provokes their censure. In

Europe, the recipients of tips are the lowly and the

poor, who have at least the excuse of poverty for their

action ; while in this country, those recipients are the

influential and the rich, who have no excuse at all.

Nearly all our magistrates and public officials of high

rank are in the habit of taking tips.

A very good story is told of a witty American, who
having traveled for several months in Europe, during

all which time he had been the victim of the tip tariff,

was about to return home. Going on board the steamer

at Liverpool he stopped upon the gang plank and thus

addressed the crowd standing on the shore : "If there

is any man in this antiquated monarchy to whom I

have not given ' tuppence, ' let him step up and get it.

"

The irony in that is cutting, and well deserved ; but

what if some French or English tourist departing from

our shores should answer with retaliatory sarcasm !

Suppose that standing on the gang plank of a steamer

at New York he should address the Americans on shore

and say: " If there is in this young and buoyant re-

public any president, vice-president, cabinet minister,

senator, judge, governor, mayor, or alderman, who
does not accept tips from railroad companies, and

other corporations, let him step up, that I may embrace

him before I go." In that case the sardonic laugh

would be on the other side.

Recently a Chicago newspaper compiled a strange

catechism, and appointed a father confessor to examine

all the judges as to their proficiency in that catechism.

The result was a most humiliating show of moral igno

ranee. It was a revelation of the fact that nearly all

the judges of the courts are in the habit of taking tips

from railroad companies in the shape of passes, euphe-

mistically called "courtesies." Now a courtesy to a

judge, if it have any money value, is a bribe to the

full value of the "courtesy." It may be a paltry tip,

worth perhaps not more than fifty or a hundred dol-

lars a year, but to that amount it is a bribe. The
tender of a pass to a judge is to the value of it an

offer of payment in advance for judicial courtesies,

and the acceptance of the pass is in the nature of a due

bill payable to the railroad by the judge in " courtesies"

of equal value.

It is flippantly said by the defenders of judicial

tips, that no cases can be found in the reports to show

that the judges are corruptly influenced by railroad

passes or by courtesies of similar character. This

may be true in literal statement, and it is also true

that no specific act of judicial corruption was proved

against Lord Bacon at his trial. The receipt of " cour-

tesies " was proved, and he confessed that he had ac-

cepted presents from persons who had causes in his

court, but he denied that the courtesies had affected

his decisions, or corrupted him. He was met by the

obvious reply that he was corrupted the very moment

he received the gifts. Judgment was given against him,

and the greatest man of his time was disgraced forever.

No man in office, and especially in a judicial office,

can accept presents and be free. While some of his

benefactors may offer gifts from disinterested motives,

others will not, and the recipient cannot distinguish

the sordid from the unselfish giver. The presump-

tion is always against the motives of a man who offers

gifts to a stranger, or to any one to whom he is under

no obligations.

In Europe a tip is usually begged for in an abject,

humble way as a gratuity rather than a payment, but

in this country it is accepted as the ignominious per-

quisite of rank, official station, influence, or power

;

but it is a tip though it be received by senator, judge,

governor, or even by the president.

The statement that there is no judicial partiality

shown by the courts to the railroads that give passes

to the judges, is not universally true. Obviously the

"reports" will not show the sinister inspiration of the

decisions, yet suits against railroads are frequently

thwarted and delayed by the dilatory methods familiar

to the courts of law. It has become a proverb that a

railroad victim will do better to settle with the corpo-

ration on its own terms, than to prosecute a suit

against it.
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A railroad pass is not properly a "courtes}'. " It

is money. What shoemaker having causes in court

would presume to give the judge an order for shoes?

What grocer, plaintiff or defendant in a suit, would

venture to give the judge a free pass for his yearly

sugar and tea? It is true that a railroad pass transfers

no corporeal thing, but it amounts to the company's

check for the price of a ticket to any place on its road.

If the fare from Chicago to San Francisco be one

hundred dollars, a pass from one city to the other is a

check for that amount.

Here we are met by the well known defiance, What
are you going to do about it? Nothing ! The vice of

judicial tip-taking cannot be cured by legislation.

The remedy against it lies in moral forces. It can be

restrained up to the level of local public sentiment but

no farther than that. The moral sense of the people

must be educated up to the perception and under-

standing of its corrupting influence, before anything

effectual can be done against it, and this tuition is

begun.

AGNOSTICISM VS. GNOSTICISM.

BY PAUL R. SHIPMAN.

In No. 94 of The Open Court as some of its

readers may remember, the Editor did me the honor

to publish an article of mine, entitled " Of Christianity,

and Agnosticism," and in the same number did me
the further honor of replying to the article. As his

reply, marked by characteristic ability, opens up his

case against agnosticism, I venture to improve the oc-

casion in a rejoinder.

"Every real existence," he declares, " lies within

the possible grasp of cognition." Lying within the

grasp of cognition implies not mere apprehension, but

comprehension. Nothing, then, is unknowable : every-

thing is knowable. This may be monism, as the

Editor styles it, but I should call it gnosticism, to

which at any rate it has a better title than either the

Hellenic or the Oriental system that bore the name
in the dawn of our era. I shall take the liberty of

calling it, with due respect, the New Gnosticism.

And certainly it could not have an abler or a more ac-

complished expositor than the Editor of The Open
Court. Let us compare this doctrine with agnosti-

cism.

There are, it may be well to mention, in the first

place, two kinds of knowledge—knowledge of the fact,

and knowledge of the fact and its causes. The former

knowledge, technically, is called historical, the latter

philosophical. The knowable is that which is capa-

ble of being known in its causes—the comprehensible.

The unknowable is that which not merely is known as

a fact only, but is incapable of being known other-

wise—known as existing, but not knowable in its na-

ture—the incomprehensible. * The recognition of

something which admits of this knowledge only is ag-

nosticism. The claim that every real existence lies

within the limits of the knowable is gnosticism. Ag-

nosticism denies that whatever is known historically

may be known philosophically. Gnosticism means, if

it means anything, that everything may be known
philosophically that is known at all. It it does not

mean this, it concedes the truth of agnosticism, and

means nothing. With this preliminary explanation,

we will proceed to try the issue between the two doc-

trines.

* *

I hold in my hand a pencil. In cognizing it,

what does cognition grasp ? Ultimately, the sensa-

tions it excites, with their relations: nothing else. But,

confessedly, sensation is one thing, and the real exist-

ence which produces it is a different thing. I say

confessedly, for the Editor, in one of those luminous

and delightful essays that make' up his book enti-

tled Fundamental Problems says: "Sensation and

the phenomena f of the outer world are different.

Sensations are not the real copies or images proper of

things. The nervous system is not actually a mir-

ror to reflect phenomena just as they are. Yet

we may justly compare it to a mirror. For after all,

certain features of the phenomena are preserved.

They are consequently not so entirely different as is

maintained. A certain form of phenomenon cor-

responds to a certain form of sensation." Granting

this, with the understanding that by phenomenon he

means the real existence which produces sensation, it

is none the less true that sensation and the real exist-

ence producing it are not the same thing, but different

things; for correspondence is not identity. The cor-

respondence, he confesses, is not so close as that be-

tween a copy and the original—not so close as that

between an object and its reflection in a mirror ; it is

really the correspondence between a sign and the

thing signified—between .v and the unknown quantity

it represents. Be this as it may, however, the two

are confessedly "different." In grasping sensation,

therefore, cognition does not grasp the real existence

producing it, which, accordingly, lies beyond the

grasp of cognition. In cognizing the pencil, cognition

grasps a form of matter ; but not the matter of the

form. This, cognition touches but cannot grasp.

The contents of mind, to generalize this view, are

resolvable, in the last analysis, into the sensation of

resistance, as the contents of the outer world are re-

solvable, in like manner, into that which causes this

* So far as I am aware, no agnostic has ever used the word itnfcnowablc in

any other sense than this.

t Phenomena he here confounds, under stress of theory, with the external

thing which Rives rise to sensation. Phenomena are subjective, not objective,

and result from sensation, instead of producing it.
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sensation. Here we have subject and object reduced

to their lowest terms :—on the one hand, the sensa-

tion of resistance, as the primordial element of intelli-

gence; on the other hand, the -external something

causing it, as the fundamental reality of nature. But

cognition reaches no further than the sensation. " The

primary condition of knowledge," the Editor admits,

"is sensation." How, then, can the fundamental re-

ality, which lies beyond sensation, lie within the grasp

of cognition ?

The existence of this external something is implied

in the sensation which the something excites, the two

being absolutely inseparable in consciousness, and

hence of equal validity ; but the nature of the some-

thing whose existence is thus guaranteed lies beyond

sensation, and consequently beyond cognition : it is

what constitutes the acknowledged difference between

sensation and the thing producing it. If sensation not

only limits knowledge, as the Editor confesses, but

differs from the thing which produces it, as he also

confesses, the difference, be it infinite or infinitesimal,

is necessarily unknowable ; knowledge, historical or

philosophical, cannot transcend its limits.

Whatever is knowable is knowable in conscious

ness only; but the external thing does not appear in

consciousness as it exists out of consciousness : it fol-

lows of necessity that the external thing, as it exists

out of consciousness, is at once real and unknowable

—

known only as a fact (historically), not knowable in its

causes (philosophically). And this is to say that every

real existence, instead of lying within the grasp of

cognition, stretches beyond it, disappearing behind

the veil of consciousness ; for, though consciousness

reveals all we know, it conceals more than it reveals,

like its emblem light, which, while unveiling the ter-

restrial landscape, veils the starry hosts. Night lifts

the veil of light, but what shall lift the veil of con-

sciousness?

" The subjective aspect of sensation, which we call

feeling, and the objective aspect of sensation, which is

a physiological phenomenon, and as such a process of

motion," he maj' repeat, as he avers in the essay to

which I have referred, "are actually one and the same
thing. The}' are two aspects only of one and the same
indivisible fact." In this case, the two are alike phe-

nomenal, and neither can be a real copy of the exter-

nal thing which gives rise to both ; consequently, the

argument remains undisturbed. In point of fact, the

combination of molecular motions, whatever that par-

ticular combination may be, from which sensation im-

mediately rises, is not an aspect of sensation, but the

proximate cause of it—the last link in the chain of causa-

tion which connects the external thing with conscious-

ness; but a cause and its effect are not "one and the

same thing. " Besides, an aspect is the appearance of a

thing from a certain point of view, the different aspects

of the thing being its different appearances from dif-

ferent points; but points of view do not affect the con-

stitution of a thing. An indivisible fact which is mo-
tion without feeling from one point of view, and feel-

ing without motion* from another, is no fact at all,

but simply a logical illusion. An indivisible fact di-

visible into motion and feeling is the most arrant of

self-contradictions.

Here I might safely close my rejoinder, if I were

addressing the Editor alone, for a trained logician,

like a trained soldier, knows when the battle is lost

or won, and rules himself by the knowledge; but in

addressing the Presiding Judge of The Open Court, it

should be remembered, one addresses the jury im-

panelled by that tribunal, and a jury, to be quite

satisfied, needs in general to see the outworks as well

as the citadel of a case lying in ruins before them. On
this account chiefly it may be worth while to examine

the case against agnosticism a little in detail, picking

up the details here and there, as one may find them

scattered throughout the Editor's extremely able

though somewhat desultory discussions.

" Existence and its manifestation are not two

different things," he says; "both are one." He adds,

as if by way of paraphrase : "Existence and knowabil-

ity are identical," and, again, "Existence, reality, and

cognizability are synonymous terms." If existence

and the manifestation of existence are one, what be-

comes of his admission that sensation and the outer

existence which occasions it are "different"—that

"sensations are not the real copies or images proper

of things"? If existence, and its manifestation through

sensation, are "different," they cannot be "one"—if

the manifestation is not so much as a real copy of the

thing, much less is it the thing itself.

The manifestation of existence, let it be noted, is

subjective—within consciousness ; the existence man-

ifested is objective—beyond consciousness ; and the

former is so different from the latter as not to be a real

copy of it
;
yet the two, asserts the philosopher who

acknowledges all this, are one. If so, the same thing

at the same time not only is both in consciousness and

out of consciousness, but differs from its own individ-

uality in such wise that it is not a decent counterfeit of

itself.

This is not all. The manifestation of existence, in

kind and degree, depends on the kind and degree of

the organization in which it takes place, the higher

the organization is the greater being the manifestation

or susceptibility of manifestation. Inasmuch, how-

ever, as man stands at the head of organized beings,

having consequently the greatest susceptibility of man-

ifestation, it is a logical necessity that in the case at

* The Editor e.tpressly refers to " eeling " as " being no motion."
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least of every class of beings inferior to him the man-

ifestation of existence should fall short of existence,

and, moreover, that in each of these classes the excess

of existence should be unknowable to the members of

the class, the excess standing out of relation to the

constitution of their powers, and of course beyond

their grasp. Existence necessarily exceeds its manifes-

tation or capability of manifestation, therefore, in every

grade of being from the moner up to man ; whose pre-

rogative it is to feel the excess of existence which even

he cannot grasp, his higher consciousness catching,

first of all in the mounting scale of life, a faint yet in-

dubitable glimpse of the Overlife, as the loftiest peak

of earth is the first to glow in the light of morning.

Nor is this all. According to the law of the con-

servation of energy, existence is indestructible ; but, if

existence and its manifestation are one, either exist-

ence is destructible or its manifestation is indestruc-

tible, consequences both of which are absurd, but of

which one or the other is inevitable. Take, for ex-

ample, if any is needed, the familiar case of allotro-

pism. When the existence manifested in the form of a

diamond passes into the form of charcoal, what be-

comes of the diamond? It must survive or perish. If

it survives, the existence of which it is a manifestation

must be in two different states at the same time : if it

perishes, as it does, it is not one with the existence of

which it was a manifestation, for that is imperishable.

No : the manifestation of existence, and the exist-

ence manifested, are two things ; and it is impossible

to make out of them only one. The identity of exist-

ence and its manifestation implies either a manifesta-

tion that does not manifest or an existence that does

not exist. The manifestation of existence is a transi-

tory form symbolized in consciousness* ; existence is

the indestructible force which constitutes the subject

of the form: forms may come and forms may go, but

force abides forever. Only forms are knowable ; that

of which they are forms, lying outside of consciousness

though against it, is unknowable.

"Existence and knowability are identical," we are

told. Knowability by whom—man or moner ? If

moner, the assumption, as we have seen, is prepos-

terously false. If man, what is the warrant for assum-

ing that his knowing power, more than that of the

moner or of any intermediate class of organisms, is

capable of exhausting existence ? Warrant there is

none ; but there is warrant, complete and authentic,

for asserting the reality of something that goes beyond

the utmost reach of his power—something that although

* Manifestation supposes not only sometbing manifested but somebody to

whom it is manifested. Existence out of relation with sentiency is not man-
ifested. " A pebble on the surface of the moon " exists, and is manifestable,

but not manifested. To say the pebble manifests itself to the moon, and the

moon to the pebble, is an impropriety of speech, putting it mildly. If man-
ifestation means no more than contact, philosophy, I submit, has no use for

the word. But in no conceivable meaning is it identical with existence.

ever in view he can never seize—something that, when
his striving faculties sink at length in utter exhaustion,

passes freshly by. And this warrant is found, in its

most authoritative form, in this very strain and col-

lapse of his faculties ; which, by showing that the

negation of the assertion is absolutely inconceiv-

able, establishes the certainty of the assertion. The
warrant, indeed, is given in the primordial element of

intelligence, and renewed in every act of conscious-

ness, from birth to death. It is recorded legibly in the

abstract of our cognitions—wrought in living letters in

the web of mind. In short, the reality of the unknow-

able, is not only certified by reason, but attested by

consciousness : its voucher is signed by common sense

and countersigned by philosophic sense. Not by any

means, observe, that it is a determinate object of

thought, but is cogitated, on the contrary, to use the

words of Kant, " merely as an unknown something "
;

it is strictly not an object, but rather a fleeting revela-

tion of what to us is "the void and formless infinite
"

from which objects are "won"—the whiff and wind,

if one may so express it, of the transcendent reality

that passes us in every moment of our conscious life.

Of all the contents of mind it is the vaguest and most

subtile, and yet the simplest, for in the crucible of

analysis all things else dissolve into it. If the unknow-

able is not real nothing is real.

* *

"If we take away from a thing," the Editor says,

"all the properties that we are accustomed to com-

prehend by a word, there is left the meaningless word,

a mere sound, the bare string with which the bundle

was tied together." What has befallen the thing? Is

not that left ? A mental act can hardly wipe out a ma-

terial thing. Or does the thing consist in the sensa-

tions it excites, being constituted by its own conse-

quences, which it produces before it exists? So much
indeed would be required by the identity of existence

and its manifestation. The properties of a thing, as

we know them, are nothing more than the sensations

it occasions in us, and, do or imagine what we may in

regard to these, the thing itself remains intact—exter-

nal to us, independent of us, unknowable bj' us; for,

as sensations are different from the thing which occa-

sions them, and the properties of a thing are the sen-

sations which it occasions, the properties of a thing

are necessarily different from the thing, the difference,

whatever the existence that measures it, lying beyond

sensation, and thus beyond the bounds of knowledge.

Abstracting the properties of the thing is merely con-

templating separately the transient effects of a transi-

tory form of an indestructible force ; abstraction cannot

do away with one jot or tittle of this force. The thing

in its inexhaustible reality, conjure as we please what

we call its properties, is left untouched. Mentally
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withdrawing its properties no more exhausts it than

shutting one's eyes extinguishes the sun.

"Truth," says the Editor, "being a relation be-

tween subject and object, appears to be relative in its

nature." This mild and somewhat halting statement

of the relativity of knowledge answers happily to a

conception of the relative from which the absolute is

supposed to be excluded. "Absolute existence (in

fact everything absolute) is impossible," he says.

Then how do we arrive at a conception of the relative ?

A conception of the relative exclusive of the absolute

is contrary to reason ; for the relative suggests the ab-

solute as its correlative, apart from which the relative

itself is inconceivable, the consciousness of a relation

implying a consciousness of both terms of the relation.

A conception of the relative without reference to the

absolute is as impossible as a conception of the cause

without reference to the effect, or of the father without

reference to the child. If we take away from the rel-

ative its relation to the absolute the relative itself turns

absolute. Hence, a consciousness of the absolute, in-

definite yet positive, is necessitated by the conditions

of the thinkable. So far from being impossible, as the

Editor thinks, it is necessary. For that matter, what

is the All, on the conception of which his philosophy

is founded, but the absolute ? The All is conditioned

by nothing, for it contains everything ; and the un-

conditioned is the absolute. If the All is not absolute,

it is relative ; but, if relative, it is not self-dependent,

but depends on something outside of itself, in which

case it is not the All, but a part of the All. His posi-

tion logically engages him to shift the centre of things,

and keep on shifting it, indefinitely. Archimedes, with

a natural pride in his demonstration of the principle of

the lever, boasted that if he had a place to stand on

he could move the earth wherever he pleased ; but the

Editor of The Open Court undertakes, standing on

nothing, to pry the universe from its poise, and to-

gether with it "spin forever down the ringing grooves

of change." Even so he could not escape the abso-

lute, which at every pause would confront him anew.

He could more easily walk away from his shadow than

think away from the absolute.

" The question itself, as to the cause of existence

in general," he says, "is not admissible, for the law

of causation is applicable to all phenomena of nature,

but not to the existence of nature, which must be ac-

cepted as a fact." True : yet what is this but saying

that " existence in general " is larger than the forms of

the knowable—that it transcends them—that it stands

beyond them, and independently of them—and by

consequence is unknowable? Why is the question

not admissible ? Because, as he owns, it is one of

those questions "which by their very nature admit of

no answer." Why does it admit of no answer? Be-

cause the subject of it is unknowable. No other suf-

ficient reason can be assigned. If the subject were

knowable, the question self-evidently would admit of

an answer. If the subject were nothing, the allega-

tion of that fact would itself be an all-sufficient

answer. But he avows that the question admits of no

answer. "The question itself is not admissible," he

says. And he is right. The something not ourselves

that weaves ourselves is unknowable ; and to ask its

cause is to assume that the unknowable is knowable.

The question cannot be put without defying a funda-

mental law of thought ; the fortnulation of it is treason

to the majesty of reason. No question could be less

admissible. But what subject could be less know-

able ? And what remains of his case against agnosti-

cism ? He has surrendered it.

THE LIMITATIONS OF OUR SENSES.

One of the strongest arguments in favor of agnosti-

cism is based upon the same principle as that upon

which positivism stands. We recognize that the ulti-

mate data of experience and the basis of all knowl-

edge are sensations. ' Sensations naturally depend

upon the character of the senses ; and the senses of

man—indeed those of every possible living being—are

adapted according to circumstances to special sensa-

tions only. "Now it is evident," the agnostic de-

clares, "that our knowledge is limited to those natu-

ral processes which can affect our senses
;
yet it

is precluded from all the rest. That which cannot af-

fect our senses will forever remain unknown to us.

It is unknowable. "

The fallacy of this syllogism is apparent and can

be pointed out by the mere statement of innumerable

discoveries concerning such natural processes as do

not affect our senses. The truth is that man's knowl-

edge is not at all limited to his own direct sensations.

By the power of his mind through reflection he can,

and he constantly does, transcend that narrow sphere,

and he gathers new material for his experience through

indirect observations.

The senses are affected indirectly, if a thing is per-

ceived by its effects upon other things. We lack for

instance an organ to perceive the chemical rays of

light. They have no perceptible effect upon our eye.

Nevertheless we can indirectly be affected by them

when we observe their effects upon the photographer's

sensitive plate. Thus we bring a process that does

not affect our senses within their range through

indirect observation.

There are innumerable examples of a similar kind,

and the assertion that a certain thing, this or that nat-

ural phenomenon, is unknowable has by the progress

of science again and again been refuted.
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Let me cite one instance only from the later his-

tory of science. Auguste Comte who, under the

inappropriate name of positivism, some time before

the invention of the word agnosticism, propounded

and defended the agnostic idea of the Unknowable,

declared that certain things must necessarily remain

forever hidden from the knowledge of man, and he

selected as an illustration that we could never know the

chemical composition of the stars. Comte's assertion

appeared very plausible ; the limitation of our knowl-

edge in that line seemed to be beyond the shadow of

a doubt. For there is no possibility of a chemist's

ever getting a piece of, or taking a trip to, Sirius or to

any other one of the stars. And yet such is the

interconnection of all processes in the universe, that

means were discovered to state most positively of

what materials the stars consist. It was a straiige

irony of fate that while Comte was publishing his as-

sertion of the agnostic view, two German scholars

were analyzing the rays of the sun and the stars by a

new method called spectral analysis, which in ex-

actitude rather surpasses the cruder method of an

analysis in the crucible. It is true that our chemists

cannot journey to the stars, but the light of the stars

travels to us and gives us information 'concerning the

substances of which they consist.

There is nothing in the world which does not pro-

duce some effect upon something. Imagine that a

certain something existed that did not in any way
whatever make its existence manifest—could it be

said to exist? I think not. The existence of a thing

and its manifestations are identical. The existence of

a thing, be it ever so insignificant, is real only by

manifesting its existence through certain effects. The
quality of producing effects is its realit)'.

We may fairly suppose that there are many things

in the world which have never as yet either directly

or indirectly affected us in a manner to make their

reality known to us. Yet all things in the world be-

ing interconnected, there is always the possibility that

their effects can somehow be brought to bear upon
our faculty of observation. Whatever exists is in so

far as it is real, knowable. There are certain things

which from a certain standpoint are unknowable, as

objects may from a certain point of view become in-

visible. A tree behind a house may be invisible to

to me but it is not invisible in itself. The Copernican

conception of the solar system may be incomprehensi-

ble to a savage, yet it is not incomprehensible per se.

Incomprehensibility is not a quality of things, not a

peculiar feature of all or of certain natural processes,

it does not attach to, it is not a quality of, the reality

of objects.

If things or natural processes appear to us as in-

comprehensible, the fault is not theirs but ours. If

the whole world is incomprehensible to us, it is no

proof that the world possesses the quality of being un-

knowable, but because we lack the quality of compre-

hending it; we ourselves in that case, are wanting in

strength to formulate a unitary conception of all the

natural phenomena which come within the reach

of our observation.

Sensations are the effects of surrounding objects

upon a sentient being. Sensations are the ultimate

basis of all knowledge ; they are the data of expe-

rience.

The duty of the scientist is to describe the facts of

natural processes in such a way as to show their reg-

ularity ; and the duty of the philosopher is to arrange

all knowledge into one harmonious sj^stem which shall

be a unitary conception of the world. Man must

have a conception of the world not only because it be-

hooves him as a thinking being to have such a con-

ception, and because the demands of his mind have to

be satisfied, but also because he is in want of a foun-

dation for his conduct in life. Brutes follow their im-

pulses, but man is—or ought to be—a moral being
;

he can regulate his actions according to certain max-

ims ; and the maxims of individuals as well as of

nations depend upon, they are derived from, their re-

spective conceptions of the world. The various phi-

losophies of all times and peoples find a practical ex-

pression in their ethics.

POSITIVE SCIENCE VERSUS GNOSTICISM AND
AGNOSTICISM.

IN ANSWER TO MR. SHIPMAN'S CRITICISM "AGNOSTICISM
VS. GNOSTICISM,

In a criticism of Fundamental Probleins Mr. Paul R. Shipman

presents the case of Agnosticism versus Positive Monism which

he calls Gnosticism, and submits it to the jury of The Open

Court. Often it seems as if a misconception in the usage of terms

on the one side or the other were the only obstacle to a concilia-

tion of both views. But then again such a radical difference ap-

pears in the principles from which the disputants se%'erally start,

that all mutual understanding at once vanishes.

Mr. Shipman 's versatility and logical acumen are well known ;

and the readers of Tlie Open Court, whether agnostic monists, or

positive monists, (for Mr. Shipman professes to be a Monist also,)

will watch with interest the vigorous onslaugh s he makes on our

position. We shall present the case of the defense in the following

separate articles :

I. GNOSTICISM AND AGNOSTICISM.

By Gnosticism (according to the etymology and the traditional

use of the word) I understand a philosophy that actually is, or at

least pretends to be, in possession of the truth. The gnostic

knows or pretends to know all. The position of The Open Court is

greatly different from that of gnosticism; itclaims, not that weknow
all things, but that things and their relations can be known ; nat-

ural processes can be investigated and the truth concerning them
ascertained. To call this theory Gnosticism is an honor which I

would rather decline.

Agnosticism maintains that things (or at least certain things)

cannot be known, not merely because the present state of human
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knowledge is insufficient, but because things in themselves are

unknowable.

Positive monism stands in opposition to both views. It pro-

tests against the self-assurance of the gnostic who proclaims with

regard to all problems his confident invenhnus, and it protests

against the diffidence of the agnostic whose constant refrain is the

desperate ipwriiliimiis. That principle is indeed true which Pro-

fessor Huxley declares to be "the essence of science whether

ancient or modern," and which he strangely identifies with agnos-

ticism, namely, " that a man shall not say he knows or believes that

which he has no scientific grounds for professing to know or be-

lieve" ; and taking my standpoint upon that very principle I reject

the tenels of agnosticism. There are no scientific grounds, norare

there in fact any philosophical grounds, for believing in such a

thing as the Unknowable.

II. COGNITION AND PHILOSOPHICAL KNOWLEDGE.

Cognition is defined in Fiiidaineiilal Pi-ohliniis as the systemati-

zation of experience, and the data of experience are sensations.

For instance, suppose I see for the first time in my lite a camel

:

then I am conscious of an unwonted sensation of sight. Let it

happen that after some time I see the camel again : then I recognize

the animal. The comparison made between the two sensations,

their identity being perceived, constitutes an act of cognition. An
instance like this is the simplest case imaginable. Bat all more

complicated cases of cognition are at bottom the same process.

When I recognize the circumstances under which the motion of

the moon around the earth is the same thing as the fall of a stone,

so that I am able to formulate the identity of these and all similar

cases in a statement called a natural law, I have accomplished an

act of cognition.

Cognition, therefore, does not go beyond sensations, and it

need not ; it simply arranges sensations until they are all systema-

tized into one great system.

Mr. Shipman calls "causes" what I should call reasons or

natural laws. By cause I understand that change which produces

another change. Causes, as I use the word cause, are facts no less

than are the effects of causes
;
yet a statement of the reasons, i.e.,

an explanation why these causes have such or such effects, is a

formulation of natural laws This Mr. Shipman calls philosoph-

ical knowledge.

Mr. Shipman says. " the recognition of something which ad-

mits of historical knowledge only," (i. e. , a knowledge of facts

which admits of no philosophical knowledge,) "is agnosticism."

Very well. But all facts admit of systematization, which is cog-

nition ; and for this reason we reject agnosticism. The ideal of

science is a unitary conception of all the data of experience as

one harmonious system—which would be the realization of mo-
nism.

III. SENSATIONS AND THINGS.

A sensation and the thing that causes the sensation are dif-

ferent. The sensation is an effect caused by the thing upon a liv-

ing sentient being. The sensation reproduces in its way the form

of the thing ; and certain feelings correspond to certain qualities of

the thing ; for instance, the sensation of redness to certain vibra-

tions of ether-waves. Thus, a sensation, or a sum of sensations,

represents the thing in the brain of a sentient being.

Mr. Shipman makes too much of my " confession " that things

and sensations are different. It stands to reason that all feelings

and all ideas are different from things. In elucidation, I here

reprint a few additional sentences of my " confession," which are

not quoted by Mr. Shipman. It is a passage written in answer to

M. Binet :

" A certain form of a phenomenon corresponds to a certain

form of sensation. The phenomena being different among them-

selves produce sensations that in their turn also are different among
themselves. And the difference suffices to distinguish them.

"The electric current in the wire of a telephone is entirely

different from the air- waves of sound. Nevertheless the form of

air-waves produced by spoken words can be translated, as it were,

into the electric current and from the electric current back again

into air-waves. Both can adapt themselves to the same form and

thus become messengers of information. Must we declare that all

communication through the telephone is impossible because elec-

tricity and sound-waves, wire and air, are entirely different ?"

IV. SENSATIONS AND KNOWLEDGE.
The difference between sensation and the thing that causes the

sensation, affords not the slightest reason why the thing should be

unknowable or why cognition should be impossible. To illustrate.

Knowledge is a representation of things and their relations, in the

mind of a thinking subject. The things need not actually enter

our brain in order to be represented in our mind. All things and

their relations being representable, they are knowable. A thing

and its image reflected in a glass are totally different, but this does

not make reflection— a representation in the mirror—impossible.

Sensation does not limit knowledge, as Mr. Shipman pre-

tends and as he erroneously declares that I have confessed. Sen-

sation is the basis of all knowledge. It is the building-material

employed in the structure of all cognition and of all philosophies

Abstract thoughts are derived from them. Even our dreams and

errors and illusions have their ultimate origin in sensations.

The most pregnant and concise answer to Mr. Shipman's

argument on the unknowability of things would perhaps be a para-

phrase of his own sentences, comparing the representation of

cognition to the images of things produced by reflection in a glass :

" Whatever can be mirrored," our paraphrase runs, " can be

mirrored in something like a glass only. But the external thing

does not appear in the glass as it exists outside of the glass. The
thing and the reflection of the thing are different. It follows of

necessity that the external thing, as it exists out of the glass is at

once real and unreflectible. The thing itself cannot be mirrored."

But why should the thing itself go into the glass ? Is it not

enough that it is mirrored in the glass ? Why should the thing itself

be grasped ? Why should the thing itself enter and appear bodily

in consciousness as it exists ? Is it not enough that it is repre-

sented in consciousness ? And being represented in conscious-

ness, that is knowledge ; being correctly and sufliciently repre-

sented, that is truth.

Mr. Shipman says,
'

' Consciousness reveals all we know, but

it conceals more than it reveals ; like its emblem light which while

unveiling the terrestrial landscape veils the starry hosts " This is

a very fine comparison but I do not see its application. The real

existence of things, Mr. Shipman says, disappears behind the veil

of consciousness. An exquisite simile ! But it proves to me
nothing. Whatever has affected consciousness as a sensation, is

represented therein. It is, in that case, thus far known (historical

knowledge) ; and the knowledge concerning the sensation will be

complete as soon as it is so arranged among all other sensations

and all the memories of other sensations that it fits into their sys-

tem without producing contradiction or discord (philosophical

knowledge).

The truth that external things remain outside the thinking

subject, that the things do not enter consciousness, although they

may be represented in consciousness is, it appears, the substance of

Mr. Shipman's proof of his doctrine that things are unknowable.

What does that prove but that Mr. Shipman's view of " knowing "

and " understanding " and " comprehending, " is totally different

from ours. In order to understand something we need not eat it,

so as to get the thing within us ; it is quite sufficient to have it

represented in our minds, for that is the nature of knowledge

—

that and nothing else.
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V. INDIVISIBLE FACTS.

A fact that is indivisible in reality can very well b3 divisible

in our mind. When we speak of the weight of a body we refer to

its weight and to that alone, not to its volume, not to other proper-

ties, not even to its mass. We designate thereby a certain property

of the body, viz., that a certain stress is exerted between it and the

centre of the earth. This property we separate in our minds from

all the other properties, although in reality they may be and to a

great e.xtent are inseparable. Weight for instance is quite insep-

erable from mass. Yet it is for certain purposes necessary to

make this distinction. If we speak of feeling, we make reference

to that subjective process only, and not to motion ; although in

reality feeling may be and, I believe it is, inseparably connected

with certain motions, with certain vibrations of nervous substance.

VI. WORDS.

By " manifestation " I understand the efficacy of natural pro-

cesses ; for manifestation means their becoming manifest, so as to

be palpable and observable. The word manifest is derived from

the Latin manus, hand, and fendere, to dash Against, Thus

it means palpable, perceivable ; and a manifestation is every act

of disclosi'ng— a display, a revelation. The manifestation of the

gravity of a stone is the fall of the stone or its pressure against the

object upon which it rests.

Mr. Shipman uses manifestation in a different, and a narrower,

sense. He understands by manifestation exclusively the manifes-

tation made upon a sentient being.

Whether Mr. Shipman's usage of the word or mine is more
justifiable, I do not care ; in writing I employ words as I expect

they will be understood. Should I find that a word is used more

commonly in a different sense than that in which I am accus-

tomed to use it, I should unhesitatingly give up my usage for

the benefit of others and, indeed, for my own benefit. For all

my desire in writing is, to make myself understood.

I do not propose to dwell at length upon such topics as the

proper philological meaning of this or that word—provided the

word in its context cannot be misunderstood. We therefore men-
tion only incidentally the declaration made in a foot-note by Mr.

Shipman where it is said :
" Phenomena he here confounds, under

stress of theory, with the external thing which gives rise to sen-

sation, etc." Readers of my book will recognize the incorrectness

of this statement ; and I call Mr Shipman's attention to page 135

where the word phenomenon is explained. The passage quoted

from my book is a comment on a quotation from M. Binet, in which

I adopt his usage of the word in the sense of " natural process,"

which does not appear to me objectionable. There is nowhere in

Fundnvwntal ProbUms any confusion concerning the meaning of

this word and Mr. Shipman's charge is unjust.

Words must be construed according to their context. By ex-

istence we might now understand the abstract and empty idea of

existence and then again the concrete reality of existing things.

By matter we might now mean the abstract term comprehending
those qualities alone which are common to all substances, and
then again all the material qualities of a special piece of matter.

Every writer can expect that his readers will interpret words in

agreement with the connection in which they appear—the only

condition being that the author's meaning in each case be unmis-
takable. But ambiguity lurks in every expression separated from
its context.

VII. EXISTENCE AND ITS MANIFESTATION.

The "existence " of a thing is an abstract concept of greater

circumscription than is our idea of its special '

' manifestation, " viz.

,

the form in which it appears at a given moment. That is all Mr.
Shipman can mean when he says :

" Existence necessarily exceeds
its manifestation." However, existence cannot be said to exceed

"its capability of manifestation," as Mr, Shipman erroneously

adds.

Note here the danger of pictorial language !
" The excess of

existence " does not come within the range of sensation ; therefore

we are told, it is unknowable. This so called " excess of exist-

ence " is supposed to be something that exceeds or extends beyond

its present manifestation. Mr. Shipman says :
" When the existence

manifested in the form of a diamond passes into the form of char-

coal, what becomes of the diamond ? It must survive or perish."

Manifestation therefore, he concludes is perishable, existence im-

perishable : existence and manifestation are different.

This is an example of treating abstract concepts as concrete

things. Is existence—that something "imperishable"—an es-

sence behind the diamond ? Is it at the same time diamond and

charcoal, or is it something unknowable that is neither ? In

either case it would certainly be as Mr. Shipman declares, incom-

prehensible.

Existence is not an "imperishable" essence aside from its

" perishable" manifestation. The abstract idea of existence is a

wider generalization than the concept of its special manifestation.

But the (omrcte existence of a given piece of reality is exactly iden-

tical with its present manifestation. That something " imperish-

able " of the diamond (which Mr. Shipman calls " existence") is

full and entire in the diamond and will be present in its entirety in

any other form into which the substance of the diamond may be

put. This special form we call a diamond ; in another form we call

it graphite or charcoal as the case might be.

That is the simple solution of this profound problem. There

is nothing mysterious in it, and I cannot detect a place upon

which agnosticism is to find a foothold.

VIII. RELATIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE.

Mr Shipman asks :
" Knowability by whom—manor moner ?

"

If I declare that a problem is solvable, will you retort the same
question : by whom—man or moner ? And will you maintain that

because it is insolvable by the latter, it must be insolvable gener-

ally ? A mathematical problem is insolvable to a child ; it is

beyond the understanding of the cleverest dog, but it is therefore

not insolvable /t'rVc'. Many things, many explanations of natural

processes were unknowable to former generations
;
yet they were

not unknowable in themselves.

This is my whole objection to agnosticism : Unknoivnbility is

not a ijuality inhcient in things. Every thing that exists can

be represented in the consciousness of a sentient being. That
which is unknowable to me, is not unknowable to a man who has

the deeper insight to comprehend it I do not deny the relativity

of knowledge, I do not deny the inexhaustibility of existence for

cognition, nor do I deny that with the solution of every problem

new problems will constantly offer themselves Yet I do deny that

the Unknown is the Unknowable ; I do deny that legitimate prob-

lems exist which are insolvable.

IX. THE THING AND ITS PROPERTIES.

" If Vie take away from a thing all the prdperties that we are

accustomed to comprehend by a word, there is left " the meaning-
less word—a mere sound," Mr. Shipman asks, " What has be-

fallen the thing ? " Why, we have taken away the whole thing,

of course.

Mr. Shipman imagines that the thing would remain because
" a mental act can hardly wipe out a material thing." It seems as

if Mr. Shipman had overlooked the " if " or supposes that the prop-

erties are assumed to be taken away mentally, i. e., from the idea

of the thing only. Therefore the words //and thing are italicized

in the sentence above-quoted.

What I mean to say is that the thing is the sura total of all

its properties and that there is not " a thing in itself" behind its
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properties. The properties of a thing are its qualities. They are

not like the properties of a person in the sense of his possessions

and belongings, which if all were taken away, leave the person

still intact. All the properties of a thing, taken together, are the

thing. Accordingly, there are no such things as things in them-

selves.

Here appears again a difference in the usage of words Mr.

Shipman understands by " properties " of a thing " the sensations

which it occasions," while I would define " property " with Webster

as " that which is proper to any thing ; a peculiar quality of any

thing ;
that which is inherent in a subject, or naturally essential

to it."

X. THE ABSOLUTE AND THE IMPOSSIBLE.

" The relative " and " the absolute " are expressions signify-

ing a certain attitude which we intend to take towards things. If I

wish to consider a thing not in the relations which in reality it

bears to other things, I consider it absolutely. Considering

things absolutely is a mental process, but in reality things never

possess any such absoluteness, they constantly remain in relations

to other things.

If there is anything absolute, it is the Universe or the All
;

reality considered in its totality is absolute. But here again, the

absoluteness of the All is an absoluteness in so far only as the All

has no relations to other Alls or Universes outside of it. Yet the

Universe has certain relations to its parts, as the solar system in

its totality comprises certain relations to its different planets.

Moreover, if the Universe, the sum total of all the celestial bodies,

may be considered as possessing one common motion, would

there not be a relation of the All to the direction of its own motion

—or to express it in popular terms, a relation between the All and

the empty space outside of it ? Are there not also relations of the

All as it is in this moment, to the All as it was and as it will be ?

If the agnostic assumes that there is something beyond

natural processes, to wit, his Unknowable, he can call absolute

neither Nature nor the Unknowable. Nature is not absolute, be-

cause the agnostic believes that it depends upon the unknowable

something- Mr. Shipman identifies the absolute with the Unknow-
able ; but the Unknowable has a sense and meaning only in so far

as it stands in a certain relation to nature. The absolutely absolute

then must be outside of the world of real and knowable existences,

it can only be a something that we need not care or bother about,

and we can safely disbelieve it without committing a sin or involv-

ing ourselves in a logical fallacy.

In popular parlance the word absolute is, and we deny not

that it may be, used in the sense of a relative co:npleteness, mean-

ing thereby that a thing has no relations in a certain direction

only. The theorems of mathematics are absolute in so far as their

authority is intrinsic, they are not laws proclaimed by some legis-

lative act. Yet they are not absolute in the sense that their validity

and certainty rest in midair or nowhere. They are not absolutely

absolute, but may very well be called absolute for the purpose of

declaring that in a certain way they are independent.

I repeat : an objectively and absolutely absolute does not exist.

" Absolute" expresses not a quality of or in things, but a certain

attitude of the thinking subject only. In reality there are no ab-

solute objects, no absolute things, no absolute relations.

Mr. Shiprnan reasons that '

' the relative suggests the abso-

lute " as its correlative. But must it therefore, simply because it

is suggested, have a real existence ? I do not think so. So does

the possible suggest the impossible as its correlative. Is there-

fore the impossible a reality ? If it were, then indeed Mr. Ship-

man's argument that " we could more easily walk away from our

shadow than think away from the absolute " is no less true of the

impossible.

XI. THE INSOLVABLE PROBLEM.

Mr. Shipman uses to a great advantage my concession, as he

calls it, that there are problems which are insolvable. I declared

that such problems as are per sj insolvable are not admissible
;

they are illegitimate and wrongly stated. Mr. Shipman does not

accept this view of the subject but claims with great plausibility

that the mere existence of insolvable problems proves agnosticism.

Indeed, I might define agnosticism as that philosophy which looks

upon the basic problems of philosophy as insolvable.

It is true that I concede the existence of insolvable problems
;

but the existence of insolvable problems proves nothing in favor

of agnosticism. Let us see what an insolvable problem is.

Take as an instance the squaring of the circle. Thousands of

ingenious mathematical minds, Hindu sages, Greek philosophers,

and modern thinkers, have in vain attempted a solution. Grad-
ually certain mathematicians came to the conclusion that the prob-

lem might be insolvable, and recently Professor Lindemann, at

present of the University of Konigiberg, has taken the immense
trouble to demonstrate that the problem is insolvable and to ex-

plain TO/y it is insolvable. (See note on next page.) This settles

the question. The squaring of the circle being shown to be impos-

sible, the problem is solved. The solution is negative.

I might explain the nature of an insolvable problem by the

following example :

Problein : Take a rook, which can move in lines parallel to

the sides of the board only, and, starting from the corner square

Ai of a chess-board, pass through all the squares once, but never

more than once, and arrive at the corner of the board diagonally

opposite (square H, 8).ABCDEFGH

F G H

This problem is insolvable to the extent that the performance

demanded can never be accomplished. The problem, however,

is to this extent solvable that we can prove that whenever the num-
ber of squares in both directions make up an even number, the

demand is illegitimite. In reducing it to its simplest form, we may
state the same problem as follows : Take a board divided into

the four squares A, B, C, D, as the adjoined diagram shows.

Start with a rook from A, pass through B and

C only once, and arrive at D. This in other

words means : go to the left and at the same time to

the right, and arrive at a place midway between.

Or you might, demand this : Move in a cir-

cle and describe one complete revolution (only

one not one and a half) and arrive at the side op-

posite to that from which you started.

Problems that are wrongly stated must not be
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considered as lying beyond our comprehension. They are not

unknowable, not incomprehensible—they are illegitimate.

XII. THE AGNOSTIC'S PROBLEM.

Every rational thinker who, when working out a problem,

arrives at contradictory statements, would confess at once that he

must have made a mistake. The agnostic philosopher is an excep-

tion. He arrives at anon liquet, and it never occurring to him that

the confusion might be subjective, he declares that the confusion

is objective. Being taken to task, he makes the same mistakes

over again, arrives at the same contradictory statements, and

triumphantly proclaims his quod ernl liemons/nuuium !

The agnostic attitude changes the whole character of philos-

ophy. The philosopher's duty is to present a clear conception of

the world. The agnostic's problem is to prove that things are in

complete confusion. Happily it is not so. He can only prove the

confusion of his conception of things. P. c.

NB. Prof. Lindemann's essay appeared first in the Bcrlchte der Berliner

Akademie, (June 1S82,) then in the Comptcs rendus of the French Academy (Vol.

115, p. 72-74), and in the Mathematische Annalen (Vol. 20, p. 213-225). For a

popular discussion of the subject see Dr. Hermann Schubert, Die Quadratur

des Ziriels, published among the Wissenschaftliche Vortrage by R. Virchow

and Fr. v. HoltzendorSE, No. 67.

THE TALKING-WIRE.

BY LOUIS BELROSE, JR.

I slept and in my sleep there came to me
A perfect vision of my soul's desire :

Peace, born of Truth that lit the world like fire

And set all hearts aglow with sympathy.

And then there came a sound that seemed to be

The distant murmur of a golden lyre
;

I woke and near my window heard a wire

In low vibration turned to melody.

land of petty striving, loud with praise

Of heedless change and haste and wealth we store.

May softening time make music in your ways.

And school our young conceit to bow before

The simple dignity of older days

When things were less and man himself was more.

Washington, D. C, 1889.

CORRESPONDENCE.
TENURE OF LAND IN NEW ZEALAND.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
Sir :

—

In your number 113, Azotes, it is announced that Wheel-

barrow has closed the debate re The Single Tax. I hope you will find

room for this letter, especially as I live in so far away a country as

New Zealand, and as I hope to interest your readers on the '

' Land-

Question " as it is being administered in this country. About six

years ago the government adopted what we call the "perpetual

lease system," together with two other methods, " Freehold ten-

ure " and "the Homestead tenure." As in America, the govern-

ment acquired by various means, sometimes by confiscation, but

mostly by purchase, large tracts of land from the natives. These

lands have been dealt with from the earliest time by different

methods. A large portion has been set out for various purposes in

the shape of endowments, and the remainder dealt with as before

mentioned.

1 am not going to attempt to answer " Wheelbarrow " or his

critics or say which of them has the best of the arguments re The
Single Tax, but will state some facts. Last year out of a total area

of land disposed of by the government, consisting of 200,000 acres,

170,000 acres was let under the "perpetual lease." The conditions

are that the tenant shall pay to the State five per cent, on the

capital value of the land so taken up, and the terra of lease 25

years. At the end of that period a revaluation shall take place on

the value. All improveihents belong to the tenant, who has the

first offer of releasing for another term. If he refuses the fresh

valuation, it passes to the one who will buy.

With the consent of the State the tenant may sell out at any

time. The land never passes out of the " hands " of the State.

Thus you see we, or our children rather, will participate in a large

State domain eventually. A man with a small capital has no

need to lay out all his money on the purchase, but can immedi-

ately start to work. Purchasing the freehold acts as a deterrent.

Freehold tenure is undoubtedly the best if—mark //—he can re-

tain the freehold. I djn't know how it is irr .America, but here

in these colonies the law allows any one to mortgage their free-

holds. Now a good stiff mortgage generally knocks all the senti-

ment off a freehold, in fact it is no longer free, but bond, hold.

Under our perpetual lease the government will not allow, nor will

any one advance a dollar on what there is no security to offer.

Ample security of tenure is what I conceive to be all that is re-

quired, and I would advocate that all tenants should by law be

remunerated for all improvements they may make on leasehold

property, subject to certain provisions for the security of the

landlord, be it individual or State.

The real evil attending land tenure, is the gambling element

;

if we can prevent that we shall have solved the problem.

Yours truly,

GiSBORNE, New Zealand. W. L. File.
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tions in Chiara's Clinic and the Hospital St Maria Nuova, Flor-

ence, Italy," by C. W. Earle, M. D. (Chicago); " Observations in

Vienna," by C W. Earle, M. D.; "Infant Feeding," by C. W.
Earle, M. D.; " The Influence of Sewerage and Water Pollution

on the Prevalence and Severity of Diphtheria," by Charles War-
rington Earle, M. D. (Chicago); "Social Ethics," by Ezra H.

Heywood ;

" A Christian Science Sermon on the Nonentity of a

Personal Devil," by Joseph Adams; "Will Shakespeare, Tom
Paine, Bob Ingersoll, and Charley Bradlaugh" (London, R.

Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street, E. C.) "Report of the Depart-

ment of Health of the City of Chicago, for 1888," from Commis-

sioner Oscar De Wolf, M. D.

Dr. Paul Cams will deliver a lecture in Milwaukee on Sunday

morning, March 2d, before the Freie Gemeinde. The subject will

be Tod und Unsterblichkeit (Death and Immortality).
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RENDER NOT EVIL FOR EVIL.

God is often compared in the Old Testament to a

shepherd who leads his people in the paths of right-

eousness ; and those who truthfully obey his com-

mands, who allow themselves to be guided by him,

are called his sheep, his lambs, his fiock. Christ

adopted the same simile and often refers to it. In the

Acts (viii, 32) Christ himself is compared to a sheep.

To him is referred the prophesy in Isaiah (liiij 7):

" He was led as a sheep to the slaughter, and like a

lamb dumb before his shearers, so opened he not his

mouth."

This comparison was sufficient to give the crown of

glory to the sheep. Christians forgot that similes re-

main similes ; that they do not cover the truth in all

respects, but in one or two points only : and thus it

happened that the weakness of the sheep, its sim-

plicity, na)', its very stupidity, became an ideal of moral

goodness and Christian virtue. This misconception

of the true meaning of goodness received a further

support in such passages as "Ye resist not evil," and
'

' Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the kingdom

of heaven." Mental and physical weakness, so the

doctrine of Christianity seemed to say, is a moral merit

;

and the principle of absolute non-resistance was seri-

ously defended by many devout believers.

In recent, times Christ's word "Ye resist not evil"

has come again into prominence through the teachings

of Count Tolstoi, who not only adopted it as a prac-

tical rule of conduct but attempted to show through

his example that it was possible to live up to it.

Christ's command,. "Ye resist not evil," contains

a great moral truth, and Count Tolstoi was taught it

not through traditional belief in dogmatic Christianity,

but through the hard facts of life. Having enjoyed a

good education, hp had become an unbeliever by his

acquaintance with the so called sciences, and in his

practical experiences he found himself confronted with

many anxieties : care and worry for his beloved came
upon him ; he beheld the pale face of death ; and in the

moment of despair the unbeliever found comfort and

strength in words of praj'er.

Count Tolstoi was converted not by the sermons

and representations of a subtle apologetic divine, but

by the overwhelming logic of facts consisting in the

moral relations between husband and wife, brother

and brother, friend and friend, man and man. It was

life that taught the lesson "Ye resist not evil" to

Tolstoi, and his religion is a religion based upon e.x-

perience.

The myths of the Saviour who came into the world

from spheres beyond, contain pearls of imperishable

worth. Having ceased to believe in the sacred legend,

we may very well preserve the moral truths that like

valuable kernels are hidden in the useless husks of

dogmatism. The ethical teacher of the future while

rejecting the historical fables of Christ's life with an

uncompromising truthfulness, must extract the gold,

purified from dross, out of the ores of the old religions.

Christ's word "Ye resist not evil" must not be

misinterpreted as if it meant the abolition of all strug-

gle and a passive submission to everything vile and

low. A parallel passage, i Peter, iii, 8, reads as fol-

lows :

" Be ye all of one mind, having compassion one of another,

love as brethren, be pitiful, be courteous : not rendering evil for

evil, or railing for railing ; but contrariwise blessing ; knowing

that ye are thereunto called, that ye should.inherit a blessing."

Christ's word " Ye resist not evil" demands the

suppression of the natural tendency of retaliation. The
brutish desire in man for vengeance whenever he

suffers a wrong, should give place to brotherly love

and forgiveness. This is a divine command. Yet

divinity, as we understand the term, does not stand in

contradiction to nature. Divinity is nature ennobled

elevated, and sanctified. The ethics of love is divine,

because it is firmly established upon the facts of life ;

and science, if it be not blind to the moral law that

pervades nature, will find that it is true. Spinoza,

whose ethics is n9t that of revelation, says {Ethics,

III, 43 and 44) :

"Hatred is increased through hatred yet can be extinguished

through love. •

" Hatred if completely conquered by love, changes into love
;

and this love will be greater than if no hatred had preceded it.
"

The evil of this world cannot be lessened by coun-

teracting it through new evil. You cannot diminish

it by committing more evils. The logic of this truth

is becoming recognized in society now. Suppose that

some one being in a rage, called you names. Would
you stoop so low as to answer in the same tone ? Would
you childishly act like the bad boy saying : "You're
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another !

" Certainly not, unless you lose your temper

and do things that you will later regret.

The doctrine "Ye shall not render evil for evil,"

in this sense, will bemore absolutely recognized the

higher the standard of moral culture is. Yet this doc-

trine does not at all imply the abolition of all struggle

and the suppression of combat and fight. We are too

much accustomed to look upon struggle as the root

of all evil, and in that case we shall erroneously ex-

pect that a world of moral life must be without com-

petition, without war, without fight. The doctrine of

non-resistance, in the sense of giving up all efforts to

defend that which is right and just, is practically and

morally untenable. Life in all its many phases is a

constant struggle, and the ethics of life demands that

we shall fight the good fight of faith trusting in the in-

vincibility of the moral ideal.

The sentence " Ye resist not evil" is ambiguous

and it appears preferable to express the truth of this

doctrine in the words, "Render not evil for evil."

Evil must be resisted, but not by other evils ; self-

ishness must be overcome but not by other and

greater selfishness. Therefore, by the side of the doc-

trine "Resist not evil with evil," let there appear the

command : Do your best in the struggle for life and

conquer evil, not because your own personal interests

are at stake, but because higher principles are involved

than the private affairs of your pett}' self. We must

never lose sight of the truth that our struggle for ex-

istence, even in commercial competition, is fought for

the progress of humanity and for an ever higher and

better realization of human ideals.

Christ—that is, a moral teacher as described in

the four gospels—could not possibly have meant by

his word "Ye resist not evil," that doctrine of passive

indolence that made of the sheep the ideal of moral

perfection. For Christ himself fought and struggled,

he discussed and wrangled with the Scribes and Phar-

isees. When he stood before Caiaphas, according to

the account of John, he was smitten in his face, and

although he was ready to endure another blow, al-

though he had to endure worse persecutions, and

although he was not willed, even if he had been able

to do it, to retaliate : yet he did not suffer it with a

passive non-resistance ; he turned to the man who beat

him and took him to account, saying :
" If I have

spoken evil, bear witness of the evil ; but if well, why
smitest thou me? "

The doctrine "Render not evil for evil" is ad-

dressed to every single person as an individual. But it

does not refer to the government, nor to the magistrate.

If you are a judge and called upon to pronounce a ver-

dict, the word has no reference to your judgment. We
as persons have to renounce all egotism and all vin-

dictiveness. For egotism and the ill-will of the human

heart are the roots of all evil. Our egotism and the

evil wants of petty personal desires must be renounced

once for all and without reserve, not only where we
do wrong, but also where we suffer wrong.

That Christ did not intend to teach the weak morals

of non-resistence can be learned from his own de-

meanor. When he and his disciples came to Jeru-

salem, "Jesus went into the temple, and began to

cast out them that sold and bought in the temple, and

overthrew the tables of the moneychangers, and the

seats of them that sold doves ; and would not suffer

that any man should carry any vessel through the

temple. And he taught, saying unto them. Is it not

written, My house shall be called of all nations the

house of prayer? but ye have made it a den of

thieves."

Christ did not render evil for evil where his per-

sonal interests were involved, yet if punishment is to

be called an evil, he did not hesitate to render evil for

evil in that dominion where he considered himself as

the representative of Him that—according to his ideals

of religious life—he felt had sent him.

Humanity, Christian and non-Christian, is under

the influence of the sheep allegory still. One of the

greatest biologists denies the existence of moral facts

in nature, because the sheep and the deer are eaten by

the wolves, and because in human society the same
struggle for existence as in brute creation is fiercely

fought, although with more refined weapons. The
struggle for existence will continue, it can not be

abolished, because it is a natural law, and sheepish-

ness will never triumph in the world of real life.

Having proved this, the scientist is satisfied, that na-

ture is immoral.

Let us beware of the ethics of ovine morality.

Morality is not negative, it is not mere submission to

evil, no pure passivity, no suffering, simply: morality is

positive. Not by the omission of certain things do we

do right, but by straining all the faculties of mind and

body to do our best in the struggle for life which we
have to fight. We may be weak, and we may feel our

weakness. The greater should our efforts be, to fight

the struggle ethically. We may be poor in spirit and

we may feel our want, but nature will supply us with

that which we want, if we but earnestly struggle to

acquire it. He who is strong in spirit and in body,

he who feels his strength and misuses it, will not be

the conqueror in the end. It is not the self-sufficient

that are blessed; but those who are aware of their in-

sufficiency. This only, in my opinion, can be the

meaning when Christ says :

" Blessed are the poor in spirit : for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven."

We must be on our guard against unfeeling stern-

ness, yet on the other hand let us not drop into the
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other extreme. We must be on our guard against

ethical sentimentality also. There is too much preach-

ing about the sweetness of religion and the rapturous

delight of ethics. Yet this saccharine religiosity is just

as impotent and useless as that ovine morality which

glorifies in its weakness and does not struggle for

strength.

Austere rigidity in religion and ethics is like a rose

without odor, it is life without gladness, and obedience

without loving devotion.- The passivity of a lamb like

submission is idealized weakness fortified and strength-

ened by moral vanity and sugared over with senti-

mental enthusiasm.

Religion and ethics, we do not deny, are full of

sweetness and noble joys, yet at the same time they

are stern ; they are of an unrelenting severity and

majesty. It is only the unison of both, the strength

of austerity and the fervor of sentiment, that makes

morality wholesome, sound, and healthy.

AMERICAN AUGURIES.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Many hundred years before Columbus solved the

secret of the Western Atlantic, the mariners of Spain

believed in the existence of a Hesperian Garden coun-

try—a miraculous island that vanished at the approach

of the explorer, though the outlines of its mountains

had often been seen on the distant horizon. That

tradition was of Moorish origin. According to the

Paradise legend of ancient Araby, Allah has not de-

stroyed the Garden of Eden, but hides its glories from

natural ken, lest the war for its possession should

prove the destruction of the human race. A similar

providence seems to have watched over the destinies

of the New World. Two hundred years ago, when
Spain, France, and England disputed the boundaries

of their transatlantic possessions, it was already pretty

well known that the country between Canada and

Mexico combined a temperate climate with at least a

million square miles of luxuriant forests, and if the

political economists of the seventeenth century could

have recognized the significance of those facts the

nations of the Old World would have massacred each

other for the possession of our territory.

For the true basis of national wealth is not gold

but wood. Forest-destruction is the sin that has

cost us our earthly paradise. War, pestilence, storms,

fanaticism, and intemperance, together with all other

social mistakes and misfortunes, have not caused half

as much permanent damage as that one fatal crime

against the fertility of our Mother Earth.

The axe has turijed the garden-lands of the East

into hopeless deserts ; it has destroyed, rather than

devastated, the fairer half of the habitable earth, for

the ruin is practically irremediable. There is a the-

oretical possibility of reclaiming the barren lands of

the East, but experience has proved that the difficul-

ties of the task exceed the present and prospective

resources of the human race. Mehemet Ali covered the

Thebaid with forest-trees, but at a distance of forty

yards from a permanent water-course they withered as

fast as they could be replanted. In Algeria the French

Government expended millions on artesian wells.

They have benefited a few tribes of pastoral,nomads,

but their influence on the surrounding vegetation

ceases with the activity of the puriipers; a single day

of rest is apt to undo the work of six week days. In

Eastern Persia famine has become a chronic com-

plaint; irrigation-ditches are useless where the brooks

themselves are apt to fail.

In East America, on the other hand, the combined

influence of natural and artificial fertilizers has im-

proved both the crops and the soil ; we have found

that "high farming" will pay, in every sense. In

Persia outraged Nature refuses to be conciliated, while

in Pennsylvania her bounty has no ascertained limits,

and even without the influence of climatic contrasts,

it would be easier to improve a fertile country to a

tenfold degree of productiveness than to restore a desert

to the tenth part of its former fertility.

In other words, the chances are a hundred to one

that the United States will become the most densely

populated country of the world, before the ingenuity

of despair will enable mankind to reclaim the eastern

sandwastes. The great Mediterranean desert is mov-

ing westward as fast as our centre of population, and

has reached the east-shores of Italy and Spain. Africa

is a dying continent; Australia is a steppe, with a nar-

row border of farming land. The climate of South

America, like that of Hindostan, is not compatible

with the habits (and still less with the vices) of the

progressive races.

North America is the land of the future. In the

United States various circumstances enable us to fore-

see the manner, as well as the degree, of our national

development. The laws of Nature which guide the

march of our progress, are less incalculable than the

caprices of kings and priests. Time is the test of

truth, and even in the years of the present generation

the concurrent "streams of tendency" will show

whether the following predictions are founded upon

Peter Bayle's legitimate art of prophecy—the art of

distinguishing the main current of events from their

incidental fluctuations.

The census of A. D. 1900 will show a remarkable

chaTige in the distribution of our population : before

the end of the present decade the centre will begin to

move southward, instead of westward. Two hundred

years ago when the first settlers of our Atlantic sea-

board were guided by the comparison of natural ad-
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vantages, most of them preferred the colonies south of

Chesapeake Bay. The pilgrims of the Ma3'flower in-

tended to settle in South Virginia, but heavy storms

drove them out of their course, and their landing at

Plymouth Rock was purely accidental. The next

twenty years will modify the results of that accident,

as well as the after-effects of negro slavery and political

intolerance. Before long the climatic superiority of

the " Piedmont Region," the terrace- land of the south-

ern AlJeghanies, will begin to tell. Georgia, Alabama,

Tennessee, and the Carolinas will more than double

their population within the next thirty years. Various

industries will establish their headquarters in the South.

Commercial activity in the higher phases of its present

development seems to require the stimulus of a cold

climate, but the mechanical industries find a congenial

home under the isotherms of Lyons and Geneva, and

will profit by the cheap labor of the old slave States.

Cotton will be spun where it grows. The coal-fields

of Tennessee and Alabama, the immense water-power

of Northern Georgia, will not be much longer neglected,

and after a few successful investments the rivalry of

trade will soon stud the South with manufacturing

towns. The railroad from Atlanta to Lynchburg, via

Spartanburg, Charlotte and Danville, Va., is destined

to rival the " Big City road " from Niagara to Lake
Michigan. These Chicagoes of the South will perhaps

be more orthodox than their Northern rivals—con-

servatism being a concomitant of climatic blessings

—

but they will not be Sabbatarian cities ; under the

latitude of Italy it has never been popular to suppress

the outdoor amusements of the poor.

During the last Paris Exhibition many visitors of

the "pomological department" were astonished at

the size and beauty of an assortment of apples in a

plain wooden show-case. They were as mariy-colored

as a collection of agates and of the same waxy gloss,

and all of them of an extraordinary size. The three

largest had been weighed and labelled, i, 1.05, and

1.35 kilogrammes, i. e., i^ and two pounds a piece.

Those pomological marvels did not come from Avalon,

nor from Lombardy, nor Smyrna, but from Macon
County, in western North Carolina. On the plateau of

the Southern AUeghanies the summer season is as genial

as in Southern Switzerland, while its spring is just late

enough to prevent the premature blossoming of fruit-

.trees, and thus saves them from the March frosts.

This apple region comprises all the southern mountain
States between the thirty-fourth and thirty-seventh

parallels, and seems to be equally well adapted for

pears, peaches, andfigs. Immigration and experiments
will settle those points, and then man-food, par ex-

.cellence, will cease to be an article of luxury.

The West, in the meanwhile, will become the gran-

ary of the world. Factories and uncertain crops have

burdened Europe with a population of that most un-

desirable class which Carl Ritter calls the city refugees,

fugitives from famine, whose means of migration are

barely sufficient to carry them to the suburbs of the

next town, where their presence tends to increase the

rates of the poor-taxes, or at least the excess of food-

consumers over food-producers. They die early, but

their multitude turns the balance of trade by battering

life for coin, and coin for American wheat. They crowd

the white-slave quarters of all large cities from Lisbon

to Moscow, and their number will still increase, and

with it the profits of our western farmers. But after

the wheat area has spread to the borders of the arid

central plateau, it will invade the woodlands of the

Northwest—Michigan and the timber-belt of the north-

ern lake-region—as well as the forests of the Missis-

sippi Valley, and the decrease of arboreal vegeta-

tion will then begin to exert its inevitable climatic

influence. The total annual rainfall will decrease,

but the confluence of the winter-rains, unchecked -

by the moisture-absorbing network of the woods,

will cause disastrous freshets; Louisiana and Arkan-

sas will be inundated as regularly as Lower Egypt

;

and at the mouth of the Mississippi the deposits

of river-sediment will keep a fleet of dredge boats

busy. In midsummer the uplands will be visited b}'

more frequent droughts ; the Rocky Mountain locust

will establish its headquarters in.Southern Missouri

and colonize the cotton States. At the same time,

however, the climate of the Middle and Northern

States will become more agrreable—dryer, namel)',

and milder. Excessive clearings have thus modified

the climate of all southern and central Europe. In the

time of Xenophon, Greece had harder winters than

modern Dalmatia ; on the expedition against Corcj'ra,

Socrates marched barefoot through the deep snow, in

order to silence the effeminate complaints of hisj'oung

companions. The harbor of Syracuse was frequently

ice-bound, and the Tiber froze nearly every year.

Cyrus used to pass seven months of the year at Babylon,

in the Euphrates Valley, a "region of perpetual

spring," as Xenophon calls it, in the same valley where

the dog-star now seems to rage perpetually. Cyren-

aica, the modern Tunis, with its superheated drift-

sands, where 80,000 nomads eke out a precarious ex-

istence, had once six millions of inhabitants, twenty

or thirty flourishing cities, surrounded by luxuriant

valleys, whose climate seems to have resembled that

of our old colonies, Virginia and North Carolina. Sev-

eral poets mention the "snowy summit" of Mount
Soracte, a South-Italian mountain of very moderate

elevation. Tacitus speaks of frozen lakes in modern
Italy, and his description of the German woodlands,

" horrid with frost," would have answered the present

state of affairs in Northern Canada.
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The average temperature of Eastern Europe must,

indeed, have risen at least twenty degrees, and the

disappearance of our Eastern Sylvania has already be-

gun to produce an analogous effect. The old settlers

of Northern Georgia remember a time when the Tocoa

River used to "freeze solid," at least every other year,

while during the last fifteen years it froze only twice,

—

in February, 1878, and December, 1885. When Penn-

sylvania was first settled, a winter like the last would

have been considered miraculous ; thfe heavy snowfall

of the North counties used to blockade the overland

roads to New York almost every year.

THE FUTURE OF RELIGION.

BY J. H. BROWN.

Mr. Frederic Harrison's article in the Fortnightly

Review on 'The Future of Agnosticism,' and Professor

Huxley's reply thereto in the Nineteenth Century, will

recall to many the discussion a few years ago in the

last named Review between Mr. Harrison and Mr.

Herbert Spencer on the subject of Religion—a discus-

sion originating with Mr. Spencer's essay, 'Religion

a Retrospect and Prospect.'

The interest which that notable controversy excited

at the time will be remembered, and it will also be re-

membered that, as is the common fate with discus-

sions of this subject, no agreement was arrived at,

—

indeed among the respective adherents of Mr. Spencer

and Mr. Harrison to this day the moot points are

points in dispute.

I should like once more to direct attention to the

standpoints of these distinguished writers, to notice

their fundamental differences and to suggest a line of

thought in regard to this, the greatest question of our

age, which, if it has not been entirely lost sight of,

does not seem to me to have received the considera-

tion its importance deserves.

Religion, I have said, is the greatest question of

our age, and when we consider the part it has played

in history, and the interest which anything relating to

it can arouse even in this iconoclastic time, when, as

has been observed, the religious novel rivals the sen-

sational in popularity, I think it will be admitted that

so to describe it is not to magnify its claim.

Among the class of thinkers who style themselves

Agnostics, opinion is varied. There are those who,

finding the orthodox creeds discredited, take the posi-

tion that the very idea of Religion is no better than a

superstitious survival, and those others who hold that

in essence the thing known in the past as Religion

will have for the future a meaning and, in modified

forms, an import as great as was ever attached to it by

sacerdotal ages. Then there is Agnosticism as repre-

sented by Professor Huxley, who is the Agnostic pure

and simple, and Agnosticism as represented by Mr.

Spencer and by Mr. Harrison, who would be Agnos-

tics if they were not also something more.

Assuming for the purposes of this essay, that dog-

matic Christianity stands discredited at the bar of rea-

son, assuming that its affirmations in regard to deity,

to origin, and destiny, to the why, whence, and whither,

of human life, and to a multitude of other questions

are set at naught, assuming that we accept the dicta

of modern Science in regard to such fundamentals of

Christianity as the Fall of Man, the doctrines of the

Atonement and of everlasting rewards and punish-

ments, assuming in fine that we have seen the founda-

tions of the Christian edifice, philosophy, church, and

scheme disappear—what will be the result ? Shall

society remain without a unified, coherent philosophy

and religion, such as the Christian church for hun-

dreds of years supplied to its members, or shall there

arise out of the ashes of the old order a new religion

based upon the new philosophy, a religion which shall

be wide enough to receive mankind within its pale,

which shall do for the modern world what Christianity

did for our fathers, what every religion in some shape

has professed to do for its votaries, viz., give men a

theory of the universe to which all can subscribe, a

code of morals which all can approve, an ideal to which

all can aspire,—a common organic bond.

My own conviction, at the outset, is that the re-

ligious emotion is a living principle of our nature.

Whether on the grounds claimed by Mr. Spencer or

on those set forth by Mr. Harrison, or perhaps on

both, I shall hereafter attempt to show. The view

that religion is a thing of priestcraft and superstition,

a systematized fraud used by the wily and unscrupu-

lous to dupe the credulous, is not entitled to respect-

ful attention. For me it is negatived by the univer-

sality of the religious sentiment.

Consideration of the purely Agnostic position need

not detain us long. Agnosticism has nothing con-

structive or positive about it, unless what there may

be of positive or constructive in denial and negation.

Its very claim, as implied by its title, is that it is neg-

ative, that in regard to certain matters it takes the

Agnostic position, the position of non- affirmation. It

does not attempt to construct a religion, it has no

word to say as to a possible future religion, and if it

has been destructive of ancient faiths, it has been so

only incidentally. The Agnostic, as we know him, is

the philosophic scientist who, finding certain affirma-

tions of Christianity contradicted by Science, has said

so with more or less of energy and acumen. The

scientists think they have said so with extreme mod-

eration. We know on the other hand what the major-

ity of Christians think about it. This, then, is the

Agnostic position—it has rejected the authority of
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Christianity, it has acted as a solvent of the ancient

dogmas, it does indeed give us its opinion upon those

questions of deity, origin, and destiny referred to above,

but it does not pretend to tell us what religion essen-

tially has been in the past nor what it essentially will

be in the future. When it undertakes to do the latter.

Agnosticism goes beyond its appellative and should

make haste to get itself another name.

Two writers, one the greatest philosopher of mod-

ern times, the other one of the most brilliant of Eng-

lish essayists, have undertaken to tell us specifically

what Religion has been in the past and what it is

likely to be in the future; Mr. Spencer speaking for

himself and the system of thought with which his

name is identified, Mr. Harrison speaking also for

himself, but speaking as well for the philosophic, po-

litical, and religious system of Auguste Comte.

These two gentlemen have necessarily passed

through the critical, agnostic stage. They are Agnos-

tics in Religion, but they are also much more, since

they have something positive to affirm in regard to the

future of Religion. Mr. Spencer's position is that the

true source of the religious emotion is ' the conscious-

ness of a Mystery that cannot be fathomed, and a Power

that is omnipresent,'' 'that Unknown Cause of which the

entire Cosmos is a Manifestation,' and which, though

it transcend conception, is ever present as our most

abiding consciousness. This position Mr. Harrison

ridicules and describes Mr. Spencer's Unknown Cause

as an ' ever-present conundrum to be everlastingly given

up'. Persistently ignoring Mr. Spencer's statement

that 'the power which manifests itself in conscious-

ness is but a differently conditioned form of the power

which manifests itself beyond consciousness,' and that

'our lives alike physical and mental, in common with

all the activities amid which we live, are but the work-

ings of this power,' Mr. Harrison describes it as a

'logical formula begotten in controversy, dwelling

apart from man and the world.' Replying to this

Mr. Spencer pertinently observes, "Does Mr. Harri-

son really think that he represents the facts when he

describes as 'dwelling apart from man and the world'

that power of which man and the world are regarded

products, and which is manifested through man and the

world from instant to instant?"

As Mr. Spencer points out Mr. Harrison will do

anything but meet this issue, and while Mr. Spencer

adds to what is said above that 'though duty requires

us neither to affirm nor deny personality of the Un-
known Cause,' yet ' the choice is not between person-

ality and something lower than personality, but be-

tween personality and something higher,' Mr. Harri-

son asks such pointless questions as 'How does the

man of science approach the All-Nothingness?' and
suggests that the mathematical quantity (x") ' would

be an appropriate symbol for the Religion of the in-

finite Unknowable.' It will be seen that Mr. Harrison

could afford to be witty at the expense of the Unknow-

able, that which was once called God. Mr. Spencer,

on the contrary, discusses the subject throughout in a

serious and dignified tone.

As Mr. Harrison says, the difference between him

and Mr. Spencer as to what Religion means is vital

and profound. According to Mr. Spencer it is the

emotion aroused by the mystery and magnitude of the

universe, by the thought of eternity, of infinite space;

by the thought of the stellar worlds, the loveliness of

sunset, the glory of. the starry firmament, the wonder

of vegetation, the wonder of humanity : by that en-

folding mystery which makes existence a continuous

miracle ; that profound emotion which drew from

Whitman the exclamation,

" Swiftly I shrivel at the thought of God."

The emotion, the source of which Wordsworth de-

scribes as
" A presence that disturbs us with a joy

Of elevated thoughts, a sense sublime

of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,

And the round ocean, and the living air,

And the blue sliy, and in the mind of man ;

A motion and a spirit that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought.

And rolls through all things."

The emotion which inspired the oft-quoted lines

spoken by Faust to Margaret

:

" Who can name Hira, and, knowing what he says.

Say ' I believe in Him ? ' And who can feel,
'

And with self-violence to conscious wrong

Hardening his heart, say, ' I believe Him not !

'

The All-embracing, All-sustaining One.

Say doth he not embrace, sustain, include

Thee ?—Me ?—Himself ?—Bends not the sky above ?

And earth on which we are is it not firm,

And over us with constant kindly smile

The sleepless stars keep everlasting watch
;

Am I not here gazing into thine eyes ?

And does not All that is,

Seen and unseen mysterious all

—

Around thee and within.

Untiring agency.

Press on thy heart and mind ?

Fill thy whole heart with it."

According to Mr. Harrison, ' Religion is mainly a

thing of feeling and of conduct, and is concerned es-

sentially with duty.' He agrees that it must have an

intellectual base, but fte weakness of. the Positivist's

position is that its intellectual base will not bear the

obvious and ordinary logical pressure. Here it might

be well to say squarely that Mr. Harrison's Religion

leaves out entirely the idea of God. Comte, whom he

follows in this, professed to re-organize society ^ sans

dieu ni roi,'—without God or king,—and if the idea of

the Unknown Cause had any place in the Positivist

system, it would be impossible for Mr. Harrison to be

funny about the 'All-Nothingness.' Mr. Harrison

will have nothing to do with the Unknown Cause.

He prefers, on the whole, to regard humanity as the
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uncaused. He will not admit that a Power greater

than Humanity has produced humanit}'. Humanity,

according to him, deserves in some way the credit of

having produced itself, of having sustained itself

through the ages, and to humanity alone humanity

must look for its future prosperity and progress. Alas

for this vain-glorious humanity, if for one hour the sun

should withdraw his friendly light and heat ! Denying

that humanity depends upon an unknown Cause for its

very existence, Mr. Harrison finds that Mr. Spencer,

in insisting upon this as a truth, is insisting 'on one

of the most gigantic paradoxes in the history of

thought.' He is fond of recurring to this paradox. He
evidently thinks that here Mr. Spencer is very weak
and he himself is very strong. But so far as Mr.

Spencer takes his argument there is no weak link in

his chain. He might have taken it further.

Had Mr. Spencer set out, as Mr. Harrison has

done, to found a religion, I have no doubt that he

would have taken his argument further. For such a

purpose he could logically have extended it so as to

include in his religious system Mr. Harrison's Re-

ligion of Humanity. And the wonder of it is that Mr.

Harrison, who has set out to found a Religion, did

not, from his own ground, see this. With Mr. Spen-

cer humanity is forever connected with the Unknow-
able Power, being a part and manifestation of that

Power, and therefore whatever emotions of awe and

wonder are excited by the contemplation of the uni-

verse are inseparably linked with those other emo-

tions of love, compassion, admiration, etc., which the

thought of humanity stirs in us as members of the hu-

man family. To Mr. Spencer this course is logically

possible—to Mr. Harrison it is not. While making

merry over Mr. Spencer's 'gigantic paradox,' he is

himself blind to the paradox wherein he attempts to

make humanity stand alone and unsupported—a house

in the air, a structure without a foundation, a product

without a producer, an effect without a cause (for if

humanity be caused, where is the intellectual base for

Mr. Harrison's Religion of Humanity, since an Un-

known Cause is rejected?). And thus, committing in-

tellectual suicide, Mr. Harrison cuts himself off from

that source of high emotion which is abundantly shown

by Mr. Spencer to have an intellectual base.

It seems to me then that by a union of their forces

and thus only can the philosophy and feeling of a

world-religion be developed. Mr. Spencer would find

it necessary to embrace in his religious system, as he

has already embraced in his philosoph)', man's hfe

and the source thereof. The domain of religion will

ever be co-extensive with that of philosophy ; they

necessarily supplement each other, philosophy fur-

nishing the thought-element, religion the element of

feeling. Mr. Harrison must needs admit the logical

insufficiency of his Religion of Humanity, and accept

the intellectual basis and source of religious emotion

insisted on by Mr. Spencer.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HYPNOTISM.

The entire mass of psychological data furnished

by modern researches, and especially by hypnotic in-

vestigations, may be divided into three groups :

(i) The normal phenomena of soul-life, which can

be observed in every-day life
;

(2) Abnormal phenomena of soul-life, which can be

reproduced under special conditions and thus admit

of verification by experiment; and

(3) Abnormal phenomena of soul-life observed by

certain individuals who are supposed, or claim, to be

in possession of special gifts (such as second sight and

telepathy).

The data of the first two classes alone can be con-

sidered as indubitable facts ; those of the third class

rest on a very weak authority, considering the in-

numerable illusions that can take place in individuals

given to the belief in the miraculous.

The psychological data of indubitable character,

i. e., the phenomena of every one's normal soul life,

and those experiments of psychic research which ad-

mit of verification by experiment, we have learned,

exhibit a strong tendency to corroborate the monistic

view of psychological phenomena. Dualism indeed

is limited to the third class as a store-house for its

weapons of attack, and psychologists of a dualistic

bias have therefore taken pains to gather all attainable

reports about telepathy and second sight as experienced

by certain individuals of a specially spiritual nature.

If dualists wish to convince the world of the truth of

dualism, they must derive their proofs from the data

of the two first classes, which are generally acknowl-

edged as facts by science. These, however, seem to

exclude a dualistic interpretation ; so strong is their

evidence in favor of the inseparable unity of psycho-

logical and physiological phenomena !

Ideas are no disembodied ghosts created from

supersensible or supernatural elements, they are real

stuctures that live in our brain, possessed of a definite

form and produced in the nervous substance through

sensory impressions. In calling them ideas, we do

not, however, as a rule refer to their physiological

objectivity, which forms their bodily reality, but to

their spiritual subjectivity : we refer to that indescrib-

able phenomenon which every living being experiences

when he feels und thinks. The whole empire of sub-

jective experlnces is called the ideal, while the pro-

cesses of motion that take place in the world of objec-

tive existences, are called the real.

Dualism looks upon the real and the ideal as two

distinct worlds which exist independently of each
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other. In the human body, it is conceded, they are

united into a wonderful harmony. The ideal inhabits

the real as a house ; the spirit animates the body for

some time, but it may leave the body, as a prisoner

leaves his prison, thenceforth to live as a pure spirit.

Monism looks upon the ideal and the real as two

inseparable aspects of one and the same fact, they

are two abstractions made for different purposes and

abstracted from one and the same indivisible object.

Monism considers the world as a living actuality,

which naturally in an evolution from lower to higher

forms evolves ever higher souls, thus raising the sub-

jectivity of atomic life to the intellectualit)' of a human

being.

When we speak of the ideal in man, {ideal is here

used in the philosophical sense of the purely subjective,)

we must bear in mind that the ideal and the real do

not in actual life exclude one another.* Feelings pure

and simple without their proper physiological conditions

do not exist ; thoughts without the thinking brain-struc-

tures in which they take place, are impossible. We
might just as well speak of movement without a

moving body. Therefore the ideal by itself, the

thinking subject, abstract and absolute, is an absur-

dit3'. It does not exist. The thinking subject is al-

ways at the same time a bodily object of actual and

material reality. Not only the thinking subject upon

the whole, but every detail of the thinking subject's

feelings, his sensations and thoughts,— every irritation

felt, every idea thought,—every emotion taking place

in the empire of the ideal, mean at the same time a

special modification of nervous substance in the empire

of the real. The parallelism between the real and the

ideal is, so far as science has investigated, uncontra-

dicted and perfect.

The ideal therefore is a special kind of reality ;

and indeed it is the most important part, the most

real and most actual element of reality. The ideal

in its highest development, being the empire of feeling

and thinking subjectivity, is the product of organized

life. The non-organized elements can be said to con-

tain the germs only, the mere potentiality to bring forth

the empire of the ideal. In the sensations and thoughts

of sentient creatures the different objects of reality are

depicted ; they are mirrored therein as images, as ideas.

The literal translation of the Greek word idea (eztJo?) is

image. The ideal is the realm of representations ; and

the objects represented in the subjectivity of a sentient

being, are the objective realities of its own body and

of the things of the surrounding world.

The existence of the ideal gives meaning and pur-

* The word rcai may be used in a limited and in a more extended sense.

In the former sense, when strictly confined to bodily objectivity, it excludes

the ideal ; in the latter sense, when signifying all facts that can become objects

of experience, it includes the ideal also. Thoughts and feelings are ideal
:

and yet they are realities.

pose to the world of bodily realities. Sentient beings

can make the objects around them subservient to their

needs and comforts; and man, the firstborn son of

nature, will have dominion over the earth in propor-

tion as his ideas are correct images of things and of

the relations among things.

The monistic view is thus corroborated through

those results of psychology which can be considered

as indubitable facts. An idea, being a bodily struc-

ture of nervous substance and being situated in the

centre of the organism, viz., the brain, must be of par-

amount importance, even if we consider its activity

as a mere phj'siological process. The brain is the

capital of the body ; it is the seat of the government,

whence orders are issued to, and obeyed in, all the

various provinces of the different organs and limbs.

Facts being as they are, can we wonder that ideas

of fear, of worry and anxiety produce pathological

conditions in the body?

It is well known that sudden or extraordinary

terror may kill a person. Goethe describes in his

Erlking how a child dies from fright in the arms

of his father riding on horseback through a stormy

night. The boy imagines that the Erlking is attempt-

ing to snatch him away and thus he becomes a prey

of the phantoms of his own imagination.

Similarly Gottfried Burger describes the death of

Leonore with masterly accuracy, as if he had studied

in hospitals the deliriums of fever-patients. Leonore

expects her betrothed home from the war, but she does

not find him among those who return. In despair she

beats her bosom and tears her hair, but in the hush

of night she hears him knock at the door, she sees

him enter, his horse is waiting and he takes her along

over dale and hill, over rivers and mountains far away

to be married—in the grave.

There is an old story about a court-fool (which

may briefly be told without vouching for its truth) that

was condemned to death by the sword. The duke,

however, had pardoned him, but had given the order

not to let him know. The fool's punishment should

be, to go through all the terrors of execution. The
executionqr, then, should strike the blow not with a

sword but with a sausage. When the fool, so the

story goes, received the harmless stroke, he fell, dead,

to the ground. He died from the idea of death.*

The physiological reality of ideas renders it neces-''*

sary that the ideas of the central soul influence the

unconscious activity of the peripheral soul. This is

especially noticeable in certain functions, for instance

in the movements of the digestive organs, which are

not under the control of the will, yet are strongly and

almost immediately influenced by certain states of mind

in one or another way. Unusual wrath poisons the

* The story is told in many different versions.
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milk of a mother ; and great excitement so alters the

secretion of saliva that the bites of infuriated dog;s or

or other animals become extremely dangerous.

Almost all h5'pnotists report cases in which burns

and blisters have been produced by meansof suggestion.

A certain part of the skin is touched with a harmless

instrument or with the finger, and after a while an in-

flammation appears at the very same spot, reprodu-

cing the exact form of the contact. This proves that

the trophic functions of the muscles and the skin,

those functions that build the wasted tissues up again,

and nourish them, stand in close connection with the

nerves and depend upon their activity. We do not

believe that the burn produced through suggestion is

a real burn ; it is the perturbation of the trophic func-

tion of the nerves, caused through the idea that a re-

action is necessar)' against an imaginary wound.

Thereby redness is produced which has the appear-

ance of inflammation.

The blood perspiration attributed to certain saints

and the appearance of the holy stigmata on their bodies

must likewise be explained as the results of sugges-

•tion : they are produced through the auto-suggestion

of prayer and a strong concentration of the mind.

While terror, cares, and worry will have injurious

effects, joyous and gay ideas may in the same way act

as a medicine for good. The fjrm confidence of a pa-

tient in his physician, the strong hope of convalescence

will under otherwise favorable conditions do a great

deal in curing, and healing, and soothing. The men-

tal disposition of a patient is of great and incalcul-

able importance in the cure.

Man's imagination is no empty nothing ; nor is it a

mere psychical and purely subjective illusion. Ever}'

single act of imagination is a real physiological process

which can be made available to do a certain amount of

work. There is some truth in the methods of faith-

cure, yet we should be wary not to overrate the power

of imagination. Ideas as physiological processes and

in their physiological effects have a special and limited

province; and we cannot expect that they should cure

a cancer or set aright a broken leg.

Considering the great effects often produced under

the spell of a properly directed imagination, several

physicians in France, Switzerland, and in other coun-

tries have proposed to use hypnotism and suggestion

as curative methods for all kinds of diseases. They
have been successful to some extent, although the ex-

travagant hopes that hj'pnotism might be a panacea

were by no means fulfilled. On the contrary, all the

results hitherto obtained, it seems, are such as might

also have been produced through the bringing on of

natural sleep.

Extravagant reports about cures effected by such

hypnotizers are not beyond the suspicion of self-de-

lusion, and cannot be accepted without reserve. Most
of our hypnotizers—among them even some of great

name—suffer from the same disease as their patients
;

namely, from illusions. Many cures are effected on

individuals who have an imaginary disease, which dis-

appears under the influence of a counter-imagination.

In such a case the disease as well as the cure is an hal-

lucination of the patient in which his physician kindly

shares.

There are other cases in which the patient suffers

from a real disease, which seems to be overcome under

the influence of hopeful and elevating hallucinations.

The cure appears to be perfect for a time
;
yet there

comes a relapse after a while against which no faith-

cure or hypnotism will avail.

Natural sleep is undoubtedly one of the strongest

and best curatives. Perhaps it is the very best med-

icine that can be employed. Hypnotism, it seems to me,

should be resorted to by the physician only under such

circumstances where natural sleep cannot be had.

The wonderful effects of natural sleep will find their

explanation, if we bear in mind that in the state of

rest together with the obliteration of consciousness

the trophic functions of the nerves seem to increase in

proportion as other activities cease. Sleep, therefore,

is the state of re-generation, it is the restoration of the

vitality expended during the period of activity. It is a

process of hoarding up again in the tissues of the or-

ganism that potential energy which affords new life

and fresh vigor to think and to act. p. c.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE VEDANTA.
The Open Court has received the following works in the

English language, classed under the head of the Vedania Series,

published by the Vedanta Publishing House,* of Heeralal Dhole,

127 Musjeed Bari Street, Calcutta, India.

1. A Manual of Adwaita Philosophy : The Vedantasara.

With Commentary. Translated from the Sanskrit by Dr. J\^n}idala/

Dhole.

2. The Vicharsagar ; or Metaphysics of the Upanishads.

Translated into English by Lala Sree-ram Sahib.

3. The_ Panchadasi. a Handbook of Hindu Pantheism.

Translated by Dr. Nandalal Dhole.

4. ViCHARMALA. Translated into English by Lnla Sreeraiii

Sahib.

5. Shiva Sanhita. The Esoteric Science and Philosophy of

the Taiitras.\ From the Sanskrit, with notes and a preliminary

discourse on Yoga Philosophy. By Babu Srish Chunder Vasu.

6. On the Road to Self-Knowledge. By Srimiil Sankara-

charya, translated by Ainritalal Basil.

The uninitiated European reader, naturally, will be somewhat

startled at the weird and varied titles and subjects of these many

exotic flowers of the ancient and modern Hindu intellect ;
but, in

reality each and all of these works, either directly or indirectly,

will be found to bear upon one and same subject—the Philosophy

of the Vedanta.

* Orders for these works will be received by The Opea Court Publishing

Company, Chicago, 111.

t Tantras are works containing the rules ani mystic practices of the Yoga

philosophy, for the attainment of superhuman power.
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Through the strenuous efforts o£ modern comparative phi-

lology, the nations o£ the West are no longer a'together unfamiliar

with the languages and literature, or even with the religious and

philosophical systems of ancient India. On the banks of the In-

dus and the Ganges, the purely physical traits of the descendants

o! the Aryas, certainly, might have been obscured, or almost ob-

literated, but the subtle and versatile Aryju ininJ has liv^d forth

in the sublime profound thought and original genius revealed in

all the phas.s of ancient and modern Hindu literature. In fact,

the results of modern comparative philology have at last firmly

established, that there cannot be said to exist any impassable in-

tellectual chasm between the western nations and the Hindus.

The historical evolution of their religion, and subsequently

of their several philosophical systems, at each advanced step,

affords exceptionally striking analogies to the corresponding de-

vilopment of Europe. A few explanatory philological remarks

may possibly facilitate to the reader the understanding of the

above-mentioned highly abstruse works, and convince him of their

piramount importance for the general history of religious anl

philosophical thought.

During a long succession of ages the dogmas and ritual of the

old Vedic religion held undisputed sway in India. The five

Vedas—the Rigi'cda, Snmaveda, White Yajurveda, Black Yajuivcda,

and Alharvaveda embodied all the hymns, dogmas, theogony and

cosmogony, of the Ve die religion ; and somewhat later the oldest

orthodox theological schools of Maitlras and B>-aIimaiias exclu-

sively monopolized the interpretation of the Vedas. But in the

sixth century before Christ there arose the Buddhistic heresy,

rhij was the first departure from the teachings of of the orthodox

thejlogicil schools. Buddhism appealed to reason, and by the

Brahmans it was stigmatized as heresy, as the science of reason

—

hetusastrn. From this time, as a natural sequel to the endless

controversies with the followers of Buddha, the Brahmans them-

selves were compelled to construct orthodox philosophical systems,

and thereupon there arose six schools of Hindu philosophy. They
were by no means all of them orthodox ; but they all at least

professed respect for the Vedas. while the Buddhists openly re-

j cted them. The Sankhya system, attributed to the philosopher

Kapila, was materialistic and sceptical. It declared matter to be

eternal, and coexistent with spirit.

But the most orthodox of these schools was the Vedanta phi-

losophy. It was constructed upon the teachings of the Vedas,

and to this day it remains the traditional national philosophy of

the Hindus. Vidanta literally means 'conclusion,'—or terminat-

ing sections of the Vedas. These terminating sections are other-

wise called Upanisliads, which are orthodox commentaries and in-

terpretations of the doctrine of the Vedas. The Upanishads, thus,

are short speculative treatises, appended to each of the Vedas, to

the prodigious number of about 235 ; but only 13 are considered

as really important. By native authors the word Upanishad is

derived from the Sanskrit root shad, to destroy : Upanishads are

suppo ed to destroy ignorance and illusions. But by Professor

Max Miiller it is derived from sad, to sit down, denoting the idea

of a session of pupils listening to their teacher.

The Upanishads, usually, were written in the form of a

dialogue,—in prose, with occasional snatches of verse. They are

destitute of system and of strict philosophical methods. Their
speculation is disconnected and wayward, and is absolutely con-

trolled by the impulse of the moment. As the learned Professor

Cowell remarks, the authors are really poets, without the faintest

thoughts of harmonizing to-day's feelings with those of yesterday

or to-morrow. Vedanta philosophy, accordingly, signifies the

d jctrine derived from the Upanishads, and in this wider sense the

term Vedanta, of course, denotes the end and scope of the Vedas.
The gist of the metaphysics of the Upanishads—of works like

the Vichji-sagar, Panchadasi, Vichanimla, recently published in

Dhole's " Vedanta Series,"—is, preeminently, pure spiritualism,

as diametrically opposed to the materialistic Sankhya philosophy.

In this series, however, the treatise entitled the J'edaiilasara is

decidedly the most important. As the name denotes, the Vedan-

tasara is the essence of the Vedas, and the purest expression of

Vedantism. It treats of Atma and Paramatma, that is, of individ-

ual spirit and the absolute. It is a highly condensed and ingenious

summary of the Upanishads, and of the entire Vedanta philosophy;

a master-key to the, doctrine of the nonduality of the son/,—the

giipta vidya, or hidden science, and itself is a master-piece of ph-
losophical occultism. The world, according to the Vedantasara, is

not real, substantial, but is made up of Maya, illusion, and avidya,

ignorance. Only by the destruction of both can man effect the

innksha, or liberation of the spirit, and the ultimate absorption in

Brahma. The old Vedic religion and the Upanishads, certainly,

from the very beginning contained the abundant germs of a

"hidden science," and this tendency later culminated in the

abstrus3 categories of the Vedantasara,—itsalf, in its turn, calling

forth endless interpretations and commentaries. But, even this

primitive Hindu philosophy, or rather theosophy, was not altogether

stationary ; its historical evolution was marked by several succes-

sive phases. The 'ooiid's reality and Brahma's material causativity

were certainly maintained by the early authors of the Upanishads,

namely, the Vedantists of the old school. The distinguished San-

skrit Scholar, Colebrooke, is actually inclined to believe that the

world's reality was taught by Sankaracharya himself, who is said

to have lived in the 8th century of our era, and that the doctrine

of illusion—Maya—is a graft of a later growth. Sankaracharya, •

at all events, is still a high authority with modern Hindu theoso-

phists ; but in his work " On the road to self-knowledge, " also pub-

lished in this Vedanta series, from the tenor of the chapter entitled

Paramarthasara, it would be hazardous to conclude that he really

belonged to the Vedantists of the old school.

It is superfluous to dwell upon the intrinsic merits of all these

English versions and their accompanying introductions, notes, and

commentaries. The translators are highly competent native

Sanskrit scholars, but several of these works, as the Vicharmala

,

Panchadasi, and Vicharsagar,—all of them more or less compre-

hensive compendiums of the metaphysics of the Upanishads, —have

been translated from the Hindi, in which they originally had been

written.

It seems particularly worthy of -notice, that translators and

publishers alike claim to have been prompted to their undertaking

by national and patriotic motives, and by the alarming spread of

materialism in India. In the interest of both spiritualism and

Hindu nationalism the translators ardently advocate even that

hybrid, extravagant theosophy, which long has been associated

with the names of Col. Olcott and Mrae Blavatsky, and, at the

same time, they profess their absolute emancipation from the nar-

row views of the old Hindu schools. " The twice-born," they say,
'

' has retired from the conspicuous position of his ancestors behind

the desk of a government office or a merchant's counter

Materialism has supplanted idealism At this momentous
conjuncture Olcott, the president founder of the theosophical

society, and Mme. Blavatsky appeared in India, and by their in-

cessant efforts stimulated the study of the truths of the ancient

Hindu religion—in fact, of all ancient religions What is

theosophy ? It is not a new term, coined by Olcott or Blavatsky."

The most recent Hindu theosophical brotherhood " includes men
of all nationalities It is no religion, it has no religious belief. It

is simply the highest development of a particular system of phi-

losophy, helping the individual to realize his latent powers hy a par-

ticular method ofstudy andpractice (yoga)."

In other words, recent Hindu theosophy, admittedly is practic-

ally a form of occultism, mainly based upon the exaggerated yoga-

practice of a degenerate Vedantism.
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But, we readily admit, that despite many repellent features,

the European student of religious philosophies ought '

' to dive deep

into all these works, and try to pick up what gems he may find in

them. Even among those who cannot find, many will be none the

worse, but considerably better for the diligent search."

A. H. GUNLOGSEN.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE BANISHMENT OF THE NEGROES.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
In reply to the letters from Mrs. E. O. Smith and Prof. E. D.

Cope, in The Open Court for February 20th, I must say that I am
still opposed to banishing our colored citizens to Africa,

A good reason why this should not be done is furnished by

Mrs. Smith when she calls them "a people with civilized in-

stincts." She is living among them, and I accept her testimony

gratefully. If we must banish anybody, it should be people with-

out civilized instincts. She makes this objection to my article of

February 6th : "The writer is mistaken when he says that the

negro population of the country were largely opposed to emigra-

tion." But I never said that they were opposed to emigrating in

any direction. While slavery existed, they showed so much desire

and capacity for emigrating to the free North, as form strong evi-

dence in favor of their fitness for being permitted to remain citizens

of the United States. They were also strongly in favor, at that

time, of emigrating to Hayti. As I said, they were unwilling, even

then, to emigrate to Africa. No sooner was the Colonization So-

ciety organized for that purpose, by the election of officers, in Jan-

uary, 1S17, than resolutions of protest were passed, that same

month, by meetings of the free colored people of Richmond, Vir-

ginia, as well as by those of Philadelphia, where the opposition

was repeated that August. These were the "earliest remon-

strances," and they were made more than ten years before Garri-

son was -converted from a friend to an enemy of colonization.

" Some of his colored friends in Baltimore were the first to point

out to him its dangerous character and tendency." One of these

negroes published articles against the Society, in 182S, and signed

himself '

' A Colored Baltimorean. " This was two years and a half

before The Liberator began, and four years before the publication

of Mr. Garrison's Thoughts on African Colonization, a pamphlet

containing a long series of public protests from colored people

Mr. Thompson's conversion is of still later date. These facts are

taken from the first volume of Garrison's life, by his sons (pp. 147,

297, etc.).

The Professor takes up most of my objections to his plan, but

not the serious one of expense. It seems to me the duty of the

proposer of so vast a scheme to state how much it would cost, and

then to prove that our government could afford to pay the bill. He
joins issue with me on the question whether the negro could be

spared from the South. Mr. Douglass says he could not ; and I

suspect it would be hard to supply other laborers, who do so much
good work for so little money. Here again, however, the burden

of proof lies on my antagonist ; and I leave it for him to say who
are ready to fill the vacancy he wishes to make. When he an-

swers this question, I hope he will give particular attention to " the

black bottoms," and other localities, notoriously unWalthy for

white men, but extremely productive under negro labor.

I insist on these points, because I am not '

' a pure idealist, " but

am trying to get this question into such a shape that it may be settled

in a common-sense way. For this reason, I meet what is said

about the inferiority of the black race to the white, in " mental

status " and anatomical structure, by asking to be told precisely,

what provision is made, either by the laws of the land, or by the

precepts of any system of morality, for the banishment of inferior

races by superior ones.

I am glad to see my opponent acknowledge his plan to be un-

constitutional
; but he does not say how he is going to get round

this obstacle which seems to me to settle the question. He still

brings up the dangers of negro rule and race-mixture. He does

not, however, refer to the fact, that the latter peril is on the de-

crease, according to the testimony of Dr. Haygood and Mr. Moise.

What is still more important, from a practical point of view, is

the restraint imposed on mixed marriages by State laws. There

has been very little danger of negro rule for the last fifteen years.

The methods adopted to overthrow it have certainly been suf-

ficiently effective ; and, bad as they were, they do not seem to me so

wicked as it would be to treat a whole race of inoffensive citizens

in the cruel way that England treated felons, until she grew too

philanthropic. Fortunately, we are not reduced to such a terrible

choice, as that between intimidation and banishment. The present

condition of the District of Columbia, where no resident votes,

whether black or white, shows the just and wise way to govern a

community, whose inhabitants cannot govern themselves satis-

factorily. A similar plan has, I think, been adopted in some

counties of North Carolina, where the officials are appointed by the

state. These measures were taken expressly to keep negroes out

of politics ; but it ought to be remembered that a similar step has

been taken in at least one city where there are but few colored

people. The Boston police are now iwder Commissioners chosen

by the Governor. This may not be the best possible plan ; but is

it not better than it would be to banish the entire population of

both Boston and Washington to Africa ?

It would be no more unjust to banish all the people of a city,

than to banish a whole race. If either proceeding would be worse

than the other, it would be that proposed against the eight millions.

To banish all our colored citizens, even the most intellectual,

enterprising, and patriotic, because some of them are too anxious

to vote, and others too willing to intermarry, would be like the way
that Herod adopted in hope of getting rid of a political peril in

Bethlehem. The loss of life in that little village could not have been

more than a trifle in comparison with what would be caused by the

great voyage. If there is any injustice in this comparison, it is

that of judging poor old Herod by modern standards. The time,

when there could be any excuse for inflicting wholesale punish-

ments upon millions of victims, went by long ago. If there is any

race in this country which has more right than another to protest

against such an outrage, it is the people whose ancestors were

brought here by force and then kept in slavery. The greatness of

the wrongs which were then heaped upon them, ought to protect

them against all future discriminations to their injury. If it is

necessary to offer up millions of exiles on the altar of Liberty, let

us not take the blacks, but the most vicious and degraded of their

oppressors.

Fortunately, however, the age of human sacrifice closed long

ago. Our country's altar is not that of Moloch. The only way to

treat vicious and degraded people, whether white or black, is to

reform and elevate them. The duty of a superior race to an in-

ferior one is to educate and develop it, as the mother does the

child. There may be some doubt as to what should be done with

races which do not wish to be civilized ; but there should be none

in the case of a race which has shown an unusual capacity for

accepting civilization. If the negro has been found more able to

imitate higher races than to make progress independently, that is

a strong reason for keeping him under elevating influences, and not

sending him away to relapse into barbarism. If he is still subject

to " degrading vices and maddening superstitions, " then this fact

would make i^ peculiarly wicked for us, to take away his strongest

restraints, and fling him into the midst of temptation. If "the

negro has conspicuously failed in all but absolute governments,"
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we have no right to force him to choose once more between despo-

tism and anarchy in Africa. All these pretexts for sending the

negro into exile, are really reasons why he should continue to

remain among us. If he needs instruction, let him have all he will

take ; but what he needs most is full liberty to use the opportunities

of improvement, which our country gives to all her citizens. He

is not so much our inferior as to be unable to improve himself, if

he is still allowed a chance to do so in America. He has a " natural

right," or rather a moral one, to use all the advantages of living

here, as freely as any other citizen ; and it will not, I hope, be dis-

courteous for me to say plainly that I cannot help looking at any

attempt, or threat, to deprive him of this right, as morally wrong.

F. M. Holland.

Concord, Mass., Feb. 25th.

OUR COLORED CITIZENS.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

The articles by Dr. Cope and Gen. Trumbull I he Keturii of

the Negroes to Africa, and Waste of Time in Congress,- are of the

highest local and present interest. Underneath the ethics of those

articles lie the universal verities at which your journal is aimed.

The recent assassination of a United States official in Florida has

called attention anew to the mass of corruption that festers around

public and official business in the United States. The Trumbull

paper would do good issued as a tract to the people. It is impos-

sible to get at the truth in any secular journal.

Mrs. E, Oakes Smith's voice on the Negro Question seems

too much like one out of the past. I have lived twelve years among

the colored people of Florida since their emancipation. To say

that Liberty has been thrust upon them and that they receive it

without dignity, that they utter complaints and make statements

known to be false, I must dissent from. Personally, I know that

a thousand colored men in this state were willing during the Civil

War to spring to arms, the moment the Government was forced to

take their help. Personally, I know they do their duty by the

ballot wonderfully well in contrast to the languid indifference of

many who were born to it. Laboring colored men among my
neighbors in Florida walk miles to the office of registration to in-

sure their exercise of the ballot. What white voters do this or

would be expected to do it ?

It is interesting to read the two phases of the question pre-

sented by such able minds as Mr. Holland and Dr. Cope. In the

'

' broken arcs " of their individual views we shall come very closely

to seeing the "perfect round" of truth.

But first the ideal and afterward the physical. We do not

" bow to the physical fact," and we -loill not, any more than we
did twenty years ago to the physical fact of the Slave market un-

der a Government that proclaimed freedom on its flag. The ideal

then asserted its right to be and made its claim good. Let us trust

the ideal even though the physical fact oppose it as it usually

does. The ideal is eternal, the physical fact changes and passes.

Let justice be done though the heavens fall.

By what natural right can one or many enter my house and

tell me to pack up and return to the land of my forefathers, which

they left but a brief century and a half ago. Who owns the world

or the people in it, that one dictated by fears can say to them, go

here or go there.

The dangers of this question have been carefully discussed

for half a century and looking on the past we may trust the future,

if we do our whole duty as a nation. If the nation staggered and
failed thirty years ago at the proposition to purchase the slaves

when they were three millions, what can it do now that they are

six millions, and children of the soil ? The old Hebrew Song,

"The earth is the Lord's," rings in my ears at th^ thought of

warning away six million Americans from our fenced-off province.

We will trust the ideal, and the physical fact will soon be found to

fall into line with it. Colored Americans will stay in America,

and we must adjust ourselves to the fact.

Very truly yours,

Waltham, Mass. Mary Gunning.

PROBABILITIES AND THE MULTIPLICATION OF
DENOMINATE QUANTITIES.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
A SHORT article by Mr. Paul R. Shipman in The Open Court oi

Feb. 13, contains a mistake so glaring that it were a pity to leave

it unchallenged.

The probability of an event is defined as the ratio of the whole

number of events to the number which satisfy the conditions in

question, when the whole number is increased without limit.

Strictly we must not say that, since there are six j*<'j.f((5/(? throws

with a die, the probability of any given throw is one-sixth unless

we have previously concluded from considerations of symmetry

that in a very large number of throws there must be the same

number of each throw, and consequently that the ratio of the whole

number of throws to the number of a particular throw must be

one-sixth. If indeed we should find that this is not the ratio when

the number of throws is increased without limit, then the proba-

bility of that throw cannot be one-sixth. If the number of heads

and tails approach equality when the number of throws with a

coin is increased without limit, then the probability of either is

one-half—the heads or tails being half the whole number.

The criterion of the approximate equality of two numbers

a and b is not that a — b = nearly zero, but that = nearly unity.

b

Indeed two numbers each exceedingly small may differ by an

exceedingly small quantity ; i. e., « — /' may be very nearly equal

to zero while - may be as large as we please. Again with very large

b

numbers a — /' may be as large as we please, while - is at the same
h

time as nearly equal to unity as we please.

For example if a man promises Sio, and has but $1, we think

he falls far short of his obligations, but if he were to promise $100

and have S91, or if he were to promise Ji, 000, 060 and have

Sggg.ggi we would think much lessof it.

Of course, in some cases we may -find it more significant to

judge of an approximate equality by the condition a — /' ^ o

nearly ; while in other cases it is far more significant to judge by

means of the condition - = nearly unity.

h

And this latter criterion is the only one that retains any sig-

nificance, when a and b are either very large or very small. Hence

to say that the number of heads and tails of a symmetrical coin

approach equality means that their ratio approaches unity.

Mr. Shipman is decidedly mistaken when he claims the influ-

ence of antecedents upon probability, and he does an injustice to

Bernoulli in making him appear to sustain this false position.

The /('jj//'////i' of multiplying together two denominate num-
bers rests entirely upon convention as to the interpretation of the

product. Physicists have discarded the school-boy notion of this

impossibility and have long since admitted the significance of such

length mass x (length)z

expressions as :

,
(length) 2 ,

,

time (time)2

and many others. The significance of these may be understood,

when we consider that all physical quantities are conceived to

depend upon fundamental units of length, mass, and time.
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(length) J2 (mass)'2

Thus
time

signifies either a quantity of magnetism or a quantity of free elec-

tricity, according to convention. We would read the above as :

The square root of a cube of a length multiplied by the square

root of a mass divided by a time.

This sounds very wonderful, but the simplicity of it is best

illustrated by an example.

If a body is moving at a velocity of

feet

150
sec.

(read feet per sec.) and if it travels for 10 sec, then it will travel

feet

150 X 10 sec

sec.

= 1500 feet, since time cancels. Of course one may beat around

the bush and finally reduce this operation to multiplying by the

pure number 10, but the convenience of considering a velocity

length

time

is very great. In the case of electrical and magnetic quantities the

principle is just as simple, and as purely conventional, but of course

far more complicated.

That branch of algebra called quaternions is built upon a con-

ception of the product of complex quantities ; e. g. , a meaning is

conceived of the product of two lines, or of any two quantities

which include both size and direction, or indeed any two numer-

ical specifications whatever.

University of Kansas. M. S. Franklin.

THE PROPER WORK OF WOMAN.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—

Prof. Cope in his otherwise able article commits the error

men always do when discussing the " Woman question." That of

supposing clever women desire to be " manish." There is nothing

in man's nature or condition to make true women wish to give up

their birthright ; for as a woman advances in intelligence she real-

ises a sex in mind, and finds that woman is the broader, higher, finer,

the natural complement of man. Woman having finer mental and

moral perceptions elevates ; man adds strength, and both are raised

in tone. Man concentrates bis force in one direction, attains

knowledge to that end, but cares for nothing outside his trade or

profession. Woman by nature and environment is many-sided,

educated in various directions, and if necessity demands concentra-

tion, can assimilate this knowledge. Mental antagonism between

the sexes is unwise, a womanly woman is always strong, as is a

manly man ; they cannot attempt to change places, without be-

coming a monstrosity repellent to all. The problem for man is to

overcome a latent jealousy, for woman to emancipate herself and

lift man, for as the women are so will the men be. The true re-

lations are side by side each dominant in their own place, neither

subordinate. And when women recognize but one code of morals

for both, man will be her fitting companion, and marriage will

not be a failure. This will come. The start has been made. Mothers

are the real educators. I hope some abler and more experienced

pen will take up this matter, for nothing can be trivial that affects

the good of the race. The mistake of most women's organizations

is they work for men. This without the ballot is fighting windmills.

This relic of the dark ages will pass away, and women will see that

raising the moral status of their own sex elevates all. Man isolated

from good female influence reverts to savagery, as witness the

last known Siberian atrocity—against helpless womanhood that

should rouse Christendom to protest. Mary Brown.

Greenfield, O.

BOOK REVIEWS.

The Science of the Christ. By Ursula A'. GestcfelJ. Chicago ;

i88g. Central Music Hall.

The title of this book is a new form of expression for the sys-

tem which has become familiar under the name of "Christian

Science." It is an attempt to explain in a spiritual sense the oc-

cult meaning of the Scriptures, and in the language of the author,

" it is intended to be a key to the true nature of the Bible."

According to this book, the statements of the Bible "are

forms or figurative expressions making problems which reveal

their principle when solved." The author claims that it is no

more necessary that those statements be true than that the form

of a mathematical problem should be true. As, for instance, a boy

had four apples, and gave two of them to his sister, how many did

he have left ? Whether or not the boy gave any apples to his sis-

ter, is of no consequence. That statement is merely a form of

puttirig the mathematical problem ' two from four, how many re-

main?' In like manner, we are told there is an occult truth in

every statement of the Bible, no matter whether the statement be

true or not. This occult meaning may be discovered by those who
have sufficient spiritual insight to solve the problem.

All that is ingenious, but it is an easy thing to force upon any

passage in the Bible a selected meaning. Unfortunately for the

argument, the Bible is a statement and a record, except in those

parts of it where a purely spiritual or figurative meaning is evident.

The Bible cannot be dissolved into metaphysical mist by the exor-

cism of words. It appears further, that this hidden meaning of

the Bible can be discerned only by those endowed with the special

gift of psychological perception, or according to the author's way

of stating it, "if this perception is not self-evident truth, there is

no way of proving it true to the one who lacks the perception."

Mrs. Gestefeld says that "the book called Genesis contains

in the form of narratives a complete statement in outline of Di-

vine Science, or the Science of the Christ." On this foundation

she has built her book. It is rickety and infirm on its pedestal,

because the author .starts by misunderstanding the bo k of Gan-

esis, and the titles of the deity expressed therein. The whole

stream of her argument flows out of a mistake, and it is therefore

tainted throughout its entire length by the errors at the fountain.

In this book, God is declared to be " The One Mind," "The
One Intelligence," " The One Spirit," "The One Life," "The
One Substance," " The One Soul," " The One I Am." This defi-

nition is contradicted when the author discovers two Gods in the

book of Genesis, having allowed herself to be misled by the two

different expres ions used in that book to describe the one deity.

Her mistake is like that which might be made by some reader of

American history in future ages, who should imagine that Pres-

ident George Washington and General George Washington are

two persons.

Some of the spiritual meanings which Mrs, Gestefeld finds in

the statements made in Genesis are poetical and interesting, al-

though somewhat fanciful and overstrained ; as, for instance, her

speculative guess at what the Bible means by the "two great

lights " mentioned in the first chapter. Mrs. Gestefeld says, " The

two great lights are Spiritual Perception and Intellect ;"

"The lesser light—Intellect, with its powers and capabilities, with the

' stars,' or lesser lights. Reason, Judgment, etc.,—rules the night ; or the dark-

ness which is seeing—looking at, only."

This may be a correct metaphysical explanation of the " two

great lights," but it will hardly displace the obvious meaning of

the language used in Genesis that they are the visible Sun and

Moon, and that God made them on the fourth day. We distort

the meaning of Scripture instead of explaining it, when we say

that "the two great lights" are anything else than the Sun and

Moon, and that the " stars " are mere abstract human qualities,
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" Reason, Judgment, etc., and not the actual stars now shinirif 'n

the sky.'

All the confusion grows out of the mistake that Chapters i, ii,

and iii of Genesis are a continuous narrative by the same writer,

when it is plainly evident that Chapters ii and iii contain a different

account of the events recorded in Chapter i. The two composi-

tions are entirely unlike in statement, style, taste, and idiom.

They are by two different authors and the writer of one account

lived in an age remotely distant from that of the other. They use

a different nomenclature to describe the deity, and this apparent

duplication of names has involved Mrs. Gestefeld in a labyrinth of

metaphysical complications out of which she never contrives to

escape. It will be seen at a glance that what ought to be the three

last verses of Chapter i in Genesis have been cut off, and prefixed

to Chapter ii. Restoring these to Chapter i, and skipping over

to Chapter v, we have a narrative coherent and continuous.

Chapter i flows naturally and logically into Chapter v, and these

were undoubtedly written by the same author. Verses 25 and 26

of Chapter iv are an interpolation made to connect Seth with Cain

and Abel. The writer of the fifth chapter of Genesis knew nothing

of Cain and Abel as is plain from his opening statement, " This is

the book of the generations of Adam." In that book there is no

mention of either Cain or Abel.

Chepter i was written when the title of the Creator was sim-

ply "God." Chapter ii was written when the title was 'Lord

God." These are merely two different names, not two different

Gods. In Chapter iv the title is " Lord." They all refer to the one

supreme deity. It is curious that leaving out Chapters ii and iii,

we do not find the titles " Lord" and " God " united until Noah's

benediction, " Blessed be the Lord God of Shem "
; and not again

until the time of Abraham ; although they are used separately and

interchangeably, meaning the same deity. This is proved by the

speech of Abraham, "I have lift up mine hand unto the Lord, the

most high God."

Having firmly adopted the mistake about the two Gods, Mrs.

Gestefeld explains their separate offices, attributes, and powers,

and thinks that God, or as she terms it "God—Mind," having

created the Heavens and the Earth, in the Abstract daring the six

days, the " Lord God" then made them in the Concrete on the

seventh day. She says ;
" And in this seventh day the Lord Crod

makes the earth and the heavens. Through this process the ab-

stract earth becomes the concrete earth, and not until then is the

work finished." Becoming more and more entangled, she con-

cludes at last that the " Lord God" is man ; "As the product of

the seventh day's work, Man, or the Lord God, makes the other

earth for himself." "Man—the Image—the Lord God, has not a

Mind—a mind of his own, for there is but One ; and that One

Mind is God."

The meanings given by Mrs. Gestefeld to Scripture passages,

are purely fanciful. No evidence is offered that these are the cor-

rect meanings, and very little argument is presented beyond ihe

confident assertions of the author. T.

The Ethics of the Hebrew Scriptures. Arranged and edi.ed

by Isaac S. Moses and Adolfh Moses. Chicago ; E. Rubo\'its

and Bro.

A most meritorious publication ; a book that can be used as a

text-book for liberal Sunday Schools and excellently adapted for

ethical instruction. It is, as the title says, a collection of moral

gems extracted from the Bible. The translation, it appears, is that

of the King James's edition, with a few alterations, and the division

of lines according to their poetical structure, makes it very read-

able.

It is to be regretted that no critical or explanatory remarks

concerning the different authors have been added. They would

have brought their sayings and their wisdom so much more home
to us.

Why have not Christians brought out a similar book long ago?

If the reverend Rabbis had added the best gems from the New
Testament, which in part will certainly remind them of HiLlel and

others of their own sages, it would have added to the value of the

volume.

It would be difficult to point, in any of the current numbers

of our special magazines, to a more interesting and varied collection

of essays on philosophical subjects than is to be found in the last

number of the Proceedings of the Aristotelian- Society for the Syste-

matic Study of Philosophy (London : Williams cS: Norgate. Ed-

itor, Prof. W. R. Dunstan, M. A.). Its contents are as follows:

"Common Sense Philosophies," by Shadworth H. Hodgson,

LL. D ;
" The Stand-Point and First Conclusions of Scholastic

Philosophy," by M. H. Dziewicki ;
" The Philosophy of Revela-

tion," by Rev. J.
Lightfoot, M. A., D. Sc ; "Do Separate Psy-

chological Functions require Separate Physiological Organs?" by

Bernard Hollander ;
Symposium :

'

' What Takes Place in Volun-

tary Action ?" (i) by J. S. Mann, M. A., Fellow and Lecturer of

Trinity College, Oxford, (2) by Pasco Daphne, LL. B., (3) by

Bernard Bosanquet ; "The Part Played by .(Esthetic in the

Growth of Modern Philosophy," by Bernard Bosanquet ;
" Proclus

and the Close of Greek Philosophy," by F. C. Conybeare, Fellow

of University College, Oxford; " The Psychology of Sport and

Play," by A. M. Ogilvie ;
Symposiiiin : "The Nature of Force,"

(i) by G. Johnstone Stoney, F. R. S., (2) by Professor Alexander

Bain, LL D., (3) by Professor W. R. Dunstan, M. A. Mr. Bo-

sanquet's essay on .'Esthetic in the Growth of Modern Philosophy is

an able piece of work. Although a very minor matter, we are

glad to see Dr. Stoney divide the word noi/menal iato four syllables

thus : noiimenal ; our readers will remember the discussion in The

Open Court with reference to this syllabic distinction.

The interest of the general reading public is becoming more

and more aroused to the importance of psychological invettiga-

tions, and is a pleasing sign that the popular want of scientific ex-

planations of the isolated facts and phenomena -of soul-life is be-

ing promptly recognized and responded to by our great magazines.

Scribner's for March contains a highly instructive and popular re-

sume of modern researches in the field of plural personality, by Prof

William James, of Harvard, entitled The Hidden Self. And the

Century for the same month publishes a concise and lucid little

monograph by Prof. H. C. Wood, on Memory. Both essays con-

tain suggestions of value to an understanding of psycho- physiolog-

ical pioblems.

The Home Journal, which is undoubtedly familiar to the ma-

jority of our readers as an exemplar of literary neatness and sim-

plicity, has shown remarkable good sense in reducing the size of

its formerly huge pages to the ordinary large folio measure. The

Home Journal, which was founded in 1846 by Geo. P. Morris and

N. P. Willis, seems assured of a long continued, and merited, suc-

cess. (New York, 240 Broadway.)

NOTES.

Mr. William R. Thayer, of Cambridge, Mass., contributes to

the March ^/A;k/k a' graphic account of " The Trial, Opinions,

and Death of Giordano Bruno." Our readers will enjoy the peru-

sal of this article from Mr. Thayer's pen.

N. B.— The Open Court will be sent six weeks, free of

charge, upon application, to persons who, before subscribing, de-

sire to become thoroughly acquainted with its objects and work.

It will also be sent to persons whose names may be recommended

to us for this purpose. Address The Open Court Pub. Co.,

Chicago, 111.
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ETHICS AND THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE.

This world of ours is a world of strife. Wherever

we turn our eyes, there is war and competition and

struggle. Battles are fought not only in human so-

ciety, but in animal society also ; not only in the ani-

mal kingdom, but in the plant kingdom ; not onl)' in

the empire of organized life, but in the realm of inor-

ganic life—between the ocean and the land, between

water and air, among minerals, and among the dif-

ferent formations of mineral bodies, among planets

and planetar)' systems, among suns and clusters of

suns. Strife is identical with life, and struggle is the

normal state of actual existence.

We can easily understand that a superficial ob-

server of nature will feel inclined to look upon life as

a chaotic jungle without rhyme or reason, in which

the wildest hap-hazard and fortuitous chance rule su-

preme. A closer inspection, however, will show that

there is after all order in the general turmoil and that a

wonderful harmon}' results from the conflict of antag-

onistic principles. Nay, we shall learn that all order

proceeds from the antagonism of factors that work in

opposite directions. It is the centrifugal and centrip-

etal forces that shape our earth and keep it in equilib-

rium. It is attraction and repulsion that govern the

changes of chemistry. Gravitation throws all things

into one centre, and radiation disperses the store of

energy collected in that centre. And the same antith-

esis of hostile principles manifests itself in love and

hate, in surfeit and hunger, in hope and fear.

There are many people who are not satisfied with

this state of things. They dream of a paradise where

there is no strife, no war, no conflict ; where there is

eternal peace, unmixed happiness, joy without pain,

and life without struggle. Whenever you try to de-

pict in your imagination such a condition of things,

}'ou will find that a world of eternal peace is an im-

possibility. The world in which life does not signify

a constant struggle is not a heaven of perfection (as

is imagined), but the cloudland of Utopia, an impos-

sible state of fantastical contradictions. Should you

succeed in realizing in imagination the dream of your

ideal of peace without inconsistency, it will turn out

to be the Nirvana of absolute non-existence, the

silence of the grave, the eternal rest of death.

Natural science teaches that hate is inversed love

and repulsion inversed attraction. Annihilate one

principle and the other vanishes. Both principles are

one and the same in opposite directions. Thus they

come into conflict and their conflict is the process of life.

Science does away with all dualism. The dualistic view

appears natural to a crude and child-like mind. The
Indian might say that heat is not cold and cold is

not heat, yet the man who learns to express tempera-

ture by the exact measurement of a thermometer must

abandon the duality of the two principles. Monism is

established as soon as science commences to weigh

and to measure. The divergence in the oneness of

existence creates the two opposed principles, which

are the factors that shape the world, and the en-

counter of conflicting factors is the basis from which

all life arises with its pains and joys, its affliction and

happiness, with its battles, defeats, and victories.

The world being a world of struggle, life teaches

us the lesson that we live in order to fight ; we must

not blink at this truth, for we cannot shirk the com-

bat. Ethics, accordingly, if it is true ethics, and prac-

tical ethics, must above all be an ethics of strife. It

must teach us how to struggle, how to fight, how to

aspire. In order to teach us the /low, it must show us

the goal that is to be striven for, and the ideal which

we should pursue.

The progress of civilization changes the weapons

and abolishes barbaric practices
;

yet it will never

abolish the struggle itself. The struggle will become

more humane, it will be fought without the unneces-

sary waste which accompanies the rude warfare of the

savage, but even a golden era of peace and social

order will continue to remain an unceasing strife and

competition. You cannot abolish competition even

in the most complete co-operative system. There

will always remain the struggle for occupying this or

that place, and the competition for proving to be the

fittest will continue so long as the world lasts ; and

it is the plan of nature to let the fittest survive.

There are ethical teachers who imagine that the

purpose of ethics is the suppression of all struggle,

who depict a state of society where there is pure

altruism without conflicting interests, a state of mutual

love, a heaven of undisturbed happiness.

The ethics of pure altruism is just as wrong as the

ethics of pure egotism. For it is our duty to stand
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up manfully in battle and to wage the war of honest

aspirations. It is the duty of a manufacturer to com-

pete with his competitors. It is the duty of the

scholar, the philosopher, and the artist to rival the

work of his co-laborers ; and the progress of humanity

is the result of this general warfare. Organized life

from its lowliest beginnings developed higher and

higher by a continued struggle ; and it is not the

victor alone to whom the evolution of ever higher and

higher organisms is due, but to the vanquished also.

The victor has gained new virtues in every strife, and

it is the brave resistance of the vanquished that taught

him these virtues.

There is an old saga of a northern hero, to whose

soul, it is said, were added all the souls of the enemies

he slew. The strength, the accompHshments, the

abilities of the conquered became the spoils of the

conqueror ; and the spirits of the slain continued to

live in the spirit of the victor, and made him stronger,

nobler, wiser, better. This myth correctly represents

the natural state of things, and we learn from it the

great truth, that our efforts, even if we are the unfor-

tunate party that is to be vanquished, will not be in

vain ; our lives are not spent in uselessness, if we but

struggle bravely and do the best we can in the battle

of life. Furthermore, we learn to respect our adver-

saries and to honor their courage. We are one factor

only on the battlefield, and if our enemies existed not,

we would not be what we are. We are one part only

of the process of life and our enemies are the counter-

part. Any contumely that we put upon them in fool-

ish narrow-mindedness, debases and degrades our-

selves ; any dishonesty that we show in fight, falls

back upon ourselves. It will injure our enemies, as

was intended, but it will do greater harm to ourselves,

for it will disgrace us ; and our disgrace in that case

will outlive the injury of our enemies.

Ethics teaches us that all struggle must be under-

taken in the service of a higher and greater cause than

our egoistic self. He alone will conquer who fights for

something greater than his personal interests ; and

even if he be vanquished, he will still have the satis-

faction that his ideal is not conquered with him. He
will find successors to continue his work. His ideal,

if it be a genuine ideal, will rise again in his succes-

sors and they will accomplish a final victory for his

aspirations.

The Teutonic nations,— the Anglo-Saxons, the

Franks, the Germans and their kin,—are, it appears, in

many respects the most successful peoples in the world,

because of their stern ethics of undaunted struggle to

which they have adhered since prehistoric times. It

was no disgrace for the Teutonic warrior to be slain, no

dishonor to be vanquished ; but it was infamy worse

than death to be a coward, it was a disgrace to gain

a victory by dishonest means. The enemy was re-

lentlessly combated, may be he was hated, yet it would

have been a blot on one's escutcheon to treat him with

meanness. It was not uncommon among these bar-

barians for the victor to place a laurel wreath upon

the grave of his foe, whom in life he had combated

with bitterest hatred. There is an episode told in the

Nibeiungensaga which characterizes the ethical spirit

of the combativeness of Teutonic heroes. Markgrave

Riidiger has to meet the g»im Hagen and to do him

battle. Seeing, however, that his enemy's shield is

hacked to pieces, he offers him his own, whereupon

they proceed to fight.

The moral teacher must not be blind to the laws of

life. Ethics must not make us weak in the struggle

for existence, but it must teach us the way to fight and

must show us the higher purpose to be realized by

our struggle.

Naturalists give us most remarkable reports about

the degeneration of those organs and their functions

and abilities which are not used. If man could live

without reason, without education, language, without

reason, mankind would soon degenerate into dumb
brutes.

T)o not attempt to preach a morality that would de-

prive man of his backbone. Man acquired his back-

bone because in the struggle for life he had to stand

upright, thus to keep his own. If it were possible

at all to lead a life without struggle, the backbone of

man would soon become a rudimentary organ. But

as it is not possible, those men alone will survive that

are strong characters, that stand upright in the strug-

gle and fight with manly honesty and noble courage.

The men with a moral backbone alone are those to

whom the future belongs.

Ethics must teach us how to struggle ; it must not

hinder us in the combat but help us. And ethics will

help us. Ethics demands that we shall never lose

sight of the whole to which we belong. It teaches us

never to forget the aim which humanity attains through

the efforts of our conflicting interests ; it inculcates the

lesson to do our duty in the battle of life, not only be-

cause this is required by our own interests, but be-

cause it is the law of life that we have to obey. By a

faithful obedience to the ethics of the struggle for life,

we shall promote the welfare of mankind and contrib-

ute to the enhancement of human progress.

FROM MY ROMAN NOTE-BOOK.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.

I.

Through a valued friend, a French priest, well ac-

quainted with my heresies, I received an invitation to

"assist" at the Consistory in the Vatican, December

30, 1889. The only conditions imposed were that my
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ladies should appear in black, with veils for bonnets,

and I in evening dress, with white cravat. I did not

attend in any antagonistic spirit. On my way to the

Vatican I almost wondered that no "survival" of the

horror of "Romanism," in which I was nurtured, gave

any stir within me. But my cab happening to be

blocked in front of Hadrian's castellated mausoleum,

I gazed on the great bronze archangel above it, sheath-

ing his sword after the plague he was supposed to

have caused, and found in it a symbol of the sheathed

sword of papal dominion. The temporal power is for-

ever sheathed, however compulsory the scabbard.

When the battle is over the victors may fairly indulge

themselves in magnanimity. Those who fear that the

sword may be unsheathed again, may keep their weap-

ons. Having no such fear I throw mine away. To-day,

I said, bygones shall be bygones. To-day, freedom is

even less liable to be harmed by Catholicism than by

Protestantism ; and apart from political freedom, where

is the advantage ? Why should I prefer Jehovah to

Mary, or the bottomless Pit to Purgatory?

However, I was presently reminded that it was not

to a manifestation of the religious side of Catholicism

that I had come, but to a momentary "materializa-

tion," as the spirits say, of the defunct Temporal

Power. My sympathetic sentiments were indeed some-

what chilled as I entered by the "royal stair" into

that "Royal Hall," between files of soldiers, armed

with muskets, pikes, and swords. But I presently re-

covered equanimity on observing that all the weapons

were antiquarian, and the uniforms antiquarian. They
did not "mean business." It was a sort of masque-

rade. Nay, was I not myself in full evening dress, at

ten in the morning, as if just from a ball? So I exam-

ined the upheld swords. Some were two yards long,

or more. They had quaint hilts, crosswise, jeweled,

and among the curious was a crooked one that seemed

to represent the Sword of Flame. No doubt each has

its history, and may have symbolized the submission of

some proud prince. The pikes had crooked axes a

half yard from the point, and were upheld by men in

striped raiment, something like the "beefeaters" who
make picturesque exhibitions at the Tower of London.

The "Swiss Guards" are on hand, but very meek as

contrasted with their old days—which I can remem-
ber—when they were prompt to handle roughly any

poor pious wight who might be kneeling in the path of a

pontifical procession. There was a gallery for the ambas-

sadors commissioned to the Pope,—Spanish, French,

Spanish. But they were all behind Sir John Simmons,

the only protestant representative. He is here because

England has Catholic dependencies,—Ireland and

French Canada,—but his office has yet to be passed on

by the Commons, and he has no establishment; he

boards at a hotel. The real Ambassador, to the king,

is on the floor with the rest of us, in evening dress,

his wife and daughter being in one of the two tiers of

ladies in black—who appear as if at a funeral. On
looking and listening around me I perceive that the

majority of the guests are English and American tour-

ists, no doubt mainly protestants. We are in the place

of the princes once received in this "Royal Hall" by

the mighty Pontiff.

We stood patiently for nearly an hour. Then the

papal procession began to enter. The choristers in

scarlet and white filed into their places. Then there

were Cardinals in ermine and scarlet, with long pur-

ple trains borne by pages, and red satin skull-caps

;

then Bishops in purple and lace. Finally two mighty

fans of white feathers floating at the top of velvet-cov-

ered poles are visible ; between them is the throne,

borne aloft on the shoulders of men, and on it seated

Leon XIII, the white old man whom the Catholic -world

calls Holy Father.

The first thing that impressed me was the pathos

of it all. This thin man of eighty years, whose life is

prolonged only by constant precautions, appeared so

lonely up there in the air ! Him no tender arm of wife

or daughter awaits, when, exhausted and ill, he re-

turns to his solitude. He waves his benediction on

the company beneath him with hands half covered

with white mittens, and light flashes down from his

huge seal ring, set round with large diamonds. This

is the ring of his wedlock,—wedlock of the Church as

Bride, and the heavenly Bridegroom. Our very even-

ing dresses and white cravats are now supposed to be

sanctified. Some pious ladies are said to have carried

many rosaries, to be afterwards presented to their

friends as having been blest by the Pope.

The Cardinals and Bishops have taken their places

in the reserved enclosure, and bend low as the Pope

is borne past them. He is let down gently, and sup-

ported to a larger throne. Then thej' all take their

seats, like the lords spiritual and temporal in the

British House of Lords, and the choir breaks out

with a triumphant anthem. Meanwhile the Pontiff

sits still, and with his brilliant robes, and his triple

crown, reminds me of certain Hindu deities that I

have seen in their temples. The music ended, the

work of the day proceeds. Three Cardinals are to be

created—all from the "secular clergy"—that is, be-

longing to no Order. One of these is Monsignor

Richard, Archbishop of Paris ; another is Monsignor

Foullon, Archbishop of Lyons ; the third is the Aus-

trian, once eminent as General Shoenborn. This

third one alone is a striking figure,—a tall, handsome,

Bismark like personage. His air is military, and one

cannot help wondering that such a man should be-

come a Cardinal. He was engaged in the mortal

struggle at Sadowa, and was one of the only two offi-
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cers of his regiment who survived. Then he became

a priest, and ultimately Archbishop of Prague.

The Secretary reads some official document ; a

Cardinal recites a prayer ; the Te Deum is sung. The

Pope's shoe is removed. The new Cardinal ap-

proaches, and is presented by the Pope's hand with a

brimless crown-shaped hat of bright red satin. This

is held by an attendant over its possessor's head as he

bends to kiss the Pope's foot, then rises to kiss the

Pope's hand. The Pope then embraces the new Car-

dinal, kissing him on both cheeks. This being thrice

repeated the ceremonies of the Royal Hall are over.

With some evidence of feebleness the Pope reaches

the throne on which he entered, and is borne out as

he came, again waving benedictions on. us with uncon-

sciously graceful movements of his hand. I had a

better opportunity of observing his face. He has a

large' aquiline nose, curving over a sweet but melan-

choly mouth ; his chin is weak, his eyes are blue and

frank; his brow is not strong, but there is a scholarly

look about him, as if he read much.

As the Pope floated out I remarked on the back of

his aerial throne the papal arms, richly wrought, and a

sun with rays worked in gold and silver. This re-

called the well-known incident which occurred at

the close of the Convention in Philadelphia, in

1787, which framed our Constitution. As Washing-

ton was leaving the chair in which he had presided

over the Convention, Franklin approached and pointed

to the image of the sun carved on its back. He said

that at various junctures of the debates he had won-

dered whether it were a rising or a setting sun. " But

now," he added, "I feel certain that it is a rising

sun."

It is a terrible ordeal these prelates have to endure

in marching beneath critical eyes, without the shield

of any beard or of any hat. Every line of the shaven

face comes out ; the thick lip, the sensual touch, the

double chin, the bovine neck, the corvine nose, are

visible here and there, contrasted with other faces

with touches of beauty and spirituality. But I must

admit that the Cardinals as a body did not impress me
so favorably as the Bishops. Perhaps it was that

every expression of humility is lost under the loud-

ness of such raiment.

After conducting the Pope to his apartments the

prelates and cardinals and choir returned, moved
through the Royal Hall, and we followed them into

the Sistine Chapel. There was a brief service, which

included some grand singing,—for a good voice is

essential for a prelate. I found myself standing im-

mediately beneath Michael Angelo's great ceiling pic-

tures,—Eve received by the Almighty as she emerges
from Adam's side ; Eve and Adam receiving the apple

offered by the serpent, which has the face and breast

of a beautiful woman (Lilith) ; Eve and Adam driven

out of Paradise. The service was carried on at an

altar on the wall otherwise completely covered by the

greatest mural painting in the world—Michael An-

gelo's Last Judgment. In the lower corner is pic-

tured a Cardinal, girdled by a serpent,—this being the

artist's punishment of the prurient prudery which

wished to drape his pictures. The figure of Jesus as

a ferocious judge, his mother trying to restrain his

fury, is there witnessing the tremendous terrors which

led to the worship of Mary. I do not wonder that

Hawthorne was scandalized by this representation.

" I fear I am myself among the wicked, " he wrote,

"for I found myself inevitably taking their part, and

asking for at least a little pity." In other words^

Hawthorne did exactly what Mary is doing in the pic-

ture ; he touches, without realizing it, the secret of

Mariolatry. He complains that Jesus should "ever

be represented in that aspect," forgetting that it is the

scriptural aspect. The fact is that when the Puritans

destroyed the idea of the maternal divinity, they ren-

dered inevitable a feminine evolution of Jesus. Haw-
thorne's Jesus is really a Madonna.

While I am gazing on the_ grand picture, to which

the choir makes a sort of antiphon, the service ends.-

The three new Cardinals take their stand, in the

order of age, at the hither end of a reserved space,

and each is greeted with kisses by all the rest. The

hand is grasped, and the kiss is on both cheeks.

Then they disappear from the public, and are received

in secret consistory. Here the papal Allocution is

read in Latin. There is also the ceremony, which must

be curious, of shutting up the Cardinals. The Pope

with his fingers closes the mouths of the new cardi-

nals to indicate that as Cardinals, they are not to talk.

As priests (if such they are, for laymen may be Cardi-

nals) they may speak, but nothing that they say is in

any case to carry authority or weight as coming from

a Cardinal. The kissing of the Pope's foot and hand

is thus not an idle ceremony ; his Cardinals are to be

as his silent bodily members obeying the papal brain.

Leaving the Vatican, I find myself recurring to

the gold-and-silver Sun on the throne, and asking

Franklin's question—Is it a rising or a setting sun ?

So far as the Temporal Supremacy is concerned, it is

long after Sunset ; what we have seen is Afterglow.

The Allocution by its very complainings reveals the

growing sense of hopelessness. Clearly nothing has

been gained to the Church by its irreconcilable atti-

tude towards the State, but something has been lost.

The government having found abuses in the admin-

istration of charitable foundations,—abuses of a kind

that invariably grow around endowments from the

Past,—have had to take them in hand, and we adapt

them, in harmony with changed circumstances. This
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was done in England not many years ago, where it

was found that money, bequeathed to the poor in

parishes where no poor remain, was enjoyed by the

rich. The English Church resisted change, but, when

overborne, joined in carrying it out. But now that the

Pope has denounced the new law, it is difficult to see

how the Church can have any share in the future

distribution of these important charities. It wDuld

appear imprudent to transfer entirely to the secular

hand the credit for alms and bounties hitherto associ-

ated by the people with their pastors. If this suicidal

policy continue the future of the Church in Italy may
be seriously affected. But probably it will not con-

tinue. When the present Pope dies—and the hour

cannot be distant—there will be a crisis. The Church

will have to decide whether its irreconcilable attitude,

and a claim of martyrdom that has become stale, are

worth what they are costing. It may see in England,

in Germany, what good things state churches possess

when they consent to temporal subordination, and

what vast services they may render to the poor. Much
will depend on the next Pope, and perhaps more on

these dumb Cardinals.

AGNOSTICISM VS. GNOSTICISM.

BY PAUL R. SHIPMAN. '

LCONCLUDED.]

This conclusion * gathers force from a further

scrutiny of the language that involves it. In the

philosophy of Kant, from which the Editor avowedly

has drawn the staple of his own philosophy, the phra-

ses " existence in general " and " things in general "

mean respectivel}', as indeed their words import,

existence in itself and ' things in themselves ; they

refer not to phenomena, but to noumena. And yet the

Editor, who doubtless knows his Kant by heart, de-

clares in the citation just made that "existence in

general," though not subject to the law of causation,

" must be accepted as a fact "; in other words, he de-

clares in effect that the unknowable is unquestionable.

And, again "The question itself, as to the cause

of existence in general," these are his words, still

lingering in the reader's mind, "is not admissible, for

the law of causation is applicable to all phenomena of

nature, but not to the existence of nature, which must be

accepted as a fact." Very well, say we all : but, as the

phenomenaof nature constitute the manifestation of ex-

istence in general, and as the manifestation is under the

law of causation and existence in general is above it,

existence and its manifestation, contrary to his doctrine,

are not one thing, but inevitably two things ; of which

existence, as free from causation and absolute in cer-

tainty, does not admit of being either grasped or

* Referring to the preceding sentence, which alleges that the case against

agnosticism is surrendered.

doubted. If existence in general and its manifestation

were one, the law of causation obviously would be

applicable to the former as well as to the latter ; and,

hence, in declaring that it is not applicable to exist-

ence in general, which notwithstanding must be ac-

cepted as a fact, he confesses—nay, proclaims—that

this unique reality not only differs from its manifesta

tion, but is an insolvable mystery.

The conclusion gathers fresh force, out of a crowd

of other things, from his definition of reality as "the

sum total of all that is";* for, as Kant affirms, the

"conception of a sum total of reality is the conception

of a thing in itself, regarded as completely deter-

mined "; and the conception of a thing in itself, /lor-

resco referens, is the conception of the unknowable.

Can it be that monism is based not simply on nou-

mena, but on noumena in the positive sense ? Is it

possible after all that monism is no other than the

beast dualism ?

'
' That which is unknowable in substance, " he says,

" is unreal and non-existent," continuing : "The whole

of reality, with its inexhaustible wealth of problems,

lies within the bounds of knowability, while beyond that

limit is empty nothingness." The question "as to the

cause of existence in general," it would seem, is ad-

missible after all, in his opinion ; for, if nothing is

beyond the bounds of knowability, the existence to

which he refers must lie within them, and must con-

sist of phenomena, to which, as such, the "law of causa-

tion is applicable. " The question as to the cause of ex-

istence whereof this is true, forsooth, not only is admis-

sible, but admits of a ready answer—to wit, the familiar

process of which the product is an abstraction. But

this is not the kind of existence in question. The

existence which is independent of sensation, but on

which sensation depends, is not existence in the ab-

stract, but in the concrete—not the mere idea of exist-

ence, but something existing—not an abstraction, but

a reality : a reality of which the existence is revealed

in the kaleidoscope of mind, but which in its proper

nature, be that what it may, is impenetrable to thought,,

as the objects in a kaleidoscope are impenetrable to

vision. His averments here, the reader will mark, are

mutually contradictory. If existence in general is in-

dependent of causation, as he concedes, it cannot con-

sist of phenomena, and does not lie within the bounds

of knowability, but must lie beyond them ; and if,,

though lying beyond them, it "must be accepted as a

fact," it cannot be "empty nothingness ": it must be

something, and must be unknowable. That is to say,

if the law of causation is not applicable to existence in

general, existence in general is incapable of being

*This definition stands at the head of The Open Court, to whose Editor I

am rejoining ; but in " Fundamental Problems" reality is defined, less aptly,

I think, though not less consistently with my argument, as "the sum total of

aU facts that are, or can become, objects of experience."
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known in its causes, and can be known only as a fact

;

which is the definition of the unknowable.
'

'We cannot comprehend, " he repeats in another re-

lation, "why planets materially exist, and why force

exists inseparably connected with matter. The ma-

terial existence of planets, that their mass endowed

with motion exists at all, is a fact." If we cannot

comprehend "the material existence of planets," we

of course cannot comprehend "material existence" at

large ; which, accordingly, apart from its mere actual-

ity, is unknowable. If, again, we cannot comprehend

"why force exists inseparably connected with matter,"

we cannot comprehend matter or force ; and both, ex-

cepting the fact of their existence, are unknowable

—

not the words, mark you, or the conceptions they sig-

nify (possibly all of which the Editor takes account),

but the external realities from which the conceptions

are drawn. These realities are incomprehensible, he

admits : they lie beyond "the bounds of knowability."

And yet beyond these bounds, he says, is "empty noth-

ingness. " Is then "empty nothingness " incomprehen-

sible ? And can that which is incomprehensible be said

to lie within the grasp of cognition ? What indeed is "a

fact" that "we cannot comprehend" but an unknow-

able reality—a reality known as a fact but not know-

able in its causes? Nothing. The recognition of it is

agnosticism pure and simple. It is the vice of the

Editor's philosophy, as I conceive, that he mistakes

the products of ideation for the external realities which

give rise to them, and in turn mistakes these realities

for nonentities; and this even when, as in the present

instance, he stands face to face with the realities in

their sublimest forms, and seems to sweep his eye across

their measureless breadth, to lift it up to their infinite

height, to fix it on their impenetrable depth. His phi-

losophy banishes m}'stery to enthrone delusion.

The Editor, as befits a good evolutionist, holds

that man, in common with all other organisms, is the

product of development,—the result of the action, re-

action, and interaction of natural forces, which, as the

factors originating consciousness, are external to con-

sciousness ; so that, as the outcome of his doctrine, we
have beyond consciousness an existence which is the

source of our existence, but which, nevertheless, is

nothing, while we are som'ething. We have all heard

of the juggler who climbed a ladder supported by
nothing, and pulled up the ladder after him ; but none
of us, I take it, ever suspected that this audacious

•drollery is a stock piece on the solemn stage of the

imiverse—the roaring farce that relieves the tragedy

of things. jEx nihilo nihil fit used to be accounted

sound philosophy, but our arch-gnostic has changed
all that ; in his hands the maxim reads Ex nihilo aliquid

fit. He unwarily has put the new wine of evolution

into the old bottles of pantheism, with the natural re-

sult, this novel version of the time-honored aphorism

marking one of the lines of fracture in the shivered

bottles. The scriptural warning on this point should

not have escaped the attention of so alert and lucid a

thinker.

The Editor has a good deal to say about the sum
of things—the totality of existence—the All, with a

big A ; which, we may be sure, he brings somehow
(satisfactorily to himself) within the limits of the know-

able. The steps in this particular instance, it turns

out, are only two. He assumes, first, that nature has

nothing in any of its parts, extensive or intensive, that

is essentially different from the part of it accessible to

human comprehension—which assumption, by the way,

begs the question in dispute ; and, secondly, that the

infinite is another name for the indefinite. Grant these

two assumptions, and the wide world passes into the

confines of the knowable, as the huge Afrite in the

Arabian tale entered the fisherman's bottle. But these

assumptions cannot be granted. He does not con-

sistently stand by them himself. In admitting that

sensation is different from the external reality produc-

ing it, he admits that every part of nature has some-

thing not comprehensible by man; and, when he looks

up at that starry heaven which so kindled and awed

the imagination of Kant, he must tacitly recognize that

the indefinite is neither the infinite nor a real copy of

it. Still, he makes these assumptions, and attempts

to maintain them.

"The infinite," he says, "is a symbol for a math-

ematical process. When I count, I may count up to

a hundred or two hundred, to a thousand or to a mil-

lion, or to whatever number I please. If I do not stop for

other reasons, I may count on without stopping—in a

word, into infinity. " Here we have both assumptions,

taken in the airiest manner, the suggestion being that

what man does not understand is as understandable as

what he does understand, and that all he has to do to

comprehend the sum of things is to go on knowing

and to know, as far as he pleases, and whenever he

stops, though but from weariness or caprice, he may
congratulate himself that he sees through the All, or

as much of it as he likes, which is the same thing ; it

is as easy as counting, or lying. " This will never do.

"

One may realize the indefinite by stopping when

he pleases ; but, if he would realize the infinite, he

must go on forever, which would be likely to put a

finite being to his shifts. The indefinite admits of

limit, conditional, though not unconditional ; but the

infinite admits of no limit, conditional or unconditional.

Our gnostic's free and easy logic, if he will pardon

me, misses fire. He aims at the infinite, but brings

down only the indefinite ; the infinite remains safely

perched in its cosmic eyrie.

" Infinitude is never an accomplished process," he
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tells us. It is never a process at all, but always a prop-

erty, abstracted from infinite things ; it is not a pro-

cess, but the product of a process, and of a perfectly

accomplished one. Trying to count "into infinity,"

however, were anybody mad enough to try it, would

be a "process," and undeniabl}' "never an accom-

plished process "; seeing that it would take infinite

time to accomplish it.

He appears to look down on the infinite as "a
mathematical term. " Yes, it is a term in mathematics ;

it is also a term in philosophy; and, what is more to

the purpose, it has the same meaning in both. Whether
applied to quantity or being, it means that which is

greater than any assignable thing of the same kind.

And surely a thing is not to be made nothing of be-

cause it is so great as to have no conceivable limits.

It may be suggested, as Spinoza held, that the infinite

sua gencre is not the absolutely infinite ; but, in respect

to existence, this distinction is lost, the infinite suo

genere, as comprehending all possible modes of infinity,

being also the absolutely infinite.

The infinite he also calls an "abstract idea. " It

is an abstract idea, to be sure ; but it is abstracted

from realities—infinite space, infinite time, and, above

all, the infinite existence that fills both. Infinity is an

abstraction, but infinite existence, the Editor himself

being judge, is the synonym of reality—the All of

monism.
'

' We look upon the forms of our existence, " he says,

"as upon a specimen, so to speak, of the forms of ex-

istence in general." Here, once more, I may note,

he recognizes, in Kantian phrase, existence in itself,

taking its reality for granted, and going so far as to

hint at the possibility of bringing it within the bounds

of the knowable ; but this in passing. The forms of

infinite existence, to return, are themselves infinite, if

we may reason on the matter at all ; for the proper-

ties of a thing partake of its nature, and to assume

that the forms of the infinite are finite would be to

abolish the infinite. A specimen, furthermore, pre-

supposes a class of things like itself, to which it be-

longs, and of which it is a representative; but finite

forms do not belong to the class of infinite forms, and

for this reason cannot be specimens of them. The
minutest part of a parabola, indeed, represents the

whole, though produced to infinity, but only because

the property of a parabola is assigned by definition,

and belongs entire to every point in the curve. As,

however, existence does not receive its properties from

definition, or pack them in barren points, whose end-

less iteration develops no new property, we are not at

liberty to assume that we know all the properties or

the whole of any property even of finite existence, far

less that the complex of these properties undergoes no

change in the forms of infinite existence. The notion

that infinite existence is merely finite existence infi-

nitely repeated has no ground in reason. It would be

equally admissible, saying the least, to hold that infi-

nite existence is finite existence changed qualitatively,

as it were, by means of infinite quantification—finite

existence not infinitely extended but infinitely trans •

formed. But no particular predication of infinite ex-

istence is legitimate ; infinite existence is unknowable,

and that, once ascertained, ends the question. To
pursue it would be to go astray, without star or com-

pass, in the night and chaos of self-contradiction.

Wherefore, infinite existence, unlike tea or wheat,

cannot be sampled. We know that it is ; but what it

is we know not, and by the constitution of our facul-

ties are incapable of knowing. It lies beyond the

possible grasp of cognition. The simple transcend-

ency of this awful something—its existence beyond

consciousness, and independent of consciousness

—

would paralyze comprehension ; but when to its trans-

cendency we add its infinity, and superadd its abso-

luteness, the most confirmed gnostic, even of the mo-

nistic species, must begin to suspect, one would think,

that there is something in heaven and earth not dreamt

of in his philosophy.

It is time to close. But in closing I must do my-

self and the Editor of The Open Court the justice of

paying afresh the tribute of my admiration to his rare

excellence as a writer. The energetic yet easy play

of his faculties, the massive simplicity of his style, the

mingled sympathy and reverence of his tone, his im-

perturbable temper, and his masterly lucidity, are above

praise. Even his errors, or what I hold to be his

errors, are more improving than the truths of most

writers. I must not forget, however, that I am closing.

My summary shall be short ; and, to this end, parti-

ally ad hominem. Monism is founded on the oneness

of the All. As the sum total of reality, the All is trans-

cendent ; as illimitable in space and time, it is infinite ;

as dependent on nothing outside of itself, it is ab-

solute. Transcendent, infinite, absolute, the All, by

this triple token, is the Unknowable ; on which, such

being the case, monism rests as its foundation. And

so the leopard of agnosticism, fulfilhng in a way the

roseate prophecy of Isaiah, lies down with the kid of

gnosticism—the latter inside the former. "Let us

have Peace."

ONTOLOGY AND POSITIVISM.

The basal idea of Positivism or Positive Monism is

that it takes its stand on facts ; and there is unquestion-

ably no thinker of the present age, who is imbued with

the scientific spirit of the time, that would offer any

objection to this principle. Yet former philosophies

did not take the same ground. They tried to find a

footing in empty space ; they attempted to explain
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facts by deriving them from some abstract conception

that they postulated. Their favorite starting-point

was the idea of abstract existence. Hence their method

is called ontology, which may be translated as meaning

" thought-structures of abstract existence. " The vaguer

the broader, the more general and metaphysical this

abstract conception was, the deeper and profounder

an ontological system appeared to be, and the more it

was appreciated by the astonished public.

One of the ablest, and certainly the most famous,

among ontologists was Hegel. Hegel started with the

abstract idea of being or existence in general, and

claimed that this concept in its emptiness was iden-

tical with non-existence. Abstract being, he said, is

at the same time an absolute negation of concrete

being ; it is pure nothingness. These two concepts

accordingly are in one respect absolutely identical, in

another respect absolutely contradictory. Each one

disappears immediately into its opposite. The oscil-

lation between both is the pure becoming, das reine

Werden, which, if it be a transition from non-existence

to existence, \s czWeA E?itsiehen, "growing, originating,

waxing," and if it be a transition from existence to

non existence, is called Vergehen, "decrease, decay,

waning." Having arrived, by this ingenious method

of philosophical sleight of hand at the concept of

Becoming, Hegel's ontology touched bottom. From
the Utopia of non-existence, above the clouds, he got

down to the facts of real life ; and here he applies to

everything the same method of a thesis, an antithesis,

and the combination of both.

We would be obliged to go into detail if we in-

tended to show how truly grand was the application

of his method to logic, to history, to natural science,

to art, to aesthetics, to religion, and to theology.

Here is not the place for doing this. Yet, while ob-

jecting to the ontological method, we wish incidentally

to emphasize the fact, that Hegel was one of the

greatest, boldest, and most powerful thinkers of all

times, whatever his mistakes may have been, and from

whatsoever standpoint we choose to look upon his phi-

losophy.

Ontology starts from abstract ideas and comes

down to facts. Positivism, on the contrary, starts

from facts and rises to abstract ideas. Abstract ideas,

according to the positive view, are derived from and

represent certain general features of facts. Ontology

is bent upon explaining the existence of facts from non-

existence, and ontologists therefore regard it as their

duty to bridge over in their imagination the chasm
between nothingness and something. Positivism does

not require such mistaken procedure. It takes the

facts as data and possesses in their existence the mate-

rial out of which rise the sciences and philosophy.

Philosophy is no longer a pure thought-structure of

abstract being, but a general survey of the sciences as

a conception of the universe, based upon experience.

Ontological systems did not disappear and lose their

influence over mankind suddenly, but dissolved them-

selves first into a state of philosophical despair. The
uselessness and sterility of the ontological method

were more and more recognized and found their philo-

sophical expression in agnosticism.

Agnosticism is the most modern form of the ob-

solete method of ontological philosophy. The agnostic

philosopher has discovered a concept that is broader

and vaguer even than that of "existence in general."

This concept is the Unknowable. Something that is

real and at the same time absolutely unknowable is a

self-contradiction. But never mind. That makes the

idea the vaguer and it will thus be more easily turned

to advantage. Agnostics are never afraid of arriving at

self-contradictory statements, at unknowabilities, or

at insolvable problems— these three terms mean
the same thing—for they are just the things they be-

lieve in.*

Positivism regards the construction of philosophy

upon abstract ideas as idle effort. Instead of coming

down from an abstract conception as if it were out of

a balloon to the solid ground of facts, positivism takes

facts as its data. It starts from facts and arranges

them properly in good order. It derives its abstract

conceptions not by a theological revelation nor by in-

tuition and metaphysical inspiration, but by the

method of mental abstraction. And it discards all

those abstract conceptions which have not been

derived from facts. Philosophical knowledge is not

at all a going beyond facts, but it is the proper and

systematic arrangement of facts, so that they do not

appear as incoherent single items without rhyme or

reason, but as one intelligible whole in which every

part appears in concord with every other.

*
* *

The principle of Positivism, certainly, is very

simple, but its application is by no means easy. Even

the mere statement of facts requires much care and

exactness, while their systematic arrangement as sci-

entific knowledge is the privilege only of a few ex-

ceptional thinkers.

What are facts? Facts are all the events that

take place ; the thoughts and acts of living beings as

* Agnosticism blindfolds us in clear daylight. I wish every agnostic would

read the following passage from our great American Logician, C. S. Peirce :

" One singular deception, which often occurs, is to mistake the sensation

produced by our own unclearness of thought for a character of the object we
are thinking. Instead of perceiving that the obscurity is purely subjactive,

we fancy that we contemplate a quality of the object which is essentially mys-

terious ; and if our conception be afterward presented to us in a clear form

we do not recognize it as the same, owing to the absence of the feeling of un-

intelligibility. So long as this deception lasts, it obviously puts an impassable

barrier in the way of perspicuous thinking; so that it equally interests the

opponents of rational thought to perpetuate it, and its adherents to guard

against it."

—

\The Illustrations of ihc Logic of Science, {See Popitiar Science

Monthly, 1877, p. 291.)]
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well as the motions of not-living things, great and

small ; the oscillations of atoms and the movements of

suns ; in short all natural processes that happen. The
central fact among all other facts is to every one the

activity of his own consciousness. This central fact,

however, must not be supposed to be either the ulti-

mate fact or the simplest fact. To call any fact ulti-

mate is not justifiable, because if any single fact

among facts is ultimate, all facts are ultimate. Facts,

if they are facts at all, are equally real ; their reality

cannot be regarded as of a greater or less degree. To
look upon consciousness as a simple fact would imply,

that it is eternal, which is contrary to our experience.

Consciousness is a very complicated fact ; it is the

sum of many smaller facts and must be supposed to

be the result of a co-operation of innumerable pro-

cesses.

This, however, is stated only incidentally in oppo-

sition to certain philosophers who believe in the sim-

plicity of consciousness and build upon this hypothe-

sis a grand philosophical system called idealism. For

our present purpose, in considering consciousness as

the central fact among all other facts, it is of no con-

sequence. It is here sufficient to state that conscious-

ness being to every one of us the basis of our knowl-

edge of facts, need not at all be the originator of

facts; being the centre of our intellectual world, it

need not at all be an indivisible unit or a mathematical

point. Facts are stated as facts when they are rep-

resented in consciousness, and the means by which

facts are represented in consciousness are sensations.

This is to say: The philosophical problem according

to positivism is the arrangement of all knowledge

into one harmonious system which will be a unitary

conception of the world and can serve as a basis for

ethics.

A unitary conception of the world implies and pre-

supposes the idea of a continuity of nature, which,

it is true, has not as yet been proved in all its details.

Nevertheless, it is more than simply probable. The
continuity of nature is the indispensable ideal of sci-

ence; every progress of science is, rightly considered,

nothing but an additional evidence of the truth that

nature does not contradict herself ; she is continuous

and self-consistent. There are no facts, proven to be

facts, that can overthrovO^ the ideal of a continuity of

nature. Therefore, the solution of the problem to

construct a unitary system of knowledge, we most em-

phatically declare, is not only possible, it is also ne-

cessary, it is an indispensable duty of man as a think-

ing being; and its realization is the very life of sci-

ence. If a systematization of knowledge were im-

possible, science would become impossible, and phi-

losophy would be resolved into useless vagaries.

To sum up. The philosophical problem, accord-

ing to ontology, is to derive existence from non-exist-

ence. Agnosticism, finding the problem of deriving

something from nothing insoluble, declares it to be an

inscrutable mystery. Positivism maintains that the

problem is illegitimate. Taking its stands upon facts,

positivism can dispense with the salto mortale of

ontology. p. c.

POSITIVE SCIENCE VERSUS GNOSTICISM AND
AGNOSTICISM.

IN ANSWER TO MR. SHIPMAN'S CRITICISM
GNOSTICISM."

'AGNOSTICISM VS.

I. WHENCE COME FACTS ?

Facts, we declare, are the data o£ knowledge ; and the ex-

istence of things, the existence of nature, must be regarded as a

fact. Here Mr. Shipman thinks that he has got me in a fix.

Whence do we get the facts ?

The law of cause and effect applies to things only, i. e., to

the forms of existence, but not to existence in general, as I admit.

Ergo, Mr. Shipman declares, existence in general is one thing and

its manifestation another : existence in general is free from causa-

tion, is absolute and unknowable, while the manifestations of

existence, its forms, are knowable.

The law of cause and effect, as defined and explained in Fund-

amental Prohlems, is the formula under which we comprise all the

changes that take place in the world of actual existence. The law

of cause and effect does not explain why matter exists or why
energy exists, but it explains how and why one form changes into

another form.

The law of cause and effect does not admit of any other ap-

plication ; for instance, it cannot be applied to the question " Why
is there any existence at all ? " We can trace the chain of causes

and effects up to a special, for instance the present, state of things,

and we can comprehend why things and their arrangements are

as they are, but to ssarch for a cause of their existence at large,

why they materially exist at all is illegitimate. To comprehend

material existence in this way is impossible, because it is inad-

missible. There is, however, no concession on my part, no ad-

mission, as Mr. Shipman declares *

The law of cause and effect applies to changes of form and as

soon as we apply it otherwise, we must in the end arrive at con-

tradictions—which in my mihd do not prove the dogma of agnos-

ticism, but are a sign that there is something wrong in our logic.

The law of cause and effect is often erroneously applied to abstract

conceptions. But it is wrong to speak of the cause of '

' whiteness
"

or the cause of " the existence of the world in general." I can in-

vestigate the cause that made a thing white ; and I can explain the

reason why a certain thing now appears to us, for instance, as

white. But there is no cause of " whiteness in general." I can ex-

plain the process by which we arrive at the conception of white-

ness. But the application of the concepts cause and effect to ab-

stract ideas (as I employ the term cause) is as nonsensical as

if I should speak of the undulations of goodness, or the heat of

* Mr. Shipman's quotation that " we cannot comprehend why planets

materially exist," etc., makes a diflferent impression when considered in its

context. Six lines above the quoted passage we read, on p. 121: "There is

nothing to be comprehended in existence in general. It is a matter of e.^-

perience simply, to be stated as a fact. By the form, for instance, of planets,

we understand their shape as globes (or rather as spheroids) ; by the form of

their motions we understand their paths, which are conic sections. We can-

not comprehend why planets materially exist, and why force exists inseparably

connected with matter. The material existence of planets, that their mass

endowed mith motion exists at all, is a fact ; but their existence as planets,

why they exist as spheroids, and why they travel in paths of conic sections can-

very well be comprehended."
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straight lines, or the changes of form that mathematical points

undergo. The question how the different forms of existence came

about, how they were caused, is legitimaie ; but the question as to

the cause of existence in general is illegitimate.

But, given facts as the data from which philosophy and sci-

ence start, and recognizing that they must come from somewhere,

the question still remains. How do facts or how did facts originate ?

This question may be viewed in two different ways ;

(i) How is the present state of the world to be explained from

a former state ? Especially, How did its complicated cosmic har-

mony and manifold variety of form come about ? and

(2) How is it that things exist at all ? Why is there existence

instead of non-existence ? Why is there something instead of

nothing ?

These are the two interpretations of which the question

" Whence come facts ?
" admits. In the former shape the.question

has found its scientific answer in the Kant-Laplace hypothesis

of the origin of the solar system and in the Lamarck-Darwinian

theory of evolution which was devised to account for the origin

of species. In the latter shape the question has also found a sci-

entific answer. The answer is formulated in the law of the con-

servation of matter and energy. The answer is that matter and

energy are indestructible and uncreatable; they are eternal. '

' Eter-

nal " does not signify anything mysterious or incomprehensible
;

it simply denotes something that exists, that has existed, and that

will continue to exist.

No other answer can be expected to the question " Whence do

facts come ? " Mr. Shipman does not seem to consider the law of

the conservation of matter and energy a sufficient solution of the

problem. He would fain make us believe that the substitution of

something unknowable is an answer more satisfactory than the

law of the conservation of matter and energy. But it is not. The
Unknowable explains nothing ; and if one adopts the positive con-

ception of philosophy, the Unknowable becomes quite a superflu-

ous idea, which can most easily be dispensed with—nay more

easily than it can be accepted. There is no place for it in a

system of positive philosophy.

II. MYSTERY AND DELUSION.

Mr. Shipman says :

" It is the vice of the Editor's philosophy, as I conceive, that he mistakes

the products of ideation for the external realities which give rise to them, and

in turn mistakes these realities for non-entities ;...."

I do not mistake the products of ideation for external realities.

On the contrary, I have repeatedly declared that ideas are rep-

resentations of things. Metaphysical essences and absolute ex-

istences are all that I have declared to be non-entities. The ban-

ishment of mystery, in my mind, is the main duty of science and

philosophy, and I am not at all astonished that a mystic looks upon

the attempt to expel mystery as a delusion.

III. THE SOURCE.

Mr. Shipman sums up the outcome of my doctrine in the fol-

lowing statement .

" We have beyond consciousness an existence which is tlie source of our

existence, but which, nevertheless, is nothing, while we are something."

This is simply a gross misstatement. I never said anything

like it. I mentioned the word source in one connection only. I

said there is no source of existeace—no source of the universe.

The story of "the juggler who climbs a ladder supported by noth-

ing and pulls the ladder after him," is applicable not to positivism

but to that class of philosophers who in search for a source of ex-

istence find themselves urged to search further for a source of the

source and so od infittitum.

IV. THE THINKING SUBJECT A PART OF NATURE.

Mr. Shipman seems to suppose that the thinking subject is

essentially different from the rest of nature. At least he objects

to " the assumption " that the thinking subject is a part of nature,

and that the form of the thinking subject is, as it were, a specimen

of the form of nature. He does not disprove my position. So I

need not take the trouble to refute his view,

V. THE INFINITE AND THE INDEFINITE.

The infinite is by no means another name for the indefinite.

Mr. Shipman, it appears, in declaring that I had said it is, did not

understand the solution of the question as proposed in Fiinclamental

Problems. The two conceptions, the infinite and the indefinite,

are quite distinct. It is not my logic that is " free and easy," but

Mr. Shipman's presentation of my views

The infinite is a symbol to signify a process without a limit.

If I count up to a hundred or to a thousand and stop there, I do

not reach the infinite. I never said that I reach it by stopping in-

definitely, as Mr. Shipman declares. Only, if I count on without

stopping, I call the process infinite.

Infinitude is not a thing, it is not an object ; it is a process

without a limit. A process carried on without a limit, is never

finished, it is never a round, compact, concrete reality, but is

conceived as being in a course of constant progress.

Mr. Shipman tells us that the infinite is "a property ab-

stracted from infinite things." I must confess, (i) that I never met

with an infinite thing in my life, and (2) that I do not believe in

the existence of infinite things. Time and Space are infinite to be

sure ; but time and space are not things ; and infinitude is not ab-

stracted from Time and Space, but attributed to them. Space is

not, as metaphysical philosophers imagine, a large box possessing

the inexplicable property of infinitude, and containing the world

within it. Space is the possibility of motion in all directions. If

the point A moves in a straight line, it is possible for it to con-

tinue to move without stopping. We can imagine the process to

be continued without a limit. The same holds good for every line

in every possible direction. This is all we can mean by the idea

that space is infinite.

It is the same with Time. Metaphysical philosophers imagine

that Time is a mysterious something in which all. events and hap-

penings take place. But Time is not a thing. It is no more a

thing than Space is.

We observe changes taking place around us. Time is nothing

but a measure of these changes. We employ as measures such

changes as appear most regular, such as days and years. But

there is no time apart from changes. Since we can imagine that

some changes will always take place, and, even if they did not

take place, since we could measure the time of a supposed rest

by some certain measure, (days, years, millenniums, billenniums,

etc.), we say that Time is infinite. This is all that we can mean

by the idea that Time is infinite.

If Mr. Shipman means by " infinite existence" the truth that

existence will continue to be existence into infinity, (viz., infinite

time, or eternity), I gladly adopt the term. If he means that ex-

istence in its extension is infinite, I must hesitate to adopt it. If

the infinite extension of existence means something immeasurable

to us with the means of measurement at our command, I have also

no objection. But if it means that the amount of energy and of

matter in the sum total of all the sidereal systems of the universe

is absolutely infinite, I must ask Mr. Shipman on what ground he

makes such a bold assumption.

VI. KANT AND DUALISM.

Mr. Shipman's quotation from Kant proves that the latter

believed in things in themselves. I know very well that Kant has

a phase in his development which is thoroughly dualistic. But we
are not discussing Kant here, so I waive the point.

VII. ARE THINGS IMPENETRABLE TO THOUGHT?
Mr. Shipman says: "The existence of reality is revealed in the

kaleidoscope of mind, but its proper nature, be that what it may, is
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impenetrable to thought, as the objects in a kaleidoscope are im-

penetrable to vision."

This simile throws light upon the difference between Mr.

Shipman's conceptions and mine. I do not want either thought

or vision to penetrate things. It would be but consistent with

Mr. Shipman's agnosticism to declare that things are invisible.

We see the outside of things only, and therefore objects are

impenetrable to vision.

If Mr. Shipman's expression, "things are impenetrable to

thought," is used in a figurative sense, meaning thereby that we

cannot see in our mind the inside of things and the laws that

describe* their formation (indeed, it can not be interpreted in any

other sense), the idea is as untrue as that science is identical with

ignorance.

We cannot look into the inside of people
;
yet a good physician

who is not an ignorant quack but combines knowledge with ability

and sound judgment, can and does penetrate with his thought into

the organs of his patient. What would be the value of science, if

that were not so !

A philosophy that levels all degrees of wisdom to the miser-

able ignorabiiiiKs, will come to the rescue of quacks and comfort

their conscience with Solomon's great saw :

'

' All is vanity ! Know-

ledge is vanity ! Wisdom is vanity !

"

Does not the botanist see more in a tree than people ignorant

of the wonders of plant-life ? Do not our thoughts penetrate into

the ground and do we not know that the roots are there that

nourish the tree ? Does not the mind of the scientist perceive the

activity of the solar light which raises every little drop of sap that

enters the leaves and blossoms to build up their structures ? And
are not the laws that describe these changes present in the mind

of a man familiar with the subject so that he can upon the whole

foretell what will happen, if some of the conditions were altered ?

If that is no penetration of thought into things, pray what is it ?

VIII. UNKNOWABLE MACHINES AND THEIR INVENTORS.

Are those things unknowable also that we made ourselves ?

Were steam and the laws of steam impenetrable to the thoughts

of a Watt and to a Stephenson ? Is a watch unknowable to a

watchmaker ? Is the Eiffel tower and its structure unknowable to

Mr. Eiffel ? Is the phonograph an unknowable instrument to Mr.

Edison ? Is he hopelessly ingnorant about the materials and their

qualities of which its different parts consist ? Must he not have a

very exact and an exhaustive knowledge of the laws according

to which the wonderful little machine acts ?

Mr. Wake in his thoughtful essay God in Evolution {The Open

Court, No. 121, p. 1998) brings out very strongly this point against

agnosticism. We quote the following passage :

"To a philosopher

phenomena of external

into states of conscious

or directs the forces of

tudy, or even in the presence of the ordinary

all our knowledge may appear to be resolvable

,
but not to him who uses the qualities of matter

-e for working out some great useful design. The
sculptor or artist can give outward form to his thought, and so can the engineer

who tunnels under mountains or bridges arms of the sea. The discoveries of

science, and their application in the manufacture and formation of works of

art, are not consistent with the view that external phenomena are not truly

represented in consciousness, whatever maybe said of astronomy or any other

science as the formulation of the laws

IX. REVERENT AGNOSTICISM.

In popular opinion I iind that one of the strongest arguments

in favor of Agnosticism is the preconceived idea that familiarity

We purposely use the expression " natural laws dcscrib>f," and purposely

avoid the term *^ govern ^^ in this connection. The expression "gravitation

governs the motions of celestial bodies " gives rise to the misconception that

the law of gravity is a power behind the phenomena of gravity. Thus we
mystify ourselves by our own language and look upon gravitation as a meta-

physical something that like a wizard rules the behavior of atoms and planets.

The so-called natural laws are not laws, properly speaking, but comprehen-
sive formulas which systematically and methodically describe certain natural

processes.

breeds contempt. If a schoolboy gains a superficial knowledge

of astronomy, the astronomer loses in his eyes the respect he

before possessed. The mysterious, the uncomprehended, the un-

known alone seem to command man's reverence.

Familiarity with scientific truth breeds contempt in him alone

whose knowledge is superficial ; all thorough knowledge will raise

admiration and wonder and awe. Knowledge dispels superstitious

awe and foolish fear, but the truly religious spirit, the recognition

of the sublime in nature, is not lost through knowledge; it receives

its only solid food whereon to live and to grow.

The savage will cease to worship a thunderer if he knows that

thunder and lightening are produced through electrical tension.

In that sense familiarity with a subject will breed contempt. But

the scientist understanding the laws and the workings of electri-

city, will be more impressed with the grandeur of natural laws

than the poor pagan, who bows down in the dust before the flash

that shoots forth from the clouds.

It is one of the gravest mistakes of Agnosticism as presented

by Mr. Herbert Spencer to base religion upon the Unknown, and

—

in order to give to religion a foundation which even the scientist dare

not touch—to assert the existence of an Unknowable and recom-

mend it as the basis of the future religion. The worship of the Un-
known is no religion, but superstition, and the proposed worship of

a chimera, such as the Unknowable, it seems to me, is no improve-

ment upon paganism. The pagan indeed does not worship the

thunder because he does not know what it is, but because he does

know that it might kill him. He worships the thunder because he

is afraid of it, because of the known and obvious dangers connected

with it, which he feels unable to control. He worships that which

powerfully influences his life and which he cannot alter or fashion

as it pleases him. Religion, true religion, is the recognition of the

unalterable laws of nature to which we must adapt ourselves. It

is above all the recognition of the unalterable moral law which

builds up human society and made man a moral being—and the

recognition of these laws implies the lear of breaking them and

the confidence that a community in which they are obeyed, will

flourish and grow and prosper, and its citizens shall enjoy the

benefit thereof.

Occasionally I meet with the strange expression "reverent

agnosticism." Reverence for truth is certainly better shown by

earnest and bold inquiry than by a halting and submissive re-

spect—as if truth were unapproachable.

X. CONCLUSION.

In conclusion I have to state that the difference in the prin-

ciples from which Agnosticism on the one side, and Positivism on

the other, start, is so great, that the very meanings of words and

terms are affected by it. Words like cognition, knowledge, manifes-

tation, properties of things (i. e., qualities), infinite, etc., have ac-

quired different shades of meaning. Every one of these terms,

being definite and clear in Positivism, is overshadowed by the

dim mystery of the Unknowable in Agnosticism ; every one of

them partakes of that holiness which Agnostics attach to the ob-

scure, the vague, the incomprehensible.

We are informed by Mr. Shipman that the leopard Agnosti-

cism has swallowed what he believes to be the kid Gnosticism ; and

he hints that the kid Gnosticism is the positive philosophy pro-

pounded by The Open Court. The leopard has swallowed some-

thing, no doubt, that it cannot digest ; for the diagnosis shows

all the symptoms of the disease of agnosticism. What, indeed, is

it but a desperate case of philosophical dyspepsia ? p. c.

" Man must hold firm to the belief that what appears incom-

prehensible to him is comprehensible, since otherwise he will not

investigate."

—

Goethe.
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Agnosticism is a most praiseworthy position if it signifies

Socratic modesty concerning all those problems which we have

not as yet solved. But then, of course, it is a personal attitude,

not a philosophy ; it is simply a confession of private ignorance,

which will be of great service in dispelling that ignorance.

Darwin when urged to state whether he was a theist or not,

uses the word agnosticism in this sense, saying: "I think that

generally (and more as I grow older), but not always, that an

Agnostic would be the more correct description of my state of

mind,"i. e., more than a theist. And even here Darwin feels

constrained to add the three little words " hut not always"

Darwin was no philosopher, and all his utterances concerning

philosophical and religious problems were made most unwillingly

and with great reserve. The term agnostic is characteristic of

this reserve. It was intended as the e.\pression of his personal

attitude and not as a philosophical dogma. In his own province

of research Darwin certainly did not adopt the principle that the

origin of the species was an inscrutable mystery. He showed his

reverence towards truth not in an overawed reserve but in coura-

geous investigation.

Darwin says in his preface to the Descent of Man :

"It is those who know little and not those who know much, who

so positively assert that this or that problem will never he solved by

science."

Who dares to cite Darwin's authority in favor of Agnosticism

—save the agnosticism of personal modesty—in the face of that

passage ?

Professor Ernst Haeckel is again and again erroneously quoted

as an authority in support of agnosticism. When I visited him in

Jena last summer, he very warmly expressed his sympathy with

the attitude of The Open Court for taking such a decided and un-

mistakable stand against the ignorabimiis of agnosticism. He called

my attention in this connection to his own controversies with

Virchow and Du Bois-Reymond (especially Freie IVissenschaft und

freie Lehre.)

The first number of The Open Court, p. 17, contains the fol-

lowing quotation from Haeckel without reference :

" I believe that my Monistic convictions agree in all essential points with

that natural philosophy which in England is represented as Agnosticism "

Professor Haeckel declared that he did not remember ever

having written a sentence to that purport, and I come to the con-

clusion that there is something wrong about the quotation.

The agnosticism of modesty is a great thing, for it gives a

stimulus to investigation. However, the dogmatic agnosticism

which establishes a belief in the Unknowable erects a barrier to

scientific inquiry. Agnosticism is truly, as the French express it,

a citl de sac. It leads us into a blind alley where no further ad-

vancement is possible and maintains that there the world is at an

end. All great enquirers were agnostics of the former class, but

the agnostics of the latter class are the great mystery-mongers

of a pseudo-philosophy, such as Plotinus and Jacob Bbhme,
who may have been very profound dreamers, very original geniuses,

but not clear thinkers, not true philosophers. p. c.

TO THE MEMORY OF GEORGE W. DE LONG.f
BY A CLASSMATE, MAY 6, 1882.

Sent from the 'Lena Delta,"

Briefly the message said :

" Captain De Long and party

Found by us here ; all dead."

* Written with reference to several scattered items which appeared of

e in various liberal journals.

t Read at the annual dinner of the U S. Naval Academy GraduatesAssocia-
n. Copyright, rSS/.

Dead ! and the world that learns it

Feels, though the story's old,

A gloom as of night and silence,

The waste and the bitter cold ;

Feels for a moment vaguely

That somewhere, far away,

Men that were brave lie frozen,

Then turns to its toil or play.

For the great WDrld bears of sorrow

But a feeble, feeble part

;

To know of all men's grieving

Would break the great world's heart.

Dead by the frozen river !

Twenty long years ago

I may have heard him giving

Its length and course, as though

This one for him meant nothing

More than the rest he gave.

We knew all lands and waters,

But none could name his grave.

Poor fellow ! The winds and currents

Had taken us far apart.

But the boy's good-will, remembered.

Told of the man's grgat heart.

Hail to the dead, that, dying,

Keep the old cause alive !

Score one for the side of honor,

And the class of " Sixty-five."

Yea, though the crowd may mock me.

Though the carping few deride,

I'll own that a comrade's valor

Fills my whole soul with pride.

The lowliest name that's written

Where the graves lie most obscure,

Gets light from the golden letter

On the shaft that shall endure.

Bring me no canting theories

To prove that the spirit bred

Of fellowship and honor

Should die with the old things dead.

They well may fear and hate it

Who, scornful of worth, conspire

To cover us all with sewage.

And fish in the common mire.

For the men that stand united

In sacrifice and toil.

Are an insult to the pirates

Whose only bond is spoil.

Leaving a sword left idle

Home in a land at peace.

He shipped with his brave companions

For the war that can never cease
;

War with the waste unconquered,

War with the depth and height,

War with the false triumphant.

War for the fact and light.

" What is the use ?" men ask us
;

" What can we hope to know,

More than that man can conquer

The storm and the ice and the snow ?

'
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"What is the use ?" 'Twere useful,

If only to give us an hour

Of rest from your weary gabble

Of stocks and of pork and flour
;

Useful to show the nations

That still, when honor calls.

Our flag has stars on azure,

And not three gilded balls
;

Useful to teach a lesson

To the puling dolts who'd wed
The lily of the liver

To the laurel of the head.

But think of the past ; remember

How much that we are to-day,

Comes from the strange devotion

Of lives that were "thrown away."

Sow, and then reap and garner.

Hoard and be rich ; but own
That wisdom has used the folly

That lives not by bread alone.

On many a bootless venture

Many a sail's unfurled ;

But some that start for India,

Find on their way a world.

Heedless of good or evil.

Something within the soul

Points to the great unknown

As a needle to the Pole ;

Points and impels us onward,

Seeking what lies beyond

With courage the " wise " call folly.

And faith that the fool deems fond.

Sons of our alma mattei\

' Youngest of those who serve.

Cherish his name forever
;

So shall you well deserve.

Trust to the truth and follow.

Hopeful and strong and brave ;

For when all faith else is shaken,

This is the faith shall save.

Washington, D. C. Louis Belrose, Jr.

correspondence!
^

THE INDO-EUROPEAN AND THE NEGRO.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—

History repeats itself, and the dictum of chief-justice Taney
that "the negro has no rights which the white man is bound to

respect " finds new and striking illustration in the proposition that

the interests of the white race demand his compulsory emigration

out of the only country which be has known for two hundred and

seventy years. Just glance at this page of his history ; To gratify the

greed of Indo-Europeans the negro was stolen from his African home
more than two and a half centuries ago and reduced to slavery.

He was during this time accounted and treated no better than a

thing, a dog. He was in fact in the eye of the law chattel prop-

erty. The system of chattel slavery was maintained by the Indo-

European race until it imperilled the life of the Republic. To
save the Union the slave was made a soldier, to save a political

party the former chattel was turned into a citizen. And now on

the plea of preserving free institutions and the purity of the Indo-

European race, the right of the negro to live where he was born,

and where eight generations of his ancestors have lived before

him, is boldly denied. Forty years ago it was asserted often

enough that this was a "white man's government." This old as-

sertion is now bettered. For, translated by Prof. Cope, it reads :

'

' This is a white man's country." But who made it a white man's

country rather than a red man's or a yellow man's or a black

man's country ? The red race was here before and the black race

came simultaneously with his Indo-European oppressor. What
but the law of might makes America a white man's country, just

as the law of might made her government a generation ago a white

man's government ? In his relations with the negro and the In-

dian ihe white man's "lean" has always measured the white

man's "I may." It was this good old principle which planted

African slavery in America ; it is the same principle invoked by

Prof. Cope to plant a greater wrong under the ribs of the old.

Can a race any more than an individual man pursue with impunity

a career of brutal and calculating selfishness ? Is this the revela-

tion which science makes " to the student of species-character in

body and mind ? " It is not possible for a strong race after in-

flicting the most erroneous miseries and wrongs upon a weak race

through nearly three centuries, to terminate its relations and re-

sponsibilities to it by an act of final and transcendent selfishness

and iniquity and then go on its way as if no wrong were done

—

aye advance the faster and the more for it. Is that a specimen of

national morality with which the United States are to enlighten

and lead the world ? Is this a way to preserve its Indo-European

purity of blood by such a collossal corruption of the resources of

its moral life ? For the peace of the realm and the purity of the

holy Catholic worship the Huguenots were driven from France.

For the peace of the country and the purity of the Indo-European

race more than seven millions of colored people are to be deported

to an utterly strange continent, to which for seventy years they

have strenuously protested they do not wish to be sent. Is this

the kind of liberty which republics cultivate in common with des-

potism, the liberty of the strong to execute without check their

will on the weak ? Let me tell Prof. Cope that an act like the one

which he advocates would be productive of an amount of moral

degeneracy on the part of his race, which no mere physical con-

tact and mingling of whites and blacks could possibly work. Have
the wrongs, which a superior race visits upon an inferior, no

adverse effect upon that race's evolution from lower to higher

levels of race-life. I have yet to learn that the practice of justice,

the recognition of another's rights, the protection of the weak by

the powerful have not in themselves virtue to raise races—even

the Indo-European race to a height which mere flesh and blood

force cannot attain. An initial wrong has power to taint the soul's

blood to the remotest issue. It is therefore this contamination of

the spiritual currents of a people, which even the Indo-European

race ought above every thing to dread and guard against. The
wrongs done the negro cannot be redressed by an act of final and

tremendous enormity such as this country would be guilty of were

it to do what Prof. Cope urges it to do. Our posterity a hundred

years hence will, I doubt not, regard us as half barbarian, and as

proof that we were they, I fancy, will only have to point to the pro-

position of an accomplished student of science, for the compulsory

emigration of seven millions of people from their homes and coun-

try for the preposterous purpose of preserving freedom for the

white race and the purity of the Indo-European blood in the

United States ! Archibald H. Grimlie.

Hyde Park, Mass.

HEADS OR TAILS.

To t/te Editor of The Open Coitrt :—
In a recent number of The Open Court there appeared an

article on the mathematical chances of heads or tails in the succes-

sive throws of a coin.
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The author would lead one to think that the chances of head

or tail in any one throw are affected by the results of previous

throws.

This is a mistake, as would in fact appear from the metl^gd of

explanation lised, had cxj instead of 20 been taken as the illustra-

tive number within which the number of heads and tails areto be

equal. Following the method of reasoning there used, wt have

00 heads and c» tails as the result of co throws. Now suppose five

heads thrown. Then 00 — 5 heads and co tails yet remain to be

thrown, and the chance of a head on the sixth throw is expressed

by c» — 5 divided by c» + c» — 5. This ratio is, of course, ex-

actly one half, showing the chance of a head to remain unchanged.

The expression 00 is here used in its ordinary mathematical

sense of — greater than any number which may be assigned. .That

OD is the number of throws that must be made before Bernouilli's

law can be fulfilled will appear on a moment's serious thought.

That is, if the ratio between heads and tails is to certainly vary

from unity by a^'imount less than any assignable quantity, then

the number of throws must be greater than any assignable quan-

tity. Such being the case, any reasoning based on 20 or any other

finite number as the number of throws, must be fallacious and

misleading.

That the results of previous throws cannot possibly have any

bearing on the chances of future throws will appear with aJittle

thought.

In the first place, common sense teaches us that once a throw

executed, it belongs to the past and we pick up the dollar anew to

all intents and purposes as though the preceding throw had never

been made. The chances of any individual throw depend solely

upon the conditions which limit it, and these are wholly contained

in the present. The past has lost all hold on them.

If the past could influence the present or future in such mat-

ters, it would follow that the throwing of our man would influence

that of another. Suppose, for example, two men, each throwing

in succession, and suppose one has thrown six heads ; will the

chances of the other's throwing a head be affected thereby ? As-

suredly not. Suppose the men to be in opposite parts of the earth

and throwing independently of each other. Will the chance of A
in Chicago throwing a head be affected by the fact that just pre-

viously in Calcutta, B has thrown six heads or six tails ? Most

certainly not. If A's chances were thus affected, there would be

no such thing as the calculation of chances or probabilities ; for

pushing the principle to its logical limit, it would follow, in the

case of the coin, that no man in any part of the earth couid throw

a coin and know that he had even chances of head or tail. The

chances would depend not only on all the throws he had ever

made before, but also on all that anybody and everybody have ever

made.

And as with throwing a coin, so with all other events,Involv-

ing chance or probability. If a man were to shake a die/ for in-

stance, the chance of an ace would not be one sixth, but one sixth

plus or minus a certain modification depending on all \he dice-

throwing that has ever been done.

But enough- has been said to show that the principlels falla-

cious. The past, powerful as it is in many ways, cannot effect

questions of chance or probability.

As above stated, fhe general and only safe guide in such mat-

ters is the cardinal principle that the probability of any event is

determined solely and completely by the irrimediate conditions and

limitations of its occurrence.

A failure to understand this principle and a belief that in some
inconceivable way past results do affect present and fului^e prob-

abilities, are not unfrequently met with. They appear in the

schemes of gamblers for so disposing their bets in games of chance

as to surely win—schemes utterly delusive, of course, ks many
know to their cost. We find the same idea also in tbewather

quaint recipe for safety on board ship in time of action ; viz.,

watch where the first shot strikes the ship, and then place your

head immediately behind that spot.

A word or two in closing as to the elements which enter into

the probability of throwing head or tail with a coin.

The assumption that with an indefinitely great number of

throws the ratio between the heads and tails will indefinitely ap-

proach unity, can only be so when either event, //i^m/s or /tn7s, can

happen with equal readiness, and there is no element resembling

a personal equation or bias tending to give one a slight prepond-

erance over the other.

A slight lack of symmetry in the form or homogeneity in the

mass of the coin would be such a disturbing influence, and its

effect would certainly become apparent in a sufficiently great

number of throws. Granting, however, a perfect coin, it seems

at least highly probable that if an individual were to sit down and

make a business of throwing it, that the ratio between heads and

tails would not indefinitely approach unity, but that a tendency

toward a preponderance in either heads or tails would become ap-

parent. The causes of such a tendency would be in the nature of

a personal equation and would result from his almost certainly

falling into something in the nature of a routine of operations,

which routine would affect slightly the results of the throwing.

If we pass from the case of one individual with one coin to

that of many individuals with many coins, it is probable that the

differences from exact fulfillment would be evenly distributed, and

we might in this case perhaps fairly expect a close agreement with

the theory. The effect in any case due to this element of personal

equation is slight, generally inappreciable in the limited range of

ordinary experiment, and from this cause as well as from the fact

that it is almost impossible to submit the matter to anything ap-

proaching careful measurement, its consideration is omitted in the

mathematical discussion of problems relating to choice, chance,

and probability. W. F. Durand.

Agricultural College, Mich.

NOTES.

We have received a number of copies of T/ie lUustyated Med-

ical News (London, 48 Queen Victoria Street), a special magazine

of excellent make-up. Of the articles of interest we may mention

the series by G. W. Hambleton, L.K.Q.C.P., on the "Sup-

pression of Consumption," and a contribution by the same author

on "Physical Development." After an exhaustive review of the

causes of pulmonary disorders and the unnatural conditions of

modern civilization, Mr. Hambleton says : "When we look at the

position such conditions hold in civilization, at the advances that

are being made by man's increasing knowledge of the operations

of nature, and his application of that knowledge to his own pur-

poses, and at the progressive increase of such tendencies, then we
see that in consumption we have one of the processes by which

an adjustment is being made between the body and the work it

has to perform under the changing conditions of advancing civil-

ization, by the removal of those who have a body in excess of that

work, and that the survival of the so-called fittest is thereby

effected." Mr. Hambleton's suggestions regarding the methods by

which consumption may be prevented and the development of the

chest effected, are eminently practical and recommendable. Our
readers will profit much by a perusal of the articles.

Die Eiliische Bedentung der Frauenbewegung (The Ethical Sig-

nificance of the Woman's Rights Movement) formed the subject

of the address of Helene Lange before the General Conference of

the German Woman's Association at Erfurt in September last. It

is eloquently and earnestly written. The sources of Miss Lange's

inspiration are mainly American ; but the Ethics of Hoffding are

often referred to in support of the general theses. (Berlin : L.

Oehmigke.)
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LOOKING FORWARD.
Human progress depends upon the dreams of en-

thusiasts. The inventor, the discoverer, and the

reformer are dreamers, who prophet-like see in their

imagination things that other mortals know not of.

Every one of such men might very well say : "I had

a dream which was not all a dream." Their dreams

become realities and many such dreams are common-
place facts to us now. Indeed civilization consists

of such realized dreams. How useful are these

dreams !

We call dreams which are not all dreams, ideals.

Why is not every dream as useful as a genuine ideal ?

Because the stuff of which the ideal is made— I mean
the genuine ideal only—is taken from the actual state

of things as they exist in reality, and handled accord-

ing to the laws of nature.

James Watt took iron and steel and steam, and

made them act according to their nature. He com-

bined certain realities. He applied natural laws, and

lo ! the combination of his thoughts revolutionized the

world, and lifted all humanity upon a higher level than

it had occupied before. The genuine ideal is a dream

that genius shapes out of reality.

We have become reverent toward the dreamer

because of the usefulness of certain dreams. Dream-

ers, it appears, command our respect even if they

are but dreamers. A certain man once learned at

school that our atmosphere exercises a constant pres-

sure of fourteen pounds upon every square inch of our

body—constituting a total pressure of about forty

hundred-weights upon the surface of the skin of an

average adult person. This man had a dream that he

lived upon a planet without an atmosphere. People

felt so free and easy, in the absence of all pressure,

that they moved about like winged angels. He told

his dream to his neighbors, he wrote it down and pub-

lished it, and it is the one hundred and ninety-first

or second edition that is now being sold. Humanity

builds altars to the dreamer, because he is a dreamer;

he had a vision.

Every man that works for the progress of the

human race has and ought to have our sincerest sym-

pathy. We, all of us, should know that society in

many respects,—perhaps in most respects,—is not

what it ought to be. We have abolished slavery, but

the laborer is not as yet the free, and independent, and

intelligent man he ought to be ; not as yet is the em-
ployer the humane, and intelligent, and well educated

man he ought to be. The people perish from want

of knowledge ; it is knowledge that will make the

laborer free, it is knowledge that will make the em-

ployer humane. Knowledge, if it is knowledge at all,

means an acquaintance with facts as they really are,

with natural laws and sociological laws, which latter

are just as much laws of nature as gravitation or other

natural laws are. And it is truth only that can make
us free.

There comes a dreamer who flatly proposes to

abolish the law of gravitation. He explains in a

marvelously lucid sketch that every man who falls and

breaks his leg, falls only because of the law of gravi-

tation. Things are heavy because matter gravitates

toward the centre of the earth. All the troubles

of transportation are inconveniences due to gravity.

There is no misfortune or annoyance that has not its

root in this vilest of all natural institutions—gravity.

Come therefore and let us abolish gravitation !

A dreamer like that is called an idealist, and great

respect is paid him by the unkowing many. It is diffi-

cult to state whether such a dreamer, and all those in-

fatuated by his dream, are to be envied or to be pitied

for their illusions.

Mr. Bellamy depicts a state of society where there

is no competition. Competition is the struggle for

life among peaceful human beings. It is the struggle

for life that created man and human society and all

progress of the human race. But then there is much
misery that arises from the struggle for life. The

lesson that life teaches is, in my opinion, the admo-

nition to make the struggle for life more humane. Let

us therefore educate the growing generation better

than the former generations, let us adapt ourselves

to nature, let us break down artificial barriers be-

tween man and man, that the struggle for life may
become a fair and honest fight for progress, that

our competition may be an honest endeavor to do

better and more useful work. Let us be fair to our

enemies and to our competitors, and we shall soon

find out, that the abler they are, the stronger and

fiercer their competition is, the better it will be for us.

They help us to progress, they force us to progress,
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however much worry they cause, we would certainly

not be better off without them.

Why should the relation between employer and

employee be that of a master to his slave? It is

partly now, and let us hope that in the future it will

always be, looked upon as the co- operation of a worker

with his co-workers, in which the one bears the main

risk and will get a proportionate share of the profits,

if there are any, while the others earn their fixed

wages. Why should we abolish the principle of free

enterprise, which encourages thrift, and progress, and

invention, because there are some imperfections in its

application ?

In certain branches co-operation may, and I believe

it will, become more practical than it is to-day. Such

co-operation will in each case have to be based upon the

freewill and assent of every independent individual, but

it cannot—even not by the vote of a majority—be im-

posed upon the whole nation. And if it could, it

would not work. It would change all trades into in-

dustrial armies and a few bosses would have to run

and regulate the whole co-operative business of the

nation. It would transform our present life of free en-

terprise and competition into an enormous peniten-

tiary, only very humanely instituted—supposing that

all convicts would willingly submit to the rules of the

institute. The imperial army as well as the imperial

post office and railroad service of Germany are a par-

tial realization of Nationalism.

We want more chances for labor, more elbow-room

for the courageous, especially for the poor. It is true,

we demand that the license of the unprincipled be

checked, but we do not want the liberty of anybody

to be curtailed, be he a millionaire or an unskilled

navvy.

Mr. Bellamy proposes to abolish the struggle for

life. He has told us in his little book all the advan-

tages of the scheme, and they are many. We can dis-

pense with all the tedious inventions of civilization
;

we need no more private property, no money, no re-

wards for industry. Thrift will be abolished, for we
are told that "the nation is rich" and does not wish to

encourage economy. Prisons are abolished, but it is

to be expected that the asylums will be overcrowded,

for criminals are locked up together with the insane.

We return to the communism of savage society. We
shall lose our independence. Some wiseacre of a

phrenologist will settle the fate of a boy, whether he

is to be a hodcarrier or a philosopher. With the

evils of competition we shall abolish the most divine

blessings : human freedom, independence, responsibil-

ity, and above all self-reliance.

We are confident that " the present order may be

replaced by one distinctly nobler and more humane."
But the new order of things cannot be established by

the proposed panacea of Nationalism and the abolition

of competition. The new order must grow and

evolve out of the present state of things, not other-

wise than our present civilization developed out of

savagery. In the new order of things we hope all un-

necessary struggle will be avoided ; we shall have less

waste and a minimum of friction
;
yet the law of com-

petition will remain in a future and better state of so-

ciety just as powerful as it ever was since time im-

memorial and as it is to-day.

Nature has not designed man to live for the mere

enjoyment of life. Nature under penalty of degenera-

tion sternly demands and enforces a constant pro-

gress through struggle and work and sacrifice. And
those who devote themselves to the pursuit of happi-

ness, will soon find that they are following an ignis

fatuus that leads them astray into the imperviable

marshes of perdition. If a social reformer promises a

millennium of happiness, be on your guard, for in

that case he is misleading you. Look at his schemes

with a critical mind and you will see that his Utopia

is a fool's paradise.

* *

Mr. Bellamy's book and its popularity is one of the

most ominous symptoms of our time. It is an outcry

for the satisfaction of material wants and for pleas-

ures ; a hunger for panem ei circenses to be provided

by the government, by the nation. The average cit-

izens of Rome during the Punic wars were by no means

rich, but they possessed an indomitable love of inde-

pendence, and the Republic at that time rested upon

a sound foundation. But when the Romans cried

for panem et circenses. Liberty died and Caesar ap-

peared. Caesar gave them panem et circenses, and the

price they had to pay for the trouble he took, is known
in history. The people who want to be taken care of

and catered to with bread and pleasures, have for-

feited their claim to freedom.

"Looking Backward" proposes to abolish the

social law of gravitation which indeed causes many
troubles in life but which at the same time produced

and still produces our civilization. Thus the book is

truly a looking backward to the primeval state of bar-

barism.

Let us cease to dream the useless dreams of abol-

ishing the laws of nature. Let us rather abolish the

artificial barriers between the so-called higher and

lower classes. Give the poorest a chance to acquire

as good an education as the richest command. Fa-

cilitate the opportunities of labor so that the indus-

trious need not go begging for work. Thus we shall

break down the hindrances that prevent progress, and

in adapting ourselves to the laws of nature we shall

better be prepared for a true and useful Looking For-

ward.
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THE STUDY OF SANSKRIT.

BY PROFESSOR F. MAX MULLER.

It has often been said that no one can know any-

thing of the Science of Language who does not know
Sanskrit, and that that is enough to frighten anybody

awa)' from its study. But, first of all, to learn San-

skrit in these days is not more difficult than to learn

Greek or Latin. Secondly, though a knowledge of

Sanskrit maybe essential to every student who wishes

to do independent work, and really to advance the

Science of Language, it is not so for those who
simply wish to learn what has been hitherto discov-

ered. It was necessary for those who laid the foun-

dations of our Science to study as many languages as

possible, in order to find out their general relation-

ship. Men like Bopp and Pott had to acquire some
knowledge of Sanskrit, Zend, Gothic, Lituanian, Old

Slavonic, Celtic, Armenian, Georgian, Ossetian, He-

brew, Arabic, and Ethiopian, to say nothing of lan-

guages outside the pale of the Aryan and the Semitic

families. Their work in consequence was often rough,

and it could hardly have been otherwise. When that

rough work had been done, it was easy enough to

proceed to more minute and special work. But it

seems unfair, if not absurd, to find fault with pioneers

like Bopp and Pott, because some of their views have

been proved to be mistaken, or because they exagger-

ated the importance of Sanskrit for a successful study

of Comparative Philology. Without Sanskrit we
should never have had a Science of Language ; that

seems admitted even by the extreme Left. After the

study of Sanskrit had once led to the discovery of a

new world, it was but natural that the land should be

divided and sub-divided, and that each scholar should

cultivate his own special field. Thus Grimm chose

the German languages for his special domain, Mick-

losich the Slavonic, Zeuss the Celtic, Curtius Greek,

Corssen Latin. There came, in fact, a reaction, and

we were told at last that Sanskrit had nothing more to

teach us. Not long ago Manchester, which has taken

the lead in so many important movements, informed

the world through the Times that the long-planned

revolution had at last been successful, that Sanskrit

was dethroned, that its ministers had been guillotined,

and a new claimant had been installed, who had been

in hiding in Finland. The Aryan language was a

mere bastard of Finnish ! However, when the real

sources of this information had been discovered, the

panic soon came to an end, and scholars worked on

quietly as before, each in his own smaller or larger

field, unconcerned about the pronunciamentos of the

Manchester or any other new school. If the rebel-

lion meant no more than that Sanskrit had been shown
to be the elder sister only, and not the mother of the

other Aryan languages, then I am afraid that I myself

must be counted among the oldest rebels. If it meant
that the students of Comparative Philology couldhence-

forth dispense altogether with a knowledge of San-

skrit, then I feel sure that by this time the mistake

has been found out, and Sanskrit has been restored to

its legitimate throne, as prima inter pares among the

members of the Aryan republic.

It used to be said for a time that even the ABC
of Sanskrit was extremely deficient and misleading,

and that the system of the Aryan vowels in particular

was far more perfect in Greek and German than in

Sanskrit. Sanskrit, we were told, has written signs

for the three short vowels only, a, T, Ti not for short

? and ~o . It was declared to be a very great blemish

that the two vowels ~e and o, which existed in the prim-

itive Ar5'an speech, had been lost in Sanskrit. If,

however, they were lost in Sanskrit, that, according

to the laws of logic, would seem to show that Sanskrit

also formerl)' possessed them, and possibly found

that it could do without them. The same spirit of a

wise economy may be observed in the historical pro-

gress of every language.

But it has now been recognised that, from a gram-

matical point of view, the Sanskrit system of vowels

is really far more true than that of Greek, German, or

any other Aryan language. It seems to me altogether

wrong, whatever the highest authorities may say to

the contrary, to maintain that the Aryan languages

began with five, and not with four short vowels.

The Aryan languages possessed from the begin-

ning no more than the well known four fundamental

vowels, namely /, u, the invariable a, and the variable

vowel, which changes between f, o, and rarely a.

There are ever so many roots which differ from each

other by having either a, /, u, or that fourtlr variable

sound ; there are no roots that differ in meaning by

having either a, £, or o as their radical. Hence (a),

£, o represent one fundamental vowel only ; the)' are

grammatical variations of one common type.*

If we represent roots, as in Hebrew, by their con-

sonants only, then we have in the Aryan languages a

root consisting of D and H. With the radical vowel

/, that root DIH means to knead, with the radical

vowel !/ the root DUH means to milk. With, the

third or variable vowel, the root Dfl-H means to burn,

and it may appear in certain grammatical derivations

as DaH, DeH, or DoH. We never find a root DaH
by the side of a root DsH, or a root DsH by the side

of the root DoH. What we find, and what has not

yet been explained, is that certain roots show a de-

cided predilection for f or for o.

Here then we see how right Sanskrit grammarians

were in admitting only four, and not five fundamental

vowels, though it might have been better if they had

* I use for the invariable a ; ", f , n. for the variable vowel.
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in writing also distinguished between the invariable

a of AG, and the variable a of BHaR. Whether the

variable vowel was in Sanskrit also pronounced differ-

ently in different grammatical forms, we cannot tell,

because in Sanskrit that variable vowel in the body

of a word is never written. There are indications,

however, in the changes produced in preceding con-

sonants, which seem to speak in favour of such a

view.

And nowhere has the importance of a knowledge

of Sanskrit been shown more clearly than in the ex-

planation of these very vowel-changes, in Greek and

German. Why the variable vowel appears as a, s, o

or disappears altogether, why the second and third

radical vowels are weakened or strengthened in the

same way, remained a perfect mystery, till the key

was found in the system of accentuation, preserved in

the Vedic Sanskrit, and nowhere else.*

But although in this, as in many other cases,

Sanskrit betrays more of the ancient secrets of lan-

guage thai! Greek or Latin or German, there is plenty

of work, and most important work, to be done in

every language, nay in every dialect, for which we
want no direct aid from Sanskrit. Some of the most

brilliant discoveries in the Science of Language have

lately been made by students of Teutonic philology.

The work begun in that sphere by Grimm and Scherer

has been carried on without an}' flagging by Fick,

Schmidt, Sievers, Osthoff, Collitz, Brugmann, and

others in Germany, by De Saussure in France, by
Ascoli and Merlo in Italy. The same work has been
taken up with renewed ardour in England, where
Ellis, Morris, Sweet, Skeat, Napier, Douse, and others

have done most excellent work, and made valuable

additions to our inherited stock of knowledge.

Many more labourers, however, are wanted to cul-

tivate this field of English scholarship. Thousands,

as you know, have come forward to gather honey and
bring it into the beehive at Oxford, where a Dictionary

of the English Language is prepared which, when
finished, need not fear comparison with the diction-

aries of either Grimm or Littre. But there is much
more work to be done in which other thousands might
help, such as collecting spoken dialects, watching

local pronunciation, gathering old proverbs, writing

down with phonetic accuracy popular stories and
poems, as repeated by old grannies and young children.

If among some of my hearers to-day I have succeeded
in raising an interest in language in general, and in

kindling a love for their own language in particular,

and if that interest and love will bear fruit, however
small,—but nothing is too small in the eyes of a con-

* U d a 1 1 a in Sanskrit means high, a n u d ft t [ a not-high. Originally the
u d ft 1 1 a syllable represented what we now call Hochstufe. the a n u d fi 1 1 a
Tiefsiufe, at least during the period when accent meant as yet musical pitch
only.

scientious scholar,—then I shall feel amply rewarded

for having stayed here to attend your Meeting, which,

I hope, may henceforth become a permanent institu-

tion in the educational system of our country.

COSMOTHEISM.
BY W. G. TODD.

Granted that truth is the highest aim of the hu-

man mind, and the pursuit of it that which brings

greater satisfaction to man than the pursuit of any

other object
;
granted that the deep-sea soundings of

science in the vast ocean of phenomena, and its daring

generalizations therefrom mark the steps of a world-

embracing truth which entrances the imagination and

feeds the ambitious mind; granted that all this repre-

sents to man "the pearl of great price for which he

will sell all that he hath,"— still, this truth in its static

form alone does not truly reveal the goal of man;
Thought without action is like the beautiful frost-

nipped blossoms that will not pass on into fruit. Truth

in its dynamic form is that alone in which man first

finds freedom for his whole nature, and perfect rest,

—

that rest in onward motion, visible in every atom and

structure, organic and inorganic that exists in nature.

I take the ground, therefore, that the form of 'phi-

losophy called "Monism," so ably presented in The

Open Court and in Fundamental Problems, is not

only a system of thought which combines the richest

fruits of philosophy with the latest significant facts of

biological science, but that it has a work to perform,

—

that it not only is, but is for something in practical

utility. Without professing to have grasped, or to be

able to state, the full scope of its application to life, or

to have seen aught but some of the minor, possible

effects its all-embracing principle is capable of pro-

ducing, I wish to speak of "Monism" as a possible

working force in one direction,—viz., in its effects upon

organized forms of religion, particularly at this time

when something like the scientific form of religion in-

dicated by its philosophy is everywhere apparent as the

aim of the coming age.

It is a fact, patent to whomsoever will open his

eyes, that the statements of faith and principles in the

older organizations of the Christian religion (we need

go no further than these) are not in accordance with the

later revelations of scientific truth. It is, also, just as

much a fact that those elements in the psychic nature

of man which have furnished the subjective grounds

and immanent necessity for religion are, to-day, as

active and imperative in their demands for exercise

as ever. Indeed, the religious necessities of man grow

greater with the increasing accumulations of scientific

knowledge, and the increasing magnitude of the moral

problems of life.

If the above fact concerning organizations, to any
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of my readers needs confirmation, I would refer them

to the internal emotions and struggles, permanent as

well as spasmodic, visible in nearly all church organ-

izations, especiall}' during the last half century.

The strain upon the platforms of the churches still

goes on. Physical science has entered the arena of

critical strife, and presents solid facts over which the

doctrines lamely stumble. Unlike speculative phi-

losophy, science offers no palliative crutches to the

disabled. Her decisions are like those of the Supreme

Court ; from them there is no appeal. It is no longer

the minor doctrines in the chain, "linked and strong,"

that are chiefly called in question ; it is the funda-

mental statement upon which tliey all rest,—the the-

ological statement of the being of God. This is the

doctrine which is now on trial in the crucible of sci-

entific thought, and it apparently has only one of two

alternatives,—the being resolved into nothingness, or

reappearing under a new form.

Here, then, is presented the opportunit)' of a unitary

philosophy, or, 1 might say, herein arises its necessity.

Science has made no malicious attack upon religion.

She has been simply obedient to the law of unity, that

la\y which inheres in ^le nature of all known things,

and her deep-lying facts, brought to view along the lines

of this unity, have thetnsel_ves opposed dualism. On du-

alism have every scheme of vicariously-purchased sal-

vation and the doctrines of nearly every church organ-

ization rested, and at the door of dualism has nearly

every system of philosophy ended its labyrinthian

travels. It has been God and the devil, matter and

spirit, and the world has waited long for the solvent

principle that should express the deeper unity.

As the rough handed pioneer in the search for

unity, science has gone on in advance. She has made
many doubters as she has built her cabins beyond the

line of the formerly known, and has invaded the mys-

terious realm of the supernatural. She has created

the materialist, who, dreamer above all mystics,

dreamed he had at last a solid fact in matter ; and she

has also given birth to the Agnostic, who, supremely

cautious, strives to avoid a pit by giving it a negative

in place of a positive name, and she has called into

existence scores of others as her temporary compan-

ions. All these await a unitary philosophy for their

complete salvation from narrowness of thought.

But there are those who await Monism with a pro-

phetic apprehension of its approach. They are in-

stinctive believers in a higher unity which they have

seen hinted in their sacred books; they still look for

the indicative star in the heavens instead of beneath

the microscope. They even look beyond Christian-

ity,—even while their hearts warm at its very thought.

For they have seen Christianity on trial, as well as the

creeds of its churches. They have seen the whole

system of religion bearing this sacred name called be-

fore the judgment seat of those universal principles of

truth it claimed to represent ; have seen it asked to

substantiate its claim to a monopoly of them, and

their minds have been broadened by the verdict.

"Liberal Christianity," so-called, is, or ought to

be, a Cosmic religion, or a Cosmotheism, supported

by and expressing a unitary philosophy. I am not

sure that this name,. Cosmotheism, will co.ivey to the

majority of my readers its best meaning. To name
prematurely is to encumber, if not to endanger the

child of our thought. I have waited for years for the

spontaneous appearance of that name which should

rightly characterize the full aim of this liberalizing

movement in religion towards its destined goal, but

have found every name that offered itself to contain

some objectionable limitation.

The idea I have had in mind needing this name

was suggested by surrounding conditions, and points

clearly to a religion that should not only be a Free Re-

ligion, —that is, untrammeled by limiting dogmas, but

so true in its truth-basis as to include freedom, and

render unnecessary and even offensive the assertion

of this in its name. It also points to a religion

thoroughly ethical in its culture, because its funda-

mental truths include all incentives necessary to that

harmonious living pictured in the moral ideal, and to

a religion so broad in its fellowship, that it not only

welcomes all, but dares to trust thought to build a

positive platform for all on philosophical convictions,

broad as the laws of thought themselves, and suscep-

tible of improvement in harmony with the constant

increase of scientific knowledge.

The word Cosmos, with its original idea of order

and harmony, and in its extended idea, as stated by

Humboldt, of "the system of law, harmony, and

truth combined within the universe," together with

the still broader idea growing upon man of the bound-

lessness of the universe of mind and matter, furnishes

the right breadth of field for that fundamental idea in

religion, wfiich is a soul-melody with the All-Ensouled,

and for that basic fact in morality, which is a tuneful

harmony of our lives with life throughout the All.

The full name, Cosmotheism, states a theology

that is in harmony with the scientific thought of the

age. Its God, as a visible presence in the unifying

laws of every object, and in a similar unity through-

out nature, is an existence that can not only be seen

with the intellect, but felt through the emotions, re-

joiced in as a tangible presence, communed with by

all thankful hearts, who feel that they partake of

Nature's life and Nature's gifts, and who aspire to the

ideal in which it presents itself to us as the type of

our race. Thus, in a Cosmic religion, none of those

genuine elements which enter into religion, generically
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considered, such as worship, prayer, aspiration, and

love, would be dropped out, but each resting upon a

real foundation in a consciousness of the All, would

give full religious satisfaction and essential poetic ex-

pression to that part of our nature which looks be-

yond all that is partial in human love and human ex-

cellence, on to that world-embracing form of both

which knows no bounds, and is ever full of promise to

the limit-spurning human mind. The statement of

common human experience in this wide- visioned,

poetic side of man's nature, and of all known facts

concerning his relations to the All, would constitute

a Cosmic theology, having a definite basis in fact with

a capacity for growth and adaptation commensurate

with accumulating knowledge.

1 cherish an interest in the unitary philosophy ad-

vocated by The Open Court ; and that interest is a

practical one. I am viewing it, not merely with the

receptive, sympathetic mind of the lover of a compre-

hensive theory, but with an eye to its possible effects

upon the religious thought of the age. I am aware

that the devotee to philosophical thought must have

no ulterior aims concerning practical results,—that he

must, in fact, renounce all but the one purpose of

finding the truth, yea, sacrifice all in its pursuit, but I

must accord to higher minds this noble devotion, and

take the more humble position of welcoming the truth

in its working garb among the present problems of

life. Monism, or some unitary philosophy, will meet
the present wants of men in thought and daily life

when it can be reduced to their comprehension and
taught in some form which will touch their lives. I

know of no better way to do this than through that

Cosmic religion which is already recognized among
many liberal clergymen* as the positive form towards

which the transition stage of liberal religion has ever

pointed and in which it finds its explanation.

"Liberal religion " is a significant name. It de-

nominates a struggle in which religion is liberating

itself from that which is choking its life. The name is

not the pure symbol of religious freedom, nor is it the

unmixed cognomen that pure religion deserves. Re-
ligion itself includes the freest life of the soul beyond
which there are no wider opening vistas, and its name
is dwarfed by any modifying prefix. Liberal religion

is the belittling name that expresses a want of free-

dom,—a crippled life struggling with foreign bonds.
Out of this transition stage there is being evolved a

positive religion, or, to state it better, simply religion

in its purity, to be supported by a positive philosophy
of unity.

No religion that has drawn to itself a powerful sup-
port has been without its philosophy. Liberal religion

kept itself barely upright on what could be exhumed
* See Unity of Dec. 28, 1889. One of the editors (p. 11).

from the burial grounds of its opponents in religion,

with here and there a bone from various systems of

thought.

I welcome therefore a unitary philosophy as a prac-

tical working power, capable of putting a base under

the most progressive thought of the age. The thought

yet floats in the air, with, perchance, here and there a

pretentious trestle-work of sentimentality which drags

down rather than supports it. Heavier timbers on a

solid foundation are needed. "Is your ideal in the

air?" asked Thoreau, "That is where it ought to be;

now put a base under it." Thoreau's recommendation

ought to encourage some of our progressive, religious

thinkers. They need only the base. That base must

be a philosophical one, and, in harmony with the age,

it must be monistic and not dualistic.

Dualism is a half-way house in thought, at which,

if a man tarries more than for a night's rest, he loses

the singleness of his vision. It is a makeshift, a string

in the harness, which starts the journey well but ends

it in a pit. It is an externally sanctified dress beneath

which are the cloven feet ; and science treats this figure

as Martin Luther treated some of his apparitions,—
fights it under its true name.

The unitary philosophy can be taught the masses

of the people, old and young, through evening school

and Sunday school instruction, and in Sunday services

that give free exercise to man's ideal aspirations

towards moral unity. In the latter could be used all

the poetry, melody, and beauty found in art and nature,

and in the former could be employed such modern

pedagogic methods as are already found to be best in

the reduction of abstract thought to the comprehen-

sion of minds, trained only in the one-sided perception

of concrete forms.

Philosophy in former days reached down to the

masses through the mystic thought spoken in the

symbol. It satisfied the emotions with its poetry, but

it required the mind to reach first principles through a

salto mortale, that to the scientific mind was a leap in

the dark. It worked passably well so long as the im-

agination furnished the principal entrance into the hu-

man mind. But the working days of this method are

past,—past in philosophy, in religion, and in morals;

and the teachers of truth in a Cosmic religion must

recognize the change. The present is the day of ob-

ject lessons. Starting with facts and objects in every

day experience, all of which are alive with God and

expressive of universal laws, the mind of the child and

of the humblest thinker can ascend step b}' step to

general principles that govern classes of objects, races

of men, as well as individual morals, and this educa-

tion can extend itself to include all the poetry and

beauty that can enter each individual mind as well as

all the exact knowledge. By this process the legitimate
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symbolism of all forms of beautj' expressive of the

ideal could be used, and far more effectively used than

the special sj'mbolism of Oriental lands, already re-

peatedly made over to fit the out-growing forms of

younger generations, and for whose antique stjde one

must cultivate a special taste.

These closing words briefly indicate a course by

which the Cosmotheism already existing in potential

form in every community, could go hand in hand with

a unitary philosophy in instructing the great mass of

the unchurched, and independent thinkers generally,

in those fundamental principles of known truth which

would bring satisfaction to their minds and a nobler

and purer tone to their lives. For this work the fields

are already white with the harvest.

r

THE FUTURE OF RELIGION.

BY J. H. BROWN.

[concluded,]

M-ANv persons however, Mr. Harrison among the

number, seem to think that the emotion of gratitude

is the main, the indispensable element of religion.

This I think is a mistaken idea. Mr. Spencer has

shown how little of what we call gratitude is due from

us to our progenitors, men who consciously and right

ly laboring for themselves, necessarily carried the race

upward by their efforts towards self-advancement.

So common is the notion that gratitude is a duty to

be religiously inculcated, that most persons would be

shocked by the suggestion that there might be a con-

trary opinion. 'What others give as duties,' says

Whitman, ' I give as living impulses. Shall I give

the heart's action as a duty?' Gratitude, as com-

monly understood, is supposed to be a resultant union

of personal affection and the sentiment of justice due

from one who is benefited towards a benefactor.

From one view it is an eminently proper sentiment

which the generosity of a patron is supposed to excite

in all worthy objects of his bounty ; a humility of the

heart, which a mean man who is strong wishes to re-

ceive, and a mean man who is weak is willing to render.

It is, in fact, a tattered remnant of the feudal, aristo-

cratic patchwork, which the present age is tearing to

shreds, with so much besides that is false, flimsy, and

bad. But, as commonly understood, gratitude is that

sentimental something which is recognized as due

where there is no legal or juridical indebtedness.

Now I submit that this sentimental something is

a thing which should never be inculcated as a duty,

which should never be expected by a benefactor, and

should never be regarded in the light of duty by the

person benefited. To be so inculcated and so regarded

is, it seems to me, to make a subject for moral maxims

of what should be and can only be a spontaneous

emotion of the heart. It is to trouble the pure spring

of the affections, and endeavor to make act with the

regularity of an artificial fountain the one thing above

all others in human nature which demands untram

meled freedom. It is gradually coming to be under-

stood that the affections cannot be constrained.

I suppose it is no longer taught as a duty that a

child should love its parent. If a father would be

loved by his child he now endeavors to win the child's

affection. Assuming that they are both normal human
beings, if he fails in this it is either because he has

not taken the fitting method, or because there is some

obstacle in his own nature or in that of the child which

renders affection difficult if not impossible. But love

cannot be gained by preaching the duty of affection,

and it is precisely so with gratitude. There may be

the consciousness of indebtedness, but if this should

be accompanied by a feeling of dislike or by indiffer-

ence it would hardly be called gratitude. Gratitude

then is not a duty any more than love is a duty.

The propriety of this sentiment is to be regarded

from two sides, from the side of the person benefited

and from the side also of the person who confers the

benefit. Take the case of two friends, one of whom
has done the other a kindness. What should we think

of him if he expected his friend to be grateful? What
should his friend think if he knew that gratitude was

expected from him ? Would he not hasten to cancel

the supposed obligation? Does any high-minded man

do a kindness looking for the gratitude of the recip-

ient? Would he not do it if he thought he would not

be so repaid—if Jie knew that his action would be re-

garded as a friendly matter of course ? Take again

the relation between parent and child. Does a gen-

erous father expect gratitude from his children ? Would

he not be satisfied with love ? Will he give his purest

affection to his child and then expect jt to be grateful

from a sense of duty ? Will he give his best affection

to his child and then, be satisfied with anything less

than the child's spontaneous regard? And if he finds

he cannot have this, will he denounce the child for its

lack of feeling, its lack of gratitude ? If he could do

so I should not greatly admire him.

A deity of the moral stature of one of the ancient

theologies might demand from its subject creatures a

worshiping gratitude, but can we imagine a deity

such as is not beyond the conception of an ordinarily

good man desiring it? Yet Mr. Harrison's object of

worship, the Great Being, Humanity, would find this

sort of incense sweet in its nostrils. Does it not occur

to one that this worshipful gratitude savors very much

of self-adulation ? It will be said that the Great Being,

Humanity, being unconscious does not receive this

flattering incense, but if an unconscious humanity

does not receive the gratitude of its conscious parts,

where is the need for offering it? The point is simply
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this, if a benefiting Power be great enough it will de-

sire no reward of gratitude or aught else from its

beneficiary, and if the creature benefited be simple

and good, it will accept the gift as a child from its

parent without thought of any possible return in the

way of gratitude. There has been too much preaching

of gratitude. In a society of free, affectionate, and

independent 'persons the word would lose its mean-

ing. It can never be the teaching of any religion of

the future worthy the name.

The working value of the religious idea, as it

seems to me, lies in its power for union, its power for

organization. From this view Religion might truly

be termed the social emotion. If it is feeling that

divides men, it is emphatically feeling that unites

them. We know what a bond there is in family feel-

ing, what a bond in the sentiment of patriotism.

Religion is that comprehensive bond which should in-

clude all these. The success of Christianity was due

largel}' to the fact that it was all-embracing. It made
no distinctions of race or caste. It was intended for

all mankind. It has been found inadequate, but no

religion which attempted less than this could displace

it. In union is strength, in union is happiness. We
all know what loss results from the divisions and

acrimonies of parties and sects. There is one charac-

teristic of the society of the middle ages under Catho-

licism we well might envy it. It somehow presents an

aspect of wholeness and totality. Can as much be

said for our own time? Take France for instance.

How disorganized society there seems, how near the

verge of dismemberment. England, at this distance,

does not appear in much better case. Doubtless the

causes which contribute to this disorganized condition

are manifold. But how largely these causes are

owing to the disintegration of the old religious and

political order, no one can say. I hope it will not be

supposed that I am saying anything in defense of the

old order. No one rejoices more than I that its time

at last came. But I would that the time were ripe

for that rounded and more perfect successor, that

purer and finer organization which I am persuaded

is destined to succeed it.

We are in a transition stage, we say. We are torn

and tosssd between the old and new. All things are

at question, opinion is in a ferment, mental rest, and

tranquility are almost unknown. But there will be an

end to all this. A time will come when father and son

will not be torn apart by conflicting opinions, when
friends will no longer be severed by dissenting views

which are as the breath of life to them. When men
and women shall not be obliged to build themselves

separate temples, for the reason that they cannot all

meet together on a common ground of feeling and
opinion. A mighty force toward this desired consum-

mation, as its unsettlement has resulted in disorder,

will be what men have called Religion. And when

that time shall arrive, that which shall preserve and

keep entire peoples happy and united, shall be a com-

mon religion. To this both the sciences and the arts

shall contribute. Its purpose shall be to guide men,

to encourage them : to celebrate the good, the beau-

tiful, the true ; to teach gentleness, tolerance, progress.

But its main idea shall be union ; for as the harmonious

working together of all his organs and faculties is the

health of the individual, so the harmonious co-opera-

tion of all the parts of society in a happy union of in-

terests would be the health and perfection of the social

organism.

In future, then. Religion will mean more than ever,

what it has always very largely meant in the past, the

fostering and bringing within one order whatever tends

to unite and elevate mankind. Every religion, no

matter what were its supposed relations to the super-

natural, has aimed to do this, defective though its

methods may have been. But in rearing the church

of mankind he would be blind, indeed, who did not see

that those supposed relations with the supernatural

of the elder churches held a kernel of truth within

their husks of superstition. Can any one suppose, for

example, that the enthusiasm which the name of Jesus

of Nazareth stirs is stirred simply by the grandeur of

his human attributes—by the man, Joseph the Carpen-

ter's son? No, the emotion excited is a profounder

one than any mere human regard, however powerful,

could arouse. It is as the son of the living God—the

connecting link between humanity and the great

Power on which humanity depends, that the name

of Jesus is so potent. And when the heart of each

man goes with its treasures of feeling to human-

ity, recognizing in it the Human expression of this

Power, as Christians have recognized its human e.\-

pression in Jesus, then will a Religion, which may

well be named the Religion of Humanity, stir large

and ever larger multitudes, as the name of Jesus has

been wont to move the assemblages of Christendom.

Man does not live of himself. Whatever beauty

there is in human nature is a beauty given, a beauty

derived, from maternal Nature, as we say, but beneath

and beyond Nature we recognize that Infinite and

Eternal Power on which the hopes, the fortunes, and

the destiny of mankind depend. Let us not evade

this : either mankind is self-created, self-sustained, or

it has been created (terms are unimportant) and is

sustained by a Power greater than itself. This is the

kernel of truth in the teachings of theologies, and

this is what men must recognize to the end of time.

Man is nothing of himself. The suns wax and wane,

planets speed along their destined paths, they become

the abode of life, and life grows cold and dies ; and
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on their tiny islet, washed by the ocean of infinite

space, the generations of men arise and pass. And
shall this helpless atom, momentarily issuing amid

the stress and rush of multitudinous forces, pretend

to cut himself off from the mighty Influence which

controls him and do himself homage as to a divinity?

In man is beauty and the perception of beauty, in

man is goodness, in man is elevation of thought and

feeling (tried necessarily by human standards)
; yet

surely we must each admit that man has not made
these things for himself, but that they are the mani-

festations through human beings of qualities inherent

in that Cosmos of which human life forms an in-

finitesimal part.

And thus the emotions which the thought of the

Infinite arouses, and the emotions which belong to us

as members of the great human family, will inter-

mingle and supplement each other. If humanity be

weak and finite, it is supported by the infinite and

omnipotent of which it is the child. Thrilled by the

might and magnificence of the universe, we can yet

feel that we are not aliens on an unknown shore,

that we have not drifted hither, the sport of chance

and death and birth, that the Power which produced

us is greater than we, and that we may with trust-

ing and faithful hearts take spiritual rest in this house

of Nature where we dwell.

And then the human, what Mr. Harrison calls

the practical side of this Religion, which shall be

large enough for a citizen of the world, for a patriot

whose countrymen are all mankind ; all the tender

relations of husband and wife, parent and child,

brother and sister ; all the sweetness of love, all

the sacredness of friendship— these have a part in

religion. Thej' are religion. Whatever tends to make
social life whole and sound is religious. All high

emotion is religious, all earnest and disinterested

endeavor is religious, constant faith is religious, all

scientific ardor is religious. The passion for truth of the

philosopher, the passion for righteousness of the moral

teacher, the passion for beauty of the poet^these are

all religious. Whatever lifts to loftier heights of con-

templation, to sweeter purity of feeling, to a fearless

faith which believes that if it be ' a lucky thing to be

born,' it may also be 'a lucky thing to die,' and that

the only unlucky thing is to falter and be false—this

is all religious.

Social devotion, as Mr. Harrison says, is religion,

but that is also religion which prompts us to lift ever

and ever further folds of the mysterious veil which

surrounds us. After all the individual life is little ;

the life of the race is more, but we can conceive its

limits. Whether we can or not, we know it to be

limited and conditioned. Why should we pretend

that we stand alone. A friend of mine of a somewhat

intense disposition once said to me, with reference to

the question of the immortality of the soul, that if this

span of 60 or 70 years were the end of all, he would
not consider it worth while. He was young and de-

sired the infinite. The human mind seems to demand
the inexhaustible

; it hates the limited and com -non-

place ; and I almost think that if we could conceive

the universe as measurable and find out the secret of

it to-morrow, we should begin to regard it as rather

a poor affair. Carlyle says somewhere, in illustration

of this quality of our nature, that if a newsboy were
given possession of half a universe, he would immedi-
ately turn eyes of longing toward the other half. I

suppose he would want more territory. There would
be no satisfaction in fishing within one's own bound-
aries.

For me the question as to whether primitive men
worshiped natural objects in themselves, or as the out-

ward manifestations of inward powers or spirits, is of

secondar)' importance. If we examine all the more
important religions known to us, we find them taking

cognizance of two grand facts,—the Infinite, giving rise

to the sentiments of wonder, awe, and cognate emotions,

and the humanly finite, filling us with the related feel-

ings of love, pity, charity, etc. On the one side human-
ity, the human expression of the Infinite Power, with

its strengths and weaknesses, its beauty and deform-

ity, its joys and sorrows, its great needs; on the other

side the Cosmic Power, called by whatever name,

Jove, Jehovah, Allah, the Great Spirit, the Deity, the

Infinite, and Eternal Energy from which all things

proceed, which is not less but greater than personal-

ity, mark : the Power which was in the infinite past

ere the parent sun from which our earth draws its

life took form from the void, and which will be in the

infinite vistas of the future, when our sun and the

system of suns to which he belongs, will have again

dissolved 'like the baseless fabric of a vision.' What
the meaning of the Mystery, and what humanity's

meaning and purport here, it is not given us to know
;

but to say that there is no consciousness of 'Mystery

and Omnipresent Power '

; or that this consciousness

does not stir the profoundest emotions of awe, wonder,

and desire, which in many men have risen to the

point of ecstatic rapture, is, it seems to me, to admit

an extremely low condition of spiritual life or to palter

with one's primary intellectual assurances. Such an ad-

mission inspires something of the wonder which some

at least have felt on reading the expression ascribed

to the great French philosopher— that the heavens

declare not the glory of God, but the glory of Hip-

parchos and Newton !

The only lasting amaranthine flow'r on earth

Is virtue; the only lasting treasure, truth.

—

Cowper.
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THE DANGERS OF HYPNOTISM.

In spite of the many astonishing results that have

been obtained through hypnotic treatment, we never-

theless must beware of anticipating more than it re-

ally can be expected to achieve. It is perhaps natu-

ral that the idea of rest should act soothingly upon

the nerves, but, still, we must not imagine that the

illusion that we hear well will cure deafness, or the

illusion that we possess excellent eyesight will remove

the blindness of a cataract. A correct view of the

nature of ideas will guard us from erroneous expecta-

tions of this kind, and physicians therefore will have

to limit the application of psychical means (and es-

pecially of h)'pnotism and suggestion) to such phys-

iological conditions that can directly or at least in-

directly be reached and influenced by psychical meth-

ods. Psychical cures, accordingly, must be restricted

in the main to nervous diseases.

We consider it as our duty on this occasion to

caution against the abuse of hypnotism that is fre-

quently practiced by half-scientific people and some-

times even by prominent physicians. Hypnotism, as

a means of cure, should be employed as little as

possible, and in such cases only where natural sleep

cannot be produced ; and even then it must be em-

ployed with discretion.

Dr. Luys reports several cases in which patients

hopelessly ill have been restored to health by the ap-

plication of hypnotism. He speaks, for example, of a

man who had been debilitated by insomnia. His di-

gestion was impaired, his walk tottering, the nervous

system prostrated, and his entire constitution was un-

dermined. He had been given up by several physi-

cians. Dr. Luys treated him several times in vain,

but finally with success. The patient improved per-

ceptibly, and soon was perfectly cured. To cure

nervous diseases that are caused by insomnia, in

fact, seems to me the main purpose to which h5'pnosis

can profitably be applied.

There are also reported cases of inveterate vices

and evil hdbits, (for instance dipsomania,) that are

said to have been completely cured by means of hyp-

notic suggestion. And the applicability of hypnosis

in certain desperate cases, when all other expedients

have failed, may under exceptional conditions likewise

be justified.

The rotating mirror invented by Dr. Luys seems
to be the best and least injurious means of producing

artificial sleep. It is an instrument with two wings

not unlike the automatic fly- fan, only much smaller

and studded with small glittering pieces of glass. The
wings are fixed upon a pin, which when wound up
sets them into a rapid revolving motion. The patient

being comfortably seated in an arm-chair, is requested

to stare at the mirror. The giddily rapid, monotonous

rotation by and by tires the eyes and produces a feel

ing of fatigue, so that the patient is soon very likely

to fall asleep.

It is more than doubtful whether the anaesthesia

of the cataleptic condition should be employed in ope-

rations. Narcotics have hitherto proved by far more

reliable and less injurious.

It does not seem advisable to employ the cataleptic

state in cases of childbirth, as Dr. Luys and other

French physicians have done. To be prepared for

the occasion, it is necessary that many weeks pre-

vious to her confinement, the woman be hypnotized

daily. If this were not done, the hypnosis would

most likely not succeed at the critical moment. But

this exemption from the throes of a few painful hours

are bought at ari exorbitant price ! We have to con-

sider that henceforth throughout the whole life the

woman will remain predisposed to hypnotic states.

And still worse : a fatal germ of the same predisposi-

tion is most probabi}' implanted in the infant born.

A predisposition to hypnotism, at all events, must

be regarded as one of the most dangerous kinds of

disease. It is an extremely serious misfortune. A pre-

disposition to hypnosis is a diseased, abnormal state of

the nerves. Individuals who either by nature or through

artificial methods possess a predisposition of this kind,

are but to a limited degree their own masters. Not
only the hypnotizer himself has an absolute control

over them, but every stranger, by skillful manipulation,

may influence their soul-life, and can render them ser-

viceable to his private ends.

It is maintained by some hypnotizers that en-

croachments of this sort can be prevented, by impart-

ing to the subject the suggestion, that he should not

submit to be hypnotized by any one but his own hyp-

notizer or physician. But, as a matter of fact, every

suggestion can be counteracted or modified by another

suggestion. An impostor might easily introduce him -

self as the physician's deputy, and there are a hundred

other means at his disposal. Once having been ad-

mitted into the confidence of the subject, he will

quickl}' usurp the entire control over his or her soul.

We certainly should regard it as a national calamity

if the majority of a people had acquired a predisposi-

tion to hypnotism. The independence of individuals

would be destroyed, for that trait consists in the ca-

pacity to resist obnoxious suggestions. It is generally-

admitted by all psychologists that hypnotism affords an'

easy means for criminals safely to commit their crimes

through unconscious middlemen as instruments of the

deed. The danger of hypnotism is increased by the

possibility of "timing" the execution of a post-hyp-

notic suggestion. Forel says upon the subject

:

" The enormous importince of suggestion at appointed time

or ' a echeance' is manifest We are able for a definite period of
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time to predetermine the thoughts and resolutions of hypnotized

subjects when the hypnotizer himself is no longer present : in ad-

dition one can give to the suggestion the appearance of a free de-

cision of the will. One is further able to suggest to the hypnotized

subject the belief that the impulse did not come from the hypno-

tizer. Nay, with highly suggestible people we are even able suc-

cessfully to suggest the total amnesia of the hypnotization :
' You

have never been hypnotized, ' we may say ;
' if you are asked, swear

before God, that in all your life you have neferonce b^en hypno-

tized ; I myself have never hypnotized you.'

" I am perfectly aware, that in this consists, perhaps, the most

appalling danger of hypnotism in the administration of criminal

justice."

The dangers to which hypnotic subjects are ex-

posed in the respect that they may become instruments

of crime in the hands of unscrupulous criminals, great

though they may be, are trifles compared to the

dangers rising from their own auto-suggestions. Hyp-

notic subjects cease to be able to control their own
ideas. Hallucinations may come to them at any

moment and lead them to crimes or to follies of all

kinds.

Dr. Luys, who, if he is partial, is rather prejudiced

in favor of hypnotism, says :

" Hypnotized subjects, by the very fact that they are under

the influence of a quite special mental state, or even subjects that

are neuropathic by nature, are apt to present this strange phenom-

enon, that through the automatic action of the cells of their brains

they will produce truly autogenetic suggestions, just as insane

persons are seen to create fixed and spontaneous ideas. At one time

they will tell jou, that they have met with some extraordinary ex-

perience, have received certain strange proposals, are acquainted

with persons of high social standing ; or else, they will accuse some
acquaintance of their circle of having spread abroad slander, of

robbing, or of seeking to wrong them. Still, all these denuncia-

tions are made with a mien of absolute sincerity, and if one did not

know such subjects from their peculiar psychological point of view,

one might really be tempted to lend faith to their statements. It is

precisely mental habits of this kind that frequently cause the

society of h)pnotic subjects to prove so irksome and well-nigh

unendurable in the wards of public hospitals.

" This likewise cnstitutes a point of contact of hypnotism

with insanity, because these cases of suggestions very frequently

are produced either by sensorial illusions or by persistent halluci-

nations, and from this point of view hypnotic subjects present

the exact state of mind of persons laboring undtr the hallucina-

tion of persecution."

The dangers arising from auto-suggestion and self-

hj'pnotization are confirmed almost by every one who
is familiar with the subject. Professor Lombroso,*

of Turin, reports among many other instances the

following case.

"An artillery officer, who was hypnotized at a public seance,

afterwards became almost insane. From time to time he had

attacks of spontaneous hypnotism at the sight of any shining ob-

ject. He would follow a carriage lamp in the street, as though

spell-bound. One evening, if his fellow-officer had not saved him,

he would have been crushed to death by going directly towards an

approaching carriage. A violent hysterical crisis followed this

and the man had to take to his bed."

The whole purpose of a liberal education consists

in the freedom, independence, and self-reliance of the

individual. Accordingly, we can observe that in coun-

tries where men and women are raised with a love of

liberty and independence there are comparatively few
symptoms of hypnotism. In countries in which children

are brought up to become mere instruments in the

hands of priests, the inclination to hypnosis is com-
paratively strong. Let us not increase the natural

tendency of weak characters to allow themselves to be

guided blindly ; and therefore let us be careful to avoid

the dangers of hypnotism.

The growing generation should learn, neither to

shut out new ideas nor indiscriminately to accept

them, but to receive them with critique and to arrange

them in proper order in the storehouse of general

knowledge. This is necessary above all in a repub-

lic in which every citizen is called upon to take part

in the government of the state, in the election of the

authorities, and in the framing of the laws. p. c.

* See Frederik Bj( Hypnotism, Humboldt Library, No. 113, p. 123.

GENERALIZATION.
People agree far better when they talk about the concrete

than the abstract. Abstractions and geneiralizations play the mis-

chief with clearness and unity of thought. A fog seems suddenly

to settle down on our minds. Generalizations, when in the hands

of the uneducated, are snares which fatally entrap many a mind
that naturally has a clear perception of individual ideas It takes

a mind of some training to generalize justly—to grasp largely an

abstract idea.

When I am asked (as sometimes we are io literary club con-

versations) if I think ethics or the moral sense by itself and unsup-

ported by the religious sense, or by the imagination, or by the

instinct of fraternity among men, is sufficient to sustain society, I

am led towards a trap into which I have no idea of tumbling. I

reply,
'

' These are imperfectly abstract ideas
; generalizations

which are barren of any useful resultant thought until carried

higher up." And I would rather not answer questions so stated;

or, if I give an answer, it will only be by asking a counter-ques-

tion, " What do you mean by ethics or the moral sense ? " And
if it is answered, " The moral sense is the natural instinct of right

and wrong," then I say, " Every one has this instinct, but some
infinitesimally, others in superabundance, " And this brings us right

down to the individual experience or the concrete fact, and the

answer should be, "Any given society will be governed by the

majority of consciences, whatever those consciences may be. If

the prevailing conscience of a nation, for instance, be sound, full,

well-balanced, that nation will conduct itself well, if not, ill." Then
as to the relation of the moral to the religious sense, I must make
the same statistical form of thought, and say, " Those individuals

who unite a good conscience with a high and sound religious in-

stinct are the best specimens of men, as so far defined ; and a ma-

jority of such will be the best safety for a State," and vice versa.

But other elements must be recognized, such as the imagination,

the affections, the sentiment of brotherhood.

Of course, I know that none of us can think or speak without

rising into the abstract. It is a natural tendency of the mind, and

one of the noblest—the true sign of progressive manhood, of the

wise and philosophic mind But wise men and philosophers of

the highest grade are exceedingly rare. Individual and unrelated

ideas come first in the order of mental development; and these
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flow primarily from spontaneous sources. Abstractions and gen-

eralizations come later. The first correspond to melody in music,

the second to harmony. The mass of men love melody— the musi-

cians need the fuller developments of harmony.

There is a kind of pseudo-conservatism which may sometimes

come from imperfect generalization or the habit of shaping one's

opinion or belief outside and off the philosophic centre of gravity.

And the same might be said of certain kinds of scepticism which

are often but the protest of uninformed and somewhat crotchety

minds against half-truths that set up for whole truths, and shams

that would persuade the world that they are realities.

Sound generalization becomes more difficult in pr portion to

the comple.xity of human life. Therefore, the continual need of a

broader philosophy as we advance from the simple and mere

homogeneous relations towards the heterogeneous.

C. P. Cranch.

either animal, vegetal, or mundane, and with that riddance we

foreclose, on apodictic data, the whole merely provisional Spiritual

realm of shadows. R. Lewins, M. D.

London, February, iSgo.

CORRESPONDENCE.
NEO-PHRENOLOGY—AN EXPLANATION.

" If it be possible to perfect [rationalize] Mankind, the

means of doing so will be found in the Medical Sciences."
—Descartes.

To the Editor of The Open Court .•—

Very few words seem necessary to clear up the difficulty the

Editor of The Open Court finds in my usage of the terras Self and

Ego as f-tated in his note appended to my article "On the Auto-

plastic Synthesis of the Universe," at page 2098 of this serial for

February 13th last. I use the two words as synonyms and imply

by them the complete subjectivity of object— the latter being en

tirely foreclosed by immersion in the former. So that the subject-

Self, or Ego, or Solipsismal Monism, is substituted for that ani-

mistic Dualism, upon which inter alia miil/a, Religion, in its usuil

sense of Divine Worship, is based. For it is self-evident ihat if

Self be all in all, no Worship is possible except Self-Worship—

a

position which necessaiily relegates the object of any form of Wor-

ship to the status of Fetichism, i. e., of a self-created Eidolon.

Wordsworth's nun, " breathless with adoration," never really gets

out of .tt'//'-abstraction and j-e-^-absorption and thus an fond of self-

communion. After all, this is nothing more than Kant's negation

of Thing, per se, the sole alternative to which being Thing /t'/- me,

only reasoned out with a completeness impracticable to that su-

preme thinker, from the state of the physical and natural sciences

at his epoch, when none had any existence except Newtonian As-

tronomy. Anatomy, or Somatology, is, as nearest to Self, or rather

"very Self" itself, the real focus, or burning point of all the

other more distal ones. And yet, even in our own day, the latter

receives least attention. It is quite ignored, for instance, in Pro-

fessor F. Max Miiller's article: "The Cradle of the Aryas," in the

same issue of The Open Court (page 2087), in which the great phi-

lologist enumerates, as essential to education, Geology and Ge-

og aphy, Astronomy, History, Philology, Religion, and Philoso-

phy, not mentioning that science in which all the others meet,

and without which, indeed, a^l Science, in the most real and lit-

eral sense of the nullity, were Nescience. It is Anatomy, and not

Philology, as he asseris, "that teaches us what we are, " or at

least lays the only sound foundation for " Self-Knowledge, Self-

Reverence, and Sslf Control," which alone, as Lord Tennyson

sings " lead life to Sovereign Power." Leib, which is German for

Body or Soma really connotes both that word and life. Indeed,

no words have yet been, or are ever likely to be coined, to express

meanings which transcend Matter and Life—Psyche, Pneuma,
God, i. e.. Lord (Khoda), Saint, Spirit, Salvation, etc., are ex-

amples ; all being ultimately resolvable into anatomical or Medical

terms. When we define Life "as the sum total (Bichat, tout en-

semile) of the organic functions," we get rid, at one blow, of soul,

. BOOK REVIE'WS.

Inebriety Its Etiology, Pathology, Treatment, and Jurisprudence.

By Norman Kerr, M. D.. F. L. S. London : H. K. Lewis,

136 Gower Street, W. C.

The present work, of which we have the second edition before

us, is the outcome of a quarter of a century of experience in dealing

with cases of inebriety and of a careful examination of the results

of the researches of others. Dr. Kerr claims to have endeavored

to furnish merely a systematic treatise on the disease of inebriety,

"avoiding any discussion of the general questions involved in the

temperance movement as foreign to his purpose " His position

is that inebriety is " a disease, as curable as most other diseases,

calling tor medical, mental, and moral treatments "
; reference is

had only to "those in whom either the habit of drinking or some

inherited or other cause has manifetly set up the diseased con-

dition we designate inebriety, the characteristic symptom of which

is an overpowering impulse to indulge in intoxication at all risks ";

it belongs to the group of 'diseases of the nervous system,' and its

nearest ally is ' insanity '. Though Dr. Kerr is a firm believer in

our responsibility to a higher power for the proper use of our

faculties, and acknowledges that intemperance has its religious

and moral aspects, yet he protests ag linst the senseless sentimen-

talism that regards inebriety as a vice, a sin against God, a breach

of the moral law ; showing how modern scientific inquiry has de-

monstrated the fact that the phenomena of this disease are mainly

physical and the outcome of natural law.

Five chapters are devoted to an exhaustive classification and

review of ihe forms of inebriety; four to their etiology ; two to their

pathology ; five to the treatment of the disease ; and five to its

medico-legal aspects. The first 'indication' of treatment is the

withdrawal of the alcoholic poison, immediate and absolute
;
the

second ' indication ' is the removal and counteraction of the excit-

ing cause ; the third ' indication ' is the reparation of the physical

damage wrought by the inebriety. But the details of treatment

are too minute to be entered upon here ; for this the work iiself

must be consulted ; suffice it to say, that the suggestions and me-

thods of Dr. Kerr appear to be eminently sound and in wholesome

accordance with the natural laws and conditions of life.

The chapters on the medico-legal aspects we commended to

our legislators and lawyers ; first with regard to the necessity of

legislation touching the cure of inebriates and the protection of

the community against the acts of inebriates, and, secondly, with

regard to the criminal responsibility of persons for acts committed

in the inebriate condition. With respect to the latter problem,

Dr. Kerr says :

' Our present jurisprudence, so far as it relates to inebriates, was framed

at a time when the physical aspect of inebriety and the diseased condition of

a large proportion of inebriates were not even suspected, except by a very few

far-seeing philosophic medical observers. In those days, pains, penalties,

rebuke and contempt were hurled at drunkards of all degrees and varieties

indiscriminately. They were regarded but as vicious and depraved sinners.

Now we know better. Kindness, persuasion, and help, are the weapons which

we employ to-day in our more judicious warfare with the drunken habit.

Medical science has revealed to us the existence of a class of inebriates who

are the subjects of disease, as clearly defined as are neuralgia and nervous

debility. Let legal luminaries thoroughly understand that in many instances

inebriety has a pathological origin, takes its rise in a departure from bodily

and mental health, from a morbid state of some parts of the brain or its mem-

branes, whereby the function of that organ is perverted, or from other un-

healthful conditions, and that this inebriate tendency is often implanted as a

ansmitted property in the body and brain during intra-uterine life. Let it

also be distinctly understood, at the same time, that there are many drunkards

who do not appear to be the subjects of a morbid affection, whom no one

would desire to excuse on the ground either of insanity or disease."
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Dr. Kerr suggests a commission of legal and medicinal experts

to inquire into the modification of inebriate criminal responsibility

indicated by modern science. But in giving evidence in a crimi-

nal trial, the medical witness should testify only to the pathologi-

cal, psychical, healthy, or diseased condition of the accused : the

application of the evidence is for the Judge and the Jury.

Dr. Kerr's book is a comprehensive and scholarly discussion of

a subject very generally misunderstood. We know of no w rk in

which the exposition of the nature and attributes of inebriety is so

popularly and yet so scientifically set forth. " The Proceedings "

of the Society for the Study of Inebriety, of which Dr. Kerr is

president, form an appropriate commentary and practical confir-

mation of the principles laid down in his work. iiKpn.

Life and Mind ; On the Basis of Modern Science. By Robert

Lcwins, M. D. London : Watts & Co.

Hylo-Idealism or AutoCentrism : A Unification of Natural

and Transcendental Philosophies On the Lines of

Thought laid down by Robert Leivins, M. D. By H. L. C.

London ; Watts & Co.

Humanism vs. Theism ; Or Solipsism (Egoism)=Atheism. A
Series of letters by Robert Lewins, M. D London ; Free-

thought Publishing Co

It is dangerous for philosophers to use words in any other

than the common usage. If they are obliged to employ terms in a

new and at the same time in a very definite and very concise sense,

they should select the most appropriate ones and define them as

their case may demand. If words be selected that have acquired a

special meaning and to which a kind of an odium has attached,

it is not advisable to employ these words to express a great and

high ideal. We cannot say that they who do so are wrong, but

they certainly are most likely to be misunderstood. Thus the

words "soul "and "ego" and "self" are terms that in popular

speech mean about the same thing, and yet they are different.

Miss Naden, in an expository preface to certain letters of Dr.

Lewins, says : "Self, in common parlance, signifies a little pri-

vate enclosure, jealously 'walled around' : in philosophical lan-

guage, it is coextensive with the cosmos. Every man is his own
universe. Ascetics taught self to feel its' meanness ; we teach

self to feel its greatness. The ideal here set forth is fulness of

life, gained from conscious unity and solidarity with the lives of

f.thers." (f/uiiiijiiity vs. Theism, p. 10.)

A slight alteration in the meaning of a word may alter phi-

losophies and religions, and vice versa, the alteration of religious

and philosophical thought will effect the meaning of its terms.

Take for instance, the words God and Devil. There was once a

sect that worshipped the devil ; understanding by the term devil

that p:iwer which produces progress. .And should God come to

mean conservatism and stagnation in State and in Church, our

clergy ought not to be astonished to see a new sect of serpent-wor-

shippers arise and enter the lists against God and the very name
of God. But after all their opposition would be a mere matter of

definition. The heathenish gods were turned into devils when
Christianity succeeded paganism ; not because they were real devils,

but because their divine attributes had been conferred upon the

God of the Christians.

By "self" Dr. Lewins understands the subjective world, viz.,

our conception of the world. Die IVelt ah rorstel/ioix, as Schopen-

hauer says. This world must be distinguished from the objective

world, the universe of real existence. But this distinctioii is not

sufficienily set forth in the little pamphlets above-mentioned. The
subjective world is a representation of the objective world and

may be such with a degree of perfection that varies. Indeed, the

subjective world in every man is constantly changing and we can

very well imagine our conception of the world to be more exact.

more truthful, and more correct than it is. Nay, this idea is a part

of our self; and we feel, naturally, the need of progress, of improve-

ment, of intellectual growth. Dr. Lewins says; " Higher than

himself no man can think, his own perceptions and conceptions

constituting his entire universe" {Life and Mind, p. 27). This is

s lid to overthrow the beliefs of " all that has been said or sung, in

pre-scientific ages, of God and Gods "
; and I believe that all that

Dr. Lewins means by it, is correct. But the statement is certainly

misleading. In our own self we find conceptions which constantly

compel man to think " higher than himself." Wecall ihese con-

ceptions "ideals" and their presence in the human soul is the con-

dition of ethics. We may widely disagree in terminology from Dr.

Lewins, yet upon the whole we find many points of contact and
look upon Hylo-idealism as an honest attempt to establish a unitary

philosophy. Thus, in the pamphlet Hyto-ldealism, (p ir) by H. L.

C, we read ;
" Matter is comprehended in idea and idea is com-

prehended in matter, both propositions being^ equally valid— i. e.,

each assumable for momentary purposes c f argument, and neither

having the slightest precedence over the other. Therefore—All

hail the One Unity of k\\ Existence."

Evolution. Popular Lectures and Discussions before the Brook-

lyn Ethical Association. Boston ; James H. West.

This volume of 408 pages ($2. 00 postpaid), which forms per-

haps as good a general introduction to the study of evolution as any

obtainable, contains the following essays ;
" Herbert Spencer, His

Life, Writings, and Philosophy," by Daniel Greenleaf Thompson
;

" Charles Robert Darwin, His Life, Works, and Influence," by the

Rev. John W. Chadwick ;
" Solar and Planetary Evolution, How

Suns and Worlds Come into Being," by Garrett P. Serviss

;

" Evolution of the Earth, The Story of Geology," by Dr. Lewis

G. Janes; "Evolution of Vegetal Life," by William Potts;

"Evolution of Animal Life," by Rossiter W. Raymond, Ph. D.
;

"The Descent of Man, His Origin, Antiquity, Growth," by E. D.

Cope, Ph. D. ; "Evolution of Mind, Its Nature, and Develop-

ment," by Dr. Robert G. Eccles ;
" Evolution of Society, Families,

Tribes, States, Classes," by James A. Skilton ; "Evolution of

Theology, Development of Religious Beliefs," by Z. Sidney Sam-
son ; "Evolution of Morals, Egoism, Altruism, UtiHtarianism,

etc.," by Dr. Lewis G James ;
" Proofs of Evolution, The Eighth

Main Scientific Arguments," by Nelson C. Parshall ; "Evolution

as Related to Religious Thought," by the Rev. John W. Chadwick
;

"The Philosophy of Evolution, Its Relation to Prevailing Sys-

temsj' by Starr H. Nichols; "The Effects of Evolution on the

Coming Civilization," by the Rev Minot J. Savage. Aglanceatihe

titles and list of authors furnishes sufficient material for a judg-

ment of the scope and worth of the book's contents. The pub-

lisher is to be thanked for placing this collection before the public.

Beitr.ege zur Experimentellen Psychologie. By Hugo Miin-

sterberg. Heft I. Freiburg, i. B.: J. C. B. Mohr.

This little book is the first volume of a series of contributions

to experimental psychology which Prof. Hugo Miinsterberg in-

tends to publish in the course of the ensuing years. These publi-

cations are not intended to constitute a collection after the manner

of a magazine or a journal, but are to contain descriptions of the

experiments made by Prof Miinsterberg in the psychological lab-

oratory at the University of Freiburg. It is stated in the preface

that the writer is " the author of every single line." The present

volume contains the introduction "Consciousness and the B ain,"

and experiments on "voluntary and involuntary associition of

ideas."

Prof. Miinsterberg is a disciple of Wundt. Like his great

master, he takes his stand on the basis of a parallelism : viz., that

the psychical and the physical are not two different provinces
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such Ihal we may pass from the one to the other

;
but must be con-

ceived as two parallel lines of phenomena. The psychical is as it

were the interior of the physical ; it accompanies it ;
and the

bodily processes are nowhere interrupted in their mechanical

course.

Professor Miinsterberg uses for his experiments the same in-

struments and upon the whole follows the same method as his

master. While the French psychologists cultivate a special taste for

the investigation of morbid states, Professor Wundt and his school

prefer the less ostentatious method of experimenting upon

healthy subjects and arriving at exact data by measuring the time

required for reactions of variant complexity and other psychical

processes. Professor Miinsterberg takes exception to Professor

Wundt's standpoint with regard to the theory of consciousness, yet,

it appears to us, he fails in proving the superiority of his " Um-

Jctilii>igs~.u-rsiich
"—the attempt to interpret facts in a different way.

A full explanation would lead us too far into detail.

A very good distinction is made between two meanings of the

ego ; viz., (i) "The state of consciousness" is the ego-subject, and

(2) a combination of those ideas which constitute the personality

of a man is the ego-object. The ego subject may become conscious

of the ego object not otherwise than of any other object, yet both

are entirely different. The ego-subject has nothing in common

whatev r with the ego-object.

Professor Miinsterberg's Beitragc certainly belong to that class

of publications which a psychological specialist cannot pass by

unnoticed and the first volume, it is to be presumed, will remain

the m )st important part of the series, since whatever the results

of future experimentation may be, the first chapter lays down the

principles from which the experimenter starts

August Comte, Der Begrunder des Positivismus. Sein Leben

und Lehre. By Hermann Gruber. Freiburg i. B. : Herder'-

sche Verlags-Buchhandlung.

The author regards August Comte as the originator and rep-

resentative of Positivism. " Historically," he says, " there can be

no doubt that Comte's system is the true Positivism." The car-

dinal points of Positivism, we are told, are: (i) The positive

method, viz , the direct observation of facts
; (2) The rejection of

everything supersensible and everything absolute, as God, Soul,

Substance, the Essences of Things, etc.; and (3) The replacement

of the God-idea by the idea of humanity. In the preface Mr.

Gruber takes delight in alluding to the controversies between Ag-

nostics and Positivists and quotes for his own and his readers'

amusement some of the names they have called each other. Himself

being in opposition to both parties he stands between them as an

umpire. Upon the whole he sides with Comte ; at least he states

the priority of Comte's views over Spencer, and declares that the

latter differs only in unessential subjects.

The little book treats of Comte's life and philosophy from the

standpoint of Roman Catholicism ; all the data are given with sci-

entific exactness and great impartiality. Considered as an histor-

ical work, it possesses much merit far its completeness and round-

ness. Comte's genius as well as his extravagances are neither ex-

aggerated nor minimized, and new light is thrown by recourse to

the recent publication of new documents upon Comte's relation to

his wife. Mr. Gruber claims that even Jodl, being at present the

most trustworthy authority in the History of Philosophy, is mis-

taken in following Littre's account too closely, Littre appearing as

a partisan in these quarrels.

Comte's philosophy being full of vagaries, the author con-

cludes that the Catholic doctrine alone has fulfilled its claims and

still fulfills them ; and that the Saints of the Church are the no-

blest, the greatest, and most ideal men. However, even if we grant

that the heroes of the Catholic Church may have been great, we

cannot see that they alone were the greatest and noblest. The

world is larger than the pale of the Church
;
and in our judgment

the greatest minds since Luther have been wiihout that pale. Comte
was the first to attempt the structure of a positive philosophy

;

but if we concede that his attempt was a failure, how can we de-

clare that for that reason positivism itself is a failure. Comte's

failure is partly due to his contempt of other philosophers, whose

works he did cot take the trouble to study : and partly to his fan-

tastic views of religion which are a residuum of his Catholic sur-

roundings.

Die Psychologische Forschung und ihre Aufgabe in der

Gegenwart. Akademische Antritlsredn. By Dr. HciiiricJi

Spina. Freiburg i. B. : J. C. B. Mohr.

Says Professor Spitta ; "Experimental Psychology proposes

to disintegrate the content of consciousness into its elements,

to study them in their quantitative and qualitative properties and

to discover their conditions of coexistence and sequence in an ex-

act way." Yet he does not believe that Experimental Psychology

will ever supersede the "older "the "metaphysical" psychology

(p. 27. ) ;
" experimental psychology at the best will claim one part

only" In perusing this lecture, which wds delivered upon assum-

ing the assistant professorship of philosophy at Tiibingen, we are

constrained to doubt whether the young professor has fully grasped

the principle and purpose of experimental psychology. Experi-

mental psychology is not a part of the science of the soul, but a

new method to be applied to all psychical phenomena It cannot

constitute one province of it merely.

Problems in American Society. Some Social Studies. By
Josep/i Henry Crooker. Boston : George H. Ellis. Chicago :

Charles H. Kerr & Co.

The six essays of this volume entitled respectively " The

Student in American Life," " Scientific Charity," " The Root of

the Temperance Problem," "The Political Conscience, " "Moral and

Religious Instruction in cur Public Schools," and " The Religious

Destitution of Villages," are designated by the author as simply

suggestive contributions towards a clearer understanding of the

great problems of modern society. They are pleasantly and sen-

sibly written. Many points of peril and weakness Mr. Crooker

touches with a skillful hand. The essay on " The Student in

American Life " may be profitably pondered by our young men.

Speaking of the religious destitution of villages the reverend

gentleman says: "The preaching that will help to remove this

religious destitution from our villages must ignore the old contro-

versies, take the great facts of the religious life for granted, and

affirm them with fresh illustrations and overmastering earnest-

ness."

A list of good bibliographical references is prefixed to each

essiy. ^
NOTES.

Professor Felix Adler, of New York, will lecture this evening,

Thursday, March 2bth, at Emerson Hall, 45 Randolph Street,

Chicago, on Is it Possible to Teach Religion to Children ^ (Ad-

mission 50 cents.)

The Chatauqua University proposes a system of " University

Extension Lectures " after the English plan. Prospectuses are

obtainable from Frederick Starr, New Haven, Conn., Registrar

Chautauqua University.

Prof. F. Max Miiller began at Glasgow, on Tuesday, February

nth, his second course of Gifford lectures; he was greeted, says the

Christian World, with enthusiastic applause. In the present course,

the Professor treats of Natural Religion in one only of its "three

great manifestations,"—namely, as physical religion.
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THE HUNGER AFTER RIGHTEOUSNESS.

There is a most dangerous superstition prevailing

among great masses of people that morality is a good

thing as an ideal, but a bad thing for the purposes of

practical life. A business man who wants to succeed,

it is imagined, can succeed by immoral means only.

This is a superstition, for it is not true ; . and it is

a dangerous superstition, for it leads those who
believe in it and act accordingly, into ruin,. Morality,

if it be true morality, will lead to life, it will preserve,

it will produce prosperity, and afford a noble satis-

faction never mingled with regret.

The deep-rooted error that immorality alone can

insure success, seems to have originated through a

strange combination of misconceptions, favored by

special conditions and strengthened by exceptional

instances of successful impostors. Our very language

betrays us into grievous blunders. We speak of a

" smart " business man and understand by "smart"

now the prudent, industrious, judicious merchant,

and now the sagacious, deceitful trickster. Prudence

is indispensable to insure success, but trickery is not.

Trickery will go but a little way and, like the crooked

boomerang, it will unexpectedly fl)' back upon its

originator.

Closely connected with this vagueness of speech is

the vagueness of our views of morality. Morality is

too often tacitly identified with so-called goodnatured-

ness and with inability. It_is proverbial to speak

of incompetent men who are free from other gross

faults as "good people, but bad musicians"; mean-

ing thereby that they are morally blameless, yet still

disqualified for the business or profession in which

they are engaged. Such men are popularly called

'good,' i. e., morally good; but they are not good.

They lack that moral nerve that enables us to adapt

ourselves to our work ; they lack that moral energy

of self-discipline by which alone we can train and

educate ourselves to become competent in our pro-

fession.

The negative morality of doing no harm to any-

body is not as yet morality; it is, at best, sentimental-

ity. True morality has positive ideals, and foremost

among our moral ideals must be the aspiration of

every individual to become a useful member of so-

ciety, by contributing something to its weal and wel-

fare. To do some work which gives us pleasure,

dilettanteism in art or science, in business or agri-

culture, etc., is not as yet sufficient; our work must be

a service to society, it must stand in demand, other-

wise we cannot and ought not expect any return for it.

A certain indifference with regard to honesty easily

arises from an over-prosperous condition of society.

If men earn money without earnest effort ; if they

live in plenty, and find the resources of all depart-

ments of industry practically unlimited, they become

indulgent towards the depredator who takes more than

his due, and smile at the thief who nimbly skips away

with his spoil. He who plunders the public treasury

is not taken to account, because the loss is not so se-

riously felt. A country in an unusual state of pros-

perity is not so much in need of honesty as a poor

nation, and accordingly the moral instinct, the moral

sense of that country remains comparatively unde-

veloped. If man did not stand in need of intelligence,

if he could live without thought, he certainly would

never have developed brains, and humanity would

still lead an unrational existence. The same is true of

morality : it is developed among mankind because and

to the extent in which man wants it. And we do want

it indeed ; we are most intensely in need of it, for so-

society could not exist without it.

A prosperous nation, I say, is not so much in need

of morality as a poor nation, where the struggle for

existence is hard and competition is fierce. Yet

the people that are not at present in such great need

of morality will soon come to that need. History

teaches that the moral, the industrious, the patient

poor people will in time most successfully compete

with the rich and the opulent. As soon as opulency

has reached that degree in which the need of morality

is no longer felt, the decline of a nation sets in. A
crisis in her social life is impending. The down-

trodden will complain of their oppressors ; they will

cry out for justice ; and if that justice be not freely

given, the whole nation will suffer for it, and the coun-

try once so prosperous will lie deserted and in ruins.

Let the monuments of the great nations that pros-

pered before us and passed away be a mene tekel for

us to-day.

When the nation of Israel was in a social condition

similar to that which, to a great extent, prevails among
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us now, the prophet Amos arose and lamented the

moral depravity of his people. He said :

T^us saith the Lord ; For three transgressions of Israel, and

for four, will I not turn away their punishment. For they sell the

righteous for silver, and the needy for a pair of shoes. And per-

vert the cause of the afflicted. They lay themselves down upon

pledged garments near every altar ; and drink wine procured by

fines, in the house of their gods.

Amos foresaw that such a state of society could not

remain as it was. He said :

And I will turn your feasts into mourning and all your songs

into lamentation ; and I will bring up sackcloth upon all loins and

baldness upon every head ; and I will make it as the mourning of

an only son, and the end thereof as a bitter day.

The need of morality, its indispensableness for the

welfare of the nation as well as of every individual,

must at last be felt, and under the impression of this

truth the prophet continues :

Behold the days come, sayeth the Lord Gcd, that I will send

a famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water,

but of hearing the words of the Lord.

Amos's prophecy is as true to-day—and we repeat

it in this conviction—as it was about two and a half

millenniums ago. There will come upon us disorder

and misery, our feasts will be turned into mourning

unless we are made aware of the war^t of honesty, of

justice, of morahty. The expression "the words of

the Lord" in the prophecy does not signify belief in

a supernatural revelation ; and if it did, we do not quote

it in that sense. "The words of the Lord," as we in-

terpret the term in accordance with its context, mean

the moral commands that will forever remain the sub-

stance of religious aspirations. There will arise, as

Christ said, almost two thousand years ago, "a hunger

and thirst after righteousness." Those who feel that

hunger will partake of the blessing that in the nature

of things is intimately connected with it, that will fol-

low upon it, as the effect follows upon its cause.

Says Amos :

For, lo, I will command, and I will sift the house of Israel

among the nations ; like as corn is sifted in a sieve, yet shall not

the least grain fall upon the earth.

The prophecy of Amos is constantly being fulfilled

in the process of the survival of the fittest. Among
all the nations those alone will survive and fill the earth

that are pervaded with the moral spirit. A society

based upon justice will be stronger than a society in

which an aristocracy oppresses the other classes of

the people. A nation in which the rich devise laws

to protect themselves against free competition and in

which the poor are prevented from bettering their

condition, carries a germ of weakness within itself

and will in the end have to pay for its errors dearly.

The strong will conquer and the weak will go to the

wall—that is the natural law of evolution. But bear

in mind that there is no strength unless it be sup-

ported by moralitj'. The social law is a power—

a

power that destroys those who do not conform to it.

Says the prophet :

Yet destroyed I the Amorite whose height was like the height

of the cedars, and he was strong as the oaks. Yet I destroyed Lis

fruit from above and his roots from beneath.

Rocks are demolished by silently-working atmos-

pheric influences. And the strongest nations perish

as soon as they deviate from the path of righteousness

and the spirit of progressive morality. A constant

selection takes place in the struggle for existence, and

humanity is sifted like as corn is sifted in a sieve.

Let us learn the truth and act accordingly, and we
shall live. Let us not waver in the path of righteous-

ness, but do faithfidly some tiseful work in the service

of humanity, lest we become like the chaff which the

wind driveth away.

NATURE AND NURTURE.
BY MRS. SUSAN CHANNING.

Galtox, in his English Men of Science, defines na-

ture as "all that a man brings with him into this world,

and nurture as every influence from without that affects

him after birth," and maintains that when nature and

nurture compete for supremacy on equal terms, nature

proves the stronger.

Helvetius, Condorcet, and their school maintain

that the infant of genius in no way differs from other

infants, only that certain surprisingly favorable influ-

ences accompany him through life. They hold that if

a statue could be endowed with five senses it would

become a man ; but as Carlyle said, ".I should as soon

agree with this as to believe an acorn might by favor-

able influence of soil and climate be nursed into a

cabbage or a cabbage into an oak." We do not deny

that the highest natural gifts may be starved by a de-

fective education. Plato, who believed that innate

ideas formed the basis of all our conceptions, ad-

mitted that those ideas had to be roused into action

by education and by having the mind made acquainted

with their copies, with which the external world was

filled, and Locke, that there can be no thought, no

ideas, until the mind comes in contact with environ-

ing agencies, and Leibnitz, that there is nothing in the

intellect which was not first in the sensation, except

the intellect itself. Still, the mind, as Kant said, fur-

nishes an element not found in our sensations, and

this element we maintain is a congenital endowment,

and as no one b)' thinking can add one cubit to his

stature, neither can education do more for a man than

stimulate his faculties and develop latent ability.

Every one admits that poets are born not made, but

efficiency in anything also means that you were born

with a faculty which enables you to do the thing well,
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otherwise your work would lack finish. Education and

circumstances do much for us, but they cannot over-

come an intrinsically weak brain. The pains-taking

capacit}' is necessary to all great achievement, 3'et it

does not follow that the oftener a thing is done the

better it will be done. That depends on a man's

knowledge and the depth and penetration of his in-

tellect.

The power of adverse circumstances to rouse the

mind into action is very great : Mirabeau enters, ob-

scure, into a dungeon of Vincennes, to atone for the

offense of carrying off Madame de Monier from her

aged husband, and he quits his prison a writer, orator,

and statesman. Great thoughts are not possible where

one lives much in excitement. To develop the philo-

sophical and critical mind one must live in retirement.

Cervantes and Bunyan in prison did their best work,

Mahomet had his trance in the mount above Mecca,

and Christ departed from the crowd to the Mount of

Olives to endure his agony and receive spiritual ex-

altation. But to contribute to conditions or accident

the achievements of these men is to reason from in-

sufficient data. The man of ability is, as Galton shows

in his work on Heredity, one whose nature when left

to itself, will, urged by an inherent stimulus, climb

the path that leads to eminence; one, who if hindered

and thwarted, will fret and strive until the obstacles

are overcome. The lazy and indifferent are always

saying, "I know that thou art a hard master, reaping

where thou hast not sown." They like to attribute

their failures to conditions, for to admit anything else

is to admit the superiority of their neighbors. It is,

however, by a wise use of our natural gifts and inborn

tendencies that success is attained.

Buckle forfeited his reputation as a careful ob-

server and profound thinker by attributing too much
to conditions and not enough to a people's inborn ten-

dencies. He asserts of the Arabs that they remained

a rude, uncivilized people because of the aridity of

their soil and their poverty, but the moment they had

conquered Persia, Spain, and the Punjab, their whole

character changed and from a race of shepherds be-

came founders of empires and patrons of learning and

art. John Fiske, to show the fallacy of this reasoning,

says, "We have only to note that the Turks when
they left their barren steppes and became masters of

one of the finest geographical positions on the globe,

never directly aided the progress of civilization."

The anthropologist in his effort to ascertain why
some nations advance and others remain stationary,

must look to the innate qualities of the race and not to

environment. The serious consideration of the his-

torian, is the inquiry, in what way Rome so early at-

tained the prominent political position which she held

in Latium, so different from that which the physical

character of the locality would have led us to antici-

pate; the site of Rome was less healthy and less fertile

than that of most of the old Latin towns—neither the

vine nor the fig grew well in the immediate environs,

and there was a want of springs yielding a good stipply

of water. Latium was anything but attractive, it was

an unhealthy and unfruitful spot, but this did not pre-

vent the inhabitants from developing a rapid and sur-

prising prosperit)'. Rome's one natural advantage,

the Tiber, and the clear-sighted genius and energy of

her people were the cause of her eminence. Holland,

a sediment, a mere alluvium of the river, with the sea

ever read}' to engulf her, is a notable example of the

power of a race to overcome conditions, and to make
the wilderness bloom like the rose. It was the clear

grit and sturdy qualities of this race that enabled its

son, William of Orange, to reply to the Duke of Buck-

ingham, when that nobleman said to him, "Do you

not see that the destruction oflhe United Provinces is

inevitable?" "There is one certain means by which

I can be sure never to see my country's ruin, I'll die

in the last ditch."

It is the element in the two ova which similarly

exposed in the same pool, makes one a fish and the

other a reptile. To tell how it happens that a micro-

scopic portion of a seemingly structureless matter

should embod)' an influence of such a kind is, accord-

ing to biologists, impossible. All we know is that

there is born in man an essence, to use a phrase of the

schoolmen, which makes him the kind of man he is,

and which education has but a limited power to modify.

It is with men as it is with plants and animals, the

higher they are in mind and structure the less they re-

semble the habitat or medium in which the)' live. The

average man or woman cannot entertain ideas repug-

nant to the atmosphere in which they live, while the

great man is self-centered and moves along, never

stopping to see if others are following. Socrates

showed none of the frivolity of the refined and corrupt

age to which he belonged. He took for his model the

abstract idea of a true philosopher, and throughout his

life exhibited an instance of the perfectibility of hu-

man nature. He was the instructor of his countrymen

not for love of lucre or reputation, but from a sense of

duty. Dr. Channing in his " Remarks on the Character

of Fenelon, " wrote, '
' When we think of Fenelon in the

palace of Louis the Fourteenth, it reminds us of a ser-

aph sent on a divine commission into the abodes of

the lost; and when we recall that in that atmosphere

he composed his Telemachus, we doubt whether the

records of the world furnish stronger evidence of the

power of a divine virtue to turn temptation into glory

and strength, and make even crowned and prosperous

vice a means of triumph and exaltation."

We must not look to men's conditions to explain
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their conduct or achievements. Of course, as Mill

says in his essay on Liberty, "Different persons re-

quire different conditions for their spiritual develop-

ment, and can no more exist healthful in the same

moral, than all variety of plaiits can exist in the same

physical atmosphere." What is help to one man is a

hindrance to another.

Is it not then a pity that parents and all who have

the care and education of the young, should not en-

deavor to surround them with the conditions necessary

to their moral and intellectual growth? To force youths

into employments and professions for which they have

no talent, because they are regarded as more honor-

able or lucrative, is a crime against the individual and

society. Think what the world of science, poetry, and

the drama would have lost if nature had not dominated

over nurture in the case of Darwin, Agassiz, and Schil-

ler. The worthy parents of these gifted sons used

their utmost endeavors to force all three into the med-

ical profession ; and—grand as that profession is

—

could a greater calamity have befallen these men or

the country to which they belonged than their follow-

ing the advice of their parents instead of the dictates

of their nature.

The sight of genius wasting its strength in menial

toil or to earn its daily bread is a disgrace to a nation.

To see the winds grinding corn, when they should be

marshalling the clouds and fanning the fainting flowers

and sending the rain to the place where it is most

needed, is pitiable indeed. A nation needs poets and

literary men quite as much as she needs farmers and

merchants, sailors and soldiers, as without these there

cannot be created a national feeling. It is ideas and

principles which hold men together in great crises.

Lycurgus imagined that he could hold a nation to-

gether by means of drills, games, and public tables,

and by ignoring the home and family ties, but he soon

found out his mistake and was obliged to introduce

the works of Homer to keep up the courage, heroism,

and patriotism of the Spartans. Man is eminently a

social animal, but he is also a thinking, reasoning,

spiritual man, and he requires food for his brain and

the stimulus that comes from reading of great deeds

to achieve great things himself.

Hence the poet and sculptor has utility as well as

beauty, since without them there is nothing to preserve

the past in a form which can defy the ravages of time.

Besides, heroic actions like ideas are not fully appre-

ciated until embodied in forcible language. As Mill

=ays in \\\z Lo^ic, "hardly any original thoughts on
menta or social subjects ever make their way among
mankind, or assume their proper importance in the

minds even of their inventors, until aptly selected

words or phrases have, as it were, nailed them down
and held them fast," How soon the valor of the

heroes of Thermopylae might have been forgotten had

not Greece had a Simonides to write their epitaph ;

" Go tell the Spartans, thou who passest by,

That here, obedient to her laws, we lie."

Or sing their praise in verse :

" In dark Thermopyl^ they lie.

O death of glory thus to die !

Their tomb an altar is, their name
.\ mighty heritage of fame :

Their dirge is triumph ; cankering rust,

And time that turneth all to dust,

That tomb shall never waste nor hide,—

The tomb of warriors true and tried.

The full-voiced praise of Greece around

Lies buried in that sacred mound :

Where Sparta's king, Leonidas.

In death, eternal glory has."

To endeavor to utilize our natural gifts should be

our aim, for no one struggles perpetually and victori-

ously against his nature. One of the first principles

of success in life is to regulate our career so as to turn

our physical and mental endowments to good account.

Do not bury your one talent in a napkin. The man
of one talent or one idea is a force quite as difficult to

overcome as the man of ten talents ; the man with one

idea and a fixed purpose is not swayed by contending

ideas and influences which are the cause of the action

of so many men resulting in nothing definite. Lord

Derby once said of his gifted son, the translator of

Homer, that he had so many ideas on every subject,

that like Mahomet's coffin he was always suspended

in mid-air. Poor Puss mournfully told Reynard that

she had but one scratch with which to defend herself

against her enemies ; he boasted of possessing twelve,

but when the hounds came in sight. Puss, with her

one talent, her claws, ran up the tree, while Reynard

with his twelve means of defence was torn to pieces.

It is not given to every man to know wherein his

talent lies. Walter Besant, in his eulogy of Richard

Jefferies, says of his hero : "He suffered from the

inability of not knowing the bent of his mind, and

wasted his life in writing weak novels when he might

have made himself an authority on agricultural mat-

ters." Matthew Arnold has a like complaint to make

of Amiel. The passages of his journal devoted to

criticism show Amiel to have been a profound and

capable critic, yet he wasted his talents in giving birth

to dreams. "Trust not yourself, but your defects to

know, make use of every friend and every foe."

Macchiavelli said, there are three kinds of minds,

those who understand of themselves, those who under-

stand when others teach them, and those who never

understand. Inventors and discoverers are minds who

understand of themselves. Watt, Stephenson, Fulton,

Newton, Columbus, and Copernicus belong to this

class.

Education and knowledge take all their value from

the power of the mind of the individual receiving
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them. " Bookful blockheads, ignorantly read, with

loads of learned lumbers in their head," are found in

all professions, blocking the car of progress. Well

may the enlightened business men whose endowments

of seats of learning have made the learned blockheads

possible, exclaim with the ancient Jews: "Behold we
cast our money into the fire and there cometh forth

this calf."

The older one grows the more one values natural

gifts, "for, by no possibility can they, as Goethe

says, be procured and stuck on." People, like the

soil, are of every grade ; some, if cultivated, replace

the money spent on them ; others, if cultivated up to

a certain point, prove profitable. If a man, like a

country, engages in a branch of industry for which he

has great natural advantages over competitors, he

reaps an industrial return proportionately great. If

he insists on doing what he is unfitted by nature to

do, what is this but biting off his nose to spite his

face. If each would do only that for which he is

qualified by nature, there would be less unhappiness

and the world would be better served.

"The most useful thing to man, is man," said

Spinoza. Nothing showed the greatness of Sir Hum-
phry Davy's mind so much, as his statement, that he

regarded Michael Faraday as the greatest of his dis-

coveries. "Be thou the first true merit to befriend,

his praise is lost who stays till all commend."
The endeavor of parents and a nation should be to

develop the least endowed of their children, for Nature

has armed each man, as Emerson says, "with some
faculty which enables him to do easily some feat im-

possible to any other, and this makes him necessary

to society, and society will be bankrupt until each

does that which he was created to do." Anacreon

beautifully expresses in verse the same idea :

" To all that breathe the air o£ heaven

Some boon of strength has nature given.

In forming the majestic bull

She fenced with wreathed horns his skull,

A hoof of strength she lent the steed,

And winged the timorous hare with speed
:

She gave the lion fangs of terror,

And o'er the ocean's crystal mirror

Taught the unnumbered scaly throng

To trace the liquid path along
;

While for the umbrage of the grove

She plumed the warbling world of love,

To man she gave, in that proud hour.

The boon of intellectual power."

THE REACTION AGAINST MATERIALISM.

How DOES it happen that in our days, among large

classes, not only in America but all over the world,

there has set in a tendency to Spiritualism which man-
ifests itself in many ways? A crude belief in spirits

and spiritual manifestations exists ; mediums infest the

country, who communicate with the departed and im-

pose upon the credulous in many ways. New creeds

are preached, -such as Christian Science and so-called

Metaphysics. Faith-cure is practiced, and among the

societies for psychical research scattered throughout

the world there are some that vie with each other in

the publication of incredible statements about telepathy

and wonderful tales of second sight.

This movement may be called a reaction against

materialism. Mankind, it seems, is growing tired of

the crude materialistic philosophy that came to them
m the name of science, and a reaction is taking place

which, according to the education of the different peo-

ple concerned, assumes the shape of a more or less crude

superstition. It is. noticeable that the reaction is

strongest among the unchurched, among liberals and

so-called freethinkers ; it is less marked among the

adherents of the old creeds, the members of churches

and religious congregations.

Science is not, as is so often claimed, materialistic
;

yet to the unscientific, to the laymen, who are not

thoroughly versed in its elementary truths, science

naturally enough appears materialistic. The science

that is transplanted from the laboratory or the study

into the streets, rapidly ceases to be science. There

are very few savants who take the trouble to be pop-

ular. Most of them confine their publications to men of

their own class, and it is an exception that now and

then a scientist addresses the whole of civilized man-

kind, and speaks or writes in a style that can be un-

derstood by business people and workingmen. The
duty of popularizing, to a great extent, thus devolves

upon men who have not grasped the whole truth of

scientific discoveries, and who look at them from the

outside only. They inform themselves about the

rigid formulas, the exact statements of laws by which

we can predict the slightest details of the movements
of molecules and atoms. Perhaps they are also able to

explain these formulas, and point out the mechanisms

of action discovered through scientific investigation.

Yet the spirit of science ercapes them, they overlook

the spiritual that pervades the mechanism. This it is

that evoked the just sarcasm of Goethe, who says in

Faust

:

" He who would study organic existence

First drives out the soul with rigid persistence,

Then the parts in his hands he may hold and class.

But the spiritual link is lost, alas !

Encheiresin natures this chemistry names.

Nor knows how herself she banters and blames."

By materialism I understand that view of the world

which explains everything from matter, and takes for

granted that material existence is the only reality.

Materialism overlooks the importance of the spiritual

and does not consider it as a reality worth while troub-

ling about. Spirit is, so materialists cliim, an occa-

sional function of matter only, the origin of which is
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not yet explained, yet it is certain that its existence is

verj' fleeting.

Apres nous le deluge ! was the motto of the French

materialists of the eighteenth century. "We need not

trouble," they thought, "about our fate after death,

for death is a finality ; death ends all. Therefore, let

us enjoy the present, let us eat and drink, for to-mor-

row we shall be no more. And if a deluge is to sweep

over our graves, let the deluge come." We need not

here repeat historical facts; they are too well known.

This view of things induced the classes in power to give

themselves up exclusively to the enjoyment of life,

and to oppress their fellow-citizens in order to attain

the means for their wasteful pleasures. The deluge

came indeed as a natural consequence and swept away

with merciless justice the guilty, the frivolous, and the

foolish, and together with the guilty the innocent also.

We shall not dwell here on the mistakes that prac-

tical materialism makes when as an ethical theory its

doctrines are applied to real life. We shall limit our-

selves to a consideration of its theoretical mistakes

only. There are plenty honest materialists who do

not see at all the consequences to which their doctrines

naturally lead, and it would be unfair to make them per-

sonally answerable for results, and to charge them with

having wilfully poisoned the public mind. There are

very few materialistic philosophers who are to be stigma-

tized as frivolous or immoral ; on the contrary, most of

them are indubitably honest men,who have devoted their

lives to the search for truth and who speak out boldly

that which they regard as truth. They should not be

blamed for that ; in that they should be encouraged,

for it is only by boldly speaking out that which we be-

lieve to be the truth, that truth can be discovered. Nor

should other thinkers who are of a contrary opinion

doubt their honesty or ever make insinuations respect-

ing their personal character, simply on the ground that

their doctrines might in their application lead in the

end to immoral practices and thus undermine public

welfare. The only remedy against errors is to point

out errors without personal malice or imputation, and

it is this that we shall try to do in the case of mate-

rialism.

Matter is an abstract, made in the same way as all

other abstracts. Abstraction is a mental process. We
abstract (we take away) in our thoughts from a num-

ber of things certain properties which perhaps in reality

are inseparably connected with other properties ; but

in our thoughts we exclude all the other properties.

We need not explain here the advantage of this method,

which is undeniable, for abstract thought is the con-

dition of all exact discriminations, and science would

be impossible without it. Matter is generally defined

as "anything which can affect one or more of our five

senses."

It is understood that all other properties, such as

spirit, are excluded from the term matter. There are

two properties which in reality are always inseparably

connected with material things, yet in the term " mat-

ter" they are not included ; viz., (i) motion, and (2)

form. If I speak of the matter of an object, I limit my
attention to the bodily particles of which it consists

and take no notice of their forms or of the relations that

obtain among the particles, or of their motions. It

is their quantity in mass, without reference to any one

of their many other qualities. I cannot in reality sep-

arate matter from all form or from all motion. I can

perhaps impart to a piece of matter more or less mo-

tion, I can destroy its present form. But it is impos-

sible to take away every motion and every form. There

is no such a thing in reality that would be matter alone :

abstract matter, matter void of all motion and

without any shape or form. A stone may be in a

state of relative rest ; for instance, it lies quietly on the

ground. Yet it moves with the earth through the space

of the solar system with an average speed of nineteen

miles per second. There is relative rest, yet there is

no absolute rest, and there is matter without regular

form, yet there is no matter without any form what-

ever.

Materialism contains one great truth ; and it is this

truth that gave materialism its strength and its

prominence. Materialism rose in opposition to su-

pernaturalism. Certainly, materialism went too far

when it tried to explain everything from matter, when

it identified matter with reality
;
yet it stands on solid

ground when it maintains that every reality is mate-

rial. There are no pure forms : the forms of reality are

forms of matter. There are no mere motions : real

motions are changes of place among material particles.

Yet matter is only one aspect of reality; matter does not

cover all and the whole of reality. Besides the mate-

rial there is the formal, and there is the life displayed

in the spontaneous motion of all things. Materialism is

right as opposed to idealism, when idealism claims

that abstract forms are entities by themselves. Plato

proposed the theory that ideas, or abstract forms, are

the only true realities, and that the things from which

we have abstracted these forms are mere shams, mere

transient appearances. Materialism is right also as

opposed to spiritualism, when spiritualism claims

that spirits exist or can exist apart from material bod-

ies, that the spiritual has an empire of its own in ab-

stract independence, and that ghosts can walk about

in bodiless nudity.

The reaction which, as we can everywhere observe,

is taking place against the errors of materialism is

based upon a great truth, and it is this truth that

will survive the crudities of the movement. There can

be no doubt about the fact that this world is spiritual
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in its inmost nature. The spiritual animates every

particle of matter and appears in its most beautiful

and grandest development in the human soul. The
spiritual is no incidental feature of reality, but an

intrinsic quality of its existence, which will surely

blaze out in the course of the evolution of worlds. It

is, as it were, the revelation of the secret concealed in

the potentialities of the elementary conditions of the

universe.

We do not maintain that a spirit resides in every

atom, but we maintain that the elements of feeling are

a property that is inseparably connected with matter.

Feeling originates when a certain configuration of mol-

ecules produces a definite interaction among' the par-

ticles of organized substance. The motions of every par-

ticle take place according to the laws of mechanics,

and are accompanied not with feeling but with ele-

ments of feeling. The feeling that takes place in or-

ganized substance during its activity is not a product

of its mechanical motion (i. e., motion is not changed

into feeling), but it is a phenomenon that accom-

panies its mechanical motions. Mechanical motions

and the elements of feeling are not interchange-

able, but run parallel to each other ; and special com-

binations of these elements form the phenomena we
call feelings. Thus together with the evolution of the

mechanism progresses the development of feeling

which reaches in man the height of conscious thought.

The elements of the spiritual we consider accord-

ingly, as a universal property of matter. Nature is not

dead, it is alive ; it bears in its bosom the germs of

life and will develop them in the course of the nat-

ural process of evolution. Spirit is a special com-

bination, a certain form, the mechanical parallelism

of which is found in the activity of living sub-

stance ; and the growth of the spiritual depends upon

and accompanies the perfectionment of organism.

As an instance how greatly people of a spiritualis-

tic turn of mind appreciate the importance of form,

we quote a poem by Clementine A. Perkins, published

in the November number of the Esoteric :

" There's poetry in life and its motion,

There's rhythm and rhyme in its tune.

There's principle to prove to our notion,

That all is rule upon rule.

There's harmony in sweet flow'rets chiming.

There's color, and form, and there's thoGght

;

There's beautiful speech to the timinji,

For all is rule upon rule.

There's symphony grand in the planets.

With minor and major chords both ;

There's certainly life in the granites,

For all is rule upon rule.

There are pages spelled out for our reading.

With crooked and straight lines and points ;

There's purity gained by those heeding.

For all is rule upon rule.

There are glorious hues soft in blending.

There's music and life in the light

;

Infinite Love o'er

is rule upon rule

There's the wonderful work of creation,

There's spirit and matter in one ;

There's godliness born of each nation.

For all is rule upon rule."

Materialism overlooks the importance of form.

Materialists by identifying the material with the

real, imagine that they have exhausted the reality of ob-

jects when they consider their material existence alone.

Without the material, of which it consists, a thmg
would disappear ; the material element in it, it is true,

makes the thing real, in so far as it gives substantiality

to it. Yet the form is no mere nothing, as material-

ists are too apt to say. The form is exactly that which

makes the thing such as it is. Without its present

form a watch might be anything ; it might be a lump
of metal, or any other thing, but it would be no watch.

The form of things, therefore, is the most important

part of reality. It is the form only, be it in motion or

in matter, that excites the interest of the scientist

;

form arouses the imagination of the artist and the

industry of the inventor.

Spiritualists, in a certain sense, ought to be called

materialists, for they have one error in common with

materialists. They cannot see that the formal and the

relational are non-material realities. But while ma-

terialists consider forms as mere nothings, spiritualists

are prone to look upon forms as if they were substances,

and thus materialize spirit. They conceive spirit as a

substance like matter, only much more subtile, and not

perceptible by our senses. Thus they lack in the

properly spiritual conception of form, and become
blind to the irrefragibility of the mechanical law.

They dream of a realm of life in which a different and

a higher kind of mechanics, a hypermechanics, will

supersede the usual mechanical laws that prevail in

the realm of material existences.

Science traces the laws of form everywhere. The
laws of form are our guides and the instruments of

research. No scientific problem, whether it concerns

matter or motion, is fully solved until it is shown to

be a problem of form. Thus the motions of the ce-

lestial bodies are reduced to simple arithmetical for-

mulas, being mere applications of purely formal laws,

and in this astronomy has reached a certain stage of

perfection. Similarly, the problem of the chemical

elements would be solved, if chemistry could demon-

strate that the different kinds of matter, as oxygen,

carbon, iron, etc., are special forms of one and the

same substance only, and that their different prop-

erties are natural consequences of their difference in

configuration as well as density.

There is no absolutely dead matter. But every

atom is freighted with the potentialities of life.

The living spontaneity of the world is the condition
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of the spiritual ; but it is not as yet the spiritual in its

development, and in its full importance. The spirit-

ual grows in and with the forms of life ; it would be

nothing without the forms of organization. The spir-

itual, therefore, appears in its glory in organized life,

and has reached upon earth the highest stage of its

evolution in the intelligence of the spirit of man.

p. c.

THE ETHICS OF HYPNOTISM.

BY GEORGE M. GOULD, M. D.

It has become quite fashionable to amuse an evening party

with the remarkable plaything that goes under the name of Hyp-

notism. The malodorous and lethal qualities of the poison that

kid-gloved dilettanteism thus daintily toys with may excuse a few

plain words of explanation and warning. I have always marvelled

that the spectacle seemed to please. To me, pain and disgust

were not only logical but unavoidable emotions. I felt as if I had

assisted at a vivisection-experiment whereat, if scientific curiosity

had been stilled, shame and regret had been stirred. It is not to

be denied that to the trained investigator of psychopathy there

may be an absorbing interest in the phenomenon, but the psychol-

ogist seeks truth, not relaxation, and the ordinary spectator would

hardly claim any knowledge of or interest in the study of morbid

mental function.

We are told that there are three forms or types of the hyp-

notic state : the lethargic, the cataleptic, and the somnambulic

It is also admitted that they are all most intimately related, being

in fact but different phases of the same essential phrenopathy, and

at the gesture of the operator are quickly metamorphosed, the one

into the other. The somnambulic or sleep-walking state has been

considered harmless and to be played with ad Ubititm, and the

above relationship with its more vicious allies, lethargy and cata-

lepsy, is alluded to as illustrative of the community existing

between all. In those more profound derangements, the whole

organism is in a state of the deepest stupor, the muscles may be-

come plastic and wax-like, the mind lying in a deathlike trance, the

external world as if non-existent,—the entire condition one of

frightful abnormalism. None but the hardiest operators dare in-

duce these conditions, and in the more amateurish art of playing

stage-tricks with captive minds, called somnambulism, the manip-

ulator must remember that he runs hard by the sheer precipice

of catalepsy. But in the popular conception hypnotism means

somnambulism and our consideration of the subject must be limited

to this aspect.

Wonder at the uncanny interest excited by the spectacle is

partially explained by the fact, that what takes place issupposably

of a mysterious and semi-supernaturalistic nature. There is al-

ways a strange fascination about psychological evil and morbidity,

and the awesome shudder of the audience at the creepy spectacle

shows the witchery. The supposed mystery, however, is a myth,

and fascination gives prompt way to disgust when it is seert that

what really takes place is only the most brutalizing of crudities

—

a relapse to the mental and social conditions of animalism and

barbarism.

Stripped of verbiage the essential nature of the somnambulic

state consists in the focalization of consciousness upon vacuity,

and supplying the usual content of the same with exotic idea and

ah extra domination. A glance at the analogous phenomena ot

dreams and sleep may serve to make the matter more clear,

have elsewhere tried to show that our common dreams prove that

the highest unifying centre of the mind we call consciousness

may have direct relations with the lowest or primary organs of the

senses without the ordinary intermediation of the subordinate

centres. We know it is not the eye that sees or the ear that hears,

but that the crude messages from the eye and ear must be made

into sight and sound by the so-called visual and auditory centres.

In the real world of waking-life it is from these higher visual and

auditory centres that the highest, all-correlating centre we call

consciousness, or " I," gains all its data; it is they that make re-

ality and distinguish dream from waking-life. Sleep is simply

the sleep of these intermediate centres, their period of rest. They

require rest because they compose the bulk, if one may so speak,

of mind-stuff, and do the great part of mental work. Their crea-

tion and perfection has been the work of humanization and civili-

zation. The consciousness-centre above, and the peripheral sense-

organs of the body below, are small parts of the nervous system.

But during sleep, and especially in the animal and semi-barbarous

life of earlier times, the organism was unarmed and exposed to in-

numerable enemies from without and within. These had to be

guarded against. Cold, heat, malposition of the body, danger

from a thousand external sources, had to be watched for, and as a

response to this need there was developed what I have called the

sentinel-function of consciousness, or the dream-person, to be on

the alert and protect the sleeping organism. This seems to me the

only reason for the origin of dream-life,—and we know that no

such noticeable function could have arisen without its yaisoii d'etre

in utility. Nature is no spendthrift in such matters. Life was too

serious a work, and the author of life had too much at stake, to

create the mechanism and phantasmagoria of dream-land for the

sleeper's pleasure and had the function not subserved a stringent

need. The means whereby this sentinel-function is effected conr

sists in linking the consciousness or supreme correlation-centre by

commissural fibres directly with the primary sense-organs, to the

exclusion of the large intermediate centres that in real life re-work

into sensations the crude stimuli of the peripheral end-organs.

When in sleep these last, the eye, ear, skin, etc., acting as advance

pickets, are undisturbed, the vacuous consciousness of dream-life

has only the flitting fancies of illogic and ghostly memories where-

with to busy itself. But when the out-posts are in danger their

messages direct to consciousness are woven into the dream, finally

dominate it, spur the centre to action, and when it has called ve-

hemently enough upon the intermediate sub-centres, these spring

into function—and we are awake I

Hypnotism is a diseased sleep with a mechanism, not dissiqii-

lar in essentials from that of normal sleep, except in the addition

of morbid exaggeration and factitious creation. Instead of normal

healthful rest an artificial constraint and an external will ruth-

Ifessly and abnormally shut out the intermediating centres, and

speaking direct through the primary automatic sense-organs, com-

mand the mechanical obedience of the enslaved consciousness.

It is the nature of consciousness to respond to the most powerful

stimulus, and consent, or passive obedience, of the subject, is a

prerequisite of successful hypnotic experiment. The tone of com-

mand and mastery are needed to keep the tyrannized attention true

toils unnatural work. Judgment, comparison, reality, logic, etc.,

etc., are the functions of the great composite groups of the subor-

dinate centres. Hence, when these are functionless, we have the

slavish obedience, the acceptance of the most astounding nonsense,

the likeness of the hypnotic dream to that of the ordinary dream,

the inability to distinguish between subjective and objective fact.

In this forceful wrenching of the attention of consciousness

from its normal sources of supply, and in the persistent automatic

obedience to an external will or fi.xed idea, we gain another stand-

point of observation in which a nearer approach to the truth con-

sists in viewing the hypnotic sleep as a disease of the attention.

In our customary avocations when we are engrossed by some ab-

sorbing work or object of interest, it requires an unusually strong

stimulus to make itself noticed by the " abstracted " consciousness.

When excited or absorbed we do not hear ordinary sounds or see
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customary things, may not even know of a considerable injury to

the skin,—as a cut, an abrasion, etc. In other words, the messages

are sent to consciousness but are shut out from a hearing and ig-

nored. This is a symptom of the many varied forms of insanity,

and is preeminently a symptom of hypnotism.

The normal and healthful activity of consciousness depends

upon its impartiality in listening and responding to all orders of

stimuli, and not in disregarding some altogether. Exclusive de-

votion to one becomes monomania, fixed idea, insanity. Hypno-

tism goes a step further in idiotization and shuts out all except

those that come by secret routes from the external tyrant. A sound

consciousness depends upon the data furnished by its subordinate

centres, which it re-works into general concepts and resolves into

volitions The safety of the organism depends upon such normal

action. In disconnecting or disallowing the subordinate centres

the hypnotizer deprives the mind of any data but such as he

chooses to supply direct, the organism is at the mercy of his whim,

whilst his suggestions and implanted ideas fill the vacant and en-

slaved consciousness with abnormal and illogical data, and direct

its energies with mechanical rigidity.

Evolutionally, hypnotism is an atavistic return to primitive

and savage mental processes. All barbarous and semi-civilized

peoples exemplify an hypnotic state of mind. Every African

tribesman offers an example, mentally, of the same mechanical

dependence of the subject or slave upon the tyrant chief, male

lord, or master. Civilization, psychologically, consists in creating,

developing, and educating the great body of the cerebral centres

placed between the peripheral end-organs and consciousness, and

allowing the latter to react to these natural sources and data, in-

stead of to the outside tyrant. The more a mind approaches the

savage type the more it seeks an outside master, the easier it falls

under the domination of an external will. And the lower in the

evolutionary scale, the greater the automatism and mechanicalism

of mind that offers itself as the readiest tool of the hypnotizer.

Hystericall, weak, disordered, or undeveloped brains are the most

pliant. Preexistent intellectual disintegration and atavism is ne-

cessary as an initial preparation before plunging yet deeper into

the artificial hypnotic barbarism. Parenthetically it may not be

superfluous to hint that hypnotism offers a clue if not a rational

explanation of the manifold and monotonous mob of chronicled

delusions, tyrannies, manias, and inexplicable aberrations that

largely make up the subject-matter of history. Is it far from the

mark to say that Napoleon was a kind of national hypnotizer ?

Thus and again we are brought face to face with the patent

fact that the hypnotic state, both in preparation and execution, is

a diseased state. It is no mere innocuous bit of psychological

legerdemain, but downright morbidity. It has been asserted that

there is a disease of the human prostate consisting in the deposit

of calcareous formations,—a far-away cell-memory of the egg-shell

forming age. The latest theory of the etiology of Bright's Disease

is that it is a reversionary tendency toward that preanthropic

type of the hepatic function in which the liver performed

the additional office of "excreting uric acid. Whether proved or

not, such analogies offer us illustrations of the constant struggle

of the upward-building forces against the vicious inclmation of the

organism to revert to primitive modes of function. But speaking

medically, such reversions are always pathological, demanding
cure, not culture. Charcot's experiments are confessedly upon

neurotic and diseased subjects, and the implication is everywhere

manifest that the state itself is a yet greater morbid abnormalism

always trenching close upon danger. Even though a Frenchman,

he has had the sane conservatism to operate only upon those al-

ready more than half-hypnotized by preexisting mental disease,

wisely shrinking from generating the neurosis in sound or balanced

minds.

And if all this be true, what a lesson it constitutes for reck

less operators who have with foolhardiness produced mental

disease, and played jugglei^s tricks with the most sacred mysteries

of mind and the hardest-won conquests of civilization's battle !

Theirs is a responsibility and a possible accountability that I

shudder to contemplate. Disguise it as one may. the hour's

amusement has been at the expense of nothing less than the Dis-

integration of a Soul, and the Dissolution of Personality. The
satisfied smile of the " Master " or of his " subject, " that nobody

is the worse for the experiment, is gruesome. It must not be for-

gotten that we are but at the beginning. A suggestion of the in-

gravescent nature of the malady is gained from Charcot's admis-

sion that '

' sleep comes the quicker the oftener the subject has been

put to sleep." I see no escape from the conclusion that, medi-

cally, hypnotism is the production, not the cure of disease, and

that if it is wrong, dangerous, or criticizable, to put the sound

mind into this morbid state, it is yet more emphatically wrong to

plunge the already unsound into a still deeper slough of mental

and moral wreckage.

There are two possible answers to this. First, that hypnotism

may be made a therapeutic measure, and to this a sufficient reply

is that no one seriously believes it, or has proved it. In the second

place it may be said that the production and study of these phe-

nomena have been carried on with the purpose of learning if the

power or condition may not become methods of cure and help in

medicine. No genuine lover of medicine would willingly let slip a

possible therapeutic measure of promising value, but the cure of

slight disease by the preparatory production of severe disease is a

new plan of treatment, not to be understood, except perhaps by

the mystical knights of similin simililnis, or some like-minded ex-

ponent of metaphysical medicine. Moreover, it can scarcely slip

attention that the laboratory argument is the first frank admission

of the righteousness of human vivisection. Not a few intimations

point plainly to such a coming demand, and, may it not be said,

that the frankest truth, the vraie virile, about this whole hypnotic

pother is that it is human vivisection, pure and simple :— and of a

peculiarly repellant type—mental vivisection—like unto the con-

secutive slicing, layer by layer, of the brain-tissue of some luckless

animal—of all that morality and civilization and human endeavor

have to show for a million years of effort.

There can be no question that the physician not only goes

beyond, but contradicts his office, in the willful production of a

pathological condition. Whether, for purposes of investigation

the student of morbid psychology has such a right, must be left to

public opinion and legislatures for answering. After all possible al-

lowances and reservations have been made, it must be admitted

that this frightful power should be lodged only in trained hands,

and not for the satisfaction of dilettanteism, display, or ennui, but

solely for the benefit of humanity and suffering minds.

Because patient, sick is every "subject." This truth must

not be blinked. That a mind should willingly permit its own re-

duction to a pitiful automatonism and atavistic relapse, is itself

disease, requiring, not encouragement, but moral tonics and psy-

chological therapy. Is thy servant a dog that he should do this

thing' I have no desire to wound any one who has proved "a

good subject," but plain speech is best ; and, too, one must speak

for the mass and average. There may perhaps be exceptional

cases where increased abnormalism of mind is not detected, and

where, apparently, no harm is done. It cannot be so in the long

and with the many. What contradicts the normal course of men-

tal development, and the healthful ideal of mental unity and in-

tegrity, what is manifestly a return to the virtues of the dog and

the slave, what is retrogression, not progression, devolution, not

evolution,—all this is incontestably wrong, personally or socially.

To consent to it, whether publicly or privately, is psychological

sin and vice.

And this public or social aspect of the question cannot be
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shirked. There is no longer any doubt as to the fact—the ability

of a strong will thus to enslave another's weaker mind and reduce

it to a canine automatonism. It has, indeed, been repeatedly

proved that this astounding power may be exercised without,

and even against, the consent of the subject. Behold the appalling

possibility ! It is contended by none that the possession of this

power, in the remotest degree implies also concurrent scientific

love or moral purpose. The ability to hypnotize does not argue

desire to use the power unselfishly. -? piiori, it would argue the

reverse. The essence of all sin is the selfish use of another's per-

sonality. It did not need slavery to prove that domination of

another is not motived by love or respect for that other. There is

little doubt that many a secret crime and wrong has been pre-

pared and executed by means of this Mephistophelean weapon.

Some time since, the French papers were filled with the nausea-

ting details of the crimes of a tramp hypnotizer : chief among them

was the abduction and ruin of a beautiful girl who by means of

this infamous charm was made to follow the villain about the

country like a dog. Whenever the "post-hypnotic suggestion"

began to fade out and the girl showed evidences of returning san-

ity, she was at once thrown into the somnambulic sleep and the

suggestion or command again burned into her brain, that she was

to remain his pliant tool. When brought up for trial the ifnpu-

dent scoundrel boasted of his power, and offered to hypnotize the

judge in open court. His Honor, sincerely frightened, promptly

turned his back, and refused to become a "subject." There is

hardly a day that there does not come to light some inexplicable

infatuation, some illogical and motiveless crime, some unaccount-

able slavery to a fixed idea, or to another's will, in otherwise ap-

parently healthy minds, and all leading to bewildering wrong,

misery, or ruin. Is it not possible that hypnotism may lie at the

root of some of it ? It is reported that a few months ago a thief

traveled all over England hypnotizing every cashier with whom he

had any dealings. He could make any man believe a shilling was

a sovereign and promptly give him change for the hypnotic

image. In a Western city last year a jail-bird walked into a bank

and compelled the president, surrounded by his clerks, tellers, and

book-keepers, to hand him $20,000. The " post-hypnotic sugges-

tion " lasted until the scamp had escaped. These are adduced as

illustrations of the fact that this power exists, and that its pos-

sessor is not necessarily a fine type of the genus homo. It is com-
monly said that consent and even much of what might be called

subconscious collusion is necessary on the part of the subject.

But even granting this as a general statement, it can hardly be

afifirmed that it is always so. Besides this, all agree that the willing

subject can be made to do motiveless and unconscious things by

post-hypnotic suggestion, and this is assuredly a dangerous power.

For these and like reasons the public exhibition of these experi-

ments has by several European legislatures been branded as crim-

inal, and English medical men are now advocating the same
measure. Have we not already enough and more, of dangerous

pruriency and vicious crankery without adding a semi-scientific

branch ? Is it not nauseating to find in the full blaze of our latest

civilization a spawning of every variety of debauching mental ab-

normalism that furious fancy can imagine or shamelessness ex-

emplify ? Every honest physician is daily brought into competi-

tion with a thousand forms of quackery, but whether secret and
disguised, or proud and successful, always foul, and always feed-

ing upon the crassest ignorance and neurotic abnormalism. Every-

where the niaiseries of spiritism, clairvoyance. Christian science,

crankery, occultism, aristocratic voodoism, and all the rest, peer-

ing at you out of the eyes of befogged mediasvalism, impuberal
sentimentalism, or specious imbecility. It is to be hoped that

American clear-headedness and high-heartedness will return with

freezing politeness this hypnotic perversion, this latest French

theatrical disease, to the native land of life-elixirs, hydrophobia,

and extravagant paradox. ,

Summarizing these objections to the scenic or amusement

type of hypnotism, the following criticisms seem to me to obtain :

—

1. Physiologically, the hypnotic state ofthe somnambulic type

is the pathological analogue of normal sleep. It is a diseased sleep,

effected by an inhibition or disregard of the mind's subordinate

centres, a morbid perversion of attention, and an enslavement of

the highest correlating centre of consciousness by an unnatural

and external domination, either of will or of idea, suggested or

fixed.

2. Psychologically it is a disease of the attention, a ruthless

interruption of the normal activities of the mind, and a forced di-

vorce of the consciousness from its natural sources of supply. The

distinctive qualitity of civilized mentality,—true psychogenesis,

—

the systematization and perfection of the crude data of the senses, is

reversed and extinguished, and no psychic contributions of the

centres concerned in this work are admitted to consciousness, ex-

cept they come with the secret passport of the external tyrant.

3. Evolutionally, it is an atavis ic reversion to a primitive

type ;
the dissolution and extinction of the intellectual results of

civilization's long battle for personal independence and mental

autonomy. There is no mystery or supernaturalism in it. It is

not a transcending of the natural but a descending to the bestial,

—a return to the psychic, or preferably unpsychic, relations and

activities of the slave and the savage.

4. Medically, as in all reversions or abnormal survivals, hyp-

notism is simply disease. Its two principal forms are the very

culmination of dangerously morbid nervous derangement, its

lighter phase presents all the marks of neurotic and psychic disturb-

ance. Since the duty of the physician is to cure, not cause, dis-

ease, it follows that the creation of this neurosis for purposes of

amusement, or even for scientific experiment, runs squarely counter

to therapeutic ideals. Whatever experimentation goes beyond the

aim of therapeutics is, in a word, human vivisection, about which

question, abstractly considered, humanity may have a word to say.

That allied and pre-existing diseases may be cured by hypnotic

methods, is a wholly unproved allegation, and an illogical sub-

terfuge.

5. Individually, and so far as the operator is concerned, hyp-

notization is a wanton playing upon the already diseased person-

ality of another by one who has no right to the power. No man

in this age and country has any valid authority for reducing

another's mind to a condition of canine automatomism and sub-

serviency. Looked at from the subject's side, it is of the very

essence of vice to willingly undergo mental degradation and ani-

malization. It is the most pitiful of answers to say one feels no

injury. Neither does one feel injury in any form of anaesthetiza-

tion, or in loss of sanity.

6. Socially, it must be candidly admitted that hypnotism is a

weapon of all too dangerous powers and possibilities to be put in-

dfscriminately into ignorant hands. Possession of hypnotic power

does not logically imply possession of moral purpose, but would

seemingly imply the reverse. It is certain that the power has

often been made the instrument of heinous criminality, and it is

extremely probable that this has been far more frequent than is

supposed or can be known. The very secrecy and subtlety of its

possible and suggested use makes one shudder with horror. Lastly,

the allurement it exercises upon the weak, neurotic, and mentally

diseased, encouraging such to infinite mimicries and self-idiotiza-

tions, forms an aSded proof that, as in foreign countries, we must

also prohibit all public exhibitions of its phenomena.
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THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.

BY C. STANILAND WAKE.

M. BiNET, in his remarks on Mr. Romanes's recent article on

this subject, says :
" I do not know, and no one, in my judgment,

can know, whether the Micro- Organisms are conscious or not of

the highly complex physiological acts, pertaining to their life of

relation, that they execute under certain conditions." If they are

not conscious of those acts in any sense, and if the rule laid down

by Mr. Romanes is correct, then we must say that their action is

simply reilex. He affirms that "it is the element of conscious-

ness, and the element of consciousness alone, which can be taken

to differentiate the phenomena of instinct from those of purely

non-mental adjustment." The criterion of consciousness is "the

power of learning by individual experience," which "is not rig-

idly exclusive either, on the one hand, of a possible mental char-

acter, in apparently non-mental adjustments, or, conversely, of a

possibly non-mental character in apparently mental adjustments."

In explanation of this statement, Mr. Romanes adds, " it is clear

that long before mind has advanced sufficiently far in the scale of

organization to become amenable to the test in question, it has prob-

ably begun to dawn as nascent subjectivity. In other words,

because a lowly organized animal does not learn by its own indi-

vidual experience, we may not therefore conclude that in perform-

ing its natural or ancestral adaptations to appropriate stimuli,

consciousness, or the mind element, is wholly absent ; we can

only say that this element, if present, reveals no evidence of the

fact. But, on the other hand, if a lowly organized animal does

learn by its own individual experience, we are in possession of the

best available evidence of conscious memory leading to intentional

adaptation. Therefore, our criterion applies to the upper limit

of non-mental action, not to the lower limit of mental." Accord-

ing to this reasoning, in the absence of the power of learning by

experience, there can be no consciousness, and yet long before

consciousness becomes amenable to this test, it may have begun as

"nascent subjectivity," although it reveals no evidence of its

presence.

But is it true that the "subjectivity" which thus exists be-

fore becoming revealed as consciousness, does not give evidence of

its presence ? Some light may perhaps be thrown on this point

by a consideration of the nature of instinct. Mr. Romanes
speaks of an action being instinctive when there is consciousness

of its performance. What does this refer to ? In every such ac-

tion the agent stands in a double relation ; that is, to the enJ de-

sired and to the ineiins used to attain it. The latter answers to the

act performed, and it is what Mr. Romanes intends, judging from

his definition of instinct, as "the power to react in the same

manner under the same conditions for all the animals of the same
species." It is evident, however, that the above explanation of

an instinctive action has reference only to the means employed,

and properly or improperly leaves entirely out of view the end to

be attained. To illustrate this point by example. Apart from the

movements of escape from danger, it may be broadly asserted that

all the actions of a vast proportion of the lower animajs are di-

rected tov/ards one of two ends, the preservation of the life of the

individual or its continuance in other individuals by propagation.

The former class of actions are usually referred (o the instinct of

self-preservation, which leads to (a) the performance of particular

actions for, (b) the purpose of obtaining food for, the support of

life. Now, according to Mr. Romanes's definition, no such action

is instinctive unless it is accompanied by consciousness of (a); that

is, of the means used to attain the desired result.

This conclusion is weakened, however, by further considera-

tion of the definition of instinct given above. If instinct is the

power to react in the same manner, under the same conditions, for

all the animals of the same species, the power of learning by in-

dividual experience, which constitutes the criterion of conscious-
ness, would seem to be excluded. If so, M. Binet is justified in

asserting that a contradiction is involved in admitting conscious-
ness as an index of instinct. As a fact, the similarity of condi-
tions renders the inodns operandi unchangeable, and it is only when
these conditions vary that there is the possibility of learning by
individual experience, which is required by consciousness. If this

is admitted where there is a similarity of conditions, it must have
relation to the object of the action and not to the performance
itself.

Such being the case, the question arises whether all actions

which are performed with a purpose external to the agent, are not
instinctive,' notwithstanding the absence of consciousness in rela-

tion to the action employed. Surely, there may be a simple
recognition of " end " without intentional adaptation of "means."
In this case there would be no consciousness in Mr. Romanes's
sense of this term. The presence of his criterion of conscious-

ness would seem to be evidence, however, that an action is not
purely instinctive. Mr. Romanes in his article in the Enevchpedia
Brilannica, defines instinct as "the generic term comprising all

those faculties of mind which lead to the conscious performance
of actions, that are adaptive in character, but pursued without
necessary knowledge of the relation between the means employed
and the ends attained." When there is a slight blending of rea-

son with instinct, as is often the case, the former "only acts upon
a definite and often laboriously acquired knowledge of the relation

between means and ends." It is the knowledge of this relation

which renders possible the learning by experience, the power of

doing which is said to be the criterion of consciousness. The ex-

ercise of this power is necessarily attended with deliberation, and
it has to do, therefore, with reason Yather than with instinct. But
instinctive action is itself often founded in reason, as appears
from Mr. Darwin's explanation of the origin of instincts. The
first mode of origin is by what is called the " lapsing of intelli-

gence ;

" that is, " by the effects of habit in successive generations,

mental activities which were originally intelligent become, as

it were, stereotyped into permanent instinct." Here the knowl-
edge of the relation between means and ends, which constitutes the

intelligence, has ceased to be recognized, but it nevertheless con-
tinues to exist in the consciousness. All such actions, therefore,

are not purely instinctive, although they have become so habitual

as to appear to be governed solely by instinct.

It is consistent with Mr. Romanes's definition of instinct that,

although there is no consciousness of the relation between the

means employed and the end attained, there may be a recognition

of both the means and the end, and not merely of the former as

supposed above. The conscious performance of particular actions

adapted to certain ends, would seem to require a consciousness of

the latter. If both are absent, there would probably be no mental

action, but may there not be a phase of instinct in which the rec-

ognition of the means is excluded without that of the end being

affected ? Certain instincts are said to be due to " natural selec-

tion, a survival of the fittest, continuously preserving actions

which, although never intelligent, yet happen to have been of ben-

efit to the animals which at first chanced to perform them." Mr.

Romanes cites in illustration of this principle the instinct of incu-

bation, which he traces ultimately to the action of some cold-

blooded animals in carrying about their eggs for the purpose of

protecting them. It must be admitted that it is not probable any
animal can ever have kept its eggs warm with the intelligent pur-

pose of hatching out their contents ; yet it may have at first sat on

its nest with the conscious purpose of protecting them. It does

not follow that the object for which an action is performed is un-

recognized, because the action is the result of chance ; even where

the animal acting is too low in the scale to display intelligence, or
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too young to learn by personal experience. The chance in any

particular case has relation to a certain mode of action, that has

been adopted in lieu of another mode of action which would have

been pursued if the conditions had remained the same. The ob-

ject in view is the same whatever the conditions.

But can instincts really be originated by natural selection ?

Mr. Darwin says, " it will be universally admitted that instincts

are as important as corporeal structure for the welfare of each

species under its present conditions of life." He adds, "under

changed conditions of life it is at least possible that slight modifi-

cations of instincts might be profitable to a species, and if it can

be shown that instinct is variable ever so little, then I can see no

difiSculty in natural section preserving and continually accumulat-

ing variations of instinct to any extent that was justifiable. It is

thus, I believe, that all the most complex and useful instincts were

originated." Reference is here made to special instincts, such as

Mr. Romanes describes as " the conscious performance of actions

that are adaptive in character," and which he affirms are " emi-

nently variable, and therefore admit of being modified as modify-

ing circumstances may require." It seems to me, however, that a

sufficient distinction is not made between the instinct and the act

in which it expresses itself. Mr. Romanes refers to several cases

of misdirected instinctive action, where hens have been led to rear

chickens not their own, as modifications of instinct. In one case

a hen brought up a family of young ferrets. She quickly learned

to understand their cries, and when milk was brought for them

she would call them if they were not near the nest. But in such

cases as this, there is no real variation of instinct ; it is merely a

modification of action consequent on change of circumstances.

The maternal instinct remains unchanged, although the acts per-

formed in pursuance of it are altered.

This distinction would seem to throw light on the nature of

instinct itself. It is a subjective tendency which seeks objective

satisfaction, or realization in act, for the purpose of attaining a

particular result. At any particular time, it represents the expe-

rience of past generations become hereditary. In each successive

generation there may be some modification in its external expres-

sion, as the result of individual experience, but the instinct always

remains as the same hereditary tendency. It may be said that in

course of many generations the multiplied modifications will have

resulted in the formation of a fresh instinct, but all animal in-

stincts may be ultimately reduced to one or other of the three fun-

damental instincts of self-preservation, reproduction, and sym-

pathy. The so-called originated instincts are merely modifica-

tions of the modes of giving them objective expression. It is to

these modifications reference is really made, when it is said that

natural selection continually preserves beneficial actions, and not

to the instinct itself. This remains the same hereditary subjective

tendency, which always operates in the same direction, although

the change of conditions which necessitates a modification of the

mode of action may cause a variation in the objective result.

The question still remains whether or not the purpose for

which instinctive actions are performed is recognized where there

is no consciousness of the actions themselves. That animals are

conscious of the ultimate aim of their actions—for example, the

satisfaction of the instinct of self-preservation, will hardly be as-

serted. To suppose that they are so conscious, would be to give

them a subjective faculty which belongs to man alone. They may
be cognizant, however, of the objective aim, that is of the obtain-

ing of food, while unconscious of the relation between the end and

the means of obtaining it. This may be true as well of the micro-

organisms as of higher animals. The food has an objective re-

ality which they may become cognizant of visually or tactilely. No
one can have watched those organisms under the microscope

without being struck with the appearance of intention in their

movements. That the action in relation to the object is not cofl-

sciously performed, is true in the ordinary sense attached to those

words, but none the less it cannot properly be called reflex, if this

requires an entire absence of consciousness, as a purely non-men-

tal adjustment. Dr. Dessoir describes consciousness as the defect

of habit, "the subjective expression of the work of acquisition

which the min^d is carrying on." If this explanation is correct,

the absence of consciousness may be the perfection of habit. The
subjective activity of the micro-organisms is, however, on a lower

level. It cannot be called instinct in the sense of " lapsed intelli-

gence, because intelligence was always wanting. But such instinct

is secondary rather than primitive, and it is this primitive instinct,

which the unconscious intelligence resulting from the continuous

repetition intelligent action simulates under the name of habit,

that the micro-organisms possess. It would seem to answer to the

"direct and simple reflex-motion of conscious will," which is gov-

erned by an impulse " so overwhelmingly strong that it gives no

time or opportunity for deliberation."* The will has here an ex-

ternal expression, unlike simple reflex-motions, and the impulse

which governs it is the tendency to satisfy one of the fundamental

instincts of the being, the consciousness having relation to the ob-

ject required for this purpose. While it is true, therefore, that

micro-organisms are not "conscious," according to Mr. Romanes's

criterion of mind, they must be declared to be instinctive, as pos-

sessing the feieling of which consciousness is the concentration,

and thus to be conscious in a limited, although strictly accurate,

sense,

ENTHEISM, OR IMMANENCE OF GOD,=AUTOSISM.
Audi alteram partem

.

'

'

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
In an editorial minute on a paper in The Open Court of Feb-

ruary 13th, entitled "The Autoplastic Synthesis of the Universe,"

Hylo-Idealism, or Autoplasticism, is liberally judged as not "ne-

cessarily opposed " to the views of TIte Open Court. Now, I most

willingly allow the extremely enlightened, comprehensive, and

truly scientific spirit and methods of this serial, but yet must sub-

mit that so long as "its pronounced object is to harmonize Re-

ligion with Science," like the " London Victoria Institute," a wide,

but not necessarily other than provisional, gulf yawns between

the two Cosmologies. My object—an object as yet very imper-

fectly grasped by scientific experts and professorsf—is entirely

to eliminate, at our present standpoint of Thought, all Non- Ego-

ism and to include all human knowledge or nescience strictly

within the limits of each sentient Ego. So that the venerated idea

of God is— as ultra -ires—in the domain of Teratology and Thauma-

turgy— an anachronism doubtless not without its use in former ages

as a workable hypothesis, but now quite superseded by Egoistic

Monism, which makes of the Ego, centre radius and periphery of

all sentient existence. In this respect Religion, like all other Ani-

mism, is quite on a level with the Ptolemaic system of Astronomy,

Circular orbits of the spheres, or the corpuscular theory of Light.

If all "things "are really only "thinks, "i. e., visions or ideas,

and we can never reach true ^Etiology and Absolutism, it seems

only a corollary, or rather parallelism to assert that these thoughts

or visions are not traceable further than our own organ of thought.

" Quod super, vel extra, nos nihil ad nos" and " De non existetiLihus et

non apparentibus cadeiis est i-atio," a.re surely indisputable axioms

in the minds of all possessed of valid abstract thought. And that

position is equivalent to the syntax I propound under the term of

Hylo-Idealism and many aliases. Physical Science and Mysticism

*Ed. The Open Court, No. 12S, p. 20S4.

+ To exemplify the confusion still pervading the minds of the most dis-

tinguished savants—a confusion quite removed by the acceptance ' of Auto-

centricism— it may be noted that Professor Stokes. P. R. Soc. is a convinced

Christian theist.
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must both combine to reach achromatic reality. Either alone is

insufficient for the Herculean labor. The former ends where sen-

tience begins, and the latter has no solid factual anchorage unless

based on the concrete foundation of exact Rt'al-SluJifn. The late

Miss Constance Naden, a convinced convert to Solipsism, always

assured me that her schoolmaster to that end was, during her sci-

entific curriculum at Mason Science College, her earnest studies

of James Hinton, Angelus Silesius, Vaughan's '

' Hours with the Mys-

tics, " Madame Guyon, not to mention the mystic obscurantism

of the precursors of the Reformation, and indeed of Vedantism or

Biblicism itself. No doubt I myself owe, in some measure, my
attraction for this course of thought to the influence of the Mora-

vian Brethren, at whose institution in Neuwied on the Rhine I

spent two years— from my fourteenth to sixteenth years for edu-

cational and linguistic purposes, previous to my matriculation at

the University of Heidelberg.

It is not my intention, on this occasion, to dwell at large on

all the arguments in favor of Hylo-Idealism I have treated of else-

where, and in documents now in Dr. Carus's possession. I shall

here only illustrate my contention by a most significant morpho-

logical fact drawn from the phenomenon of optical vision—a fact

which seems unmistakably to point out to sceptical critics and

gainsayers the assurance that all cognizance of the visible universe

is esoteric, not exoteric, and that we really cognize not the outer

object, but only its semblance, as "reflected" or "mirrored" in

the optical organism itself. The short sentence I quote from the

article "Eye," in Chambers's new edition of The Encyclopidia or

Dictionary of Universal A'noui/cdgc, Vol. IV, Page 508,.may be sup-

plemented by perusal of other sentences of the text by all seriously

interested- in the solution of this immemorial problem, which, as

long as abstract synthetic principles have been possible for human
nature, has divided, and defacto maddened mankind in all ages

and climes. The true method for this solution is now, in this last

decade of the nineteenth century, for the first time in history, pa-

tent even to the least instructed minds, willing to throw off tradi-

tional and inherited prejudices. It is a trite truism of microscop-

ical research that the essential element in vision is the retinal

Jacob's membrane, a layer of rods and cones present by millions in

the cup-shaped expansion of the optic nerve. Now these vis-

ional factors do not look outwards at the actual object or at the

cosmical Light, but inwards, so that we only see that light or that

object, as subjectived at the bottom of our own eye—a certainty,

since the percipient factors are thus directed from, and not to-

wards, the Light. If eye and brain thus make Light, surely we

make all light senders visible, and object can only be perceived

after complete immersion in the Subject-Self. " Gefiihl ist nlles

and Ding is but Sc/iall und Ranch," and indeed, strictly speaking,

not even so much. Thus is the truth of Kant's negation of Ding

an .«V/i vindicated on other than involved metaphysical data. In

the phenomenal sphere to which man is restricted, the noumenal

has no part or lot, and thus, as Protagoras adumbrated, man is to

himself the measure, standard, and it may be added, origin of all

existing things— the real pseudo-Deus-homo (Herr or Vir) of Chris-

tianity and Hegelianism. R. Lewins, M. D.

[We call Dr. Lewins's attention to the fact that we under-

stand by Religion not a special kind of " animism " but a concep-

tion of the world which will serve as a basis for ethics. By ego we

do not understand the whole soul of man but the continuity of

his states of consciousness. That the brain produces objects, in

so far as they are our perceptions, i. e. , in so far as they are

parts of the Welt ah Vorstcllung, is undeniable. Yet this does not

demonstrate that things are mere " Schall und Ranch." The brain

is one factor and the objective reality outside of man is the other

factor. Both united produce the world of our perceptions.

—

Ed.]

UNDISCERNED PERFECTION.
BY CONSTANCE C. W. NADEN.

Beyond the realms of dull and slumberous ni-^ht

I long have wandered with unwearied feet

;

The land where Poetry and Science meet

Streaks the far distance with a magic light
;

Fair visions glide before my dazzled sight.

And shine, and change, and pass with motion fleet

But never clear, and steadfast, and complete

In one transcendent brilliancy unite.

I know, the seeming discord is but mine
;

The glory is too great for mortal eyes,

All powerless to discover the divine

And perfect harmony of earth and skies :

I know that each confused and tortuous line.

To fuller sight, in true perspective lies.

BOOK REVIEWS.
The Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, Part A'

r

(London: Triibner & Co. ), contain eight special articles as fol-

lows: "Address by the President, Professor Sidgwick on The
Canons of Evidence in Psychical Research" ; "Address by the

President on The Census of Hallucinations"; " On Recognised
Apparitions Occurring more than a year after Death," by F. W.
H. Myers ;

" Further Experiments in Hypnotic Lucidity or Clair-

voyance," by Professor Charles Richet ; "Duplex Personality:

an Essay on the Analogy between Hypnotic Phenomena and
certain Experiences of the Normal Consciousness," by Thomas
Barkworth ; "Notes of Seances with D. D. Home," by William
Crookes, F. R. S. ; "Experiments in Thought-Transference, " by
Professor and Mrs. H. Sidgwick, and Mr. G. A. Smith ; "Inter-

national Congress of Experimental Psychology," by A. T. Myers,
M. D. ;

" .Ad Interim Report on the Census of Hallucinations "
;

Professor Pierre Janet's " Automatisme Psychologique, " by Fre-

deric W. H. Myers; " Binet on the Consciousness of Hysterical

Subjects," by F. W. H. Myers; "Das Doppel-Ich," by F. W.
H- Myers ;

'

' Dr. Jules Janet on Hysteria and Double Personality,

"

by F. W. H. Myers; "Professor Liegeois on Suggestion and
Somnambulism in Relation to Jurisprudence," by Walter Leaf

;

"Two Books on Hypnotism" (Forel & Baierlacher), by Walter
Leaf. " What any one has to do," says Professor Sidgwick, "who
is convinced himself of the reality of any alleged marvel, is first

to try, if he can, to diminish the improbability of the marvel by
offering an explanation which harmonises it with other parts of

our experience ;
and, secondly, to increase the improbability on

the side of the testimony, by accumulating experiences and varying

conditions and witnesses."

NOTES.

We differ from Dr. Gould with respect to the physiology of

hypnotism. Hypnotism is not a " shutting out of the interme-

diate centres," but of the centralizing organ, consciousness. For
full explanation of our views see the articles, "Lethargy, Cata-

lepsy, and Somnambulism," "Dreams and Hallucinations,"

"What is Hypnotism?" and "Suggestion and Suggestibility."

Nos. 119, 123, 118, 124.

We have received from Dr. Lewins, of London, three son-

nets by the late Miss Constance C. W. Naden. They are of a

very elevating and suggestive character, and, as Dr. Lewins

says, "are quite in the line of the Neo-Philosophy advocated in

Fundamental Problems." They will appear in separate numbers

of The Open Court.
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THE FESTIVAL OF RESURRECTION.

Spring comes again ; and Eastertide reminds us of

nature's immortalit}'. There is no death ! What seems

so is transition. When in wintry weather the sun hides

his face, northern blasts tear the leaves from our trees
;

but now the sun is returned and new life grows on

every branch, the verdure reappears in the fields and

man's heart believes with strengthened confidence in

the realization of human ideals.

Easter day is the festival of Christ's resurrection,

and the question has often been raised whether Easter

day can with any consistency be celebrated by those

who have ceased to believe in the sacred legend that

Jesus Christ who died on the cross rose on the third

day from the dead. We firmly maintain that it can

and that it ought to be celebrated by all those who be-

lieve in the revival of spring, in the constant resurrec-

tion of human life, and in the immortality of our ideals.

Eastertime is not at all exclusively a Christian

festival; Eastertime is a festival of natural religion.

Its very name is pagan, for Ostara was the goddess, of

the returning light ; and light brings life. She was the

Aurora, the Eos, of the Germans, the deity of the

morning dawn in the East ; and the egg was the holy

symbol that represented her mysterious powers.

An egg is a wonderful thing; it has been the object

of repeated investigations by our greatest naturalists;

and our profoundest philosophers have pondered over

the revelations of its marvelous secrets. The egg rep-

resents the potentialities of life. Mere warmth is

needed to change the apparently homogeneous and

insensible yolk into a most complicated animal en-

dowed with a certain degree of intelligence. The
egg represents, as we now know, the actual mem-
ories of chicken-life up to date. Its memories are

not conscious memories, but the preservations of

certain structures in living matter. They are motions

of a certain form, which under favorable conditions

and proper temperature will repeat all those motions,

those vital activities, which its innumerable ancestors

went through in uncounted ages past.

How wonderful are the secrets of form, and, in

spite of the complex applications of which the laws

of form admit, how simple is the basic idea that ex-

plains their mysteries 1 The artillerist, who aims his

cannon, knows that a hair-breadth's difference in the

angle of elevation will give another course to the mis-

sile ; the curve of its motion will be changed with the

variation of its determining factors.

The egg contains the determining and formative

factors of certain motions of living substance, not

otherwise than three points represent the potentiality

of a special kind of curve. The determining factors

of the egg have, in their turn, been determined by the

parental activities of its predecessors ; and thus the

egg becomes a symbol of resurrection.

Life is not extinct with the dissolution of individ-

ual existence, for even the individual features are pre-

served in coming generations. And, if this be true

in the chicken, how much more is it true in man.

Man's intellectual life has still other channels to be

preserved in and transmitted to the souls of other

men. These channels are human speech. The
spoken word, and perhaps more so, the written or

printed word, make it possible for the valuable

thoughts of great thinkers and the enthusiastic as-

pirations of poets to live among us as if their authors

had never died. Indeed, they have not died, they

live still. Their souls are, and will remain, active

presences in mankind to shape the destinies, and to

guide the future development of our race.

Whether any given one of the heroes of mankind

rose bodily from the dead or not, especially whether

Christ rose bodily from the dead or not, is quite in-

different for the truth of the constant resurrection

which, as science teaches, continuously takes place in

nature and in the evolution of humanity. Let us

not say, because there is no truth in the fables of re-

ligious mythology, that there is no resurrection what-

ever. Let us not say that we do not care for such a re-

surrection as can be observed around us in nature, and

as can be experienced in human soul life ; that unless

we rise as bodiless spirits, as taught by supernatural-

istic religions, we do not care for any resurrection in

which the continuity of our individual consciousness

is interrupted. Let us not speak like spoiled children,

who want their caprices fulfilled, and if they cannot

have their whims satisfied, want nothing at all. Let

us rather become familiar with the real facts of life,

and we shall learn that truth is grander than fiction,

and real nature is better than an imaginary super-

nature.
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We are told by men that aspire to be radical free-

thinkers, that this conception of immortality is a re-

vival of old superstitions. What a strange miscon-

ception ! Man will die, they say, and if man is dead,

all is over with him; death is an absolute finality;

and no one, so they maintain, will care for any other

than a personal immortality, in which the continuity

of consciousness is preserved.

Men of this class are not familiar with the facts of

life. Not only is it true that life continues after the

death of the individual, and that the work of every

individual continues as one of the factors in the for-

mation of the destinies of future generations, but also

the care for what will be the state of things after our

death is a most important motive in all our actions.

We do care for what will take place after our death.

We do care for the fates of our children, of our nation,

of our country, of our ideals and hopes, and how our

soul-life will affect the future development of man-

kind. We do care for such a continuance after death,

we do care for an immortality of ourselves, even if

the continuity of our consciousness be broken. The

fact that we care for such things is th^ basis of ethics
;

it makes of man a moral being. This is the motive

that compels even those who do not believe in per-

sonal immortality, to sacrifice their lives for their be-

loved ones, for their convictions, and for their ideals.

Let us celebrate Eastertime as one of the most

prominent festivals of natural religion. It is the feast

of resurrection, it proclaims the immortality of life,

and preaches the moral command, not to live for this

limited life of our individual existence only, but to

aspire to the beyond. Beyond the grave there is

more life, and it is in our power to form and to

shape that life for good or for evil.

AN EASTER HOMILY.

BY L. J. VANCE.

Of the many bits of folk-lore which cluster round

Eastertide may be mentioned the ancient custom of

"clacking." This folk usage still obtains in those

European countries where beggars carry a wooden

dish with a movable cover which they clack and clat-

ter, to show that it is empty. Into this clack or clap-

dish people drop their offerings or alms. For, on

Easter Day, we are expected to be full of charity and

kindly deeds.

Indeed, we are continually reminded at Eastertide

that the Master's words, " The poor ye have always

with you," are freighted with a deep meaning. Forth-

with an appeal is' made for money. We are told to

'• Give ! Give freely to the poor." On the other hand,

there is a strange tendency in certain writers and

speakers to exaggerate the social evils of the present,

either overlooking or forgetting those of the past.

These people take up the cry that the rich are grow-

ing richer, and the poor, poorer ; and then, Ichabod !

Ichabod ! .the glory will depart from our people.

Thus, if Christian countries are less happy than Pa-

gan lands, it is because the gulf between Dives and

Lazarus is now wider, deeper and more impassable

than ever it was in the time of Christ. But, after all,

we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that the ' poor '

( ' the defective classes ' of the Tenth Census Report),

ye have with you in increasing numbers. The greater

part of the alarming increase of ' defectives ' between

1870 and 1880 was found to have taken place in

our cities.

The fact is that, in our crowded centres, there is a

mass of mixed and struggling population called ' 'the

poor "—the unfit, the feeble, the scrofulous, the reck-

less, the intemperate, and the improvident. The
destitute classes are often the victims of inherited

taints. They are born into harsh environments.

They are preternaturally inclined to passion and wick-

edness. They are apt to be short-lived, though their

numbers remain about the same, from year to year,

on account of recruits from the outside. The fecun-

dity of these people comes up to the examples of the

Old Testament, while their improvidence surpasses

those of the New. For them, sufficient for the day is

the evil thereof. They herd in dark dens and in great

tenements, where family above family are packed in

tiers. They share about as much in the amenities of

our vaunted civilization as if they were in the wilds

of Alaska. These 'poor' people, forsooth, ye have

always with you—a constant reminder of that fash-

ionable charity which has talked so much and accom-

plished so little. Besides, the multiplication of the

reckless, degraded, and vicious, usuallj' the result of a

crapulous charity, brings both danger and duty—dan-

ger to be averted only by strict performance of duty.

And now the question is. Has " society " done its

duty by the "poor"? Our fashionable philanthro-

pists may tell you that there is hardly a decent want

or a form of wretchedness for which provision has not

been made ; that every pain and ache of the body

politic finds some sweet oblivious antidote. They

may point to the motley throng of organized charities

which struggle for existence in our great cities. They

may also show you that modern charity is now a regu-

larly organized business, with paid officials, with large

forces of clerks, and with proper esprit de corps.

It is only too true that the charities of New York

and Chicago, for example, are enormous, whether we
consider the millions of dollars spent or wasted, as

the case maybe. The poor in New York may be born

in a public home ; they may be suckled and nursed in

a public hospital ; they may be doctored in a public

dispensary ; they may have their fuel and their neces-
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saries furnished by public officials ; they may be kept

in prison, or in a reformatory, at the public cost ; they

may be placed in old age in a public hospital, and

when they die, the public sees that they have a decent

burial. Thus, the poor in New York can be born,

nursed, fed, clothed, schooled, physicked, and cared

for, all at the cost of the public. In a single sentence,

metropolitan charity comes in at every step and fully

provides for every want from the cradle to the grave.

For the purposes of this discussion, we may divide

all our public measures of relief into two classes

—

those directed to out- door relief, and those directed

to in-door relief.

As to the out relief it is hard to understand why
methods, which were condemned and abandoned in

England after the Poor Law Reform in 1834, should

be supposed to work with beneficial results in the

United States. It is now urged that the present sys-

tem of out-relief in our great cities should be done

away with, in whole or in part. The argument is that

this kind of relief weakens individual self-reliance
;

that it stimulates fraudulent begging and imposture;

that it thus leads to hereditary pauperism ; that it

brings the idle poor into competition with the indus-

trious poor ; that, finally, it is a great waste of money
and good energy.

"But surely," cry out our tender-hearted folk in

alarm, "you would not inflict such hardship and suf-

fering on the poor, as cutting off out-relief in our

cities?" Yes, I would ; why not? Those who talk

about inflicting pain and punishment on the " poor,"

by abolishing out-relief in cities, evidently do not

know what they are talking about. The opponents of

the present methods make a direct appeal to expe-

rience, and to the tests of facts.

Mark carefully the experience of one or two of

our large cities. Previous to 1879 the city of Brook-

lyn expended yearly about Sioo,ooo for out-relief.

Suddenly, in the dead of winter, without any warn-

ing, without any substitute, without any mercy, the

city cut off all such relief. Of course, there was ter-

rible suffering that winter ? The answer may be found

in the official report. " In fact," says the report,

" except for the saving of money, and the stopping of

petty political corruption which has been carried on,

and the cessation of the spectacle of hundreds of

people passing through the streets with baskets of

provisions furnished by the public, it would have been

impossible to discover that the relief had been

stopped."

To this experience may be added the facts, as they

appeared, in Philadelphia. In 1880 the Board of Vis-

itors cut down the §70,000 of the year before to

—

well, nothing. But the suffering of the poor must

have been very great, and the extra strain upon pri-

vate charities must have been enormous ? It seems
not. " For a few weeks," writes Dr. Walk, the Sec-

retary of the Board—" for a few weeks we felt the in-

creased pressure upon the private charities ; but that

was only temporary." Since then, comparatively

small amount of out-relief has been given in Phila-

delphia.

Again, the Boards of Charities in the differer.t

states call attention, year after year, to the evils of this

kind of relief. I cite the official language of State

Commissioners in two western states. In their Report

for 1886, the Illinois Commissioners say that, "under

a wise system of relief the ratio of expenditure for aid,

outside the almshouses, to that inside, ought to di-

minish ; but the reverse is true."* The Ohio Com-
missioners bluntly declare that out-relief in cities

"should be abolished altogether."

Once more, I would ask. Who are the philanthro-

pists who spend the tax-payers' money ? Economists,

penologists, students of sociology—men who have

shown ability to care for the poor, men who are recog-

nized for their aptitude in dealing with the "social

problem " ? No, they are men (so the New York Com-
missioners of State Charities say), who are selected

in party strife, and whose success depends upon the

activity and zeal of those who share in the public

bounty. (Report for 1884, p. 34.) They are men
(so the Ohio Commissioners declare), without culture

or special training for dealing with insane, helpless,

and destitute human beings. They are (to quote the

language of the Ohio Report), "an insuperable bar-

rier to reform of abuses, or progress towards a com-

petent management." In fine, the root of the de-

fects of the administration of public relief lies in par-

tisan politics, and the evils that flow therefrom.

Before going further, two plain propositions may

here be advanced.

1. We must go into the inquiry how paupers are

made.

2. We must base our charitable methods upon

fundamental principles of common sense and ethics.

Referring to the first proposition, I venture to

affirm that most people have only a vague idea how

paupers are made. Nay, I am sure that our tender-

hearted people would start back in surprise at being

told that they generally aid in the multiplication of

the reckless, the degraded, and the vicious. It is

simply a matter of experience that giving alms to all

who ask it tends to encourage idleness, improvidence,

or imposture. Thus, it has recently been found out

that, where public and private charities cover the

same field, they often co-operate to subsidize scores of

families in idleness and ignorance. That is to say,

clear-sighted philanthropists discovered at last that

» Page 122.
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different societies often gave relief to the same peo-

ple at the same time.

Therefore, Charity Organization Societies have

been established in the principal cities of the United

States. Societies of this kind were first organized by

Von der Heydt in Elberfeld, Germany, in 1853. The

methods of charity organization are: first, the estab-

lishment of a central bureau or clearing-house through

which all charitable agencies can work in co opera-

tion ; secondly, the creation of an agency for investi-

gation and registration of those to whom relief has

been given ; thirdly, the division of a town or city into

wards, and each ward under the supervision of four,

five or half a dozen visitors. Such a scheme of charity

organization has the merit of doing away with two

evils of long standing—overlapping and mendicant im-

posture.

There is a beautiful notion afloat that the "poor"

are to take from " society " all the bread that they can

induce society to give. Now, paupers will be made
as long as people think that, if bread comes it makes

no difference how it comes. To give immediately to

the individual case of suffering before us is one thing
;

but, to track out the various and hidden courses of

want and suffering, to make comprehensive plans for

the prevention or the curing of vice and improvidence

is another and entirely different thing.

Again, has it never occurred to fashionable phi-

lanthropists that their methods of relief when not cruel

are clearly immoral ? Witness the guise in which

charity often comes to relieve the poor. In the dead

of winter, a cry not infrequently goes up from the

"outcast" of great cities. Plainly speaking, those

who get up a magnificent Charity Ball do not investi-

gate, nor do they mean to be cruel. The sparkling

diamonds, the rich dresses, and the glittering scene

at the Ball are all described in the same paper that

chronicles the direst poverty and the meanest suffer-

ing. Once more the pains of Lazarus are narcotized

till the glorious springtime. Then come May flowers,

Coney Island, Cappa's Band in Central Park, chasing

the ugly phantoms of winter across High Bridge till

the snow flies again.

Let us not lose sight of the ethics of charity. We
all admit that we can no more escape the wages of sin

than we can from the sickness and pain flowing from

a violation of the laws of health. We all believe that

a lack of self-reliance and prudence is followed by pri-

vation and want. But a certain kind of Easter charity

would overturn or neutralize this expiatory principle

in the moral world. It is time to protest against a

certain kind of fashionable philanthropy which pam-
pers and coddles people who are the victims of their

own wrong doing.

Let us ask ourselves. Is this practice of confound-

ing right and wrong likely to prove beneficial in the

long run? To aid the bad in multiplying, says Mr.

Spencer, is the same as maliciously providing for our

descendants a multitude of enemies. We must take

into account what is unseen as well as what is seen.

For, what is seen, I am told, is History. What is not

seen is—Mystery. The seen may be Margaret Jukes,

a gutter child ; the unseen may be six generations of

her worthless descendants—thieves, drunkards, pros-

titutes, and paupers.

According to the late Prof. Clifford, science i&

nothing but organized common sense. Our modern

philanthropy should become scientific.and our Easter

charities should be based on organized common sense.

AMERICAN AUGURIES.*

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

The geological surveys of the Pacific Slope have

verified the Spanish tradition of the Veta Madre—the

existence of a trunk vein of precious ore running along

the backbone of our continent from Chili to British

North America. Within the next fifty years the de-

velopment of the western mining industries will lead

to one certain change in the monetary system of the

commercial nations, viz., the depreciation of silver.

Nevada alone contains fairly accessible silver ore

enough to plate the surface of the state an inch thick,

and the constant improvement of blasting and mining

contrivances will soon make the material of our silver

coins as common as copper and lead. " Bimetallism "

may continue, but it will probably be changed to a

basis of gold and platina.

The gold-fever of '49 will repeat itself at various

points of the Pacific coast-lands, in the Tulare Basin,

and probably in the Contra Costa Range ; but inde-

pendently of such bonanzas California will continue

her career of increasing prosperity. Her orchards

and vineyards will enable us to dispense with Smyrna ;

and with tree-plantations enough to counteract the

excessive aridity, the eternal summer of the southern

counties will make their climate the most desirable in

the world, and San Diego an international sanitarium.

In 1950 the United States will have 200,000,000

inhabitants, including a few million Spanish mestizos,

for the southern frontier of our republic will then

probably coincide with the southern boundary of the

Tierra templada, the temperate tableland that stretches

to the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, but which further

south becomes too low to counteract the neighborhood

of the equator. The frugivorous Indians do not deal

in politics, and the hidalgos will not trouble us much
more than in California, but their language will main-

tain a brave struggle for existence, and will long sur-

* Copyrighted under "American Auguries."
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vive as the vernacular of the peasant population.

That Trans-Rio Grande Department with its ollas and

pepper-sauces, will be the Hindostan of Anglo-

America, and enrich many a New England nabob, as

well as his physician; but in its highlands our land-

scape gardeners will reproduce the Elysian fields of

the classic mountain-countries. There the amateurs

of climatic beatitude will pass the winter months till

March, then recross the Rio Grande, enjoy the spring

of the southern AUeghanies, spend the midsummer
weeks in the White Mountains, and use their return-

tickets in time to eat their Thanksgiving dinner with a

dessert of fresh bananas.

When the Gulf States shall be studded with south-

ern Chicagos the increase of the passenger traffic will

make it worth while to build railroads on the Eads-

Garrison plan, roads with a ten foot gauge, and pro-

portionate engines, that will make the trip from

Maine to Oaxaca in forty-eight hours. Steamboats,

too, will manage to combine safety with greater speed,

and the perils of transatlantic travel will, before long,

be diminished by the adoption of Captain Sommer-
ing's system of "companion-steamers." Captain

Sommering proposes to let steamers start pairwise

and keep in sight of each other by means of fog- bells

and electric lights. If one of the boat-; should meet

with an accident, its companion will pounce to the

rescue, and, as it is extremely improbable that both

of them should founder at the same time, the perils

of the sea will thus be reduced to a minimum.
Transatlantic steamers will leave and arrive every

few hours, and not in New York only, for by that time

Baltimore, and probably Norfolk and Savannah, will

have Castle Gardens of their own. Worn-out nations

cease to colonize ; in the immigration statistics of the

twentieth centur}' the Italians and French will be out-

numbered by the North-Austrians, the Hungarians,

and the manful natives of the Danubian principalities.

And even before that time the inevitable crisis of the

Eastern Question may flood our mountain states with

a host of turbaned refugees—not too honest, perhaps,

for the safety of stray sheep, but far too proud to beg.

In Adrianople the Circassian fugitives began by pawn-

ing their children, and were just going to raffle their

pistols, when the arrival of a government commis-

sioner enabled them to redeem their pledges. The
current of Chinese immigration will be deflected to-

ward Polynesia, and the black man and brother will

wane apace and dissolve in the tide of the Caucasian

influx; but the Mormon grievance, at the present rate

of progress, will so speedily outgrow control that the

chance of its abatement will soon depend upon the

influence of schisms. How unavailing repressive le-

gislation and political stratagems are for that purpose

was strikingly illustrated by the effect of the recent

elections, which aroused, instead of depressing, the

defiant zeal of the "western Moslem." "Clouds have

arisen on the People's horizon," says the Deserei News
of February 11, i8go, "but behind them the sun of

truth and freedom shines as brightly as ever. After a

brief period of prevailing shadows, the mists of wrong
will be dispelled, and the rights of the community,

which have been shamefully invaded, will be re-estab-

lished, nevermore to be trodden upon, under the

machinations of the worst class of political thieves

that ever disgraced the free government of America,"

etc., etc.

The religion of the future may profess ulterior

aims that cannot be inferred from the tendencies of

the present transition period, but the promotion of

earthly happiness will be recognized as one of its ob-

jects, and that principle will assert its influence in the

management of the North American cities. Every

large town will have a system of free public baths. Of

all the physical disabilities of our laboring classes,

the want of free bathing facilities is probably the

most severely felt, though often, perhaps, in the form

of a vague and undefined discomfort. The summer-

temperature of our Atlantic Slope, from Boston to

Savannah, often equals that of Asiatic Turkey, and

in twenty cities of more than 50,000 inhabitants the

midsummer martyrdom of the poor is surpassed only

by the dog-days misery of the British residents of

Bomba)' and Singapore. Some of our eastern cities

are surrounded by watering-places, which are not only

cheaper, but more agreeable than those of western

Europe, and which may be reached in two to three

hours by any gentleman who has two dollars a day to

spare. We have surf-baths, cheap bath houses, de-

lightfully lonely beaches, and seaside swimming-schools

within an hour's ride of Brooklyn and Baltimore, ac-

cessible at excursion rates ten or twelve times each

summer day. But how many of our working men can

avail themselves of those liberal terms ? How many
even of our small shopkeepers and trade-masters can

afford to visit Atlantic City and Cape May as the hod-

carrier of Buda Pesth visits his Raizen Bad, and the

Lyons silk- weaker the Bains de Beliefontaine ? The

neighborhood of a large river or lake only makes the

deprivation more tantalizing, for, not to mention the

defilement of their waters by factories and fat-render-

ing establishments, the action of our municipal legis-

lators upon the subject of public bathing is directly

obstructive. All our lakeshore cities, and the principal

towns along the Ohio and Mississippi have an elab-

orate code of by-laws against bathing and swimming

within the corporate limits, and in Chicago, St. Louis,

and Cincinnati not a summer-day passes without the

indictment of some poor lad who has become entan-

gled in the contradictions between the physical laws
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of God and the ethics of his native city. The visible

violation of such statutes can hardly be more demor-

alizing than the constant temptation to evade them,

for the instinct which guides the gamin waterwards

is as natural as the craving after fruit and cool drink-

ing-water in warm weather, or after warm clothing in

winter- time.

Cold water is a tonic and antiseptic, and its fre-

quent external application would almost counteract

the sickening effects of our calorific diet, our woolen

garments, our kitchen and workshop fires, and other

heat-producing artifices which make us dread the ad-

vent of the warm season as an annual instalment of

purgatory. All our domestic habits tend to make win-

ter more comfortable, and summer as uncomfortable

as possible, and that we have actually succeeded in

reversing the order of Nature is proved b)' the yearly

exodus of our clergymen and merchant-princes, arid

the epidemic hegiras to Europe at the approach of

the summer-solstice, and the recommencement of the

" gay season " at the beginning of winter. We return

to enjoy our native clime when our migratory birds es-

cape to foreign parts, and take to our heels when they

return to celebrate the season of song and sunshine.

There is no doubt that the municipal enactments re-

ferred to have been dictated by an honest sense of

duty, but it is equally certain that the beneficial effect

of a legislative effort in the opposite direction could

not be surpassed by the repeal of an ordinance against

open windows in July, or the use of fuel in January.

Thus far our mid-summer misery has been systemat-

icallj' aggravated, and we may be sure that its natural

remedies will be systematically improved as soon as

the prevention of moral corruption and the promo-

tion of physical health have been recognized as equiv-

alent duties.

Perfect health, however, depends upon sound and
frequent bodily exercise, and in fifty years from now
there will be a gymnasium in every American school,

as there is a drug- shop in every Buddhist temple.

The education of the body and of the mind will go

hand in hand. Health is wealth, and the shrewdness
of the " Eclectic Nation " will not fail to profit by the

most useful lesson which the experience of the Old
World could have imparted : the regenerative in-

fluence of the Turnbund, and the unmistakable proof

that physical debility is sure either to prevent or to

delay success in every human enterprise. Since the

invention of gunpowder the implements of warfare
have become more and more automatic, but the

chance of victory is still biased by the vigor, steadi-

ness and power of endurance of the human hands
that serve, and the human feet that carry those imple-

ments. How else shall we explain the fact that in

nine out of ten international contests the men of the

North have prevailed against their southern adversa-

ries ? Justice, superiority of numbers, of intelligence,

and even of weapons, were often on the other side,

but the Northmen, thanks to their hardy climate, were

favored by superior physical strength. The same

holds good of the contests of rival merchants, manu-
facturers, and founders of rival sects, we might add,

for health is the basis of all moral energy. Brilliant

talents may be inherited in conjunction with wretched

health, but their effective value will always depend

upon physical conditions which physical exercise

rarely fails to improve. Goethe, living in the ante-

Turnbund era, used to recommend wood-chopping as

a specific for mental exhaustion, "because," he said,

"every physical effort exercises an invigorating in-

fluence on the organ of the soul."

That the effeminating effects of city-life have already

begun to manifest themselves in East America cannot

be doubted by the most superficial observer. The
eastern half of our continent will soon be European-

ized ; millions of our young men will follow occupa-

tions involving indoor life and brain-work, or manual

labor as unprofitable from a hygienic point of view,

for drudgery is not exercise, and the lost opportunity

and necessity for physical development must, before

long, be compensated by adequate substitutes.

Gymnastics supply that want in the cheapest and

most effective way—but, as the Rev. Sidne}' Smith

reminds us: " Communities, like children, generally

make wry faces at what is to do them good, and it is

necessary sometimes to hold the nose and force the

medicine down the throat." Physical education, there-

fore, ought to be gratuitous, and to a certain degree

compulsory. In private colleges the adoption of the

plan would, of course, remain optional with the man-

agers ; but public patronage would soon discriminate

in favor of institutions having provided some safeguard

against a contingency not unfrequent in the chronicle

of a modern alma mater: the physical collapse of

students undergoing a forcing process of intellectual

development.

The sports of our children, like our national game,

are trials of skill, rather than of strength, and if we
should stick to baseball while our European cousins

renew the games of the Olympic arena, the West might

have cause to dread the issue of an intercontinental

war. The victors of Xeres de la Frontera would have

smiled at the idea of a defensive war against the de-

spised Giaours, but when they introduced Mauritanian

dances, and cock-fights, and left tournaments to their

Christian rivals, their power in the peninsula began to

decline, in spite of their temperance, their frugality,

and superior scientific attainments.

Not luxury, hot gluttony or intemperance, but

physical indolence, is the name of the disease that has
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prostrated the descendants of the preux chevaliers and

the haughty countrj'men of the Cid. The tough con-

stitution of the Spanish hidalgos resisted the introduc-

tion of Oriental wines and vices, and would have re-

sisted the influx of the American-silver deluge ; but

the invention of gunpowder was the turning-point of

their prosperity. Not when they commenced to cul-

tivate their minds, as Jean Jacques Rousseau fancied,

but when they ceased to exercise their bodies, they be-

gan to lose ground against their northern rivals, who
loved athletic sports for their own sake and whose
manhood refused to abdicate in favor of saltpetre.

Nations have not been ruined by abandoning them-

selves to luxurious habits but by abandoning those

habits which enabled them to resist the effects of lux-

ury. Milo of Crotona, the Emperor Maximin, the

heroes of the Iliad, and the iron-fisted followers of

Alaric exceeded other mortals in gluttony as much as

in martial prowess, and were as fond of wine as of war.

Italy does not owe the loss of her prestige to the vices

of Crotona, but to the vices of Sybaris.

IS DEATH A FINALITY?

It is a well known fact to which scientists and

thinkers have more than once called our attention,

that there is no natural death among the lowly organ-

ized animals that stand at the bottom of the ladder of

evolution. Moners and amoebas grow and divide ; and

if they are not starved or crushed to death, they will

live and multiply into eternity. The moner which we
fish out of a pond of stagnant water for observation

to-da}', is the same individual or part of the same in-

dividual that lived aeons ago, long long before man ap-

peared upon earth.

Is not man a part of animal life, and indeed the

highest part? How is it that he must die? If immor-

tality is the natural state of those creatures of which

all higher animate beings are but complex and dif-

ferentiated forms, how did it happen that death came
into this world of life ?

DEATH AND BIRTH.

Death is the twin of birth. It seems natural to say

that all that lives must die. This, however, is a wrong
statement of facts. It is more correct to say that every

creature that is born will die. Birth is the beginning

of a new being and death is its end. Yet we shall

easily recognize the truth that neither birth is an ab-

solutely new beginning nor death an absolute finality.

Beginning and end of individual life are relative.

When we investigate the problem of the origin of

death, we must at the same time answer the ques-

tion, " How did birth come into the world? "

The moner knows of no birth ; it grows and di-

vides, thus passing beyond the limits of its individual

existence. There is not a mother-moner, and its child
;

there are only the results of a division. The same
moner is before us, not in one coherent lump, but

in two parts.

The propagation of moners, the lowliest organized of beings, occurs by
spontaneous division, A. The complete moner—a Protamceba. B. Splitting

up of the same by a median contraction, into two halves. C Each of the two
halves has separated from its companion and makes up an independent in-

dividual. (After Haeckel.)

The process is a little more complicated in such

unicellular organisms as the amaba sphaerococcus

for instance. This amoeba contains a nucleus {A, b),

with a nucleolus (^A, a) ; and its plasma (A, e) is

encased in a membrane {A, if). When the amoeba

grows the nucleolus doubles, and the plasma bursts

its membrane (as seen in B). Each nucleolus forms

its own nucleus, and the plasma gathering round each

nucleus begins to separate into two parts, until the

division is perfect.

PROPAGATION HAEROCOCCUS

The propagation of this unicellular organism takes place by spontaneous

division. A. Encased amceba, a simple spherical cell, consisting of a lump of

protoplasm (<r), which contains a nucleus (*) and a nucleolus [a), and is en-

closed in a membrane. B. The released amceba that has burst its cyst or

membranous pouch and left it. Its nucleus contains two nucleoli. C The

amceba begins to divide, its nucleus splitting up into two nuclei and the plasma

between the two contracting. D, The division is completed, the plasma also

having been completely divided intotwo parts {Da and D/'). (After Haeckel.

Natiirliche Schopfungsgeschichte.)

The next step in the evolution of a ' growth be-

yond the limits of individual existence ' is gemmation.

Gemmation is a process that can be observed in spring

in all trees and flowers. A bud appears, and grows

rapidly to maturity. Many worms, some medusas,

and some corals multiply by gemmation. In gemma-

tion the parts are not equal at the start. There is a

mother, and a child ; for the division is only partial,

and the child begins as a germ.

Sporogony is not much different from gemmation
;

it is the secretion of germinal cells, called spores.
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The spores possess the faculty of developing the same

structures of which its mother organism consists.

Sporogony is the connecting link leading to sex-

ual generation, which for all higher stages of life is

destined to become the sole method of procreation.

Among that order of beings whose nature is not yet

so defined that they can be classed either with animals

or with plants, and which Professor Haeckel calls

protists, many instances are to be found where the

procreation of spores results from a union of two in-

dividual cells. These cells may, in many cases, yet

not always, be of a homogeneous nature. And in the

course of further advancement the two cells become

distinct ; they commence to disintegrate into two dif-

ferent and complementary elements, which show an

affinity for one another, similar to that between chem-

ical alkalis and bases which tend to unite into salts.

As soon as this differentiation takes place we have ex-

amples of sexual generation.

A

A shows the two individuals in immediate contact ; 3, mouth ; z\ c, con-

tractile vesicle ; », nucleus ; «M, nucleolus or attendant nucleus, i. e., new for-

mation of a smaller nucleus.

S. The attendant nucleus divides into two segments, ««' and njt\ The
old nucleus ?/ shows signs of regression.

C. After the division of the segments has been completely effected, one

segment of each individual is exchanged for one of the other individual, when
a union of both as thus exchanged takes place.

D shows an unequal breaking up of the newly formed mixed nucleus into

a larger (««' and a smaller {nun) segment.

E. The o'd nucleus dries up, and the larger segment of the new-formed
nucleus assumes its function in the individual ; the smaller segment forms the

new attendant nucleus.

Many details of this process, the investigations regarding which have. been
carried on particularly by Butschli, Maupas, and Balbiani, have not as yet

been satisfactorily established. Whether the exchange of the differentiated

parts takes pUce through the mouth or through a special orifice, could not,

owing to the small size of the creatures, be determined. Still, whatever ob-

scurity may prevail in matters of particular process, it is firmly settled that

we have to deal in such cases with a fertilization constituting the beginning

of sexual generation.

Multiplication by division is not entirely limited

to the very lowest creatures ; we find it also among
animals that stand comparatively high in the scale

of evolution, much higher at least than the moner
Some polyps, and among them corals, multiply by di-

vision. Their mouths, having the appearance of a

flower, grow broader in size ; the opposite edges ap-

proach each other at the median line, until they unite.

Thus the two corners of the mouth are separated for

good and form two corals upon one stalk.

There is, for the individual animals that come into

existence, a great advantage in the process of multi-

plication b}' division. Every moner, every polyp thus

produced starts in life as a full-fledged creature.

There is no state of infancy with all its troubles and

dangers to be passed through, for these creatures make
their first appearance in a state of maturity. It is

natural that the form and soul of the original organism

should thus be preserved in all the details of their

parts. The heredity of these animals is no similarity,

but absolute identit}'.

These advantages are lost in the measure that the

procreation of new individuals approaches the system

of sexual generation. Buds are at first very tender

and may easily be injured before they are as strong as

their mother organism. Spores are helpless and may
be devoured as food by the many hungry animals that

swarm about them. And the higher we rise in the

scale of evolution the greater become the difficulties

of a germ to reach maturity. These disadvantages to

the individual, however, are richly overbalanced by

the higher advantages afforded through greater possi-

bilities of development and progress. The struggle

for life grows fiercer, yet in and through the struggle

the organisms grow stronger ; they adapt themselves

to conditions, first unconsciously, then consciously, and

in man they acquire that foresight and circumspec-

tion which make him the lord of creation.

Those animals that survive can upon the whole sur-

vive only by great efforts ; they were not strong at the

start, so they had to learn to be strong ; they were un-

mindful in the presence of dangers, so they had to

learn to be on their guard in perilous situations. In

every respect they had to pass through a severe school

and every single virtue that can lead them onwards,

they had to acquire themselves.

Innumerable individuals, it is true, are sacrificed

in the struggle for existence
; yet their lives are not

mere waste in the household of nature : they are the

martyrs of progress ; and the generation of to-day lives

upon the fruits of their sacrifice.

In sexual generation there is a blending of two in-

dividuals which affords greater possibilities for im-

provement. The conditions under which the com-

plementary germs unite, and the proportions of their

mixture may be different. Thus a variety is produced

which admits of a selection of the best, the strongest,

and the most adapted for survival. The original con-
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servatisni of life that tended to reproduce itself ex-

actly, down to the minutest details, is in this way not

abolished, but modified or checked by the possibility

of changes. Life becomes more plastic ; and the se-

vere teacher of life, nature, takes care that bad qual-

ities unfit for preservation will soon discontinue.

WHENCE CAME DEATH ?

There is a moral in the victory of sexual genera-

tion over the multiplication by division. Sexual or

amphigonous generation is less egotistical than non-

sexual or monogonous generation. It is no mere re-

production of self, but the reproduction of a unison of

two selves. Sexual generation, propagation by birth,

and the helplessness of offspring in infancy impose

heavy duties, as of nursing and education, upon parent-

individuals; yet the performance of these duties is

richly rewarded in the progress of the race. These

duties teach even creatures of lower rank to care

for the preservation of their kind more in their chil-

dren than in their individual selves. The rise to

higher planes in evolution is conditioned by the de-

velopment of moral faculties.

The sacrifice that creatures have to bring for the

amelioration of their offspring is greater still : they

have to sacrifice their individual immortalitj'. It ap-

pears that the regenerative faculty of an amceba de-

pends upon the function of its nucleus, perhaps even

of the nucleolus. The ingenious experiments of Gruber,

Nussbaum, and Ehrenberg, prove, that if we cut out

the nucleus from one of the lowly organisms the

animal will continue to live, but that it has lost the

power of renewing its form.* Balbiani, who repeated

the experiments of Gruber upon Stentor caruleus,

shows in the adjoined diagram the renewal of the

whole individual from any part if but one nucleus be

preserved.

ARTIFICIAL DIVISION OF STENTOR CCERULEUS.

The nucleus of Stentor cteritUus consists of a chain of nuclear beads.

The prefixed figure shows the restoration of the middle section which con-

tains only a single nucleus. After M. Balbiani.

t

It is the nucleus that in lower animals represents

the inner organs of reproduction, which, as we have

* Biologisches Centralblati, 1885, p. yi ;
Encyclopedia Britannica, Pro-

tozoa.

t From Alfred Binet's monograph, The Psychic Life ofMicro-Organisms-

Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago, 111.

seen, in the two sexes are differentiated into two com-
plementary parts. In a child the differentiation of

the nucleus into either a male or a female germ has

begun but is not yet perfect. The child, still pos-

sessing a re-formative nucleus, thus grows ; and in

many respects its tender system possesses more vital-

ity than an adult person. But as soon as the child

has reached the state of maturity, when the differen-

tiation of the nucleus has become perfect, its growth

ceases. The nucleus in each individual of the two

sexes no longer being complete loses its re form-

ative power with regard to the individual and can

temporarily regain it only through fecundation. Prop-

erly speaking neither man nor woman is a perfect and

independent being. Separately they are mortals, they

are doomed to die. They will live for a while like a

micro organism whose nucleus is imperfect. Yet in

their unison, man and woman together, are as im-

mortal as the moner.

Upon this fact is based the holiness of matrimony.

Matrimony is a union not for this life only, but for our

life after death in the coming generations. This makes

of wedlock an act of religious sanctity ; and it is ap-

parent that it should not be entered upon merely from

personal considerations, for the benefit, the pleasure,

or happiness of either or both parties. The future

of humanit}' depends upon the sacredness of matri-

mony.

Birth, we have learned, is a special kind of multi-

plication ; and, as such, it is a growth beyond the limits

of individual existence. Before the life of a child

commenced, it was a part of its parents ; and its ex-

istence is nothing but an outgrowth and a continua-

tion of their lives. Thus the immortality of the

moner is not lost in the higher stages of organized

life, it only becomes more spiritual. It ceases more

and more to be an identity of the body, and becomes

a preservation of the soul. The soul of an animal,

however, is not its mere shape, not its present form

alone, but its formative principle also : the form of

special motions, and the form to which these motions

in a further evolution will lead. The soul of an as-

piring man is not only the faculties he possesses at

present, but the ideals also which he aspires to ; it is

the direction of his energy and the goal of his en-

deavors. This preservation of human souls, admit-

ting of development, is therefore greatly superior to

the conservatism of the soul-life in moners ; it is the

preservation, not of the present form, but of an up-

ward movement, of the soul of soul, and this leads

to a realization of ever higher possibilities.

Is the immortality of soul-life not more valuable

than individual existence? If the death of ourselves,

as individuals, is the price thereof, let Death have

his prey, and let him teach us the earnestness of life,
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so that we may regulate our conduct, not from the

standpoint of narrow egotism, not according to the

view that death is a finality, but from the ethical stand-

point of immortality.

THE ETHICS OF IMMORTALITY.

Death is no finality, and we must not form our rules

of conduct to accord with the idea that the exit of

our individual life is the end of all. People who have

no interests, no hopes or fears, no cares or ideals that

reach beyond the grave, may enjoy themselves better

than others who live their lives with a constant pros-

pect of immortality
;
yet, in the long run of many

generations they will go to the wall. Nature does

not preserve the individual that cares for itself alone.

But nature preserves those individual features of

great men who conquer egotism, and lead moral lives

of self-discipline and ideal aspirations.

The immortality of the soul was instinctively felt

even before man could have a distinct and clear idea

about its possibility. The moral teachers of mankind

found it necessary to build their ethics upon this

truth, and it is not at all to be wondered at that the

opinions of the churches survived in the struggle for

existence against those people who looked upon death

as an absolute finality. The belief in the immor-

tality of soul life is a marvelous preservative among

the many dangers and temptations of the world, and

the ethics that are derived therefrom are innervating

and refreshing and strengthening.

The immortality of the soul was taught to be

the migration of a disembodied ghost, who was sup-

posed to wander through unknown haunts, or to soar

upward to some distant star. We now know that this

view is, upon scientific grounds, untenable. But this

erroneous conception was, after all, truer than the

flat denial of any immortality. The truth that lives

in the error keeps it alive, to the great astonishment

of those who look upon the immortality of the soul as

a mere superstition.

The ethics that Sophocles taught in his time was a

rule of conduct dictated by a regard for our state after

death. There was nothing higher, nothing greater

to a Greek citizen than obedience to the laws of his

country. Yet the regard for our state after death,

the poet declared, is holier still ; it is an unwritten

law graven in our hearts, and it rules supreme over

all the written laws of states. The ruler of a city

may impiously deny the rite of burial to his enemy ;

he may, by the written law of state authority, inflict

capital punishment upon the transgressor. But a

woman like Antigone will disobey the royal authority,

because of the higher authority of the unwritten law

in her heart. An offence like that is a righteous of-

fence.

Sophocles makes her declare to Creon the motive

of her deed in the following lines :

"Thus have I righteously offended here.

For longer time, methinks, have I to please

The dwellers in that world than those in this ;

For I shall rest forever there ; but thou

Dishonor, if thou wilt, the laws divine."

The whole gist of ethics—if it be real ethics, and

not mere worldly prudence—is the regulation of life

from the standpoint of eternity. The attempt has

been made by philosophers who look upon death as

a finality, to construct a new kind of ethics which

should have nothing to do with any aspirations that

reach beyond the grave. They succeeded to a cer-

tain extent ; they succeeded in so far as they showed

that all egotism will necessarily fail to accomplish its

ends, and that those who yearn for happiness will be

sure never to gain it. Therefore, they said, if you want

happiness, do not seek it, do not long for it, for if

you do, you will miss it. * This is the negative result

of an attempt to base ethics on man's yearning for

happiness ; and this result is most valuable, in so far

as it proves that our yearning for happiness is just

that instinct which must be checked by the behests

of ethics.

Ethics must be based on facts, and must be applied

to facts. The facts of soul life and its relations to

the surrounding world, do not make it likely that liv-

ing creatures exist for the mere enjoyment of life.

Happiness is one important component of life. But

so is work, so is recreation, so is the endeavor to

progress, and so is the satisfaction of having accom-

plished something useful for humanity. Happiness is

not the end and purpose of life. If it were, the great

pessimist, Schopenhauer, would be right, that life is

not worth its own troubles. Life is the denouement,

the development, the evolution of the cosmos. If

life can be said, at all, to have a purpose, it is its own
evolution. And the evolution of life is no mere blind

struggle for existence, but a race in an arena for ethi-

cal aspirations.

Let us not look for ease in this world unless it be

on the eve of a life that has been full of aspirations

and labor. There is no ease for those who wish to pro-

gress. And let us find satisfaction not in the pleasures

of life, but in the noble struggle for advancement and

amelioration.

Facts being as they are, we must adapt ourselves

to facts. If we do, we shall master them and govern

the course of nature. But our adaptation to facts must

not be from to-day to to-morrow, but so far as we can

see. It must be made from the standpoint of immor-

^ Mr. Herbert Spen I the Popular Scientijic Monthly for August,

compares happiness to the bull's eye of a target which must not be directly

aimed at. " If you do," the instructor in archery says, "you will inevitably

miss it." Happiness, we agree with Mr. Spencer, is generally desired ; but

says Mr. Spencer, " happiness will not be found if it is directly sought."
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tality, and with due regard for the unity of all life upou

earth and in consideration of the grand possibilities

and noble ideals of mankind. Here lies the basis of

ethical aspirations. p. c.

AGNOSTICISM VERSUS GNOSTICISM.

BY PAUL R, SHIPMAN.

[CLOSING REMARKS FOR THE PLAINTIFF.]

The Editor of The Open Court, in his reply to my rejoinder,

has made, I doubt not, the ablest argument of which his case ad-

mits ; yet he has said nothing as to any point of mine, I think,

which a simple reference to my presentation of the point will not

effectually rebut With his permission, however, I will add a

word in conclusion. Nothing would suit me better, if the circum-

stances warranted it, than to take up all the articles of his reply,

in their order, and give to each a distinct commentary ; but this

would be trifling with the space of The Open Court, if not with the

time of the jury. It would be "wasteful, and ridiculous excess.

"

But a closing word may not be out of place.

In opening my rejoinder, I defined agnosticism in the follow-

ing terms :
" The unknowable is that which not merely is known

as a fact only, but is incapable of being known otherwise—known

as existing, but not knovvable in its nature—the incomprehensible.

The recognition of something which admits of this knowledge

only is agnosticism." Bearing in mind this definition, the jury of

The Open Court will please turn their attention again to these

words of the Presiding Judge, among others of the same tenor :

"The question itself, as to the cause of existence in general, is

not admissible, for the law of causation is applicable to all phe-

nomena of nature, but not to the existence of nature, which must

be accepted as a fact. " This is saying that existence in general

not merely is known as a fact only, but is incapable of being

known otherwise ; and this, in turn, is admitting that existence in

general is unknowable. The admission, it will be observed, is di-

rect, distinct, definitive ; it is as clear as noonday. Nevertheless,

the Editor denies it. What does his denial mean ? It is evidently

absurd, yet it comes from a mind of high culture, and of uncom-

mon gifts—richly endowed and admirably trained. What does it

all mean ?

To the gratification of the jury, in a double sense, perhaps,

I shall close the pending discussion, so far as I am concerned, by

answering this knotty question, which, to say the truth, I have

been putting to myself at every stage of the discussion. In real-

ity, yie sole purpose of the discussion, on my part, has been to

get an answer to this question. Thanks to my chivalrous and ac-

complished adversary, the key of the riddle is now in my hands.

" It is true," he says, " that I concede the existence of insolvable

problems ; but the existence of insolvable problems proves noth-

ing in favor of agnosticism. Let us see what an insolvable

problem is. Take, as an instance, the squaring of the circle."

He then mentions the fact that Prof. Lindemann, of the University

of Konigsberg, has recently "taken the immense trouble to

demonstrate that the problem is insolvable, and to explain why it

is insolvable," and proceeds: " This settles the question. The
squaring of the circle being shown to be impossible, the problem

is solved. The solution is negative. " Exactly. All is now plain.

An insolvable problem, in the Editor's vocabulary, it seems,

is a problem that is solved by proving that it can never be solved :

from which it follows that there is after all no such thing as an

insolvable problem If a problem does not admit of a positive

solution, it admits of a negative one, and either way the problem

is solved. Applying this short and easy method to the question in

hand, he asserts, with the true hardihood of the theorist, that ex-

istence in general is knowable, because it is demonstrably un-

knowable : the comprehension of it being shown to be impossible.

it is comprehended—the question is solved The solution, to be
sure, is negative, demonstrating that existence in general is un-

knowable ; but, in cases of necessity, a solution is a solution,

whether negative or positive. The gnostic must have his pound
of knowability. The theory give; it ; and he stands ready, with

his long knife of a negative solution, to cut it from the heart of

reason— out- Shylocking Shylock. A positive solution, indeed, is

required to solve a solvable problem ; but, when we come to an
insolvable problem, no solution is as good as a solution, and
equally entitles us to speak of the problem as solved. Conse-

quently, he reasons, with delicious but systematic inconsequence,

existence in general, being an insolvable problem, is ipso facto

solved— is not incomprehensible for the reason that it is incompre-

hensible
;
and to affirm (in the face of its demonstrated incompre-

hensibility) that it is incomprehensible is agnosticism.

As the clown says of Sir Toby Belch, this is " admir.ible fool-

ing" ; but. gentlemen of the jury, I submit to you whether or not

it is philosophy. One thing is certain. It unties all the knots of

my question : it unlocks the riddle. In admitting that existence in

general comes under the definition of the unknowable, and yet

denying that it is unknowable, he means, simply and soberly, that

a thing is not unknoioable 7vhen it is shown to be unknoivable : noth-

ing more, nothing—I was about to say less, but that goes without

saying, for there is nothing less. And this is monism—positive

monism ! I hope no one will accuse me of being wise after the

fact, if I say that from the first I have suspected as much, But
it seemed incredible. Who could have felt sure that the smoke-

begotten genie, whose feet were on the earth and whose head was
in the clouds, could be put snugly, by a little shaking, into the

vial of this verbal quirk ? Well, asking his pardon, and everybody

else's, I am glad that he is vialled at last, and, if I were his dis-

coverer, I can but think that I should instantly replace the stop-

per, and seal it very close ; but one can never tell with certainty

what one might do in a dire extremity.

Gentlemen, I shall not tax your patience further. You of

course will listen to the final instructions of His Honor, with the

interest which their ability cannot fail to command, and with the

respect and sympathy that so well become not only your relation

to his high office, but the solid merits of his character : be it so.

I have no fear for the result. To your judgments, enlightened

certainly if not quite unbiased, I confidently entrust the case.

POSITIVISM VERSUS AGNOSTICISM.

We should have no objection to Mr. Shipman's agnosticism if

he were to say :
" Facts are the basis of all knowledge ; knowledge

cannot and must not go beyond facts, for knowledge is nothing else

than a systematized representation of facts" In such a case, only

the name of agnosticism would appear objectionable. However,

Mr. Shipman again and again speaks of a fact the existence of which

alone is knowable, but which otherwise is said to be incapable of

being known. Such a thing is a nonentity, an impossibility ; it is

not a fact. Facts are always knowable, not only in their general

existence but in their concrete individual manifestations also.

Facts are knowable, classifiable, and comprehensible.

In affirmation of his position (i) Mr. Shipman again quotes

from Fundamental Problems the sentence that " the law of causa-

tion is not applicable to existence in general," and maintains this

to be tantamount to a concession on my part that " existence in

general " is unknowable ; and (2), he relies on the existence of

insolvable problems.*

Mr. Shipman's chief mistake is his lack of accuracy in dis-

tinction. If I speak of " insolvable problems," he substitutes for

*The two questions must not be confounded—as they are by Mr. Shipman
who speaks as if I had declared that the nature of existence in general were

an insolvable problem.
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" insolvable " the expression "incomprehensible"; if I speak of

the "inadmissibility of causation to existence in general," he sub-

stitutes " unknowabiliiy of existence in general" and then most

positively affirms that I had conceded, I had admitted, all he wants.

He introduces by such phrases as "he asserts " and " he reasons "

certain sentences which, if the quotation-marks were not missing,

I would call pseudo-quotations. These quasi-quotations are ren-

dered nonsensical by the substitution of the very ideas between

which IVtr. Shipman has proved himself unable to discriminate
;

and he then ingenuously applauds his imaginary victory. Mr.

Shipman acts in conformity with the principle that "a bold asser-

tion is half the proof "
; but he merely demonstrates by his triumph-

ant attitude that he has utterly failed to understand my arguments.

I submit the following explanations to Mr. Shipman's new, or

rather re-newed, misapprehensions.

A LESSON IN ABSTRACTION.

' "Existence in general" is an abstraction. What is an ab-

straction ? An abstraction is a word-symbol by which we compre-

hend a special quality observed in several things. Redness is an

abstraction ;
it is a certain quality by virtue of which the luminous

ether-p articles vibrate in such a way as to produce in an eye the

special sensation which we call red. Redness is not a thing but

a quality which we notice in many objects around us ; viz., in a

drop of blood, in red roses, in the brilliant light of a sunset, etc.

We have abstracted, i. e., we have taken away in our mind, this

quality from the various red objects, omitting all their other

qualities.

"Existence in general" denotes the quality that all things

that exist have in common ; and it omits all those qualities that

they have not in common. " Existence in general" excludes time,

it excludes change, it thus excludes also causation. The law of

cause and effect is applicable to all phenomena of nature, but of

course it is not applicable to existence in general, if the latter

means that quality which has no reference to time, to change, and

to causation, and which in the diamond, forin'tance, would remain

in case the diamond were transformed into other forms of carbon.

If changes were to be iocluded in the term "existence in gen-

eral," the law of cause and effect would be applic.ible to "ex-

istence in general " just as much as to any natural phenomenon.

In that case the present state of existence Would have to be con-

sidered as the effect of its past state and the cause of its future

state ; and these changes are observable, classifiable, knowable,

comprehensible.

Does Mr. Shipman seriously maintain that "existence in gen-

eral" is an unknowable something, whi'e the existing things from

which this idea has been abstracted are, as he confesses, know-

able ?

The vice of Mr. Shipman's logic is that he considers abstrac-

tions as facts, and treats them as if they were things. Hence his

error that existence in general, like a metaphysical essence, is

supposed to be something outside of, and distinct from, the mani-

festations of existence. No wonder that it appears to him incom-

prehensible.

THE UNANSWERABLE RIDDLE.

Insolvable problems, such as squaring the circle, are prob-

lems that are wrongly stated. The problem to construct a plane

equilateral triangle, the angles of which are all right angles, is

such an insolvable problem. It is insolvable, because it contains

contradictory demands of which the one is inconsistent with the

other. Both cannot be realized at the same time. Insolvable prob-

lems are illegitimate ; they are based upon errors : they are

errors. Is the existence of errors, or of inconsistent and unreal-

izable demands any evidence of agnosticism ? Mr. Shipman
strangely enough affirms that it is.

Hebbel tells a story about a company on a steamer, in which,

for the sake of pastime, riddles were proposed. Every one who
guessed right received a sixpence from and every one who had to

give up had to pay the same amount to, the person who had pro-

posed the riddle A poor Jew, Hebbel tells us, had made good

guesses and thus earned several sixpences. When his turn came
he asked ;

" How can you put three fishes in three pans, so as

to have two fishes in each pan, and none left ?" Everyone of

the passengers had to give it up, and paid his sixpence. After the

smart Jew had collected the money all round, he was urged to give

his solution, and he said : "I don't know it myself ; here is my

sixpence !

"

The insolvabili:y of illegitimate problems is the argument

with which Mr. Shipman confidently imagines he refutes posi-

tive philosophy, and this is the shaky ground upon which agnos-

ticism stands. Agnosticism has wrongly formulated the philoso-

phic problem and consequently finds it as insolvable as the Jew's

riddle.

The agnostic plays with his own errors as the kitten does with

its tail. He moves in a vicious circle ; regarding the fallacies of his

own argument, which make the world incomprehensible to him,

as proofs that the w. rid is really incomprehensible.

What we demand of a philoiophy is not a confounding of all

issues, so that we are hopelessly benighted by our own confusion
;

what we demand is clearness, exactness, and discrimination
;
posi-

tive issues and positive answers ! p. c.

THE PESSIMIST'S VISION.

BY CONSTANCE C. W. NADEN.

I DREAMED, and saw a modern Hell, more dread

Than Dante's pageant ; not with gloom and glare.

But all new forms of madness and despair

Filled it with complex tortures, some Earth-bred,

Some born in Hell ; eternally full fed.

Ghosts of all foul disease-germs thronged the air
;

And as with trembling feet I entered there,

A Demon barred the way, and mocking said

—

" Through our dim vales and gulfs thou needs not rove
;

From thine own Earth and from its happiest lot

Thy lust for pain may draw full nourishment.

With poignant spice of passion ; knowest thou not

Fiends wed for hate as mortals wed for love

Yet find not much more anguish ? Be content."

BOOK REVIEWS.
Problems of the Future, and Essays. By i'. Laiiig. London :

1889. Chapman and Hall.

This is a useful and interesting book. It contains not the

original theories of the author himself but rather a criticism and

comparison of current speculations, dogmas, and opinions. It is

written in a sceptical spirit but is none the worse for that This

is a critical age, and any views on any subject which are afraid of

the hot crucible deserve suspicion.

Mr. Laing has done for us what few of us are able to do for

ourselves ; he has gathered the opinions of the great authorities on

the " Problems, "and compared them. It would take the ordinary

reader a very long time to find out for himself what has been pre-

sented to him here in easy and interesting lessons.

The subjects treated of are scientific, social, political, and

religious, beginning with the problem of ' Solar Heat, " and ending

with that ominous and eternal puzzle about "Population and

Food." From a comparison of the numerous guesses made by men

of science as to the heat of the sun, and what causes it, the author

passes to a discussion of "What the Universe is Made of," the

laws of
'

' Climate, " the Time and Duration of the "Glacial Period,

"
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the evidence for the existence of the "Tertiary Man," and the

place of the " Missing Link "

Passing from the physical sciences, Mr. Laing explains the

" Religion of the Future," and compares " Agnosticism and Chris-

tianity," much to the disadvantage of the latter ; then he analyzes

the " Historical Element in the Gospels, " and pronounces it worth-

less. After that come essays on "Scepticism and Pessimism,"

" Creeds of the great Poets," "Armed Europe," "Taxation and

Finance," closing with a study of the food question, the most ur-

gent and troublesome of all.

This is a wide range of subjects, and we ought not to expect

Mr. Laing to handle them all equally well. He modestly says

that the advanced student of science will find little in the book

which he does not already know, but it is written for that large

and increasing class, who have already acquired some elementary

ideas of science and who desire to know more. To this class the

book will be of great assistance.

Leaving the interesting speculations about the heat of the sun

and what the universe is made of, as problems of the future, we

refer for a moment to the political, social, and religious questions

discussed by Mr. Laing ; for these are problems of the present, and

some of them are very impatient for solution.

In his plea for Agnosticism as the true solution of the great

religious problem, Mr. Laing makes the range of inquiry end at

the threshold of the " Unknowable." But he has no more right to

limit our investigations than the churches have. The human mind

refuses to be imprisoned by the Dontknowstics who declare that

on this point nothing can ba known, or by the Doknowstics, who
tell us that on that same subject all is known, and that further in-

vestigation of it is a sin.

Mr. Laing is willing to compromise, and make things pleasant,

by grafting grapes on thorns, and calling the curious hybrid " Ag-

nostic Christianity." Christianity is a miraculous religion, or it is

nothing, and it cannot be blended with Agnosticism. Christitnity

will not be coaxed into the arrangement by the seductive contra-

diction that
'

' Agnosticism comes in as a powerful auxiliary to those

emotions and aspirations which constitute what is called religion."

It is not to be wheedled into partnership, by the assurance that

" Agnosticism is the best of all arguments against Atheism and

Materialism." It is very friendly and patronising in Mr. Laing to

say to the churches, '

' May we not all shake hands in the near fu-

ture and be Christian Agnostics " ? He will discover that the

churches will not shake. They give the hand of religious fellow-

ship to believers only.

Mr. Laing does not estimate great men with wise .discrimina-

tion, and in his Hero-worship he is rather inclined to gush and

glorify. Desiring to make up a quartette of great men in the do-

main of statesmanship and government, he finds them in Glad-

stone. Bismarck, .\braham Lincoln, and Mr. Parnell. Of Mr.

Lincoln's mental stature he has no conception, and he patronizes

him in exasperating commonplace

Mr. Laing's reflections on " Armed Europe " are excellent,

and well supported by the facts of the situation. They almost

make us despair of either disarmament or peace. Mr. Laing

throws uprn France the responsibility for this unhappy state of

affairs, and he supports his accusation with convincing reasons.

He sums up "by saying, ' No general disarmament is possible, un-

less France sets the example " As France will do nothing of the

kind, all Europe, and especially Germany, must continue armed.

M. M. T.

Origin and Formation of the Hebrew Scriptures. Reciting

when, where, under what circumstances, for what purpose

and by whom they were written, as obtained from the writings

of that eminent Persian nobleman and historian Nehemiah,

who was appointed Governor of Palestine, B. C. 445. . . .

With an appendix containing prophecy sustained in the his-

tories of Egypt, Assyria, and Babylon ; and a review of radical

views of the Bible. By Lorenzo Binge. Boston : Lee &
Shepard. Chicago : A. C. McClurg & Co.

Judging from the exhaustive and encyclopaedic title of this

work one would expect to meet a voluminous and ponderous

treatise. But not so. It is a small, typographically modest, and

well-printed little volume of one hundred and thirty two pages.

Mr. Burge's history of the origin and formation of the Hebrew
Scriptures is, so he himself says, " until now unknown "

; his ac-

count is taken wholly from the pages of the Bible ; and he marvels

that it has so long escaped the eye of critical research. But as a

matter of fact, far from being " until now unknown," the evidence

Mr. Burge adduces in support of his theory is the common prop-

erty of every Biblical student

The author's position is that the most important part of the

Old Testament was written and compiled by one pe son, and that

that person was Nehemiah. To sustain so important an assertion

we confess we think that more ma'.erial should have been alleged,

the sources more critically examined, and the investigation con-

ducted less dogmatically. Not that we care very much whether

Nehemiah or somebody else wrote " the most important part of the

Old Testament "—for that work will lose naneof its value, whoever

its author. Nor do we condemn Mr. Burge's praiseworthy attitude

with regard to his contention that the Old Testament is subject of

criticism (though why not, then, the Ne.v?). We protest merely

against confident assertions on insufficient grounds. jiKpK.

Si. .Vicho/as for this month opens with a Central African story

by "One of Stanley's Pioneer Officers," Mr. E,
J. Glave

A Volaplik magazine is published in St. Louis (314 Locust

street). It bears the uncommon name of Cased Beviiiieiik.

"The Begum's Daughter" is still running in the .itiantic.

To the April number James B. 1 hayer contributes an interesting

article on "Trial by Jury of Things Sijpernatural."

7he Cosmopolitnn seems to have hit the happ)' mean of modern

illustrated magazine work. Its articles are popular and short, and

deal with subjects of universal interest and great variety Its

success seems assured.

The Current Literature Publishing Company of New York

will issue this month a new periodical, to be called Short Stories :

A Monthly Magazine of Select Fiction. It will cost twenty-five

cents and contain twenty-five short stories.

Dr. Martineau's forthcoming book, "The Seat of Aulhoiily in

Religion" will be published almost immediately by Longmans,

Green & Co. The work is addressed not to philosophers or

scholars, but to educated persons interested in the results of modern

knowledge.

The True Commonwealth is the name of a new sixteen page

monthly periodical published in Washington, D. C. It is a mag-

azine of reform, which latter means in the opinion of its editors a

modified nationalism—somewhat similar to that of the public de-

partments of Germany — and the abolition of monopolies.

The April Seribner's contains a beautiful frontispiece by J R.

Weguelin and Henry Wolf, "Now Chaplets Bind"—an accom-

paniment (o Archdeacon Wrangham's translation of Horace's

Ode to Sestius (Bk. I, IV). This is the first of a series of illus-

trations by the same artists for selected Odes of Horace

Dr. Charcot writes in the April Forum upon " Hypno ism and

Crime" ; Mr. Richard Hodgson on "Truth and Fraud in Spirit-

ualism" ; and Dr. Lyman Abbott on "No Theology and New
Theology." The Forum in turning its attention to these a''d kin-

dred topics has shown a deep insight into the needs of the time.
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NEW WINE IN OLD BOTTLES.

Christ said : "No man soweth a piece of new cloth

on an old garment : else the new piece that filleth it

up taketh away from the old and the rent is made

worse. And no man putteth new wine into old bot-

tles, else the new wine doth burst the bottles, and the

wine is spilled and the bottles will be marred ; but

new wine must be put into new bottles."

What Christ's meaning was when he spoke these

words we can hardly guess, for the context in Mat-
thew (ix, 16, 17) as well as in Mark (ii, 21, 22) appears

to be corrupted. Christ, as reported in these pas-

sages, said these words in answer to the question :

" Why do we and the Pharisees fast oft, but thy dis-

ciples fast not?" This part of Christ's answer does

not fit to the question. But, whatever Christ meant,

it is certain that, if these allegories mean the renewal

of old ideas, the rejuvenescence of a dying faith, he

himself did pour new wine into old bottles. He did

not reject the truths of the Old Testament, but he

adopted them, he perfected them, he brought out

their moral purport, and showed the spirit of their

meaning. If the simile is to be interpreted in this

sense, evolution is a perpetual repetition of putting

new wine into old bottles.

What is the progress of science but a constant re-

modeling of our scientific conceptions and terms and

formulas ? What is the progress of national and so-

cial life but a constant alteration and improvement of

old institutions and laws ?

What enormous changes has our conception of

God passed through ! How great they are is scarcely

apparent to us now, at least our orthodox brethren

are not much aware of it. It is known to the historian
;

and we can give an idea of these changes by pointing to

the fact that the idea of evil passed through the same
phases. The crude anthropomorphism displayed in

the history of the idea of the devil is fresher in our

minds, and is better preserved in legends.

How often have the orthodox on the one hand,

and infidels on the other, declared that if the word
God means anything, it means and can mean only

some one thing. How often did the former conclude

from such a premise that everyone who did not hold

their opinion was an atheist, and the latter maintain

that this conception being wrong, there was no God at

all. How often was the conception of God changed,

and how often had the dogmatic believer to shift his

position.

There is a point of strange agreement between the

old orthodox believers and their infidel antagonists.

Believers, as a rule, declare that religion means noth-

ing, unless it means the worship of a supernatural

divine personality ; and atheists, accepting the latter

definition of religion, conclude that religion, there-

fore, should be rejected as a superstition.

This agreement between believers and infidels is

at first startling. In my childhood I sided with the

former, in my youth with the latter ; but, when I be-

came a man, I freed myself from the narrowness of

both. I now know that some errors they have in

common.
Opponents have always something in common,

else they could not be antagonistic to one another.

Thus the orthodox believer and the infidel disbeliever

stand upon the same ground, and this ground is their

common error. The infidel speaker on the platform,

appears to me, in principle as well as in method, like

an inverted orthodox clergyman. He agrees with his

adversaries in the principle—and he always falls back

upon the dogmatic assertion—that there is no one who

can know : no one who can solve the religious prob-

lem, no one who can prove or disprove whether there

is a God and an immortality of the soul or not. But

the infidel inverts the argument of the orthodox be-

liever. While the latter argues, "I must believe, be-

cause I cannot know, I must have faith, because it is

beyond the ken of human reason;" the infidel con-

cludes, "because I cannot know, I must not believe;

and I must reject any solution of the problems of God

and the soul because the subject is beyond the ken of

human reason."

Weighing the pros and the cons of the question, I

became convinced that both parties were one-sided,

that, misguided by a narrow definition, both had be-

come so ossified as to allow of no evolution to a higher

standpoint. Therefore, I discarded all scruples about

using the words Religion, God, and Soul in a new

sense, which would be in conformity with science. It

was, perhaps, a new path that I was traveling, and

there are few that find it, but it is, nevertheless, I am
fully convinced, the only true way that leadeth unto life.
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The adherents of the new religious conception are

in the minority ; and there are the theists on the one

side, and the agnostics on the other, both uniting their

objection to a widening of ideas that have become too

narrow for us now, both declaring that old definitions

should not be used in a new sense.

Strange! is it not? It seems so, but it is not.

The agreement between believers and unbelievers is

easily explainable from the law of inertia. The law

of inertia holds good in the empire of thought just as

much as in the empire of matter.

When Lavoisier discovered that fire was a process

of oxidation, he met with much opposition among

his co-workers. It was plainly told him that fire, if it

meant anything, meant a certain substance, scientifi-

cally called phlogisticum ; the qualities of which could

be perceived b)' our senses. This phlogisticum, it

was maintained, possessed, among other properties,

the strange property of a negative weight, and the

argument seemed so evident, since all flames tend

upwards. If fire meant a mere mode of motion,

would not that be equivalent of denying the real

existence of fire altogether?

We now all know that the definition and the mean-

ing of the words fire and heat have changed. Neither

have the words been discarded, nor have we ceased to

believe in the real existence of fire, since we have

given up our wrong notion of the materiality of fire.

On the contrary, we now know better what fire is, and

in what consists the reality of a fiame.

Concerning religion let us follow the example of

Christ, and break the fetters that antiquated definitions

impose upon us. Not the letter giveth life, but the

spirit ; and let us preserve the spirit of religious truth,

if need be, at the sacrifice of the letter, in which the

spirit is threatened to be choked.

Christ's words about the new cloth, and the new
wine, it seems to me, meant that certain religious

institutions, that ceremonies and forms will wear

out like old garments, and like old bottles. Anti-

quated institutions, which have lost their sense, should

not be preserved. For instance, the sacrifices of

lambs and goats, which were offered by the Jews, as

well as by the Greeks and the Romans, were aban-

doned in Christianity : they had lost their meaning,

and Christ's religion would have been an old garment
with a new piece of cloth on it, if the old cult had
been preserved. Indeed, even the Jews are so much
imbued with the new spirit that they have given up
their sacrifices forever.

It will be the same with the new religion that is

now dawning upon mankind. Some of the old cere-

monies have lost their meaning, they will have to be

dropped. But the whole purport of religion, the

ideal of religion and its mission will not be gone.

Man will always want a guide in life, a moral teacher

and instructor. Man must not allow himself to drift

about on the ocean of life, he must have something to

regulate his conduct. Who shall do that? Shall man
follow his natural impulse to get as much pleasure out

of his life as he can ? Shall he follow science ? Or

shall he follow religion ?

Man might follow science, if every man could be-

come a scientist ; and in some sense, this is possible.

We cannot, all of us, become specialists in the different

sciences, but we can, all of us, to some extent become

specialists in ethics. What is religion but a popularized

system of ethics ? And this religion of ethics will be

the religion of the future. All of us who aspire after

progress, work for the realization of this religion.

Let the religion of the future be a religion of science,

let religion not be in conflict with science, but let the

science of moral conduct be so popularized that the

simplest mind can obey its behests, not only because

he knows that disobedience will ruin him, but also be-

cause he has learned to appreciate the moral com-

mands, so as to love them, and follow them because

he loves them.

THE LOGOS THEORY.
BY LUDWIG NOIRE.

This is the designation I wish to give to my theory

of the origin of language. Two other designations,

the Sympathy Theory, and the Causality Theory,

may, perhaps, also be suitable ; but they are in-

complete, for they only embrace certain single parts

of the entire organic analysis with which we have to

deal. The Logos Theory, on the contrary, fixes the

true centre of gravity of the question at a point where

it must be sought for— in the origin of the concept

and in the union of the various contrary things that

had to meet and organically combine together, in or-

der that human speech and thought—that greatest of

miracles, and pride of creation—might arise and be de-

veloped. The Mimetic and Interjectional theories of

language are explanations of thought that can be to

the taste of such people only as do not think.

I shall set out, in the present disquisition, from a

comparison of language with poetry.

Poetry, even at the present day, is virtually a cre-

ation of language, that is, a creation of concepts. And,

so, too, all primitive creation of language was poetry

—lofty, ideal poetry. When, amidst the discordant,

noisy, many-voiced choir of utterances indicative of

will and sensation, there was heard, for the first time

on earth, a sound that conveyed a clear, intelligible

sense, an objective meaning, that sound signalized a

moment replete with sublimest poetry—for then dawned
the sixth day of the creation of the world.

Examining the method of poetical utterance we find
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that external acts upon external. This relation, which

is one of cause and effect, is the fundamental rule of all

our cognition and conception of the perceptible world.

Everything must be referred to this principle, through it

all must be expressed, without it no utterance is possible.

In all the following instances, therefore, it must be tacitly

assumed ; because, manifestly, whatever is internal

as regards speech and thinking, actually exists only

when it attains to expression, that is, when an exter-

nal phenomenon is offered that strikes the senses.

This first category, accordingly, is distinguished from

the three following* in this, that here the purely me-

chanical process is regarded, while the inner factor,

the Will, apparently is not taken into account. This

is the source of intuitive perception, the highest ex-

cellence of all poetry.

Says Horace: "Thou seest how mount Soracte

stands forth, white, with a mantle of deep snow—the

groaning branches bend beneath its weight—rivers and

brooks, rigid with frost, are arrested in their course."

All of which is external causality, external alteration,

highly characteristic from its contrast to the previous

natural state of things, when mount Soracte is clothed

in green, when the trees spread forth their branches,

and brooks restlessly speed along.

The converse of the last condition is illustrated in

the following, German and Latin, parallel form of

statement :

" Dijfugsre nives, redeuntjam gratnina cainpis,

Arboribusque coinae.^^

• Vom Else be/reit sind Strom und Bdcke

Durch des Friihlings holden beUbenden Blick,''

" Es lackt der Mai,

Der IVald istfrei

Von Rei/und EisgeMnge;
Der Schtiee ist fort.

Am griinen Ort

Erschallen Lustgesange.^^

[The snows have flown, returned is the grass to the fields,

And the foliage to the trees.]

[Released from ice are brook and river

By the quickening glance of the gracious Spring.

j

[May laughs- in joy

For forest free

Of frost and icy lacings
;

The snow is gone,

On the green sward

Resound the joyous carols.]

All these, again, are external changes, conceived

as causality—the more effective and the more expres-

sive, the stronger the contrasts that connect them. In

this passage, however, as it ever is in poetry, the inter-

nal, the animate, is revealed in utterances like "holden,

helebenden Blick," " Es lachte der Mai, " Lustgesange,"

and "Vom Else befreii." Grand and sublime poet-

ical passages frequently owe their beauty to the

manifest disproportion between cause and effect,

The "three following categories" of the chapter of the original from
which this extract has been taken, are omitted. They are as follows : the

e^Qci ot external on internal j'oi internal on external : and of internal on

wherein a trifling external cause produces some enor-

mous effect, which brightly illuminates and sets in re-

lief the power and might of the author and originator.

To this class belongs pre-eminently that celebrated pas-

sage :
" And God said. Let there be light : and there

was light."

The simple word is here the cause. Haydn has

musically interpreted the last word of this passage by

an endless strain of widely diverging accords, illus

trating the immensity of effect in contrast to the sim-

ple motive word of command. Handel has expressed

the opposite effect in his wonderful work Israel in

Egypt: "And he commanded the sea. And the

sea became dry, ",by introducing the command as over-

powering and omnipotent, while representing the

effect pianissimo— the sea humbly obeying. Both

composers strove to express the same by opposite

methods. Haydn depicts the majesty of the creator

by the greatness of the effect ; Handel, through the

audible diminution of the result, that nevertheless is

conceived 2.S immense.

Here belongs also that sublime passage in Homer,

in which Zeus, by the mere movement of his dark

eye brows, and by a nod of the head, causes great

Olympus to tremble—a passage, the beauties of which

three Roman poets have imitated :

—

Horace : Citncta supercilio inoventis.

Virgil : Annuit et totum nutu tremefecit Olyinpicm.

Ovid : Concussit terque qitaterque

Ctisariem cum qua terras, mare, sidera movlt.

Here, in order that the soul may vividly apprehend

the overpowering might of the thunderer, a mechani-

cal effect is throughout to be assumed,—the effect of

external upon external,—while I certainly do not deny,

that in the humbly obedient sea we may also assume

an ethical effect, and, at the same time, a mythologi-

cal manner of expression. Here is portrayed the

living God, who has created all things, whose voice,

therefore, is listened to with trembling and awe, and

is forthwith obeyed by every created being.

* *

What the Logos is, how many contrarieties it must

reconcile, in order to become what its name purports,

will have been revealed from my work. Independ-

ence, the self-dependent existence of our percepts,

by their having assumed in the mind definite lines

of demarcation, and by their having been placed at

the disposal of the intellect in that they may be sum-

moned forth at any time by the word and the gen-

eral concept—such is the highest achievement of the

Logos. With this performance the Logos entered into

existence. This characterof combining and distinguish-

ing it still preserves in all its functions, as from the

beginning so to the present day, when infinitely com-

plicated mental operations are performed with instinct-
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ive certainty and lightning rapiditj', so that it seems

almost impossible to follow the paths of the individual

threads. For the sake of greater clearness I shall at

tempt to show, by means of the accompanying cut,

what elements of thought of a simpler order, and like-

wise concepts, may be contained in a single concept,

and how through the reciprocal interaction of these

concepts and of the percepts which they control,

a concatenation of ideas converges in that concept,

and likewise again radiates from it. The concept

Bread is chosen. In our cut the concept is developed

genetically towards the left side, and teleologically to-

wards the right. From the left and right extremities, re-

spectively, the concept becomes ever more special,

that is, it takes in more definitions ; eradiating from

the middle, it passes into ever more general concepts,

that by reason of their more general character can be

collectivel}' predicated of the notion Bread, or be re-

ferred to the same.

By an illustration of this kind it can be graphically

shown, how ideas may represent for man the role of

things real ; how man has acquired the power of com-

bining in his representative faculty the most remote

objects, and thereby has been able to accomplish the

great miracles of human industry and commerce. But

all this would be utterly inconceivable without con-

cepts, which impart to percepts their unity and

self-dependence, bring about and multiply their rational

connection. Hence also, no animal can ever advance a

single step heyond /resent perceptive representation,

can never escape from the constraint with which Na-
ture circumscribes the narrow sphere of its wants.

Unfortunately, however, in apparent contravention of

this rule, ants to the present day carry on a regular

and methodical species of agriculture, keep live-stock

and domestics like we ! Nay, they have been caught

in conversations and social entertainments of a quarter

of an hour's duration—Heaven save the mark !

The perception of causality subsisting between things .'

Verily, this constitutes such a simple, plain, and at the

same time, such an obvious and convincing distinction

of the Logos, of human reason, from all animal intelli-

gence, that it seems inconceivable how this manifest

and clear boundary-line should not long ago have

been noted and established as such. For this causalit}'

to be grasped by the mind, one of the two causal mem-

bers must at the start necessarily have existed as

percept, as representation only, and the connection

with the others been effected by thinking, that is through

the concept. In "dug here" the present aspect of

the phenomenon refers to a past activity as cause ; in

"thing for digging" reference is made to a future

activity as aim. In both cases ttuo representations or

percepts must be simultaneously present—the one

accordingly, only by representatio ; this, however, is to

be attained only through the concept, the word. There-

fore, man only, and the animal never, will be found in

the possession of tools.

The acts of cognizant man, by virtue of the per-

cepts that illuminate consciousness, seem to be con-

nected with one another, that is governed by an inner

necessity. Yet who could remain blind to the truth,

that the series of percepts connected with the will and

arranged by close relations with regard to the same,

must have been the most natural, the most primitive of

all ? that practical thinking, if I may use this expression

—that is, thinking constantly guided by interest and

founded on the subjective basis of will—must alone and

exclusively be placed at the beginning, as it even to-day

certainly forms the life-material of the majority of

men ? The emancipation of our thought from our de-

sires and wants constitutes every advance towards

theoretical knowledge, and it certainly follows thence,

that originally thought was wholly coalesced with will

;

that percepts, accordingly, in the consciousness of

primitive men, were not arranged in any causal, genetic,

and intellectual connection, but simply disposed in

the order in which by reason of instinctive impulses

and emotions they had entered into their various in-

cidental or natural connections. The will for a long

time remained absolute autocrat; all speech aimed at

practical effects, sympathetical agreement, and incita-

tion to common action. From the earliest instinctive

utterances of will, which in the shape of sounds di-

rectly and simultaneously uttered by a body of men
encouraged to the primitive acts of digging, plaiting,

etc., to the kindling eloquence of a popular orator who
fired the souls of men with martial enthusiasm, by his

vivid picture of desecrated graves and temples, of

cities laid waste, of women and children dragged awa}-

into captivity—throughout the same law unceasingly

operates, the action of will upon will through the syni-
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patlu-tic frame of mind and its attendant percepts.

Everywhere we find imitation, everywhere will, every-

where activity. And for this reason my theory, which

upon this very basis erects all else there is, has justly

received the name of the Sympathy Theory.

We see the active causality of our will produce

effects, and, as it were in a dream, create forms that

upon being taken up by the senses (passive causality),

are converted into percepts, and then as the reflected

activity of volition again enter our consciousness.

This, however, is not a successive series, although it

may appear to us as such, but actual simultaneousness,

uriiiv, the essence of causality and reason. One of the

most important aspects of my theory is therefore aptly

expressed by the designation Causality Theory.

But the most important element is still lacking

—

the free, regular, and well-arranged combination of the

percepts, as entirely guided and irradiated by the

light of cognition, in a word the Logos. For, notwith-

standing all unity of causality in the cases hitherto ex-

hibited, the percept still strongly cleaves to will, sen-

sation, and direct-sensory intuition. To release it (the

percept) from this bondage of coarse, empirical re-

ality, to elevate it irrevocably into the ideal sphere in

which with perfect mental freedom it can enter into in-

numerable other combinations—to achieve this miracle,

causality must emancipate itself, and become a power-

ful and ever ready instrument of the human mind.

Causality gained freedom only with the rise of con-

cepts and words. The oldest words, dig, plait, bind,

separate, have no other content than that of causal rela-

tion—the connection of tv/o sensually perceptible per-

cepts that constitute their causal members, the

Logos.

The causal relation contained in all concepts and

words, that is their verbal fluidity, which has its true

basis in the fact of its derivation from activity, taken

together with the substantiality of the percepts them-

selves, renders possible their union and junction with

one another. In this manner words and concepts are

brought together into unity in the human judgment,

and therewith we have reached abstract thought, and

its ultimate principle, the ' ground of cognition,' repre-

senting the second class in the Schopenhauerian dis-

tribution. Butalljudgments, of whatever kind they may
be, have as their final condition merely intuitive per-

cepts from which they proceed, to which they rede-

scend from their abstract altitude, and with reference

to which, perforce, they must find their application.

The joinder of percepts with percepts, of concepts

with concepts, of judgments with judgments consti-

tutes, accordingly, the essential character of thought.

But all this is Logos, and, consequently, my theory of

language is most fittingly and properly designated the

Locos Theory.

THE SUGGESTIBILITY OF CROWDS.

The intelligence of an aggregate of people repre-

sents by no means the sum of their intellectual ability,

but only their average capacity ; and if we could get

the exact measure of the understanding of crowds, we
would find that in most cases, it does not even reach

the average. One reason for this deficit in the intel-

ligence of masses of people will be found in the fact

that nobody, if seriously taken to task, cares to identify

himself with the whole crowd. Thus many help to give

expression to an opinion for which they do not feel a

personal responsibility.

Great masses of people are for several reasons ex-

tremely suggestible. First, great masses are likely to

be composed of many men below the average of educa-

tion, and people who are in possession of little knowl-

edge are easily influenced by any opinion that is

offered with great self-assertion. A lack of knowledge

is alwaj's accompanied with a lack of critical power.

Thus, secondl}^ great masses are not likely to show

much opposition to new ideas, unless a new idea directly

and unequivocally threatens some one of their firmly

established prejudices. Thirdly, even where great

masses consist of learned men, of professors, doctors,

or other people who are generally accustomed to think

independently, it is not likely that the majority is thor-

oughly familiar with that line of thought in which the

speaker's argument moves. They may have been

partly indifferent to the subject before he commences

to speak ; or if they chanced to be interested in the sub-

ject, they had not as yet formed an opinion of their

own. An opinion is now presented to them ready made,

and the simplest thing in the world is to accept that

opinion just as it is offered.

Schiller in one of his Xenions expresses a similar

idea ; he says of some board of trustworthy men :

" Every one of them, singly considered, is sensible, doubtless,

But in a body they all act and behave like an ass."

Large bodies are always more likely to make mis-

takes than single individuals. Many cooks spoil the

broth ; not only because there are too many opinions,

but also because if they form one mass, all their

knowledge together does not make up the sum but the

mere average of their wisdom.

As a means of bringing the combined intelligence

of a number of persons to bear on a special point,

rules of discussion have been invented which make

it possible for every opinion to be heard before the

association as a whole decides upon the acceptance of

a special idea or plan of action. And this is the only

way any meeting can be conducted in which the crit-

ical power of the individual members is not to be

suppressed, but the minds of all are allowed to co-

operate.
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There is a special art of suggesting ideas to large

masses and we call it oratory. The art is very valu-

able ; and most valuable is it in a republic. It can be

used for good and for evil purposes. An orator may

suggest base ideas perhaps, with the same cleverness

as noble aspirations.

We shall explain the different methods employed,

for two reasons: first, to shed light upon the art of

oratory as a method of suggestion for its practical use

in serving honest and legitimate purposes ; and, sec-

ondly, to guard against the tricks of impostors, who

know how to gain the ears of an audience and lead

their hearers astray.

A suggester of ideas, i. e., an orator (be he teacher,

attorney at law, preacher, or drummer—the latter has

generally to be an orator to two ears only) must always

speak in the language of his audience ; viz., his pupils,

his clients or the jury, his congregation, his customer.

He has—to use the expression of Experimental Psy-

chology—to adapt himself to his "subject." It is

useless to talk Greek to an audience of farmers and it

would be absurd to speak in stilted phrases to a crowd

of sailors. The orator must place himself on the same

level with the intellect ot his subject ; he must find a

common ground from which he may start; therefore it

is advisable to introduce first ideas that are familiar.

These first ideas being admitted as old friends, he can

gradually introduce others. Stump orators who flourish

and operate among the vulgar classes find it most con-

venient to gain entrance by flattery. An honest man
whose ideas will speak for themselves need not stoop

to such means. A drummer whose goods are worth-

less, commences to praise the taste of his subject and

adds that everybody of good taste gives the preference

to his merchandise. A wirepuller in a political cam-

paign extols the intelligence of the American nation

until everyone of his audience feels elated and proud

of being so intelligent. Then he ventures one step

further, declaring that no one but a fool can believe in

principles such as those of the other party.

The communication of ideas is an art. Yet the sub-

jects to whom ideas are communicated should under-

stand the mechanical laws of that art. Knowledge is

a preservative, a protection against evil suggestions,

because it affords a means to discriminate between

good and evil.

An excellent example of the method how under most
difficult circumstances certain ideas can be suggested

to a mass of people that are not willing to accept them,

is the famous scene on the Roman forum in Shake-
speare's Julius CcEsar. Brutus is demanded to give

an account of the murder of Caesar, and he justifies

himself to the general satisfaction of his audience.

"Who is here so base," he asks, "that would be a

bondman?" Of course, every one wants to be a free

man, a Roman citizen. To the question "Why Brutus

rose against Caesar?" he answers : "Not that I loved

Caesar less, but that I loved Rome more. ... As Caesar

loved me, I weep for him ; as he was fortunate, I re-

joice at it; as he was valiant, I honor him; but as he

was ambitious, I slew him."

Brutus's oratory is natural and it is grand in its

simpHcity. Its fallacies are believed in by himself.

He committed a noble crime when he stabbed his

fatherly friend ; and his speech is convincing because

it shows the nobility of his motive.

Mark Antony has a more difficult position ; he is

looked upon as the defendant of an ambitious tyrant,

and it appears as specially objectionable to say any-

thing derogatory of such honest men as Brutus, Cas-

sius, and the other conspirators. He therefore, de-

clares it his intention only to perform the burial, which

none of the proud and free Roman citizens would deny

the meanest man in Italy. He praises the honesty of

Brutus and the conspirators, by whose kind permis-

sion he is allowed to speak. Here is the trick of his

oratory, and Mark Antony is fully conscious of it.

He does not start from a common ground ; but he

starts from an idea strongly supported by his hearers,

which is the v.ery same idea that he is about to give

battle to, and to destroy. Mark Antony is open to the

charge of equivocation. He is not honest and square

like Brutus. He deliberately and cautiously instills

one drop of venom after another into the souls of

his " subjects " until they are full to the brim and cry

for vengeance on the murderers of Caesar. It is true

he prosecutes a crnninal, and the criminal ought to be

punished. But his prosecution is not dictated by the

love of justice but by the desires of a robber to de-

prive his successful brother-robbers of their spoil.

After having stirred the free citizens, the proud Ro-

mans and masters of the world into a furious excite-

ment, he says :

" Now let it work. Mischief, tliou art afoci,

Take thou what course thou wilt,"

This masterpiece of Shakespeare's dramatic genius

faithfully depicts the type of crowds. The conquerors

of the world had in Caesar's time ceased to be free men,

they lacked the backbone of the contemporaries of

the Scipios, of a Cincinnatus, and of a Fabricius. They
allowed their sympathies and their votes to be turned

by any demagogue in whatever direction he pleased,

all the while imagining that they were free men, and

that they acted of their own accord. If the citizens

of a republic cease to be independent, if they are of a

suggestible nature, they are not worth their freedom,

and they will become the prey of unscrupulous wire-

pullers, or their government will soon cease to be a

republic.

There is a lesson for America 1 Our politicians
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even to-day use the basest flattery. They tell us that

we are the greatest and most intelligent nation ; we
are wise and independent. Having hypnotized their

audience with such cheap and vile phrases, they instill

their suggestions into the souls of the brave and the

free with impunity.

Let every American citizen be war}'. Whenever

a stump-speaker begins to flatter, be on your guard,

for it is almost certain that he is about to deceive you.

Our people should do less shouting and more thinking

in election campaigns, and every single individual who
attends a meeting should feel himself responsible

for the expressions of indignation or enthusiasm of

the whole assembl}'.

A republic needs independent citizens, quick in

comprehension, but slow in judgment, and tenacious

in that which they have recognized as right.' Every

honest thinker must endeavor to counteract the sug-

gestibility of the masses by the proper education of

our people.

SENTIMENTAL ARGUMENTS.

One of the most effective methods of suggesting

ideas, or plans, or propositions, is the employment of

sentimental arguments. The results of a certain ac-

tion is described, and the suggester (be he orator, or

author, or politician, or demagogue, or preacher, or

teacher, or a fantastic dreamer) dwells at length upon

the details of his description, taking for granted that

these must be the natural consequences of his scheme.

He excites the sentiment, the sympathy, the hopes

and fears of his "subject." And his subject whose

critical powers are lulled asleep under the influence of

some delightful dream, becomes an enthusiast for his

scheme. Being anxious about the result, he forgets to

examine whether the proposed scheme really leads to

that result ; and if he really makes an attempt to ex-

amine the validity and soundness' of the plan, he

has, in the meantime, become so infatuated and intox-

icated with the beautiful vision depicted to him, that

he has ceased to be impartial ; he is no longer unbiased,

and has become unable to examine the issue without a

prejudice.

Sentimental arguments are dangerous, because

they come to us like friends : they appear most inno-

cent and harmless in sheep's clothes. The fleece of a

sheep may hide a wolf or a real sheep, and which

of the two would be the worse is sometimes difficult to

tell. Ideas comparable to wolves make the man in

whose brain they dwell, appear most dangerous, but

those ideas that resemble the ovine species, I am in-

clined to regard as the greatest of all evils, for the

heads in which they live and for society also.

A man whose opinion is founded upon sentimental

arguments usually considers those fellow-mortals of his

who are of a different opinion as rascals, for men who
oppose this or that pet scheme must have, so it ap-

pears, a different sentiment. The}' seem to stand in

opposition to the result of the scheme, and thus they

must be, and are often declared to be, villainous rogues.

The fallacy of a sentimental logic is apparent to

every clear-minded person, and we must accordingly

be on our guard against it. Every man should make
it a rule for his thinking, never to form an opinion

on mere sentimental grounds.

INSINUATION AND SUGGESTION.

The most insidious method of hypnotizers is what

we may call "suggestion by insinuation." For in-

stance : The hypnotizer introduces his ideas by hints

rather than by a direct communication. He puts a

question which implies the supposition of a certain fact.

And the unwary 'subject, ' while bothering about an

answer, gets accustomed to the fictitious fact ; his

imagination is set at work to depict certain details of

the occurrence. Amid these details, worked out in his

imagination, he forgets the main thing : namely, to in-

vestigate whether the fact is true itself. His account

of the event is now based upon a fact. This fact is the

memory of his imagination. The idea of such an event

has become by insinuation a reality in his brain, he re-

members it plainly, and being unable to discriminate

between the memory of a real experience and a com-

mon report of an occurrence, he will, in best faith,

take an oath upon the truth of his statement.

How dangerous suggestibility by insinuation is,

our lawyers have ample opportunity to ascertain.

From my own experience I know of a case where, in

a trial for alleged murder, a Polish woman presented,

upon the questions proposed, her evidence against the

defendant in such a way that her whole testimony be-

came a tangle of improbable and impossible state-

ments. It was a dream, incidentally suggested in pre-

liminary examinations by questions which intimated

to her how it might have been. Her vivid imagination

made her suppositions appear to her as real happenings,

and in court she gave her evidence on oath.

There were questions like these.

"What time was it ?
"

" It was half past four in the morning."

"Did you not yesterday say it was a quarter to

seven ?"

"No, I did not. I said it was exactly half past

four."

In a preliminary examination she had said it was

a quarter to seven, but in the meantime it had become

manifest, that if it had been a quarter to seven all her

testimony would be irrelevant.

"How do you know that it was exactly half pist

four?

"
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"When I saw this man, I looked at the clock to

see what time it was, and the clock was exactly half

past four."

It was not difficult to prove that from the window

at which she was, it was impossible to see the spot where

she fancied to have seen the man against whom she

gave evidence. So it must have been a case of self-

suggestion.

The worst insinuations are those devised from per-

sonal malice. Some villain, for instance, writes a letter

to a man with the intention to throw suspicion upon

his character. The tone of the letter is friendly ; he

writes with a pretense of kindness and frankness, yet

among the sentences there are phrases like this :
" You

showed some anxiety about the matter and I am glad

that I can be of service to you." Thus a statement

is introduced together with an insinuation that the per-

son addressed had some reason to be anxious about it.

Whether this is true or not, the letter if read by

others, or if perhaps later on presented in court, will

throw suspicion upon the person addressed.

The method of insinuation is the more surreptitious,

the more trivial the details are that are introduced in

connection therewith. The details may be true, while

the fact insinuated is perhaps absolutely false. If the

truth of the details can be proved, the insinuation is

most likely to find credit.

Villains who employ such means are liable to do

great harm. There is one antidote only against the

refined venom of such knaves, and that is independ-

ence of judgment. A man who is able to discriminate

between true facts that are proved, and fictitious facts

that are insinuated; will be able to see through the

schemes of a trickster, and take his statements for

exactly what they are—insinuations. They are not

proved simply by being suggested, but require to be

proved ; and if they can be proved to be false they are

evidences of villan\-.

The lesson of this is that Psychology is a study too

much neglected ; it is indispensable for every one who

has to deal with people ; and who has not ? the physi-

cian, the clergyman, the employer of labor, the officer

in the army, the professor, the merchant, the banker,

almost every one has to deal with people, and, above

all, the lawyer. Self-knowledge is not sufficient to

make us free, it must be self-knowledge ami the

knowledge of other people ; it must be self-knowledge

in the broadest sense, knowledge of the soul, of the

motives that work upon, and can be employed to af-

fect, man's sentiments. It is only knowledge that can

make us free ; and knowledge will make us free. And

because it makes us free, knowledge, and chiefly so

psychological knowledge, is power. p. c.

MAX MULLER ON PHYSICAL RELIGION.*

THE SECOND COURSE OF GIFFORD LECTURES AT GLASGOW
UNIVERSITY.

N-ATUR.\L Religion manifested itself under three

different aspects, according as its object, or what is

called the Divine, is discovered either in nature, or in

man, or in the self.

The Infinite has been discovered, not only behind

the phenomena of nature, but likewise behind man,

taking man as an objective realitj', and as the repre-

sentative of all that we comprehend under the name of

mankind. Something not merely human or something

j-///ifrhuman, was discovered at a very early time in

parents and ancestors, particularly after they had de-

parted this life. This sphere of thought might be com-

prehended under the name of anthropological re-

ligion.

The psychological sphere of religious thought was

filled with endeavors to discover what lies hidden in

man, considered not merely as a creature, or as a part

of nature, but as a self-conscious subject. That self

of which man became conscious, as different from his

merely phenomenal or even his personal being, had

been called by many names in the different languages

of the'Vorld. It was called breath, spirit, ghost, soul,

mind, genius, and many more names, which consti-

tute a sort of psychological mytholog)', full of interest

to the student of religion, as well as to the student of

language and thought. It was afterwards called the

Ego, or the person, but even these names did not sat-

isfy man as he became more and more conscious of a

higher self. At last the consciousness of self arose

from out the clouds of psychological mythology, and

became the consciousness of the Infinite or the Divine

within us ; the individual self found itself again in the

Divine self—not absorbed in it, but hidden in it, and

at one with it by a half-human and half-divine sonship.

The earliest name for the Infinite as discovered by

man within himself, was found in the ancient Upani-

shads. There it was called Aima, self, or the self, that

lies behind, looking and longing for the Highest Self

—

and yet it is not far from every one of us. Socrates

knew the same self, but he called it Daimonion, the in-

dwelling God. The early Christian philosophers called

it the Holy Ghost, a name which has received many

interpretations and misinterpretations in different

schools of theology, but which ought to become again

what it was meant for in the beginning, the spirit

which unites all that is holy within man with the Holy

of Holies or the Infinite behind the veil of the Ego, or

of the merely personal and phenomenal self.

It must not be supposed that the three phases of

* From a report in the London Christum 11 'ar/J, copies of which were

kindly sent us by Prof. F. Max MilUer.
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natural religion, the physical, the anthropological, and

the psychological, existed each by themselves, that

one race worshipped the powers of nature only, while

another venerated the spirits of human ancestors, and

the third meditated on the Divine, as discovered in

the deepest depth of the human heart. Nor did his-

tory lend any support to the theory that physical re-

ligion everywhere came first, and was succeeded by

anthropological, and lastly by psychological religion.

All that could be said was that in different countries and

among different nations sometimes the one, sometimes

the other phase of religion became more prominent,

though seldom was any religion met with which did

not contain the germs of all.

The ancient Vedic religion was pre-eminently a

physical religion, but to maintain, as some philoso-

phers had done, that it contained no traces of ancestor-

worship, shows simply an ignorance of facts. Even
the third phase, the psychological, that in its fully

elaborated form belongs to a later age and assumes

the character of a philosophy rather than of a religion,

was never entirely absent in any religion. The very

recognition of superior beings implied some kind of

perception of man's own being, some recognition of

what really constituted his own self. Though these

three roads were found, on which a belief in the

Infinite was reached b}' different nations, running

closely parallel, or even crossing each other, yet it was

almost indispensable that each should be explored by

itself. At present we shall devote ourselves to a study

of ph}'sical religion.

There is but one method of carrying out that ex-

ploration—the historical. We must try to discover

the historical vestiges of that long pilgrimage which

the human race had performed, not once, but many
times, in search of what lies beyond the horizon of our

senses, in search of the Infinite, in search of a true

religion ; and this the enquirer could only achieve by

a careful study of all truly historical documents in which

that pilgrimage had been recorded. There is an un-

broken continuity in the religions, as there was in the

languages, of the world. We know that the language

spoken by Hume and Kant is substantially the same as

that which was spoken by the poets of the Veda in

India 4,000 years ago. And we see that the problem

of causality which occupied the powerful minds of

Hume and Kant was substantially the same as that

which occupied the earliest framers of Aryan language

and Aryan thought. Physical religion owes its origin

to the categor}' of causality, or, in other words, to the

predicating of roots expressive of agency and causality

as applied to the phenomena of nature.

For practical purposes it is best to study the origin

and growth of physical religion in one country only,

and then to turn our eyes to other countries where the

same ideas, though under varying outward conditions,

have found expression in mythology or religion. In

no country do we find physical religion in its simplest

form so completely developed as in India. Not in

India, as it is popularly known, not in modern India,

not in media;\al India, not even in the ancient India,

as represented in the epic poems of the Mahabharata

and Ramayana, least of all in the India of the Buddhists,

whose religion, old as it was—for Buddha died 477
B. c.—was built up on the very ruins of that religion

which interests us at present. The pure, original,

and intelligible religion of India is to be found in the

Vedic period onl}', which preceded the rise of Buddhism,

just as the religion of the Old Testament preceded

that of the New. There and there only can we see

physical religion in all its fulness, in all its simplicity,

in all its necessity. Suppose we knew Christianity

only as it appeared after the Council of Nic£ea, after

it had become a state religion, and had once for all

settled its dogmas and ceremonial, and then we had

suddenly discovered a manuscript of the Gospels—the

new insight into the true nature of Christianity would

not have been more startling and surprising than has

been the new light which the discovery of the Veda

throws on the origin and growth of religion, not only

in India, but in every part of the world.

The discovery of the Veda laid bare the primitive

stratum of language and thought, the very possibility

of which had before been so keenly contested. Yet

while a study of .the Veda was the best preparation for

the study of physical religion, it did not claim to teach

all that could be known about the gods of nature. If

historians called the Veda primitive, they meant that

it was more primitive than any other literary work they

were acquainted with, and that it contained many

thoughts which required no antecedents. But it would

be the greatest mistake to imagine that everything in

the Veda was primitive, intelligible, or without antece-

dents. The collection of hymns which scholars chiefly

meant when they spoke of the Veda in general, was a

collection of various collections, and in each of them

there were relics of different ages, mixed up together.

They had to search carefully for what was really prim-

ary in thought, for the later rubbish was much more

abundant than the original gold. And yet, for all that,

they possessed in the whole world no literary relics

intellectually older than the oldest hymns of the Rig-

Veda, and I doubt whether we possess any literary relics

chronologically older, at all events in their own, the

Aryan world.

The Veda has become the foundation of all linguis-

tic, mythological, and. religious studies. The accents

of the Veda supplied our philologians with the final

explanation of the minutest changes of vowels in

Greek, and even in English. The names of Greek and

Ti .
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Roman gods and goddesses found their explanation in

the common phraseology of the Vedic Rishis ; and reli-

gion itself, which seemed to some scholars so irrational

and unnatural a creation 'that it could have been in-

vented by one man only, and he probably a madman,'

assumed a character so perfectly natural and rational

that they might boldly call it an inevitable phase in

the growth of the human mind.

A JOURNALIST'S CONFESSION. BOSTON, A. D., 2001.

[communicated through dyer d. lum.]

You will be surprised, my dear Dr. Leete, to learn that I

have severed my connection with the " Trumpet of Liberty," but

such is the fact. Your kindness in the past, your earnest zeal in

laboring to secure sufficient subscribers to reimburse the executive

power for expense incurred, as well as your unfailing optimism

even when circumstances looked dark, all alike convince me that

I would be derelict to favors received were I not to lay before you

the reasons which have actuated me in this final step. Nor are

the reasons purely sentimental, though I know that if I should

place them upon that ground I could at once command the tender

sympathies of your generous and trusting heart. And if my pri-

vate criticisms herein as to the wisdom of our mode of conducting

newspapers should seem to lean toward treason, I can but simply

throw myself upon your good nature.

The imperative necessity of first securing enough subscribers

to guarantee cost before permission to publish could be obtained,

necessarily made the venture in a large degree local. To the cir-

culars sent out the replies from a distance were, as we expected,

not very encouraging ; the utter lack of advertising, if I may be

permitted that antique word, prevented the fact from being widely

known, as well as the character and scope of our work, and at the

same time deprived us of means to collect names. In fact, my
dear doctor, while in no wise depreciating the calm security we
now possess of knowing that our material wants will be easily

gratified, it still seems to me, but without indorsing Carlyle's allu-

sion to "pig's wash," that this security of the stomach tends to

confine our efforts within narrower circles and restrict our intel-

lectual horizon within the boundaries of personal intercourse.

Without means to reach unknown inquirers, our work and pro-

gress has been largely retarded.

But the "Trumpet," fortunately, having a goodly subscrip-

tion list, and I being elected editor, these difficulties were sur-

mounted, even if it prevented a material reduction in terms or in-

crease of attractions. But here a greater difficulty arose. You re-

member the biting sarcasms in works of a former age in which

the clergy were assailed for being necessarily subservient to the

pews whence arose their support. I fancy I can put myself in the

place of a clergyman under those semi-barbarous conditions pre-

vailing before government kindly relieved us of the care of over-

looking our own morals. For even under our resplendent liberty,

which I have done so much to trumpet, I have found myself con-

tinually treading on tender corns and drawing forth indignant pro-

tests from my constituency. Our beloved institutions have not

fostered criticism ; on the contrary, the tendency is plainly toward

its repression. Though our presses continually issue books, they,

like papers, find great difficulty in reaching beyond a merely local

market, which while heightening cost necessarily limits circula-

tion. To write for the "pews" only, so to speak, restricts inde-

pendence ; while independence either curtails my list of readers or

changes its personnel, in either case depriving the paper of an

assured and solid basis.

To antagonize those within immedia'e reach, whom every-

thing tends to render extremely conservative toward speculations

relative to wider personal liberty, and without means to reach

others at a distance to whom such thoughts might be welcome, is

but one of the many difficulties I have encountered. Individual

initiative having long since gone out of fashion, in the collapse of

the ancient system of political economy, it becomes more and more

difficult to assert it in the economy of intellect. I am aware that

the field of journalism is regarded as exempted from the general

rule of authoritative direction and, like the clergy, left to personal

merit to win success ; still the universal tendency of all our institu-

tions to militant measures and direction largely invalidates the

theory. This tendency to centralization, which has become the

crowning glory of our civilization, is strikingly manifest even in

journalism, despite its theoretical exemption.

The subscribers being, so to speak, stockholders, and persons

whose everyday occupations and mode of living tend to disparage

individual initiative, the first effect of anything blasphemous to

the sacred shrine of the commonplace is the appointment of a

committee, or board of directors, by the subscribers whose chief

functions consist in promoting solidarity among the enrolled sub-

scribers. Theoretically, I had become convinced that this was the

flower of our civilization and frequently elucidated its philosophy

at Shawmut College, but my later experience has not led me to be

enraptured with its fragrance. Each one, in so far as individuality

has survived, to however slight a degree, feels not only competent

but authorized to express himself editorially
; for those most fervent

in presenting the superiority of collective wisdom are equally con-

vinced that they are its organs.

When I accepted the position as editor, I believed that this

reservation of journalism from collective control was wise, but

what was excluded in theory reappears in practice. If you could

but look over the articles I have received from the stockholders

whom I represent, the " pews " to whom I preach, you might be

tempted to change the name of the paper to the " Scrap Book,"

or face the problem of reducing material cost without increasing

intellectual costiveness. You see my dilemma : if I insert them I

am publishing contradictory principles, if I exclude them I am fly-

ing in the face of our great and glorious institutions by looking

backward to outgrown conditions, wherein some of your semi-

barbarous forefathers were wont to prate of the inseparableness

of personal initiative and responsibility.

That our social system can be criticised by writers for its

compulsory enlistment for three years to secure ample supply for

social demand for sewer-ditchers, night scavengers, domestic ser-

vice, etc., you would undoubtedly agree with me in regarding as

only coming from those in whom our beneficent institutions had

not eradicated as yet the hereditary taint of being "born tired,"

a complaint of which we read in some ancient authors. Yet,

whatever its source, such criticisms are received, though generally

ccncealed in allegory. Thus, recently, I had to reject a story of

considerable literary excellence, wherein was described a fancied

society where parity of conditions rendered free competition

equitable, and remuneration for work was determined in open

market by intensity and degree of repugnance overcome, thus un-

socially offering the highest inducements to disagreeable labor. I

saw at once the anarchistic character of the work, and promptly

suppressed it as treasonous.

I have also come to the conclusion, my dear Dr. Leete, that

the newspaper is obsolete. For current gossip and small talk we

already have abundant vehicles ; for criticism on public polity

there is no room, even if there were need, nor would it be wise

to tolerate it in a community where individuality is subordinated

to general welfare and protection constitutes the genius of all in-

stitutions. Our general news we receive officially, all alike, as it is

given to us, and the official bulletins meet all demands that may
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arise which public safety and morality deem wisdom to publish.

Titles of heavier treatises than the ephemeral requirements of

newspapers may always be found in the official record of publica-

tions distributed among our purchasing agencies, to those who

have time to search through their voluminous bulk, and even if a

title should prove misleading, a common misfortune for which I

can suggest no adequate remedy, our material prosperity is so well

assured that credit so wasted will not injure anj'one.

Finding, therefore, that our present legally instituted scheme

of journalism is incompatible with our social constitution, to pre-

serve which all else must be sacrificed, in that it cannot be suc-

cessfully conducted without individual initiative, control, and re-

sponsibility, I gladly cease the struggle to return to my chair of

philosophy of history at Shawmut College. My own opinion is

that the collective direction now so simplified over production and

exchange in material fabrics, should be logically extended to the

production and exchange of the more subtle fabrics of the brain if

our glorious institutions are to permanently remain on a solid and

immovable basis. To admit anarchy in thought, and insist on

artificial regulation of relations which are born of thought, is

plainly illogical and dangerous to collective liberty. A social sys-

tem once instituted must be preserved at all hazards ; to preserve

is as essential as to create ; and this is the more evident when we

are the creators and know the result to be to our social well-being.

Happily, the compulsory solidarity to which civilization has

now attained in material wealth, and the moralization of militancy

a century ago. effected by political high-priests, already gives

every indication of being dominant in the intellectual sphere be-

fore the close of this newly-opened century. Having organized

liberty, having brought the spirit of freedom down from abstract

heights to add a local habitation to its name, by excluding individ-

ual initiative and personal respcnsibility in economics, having sub-

stituted the kind fraternalism of direction for the wild freedom of

competition, let us hasten the rapidly nearing day when intellect

will also reject these survivals of a ruder age—a day wherein we

will reach the culminating point of our civilization, where looking

forward will be synonymous with looking backward !

Yours for organized and instituted liberty.

Julian West.

P. S.—Edith sends love ; the baby is well. J. W.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE CRADLE OF THE ARYANS.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
Prof. Max Muller's article, which appeared in The Open

Court of February 13th, cannot be suffered to pass without a few

words of protest.

His line of argument is hardly ingenuous. In discussing the

question of a European or an Asiatic origin of the Aryan race, he

selects for attack the Scandinavian hypothesis of Penka, the

weakest of all the European theories which have been broached
;

and when this unfortunate theory has been overwhelmed with

easy ridicule, he seems to imagine that the European theory has

been demolished. He does not even allude to the most probable

Aryan cradle which has hitherto been suggested, the great central

plain of Europe, which has secured the suffrages of such weighty

authorities as Latham, Benfey, Spiegel, Cuno, Friederich Miiller,

Von Loher, Lindenschmit, and Tomaschek. Nor is it fair to say

that "Latham first started" the Scandinavian theory. Latham
never suggested so wild a solution of the problem. He urged that

the cradle of the Aryans should rather be sought in the former re-

gion of Lithuanian occupancy, extending, as he thought, from the

Baltic to the Euxine, and including a portion of the valley of the

Danube
;
an hypothesis to which Prof. Max MUlIer's objections

do not apply.

Again, he attacks at considerable length, an observation of

Prof. Sayce about the birch, which was a mere verbal slip, forth-

with corrected, but he leaves unanswered the very cogent argu-

ment from the distribution of the beach which Prof. Sayce had

actually in his mind, an argument which has induced so cautious

a scholar as Dr. Schrader to abandon his former advocacy of an

Asiatic cradle for the Aryan race.

Although myself unable to accept Penka's Scandinavian the-

ory, I do not think it will be very greatly damaged by some of the

arguments with which Prof. Max Miiller assails it. " We know,"

he says, "of no traces of human life " in Sweden much before the

date of the Persian war, i. e., about 500 B, C. Not to speak of

the fact that skulls of the present Swedish type are found in an-

cient graves, which go back, all through the ages of iron and of

bronze, far into the neolithic period, it has been calculated by

Prof. Steenstrup, the highest authority on the subject, that the

accumulation of those vast mounds of refuse called the kitchen

middens, which line portions of the Swedish and Danish coasts,

must have occupied from 10,000 to 12,000 years. These mounds

are of neolithic date, so that in any case the "traces of human
life " in Sweden must be extended back for several thousand years

beyond the date selected by Prof. Max Miiller.

Weak as are Penka's arguments in favor of his Scandinavian

hypothesis, they are, at all events, not so weak as those which Prof

.

Max Miiller brings forward in support of his own selection, the

lofty and almost uninhabitable plateau of the Pamir, the roof of

the world, which he believes to be one of " the highest points in

Asia." The argument is as follows ;
" Geology tells us that the

first regions inhabitable by human beings " were the Pamir and

the Caucasus. "No geologist would ever think of any part of

Europe as inhabited, or inhabitable, at the same period of time as

these two highest points of Asia." Leaving this very remarkable

statement to be discussed by the geologists, I would venture to

suggest that Prof. Max Miiller seems to be confusing two things

perfectly distinct, namely, the origin of the Aryans, and the ori-

gin of the human race. Even if he could prove that the first man
first made his appearance on "thereof of the world," and that

the Pamir was well peopled when the whole of Europe was, for

some unassigned reason, uninhabitable, this very singular fact

would have no bearing whatever on the question. For the Pro-

fessor himself demands no more than 4,000, or at most, 7,000

years for the origin of the Aryan race and the separation of the

Aryan languages, a period not one-tenth of that during which, ac-

cording to the geologists. Dr. Croll and Prof. Geike, for instance.

Europe has been the seat of human habitation The earliest

proofs of the existence of man upon the earth, come, not from

Babylonia or Egypt, far less from the wild and sparsely peopled

wastes of the Pamir, but from Western Europe, which was not

only habitable, but actually inhabited as far back as the Phisto-

cene age, before England had become an island by the formation

of the Channel, and when the Somme flowed 300 feet above

its present level, pouring its waters, mingled with those of

the Rhine and the Thames, into some remote northern ocean.

We also know that in France and Britain man was the contem-

porary of the woolly rhinoceros, the mammoth, and the hippo-

potamus. The "highest points of Asia" must have been cov-

ered bv the ice-sheet of the last glacial epoch at the time when

the mammoth and the reindeer formed the food of paljeolithic

hunters in Western Europe.

The Eguisheim skull, the Neanderthal skull, the Engis skull,

the Canstadt skull, the Olmo skull, the Grenelle skulls, and the

Cro-Magnon skulls, must be older by untold miileniums than the

utmost period demanded by Prof. Max Miiller for the Aryan sep-
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aratioQ, older also, in all probability, than the time when glaciers

were the sole occupants of the region which, he maintains, was

the first habitable spot on earth.

Prof. Max Miiller also puts forward the curious theory that

since the Indus rises in the Pamir, it "would have served as a

guide to the South-East," thus " leading the Indo-European race

to India." A very dangerous guide it would have been, since the

Indus, which, as it happens, does not rise in the Pamir, but is

separated from it by some of the loftiest mountains in the world,

foams through the Himalaya by an unexplored and impassable

chasm, which is believed to be some 14,000 feet in depth. Through

this terrific gorge the Indians, with their families and their flocks,

must have marched to the Punjab after they had separated from

their Iranian kinsmen !

Prof. Max Miiller concludes by affirming that he has " always

confined himself to the statement " that the Aryan home was

"somewhere in Asia." I am tolerably familiar with his works,

but I have been unable to verify this assertion. I discover it, for

the first time, in a magazine article written only three years ago.

In his best known work, the " Lectures on the Science of Lan-

guage," delivered in 1861, he selected as the probable cradle of

the Aryan race, "the highest elevation of central Asia," that

same " highest point of Asia" to which he now returns, "the

region drained," he now tells us, " by the feeders of the Indus,

the Oxus, and the Yaxartes." The only important difference that

I can see between the two statements is that he now includes the

Indus, judiciously omitted in the Lectures, as one of the rivers

which watered the Aryan home.

Prof. Max Miiller hopes "we shall hear no more of Sweden

as the cradle of the Aryas." I hope so, too; and I also venture

to hope, though I do not expect, that we shall hear no more of

that still more impossible cradle, the Pamir, well called " the roof

of the world," or of any of the " highest points " in any of the

continents. Isaac Taylor, Litt.D., L L. D.

Settrington Rectory, York.

"SOUVENIR DU lER MARS, 1815."*

(RETURN FROM ELBA.)

BY LOUIS BELROSE, JR.

L

'Twas here the landing ? here they pitched the tent

Till midnight, when the fatal march began

That yet once more, despite the nations' ban,

Shook earth a hundred days ? and such event

Marked like a petty road-side accident !
—

Not thus, not thus, O giant Corsican,

Uprose the shaft in that ambitious plan

Which I had formed for such a monument.

Not thus, but glittering with all the gold

Thy glory cost the Gaul, and thy disgrace
;

While mounting toward thine image, as of old,

The burnished mass was fashioned to enchase

A million skulls— thy legend briefly told
;

And all the sea was blood about the base.

O Tyrant, w.e are small as thou art great,

But mid the rabble thou didst so despise

Be some that look the gods between the eyes

And fear not. Yea, be some that dare to rate

* Composed before a small column bearing this inscript'on

by the road near the spot where Napoleon landed.

Their halo but a mask ; and when in state

I raised thy cursed genius to the skies,

'Twas there to strip thee of thine old disguise

And join to endless fame eternal ha'e.

But all was done that I had hoped to do.

By him who reigned thine heir and blood-in-law.

Late Prussia's high Purveyor to the Maw,

When, with himself and mighty retinue,

He left the lion's skin beneath her paw.

And made Sedan a bastard Waterloo.

Gjlfe Jouan (near Cannes, France), 1874.

BOOK REVIEWS.
The Life of Albert R. Parsons. With a brief History of the

Labor Movement in America. By Mrs. Lucy E, Parsons.

Chicago : 1889.

The Light of Persia ; or. The Death of Mammon. And other

Poems of Prophesy, Profit, and Peace. By George P. Mclntyre.

Chicago: 1890. The Wage Workers' Publishing Company.

We review these books together, not because they are of equal

interest or value, but because they are both echoes of the Labor

cry, the new De Profundis, the passionate psalm of the workers

appealing out of the depths of misery and degradation for more

wages and less hours of daily toil. To understand the Labor

question it is not enough to learn the laws of social and political

economy ; we must also know what the laborers think and feel ; and

this knowledge must be obtained from their own books

There is a weird fascination about this " Life of Albert R.

Parsons." Few stories in our literature are told with such dra-

matic power as this. No book of 1889 will live so long as this

vivid biography. It is a tale of chivalry so exalted, with an ending

so tragical and pathetic, that it reads like a romance by Stevenson

or Haggard. In all the ideal knighthood of Sir Walter Scott, there

is not a high-born Templar or Crusader whose heroism can be

compared to the self-devotion and chivalry of this indomitable

puritan, who was merely a Knight of Labor without crest, coat of

arms, or any other heraldry of barbarian aristocracy. Americans

cannot study the character of Parsons without admiring his integ-

rity and courage, however much they may condemn the doctrines

for which he forfeited his life. Out of this admiration for his per-

sonal qualities will spring the question which sooner or later must

be answered by every American conscience. Was it necessary to

put this man to death ? Was it wise ? Was it merciful ? Was it re-

ligious ? Was it just ? Was it legal ? To every one of these ques-

tions the answer must be. No. The sacrifice of Parsons was a

political tragedy casting over the Labor question a storm-cloud,

which grows darker and more ominous as time adds to the glamor

of the catastrophe.

That tke death of Parsons should become an epoch in the

Labor movement and pass into history as a part of it, is due to the

mad vengeance of the men who hanged him. By this blunder they.

exalted him to the rank of a representative, not of anarchy, but of

labor. On the morning of the execution a laborer was riding on

the front platform of a North State Street car. Passing the jail,

he said to the driver, " What is anarchy " ? "I don't know," was

the answer. " I understand it means more wages and less hours of

labor for the working man " It is easy to show that anarchy does

not mean anything of the kind ; but by hanging Parsons, the classes

taught the masses to give that meaning to the word. A grotesque

horror is added to the drama by the concession that Parsons was

entirely innocent of any knowledge of the crime for which he was

condemned, and of all participation in it, excepting that he had

preached the gospel of anarchy, whereby he had become indirectly,

inferentially, psychologically, and metaphysically responsible for
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the bomb-throwing in the Haymarket. Under the circumstances,

it is not inappropriate that the history of Parsons and the history

of the Labor movement should be blended in one book.

The book itself is a curious compound of articles and opinions

contributed by different persons. Its lack of all art, method, plan,

or unity of construction adds to its interest by variety of treatment.

It contains a History of the Labor Movement in America, by

Joseph Gruenhut ; a History of the Labor Movement in Chicago,

by George A. Schilling ; an AutoBiography of Parsons ; his ad-

ventures, travels, and speeches, Capt. Black's account of him, in-

cidents of his trial, extracts from the pamphlet called "The Trial

of the Judgment," an account of the Haymarket meeting. Echoes

from the prison cell, and other matters concerning Parsons and

bis work. The gorgeous and stately romance Ivanhoe is not more

exciting nor so full of incident.

Parsons was an enthusiast, cherishing the ideal of a perfect

social system which mankind will never see until human nature

itself shall experience the " new birth," and change its character.

He was a man of genius, refined in manner, and possessed of rare

poetical and oratorical powers. His eloquence was magnetic, and

his argument clear. He could use sarcasm with fine effect, and

in denunciation he was forcible and keen. There was no cruelty

iri his nature, and his private life was pure. Some of his writings

in the " Alarm " cannot be justified. They were not only incen-

diary in the dangerous meaning of the word, but they were irra-

tional and useless for anything but mischief. It is curious, how-

ever, that the same sentiments and the same language were uttered

at the same time in the National House of Representatives, by the

Chaplain of the House, in public prayers offered in the hearing of

Congress, and paid for out of the treasury. He was not put to

death for his extravagant speaking, but he was re-elected to his

office, to pray the like prayers over again. Parsons was hanged

for preaching anarchy, but the chaplain was rewarded for praying

it. It is a feeble excuse for either of them that they only intended

to sound an alarm as the prophet thundered against Nineveh.

Few braver things are found either in fact or fiction than the

manly act of Parsons, who, out of a place of safety in Wisconsin,

came to Chicago, and walking into the court room, quietly said to

the judge, "I present myself for trial with my comrades, your

honor." This magnanimity was answered by a sentence of death,

executed with ceremonial cruelty in the state of Abraham Lincoln,

whose immortal glory is written in the inspired words "With
charity for all, with malice towards none "

; a sentiment harshly

reversed in the Anarchist case where judgment was executed with

malice towards all, with charity for none.

As to the " Light of Persia, and other Poems," the bock bears

the imprint of the " Wage Workers' Publishing Company," and

therefore brings with it some apparent credentials from the labor

element. For this reason it may receive some notice which it

might not otherwise obtain. The book should be judged kindly,

for, no doubt, the author means well, and wishes to see the labor-

er's condition improved, but he contributes very little towards the

desired result. The book consists of 220 pages, of which about one

third is given to " The Light of Persia, and other Poems," and

the other two thirds are the author's scrap-book, a collection of

clippings on all manner of subjects, by all manner of men. Of

course any man has a right to print bis scrap-book, but it would

be more candid to call it that, than to advertise it under the at-

tractive title of "The Light of Persia."

Desiring to give a generous and indulgent hearing to anything

on the working man's side, we can see very little in this book to

be commended, and much to be condemned. Railing and scolding

in lame and feeble verses is not poetry ; nor are the passionate ex-

pressions of a morbid egotism worthy the attention of working men.

It is disappointing to find that the verses called "The Light

of Persia," are a hysterical hymn to some tremendous chemical

explosive compound which is to regenerate mankind. Enough of

it can be concealed in the palm of the hand to crumble the great

pyramid of Egypt. The effect of a pinch of it thrown among a
flock of sheep is thus tenderly described :

.\nd had that flock be

now in hell."

iwer hovered o'er the flock and then it fell

;

I Bankers, Lawyers, they had been pleading '

A trial is going on, and the judge, jury, prisoner, lawyers, and

spectators are all playfully blown up in the same way by this

" limpid quintessence of light." There is nothing better or more
enlightened in Mr. Mclntyre's poetry than the couplet quoted

above, although there are some poems and bits of prose by other

people in the scrap-book part of the volume which are well worth

reading. When the doctrines of the '

' Light of Persia " are pro-

mulgated with ability they injure the cause of Labor, when advo-

cated without ability, they bring it into contempt. t.

NOTES.
We have cut out certain portions from the article by Ludwig

Noire in this number, and refer those readers who wish to inform

themselves about further details to the original work "Logos,"

Chapter xiv. We have omitted those paragraphs which intro-

duce Schopenhauer's views of causality, first, because what N lire

means cannot be very well understood without an acquaintance

with Schopenhauer's dissertation on the quadruple root of the

principle of sufficient reason (
Uber die vUrfache Wurzel des Salses

vom zureichenden Grunde) ; and, secondly, because this pamphlet

contains some radical errors which Ludwig Noire not only did not

overcome but allowed himself to be influenced by. Our criticism of

Schopenhauer may be briefly sketched thus : Schopenhauer says the

proposition of sufficient reason has four roots, which are of radical

difference ;
and he distinguishes between the priHcipiuiit nitionis

suffuienlis fiendi, cogitoscendi, agendi, and dssendi. It thus appears

as if different kinds of causation could exist, which would be ab-

surd. The causa agendi is a special kind of cajisa fiendi ; and the

cauSiC cognoscendi as well as essendi are not causes at all but rea-

sons. Schopenhauer was one of the boldest thinkers, yet he had

not freed himself from the metaphysicism of former centuries.

His "Will" is not only a natural phenomenon, such as is the will

of man and animals, the growth of plants, the falling of stones,

but also a supernatural phenomenon that can produce effects of

telepathy and might create worlds. It is Kant's thing in itself

endowed with all the attributes of mysticism. The results of Ludwig
Noire's most important investigations, however, remain un-

touched.

Mr. Henry C. Badger is an agnostic, and in an article pub-

lished in The Unitarian Revie'o,he calls the editor of The Open Court

simply because the latter is not an agnostic, " an Hegelian." In

connection with this odd statement, he objects to "the assump-

tion " that " whatever is known to God may be known by man,"
and continues : "Human conceit has before soared as high, but,

its wings of wax soared toward humiliation."

Hegelianism is characterized, in a quotation from Dr. Hedge,

as "self-sufficiency combined with moral indifference." The pas-

sage quoted from Dr. Hedge refers to Heine and alludes to one of

Heine's most famous yet flippant l>on mots regarding Hegelianism

and Heine's course of study with Hegel in Berlin. Mr. Badger is

apparently ignorant of the source of Dr. Hedge's quotation or he

would never have used it to characterize Hegel's philosophy.

There is an ethical side to the forming of an opinion about a man,

and of that Mr. Badger seems to have little conception. We are

strongly opposed to Hegel, but he is too great a giant in the em-
pire of philosophic thought to be dealt with so slightingly.

Mr. Badger must know little of Hegel and still less of the

views propounded in The Open Court. Strange that modest agnostics

of this stamp so rarely retain their modesty for home-consump-

tion ! Who gave them the authority to limit investigation whenever

they happen to be benighted themselves ? Mr. Badger is leading

Unitarianism upon slippery ground and certainly not on a road

that lies in the direction of progress. He quotes approvingly Dr.

Hedge's answer to the question '

' What do Unitarians most lack ?
"

"Humility !" Mr. Badger, we judge, is a Unitarian.
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ANGELS OF GOOD AND EVIL

BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.

Beneath the ancient church of the Capucins is a

crj'pt-cemetery, where the medieval monks were buried

in earth brought from Jerusalem. It was for some

time believed that the flesh of Christians would not

decay, if buried in soil of the Holy Land, and a cem-

etery was made of it at Pisa, in which Princes, and

dignitaries able to pay for the privilege, were interred.

The walls enclosing the Pisa cemetery are frescoed

with pictures, one of which shows the graves there

opening, at the last day, and revealing forms fresh as

if just buried, beside the skeletons of those buried

elsewhere. But the Capucins found their predecessors

turned to dry bones long ago, and had the fancy to ar-

range these bones in architectural order. They built

up with them a series of rooms, with arched roofs,

the partitions being entirely of bones. There are six

or seven of these rooms. There are arched alcoves

of bones, bordered with skulls, and with skull key-

stones ; there are spandrels of bones ; and even floral

traceries over the ceiling neatly made of fingers and

toes. In one of the rooms a skeleton has been placed

in the centre of the ceiling to represent Death, the

scythe being made of small bones. This Death grins

in a ghastly way over the heaps of those who have

fallen beneath his scythe. Around each room are

niches in which, seated or reclining, are skeletons,

presumably of eminent monks, clad in the brown

Capucin garb. In the half-light, which prevents the

scene from being simply horrible, these particular fig-

ures appear as if fallen asleep ; indeed, they might

easil}' suggest such legends as that of the Seven

Sleepers—a legend which, as filtered into the secular

mind, took the shape of Barbarossa, Arthur, and

other immortal slumberers, and, in America, was re-

duced to ragged Rip Van Winkle.

The whole bone-crypt is a monumental witness to

the material character of the future life for which

these old monks made such sacrifices. The ideal

paradise of those who, with much cost and labor,

brought this soil from Jerusalem, was one in which
their flesh was to be preserved eternally, undecayed,

and to enjoy pleasures of the flesh. What was it to

give up pleasure for a few years, to suffer a brief life-

time, for such payment as an eternity of pleasure?

And as for martyrdom, that was in living so miserably,

not in dying—which but opened the portal of the eter-

nal palace more speedily. In fact the old crucifiers

of the flesh naturally courted death, and even com-

mitted suicide—nuns especially—until, in the absence

of an}' scriptural text against suicide, the Church had

to issue a decree against self-slaughter.

It is, no doubt, a survival of this materialistic con-

ception of immortality which to day impedes the

adoption of Cremation. An English Bishop once ex-

pressed his belief that the general practice of crema-

tion would prove fatal to Christianity. He may be

right. Were the masses to familiarize their senses

with the dissipation of human forms, it would be be-

yond their average imagination to believe that such

bodies would be created again from dust in order to

be punished or rewarded. It is said that Prometheus,

who brought fire from heaven, took away human be-

lief in immortality. He brought the fire that men
might fuse, and forge, and refashion the world by va-

rious arts, but he found that they would never do this

so long as they believed that a perfect world was al-

ready created, and could be reached by the near and

simple means of death.

Heine says that he once met the Devil, and said

to him :
" How is it that I have always seen you rep-

resented as hideous ? I find you decidedl}' good-

looking." "Ah," replied the Devil, "man lost his

earthly paradise by me, and has always painted me

ugly." But, if a spiritual heaven, in the presence of

God, be happier than a terrestial paradise apart from

that presence, Satan ought not to be vilified. Eden,

in which was everything pleasant to the taste, and to

the senses, was—according to the legend—given by

Eve in exchange for divine wisdom. "Ye shall be

as Gods," said Satan; and sure enough, after the

fruit was eaten, the Elohim confessed, " Man has be-

come as one of us." Death was then bestowed as a

portal through which man might find with God a par-

adise, not like that of the senses which knowledge

lost him, but one worthy of a being who had become

" as one of us "—the Elohim. That Satan, who thus

opened to man a higher paradise, should be hated and

blackened, suggests that, after all, it was—to some ex-
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tent still is—the sensual paradise which mainly ani-

mates the ardor of man for a future world.

Just above the bone-crypt, in this same old church

of the Capucins, there is a painting by Guido, con-

taining the ugliest known representation of him who

is said to have brought death into the world. It is

by Guido Reni. It is often said to be the expulsion

of Satan from heaven, but this is a mistake. When
Satan was expelled he was a leading angel, according

to the legend, and his wicked works on earth had not

begun. Guido meant to paint the millennial angel, for

he bears a heavy chain with which the demon is to be

bound. The most chivalrous sympathizer with " the

under dog in a fight" could hardly feel any pity for

this prostrate fiend. His countenance is, first of all,

cruel ; the mouth and teeth seem made to bite. The

complexion is that of dirty copper ; the eyes are crafty

and hard. Those who have read Nathaniel Haw-
thorne's beautiful romance. The Marble Faun, may
remember that it was in this demon that he found the

semblance of the evil being who dogged poor Miriam's

footsteps everywhere until her lover threw him over

the Tarpeian Rock. He proved to be aCapucin friar.

In this wretch Hawthorne drew a figure representing

motiveless wickedness—a creature evil for the love of

evil ; for he does not seek Miriam's love or money,

but merely wields a torturing power he happens to

have over her. And it is this cold, passionless vil-

lainy and cruelty which Guido has painted. The

angel points his sword at the prostrate demon, but of

course it is a sham gesture. He does not mean to

kill him*. Satan is too useful an executioner, as a ter-

ror, to be slain. I do not like this attitudinising angel

for several reasons. He is larger than Satan ; he is

armed, as Satan is not ; and has wings with which he

could pounce on his adversary from above. It sug-

gests a superiority of animal force. There is a copy

of the picture which led Hawthorne to say that the

angel was too dainty ; the sandaled feet were those

of a celestial coxcomb, fearing that they would be

soiled by contact with Lucifer. This he did not find

in the original, but I did. But Hawthorne does not

retract another criticism of his; namely, that there

ought to be some signs of a struggle—a loosed san-

dal, a ruffled wing. To my own mind this is the ne-

cessity of the angel's having brought carnal weapons

to the struggle—a larger frame and a sword. The

daintiness and the easy victory would be appropriate

only if the angel had dispensed with his military char-

acter, and were representing simply the superiority

of purity over baseness, or of good over evil. He is

fighting the devil with the devil's own weapons, and

it is not to be supposed that a victory of that kind is

won so easily.

There is a picture of a similar subject, by Sanga-

relli, in an old church at Sorrento, of which I have

seen no mention, but which impressed me as more true

and beautiful than Guide's. The prostrate demon

—

also too hideous for pity—has eyes expanded with sur-

prise ; and well they may be, for the angel that has

subdued him is not of heroic size, but slight as a girl

of sixteen; moreover, this small angel bears no
weapon whatever. The foot here planted on the fiend

is here rightly made tiny and dainty, for on the small

shield borne on her left arm are the words Quis ut

deus ? She stands there for the infinite strength of the

Dove, to which her weaponless right hand points.

The Almighty is pictured there pointing to his son,

and the son, pointing to his wound ; but the central

object is the Dove—type of the apparent weakness of

innocency—whose visibly descending spirit, or breath,

has proved too mighty for the personification of chaos,

as, in the older legend, its brooding was for chaos

itself. It is the picture of good subduing evil with

good, of beauty and wisdom triumphant over darkness

and monstrosity by their own superiority— not by iron

or brute force of warriors. A fallacious proverb says,

one must fight the devil with fire ; but the devil is

sure to get the better, in the end, where the weapons

of combat are his own. In Guido's picture, Satan

smiles slightly, even under the angel's foot ; as if he

knew that his conqueror, in consecrating the sword, is

doing his—Satan's—own work. But Sangarelli is

wiser ; his Satan is genuinely frightened ; this kind of

power, which wields no blood-stained sword, is just

the one force he knows not how to meet.

MAX MULLER ON PHYSICAL RELIGION.

THE SECOND COURSE OF GIFFORD LECTURES AT GLASGOW
UNIVERSITY.

No DOUBT the ruins of Carnac in Egypt look grander,

the palaces of Nineveh are more magnificent, the

streets and houses and temples at Pompeii are more

imposing than a hundred volumes of Vedic literature.

But what is it that gives life to the colossal ruins of

Carnac, what allows us a real insight into the palaces

of Nineveh, what imparts to the streets and houses and

temples of Pompeii a meaning and a real human in-

terest, if not the inscriptions on their walls and the

rolls of papyrus and parchment which tell us of the

thoughts of the ancient Egyptians, or Assyrians, or

Romans? Mere monuments, mere lists of kings, mere

names of battles, what do they teach us? But give us

one thought, one truly human sentiment, and we feel

at home among those ancient ruins : the Babylonian

statues begin to live, the Egyptian mummies begin

to speak, and "the streets of the ancient Pompeii

* From a report in the London Christian Worlds copies of which were

kindly sent us by Prof. F. Max MUller,
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swarm once more with senators, with philosophers,

and the gay society of ancient Italy. Here it is

where the discoveries in India assert their superiority

over all other discoveries in ancient history. It is true

we have no ancient temples or palaces in that country.

The Indian mind had no faith in that small im-

mortality which the kings of Egypt and Babylon valued

so much, and strove to secure for themselves by their

stupendous edifices. The Hindu always felt himself

a mere stranger on earth, a sojourner in a foreign land,

and the idea of perpetuating his name and fame for a

few thousand years by brick and mortar, never entered

his mind, till he had learnt it from outsiders. But if

the Aryans in India have left us no stones, they have

left us bread—thoughts to feed on, riddles to solve,

lessons to learn, such as we find nowhere else.

Here is the place to ask what this Veda really is.

The Veda has become such a power not only in lin-

guistic research, but in all antiquarian, religious, and

philosophical studies, that no honest student can be

satisfied with a vague idea of what the Veda is. It

has been usual to speak of three or even of four Vedas
;

namely, th.e.Rig-veJa, Yagur-veda, Sdma-veda, to which

the Atharva-veda has been added as the fourth. Now,
although from an Indian point of view this is perfectly

correct, nothing can be more misleading from an his-

torical point of view. From an historical point of view

there is but one real Veda, the Rig-veda, and when we
say the Rig-veda, what we mean is the Rig-veda-

samhita only, the collection of hymns, and nothing

else.

The Samhita of the Rig-veda is a large collection

of hymns, chiefly but not exclusively, of a religious

character. This collection, as we now possess it,

handed down in the school of the Sakalas, consists of

1,017 hymns, while in the school of Bashkalas their

number amounts to 1,025. If we take into account the

length of the Vedic verses—of which there are said to

be 10,402—as compared with the Greek hexametre,

the Rig-veda may be said to contain nearly as much
as the Iliad and Odyssey together. This is all we have,

and ever shall have, for studying that ancient period

in the history of the Aryan race, which precedes in

language, mythology, and religion the Homeric period,

hitherto the most ancient period in the history of our

race.

According to Hindu authorities, every Veda con-

sists of a collection of hymns, Samhitds, and prose com-

positions, Brdhmanas. These Brahmanas are the

earliest specimens of prose literature in India which

we possess, and their object was to describe the elab-

orate system of sacrifices which had grown up among
the Brahmans, and to show how the hymns or por-

tions of the hymns should be used at each sacrifice.

For the performance of these sacrifices particularly

of the great sacrifices, three distinct classes of priests

were required. One class had to perform the manual
work, which was very considerable, the clearing of the

sacrificial ground, the erection of altars, the lighting

of the fire, the preparation of the offerings, etc. They
were called Adhvaryiis, the laboring priests, and their

duties, mixed up with endless speculations, were de-

scribed in the Brahmanas of the Adhvaryus. Another

class of priests had to sing. They were called Udgdtris,

and their respective duties were in the same way de-

scribed in the Brahmanas of the Udgatris. A third

class of priests had to recite certain hymns with the

utmost correctness of articulation. They were called

Hotris, the reciting priests, and their duties were de-

scribed in the Brahmanas of the Hotri priests.

Now mark the difference. The collections of Vedic

hymns, called the Samhitas of the Yagur-veda and

Sama-veda, are mere prayer-books for the use of the

laboring and singing priests, and they follow the order

of the sacrifices at which they had to be recited. For-

tunately, no such selection was made for the reciting

priests, but they had to know all the ancient hymns
by heart, and learn from the Brahmanas, which verses

had to be recited at certain sacrifices. This complete

collection of Vedic hymns is the Rig-veda-samhita.

It is the only historical collection of hymns. It alone

represents the earliest period of Indian language, my-

thology, and religion. It is to us the only true Veda.

Between the period represented by these hymns,

the duration of which may have been many centuries,

and the period which gave rise to the prose works called

Brahmanas, there is a complete break. How it came

about we cannot tell, but it is a fact that the authors of

the Brahmanas had completely lost the true meaning of

the \'edic hymns. Their interpretations, or rather

misinterpretations, of these ancient hymns are perfectly

astounding. Their one idea is the sacrifice, which had

assumed such proportions, and had been elaborated

with such hair-splitting minuteness that we may well

understand how the Brahmans had no thoughts left for

anything else. The hymns had now become a merely

subordinate portion of the sacrifice. The proper po-

sition of a log of wood or of a blade of grass round the

sacrificial fire, seemed of more consequence than the

expressions of gratitude, the prayers for forgiveness of

sin, the praises of the mighty deeds of the gods, con-

tained in the hymns of their ancestors.

It ought not to be supposed, however, that what

we call the Brahmana period represents to us the

whole of the intellectual, or even of the religious, life

of India. It would be fearful to think that millions of

people should for generations have fed on such stuff

as we find in the Brahmanas, and on nothing else.

All we can say is that these Brahmanas represent to us

the only pillars left standing in a vast field of ruins,
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but that they need not have been the pillars of the

only temples which once existed there. Besides, every

temple presupposes a vast surrounding of busy life

without which a priesthood would find itself stranded

high and dry.

Even in the hymns of the Rig-veda we find a great

deal more than merely religious sentiments. We find

in them traces of a busy life in all its phases, peace

and war, study and trade. Thus we read in hymn ix.

112 :

' Different indeed are our desires, different the

works of men. The carpenter looks for something

that is broken, the leach for something that is sprained,

the priest for one who offers oblations The

smith with his dry sticks, with his wings of birds (in

place of bellows), and his stones (anvil) looks day

after day for a man who possesses gold I am a

poet, my father is a leach, my mother works the mill

;

with different desires, all striving for wealth, we are

as if running after cows.'

We find in the Veda many of the virtues and many

of the vices of modern times. It was thought that

gambling was a modern vice, but nothing could be

more mistaken. The whole of the epic poetry of

India rested on gambling. As an illustration, may be

quoted the following verses from the Rig-veda, x. 34.

The dice used were nuts.

1. ' These dice that have grown in the air on the great (Vib-

hidal<a) tree drive me wild when they roll about on the board. This

Vibhidaka seems to me exciting like a draught of Soma that has

grown on Mount Magavat.

2. ' She (my wife) never troubled or chid me, she was kind

to me and to my friends. But I, for the sake of this only beloved

dice, have spurned my devoted wife.

3. ' My mother-in-law hates me, my wife avoids me, the

miserable finds no one to pity him ; nor do I see what is the use of

a gambler, as little as of an old horse oifered for sale.

4. ' Others pet his wife, while his war-horse, the dice, thirsts

for booty. Father, mother, and brothers say of him, "We do

not know him, lead him away bound."

5. ' And when I think I shall not play with them again, then

I am left by my friends, who run away. But when the brown dice

are thrown down and utter speech, then I rush to their rendezvous

like a love-sick maiden.

6. ' The gambler goes to the assembly, his body glowing
;

asking :
" Shall I win ? " Alas, the dice cross his desires, handing

over to his opponent all that he has made.

7. 'These dice hook, prick, undo, burn, and inflame. After

giving childish playthings they ruin the winner ; but to the gamb-

ler they are all covered with honey.

8. ' Their company of fifty-three plays about, like the bright

Savitri whose laws are never broken. They do not bend before

the anger of the mighty, even the king bends down before them.

9. ' They roll down, they jump up, though having no hand

themselves they resist him who has hands. These playing coals,

though cold, when thrown on the board, burn the heart through

and through.

10. ' The wife of the gambler mourns forsaken, so does the

mother of the son gone away ; she knows not whither. In debt,

trembling, longing for money, the gambler goes to the house of

others by night.

11. ' It grieves the gambler when he sees his wife, and the

wives of others, and their well-ordered house. In the forenoon he

has harnessed his brown horses (the dice) ; and when the fire is

out, the wretch sinks down.

12. ' He who is the general of your large company, the king

of the troop, the first, to him I stretch my ten fingers to swear

—

I do not refuse my stake—I speak now the truth :

13. '"Do not play with dice, plow thy field, enjoy what

thou hast, consider it much. There are thy cows, O gambler

!

there thy wife—this is what the noble Savitri has told me.

14. ' " Make friends, O dice ! have mercy on us, do not be-

witch us with powerful enchantment. May your wrath abate, and

your enmity ; let some one else be held in the snare of the brown

dice,'
"

There were three periods of Sanskrit literature,

embracing the Mantras, Brahmanas and Siitras. If

now we ask how we can fix the date of these three

periods, it is quite clear that we cannot hope to fix a

terminus a quo. Whether the Vedic hymns were com-

posed 1,000, or 1,500, or 2,'ooo, or 3,000 years b. c,

no power on earth will ever determine.

The question then arises, can we fix a terminus ad

quem, can we determine the date of the last Vedic pe-

riod, that of the Sutras, and then work our way back

to the two preceding literary periods? I believe this

is possible. You know that the sheet-anchor of an-

cient Indian chronology is the date of the contempo-

rary of Alexander the Great, Sandrocottus, who is the

Chandragupta of Indian history. This Sandrocottus,

who died 291 b. c, was the grandfather of Asoka,

who reigned from 259 to 222 b. c, and whose in-

scriptions we possess engraved on rocks and pillars

in numerous places in India. This Asoka tolerated,

or even accepted, the religion founded by Buddha, and

it was during his reign that the second great Buddhist

council was held at Pataliputra. On the strength of

the information contained in the Buddhist canon, as

settled at the council under Asoka, we are enabled to

place the rise of Buddhism at about 500 b. c, and the

death of its founder at 477 b. c. These are dates as

certain in the eyes of the general historian as we can

ever expect to extract from the extant literature of

India.

Now Buddhism is not a completely new religion.

On the contrary, it represents a reaction against some

of the extravagant theories of the Brahmans, and in

one sense it may be said to be a practical carrying out

of the theories proclaimed for the first time in the

Aranyakas and Upanishads. While the Brahmans

allowed the members of the three upper castes to re-

tire from the world after they had performed all the

duties of their youth and manhood, the Buddhists

allowed everybody to become a mendicant, whether he

had passed this previous apprenticeship or not. Again,

while the Brahmans reserved the right of teaching to
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themselves, Buddha, who belonged to the caste of the

nobles, claimed that right for himself and for all who
were 'enlightened.'

These are the two essential points of difference be-

tween Brahmans and Buddhists. But we can show
that not only was Buddhism a kind of Protestantism,

as compared with Brahmanism, but we can point out a

number of thoughts and words the growth of which we
can watch in the periods of Vedic literature, and which

were taken over bodily by the Buddhists, though

sometimes with a change of meaning. Nor must we
forget that though Buddhism, as a religious, social,

and philosophical system, is a reaction against Brah-

manism, there is an unbroken continuity between the

two. We could not understand the antagonism be-

tween Buddhism and the ancient religion of India, un-

less the Vedic religion had first reached that artificial and

currupt stage in which we find it in the Brahmanas.

Buddha himself, as represented to us in the ca-

nonical writings of the Buddhists, shows no hostility

to the Brahmans in general, nor does he seem to have

been fond of arguing against Brahmanism. If the pre-

vailing religion of India at his time had consisted of

the simple Vedic hymns only, Buddha's position would

become quite unintelligible. If, then, the very origin

of the Buddhistic reform in India would be unintelli-

gible without the latest phase of the Vedic religion,

if Upanishads and Sutras must have existed, if the

word Upanishad must have come to mean 'secret

doctrine' before it could be used in the sense of secret

and cause, and if the word Sutra must have assumed
the general meaning of teaching, before it could have

been applied to Buddha's sermons, we have found a

terminus ad quern for our Vedic literature. It must

have reached its final shape before the birth of Buddha,
that is about 600 b. c. Before that date we must make
room for three whole periods of literature, each pre-

supposing the other. If, then, we place the rise of

Buddhism between 500 and 600 b. c, and assign 200

years to the Sutra-period and another 200 years to the

Brahmana period, we should arrive at about 1000 b. c.

as the date when the collection of the ten books of the

ancient hymns might have taken place. How long a

time it took for these hymns, some of them very

ancient, some of them very modern in character, to

grow up, we shall never be able to determine. Some
scholars postulate 500, others 1000, or even 2000

years. These are all vague guesses and cannot be

anj'thing else.

I should like to give you an idea of what the gen-

eral character of the Vedic hymns is, but this is ex-

tremely difficult, partly on account of the long period

of time during which these hymns were composed,

partly on account of the different families or localities

where they were collected.

The Vedic hymns have often been characterized

as simple and primitive. It may be that this simple

and primitive character of the Vedic hymns has some-
times been exaggerated, not so much by Vedic scholars

as by outsiders, who were led to imagine that what
was called simple and primitive meant really what
psychologists imagined to have been the very first

manifestations of human thought and language. They
thought that the Veda would give them what Adam
said to Eve, or, as we should say now, what the first

anthropoid ape confided to his mate, when his self-

consciousness had been roused by discovering that he
differed from other apes by the absence of a tail, or

when he sighed over the premature falling off of his

hair, which left him at last hairless and naked, as the

first Homo sapiens. These expectations have no doubt

been disappointed by the publication of the Rig-veda.

But the reaction that set in has gone much too far.

We are now told that there is nothing simple and

primitive in the Vedic hymns. Nay, that these verses

are no more than the fabrications of priests, who
wished to accompany certain acts of their complicated

sacrifices with sacred hymns.

These charges, however, are utterly unfounded,

and in no other literature do we find a record of the

world's real childhood to be compared with that of

the Veda.

Another view of the Veda has of late been defended

with great ingenuity by a French scholar, M. Ber-

gaigne, a man whose death has been a serious loss to

our studies. He held that all, or nearly all, the Vedic

hymns were modern, artificial, and chiefly composed
for the sake of the sacrifice. Other scholars have fol-

lowed his lead, till at last it has almost become a new
doctrine that everywhere in the world sacrifice pre-

ceded sacred poetry.

Here again we find truth and untruth mixed up

together. That many Vedic hymns contain allusions

to what may be called sacrificial customs, no one who

has ever looked into the Veda can deny. Some of the

hymns, and generally those which for other reasons

also would be treated as comparatively late, presuppose

what we should call a highly developed system of sac-

rificial technicalities. The distinction, for instance,

between a hymn and a song and a sacrificial formula,

the distinction on which rests the division of the Veda,

into Rig-veda, Sama-veda, and Yagur-veda, is found

in one of. the hymns (x. 90) and there only. But

curiously enough, this very hymn is one of those that

occur at the end of an Anuvaka, and contains several

other indications of its relatively modern character.

Many similar passages, full of sacrificial technicalities,

have been pointed out in the Rig-veda, and they cer-

tainly show that when these passages were composed,

the sacrifice in India had already assumed what seems
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to us a very advanced, or a very degraded and artifi-

cial character.

This whole question, so hotly discussed of late,

whether sacrifice comes first or prayer, whether the

Vedic poets waited till the ceremonial was fully de-

veloped before they invoked the Dawn, and the Sun,

and the Storm to bless them, or whether, on the con-

trary, their spontaneous prayers suggested the per-

formance of sacrificial acts, repeated at certain times

of the day, of the month, of the year, is impossible

to solve, because, as it seems to me, it is wrongly put.

We nowhere hear of a mute sacrifice ; what we call

sacrifice the ancients called simply karma, an act.

Prayer and sacrifice may have been originally insepa-

rable, but in human nature I should say that prayer

always comes first, sacrifice second.

That the idea of sacrifice did not exist at a very

early period, we may gather from the fact that in the

common dictionary of the Aryan nations there is no

word for it, while Sanskrit and Zend have not only

the same name for sacrifice, but share a great many
words together which refer to minute technicalities of

the ancient ceremonial. Nothing justifies us in sup-

posing that the idea of a sacrifice, in our sense of the

word, existed among the Aryans before they sepa-

rated.

In spite of the preponderance which the sacrifice

assumed in India, it is important to observe that the

Vedic poets were strongly impressed with the feeling

that, after all, prayer was better than sacrifice. Thus
we read :

Utter a powerful speech to Judra, which is sweeter than but-

ter or honey.

We offer to thee, O Agni, an oblation made by the heart with

a verse, let this be thy oxen, thy bulls, and thy cows.

I looked about in my mind, wishing for wealth, among ac-

quaintances and kinsfolk. But there is no guardian for me but

you, therefore did I compose this song for you.

The gods are quite as frequently invoked in the

hymns to hear as to eat and to drink, and hymns of

praise are among the most precious offerings presented

to the gods. But sacrifices also occupy a very prom-

inent part in the Vedic hymns. Only we must distin-

guish. When we hear of sacrifices, we cannot help

thinking at once of sacred and solemn acts. But the

very names and concepts of sacred and solemn are

secondary names and concepts, and presuppose a long

development. We must never forget that many of

the ancient sacrifices were indeed nothing but the

most natural acts, and that some of them are found

with slight variations in the most distant parts of the

world, and among people entirely unrelated and un-

connected. A morning and evening offering, for in-

stance, is met with among Semitic quite as much as

among Aryan nations. It was originally the morning

and evening meal, to which in many places, a third

offering was added, connected with the mid-day meal.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM OF WORMS, RADIATES,' AND
ARTICULATES.

The simplest nervous system consists of a single

ganglion with afferent and efferent fibres. Its action

is represented in the adjoined diagram. The sensory

irritation is transmitted as a primitive reflex motion

from the skin, or the sensory organs in the

skin .S'/, through the ganglion to the muscles, ®
thus starting from and returning to the A

periphery ; and we have reason to suppose / \

that the transmission of this nervous irrita- ^•'O Wv
tion is accompanied in the ganglion by an extremely

vague kind of feeling.

A ganglion constituting the centre of so simple a

nervous system as is for instance that of the whirl-

worm, is called a primitive brain.

Not much more complicated are the nervous sys-

tems of Radiates, whose organs are arranged in a circle

like the parts of a flower. The starfishes belong to

this class ; they may be regarded as five worms having

a mouth and a digestive

organ in common. Each
arm possesses a small

ganglion (i) near the
mouth. The five gang-

ilions are interconnected

by a ring (2) around the

mouth ; and a nervous

fibre passes along on the

lower or ven t r a 1 side
from each gang lion to

the end of each of the

several arms.

Mollusk life is char-

acterized by a strong de-

velopment of the vege-

tative functions. Mol-

lusks are mere bags

Aslerie

NERVOUS SYSTEM OF A STARFISH.

{The rays arecutotf.

)

/. Ganglions.

2. Connecting fibres, encircling

the mouth and establishing a com-

munication among the five gang-

lions.

3. Nervous fibres running along

lower surface t3 the ends of the rays
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containing organs of digestion, respiration, circu-

lation, and generation. Ascidians (or pouch-creatures)

and Conchs (or shells) have no head whatever ; they

lead a mere vegetative life. Conchs are now regarded

as degenerated snails.* Snails are in possession of a

feebly developed head with eyes, tentacles, mouth,

jaws, and a tongue. The ventral part of the body,

the foot of the snail, is its sole organ of locomotion
;

it consists of a contractile layer of muscular fibres.

l. Cerebral ganglion, situated

above the oesophagus, receiving

nerves from the tentacles. (After

Owen.)

a. Small tentacle withdrawn.

b. Large tentacle with eyes (ocelli).

c. Large tentacle withdrawn.

d. Small I

/ Ne

t. Ce

cle.

e fibre of large tentacle,

e fibre of small tentacle,

;bral ganglion situated

nerves from tentacles.

in. Sub-oesophagean ganglion, a

double mass, representing a pair of

pedal and a pair of branchial

ganglia.

The highest developed mollusks are the Cephalopods,

or head-footed creatures, possessing a circle of organs

of locomotion (we may call them arms or feet) about

their mouth. Such creatures are the cuttle-fish, or

Sepia, and the Nautilus.

The most characteristic feature of the nervous sys-

tem of Mollusks (as represented in the snail) is the

oesophagean ring, surrounding the gullet. There are

ganglionic knots at the upper and at the lower part of

the ring. The upper part is a primitive brain, receiv-

ing sensory fibres from the tentacles, etc., while the

lower part acts as the centre of the respiratory and lo-

comotive functions. The lower ganglion is often dif-

ferentiated into two distinct parts, and in that case the

oesophagean ring appears double; the anterior ring

connecting the brain with the pedal ganglion for loco-

motion, the posterior with the branchial ganglion for

respiration.

The nervous system of Articulates consists of a

series of ganglions, situated below the intestinal canal

and interconnected by a nervous fibre. In addition to

this series of ganglions the front segment or head pos-

sesses an oesophagean ring, similar to that of Mollusks,

bearing at its upper part the head-ganglion or primi-

tive brain.

The single ganglions of Articulates, being situated

in the various separate segments, are endowed with an

extraordinary independence. They act not so much
in subordination to as in co-operation with the front

ganglion. For instance. If the head of a centipede

be quickly cut off while the creature is in motion, the

* See Haeckel, Natlirliche Schdp/ungs^eschichte , 8th Ed., p. 543, et seq.

SYSTEMS OF

I Sandhopper. ( Tatitrtts tocusta.) Showing (on the right side)

two separate cerebral ganglia, each about the same size as the other ganglia

situated below it on the separate ventral chords. (After Grant.)

B. Cymothoa. (Fish-louse.) Cerebral ganglia (on the right side) almost

wholly absent from oesophagean ring.

C Crab. [Palinitrus vulgaris.) The cerebral ganglia fon the right side)

receiving the optic, tactile, and other nerves, are fused into one. The oesoph-

agean ring elongated ; the ventral ganglion strongly developed.

NERVOUS- SYSTEM OF THE GREAT GREEN GRAS-

HOPPER. (After Newport.)

A. Cerebral ganglion.

B. Optic nen'es.'

D. Antennal nerves.

d. Motor nerves of mandible, from sub-oeso-

phagean ganglion.

e. Fibres connecting the sub-oesophagean

with the first thoracic ganglion.

EDICAL

LEECH. (After Owen.)

a Double supra-oeso-

phagean ganglion con-

nected with :

bb nerves ending in rudi-

mentary ocelli

:

c infra - oesophagean
ganglion, continuous with a

double ventral chord bear-

ing at intervals distinct com-

pound ganglia.

g. Fit ttho

h. Commissures connecting thoracic gang-
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(From Gegenb;

gs. Supra-cesophagean ganglion (brain).

gi. Infra-oesophagean ganglion.

i*r., g2, gj. Thoracic ganglions (partly fused

o. Optic nerves. -

After Blanchard.)

(After 0« Reproduced fr

1. Cerebral ganglion.

2. Optic nerve.

3. Anterior sub-cesophagean gang-

lion.

4. Posterior sub-cesophagean gang-

5. Digital tentacles.

6. Nerves of exteri

tacles.

7. Commissural libr

and 3.

lal labial ten-

3S between 8

Leuret and P. Gratiolet.)

8. Labial ganglion,

g. Nerves of internal labial ten-

tacles.

10. Olfactive nerves.

Infundibular nerves.

Lingual and maxillary nerve.

13. Motor nerves.

14. Visceral nerves.

Iranchial nerves.

6. Visceral ganglions.

TH {Sphinx igustyi).

The first figure shows the full grown caterpillar about two days before

changing to a chrysalis. It resembles much the nervous system of the Centipede.

The two cerebral ganglions are small, and the ganglions in the ventral cord

(i-io) are almost uniform. The nerves of the head iab) are weakly, those of

the other fibres {c-71) fairly, developed.

The middle figure represents the chrysalis of the same creature 30 days

after the change from a caterpillar. The abdominal chords are much short-

ened, some of its ganglia fuse.

The third figure shows the perfected insect.

A, Cerebral ganglion.

B. Optic ganglion.

Note the increased size of the cerebral ganglion and of some parts of the

ventral cord; while some parts are concentrated or even suppressed.

O. Respiratory nerves.

.viu

(Todd. After Garner.)

ta. Anterior ganglia ; being

uated on each side of the

)Uth,interconnected by a fibre

sr-arching the mouth.

/. Labial fibres.

'>. Posterior or branchial

nglion (double, for respira-

n).

i\
\'

OF

bl> . Branchial nerves going to

gills {gg.)

. Commissures between lab-

,nd branchial ganglia.

MON SLUG.

The naked common garden

snail ; one of the nudi-

brancb mollusks.)

A, A. Cerebral ganglia.

B, B. Branchial ganglia.

D. Pharyngeal ganglia.
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ASCIDIA (A) AND AMPHIOXUS LANCEOLATU5 {B) AFTER HAECKEI

The skin of both creatures being transparent, tlieir inner organi;

plainly visible.

The Ascidian A G is firmly attached to the soil by root-like proce;

IS if it were a plant. The adult Amphioxus howe

a. Mouth.

b. Porus abdominalis.

c. Chorda dorsalis (appears only in the Lanceolate.)

d. Intestinal canal.

e. Ovary I ,-,.•,-
. ^ , .appears only in the Ascidian.
f. Ovareanduct*

g. Spinal cord (medulla dorsalis.)

h. Heart.

i. Verniiforni appendix,

k. Gills.

1. Cavity of the body,

m. Muscles

n. Testicles (the Ascidian being hermaphroditic, the

'ith the ovary),

o. Anus.

p. Sexual aperture,

q. Mature embryos of the Ascidian.

r. Dorsal fins.

s. Tail of the Lanceolate.

w. Roots of the Ascidian.

about like
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legs will mechanically continue to run on until they are

brought to a stop by some interposed obstacle. The
ganglions of the various segments, it appears, have

not as yet received information respecting the loss of

their leader. Similarly, flies, after decapitation, will

fly about and execute all kinds of motions, like their

uninjured companions.

The Articulates (according to Haeckel) consist of

three classes : (i) Annellata, or ringed worms—for

instance, earth worms and leeches ; (2) Crustacea, or

crust-animals—for instance, crabs and lobsters ; and

(3) Tracheata, or wind-pipe animals, so called by

Haeckel because they breathe through small tubes.

The most important Tracheates are the myriapods, or

thousand-legs, the spiders, and the insects. The ner-

vous systems of the best known specimens of these

three classes may be studied in the prefixed diagrams.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY
AND SOCIAL ETHICS.*

BY W. M. SALTER.

Philosophy may possibly have a technical, far-away sound to

some of us. Let me indicate briefly how ethics itself leads us to

a consideration of its problems. Ethics, of course, deals with

what "we ought to do. And yet when weaskTO/;a^ ought we to do

—

the most satisfactory answer I can find is we ought to develop the

capacities of our nature, to become all we can become. -j- But the

mind is one of the capacities of our nature ;
and the mind is the

power of thinking, of forming notions or ideas.

Now philosophy does not differ from our ordinary notions,

save in the fact that these notions have been rid of vagueness, in-

accuracy, and inconsistency with one another and have been re-

duced to some sort of intelligible system. For example, I, like

most persons brought up amid books and without business

experience, have had, until recently, at least, very shadowy

notions about banking, and, particularly, about the operations on

the Board of Trade ; I knew this and that, but I could not put

things together and I knew almost nothing clearly. This is tanta-

mount to saying that I did not have the philosophy of these sub-

jects— I am not sure that I have it yet. Perhaps if some of you

were confronted with the question, what is meant by life as dis-

tinguished from what is not living, or what is the meaning of mat-

ter, you would find your own ideas rather hazy and confused—and

so would have to make a similar confession. Now a problem,

generally speaking, is any subject about which our ideas are in a

disorderly condition, and yet in relation to which, we want to have

clear and systematic ideas. Philosophy is thus always related to

problems,— it is indeed nothing but the attempt to clear them up

or the finished result of the attempt. Our ideas, as a rule, are not

naturally clear and consistent—we have to make them so
;
phi-

losophy means effort— it involves discontent with our existing

mental stock-in-trade and the will to turn it over and see how much
is sound and how much is rubbish in it ; our ideas thus criticized,

purified, which stand out luminously clear and make a harmonious

whole—that is our philosophy as related to any subject.

The trouble with most of us is that while we clear up some
of our ideas, to a certain extent, we leave a great many in as

nebulous a state as ever. The man on the Board of Trade must

*The substance of an address given to the Young Men's Club of the

Chicago Society for Ethical Culture.

t It scarcely needs to be explained that since each has this aim, the ends
of each must be respected by all others.

have some clear idea of what is doing there, else he may lose

more than he gains in buying and selling. So the banker must have

a sound understanding of banking. But beyond our practical ne-

cessities, we are apt to let the clarification of our ideas go. We
have philosophy enough to serve us in getting a living, and for

more than that we scarcely care. The ethical motive urges our

thought to take a wider range. The full development of the mind

implies the clarification of its ideas in every realm ; not only

should each set of ideas be clear and coherent in itself, but any

one set should harmonize with any other set, so that all together

they should make up a clear and consistent view of the universe. A
subordinate official in some business house might do what he was

told to do ; but he would not iindersland vi\i3t he was doing save as

he knew its relation to the business as a whole. So each single

business-house, or line of business, is a part of the larger busi-

ness-world, and cannot really be understood save as its relations to

the larger whole are grasped. The business world itself is a part

of the greater world of man— it is simply one sphere of human ac-

tivity ; and that it may be really understood, its plan must be seen

and its purpose grasped in relation to the ends of human existence

as a whole. Yes, man himself is but a part, and the most difficult

problem is, what is his relation to that totality we call nature, or

the universe ? So, while there may be, properly speaking, a phi-

losophy of banking, a philosophy of business, a philosophy of

man, and a philosophy of the universe—it is this last philosophy

which is more eminently philosophy, not only because it is the

most comprehensive set of ideas, but because we cannot tell

whether any subordinate set is really valid until we have compared

it with other sets and found that it could be harmonized with

them, i. e., until we have found that all together they make up a

consistent system of the universe itself. Hence philosophy, in

the higher and stricter sense, (and. it must be added, in the sense,

to a great degree, customary), relates to the most abstract and

comprehensive and fundamental conceptions ; and the problems of

philosophy are such as these, What is man, what is the meaning of

matter, what is life, what is mind, what is nature—and how can

we bring all our ideas on these subjects into one consistent sys-

tem ? Remember, let me say, that abstract as they may sound,

we all have these ideas—philosophy does not invent them, it is

simply the eff'ort to clarify them ; we say such a person is a human
being—what do we mean by that ? we say, such an object is purely

material—what do we mean by matter ? we say, the tree is alive,

or it is dead, what do we mean by life ? we speak of natural and

supernatural, what definite ideas do we attach to those words ?

—

and universe or God, those most comprehensive and ultimate of

all conceptions, what do they signify or mean to us ? Philosophy,

in the higher and stricter sense, is simply the effort to clear up our

minds on these and similar "fundamental problems" (as Dr
Carus has called them) ; it does not mean, necessarily, that we
know, but that we want to know—that we are "lovers of wis-

dom "
; it implies that we do not wish to go on using words with-

out being sure what we mean by them, that we determine to wake

up, and examine and test our thoughts, and see how far they are

defensible. Yet, in the deeper and more fundamental work we use

the same powers of thought, and follow the same methods, as

in attempting to clear up our minds on any subject whatever, no

matter how trivial, on which we are misty. If we can get clear

ideas about any branch of business we are interested in, it is not

beyond our power to attack the problems of what matter is, what

life is, what mind is, and of the meaning of the universe itself.

I have said that we should face these problems of philosophy,

as a part of the general task which ethics gives us of developing

the capacities of our nature
; but there is one experience in life

which almost forces us to think—and that is death. No one can

lose a friend, with whom he held converse from day to day, and

who seemed as real as himself ; no one can, when the time comes.
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face the thought of his own death, without being made intensely

curious as to what death really is. and what it involves. Yet we

cannot possibly have clear notions on this point, without having

clear notions of what life is, of what man is, of what matter is.

Or rather, we may say, every one's notion of death shows what his

other notions are—though, of course, they may be uncertain, con-

fused, contradictory, just as one's notion of death may be. It is

death, we may say, that makes us all philosophers—or wish to be,

so that we may have some clear idea of what that great change

really means.

But there are other problems—problems not as to the real

nature of existing things, but as to what we ought to do, how we
should act. 'We want clear ideas in both realms. This latter realm

we call that of ethics. In the broad sense of the word philosophy,

we want a philosophy of ethics— i. e , a set of ideas, clear and

mutually consistent, as to what we ought to do. Yet as philosophy

is commonly used in the stricter sense, (as bearing on those funda-

mental problems I have just mentioned) we may speak of ethics as

something additional thereto
;
philosophy being concerned with the

ultimate constitution of things and ethics with rules of human
action—or, we might equally well call the former theoretical phi-

losophy, and the latter practical philosophy. Now ethics, or

practical philosophy, has two divisions, according as we consider

man as an individual or as a member of a group ; that is, there is

personal ethics and there is social ethics. It is of social ethics that

I am now to say a few words.

The first problem is, of course, what is the supreme principle

in social ethics ? From this we have to start. According as we

have one view or another here, we shall have varying views as to

any special problem. For example,* suppose one holds that the

supreme aim is to advance one's interest as much as possible,

regardless of others—then, whether the family is considered or in-

dustrial society, or the state, the supreme rule will dictate corre-

sponding minor rules in each of these relations ; marriage, industry,

government will be regarded as so many means of contributing to

one's individual interests. True, if every one has this as a su-

preme aim, there must necessarily be more or less of a conflict

between individuals— each one trying to make others contribute to

his own ends ; and the result may be either a compromise of some

sort, or, if some are stronger than the others, a victory and rule of

the stronger—or there may be in some degree an unceasing battle.

A different supreme principle would, of course, so far as acted on,

bring different results and necessitate different minor rules. If one

holds that others are entitled to equal regard with himself— if the

supreme aim is to serve others equally with himself, then the

family will be shaped differently, the industrial order and the

political order will be shaped differently (so far, of course, as this

aim rules) from what they otherwise would be. In the family,

since according to this principle each member aims at the good of

the rebt as well as his own good, there would be a harmony of in-

terests instead of an antagonism—and in the industrial order and

the state, the rule would be not to take advantage of one another,

but for each to contribute to the common good ; so that no one

would have a victory over others simply because he was stronger,

nor would there be an occasion for compromise— nor could there

be an uncea ing battle. The question is, what is the correct first

principle ? If we take up the problems of social ethics in a phi-

losophical spirit, we must answer this before any other question.

It is true that the former of the two principles I have referred to

is the one that has had most practical acceptance in the world thus

far ; but this does not oblige us to say that it is the correct prin-

ciple—the world may have (so far) gone wrong. As to what is the

true principle— this is not for me to say now ; I simply point out

the problem.

*It is not implied that there may not be other first principles than those

here referred to.

And now, as to the special problems. The first is naturally

that of the family. Here a number of questions have to be an-

swered. First, why should there be a family at all ?—for the mere
reproduction of the species may be carried on v,'ithout this distinct

social institution. Persons are being constantly born into the

world outside of what we call the family relation. In the eftrly

ages of the world there was scarcely more faithfulness between
the father and mother of a child than between parents in the ani-

mal world. 'Why should there be any limitation and regulation of

the sexual appetite at all ? Our instincts are not a sufficient an-

swer to this question. We must justify them, if we desire a rea-

sonable conviction on the matter—unless we take the broad ground
that our instincts are infallible, or, at least, the only guide we
have. But if it is granted that some kind of family institution is

necessary, why must there be that peculiar tjtpe of the family

with which we are acquainted to-day ? Why should not a hus-

band have many wives, or a wife have many husbands ? Why is

monogamy better than polygamy or polyandry ? Authorities can-

not settle this question for us, even "sacred " authorities cannot
;

" sacred " authorities differ—there is no other course than for us

to find out the reasons for ourselves.

Second, there is the problem of the industrial order. Next to

the birth and nurture of human beings, is the question how they

shall subsist ? There have been many industrial systems. The
greater part of the labor of the world has often been done by

slaves. Why was slavery wrong, or was it wrong ? We may
have our instincts here, too ; but what reason lies behind them ?

According to what principle do we judge slavery ? We have a

system of industry now based upon freedom. Is it satisfactory ?

If not, why not ? On what grounds do we call it unsatisfactory ?

Is the trouble with the system, or with the men who compose it -

or does the trouble exist only in our minds, because we have un-

reasonable expectations ? It is evident that we have got to know
just where the wrong lies (if there is anything wrong), and we
must have some idea of what the right would be, before we can

intelligently propose any method of curing the wrong, or take any

real steps in the direction of what is right. But granted some-

thing wrong does exist, there may be more than one way of set-

ting things right. And here the different special reform schemes

come in—the Henry George scheme, the socialistic scheme, the

anarchistic scheme. Yet, after we have thoroughly understood

each plan, as it is proposed by those who advocate it, the question

remains, which one shall we adopt ourselves ?—or shall we adopt

more than one, or shall we adopt none at all, trusting to less radi-

cal changes to bring about the improvement we may feel is

needed ?

Thirdly, there is the problem of the State ? Why should

there be a slate at all ? The state, of course, rests ultimately

upon force ; a law is different from any proposition or measure

voluntarily put forth or suggested, in that every one must heed it,

whether willing or unwilling (unless, of course, it becomes a dead

letter). Now, why should there be this restriction on individual

liberty ? Is the law simply something that exists, and we mu;t

submit to, under penalty of losing our property or our lives—or is

there some reason why it should exist, and why we, as reasonable

things, should comply with its demands ? Is there any one thing

that the organized force of the community has the right to prohibit

or command, with penalty for non-obedience ? And if there is

any one thing, where is the line to be drawn as between this and

other things ? Suppose we grant the state has the right to enforce

respect for human life, has it the right to compel us to pay for the

cost of making streets, or for the cost of maintaining parks or

hospitals or schools ? If the basis of taxation for street purposes

is the common convenience, why has not the state the right, on

the same basis, to establish railroads, and manage them ? If it

taxes us to support parks for the public health and every one's re-
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creation, why not to support bath-houses ? Where shall the lines

be drawn, and on what principles shall we draw them ? It will

not do to say we will let things be as they are
;
for things are con-

tinually changing—and moreover, we, by our ignorance and ab-

sence of convictions, may allow them to be changed for the

worse ; we, all of us, whether by our voices, or our failure to

make them known, are factors in political change—and it is im-

possible for us to escape responsibility by saying, we don't know

or djn't care.

There are other problems of social ethics—but these that I

have mentioned will serve as illustrations of the nature of the field.

It seems to me of the greatest importance that we have clear,

well-grounded convictions on these matters. I have not, in the

least, sought to indicate what these convictions should be, but only

to show something of what the problems are, and something of

the spirit in which we should approach them.

HELPS FOR PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY.

The members of the Young Men's Club, at a recent meeting

of which the above paper was read, are all in active business or

employment of some kind, and have little time for intellectual pur-

suits. Three questions were, however, proposed to them (the

answers to be given subsequently), and it is hoped that to the first

all will say Yes, that many will give the same answer to the second,

and a few to the third.

1. Will you agree to read one serious hook durmg the year—to

be approved by the management of the club ?

2. Will you agree to ''f/o'V sometime during the year what you

have learned from the book ?

3. Will you agree io present a paper sometime during the year,

(to take not less than twenty minutes in reading), giving the results

of your thinking on some problem of Philosophy or Social Ethics ?

The following books or chapters were recommended, under

the separate headings. The list nowise pretends to be complete
;

indeed, it is felt to be very imperfect. From time to time new
recommendations will be added. Mr. Salter (516 North Avenue,

Chicago) will be grateful for any suggestions or criticisms that may
be sent to him. Only books of recognized standing are desired

;

and of these the more simple and popular and accessible are to be

preferred.

Philosophy in General.

Mansel's Metaphysics, Appleton, 351 pages. *

W. T. Harris's Introduction to the Study of Philosophy [really

Harris's philosophy in brief], Appleton, 287 pages.

Carus's Fundamental Prolileins, Open Court Publishing Co., Chi-

cago, 258 pages.

Spencer's First Principles, Appleton, 559 pages.

Lotze, Outline of Metaphysics, translated by Ladd. Ginn & Co
Kant's Critical Philosophy for English Readers, by Mahafly and

Bernard. MacMillan. Vol I. Critique of Pure Reason, 389

pages ; 'Vol. II. Prologomena to any Future Metaphysic, 239

pages.

Nature of Matter.

Huxley, single chapters. On the Physical Basis of Lite, and

On Descartes's "Discourse," in Lay Sermons; on Bishop

Berkeley, in Critiques and Adilresses; on Sensation and the

Sensiferous Organs, in Science and Culture, Appleton. (no
pages in all.)

Herbert Spencer, Psychology, Vol. II. Part VII (pp. 305 to 503),

Appleton.

The Meaning of Life.

Huxley, on The Physical Basis of Life and Spontaneous Gener-

ation, in Lay Sermons; on The Border Territory between the

Animal and the Vegetable Kingdoms, and on The Hypothesis

that Animals are Automata in Science and Culture. (136 pages

in all.)

Tyndall, on Scientific Materialism, The Scientific Use of the

Imagination, Vitality, The Belfast Address, in Fragments of
Science. Appleton. (149 pages in all.)

Carus, on Is Nature Alive ? in Fundamental Problems . (24 pages.)

Man's Nature.

Darwin, Descent of Man, Appleton, 619 pages.

Ladd, Physiological Psychology, Scribner.

Principles OF Ethics.

Kant, Theory of Ethics (comprising the Critique of Practical

Reason, and other ethical writings), translated by T. K. Abbot,

Longmans, Green & Co., N. Y., 43S pages.

Spencer, Data of Ethics, Appleton, 288 pages.

S. Mill, Utilitarianism.

Gizycki. A Student's Manual of Ethical Philosophy (translated

by S. Coit), Swan, Sonnenschein & Co., London, 304 pages.

Sidgwick, Outlines of the History of Ethics, MacMillan & Co.,

271 pages.

Sidgwick, The Methods of Ethics, MacMillan (3rd Edition) 503

pages.

Lotze, Outline of Practical Philosophy, translated by Ladd, Ginn

& Co.

The Family.

Spencer, Sociology, Vol. I, Part III, "The Domestic Relations,"

176 pages.

The State.

Spencer, Sociology, Vol. II, Part V, "Political Institutions,"

438 pages.

John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, Osgood & Co., Boston, 223 pages.

Industry.

John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy (recent edition

in I vol., edited by Laughlin), Appleton, 628 pages. Or,

Henry Fawcett, A Manual of Political Economy, MacMillan, 623

pages.

Thomas Kirkup, An Inquiry Into Socialism, Longmans, Green &
Co., 1 88 pages.

John Rae, Contemporary Socialism, Scribner, 455 pages.

Laurence Gronlund, The Co-operative Commonwealth, Lee &
Shepard, or, Lovell's Library, 278 pages.

Henry George, Progress and Pover/y. w m. s.

SOME COMMENTS ON MR. FISKE'S " DESTINY OF MAN. '

BY DR. PERSIFOR FRAZER.

This author's style is always charming ; his English pure and

clear, yet with all emphasis conceding that, one must confess to a

feeling of great disappointment when one lays this book down.

He seems to have followed in the beaten track of all the logicians,

and rhetoricians who have preceded him ; Paley, Archbishop

Butler, and the host of moderns. He keeps on the solid ground

according to the conditions of heel-and-toe logic until just as the

critical point is reached, then leaps in the air whither his readers

are asked to follow him. But just before this point is reached, a

good deal of argumentum ad hominem lash is laid on, the excite-

ment increases, and there you are !

It may be charged that there is more criticism than argument in

this and I will therefore state a little more specifically some of my
objections. Page sixteen, when speaking of the Suns as ' servants' of

the little planets he appears to conclude that life and consciousness

only exist where we have observed them. Nothing seems more in-

credible than this. All ' organic' bodies, i.e., those which we endow

*The Destiny of Man. 'Viewed in the Light of his Origin. By John Fisice

Fifteenth Edition. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin, 1890.
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with life, consist mainly of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen,

with a little sulphur and minute traces of almost every element if

the search for them is careful enough. Is it an accident that these

are just the elements which bathe all objects on the earth's surface,

and which are most easily arrived at to repair waste ? Moreover

these are bodies whose compounds at a slightly elevated tempera-

ture would be destroyed. At the temperature of the surface of

the Sun they would be volatilized. But is there any good reason

why consciousness should clothe certain few elements alone, and

only one of the three familiar states of matter ? As consciousness

and life are found at the earth's surface adapted to the conditions

there, why not at the Sun's surface or in inter-stellar space ? (See

on this subject "Speculations on Protoplasm " by the writer.

American Naturalist, July, 1879 ) But one of the chief weaknesses

of Mr. Fiske's argument begins bn page 30, and permeates his

essay to the end. His contention is that when variation, with sur-

vival it adapted to environment, began to increase the size and

functions of the brain, then this homo was finally elected as the

riiler of the world, and it became impossible for any other animal

to supplant him here. In the first place he is clearly in error as to

the fact that "zoological change " has ceased and that psychical

(or mental) change has taken its place in man. Whatever may be

the mental superiority of man, the change in his structure will

follow change of the conditions of his environment just as fast as

in the lowest and least specialized creatures. If our planet should

perceptibly chill, the mechanism of man must be altered to sup-

port life with less heat or he will perish ; no matter how highly

specialized his brain is. In fact it is the universal testimony of

the rocks that the more highly specialized the animal, the more
quickly it succumbs to any change of its outward conditions

The error of Dr. Fiske here is in comparing the infinitesimal time

during which man has developed into what we know him to be,

with the countless aeons which must pass before external condi-

tions are sufficiently altered to put a severe strain on existing

types. It is entirely unjustifiable to say (page 31, line 11,) that

Darwin represents man as a permanent or indeed any kind of a

goal toward which Evolution was striving

The crustacean, the fish, the bird, and the mammal have each

in its turn been such a temporary "goal." None has been a

resting place, nor is it likely that man will be. On the same page

we indeed "suddenly arrive at the conclusion that Man seems now
. more clearly than ever the chief among God's creatures. Whence
this very unceremonious introduction of Creator and creature into

an argument professing to be evolutionary and inductive ?

On page 32 Mr. Fiske makes most unwarranted use of what

he is pleased to call " mastering the Darwinian theory," reaching

a climax of undistributed middle at the close of the paragraph.

In Chapter V, page 42, his statement of what we know of the

correlation of physicaj forces is as wild as any utterance of the

Rev. Jasper. We cannot know what the state of consciousness

uinnot be the product of, any more than we know what it is the

product of. We know nothing about it at all ; but it is more
probable, on the doctrine of chances, to be the result of the inter-

action of material particles in connection with which we always

observe it, than "effluence from Godhood " (whatever that may
be) which we have never experienced, or observed.

It seems almost ridiculous to add that this collocation of words
" is a view most consonant with the present state of our knowl-

edge," or even of our ignorance.

It is unworthy of so profound a thinker to coolly assert that

one .generation of dumb beasts is after all very like another

(page 52, 2d •[, ) and most highly improbable besides. He con-

cedes that step by step from the amoeba through the myriads of

forms of "dumb beasts" nature was approaching her goal "Man,"
yet all these generations he would have very much alike.

I pass over the hyperbole at the close of Chapter VI as a rhe-

torical finish like the rhymed couplets of Shakspere. It must not

be taken too seriously. In Chapter VII and further Mr. Fiske

continually repeats the error of natural selection confining its oper-

ations to the surface of the cerebrum in man. It never did, and it

probably never can or will do this.

His view of the perfection of the eye as an optical instrument

differs entirely from that of the specialists who are the world's

authorities on this subject. He exclaims (page 60), " In a very

deep sense all human science is but the increment of the power of

the eye, and all human art is but the increment of the power of

the hand." Consider mathematics and logic for the first ; aild

poetry for the second. *

The concluding phrase of Chapter IX is a dwarfing of one of

the most magnificent of conceptions to a lame and impotent conclu-

sion. It is very ingenious to suppose that altruism was the result

of the tender care of their young by animals, but it is not an es-

tablished fact. Many animals and among them certain anthro-

poids eat their young. Still the case might be as stated in spite of

this, but how shall we prove it ? On page 92 he points to the

growing power of the principle of federation, and instances Eng-

land, Switzerland, and the United States as examples of it, ex-

plaining the ill success of French colonization by the fact that

France 'incorporates.' But this is not the case with France's fully

secured colonies, to wit, Algeria, which is duly represented in the

French Chamber. It is singular in this connection that not a word

is said of the greatest "incorporator" the world has ever seen

—

Russia, though her progress in absorbing territory exceeds that of

any other,—indeed all other nations.

In Chapter XIV, page 97, the operation of natural selection is

said to have diminished in the case of Man by the operation of

social conditions. But this operation is nothing more than a va-

riation of Natural Selection through the wants and tastes which

have been engendered by civilization. " Natural Selection always

works through death " (page 97) On the contrary, it always works

through new forms of life, and it is by no means always the case

that the outstripped species is extirpated. It simply cedes its place

to the more favored and continues its career with more or less pro-

gress, retrogression, or stability according to circumstances.

Some fishes which p'ayed so prominent a part in Devonian

time exist to the present day. In fact every form of animal life

which exists is closely related to one of the many stages through

which the progenitors of Man have passed. The manly protest

(page 102) against the detractors of the Freethinker does the author

credit Chapter XVI, page 109, he again makes the error of spe-

cifying what the study of molecular physics teaches us that thought

and feeling "cannot possibly be." The study of molecular physics

is, like all other studies of the effects of Nature's laws, an inductive

science ; and the establishment of a general negation by an induc-

tive science is a contradiction in terms. And now for the final

step for which we have been impatiently waiting ; the link which

is to bind any kind of human philosophy with a belief in a here-

after ! On this subject the author (page lit) "has no doubt that

men will continue in the future as in the past to cherish faith in a

life beyond the grave." Very likely they will ; for a long time at

east : but on what grounds ? This is what concerns us most. A
" broad common-sense view" (i. e., his view) has to be called in.

The remainder of this work will not bear any dispassionate analy-

sis. "The doctrine of evolution does not allow us to take the

Atheistic view." Why not ' It is conceded that it does not teach

it, but neither does it teach any -other. " We have an irresistible

belief " (page 115), "because otherwise we would be put to perma-

nent intellectual confusion" And what then? "What we call

death may be," etc., etc So it may, but then again it may not be.

If this is the outcome of the essay why not stop here and confess

that the author is an unknower (or agnostic) ? "I can see no in-

superable obstacle in the notion that "
. . " this divine spark

"
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(the soul) " may have acquired sufficient concentration and steadi-

ness "
(?) "to survive the wreck of material forms and endure for-

ever." Neither can I, provided that there is a scintilla of evidence

for it, but is there ? In this connection it is pertinent to inquire

what has become of the ancestors of our race who were otherwise

human but in whom this spark had not become quite sufficiently

"concentrated" and "steady"? It is most true (page ii8) that

there are "many minds inaccessible to the class of considerations

here alleged " and the trouble is that the number is continually

.growing.

March 29, 1890.

BOOK REVIEWS.

The Signs of the Times. By M. J. Savage, Boston : Geo. H.

Ellis & Co., 1889.

Helps for Daily Living. By M. J. Savage, Boston : Geo. H.

Ellis & Co., 1889.

The Rev. Mr. Savage has dedicated the two works whose tit le

appear above, respectively to " the increasing number in all sects

who are coming to discern the signs of the times more and more

clearly," and to "all those who knowing they can help but little

are still ready to help all they can." The collection called "Signs

of the Times," is made up of the following discourses : "Break-

up of the Old Orthodoxy "
;

" The Roman Church "
;
" Liberal

Orthodoxy "
;
" Unitarianism "

;
" Free Religion and Ethical Cul-

ture "
; "Scientific Materialism"; " Ingersollism "

; "Religious

Reaction"; "Mind Cure"; "Spiritualism"; "Break-ups that

Mean Advance "
; and " The New City of God." They are sermons

— homiletic in form and sentiment. And ihey possess many of

the merits and many of the faults of that species of discourse.

There is an indefiniteness, a perplexing hesitancy at times in the

formulation of problems ; so much so that we are often in doubt

what really is the exact view that the author takes. There is a

whole-souled and frank liberalism in the treatment of every topic,

which often, we think, leads to the acceptance of that which

should be rejected. Mr. Savage, however, is not writing a text-

book, nor an encyclopedia of social and religious philosophy, but

a work that appeals chiefly to the heart and the sentiment, and, in-

directly, to the understanding ; it is in this direction that his power

is best, and in this that he exhibits such commendable earnestness,

hopefulness, and faith in humanity. " Science, philosophy, liter-

ature, poetry, painting, sculpture, music," he says, " all these

things were once ministers and servants of the Church. They
shall be again ; for, when humanity has grasped the idea that re-

ligion is the grandest concern of the human brain as well as of the

human heart, that it means the science of all life in this world and

forevermore, then the church will organize itself round these

magnificent ideas, and will call into its service once more all

science, all literature, all art, all music, all poetry, and so assert

and make good its claim to the utmost reverence and love of all

mankind." That is his view of the new religion. And, again, in

the '

' New City of God "
: "No one any longer believes that this

new condition of humanity is to come by any divine interposition,

suddenly wrought among us, from without. We all now believe

in evolution, in human growth, in the possibility of a development

from our present condition into something that is higher and bet-

ter Where, then, are we to look for our ideal city ? Not in

the heavens, but growing, by processes of natural development

here upon the earth." That is his view of practical ethics.

The book " Helps for Daily Living," contains many practical,

consolatory, and enlightened suggestions for our conduct in life.

The ' Works and Days ' of Moses : Or a Critical Dissertation on

the first chapter of Genesis. By Sir Philip Perring, Bart.

London : Longmans, Green cS: Co. Chicago : A. C. McClurg

cS: Co.

The task which Sir Philip Perring has set himself, in this

modest little volume, is the proof that the Mosaic account of cre-

ation is not at variance with the handiwork of God, as discover-

able by science in the phenomenal universe. The author says

there is a scriptural law of interpretation, which is different from

the secular law of interpretation ; this scriptural law must alone

be applied to books that are revealed, and the Pentateuch, the au-

thor says, was revealed. This is the assumption ; and here lies

the test that gives or takes from the book its value. In the exami-

nation of that point—or rather, in the reference to it, for it is not

examined—Sir Philip is not so strong as he is in the employment

of his spiritual law of interpretation, in which work he displays

much good sense and penetration. Is it a proof of the divine in-

spiration of the Pentateuch that the Mosaic cosmogony surpasses

all others in simplicity, consistency, tone, and wisdom ? Sir Philip

thinks so. iinpn.

The Law of Population. Its Consequences and its Bearing upon

Human Conduct and Morals. By Annie Besant. Fair Play

Publishing Co. : Valley Falls, Kansas. Price 15 and 30 cents.

The pamphlet of Mrs. Besant has had a very large sale. The
present American edition is printed from the thirty-fifth thousand,

English edition. It is a clear and convincing presentation of the

facts of over-population, the causes that lead to it, and the reme-

dies that are to prevent it. Especially in the chapter " Its (the

law of population's) Bearing upon Human Conduct and Morals,"

does the value of the book lie ; where Mrs. Besant proposes the

exercise of conjugal prudence as a check upon the increase of fam-

ilies. In the statement of certain abstract principles we are at

variance with Mrs. Besant; as, for example, that mora'ity is "the

greatest good of the greatest number "—a principle that even if

philosophically unobjectionable could at best be but a criterion of

political expediency, and not of individual conduct. But these

questions are foreign to our present purpose. The pamphlet should

be widely read. jiupK..

For March the Revue Philosophique opens with an article by

E. de Roberty, VEvolution de la Philosophie, following which are :

LEvolutionnisme des Idees-Forces (Part II, Les Etats de Conscience

Comme Factetirs de I'evolution), by A. Fouillee ; and Reclierches sur

les Mouvements chez quelques Jeunes Enfants, by M. Alfred Binet.
*

The usual critical and exhaustive reviews close the number.

(Alcan, 108 Boulevard Street, Germain, Paris.)

NOTES.

The American Academy of Political and Social Science was

formed in Philadelphia, December 14, 1889, for the purpose of

promoting the Political and Social Sciences. Its chief object will

be the development of those aspects of the Political and Social

Sciences which are either entirely omitted from the programmes

of other societies, or which do not at present receive the attention

they deserve. A special effort will be made to collect and publish

material which will be of use to students and which does not now

reach the public in any systematic way, as, for example, the texts

in English of the constitutions of leading foreign countries ; reg-

ular accounts of current instruction in Political and Social topics

at home and abroad ;
descriptive bibliographies ;

discussions of

Municipal Government, etc. Any one may become a member on

being approved by the Council and paying the Annual or Life

Membership Fee. ($5.00, and $100 respectively.) Members are

entitled to receive the regular publications of the Academy, sub-

mit papers and communications, and attend and take part in all

scientific meetings. (Address, Station B., Phila.)
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THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.*
BY LUDWIG NOIRE.

"The progression of variety from unity," says

Geiger, " seems to be the great fundamental law of

all development of nature and of mind. This law, in

language also, leads us back to a very insignificant

germ, to a primitive sound, which expressed the in-

finitesimall}' limited and exclusive subject-matter that

man then took notice of or beheld with interest, and

out of which the whole wealth of language, nay

—

as I am unhesitatingly convinced—of all languages,

through a series of untold millenniums, has been

slowly unfolded."

The great merit of L. Geiger—who unfortunately

was too early lost to science—is that of having shown

how human reason and language were originally con-

tained in one and the same germ ; that, we cannot say

that reason created language, but that the contrary is

true, that reason was gradually matured and strength-

ened through the instrumentality of the representa-

tive signs of sensory perception ; that, accordingly,

the word was beyond question the element first in

point of time, and that more universal, more correct,

more clear, and more conscious ideas were first at-

tained and formed through words, and after a long

course of development led through words to the pres-

ent state of mature rational thought.

The childish and anthropomorphic view, that God
had said to Adam, "This is a dog, This is an ele-

phant," still held the minds of men captive in the

eighteenth century, with the single difference, that the

philosophers of that day put. human reason in the

place of God, and imagined that men by a kind of

conventional agreement or pact had given names

to things—in short, that they had invented language.

As if an inventive act of this character did not de-

mand aprodigious power of mind—a degree of intellect

and wisdom that must have been infinitely greater than

thatat present possessed by the whole human race !

It is a fundamental error of human thinking, that we
are naturally predisposed to attribute conscious pur-

pose, reflection, and knowledge, which now mainly

guide us in our daily affairs, universally to human
acts, and that we attempt to explain the latter bj' the

• From Die IVelt ,i/s Ent-Mickiliing des Geistes, by Ludwig Noire. Chap.
IX, Part III, Leipzig : Veil ,Si Comp. Translated by /">; >'.

former. Ceres alone foresaw the stupendous results

that were to follow the insignificant beginnings of ag-

riculture. Copernicus did not think of the dangerous

consequences that his new doctrine involved for Chris-

tianity. And the historical Luther,^if he were to

return at the present day to earth,—would break out

in violent anger at the constantly extending emanci-

pation of the human mind that has sprung from his

original reformatory ideas, and at the progress of ra-

tional thought, subversive of all positive creed. The
result of a course of development is frequently as dif-

ferent from its point of origination as the flowering

plant from the seed out of which it has grown.

herder's theory.

The first to rise well above this anthropomorphic

view was Herder, whose divinatory genius in so many
other fields discerned truths that science only later de-

monstrated by the help of accumulations of mate-

rial, and who, even where he erred, never failed to

cast forth the most pregnant suggestions. The fun-

damental idea of his prize-essay Ueber den Ursprung

der Sprache (Upon the Origin of Language), is sub-

stantially this :
" Man," says he, "supplies proof of

reflection, when, from out of the hovering dream of

images that flit before his senses he has the power to

collect himself into a moment of wakefulness, to dwell

voluntarily upon some particular image, to survey it

in a brighter and steadier light, and to abstract from

it certain characteristics that establish that this is this

object and no other." This he illustrates by the fol-

lowing example :
" A man sees, for instance, a lamb.

It passes, as an image, differently before his vision

than it does before that of other animals. Whenever
man is placed so that he must know a sheep, he

is not disturbed by any instinct (as the wolf or the

lion); the sheep stands there exactly and entirely as

represented by his senses. White, smooth, woolly.

His thoughtfully operating mind seeks for a charac-

teristic. The sheep bleats. The characteristic is

found. The inner sense is at work. The bleating

—

that which produced the strongest impression upon

the mind, that which sprang forth and disengaged it-

self from all other qualities accessible by sight and

touch—that remains with the mind. The sheep, let

us say, returns. White, smooth, woolly. Our man
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looks, touches, meditates, seeks characteristics. The

sheep bleats ; and now he recognizes it. ' Thou art

the Bleating One !
' he feels inwardly; he has humanly

recognized it, for he has distinctly recognized it ; that

is, recognized it by, and called it by a characteristic.

By a characteristic, a mark! And what else is this

than an inner mark-vford, a verbal cue ? He recog-

nized the sheep by its bleating. This was the compre-

hended token by which the mind clearly hit upon an

idea. What else is this than a word ? And what is

all human language but a collection of such words ?
"

This theory Max Miiller has called the Bow-wow
theory, and rejected it.

It cannot be" denied that as an hypothesis of the

origin of language there is a good deal of truth con-

tained in Herder's statement of things. The most

important points to be noted are, that it (i) explains

how a visual image or percept is transformed into the

phonetic word ; and that (2) it makes the creation of

language first appear as attached primarily to single

characteristic marks.

The weak points of this view lie in the facts, (i)

that Herder leaves the origin of the word as depend-

ent upon the necessity of communication, entirely un-

noticed : and it is surely to be assumed that impulse

of feeling and the necessity of communication both

potently influenced the origin of the first word ; and

(2) that the so-called onomatopoetic creation of lan-

guage, that is, the designation of things after the

sounds they make, has not as yet been confirmed by

any extant language. Single words, like cuckoo, and

the like, prove nothing ; and many that appear to us

as imitations can be traced back to other roots that

show no imitational origin whatsoever. All the lan-

guages we know reveal, on the contrary, an inner con-

ceptual connection between words that denote some

crying, sounding object, and primitive roots designat-

ing some human activity. Herder himself, at a later

period, gave up his theory of imitations of sound,

and again adopted that of the revelation of language.

His work on the "Origin of Language," however,

still remains the earliest really philosophical work on

the subject, and may claim the merit of having pointed

out the true road upon which an explanation is to

be sought.

THE INTERJECTIONAL THEORY.

Another attempt at explanation is that which

sought to derive language from interjections, and

which Max Miiller therefore calls the Pooh-pooh the-

ory. This also possesses a certain degree of proba-

bility, for account is taken herein of the necessity of

giving vent to inner emotion by sounds and ejacula-

tions, as also of the endeavor to communicate with

others, and above all, of the example of animals.

whose neighing, barking, roaring, crowing might seem

to represent a prototype—an abortive effort to acquire

phonetic speech. But in the investigation of known
human languages this principle, unfortunately, does

not find any kind of confirmation ; no more so than

does the attempt to regard the separate letters or

sounds of a word as symbolical vehicles of its mean-

ing—as the w in wind and ware, the lva.fluo, light,

love, and so forth. Serious philological science re-

gards all these attempts as failures, and at best as

ingenious diversions.

MAX MiJLLER'S THEORY.

The theory propounded by Max Miiller* himself,

which has been jocosely called the Ding-dong theorj',

is even less tenable. This distinguished scholar

thinks, that to every being was granted a peculiar

typical sound, that in man originally there existed a

most copious phonetic world— a real spring-time of

speech—that tunefully responded to the impressions of

the outside world. This is aiirneJ>etitio Jiriiicipii, and

explains really nothing. For we are still compelled to

ask how and when this world of sound passed into

man, and how man came to apply it to things ; and

we should be obliged constantly to fall back to the

stage at which the first sound burst forth. And then

we should be no farther ahead than before.

Still it is quite easy to understand why so eminent

a scholar as Max Miiller should have hit upon this sin-

gular idea. He was probablj' led astray by his obser-

vation of children, to whom we usually turn when in

search of information concerning anything primitively'

human. Now, it is true, daily experience teaches that

there exists in children an impulse to speech, an inci-

tation to language, and that they early strive to call

objects by the names they have heard. And it has

frequently been my experience that highly intelligent

men, to whom I had propounded Geiger's theory of

the priority of words to concepts, at once resorted to

the following counter-argument :
" But look at chil-

dren. No sooner do they perceive things than they

designate them by words of their own creation, which

bear scarcely any similarity to those which have been

taught them. What is that but an awakening of the

instinct of speech?" This, it must be admitted, is

true. But the genuine science of to-day is no longer

satisfied with reasoning of this kind. It demands an

explanation of the word ; it demands an account of

the origin of the affair.

The speech-instinct of the child is the repetition

of that long line of development which we must as-

sume proceeded from the origin of language up to the

present day. So long as the child does not feel this

instinct, so long as it merely contemplates, touches,

* We shall also publish, at the close of this series of translations, some
extracts from Max Miiller's works in criticism of Noir6.
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cries, asks for food, and so on, up to that time it rep-

resents the period of speechless humanity,—the time

at which human nature had not as yet separated from

animal nature. And the fact, too, that the child even

during this period, before it begins to form concepts,

actuallj' evinces an interest in objects, grasps at them,

and throws them awa}^, this fact might seem to sug-

gest that even speechless humanity handled certain

working-tools of its own. But the language-instinct

is a thing ingrafted in the child during a long succes-

sion of generations. Our scientific curiosity, how-

ever, asks for information concerning a time shrouded

in the deepest darkness, when the -''word was made
flesh, and dwelt among us," when instinctive life first

began to pass into the clear consciousness of speaking

humanity.

geiger's researches.

To Geiger the further honor is due of having shown

that the oldest root-words, at least as far as they can

be traced back, express a human act, a human gesture,

and he justly observes that this must probably have

been that which was the most iuieresiitig to man, that

of which he first had knowledge, which most strongly

riveted his attention, and syinpathetically reechoed in his

breast. The last-mentioned fact is to be particularly

noted. In our intercourse with our fellow-beings our

countenance gradually assumes an expression like that

of the human counterpart before us; tears and laugh-

ter are contagious; when we see a person in imminent

danger of life, we ourselves anxiously go through the

very movements which the person would have to make
to escape from the danger he is in : the imitation of

human action is so natural to us that we immediately

feel and reproduce the cheerful expression of joy, the

convulsion and depression of pain, as well as scorn

and menace. In view of this Geiger believes that the

first cry of language must have been an aping reflex

of the face of another accompanied—from the fact that

it was the result of emotion—by sound. (Here, of

course, we would have had visual percept and speech-

sound in one.) And he held that a sound of this

kind, periodical!}' repeated, must have recalled to mind

a definite perception, sensation, or visual image, and

that thus the first word, of whose contents, of course,

we can have no idea, might have originated.

Be this as it may, it remains indisputable that

everywhere in the designations of things we meet with

human action as that which first made the object in

question interesting. This human activity, is, of course,

as yet entirely identical with animal activity. The
Greek dipoo, to flay, counts among its descendants

dipixa, skin, dopv, wood, Spij?, tree, and the English

tree. Skin is that which is pulled off; wood that which

is stripped of bark ; and so tree. This same law, with

wonderful consistency, appears also in a number of

words that, judging them by their meaning at the

present day, scarcely seem to present any connection

whatsoever. Night, through the notion dark, black,

is carried back to the Sanskrit root ang, Latin ungo,

to dye, to smear; ground asiA. terra to a root denoting

to grind, to crumble ; corn denotes something that has

been husked ; thunder (a word that certainly sounds

onomatopoetic) must be referred, according to Max
Miiller, to the Sanskrit root tan, to stretch, and is akin

to tone or the sound peculiar to a stretched cord. In

the same manner iener, tender, must be derived from

thin, and the latter again from the fact of tension.

Schreiben, ypaq)oo, and scribere, as well as the English

write and the German Riss, are identical with a root

denoting ritzen, to scratch. From the root da, to bind,

are derived words of the following meanings : yoke,

gird, husband, twins, sister, house, and innumerable

others. Tools, language designates bywords that cor-

respond to the human acts which they promote; they

are symbolized, so to speak, actively. Scissors, hatchets,

and saws are things that shear (Swedish skdra, sickel),

hack, and saw. Everywhere, in all the formations of

words with which we are familiar, the conceptual

element is seen to prevail, but nowhere do we find

direct imitation of the sounds of nature. The names

of the majority of animals and plants designate the

creatures and things to which they refer, by color

;

and almost in all languages we recognize as the most

primitive roots, human and animal acts symbolized in

the form of some characteristic gesture or posture;

and even in historical times we find, that the develop-

ment and growth of language follow exactly the same

course. The abstract yf^//;*' is traceable to a word that

denotes to knead a soft clay. The beautiful German

word Dichter (poet) suggests the primitive untutored

bard, who was originally wont to dictate to a scribe the

words of his own invention. And, moreover, if the

imitation of the sounds of nature had originally been

the principle according to which words were formed,

it certainly would have occupied an extensive place in

languages, and would have long remained perceptible

and continued perhaps up to the present day in active

operation.

It is unmistakable that we have approached through

this explanation considerably nearer to the dark depths

from which the fountain of speech first bubbled forth.

The question further,—previously touched upon,—as

to whether man first possessed tools or speech, Geiger

decides in favor of the latter; and he bases his proof

upon the fact, that the names of tools and of the re-

sults they bring about, are expressed by roots that de-

note human physical acts ; hence, that all words de-

noting grinding (niahlen), milling, and the like, were

originally connected with ^nal, mar {jnordeo), which
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meant to bruise, to crush with the fingers, and probably

also to crush with the teeth. Sculpo to cut out with a

chisel, is a collateral form of scalpo, which originally

meant to scratch with the nails. The root vc, the basis

of our weave, is traced back by Geiger, with a reference

to vivien, withe (willow), to the oldest practiced art

;

namely, the twisting of branches into lodge-nests for

primitive man, which afterwards led to weaving or

plaiting, an art possessed by all savage tribes.

But I must confess that to my mind this last

argument possesses very little weight. Man, it is true,

did not have complicated, or even perfect, tools before

the possession of speech,—perhaps not even mill-

stones ; but I am inclined to doubt, whether, notwith-

standing this fact, he might not have designated

crushing with stones and teeth interchangeably by the

same root, as well as all scraping with the hands and a

stone, which latter in this case would merely be a part

of the hand.

There is also something far-fetched about Geiger's

hypothesis respecting the origin of the first word.

His sympathetic aping reflection of a gesture with

accompanying speech-sound, I must admit, seems a

rather bold abstraction, in which Geiger manifestly

wished to comprise the three factors met with in the

oldest roots : which are (i) the phonetic word, (2) the

visual percept, and (3) human posture or gesture as

the expression of an act.

noire's conception.

Now I take it that man, who like the ape and

other animals is a social being, very early acquired a

power of communication, that is, a language of gesture

or attitude. Nothing stands in the way of such an as-

sumption, since we find this faculty very distinctly

marked and extensively represented throughout the

entire animal kingdom. Animals are trained to the

expression of significant gestures, as birds are to song,

which is at the same time the expression of an inner

emotion and a kind of communication, being intended

either to allure the female, or to entertain the brood-

ing bird. It is therefore not at all impossible, that in

the case of primeval men, living gregariously, gestures

might have been developed with a definite conceptual

content, established as such, and transmitted by course

of training to after generations. We must, of course,

conceive these gestures as a summons to some ap-

pointed act or task, as we find to be actually the case

with ants, termites, bees, etc. It would suffice now
for some vehement animated gesticulatory action of

this kind to be accompanied in every instance by a

peculiar sound (let us call to mind, for example, the

many different sounds by which a dog accompanies his

signs of joy, grief, submission, repentance, and im-

patience)—and in consequence thereof this gesture

could very well be recalled to mind by the sound
;

while, following the law of development, the former

would gradually recede, and the latter ultimately attain

absolute supremacy. As stated this is \\\^\y possible,

and it increases in probability when we take note of

the fact that savage nations, ignorant persons, and

people who do not perfectly understand a language,

are always wont to emphasize their words by lively

gesticulation.

A possible origin of this kind ought to satisfy com-

pletely our inquisitiveness ; agreeably to what Dugald

Stewart, also quoted by M. Miiller, justly maintains :

"In examining the history of mankind, as well as in

"examining the phenomena of the material world,

"when we cannot trace the process by which an event

^' has been produced, it is often of importance to be

"able to show how it may have been produced by

"natural causes. Thus, although it is impossible to

"determine with certainty what the steps were by

"which any particular language was formed, yet if

"we can show, from the known principles of human
"nature, how all its various parts might gradually

" have arisen, the mind is not only to a certain degree

"satisfied, but a check is given to that indolent phi-

" losophy which refers to a miracle whatever appear-

" ances, both in the natural and moral worlds, it is un-

" able to explain."

Any one who will survey the successive develop-

ment of things as they start from the simplest ele-

ments, and through continued combinations effected

by the influence of the external world, early deviate

so much from their origin that the latter is scarcely

longer recognizable, will surely admit that the most

cutting sneer to be levelled at speculative philosophy,

in its confidence of victory, would be to demand it

to construct a camel a prio)-i. But empiric historical

science has also cause to be modest, notwithstanding

that it follows the much surer road, constantly con-

trolled by present events, of inference from that which

now exists to what before existed ; in which process

it employs as basis the solid foundation of innumerable

facts, upon which it constructs ever narrowing stages

reaching up to an apex of unity, while the speculative

method endeavors to rest its complete structure upon

that apex.

I shall try to show by an example, how abundantly

also inductive science has cause to be satisfied with

the possibility of explanation. I shall suppose that

after the lapse of a few thousand years literary tradi-

tion had suffered an interruption, and that the world

was entirely left in the dark concerning the scientific

researches of our present epoch. Electricity will, by

that time, have become of enormous importance, and

found a wide application in all the relations of life.

Let us suppose now that some historian starts the
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question (as the case is in our own time with the

question of fire) of how and in what manner hu-

manity at first obtained possession and knowledge of

this wonderful natural agency. Does anybody really

fancy that the historian by continuous and successive

inferences would ultimately light upon the fact that

once upon a time a certain physicist had hung up frogs-

legs by iron hooks upon copper railings 1 Certainly

not. But a thousand possibilities will occur to him,

and with these he will rest satisfied.

I shall now, in addition to those above set forth,

submit another hypothesis, which also conforms to ex-

perience as deduced from animal life, and the pos-

sibility of which will hardly be contested by any one.

If we examine the phonetic utterances of the ani-

mal world, we shall find underlying the same a variety

of inner impulses, but always the endeavor to make

these impulses intelligible to others. We find, princip-

ally, three kinds of sounds; viz.

—

1. Calls of Allurement or Summons. These are

an expression of emotion, accompanied by an obscure

percept, and they aim at influencing the will and acts of

a kindred being.

2. War-Cries. Also the expression of emotion.

They endeavor to arouse fear and dismay in an enemy.

3. Calls of JVarning. Only among social ani-

mals. Emotion cooperates. The percept prevails.

Endeavor to work upon the will of others by arousing

a similar percept.

It is not difficult to discern in these three catego-

ries the sub-soil of human speech. All three have

this in common with one another, that they spring

from the inner world of emotion, and strive in turn to

awaken emotion—the first and third a kindred, and

the second an opposite emotion. In the first there is

present also either an obscure percept, as, for instance,

that of a female, or a still clearer one, as when the

hen calls her brood to newly-discovered food. So

too, in the third, is the percept of impending danger,

which by the cry is also excited in distant or dispersed

companions.

The first human sound that deserved the name of

word, could not have differed from these animal sounds

except by a higher degree of luminousness in the per-

cepts or images which accompanied it and were

awakened by it. Discipline must have helped to

bring it about that such a sound—just as the notes of

a bird—upon being often repeated, became a kind of

representative sign, which along with the sensation

also excited the faint image. Such sounds are inter-

jections. But interjections are not adapted to the

formation of language, because the emotional element

still prevails in them to such an extent that clear and

tranquil percepts cannot form, and, therefore, cannot

originate from the same. On the other hand, we are

able to imagine many possible ways in which a sound

as yet involved in the animal stage of development

could become the representative of a definite, inde-

pendent percept.

Should any one interpose, that for such a huge edi-

fice my hypothesis assumes a much too narrow basis,

let him call to mind the example I cited above, in

which, from the twitching of a frog's leg through con-

tinuous combinations and mental efforts the myste-

rious, hardly dreamed of domain of electricity was

drawn within the reach of human knowledge and

power. What we call chance has demonstrably played

a principal role at the beginning of the most impor-

tant and difficult advances of human civilization.

Such is the case with the acquisition of the agency of

fire, which, like tools, language, and religion, consti-

tutes a truly distinctive characteristic of man ; how
variously may we not imagine its origin to have been,

and how many accidents may not have borne an ac-

tive share in that origin ! At all events, the task re-

quired human energy, and, as Geiger says, we have

reason to admire the boldness that accomplished that

feat, never before achieved, when man, for the first

time, approached the dreaded flame and carried aloft

over the earth the burning log of wood—an inspired

act without precedent in the animal world, and of im-

measurable consequence to the development of hu-

man civilization. And if we compare the oldest form

of implement for the production of fire by friction

—

as it is still found among savage tribes, and even

among civilized nations in certain religious practices

—which was a simple piece of wood bored into a

softer piece and set on fire by continuous twirling,

when we compare such an implement with the holes

that are found bored in the same way in stone-axes,

we are readily led to assume that accident was the ori-

gin of this acquisition, and that from this single thing

and its further retention and application all the rest

resulted.

THE LOGIC OF VERIFICATION.

BY JOHN DEWEY.

In a recent article in The Open Court having the

title "Is Logic a Dualistic Science?" I attempted

to show as against Mr. Venn's recent work that logical

processes do not deal with the comparison of ideas,

on the one hand, with perceptions on the other ; the

reason, in general, being that logical processes enter

into the structure of perceptions as well as of ideas,

and that, therefore, such processes could not be con-

sidered as beginning with the comparison of ready-

made perceptions and conceptions. The opinion was

then advanced that there is but one world of knowl-

edge, whether in the form of perceptions or of ideas,

and that this world is logical all the way through.
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To this doctrine an objection somewhat after this

fashion might be raised : Such a conception makes the

process of verification impossible. If there is but one

realm of knowledge, what is the standard of truth ?

with what shall we compare our ideas in order to verify

them ? If logic has a dualistic basis, the question is

easily answered; on one hand, there is the world of

conceptions of ideas, on the other, the world of percep-

tions, of facts. And we test our ideas by comparing

them with facts. But upon the theory of a single realm

of knowledge, logical throughout, no such comparison

and testing is possible. It seems upon this theory that

the only criterion of truth is the consistency of ideas

with themselves, and every one knows that ideas may
be self-consistent, and yet untrue, or even highly

absurd.

Undoubtedly the objection points to a serious diffi-

culty, one which must be reckoned with. I shall not

attempt to evade it by denying that there is a relative

distinction at least, between idea and fact. I shall

rather ask what does this distinction of idea and fact

(speaking always from the logical point of view) mean

and how does it arise? If an objection lies against the

unitary theory advanced, a still stronger objection lies

against the dualistic theory. This objection I may
state as follows : What is this world of facts by com-

parison with which we test our ideas? Is it the real,

the true world ? This supposes that this real world,

the actual facts, are known. But if they are known,

so that they can afford the standard of verification,

why do we go to the trouble of forming a theorj', of

making a hypothesis? If we already know the facts,

it certainly seems a waste of energy and of time to

frame guesses, to elaborate ideas simply for the sake

of going through the meaningless process of seeing

whether or not they agree with a truth already per-

fectly known. It is evident that we only form a theory,

or entertain ideas, as distinguished from facts, when
we are not in possession of the truth, when we are in

search of it. Per xontra, if the facts by which we are

to test our theory are not the real facts but the facts

as they seem to be, the facts as previously known,

there is another difficulty. It is just because we sus-

pected these apparent facts of not being real, that we
framed a theory which should get nearer to the reality

of the case. It would certainly be a curious operation

to test our theory by a standard whose discrediting

had led to the formation of the theory. This then

is the dilemma with which I would confront the dua-

listic notion. If the standard by which we are to test

our ideas is the real fact, the actual truth, then, by

the necessity of the case, the standard is unknown
;

if the standard is facts as they seem to be, as already

apprehended, it is worthless. The only standard of

value is out of reach; the attainable standard is no

standard at all. In either case, verification would

seem to be an impossible process.

I hope this result may at least induce us to con-

sider the other point of view ; the notion that we do

not have ideas separate from facts, which we proceed

to compare one with the other, but that the (un-

doubted) distinction between idea and fact is itself

logical, brought about by and within logical processes.

Let me begin with a well-known psychological fact

—that which Bain calls "primitive credulity." So

far as we can judge, early childhood makes no differ-

ence between ideas and facts. It does not recognize

its ideas as ideas, but it at once projects them into the

outer realm. Suggest an idea to a baby, by saying

some word which he recognizes, the name of a known

object or person, and the baby looks around him to

see that object. A child's mind is like an animal's
;

it is intensely practical. Ideas, as such, do not ap-

peal to it. The thing, the action, is what the child is

after. A baby's inability to entertain a question, or

even after it can answer questions relating directly to

fact, its inability to consider questions involving a

' whether this or that,' testify to its incapacity to hold

an idea in its ideal aspect. What is it that breaks up

this primitive intellectual innocency ; this immediate

transformation of idea into fact ? Apparently, it is the

disappointment of expectation, at first, and then as a

further development of this, the dim perception of

contradictions. The baby, when he hears the word
' Papa,' looks about him and does not see his father

;

probably, at first, the new idea, what he actually sees,

simply expels the other idea. The idea of father is

not retained before the mind long enough for the con-

tradiction to be perceived. But there is at least the

shock of unrealized expectation, and the feeling of the

necessary adjustment to the new idea. As the mind's

power of holding its ideas fixed becomes greater-, the

new idea will not simply drive out the other, substi-

tuting itself for it, but will struggle with it for pos-

session of the mind. Now the actual idea contradicts

the idea which the mind is endeavoring to project

into actuality ; it prevents this projection. It is, as it

seems to me, this two-fold process : on one hand, the

retaining of an idea before the mind, on the other, its

repulsion from actual fact through a stronger contra-

dictory idea, which leads the mind to the hitherto un-

entertained recognition of an idea as only ideal, as a

mere idea.

This analysis seems to me to be verified by the

phenomena of illiterate and savage life, of dreams,

and of hypnotism, so far as we can appeal to that un-

settled sphere. The difficulty savages have of dis-

criminating ideas from facts is a commonplace of

ethnology. The absence of contradictory facts re-

tained in the mind leads us to take everything we
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dream as real, while we dream it. The savage con-

tinues to think of it as real when he awakes ; it is

only something that happened in another region of

experience, when the soul sallied forth from the body.

And while I would not speak dogmatically regarding

hypnotism, Janet and others seem to have made it

probable that its essential phenomenon is dissociation,

the severing of the connections between groups of

ideas united in ordinary sense-perception and thought.

These connections being broken down, the mind ex-

periences no contradiction on being told while in a

room of a house that it is in a boat upon the ocean.

The idea, having no other body of ideas over against

which it is set, is taken, as in childhood, for a fact.

But to return to the argument. The mind learns

through the contradictions existing between its ideas

that not all can be projected as facts ; some must be

dismissed as false, or, at least, retained only tentatively

as possible facts. It is this tentative holding of an

idea which constitutes the logical distinction of idea

and fact. The fact is the idea which nothing contra-

dicts, which harmonizes with other ideas, which al-

lows the mind free play and economical movement.

The idea is at first the fact about which difficulties are

felt, which opposes a barrier to the mind's movement,

and which, if not in opposition to other facts, is, at

least, in opposition to apparent facts. In a word, the

distinction between 'idea' and 'fact ' arises along with

the distinction between real and apparent fact.

Let us test this result by considering scientific hy-

pothesis. The mind frames a hypothesis or theory,

because it is dissatisfied with its present (or rather

former) judgments. The ideas which it has formerly

taken to be facts, it has come to look upon with sus-

picion. The hypothesis is an idea Avhich is supposed

to be fact, or at least, to be nearer fact than previous

ideas. But, till it can be verified, it is held only ten-

tatively, and this holding may be of all degrees of

comparative assurance, from a mere suggestion or

question to a well-defined theory. The process of

transforming the hypothesis, or idea entertained ten-

tatively, into a fact, or idea held definitely, is verifi-

cation. We saw at the outset the difficulties which

beset the ordinary crude notion of verification, that

which considers it as a process of comparing ready-

made ideas with ready-made facts ; let us see how our

present notion meets these difficulties.

In the first place, what are the facts in contrast

with which the hypothesis is regarded as merely an

idea ? They are not a fixed something ; fixed either

in amount, or in quality. If the idea, the hypothesis

needs extension, transformation and verification, the

'facts' in their turn, are in need of enlargement, al-

teration and significance. Take, for example, the

hypothesis of evolution. The facts by which this

theory is to be verified or disproved are not a fixed,

unchangeable body ; if the theory gets its verification

through the facts, the facts get a transformed and en-

larged meaning through the theory. I do not mean
simply that the theory leads to the discovery of new
facts, though this is noteworthy, and, I think, inex-

plicable on the dualistic assumption. But suppose

there is some animal of which absolutely no new ob-

servation has been made since the formation of the

theory of evolution ; our knowledge of that animal,

t\ie. facts oi the animal have been, none the less, trans-

formed, even revolutionized, l^et this instance illus-

trate the relation of the facts to the idea ; if the idea,

the theory, is tentative, if it is pliable and must be

bent to fit the facts, it should not be forgotten that the

'facts' are not rigid, but are elastic to the touch of

the theory.

In other words, the distinction between the idea

and the facts is not between a mere mental state, on

one side, and a hard and rigid body on the other.

Both idea and 'facts' are flexible, and verification is

the process of mutual adjustment, of organic interac-

tion. It is just because the 'facts' are not final, set-

tled facts that the mind frames its hypothesis or idea;

the idea is the tentative transformation of these seem-

ing facts into more real facts.

More in detail, we may consider the process as fol-

lows : The mind attacks the mass of facts which it

suspects not to be facts piece-meal. It picks out some

one aspect or relation of these 'facts,' isolates it,

(technically the process of abstraction) and of this

isolated relation it forms a h}'pothesis, which it then

sets over against the facts from which this relation has

been isolated. The isolated relation constitutes, tech-

nically, the universal ; the background of mass of facts

is the particular. The verification is the bringing to-

gether of this universal and particular : if the univer-

sal confronted with the particulars succeeds in filling

out its own abstract or empty character by absorbing

the particulars into itself as its own details, it is verified.

And there is no other test of a theory than this, its

ability to work, to organize 'facts' into itself as speci-

fications of its own nature. But on the other side, the

particulars attacked by the universal do not remain

indifferent ; through it they are placed in a new light,

and as facts gain a new quality. Organized into the

theory, they become more significant ; what had pre-

viously been oppositions and even contradictions among

them is removed, and we get a harmonious system.

The important point then is to see that verification is

a two-edged sword. It does not test and transform

the 'idea,' the theory, any more than it tries and

moulds the 'facts.' In other words, if the idea is ten-

tative, needing to be brought before the court of the

facts, so also the 'facts' are inadequate and more or
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less contradictory—that is, they are only apparently

facts. They need therefore to be harmonized and ren-

dered significant through the idea, the hypothesis.

We may indifferently describe the process as a move-

ment of the theory upon the facts whereby the latter

are rendered more rational, i. e. , more significant and

harmonious, or as a confronting of the theory by the

facts, whereby it is verified. The actual result is the

same in either case; we simply describe it from two

points of view.

To recapitulate the whole matter : the distinction

between idea and fact fs a relative one, not an absolute

separation; it is made for the sake of what we may

term either a more real and more complete fact, or a

more adequate and certain idea. There is a period,

not only in childhood, but in every science, and as to

every subject-matter in every science, when idea and

fact are at one. But contradictions arise ; the mind

therefore holds idea and fact apart, regarding the

idea as tentative and the fact as apparent. To this

stage, there supervenes a period in which the mind

attempts to get a definitive idea—or, from the other

side, a real fact. It therefore by observation, experi-

ment, and all other means at its disposal, makes its

idea as definite and coherent as possible, and thus

frames a hypothesis or theory. This theory it brings

to the apparent facts, in order to organize them, to

give them new and additional significance. So far as

this is accomplished, idea and fact again become one,

to remain one until further contradictions are discov-

ered when the process must again be gone through

with. And this is the description of the actual pro-

cess of knowledge, of science. We have first an un-

conscious identification of idea and fact, and on this

basis the universe, the realm of experience, is built up.

But this universe lays itself open somewhere to sus-

picion ; this suspected aspect is held apart from the

rest, as an idea, the remainder being left undisturbed

as 'fact.' The idea is wrought over as an idea into a

scientific hypothesis, and is then projected again into

the facts. As verified it becomes an essential part of

the facts, changing to some degree or other the char-

acter of these facts. But this new universe again be-

iiaves suspiciously: the suspicious 'fact' is again ar-

rested and condemned as a tnere idea, but passing

through the reformatory of thought issues as an hy-

pothesis, and is turned out again into the free world of

fact.

This continued process of breaking up and re-

combination by which knowledge detects, condemns,

and transforms itself is verification. Thus the analy-

sis of this process confirms the former contention that

the logical sphere is integral and unitary.

Ann Arbor.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM OF THE VERTEBRATES.

Professor Ernst H^ckel* in explaining the evolu-

tion of Vertebrates calls our attention to the import-

ance of Amphioxus lanceolatus, a little fish about

two inches long, shaped like a lancet, and living,

mostly hidden in the sand, in shallow places of the

Mediterranean, the Baltic, and the North Sea. It has

no head, no cranium, no brain. The front part is dis-

tinguishable from the hind part almost solely by the

presence of the mouth surrounded by a number of

cilia ; and yet the Lanceolate belongs to the aristocratic

class of Vertebrates : it possesses a spinal cord. The

Lanceolate, accordingly, is the last surviving represen-

tative of the lowliest family among the Vertebrates.

Pallas, the first discovefer of the Lanceolate, did

not at once recognize the importance of his find. He
considered it as a kind of imperfect snail. Yet the pre-

sence of a chorda dorsalis, i. e. of a cartilaginous string

forming the axis of the skeleton, and the medulla spinalis

(spinal cord), fix the relation of this little fish beyond

all doubt. Kowalewsky and Kupffer, moreover, have

proved, that to a certain degree the ontogeny of the

Lanceolate corresponds in all particulars on the one

hand with that of the lower Vertebrates and on the

other with that of the Ascidians. Thus we can con-

sider it as an established truth that the Lanceolate is

the connecting link between the Invertebrates and the

Vertebrates.

Leuckart and Pagenstecher discovered in the front

part of the spinal cord of the Amphioxus (see MiJller's

Archiv, 1858, p. 561) a small vesicle, which represents

a primitive brain—if brain it can be called. However,

whether this vesicle represents the initial state of

all three bulbs that appear in a higher development

(as W. Miiller says), or whether it represents the

third bulb only (as Mihalkovics says), or whether it

corresponds (as Huxley says) to the thalamencephalon,

i. e. , the second bulb, is still an unsettled question.

It is not improbable that the Amphioxus which we are

acquainted with, is a degenerated form of that creature

from which the higher vertebrates have descended.

In the plates published in the last number (No. 138,

page 2215) of The Open Court Professor Haeckel com-

pares the development of a mollusk, like the Ascidian

(A), with Amphioxus lanceolatus (B). How small are the

differences in the beginning ! Andyet they were destined

to keep the one creature in its humble condition of a

mere vegetative existence, while the other in the course

* NatUrliche Sckop/ungsgesckichte^ Chap. 24.
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of further evolution was enabled to gain dominion

over the whole creation of earth.

There are several differences of radical importance

between Amphioxus lanccolatus and the higher Ver-

tebrates
;
yet besides that of the absence of brain

and cranium in the former, there is no greater disparity

than in the arterial system of blood-circulation. The
Acrania (the Vertebrates without cranium, represented

by the Lanceolate) have no proper hearts ; their hearts

are mere arterial tubes, while the Craniata (the Ver-

tebrates with a cranium) are throughout endowed with

a regular heart, which, engine-like, drives the arterial

blood through the whole system.

The nervous systems of all the Vertebrates are

greatly different from those of the Invertebrates. There

is no oesophagean ring encircling the gullet ; and in-

stead of isolated ganglia, we have one continuous

column which is no longer below but far above the in-

testinal canal. This column is protected by bony

covers (the vertebrae) which constitute a flexible yet

strong backbone. The foremost ganglia together with

their vertebral cases are transformed into brain and

cranium ; but the hemispheres and their bony cover,

NERVOUS SYSTEM OF FROG, VEN (After Ecker.)

H. Hemispheres.

Lop. Optic Lobes.

M. Medulla.

Ml.-Mio. Spinal
nerves.

5. Sympathetic
nerve.

Sr.-Sio. Ganglia of

the Sympathetic.

MS. Branches c n-

necting spina! cord

and sympathetic.

No. Femoral nerve.

Ni. Sciatic nerve.

I-X. Cranial nerves.

/. Olfactory.

//. Optic nerve with.

{0} eye.

///. Oculo-motor.

IV. Trochlear.

V. Trigeminal.

VI. Abducent.
VII. and F. Facial.

VIII. Auditory.

IX. Glossopharyn-
geal.

X. Vagus.

V^. Gasserian Gang-
lion (of fifth nerve).

V}. Connect ion £

Gasserian ganglion

with the S y m p a-

thetic.

F. Facial nerve.

G. Ganglion of the
Vagus.

X1-X4. Branches of

the Vagus.

the top of the head, are an additional growth, which
has developed out of the first vertebra.*

As the most representative examples of the various

Vertebrates we select a number of diagrams of the

brains of fishes, amphibians, birds, and mammals.

Squale -Renaid.

Broc^ei

BRAIN OF A PIKE AND OF A SHARK, (.^fter Leuret and Gratiolet.)

tc. Cerebral tubercles (lobes I.

to. Optic tubercles (lobes).

te. Ethmoid or olfactory tubercle.

tv. Vagus tubercle. The ganglion of the vagus nerve.

i'. Cerebellum.

e. Olfactory nerves.

0. Optic nerves.

p. Pathetic nerve.

w. Oculo-mctor nerve.

a. Abducent nerve.

/. Trifacial nerve.

f. Facial nerve.

/. Labyrinthic nerve.

V. Vagus or branchial nerve.

The most prominent divisions of the nervous sys-

tem in the Vertebrates, i. e. , in Fishes, Reptiles, Birds,

and Mammals, are :

1. The Spinal Cord;

2. The Bulb {Medulla Oblongata);

3. The Small Brain (^Cerebellum);

4. The Bridge (^pons Varolii);

5. The Optic Lobes ; and

6. The Thalami Optici.

(The Optic Lobes are of greater importance in the

lower Vertebrates ; they are called in the physiology

of man the Four Hills {corpora quadrigemina). The
Thalamus remains entirely undeveloped in the lower

vertebrates.)

7. The Striped Body {Corpus Siriatum).

8. The Hemispheres, or brain proper {Cerebrum).

Gegenbauer, Untersuchungen zur VergUichenden Anatomie der UTir-

beUhiere. Part. Ill, das KopfskeUtt der Selachier als Grundlagl zur Beurthti-

liing der Gertese des Kop/skeletts der WirheUhiere. Leipzig: 1872.
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BOA CONSTRICTOR. (After Sw eproduced from Bastian.) Perroquet.

. Cerebral lobes.

. Optic lobes.

. Cerebellum.

, Membrane of the nose,

Olfactory ni

Optic nerve

Third

BRAIN OF A PERCH. (Gcgenbauer, after Cuvii

A. Cranial lobe with olfactory ganglion (/).

B. Optic lobe.

C. Cerebellum.

D. Medulla oblongata.

/. Olfactory nerve.

a. Nasal sac.

//. Optic nerve, severed.

///. Oculo-motor nerve.

IK Trochlear nerve.

V. Trigeminal.

y/i. Auditory.

V///. Vagus with its ganglion ^.

ki. Branches of vagus.

;«. Dorsal branch of trigeminus in connectic

n. Dorsal branch of vagus.

afty. The three branches of the trigeminus K
6e. Facial nerve.

Jl. Branches of the vagus.

Corte Cliouette

.
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The nervous system originates as a hollow tube

formed by a very thin film. At an early stage of its

development, the upper end (as seen in the adjoined

figure) bulges out into three continuous bulbs. The
first is to be the fore brain, the second the mid brain,

and the third the hind brain.

EARLY STAGE OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM IN THE DIFFERENTIATION OF THE
EMBRYO. (From Wiedersheira.)

CORONAL SECTIONS.

I

(BD.) Blastoderm.
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BY CONSTANCE C. W. NADEN.

We went a-begging for a nobler creed,

We craved the living bread and wine of thought,

That Eucharist which is not sold or bought

But freely given
;
yet, did any heed

'Twas but to offer pence, or bid us feed

From empty sacramental vessels, wrought

Of gold or brass ; we spent our prayers for nought.

Faint and athirst with spiritual need.

Then some brought grapes, and some brought corn and yeast

Plenteous and good
;
yet still we murmured " Give !

This is scant fare when thirst and hunger cry
;

Teach us to change our garner for a feast,

Preparing food by which the mind may live,

Perennial loaves and flagons never dry."

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE BASIS OF DR. LEWINS'S PHILOSOPHY.

•'Omnia vtea, vtecu}n porta.''—Bias.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
I SHOULD be glad, with your permission, to make a very brief

minute on the fair and' enlightened criticism of Hylo-idealism, at

page 2163 of T/ie Open Court, March 20. Surely, to begin with,

the terms Ego and Self, or I, are identical, and not as stated by

my critic, only similar. The term Soul is etymologically one with

Life (Leib), and can only be a function of the vital organism, not

a separate substance or entity. In fact, if we define Life, as we
must do now-a-days, and for ninety years past, on the principle of

general or structural anatomy (Somatology), as the sum of the or-

.ganic (corporeal) functions, and Death as their extinction, the whole

question drops by elimination of the whole imposing (in all senses

of the ambiguous term) "spiritual imposture"—using the latter

word in no invidious sense, but only as synonym for pre- and anti-

scientific illusion and delusion. And if God be a spirit— a word

which only means breath—that immemorial spectre vanishes as

only the Archimagus of provisional spiritualism (Animism). Ma-

terialism, or Somatism, upon which all true science rests, is clearly

hylo-zoic, and therefore Atheos, as independent of any immate-

rial principles or Anima Mundi to perform offices Matter performs

by its own J'is Insita. Monism seems thus, on the first princi-

ciples of logic, an Entelechy or assured demonstration, two ef-

ficient motives or (y«(7.r/-causes being inadmissible, when one is

sufficient. Miss Constance Naden's sentence, quoted in the cri.

tique, that Self, in hylo-ideal phraseology, is co-extensive with the

Cosmos—seems a root-idea quite incontrovertible. Objection is

also taken to my basal argument "that the human mind cannot

transcend its own percepts and concepts (consciousness), which con-
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stitute its entire universe." But surely my position here is quite

self-evident. Quod siij>ia, rv/ e.xlrii uos, nihil ad nos, i. e., non-

existent for us, is, if ever there was one, a simple and indisputable

axiom. It seems entirely to traverse my candid and able critic's

assertion "that in our own self we find conceptions [or ideals]

which constantly compel man to think higher than himself. For,

how can that be, if these conceptions and ideals are his very own ?

As my critic himself allows in the three words I have italicized in

the preceding sentence. Surely out of -S'c'^-consciousness all

is blank nihility. Indeed, there is an ambiguity in my critic's own
expression of belief in the correctness of Dr. Lewins's meaning,

while insisting, at the sarne time, on its being "misleading."

My reviewer quote?, with approval, a passage from the pamphlet,
" Hylo-Idealism, or Autocentricism," by H. L. C, to the effect

"that neither Matter nor Idea has the slightest preference over the

other." But that is a metaphysical compromise which I disclaim,

and which I may mention, was ultimately disclaimed by H. L. C.

himself, prior to his lamentable premature death by suicide, as the

consequence of over-strained brain and nerves while pursuing his

undergraduate studies at Cambridge. My position is that Matter

or Body is all in all, and that mind, idea, soul or spirit— i. e. Anim-

ism in every form— is only material or bodily eject, project, or ex-

hibit. " In the beginning" was not exactly Die That, as Goethe

makes Faust propound when translating the Neo-Platonic Fourth

Gospel, but Das Ding. And yet this "thing" only manifests

itself to us as a " Think.

"

In conclusion, I may remark, as elsewhere I have done, that

Professor Max Miiller, even on philological, which are less con-

clusive than anatomical data, is compelled to bear witness, in his

recent Science of Thought, that I have quite made out my conten-

tion that " thing" to us can be only "think." And on that con-

tention hangs the whole gist of my syntax. On that postulate I

base the whole truth or falsehood of Hylo-Idealism, which combines

Neo-Protagorism, the Lutheran doctrine of Private [individual]

Judgment, and the right of personal conscience, with the Kantian

negation of " Thing in itself." Religion (Divine worship), thus

expires, its substitute being Hygiene, defined not as mere sanitary

science, but, as Dr. Parkes in his manual of that ullimus partus

tcmporis has it, supreme culture of body, including brain—a sub-

stitution which at once transforms as by the Palingenesia fabled

of the Christian pseudo-revelation, the thought, conduct and destiny

of past and present derelict humanity. R. Lewins, M. D.

London, April 1890.

nly possible data o£ philosophy

The result of his philosophy is summed up in these words :

'The
and infinite /f:

BOOK REVIE\/VS.

The Way Out of Agnosticism ; or, the Philosophy of Free
Religion. By Francis Ellingwood Abbot, Ph. D. Boston :

Little, Brown, & Co.

This little volume of seventy-five pages contains Dr. Abbot's

philosophy in a more popular form than his larger work. Scientific

Theism. It is a collection of essays based on notes of forty-one

lectures delivered in 1888 in the " Advanced Course, Philosophy

13," at Harvard University. Agnosticism is characterized in the

preface as that philo ophical opinion according to which "no
theory of the universe is possible" and the most vital questions,

such as "whether the phenomenal universe is the product of in-

telligence or unintelligence .... whether conscious existence

ceases at death or continues beyond the grave, are necessarily and

absolutely unanswerable." Dr. Abbot fully recognizes the weak-

ness of this position, which has become the philosophy of the age,

and shows a way out of it by proposing a philosophy of free re-

ligion, such as he conceives to be the onlv possible one.

The basis on which Dr. Abbot takes his stand are the facts of

experience, critically sifted by science. He says :

" The universal results of the special sciences, including the method

known as at once infinite machine, infinite organism,
mechanical in its apparent form and action, organic in

its essential constitution, and personal in its innermost being : it is the eternally
self-evolving and self-involving unity of the Absolute Real and the Absolute
Ideal in God."

We must call the reader's attention to the fact that Dr. Ab-
bot uses the words organic and personal not in their precise scien-

tific meaning. The Universe is maintained to be personal, because
it makes morality passible : it is the objective ground and founda-
tion of moral action, or, as Dr. Abbot says, it is "moral." The
Universe being moral. Dr. Abbot calls it an infinite person. We
have in a former number * stated our dissent from this presentation,

and can accordingly be brief here. We use the words " organism
and person " in their usual and more limited sense, and must ac-

cordingly refrain from calling the Universe an organism or a per-

son. But granting the use of the word person in the sense of

affording an objective ground for our moral ideal, there would be
no objection to Dr. Abbot's conclusion.

To present, with brevity, the evolution of thought in great out-

lines. Dr. Abbot characterizes the three great phases of philosophy,

as (i) the Greek, (2) the German, and (3) the American. General-

izations of this kind are often useful, but easily lead the student

astray who is not sufficiently familiar with the particulars. We
believe that Dr. Abbot would better have characterized the differ-

ent views by their respective representatives, viz., by Aristotle and
by Kant. Kant being the leader of German philosophy, Kantian

philosophy is a special phase of, but can by no means be consid-

ered as the German theory.

Dr. Abbot says :

" In this German theory of Universals lies the deep, secret, and generally

unsuspected source of all modern Agnosticism, a result which was uncriti-

cally accepted, ready-made, by Spencer and Huxley from Hamilton and Man-
sel, borrowed by Hamilton and Mansel from Kant and the post-Kantian Ideal-

ists, and originally developed by Kant out of Hume and other adherents of

Scholastic Nominalism."

Kant's agnosticism (viz., the idea that things in themselves

are unknowable) was, after all, only a phase in his own develop-

ment, the traces of which were left in his chief work. The Critique

of Pure Reason. The Critique of Pure Reason stands as a land-

mark in the evolution of philosophic thought, and, like mountain-

ranges, the great landmarks of nature, this book owes its existence

to a revolution that threw up the differeiit strata of a long course

of development, and sometimes left the most recent thought, indi-

cating a new era, standing beside the most reverent, yet antiquated

ideas which Kant's genius had in vain endeavored to modernize.

Kant's Critique of Pure Reason is by no means a work that is of

one harmonious cast. It shows (as Windelband explained in an

article on the subject*) at least four phases in his conception of

noumena, some of which are radically contradictory to one

another. It is fortunate that the old and agnostic Kant did not

wipe out of later editions those passages which let us recognize the

younger and positive Kant.

However different Dr. Abbot's method and the sphere of his

activity are from ours, we recognize in his works the same goal

and the same ideal. We cannot agree with his terminology, nor can

we always consider his manner of systematizing thought a success.

The repetition of his three stages, the machine, the organism, the

person, appears to our conception artificial. Nevertheless we read

the book with pleasure and satisfaction, and believe that it will fulfil

its mission. The spirit of Dr. Abbot's philosophy is character-

ized in the concluding sentence :

* Pages 2050-51.

t Philosophische Monatshefte.
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"Said Ralph Waldo Emerson, America's greatest prophet; 'There is a

statement of religion possible which makes all scepticism absurd.' Is there

not such a statement lying latent and implicit in the Philosophy of Free

All Open Letter to the Hon. Edivard M. Paxson, the Chief Jus-

tice of Pennsylvania, is the title of a little pamphlet by Mr.

Richard B. Westbrook, of the Philadelphia bar, wherein two as-

sertions of the Chief Justice before the Law School of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania in October last—namely, (i) that the law of

Sinai was " the first of which we have knowledge, " and (2) that

Moses was the greatest statesman and lawgiver the world has ever

produced "—are severely animadverted upon. Dr. Westbrook has

written a learned letter, and presented the facts of his argument

in a formidable shape.

We have received the second number of the new Russian

philosophical quarterly Vcprosy filosLifii i psichologiiii (Questions of

Philosophy and Psychology), published by the Psychological So-

ciety of Moscow, and edited by the well-known Moscow savant,

Prof. Dr. N. Grote. In the prefatory remarks to the first volume

of this periodical. Professor Grote declared that it was the inten-

tion of the new quarterly to respond to an actual social need in

Russian life, and not merely to the cultured wants of a few philo-

sophically-inclined individuals. Russian philosophy, and conse-

quently the Russian conception of life and ethics, has been until

very recently the ideal embodiment of confusion and inconsis-

tency, never with an object of its own in view, but constantly and

servilely taking to itself the newest tendencies of occidental

thought. But within the last ten years there has been a notable

resuscitation of Russian original research, which has taken a dis-

tinctly national turn ; new life has appeared in the universities
;

authors like Solovieff, Tchitcherine, Strahoft, and Kozlof have

arisen ; a psychological society was founded in 1885, by Professor

Troitsky, in Moscow ; and finally the movement has exhibited an

ethico-social aspect in the renowned works of Count Leo Tolstoi.

To make the new review the e.xpoaent of this new tendency, is the

intention of its founders. It will eschew the preponderantly

special character that so many magazines of its kind affect, and

its pages will be open to the expression of every opinion. The

contents of the present number are as follows :
" The Relations

of Voltaire to Rousseau," by I. L. Radlow ;
" The Relations of

Philosophy to Science," by H. A. Ivanzow ; "Ethical Problems

in Contemporaneous Philosophy," by L. M. Lopatine ; "Con-

cerning the Question of Free-Will," by H. A. Zverev ;
" What is

Metaphysics," by Prof, ferote ;
" Psychophysical and Mechanical

Theories," by H. I. Tchitchine ; "Historical," by H. H.

Ovcianniko-Kulikowsky ; Reports, Reviews, Notes, etc.

The following are the chief contents of No. 2, of Vol. Ill, of

the American Journal of Psychology (January Quarter) ;
" The In-

sanity of Doubt," by Philip Coombs Knapp ; "The Effect of

Fatigue on Voluntary Muscular Contractions," by Warren P. Lom-

bard ;
" Studies from the Laboratory of Experimental Psychology

of the University of Wisconsin," by Joseph Jastrow ; "Children's

Lies"; " A Sketch of the History of Reflex Action." The first

results of the experimental work of the psychological laboratory of

the University of Wisconsin, under the direction of Prof. J. Jas-

trow, are here published ; they bear principally upon the establish-

ment and verification of the psycho-physic law. Dr. Lombards

researches on Voluntary Muscular Contractions are suggestive,

and Mr. Knapp 's article on the Insanity of Doubt is a fair resume

of his subject. The department of " psychological literature " is

especially rich and well worth the subscription to this quarterly.

(Editor, G. Stanley Hall, Clark University, Worcester, Mass.)

Neuroses Due to Eye-Strain." Dr. Gould's practical conclusions

are: (i) In headache rtfeiyj- suspect eye-strain, and especially in

women in the years between puberty and middle age (2) In func-

tional gastric derangements, not quickly to be explained otherwise,

suspect eye-strain, and especially if headache coexist (3) In other

functional derangements such as chorea, nervous heart, extreme

irritability of temper, hysteria, etc., that do not yield to treatment,

or that are not idiopathically or otherwise explainable, exhaust the

possibility of a reflex neurosis from eye-strain or other peripheral

irritation. (4) Have the refraction estimated, under a mydriatic,

and the coordination of the external ocular muscles proved, by a

scientific authority, in the case of every child, before or by the age of

pubertv.

THE EIGHT-HOUR MOVEMENT.

The eight-hour movement has in view the procuring o€ greater

leisure to workingmen, so that they can devote more time to in-

tellectual culture and self-education. We are in full sympathy

with this endeavor and we recognize the right of laborers to do all

they can to improve their condition and to fight for their ends by

the help of all the legal means that our constitution and laws afford

It is to be hoped that the scheme will, at least to some extent, prove

successful, and we should count it a great step forward if the em-

ployees of the government were to be engaged throughout the

United States on the eight-hour plan.

The eight-hour movement involves, however, ,many problems

concerning which it is almost impossible to foretell how they will

or can be solved. Will our capital be able to bear the loss of a

reduction in work without a reduction of wages ? Moreover, there

are workingmen who do not work by time, but by the piece. Fur-

ther, there are farmers, teachers, clergymen, editors, agents,

cabmen, railway-men, servants, and the like : how will they be

benefitted by the movement unless their salaries rise in the same

proportion ? And if thus a general increase of wages in all pro-

fessions be effected, would not necessarily everything become more

expensive in the same ratio ? Our gain, in that case, would be in

statistical figures only, but not in reality ; on the contrary we
would lose in an inverse ratio, since we would become that much
weaker in competing in the world-market with foreign nations.

Without considering all these difficulties we see a great danger

to the independent man of little means, the small employer, ai:d

to him who is about to start a business of his own. Is not the

preservation of this middle class universally considered as of great

concern in republican states ? and will not the consequences of the

eight-hour movement fall most heavily upon them ? It is scarcely

to be doubted that to many of them it will be fatal. Let us hope,

however, the best for the future. We trust that the leaders of

the movement will consider the problem from all sides, p. c.

Dr. George M. Gould has sent us copies of two pamphlets :

' Clinical Illustrations of Reflex Ocular Neuroses "
; and " Reflex

NOTES.

In a pleasant article "A Help to Moral Life" in the last

Ethical Record Mr. W. M. Salter, the leader of the Ethical Culture

Society of Chicago, proposes that a collection be made of the

ethically inspired passages of the literature of the world, which

shall " serve in the midst of our busy lives to remind us of higher

things, to freshen our aspirations and nerve our will." Such an

ethical anthology should be drawn from all the sacred and profane

writers. M. Aurelius, Plato, the Bible, Emerson, Newman, and

many others are suggested. But this work is to be the out-

come of the reading and experiences of many individuals, and all

accordingly are requested to send such appropriate passages and

selections as they come across, to Mr. W. M. Salter, of No. 516

North Avenue, Chicago, who probably may undertake their pub-

lication.
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TO FULFIL, NOT TO DESTROY.

The greatest religious revolution which the world

has ever seen was that of Christianity. From the

standpoint of an impartial umpire, it must be con-

fessed that the triumph of the Christian Faith has

been the grandest in history. The founder of Chris-

tianity, who died on the cross as an outlawed criminal,

led the van of a new civilization. In his name kings

and emperors reverently bowed and yielded to the de-

mands of humaner ideals ; while the greatest philoso-

phers, the princes of thought, brooded over his ethical

doctrines.

How can we explain the unparalleled success of

Christianity? It is due, undoubtedly, to the sublimity

of Christ's ethics, to the gentleness and nobility of his

person, to the kindness of his heart, to the wealth of

his spiritual treasures, and to the poverty of his ap-

pearance. But that is not all. Every business man
knows that for success, not only ability is required, not

only the solidity of one's goods, but the merchandise

offered must also be in demand.

No movement in history can be successful unless

it is based upon a solid ethical basis, having in view

the elevation and amelioration, not of a single class or

nation, but of the human kind. Yet this is not all.

A revolution must be needed; it must stand in de-

mand. No revolution will endure unless the ethical

idea by which it is animated lies deeply rooted in the

past.

A successful revolution must be the result of evolu-

tion ; and a successful revolutionist must combine two

rare qualities, an unflinching radicalism and a strong

conservativism. The ideal of a successful movement
must open new and grand vistas for progress, but at

the same time it must be the fulfillment of a hope,

the realization of a prophecy. Thus it will shed its

light on the ages past, which will now be understood

as preliminary and preparatory endeavors to effect and

tD realize this ideal.

We stand on the eve of another great religious

revolution. Humanity has outgrown the old dogma-
tism of the churches, and a new faith is bursting forth

in the hearts of men, which promises to be broader

and humaner than the narrow bigotry of old creeds.

It promises to accord with science, for it is the very

outcome of science ! It will teach men a new ethics

—an ethics not founded on the authority of a power

foreign to humanity, but upon nature, upon the basis

from which humanity grew ; it will rest upon a more

correct understanding of man and man's natural ten-

dency to progress and to raise himself to a higher

plane of work, and to a nobler activity.

Science has undermined our religious belief, and

beneath its critical investigations dogmas crumble

away. But whatever science may undermine of ec-

clesiastical creeds, it does not, and will not, prove

subversive of the moral commandments of religion.

Science will, after all, only purify the religious ideals

of mankind, and will show them in their moral im-

portance. The most radical criticism of science will

always remain in concord with the reverent regard for

the moral ideal.

We believe in progress, and trust that man lives

not in vain, that man's labor, if rightly done, will fur-

ther the cause of humanity and make the world better

—be it ever so little better—than it was. We aspire

to a nobler future—and let me point out one import-

ant subject which is too often overlooked, and which

is indispensable to success. The success of ideals is

impossible without a due respect for the ideas which

are to be displaced. The triumph of a better future

depends upon a due reverence for the merits of the

past, or, in other words, we must know that the new
view is the outcome of the old view. The ethical re-

ligion of the future springs from the seed of past

ecclesiastical religions. And if the latter appear to

us as superstitious notions of a crude and strangely

materialistic imagination, they nevertheless contain

the germs of purer and more spiritual conceptions.

And there is no doubt that the founder of Christianity

is more in accord with the new rising movement than

with the doctrines of his followers, who worship his

name, but neglect the truth and spirit of his teachings.

When Christ preached the sermon on the mount,

which contains, so to say, the programme of his doc-

trines, he expressly stated :
" Think not that I am

come to destroy the law or the prophets ; I am not

come to destroy, but to fulfil." This sentence con

tains the clue to his grand success. Christ was a con-

servative revolutionist. The new movement which ho

introduced in the history of mankind, was the result

of the past ; the New Testament was the fulfillment
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of the Old. And so every successful movement has

been, not a mere destruction of old errors, not the in-

troduction of some absolutely new idea, but the ful-

fillment of the past, and the realization of long cher-

ished aspirations and hopes.

Let us learn a lesson from Christ, and like him, let

us " not come to destroy, but to fulfil."

FROM MY ROMAN JOURNAL.

BAMBINO-WORSHIP AT ROME.

BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.

II.

On the 15th of October, 1754, the historian Gibbon

sat musing in the Ara Coeli Church at Rome. This

ancient church—thirteen centuries old—occupies the

site of the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus ; one of its

columns came from the palace of the Caesars ; the one

hundred and twenty-four marble steps in front are from

the ruins of the Temple of Quirinus. Here, then, amid

these relics of imperial Rome, sat Gibbon, "while the

barefooted friars were singing vespers"; and in his

mind arose " the idea of writing the Decline and Fall

of the City." Probably one chapter in that book did

more to awaken the spirit of historical scepticism than

any that had appeared.

To-day—Twelfth Day— I sat musing where Gibbon

sat, and a strange masquerade of antiquity passed be-

fore me. For it was the high festival of the Bambino

—

an image of the infant Jesus said to have been carved

by a pilgrim from a tree on the Mount of Olives, and

painted by St. Luke while the pilgrim was sleeping.

Years ago I saw this doll at a private 'interview' given

to Gen. Sherman. We were then told that this image

was carried about in its coach to houses of the sick, to

work 'faith-cures,' and that its fees were larger than

those of all the physicians in Rome combined. Some
one suggested that it would be a capital practitioner

to follow an army with the ambulances. To-day I had

a strong impression that the Bambino had been re-

painted since I saw it before, but must be mistaken,

for of course pigments of St. Luke would not rust.

On Christmas day the Bambino was taken from his

closet and borne in procession to a large illuminated

grotto, where he has received the adoration of thou-

sands until to day, when, after culminant ceremonies,

he was borne again to his cloister. In the grotto were

figures, life-size, of Mary on her knees, holding the

Bambino, Joseph near by, and the adoring shepherd-

kings. The ceiling was radiant with cherubs and

large angels. Mary is youthful, Joseph venerable,

—

to heighten the improbability of his being the infant's

father. The substitution of a cave for the scriptural

stable, as the holy babe's birth-place, associates him

with Dionysos and Hermes and other cave-born deities,

but all the circumstances of this Babe-worship carry

me back to the banks of the Jumna, and the infant

Krishna. There the Hindus pressed on me little

pictures of Krishna,—the word means 'tinged,'—as

here they sell me penny pictures of the 'tinged' Bam-
bino. But I must not go into comparative mythology.

Across the church, in front of the grotto, a little stage

is erected. Here, not so many years ago, children

were wont to perform little dramas, showing forth the

miraculous works of the Bambino ; now they only make
little speeches, the most dramatic exercise being an

occasional dialogue between two. The children's ages

range from five to twelve. They are children of the

poor, and repeat speeches put into them like phono-

graphs. One describes the splendid jewels with which

the Bambino is decorated from head to foot ; there is

no intimation that these jewels—presented by the

wealthy in more credulous times—might save his pau-

per-worshippers from more suffering than his medical

potency can heal. A little boy threw kisses at the

Bambino; a little girl told how happy his mother must

be. Now and then when the small speakers lost the

thread of their discourse, or spoke the wrong word,

there were bursts of merriment in the crowd, making

a strange antiphone for the Franciscans singing at the

altar. However, merriment was the order of the day,

and tin-trumpets were sounding on the great stairway

outside.

Around the arch of the grotto are many small

pictures—daubs rather—put there by worshippers who
believed themselves healed by the Bambino. These

represent varieties of accidents from which they were

saved,—men under cart-wheels, women falling down
stairs, children pitching out of windows. In the corner

of each picture is seen the Babe and his mother, sug-

gesting to the incredulous' that with such proximity

they might as well have prevented the accident. But

then how could the Bambino be supported and en-

riched ? And, by the way, I found in an adjoining

altar a curious suggestion of antiquity. This is an

altar under the special patronage of St. Anthony. In

front of it is written, St giiccris miracula— to which one

naturally adds circumspice. Over the remains of Sir

Christopher Wren in St. Paul's, London, is written Si

monumeiitum qiiceris, circumspice—if you seek his monu-

ment, look around, that is, at the cathedral he built.

This altar inscription invites us to find St. Anthony's

miracles by looking at the votive pictures reporting

them—pictures resembling those around the grotto,

except that, instead of the Bambino, in the corner of

each appears St. Anthony bearing a lily (symbol of his

chastity.) Now, I could not help suspecting that in

this most ancient and plebeian church, there was here

a survival of the time when these altars were com-

petitive. Here again my memory went back to India,
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where, at religious festivals, I saw worshippers of dif-

ferent gods and goddesses clamorously soliciting pat-

ronage for their own shrine. I have been pulled one

way towards Jaganathand another towards Krishna,

—

being expected to buy a token at the one I went to.

Thirteen centuries ago these saints and images were

not so harmonious as now. The festival day witnessed

a grand bazaar, in which each priest vociferated the

miraculous advantages of his own altar. Between the

St. Anthony altar and the Bambino is set the throned

marble figure of Pope Paul III, to remind us of the all-

comprehending sway under which these competing

stalls of the Holy Fair were made cooperative.

This old mitred Pope looked very grandfatherly

with the children climbing all over him to get a better

.ook at the grotto ceremonies. There was wild ex-

citement when, at about a quarter past four, the long

procession in blue gowns, bearing yard-long candles,

moved slowly through the church, chanting. When
the grotto was reached a priest in richly embroidered

robes ascended and took the Bambino from Mary,

whose upheld hand with stretched out fingers remained

rigidly where the Babe's head had been supported. I

noticed that the Bambino was preceded by a white-

and-gold banner in the centre of which was a picture,

apparently of St. Anthony—this precedence possibly

the result of an ancient compromise between the rival

altars. In the procession moved hundreds of priests,

and it was wonderful to see these gray men, with

spectacled eyes, some with scholarly faces, following

this decorated half-yard of painted wood. The Bam-
bino passed under my eyes. Its smooth painted face,

staring eyes, golden crown ; its white swathing cloth-

ing, enclosing the legs and feet in one mass—as is the

custom among Italian peasants ; impressed me as make-

up in a solemn comedy. I could not help thinking of

Tieck's tale of the leather effigy vitalized by a shooting

star, and wondering what story this staring wood would

have to tell should it suddenly be animated, and made
more advanced in years. Now it appeared amused
with what was going on. The procession marched
with it out of doors, where the last splendors of the

sun were shining on a thousand bowed heads, and

marched round the church again. And now I noted

something that may have been mere coincidence,

though I suspect not. When they came in from the

open air the last time,—by a door facing the west,

—

it was exactly as the sun was disappearing. I will not

say the sun was setting—it might only have gone be-

hind houses—but the Bambino was held up outside

the door in its last apparent ray, and at that moment
the long file of processionists in advance, knelt along

the middle aisle, turned their faces toward the Bam-
bino and the fading light, and crossed themselves.

Here again I resist the temptation to enter on solar

m3'thology, and pass on to my story. Which indeed

is nearly ended. The Bambino was borne from the

fading sunlight at the west to the high altar at the

east, and there, amid waltz-like music of the organ,

and alternate singing of priests and people, shone for

a moment, then disappeared in clouds of incense,—to

be seen no more until next Christmas.

As the tall altar candles were extinguished, I turned

to leave. It was slow work—so vast was the throng,

—

and I had opportunity to observe the crowd. The
mass was of poor Italians, but a large majority of the

well-dressed were English, Germans, and Americans

They bowed to no altar as they passed, nor crossed

themselves, nor touched themselves with holy water.

Is this old Bambino festival, like the Oberammergau

Passion Play, kept up by and for protestant tourists?

At our hotel there are a few wealthy Catholics, and I

observe that they rarely go to these antiquated church-

spectacles, and some even betray a certain irritation

at our interest in them. Are they growing to be

ashamed of them ?

I found I had lost a little package of pictures,—of

the Bambino, St. Michael with Satan underfoot, etc.,

—

and returned into Ara Coeli to find them. The grotto

was dark, the altar candles extinguished, but by the

light of one ever-burning lamp I distinguished a person

leaning against the famous pillar from Caesar's palace,

marked Ex ciihiculo Augusionim. He was a quaint

figure, in knee-breeches and powdered wig, and seemed

to have been making notes in a little book. He said

tome in good English, 'Have you lost something?'

'Yes,' I replied, describing the little package. 'Ah,

give me your address, and if I find your lost pictures

you will receive them.' 'Thanks,' I said, giving my
card, 'and will you give me yours?' I glanced at his

card—could my eyes deceive me? 'What means this,'

I cried, 'are you a descendant of the historian Gibbon ?'

' I am the historian himself. You see when I got to

the gate of heaven St. Peter said he didn't entirely

like my views of Roman history, and directed that I

should return to this church, where my work was be-

gun, and spend a hundred years studying it over

again.' 'But is it not a dreadful Wandering Jew kind

of doom?' 'Why no, I rather like it; and in truth I

find St. Peter wasn't far wrong in wishing me to revise

my impressions.' 'If it isn't boring you,' I said, 'I

would be glad to learn your later opinion.' 'Well, to

give it briefly, I find that what I called a Decline and

Fall was really a moral ascent. The Capitol had been

superb, but founded in cruelty, the proud palace of

the Caesars in oppression, the Temple of Jupiter in the

principle of arbitrary authority. Their crumbled walls

—

symbolizing the Fall of Rome—went to build this

church, which was dedicated to Santa Maria in Capi-

tolio. In other words a woman's heart was conse-
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crated in the citadel of heartlessness. T4ien there was

an ancient dream of the lowl}' that the hon would lie

down with the lamb, and a little child should lead

them. The Bambino is a rude memorial of that little

child, who led captive the lion of Roman power which

had fed on the lamb—on the weak and innocent.

These things have petrified now—they are fossils—but

a student must not despise fossils. That was my
error. And these superstitions,—are they not better

than the gladiatorial combats in yonder grim Colis-

seum, and the victims that once bled on altars where

we stand?'

At this moment the Sacristan, who did not appear

to see my interlocutor, pointed me to the door, and

my interview with the historian ended just as I was

about to argue with him concerning the cruelties of

the Holy Empire.

Rome, i8qo.

THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.
BY GEORGE J. ROMANES.

I WILL add a few words to this correspondence, be-

cause, from what M. Binet has now supplied, it ap-

pears to me that his "point of view" has been fully

cleared up.

Briefly put, he expressly abolishes distinction be-

tween physiology and psychology. Therefore, as he

tells us, while writing his book on the ''Psychic Life

of Micro-Organisms," he "set aside the question of

consciousness"; and adds, "I do not know, and no

one in my judgment, can know, whether the Micro-

Organisms are conscious or not of their highly com-

plex physiological acts." In other words, the Micro-

Organisms do not fall within my " Criterion of Mind "
:

they yield no objective evidence of consciousness, and

hence M. Binet and I appear to be in full agreement

on all points, save that of the appropriateness of using

psychological terms while dealing with physiological

facts. If he does not know, and does not believe he

can ever know, whether his Micro-Organisms possess

even the faintest rudiment of consciousness (and, a

fortiori, of emotion or intelligence), it becomes but a

meaningless—though a most misleading—performance

to write a book which professes to show that the Micro-

Organisms present "the majority" of the emotional

and intellectual faculties which characterize the higher

mammalia. No doubt it is most desirable ever to re-

member that psychological states are correlated with

physiological, but hopeless confusion must result if we
expressly confound the two things. If, for example,

we say, as M. Binet now says, "Fear is an especial

physiological state, which may or may not be accom-

panied with consciousness," we are merely discharg-

ing from the word "Fear" every vestige of its dis-

tinctive meaning. Fear is not a physiological state.

even though it be true that it is always expressive of a

physiological state. We might as well say that a high

sea is an especial aerial state, because it never occurs

without an aerial tempest.

By thus intentionally confounding the subject-

matter of one science with the subject-matter of an-

other, we should merely be obstructing progress in

both, and I cannot help thinking that if M. Binet had

occupied himself more with purely physiological re-

search, and less with his investigations into compara-

tively abnormal psychology, he would have seen this

for himself.

For example, when, as now, he speaks of so-called

"unconscious judgments" as if the term were not

metaphorical, but really "scientific," see what it leads

to. "Plainly, this is a psychological terminology ap-

plied to phenomena that are (perhaps) purely physio-

logical. But what is the harm ?" The "harm " is that

the "terminology" involves a contradiction in terms.

In as far as judgment is judgment it cannot be uncon-

scious—any more than shadow can be sunshine, or a

living body a dead one. We cannot indeed have

shadow without light, or life without a body ; but this

does not prove that shadow is light, or that life is a

corpse. And the contrast between consciousness and

no-consciousness is even greater than that between

light and shadow, or that between life and death. For

it involves the difference between existence as extended

and not extended, as physical and not physical, as ma-

terial and not material. Therefore, I say, to confound

the subject-matter of psychology with the subject-

matter of physiology, is to invite "harm " even greater

than could arise by similarly confounding the subject-

matter of any other two sciences whatsoever. There-

fore, also, the very difficulty which unfortunately arises

in determining the boundaries between these two sci-

ences,—or in assigning the place at which physics be-

gin to become associated with psychics,—appears to

me to constitute the best of reasons why we should

clearly recognize the great distinction that there be-

gins to emerge, since it is unquestionably the greatest

distinction that falls within the range of human expe-

rience. And, in my opinion, no better illustration

could be given of the "harm " which arises by refus-

ing to entertain this great distinction, than is furnished

by M. Binet's book. For this book really serves to

emphasize the impossibility of studying the phenom-

ena of mind on their physiological side. Take, for ex-

ample, the following statement of his position. "I

do not allow the contention of Mr. Romanes, that such

an employment [i. e., transposition] of terms is not a

scientific one ; for everybody is competent to translate

the words 'unconscious judgment ' into their equivalent

which is this : 'the material process that accompanies

judgment when judgment is conscious.' This point
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postulated and thoroughly grasped, it is conceivable

how we may undertake the same task with regard to

all psycho physiological functions. This is the work

I sought to accomplish in the case of the Micro-Organ-

isms." Well, observe the result of this attempt. On ac-

count of their performing certain adjustive movements,

M. Binet, as we have seen, ascribes to these creatures

the majority of emotional and other psychical processes

which occur in the higher animals. Yet these Micro-

organisms present no observable nervous system ; and,

in view of their methods of multiplication by fission etc.

,

we must conclude that they cannot possess any such

system. On the other hand, we know that the mate-

rial processes which accompany judgment, or any of

the other mental processes which M. Binet ascribes

to the Micro- Organisms, are elsewhere material

processes which take place in the nervous system.

Therefore, even if we allow (for the sake of argument)

that all these mental processes do occur in these or-

ganisms, it is perfectly certain that the material pro-

cesses which accompan}' them cannot resemble those

which accompany the same mental processes as these

occur in the higher animals. So that here, at all events,

nobody "is competent to translate the words 'uncon-

scious judgment' into their equivalent" : the equiva-

lent (supposing that there be an equivalent) must be

totally different in the two cases, even from the purely

"objective point of view.

"

I cannot see that M. Binet's recapitulation of his

objection to my definition of instinct invalidates the

answer which I previously gave, if only the whole defi-

nition be quoted (he only quotes the half). Briefly

stated, I regard instinct as reflex action which is con-

scious of its own perfortnance. From this it follows, as

previously stated, that in particular cases we are often

unable to say whether a given action is reflex only, or

likewise instinctive. But it does not follow, as M.

Binet's objection asserts, that instinct, when it is

present, "is incompatible with the idea of conscious-

ness" ; for the fact that in any particular case we have

not the means of proving the presence of conscious-

ness, is no proof that consciousness is not present.

London, Feb. 16, i8go.

which in outward appearance resemble heaps of burs

thickly crowded about the ganglionic cells and nerves,

and filling the spaces between them.

THE SPINAL CORD AND MEDULLA OBLONGATA.
The nervous system is built up of (i) nervous sub-

stance and (2) neuroglia. Nervous substance consists

either of ganglionic cells or of nerve- fibres, the latter

being processes rising out of ganglionic cells. Neu-

roglia, the nervous bindweb, is as it were the framework

which supports the nervous substance. The mem-
branes which envelop the ganglionic cells and the

sheaths which encase the nerve-fibres and nerve-bun-

dles are neuroglia ; and besides these comparatively

strong ligaments there are most delicate neuroglia-cells

CELLS F

A. and B. Ganglionic cells.

C. Neuroglia cells.

D. Axis cylinder.

p. Protoplasmic process

The spinal cord is a long tube of nervous substance

supported by neuroglia, having comparatively thick

walls. Its cavity has almost disappeared. The gray

Posterior part.

TRANS^'ERSE SECTION OF SPINAL CORD. (Reprodu

A'. Columns of Tiirck (direct pyratnjdal).

A. A. Crossed pyramidal tracts.

B. B. Posterior root zone (Burdach's column).

C. C. Posterior horns.

D. D. Anterior horns.

E. Column of Goll.

F. F. Anterior root zone.

ed from Charcot.

matter of the spinal cord appears when viewed in a

horizontal section to be arranged in the shape of cres-
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called the anterior and posterior horns. These parts

contain the ganglionic nerve-cells. The white matter

consists of fibres which stand in connection with the

gray matter of the horns. These fibres lead up to, and

arrive from, the different parts of the brain. The

nerve bundles coming out of the spinal cord are called

radices or roots.
Posterior Part.
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Posterior Part

TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE SPINAL CORD. Reproduced from Edinger

The diagram represents the course of various fibres : sensory n
(i, 2, 3, 4) entering the posterior horns; motory nerves passing out from the
anterior horns ; and commissural fibres, bringing certain gray centres into rela-

sory cells are of globular, the motory cells of pyramidal form.
Imbedded in the posterior horns is Clark's Column (columna vescicularis)

which can be traced from the lumbar region up to the cervical region and
reaches most probably into the medulla oblongata.

The mechanism of the sensory or posterior horns is apparently much more
complicatedthan that of the anterior or motory horns. Between the gray cells

and the marginal layer, (called by Lissauer zona terminalis,) there is a gelat-

inous substance {substantia gelatinosa Rolandi). Moreover all the nervous
irritations transmitted through sensory fibres, have to pass through a net-work
{zona spongiosa)\ns^\v\c\\. the connection between the processes of the gray
cells and their respective fibres ceases to be visible. The continuation of
fibres to their cells is solely inferred from processes of degen

THE MECHANISM OF THE PYRAMIDAL FIBRES.

SEVERANCE OF SPINAL
CORD (After Striimpell).

The spinal cord was

quence thereof we find

after the lapse of a few
w-eeks an ascending de-
generation of sensory
nerves (as seen in A and
B), and a descending
degeneration of motor
nerves (as seen inD and
E.)

NERVE (Reproduced from Edinger).

The diagram shows how different situations of diseased portions will pro-
duce different effects.

A tumor in the left capsule {A) will produce paralysis in the muscles of the
right portion of the body. A tumor in B will affect the facial nerve of the left

side and some of the muscles in the right extremities. A tumor in (Twill affect,

part of the right facial nerve of the right pyramidal bundles.

DIAGRAM OF THE PYRAMIDAL BUNDLE.

(Reproduced from Edinger.)

Showing the degeneration of the direct fibres

on the left, and of the indirect on the right

side, in consequence of a tumor in the left

capsula interna.

The adjoined sections (After Erb) of the

spinal cord show the same process viewed

transversely.
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The bulb or medulla oblongata, the continuation of

the spinal cord, is, as the seat of the most vital reflex

centres, of extraordinary importance. It is here that,

with two exceptions, the most important higher nerves

originate. These two exceptions are the First and

Second nerves. The First Nerve (the olfactory) stands

in close connection with the cerebrum or hemispheric

part of the brain; the Second or Optic Nerve with the

thalamus opticus and the optic lobes {^corpora quadri-

gemina). All other nerves that are higher developed

and more differentiated than the spinal nerves, have

their roots in the medulla.

(Reproduced from Landois).

c. Conariuin

pv. Pulvinart

and/. Four hills

• cuslii<

vCorpo

.1 gland.

n, i. e., lower p

a Qaadrigemin;

conjunctivum anticum,

posticuQ

'thalamus optic

;. Anterior hill.

The following reflex centres are situated in the

medulla, viz. : those that effect

—

(i) The closing of the eye-lids;

(2) Sneezing;

(3) Coughing;

(4) Sucking and chewing;

(5) Secretion of saliva;

(6) Swallowing;

(7) \^omiting ; and

(8) Contraction of the iris.

There is in addition to these reflex centres asuper-

ordinated centre, which combines the different centres

among themselves so as to make complicated reflex

motions possible without interference of cerebral ac-

tivity. This superordinated centre is situated in the

rabbit about 6 mm above the calamus scriptorius. Its

presence is proved by experiments on decapitated

frogs, lizards, eels, and also on mammals in which the

medulla has been severed by dissection from the up-

per parts of the nervous system. (Proved by the ex-

periments of Sig. Mayer, Luchsinger andOwsjanikow.)

The reflex centres of breathing seem to be of a

complex nature. There are two centres in the medulla,

one for inspiration, the other for expiration, and both

are automatic. They continue to work even after the

section of all sensory nerves, and depend upon the blood

circulation ; venous blood operating as an irritation for

breathing.

Flourens has localized the noeud vital or centre of

breathing, on both sides between the nuclei of theacces-

sorius and the vagus nerves. But further researches

/. Posterior

tracts of nerve-fibres leading

., tracts of nerve-fibres lead-

ha. Brachial

) the anterior hill.

b p. Brachium conjunct:

ig to the posterior hill.

pc. Pedunculus Cerebri, nerve-tracts to the hemispheres.

There are three pairs of Peduncles on which the small brain hangs :

ad p. Ad pontem. Connection with the bridge.

ad III. Ad raeduUam oblongatam. Connection with the Medulla oblongata,

nd further down with the spinal cord.

ad If. Ad corpora quadrigemina. Connection with the posterior hill.

/ c. Locus coeruleus, bluish spot.

cl. Clava, a club-shaped bundle.

/. c. Funiculus cuneiformis, being a part of anerve-bundle called " the

.ope " or corpus resttfoyine

.

; gracili! , the continuation of the clava.

e t. Eminentia teres. A tubercle covering the nuclei 5, 6, 7.

t, Funiculus teres.

n a. Nucleus accessorius.

ob. obex. The bolt, crescent-shaped oblique fibres.

a c, Ala cinerea, a layer of gray substance of triangular shape. Thi:

'ifto. from its fancied

d the Arabian numbers their

f the medulla, where the nerves

nters t,he hemispheric part of the

vhich stands i •ith th(

portion of the fourth ventricle is called calamus

resemblance to a pen.

The Roman numbers represent th

respective nuclei in the deeper lay

originate.

The first nerve is the olfactory,

brain through several roots.

The second nerve is the Optic nei

thalamus opticus and the Four hills.

These two nerves do not appear in the adjoined figi

3. Nucleus of the oculo-motor or third nerve is the

innervation in the most important muscles of the eye.

the front between the two crura ; accordingly the nervi

the adjoined cut. Other ocular nerves are the fourth and the sixth.

4. IV. Trochlear nucleus and nerve. A motory nerve going to thetrochl

the hollow of the eye innervating the muscle which makes the eye roll.

V. Trigeminus nuclei and nerve. A nerve rising from
'iree branches, going to the face,

reception of sensory impression

lain source of mo
The nerve passes

; (///) is not visible

notory idividing
well as for th

6. Adducens nucleus. The nerve, because passing out in front

third nerve, is not visible in the cut It is a motory i

muscle that moves the eye toward the side.

7. ;//. Facial nerve. A motor nerve for the muscles of the faC(

8. V'lII. Acusticus nucleus and nerve, the sensory nerve of hear:

9. IX. Glossopharyngeal nucleus and nerve, a sensory nerve,
mainly the impressions of taste.

10. X. Vagus nucleus and nerve, a mixed nerve of motor ai

fibres innervating the heart and the lungs.

11. XI. Accessory nucleus and nerve,
nerves, having mainly a motory characte

12. XII. Hypoglossus nucleus and ne
being of special importance in man bee
speech.

pulses as

,
like the

receiving

rve of motor and sensory

communicating with other

motor nerve for the tongue,
?ulates the mechanism of
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have proved that the mechanism of breathing is more

complex still, for there are some subordinated spinal

centres which even after the section of the medulla

keep up certain motions in the thorax. (Proved by Bra-

chet, Lautenbach, Langendorff, and Landois.) Be-

sides some superordinated centres have been dis-

covered in the posterior hill of the corpora quadrige-

mina (by Martin and Booker) and in the thalamus on

the bottom of the third ventricle (by Christiani).

v
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THE NUCLEI OF THE THIRD AND FOURTH OR OCULO-MOTOR AND TROCHLEAR

NERVES. (Half diagramatic, after Edinger.)

Showing the complexity of the mechanism in the origin of nerve?.

a and b are two gray hook-shaped nuclei, the connection of which with the

oculo-motor is as yet uncertain.

The action of the heart is regulated chiefly through

the iiervus vagus and nervus sympathicus. There are

inhibitory as well as accelerating fibres. An irritation

of the vagus produces a decrease of the activity of the

heart, while an irritation of the first pectoral sj'mpa-

thetic ganglion produces an acceleration. This part of

the nerve was accordingly called Nervus accelerans

cordis.

The reflex motions of the medulla ob-

longata may, but need not be connected

with consciousness ; they are of a higher

and more complex order than the direct

reflex motions of a simple ganglionic me-

chanism and are represented in the ad-

3"-''' joined diagram.

The medulla oblongata may be considered as the

seat of the vegetative soul; since a destruction of its

most important centres will always cause instantaneous

death.

The medulla oblongata possesses to some degree the

faculty of adaptation to circumstances as has been

proved by the famous frog-experiment. A decapitated

frog in which the spinal cord and medulla oblongata are

preserved, all higher centres being severed, will scratch

itself with its right leg, if irritated on the right side of

its back. When the right leg is amputated, it will

after a few vain attempts with the stump, try to remove
the irritant by means of its left leg.

This experiment proves that the soul does not dwell

in one part of the nervous system alone ; but that every

part is endowed with soul-life. Every ganglion is a

seat of soul-life. The activity of every reflex centre

is no mere physiological phenomenon. The lowest

reflex centres of irritable substance possess the power
of adaptation to circumstances ; the medulla oblongata

being a higher, a superordinated and more complex

centre, possesses this in a greater degree than simple

ganglions. Yet there is one further step needed for

changing irritability into distinct and definite feeling.

This is created through the possibility of comparing

the present irritation with the memories of former irri-

tations—not only of the same kind, but of all kinds.

Such a possibility is established in the brain, which is

the coordinative organ of soul-activity.

The brain is a storehouse of all kinds of memories.

All irritations received in the peripheral sense-organs

are, as it were (to use Meynert's expression) projected

into the hemispheres. There they leave traces or ves-

tiges : every different impression leaves a vestige of its

own ; and these vestiges are living memories, pictures

of impressions, i. e., structures of a special form pro-

duced through irritations of a special form. These

memories are so to say deposited in the brain and

represent the outside objects through contact with

which they have been produced. Being representative

of things or of natural phenomena they are symbols of

the surrounding world and make cognition possible.

The mechanism of the brain is so arranged that all

the different memories are properly interconnected

thus making a comparison among them easily pos-

sible. P. c.

CORRESPONDENCE.
A JOURNALIST'S CONFESSION. BOSTON, 2001.

DR. LEETE'S answer TO JULIAN WEST.

(communicated through s. schindler.)

My Dear Julian :—Your last letter, although I noticed therein

your ill-hidden feeling of disappointment and the pain which the

failure in your journalistic enterprise has caused you, made me

rather smile than grieve for you. I hope, dear Julian, that you

will pardon my apparent lack of sympathy, and if you will accept

from me a fatherly word, there may be a chance that the wound

which your pride has received may soon heal. The short and long

of your letter is that, although at your time you had never re-

ceived a journalistic training, you have ventured to enter upon a

journalistic enterprise even before you had made yourself thor-

oughly familiar with our present conditions, and that you have

failed. Owing to your marvelous appearance among us, we gave

you something to do which we thought would meet with your

taste. We thought that as a teacher of ancient history and espe-

cially of the history of the nineteenth century, you might do some

good to the community and thus give an equivalent for the support

the community grants to you. Yet, before hardly a year has

passed by, before you could have hardly familiarized yourself with

the needs and wants of our present time you have had the pre-

sumption—pardon the harshness of my expression—to criticize U5

and to teach us what we ought to do. Again, owing to the sensa-

tion which your sudden appearance among us had created, quite a

number of good-natured people were found ready to subscribe for
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the Trumpet, as you pleased to call your paper. Good-naturedly

they were satisfied to give you a chance and to hear what you had

to say to them. If you had ever considered it worth your while to

ask me about it, I would have told you to leave well enough alone
;

I would have told you that as little as an Indian, at your time,

could have been made a member of your civilized society by merely

taking him from the prairies and dropping him into the streets of

Boston, so little can a person that has been reared in different

conditions and under the former system of individualism at once

comprehend our social conditions, sympathize with them, and ap-

preciate them ; I would have told you that first of all you ought to

learn the A B C of journalism ; I would have told you that, although

every one of us has indeed the right of expressing his opinion, no-

body must think that his opinion is the nc plus ultra of human

wisdom or that after he has expressed it the whole world must at

once become convinced of it. If you then had heeded my advice,

you would have escaped the ridicule that always attaches to failure

and the consequent pain caused by the disappointment. You did

not ask me, but you went to work, got up a subscription-list and

began to issue the paper. What kind of a paper ? A journal after

the fashion of the last century and not after the fashion of ours.

Would you have expected in the year i8go a paper to flourish that

was issued in the style of the year 1790 ? This misplacement of

time which we all find quite natural in you has been the sole cause

of your failure. I do not wonder that the journals as we have

them do not suit you, and that therefore you desired to establish

one that would suit your taste better ; but you forgot that the style

which would suit you because you had become accustomed to it

must not necessarily suit everybody else.

At your time, a paper contained four distinct departments.

1

.

The department most interesting to the public was the news

department. People wanted and needed to know what has happened

all over the world ; and many more things did happen then than

do to-day. At your time, columns of a newspaper were filled with

the description of crimes that had been committed, of wars that

were waged ; to-day nothing of the kind occurs. At your time,

people wished to be informed what the members of the aristocracy

or the plutocracy were doing, how they amused themselves, what

dresses the rich ladies wore, what summer resorts they were seek-

ing, etc. Who would care for such trash to-day ? At your time,

the quotations of the market, the rising and the falling of stocks

had an all absorbing interest. It was necessary for every business

man, for every manufacturer, for every capitalist to know whether

gold has gone down one point or silver has risen ; to-day we have

no exchange, money has ceased to be the pendulum on the clock

work of human society and such events do not occur. Whatever

remains as " News " and what is of interest to the public is sup-

plied by the " National Bulletin."

2. The second department of your newspapers and the one

which interested the editors and the stockholders most was the ad-

vertising department. Your pronounced individualism and the

spirit of competition which arose in consequence of it made it a

necessity to push oneself before the eye of the public ;

'

' Don't

care for anybody else but buy from John Jones," was the tenor of

all your advertisements. If people had something to sell or if they

wanted to buy an article ; if they were seeking help or were want-

ing employment they had to make use of the advertising columns

of your newspapers. This, of course, does not apply to us. What-

ever articles a person wishes to purchase, he can find in our dis-

tributing department and whatever help is to be employed, can be

obtained at the National Employment Bureau. There being no

demand for advertising columns the supply of course has ceased.

3. The third department of your newspapers was the belle-

tristic department. It reached its highest development at the close

of the last century. There was not a newspaper in the land that

would not supply its readers with stories of all kinds, mostly of a

sensational nature. The novelists who wrote for a journal were

told that they must not write stories that contain more than about

40,000 to 50,000 words, that after every 2,000 words the reader

must be kept in suspen.se in order that he may be induced to buy

the next paper, which was to contain the continuation. This kind

of newspaper literature flourished because people had absolutely

no time to sit down and read a book. If they intended to feed

their imagination they had to snatch away a moment here and a

moment there; this want the newspaper supplied. People could

read such a story while they were riding in the street cars, or while

they were eating their luncheon. As every person was obliged to

buy a newspaper anyway, if he wished to be informed of the occur-

rences of the day, the novel which he bought with the paper did

not cost him anything extra. All this is changed to-day. We
have our comfortable libraries, we have sufficient means to buy a

book that we wish to own, and what is more, we have the time to

read it carefully. Your newspapers struggling for existence were

obliged to cater to the public taste and to embody in their columns

all that might induce people to patronize them. In our days, it

would be considered absurd to cut up a story into a number of

daily or weekly installments. You complain that you were obliged

to reject a story that was sent to you for publication on account of

the tendencies which it contained and which ran counter to the

supposed sentiments of your patrons. I am astonished that a per-

son was found indeed who would endeavor to publish a literary

production in this way and I am rather inclined to think that the

writer, knowing your antiquated ideas of newspapers, merely

wished to pass a good .joke on you.

4. The fourth department of your newspapers was finally the

editorial department. The editor made use of his opportunities

and offered to his readers his comments and opinions on all mat-

ters of public interest. You were accustomed to be awed by

authority and the editorial of a newspaper of large circulation was

not taken as the opinion of the one man who wrote it, but as the

expression of the public itself. Again, because you had no time

to consider carefully a topic, the editorials, at your time, had to be

short and brisk. The government, furthermore, was always sup-

posed to stand in opposition to the public will, even when chosen

by an overwhelming majority of the people; the administration

was always looked upon with suspicion, and fault was found with

almost every step which a president or a governor took. If offi-

cials pleased a certain party, they could be sure to displease the

other, and thus as each party had its organ, the editorial columns

were devoted to a constant warfare for or against the government.

At your time, this was not more than natural, because every act of

the government needed careful watching, inasmuch as individual

interests were at stake. The suspicion was always near that the

motives of an administration were sordid, and that having come in

possession of power he would use it to enrich himself at the ex-

pense of others. All this has been changed, our officials are not

suspected, they are rather honored, admired, and their work appre-

ciated by the public. They need not to be watched, because al-

though the wealth of the whole country is in their hands, they can-

not make more use of it for themselves than you can or I. The
trouble with you, my dear Julian, is that your ingrained individual-

istic tendencies are still blinding you and that on account of your

early education you cannot understand how a government should not

need the watching or the criticism of the press. What was a ne-

cessity and a very good thing at your age has ceased to be so in

ours. If some of us think that he has a suggestion to make he can

do so by bringing it to the notice of the superior officer, through

whom it will reach headquarters, or if he thinks that his proposi-

tions have not received the proper attention he can publish what

he has to say in pamphlet form. If it is good it will spread with-

out much advertising; one will tell the other, and in a short time

the people will see to it that his proposed reforms are brought

d
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about. If, on the other hand, his propositions seem good only to

him and to a few others and will not strike the people as founded

upon common sense, they will fall flat and be ignored.

Now, in fact, we have not got newspapers or a press as you

had them, nor do we need t-hem. We are satisfied to let you have

your way, but if you have failed in your enterprise, please do not

lay the blame before our doors, but see to it first whether it does

not lie with you.

One more point of your letter I cannot help touching. You

say, somewhat sneeringly, that a social system once instituted must

be preserved at all hazards, merely because some time ago it has

been created. As soon as we shall find that the social order which

surrounds us ceases to be beneficial to us; as soon as we shall find

that any individual or any class of individuals is unduly benefitted

by it while another individual or another class of individuals is un-

duly debarred by it from happiness, we shall surely change it and

not hesitate a moment. No, no, my dear Julian, do not borrow

troubles. Behold what a glorious institution ours is! Learn by

your own experience! Supposing a person would have come to

you in the igth century as you came to us, could he have found

at once a place in which to make himself useful? Or, supposing

that you, at your time, should have been infected with the ambi-

tion of becoming an editor, how would you have succeeded at your

time without a thorough knowledge of the work ? You might have

undertaken the task, as did many of your contemporaries. As

you were rich you could have pushed the enterprise with money,

but supposing you had failed to strike the right chord, supposing

that your editorials would not have met with public approbation,

you would have become beggared. With the loss of your fortune

you would have lost your seat on the top of the coach, you would

have been compelled to take your turn on the rope and your for-

mer friends would have had no sympathy with you; at best they

might have thrown to you a gift of charity. Now, although un-

successful, you can return to the work tor which you have some

fitness, and after a time, you may try again to climb upon an edi-

torial chair. Yours truly,

Leete, M. D.

P. S. Mother and myself send love to Edith and the baby.

THE DANGER OF ANARCHY IN THE TWENTY-
FOURTH CENTURY.

Hon. Edward Bellamy,

Master-Workman of the Labor Army of the United States

of America

Glorious great-great-great-great grandson of tlie Legendary

Author of "Looking Backioard" .'

Please do not drop this letter into the waste-basket because it

is anonymous. It calls your attention to an urgent need of the

time, which if not attended to speedily may undermine our whole

system of civilization.

I abhor the barbarism of former centuries and fear nothing

more than a return to the wolfish state of competition which, if the

report of our historians be true, prevailed during the reign of

anarchy upto the end of the nineteenth century. I am anxious for

the general welfare of humanity which you so generously try to

promote. Yet I write this letter anonymously because I fear to be

sent to an asylum for atavism, as so often happens to men who
venture an opinion that happens to disagree with that of the re-

presentative men of our glorious nation.

One of my brothers committed suicide a few days ago in the

asylum where he had been confined for over thirty years, after the

physicians had proclaimed him a hopeless case of atavism. His

ailment was the belief that our nation made rapid regresses in

civilization. He had been careless enough to declare publicly that

the state was run by a few bosses in Washington, who proved

worse tyrants than the legendary Czar of Russia, of whom we read

in our Readers. He said that he would prefer to live under a form
of government such as we possessed a century ago.

The physician said that my poor brother had committed sui-

cide from mere weariness of life. He used to say that a state of

perfection like that in which we live is the most monotonous and
intolerable existence possible. Nothing happens ; there is no pro-

gress imaginable ; there are no aims for the ambitions of a man
and he would prefer the Hell of a competitive Society to the

heaven of a cooperative system where there is no elbow room for

individual exertion.

I pity my poor brother. No doubt he was grievously sick.

But the worst of it is that the disease is dangerously spreading,

even among the physicians. It must be contagious. The asylum

of Chicago alone confines 124,783 patients suffering from this par-

ticular kind of atavism. The figures will soon reach fifty per cent.

in our State. Happily they are excluded by law from the little

voting that is done. If that were not so, our government under

your glorious Presidency would soon be overturned. Yet be on

your guard ! Matters are growing worse every year. There is an

annual decrease of the returns in the harvest, and I do not know
what would become of things, if in this peaceful era our labor

army were not possessed of a real ovine patience.

Congress has not met for over thirty years ; and when it met

last time, it decided in the truly conservative spirit that distin-

guishes our age, not to meet again during the next fifty years,

" lest anything be done hastily."

I propose, dear sir, that Congress be convened before that

time, and that a bill be passed to allow all those who suffer from

atavism to emigrate into another country, for, here among us, they

are a most dangerous element. They will soon form themselves

into a party, and as soon as we have parties the old barbarism of

party-strife will begin over again as of yore. Is not party-strife

one kind of competition ? Now imagine that instead of the present

order of cooperation, where every man is put in his place, we

should compete for our places, what a general anarchy would pre-

vail ! What would be the result, if a farmer allowed his oxen to

compete as to who should draw the plow and who the dung cart
;

how could his farm prosper? It cannot be so among civilized human-

ity. Like the oxen of the farmer every man should be allotted his

place and should receive as a compensation for his work food and

shelter. So let it be and so let the state of cooperative humanity

remain. But be on your guard lest anarchy overturn our civ-

ilization.

I remain, dear sir, your obedient servant,

Chicago, 111., April, 2352. * * *

[These letters, dating from the twenty-first and twenty-fourth centuries,

that have been received at The Open Court and now appear in its columns,

are a decided progress in the mediumistic science. Our spiritualistic con-

temporaries have hitherto published letters from the departed only. 77;,?

0/>en Court publishes letters from the generations unborn. Very well ! It is a

satisfactory proof that The Open Court is a medium through which the Spirit

of the Future speaks.—Ed.j

THE MOTE AND THE BEAM.
A LETTER TO THE BOSTON INVESTIGATOR (PUBLISHED APRIL 9).

Mr. H. L. Green, in his last letter to the Investigator, says :

" And 1 here request Mr. Carus, as a ' true Liberal,' as he claims to be. to

inform the world, first, what he had reference to when he declared that ' the

mote in Mr. Gladstone's eye was insignificant in comparison to the beam in

Col. Ingersoll's eye.' Second, to state what he is doing as a 'true Liberal' in

the ' positive and constructive' line of Liberalism that he would like to see

Col. IngersoU engaged in."

These are two square questions, and at once bring us to a

definite issue. I shall answer both as briefly as possible, and it

may be that after all we shall come to a mutual understanding.

First, the negative side of our issue. The remark about the
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mote and the beam was not made in depreciation of Col. Ingersoll,

whose intellectual and moral qualities I appreciate perhaps no less

highly than his most enthusiastic admirers. The expression was

not intended as an insult, but as a criticism ; and no impartial

reader, unless, like Mr, Green, he had been in a state of excite-

ment, could have taken the remark in a different sense.

And now the positive side of my answer. All theologians are

agreed upon this—that the purpose of religion is and always will

remain morality. However, there are many among them (we call

them dogmatic theologians) who deny the possibility of establish-

ing the moral ought upon a scientific basis. Thus, they believe

that a supernatural revelation is needed for the support of ethics.

In this we declare they are mistaken, and their error is the mote

in their eye.

Col. Ingersoll has accomplished a great work in exposing the

superstitions of dogmatic religion. He has advanced the cause of

humanity by clearing the ground for a purer religion. But if he

goes so far as to tear down the very basis of society, if he repu-

diates the necessity of the moral ought, obedience to which is the

indispensable condition of order, liberty, development of individ-

uality, and the progress of humanity, we must declare that he

blindly overlooks the most important factor in the evolution and

formation of human life. Col. Ingersoll, in his love of freedom,

goes too far when he proposes to sever every tie that binds us to

the fulfillment of certain moral rules. As an example of the error

which I criticize, I quote from Col. Ingersoll's last contribution to

the Truthseeker on "Destructive and Constructive Liberalism" (a

reprint of which appeared in the Boston Investigator) the following

passage :

" All religious systems enslave the mind. Certain things are demandeti,

certain things must be believed, certain things must be done, and the man
who becomes the subject or servant of this superstition must give up all idea

of individuality, of hope, and growth, and progress."

Col. Ingersoll has put his thought into words which, as they

stand, would convert liberty into license, for they establish the

most unbounded individualism, and deny the existence of any

moral authority. That "certain things must be done," that "cer-

tain things are demanded," Col. Ingersoll declares to be a "super-

stition," "and the man who becomes the subject or servant of

this superstition," he says, " must give up all idea of individuality

or hope of intellectual growth and progress."

It is this error which I call the beam in Mr. Ingersoll's eye.

It appears to me so gross an error that I cannot believe that Col.

Ingersoll, when writing this sentence, comprehended its sweeping

significance. Moreover, it does not agree with many other utter-

ances of his in which he unmistakably acknowledges the supremacy

of a moral law that governs the growth of human society.

The moral law that governs the development of human
society is a natural law, and we know by experience that when-

ever it is disobeyed it will cause disorder, and consequent there-

upon, misery, affliction, unhappiness, and ruin. The moral law is

a thing, obedience to which is demanded. We maintain that its

truth can scientifically be proved, and those who cannot grasp it

must needs believe in it. We cannot disregard it, we cannot ig-

nore it, but we have to conform to it. Upon a rigorous obedience

to this law all individuality, all intellectual gro.vth, all social

growth, the realization of our ideals, and the progress of mankind,

depend.

The recognition of the moral law as an inflexible factor, in

the nature of things, is the sum total of all that is meant by the

words "Natural Religion." You may call it, also, the " Religion

of Sc'ence." It is a religion without dogmas, not based upon a

special revelation, but upon the facts of natural laws, ascertainable

and verifiable by science. The presence of the moral law is not a

new dogma ; it is a scientific truth, as undeniable as the law of

gravitation.

What I mean by " Constructive Libera'ism " is expressed in

the two words : Ethical Liberalism . That Liberalism alone which

teaches us the proper way to live, can be said to be constructive.

And the rules of right living cannot be derived from our individual

likes or dislikes ; it is not a matter of private pleasure. The rules

of conduct must be established upon the unalterable natural law

that shapes human society—which being the power that enforces

morality, we may very aptly call the moral law.

The clergy remain deaf to the demands of Liberalism, mainly

because they are under the impression that Liberalism intends to

subvert morality. And can they otherwise interpret Liberalism

when they are told that no authority whatever ought to bind us,

and that the pleasure of the individual should rule supreme ?

Mr. Green asks me what /am doing as a "true Liberal " in

the " positive and constructive " line of Liberalism. Every num-

ber of The Open Court is an answer to this question, and in every

number he will find the truth emphasized that there is but one

religion, and that is the Religion of Science. And particularly

what I mean by the mote and the beam is fully explained in No.

130-

The tenets of The Open Court are firceely attacked by dog-

matic believers on the one side, and dogmatic unbelievers on the

other side ; but neither party has as yet succeeded in bringing

forth any tenable argument against the propositions of The Open

Court . When I declare that God, if the word God means any-

thing, means the moral law to which we have to conform, the

dogmatic believer calls me an Atheist, and imagines that this set-

tles the question. On the other hand, when I say that the moral

law (the immanent God) is an abstract idea which, being abstracted

from reality, represents something real in exactly the same way as

do all the natural laws, the so-called Liberal declares that I pro-

pound a mediaeval creed, and attempt to reinstate the antiquated

superstitions of past ages.

The abstract idea of gravitation represents something real,

and we have to adjust the movements of our body accordingly.

So the abstract idea of the natural conditions in which man
stands to Nature, and of the sociological law that underlies all the

relations between man and man, is something real ; and we hsve

to adjust our behaviour accordingly.

What humanity wants is a practical, i. e., a purely moral re-

ligion, based upon facts stated with scientific accuracy and philo-

sophical breadth. This is the constructive work needed, which, if

the churches refuse to do it, devolves upon Liberalism. This is

the constructive work in which I should like to see Mr. Ingersoll

join hands. Slaying dead ogres and ridiculing stories which no

man of education—be he ever so Orthodox—any longer believes,

is a very amusing pastime, but a man of great talents can, in my
opinion, do better and more useful work. I feel confident that

Col. Ingersoll is called to greater tasks.

Let me add one remark in answer to another attack made

upon me in your columns.

Some so-called Christians, and also some so-called Liberals

imagine that they promote the interest of their party by misrep-

resentations of all views which are not congenial to theirs, and

they try to support their denunciations by quoting disconnected

passages, the meaning of which, by a slight turn, becomes easily

distorted into absurdity. Thus, one of your correspondents ridi-

cules the idea that form is the soul of thing', and that the soul of

man is the form of his organism. He adds that roundness ac-

cordingly would be the soul of an apple.

In way of explanation, let me add that the form of an apple

does not mean merely the outside shape, but also the inner struc-

ture, all the delicate tissues and the arrangement of its substance.

Form, in this sense, is that which makes a thing the thing it is.

Indeed, it is a very old truth that the soul of man is the form of

the human organism. Old Edmund Spenser, the poet, says :

—
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"For soul is form and doth the body make."

But this truth has been overlooked and ignored, and there are

even to-day many Freethinkers who have no idea of the import-

ance of form and formal thought.

Any one who misrepresents the views of those who hold a dif-

ferent opinion may be a good partisan, but he does not work for

the progress of mankind, and he will not enhance Liberalism.

Liberalism, in my mind, is not a party, but a principle,. If the

Liberals are a sect I do not belong to them. The true Liberal is

no partisan, but a disciple of truth. Paul Carus.

Chicago, 111., March i, i8go.

THE BASIS OF ETHICS AND THE ETHICAL
MOVEMENT.

We are strongly in sympathy with the Societies for Ethical

Culture, because among all the liberal movements of ethical as-

pirations they show the greatest sincerity and earnestness with re-

gard to moral ideals. Yet there is a point of fundamental im-

portance in which we have not as yet been able to ascertain

whether we agree or disagree with them. It is the problem as to

what is the basis of ethics. The solution of (his problem is for

every one of greatest importance, it must become the corner-stone

of the ethical movement, and it is concerning this problem and

its solution that we are anxious to come to a mutual understanding.

The Ethical Record says; "We think there is some lack of

clearness as to what a basis of ethics means."

The basis of ethics is the ' reason why ' man must regulate his

actions in a certain way, and thus it is the philosophical founda-

tion upon which ethics rests. The moral ' ought,' which involves

that which we call good, depends upon the basis of ethics. Our de-

finition of ' good ' will be different according to the different an-

swers given to the question, Why must I feel bound by any ' ought

'

or ' moral law '
?

It might be maintained that a philosophical foundation of ethics

is of secondary importance; the first demand is to obey the moral

'ought. ' And certainly we admit that action is more than knowledge.

But let us not forget that ethics if it means anything is the regula-

tion of action conformablj' to some principle or maxim. The ethical

man is first of all a thinking man. He acts in a certain way because

he considers this kind of action as good and another as bad. What
would ethical action be without the ethical principle by which we
have to regulate it ?

Man " considers " something as good, we say. But the question

is not what a man considers as good. The question is. What are

good, and what bad, actions? Professor Adler says ; "Concerning

them (the facts of moral obligation) there is a general agreement

among good men and women everywhere." This is an ethics of

mere conventionalism. Moreover, that general agreement is an

error ; for while the Spartan thought stealing without being caught

was a virtue the Athenian considered it a shame. Yet Prof. Adler

limits the agreement concerning these facts as obtaining 'among
^ood men and women.' This would stamp everybody who disagrees

from Prof. Adler, as bad ; and that can scarcely be his meaning.

The answer given by The Ethical Record to the question.

Why we should act morally ? is ; "We conceive that the ob-

ligaiion of justice and love is self-evident to rational beings
"

This conception of ethics would be intuitianalism, a theory which

we thought belonged to the dead past.

Justice and love are admirable words, but they are too general to

giv^e a clear idea regarding what they mean. We all agree that justice

and love must be the impulses of our actions. In the name of

justice and love the anarchists demand the abolition of all law, the

nationalists demand the removal of ' wolfish ' competition, thesingle-

taxer asks for the confiscation of land, and for justice and love

charitable people feed paupers. How widely different must their

conceptions of justice and love be !

The very same question as to what the basis of ethics in the

ethical movement may be, is asked by every one who takes an in-

terest in the ethical societies; and there are many outsid -rs be-

sides Dr. Abbot who are deeply interested in the matter. If

the ethical societies do not increase as they ought to, it is, it appears

to me, because they have no definite opinion, they lack a founda-

tion upon which to stand, they try to be broad and become vague.

The Xiitioii in a long and most appreciative review of Mr.
Salter's book " Ethical Religion," has made, from quite a different

standpoint, the same complaint that Dr. Abbot presented. The
reviewer says, after a discussion of not less than three columns ;

"After all, however, the unsatisfactory thing about these excellent lec-

tures, even regarded from the practical point of view, is just the vagueness of

the author's moral theory.

"To be all things to all men is, indeed, the privilege of an apostle ; but
to appeal to anything and everything plausible except theology as a support

to morality— is this enough ? If one leaves behind what one takes to be super-

stitions in tradition, may not one end in making one's morality itself a super-

stition ? And if the laymen of the Ethical Societies should chance to note

such an outcome, what result could be more lamentable ?
"

There is no doubt that the future religion will be an ethical

religion ; and that which humanity wants is a new basis of ethics,

viz., the why of the moral ought. Schopenhauer says " to preach

morals is easy but to place it upon a philosophical foundation is

diflScult." Moral predigen ist leicht. A/oral begriinden schwer.

The Ethical Record says ; "The ethical movement has taken

special pains not to commit itself to the philosophical views of its

lecturers." The ethical lecturers represent the ethical movement
and if the ethical movement has taken particular pains not to com-
mit itself to their views, this is equivalent to saying that it has no

views whatsoever. The ethical movement, we are informed, "made
a statement of its aim (in the constitution of the ' Union '

) after

mature consideration, and expressly welcomes to its fellowship

those who sympathize with its aim (the elevation of the moral

life) li'hatever their theological or philosophical opinions." How can

we have a common aim in the "elevation of the moral life," if we
are not agreed upon what a moral life is, if our philosophical

opinions about good and bad differ ? If the ethical movement
welcomes people of any creed and of no creed, they cannot expect

that its members will have the same or even a similar and harmo-

nious ethical ideal.

To have an opinion and to dare to be of one's opinion ; to stand

up for it bravely ; and in case we have not as yet an opinion of our

own, to search for it and have no rest until we have found it,

—

this is the very first step in ethics, the most indispensable con-

dition of ethics. The man who has a wrong opinion and holds

it in good faith is more ethical than he who waives the question.

How can we, when building a good house adapted to our needs, in-

vite a'l our neighbors to assist us, whatever be their opinions with

regard to the plan of the house, with regard to what must be under-

stood by a good house ?

Before we commence building let us have a plan. Philosoph-

'

ical views and also theologies are by no means mere theories hav-

ing no practical value. They are, or rather they have to become,

the maxims and regulative principles of our actions ; and any ethics

without a philosophical view back of it is no ethics, but ethical

sentimentality. It is like a wanderer in search of a goal, who has

lost his way and does not care to be informed about the right

direction.

We maintain that dogmatic religion can no longer serve as a

basis for ethics. In the old religion the "why" of the moral

ought is explained by the will of God. We are told that God has

spoken through the mouths of his prophets ; he has revealed him-

self. We no longer believe in the possibility of a supernatural

revelation and search for another and a natural reason why we

should live morally. If the ethical teacher preaches the moral

ought, every body in his audience has the right to ask the ques-
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tion :

" By what authority dost thou sustain this command ? " If

the moral ought of the ethical teacher is merely an expression of

his individual opinion, he has no right to preach it to others. If

he no longer believes in the supernatural God, he must give ac-

count of that God who gave him the authority to preach.

The ethical movement, as I understand it, is started because

dogmatic religion no longer suffices as a basis of ethics ; accord-

ingly it must lay a new basis that will suffice. If the ethical

movement refuses to do this, it has no meaning. The leaders

of the ethical society should not hesitate to commit themselves to

definite opinions. They should speak out boldly and with no un-

certain voice. A non-committal policy in the face of other views,

religious as well as philosophical, is just as good as giving up the

attempt altogether.

I find that many clergymen and many Rabbis are very clear-

sighted on this matter ; they seem to know the needs of the time
;

they earnestly and judiciously work for a purification of religion. And

we wish that those who profess to carry out the ideal of the present

age, namely, the foundation of a purely ethical religion, should not

remain behind ; they should know, and if they do not know they

should search for, the ground upon which we are to stand. The

question, What is the basis of ethics ? is of paramount impor-

tance to all of us, to the religious dogmatist, to the freethinker,

and above all to the members of the societies for ethical culture.

The success of the ethical movement will in the end depend upon

how their leaders solve this question.

*

We should be very much obliged to The Ethical Record if it

would give us a simple, plain, and unmistakable definition of what

the leaders of the Ethical Movement understand by good i. e.,

morally good. p. c.

NOTES.

Among the humorous traits of the American character is our

affected reverence for law, especially if "order" be coupled with

it. And yet no other civilized people are so disloyal to " law and

order " whenever those elements of government become inconve-

nient or expensive to our own particular selves, our party, or our

clan. While vehemently proclaiming the duty of all others to re-

spect the law, we reserve to ourselves the right of disobedience.

We exempt ourselves by dispensation from the law whenever it

conflicts with our own interests or inclinations. This indulgence

we jealously deny to all our neighbors. The American maxim is ;

" The law was made for you, but not for me,"

When a man declares by word or action that the laws of this

land are not binding on him, we reprobate him as an anarchist

and it is astonishing how many laws we ourselves may break, if

we severely stigmatize as "anarchists" all others who do the

same thing. When a magistrate, sworn to enforce the law pro-

claims by his official action that it is not binding on him, and when
he throws police protection over those who violate the law, is that

anarchy ? And if not, would it be anarchy if practiced by an

anarchist ?

For instance, is this a phase of -anarchy ? April the first was

election day in Chicago, and the laws of Illinois declare that whisky

shops and beer saloons must not be open on that day. Under
sanction of the Mayor this law was ostentatiously defied, by the

connivance of all police authority in the city. It may be that the

law is wrong, but that is not the question here. It is enough that

it was repudiated by the magistrates who have sworn to enforce it.

There are other laws on. the statute books which are contempt-

uously overthrown in the same way.

This calm and dignified abdication of duty presents to us a

few puzzling paradoxes not easy to explain, as for instance these :

If a candidate for Mayor should in absolute sincerity declare that

if elected he would not enforce the law, could he be elected ?

Surely not. And if on the contrary, he should say earnestly and

be believed, that he would enforce the laws, could he be elected

then ? Surely not. In either case he would be defeated by any

opponent who would promise to enforce the laws with a mental

reservation understood by certain voting elements that in their be-

half he would suspend the laws. He must promise one thing and

mean another, or have no chance at all. He must recognize with

due solemnity that the beer saloon is the unit of the American

political system.

A few days ago the habit of official disrespect for law was

brought to the notice of Congress. An honorable member offered

a resolution to the effect that whereas it was reported that in cer-

tain of the United States courts the judges were in the habit of

suspending sentences passed on prisoners, and whereas such sus-

pensions were in violation of law, therefore that a committee of

investigation be appointed, etc. The humorous feature of this

resolution is that those unsuspecting innocents known as the Amer-

ican Congress have just discovered a vicious and illegal practice

which has prevailed in' the National courts for more than twenty

years. This usurpation of the pardoning power has become a

dangerous abuse of law. It is often employed as an element of

tyranny and corruption. The illegal habit of suspending sentences

has spread beyond the National courts to many of the State courts,

and even those cold, hard, and sordid men who preside in the po-

lice courts, claim the suspending power as part of their preroga-

tive, a perquisite which they make profitable in many ways.

M. M. Trumbull.

NOTES.

We shall publish in our next number two criticisms, from the

nationalistic point of view, of "Looking Forward," the leading

article of No. 134 of Tlie Open Court.

We shall publish in the course of the ensuing week a little

book entitled " Epitomes of Three Sciences," containing the series

of essays contributed during the last two years to the columns of

The Open Court by Professors Oldenberg, Jastrow, and Cornill.

They are resumes of the three sciences of Comparative Philology,

Comparative Psychology, and Old Testament History. Professors

Cornill and Oldenberg have written especial introductions to their

treatises, and the editor of The Open Court has supplied a preface

discussing the bearings of these three departments of investigation

on the intellectual and religious problems of our day. The price

of the book will be seventy-five cents. (The Open Court Pub. Co.)

La Revue Francaise, a monthly magazine of literature, art,

and science, published in New York (39 W. 14th St.), and de-

signed to meet the demand among American teachers and students

of French for good French literature, has reached with March its

third number. It resembles, although much more comprehensive

in the scope of its selections and less didactic in its methods of

exposition, a similar periodical in German, Germania, a magazine

that has been noticed in our columns. We think the Reznie would

more competently serve the purpose announced in its editorial

introduction by instituting a separate department devoted to in-

struction in French grammar and rhetoric. It might also be

suggested in a spirit of friendly criticism that the sources from

which the selections are taken be acknowledged, both for the ben-

efit of the readers as well as by way of recognition to the journals

in which the articles were originall)' published. But the Revue is

excellent in its way ; it responds to a legitimate demand, and we
wish it a large circulation.
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Phv.sical religion is generally defined as a worship

of the powers of nature. We hear it said of ancient

as well as modern nations that their gods were the sun

and the moon, the sky with its thunder and lightning,

the rivers and the sea, the earth, and even the powers

under the earth. As Aaron said to the Israelites, the

poets and prophets of the heathens are supposed to

have said to their people, '
' These be thy gods. " There

are some well-known philosophers who go even further,

and who maintain that the earliest phase of all religion

is represented by people believing in stones and bones

and fetiches of all kinds as their gods.

As their gods .' Does it never strike these theorisers

that the whole secret of the origin of religion lies in

that predicate (ZJ their gods? Where did the human
mind find that concept and that name? That is the

problem which has to be solved : everything else is

mere child's play. We ourselves, the heirs of so many
centuries of toil and thought, possess, of course, the

name and concept of God, and we can hardly imagine

a human mind without that name and concept. But,

as a matter of fact, the child's mind is without that

name and concept, and such is the difference of mean-

ing assigned by different religions, nay, even by mem-
bers of the same religion, to the name of God, that a

general definition of it has almost become an impossi-

bility. It has led to the greatest confusion of thought

that our modern languages had to take the singular of

the Greek plural (^toi, the gods, and use it for 0£o?,

God. It is quite true historically that the idea of 0£Ob,

God, was evolved from the idea of 06o/, gods; but in

passing through that process of intellectual evolution

the meaning of the word became changed as completely

as the most insignificant seed when it has blossomed

into a full-blown rose. Oeos, God, admits of no plu-

ral ; &soi always implies plurality.

The problem of physical religion has now assumed

a totally different aspect as treated by the historical

school. Instead of endeavoring to explain how human
beings could ever worship the sky as a god, we ask,

* From a Report in the London Christian World, copies of which were
kindly sent us by Prof. Max Mailer.

How did any human being come into possession of

the predicate god? and we then try to discover what

that predicate meant when applied to the sky, or the

sun, or the dawn, or the fire. Our present concept of

God e.xcludes fire, the dawn, the sun, and the sky.

The two concepts no longer cover each other. What
we want to study, therefore, is that ever-varying cir-

cumference of the predicate god, becoming wider or

narrower from century to century, according to the

objects which it was made to include, and after a time

to exclude again.

This problem—and a most difficult problem it is—
can be studied nowhere but in the Veda, that is, in

the ancient hymns of the Rig-Veda. I doubt whether

we should ever have understood the real nature of the

problem with which we have to deal, unless we had be-

come acquainted with the Rig-Veda. It is quite clear

that other nations also passed through the same phases

of thought as the Aryan conquerors of India. We see

the results of that process everywhere. In Africa, in

America, in the Polynesian islands,—everywhere we

catch glimpses of the process of deification. But the

whole of that process is nowhere laid open before our

eyes in such fullness and with such perspicuity as in

the Veda.

Deification, as we can watch it in the Veda, does

not mean the application of the name and concept of

God to certain phenomena of nature. No ; it means

the slow and inevitable development of the concept

and name of God out of these very phenomena of na-

ture—it means the primitive theogony that takes place

in the human mind as living in human language. It

has always been perfectly well known that Zeus, for in-

stance, had something to do with the sky, Poseidon

with the sea, Hades with the lower regions. It might

have been guessed that Apollo, like Phcehos and Helios,

had a solar Artemis, like Mcne, a lunar character. But

all this remained vague, the divine epithet applied to

them all remained uninteUigible, till the Veda opened

to us a stratum of thought and language in which the

growth of that predicate could be watched, and its ap-

plication to various phenomena of nature be clearly

understood.

As illustrating the development of the predicate

God from out the simplest perceptions and conceptions

which the human mind gained from objective nature.
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we will take from the Pantheon of the Veda the Deva,

or god, called Agni, the god of fire. In the Veda they

could watch that god of fire long before he was a god

at all; and, on the other hand, they could trace his

further growth till he was no longer a god of fire

merely, but a supreme god, a god above all other gods,

a creator and ruler of the world.

If you can for a moment, transfer yourselves to

that early stage of life to which we must refer not only

the origin, but likewise the early phases of Physical

Religion, you can easily understand what an impres-

sion the first appearance of Fire must have made on

the human mind. Fire was not given as something

permanent or eternal, like the sky, or the earth, or the

water. In whatever way it first appeared, whether

through lightning or through the friction of the branches

of trees, or through the sparks of flints, it came and

went, it had to be guarded, it brought destruction, but

at the same time it made life possible in winter, it

served as a protection during the night, it became a

weapon of defense and offense, and last, but not least, it

changed man from a devourer of raw flesh into an eater

of cooked meat. At a later time it became the means

of working metal, of making tools and weapons, it be-

came an indispensable factor in all mechanical and

artistic progress, and has remained so ever since.

What should we be without fire even now ?

We can well understand how, after the senses had

once taken note of this luminous apparition in its ever

varying aspects, a desire arose in the human mind to

know it ; to know it, not merely in the sense of seeing

or feeling it, but to know it in the sense of conceiving

it, which is a very different thing. By calling the fire

Agni, or the quick mover, the ancient people knew no

more who or what that quick mover was, than we do

when speaking of fire as an element, or as a force of

nature, or as we do now, as a form of motion.

When the word Agni, fire, had once been coined,

the temptation was great, almost irresistible, as Agni

was conceived as an agent, to conceive him also as

something like an animal or human agent. We may
now advance a step further, and ask how it was that

Agni in the Veda is not conceived as an agent only,

but as a god, or, if not as yet as a god in the Greek

sense of the word, at least as a Deva ?

Here we touch at once the most vital point of our

analysis. Certainly in the Veda Agni was called tieva,

perhaps more frequently than any other god. But,

fortunately in the Veda we can still discover the orig-

inal meaning of the word deva. It did not mean di-

vine, for how should such a concept have been sud-

denly called into being ? Deva is derived from the

root D/V, and meant, originally, bright. In many
passages where Agni, or the Dawn, or the Sky, or the

Sun, are called deva, it is far better to translate devahy

bright than by divine, the former conveying a neutral

meaning in harmony with the whole tenor of the \e-

dic hymns, the latter conveying hardly any meaning

at all. But it is true, nevertheless, that this epithet,

deva, meaning originally bright, became in time the

recognized name of those natural agents whom we

have been accustomed to call gods. We can watch

the evolutionary process before our very eyes. When
the different phenomena of nature representing light

had been invoked, each by its own name, they could

all be spoken of by the one epithet which they shared

in common, namely deva, bright. In this general con-

cept of those bright ones, all that was special and pe-

culiar to each was dropped, and there remained only

the one epithet deva to embrace them all.

Here then there arose, as if by necessity, a new
concept, in which the distinctive features of the various

bright beings had all been merged in that of bright-

ness, and in which even the original meaning of bright-

ness had been considerably dimmed.

You will now perceive the difference between our

saying that the ancient Aryas applied the name of

gods to the fire, the sun, and the sky, or our watch

ing the process by which these Aryas were brought to

abstract, from the concepts of fire, sun, or sky, the

general concept of Devahood. But though we cannot

help ourselves translating deva by god, you will easily

understand what a difference there is from Devaliood

to Godhood. A deva is as yet no more than a bright

agent, then a kind agent, then a powerful agent, a

more than human agent, a super-human agent; and

then, only by another step, by what may be called a

step in the dark, a divine agent.

We must not suppose that the evolution of the

word deva was the only evolution which gave us in the

end the idea of divine. That idea was evolved in

many different ways, but nowhere can we watch every

stage in the evolution so well as in the history of the

word deva. Our own word God must have passed

through a similar evolution, provided it be an old

word. But, unfortunately, nearly all its antecedents

are lost, and its etymology is quite unknown.

Some people maintain that the idea of God is in-

herent in the human mind, that it is an innate idea, or

a "precept," as it has lately been'called. Others as-

sert that it could have come to men by a special

revelation only. Others, again, maintain that it is a

mere hallucination that took possession of one man,

and was then disseminated through well-known chan-

nels over the whole world. We do not want any of

these guesses. We have a guide that does not leave

us in the dark when we are searching for the first

germs of the idea of God. Guided by language we
can see as clearly as possible how, in the case of deva,

the idea of God grew out of the idea of Light, of act-
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ive light, of an awakening, shining, illuminating, and

warming light. We are apt to despise the decayed

seed when the majestic oak stands before our eyes,

and it may cause a certain dismay in the hearts of

some philosophers that the voice of God should first

have spoken to man from out the fire. Still as there is

no break between dcva, bright, as applied to Agni, the

fire, and many other powers of nature, and the Deus

Optimus Maxiinus of the Romans, nay, as the god

whom the Greeks ignorantly worshipped was the same

God whom St. Paul declared unto them, we must

learn the lesson—and a most valuable lesson it will

turn out to be—that the idea of God is the result of an

unbroken historical evolution, call it a development,

an unveiling, or a purification, and not of a sudden

revelation.

Is it for us to find fault with the manner in which

the divine revealed itself, first to the eyes and then to

the mind of men ? And is the revelation in nature

really so contemptible a thing that we can afford to

despise it, or at the utmost treat it as good enough for

the heathen world ? Our eyes must have grown very

dim, our mind very dull, if we can no longer perceive

how the heavens declare the glory of God.

We have now named and classified the whole of

nature, and nothing seems able any longer to surprise,

to terrify, to overwhelm us. But if the mind of man
had to be roused for the first time, and to be lifted up

to the conception of something beyond itself, what

language could have been more powerful than that

which spoke in mountains and torrents, in clouds and

thunder-storms, in skies and dawns, in sun and moon,

in day and night, in life and death? Is there no

voice, no meaning, is there no revelation in all this ?

Was it possible to contemplate the movements of the

heavenly bodies, the regular return of day and night,

of spring and winter, of birth and death without the

deepest emotion ? Of course, people may say now.

We know all this, we can account for it all, and phi-

losophy has taught us. Nil admirari, to admire noth-

ing. If that is so, then it may be that the time has

come for a more than natural revelation. But in the

early days of the world, the world was too full of

wonders to require any other miracles—the whole

world was a revelation, there was no need for any

special disclosure. At that time the heavens, the

waters, the sun and moon, the stars of heaven, the

showers and dew, the winds of God, fire and heat,

winter and summer, ice and snow, nights and days,

lightnings and cloiids, the earth, the mountains and

hills, the green things upon the earth, the wells, and

seas, and floods—all blessed the Lord, praised him,

and magnified him forever. Can we imagine a more

powerful revelation ? Is it for us to say that for the

children of men to join in praising and magnifying

Him who revealed Himself in His own way in all the

magnificence, the wisdom, and order of nature, is

mere paganism, polytheism, pantheism, and abomi-

nable idolatry ? I have heard many blasphemies,

none greater than this.

It has been argued again and again that Natural

Religion is impossible, that the human mind, with

nothing but Nature for its guide and teacher, cannot

arrive at the idea of God. That idea— it is held even

now by the most eminent divines—must be considered

either as innate, or as communicated by a special

revelation. Instead of attempting to controvert these

two prevalent theories—for, it is clear, that they can

be no more than theories—the historical school appeals

to facts. I wish to show that in the ancient records of

religion we still possess evidence, however fragment-

ary, that the human mind was able by its own inhe-

rent powers to ascend from nature to nature's God,

and, in the end, to the God of nature. If we can

prove this the final issue cannot be doubtful, for even

in theological discussions facts are still stronger than

theories.

In answer to those who have recourse to what they

call innate faculties, or special revelation, we appeal

to the facts, preserved in the Veda, if nowhere else,

which show how in India, at all events, the evolution

of the concept of God is a matter of history, and can

be watched by us, step by step, from the first naming

of an agent behind the fire, to the highest expression

of a God above all gods, a creator, a ruler of the

world, a judge, and yet a compassionate father.

When so much is at stake, you will understand that

we must be extremely careful not to leave any posi-

tion in our onward march exposed to attack. We
have many and powerful enemies. For some reason

or other our opponents claim for their own theories

the character of orthodoxy, while they try to prejudge

the whole question by stigmatizing our own argument

as heterodox. Now, I should like to ask our oppo-

nents first of all, by what authority such metaphysical

theories as that of innate ideas can possibly claim the

name of orthodox, or where they can point to chapter

and verse in support of what they call either a special

or a universal primeval revelation, imparting to hu-

man beings the first concept and name of God. I

must say that to a student of the religions of the

world in their immense variety and their constant di-

visions, the names of orthodox and heterodox, so

freely used at all times and on all sides, have lost

much both of their charm and their terror. One learns

to appreciate, not what for the time being was called

orthodox by Popes and Councils, but what each hon-

est man in his heart of hearts believed to be true, and,

if necessary, asserted to be true in the face of Popes

and Councils. Anyhow, with all proper respect for
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theories, or confessions, or articles of faith, one learns

reverence for facts, and it is this true reverence for

facts which makes accuracy and fullness of statement

almost a sacred duty to the student of the history of

religion.

It has been shown how the Dawn coming, no

one knew whence, and opening every morning the

everlasting gates of the East, called forth in the minds

of the Vedic poets the first vague intimation of an in-

finite, of a world beyond this world, nay, of an im-

mortal life. Under the name of Aditi, the un-bounded,

she is implored by many poets, by none more touch-

ingly than by him who expresses a hope that in that

distant dawn ' he may see again his father and his

mother.' The storm-wind also, and the hero of the

.'.-.under-storm, Indra, have been shown to contain the

same theogonic seeds which in the poetry of the ancient

world developed slowly, but safely, into the concept

of a supreme god, the ruler of the world, to be feared,

to be believed in, to be worshipped by men. But all

these cases—those of Jupiter, Ouranos, etc.—have

been so often and so fully discussed by others and by

myself, that I preferred to unroll before your eyes a new

picture, showing the history of the Fire from its simple

beginnings of the burning on the hearth to its final

apotheosis as the god of light, as an all-powerful, all-

wise, yet compassionate, god. This one evolution will

have to serve as a specimen and illustration of all

other evolutions in Physical Religion. They all land

us in the end at what I call the henotheistic stage, the

belief in single, but supreme, gods. That stage is

often followed by what I call \!a& polytheistic stage, in

which these single gods are arranged in some kind of

order, mostly under the sway of one god more powerful

than the rest, till at last, during the monotheistic stage

the idea of god is seen to exclude the possibility of

multiplicity, and the name of God, used in the singular,

and in the singular only, assumes a meaning which it

never had before.

When the light of Agni is spoken of as immortal,

that need not mean any more than that it lasts forever,

if properly kept up. We read, for instance, " See this

light immortal among mortals." (Rig-Veda VI., g, 4),

This need not mean as yet more than this never-dying

light. But the fire, as a masculine, or rather as an

agent, was likewise called amartya, not dying, or im-

mortal, and the Vedic poets dwelt again and again on

the contrast between the immortal Agni and his mortal

friends. Of other Devas also it was said that they

were not, like human beings, subject to decay and

death. But while the ancient poets brought them-

selves to think of an impassable gulf between the

mortals on one side, and the immortals on the other,

this gulf vanished again in the case of Agni. He, im-

mortal as he was, dwelt among men. He was the

guest of men, often called the immortal among
mortals.

Now this expression, 'immortal among mortals,'

seems at first sight of no great consequence. But like

many of these ancient phrases, it contains germs wait-

ing for a most important development in the future.

We may recognize in that simple expression of an im-

mortal dwelling among mortals, being the guest, the

friend, the benefactor of mortals, the first attempt of

bridging over the gulf which human language and hu-

man thought had themselves created between the

mortal and the immortal, between the visible and the

invisible, between the finite and the infinite.

Such ideas appear at first sight in a very simple

and almost unconscious form, they present themselves

without being looked for, but they remain fixed in the

mind, they gain from year to year in strength and

depth, and they form at last a fertile soil from which,

in later ages, may spring the most sublime concep-

tions of the unity between the mortal and the im-

mortal, between the visible and the invisible, between

the finite and the infinite.

There is a continuity in all our thoughts, and there

is nothing more important for a true appreciation of

our intellectual organization than the discovery of the

coarse threads that form the woof of our most abstract

thoughts.

THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.*
BY LUDWIG NOIRE.

II.

I ASSUME that antecedent to the rise of language,

social life held men together in herds or tribes. War,

at that time, was the universal natural state; war

against animals of other species, as well as against

neighboring tribes of the same species. It is not im-

probable that a peculiar sound or call united the mem-
bers of each single tribe, so that by setting up their

cry they could call together those who were distant,

dispersed, or had lost their way, or could mutually

encourage one another when engaged in battle with a

neighboring tribe. Let us suppose now that once a

member of one tribe warned his companions of the

approach of another tribe, by imitating the call or cry

of the latter ; we would have here the origin of the

first human word, for this would be an instance where

consciously and intentionally an idea had been excited

in the minds of like and kindred creatures.

We have thus, in the most natural manner, conduct-

ed into the province of the human word that which we

found in the animal state— namely, the call of allure-

ment, the war-cry, and the call of warning.

Geiger truly observes that '

' the thing of greatest in-

terest to man has ever been man," and seeks, accord-

* Translated by UKyX from Noir^'s Die Welt ah Entwickclun^ ties Geistes,

(Leipzig, Veil & Co.)
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ingly, for the oldest designation of language in the

expression of human acts. But I should be greatly

surprised if man as an entirety was not earlier obvious

and noticeable than his single acts, than even his

most expressive pantomime or gesture. This latter is

always an abstraction, and it seems to me that, not its

immediate perceptive knowledge of course, but its

being comprehended and designated by a word, must

have involved an enormous antecedent development.

Man entire, on the other hand, is a perfectly concrete,

known, and ever recurring fact. Look at the animal

world. Animals, aside from that which interests and

affects their sensual life, wherein they are guided by-

instinct, first of all acquire intelligent knowledge re-

garding individuals of their own species, their friends

and their foes, other animals and men. The marmot
knows his enemies, attacks the dog, assails man and

tries to disable him. The dog knows his master : the

dog of Ulysses recognized his master when no one

else knew him.

* *

I now ask the reader to accompany me in the fol-

lowing course of observation.

In addition to the instincts of nutrition, movement,
and the like, which find their immediate expression

through the life of the senses, there are further pres-

ent in young animals and men, born in them, certain

obscure ideas or percepts, and among these ideas is

found, because it is the most natural of all, the idea or

percept of beings that are. exactly like themselves.

Just as the bird builds its nest, so does the infant

know its mother, who from the beginning constitutes

its entire world. It conceives, at the very outset, the

entire external world as constituted like itself (Will
Over Against Will).*

The child cries, it gets angry, it has desires, it is

amiable. Its most natural perceptual idea, therefore,

is that of a being like itself, the representation of a

distinct personality, which since.it appears to it as a

mother administering nutrition, love, and care, is in-

deed the most important and the most interesting

of all things about it. The first word that a child

learns is that which denotes its mother ; that word

*Asa characteristic instance let me quote the following passage from
Weitzel's Autobiography. This man, the son of a turbulent period,— that pre-

ceding the French Revolution,— describes his youthful impressions, in which,
only as a boy six years old, he indignantly vents his rage against the existing

social injustices, bewails his own sufferings and his mother's wretchedness.

He says: " In this frame of mind many a time I went out into the open air,

and shook my clenched fists at the heavens, uttering imprecations and curses.
' May God be punished for thi-,* I exclaimed, 'may the Holy Mother of God
be punished for this! ' Under the impression that the abused divinities were
incensed at my conduct, I challenged them to destroy me by a blast of light-

ning: ' Do me some harm,' I frantically eiclaimed, ' kill me if you dare! ' —
This nai've anthropomorphism brings back to my mind the touching reply of

Lafontaine's old maid servant to the harsh words of the ecclesiastical zealot,

who had embittered the last days of the poet's life by sanctimonious austeri-

ties, but who still expressed his apprehension that the departed one miglit

after all have gone to hell: " Dieu n'aura jamais Ic courage de Ic damficr."

bursts forth from its emotional life, from the im-

pulse of its will, and is accompanied by an actual rep-

resented image.

Are we not, accordingly, justified in the inference,

that the primum cognitum was also the primum appel-

lafum ? That is, that the most natural, the most intelli-

gible, and the most interesting percept first and before

all gave birth to the first word ?

Among philosophers who have given their attention

to this subject, this view has been both rejected (Leib-

nitz) and accepted (Condillac, Locke, Adam Smith).

Some maintain that the earliest words were proper

names ; others, that they were nouns appellative.

Max Miiller decides the question in this way. He
assumes three stages: the first is where the object is

designated after some quality or attribute {cavea, cave,

from Sanskrit root ku, to hide), where, accordingly, a

general idea is applied to a particular object and be-

comes its proper name, just as in the case in which a

man first received the name of Great Head; secondly,

that this proper name is thereupon transferred to all

or to many things like it ; and, thirdly, that these

names are thereby raised to the rank of appellatives

or names of a genus.

This solution suffers from the drawback that it is

not a solution. When Max Miiller says, "The first

thing really known is the general," we are entitled to

ask. How came man by the knowledge and the desig-

nation of this 'general '? To be sure, at a time when
men were already in the possession of a couple of hun-

dred words by which they designated acts, qualities,

and characteristics, they may very naturally have ap-

plied such roots to the characterization of things—
called their river, for example, Ach (water) or Rhine

(the flowing), their sea Saivs (the agitated), their lake

Meer (originally : a soft, marshy mass). A name of

this kind might then continue a proper name, or be-

come an appellative. Even at the present day we
may understand sea both as proper name and general

concept, specialized by adjectives : as "the White Sea,"

" the Black Sea. " Permutations of this kind have taken

place at all times, and are being continually employed

up to the present day. The " Red one " the "Black

one " in this sense become proper names ; Tartuffe and

Eulenspiegel in French are names appellative. The
magnet (derived from the city of Magnesia) has given

the designation of " magnetic " to one of the most gen-

erally diffused forces, qualities—that is attributes—of

things.

Of this problem I myself shall now attempt a solu-

tion, and, as I trust, with somewhat better success.

By two examples I shall briefly illustrate the subject

as conceived by the eminent men referred to :

Adam Smith, Condillac, and Locke say: A child calls

every man papa, every young man uncle or Char-
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ley, or something similar ; hence proper names

were the original ones.

Leibnitz says : Children call every person tiian, and

use most frequently such words as thing, plant,

animal; hence general terms were the original

words.

But how easily this contradiction is dissipated

when we take into consideration the fact that from

the start there is presented to the child, on the one

hand, only a limited number of words, and on

the other, an equally limited number of sensory

perceptions. Both these classes, now, are mixed up

with one another; that is, with some one certain word the

child associates a number of similar sensory percepts,

which it confounds and interchanges, because as yet it

does not know their differences. And the words which

the child most frequently hears from its parents are

cither very special in character, denoting beings that

it meets oftenest, as papa, uncle, and the like, or

words of a very general significance ; which stands to

reason, since one cannot at once teach a child words

like "forget-me-not," "rhinoceros," "shoe-maker,"

and so forth. Naturally, therefore, the child arranges

all the facts of its experience under the head of words

like those above cited, and since it soon learns

to distinguish "papa" and "uncle" from all other

beings, the general terms at the second stage of its de-

velopment alone remain to it. But no inference can

properly be dravyn from facts of this kind, because

we are not concerned here with words invented

by the child itself, but with others that have been

communicated to it from a higher stage of culture.

The child's activity is at first one of generalization
;

that is, of connecting phenomena that repeatedly

occur, with some one word that stands at its disposal.

Only later does it learn to classify and subdivide cor-

rectly, as when it hears that "the Rhine is a river,"

"the Hudson is a river," "the Mississippi is a river."

From observations of this sort but one thing can

inferentially be estabhshed. Namely, this: that lan-

guage at its origin designated by its first words those

objects that were the most striking and the most in-

teresting to man, and proceeded then, by the help of

these words, to generalize—that is, to attach similar

things to some single word. The marked importance
of some object which constantly occurred in some
particular isolated form, naturally must have led to

the attribution of some particular name to that object,

and proper names, accordingly, very probably be-

long to the oldest words of humanity.

The science of language has proved that the roots

from which the words of to-day have risen, originally

denoted definite acts. But considering the endless

flux of the meanings of words and of the contents of

concepts it is very difficult to assert that those mean-

ings—which are the furthermost limits that science by

retrogressive inference has reached—were their orig-

inal primitive meanings; in other words, that the root

da at its origin meant to bind, gd to go, mar to grind.

Even Geiger's ingenious hypothesis, that the first

word originated from the imitation of a facial gesture

accompanied by the simultaneous utterance of sound,

is somewhat forced ; for here we miss the element of

communication, which even in the animal world was

considerably developed, and from which, doubtless,

also human speech sprung.

The single and individual acts of man, as we have

remarked, are also abstractions, the representation and

connection o{ which by means of the word cannot be

put at the beginning, for the cogent reason that in in-

fant development we observe that the child fixes by

words only that which is personal and thus of frequent

recurrence, whereas flitting and transient acts and

gestures only affect its sensory life, make the child

cry or laugh, but do not produce calm reflection. We
are much inclined, therefore, to assign such roots as

"biting," "grinning," "rubbing," "smearing," and

so forth, to the second stage of the evolution of lan-

guage We cannot regard them as the original

starting-point of language.

On the contrary, for reasons that have been partly

alleged, we should rather assume that the names of

individual men, the names by which they were called,

and proper names were the earliest words. This,

moreover, explains a problem that has long occupied

the attention of the most eminent thinkers ; namely,

how man, amid the universal fiight of phenomena and

the concourse of the things of the external world, was

able to fix and retain the particular, and, at once by

the aid of the word, to raise it to the general concept.

This is a faculty so genuinely and purely human ; one

which we must endeavor to bring home to ourselves

as distinctly as possible. We listen to the human
words so naturally imitated by the parrot, or to a dog

that barks at us and manifestly tries to tell us some-

thing in his own language ; and all this affords us great

satisfaction, for we perceive in it, distinctly drawn,

the line of demarcation between man and beast. But

to hear an animal ((7«.f(:/Vz/j/)' utter even a singlch.\xm2X\.

word, would fill us with dismay.
*

* *

As we have stated, the creation of language, the

greatest miracle of which consists in the phenomenon

that amid the universal dissolution and flux of intui-

tions it isolates by the phonetic word a single percept,

and by degrees condenses that percept into a mental

image, as something subsisting by itself,—this crea-

tion of language can only owe its existence to some

natural and immediate contingency. It must originally

have operated with regard to objects whose duration
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stability, and isolation from other natural phenomena

had been discovered and established beyond the

shadow of a doubt; whose mental representation, as

well by means of inner capacity of comprehension

(innate representative power of things like us) as by

the constant recurrence of the real object itself, be-

came so clear, so fixed, and unequivocal, that it could

be said that like Pallas the representation of this ob-

ject sprang with the word from the head of man in full

and complete panoply! But this object must have

been our companion and homologue man, and hence

the names by which men were called, their appella-

tions, were tlie first words*

But are we able to conceive of a way in which these

proper names have become actual general names, and

general concepts thus begun their silent yet continuous

operations ? I do not believe that this can prove

so difficult a task. It would suffice that a number of

such sounds be given, and that the images of the indi-

viduals thus denoted be constantly called to mind by

the utterance of the sound ; in such a case, in time,

some peculiar feature of someone of these objects might

at the utterance of the word gradually become excited

in the mind of the hearer and become attached to the

word itself. I intentionally leave this exposition in

its present vague and general form, because a person

cannot be too cautious in speaking of that primeval

time of transition from animality to humanity, and

because every advanced step must be made with the

utmost circumspection. I merely recall to mind, that

in the case even of people of the present day, bap-

tismal names are during early childhood usually not

employed as appellations or names by which children

are called, but that some name is invented, suggestive

of some striking peculiarity of the child, or often in

imitation of some favorite sound uttered by the child

itself. We might, accordingly, merely reverse the

process we are considering, by supposing in a given

individual the presence of some peculiar movement
of the mouth with a showing of the teeth, and to fancy

this peculiarity also present in another person, and

finally, to imagine that the name of ther former (pho-

netically, perhaps, connected with the peculiarity in

question) be transferred to the latter individual. In

* I recently read an observation by Spielhagen in the Gegenwart, which

harmonizes clearly with my view: "The uninterrupted, rushing stream of

impressions will change a d widen the old channel that the impressions of

youth have dug in our thouglit and sensation, and will obliterate the images

that apparently no longer possess any meaning or interest for us. I say appar-

ently, for, in reality, such is not the case. Even those who have traveled far-

thest, those who have been most buffeted about by fate, even those who have,

risen to the highest pinnacle of fortune, despite their broad range of vision

and exalted station, will constantly surprise themselves in the act of uncon-

sciously comparing their present great world with the limited one of their

childhood and youth, and that they will always class new men and people un-

der the head of a few categories, based upon a limited number of prototypes,

which they regard as normal — the few men, namely, who have decisively

influenced their early lives, or at least have witnessed with interest the evolu-

tion of their youthful years."

an hypothesis of this kind we should have the first be-

ginning of the formation of the concept. What a

feeble beginning ! the reader will exclaim. But let him
bear in mind, how faint, upon the whole, are all begin-

nings in the organic world. It is an unquestionable

result of modern linguistic research, that the names of

most animals are derived from colors. The variety

and heterogeneousness of colors were circumstances

that very early interested man. Hence may it not be

legitimate to infer that the appellation of some cer-

tain man who was distinguished by a certain color and

thus necessarily brought to mind that color, was in the

lapse of time conferred upon others who were conspic-

uous by reason of the same characteristic, and that by

degress it was transferred to animals, and finally be-

came a generic name ?

CEREBELLUM AND PONS.

The Small Brain (or Cerebelluni) together with the

Bridge {Pons Varolii') encircles the medulla oblongata

like a thick ring, being thickest at the posterior part.

CEREBIiLLUM

Bottom of Fourth Ve

DORSAL VIEW. (After Sappey.)

icle, the root of wliich is formed by the cere-

bellu

Stri the ots of the auditory nerve,

ising from the medulla and overlapping in

right side,

igs of the clavae are

: acustica

3. Left lower Peduncle

its further progress the uppe • peduncl ?,

4. Clavae funiculi gracilis, the Clu

caused through nuclei imbedded in their fibres.

5. Upper Peduncles, connecting the cerebellum through the red nucleus

with the posterior hill, the thalamus, and most likely also with the hemis-

pheres.

6. Laqueus or fillet, a tract of nervous fibres, originating on the dorsal side

below the Four Hills. It passes slantingly to a lower part of the ventral side.

The fillet consists of fibres from the auditory nerve, the trigeminus and the

spinal cord, the latter part being motory. The others connect the activity of

their respective nerves with the thalamic region.

7. Brachia ad pontem, the thickest among the three pairs of bands which

pass into the cerebellum. It connects the Small Brain with the Bridge.

The dotted line at the top represents the corpora quadrigemina or Four

Hills.

The left and middle part of the cerebellum is cutoff. The gray and whit j

substance in the interior of the cerebellum is so arranged as to produce the

figure of a tree, called arbor vilae, the tree of life.
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The Pons overarches, bridge-like (hence its name),

the medulla in front. It receives in the nuclei of gray

substance embedded in its fibres, many nerves from

the pyramidal tracts and thus forms an intermediate

station between the cerebrum and the lower motor}'

mechanism.

Some of the nerves that originate here stand in

relation to the Pons. Thus, the fifth nerve {ti-ige?ni-

nus') breaks with its motory as well as sensory fibres

through the Pons ; and a disease in either arch of the

Pons always affects to a greater or less extent the sen-

sibility and motility of the opposite part of the body.

Between the two lobes of the Cerebellum there is a

narrow central portion which, because of its worm-like

appearance, is called vermis or worm. The upper

worm culminates in the monticiilus (mountain), the

lower worm in the uvula (or grape).

The names of the different parts of the Small Brain

may be studied in the adjoined diagrams.

The functions of the different parts of the Cere-

bellum are little explored. We know however that

irritations produce vertigo and rolling motions. Ani-

mals in which the Cerebellum is injured, show an un-

certainty in their movements similar to that observable

in a drunkard. The adjoined pictures (reproduced

from the Encyclopedia Britannica) show two pigeons;

Yet all movements are executed apparently without

consciousness and without the faintest sign of intelli-

gence.

PIGEON WHOSE HEMISPHERES ARE REMOVED.

from the one the Small Brain and from the other the

Hemispheres have been removed. The former shows
all signs of intelligence : its motor apparatus are in all

their details uninjured
;
yet the power of properly co-

ordinating the various motions is entirely gone. Thus
the pigeon lies helplessly sprawled on the ground.
The other pigeon stands firmly on its feet; it flies if

thrown into the air ; it walks steadily if through some
irritation it is made to move ; in a word the power of

co-ordinating the most complex motions is preserved.

DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION THROUGH BRIDGE AND SMALL BRAIN.

tReproduced from Edinger.)

It represents the most important results obtained by Benedict Stilling

with regard to the paths of the various fibres in the cerebellum. The me-
dulla has been severed and pulled out of place in order to show the Bridge and
Small Brain at once. Thus the upper peduncles ^bracliia cerebelti anteriora)

appear in the wrong place. They must be conceived as belonging much lower.
They enter the cerebellum at the hole in the middle. (Compare for a cor-

rection of this displacement the other drawings of the cerebellum.) Little

additional knowledge upon this subject has been gained since Stilling.
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PONS AND ITS RELATIONS.

The Roman numbers i

The fifth nerve {trige).

ndicate the nerves in their order.

iiniis) divides in the Gasserian ganglion (marked s)

into three sensory branches :

1. The ophthalmic branch
;

2. The supra-maxillary branch
;

3. The infra-maxillary branch
;

V?n. Motory branch of the fifth nerve.

C. Lobes of the cerebrum. Hemispheric region.

The gray layer between the roots into which the first (olfactory) nerve

divides is called substantia perforata (marked x s).

Tk, Thalamus opticus.

h. Hypophysis. Here the optic nerve decussates. Its decussation is called

chiasma, having the shape of a Greek Chi, 1^.

a. Corpora candicantia or mammillaria.

i. Corpus geniculatum interius.

e. Corpus geniculatum exterius, being the ganglions of the second, or optic

nerve. The optic nerve divides into two parts, the exterior stands in close

connection through the corpus geniculatum exterius with the thalamus and

passes into the anterior Hill of the corpora quadrigemina. The interior passes

into the posterior Hill.

tc. Tuber cinereum.

P. Peduncles of the brain or crura cerebri.

P. V, Pons Varolii.

/ a. Anterior pyramid of medulla. The decussation of the pyramidal

tracts below the pyramids is plainly visible.

0. Olivary body.

C. N. First cervical nerve.

c. I. Lateral column of spinal cord.

c.a. Anterior column.

C. e. Lobus lunatus anterior of cerebellum.

C e'. Digastric lobe of cerebellum.

Jl. Flocculus or tuft, a small lobe of cerebellum.

CORRESPONDENCE.
LOOKING UPWARD.

To tlu Editor of The Open Court :—
In T/:e Open Court of the 20th ult. there appeared a very

lucid, strong article to a great extent in annihilation of Mr. Bel-

lamy's social dream. As a well constructed fortalice of conserva-

tism it was doubtless widely admired, and its sharp-cut lines must

have assured many of its inherent strength. Beauty of form is

always attractive, and when combined with good material is often

taken as a guarantee of intrinsic worth.

But new buildings, however externally fair, must before occu-

pancy be tested. " It is truth only," justly declares the article

referred to, "that can make us free." What avails height of in-

tellectuality, breadth of purpose, and beauty of execution, if the

foundations be unsound ?

'

' There comes a dreamer who flatly proposes to abolish the

law of gravitation." This assertion regarding Mr. Bellamy's pur-

pose constitutes the key of the whole article, and, if it be true,

then were Mr. Bellamy indeed an idle dreamer. But it is not

true. Illustrations, symbols, form perhaps the most convincing of

all arguments, but they must have more than a mere specious re-

semblance to their prototypes in order to abide.

In other words, competition, which it is true Mr. Bellamy

wishes to see abolished in its cruder form, is here taken to have an

exact parallel in gravitation ! In what way can " the force which

aggregates masses and resists the separation of masses," or gravi-

tation, be compared with competition, which is defined as "a

common strife for the same object "? Gravitation is an aggregat-

ing force, competition is a separating force. To use Grant Allen's
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terminology : the first is a force, the second an energy. Competi-

tion cannot for a moment be compared with gravitation, except

in so far as both are laws of nature.

Thus, in trying to do away with competition, Mr. Bellamy

does not propose to abolish gravitation, and the arguments founded

on this rash illustration fall to the ground. But neither does he

seek to "abolish " competition as an energy or as any law of na-

ture, which is probably what was meant by the illustration. Very

sacred to science is that basic struggle for existence in which com-

petitive energy is the chief factor, but Mr. Bellamy would not

disturb the sanctity of the principle ; he would only carry its pro-

cess—its mode of action—a little further.

The Open Court has always been an ardent champion of scien-

tific progress. No later than No. 135 an admirable article on " Na-

ture and Nurture" contained a complete vindication of Mr. Bel-

lamy's theory. Yes : competition is, indeed, the method of nature,

but nurture transforms competition into co-operation. The two

methods are not, evolutionally, opposed—but sequent. When com-

petition by nature has done its work in evolution, then its energy

is commuted by nurture, and becomes known as co-operation.

That this is so will be granted from everyday experience. The

large "trusts" of the hour, the public school and kindergarten

systems, the concentration of wealth in the form of syndicates, of

labor in the form of unions, and so forth, are all so many proofs of

the irresistible tendency of developed competition to co-operate.

Energy is a constant quantity. The scientist's "struggle for life"

goes on, but gradually, the meaning of " life " expands. From mere

"material existence" it becomes "soul-existence" through the

medium of " mind-existence." The article, which, has called out

this rejoinder, well remarks: " The people perish from want of

knowledge." But how can they acquire knowledge absorbed in

the slavery of material acquisition ? Without prejudice to the

more sublime fruits of the " mind-existence " and " soul-existence,"

Mr. Bellamy would seem to be both scientific and logical in first

endeavoring to ameliorate the present "physical existence" or

brute struggle for life.

"Mr. Bellamy depicts a state of society where there is no

competition." No competition ! It is a hard saying. But again

an illustration may help us. Consider the case of a man who has

worked hard and successfully for a competence. He has brought

all his competing forces under control—organized them to cooper-

ate—to this end, and at fifty retires from business. Supposing him

not to have become developed '

' one-sidedly " he nqw begins to

enjoy life. All material cares for the future have vanished, but

does he stagnate and die, i. e., is existence impossible now the

material struggle is past ? Luckily we have many examples to the

contrary. The physical nature relieved, the man's force is now
directed toward the further development of his intellectual and

moral nature. He pursues knowledge and wisdom unfettered, and

the race is proportionately benefitted by the amount and quality of

that emancipated and concentrated force. Millionairism only

compiles material for executive wisdom, which will be content

with a simple competence as "the wages of going on " with its

work for humanity.

But the writer of the paper " Looking Forward " is really, if

he knew it, on the same side with Mr. Bellamy. He says :
" Give

the poorest a citance to acquire as good an education as the richest

commands," How can he get a chance when his barriers are mate-

rial wealth ? Thanks to partial co-operation the poorest can now
acquire a common school-education, but can he go to college, can

he mix with cultivated society, travel, study ? No, he must work
for material subsistence ; any leisure goes to recuperate force ex-

pended in that direction. Yet when some future day announces

that sufiicient material has been extorted for "mere life," then a

sufficient proportion of intelligence will have become developed to

remove this common barrier of progress.

To sum up : It would rather seem that competition corresponds

scientifically to natural selection, but natural selection becomes in

time nurtured selection. The parallel of nurtured selection is co-

operation.

One last word as to Mr. Bellamy's social scheme. National-

ism's role would appear to be the wide introduction of the prin-

ciple of co-operation ; but the first work of co-operation will doubt-

less be the establishment of a thorough scientific, liberal education

for one and all. Thus will the value of that at present unknown
instrument, leisure, be appreciated—utilized for progress—instead

of being wasted or misused. Only the truly educated can properly

use leisure which is the first fruit of co-operation. L. d. a.

PRODUCTION LIMITED BY COMPETITION.

To the Editor of The Open Court .—
Dear Sir : Your article entitled " Looking Forward," which

by the way is of the same name as a pamphlet of mine, is positively

marked in the number sent me March 20th, I presume to attract

my attention, as the article is in direct antagonism to my views on

Social problems. I take the pencil mark in the spirit that a bull

does when a red flag is flaunted before his eyes Because I am
under the impression that it was intended that I should. I pre-

sume that one of the main points on which we differ is this : You

are under the impression that life must be a battle, in which the

race is improved by the survival of the fittest. The fittest, of

course, at present, is the one best adapted to succeed in the com-

petitive struggle. The meaner the man engaged in production the

cheaper he can put goods on the market. Such a man will hire

women and children instead of men, will invent fines to rob them,

use shoddy and evade liabilities, and put goods on the market

cheaper than an upright honest man who did not grind the face of

his employees. We all know that following the golden rule in the

competitive system would lead you directly to the poor house.

I claim that the kind spirit of emulation substituted for wolfish

competition would make the nobleman (instead of the villain) the

fittest to survive. But when you come to realize the tremendous

productive power that inventions have given to humanity and

know for a certainty that all might have the necessaries and luxu-

ries of lite with no more labor than is healthful exercise (if the

dead-lock on production was removed and all were to assume

their share of the burden of society), then we become convinced

that life need not be a battle, and the race would be no better if it

were developed as high in that direction as a bull-dog. The Open

Court says, " let us be fair to our enemies." There is no need for

having industrial enemies. Also " let us adapt ourselves to nature,

let us break down artificial barriers between man and man." I

am so sorry that he does not undertake to say what the artificial

barriers are. We socialists do, we say, private ownership in land,

and competitive system ; we say that the machinery of production

must belong to society, because there are hundreds of factories

shut down, and hundreds of thousands of idle men anxious to run

the machinery in those factories to produce the wealth they need.

But Private Enterprise says : you must not produce the things the

people need, because they have not any money with which to buy

them, and it will cause an overproduction. For at present produc-

tion is limited not to needs of the people but to their purchasing

power, and as long as they are kept idle and receive no wages they

will not have purchasing power. And this is the short-sighted im-

becility that is the cause of undeserved and unnecessary destitu-

tion right in the midst of a possible deluge of abundance ; for it

can be demonstrated that we have the power and the will to pro-

duce a great many times more of the things we need than we can

consume, and as long as production is limited to the purchasing

power, more men will be thrown into idleness, and the purchasing

power diminished, until destitution is the lot of all who are not

drawing rent and interest.
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The temperate and industrious man who cannot find employ-

ment is in an awful position. So-called civilization is his des-

perate enemy, it has placed him at a far greater disadvantage

than the savage in the wildwood. The savage is not dependent on

his fellow-man for the privilege to live, for the land and all na-

ture's bounties are free and open to him, and stand securely be-

tween him and starvation. Whereas the so-called civilized man
finds the land all pre-empted, and is robbed of these opportunities,

and has nothing between him and starvation but cold humiliating

charity or suicide. There are thousands of willing workers travel-

ing the streets for thousands of miles pleading for the privilege

to toil. When their clothes are good they get refused, when they

are worn out they get refused and abused. If hunger compels

them to steal, they are not the enemies of society. But society is

their desperate enemy. C. Orchardson.

CO-OPERATION AND COMPETITION.
[in reply to the two foregoing letters.]

BY THE AUTHOR OF "LOOKING FORWARD."

A Clergyman who preaches in any one of our dogmatic

churches is responsible to his superiors, to the Council, the Synod,

or perhaps to a Bishop ; but no one of his audience would be

allowed to rise after he had spoken and criticize his sermon. How
different it is with the religion of science ! As a preacher of the

religion of science I have no superior, there is no bishop above

me, no council, no synod ; but every one of my audience has the

right to ask, " Is it the truth which thou propoundest, and are the

commands which thou teachest founded in the nature of things ?
"

In conformity with this right a few among my audience have

risen and have sent in their protests against my doctrines. I am
arraigned for having taught wrong ideas that will lead astray,

and here I am to defend myself ; and if it be found that I am
wrong, I shall abandon my case and join him who teaches the

truth.

The letters of both my accusers are different in character,

and they present their arguments differently. They cannot be

disposed of with the same answer. So let me treat their objec-

tions separately.

Mr. L. D. A. is a man of lofty aspirations. He has a warm
heart and fights like a brave soldier for the ideals of humanity.

Yet he does not understand why competition can be compared to

the law of gravitation. He says :

" Gravitation is an aggregating force and competition is a separating

force. To use Grant Allen's terminology : the first is a force, the second an

energy."

Mr. L. D. A. should have left Grant Allen's theory out of

our discussion. By chance I happen to know Grant Allen's theory,

which is one of the most ingenious devices I have ever met with it

has only one fault and that is, it does not agree with facts. Mr.

Allen confesses in a prefatory '

' Apology " that he had sent his book

"Force and Energy," before it appeared in print, to several spe-

cialists. He continues ;

at my lucubrations: those

itly contradictory criticisms,

lat was already known, and

it was diametrically opposed

lementary ignorance of the

ill candidly plead guilty."

' Not many of the specialists, I fear. lookec

who did returned me one or other of two appare

Some of them said my theory was only just w
universally acknowledged. Others of them said

to what was already known, and betrayed an t

entire matter. To the ignorance thus imputed I 1

Gravitation, I am told by L. D. A., is an aggregative force

and competition is a separative force. This is not correct. The
very name competition means "a striving together." Is it not

competition that builds our great cities ? and in the cities is it not

again competition that crowds the competitors together in especi-

ally favored quarters ? Mr. L. D. A defines competition as " a

common strife fcr the same object." Very well ! Is that not an

aggregative force just as much as gravitation ? Every gravitating

particle upon the earth gravitates towards the very same point in

the centre of our globe. This, however, is only part of the com-
parison. The most important resemblance is that both are natural

laws which can never be abolished and if they could be abolished,

they would throw the whole world into chaos. Gravitation shaped

our earth and competition produced our civilization.

I do not intend to be one-sided
; so I will confess right here,

that competition alone is nothing without its twin brother co5pera-

tion. Both have grown simultaneously and we may fairly expect

that in future times also they will increase and decrease with 01 e

another. In a state of society where there is little co-operation, there

is little competition. Competition grows in intensity with coop-

eration, and supposing we lived in Mr. BelUmy's state of com-

plete co-operation, competition would be scandalously fierce. Sup-

posing there were in the na'ional carpenters' shop the position

of a carpenters' boss vacant, how many do you suppose would com-

pete for the place ? Perhaps several thousand, and one only could

be appointed.

A friend of mine once held a position in the German govern-

ment. But he was noted for his liberal views. The German gov-

ernment is such a complete co-operative machine that the competi-

tion for advancement is simply frightful ; and if it happen that a

man trained in a certain branch of governmental service be for

some reason discredited with those who run the machine, he must

despair of ever getting along, for there is no " free" competition

which would allow him to look for an engagement in a similar

establishment and still less would he have a chance of making

himself independent.

Competition, it is true, forces the price of manufactured ar-

ticles down to its lowest level, but it keeps us awake and urges us

to progress with our times.

I remember that on a visit to a friend of mine who was em-

ployed in a large chemical manufactory, a great excitement arose

because a rival establishment had thrown goods on the market for

eight dollars which had cost one hundred and two dollars before.

There was no doubt that a new and important invention had been

made to manufacture the very same article that much cheaper.

There was but one alternative, either to make the same or perhaps

a similar invention, or to give up that branch of manufacturing for

good. I was later oil informed that they had succeeded in their

work, and humanity was benefited thereby.

Co-operative manufacturing which has not to look out for ri-

vals does not progress—a fact sufficiently proved by the stationary

methods of production in all state monopolies. The manufacture

of tobacco in France is carried on in exactly the same way year

after year, and the cigars made to-day are in shape and qualitj'

exactly the same as they were before. Every smoker of re-

fined taste gladly pays a royalty to get American or German ci-

gars. If we change all the manufacturies of a country into state

monopolies, if we annihilate competition, we nip progress in the

bud, and while business might become—a consequence still to be

doubted— as easy-going and as comfortable as a well endowed mi-

nastery of yore, it is certain that the whole country would sink in:o

a state of general stagnation.

Competition is at present the bugbear of social politics. It

depicted as the Moloch that devours our children, and its usual

epitlielon ornans is " wolfish."

Wolfish competition ! How savage that sounds. The word

reminds me of a prominent professor whose name was Wolf. He
was known as a just but severe examiner, and whenever a student

failed it was said that the wolf had eaten him. When Professor

Wolf heard of this saying, he said: "Never mind, I eat the

sheep only."

I knew a lady who, some years ago, determined to make a

living by teaching foreign languages, with which she was well ac-

quainted. Yet she was greatly afraid of competition, and es
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tablished herself as a teacher in a small town o£ Western America.

There was no competitor within perhaps a hundred miles around,

and there were many desirous of studying French and German.

But the pay she received was only twenty-five cents a lesson.

Let me adduce another instance of a different character. A

professor of Italian came to one of our eastern cities where an old

Italian music teacher had monopolized all the Italian, that, as he

thought, could possibly be studied. The arrival of the young pro-

fess3r aroused the indignation of the old gentleman, for there

was no room for both Abraham and Lot : one of them had to

leave. The young professor gave lectures on Dante and Petrarch,

and excited so much interest in the language of these poets that the

old gentleman became busier than he ever had been before and

both teachers could scarcely satisfy the demand

I learned a lesson from these experiences, and it is this ; An

able man or woman should not be afraid of competition, for after

all wolfish competition like Professor Wolf eats the sheep only.

Let us not be frightened by wolfish competition. It is better

and nobler than it appears For what does it mean else than the

right to work and to try one's best among other workers ?

I believe in co-operation as much as in competition. Society is so

complicated an organism that I can only sustain myself by coope-

ration. I perform some special work in order to help others, and in

my turn I am again helped by them. Yet the co-operation in which

I believe, is radically different from Mr. Bellamy's co-operative

ideal. The co-operation in which I believe does not exclude free

competition ; but Mr. Bellamy's co-operation is expressly proposed

to suppress, to supersede competition. Annihilate the right of com-

petition, which means that every one may freely exert his abilities

and earn the rewards of his industry—abolish the right of compe-

tition and you destroy freedom. Let us have more co-operation of

any kind, if you please, but may a gracious fate preserve us from

the Bellamitic state of a co-operative labor army, where we shall be

ordered about like a Prussian Grenadier and where the foundation

of our independence will be gone—the liberty of work and the free-

dom of enterprise. The fate of humanity, whether gracious or not,

will indeed preserve us from the realization of a Bellamitic Utopia,

for Mr. Bellamy's theory is a beautiful picture, beautiful to the

taste of Nationalists ; but it has the same little fault as Grant Allen's

most ingenious theory : it does not agree with facts.

Mr. L. D. A. says that competition corresponds scientifically

to natural selection, but natural selection becomes in turn nur-

tured selection— " nature is changed into nurture," into an artificial

culture, and "the parallel of nurtured selection is co-operation."

If natural selection changes into artificial selection, the natural

law is by no means altered, nor can competition, if Mr. Bellamy
'

' carries its process—its mode of action—a little farther " be

changed into its contrary. Artificial selection is nothing but nat-

ural selection guided by a special purpose ; it is a selection in

which the natural forces can work in one direction much quicker

than they would do if not interfered with. Artificial selection is no

abolition of natural selection or turning its process into its con-

trary ; it is rather a more concentrated and fiercer kind of selec-

tion. In a similar way competition will be more and more con-

centrated, it will in the further progress of mankind become rather

more concentrated than it ever was.

But now I must prepare for a dangerous attack
;
Mr. Orchard-

son says he takes my article " in the spirit that a bull does when

a red flag is flaunted before his eyes." The bull raises his horns,

and if I am not on my guard he will gore me and trample my
body under foot,

Mr. Orchardson speaks about hundreds of factories that are

shut down, because private enterprise says : "you must not pro-

duce the things the people need, because they have not the money

to buy them, and it will cause an over-production. " "At present,

"

Mr. Orchardson says with emphasis, "production is limited not to

the needs of the people, but to their purchasing power." Did Mr.

Orchardson ever consider that the purchasing power represents

the amount of energy that humanity can devote to the production

of a special article ?

Mr. Orchardson wants production regulated according to the

needs of the people. That is a magnificent idea, the extent and

grandeur of which Mr. Orchardson does not seem to be conscious

of. The enviable savage, he tells us, "is not dependent on his fel-

low-man for the privilege to live, for the land and all nature's

bounties are free and open to him, and stand securely between

him and starvation." Who would not like to be a savage on these

terms ! Yet it is a pity that this ideal savage life is nowhere to be

found. Does Mr. Orchardson not know that the wretched Indians

who constituted the sparse population of this country not so many

decades ago, suffered from famine every third or fourth year and

several of their tribes actually perished from starvation ? I read, in

an account of the Amazon Indians, that among ten children scarcely

one will live to maturity— in spite of all the bounties of nature

that surround them. Production is there not limited by competi-

tion to the purchasing power of the people. Why do the savages

in their enviable state not regulate production to their needs ?

Simply because production is naturally always limited to the power

of production which in a civilized state is represented by the pur-

chasing power.

The needs of people are unlimited, and to regulate production

according to the needs of people would be an extremely difficult

task. Do not the Amazon Indians need all the things which we

enjoy now, and do we not need many more things, which we cannot

under present circumstances produce.

" An industrious man who cannot find employment is in an

awful position," says Mr. Orchardson. Certainly he is. Yet a man

who is unable to work because he is unable to adapt himself to

some useful work that is wanted, is in a worse condition still. The

former may ard probably will find employment after some time,

but the latter il he find a hundred employments, will be fitted for

none of them. Such a man will think that the world uses him

badly, while it is he who does not understand how to use the

world.

It is not true, as Mr. Orchardson contends, that the villain only

can survive in the struggle for existence. I admit that many a

noble-hearted man may fail in his endeavors by imprudence or

misfortune, but it is certain that the villain will always go to the

wall. The man " who grinds the face of his employees," "who
evades liabilities, uses shoddy," and does other mean things, will

not succeed in the competitive struggle. Let an employer try to

run his business according to these principles, which as Mr. Or-

chardson supposes will ensure his success, and we shall see how

long he can stand it. The business man who never " evades lia-

bilities, never uses shoddy, never grinds his employees "—except

when they do not attend to their duties—I am sure will best succeed

in life.

It is true that some employers try to get as much work for as

little pay as possible from their working men. They are mistaken.

It is much wiser to pay them duly, punctually, and rather a little

above the market price of their labor than below. Thus the em-

ployer will be able to select the best men for his work. And a

good man for twenty dollars a week is much cheaper than a bad

man for fifteen dollars.

On the other hand there are working men who think that they

ought to give as little and as bad work as possible for wages that

ought to be as high as possible. They are also mistaken. A working

man should receive and must demand fair wages ; if he shirks

work, he cannot expect to advance in life or gain credit inthe eyes

of his employer, so as to make his employment permanent.
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I should advise him rather to give higher returns in vifork than

his wages are worth. At least I have always tried to act according

to this principle and I do not think that I have fared the worse

for it.

There are many things that ought to be different in this world

and I can distinguish two kinds. First, there are evils and incon-

veniences which can be altered and to alter which is our duty.

But there is another class of evils, i. e., the things which appear

most unpleasant to many of us, and this other class is conditioned

by the natural state of things. Such things are death and birth,

the necessity of work in order to live, and many other contin-

gencies.

A very pious farmer used regularly to pray in the following strain

whenever a child was born to him :
" God, my Lord, you know

that I admire all your work, and that I find no fault with crea-

tion. But permit me to take one exception to an ordinance of yours :

the way in which man is born. Why could you not have babes

brought by the storks as was customary in the age of fairy-

tales ? Or why couldn't you make them giowon trees like apples,

or have them hatched from eggs like little chickens. Good Lord if

these thoughts are sinful, please forgive me. I cannot help them !

Amen."

We may find fault with the nature of things, but there is no

use praying for a change. We cannot alter natural laws. Of

course we can better adapt ourselves to natural laws. Civilization

is nothing but a better adaptation to nature
;

it is not the abolition

of nature ; it is not a superseding of her ordinances, but a pru-

dent and wise accomodation to the inalterable conditions of na-

ture. The form of competition ma"y be altered ; competition will

vary according to circumstances, but it will be as little superseded

as the law of gravitation.

Mr. Orchardson prays that production should be regulated

not in accordance with our power to produce but with our needs.

So would I pray if the prayer were not mere loss of time, and I

can assure Mr. Orchardson that I have more needs than Mr. Bel-

lamy can satisfy in his loftiest imagination. But I have thought

it best not to hanker after mirages but to attend to mj' most urgent

needs and try to do some work that might have a selling value

so as to keep myself and my family alive with the compensation I

receive for it.

We all agree that society can be better than it is. Therefore

it is my most favorite enjoyment, a kind of high luxury, to work for

human progress. But while I aspire for progress I observe that

the worst among the many barriers that have to be removed be-

fore we can progress is the tendency to dream. Any one who
expects relief through the hope of a fool's paradise, will never rid

himself of his ailments.

Mr. Orchardson asks what I mean by the artificial barriers that

are to be removed. Artificial barriers are those that prevent free

competition. Institutions that create monopolies, or conditions

that limit education to the rich classes prevent free competition.

If these barriers are removed, competition will be fiercer and will

make it impossible for an aristocracy of wealth to maintain their

advantages without being worthy of them.

The very nature of life is strife. Strife appears in the savage

state as a sanguinary warfare, and in civilized society during times

of peace as competition. Even children animated with the kindest

and tenderest feelings cannot even in mere play go along without

some kind of strife or emulation.

It is not the abolition of strife that we can hope for, it is only

its humanization. And indeed it is good that we cannot abolish

strife, for striving means living for some purpose, and living with-

out some purpose, higher than the mere enjoyment of life, would

render existence worthless. Competition is the cornerstone of

free enterprise and free enterprise is the condition of progress.

EASTERN NOTES.
To THOSE who are learning the things which are behind,' and

pressing forward to things which are before, the moral atmosphere
is full of new and exciting elements.

The winter in this section has had its usual polite diversions.

Emerson-Browning clubs, Greek plays, enacted by the demoiselles

of our modern Athens, gropings in the dust of Egyptian tombs,

centuries old, here engaged the dilettante.

The votaries of reform in civil government have been constant

and earnest in their public efforts, to maintain their cause, in the

face of insults from the U. S. Congress, and the indifference of large

numbers of the American people.

The young people are learning how to play their part in so-

ciety by practice in the management of Lend-a-Hand, Good- Will.

and Good-Work,—Christian-Endeavor, Kings-daughter, Kings-

lamb, and other juvenile clubs.

The churches have passed again through the annual peniten-

tial season, and are entered on Easter days, the gladdest of the

year. The call for change of creed-statement, whether voiced in

conventions, or only as yet a mental cry, is still felt.

The ferment in Presbyterian synods has not yet made a,

breach in the walls of that sect. The hope of reforming from
within is well sustained.

Dr. Martineau's words in England, "I am no more a Unita-

rian than I am a Trinitarian," would abolish the lines between all

Christian sects outside of the state church. So far, in this country,

his words have had small circulation.

There is evidence that the Episcopal sect is moving more
generally than any other, on " the new works of new days." One
of its ministry, tired of the formal prayer " for all sorts and con-

ditions of men," singles out the Czar of the Russias for his pray-

ers and efforts. He questions whether this nation is not justified

in withdrawing diplomatic relations from a man who tramples on

every human right, not only in the face of the laws of enlightened

humanity, but of the laws of his own land.

Another, the founder of the Brotherhood of the Carpenters,

joined the call of the mass meeting for Russian sympathy in

Faneuil Hall, March 31st. He was the only Christian minister

of Boston present. The Rev. John Brown, missionary to the

Spinners of Fall River, was the only other representative of the

Christian ministry present.

The several rectors of the churches in and about Boston have

formed an association for the scientific study of the Hebrew and

Christian Scriptures. Not many months ago, Dr. Phillips Brooks

of Trinity Church, in his service to the students of Harvard Uni-

versity, expounded the twenty-third Psalm after the old fashion,

i. e., how, under the soft influences of sky and cloud, and the re-

poseful occupation of a shepherd, David developed the devout feel-

ing and expression of the twenty-third Psalm. Had Dr. Brooks first

visited the sheep ranches and shepherds of South California, in

their dreary monotony and silence so terrible that to continue long

in the occupation is to efface the capacity for speech, it might have

occurred to him that like conditions produce like results. He might

have seen in the shepherd of California the shepherd of the Beth-

lehem hills. Sheep herding does not produce poetry of any kind.

Does war and bloody rapine produce it ? No man, adulterous, de-

ceitful, and bloodthirsty as David was, could have written any of

the Psalms. The scientific study of the claims of David to be the

Sweet Psalmist of Israel leaves nothing of them. They are

Israel's psalms, not David's.

Andrew White in the Popular Science Monthly, in his '

' Pro-

gress of Science" papers, perpetuates the error concerning the

" Psalms of David." Such indifference to error shows that the

Bible has not yet, neither with the theologian nor the scientist,

come under the laws of literary criticism, but is still treated as

sacred even in its errors.
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In the Unitarian sect, while the error treated of here is ac-

knowledged by the scholars, it is taught at least until a recent

date, in the papers distributed in the Sunday-schools. The elimi-

nation of error, so important to the astronomer, has some im-

portance when it concerns the text-book of the Christian religion.

This club for the scientific study of the Bible is a considerable

straw, which indicates a change in the use of the book. It will

indicate a still greater change when the clergy can publish the

full results of iheir study to the people.

A recent translator of the psalms, one of a liberal faith, de-

clared that he dared not use the corrected spelling of the word

Jehovah—Jahveh—in his work. He feared the people would not

accept the change as they had invested the incorrect form, Jeho-

vah, with so much religious awe. So he made a note to his work,

in fine print, in which he wrote the correction. Secular school

boards are less timid. The Wisconsin School Board rules that

the Bible, as a text-book of history, is entitled to a place in the

public schools. Now, if a revision can be had, containing, with-

out exception, every well established emendation of it, its presence

in the common schools will prove an advantage to society. A
common knowledge of it will in time remove the unreasonable

prejudice against those who are accustomed to read it, and teach

it from the latest and most honest versions. The principle of the

Roman Catholic Church, that the people cannot safely b'e trusted

with the common and incorrect version of the book has a ground

of reason.

A dominant note now heard is that of the organization of

Labor. " Dinna ye hear the pibroch, Donald "? Pipes at Luck-

now, or call of Sumter were child's play compared to the great

Labor demonstration throughout the world in behalf of the eight-

hour working day.

The World's Socialist Labor Party by nightly lectures and
discussions in its local sections, bears a large part in the work,

which is directly educational. Nationalists for the nation, Chris-

tian Socialists for Christendom, and the Socialists for the world,

are working in full accord toward a better condition for wage-
workers.

Eighty thousand working men in New York City, two hun-
dred thousand in Paris, the hives of Belgium, one million and a

half of Socialists voting at the recent German elections, thousands
in Austria, Italy, and Spain are moving. Even the Russian peas-

ants are not yet so crushed that they do not respond to the spirit

of the movement.

American working men, in convention at St. Louis, developed
the plan. French working men celebrating the centennial of the
fall of the Bastile, embraced it, and it has now circled the globe.

We will trust that like the storming of the Bastile, it is no
mere revolt against bad conditions, but that it will move a revolu-

tion toward better ones.

According to Carlyle the Bastile like the walls of Jericho
succumbed to sound. May the sound of the tread of the world-
army on the march, by its rythmic vibrations, bring down the
Bastile which Might has built about Right ! It is possible that
the Socialist's ideal of society may come in the Old World first.

When Herbert Spencer visited America, one of his surprises was,
the light esteem in which the average American holds his liberty.

The foreign worker has sought eagerly to emigrate to this country
only to reap disappointment at witnessing the crimes here com-
mitted in the name of liberty. His warning and his protest have
been ungraciously thrown back upon him, by all whose ease and
security were threatened by any change for the better.

Would it not silence forever the boast of American freedom,
if France or Germany should be the first of the nations to achieve
the emancipation of her wage-serfs ? Mary Gunning.

Waltham, April 22, 1890.

[Mrs. Gunning, it seems to us, is mistaken in her opinion re-

garding David. We shall not discuss the problem whether the

twenty-third psalm is a hymn dedicated to, or composed by David.

Nor shall we enter into a disquisition a prnpos of the comparison

of the life of a shepherd nation, such as Israel was to a great ex-

tent in David's time, and the life of a California cowboy. We
shall here confine ourselves to a few remarks concerning the pas-

toral poet of Israel.

In spite of all his faults, David was a man of moral aspira-

tions. We must not forget the barbarous age in which he lived, .

illustrated by the atrocities committed by his enemies as well as

by his friends. David always tries to be just towards his enemies,

and never takes advantage of a situation that would stamp his

action as cowardly or mean. He spared the sleeping Saul who
had gone forth to seek his life. He does not prosecute the house

of Saul, and he punishes those who hope for a reward for the

commission of murder. When Abner was slain by Joab, David

made amends as well as he was able, and gained the confidence of

Israel by his spirit of impartiality and justice. The sins of David

were bad enough, but they were no worse than those that any

other person of his time in his position would have committed

Yet his good qualities were rare, and it is his virtues that secured

his success in peace and in war. If Israel had had more Davids

and no Solomon, the fruit of one of his sins, the house of Judah,

would have met with a nobler fate in history than it did.

—

Ed.]

BOOK NOTICES.

Archdeacon F. W. Farrar writes an entertaining essay on
" Literary Criticism " in the May Forum.

Dr. Schoenfeld has begun in the Revue Belgique a series of

excellent articles on " The Spain of the Arabs." (C. Marquardt,

Brussels )

From the Huuiboldl Lihiary of New York (28 La Fayette

Place), we have received the following reprints: "Modern
Science and Modern Thought," in two parts, by S. Laing, price

forty-five cents ;
" The Modern Theory of Heat, and the Sun as

a Storehouse of Energy," illustrated, by Gerald Molloy, price

fifteen cents ; and " Utilitarianism," by John Stuart Mill.

In the Ameriian Naturalist for the few past months Mr. P.

E. Stearns has presented an interesting collection of instances

of " The Effect of Musical Sounds on Animals." The American

Naturalist constantly demonstrates by the variety of its contents

that its " devotion to the natural sciences in their widest sense " is

a fact. (Ferris Bros., Publishers, Phila.)

A new biological magazine has appeared : Zoe, oublished

monthly, in San Francisco. It will deal particularly with the nat-

ural history of Western North America, and will afford a medium
of communication between the world and the activity of profes-

sional and amateur naturalists. We judge and hope that its ca-

reer will be a successful one (Zoe Pub. Co., P. O. Box 2114,

San Francisco ; Subscription Price $2 00 a year.)

The debate between Mr. Charles Watts and the Editor of th :

Halifax Evening Mail, entitled " Sscularism—Is it founded on

Reason, and is it Sufficient to Meet the Needs of Mankind ?" has

been printed in pamphlet form (price twenty-five cents) by the

Secular Thought Publishing Co., of Toronto. The pamphlet is

prefaced by introductory letters from George Jacob Holyoake and

Col. R G. Ingersoll, in which Mr. Watts's presentation is char-

acterized as the best statement of the subject obtainable. Mr.

Watts is to be congratulated upon his able and lucid exposition of

the cause of Secularism. (Toronto, Canada.)

NOTES.

The Western Unitarian Conference is now in session at Chi-

cago : during the day, in All Souh Church ; during the evening, in

the Oakland M. E. Church.
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THE RELIGIOUS PROBLEM.

The political, religious, and intellectual growth of

humanity constantly produces changes in the condi-

tions of society, and in times of rapid progress these

changes may become so great as to demand the read-

justment of our institutions of government, the refor-

mation of church and school, and the reconstruction

of our fundamental conceptions of the world and life.

When the necessity, therefore, for readjustment and

reformation becomes keenly felt, problems arise.

Thus we speak of the social problem, the educa-

tional problem, the religious problem, and many
others.

The religious problem results from the rapid ad-

vances made by science. Our religious conceptions,

it is now generally acknowledged, can possess value

only if they are recognized in their moral importance.

Their dogmatic features are coming more and more to

be considered as accessory elements, which can, and

indeed often do, become injurious to the properly re-

ligious spirit.

The moral rules which we accept as our maxims
of conduct in life, must have some basis to rest upon.

We demand to know why and to what end the single

individual has to obey certain commands, to observe

which may sometimes cost great self-sacrifice. The
old orthodox systems of religion cannot answer this

question at the present daj' with the authority which

the blind and unasking faith of their adherents for-

merly attributed to their utterances; and we are there-

fore brought to the task of remodeling our religious

conceptions, in order to make them harmonize with

the present altered situation.

The religious problem has been solved differently

by men of different stamp. The orthodox theologian,

of course, denies the existence of a religious problem.

Being stationary he has not progressed with his time
;

he knows nothing of evolution, and looks upon the

advances of science as steps towards depravation.

He would solve the problem by checking all further

progress, and would keep humanity down to the level

of his own littleness.

The iconoclast, on the other hand, solves the prob-

lem by extirpating religion altogether. Like Dr.

Ironbeard, in the German legend, he frees his patient

from pain by a plentiful dose of opium, that lulls him

to eternal rest. It is a radical cure. Kill the patient

and he will cease to complain.

The religious problem of to-day does not mean
that we doubt the ten commandments. We do not

object to the behests: "Thou shalt not steal,"

"Thou shalt not kill," "Thou shalt not bear false

witness against thy neighbor." Nor do we object to

the Christian ideals of Faith, Hope, and Charity ; we
do not oppose the rule, " Love thy neighbor as th) -

self." The religious problem means that we have

ceased to believe the dogmas of the church. We
have ceased to look upon God as a person who made
the world out of nothing, and governs it at his pleas-

ure. We have ceased to believe in miracles ; we
have ceased to believe in the supernatural and in the

fairj'land which, according to the dreams of former

ages, existed in heaven beyond the skies.

So many illusions fell to the ground when the light

of science was thrown upon them ; but the moral

command, " Love thy neighbor as thyself," did not.

Science has destroyed the mythology of religion, but

it has left its moral faith intact ; indeed, it has jus-

tified it ; it proves its truth, and places it upon a solid

basis, showing it in its simple and yet majestic

grandeur.

Science teaches that harmony prevails everywhere,

although to our blunted senses it often may be diffi-

cult to discover it. Science teaches that truth is one

and the same. One truth cannot contradict another

truth, and when it seems so it is because we have not

found, but will find, the common law that embraces these

different aspects of truth which to a superficial in-

spection appear as contradictory. Science further

teaches that the individual is a part of the whole.

The individual must conform to the laws of the All,

not only to live at all, but also to live well—to live a

life that is worth living.

The properly religious truths are not the dogmatic

creeds, but the moral commands ; and it is their scien-

tific and philosophical justification which is demanded
by the religious problem of the present age. The so-

lution of the religious problem must give us a clear

and popular conception of the world, based upon the

broadest and most indubitable facts of science so ar-

ranged that every one can understand the necessity of

conforming to those laws which have built human so-
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ciety, and make it possible for us to live as human be-

ings a noble and worthy life. The solution of the

religious problem will most likely do away with many

sectarian ceremonies and customs, it will enable us to

dispense with certain narrow views and antiquated

rites, which many, up to this hour, look upon as the

essentials of religion. But it will not do away with the

moral law; for we know that that will never pass

away. It is the moral law which Christ and the

Apo-stles again and again declare contains the essence

of all their injunctions : for the whole law is fulfilled

in one word, even in this, "Thou shalt love thy

neighbor as thyself," and "This is the love of God

that we keep his commandments, and his command-

ments are not grievous."

AMERICAN AUGURIES.*

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

The evils of intemperance can hardly be exag-

gerated, but intemperance is a relative term. If we

could persuade our bibulous fellow-citizens to devote

the early morning hours of their holidays to gymnas-

tics, we might rely upon it that the evil effect of their

evening amusements would be confined chiefly to their

purses. Till we can diminish the vice itself, it might

do no harm to diminish its power.

But we could even strike at the root of the evil if

we should succeed in rekindling that gymnastic enthu-

siasm which in the time of Xenophon was the master-

passion of a refined and high-minded nation. For, at

bottom, the foolish resort to intoxicating drinks is

nothing but an attempt to pacify the demands of an

instinct which neither advanced civilization nor far-

gone wretchedness can ever suppress in the human
soul : the craving for excitement. Man is an emo-

tional animal, and in all ages and under all circum-

stances the human spirit has yearned for a diversion

from the everlasting sameness of daily drudgery, and

that yearning must be either satisfied or stupefied.

The Greeks satisfied it with athletic games the Phoe-

nicians with commercial adventures, the Romans by

conquests, the Scythians by bear-hunts, and the Tartars

by man-hunts. The modern Orientals stupefy it with

opium and their western neighbors with alcohol. Our
estimable reformers have tried to cure the evil in their

own way and the quietistic effect of their prescriptions

is not wholly lost, but there are moments when the

elder instincts of our soul awake : spirits that refuse to

be exorcised with homilies; and in such moments our

necessitous brethren go to the rum- shop, to palliate a

pang that defies the panaceas of our physical and
metaphysical pharmacies.

' American Aug

The demand for moral prophylactics will compel

our children to cultivate the art of making virtue more

attractive than vice : of superseding evil by harmless

amusements. The home missions of the twentieth

century will encourage out-door amusements. Some

of our wealthiest cities have parks, but they are too

circumscribed in area and regulations. Seventy or

eighty towns which forty years ago were satisfied with

lard-oil lamps and a weekly gazette, have grown into

cities in the West-European sense of the word ; but

their interior development is trifling in comparison

with the metamorphosis of their environs. For every

acre of ground covered with the handiwork of the

brick-layer and stone-paver hundreds of square miles

have been deruralized. Jungles and forests have be-

come farms, the hillsides are occupied by orchards and

the riversides by factories, lumber yards and fenced

pastures. Within a large circuit of every great city

land is money-; there are no playgrounds left.

The Peabodys of the future will vie in the endow-

ment of city parks, where our children can recreate

their limbs, as well as their lungs, climb trees, jump

ditches and chase each other through the underbrush

without fear of being chased by the park-police, and

where bowling greens, free music, botanical and zo-

ological curiosities and competitive gymnastics shall

counteract the attractions of the gin-shop.

Mountain-ranges are the archaeological deposito-

ries of nature. Botanical and ethnological curiosities

which have long vanished from the lowlands are still

found in the mountain countries of the old world

;

cedars on Lebanon, Numidian oaks on Mount Atlas,

tribes of a primeval hero-race in the Caucasus, abo-

riginal Basques in the Pyrenees, and mediaeval repub-

lics in the Apennines. In the New World, too, a few

tribes of the Autochthones will survive in the high-

lands. At the headwaters of the Hiawassee River a

few hundred Cherokees monopolize an out-of-the-way

corner of the State of North Carolina, where there is

no arable land to speak of, and where their next

neighbors do not envy them the emoluments derived

from such sources of income as berry-picking and

basket-weaving. In Oregon a tribe of the Bannocks

has a similar reservation in the solitude of the Siski-

you Mountains, and in New Mexico a few dozen fam-

ilies of the Pueblo Indians cultivate their maize on a

lonely plateau of the Sierra de los Mimbres.

With such exceptions, the race of North American

aborigines will have disappeared before the end of the

twentieth century. By that time game will be rather

scarce. Squaw-power will have no chance against

ten-horse power steam-plows ; in the lowlands every

square mile of arable land will be tilled and improved

by the picked agriculturists of the progressive nations

—Teutons, North-French, Hungarians, Scandina-
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vians, and a few West Slavonians. The agricultural

states of North America will be as thickly populated

as the best farming-lands of the Old World ; but im-

migration will continue till the population of the two

continents has reached its practical equilibrium, i. e.,

till the larger resources of the New World have

ceased to outweigh the larger number of inhabitants.

After that a further influx of Eastern refugees will re-

sult in a reflux, or in an overflow toward the reclaim-

able portion of the South- American swamp-lands.

The restored fertility (by tree-culture, etc.) of the

great central plateau may for a while revive the cur-

rent of westward emigration. But before that time

the climatic influences of our different states will ex-

ert their ethnological effect. The Anglo-Saxons of

Dixie will lose their ancestral characteristics, as the

Lombards did in Italy, and the Visigoths in Spain.

They will become more eclectic in politics, and in

morals more tolerant, in manners free, but aesthetic,

in religion conservative—in a word, more easy-going.

Belief is easier than inquiry. Political explosions, in

Mexico, are easier than law-abiding consistency, easier

than moderation and self-denial for the sake of prin-

ciple. Even now the family-feuds of Kentucky and

South Carolina seem to inaugurate the vendetta of an

American Italy. Cool rationalism already gravitates

towards the cooler latitudes. Boston and Chicago

will remain the headquarters of speculative free-

thought, but the chief pontiff of an American hie-

rarchy will probably establish his court at New Orleans.

The fine arts, too, produce their best fruits in a genial

climate. The "Mother of Presidents" will add a

Vancluse to her Monticellos ; her sons will preside in

the art-schools and musical academies of the future.

Historical analogies would justify the prediction that

the founder of a romantic school of American poetry

will emanate from the Southwest—Nevada or Cali-

fornia, where an Italian climate unites its inspirations

with the grand scenic influence of the American Alps.

The age predicted by F. G. Halleck, when
" We shall export our poetry and wine,"

will probably harvest both crops on the same soil.

That soil may also produce the germs of some new
form of fanaticism. Nearly all emotional creeds have

originated in the South, the founders of northern

sects having generally contented themselves with

pruning the exuberant branches of such tropical

plants. The "Latter Day Gnostics, " as Karl Vogt

calls our spiritualists, will transfer their dark cabinets

to the selvas oscuras of the Magnolia states, and rely

on the perennial summer of the South to attract the

spirits of Summerland, and on Southern chivalry to

overlook the impersonations of an occasional Katie

King.

The romance of the Jesse Jameses should flourish

chiefly in the neighboring deserts of the Rio Grande
basin. There is somehow a causal connection between
treeless countries and brigandage ; deserts seem to

develop stilletto-bristling picaroons as naturally as

thorns and thistles. Syria, Greece, and Northern

Italy have produced the finest varieties, and the seed

seems to adapt itself to the climate of Texas and
Northern Mexico. The Rinaldinis of the twentieth

century will date their manifestoes from the Staked

Plains.

But the North will remain the chosen home of po-

litical and speculative freedom, of inventive skill, of

the mechanical sciences and the " faculty of reform."

And there will be need of the latter talent. The time

is not far when the products of our Mother Earth will

cease to suffice for the wants of her children with

their present household system. We waste about as

much as we use. Our fields are full of weeds. Four-

tenths of our tilled fields are devoted to the produc-

tion of worse than useless stimulants. The sparrows

on the housetops are the chief beneficiaries of our

fire places, since four-fifths of the caloric escapes

through the chimney. Our clothes benefit the weaver

more than the wearer. We shift with annuals where

we could have perennials. Few cultivators develop

half the possible resources of their soil.

When the world's population per square mile of

arable ground shall have reached its apparent maxi-

mum, famine will teach us a lesson or two, and the

most important amendment in the agriculture of the

future will be the substitution of arborescent food-

plants for herbs. Cereals and hundreds of herbs have

to be re-planted, re-cultivated and re-fertilized, year

after year, and nearly all the products of that infinite

labor could be derived from trees that take care of

themselves, and improve with every season, while

yearly crops exhaust the soil unless its productiveness

is preserved by crop-rotation and artificial fertilizers

that involve additional toil and expense. The Corsican

farmers make very good bread of chestnut-flour. South

of the Alps a chestnut tree will outlive three human
generations, and a grove of those trees (bearing nuts

as large as pigeon-eggs) will produce 3000 bushels of

farinaceous material where the best Illinois corn-

farmers could not produce one thousand. Chestnut-

flour might be improved both by chemical and horti-

cultural means, and the castanea vera is not the only

bread-yielding tree. Asia Minor produces several

varieties of sweet-acorn oaks and one nut-bearing coni-

fer : the pistachio-pine that furnishes palatable surro-

gates for cereal breadstuffs. In pleasantness of flavor

no cane-sugar or syrup can compare with the saccha-

rine products of the Turkish sugar-plum. The finest

rock-candy can be made out of oranges, sugar-pears,

dates, figs, and Spanish cherries. The maple thrives
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in the coldest latitudes of our northwestern territories,

and in the Californian Sierras they have a sugar-pine

that will yield as much as forty gallons of thick syrup

per tree. Olive-oil might take the place of all other

vegetable fats. In ancient Athens they used to sell

it at two drachmas (about 30 cents) per amfhora of

four or five gallons, and the California plantations

might make it cheaper than butter. A cow has to be

milked twice a day and fed the year round on the pro-

duce of at least two acres of pasture land, while one

acre of Sicihan olives yields a ton of their sweet oil in

one harvest day and take care of themselves even on

poor land in all but the dryest seasons. The seed of

oil-producing annuals has to be sown every spring.

A cow isn't worth much after the twentieth year, but

an olive tree will live two centuries, and according to

Prof. Marchetti, occasionally even half a thousand

years. In the North beech-trees could be cultivated,

and perhaps improved, for the same purpose. With

the same amount of artificial selection that developed

a Delaware peach from the small almond-like fruit of

the eastern persico-trees, the beech could be made to

bear nuts as large as a plum. Bauvi-7volle, the Ger-

man word for cotton, means literally tree-wool, and

several tropical trees, especially the Bombacea, could

furnish that material in every desired quantity. Bom-
bax-wool is almost as fine and strong as silk, and the

length of the fibre might be improved by cultivation.

If we must befuddle ourselves, Kirsch-wasser is as

effective as rum, and less expensive. In the fiower

season cherries, chestnuts, and the perennial jessamine

make better bee food than clover. The pods of the

carob-bean, or St. John's bread {^Miviosa silica), are

more nutritive to cattle than turnips, and the tree is

as productive as our honey-locust. Orchard-trees that

hardly require any cultivation could keep every family

in fruit the year round. Several varieties of Scandi-

navian apple-trees will thrive in northernmost Canada.

On a square mile of ground planted with such trees

five hundred persons could live at ease where one

hundred subsist now only by the hardest labor. By
tree destruction man has forfeited his earthly paradise

;

tree culture will reconcile him to nature. A time will

come when the great secret of this earth, the genesis

of the desert—almost equivalent to the exegesis of

evil—will become a familiar fact. That time will form

a turning-point in the physical history of our planet.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.*
BY LUDWIG NOIRE.

[concluded.]

We have spoken of the part that appellations and
proper names very probably plaj'ed in the formation

* Translated by yluK from Noire's Die IVelt ah Entwiclielung: des Getstes.

(Leipzig, Veit & Co.)

of language. I leave it to the reader to follow out

the hypothesis I have advanced, and shall only com-

pare my theory with those that other philosophers

have propounded, to point out wherein it differs from

theirs and wherein it may be justified in opposition to

theirs.

(i ) In Herder's otherwise ingenious theory the

element that occasions and forcibly produces speech-

utterance is entirely relegated to the background.

We cannot see what could have induced man to imi-

tate the bleating of the lamb, and to attach the concept

of the lamb to that imitation. According to this the-

ory, primitive man must have been a meditative philo-

sopher, an embryonic scientist; but this, surel}', he

was not.

(2) The theory of proper names upheld by Con-

dillac, Adam Smith, and the rest, bears throughout

the stamp of the eighteenth century, which with its

customary subjective bias attributed to primitive man
the reflective powers and intelligent purpose of later

eras. According to Adam Smith two savages are sup-

posed to agree in denoting a pond, a tree, and a cave

by a given peculiar sound, and later to have con-

ferred these proper names upon other objects. But

even a tacit agreement of this character, the very per-

ception, in fact, of the pond or tree as independent

beings, required a capacity of thought that could be

the result only of centuries of employment of speech.

(3) Geiger's theory—incontestably the profound-

est of all that have hitherto been advanced— is based

on the fact of science that in all languages the object

is never immediately translated into the word, but

that concept is in every case evolved from concept,

and sound from sound. "Even proper names," says

Geiger, "were all originally words that had a mean-

ing." As far back as the science of language leads us

to the most primitive meanings of roots, from which

all words have been formed, these roots denote some

human act plainly exhibited in gesture or attitude.

When we take into consideration the fact that lan-

guage unquestionably originated in the necessity of

communication (the parent of speech), it does not seem

impossible that a sound summoning men to some

work or other may have been the first word, as yet of

very indefinite content, but which afterwards through

various similar sounds became differentiated. But just

the most important element of the soul of language

is here lacking—that tranquility which is so necessary

to reflection and the incipient fixation of percepts.

Cries of this kind are and will remain interjections, the

essential office of which is to bring about an immedi-

ate effect without the help of any further representa-

tion, especially as they are enforced by perfectly sig-

nificant gestures, which in themselves constitute a suf-

ficient language.
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Proper names are, to be sure, words of a meaning.

But if we recall to mind the particular occasions upon
which at the present day we are led to designate a

being by a name— to repeat, as it were, the primitive

process of creation—we shall find that it is upon the

occasion of the millions of cases in which we bestow a

proper name upon a man or animal. The fact that

among the thousands of proper names from certain

plausible motives we should pick out just this or that

name ; that the Indian should call his offspring Sleeper,

Runner, or Cat— this does not in the least detract

from the importance of the fact. Thus, when for a

long time we call a child by some endearing name,

like Da-da, Be-be, or Ja-ja, we actually bestow upon
the child a new name, suggested by some correspond-

ent peculiarity. We have, therefore, thing and name,

and not concept from concept. This point must not

be underrated. It clearly speaks, in addition to the

reasons previously adduced, in favor of the primitive-

ness of appellations, or names by which individuals

were called. Once again let me repeat that the rep-

resentation or percept of a congeneric being is the clear-

est of all perceptual representations : the calling bird

possesses it as distinctly as it does the innate percept

of its nest. The perception of limbs, of parts, or of acts,

is an advanced abstraction. But the percept and

recognition of congeneric man was so natural to the

primeval human being that he applied it to everything

and believed that every force acting upon him eman-
ated from a will like his own—just as a dog will bark

at the wind because he believes that it blows inten-

tionally against him. And the most natural, simplest,

innate, and, at the same time, the most interesting

percept must have been earliest fix.ed by a sound, and

have shaped itself into the first word.

I revert again, in conclusion, to the hypothetical

example before adduced, in which the war-cry of a tribe

was supposed to become, among neighboring tribes,

the designation of that tribe. If it is true, as it cer-

tainly must be, that the tribal community during the

earliest periods of social life wholly absorbs and subor-

dinates the individual so that he can scarcely as yet be

conceived as individualized, the hypothesis which I

advanced as the possible origin of speech obtains a

certain degree of probability; and granting that at

any time but a single representation became connected

with the word, it follows that the hitherto dormant pow-
er of creation of language must have been thereby stim-

ulated, and have begun its at first hidden and humble
activity, until at last the day dawned when the orig-

inal springlets broadened into a river, and the rivers

into the boundless ocean of the human mind as

evolved through language.

Let the reader but endeavor to recall to mind when
and under what circumstances the most immediate

and hardly controllable impulse to utter a sound
arises, and he will be obliged to admit that it is at

the moment of the highest exultation of happiness

(the huzza of the mountaineers), or of deepest sorrow.

This impulse is not granted insociable beings. Beasts

of prey have only decoy-calls and sounds that excite

fear. Cold-blooded animals possess no utterance of

the kind whatsoever. Hence the most primitive im-

pulse to the utterance of sound originated first of all

in the feeling of sympathy, and had the power, also,

to awaken sympathy.

But there is a fact of observation far more import-

ant still, to the effect that whenever a common feeling

becomes very intense, particularly when a common
sensation, or the consciousness and impulse of com-

mon action, takes possession of men, sound spon-

taneously and involuntarily awakes in the vibratory

organs of our body and bursts irresistibly forth. Any-

one, who as a boy, has been caught with the enthus-

iasm of juvenile combat, or anyone who on some im-

portant emergency has lent a hand in common to some

urgent work, for example, to pull ashore a ship in

distress—will at once understand the truth of this

remark. The howl of the baboon, in putting a pack

of dogs to flight, is the prototype of this impulse

within the animal world.

Sounds like these, accordingly, must have been es-

tablished and developed with certain pecularities dur-

ing that pre-linguistic period when man still lived as

an associate member of a tribe or a herd, and it is a

perfectly consistent inference to assume that the diver-

sities and contrasts of the separate tribes were attached

and clung to these highly characteristic sounds.

In this way I have accepted and fully utilized

in my hypothesis all that is undoubtedly true in the

theory propounded by Max Miiller, which, we will re-

member, was, that a certain sound is peculiar to every

being, and that the spontaneous utterance of this

sound is the most immediate expression of its nature.

What I regard as the chief excellence of my
hypothesis is this : that it alone can explain how man,

amidst the fleeting, ever dissolving world of phenom-

ena, acquired the faculty to isolate a thing, to retain

it and to unite it with the word as a permanent percept-

ual existence ; a faculty denied all animals, and which

in the course of natural development has led to gen-

eral concepts and to the origin of human reason.

The first words were appellations of tribes or indi-

vidual men ; and their perceptual content comprised

all that was known or observed of these tribes and

men.

Even at the present day these words are of all words

the most significant. Let the reader only ask him-

self whether he knows of any word replete with greater

significance than that representing a beloved being,
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or than words like : The Romans, Shakespeare, Bee-

thoven.

But to close. In the statements above presented,

I have endeavored, by the aid of the established re-

sults of modern linguistic research, to construct the

lines by which a point is to be approximately deter-

mined that to further research must have remained

inaccessible.

The reader must not forget that I have merely

sought, in my hypothesis, to disclose the possible

origin of language. In this obscure province, of

course, certainty can never be attained. In conclu-

sion, therefore, I shall propound another hypothesis,

which likewise comprehends the possible origin of

speech, and which is likewise worthy of our attention.

It is a peculiarity of the law of evolution, which

may be found corroborated in the most diverse fields,

that a number of co-operating forces or factors may
produce a direction of development that is virtually

amazing in view of the fact that it makes directly in

favor of an apparently wholly immaterial element, and

is guided by the same. We are very apt to forget,

herein, that the stronger forces balance one another,

and that the insignificant factor—like the drop of

water that causes the glass to run over—naturally

gains a decided preponderance. I shall give a few

examples.

That Louis Napoleon, in the year 1849, could open

the way to his subsequent political success was owing

in a great measure to the circumstance that the other

national parties were engaged in violent quarrels

;

that no reconciliation or mediation seemed possible,

and that partly weary of internal strife, and partly

prompted by the notion that the "president" would

prove a "mannequin," an " i?nbecille," the people at

last accepted his dominancy. Such really is the ra-

tional explanation of the historical evolution of France

for a period of more than twenty years. And frpm

exactly similar causes—from the implacable hatred of

Legitimists, Orleanists, Bonapartists, and Socialists

—

grew up the septennate of Mac Mahon. We thus see

that from the co-operation of different forces there fre-

quently results an intermediate phenomenon, which

is entirely different, the mdividual traits therein not

being recognizable.

I shall further illustrate this point by a notable ex-

ample borrowed from aesthetics. In Schiller's beauti-

ful ballad "The Cranes of Ibicus " lyDic Kraniche des

Ibykus) the exclamation of the murderer: "Behold
Timotheus, the Cranes of Ibicus !

" i^Sieh da, sieh da,

Timotheus, die Kraniehe des Ibykus') has been mis-

understood by most readers. Or, they will say that it

is trivial, that the poet, suddenly from his lofty style,

drops into the commonplace. This is a great mistake,

a lack of sound aesthetic discernment. One thinks

that the impressive chorus of the Eumenides ought to

have been followed by a divine voice, crying : The
murderer of Ibicus is Timotheus ! Another maintains

that the murderer, deeply affected, ought to have

rushed into the midst of the arena, and exclaimed : I

committed the deed ! A third believes that the cranes

ought to have pounced on the murderer and thus drawn

upon him the revenge of the people. But the great

poet skilfull}' avoided such lame methods, and chose

an intermediate expedient that implies and includes

the ones above suggested. For, in that the murderer

at the appearance of the cranes utters his indiscreet

cry, (i) the cranes have actually fulfilled their mis-

sion (we behold the stately, ominous flight of the

silent accusers, amidst the stillness of the crowded

amphitheatre); (2) the Eumenides also have revealed

their power, because amid general consternation and

awful silence the name of the murderer loudly re-

sounded
; (3) the murderers have really and truly,

against their wish, impeached themselves.

It would thus be well for our sesthetical critics, in-

stead of attempting to shine by their own feeble light,

ever and deferently to seek instruction and enlighten-

ment from the grand and inspired instincts of our

great poets.

But to revert to the subject of language. At its

origin we had to assume two main factors ; namel}',

visual representation, or the inner perceptual image

that man wished to excite in his fellow-men, and the

means to effect this excitement—gesture or panto-

mime. Under the impulse of the moment this gesture

was at all times accompanied by an inarticulate sound.

If the reader ever witnessed untutored deaf and dumb
people trying to express their wants by means of ges-

ture-language, he will thoroughly understand what I

mean. Gesture, accordingly, is the main point
;

sound is only an accompanj'ing subsidiary element.

Now, this sound which with different gestures, took

on peculiar modifications, by virtue of this very

differentiation was able to attain a still more signifi-

cant kind of independence. * And if we merely sup-

* There is still another phenomenon within the domain of human activl ty

that presents a striking analogy to this process \ namely, the assumption by

money of the function of exchange of goods. Money has become, in the true

sense of the word, a representative value. Still, in the beginning, when trade

by barter existed, the precious metal was obviously a subordinate medium of

exchange, because its practical value was inferior to almost all other things

that served the needs of man. But its various properties—its divisibility, the

posibility of easily preser.ing it a long time, and many other advantages

—

soon caused it to be received instead of all the others, as a un versal medium
of exchange. When more rapid circulation was demanded, a new species of

representation—bills of exchange and paper money—took the place of metal-

lic currency. Money, upon the whole, is a highly instructive subject for the

theory of evolution, because in money the characteristics of evolution are

symbolized as a particular distinct phenomenon, extending over great histor-

ical periods of time. As the word serves the mind alone, and is detached from

the things, so money serves only to effect the exchange of objects, for it never

occurs to one to consider its practical value adaptable for any other purpose, as

for ornaments, etc. Such is the essential nature of function. In the same

manner in animal organisms, lire originally homogeneous parts, through con-

stant activity, that is, through evolution, have been fitted for the assumption
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pose two primitive roots, for example He, he, or Ge,

ge, the call accompanied by the represented idea that

the individual called is to come, and Haw, /mzu, denot-

ing that he is to go—we already have an origin of lan-

guage from which the same roots might evolve into

others. In anticipation of the shallow irony of ad-

verse critics, I shall baptise this theory of mine the

Gee-haiv theory, and ask whether even the calls of

peasants to their horses are not also a kind of creation

of language.

This hypothesis gains a high degree of probability

from the fact that as far as our knowledge reaches, the

oldest roots were really the expression of human ges-

tures.

In this theory are also very distinctly represented

all the impulses and motives which must be supposed

to have operated in the first creation of language
;

namely, (i) the necessity of communication, (2) the

sound emanating from common and concerted effort,

(3) the gesture that originates from the perceptual

image, and that naturally (4) is transformed into a

gesture that tallies as closely as possible with this rep-

resentation, and finally (5) the fixation of the connec-

tion between sound and perceptual image, which is

affected through frequent reiteration.

taenia semicircularis with the olfactory ; and through

the fillet {Jaquei(s), with the auditory nerve.

THE THALAMIC REGION OF THE BRAIN.

The upward continuations of the medulla are

called the Crura (singular cms), the legs of the

brain. They are the stems on which the Brain

stands. These Crura consist on each side of two

parts : the front part shows coarse longitudinal fibres

emerging from the upper margin of the Bridge, called

crusta (the crust) ; the hind part, covering the crusta,

is called /c^g-OT^w/wOT, (German ZTizz//'^, cover). Between
both, on the upper surface of the crusta, where the

tegmentum covers it, is seen a dark portion, called

locus niger (the black spot).

The dorsal part of the tegmentum shows a narrow

tunnel called aqiiadiictiis Sylvii, which connects the

third and fourth ventricles. The upper roof of the

aquaduct is overarched by the two fillets, which here

decussate, and upon which the Four Hills rise.

Out of the tegmentum on each side a thick gang-

lion grows, called thalamus opticus, the lower part of

which is the cushion or pulvinar. The Thalamus re-

ceives ascending fibres not only from the tegmentum
but also from other sources. Through the external

optic ganglion {corpus geniculatum exterius), it stands

in connection with the optic nerve ; through the

of certain functions. I believe, that if in tlie days of trade by barter we had
told anybody that the time would come when we could pay for houses and
commodities with a few pieces of rag paper, the man would have regarded us

as crazy, just as the adversaries of the theory of evolution regard him who
now maintains that the nerves, those wonderful conductors of sensation,

were actually evolved up to this function from originally homogeneous, equally

sentient elementary cells.

The stem of the brain (or crus cerebri) consists of the crusta which lies in

front, and the tegmentum which covers the crusta.

The optic nerve divides into two branches. The superior branch passes
into the corpus genicttlatum e.vteriits (the external optic ganglion) which stands

in connection with the thalamus—this part of the thalamus is C2\\q^ pulvinar

(cushion t—and passes into the Anterior Hill [A) of the corpora quadrigemina.

The lower branch passes through the corpus getiiculatiim interius into the

Posterior Hill (P).

The fillet Klaqueus) consists of three nerve bundles that connect the Four
Hills and perhaps also the thalamus with fi) motory fibres of the spinal cord,

(2) the trigeminus, and (3) the auditory nuclei. A decussation of the fibres of

the fillet takes place under the Four Hills.

The anterior two of the Four Hills are in some
way related with vision as a sensory process ; while

the posterior hills exercise a decided influence upon

the motory actions of the eyes. Animals in whom all

the parts down as far as the apparatus of the Four
Hills have been removed, exhibit not only all the usual

reflex motions against light (e. g., contraction of the

iris), but are also able to regulate other motions by

what they see. When trying to escape they avoid ob-

stacles placed in their way, they follow with their head

the motions of a light, etc. Thus it appears that the

Four Hills, independently of the higher brain-organs

(especially the Striped Body and the Hemispheres),

exercise some regulative influence upon ocular and

other muscvilar motions.

According to Dr. Luys's hypothesis, the Thalamus

ought to be considered as a condenser of sensory im-

pressions, and the Striped Body {corpus striatum'), a

condenser of motory impulses. This, however, agrees

neither with anatomical facts nor with pathological

and experimental observations. It is irreconcilable with

the results of Meynert's investigations. "Neither can,"

says Wundt, "the connection of all sensory tracts

with the Thalamus be proved, nor, on the other hand,

is its connection with motor tracts to be doubted."

The fillet {laqueus. Germ. Schieife) consists of several

tracts among which there are motor nerves entering

in their peripheral course the spinal cord.
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Prof. Schiff proved by experiment that if in an

animal one Thalamus is cut through, a disturbance

will be observed in the direction of the animal's walk

and in the position of its legs. Instead of walking on

in a straight line, it moves in a circle. If the section is

made through the posterior third of the Thalamus, the

animal will turn towards the side of the non-injured half

of the brain ; if it be further in front, it will turn in the

opposite direction. The French call these strange dis-

turbances " moiivements de manege," because they are

like the epicyclical manoeuvers of horses in circuses.

HORIZONTAL SECTION OF THE BRAIN, THROUGH THALAMUS AND CORPUS STRIATUM,

SLANTING DOWN ON BOTH SIDES FROM THE MEDIAN LINE. (After Ediflger,)

The nucleus caudatus is on both sides cut in two places. The thicker

section, joining the two parts seen in the cut, is its head, the smaller its tail.

The head borders in front on' the descending part of the corpus callosum
{Balkcn), Its tapering body stretches along the thalamus, so as to separate

the concave surface of the thalamus from the corona radiata.

The lenticular body consists of three stripes, the outer one being the shell

or putamen, the two inner ones the globus pallidas.

The lenticular body and nucleus caudatus constitute the Striped Body.
A bundle of radiating fibres, passing to the occipital lobe, are the paths of

the optic centre. The claustrum or Wall is a gray layer of unknown functions

situated underneath the insula.

These motions are determined by an abnormal

position of the body, as can be observed even when
the animal is at rest. If the section is made through

the hind part of one Thalamus, the animal turns its fore-

feet round towards the side in which the injury has

been made, while neck and vertebral column are

turned in the opposite direction. "An animal" (says

Wundt, from whom this account is taken) "will nat-

urally move in the indicated abnormal direction, if it

gives the same quantity of innervation to the intended

movements as before, in a similar way as a ship will

be thrown out of a straight course by a turn of the

rudder." If the anterior part of the Thalamus be in-

jured, the neck and feet take a position just in the

inverse direction ; hence the inverse movement.

The Thalamus, accordingly, is a reflex centre that

controls or influences certain motor nerves ; and we con-

sider it as the organ of co-ordination for the nervous

tracts of the tegmentum. An animal whose Hemispheres

and Striped Body are removed, is able to execute all

motions however complex ; a fact which ought to be

impossible according to Dr. Luys's theory.

Dr. Luys, it seems, was induced to propound this

hypothesis because lesions of the Thalamus, although

they cause disturbances, do not produce any paralysis.

This, however, will find a sufficient explanation, if we
consider that, in the extremely complex brain mechan-

ism, there are other channels which will send sensor}-

impressions to the hemispheres even if the co-ordinative

centre of the tegmentum and other sensory nerves be

excluded. An injury to the Thalamus may produce

disturbances, as in the experiments above described.

Yet these disturbances can and indeed they will be

corrected after some time if but the other tracts that

connect the hemispheres with the sensory organs re-

main uninjured ; and thus the symptoms will eventuall}

disappear. The rotatory motions {inouvements de ma-

nege') will cease to be noticeable within six weeks,

and this fact, it seems to me, corroborates our suppo-

sition that the Thalamus is an organ of co-ordination

inserted between the tracts of the tegmentum and

the optic nerve on the one side and the hemispheres

on the other. Its function, however, can be per-

formed by the Hemispheres as well—perhaps with a

greater effort of conscious attention—and a patient,

suffering from a lesion in the Thalamus may become

accustomed to it.

This would explain why the pathological reports of

post mortem examinations in which a degeneration of

the Thalamus has been proved, throw little, if any,

light, upon the subject.

For special students of physiology, the following

passage, quoted from Dr. C. Wernicke {Lehrbucli der

Geliirnkrankheitcn I, p. 191), may be of interest :

" In the case of a girl of fourteen years, a tuberculous subject,

Meynert observed a pathological condition o£ the head, spinal

column, and upper extremities, lasting seven weeks, which he

thought analogous to the condition produced by Schiff's section of

the posterior part of the left thalamus in animals. His diagnosis

was accordingly, degeneration of the left thalamus. The head and

spinal column were turned to the right, the head having also a

downward inclination, and there was a slight curvature of the

spine pointing to the right side ; the right arm was flexed and the

left kept extended. If by manipulation the opposite movement

was executed, considerable resistance was experienced. After-

wards the left arm was also flexed but now offered little resistance

to extension,
'

' The posture of this girl, whose mind was previously affected,

seemed to rest on fixed ideas ; but it could be voluntarily given up.
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upon the occasion o£ rare exercises of will power to which she

could be brought. Consequently there was no p'aralysis.

" The state of affairs experimentally produced by Schiff and

which he has attributed to paralysis, Meynert did not conceive as

such. For a rabbit prepared in this way was, as Schiff reports,

still able to wipe mustard from its nose, with the paw supposed to

be paralyzed. Moreover the same change of position took place

in animals also, the hemispheres of which Schiff had previously

removed. According to Schiff's own view such animals are not

capable of voluntary motion but only of reflex motions. Under

these circumstances, the paralysis of flexors or extensors could not

possibly make the antagonistic groups predominant. Consequently

some other explanation of this change of position was necessary,

and Meynert finds it in the supposition of an interruption of cer-

tain paths of muscular sensation. That such paths must be con-

tained in the thalamus, respectively in the Four Hills, is proved

by the experiments of Goltz. Frogs whose hemispheres are re-

moved, and in whom the mentioned ganglia are preserved show a

wonderful adaptation for restoring the disturbed equipoise, if the

place on which they sit is put out of its equilibrium. In frogs

whose hemispheres are intact, the thalamus must accordingly be a

centre of the muscular sensation in which this disturbance takes

place.

" A lesion of the thalamus as produced in the experiments of

Schiff, according to this conception, leads consciousness astray

concerning the position of the body. This girl had no muscular

sensation in certain muscular regions, and she tried to attain it,

through forced contraction of these very same muscles, the fle.xors

of the right, and the extensors of the left arm. In the left thala-

mus accordingly, the flexors must decussate, whilst the extensors

• do not. The former would correspond to the roots of the tegmen-

' tum, decussating in the thalamus through the posterior commis-

sure, the latter to the InmiiKc mediillares, which do not decussate.

If the degeneration extends to the left side, the flexors of the left

arm are attacked also ; in that case the muscular sensation of both

extensors and flexors was missing. Hence the rigidity of the arm

was changed during the progress of the disease to a loose con-

dition of flexion easily overcome."

The Four Hills and the Thalami are the most im-

portant parts of the thalamic region, yet there are a

few more structures which deserve at least a passing

mention.

Between the Thalami and the Four Hills on the dor-

sal side appears a small body shaped like a pine cone,

which is called epiphysis or pineal (i. e. pine-cone-

-shaped) gland. This pineal gland {conarium, Germ.

Zirbet) is interesting not only because, being the only

part of the brain that appeared single, the philoso-

pher Descartes considered it as the seat of the soul, but

also because later researches have proved it to be

a rudimentary e3'e.

The pineal gland is the larger, the lower an an-

imal ranks in the scale of evolution ; it corresponds in

certain amphibia to an aperture in the skull, and a

kind of lizard has been discovered in which under the

skin the rudimentary eye is still preserved.

This eye in the back part of the head must have

'been very useful when our ancestors still lived in the
' depths of the sea. Enemies who approached from

behind could be discovered before it was too late.

But when our ancestors changed their element and

lived on the shore, they had to expose their third eye

so much to the burning rays of the sun, that they kept

it shut for ever. And it became gradually a rudi-

mentary organ.

SAGITTAL SECTION (After Reichert).

Tit, Thalamus opticus.

P. Pineal gland (c

Q. Corpora quadriggmina, or Four Hills.

sp. Habenae conarii, the reins of the pineal gland. Thin nerve-fibres,

originating in the thalamus and entering the pineal 'gland.

cut. Commissura media; the middle or gray commissure, being the place

where the gray substance of the two thalami is connected.

c.a. Comissura anterior. The anterior commissure {seen here in a cross

section) consists of white fibres. Its anterior part is formed by crossingfibres

of the olfactory nerve. Its posterior part connects both temporal lobes of the

hemispheres.

cp. Posterior commissure. Three distinct little bundles of white fibres,

connecting both thalami.

/. c. Lamina cinerea, a band of grayish fibres.

//. Cross section of the optic nerve in the chiasma.

///. Third nerve.

('/. Sixth nerve.

f. Root of fornix.

H, Hypophysis or pituitary body.

t c. Tuber cinereum.

A. Corpus mammillare or corpus candicans. Its ganglionic nature is bette r

seen in Edinger's diagram, " The Thalamus and its Relations." -

V3. Third ventricle.

V4.. Fourth Ventricle.

a s. Aquaductus Sylvii, the tunnel between I's and V4.

i. Infundibuluin.

«. Inferior medullary velum, covering the lower part of the Fourth Ven-

tricle.

Pz'. Pons Varolii.

Cr. Crus cerebri.

;«. Medulla oblongata.

pp. Clava.

e. Medullary canal.

Pa. Pyramid.

p. d. Pyramidal decussation.

av. Arbor vitae, or the tree of life in the small brain.

sv. Superior vermis ; upper part of the worm.

/, 2, s, 7, J. 6. Lobes of cerebellum.

There is another body hanging on the ventral part

of the brain, called hypophysis or pituitary body. It

is a slimy mass of unknown functions. One thing

about it is certain, namely, that it does not belong to

the brain ; it does not consist of nervous substance.

In some of the lower animals (viz., in the vertebrates

that are not mammals) it Hes much lower and stands

in no connection with the brain whatever. According

to the investigations lately made byFleschand Dosto-

jewsky, this body is similar in structure to some ex-

tremely active glands and thus it appears probable
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that it is not a rudimentary organ like the pineal gland,

but still serves some physiological function.

The hollow space between the Thalami is called the

third ventricle, the walls of which are formed by

layers of gray substance. The ventricle at the bottom

assumes the shape of a small funnel, called infundi-

biilum. The surrounding gray mass of the Infundi-

bulum is called from its ash-gray color tuber cinereuin.

The infundibulum, according to Gaskell, most likely

represents the primitive terminal mouth of the ar-

chaic intestinal tube. In mammals the hypophysis is

coalesced with the tuber cinereum.

Behind the hypophysis on the ventral side, at the

base of the brain, exactly where the Crura of the brain

pass upwards, we find two white little elevations, one

on each side, called corpora candicantia, the shining

bodies, or corpora tnanunillaria, the breast-like bodies.

These white little mountains are ganglionic masses

covered with white layers. They contain several

ganglionic centres, receiving nerve bundles from dif-

ferent directions. These bundles are :

1. The bundle of Vic d'Azyr, connecting the in-

terior of the thalamus with the corpora candicantia.

2. The fibres of the tegmentum, coming from the

corpora quadrigemina and passing through the red

nucleus (nucleus ruber) in the subthalamic region.

3. Pedunculus corporis mammillaris, connecting

the medulla oblongata with the corpus mammillare.

The fibres of the fornix here rise upwards and

then turn backwards and extend behind the thala-

mus so as to form an overarching vault ; they connect

the thalamus with the hippocampus, i. e., the mar-

ginal convolution of the hemispheres at the base of

the brain.

'Oi mdmi"-

(After Edinger.)

The prefixed diagram explains the situation better

than words. Formerly it was believed that the bun-

dle of Vic d'Azyr was the beginning of the fornix de-

scending from the thalamus and rising again into the

corpus mammillare. Gudden's experiments have dis-

proved this view and show that the bundle of Vic

d'Azyr does not descend but rises into the thalamus.

The region around the red nucleus being situated

underneath the thalamus is called the subthalamic

region. It is a province of the brain, which being the

meeting place of many intersecting tracts exhibits very

complicated conditions. It is a labyrinth of interla-

cing fibres, some rising out of the nucleus restiformis,

some out of the capsula interna, and some out of the

thalamus. They here and there gather into small

centres of gray substance, the import of which is but

little known. p. c.

CRITICAL REMARKS UPON NOIRE'S THEORY OF
LANGUAGE. *

BY PROFESSOR F. MAX MULLEK.

Before we enter on a consideration o£ Noire's final view on

the origin of language, it is but fair to state that he was formerly

a stronger supporter of what is known as Darwin's theory of the

origin of language, a theory which he had worked out for himself

long before the appearance of Darwin's "Descent of Man." "The
first human sound, " he wrote in his IVelt als Entwickehing des

Geistes, 1S74, p. 255, "which deserves the name of word cannot

have differed from the warning calls of animals except by a higher

degree of luminousness in the images which excited and followed

these calls. They excited the idea of approaching danger among
fellow-men. ... I assume that men were held together by the ties

of social life in herds or tribes even before the beginning of lan-

guage. War was the natural state, war against animals of another

species and against neighbors of the same species. It is not un-

likely that a peculiar sound or watchword united the members of

a single tribe (a kind of phonetic totem), so that they could collect

by it those who were scattered abroad and had lost their way, or

encourage each other while engaged in fight with other tribes.

Let us suppose that but once one member of a tribe warned the

other members by imitating the watchword of a hostile tribe when

he saw the enemy approaching, and we have in reality the origin

of the first human word, capable of doing what words have to do,

viz., to excite, as they were intended to do, an idea in the mind of

cognate and homogeneous creatures." "I found afterwards,"

Professor Noire continues, " that Darwin in his ' Descent of Man '

had started an hypothesis almost identical with my own. Aftter

declaring that he could not doubt that language owed its origin to

the imitation or modification, aided by signs and gestures, of va-

rious natural sounds, the voices of other animals and man's own
instinctive cries, he says :f 'As monkeys certainly understand

much that is said to them by man, and as in a state of nature they

utter cries of danger to their fellows, it does not appear altogether

incredible that some unusually wise ape-like animal should have

thought of imitating the growl of a beast of prey, so as to indicate

to his fellow monkeys the nature of the expected danger ; but this

would have been a step in the formation of language.'

" The difference between my own hypothesis and that of Dar-

win," Noire continues, " consisted only in this, that I after all saw

in the contents of the first sound of language something more

natural, more familiar, more human, viz., the hostile neighbors,

while Darwin made the wild animal the first object of common
cognition,"

A conscientious study, however, of language in its various

manifestations, and a critical survey of the results already obtained

by the students of the Science of Language, led Noire to recon-

sider his previously expressed opinions, and, honest as he always

has proved himself to be, to reject them openly when he had found

them to be untenable.

"With a little reflection," he writes, "it can be seen that

such an attempt is utterly impossible, tor the objects of fear and

* From the Science 0/ Thought, Vol. I, p. 291. Longmans & Co.

t Descent ofMan, vol. i. p. 57.
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trerabiing and dismay are even now the least appropriate to enter

into the pure, clear, and tranquil sphere of speech-thought (^'i)"f),

or to supply the first germs of it. The same objection applies of

course to my own theory." . . .

" And as I recognize the insufficiency of my own hypothesis,"

he continues, " it was impossible that the whole philosophical sig-

nificance of the problem, and the crying disproportion between it

and his own slightly uttered guesses, could long remain a secret to

the serious and profound mind of Darwin. He too in a clear and

considerate confession has admitted the inadequacy of his former

views, and I can do no better than quote his last words which dis-

pose of our common phantasmagoria once and forever ;
' But the

whole subject of the differences of the sounds produced under dif-

ferent states of the mind is so obscure that I have succeeded in

throwing hardly any light on it ; and the remarks which I have

made have but little significance.' "*

We cannot sufficiently honor the noble spirit that dictated

these words, particularly if we compare it with the manner of

other philosophers who seem to consider the suggestion that they

could ever grow wiser as the greatest insult. Love of truth is bet-

ter than even the full possession of truth,—and Darwin knew it.

In diverging from his own as well as from Darwin's view of

the origin of language Noire at the same time parted company with

Geiger, whose thoughtful works. " On the Origin of Human Lan-

guage and Reason," 1868, and "On the Origin of Language,"

1869, had formerly exercised a powerful influence on his own phi-

losophical opinions. Geiger too, like Noire and Darwin, thought

that he could discover the first beginnings of language in volun-

tary interjectional sounds ; nay, though he himself so clearly rec-

ognized the impossibility of. separating reason and language, he

nevertheless maintained, as I have pointed out, that "Language

has (rented Reason, and that before there was language, man was

without reason." It is difficult to understand this statement, and

I cannot help thinking that it was meant only as a protest against

the received opinion that language is the handiwork of reason, and

that, like many other protests, it was expressed in rather too strong

language. If he had said that with every new word there is more

reason or that every progress of reason is marked by a new word,

he would have been right, for the growth of reason and language

may be said to be coral-like, nay, even more simultaneous than the

growth of corals. Each shell is the product of life, and becomes

in turn the support of new life. In the same manner each word is

the work of reason, but becomes in turn a new link in the growth

of reason. Reason and language, even if we must distinguish be-

tween them for our own purposes, are always held together in

mutual dependence. By reason we count and name two as one.

Having done that, we keep the bundle in our mind or memory
both as a concept and as a name, and we go on making new bun-

dles, till our mind becomes richer and richer, like a dictionary,

our reason stronger and stronger by exercise, like a muscle. But

it cannot be repeated too often that reason by itself and language

by itself are nonentities. They are two sides of one and the same

act which cannot be torn asunder, an act which the Greeks alone

called by its right name. Logos.

In his last works, "On the Origin of Language," 1877, '.'On

the Origin of Reason," 1882, and " Logos," 1885, Noire begins his

argument by pointing out a well-known fact, that whenever our

senses are excited and our muscles hard at work, we feel a kind of

* Darwin, Expression of the Emotions, p. 93. I did not see formerly in

these words of Darwin's so complete a retraction of his own philosophy of

language as Professor Noire imagined, because Darwin never expressed his

disapproval of some of his followers continuing to defend it. I am willing to

admit, however, that a philosopher cannot be made responsible for all that

his followers say and do, and I know that no one yielded more readily to argu-
ment than Darwin.

relief in uttering sounds.* He remarks that particularly when
people work together, when peasants dig or thresh, when sailors

row, when women spin, when soldiers march, they are inclined to

accompany their occupations with certain more or less rhythmical
utterances. These utterances, noises, shouts, hummings, or
songs are a kind of natural reaction against the inward disturb-

ance caused by muscular effort. They are almost involuntary vi-

brations of the voice, corresponding to the more or less regular

movements of our whole bodily frame. They are a relief rather

than an effort, a moderation or modulation of the quickened
breath in its escape through the mouth. They may end in dance,

song, and poetry.

These sounds Professor Noire thinks, and seems to me to

think rightly, possess two great ad\-antages. Firstly, they are

signs of repeated acts, acts performed by ourselves, perceived
therefore and known by ourselves, and continuing in our memory
as signs of such acts. Now what is the sign of a repeated act but
the true realization of what we call a root embodying a concept,

comprehending the many acts as one ? These signs are not signs

of objects perceived by our senses, for though each blow of an
axe may be seen by the eye and heard by the ear, the willed act of

striking with the purpose of felling a tree is never perceived by
eye or ear. They are not the signs of things, but the signs of our

own consciousness of repeated or continued acts.

Secondly, these sounds being uttered from the beginning, not

by one solitary individual only, but by men associated in a com-
mon work and united by a common purpose, possess the great ad_
vantage of being understood by all.

As soon as I became acquainted with these views of Noire's

I saw how natural a solution they offered of a problem which I

had long tried to solve in a siiriilar but not exactly in the same
manner, and I could not help saying to him si:p>)icaQ. Like most
true solutions, his theory of the origin of roots seemed to be in

harmony with everything else. It was known, for instance, that

the primitive or primary roots of the Aryan family of speech ex-

pressed mostly acts, and not states, and that most of these acts

were such as we might suppose to have been familiar to the in-

habitants of cave-dwellings or lacustrian huts, such as digging,

cutting, rubbing, pulling, striking, platting, weaving, sowing,

rowing, marching, etc. Noire's theory would not only explain, but

would actually postulate these facts. It would postulate roots ex-

pressive of actions, of common or social actions, and lastly, of

creative actions, that is to say, of actions producing in a tangible

shape the result which had been intended. With such a root and

concept as to dig, for instance, it was possible to name, that is, to

know a cave, not as something dark or bollow that came accident-

ally within the ken of our senses, but as something which men had

made with their own hands and with a definite purpose, as some-

thing which was what it was meant and made and known to be, as

an object of our intellect far more than of our senses.

Again, the old question why animals should have no language,

though it had received many answers already, received a new and

unexpected answer from Noire's theory. No man would ascribe

to animals creative actions, actions performed with a purpose, and,

we must add, with a free choice, and hence animals could not

have had signs accompanying and afterward signifying such

actions.

But though I felt from the first that there was an element of

truth in Noire's theory, I was by no means prepared to accept it

at once as a solution of the whole problem. I felt quite as strongly

as others the objections that might be raised, but it was in testing

these objections that I discovered more and more the real strength

of Noire's position.

* This point ha

Emotions, chap, iv.

ell illustrated by Da
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I asked myself, if the elements of language were nothing but

roots expressive of acts, how it would be possible to express, for

instance, what we see and hear and taste. How, I said, are col-

ors to be expressed, such as black, white, blue, yellow, etc. They

are not acts in any sense of the word that could be compared with

our own acts. Whatever view we take of sensation, we seem pas-

sive in receiving the sensations of color, and the colored objects

seem passive as perceived by us. Noire's theory, however, comes

triumphant out of this dilemma.* The name of color in Sanskrit

is var«a, clearly derived from VAR, to cover. Color therefore

was conceived originally as the result of the act of covering or

smearing or painting, and not till the art of painting, in its most

primitive form, was discovered and named, could there have been

a name for color. Thus Lat. color is supposed to be connected

with oc-culere, xpu/a color, with A7"J.f skin, etc.f Another root for

painting and smearing is A«G. From it we have not only Lat.

iiiigiierc, to besmear, to anoint, tinguenliiiii, ointment, but Sk. ak-

tu, ointment, tinge, dark tinge and night, and likewise light tinge

or ray of light, Gr. OK-r/f. Here we have the first instance of the

uncertainty in the meaning of the names of color which pervades

all languages, and can be terminated at last by scientific definition

only.

Black and blue are often mixed up together, so are black and

brown, nay, even the green grass and the blue heaven are often

described as of the same hue in the Indian tongues. ^ Nor need

we wonder, if we consider the etymological meaning of these

names. In Old Norse bldr, bid, b/att, which now means blue,

meant originally the livid color of a bruise. Grimm traces this,

and Old High German phio, Med. -Lat. b!oviis, Fr. bleu, back to

Gothic lifiggvaii, to strike, and he quotes as an analogous case the

Lat. caesius, bluish. gray, from caedcr^, to cut.

Black seems to be connected with the root BHRAG. which

means to shine, and from the same source bleak, A. S. blac,

blaec, O. N. bleikr, O. H. G. pleih have been derived with more

or less certainty.

This shows how words the most unlikely to be derived from

roots expressive of subjective acts can nevertheless be proved to

confirm rather than to weaken Noire's theory.

Likewise, that outward sounds which we perceive should be

conceived as uttered by agents like ourselves is perfectly intelli-

gible. A hissing, gnashing, crunching noise would naturally be

assimilated to the noises which are produced by man himself or

by the instruments which he employs.

And with regard to tastes, too, we see the same mental pro-

cess. Sharp is cutting, bitter is biting, hot is burning, niild is

rubbed down and smoothed, sour may have meant originally

scratching, sweet, good-smelling. In all these cases our sensa-

tions were clearly conceived as produced by agents without us.

Gall by being called bitter was really conceived at first as a biter,

under the influence of what we call Fundamental Metaphor.

Noire has likewise met the objection that many activities of

sense and mind are not really activities, by showing that anyhow

they were conceived as activities by the early framers of language.

To see may in many respects be a passive state, yet when it was

expressed by ''id in video, and if this vid is the same as vid in di-

videre, then to see was conceived as an act, as the act of distin-

guishing So if iksh, to see, cdmes from a.r, to attain, it would

have meant originally striving to reach, just as intcndcre, becomes

in French entendre, to hear.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A ^WORD FOR FRANCE.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

In a preceding number of Tlie Open Court (No. 136), in a

review of an English book, the reviewer, " M. M. T." says :

' Mr. Laing's reflexions on ' armed Europe ' are excellent, and well sup-

ported by facts of the situation. They almost make us despair of either dis-

armament or peace. Mr. Laing throws upon France the responsibility for

this unhappy state of affairs, and he supports his accusations with convincing

reasons. He sums up by saying :
' No general disarmament is possible rnless

France sets the example.' As France will do nothing of the kind, all Europe,

and especially Germany, must continue armed."

These lines are inimical, unjust to France, and calculated to

mislead the unsuspicious American reader.

When Germany is united and armed in the hand of an irre-

pressible, irresponsible, and ambitious young ruler, who craves for

first laurels, it would not be wise for France to imitate that foolish

lion of Esop which let itself be persuaded to "set the example"

of disarmament by clipping his claws and pulling his teeth, only

immediately afterwards to be ignominiously beaten by the person

who before had so great a respect for his force.

Let it rather be well understood that " the facts of the situa-

tion " evidence that '

' this unhappy state of affairs " is in reality due

to the enemies of France only—to their covetousness. It is they

who " first " ought to disarm.

So let the candid Gallophobe Mr. Laing, seconded by the no

less candid M. M. T., advise both England to disarm her navy and

Germany to disband her armies " first."

But as they " will do nothing of the kind, all Europe, and

especially France, must continue armed."

A general disarmament will be possible only when all European

nations will have become democratic and federated as the " United

States of Europe "
;—or when some victorious prince will, by war

or conquest, have made himself the master of all Europe, and re-

stored the empire ol^ Charlemagne ; a restoration that, at Cologne,

not long before his death, the father of the present emperor of

Germany had proclaimed to be the mission and aim of his family

and people. F, de Gissac.

* Noird, Logos, p. 260.

t Curtius, CrttndzUge, p. 114.

t Powell, "Mythology of North .Ame

Bureau of Ethnology, 1881.

<:- p. 23, Retort of

FREEDOM OF WILL AND RESPONSIBILITY.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

I MUST frankly state as a Rationalist that your editorial

" Freedom of Will and Responsibility" is not to my mind logicol

or scientific. Freewill is not necessary to responsibility. Respon-

sibility is made necessary by the law of necessity. By that law

we hold animals responsible as well as men. We cannot separate

man from the universe, as your editorial implies. You admit law

in the environment but deny it in the organism. Hagan, you say,

" proves to the Queen of the Huns his freedom of will " in refusing

to divulge the place where the treasure of the Nibelungs is hidden.

On the contrary, to my mind, he proves his subjection to law, un-

less there can be an effect without a cause. Inductively, the organ-

ism is subject to law as well as the environment ; if that in the

organism is stronger than that in the environment, the organism

will triumph and vice versa. The proud decision of Hagan was

the result of hate in his organization. He hated his adversary so

much that it gave him greater pleasure to die than to reveal that

which would please her. If he had loved her, the case would have

been diflerent. Neither the organism nor its characteristics can be

without cause.

Religion says ought, because it is adapted to man in his un-

deve'oped state. Science may say "must" forever to an un-

developed man, and he will not heed its must ; he will obey the
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laws of his being : that is why there has been a religious environ-

ment, showing a false side of things to make men fear. To a highly

developed moral man the word ought is not necessary. He must,

from the very nature of his being, perform moral acts as harmoni-

ously as the needle points to the pole. He performs them without

effort. As the tree is, so is the fruit. The basis of morals is in

the strength of the individual, not in religion. Religion is to man

what the policeman is to the thief—a whip to drive him to action.

The moral man needs neither policeman nor religion. To be in

harmony with the All is simply to have affinity with the All, not

driven to bow to the All by the religious ought, but by the devel-

opment of a character which is in harmony with it.

To my mind monism is that philosophy which recognizes the

oneness of All-exisence. and the science (not religion) of monism

teaches that the individual is a part of the whole, has to conform

to the cosmical laws of the All ; and having of necessity to conform

he is not free ; being a part of the All he cannot be free from it,

neither by organism nor environment. If religion is man's aspi-

ration to be in harmony with the All, there can be no religion after

he is in harmony with it, and when he is in harmony, science takes

the place of religion. I really cannot see any place for religion

when we grasp the truly scientific. Scientific enthusiasm is created

by being in harmony with the truth, the same as religious enthu-

siasm is created by being in harmony with error.

Yours Fraternally,

John Maddock.

[Mr. John Maddock apparently misunderstands the position

taken in the article " Freedom of Will and Responsibility." Free-

dom of will is defined, not in a theological or metaphysical sense,

but in the physical or natural sense, as the power to do that which

one wills. A slave who works because he is compelled to work is

not free : he acts under compulsion ; but a man who works because

he is eager to perform a certain work, is free : he acts of his own

free will.

The old theological or metaphysical conception defines Free-

dom of Will as the freedom of a man to will whatever he wills.

This definition is widely different from our definition "to do that

which one wills." According to this wrong view of the Freedom

of Will, generally called indeterminism, the decision of a man is

not bound, not determined by any law ; he may will as he does, but

he might under the very same circumstances will differently.

Indeterminism is based upon error , it attributes to man an

exceptional place in the universe ; he is supposed to be exempt

from natural laws, and the rigid law of cause and effect, it is

maintained, does not apply to his will.

Mr. Maddock's objections are all valid and sound against

Freedom of Will in the metaphysical sense, viz., against indeter-

minism. that a man can will whatever he wills. Indeterminism

admits law in the environment in nature, but denies it in the organ-

ism, in the will of man. Indeterminism declares that there is a

cause for every natural phenomenon, but there is no cause for

human action ; man is supposed to act without a cause. This view

is the very basis of dualism, and we have repeatedly called atten-

tion to the untenableness of its position.

Matters are very different, if our definition of Freewill is

accepted. The decision of a free man depends upon his character.

He will not yield to compulsion, but act as he sees fit. And a free

man must of necessity will and act as he does. This theory of free

will is not indeterminism ; on the contrary, it is in accord with de-

terminism.

We are wont to call a man who is easily carried away to in-

considerate actions, a slave of his passion. The action of a rash

man may be called free, because he acts without compulsion
; yet

he is not free in so far as his decision is made without proper delib-

eration. One part of his soul alone decides his will, and this part,

at the time unduly strong, suppresses all other thoughts, all

nobler ideals, and worthier considerations. His better self is not

allowed to be heard on this occasion and does not speak until it is

too late. The result of such action is called regret, or if it be very

strong, remorse.

A man who either from ignorance or malevolence does not care

to have his decisions governed by justice and rectitude, will com-

mit actions which he would have to regret if he were a moral man.

Such a man society forces by its judicial and police institutions to

do right. Such a man is not free ; society makes him a slave of the

laws of society ;

" he needs a policeman," as Mr. Maddock says.

And I believe every one of us possesses a tendency to overstep the

limits of our rights and infringe upon our neighbors'. Yet at the

same time, every one of us is animated (if it were not from natural

kindliness it would be from mere egotism) by a spirit of be-

nevolence toward our fellow-beings and the good intention to be a

useful and worthy member of society. In that case, however, the

law would become part of our soul ;
" the policeman," to use Mr.

Maddock's expression, would be withm us ; and in that case our

decisions, being regulated by ourselves, would be the expression

of our own character. We would not be slaves of the policeman
;

we would be policeman and subject in one person ; and accord-

ingly would be our own commanders : we would be free.

Mr. Maddock sneaks of religion as if it were superstition. He
considers religion and science as antagonistic Religion, as we

understand it, is not antagonistic to science, but is identical with

science. It is science combined with the enthusiasm of applying

its ethical results to practical life.

Mr. Maddock says ;
" the moral man needs neither policeman

nor religion." This is very true because a moral man has religion

and at the same time he has his own policeman in himself, p. c.

NOTES.

We had a ghoulish habit in the array of coveting dead men's

shoes. Scouring the battle-field to strip the feet of the slain,

though perhaps a reasonable thing for ill-shod men to do, blunted

the finer sensibilities, and made us more animal and less human

than before. Metaphorically speaking, this coveting of dead

men's shoes is a vice as prevalent among our politicians in

these days of peace, as it was among the soldiers during war. A

few days ago a senator of some popularity and importance died

suddenly in a railroad station at Washington. There was a mo-

mentary shock of surprise, a twinge of sorrow, and then sentiment

gave way to " business." Before the dead statesman had been put

into his coffin there was a scramble for his official shoes, a scour-

ing of the plain having a very unpleasant resemblance to our old

habit in the army. Before the burial day had been appointed,

eager partisans, careless of the feeUngs of the bereaved family,

were showing what an excellent fit the dead man's shoes would be

for Carlisle, Breckinridge, McCreary, Geary, Neary, or O'Leary.

They could not wait for the closing of the grave before conjuring

and canvassing for the vacant seat in the senate. An attempt to

improve the commandments may seem irreverent, but the follow-

ing amendment might not be out of place. " Thou shalt not covet

a dead man's shoes."

The swearing in of Mr. Cleveland as an attorney of the Su-

preme Court was a picturesque aS'air, very American in all its

dramatic elements. It was a sight worth seeing. A man who

had been President of the United States, asking admission to the

bar of the Supreme Court on terms of absolute equality with the

humblest lawyer there, was an example of democratic simplicity

which deserved all the gushing glories poured upon it by the

press. True, it was only the form and shadow of democracy that
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appeared so vividly in the Supreme Court room at Washington,

but even as a shadow, it may remind us of the substance which

once was ours, but which, like the picture in a magic lantern, is

now dissolving into a Plutocracy, or into an Aristocracy based on

money, and on that alone. Not to be cynical, the incident is a

pleasing reminder of old Cincinnatus and his plough.

While that pictorial scene in the Supreme Court room is val-

uable as a vindication of our democratic theory of government, the

spectacle itself was not altogether free from some inharmonious

qualities which make us wish that an Ex-President might never

have to practice in the Supreme Court for money. Mr. Cleve-

land appeared as an attorney before a court, of which the Chief

Justice and one other member had been appointed by himself.

While this might not seriously affect the opinions of those judges,

yet there ought not to be any cause for jealousy on the part of the

counsel opposed to Mr. Cleveland. It would be better that a re-

tired President should never feel the necessity of practicing in a

court where any of the judges owed their places to his partiality

and favor. It is no reflection upon the Chief Justice and the

other that being only mortal men they should gratefully ad-

mire the argument of the man who had placed them on the bench.

It is rather to their credit if they find his reasoning a little more

persuasive and convincing than that of the " counsel on the other

side," to whom their Honors were under no obligation whatever.

* *

A friend of mine is about to claim a patent for the discovery

of a new social force not mentioned in books of sociology or po-

litical economics, and which for want of a better description he

calls the "Law of Limit and Overflow." By this phrase he

means a law which limits the rich man's power to consume, and

at the same time compels a share of his wealth to overflow upon

the poor. No matter how multifold a millionaire he may be, he

can eat and drink one ration only. Though he provide himself

with a thousand suits of clothes he can wear but one suit at a

time. He may, indeed, exact a ration of luxurious food, and

quaff wines that cost their weight in gold. He may for a time in-

dulge in all the licentious pleasures that appetite can crave, but as

soon as nature finds out what he is doing, she either in angry in-

dignation afflicts him with disease, or kindly kills him out of the

way.
*

* *

This overflow pours down from a hundred streams and fer-

tilizes like the Nile, but I will mention only one of its methods

now, a potent influence in England which does more to keep the

peace than regiments of policemen. In London this law of over-

flow is an efficient antidote to revolution and disorder. Its visible

form is manifested in the thousand hospitals and other institutions

which pass under the name of "Charities," and which are sup-

ported by the voluntary contributions of rich men. These

are "charities" in the best sense of the word. You may
call those contributions restitutions if you like, a conscience fund,

or anything you please, I am only speaking of their value as a

social power, a preservative influence holding society together,

and reconciling classes to each other. The greater part of this

overflow is poured out in the lifetime of the givers, but some of it

is posthumous, a benevolence bequeathed by will. One instance

will serve as a specimen of hundreds, although the records of the

probate court in England abound with like examples.

On the second of April there was proved in London the will

of Mr. William Salter. His personal estate amounted to about

$1,200,000. To St. George's hospital he left Sioo.ooo; to St.

Thomas's hospital $100,000; to one other hospital $15,000, to

seven others, $10,000 each ; to six others $5,000 each, to two

others $4,000, and a great many legacies to domestics and other

people. Having left about one third of his estate to what may be

called the "overflow" fund, he left the other two thirds to his

family. Multiply this case by hundreds, as the English probate

records permit us to do, and we can see how powerful must be the

operation of this law of overflow, and how it acts like oil upon the

waters cf the stormy social sea. So regular and constant is this

overflow that it has become a law of English life, which may be

counted on with the certainty of rain.

There is another clause in Mr. Salter's will, which although

outside the line of argument is worth notice He directs that his

horses Jem, Jack, Charlie, Bobby, and Cherry Pie, as soon as

possible after his death shall be humanely and skillfully destroyed,

and their near fore-legs produced thereafter to his executors. I

have been a good deal puzzled to find a reason for this curious

clause in the will, but I think I have the correct solution of the

mystery. These horses were among the affectionate friends of

Mr. Salter, and he feared that after his death they might be beaten

or overworked, perhaps come down to ignominious labor in a sand

cart, or to some other degradation in their old age. Fearing that

they might come to poverty he preferred that they be " humanely

and skillfully destroyed." Either that, or Mr. Salter believed that

horses have souls, and continue their existence beyond the grave

In that belief he did not care to stay for several years in heaven

without the society of his favorite horses Jem, Jack, Charlie,

Bobby, and Cherry Pie. Let us hope that they are all enjoying

themselves there together. M. M. Trumbui^l.

NOTES.

The Western Unitarian -conference is seriously at work con-

ciliating Religion with Science. Several of the speakers empha-

sized amid the applause of an enthusiastic audience that true re-

ligion has nothing in common witn supernaturalism. True re-

ligion must fall in line with the reformation fiegun by Theodore

Parker, who gave his life's best years to rationalize Religion. We
find "Christian" criticisms denouncing the Western Unitarian

Conference for dropping the Fatherhood of God and retaining only

the Brotherhood of Man. The progress of Western Unitarianism

is maintained to be mere negation, an excision, the striking out

from the definition of Unitarianism the central, deepest, and most

fundamental idea of all noble religion—the God-idea. These

critics seem incapable of discerning the new positive ideals in this

movement. Is not a new God-idea, tenable from the standpoint

of science, greater than all supernaturalism ? Rational religion

recognizes no dogmas, but such truths only as can be justified by

scientific investigation. It wages no warfare against science and

scientific discoveries. Is rational religion no positive ideal ?

The old dogmatic Unitarianism appeared to me almost more

irrational than any creed of the antiquated churches. If I have to

believe in a Supernatural Deity, a greet and all-transcending per-

son who can whenever he pleases break through natural laws, I

see not the slightest reason why I should not in addition believe

in all the marvelous stories of the Old and New Testament. These

old dogmatic Unitarians strain at gnats and swallow camels. They

refuse supernaturalism at retail but they accept it wholesale. The

Western Unitarian Conference has given up this ground altogether,

and its members need have no fear of losing the fundamental ideal

of all noble religion. On the contrary they strike the bottom

ground of that religion which in time will become the Religion of

Humanity.

As supplementary to the essays on the Origin of Language,

we shall soon publish a series of articles by Mr. T. Bailey Saun-

ders, of London, constituting a critical review of recent theories of

the origin oJ reason.
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REVELATION.

In my childhood I was told that there were two

kinds of divine revelation. God had revealed him-

self (i) in Nature, and (2) in the Scriptures. Neither

revelation was easy to decipher and interpret, but God
always aids the endeavors of the upright, and the

one revelation would assist us in understanding the

other.

There is, too, according to the catechisms, a third

kind of revelation : the Conscience of Man. Man has

an instinctive recognition of that which is right and

that which is wrong, and this instinct is sometimes

a most wonderful and accurate guide, although there

are many cases in which it leads astray. Conscience,

we are told, is the voice of God, and the behests

of conscience we are bound tti obey, although we
must be on our guard lest conscience be perverted by

errors and superstitions.

These three revelations of God must be one and

the same. If they are true and reliable they must

agree, and wherever they do not agree our interpre-

tation of one of them, or of two, or of all them, is

wrong. As a matter of fact, we find that the three

conflict, and we must accordingly investigate which of

the three is the most reliable.

The dogmatic Christian claims that the Bible is

the most reliable ; and in all religious matters the

Bible must be considered as the ultimate authority.

Yet, whatever precious doctrines the Bible may con-

tain, it can be considered as divine only in so ia.t as

it is true, and God cannot proclaim one truth in na-

ture, and another truth in the Scriptures. He cannot

be one God to all the world, and another God to a few

prophets. God might reveal himself more fully to

those who are maturer in mind, whose souls are fur-

ther advanced in moral and mental growth, for God
reveals himself to the extent that we search for him,

and are able to comprehend the truth. Yet the two

revelations should never be contradictory. They might

be different in degree, but not in kind.

Of the three divine revelations there is but one that

is consistent, one that never contradicts itself, that

has remained unchanged, and will remain so forever.

That is the revelation of God in Nature. There is

order in nature, and law rules supreme. All natural

phenomena are in all their glorious variety so many

instances of the oneness that pervades nature, and

among all the natural phenomena, the most wonderful

revelation of God appears in man ; and in that which

is most human in man, in language, and in thought.

Every truth is divine, every truth is a revelation, and

every scripture thus inspired will prove useful in work-

ing out righteousness. Therefore we agree with the

apostle when he says :

Every scripture inspired of God is also profitable for teaching,

for reproof, for correction, for instruction, which is in righteous-

ness : that the man of God may be complete, furnished completely

unto every good work. -11. thim., 3, 16. 17.

It is not the Bible alone which is a revelation of

God, but the Vedas, the Zendavesta, Homer, the

Koran, the Edda ; Shakespeare, and Goethe ; and

Kant and Darwin, and all the scientists. All the

scriptures, all the literatures of all people so far as

they contain thoughts that are noble and elevating,

and beautiful and true—they are all revelations of

God. In so far as a book contains errors it is not de-

vine, it is no revelation of God, whether it be incor-

porated in the biblical canon or not.

The Bible was considered by the old Hebrews in

this light, for the Old Testament is nothing but a

collection of the Hebrew literature up to a certain

date. Had Goethe lived among the Jews at the time

of David, and had the anachronism been possible

that he had written his Faust at that time; Goethe's

Faust would be one of the canonical books in the

Bible of to-day.

Conscience, it is true, is a revelation of God; but

what is conscience but the development of the ethical

instinct in man.

Experience has taught man that certain acts that

promise to be pleasant at first, will cause regret after-

wards; that the injury done to others will not bring

to him the benefit he expected, but may even entail

harm which he never thought of. Experience will

teach him that self-denial and unflinching love of truth,

even where they appear very obnoxious, will in the

end prove to be the best. Conscience accordingly is

ultimately based upon experience, not only of our-

selves, but of parents and teachers. It is partly an

inherited tendency ;
partly it is based upon all the re-

membrances of our life from earliest childhood. The

examples given us by beloved and respected persons,
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by our elders and by our friends, are written in our

souls and will consciously and unconsciously influence

our actions. It is neither uncommon nor strange that

the voice of man's conscience is often perverted, by

bad examples and insufficient or wrong instruction. As

the knowledge of the medicine man is the rude be-

ginning of science; so is conscience a natural product

which needs refinement and culture by methodical

education.

The only direct and reliable revelation of God is

to be found in the facts of nature ; and all the other

revelations in the Scriptures, and in conscience, are but

parts of this one and only true revelation. They are

true only in so far as they agree and represent this
;

and the truth of this can be revised again and again.

The book of nature is open to every one, and in the

places where to- day we understand its disclosures im-

perfectly, we can hope that to-morrow by more careful

observations and closer investigations, we shall better

comprehend its meaning.

Truth is the exactness with which the harmony of

cosmic order is represented in the mind of a thinking

being ; truth is the mark of divine dignity in man,

through truth and truthfulness we become children of

God, and truth is the saviour of all evil.

THE NATURAL ORIGIN OF THE SUPERNATURAL.*
BY PROFESSOR F. MAX MULLER.

It was formerly supposed that there were only

three forms of religion possible, Polytheism, Mono-

theism, and Atheism. But in the Veda, and elsewhere

also, it has become necessary to distinguish Poly-

theism from a previous stage which may best be called

Henotheism. What we- mean by Polytheism is a be-

lief in many gods, who, by the very fact that they are

many, and stand side by side, are limited in their di-

vine character. They generally form together a kind

of Pantheon, and are mostly, though not always, rep-

resented as subject to a supreme God.

Polytheism, therefore, implies the admission of a

number of beings who all claim a kind of equality, so

far as their divine character is concerned, who are con-

ceived in fact as members of one class, and whose di-

vinity is consequently a limited divinit}', or, if we
hold that divinity cannot be limited, no true divinity

at all. But there are clear traces of a totally different

phase of religious thought in the Veda.

No doubt, the number of gods invoked in the hymns
of the Rig Veda is very considerable, and in this

sense the Vedic religion may be called polytheistic.

In many hymns where different gods are invoked to-

gether, the conception of divinity shared by them all

is as limited as in Homer. But there are other hymns
in which the poet seems to know, for the time being,

* From a Report in the London Christian World, copies of which were
kindly sent us by Prof. Max M Oiler.

of one single god only. That single god is to him the

only god, and in the momentary vision of the poet

his divinity is not limited by the thought of any other

god. This phase of thought, this worship, not of

many, nor of one only god, but of a single god, I

call Henotheism, a name which has been accepted by

the most competent authorities as representing an im-

portant phase in the development of religious ideas.

It may be that India, where social life was chiefly

developed in families, clans, and village communities,

favored the growth and permanence of this worship

of single deities more than any other country ; but,

from a psychological point of view, it seems as if all

polytheism must have passed through this previous

phase, as if everywhere, whether consciously or un-

consciously, the progress must have been from the

single to the many, and finally to the one. But, apart

from all theories, the fact remains that in the religious

childhood of India, as represented to us in the hymns

of the Veda, we can see this henotheistic tendency

fully developed. We can see a poet, or a family, or a

clan, or a village believing in this or that god as for

the time and for certain purposes the only God, yet

quite ready, under new circumstances, to invoke the

help of another god who again stands supreme, or

more correctly stands alone, before the mind of the

suppliant as his only helper in distress.

It will be admitted that nothing of what is called

supernatural, no miracles in the modern sense of that

word, no superhuman revelation were required to ac-

count for the simple and perfectl}' intelligible evolu-

tion of the concept of deity. What should we give

if in any realm of nature we could watch that won-

derful process of evolution, of growth or development,

so clearly as here in the realm of thought ? If some

students of physical science come to us and tell us of

the great discovery of evolution in the nineteenth cen-

tury, and express a hope that we also, we poor meta-

physicians, and psychologists, and philologists should

become evolutionists, one hardly knows what to sa}'.

What have we been doing all this time but trying to

understand how things have become what they are,

how by a few roots, language by an uninterrupted

growth developed into the endless varieties, now scat-

tered all over the world—how from a few simple con-

cepts the infinitude of thought was evolved which rep-

resents the intellectual wealth of the world, andliow

philosophers, as distant from one another as Kant and

Thales, are, nevertheless, held together by an unseen

chain in the historical march that led them nearer and

nearer to the truth.

Really, to be told, as we were lately by Professor

Romanes in his ' Origin of Human Faculty,' that the

idea that language was the result of natural growth,

could not be appreciated in its full significance before
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the advent of the general theory of evohition, that

' till the middle of the present century the possibility

of language having been the result of a natural growth

was not sufficiently recognized,' and that it was the

same year that witnessed the publication of the

"Origin of Species" (1859) which gave to science

the first issue of Steinthal's Zeitschrift fiir Volker-

psychologie und Sprachwissenschafi, ' is enough to take

away one's breath. I see that the sentences are very

cautiouslj' framed, but for all that they cannot but

mislead. The idea of evolution was more fully recog-

nized and more clearly defined by the students of lan-

guage than it has ever been by the students of nature,

and they certainly did not wait for the advent in 1859

before explaining what was meant by genealogical,

what by morphological classification, what was meant

by dialects, by families of speech, what was meant by

the constant elimination of useless words, which is but

another, a more correct name for natural selection.

If Professor Romanes says, ' Even Professor Max
Miiller insists that no student of the science of lan-

guage can be anything but an evolutionist, for, where-

ever he looks, he sees nothing but evolution going on

all around him,' what is the meaning of that even?

Even before Professor Romanes joined the ranks of

evolutionists, I had greeted in the warmest terms the

discourses of Darwin, as a biologist, because they

lent such strong support to the theories put forward

long ago by comparative philologists, and thus en-

abled them to see many things far more clearly, by

their analogies with his theories.

Unfortunately, Darwin had been misinformed as

to the results obtained by the science of language,

having consulted some personal friends whom he

trusted, and who were not competent to give the nec-

essary information. It was in the interest of the true

theory of evolution, in support of true against false

Darwinism, that I published my criticism of Darwin's

views on language, not as an opponent of the theory

of evolution. That theory has no stronger fortress

than the science of language, of thought, and of re-

ligion. For it is here that evolution stands before us

as a simple fact, and not, as is so often the case in

nature, as a mere hope and desire. We have here no

missing links, but one perfect and unbroken chain.

Many philosophers, many historians, many stu-

dents of the evolution of the human mind, unassisted

by any but the great natural miracles by which it finds

itself surrounded from the first moments of its con-

scious life, might have reached the concept of gods,

such as we find it in the ancient religions of the world,

in what have often been called natural religions as dis-

tinct from supernatural religions. But they would de-

mur if asked to admit that the highest concepts of

God, such as we find it among the Jews, Christians,

and possibly among the Mohammedans, was within

the reach of unassisted human reason. We need not

inquire why they should have so strong a wish that it

should be so, and why others should wish with the

same intensity that it should not be so. If it can be

shown that the highest and purest concept of deity

has been the result of a natural and perfectly intelli-

gible evolution, all we have to do is to study the facts

which history has preserved to us, and then to draw
our own conclusions. Let those who hold that the

highest concept of deity is unattainable without a

special revelation, put down those attributes of deity

which they believe are outside the ken of natural re-

ligion, and if there remain any that cannot be matched,

let us then freely admit that these were unattainable

by man as placed in this world, though it is a world of

unceasing miracle and of never-ending revelation.

There is one powerful prejudice against which all

believers in evolution have to guard. When we see

the last result of an evolution we are loth to identify

it with its simple and often apparently very mean be-

ginnings. When we see' the mouth of the Thames,

which can be as wild and as terrific as the ocean it-

self, we can hardly believe that it began with the few

trickling rills on the south-eastern slope of the Cots-

wolds. When we look up to towering branches of an

ancient oak-tree, we cannot realize how it should have

sprung from one of those small decaying acorns that

lie scattered round its roots. And when we admire

the beauty of a full-grown man, we almost shrink

from the idea that not many years ago that noblest

work of nature was nothing but a plastic cell, undis-

tinguishable, to our eyes at least, from any other cell

that might in time grow into a dog or an ape.

It is the same with our words. Their original

meaning is often so commonplace and so material that

nothing but downright facts can force us to believe

that, for instance, such abstract terms as to perceive,

and to conceive, are derived from capio, to- lay hands

on a thing. But because aspiration and inspiration

come from the same source as respiration and perspi-

ration, they lose nothing of that sublirne meaning

with which in the course of time they have been in-

vested. If, therefore, we should find that the highest

and purest concept of divinitj' had slowly been elab-

orated out of the primitive material concept of fire,

that would in no way lower the divine concept. On
the contrary, it would only serve to impress upon our

minds the same lesson which nature teaches us again

and again, namely, that the highest achievements are

often connected by a continuous growth with the mean-

est beginnings, and that we are not to call common or

unclean what has been cleansed by the Spirit.

Can we ourselves form a much more sublime con-

ception of the Deity than what we see the conception
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of Agni to have become in the Veda? Of Agni, the

fire, there is little, nay, there is nothing, left in that

supreme god whose laws must be obeyed, and who

can at the same time forgive those who have broken

his laws, nay, who can promise to those who worship

him eternal life. It is quite true that by the side of

these sublime conceptions we find also the most

l.omely and childish ideas entertained of Agni by some

of the Vedic poets. But that is not now the question.

There is an ebb and flow in all religions. We want

to know the highest mark which the tide of Vedic re-

ligion has ever reached in order to understand what

the human mind, left face to face with the natural

revelation of this world, can achieve. Trusting to the

fragments that have been preserved to us in the Veda,

10 the remains of the most childish as well as the most

exalted thoughts, we may say that natural religion, or

the natural faculties of man under the dominion of the

natural impressions of the world around us, can lead,

nay, has led, man step by step to a conception of deity

which can hardly be surpassed by any of those well-

known definitions of deity which so-called supernatural

religions have hitherto claimed as their exclusive

propert}'. These are either facts or no facts, but if

they are facts they should be accepted and inwardly

digested in the same spirit in which St. Paul accepted

and inwardly digested the facts that met his eyes when
standing before the very altars of the heathen world :

'Whom ye ignorantly worship,' he said, 'him declare

I unto you '—not a new god, not a god different in

origin from their own, but the same god who had been

ignorantly worshipped in the childhood of the world,

who is ignorantly worshipped even now, but for whom
the human heart and the human mind have always

sought, in the bounds of their habitation, if haply they

might feel after him and find him, though he be not

far from every one of us.

The traditions of the Old Testament as finally col-

lected by 'Ezra hardly allow us to doubt that a belief

in one Supreme God, even if at first it was only a

henotheistic and not yet a monotheistic belief, took

possession of the leading spirits of the Jewish race at

a very early time. All tradition assigns that belief in

one God, the Most High, to Abraham. Abraham,
though he did not deny the existence of the gods wor-

shipped by the neighboring tribes, yet looked upon
them as different from, and as decidedly inferior to,

his own God. This monotheism was no doubt narrow.

His God was the friend of Abraham, as Abraham was
the friend of God. Yet the concept of God formed by
Abraham was a concept that could grow and that did

grow. Neither Moses, nor the prophets, nor Christ

Himself, nor Mohammed had to introduce a new God.
Their God was always called the God of Abraham,
even when freed from all that was still local and nar-

row and superstitious in the faith of Abraham. But

although Abraham ma}' have attained at a very earl}'

time to his sublime conception of the one God, the

Most High God, freed from the purely physical char-

acteristics which adhere to the gods of other nations,

we can see very clearly that in this sublime concep-

tion he stood almost alone, and that the gods of the

Jews and of the Semitic nations in general had once

been gods of nature, quite as much as the gods of India

.

What is told of Elijah and of his vision of Mount

Horeb is like an epitome of the whole growth of the

Jewish religion. The best authorities on the religious

antiquities of the Semitic peoples, and of the Jewish

people in particular, have expressed their conviction

that the physical characteristics of their principal god

point to an original god of fire, taking fire in the same

wide sense in which it was taken in India, not only as

the fire on earth, but as the fire of heaven, the fire

manifested in storm and -lightning. In this way only,

they think, can we account for the poetical phraseol-

ogy still found in many places of the Old Testament.

I know full well that to some, any attempt to trace

back the name and concept of Jehovah to the same

hidden sources from which other nations derived their

first intimation of deity, may seem almost sacrilegious.

They forget the difference between the human con-

cept of the deity and the deity itself, which is beyond

the reach of all human concepts. But the historian

reads deeper lessons in the growth of these human
concepts, as they spring up everywhere in the minds

of men who have been seekers after truth—seeking

the Lord, if haply they might feel after Him and find

Him—and when he can show the slow but healthy

growth of the noblest and sublimest thoughts out of

small and apparently insignificant beginnings, he re-

joices as the laborer rejoices over his golden harvest
;

nay he often wonders which is more truly wonderful,

the butterfly that soars up to heaven on its silvery

wings, or the grub that hides within its mean chrysalis

such marvelous possibilities.

I have tried to show you, chiefly from the evidence

preserved to us in the hymns of the Rig-veda, how
the human mind, by its natural, though at the same

time most wonderful powers, can reach and did reach

the highest conception of the godhead. I took my
first illustration from fire. Nothing seems to us more

natural than that the various manifestations of fire

should have been marked and named by the earliest

inhabitants of the world. Yet if we restricted the mean-

ing of natural to whatever animals, or beings endowed

with sense only, are capable of performing, we should

have to call the naming of fire, achieved by man and

by man alone, not a natural, but a supernatural, or, at

all events, a super-animal act. Formerly it would

hardly have been necessary to insist on this distinc-
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tion. But at present, when philosophy seems chiefly

to consist in ignoring the frontier hnes that separate

the animal kingdom from our own, it is necessary to

show that there are certain limits to the mental faculty

of mere animals.

Animals may be scared by fire and run away from

it, but they will never name and conceive it. When
we see our fire burning, and hear it crackling in the

grate, nothing seems to us more homely, more nat-

ural ; but try to think once more what the first ap-

pearance of fire must have been. When it came down
from the sky as lightning, killing a man and setting

his hut ablaze, surely there was a miracle if ever there

was a miracle, a theophony if ever there was a the-

ophony. And when, after a time, the beneficial

aspects of fire had been discovered, when certain

families had found out how to elicit fire from flints,

or how to produce it by friction, the mystery re-

mained as great as ever. It was a weird power, a

strange apparition, a something totally inexplicable

to the human understanding. Thus there remained

in the fire from the first, even after it had been named,

something unknown, something different from all or-

dinary and finite perceptions, something not natural,

something unnatural, or as it was also called, some-

thing supernatural. If we once see this clearly and

understand how the supernatural element was there

from the beginning, though not yet disentangled from

its natural surroundings, we can see now also how it

was the same supernatural element that lent itself to

that wonderful growth in the human mind which we
watched in the hj'mns of the ancient poets of the Veda,

so that in the end Agni—fire—after being stripped of

all that was purely phenomenal, natural, and phys-

ical, stands before us, endowed with all those qualities

which we reserve for the Supreme Being, and was

adored as the creator and ruler of the world as om-

nipotent, omniscient, just, kind, and compassionate.

In that state all his physical antecedents were for-

gotten. It was no longer the fire crackling on the

hearth that was believed in as the creator of the world.

It was the unknown agent, recognized from the first

in that motion which we call fire, that had been raised

to a divine dignity, though the old name of Agni re-

mained as if to remind people of their first acquaint-

ance with him, whom they called from the first the

friend of man, 'the immortal among mortals.'

We are told that Agni, as soon as born, devoured

his father and mother—an allusion to the fact that fire

sticks were often destro5'ed by the flames they kin-

dled—a statement startling enough to take its place

among mythological stories. If such a story, instead

of being told of Agni, were told of Angrias, another,

but no longer an understood name of fire, we should

have had at once one of those myths which have formed

such stumbling-blocks tq Mr. Herbert Spencer and

other students of ethnology. These philosophers v ish

to account for everything in the development of the

human race rationalistically. They want to discover

a reason for these unspeakable atrocities of which the

gods and heroes even of such progressive races as the

Indians, the Greeks, Romans, and Teutons are be

lieved to have been guilty. Their way out of the dif-

ficulty is certainly very ingenious and very simple

;

but is it supported by any evidence? First of all, they

tell us that they see no reason why such names as

Fire, or Sun, or Dawn should not be accepted as names

of real individuals who lived a long time ago. They

prove from the London Post-Office Directory that

even now some people are called Fire, Dawn, and

Sun. As to the atrocities ascribed to these individuals,

they recognize in them what they call survivals of an

earlier savage and half brutal state, when the ances-

tors of the Hindus, Greeks, Romans, and Teutons

were quite capable of eating their parents, like Agni,

or Mr. Fire, or of eating their children, like Kronos,

or Mr. Time. lam not exaggerating, I am only abbrevi-

ating, and therefore, perhaps, representing the theories

of Mr. Herbert Spencer and other Euhemerists in a

too naked and, therefore, in a less persuasive and

attractive form. Of course, when we are carried off

into pre-historic times, it is very difficult for us to

prove a negative. We cannot prove that there never

lived a Mr. Sun and a Miss Dawn, that this Mr. Sun

never embraced Miss Dawn, and that she never fainted

away or died in his embraces. There may have been

a Mr. Fire, and he may have eaten his father and

mother, and, as the Egyptians say, he may actually

have died of indigestion. But, on the other hand,

scholars and historians have a perfect right to sa)' that

it will be time to consider these theories when all

other theories have failed, and that in the meantime

the historical footprints of language ought not to be

neglected, but should be interpreted as all other ves-

tiges of creation have been interpreted.

What I wish to put clearly before you in this my-

thological saying about Agni is, that there are grains

of reason in all the heap of unreason which we call

mythology. The constituent elements of mythology,

when we can still discover them, are always perfectly

natural. Their supernatural appearance is the result

of growth and decay, of fancy and fun, of misunder-

standing ; sometimes, though rarely, of a wilful per-

version.

This is what comparative mythology teaches us.

It depends on us to draw from it those practical les-

sons which comparative studies will always convey,

if only they are carried out in a truly philosophical

and comprehensive spirit. There are two prejudices,

at all events, which a comparative study of the relig-
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ions of the world, and of the inevitable corruptions of

those religions may help to eradicate. The one is that

the ancient dwellers on earth were so different from us

that they can teach us nothing, that they cannot be

judged by the same standards, and that even if they

say the same thing they do not mean the same thing.

The second prejudice, prevalent more particularly

among a certain class of scholars, is that if poets and

prophets, belonging to different countries, say the

same thing, they must have borrowed it one from the

other. With regard to this second prejudice, where

is there any excuse for it ? If there is a thought in

the Veda it has grown up naturally and intelligibly, as

I tried to show in the case of Agni. If we find the

same development, or the same final result elsewhere

also, as, for instance, in Babylon, why should we say

that Babylon has borrowed from India or India from

Babylon ? Surely what was possible in one country

was possible in another also, what was intelligible in

India is intelligible in Babylon also.

When there is a real historical intercourse between

two nations in antiquity, that intercourse cannot easily

be mistaken. For instance, the very name of alpha-

bet proves better than anything else that the Phoeni-

cians were at onetime the schoolmasters of the Greeks.

But when, as in the case of the Veda, there is nu

trace, so far as we know at present, of any foreign in-

fluence, whether Semitic or Egyptian, why should we

look to Babylon, Nineveh, or Egypt and China, for

the antecedents of what shows to us its perfect natural

development on Indian soil ?

I know there are coincidences, sometimes very

startling coincidences, between the religion of the

Vedas and those of other races. There are startling

coincidences, as you have often heard of late, between

Buddhism and Christianity. But to the scholar these

coincidences are nothing as compared with the enor-

mous dissimilarities between these religions. If I

have tried to show you how the human mind, unas-

sisted by anything but the miraculous revelation of

nature, arrived in India, from the concept of fire at

the highest concept of deity, my object was to show,

by one instance that could not be gainsaid, that such a

process was not possible, but was real.

That is the only answer which the scholar can

give to those who hold, for some reason which they

have never explained, that it is impossible for unas-

sisted human reason to arrive at the idea of God.

THE ETHICAL IMPORT OF DARWINISM.
BY L. J. VANCE.

Several chapters in Professor Schurman's book

re-open a discussion which for a short time has been

in repose. What constitutes the science of ethics ?

In other words. Is there a scientific basis for morals?

Again, What is the moral sense or conscience of man-

kind? Is it supernatural and inscrutable, and hence

incapable of scientific analysis ? Or, is it a natural

and necessary product of human evolution, and con-

sequently capable of being accounted for (so far as we
can "account" for anything) by the doctrine of deri-

vation, or Darwinism? These are some of the ques-

tions debated between what we may call the "intui-

tive," and the "derivative" school of morals.

In the preface, the writer of the present volume

loudly proclaims his acceptance of the results of evo-

lutionary science in the domain of matter and in the

domain of life. It seems to me that Professor Schur-

man thus seeks to disarm a very obvious kind of criti-

cism in advance. For, in the next sentence he informs

us that, it has been "pretended" that the doctrine of

evolution invests ethics with a neiu scientific character.

Then follows a resume of the different chapters of the

book in which the conclusion is reached that, Dar-

winian ethics is a "piece" of speculation. And it is

near the close of the preface, that the professor makes

a most eloquent plea for what he calls "a popular

style."*

At this point we wish to enter our most emphatic

protest against the use, in ethical discussion of the so-

called 'popular style.' If, as the writer tells us (p. 20)

the first principles of ethics must be axiomatic, how,

then, are they to be made 'popular'? Again, There

are axioms of morality, which, try as professors will,

we simply have to recur to and admit that they have

been clearly defined and stated before us. As a mat-

ter of fact, the first principles of ethics could no more

be 'popular' than could the propositions of Euclid.

It is well enough to talk about a "popular style" when

you mean the avoidance of obscure and technical

phraseology, or the employment of a clear and lucid

style calculated to instruct the popular mind.

But we need not go far to discover Professor

Schurman's true meaning. With all the skill of a

practised pleader the writer endeavors to enlist the

sympathies of his readers by the use of a 'popular

style.' Thus, we are told in the beginning that. Dar-

winian ethics is "purely imaginary " (p. 27 and p. 179);

that, if the evolutionary moralist would "brood in-

tensely" at the fires of the human heart (p. 31) ethics

would not be a "reproach"; that "the spiritual lead-

ers" of our generation bypassing their "guesses" for

hypotheses have brought ethics to the 'present de-

plorable condition' (p. 36). Hence, we need not be

surprised later on to hear that, these spiritual leaders

of our generation "take a grossly mechanical view of

human nature" (p. 146). And everywhere, the evo-

* "The Ethical Import of Darwinism," by J. G. Schuvman, Professor of

Philosophy in Cornell University. New York, 1887.
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lutionary scheme of ethics is spoken of, either as 'ma-

teriahstic' or as 'mechanical.'

This, then, is Professor Schurman's idea of a ' pop-

ular style.' Now, to call Mr. Darwin's theory or doc-

trine 'mechanical' may indeed be popular, but every

student well knows that such phraseology is usually an

open confession of the fact that your opponent's views

are highly objectionable to }'ou. The phrases 'mate-

rialistic' and 'mechanical' are what Bentham called

"question-begging appellatives." They simply serve

to prejudge the very issue in hand. And if this is the

writers intention, we leave it to the Professor of moral

philosophy in Cornell to pass upon its ethical worth

and character.

In the first chapter. Professor Schurman raises the

question, What constitutes a Science? But I do not

find that he has at anytime or place answered his own
inquiry. After trying to discover whether ethics can

be 'likened' to logic, mathematics, or the natural sci-

ences we come to the following :

"If it (ethics) is ever to rise above the analytic

procedure of logic, it can only be by becoming one of

the historical sciences. Given the earliest morality of

which we have any written record, to trace from it

through progressive stages the morality of to-day ; that

is the problem, and the only problem which can fall

to a truly sa'entijic ethics. The discovery of these his-

torical sequences constitutes the peculiarity of the sci-

ence, which, like every other, presupposes observa-

tion, analysis, and classification" (p. 31).

This discovery, about which Professor Schurman

makes so much ado, has long been a commonplace

among the followers of Mr. Darwin in the study of

ethics. Indeed, we remember so able and so acute a

critic as Mr. Malloch finding fault with evolutionary

moralists because they time and time again insisted

upon ethics becoming a branch of human history.*

As Leslie Stephen tersely expressed it, "if ethics is to

become a science, it must rest on those facts and truths

which, when discovered and established would furnish

the basis of the science of sociology."

It is admitted, then, on every hand, that ethics

should be put upon a scientific basis ? Now, what is a

scientific basis? "By science," says Huxley, " I un-

derstand all knowledge which rests upon evidence and

reasoning of a like character to that which claims our

assent to an ordinary scientific proposition." Hence,

it seems to me that, if evolutionary moralists are able

to make good their claim that their ethics rests upon

valid evidence and sound reasoning, such ethics must

take its place as a part of science.

The relation of science to morality should now be-

come obvious. By scientific thought, said the late

Prof. Kingdon Clifford, we mean the application of

»See the Nineteenth Century for 1877.

past experiences to new circumstances by means of an

observed order of events. The uniform course of hu-

man action and nature is our best and highest warrant

for all moral deductions from human experiences,

either past or present. The great truth seems to be,

that all our practical rules of human conduct have

been severely Baconian. They have proceeded on the

ground that from a certain conjunction of antecedents

there always come certain consequences. In other

words, men living together in any kind of organized

society have deduced a priori from wide experiences

and numberless observations those rules of human
conduct which they found to be either mjurious or

beneficial to their social well-being. As a matter of

fact, we find that all our great maxims of morality act-

ually rest on a sound inductive basis. Thus it is that

many of our so called moral "intuitions" were once

only assumptions, afterwards verified by long-con-

tinued and wholesome experience.

But says Professor Schurman, you make these

"gratuitous" assumptions. "In the first place," says

he, "evolutionary ethics takes for granted the deriv-

ative character of morahty," (p. 133). Certainly it

does, we unhesitatingly reply, and we add, but not

without good reasons. If evolutionists make a "gratu-

itous " assumption the, burden is plainly upon Prof.

Schurman to prove it. By simply calling j'our oppo-

nents' facts and arguments, assumptions, the Professor

glides very easily over the whole difficulty.

Now the assumption of the evolutionary moralists

on the derivative character of morality is simply this

:

If (as they say) moral qualities were gradually evolved,

we should naturally look for some instances in which

they are not fully evolved, and consequently rudimen-

tar}', partial, or imperfect. Just such instances we do

find,—as, for example, among the many well-recorded

cases of intelligent animals, and among the many au-

thenticated accounts of morality of savages given by

Lubboch, Tylor, and Morgan. We see moral qualities

in the course of development in children, idiots,

and the feeble-minded. Above all, instances of the

mental training or education of the moral sense,

whether in the individual or in the race, are just so

many instances of the imperfection of the moral sense.

In truth, so long as the moral sense or conscience is

dependent upon the intellect to give just and proper

commands, just so long it is incomplete, partial, and

imperfect.

In the second place, says Prof. Schurman, "the

current expositors of evolutionary ethics have made

the radical assumption that moral laws are not cate-

gorical imperatives which command unconditionally,

but hypothetical imperatives which prescribe means

to the attainment of some end, they cannot escape the

problem of determining wherein consists that ulti-
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mate end, conduciveness to which alone gives moral-

ity its worth and obligation," (p. 135.) And hence

we find him combatting those moralists who have se-

lected as an ethical end,—pleasure; throwing the

shafts of sarcasm at those utilitarians who make man
"merely a pleasure-seeking animal;" hurling the

Carlylese epithets of 'pigs-wash,' and ' swines trough,'

at Mr. Spencer because the latter has said that "the

good is universally the pleasurable." Now, it seems

to us that Prof. Schurman is doing either one of two

things—setting up a man of straw labelled "Utilita-

rian," to be knocked down at his own sweet pleasure

—in which case no one will dispute his easily-acquired

superiority—or else he is only fighting an imaginary

Darwinist of some so-called " school"—in which case

we agree with Prof. Schurman that "the sure-footed

investigator here roams at random over an impalpable

void that offers no foothold," (p. 178.)

Again, there could be no greater mistake than to

suppose that Darwinism "reduces morality to pleas-

ure." The ethical import of Darwinism is not of a

rose-pink or Della-Cruscan character. The followers

of Mr. Darwin in the field of ethics indignantly re-

pudiate the Hebrew prophets' assertion that good can

ever be attained by eating "butter and honey."

(Isiah \TI, 16). That not only pain but punishment
followed a breach of the moral law, as surely as fire

burns, is the stern and salutary teaching of Darwin-

ism. And in this respect, it seems to me that, the

revolutionists have only given scientific form to the

ethical doctrine so strongly insisted upon by the

Stoics. In a remarkable essay on The Delay of Di-

vine Justice, Plutarch thus states the problem : "Were
the impious man to behold after his death, not his

statutes overthrown, or any honor received by him
cancelled,—but his children, his family, or kindred, his

city suffering great misfortune and punishment on his

account—he would not choose again to be depraved

and profligate—no, not even to obtain honors like those

of Zeus," (Peabody's translation, p. 51). Hence, the

followers of Mr. Darwin go so far as to admit good
has more often been attained in the past by pain and
suffering than by pleasure and sensuality. Yet they do
not hesitate to declare with the poet Browning— "All's

love, yet all's law." For, it was out of the cruel and
bitter struggle for existence great moral laws have been

evolved ; that the meek have now become the inher-

itors of the earth.

It is, however, when Prof. Schurman comes to his

third "assumption" that his treatment of the ethical

meaning of Darwinism becomes obviously narrow and

unfair. "I now come," he says, "to a third charac-

teristic assumption of current evolutionary ethics—the

fortuitous origin of morality through a process purely

mechanical, this must, I think, be regarded as the

fundamental tenet of the school," (p. 140). The rest

of the chapter is an attempt to show that a mechanical

origin of morality is the fundamental" assumption of

evolutionary ethics.

When, however. Prof. Schurman in his fifth chapter

comes to examine Mr. Darwin's account of the subject of

the origin of the moral sense, he takes quite an entirely

different task. As is well known, Mr. Darwin endeav-

ored to answer these questions: "Why should a

man feel that he ought to obe)- one instinctive desire

rather than another. Whj' does he regret having stolen

food from hunger?" It is equally well known that

Darwin in his "Descent of Man" put forward his fa-

mous answer to these questions with "characteristic"

modesty. Not so with Prof. Schurman.
'

' This problem, " he confidently declares, '
' presents

no particular difficulty to anybody not pledged to a

system of derivative morality. The answer is simple

enough. Man perceives some desires to be higher or

nobler than others, he recognizes an obligation to ad-

mit the better and exclude the worse, and he cannot

defy his authority without incurring the penalty of re-

morse. Admit that there is a scale of worth and author-

ity among our impulses to conduct, as well as an or-

der of intensity, and the whole difficulty vanishes.

This however, is what our current evolutionary school

.... has persistently declined to do." (p. 190).

Whereupon he triumphantly asks at the close of his

argument, "What is there to carry the non-moral

possessor over into the status of a moral agent ?
"

(p. 194). Or, again, "What marks of virtue, e. g.,

do you find in the shape or size, or cubic capacity of

the Neanderthal skull." And then follows in italics,

" There is no fossil pre-human morality." No ; neither

is there any fossil pre-human religion, science, or art.

Now because the evolutionist cannot trace, step by step,

the development of the moral sense, is that sufficient

reason for denying that the moral qualities could

ever have been evolved ? It is in such an ethical ar-

gument as this that our ignorance is made to play the

part of knowledge. I am inclined to think that Prof.

Schurman indicates an answer to his own argument
when he says that evolutionary science warrants the

belief that non-moral beings existed on our globe long

before the appearance of the only moral being we
know,—man, (p. 146). I would fain believe, with

Dr. George
J. Romanes, that Prof. Schurman is only

playing in the hands of those who take a "mechani-
cal " view of morals, when he argues that "an ideal

of action may be affiliated to Darwinism as readily as

any other." {Nature, Jan. 26.)

Hence it is, I suppose, that Prof. Schurman urges

that evolutionary science, and particularly Darwinism
" does not necessitate a^cfc system of morals" (p. 160).

I am not aware that either Mr. Darwin or Mr. Spencer
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ever insisted that they were finding an)' new sj'stem or

basis for morals. On the contrary, as Haeckel well

said in his celebrated Munich address: "The ethics

of evolution does not need to seek for new principles.

We have onl}' to refer to their true basis the ancient

precepts of duty We look rather for the estab-

lishment of natural morals based on the foundation

of natural laws."
[to be concluded.]

SOUL-LIFE AND THE PRESERVATION OF FORM.

M.\N is not the sum of the material particles of

which at any given moment he consists. Ever}' man is

a special form that has taken shape in matter \ and

the material particles are not the really essential

elements that make him what he is. A man might

have eaten the meat intended for his dog, and the

dog might have gotten the piece that his master

ate. And so, too, the dog might have breathed the

air that the man breathed, and vice versa. But that

would have made no difference in the assimilation by

each of the material particles in question. In man's

stomachthey go through the process of being changed

into human flesh and blood, while that nutriment on

which an animal has fed will become part of the

animal.

This appears wonderful , and yet the principle

obviously accords with the simple law of mechanics.

Materials can be shaped, mechanically, into certain

forms. The shape of a bronze figure depends upon

the mould into which the metal is poured, and the

products of a machine, be they nails, or pins, or

needles, or books, or newspapers, or hardware, de-

pend upon the mechanism of the machine. The form

of the machine produces a special form of movement,

for the movement of the cogs and wheels will follow

the grooves and other mechanical contrivances ; and

upon the form of the movements necessarily the form

of the product depends.

The process of changing food into flesh and blood

is immeasurably more complicated than the work of a

machine, yet the basis of mechanical law is the same

in both. The difference of form in the product can

depend solely upon the difference of the mechanisms.

In the living mechanisms of organized substances, in

plants, in animals and in man, we can, with the

microscopical methods at our disposal, recognize the

rudest and roughest features only of the mechanical

differences in the innumerable parts which contribute

to shape the sap of trees and the blood of animals.

And these differences of form are the problems of

scientific investigation. We can appreciate the differ-

ences in the result, (say for instance between an animal

brain and a human brain,) we know also much about

the conditions which produced these different results,

\et we know little about the mechanical details of or-

ganisms, i. e., Jio'lc the living machines of animals and

plants assimilate food. But we have sufficient evi-

dence to believe, that the process is in full agreement

with mechanical laws, and that the problem is merely

a problem of form.

Man's soul does not consist of matter ; nor can it

be a substance like matter, such as are fluids or gaseous

and ether-like substances. Conceptions, that mate-

rialize the soul, are the materialistic views of spirit-

ists. It is not matter which makes of us that which

we are, it is not substance, but form ; and the forma-

tion of a man's life does not commence with his birth,

nor does it end with his death.

Our material existence is constantly changing, and

yet we remain the same persons to-day that we were

yesterday. How is this? It is because man's life

consists not of his material presence alone, but of his

formal being, and his formal being shows relatively

more continuity than his material existence. There is

a law of the conservation of matter and energy, but

there is another law of no less importance, which I

will call the law of the preservation of form.

We call it preservation and not conservation, in

order to mark the difference between the two laws.

Matter and energy are indestructible, but all special

forms are destructible, they are not conserved in their

kind or amount. Yet they are preserved; they remain

as they are according to the law of inertia until changes

take place which do not destroy the present forms,

but which alter them in the measure that special causes

affect them. The old form is in a certain sense fully

preserved even in a most radical change, for the old

form is one of the elements in the change. It maybe

destroyed in all that gives value to it ; its trace can be-

come infinitesimal; yet being one of the factors in

causation it can never be blotted out entirely.

The changeability of form constitutes what we call

evolution. Evolution indeed means 'change of form

according to certain laws.' Laws of form are geomet-

rically demonstrable, and laws of the changes of form

can be ultimately accounted for with mathematical

precision.

In Dr. Johannes Ranke's most excellent work on

anthropology* man and mankind are compared to a

wave. A wave appears to the eye as a material unit.

Its form travels along on the surface of the water, ever

one and the same ; but its substance is constantly

changing. It is the mere expression of a number of

rhythmical motions, and there are not two consecutive

moments in which the constituent particles are the

same. The drops which one moment are seized by the

approaching wave, rise in the next to its crest and

then ghde gently back on the other side of the billow

to the quiet surface of the ocean.

.
* Dr. Johannes Ranke: Der Meiisch, p. i.
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The body of the wave is formed by the particles of

water which enter into and pass through the wave.

Similarly the human body, like a wave of water, is a

certain form of rh3'thmical motions. Material elements,

the air we breathe, the food we take, are seized upon,

only to pass through and leave the body, whose form

continues and appears to the uninitiated as the same

material unit.

The same simile is true of mankind as a whole.

The activity of the human race, as we observe it in

history, rolls onward like a huge wave over the surface

of the habitable globe. It incorporates and transforms

the organic materials in its way only to give them

back to the ocean of unorganized material existence

from which they were taken. In the onward course

of human evolution, the generations of which it con-

sists rise into existence and sink back as the wave of

humanity rolls on. The generation of to-day is differ-

ent from the generations of former centuries, but

humanity is one continuous whole throughout all of

them. It began with the origin of life on our planet,

and its onward movement will continue as long as the

organic substance of the earth can afford sufficient

material to renew its form.

In all the material changes that organized bodies

undergo, there is a preservation of their forms. An
impression once made will remain, as a wound once

received will preserve the scar. The new formation

of the ever changing tissues will be made in the shape

which they possess. Scars will in time become in-

visible, but they will never be effaced entirely. A sen-

sation that has been once perceived will leave some
trace in the tissues of the living brain, and the form

of this trace will not be effaced amid the change of

matter that the nervous substance constantly under-

goes. It will be preserved ; and as soon as, through

the stimulus of nervous action, it is again excited, the

sensation will be revived, although it will be weaker
than it was when it first impressed itself. If the sen-

sation be strong enough it will be felt again, and may
be accompanied more or less intensely with conscious-

ness. Thus the preservation of form accounts for

the continuity of memory.

The identity of memory-structures does not de-

pend upon an identity of the very same material par-

ticles, but upon an identity of form in tissues of the

same kind. Nervous substance is the most unstable,

and its material changes are the most rapid of all. It

is therefore all but impossible that in the constant flux

of matter, the continuance of memory should be at-

tached to the material particles. It is a continuance

of form only, just as a fountain preserves its form du-

ring the uninterrupted change of the water. The
fountain-jet remains the same and we consider it in

different moments as the same not otherwise than

ourselves, because in the flux of its material constitu-

ents, its form remains constant.

The solution of the problem of memory, accord-

ingly, solves the problem of the personality of man
also. The personality of man and the continuity of

his soul-life, can find their explanation only in the

preservation of all the living forms of his organism.

Supposing that all motions of material elements are

accompanied by elements of feeling, we then under-

stand how feeling, as a special combination of its ele-

ments under special circumstances can originate in

organized substance. Further, we understand how
from simple and dim feelings specialized sensations

evolve as a kind of articulated feeling, and these

sensations naturally become representatives of the

objects which occasion them. When we notice in

a number of sensations their common features, and ob-

serve their differences, we begin to think, and we learn

to classify things around us under abstract terms.

Thus we understand how the soul of man with its

wonderful structures rises into existence, building one

tier above the other, and culminating in an .organ of

co-ordination which makes a comparison and unifica-

tion of all the elements of soul-life possible.

Man's soul was formed in the course of the evo-

lution of the human race, by the reactions upon the

external influences of the surrounding world, and the

present man is the outcome of the entire activity of his

ancestors. Thus every one of us can say with Christ :

"Before Abraham was, I am." Every one of us be-

gan his life with the beginning of all life upon earth.

We are the generation in which the huge billow of

human life now culminates. We, ourselves, are that

billow, our real self, our spiritual existence will con-

tinue to progress in that great wave.

Our existence after death will not merely be a

dissolution into the All, where all individual features

of our spiritual existence are destroyed. Our exist-

ence after death will be a continuance of our individ-

ual spiritualit}', a continuance of our thoughts and

ideals. As sure as the law of cause and effect is true,

so sure is the continuance of soul-life even after the

death of the individual according to the law of the

preservation of form. p. c.

TO THE POET-LAUREATE. *

BY LOUIS BELROSE, JR.

" Cursed be the social lies that warp us from the living truth !

"

—LocKSLEY Hall.

"Let us hush this cry of forward till ten thousand years are

gone " !

Let us stop the stars that, rising, light the night and bring the

dawn !

What ! is this our poet's counsel, he that urged us on the way ?

Must we stop because the wolves are howling at an ass's bray ?

* Copyrishted, 1887.
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Shall we turn because the million, menacing wi^h fire and sword,

Curse the cleaner hand we give them, bidding backward ? No,

my Lord !

You, yourself, have called the present "fatal daughter of the

past ;

"

How with all that men were learning, how could that old England

last ?

" Science moves, but slowly," said you ; science moves and turns

not back
;

Though we love or though we hate it, what she wills must clear

the track.

Those were pleasant days you tell of, we have lived them o'er with

you ;

Dreamt about the past and future ; now the time has come to do.

Those were days for gentle poets' sweet conceits and lady rhymes.

Now we need the man that, singing, fights the battle of the times.

iEschylus beat back the Persian from the plain of Marathon,

Brave Saavedra* fought the Moslem at Lepanto with Don John.

Sidney fell to save an army, fell, but left the word divine

Spoken to the wounded soldier— " Drink, thy need is more than

mine."

Perfect Sidney ! Hang the motto where the gilded dolts may see

How this gentleman demeaned him ; he was "English " as could

be.

Hang it where the curse is working, cursed greed of gain and gold
;

Markets, Senates, Courts of Justice where men's souls are bought

and sold.

Hang it where the public press, in sweating for the golden prize.

Reeks with every stench on earth, and makes a lie ten thousand

lies.

Hang it large above the pulpit where the priest on bended knee

Smiles upon his chosen flock and counts the millions he can see.

Well we know the time's corruption, deeply feel the burning shame,

Well we know the cure is forward ; let the cry be still the same.

When the man puts off his childhood, feels him free, and falls

from grace.

Can we fright him back to virtue with a shroud and painted face ?

Let us for a man's disorder find and use a man's restraint

;

Though we fail in reformation, still we save our sheets and paint.

Vines upon a leaning tower, tendrils of the heart, had grown

Till the living plant became as portion of the lifeless stone.

Crushed, the clinging vine lies prostrate
;
guide is gone from sea

and land
;

For the tower was a beacon, but it stood upon the sand.

Raised again, but rock on rock, about the naked wall shall spring

Other vines to clothe in beauty, where the nesting birds may sing.

Men have lost the faith that led them, led with love or led with

fear
;

Some are weeping by the wayside, some have turned to scoff and

jeer.

Many who were bribed to virtue lack the sense of wrong and right,

More but need the common purpose that would arm the Just with

might.

Shall we waste divided power while the hosts of anarch greed.

Join to wreck our fair dominion with the hordes of anarch need ?

* Cervantes-Saavedra.

Let us raise on high the standard of a faith that changing time

Can but strengthen, broaden, deepen as it spreads from clime to

clime.

Faith in all the facts of Nature, facts the same for one and all.

Facts before which all men's reason needs must bow in helpless

thrall.

Though the rebel brute within us writhe in anguish at the sight,

Fact is Lord of Earth and Heaven, fact is truth, and truth is right.

Science, sifting less from greater, out of all shall form a creed

Ever growing with our knowledge, ever helping in our need.

But we'll change this name of science since the word has given

offense
;

Let us call it what it should be— simply ordered common sense.

Patience ! While the mind will ever marvel most when truth is

new.

Only time's unrivaled teaching brings the heart to love the true.

Hopes that hung upon a dieam are vanishing, and now we weep.

Look ! the glorious Sun is shining ; shall we turn again to sleep ?

Can we turn with all the splendor of the morning in the skies ?

Let us leave our dreams with darkness ; let us wake and let us rise.

With the hope that comes of courage, casting vainer hopes away,

With the strength cf resolution, let us out and face the day.

One in will, with force united, let us help our Mother-Earth

Feed and clothe her friendless children ; surely here is toil cf

worth.

Food and raiment for the body, all that needs to keep them whole,

But with these things not contented, let us feed and clothe tl e

soul ;

Fill the mind with all the vastness hidden by the noon-day light,

Fill the heart with love for all that wanders with us in the night ;

Till the something in the flower, till the something in the stone

Shall become as love within them—beating hearts that hear our

own.

Not so changed, illustrious Master, not so changed in all are we
;

Still the grateful heart remembers
; witness this our love for thee.

Courage, aye, and faith, O Poet ! Still when first the warm wind

blows

Little birds shall nest in England, hedges bloom and bear the

rose
;

England still has men and maidens fit for love and firm in need
;

England still may find salvation though she lose both crown and

creed.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE ETHICAL PROBLEM.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

I HAVE been attracted by your article in No. 140, (May i,

1890) of TIte Open Ciwr/, on " The basis of Ethics and the Ethical

movement." I am a member of the Society for Ethical Culture

of this city, and yesterday heard Professor Adler attempt to

answer the criticisms of your Journal, the Nation, and Mr. Abbot,

using substantially the arguments you attribute to him ; that our

duty is, do what is conceived to be the right, by the best class of

the community in which we live, and trust that in leading such a

life we may attain natures that will give us an insight into the laws

of morality or ethics ; the answer as you suggest is not satisfactory

in that it is applicable to the advancement of any end, and to each
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one of the community in which he lives, e. g., a monk in a con-

vent, may have special ends antagonistic to the general good.

Does not a preliminary question need solution ? Is any action

either good or bad except, as it affects, directly or indirectly

others ? If this relation to others necessarily enters into our con-

cept of a moral action, then is not the basis of all morality a

mathematical calculation of the effects of a particular act, by

which we can determine whether its benefit to others will be

greater than its injury, and the action be classed as good or bad,

by the result being plus or minus from a state of inaction. By

benefiting others I mean the harmonious development of their

social qualities. Raphael J. Moses, Jr.

New York, May 12, 1S90.

THE "WHY" OF THE MORAL OUGHT.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

Your recent article on the Basis of Ethics recalls to my mind

Comte's law of the three stages. Dogmatic religion no longer suf-

ficing, does not the error of our ethical friends (if it be an error

not to clearly formulate their definition of what the Ethical Move-

ment is) consist in still lingering in the transitorial metaphysical

regime ? If such basis, the theological having been abandoned, is

to be sought, it must be scientific.

To establish a scientific basis of morals the historical method,

rather than one of pure introspection, must be adopted. We only

correctly know man as he is by the study of mankind, and that in

all phases of social evolution. From the psychology of peoples to

the first dim concept of the Tribal Self the data must bs gathered.

One illustration will suffice. Why is theft wrong ? We clearly

realize that social growth would have been impossible where steal-

ing received the same approval as abstention from it. Clearly,

what in its very nature disintegrated growth could not promote it.

Nor does the typical case of the Spartans invalidate the statement,

for even then law formulated the moral ought.

But behind this, as underlying every social relation, there is

a broader generalization, or law, for in nature law is but generali-

zation of accumulated experience. Without entering into any dis-

cussion whether in studying the psychological li'e of a race, " the

national individual," this growth has been conscious or uncon-

scious, we have at least reached a period where we may formulate

the "why" in the above instance as the law of equal freedom.

Further, all study of the psychological evolution of the social or-

ganism will show that ethics have become more clearly formulated

pari passu with the recognition of more equal freedom. Though
our theologic 1 friends may not be disposed to grant this, I think

it still remains true that their own definition of the moral com-

mand. Thou shalt not steal, has a far wider scope of application

than with their grandfathers; e. g., in its application to slavery.

But if our broadest generalization is the law of equal free-

dom, in that what is right has ever been " selected " by social ex-

pediency, and has ever underlam, or governed (for in this case to

underlie is to govern), equitable relations, two conclusions follow :

I. Right is ever relative and determined by natural selection, i. e.,

it not only persists but becomes organic as the moral ought in so-

cial life. While the basis is thus shifted from the theological

regime, in becoming scientific, it is rendered positive rather than

dogmatic. In the species heredity being what personal identity is

for the individual, it results that what is morally expedient will

persist as the moral ought
; in other words, right becomes adapta-

tion to environment, said adaptation, or right, being violated in so

far as equal freedom is curtailed.

2. Ethical culture becoming scientific rather than metempir-

ical, based on social experience rather than personal introspection,

its progress lies in the study of what still restricts equal freedom,

i. e., equal opportunity to unequal capacities. Leaving the rari-

fied atmosphere of metaphysical table-lands for the fertile bottoms

where men delve and toil, they may find in economics fit ground

for exploitation. The ethics of rent and interest must be con-

sidered, for however expedient they may be for the furtherance of

ethical culture, if they are of the nature of privileges, artificial

rather than normal, and involving corresponding restriction of

equal freedom, or opportunity, they cease to be expedient for the

ethical growth ol " the national individual." And in seeking the

basis of ethics if they defend rent and interest as consistent with

the moral ought, they must seek to square it with the law of equal

freedom, or deny its ethical importance. If they accept the law

of equal freedom and pursue their inquiries into the ethical rather

than the temporary requirements of social relations, seeking the

"ought" rather than an apology, they may become equally per-

plexed lest their feet are logically directed to, and they unawares

find themselves in, the camp of the Anarchists !

Chicago, 111. Dyer D. Lom.

ASSISTANCE WANTED FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL
STATISTICS.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

May I ask for the publicity of your pages to aid me in pro-

curing co-operation in a scientific investigation for which I am
responsible ? I refer to the Census of Hallucinations, which was

begun several years ago by the " Society for Psychical Research,"

and of which the International Congress of Experimental Psy-

chology at Paris, last summer, assumed the future responsibility,

naming a committee in each country to carry on the work.

The object of the inquiry is twofold : ist, to get a mass of

facts about hallucinations which may serve as a basis for a scien-

tific study of these phenomena ; and 2nd, to ascertain approxi-

mately the proportion of persons who have had such experiences.

Until the average frequency of hallucinations in the community is

known, it can never be decided whether the so-called " veridical
"

hallucinations (visions or other "warnings" of death, etc., of

people at a distance) which are so frequently reported, are acci-

dental coincidences or something more.

Some 8,000 or more persons in England, France, and the

United States have already returned answers to the question which

heads the census sheets, and which runs as follows:

—

**Haveyou ever, 7uhen completely aioake, had a vivid impression

of seeing or being touched by a living being or inanimate object, or of

hearing n voice; which impression, so far as you could discover, 700

s

not due to any external physical cause ?
"

The " Congress " hopes that at its next meeting, in England

n 1892, as many as 50,000 answers may have been collected. It

s obvious that for the purely statistical inquiry, the answer "No "

's as important as the answer " J t'^.

"

I have been appointed to superintend the Census in America,

and I most earnestly bespeak the co-operation of any among your

readers who may be actively interested in the subject It is clear

that very many volunteer canvassers will be needed to secure

success Each census blink contains instructions to the collector

and places for twenty-five names ; and special blanks for the

" Yes" cases are furnished in addition. I shall be most happy to

supply these blanks to any one who will be good enough to make

application for them to Yours truly,

Wm. James,

Cambridge, Mass. Professor, Harvard University.

BOOK REVIEWS.

Die Darwinische Theorie von der Entstehung und Umwandlung
der Lebewelt. Ihre Anwendung auf den Menschen, ihr Ver-

hiiltniss zur Lehre vom Fortschritt, etc., etc. By Prof. Dr.

Lud'a'ig Biiihner. Leipzig: Theodor Thomas. Price, 5 Marks.

I
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I

This is the fifth, enlarged and revised edition of Prof. Dr.

BUchner's popular lectures upon the Darwinian theory. They
were originally delivered in the winter of 1866-67 in Offenbach

and Mannheim, but in their present form embody the results of

the investigations of scientists up to the date of publication.

In this incorporation of new results Prof. Biichner has been accu-

rate and conscientious ; thus, we note, for instance, the discussion

of the researches of Weismann, published as recently as 1SS8 (an

exposition of which appeared last summer in the columns of The

Open Court). The extent of the revision and the scope of enlarge-

ment may also be judged from the fact that the first lecture, origin-

ally delivered say within an hour and a half or two hours, now
takes up some one hundied and nine pages. Prof. Biichner writes

in a graceful and picturesque style, that makes the reading of his

work a pleasure ; history and philosophy are presented in a way
that well accords with the purpose of the work. The last two lec-

tures are devoted to an exposition of the principles of the philoso-

phy of monistic materialism, or WirklUhkeils-Philosophie, as Prof.

Biichner would prefer to call it. This materialism, as our readers

know, is not, as the old conception of it was, a system, but a phi-

losophic view of life that seeks to discover and logically arrange

the unitary principles of the world of nature, wherein force as well

as matter is a fundamental and immanent principle. From the

day of the ascendency of this doctrine, says Prof. Biichner, will

date the renaissance of philosophy. The book is supplied with a

good index. //sp/f.

Balzac's Philosophical Novels. Two volumes: (i) Louis Lam-
bert, Facino Cane, Gambara ; (2) Seraphita, Jesus Christ in

Flanders, The Exiles. Boston : Roberts Brothers. Price

$1.50 a volume.

It is a laudable work that the Messrs. Roberts have under-

taken—this English edition of the Comedie Humaine. The trans-

lation, done by Miss Katherine Prescott Wormeley, is forceful and

elegant ; the philosophical introductions, supplitd by Mr. George

Frederic Parsons, are exhaustive ; the typography and presswork,

the French style of binding add to form a series of handsome

volumes. This superior edition of Balzac is beyond question the

one to be recommended to the English reader.

" It is not possible to classify Balzac's philosophy," says Mr.

Parsons. " The curie us student will find it reminiscent of many
systems of thought. From Plato to Proclus, from Proclus to

Hegel, he ranged freely, and took whatever he could assimilate.

As Hegel borrowed from Empedocles and Heraclitus, as the Scep-

ticism of Hume, and the Idealism of Spinoza overlap : so the

thoughts of men upon the deep problems of existence mingle and

flow from one to anpther. Any attempt to separate Balzac's ideas,

and to apportion them severally to their primal sources would be

worse than unprofitable, it would be misleading Balzac

worked over and informed with the light of genius the confused

mass of speculations absorbed by him in his reading."

This passage contains the key-note of Mr. Parson's critique.

The impossibility to classify Balzac's philosophy has led Mr. Par-

son (a thorough student) to go too deeply and extensively into

the history of philosophy, into literature proper, and into science

—at least, in our judgment it hjs. Instead of furnishing a con-

cise analytical introduction, Mr. Parsons has supplied a study in

philosophy, in which—particularly in Louis Lambert—the opin-

ions of Balzac have rather afforded a theme for independent de-

velopment than formed a subject for simple analysis. This is not

in the same measure true of "Seraphita"; though— and perhaps

with the end in view of making the books independently intel-

ligible—very much of the theory developed in the introduction to

Louis Lambert is there repeated. We are, of course, aware, in

saying this, that Mr. Parson's purpose may have been different

from what we have taken it to be. The question is entirely one of

fitness and advisability. As an independent study, with literary

unity of theme, the introduction to Louis Lambert is a valuable
one, and may be read with much edification.

We are assured, and heartily wish, that the Messrs. Roberts'
edition of Balzac will have the wide circulation that the pains
taken in its preparation merit. iinpii.

Ethisches Wissen UNO Ethisches H.-iNDELN. Ein Beitrag zur

Methodenlehre der Ethik von Dr. Pant Hensel, Freibur"
i. B.; 1889.

This pamphlet is a concise survey of the methods employed to

solve the ethical problem. The author discusses Evolutionism,

Utilitarianism and Intuitionism, pointing out the strength and the

weakness of each theory. Evolutionism, he says, can only explain

the ethical factors of moral life up to this day. Utilitarianism,

perfected by Bentham, can be considered as a regulative basis for

the conduct of whole nations. Intuitionism considers these theories

as insufficient for individual morality and finds a basis of conduct
in conscience. Yet there is no such consensus in matters of con-

science, as ought to be, for making Intuitionism satisfactory. Dr.

Hensel believes, that the opposition between Utilitarianism and
Intuitionism, is an expression of the opposition between two radi-

cally different conceptions of the world, the one standing upon the

principle of mechanical causation, the other upon a teleological

view on the ground of the moral consciousness of free will.

A NEW PSYCHOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
The two burning questions of the day, it appears, are those of

ethics and of psychology. And the psychological problem is com-
ing more and more to be discussed from a physiological stand-

point. We announced a few weeks ago the appearance of Pro-

fessor Miinsterberg's publication, and we have now again to

announce a new Journal of Physiological Psychology. It is

published in Hamburg and Leipzig by Leopold Voss, under the

title ZeitSihrift fiir Psychologie and Physiologie der Sinnesorgane,

edited by Herm. Ebbinghaus and Arthur Konig, with the assistance

of H. Aubert, S. Exner, H. v. Helmholtz, E. Hering, I. v. Kries,

Th. Lipps, G. E. Miiller, W. Preyer, and C. Stumpf. All these

names represent authorities of the first degree. Professor Ewald
Hering of Prague and Professor Wilhelm Preyer of Berlin, are

well known to the readers of The Open Court through several

essays published in previous numbers. Professor Hering has dis-

tinguished himself by his new theory of vision, which in later

years has received more and more attention. The names of the

Professors H. v. Helmholz and S. Exner are too widely and favor-

ably known to need any comment.

The first number of the Journal which now lies before us,

contains an essay by Prof. Helmholtz on the disturbance of the

perception of minimal luminar differences through subjective

light-production in the retina. Professor Hering discusses a topic

related to the theory of simultaneous contrast ; Hermann Aubert,

internal language and its relation to the sensory organs and to

motions ; Professor Sigmund Exner, the disappearance of after-

images in the motions of the eyes ; Th. Lipps comments on a

passage of Professor Mach's contributicns to the analysis of sensa-

tions, and Professor Preyer communicates a number of valuable

posthumous letters of Gustav Theodor Fechner (1887) Ceher

negative Einpfindiingsicerthe.

The new Journal will appear every second month, each num-

ber of about eighty pages. The first number is dated April 22d

1S90. Beginning with the second number, the editors propose to

publish current reviews of the work done in all departments related

to psycho-physiological investigations.
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"The .-ork will be read with an eager interest

and will profit by all who have followed the recent

developments of psychology- upon the basis of bio-

logical science."—Scoisffian, Edinburgh.
" It is a closely-reasoned and luminous exposition

of a genuine piece of psychological work."—
Natun.

•• A little book which everybody having the proper

training of children at heart, will do well to read."
— The Art Amateur.
"Those who desire to understand the drift of

psychological study will do well to read this book,

and we might say that no student can well afford

to ignore it."

—

Cumberland Presbyterian.
" It will be granted by those who are acquainted

with the past history of Psychology, that M. Ribot

has 1 ;ade a real contribution to this interesting

study."— TVii- IVeci, Toronto.
" Treats the subject exhaustively and would do a

man credit if it were his whole life-work ; but with

Ribot it has only been one out of many."—Aiuerican
Hebrew.

" The book is an important and interesting con-

tribution upon a difficult subject. "—/';'S/;cO//;;m«.
" Read this elegant monograph."

—

Christian

Standard.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.
A WEEKLY PERIODICAL.

W. H. GARRISON, Editor.

CONTENTS :

Queries on all matters of general literary and

historical interest—folk-lore, the origin of proverbs,

familiar sayings, popular customs, quotations, etc.,

the authorship of books, pamphlets, poems, essays,

or stories, the meaning of recondite allusions, etc.

—are invited from all quarters, and will be an-

swered by editors or contributors. Room will be

allowed for the discussion of moot questions, and

the periodical is thus a valuable medium for inter-

communication between literary men and special-

ists. For sale by newsdealers.

Vols. I and II, bound, sent post-paid, on receipt
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ADDRESS :
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A Mirror of European Life and Letters.
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THE PAPER'S AIM AND HOPE.

It is the aim of the Transatlantic to make easily

accessible to the people of this continent the best
fruits of the thought and literature of the other,

and to inform them of the other's progress in art,

society, and life. It exists for the purpose of les-

sening the enormous waste of good work due to

barriers of nature, nationality, and language. For
work is wasted in so far as it is not utilized to the
fullest, and certainly it is not so utilized as long as
the enjoyment of its results is confined to those
people who happen to speak one tongue or live on

The Transatlantic oversteps these barriers. It

journeys into foreign lands and says :
" Give us of

your best. What are your newest discoveries in

science, your proudest achievements in art, your
latest productions in literature ? What are your
churches teaching, what are your governors doing,
what are your prophets predicting ? How do your
people live ? What are their fashions and follies,

what their virtues and vices, what their loves and
hates, what their deeds and misdeeds ? " For an-
swers to these questions it searches foreign liter-

eratures, especially the periodical press; then it

translates them into English, and offers them to

all who read that language.

The'TRANSATLANTic has no opinions of its own.
It gives voice to the opinions of all the great think-
ers of the world. It has no policy of its own, ex-

cept the policy of impartiality. It is what it claims
to be,—a mirror.

It mirrors a continent. It knows the value of its

reflections. It believes the people wilt appreciate
them.
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The Acade7ny, Syracuse, N. Y. :—We have before

us the first four numbers of this new magazine,
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leading college professors of German On the

whole, Germania is well adapted to the private

study of German, and, we are sure, will be wel-

comed by teachers as a pleasant companion to the
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AMERICAN AUGURIES.*

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

IV.

For the last twenty-five hundred years the physical

history of our planet has recorded the steady progress

of an axe-made desert. "An ape, with a propensity

for destruction, "-is the zoological definition by which

a historian of that havoc proposed to distinguish man
from his Darwinian relatives, but the time is, near

when the Simia destructor vixW. become a reconstructive

biped. The work of repair will begin before the end

of the twentieth century, and it is probable that it will

begin in the United States. The starving farmer of

the Old World takes refuge in the emigration-office

;

but when all the prairies of the Far West shall have

been turned into wheat-fields, when all the arable land

from Maine to California shall produce its utmost, and

yet insufficient, crops, the necessity of the hie aiit

nunquam will be brought home to the nonplused cul-

tivator and lead to the recognition of the remedy.

Silviculture might treble the agricultural value of

the worn-out soil, but that truth will not become
patent till it is too late to wait for the regenerative

effect of slow-growing forest-trees, and till the needs

of a dense population leave no room for timber- nurser-

ies. The productiveness of the soil will have to be im-

proved by its own crops. There will be no time to

wait for a bag-full of acorns to produce a forest of rain-

attracting oaks, and the necessitous farmer will culti-

vate trees that promise to yield both direct and even-

tual profits, and fill his store-house as well as his

grandson's rain-barrel—carob-beans, chestnuts, apple-

trees, olives and sugar-pears. He will begin with the

old fields that have ceased to produce anything else,

for even where aridity has already far advanced, it is

easier to keep a tree alive than to raise a crop of

thirsty cereals. After the trees begin to bear, field

after field of better land can be withdrawn from the

acreage of the annuals, till it becomes safe to rely en-

tirely upon the produce of perennial plants, which will

both increase the profits and lessen the toil of hus-

bandry.

The success of the first tree-farmer will soon induce

others to follow his example ; natural selection will do

* Copyrighted under "American Auguries."

more than scientific lectures, and every famine will in-

crease the area of perennial plantations. In the United
States the Pacific Slope will monopolize the olive-

gardens, and the South the culture of bread stuff trees.

The Alleghanies will become the great orchard-region,

and the wilds of the Northern frontier a timber-plan-

tation. Timber-trees will be carefullj? cultivated, but

for furniture purposes rather than for housebuilding
;

at the end of the twentieth century few people wiU be

able to afford wooden houses. Artificial stone, com-
pressed by some hydraulic process, will probably

supersede all other kinds of building material except

adobe, for tile-bricks require fuel, and the age of steam

will keep up the price of coal.

Our children will "see some wondrous engines

spinning;" the exigencies of a fierce struggle for exist-

ence will stimulate an ultra-yankee genius of con-

structiveness. Huge, complicated, and yet almost

automatic machines will turn out artificial wood and

artificial leather ; zinc-like composition as pliant as

rubber cloth, and greatly improved kinds of annealed

glass. The competitive tendencies of a utilitarian

revival will do away with the condemnable attenua -

tion of textile fabrics. Our grandchildren, like our

grandfathers, will make coats that can stand the wear

and tear of a life-time, and stockings that can be

washed without illustrating the correlation of soap

and holiness.

The citizens of the twentieth century will be in

need of labor-saving machinery, and the supply will

equal the demand. Automatic contrivances of all

kinds will make domestic life easy and obviate the

grievous alternative of co-operative " housekeeping.

They will purchase leisure at the price of the pleasures

and advantages of " constructiveness, " but not of do-

mestic privacy. In large cities the Philadelphia plan

of adding suburb to suburb will carry all votes against

the New York method of piling story upon story.

Electric tramway cars will shorten distances. An im-

proved mail system will facilitate shopping and inter-

suburban communication. City post offices will com-

bine their functions with those of a city express com-

pany, and deliver packages of all sizes at so much per

mile and per pound. Cities of London dimensions

(and America will have several of them by that time).
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will connect their outskirts b}- a network of pneumatic

tubes, and make the central depot the neighbor of the

suburban mansion.

Adam Smith has taught us that sumptuary laws

defeat their own purpose, and luxuries will multiply

unhindered, and without increasing the price of frugal

living, for the next generation will avail itself of the

discovery that the nutritive basis of various articles of

diet can be produced chemically from much cheaper

materials. This chemical metamorphosis is entirely

distinct from adulteration, and will be largely prac-

ticed as soon as the agricultural food-factors shall fail

to meet the demand for their products. The prejudice

against artificial sugar, for instance, happens to be

justified by the defective process of its production,

but that process could be improved till "glucose"

would be quite as wholesome as its chemical equival-

ent—pure grape-sugar. Glucose can be made out of

any kind of starch, and starch out of other things be-

sides cereals ; and necessity may yet teach us a way

of making the prettiest candy out of acorns—perhaps

even out of wood. Sawdust can be made into paper

or vinegar, at the option of the chemical thaumaturg-

ist. The organic laboratory of a reindeer's stomach

turns moss into the richest kind of milk, comprising

sugar, albumen, caseine and fat ; and if we learn to

imitate that trick, an old seagrass mattress may be-

come the basis of an excellent dinner. And who

shall saj' if, in the course of centuries, the successors

of Professor Liebig may not discover a way, not only

of supplementing the products of agriculture, but of

dispensing with them altogether ? Quo non ars pcne-

trat ? Knowledge and power are convertible factors,

and the power of necessity has already forced its wa}'

into some pretty well locked secrets of Nature.

Necessity, the mother of innovations, will also

compel the republican governments of the future to

modify the practice of the let-alone policy. With

some exigent amendments—the welfare of the com-

munity being the higher law—non-interference in

private concerns should be the rule ; but drunkeness,

early marriages, and the destruction of private wood-

lands, will probably be found to come within the scope

of those exceptions. If the administrators of a civil-

ized commonwealth have no right to connive at public

gambling, it is their yet more evident duty to suppress

the public traffic in alcoholic intoxicants, for while

the evils of gaming are only conditional, those of

drunkenness are absolute and unqualified. If the at-

tractive saloons of Messrs. Blanc lS: Co., induce a

young stranger at Monaco to tr}' his luck at their

roulette tables, he has no reason to complain when they

win his money, for if he should break their bank the

law would protect him in the right to take the next

omnibus to Nice and invest his winnings in guaranteed

bonds. But if the}' entice him to intoxicate himself

in their refreshment rooms, they do him a greater

wrong than if they should sell him a scorpion for a

shrimp. He might discover his mistake in time and

fling the pseudo-shrimp away, or recover from its

sting, and there would be an end of it.- But the

pseudo-refreshment not only afflicts him with tempo-

rary insanity, but inoculates his system with the

germs of a progressive disease. For all stimulant

habits are progressive. A fondness for tobacco and

small beer leads, or at least tends to lead, to a foible

for wine and lager- beer, and finally to a passion for

rum, absinthe, or opium. The Maine legislators of

the future will act upon the recognition of the fact

that poisons and stimulants are interchangeable terms,

and our grand- children will not have superfluous

land enough to tolerate a vice that turns food into

poison.

In the interests of regeneration they will re-enact

the old Saxon statute which made twenty-five years

the minimum age for a legal marriage. From a phy-

siological standpoint marriages between cousins, or

between uncles and nieces, are far more venial than

the nuptials of minors. The Brahmins have a tradi-

tion that the world was once peopled by a race of

giants who lived five or six thousand years (in Buckle's

quotations from the Puranas several of those macro

-

biotes figure with three score centuries : Vol. I. p. 97) ;

but that premature marriages have reduced the length

of our lives and statures, and will continue to reduce

them till we have dwindled to an average of ten years

and ten inches. The author of the fifth chapter of

Genesis seems to share that theory, but contents him-

self with giving a descending scale of longevity, to-

gether with the marriage-date of each individual,

leaving the reader to draw his inference.

The last remnants of our woodlands will be guarded

like national palladia. There will be national forest-

reservations on every mountain- range. Every county

will have a public forester, or superintendent of tree-

nurseries. All public highways will be lined with a

double row of shade-trees ; worn-out fields will be

planted with hardy fruit-trees, sand-firs, or as a last

resort, with mesquites and locusts, and the municipal

authorities will employ all legal means to enlarge such

plantations
;
premiums, immunities from public duties,

and stringent protective laws. Private owners of

large mountain-forests will hold them in fee-simple of

the nation and will be held to observe the conditions

of that contract as strictly as the proprietors of the

Swiss Bann-waelder, or bulwark-woods, that protect

the mountain-hamlets from the fall of the avalanches.

The larger municipal forests will become national

parks, and the Oberlins of the New World will vie

in popularizing their attractions b}' the addition of
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benches, swings, etc., and the introduction of Euro-

pean singing-birds.

The practical common sense of the Anglo-Amer-

ican farmer will sooner or later recognize the truth

that in an agricultural country the destruction or pres-

ervation of forests must determine the decision of

Hamlet's alternative. If their southern neighbors

should not follow their example, if Central America

should become as barren as the plains of Syria, the

territory of the United States will form the oasis of

the American Desert, for the phj'sical geography of

the Old World shows that isolated woodlands enjoy a

moist climate of their own. The forests of Mingrelia,

the ancient Colohis, in the eastern Caucasus, though

surrounded by Russian steppes and Armenian sand-

hills, are still as fertile as in the days of the Argo-

nauts. The wooded oasis of Sidi-Belbez, in southern

Algiers, enjoys frequent rain- showers, while in the

adjacent plains the annual rainfall does not exceed

four inches.

Even if the enforcement of forest-laws should be

left optional with the different States, the vices of an

improvident community would not materially affect the

prosperity of its wisest neighbors. Wooded mountain-

states, however, would profit b}' a natural advantage,

for the remnants of their hill-forests would serve as a

ready-made nucleus for artificial plantations, while in

barren plains it is the first step that costs—the diffi-

culty of protecting the storm-exposed saplings. If,

therefore, the time should come, when the Rocky
Mountain locust shall ravage the plains of Ohio, and

the Delaware drift-sands obstruct the mouth of the

Susquehanna, the woodland of Pennsylvania will

probabl}' continue to deserve its name.

[to be continued.]

IS NATIONA1.ISM A SIN AGAINST HELL ?

BY T. B. WAKEMAN.

"Sins against Relativity" are the most unpardon-

able, but fortunately the most impossible in the world.

Existence is founded upon duality, and is in itself but

a contrast. The Good is but the hitherside of the

Evil. The childish question, Why does not God kill

the Devil ? is answered by the instant thought that it

would be the denial and end of both. The good and

the bad, the high and the low, must perish together.

At bottom no one wants or expects to kill the Devil

or to quench Hell.

Mr. Conway (in The Open Court of April 17) thus

wisely describes Guide's famous painting of the defeat

of Satan: "The most chivalrous sympathizer with

the " under dog in a fight" could hardly feel any pity

for this prostrate fiend. His countenance is cruel :

the mouth and teeth made to bite : the complexion a

dirty copper : the eyes crafty and hard : a creature

evil for the love of evil. The angel points his sword
at the prostrate demon, but of course it is a sham
gesture. He does not mean to kill him. Satan is too

useful as an executioner and a horror to be slain."

His Hell is indeed, the necessary foundation of

Heaven. All that the Divine Powers wish or expect

is to keep him prostrate, "bound in chains for a

thousand years " at a time, and thus made to know
and keep his place. Were the angel's sword to

threaten his vital parts, the angelic hosts themselves

would parry the blow. Thus is the fundamental truth

of the duality of good and evil imbedded in the

imagery and play of old Theology.

But turn the leaf from this old Faith- lore to the

great, new, true, actual World, and the same truth or

truism is the first to be recognized. No Angels of

change, of evolution, or of reform must really remove

the now cruel conditions which made and still make

evolution and reform needful and possible, however

ugly, dark, and Satan-like some Reformer, as a modern

Guido, may paint them. Thus of late a tremor of fear

and distrust has run through "celestial minds" for

fear that the newly coming, white-winged, sword-

bearing Angel, Nationalism, may be for sending her

sword right into the very heart of Need, the mother

of Selfishness, which is the substance of Hell, which

is the foundation of Heaven ! Such was evidently the

fear about Nationalism, which inspired some of the

late leading editorials in The Open Court on competi-

tion, co-operation, socialism, and kindred topics. Such

also is the inspiration which prompted the article of

the famous Belgian Jurist, Prof. Emile de Leveleye,

in the March Contemporary ReviciLi,—such, in a word,

is the most general and crushing criticism against

Nationalism. It is denounced as a sin against Hell ?

Beware ! It will smash the very foundation of Heaven !

Under its emasculating influence, we are told, your

blessed back-bone, which 3'ou have inherited from

glorious Teutonic Swordsmen, will be gradually de-

liquesced. Your muscle and nerve melt into the

original jelly-fish protoplasm, without "differentia-

tion," beyond the sameness of individual cells—color-

less, formless, worthless, and without a bone !

Now let us consider somewhat whether there is

really any substantial danger to either Devil or Hell,

if the prophecy of Nationalism should become mea

surably triumphant ? On the contrary, will it not like

the good angel conquer and keep the benefit of both

without destroying either ?

First : The terrible physical needs of food, clothing

and shelter will certainly remain as imperative as

ever. Nationalism or Co-operation is simply the

higher form of social action by which Evolution pro-

vides that hunger, nakedness, and exposure shall be

as an ever present possibility, conquered, but never
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extinguished. They will forever stand before man as

incitements to action ; but civilized, social, co-opera-

tive man will be their master, while the savage man
was and will be their slave.

Evolution plainly shows how this victory over

nature must be and will be achieved, to wit : In the

savage state man had to meet these needs alone, or in

small tribes or families. Then it was that the strongest

survived, as among brutes, and brutal men. In the

barbarous state, the social organism by natural selection

became more and more the dominant fact by which

the life, protection, and welfare of the community was

secured. Those only who became fit co-operators

and parts of this social action succeeded. Thus the

fittest survived instead of the strongest and most bru-

tal. This is also finely and instructively illustrated in

comparative sociology, for instance, among the beavers,

the bees, and the ants.

In the civilized communities. Society has become a

complicated, living, and growing social organism. The
individual has no chance of life, except as he fits into

and grows with and contributes to the social life, and

he who fits and grows so as to best further and sustain

the organic whole, present and future, is the one in

the organ that is and ought to be selected. Thus
evolution works out that the social best is to be her

final favorite in civilized communities. In them evo-

lution acts on individuals not directly, but through

society and its requirements of the best. The general

disregard of this fact by competitive individualists

and anarchists is fatal to their cause.

Thus in the progress of society, evolution has first

thrown its selecting power in favor of the strongest, so

that then individual competition reigned; then upon
the fittest when adjustment to social conditions was
the saving grace ; and lastly upon the best in social

civilization, where the moral becomes the crown and

success of life. Those, therefore, who cite the laws of

individual competition as the final and necessary word
of evolution are simply giving us its savage form, and
have not reached its higher stages, when it selects the

fittest and finally the best. In its animal and savage

stage evolution selects physical advantages; then the

physical becomes fixed and changes little afterwards
;

the natural selection next falls in favor of intellect,

"cuteness" and social fitness ; finally intellect alone

ceases to avail, and then goodness, that is, conduct

which builds and sustains the organic action of the

whole organism or community, is that which avails or

will avail.

The anarchists and their friends who now insist

upon "wolfish competition " as the basis of an in-

dustrial community have only begun the study of

evolution, and are trying to continue its savage stage

in civilization. They are looking backward from the

present, instead of from the ideal future of Mr.

Bellamy. If there is anything in evolution, that Ideal

Future will be the gradual triumph of the best, not

necessarily of the savagest or the strongest. It is

certain, for instance, that international wars will cease,

and the necessities of the industrial age bepome more

and more dominant. The organic action of civilized

communities will, therefore, become more industrial.

It will be more a war against nature, and less against

man. But just as under the old military regime "no
one goeth to war at his own cost," but the community

by its organic action made war its business, and thus

put down or overgrew all private and guerilla war-

fare, so in industrial affairs the wholesale and organic

action of the community must and will finally over-

grow all partial efforts at production. That is, the

monopolists, who are guerilla chiefs of industry,

must go out of existence or become parts of the

general administration of the community for its

general benefit. The general benefits of the largest

and cheapest means of production must, by natural

selection, result in the organic action of the com-

munity to achieve that end. In industry, evolution

will work out the_ same result as it has done in war

government, justic^e, money, postal affairs, and already

largely in transportation.

Evolution no longer, or only slightly now, acts

upon the individual singly, as if he were a solitarj-

savage, but chiefly as a social factor, organ and co-

operator. The reason why industries have not been

sooner socialized, is easily seen to be due chiefly to

their past conditions ; viz : (i) the low state of civil-

ization, which could be sustained by individual labor

with little machinery, (2) the general existence of sla-

very and serfage under privileged classes, (3) the gen-

eral employment of the organic action in military and

church affairs, which dotted Europe with battle-

fields, castles and cathedrals. The introduction of

mighty machinery, which makes the best efforts of

individuals hopeless and childish ; the abolition of

slaver}', and military and church domination leave

no choice under evolution but an era of industrial-

ism, by, through, and under the organic action of the

people ; or else the reinstitution of a despotism sim-

ilar to that of Cjesar or the Tzar which is not to be

thought of. If society is an organism, as Hobbes, Comte,

Spencer and all scientists teach, its organic action is the

main subject of sociology, and socialism is simply ap-

plied sociology under evolution, which makes it in-

evitable.

These are general considerations, but they only

lead to and solve the apparent danger, that the suc-

cess of the industrial era and regime through some

kind of Socialism or Nationalism, will remove compe-

tition, satisfy the needs which only can excite activity.

J
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toil and ambition, and thus lead to physical, mental,

moral and social emasculation and death. Those who
thus apprehend have simply mistaken the first or sav-

age stage of evolution for the whole. The direct con-

trary is the result. When evolution falls upon and

selects the member of a civilized society, because he is

the best, and best performs social requirements, it

makes necessary and includes both intellectual and

sociailjitnc'ss, and also physical .f/r^;/o-///. The strength

of the savage, //us the fitness to the social order, and

j>/u's the intellectual and moral purpose of a citizen are

included in t/w best. The greater always thus includes

the less, but that less is the subdominant foundation

of the higher, and in social civilization is attained by

culture, devotion and discipline, instead of "wolfish

competition," and brutal and selfish purposes, which

can only tend to keep man a wolf, a brute, and a devil.

Thus, secondly, whenever the organic action has

made these higher social requirements upon the indi-

vidual they have been easily reached. It is this fact

that has made military service the source of honor,

strength, duty, and nobility. This has always been so

steadily the result of " civilized warfare," that many
officers and " aristocrats " seriously argue, that all

that is noble in man will depart if he ceases to be a hu-

man butcher, and to have war as the main organic

purpose of society ! But let them first see what the

voluntary armies of industry can do, in calling forth and

developing physical strength, social fitness and devo-

tion. Instead of the selfishness of "wolfish competi-

tion," let us have social duty culminating in the best,

the noblest organic action, sustaining and sustained by

the noblest individuals ! Then the victories of peace

will be greater than those of war, in the evolution,

and not the destruction of vigorous, noble man-
hood.

But there is no danger that all this nobility of the

people will ever quench the hells, or kill the devils.

It will be the fulfilment of what Swedenborg teaches

to be the first dut}' of the Angels, that is, to preserve or-

der in Hell, and keep the Devils there. Hunger and

cold, disease and death will be back of, and excite the

motive powers of the social demands and require-

ments, and the selection which will sustain the social,

industrial activity, and the physical, intellectual and

moral nobility which will keep those natural devils down.

Goethe has said this the best of all : In the most
pathetic passage of literature, when the aged Faust

has entered the final industrial era, and conquered

peace, and is about to die, Need, Care, Guilt and
Death, because he was a mortal, came to claim him as

their own. The industrial Faust, the symbol of Hu-
manity, banished them all

—

except Death :
" Four

came, but three have gone," he said, "for Death
remains as a solace and a brother."

Why may not evolution realize this dream ?jWhen
finally, in the old age of every individual, the three

devils. Need, Care and Guilt, cease to haunt, Death
may remain,—not as an avenging fiend, but as the

"brother of sleep," the angel of rest. This can only be

when Evolution has brought " organic action " to that

advanced stage, where its impulse will be expressed

in that Lord's Prayer of the new era—which let us

learn to repeat :

'• Each for All,

All for Each :

From each his highest deed.

To each as he may need."—Amen.

THE HEMISPHERIC REGION.

In ascending above the Thalamus we rise into the

highest and most important province of the brain,

into the hemispheric region, consisting of the cortex

and the striped bodies or corpora striata.

If we pursue the course of the fibres of the crusta

upwards, we notice that on each side they break

RADIATA AND ITS

C R. Corona Radiata consisting of ascend-

ing and descending fibres.

«. c. Nucleus Caudatus.

n. CI. Head of nucleus caudatus, invisible

in the drawing because covered with fibres.

«. 1:2. Middle part, and
n. C3. Tail of nucleus caudatus.

X. Represents the place where the lentiform body lies buried under-

neath the protruding fibres,

C C. Corpus Callosum, connecting the two hemispheres with each

other.

F. F2, Fs. Fornix, or the Vault ; thick bundles of white fibres, ri-ing in

the marginal circumvolution of the temporal \Qh&{gyrtts hippocajnpi), ovet-

arching the thalamus and descending to the corpora candicantia, underneath

the front part of the thalamus.

The lateral ventricle lies between the fornix, the tailed body which

forms its floor, and the corpus callosum which forms its roof. The right

lateral ventricle is separated from the left through a double-walled mem-
brane, called sepiii??i lucidum. Each lateral ventricle possesses three cavities

which are called its anterior, lateral, and pasterior horns.

V. Lateral ventricle, posterior horn.

vt . The anterior horn of the lateral ventricle, between the corpus callo-

sum above and the front part of the fornix below.

v2. The lateral or middle horn of the lateral ventricle, its floor being

the lower part of the fornix.

/. Insula Reil, being the deepest portion of the Fissure of Silvius.
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through a thick oval body (the corpus striatum) and

then, above the corpus striatum they radiate fanlike,

and disperse in all directions. The narrow passage

through the striped body, filled with these thick

bundles of white fibres, is called the Capsula interna,

and their fanlike dispersion above the striped body is

called the corona radiata or crown. One smaller bun-

dle of nerve fibres passes round the striped body to

the frontal lobe of the brain, and this tract is called

capsula externa.

The corpus striatum is thus divided by the capsula

interna into two parts, which after their shape are

called the lenticular and the tailed body

—

nucleus

Icntiformis and nucleus caudatus. The lenticular body

appears in a lateral view, if looked at from the island

of Reil, like a slightly oval lense. It is situated out-

side the internal capsule. The tailed body shaped

like a big comma whose head lies in front and whose

tapering tail stretches backward and downward, lies

inside the internal capsule. The nucleus caudatus is

in its thicker frontal part continuous with the gray

matter of the hemispheres ; it is also intimately con-

nected with the shell (or putamen) of the lenticular

body, and it engirds in its tail-like elongation the

(After Edinger.)

thalamus opticus from which it is distinctly separated

by a sharp groove {stria terminalis) in which runs a

small bundle of white fibres, tenia scmicircularis which

is the continuation of the olfactory nerve rising from

the olfactory ganglion. The nucleus caudatus forms

the floor of the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle,

and its tail ends in an eminence, called the amygdaloid

tubercle.

A great part of the coronal nerve fibres rise from

the thalamus. These nerves connect the thalamus

with almost all regions of the hemispheres ; near the

thalamus they are gathered in bundles called the stems

of the thalamus.

For further information we refer to the adjoined

illustrations and diagrams, representing the brain, in

coronal, sagital, and horizontal sections.

Coronal sections are such as run parallel to the

coronal suture of the cranium. For instance a ver-

tical section through both ears is a coronal section.

Sagital sections are such as run parallel to the sagital

suture of the cranium. The sagital suture stands like

an arrow on the string of a bow at right angles upon

the coronal suture.

CORONAL SECTION OF BRAIN. (After Edinger.)

AA, BB, CC. Indicate the following three horizontal sectio

Slni

Ccl

FIRST HORIZONTAL SECTION OF BRAIN. (After Henly.)

Indicated in the coronal section by an imaginary line to be drawn through

AA, and laying bare the corpus callosum (Germ. Balken).

Lt. Ligamentum tectum, Striae longitudinalis Lancisi.

Sim. Striae longitudinalis mediales; white longitudinal fibres, interlacing

in several places, running along in the middle of the corpus callosum. The
mass of white substance between the cortex and corpus callosum is called

Ceniritin Sciniovalf.—Ccl. Corpus callosum.
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BRAIN (After Edinger )

maginaryhne to be drawn through

! frontal lobes,

Indicated in the coronal section by i

BB, laying bare the thalamus and nucleus caudatus.

The occipital lobes in reality appear as close togethe

so as to cover the cerebellum.

The Fornix rising in front from both thalami shows a cross-section in

F.lf. The fornix overarches the thalamus and descends to the marginal
convolution on the base of the brain, which is visible in F./ only. This con-

volution is called the Gyrus Hippocampi. The gyrus hippocampi passes
from the occipital lobe into the front lower part of the temporal lobe, where
it is called Gyrus Uncinatus or hooked circumvolution.

trance from the third 1Foramen Monro,
lateral ventricle.

S. M. Sulcus Monro, a
;

St. Septum pellucidum, a membra;
lateral ventricle. Each ventricle having
are two septa directly facing each oth

wrongly called the ventricle of the septum pell

fact, no ventricle, but must be conceived as the

f the third ventricle ir

cmbrane forming the

The

the thalamus.

between both frontal lobes. The continuity of this fissure with the ventricle

of the septum pellucidum has been interrupted by the growth of the corpus

callosum. The corpus callosum (the commissural fibres joining both hemis-

pheres) is little developed in lower mammals, it is strongly developed in the

monkey and is still more prominent in man.

Ccl. /. Rostrum or Beak, lowest part of the corpus callosum.

Ccl. 2. Genu or Knee of corpus callosum.

Ccl. J. Upper surface of corpus callosum.

Cci. 4. Splenium or Wedge ;
posterior part of corpus callosum.

Cim. Peduncles of corpus callosum.

Com. Commissura Media, connecting the two thalami.

anterior, inter-connecting the temporal lobes,

posterior ; white fibres connecting both thalami.

ea terminalis
;
part of tuber cinereum, originally the

jrain (as explained in the development of; of the pri

Coa. Com
Cop. Com
Lei. Lam:

top and termin

the brain),

//. Optic nerve.

Hi. Chiasma of optic ni

H. Hypophysis orpituita

TV. Tuber cinereum.

Cca. Corpus candicans.

P. Pons.

Mo. Medulla oblongata

I'g. Fourth y

A. Aquaductus Sylvii.

Fta. Incisura pallii, sup. vale.

Ftp. Vallecula, posterior vale.

Lq. Four Hills.

O:. Conarium or pineal gland.

Cbl. Cerebellum.

Indicated

through CC, G
Th. Thalamus.
Mc. Middle commissure.

_f. Fornix.

si. Septum lucidum.

j/. Splenium.

N. C. Nucleus caudatus.

ah. Anterior horn of lateral

ventricle.

//:. Posterior horn of lateral ven-

tricle.

C. Tail of nucleus caudatus.

L. N. Lenticular body.

/. K'. Internal capsule anterior

1 section by an imaginary line to be dr;

Knee of corpus callosum.

/. K. Internal capsule poste

nissure. limb.

K. Knee of internal capsule,

im. E. K. External capsule betw

lenticular body and claustrum.

Cls. Claustrum.

In. Insula.

o. Operculum.

F. Frontal lob^.

////. Third from it circumvoiu-

O. Occipital lobe.

T. S. Temporo-sphe
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CROSS-SECTION THROUGH GYRUJ

The gyrus hippocampi is accompanied by

(After Edinger.)

aller circumvolution, the

gyrus dentatus, (or fascia dentata) which is almost bare of all gray substance.

It produces by protrusion inside a ridge in the lateral ventricle, called Horn

of Ammon, or pes hippocampi major. The fornix rises from fibres origin-

ating in the gyrus dentatus, where it is called Fimbria.

All the marginal circumvolutions of the hemispheres ;
viz., the gyrus

fornicatus, which surrounds the corpus callosum, its continuation, the gyrus

hippocampi with the fascia dentata, and the cornu Ammonis, and also the

nerve-fibres of the striae Lancisi are strongly developed in animals in whom
the function of smell is prominent. In the fcetal stage and in infants they

are comparatively large ; in the adult man they are almost atrophied. In the

dolphin who has no olfactory bulb, they are found in a state of retrogression.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE SURVIVAL OF THE VILLAIN.

To the Editor of The Open Court .—

In consideration of your noble statement ;

'

' That if it be found

that I am wrong, I will abandon my case and join him who teaches

the truth," I am encouraged to make an effort to win such a

powerful ally. Firstly, to prove that competition and gravita-

tion are alike and both necessary laws, you say :
" Every gravitat-

ing particle upon the Earth gravitates towards the very same

point in the centre of the globe. " Now I want you to recognize

that they do not and cannot compete, for every element or sub-

stance must gravitate with speed or force according to its density,

regardless of every other one. The feather that would undertake

to compete with the leaden bullet ought to be sent to the lunatic

asylum.

I am fully aware of the fact and admit that in all lower orders

of lite cruel competition against every other of its kind is the con-

dition. But co-operation is the law of life within the organism

itself, and this is verified by Embryology. Beginning with a sin-

gle cell that divides itself into two, the two into four, the four into

eight, and so on until the requisite number of cells are produced

with which to build the organism. These cells seem to have an

individuality, and co-operating to build this organism arrange

themselves into three layers, the centre one taking up all that is

deep, like arteries, bones, etc., and all the cells of all the layers

working in harmony to complete this wonderful structure. There
is no function or faculty any more honorable or necessary than

any other, for the life and existence of the structure is entirely

dependent on all of them, and when the organism is finished

whether it be a horse or man, the blood or circulating medium will

distribute itself to the various parts of the organism just in pro-

portion to the work and waste it has endured, if the muscles only

have been used and worn, the circulating medium will go there as

readily as it will go to the brain, if that has been the part of the

organism worked. An organism is a city full of cells. Nature

knows that the greatest good of each is the greatest good of all
;

and Nature is just in the distribution of her circulating medium to

keep the organism healthy and symmetrical in all its parts. Nature

has no cruel and conflicting competition inside of the organism.

It is only when she leaves the organism to be guided by its im-

perfect brain that this death-dealing element steps in. As soon as

an organism is developed high enough to produce a brain that

loves such virtues as equity, magnanimity, and gratitude, then it

becomes disgusted with dishonest competition, and makes an effort

to take a lesson from nature's method, which of course is emula-

tion ; that is, that a skilled hand reflects credit on the whole body
;

that just conclusions arrived at by the brain are a glory to the

whole organism ; that you shall do a grand deed not to ruin your

fellow, but for his good and that of the whole community. You

say, " If we annihilate competition the whole country would sink

into a state of general stagnation." This carries the impression

that emulation is not as potent to inspire effort in humanity as

competition. With the experience of the wars where emulation

is the motive, how can you think so. Byron says something like

this: " The all white eye, the roll in the dust, these reward the

rank and file by thousands. The rest may get a ribbon at their

breast." It is to get that ribbon that thousands give up their

lives, and money could not buy it from those who get it. This

proves that to be well thought of by our fellows, is the highest of

all incentives. Where men are so successful in this dishonest com-

petitive system as to' be able to grasp a million of other men's

earnings, instead of being well thought of, they are being despised

as wholesale legal robbers.

You say that "The purchasing power represents the amount

of energy that humanity can devote to the production of a special

article." This in my judgment is your most vulnerable statement

There are certainly a million idle men very anxious to devote energy

to production. It is known that the energy of many is not devoted

to the production of wealth, but to the effort to get it away from

those who do produce it. There is also an army whose energy is

devoted to trying to sell this wealth to people who have no pur-

chasing power, and the energy of the many is employed counter-

acting the efforts of others, to keep them from producing the

things that they do, that the prices may be high. For the present

is really a system for the prevention of the production of wealth,

and it has succeeded to such a degree, that it is known that we

could manufacture a great many times more than we could pos-

sibly consume. No doubt savages die of starvation, but it is always

in time of famine ; they will not work eight hours a day ; the

white man will, and he has the benificent inventions to help him

produce enormous quantities of wealth. But this deadlock of lim-

iting production to the purchasing power is so shortsightedly

wicked that 12,000 of the poor died of starvation in New York,

not when there was a famine, but when the grainaries were burst-

ing. You say that my sentence "That in present conditions the

villain is the fittest to survive," is not true.

I hope the following will convince you of your mistake. " The
present scramble for existence is developing the brutal side of

human nature," and my reason for it is, that the qualities we ab-

hor, fear, and despise in man are those which insures him material

success, and these qualities are being exercised more and more as

competition grows closer.

The shrewd, suspicious, and selfish mortal who watches his
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opportunity to take advantage of other men's necessities, who de-

lights to trample on the weak, whose heart and hand are closed

acainst undeserved woe—material success is sure to crown the

efforts of such a wicked brain. And how sad to think that the

prssession of all the virtues we adore, such as trustfulness, tender

pity, benevolence, simple truth, and a resolve to be guided by the

grlden rule, that those virtues and that resolve will lead him and

his beloved ones to the poor house. The man who loves his family

dare not exercise his virtues ; hence they become rudimentary, and

he must exercise his vices ; so they become developed. If you will

help us make the conditions such, that the nobleman instead of

the villain, will be the fittest to survive, then you will be a re-

deemer of this world. C. Orchardson.

LOOKING UPWARD.

BY L. D. A,

Competition, we agree, means " a common strife for the same
object." But because there is the same object in view, the author

of " Looking Forward " airily overlooks the wasteful friction of

the strife. Strife, in the sense of effort against evil toward good,

is an essential of life ; but, in the sense of life, striving against

life is necessarily a waste of life.

Really between me and my opponent there is only a difference

of view. If he will once admit the possibility of reducing selfish

good from its leading, to a subordinate, position in human nature,

he becomes from that moment a Nationalist. The Nationalist

does not expect to see competition abolished in an instant, but con-

verted gradually into emulative co-operation by natural means.

It is hopeful to observe that my "competitor" believes in

some kind of co-operation. He does not exactly tell us what it is,

but, although maintaining that co-operation is "contrary" to

competition, he exclaims :
" Let us have more co-operation of any

kind, if you please," etc., and therefore, I suppose, less of his

cherished competition. But stay! His co-operation " does not

exclude free competition "
! Evidently his ideal after all, then, is

some kind or degree of emulative co-operation, which is exactly

my own ideal. Thus is the " fierceness " of the strife commuted
(when anyone sees his part in the whole) into increased efficiency

for the common good—increased harmony—in itself a nobler re-

sult, and promising nobler general results. To be a Nationalist one

need only believe in the principle of the circulation of forces.

AN ANARCHIST ON NATIONALISM.
To the Editor of The Open Court

:

—
The Anarchist, habituated by the nature of his theory to ap-

ply hard inductive methods to social science, cannot regard such

flounderings of a philanthropic writer as is L. D. A. among big

words without a feeling of commiseration. About the time of

Nimrod, mankind divided into rulers and ruled, employers and

employes, masters and slaves, a "relation which, under one name
or another, everywhere continues. Natural selection weeds out of

the servile class variations unfavorable to life and propagation

under the conditions of slavery, with this very obvious result that

many populations, once spirited enough, have become servants of

servants. Of the variations unfavorable to life and propagation

in the dominant class, natural selection takes no visible account,

because the fundamental one of all—the desire to rule— is itself so

transcendently unfavorable. " Sad shall be the end of a wicked

race." No dynasty of rulers ever lasted long. While natural selec-

tion thus weeds out the ruler-class but pres'erves the rulable, it

has raised up, under tremendous stress, a third—the class who
will neither rule nor be ruled. The man of this character dies a

martyr, if he turns to social reform. C. L. James.

Eau Claire, Wis.

CORRECT PREMISES, BUT WRONG CONCLUSIONS.
IN REPLY TO MR. WAKEMAN, MR. L. D. A., AND MR. ORCHARDSON.

The argument which Mr. Wakeman supposes to be in favor

of nationalism, is a very good one. He says :

" In the progress of society evolution has first thrown its selecting power
in favor of the strongest, so that then individual competition reigned

; then
upon the fittest when adjustment to social conditions was the saving grace :

and lastly upon the best in social civilization when the morat becomes the

crown and success of life."

The argument is _good, for I believe it is true ; and it is the

very same thing that I have been preaching all the time.

I have always contended against the statement that the most

brutal and shrewd are the strongest. Man is stronger than the

lion, although the lion has bigger teeth, tougher muscles, and
sharper claws, The fox may have been more cunning than the

anthropoid, yet the anthropoid was more intelligent. His cunning

was tempered with moral qualities, and such shrewdness we call

intelligence. Those moral qualities helped him to progress and

without his moral qualities man would have remained an animal

like the gorilla, in spite of strength and shrewdness. It is a

further evolution and a higher development of morality that we
are all working for, and we hope that our efforts are not in vain.

The shrewd and unprincipled man is by no means the

strongest ; the more moral a man is, the fitter will he be to sur-

vive. But do not call a good-natured fool a moral man simply be-

cause he is not given to vice. This blasphemes morality. A
moral man is a character who does ail he can to acquire all the

intellectual and physical qualities necessary to make a success in

life.

That is all conceded and I have repeated this truism again and

again. The salvation of humanity can be found only in morality,

and morality is obedience to the laws of nature, above all to the

sociological laws, the observance of which makes society grow and

prosper. But why from these premises must we conclude that all

property should be nationalized, and that all industrial enterprises

should be run by the state ? These premises are correct, I grant,

but they contain not the slightest reason why we should sacrifice

individual freedom to themoloch of a national government, which

would be the owner of all the land, the sole capitalist, and the only

employer of labor, so that all citizens would become government

employees.

All the arguments of Mr. Wakeman, that society is an organ-

ism, were used with great advantage two thousand years ago

for justifying the caste system of Egypt and of India. If the

simile hold good, there is no reason why we should not again in-

troduce the heredity of caste, for in organisms also all the cells

produced by brain-cells become brain-cells again, the liver-cells

bring forth liver-cells, etc., etc. All the organs of an organism,

the stomach as well as the hands, are of equal importance, why

then should not, (as we are told in the fable of Menenius Agrippa)

the hands do all the work, the stomach all the digestion or enjoy-

ment, and the brain all the governing ? I suppose that none

would accept these consequences.

The simile is not inappropriate, yet we must not forget that

it is a simile. I also consider Society as an organized whole, and

strongly object to the conception of individualists who believe that

mankind is like the beach of the ocean, a heap of many millions

of independent grains of sand. But conceded that society is an or-

ganism, there is no reason why all capital should be controlled by

the government.

.lEsop Junior tells a fable about the limbs of a body who

were dissatisfied with the distribution of their circulating medium,

called blood, which they receive for services rendered. The

blood had in their society a free circulation, and the government

called consciousness, residing in the capital called brain, did not
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trouble much about it. The limbs, however, were dissatisfied, for

there are arteries that contain a great abundance of blood and yet

they do not want it themselves ; they have to distribute it to the

limbs, and the limbs receive only small currents in the capillaries,

which was no fair equivalent for their services rendered.

Now it was true that for some reason or other the limbs had

really not received their fair share. So they held a meeting and pro-

posed different plans. The right foot said: The cause of our suffering

is the brain ; there is too much interference of consciousness. Leave

nature alone and nature will let all things adjust themselves. The

left foot said : Let us bring all the functions of the body under the

control of consciousness and all our ailments will soon be settled.

We ought to have more concentration and co-operation, more

regulation in the interest of all. We live in a state of anarchy

which forces us to drudge unceasingly. If the blood were evenly

distributed, according to our needs, and not according to the no-

tions of the arteries, who keep so much blood for themselves, we

would not all be obliged to work constantly. Four hours a day for

a limited time of our existence would be enough work to keep us

all comfortably alive. Imagine the aorta alone possesses many

millions of blood-corpuscles, enough to nourish the big biceps of

the arm for a whole year, and yet the biceps receives too small

a share for health.

The hands proposed another method ; they declared that if

they did not receive the ratio to which they were entitled they

would strike. Then the arteries might try to live without the as-

sistance of the hands. The plans of the feet were considered, yet

not executed. But the bands being serious, brought matters to a

crisis. The arteries could not at the time fulfil all the demands of

the hands, but after some discussion and arbitration a compromise

was reached, according to which the limbs received a fairer share,

for which they could afford to do better work than before in a

shorter time.

Laborers, do not believe in Utopian schemes ! do not seek

for a fool's paradise, but live in the actual presence ! We live in

a republic. If you are underpaid, try to help yourselves, and

fight for your right with all the legal means at your disposal.

Improve your situation wherever you can, and whenever a

further progress of mankind justifies an amelioration of your

condition. If you expect help from the nationalization of pro-

perty, because then you would be provided for by the nation,

you might just as well wait for the institution of a Schlaraffia,

where pigs run about roasted, and all kinds of cakes grow

on the trees. But bear in mind that if in your struggle for

amelioration you fight with immoral means, if instead of the bal-

lot, you employ the bullet ; if instead of raising yourselves, you at-

tempt to keep others down ; if you destroy property, you will

not only ruin yourselves, and blunt the sympathy which public

opinion has with honestly struggling labor, but you will also injure

your cause. Unnecessary strikes, unjustifiable demands, violence,

rampant and incendiary speech, will harm society in general and

yourselves in particular.

Mr. Wakeman maintains that " in its animal and savage stage

evolution selects physical advantages ; then the physical becomes

fixed and changes little afterwards." This is an error, invented

as a makeshift answer to my argument that, if man did no longer

use his backbone, his backbone would become a rudimentary

organ. The fact is that all life is plastic and must under changed

conditions necessarily undergo changes.

It is true that the human form remains constant within cer-

tain limits. But this is so because and in so far as conditions re-

main about the same, and if a human form is changed too much

natural selection will discontinue its propagation. For instance,

if a man does not exercise his lungs, their breathing capacity will

be reduced and the consequence will be not -a new species of man

with inferior lungs, but the man will die of consumption.

There is a certain class of animals called Ascidians or Pouch-

Creatures which consist of a bag of animal substance with diges-

tive and respiratory organs only. They lead a mere vegetative life.

Our naturalists look upon them as forms of retrogressive. develop-

ment from snails. The snail possesses a head and muscles for

locomotion. Some of the snails found it possible to live without a

head, so they lost that little bit of brain which a snail possesses

and became headless snails or Ascidians. Theologians of the old

school may believe that man or at least the soul of man is not

subject to natural laws, but so long as Mr. Wakeman does not

prove the contrary, I shall continue to believe the scientist in

preference to the prophet of a nationalistic Utopia.

Mr. L. D. A. finds it hopeful that I " believe in some kind of

co-operation." Did he suppose that I do not believe in co-opera-

tion ? I should like to see the man who does not ! Co-operation is a

fact, and society, in its present form is indeed one great co-opera-

tive system. The issue of nationalism, however, is not whether

co-operation is possible, but whether free competition can be

abolished, and if so, whether it would be wise to abolish it.

Nationalism proposes to abolish competition by changing the

present state of society into one great national workhouse.

Yet I maintain that even in the great workhouse of national

co-operation competition cannot be abolished, for people would

have to compete for the more desirable positions, and these would

be fewer in such a state than they are at present. Personal liberty

would necessarily have to go, for only the Supreme Working Master

General and his assistants in the government of the nation would

be independent and free men. The rest might be allowed to express

their wishes as to the kind of employment they would prefer—

a

privilege which is usually granted also to the inmates of our peni-

tentiaries. But if, as will frequently be the case, a compliance

with so many wishes becomes inconvenient to the board of

managers, these wishes will be overruled. It is to be expected

that the fulfilment of all wishes will be an impossibility.

If a laborer, skilled or unskilled, under the present state of

society, is dissatisfied with his work or with the treatment he re-

ceives, he has a chance of finding another employer. There is no

hope of that kind in the national workhouse of Mr. Bellamy.

Mr. L. D. A. is mistaken when he declares that I "airily

overlook the wasteful friction of the strife." Progress in civili-

zation is possible only through economy of labor, and the

avoidance of wasteful friction is economy of labor. I believe

in progress, I believe that humanity in future centuries will be

better than it is at present ; it will be nobler in moral re-

spects, and it will also be more comfortably housed, and clad,

and fed, than we are now. "la the new order of things," I

said in the article under discussion, "we hope all unnecessary

struggle will be avoided, we shall have less waste and a minimum

of friction, yet the law of competition will remain in a future and

better state of society just as powerful as it ever was since time

immemorial, and as it is to-day."-*-»*«*»**
Mr. Orchardson has not yet given up his favorite idea that

production ought to be adjusted to the needs of the people, not to

their purchasing power. Granting that " the purchasing power "

represents the ability to produce, or the amount of energy that

can be devoted to manufacturing a certain article, he maintains,

that " there are certainly a million idle men very anxious to devote

their energy to production." It may be true, and I believe it is

true, that there are many people anxious to work who cannot find

employment or if they find employment, they cannot find that

kind of employment which they would like to have, and for which

they are best fitted. This being granted, how can the evil be
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cured through the appropriation of all capital by the nation ?

Why does not Mr, Orchardson rather suggest the establishment of

agencies to bring the people into those places where their work is in

demand ? If the capital in our country were really so unlimited,

as the Nationalists suppose it to be, why does it not employ all

the idle men out of work ? Capital would gladly employ as many
men as possible, for capital cannot afford to remain idle without

ceasing to be capital. Capital is in the same predicament as is

labor ; if it lies unemployed it brings no returns.

If all our capital were managed by the government, it is not

certain that it would be administered as economically as if

when owned and employed by private individuals. ' A capitalist

whose income is larger than his expenses, invests the surplus

and makes it profitable again for further production and a

wider employment of labor. His own interest urges him to do so.

Yet the government which lives on taxes, hoards up large sums

without using them, and sometimes wastes the sweat and the

energy of its citizens. Valuable quantities of silver were stored

up for yea'rs in Washington without being put to any use, and then

again great amounts were squandered by imprudence and criminal

negligence.

Our government is by no means an exception ; other govern-

ments, even those which are famous for the honesty with which

they administer their affairs, are not better in this respect.

Travelers visiting Dresden have perhaps noticed a large

area of vacant land on the banks of the river, opposite Briihl's

Terrace. This land belongs to the Saxon government and is the

place on which stand old dilapidated barracks. The new barracks

were to be built on the hills northeast of Dresden ; and some

years ago, a building association of private individuals offered to

build them in exchange for that patch of land on the banks of

the river. They calculated that this land in the centre of the

city, if properly improved, would become the most desirable place

for fashionable residences. The Saxon government seeing that

this plan was a good idea, undertook the scheme on its own ac-

count. It built the new barracks, out of taxes, and paid a higher

price than was expected. That valuable land, however, lies as

waste in the very heart of the city even to-day, as it ever was. The
nationalization of capital, if it were possible, would be the finar»-

cial ruin of our country.

Almost all the people who have a pet idea of reform upon

which they look as a social panacea, believe that their case is

proved if they point out deficiencies in the present social state.

We are told that there are dishonest politicians, that some laborers

do not receive their fair wages, that others do not find employ-

ment, that there are burglars breaking into our houses, that many
diligent workers, farmers, inventors, thinkers, poets, have to struggle

hard in life to make a fair living. And because these things

are facts, the nationalist imagines that they need but be pointed

out in order to prove that a nationalization of all property and

enterprise would do away with all these evils. In the same way
the anarchist maintains that the abolition of all government is the

patent medicine that will cure our social evils.

The national government in Mr. Bellamy's state of society is

supposed to be perfect. All incitement to crime, it is maintained

will cease as soon as all land, all. capital, and all power are na-

tionalized. There will be no political parties, because all citizens

are good, and being good, they are of one opinion. There will be

no corruption in politics, for corruption is supposed to be impos-

sible. All this is a bold assumption which remains to be proved.

Even the best governments are fallible and experience teaches

that they must be constantly watched. Not without good reason

has it been said that the power of the government ought to be lim-

ited to a mere administration of the common affairs of the citizens.

The government ought to interfere with the liberties of its citizens

as little as possible
;
and indeed that government is best which is

noticed least. It may be true that those common affairs in which all

citizens are equally concerned, because they serve the common
weal, such as the administration of the post-office, are better car-

ried on by the government than by private individuals. But actual

experience in Chicago and other cities proves that although the
government may be able to carry the mails, it cannot build a post-

office that will last ten years. Functions of mere administrative

character are best performed if everything goes in the same old

rut every day. Rarely an innovation is necessary ; and the more
machine-like the work is carried on, the less friction will be pro-

duced.

Matters are different in industrial enterprises where it is nec-

essary to adapt old systems to new inventions and where competi-
tion demands progress under penalty of ruin. The government
always makes a poor merchant, and has never as yet been suc-

cessful in industrial enterprises.

The truth of these facts is well known and some people go so

far as to believe that governments are mere nuisances, that their

interference is the cause of all evil and that a perfect state of so-

ciety can be attained only through the abolition of all government.
This is the very opposite error of Nationalism, A leading anarch-
ist of Chicago says that "every step forward has been at the ex-

pense of authority by increasing the area of voluntary actions,"

and the goal of progress, he declares, must be "individual sov-

ereignty,"

When anarchists teach the sovereignty of the individual, we
have to inform them that society is an organized whole The in-

dividual is what he is through the community only, and he must
obey the laws that govern the growth of communal life. The
more voluntary this obedience is, the better it is for the community
as well as for the individual himself. But if the individual does

not voluntarily obey the laws of the community, society has the

right to enforce them. There is no such thing as sovereignty of

the individual.

Anarchism is just as one-sided as Nationalism, only in the

opposite direction. In some respects both are right, but in otheri

both are wrong. The ideal state of society is a combination of

the hopes of both parties ; it is a state in which there is as much
order as possible and at the same time as much individual lib-

erty as possible. Wherever a nation is developing in the line of

progress, we shall always notice an increasing realization of these

two apparently antagonistic principles—liberty and order.

If it were true that " the villain is the fittest to survive," as

Mr. Orchardson again maintains, how is it that our moral ideals

have been progressing from century to century ? In spite of some
occasional relapses, we must acknowledge that man's conscience

has become more and more educated and refined. If Mr. Or-

chardson's view were true, that '

' virtues become rudimentary, " hu-

manity ought to degenerate from age to age, and the accumulated

result of natural selection ought to be a race of bottled scoun-

drels. Did not Mr. Orchardson, with all his benevolent intentions

for the human race, survive also ? Or does he consider him-

self a remnant only of paradisian virtue ? I should not wonder

at all, if he explained the fact that humanity is not as yet disposed

to accept nationalism from the deterioration of mankind, which

has been so depraved in the state of "wolfish" competition.

It is time for humanity to understand that the ideals of so-

cialism and of anarchism will lead us back to tha primitive state

of savage life, unless they are realized both at the same time.

The realization of two ideals apparently contradictory, is possible

only through educating mankind to that state of society in which

the moral man only will survive. But let us bear in mind that

one moral quality of great importance is the proper usage of

money, neither to be a miser nor a spendthrift.

It is no uncommon experience that many people are unable to
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regulate properly and proportionately their economical affairs ;

they spend what they have to-day and do not think o£ to-morrow.

This is a lack of foresight which makes them unfit for a state of

independence; and it is sure that many of the differences in pos-

session (although not all differences) are to be derived from this

difference of character. When you observe on a steamer the poor

emigrants among the steerage passengers, I believe that if you are

able to read their characters, you may predict their future fates.

The frugal artisan will make his way in the new home, although

.he may have a few dollars only left on his arrival in New York,

yet the discharged lieutenant who left the old country for debts,

in spite of a few hundred dollars cash, will soon go to the wall.

Let me call attention to an example from history : The ex-

iled Huguenots saved almost their bare lives only. They arrived

in the different places of refuge in wretched poverty. Yet, where-

ever they went, they very soon succeeded in whatever they under-

took, for they were industrious, intelligent and economical. They

were men of independent mind and strong character.

Nationalism will never be able to educate people into self-

reliant, independent men. It will make of free citizens human

cattle, provided for with food and shelter, and put to work by the

national board of management. But as soon as a state of society

is reached in which there are only prudent, self-reliant and inde-

pendent men, and in which the immoral man is unfit to survive,

humanity will no longer be in need of the panacea of Nationalism.

NOTES.

The admonition of Shakespeare, " Put money in thy purse,"

is one of the wisest bits of advice that ever came from his boun-

teous philosophy. He forgot however, having many things on

hand, to show some easy way of doing it. This carelessness has

happily been corrected by the finance reformers and inventors of

our own day. They have plans to put money into all our purses
;

and much space is given in the reform journals to their solutions

of the " Money question "
: expansion and contraction of the cur-

rency, National bank monopoly, and similar themes. Some of

them want soft money, others hard money ; a few of them prefer

dear money, although most of them want it cheap ; but they all

want money. Some of the most enthusiastic explorers of this

financial wilderness would not only expand the currency but the

banking system too. "Give banking greater freedom," they ex-

claim, " so that we may all be bankers. Why should a tax of ten

per cent, be laid on private bankers ? Let any man issue money

who desires to do so. Let banking like other things be free."

Most of the financial reforms to which I have referred have

a " Wild Cat" look, and the reformers regard the quantity of the

"circulating medium" as more important than its quality ; a dan-

gerous mistake made more visible to me by the light of an old

newspaper which I have rescued from oblivion, and which is dated

May I, 1857, a period when banking was more free. In this ven-

erable back number I find a suggestive advertisement under the

following title, " List of solvent, uncurrent, and broken banks

—

corrected daily by Finley, Burton, and Co., Bankers." This

"list" is an instructive reminder of the circulating medium fur-

nished in the days when banking was more free. This tell-tale

catalogue informs the reader that Connecticut had seven " broken

banks " the names of which are given ; Delaware had two, while

the banks of the District of Columbia are quoted as " all worthless

except two," and the " money " of these good ones was quoted at

a discount of five per cent. Georgia banks were "all worthless

except eighteen," and these were at five per cent, discount. In

Illinois eight banks are marked "uncurrent," the discount rang-

ing from five to fifteen per cent. For Indiana the list gives all the

solvent banks, and significantly says, " all others are at a discount

varying from twenty-five to seventy-four per cent." Kentucky

had three " broken " banks. The banks in Louisiana are quoted

as 'all worthless except eight, " the names of which are given.

Maine had sixteen broken banks and one "uncurrent," Maryland

had five broken banks and Massachusetts six. The banks in

Michigan were "all worthless except five. " New Hampshire had

two broken banks, and New Jersey eleven. New York City had

ten " broken " banks and New York State had twenty-nine. Ohio

had nine broken banks and Pennsylvania eight. Rhode Island

had four broken banks and three "uncurrent." In the "list"

we find North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee quoted

together, and the solvent banks of those states were at a discount of

five per cent. Virginia seems to have been in fair credit ; her "sol-

vent " banks are quoted at par, and she had only one " broken."

There is a good lesson in monetary science to be learned from

that ancient advertisement of Messrs. Finley, Burton, and Co.

The weight of it is increased by the fact that even the "solvent"

banks were only solvent when last heard from ; Messrs. Finley,

Burton, and Co. do not vouch that they will remain so until next

morning, for their list is " corrected daily," and at the bottom of

it is the following caution : "Note—Bank of Newcastle, Pa., re-

ported failed. Bank of Ottawa, 111., failed," and then comes a

warning forefinger, thus, US' "Prairie State Bank at Washington,

111., is again discredited at Chicago. It should be refused." I am
not wasting any sympathy on speculators and rich men who were

compelled to carry on their "operations" in this dubious cur-

rency; and, no doubt, even "business" managed to get along

with this precarious and uncertain " money "
; but the chief crime

of it was that clerks, mechanics, and laborers were compelled to

take it as wages, and at par. Some of them want it restored, tliat

they may be paid in it again. I cannot explain this eccenlriciy

any more than I can explain the hydrostatic paradox ; I merely

know of it as a fact for wonder, and leave it where I find it.

« ' -s-

In looking among the surplus statesmanship at Washington, I

have discovered plans and specifications for putting money into the

purses of us all. I do not undervalue the pension schemes, which

are a help, as far as they go, nor the River and Harbor method,

nor the device of building a court-house and post-office in every

village, and similar contrivances. They all have their merits, but

they are not sufficiently comprehensive ; they don't spend mont-y

enough. A more effective plan is that of Mr. Stanford, a Sena-

tor from California, who has introduced a bill into the American

senate requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to loan money to

farmers at two per cent, interest per annum. This would put

money into the purses of all the farmers, but it leaves the rest of

us outside the treasury. Still, as a help to the main object it is

far more efficient than the Pension, Court House, and River and

Harbor methods all put together. It is rather provoking that just

after Mr. Stanford had explained his bill to the Senate, his friends

held a consultation and decided that he ought to be " taken care

of," and the newspapers inform us that he is now being taken care

of accordingly. Another plan has been offered in a bill which, if

adopted, will put money into the purses of a great many people,

but unfortunately this also is for the exclusive benefit of the farm-

ers, but it is valuable as far as it goes. By this plan the govern-

ment is to establish great warehouses in all parts of the country.

In these warehouses the farmers are to store their corn, wheat

pork, tobacco, cotton, or whatever it may be ; and when stored,

the government is to advance to the farmer eighty per cent, of the

value of the produce. The defect in this plan is that eighty per

cent, is not enough ; but the bill can be amended in committee of

the whole, and cent per cent, the proper amount, substituted.

Eighty per cent, is evidently insufficient.
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All the plans thus far advanced dwindle into insignificance

when compared with the comprehensive statesmanship o£ Mr.

Plumb, a senator from Kansas. He has introduced a bill which,

if enacted into law, will put money into the purses, not only of the

farmers, but of everybody. This bill provides for organizing
" The Grand Army of Labor " on the following plan. The Presi-

dent of the United States is to issue a call upon all citizens to vol-

unteer and serve in the Grand Army of Labor under the following

conditions ; the labor day is to be four hours, and the labor week
five days ;

wages $4 per day. This bill, as soon as it becomes law,

will end the eight hour agitation ; and, if passed at the beginning

of the session, it would have averted the strike of the carpenters

and the waiters of Chicago. The wages of the Grand Army of

Labor are to be paid weekly, in the following picturesque currency,

"the declaratory full-legal-tender silk-threaded greenback paper

money of the United States of America." If there should not

happen to be enough of it in the safe at any time, " the Secretary

of the Treasury shall at once cause a sufficiency thereof to be pre-

pared and covered into the treasury for that purpose." And he

must be very particular to see that the greenbacks when "pre-

pared" are of the "silk-threaded" kind, as no other will be re-

ceived. Nothing is said in the bill about pensions, but, of course,

they are understood, as it would be manifestly unfair to pension

one Grand Army and not another. It is a little surprising that up

to the receipt of the latest returns from Washington Mr. Plumb's

friends had not had any meeting to decide whether or not he ought

to be " taken care of."

M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK REVIEWS.
The leading article of /l//«i/ (Williams and Njrgate: London),

for the April quarter, " The Cerebral Cort w and its Work," by

Henry Maudsley, is replete with valuable su ;gestions. Speaking

of the fundamental idea or plan of the mental organization of the

brain, Dr. Maudsley says: "The essential question is not

whether mind does this or that, nor whether this or that has men-
tal quality, but what it is which direct and unbiased observation

proves the nervous system to do of itself, with or without the ac-

companiment of consciousness, what such perform mess actually

are and signify, and what is the proper language to use in order to

describe them." It is this objective stand-point that characterizes

Dr. Maudsley's article throughout. The conclusion at which he

arrives is. "That no part of the so-called motor region of the

cortex really is directly motor, but that its whole represents the

specialized movements at higher removes, and that such abstracts

of movements or motor abstracts are the out-tending or efferent

aspects of the cortical reflexes which all our thoughts are. In

mental apprehension is contained the understood fit responsive

movement to fit impression which is expressed actually in bodily

apprehension." Mental operations, he says, can be carried on

"without help or accompaniment of will or consciousness, so it

can accomplish broken or disordered purposes when conscious-

ness and will are not only powerless to prevent disorder, but pow-
erless to hinder themselves from being enthralled in obsequious

conformity of disorder. In neither case are consciousness and
will the actual agents ; they are derivative, not original, exponents

or indicators of what is being done, not the doers of it."

In the same periodical Mr. G. Santayana discusses " Lotze's

Moral Idealism." Mr. Santayana quotes the opening sentence of

the " Microcosmos, " namely, the saying of Lotze, that " between

the demands of our emotional nature and the results of human
science there is an ancient ever-raging strife," and remarks that

"whatever value Lotze's incidental contributions to logic and
psychology may have, his answer to this moral question is doubt-

less the most important and interesting part of his system."

"If we cannot have omniscience," says Mr. James Ward in
the remaining independent essay of this magazine, "then, what
we want is a philosophy that will justify faith." He quotes the
famous passage from Kant, who says : "I must remove kno-.^'l-

edgf in order to get room iox faith; " and concludes :
" two oppo-

site speculative hypotheses present themselves, which I must be
content to designate as the religious and the non-religious. Neither,
from the nature of the case, can logically refute and silence the
other. The future of philosophy depends on the issue between
these opposite hypotheses ; and what I would suggest is that that
issue will in turn depend on the practical results to which the two
lead. It will be a case of the survival of the fittest."

In the department entitled " Discussion," the editor of Miiia
writes upon Dr. H. Miinsterberg's theory of Apperception—re-
searches previously referred to in The Open Court; Mr. W. L.
MacKenzie, on "Prof. Burdon Sanderson on Physiolgical
Method "

;
Mr. L. T. Hobhouse, on " Experimental Certainty "

;

and Mr. J. Solomon on " Is there an a priori knowledge" ? Mr.
. James Sully's review of Guyau's VArt nti point de -jite socioloo-iqiie

is a noteworthy production.

In the Revue Philosophiqiie (Paris, Felix Alcan), for April, M.
A. Fouillee concludes his series upon " L'Evolutionnisme des
Idees-Forces

;

" he here discusses the " Practical Consequences
of the Theory." What M. Fouillee understands by an "idea-
force" is an idea that—as contradistinguished from the reflective

and perceptual idea—is possessed of some kinetic power, an idea
that is active and efficient. In the sense that there is an element
of motion, an impulse to action in every perceptual representation,

all ideas possess vestiges of this quality ; but the idees-forces

proper, according to M. Fouillee, are such general concepts as

"Humanity," "Fatherland," and the like, that have inspirited

armies and nations. The Revue also contains the following arti-

cles
:

" Un Vieil Argument en faveur de la Metaphysique," by J.

J. Gourd ;
" La Responsabilitti Morale des Criminels," by Louis

Proal
; and a general review interestingly and lucidly written, by

L. Arreat, on "Recent Works Upon Heredity." The usual ex-
cellent critical notices and resumes close the number.

The Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society (London :

Williams and Norgate), Vol. I, No. 3, Part I, contains articles of
high interest. First, Dr. Shadworth H. Hodgson, the President,

discusses with characteristic ability the question "What is Logic?"
He says : "The aim or purpose of Logic is not simply to reason,

nor even to reason well, but to test the validity of reasoning, by a
return upon itself, and a reference to its own laws. Logic in its

processes, syllogism included, is not dire:tly engaged in discovering

facts or laws of Nature
; that is to siy, is not a Method of Dis-

covery. Logic is thought engaged, not in following the Proteus-
changes of Nature, but in watching its own steps in following

them." Mr. Bernard Bosanquet, contributes a paper upon the
" ^Esthetic Theory of Ugliness." The Symposiitm : "Is there

Evidence of Design in Nature"? is particularly important. The
Rev. Dr. Gildea represents the orthodox view of the omnipresence
of intelligence in nature

; Mr. S Alexinder represents the di-

rectly opposed view ; and Dr. G. J. Romanes takes the critical-

agnostic and conciliatory stand-point. Mr. Romanes says: "I
am not ashamed to confess that in my own individual case, I do not

perceive any evidences of Design in Nature the value or cogency
of which I am in any degree able to estimate. But this does not

hinder me from perceiving that to anybody else in whom some
antecedent belief is strong, there may be—and, indeed, must be-
an immense body of such evidence, the cogency of which will

vary with the strength of such belief. The one man is as logically

justified in seeing evidence of design, as the other man is logically

justified in not seeing it. The point of view having been changed,
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the whole prospect is correspondingly modified. The question,

' Is there evidence of Design in Nature? ' has been referred from

the lower courts of objective fact to the supreme courts of sub-

jective personality ; and there it stands to be decided by each

man for himself at the tribunal of his own judgment."

THE KNOWABLE.
BY J. A. H.1RRIS.

How LITTLE know we of what's ill or well

;

How little of life's wondrous rushing tide,

Its shoals, and pools, and cataracts, and streams

—

Whose never, ceasing course moves grandly on

To that mysterious sea, whose peaceful strands

The feet of those with us have never trod.

This throbbing moment of existence here ;

This dream of hopes and fears, and love and pain
;

This shadowy verge of slowly crumbling time.

Is but a transient struggling ray of light,

A flash, expiring in the midst of gloom

That fails to reach those mystic shores beyond.

What is it that we call the knowable ?

How seen through these poor blurred orbs of ours ?

How known so any language may express ?

May not the soul-sense of this mystery,

Moving our lives in harmony with God,

Some day assist us to discern the truth ?

We only know the vision of past deeds
;

The gleam of fleeting clouds across the sun ;

The echoes of the murmuring waves of sound

That roll and vibrate in the darkness here ;

But yet, methinks there's something else we know

—

That Justice, Truth, and Love, prevail at last.

BOOK NOTICES.

We are in receipt of T/u- Proiccdiiigs of iJie Rhode Island

Historical Society (Providence). We are glad to note the variety

and universality of the topics discussed in the recent meetings of

the Society.

Prof. Georg von Gizycki of the University of Berlin, has re-

cently translated into German five new ethical lectures of Mr. W,

M. Salter. They are comprised in a tastefully printed pamphlet

of ninety-three pages. Prof. Gizycki pays a beautiful compliment

to the work of Mr. Salter in his preface, and has given proof of

his high opinion by an appreciative translation.

The Cradle of the Semites was the subject of two papers

recently read before the Philadelphia Oriental Club, by Dr. Daniel

G. Brinton and Dr. Morris Jastrow, of the University of Pennsyl-

vania ; the papers have been published in pamphlet form. Dr.

Brinton's view is that the Asiatic Semites emigrated '

' not directly

from Europe, but along the southern or African shore of the

Mediterranean, from some regioii near its Western Extremity."

We have received the twenty-third volume (Vol. Ill, Fourth

Series) of The Proceedings of the I^oyal Malacological Society of

Belgium (Brussels: Weissenbruch
;

price, twenty francs). The

volume is supplied with a good steel portrait of Francois- Leopold

Cornet, geologist and mineralogist, a biographical notice of whom
forms the first part of the "Proceedings." The work of the

Society—of too special a character for analysis in our columns—is

exhaustive in scope. The plates at the end of the volume are ex-

cellently executed.

We have received from Colombo, Ceylon, (61 Malabon st.)

a copy of a little eight-paged weekly periodical entitled The Bud-

dhist, a supplement to the Sarasavisandaresa. Its contributions

are pleasantly and intelligently written, and are marked by sober-

ness and sense. A translation, by the competent hand of Mr.

Edwin Arnold, of Chap. I of the Dhammapada (a compilation of

verses dating from the first great council of the Bhuddist Church)

appears ; from which we quote one or two stanzas of very present

significance :

" Whoso abides, looking for joy, unschooled.

Gluttonous, weak, in idle luxuries,

Mara will overthrow him, as fierce winds

Level short-rooted trees.

Whoso imagi]

And in the 1

les truth in the untrue,

rue finds untruth—he expires

ig knowledge : life is waste
;

Whoso dis

The fals

He shall a

:erns in truth the true, and sees

; in falseness with unblinded eye

;tain to knowledge ; life with such

Aims well before it die.

LS rain breaks through an ill-thatched roof, so break

Passions through minds that holy thought despise
;

LS rain runs from a perfect thatch, so run

Passions from off the wise.

heev
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Who is God and what is God ? is a question that

is raised by both religious and irreligious people

;

and most different answers are given. Every one

of us has perhaps his own and peculiar opinion

about God ; some of us are theists, some pantheists,

some atheists, and there are in the history of religion

and philosoph}', so far as I can judge, not two thinkers

who fully agree upon the subject. Shades of differ-

ences are visible everywhere.

I do not intend to discuss any one of the many
conceptions of God ; nor do I intend to preach either

Theism, or Atheism, or Pantheism. All I ask is the

use of the word God in the sense of "the ultimate

authority in conformity to which man regulates his

actions." Of those who allow their actions to be de-

termined by the first impulse that comes over them,

I would say, that whim is their God. Those who are

swayed by egotism, we say that self is their deity.

There are others whose sole principle of conduct is

the pursuit of pleasures : their God is happiness.

Others still may possess a moral ideal ; the endeavor

to be obedient to their duties : their God would be

duty.

After this preliminarj' definition of God, we put

the question : Is there any way of ascertaining the na-

ture of God, so that all men of different opinions may
be led to the recognition of one God, who is the only

true God, beside whom all other Gods are mere idols ?

In other words. Is the authority in conformity with

which man regulates his conduct merely his private

pleasure, is it purely subjective in its nature, or is it a

power that is above us, that is mightier than our-

selves, that enforces obedience and wrecks those who
dare to disregard it? Is that saying of Antisthenes

true, "The Gods of the people are many, but the God
of nature is one ?"

The answer to this question is simple, and can

easily be deduced from experience. I cannot at all

act as I please, but have to regulate my actions ac-

cording to the facts of nature. If I attempt to walk

on the water I shall sink ; if I try to fly from the top

of my house to the roof of my neighbor's house across

the street, I shall fall. Natural laws will not be altered

on my account, and I shall not be able to fashion

them so as to suit my purposes. However, I can

accommodate myself to the facts of nature, I can obey
the natural laws, and if I do so, it will be to my own
benefit. The more intimately man is acquainted with

nature, the more perfectly he adapts himself to the

order of nature, the wider will be his dominion. In

the measure in which he becomes more obedient to

the authority of natural laws, the more powerful, the

more independent, the more free will man be.

Schiller said :

" within your will let deity reside and God descendeth from his throne."

[Nehmt die Gottheit auf in euren Willen und sie steigt von ihrem Welten-
thron.]

The natural laws of the physical world, gravita-

tion, mechanical laws, physical laws, biological laws,

may appear to the present generation plain and pal-

pable facts of nature, yet it took centuries to sum up

the facts in laws and to state some of them in simple

terms. The men who succeeded in stating them in

simple terms were prophetic geniuses, such as Coper-

nicus, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, Huyghens, Darwin,

and others ; the results of their labors are discoveries

of a divine inspiration, and are a revelation of the

eternal and universal order of nature.

Besides the physical laws of nature, there are the

sociological laws that prevail in the higher kingdoms

of living organisms, and in the societies which greater

numbers of single individuals unite. Every one of

us is a member of a community ; and again all the

communities of human beings are closely bound to-

gether, however great the distance in which they

dwell, by certain relations, by common interests, and

mutual sympathies. These sociological laws are not

a product of well calculated intentions, but they are

of a natural growth ; the evolution of the social affairs

of mankind is deeply rooted in the conditions of

things.

Now every fact of science stated as a law has its

practical side ; it teaches us how to behave in certain

conditions. There is no knowledge but it can be

framed in the shape of a moral command. The tables

of arithmetic are mere statements of fact ; but every

one of them is a most valuable ethical law : it is a

guide for our actions and a rule of conduct.

Every child knows that the ethics of arithmetic

cannot be changed, it is a sovereign power above

us. Yet we can make that royal authority descend
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from its throne by obedience to its behests, we can

adapt our calculations to it, and thus we shall partake

of its sovereignty. The more accurately and the

purer truth dwells in our minds, the more will our

souls grow divine, and -the more will we bear in our-

selves the image of God. There is no knowledge

that does not make us purer, and no correct applica-

tion of knowledge that does not make us more divine.

But among all the natural laws that it behooves a

man to know and to obey, are the laws of human life,

the relations among human beings, and the aspira-

tions of human ideals. It is here where the revelation

of God appears in its grandest, its most beautiful, and

its holiest form.

How many people are there that understand that

these laws are no less cogent and irrefragable than

the laws of the multiplication tables ! How many

imagine that they can break these laws with impunity.

Let us do evil, they say, that good may come from it.

The prophet Hosea says :
" People are destroyed

from lack of knowledge," and these words are true even

to-day. People injure themselves and others mostly

from ignorance and from ill-will, which is a necessary

result of ignorance. Would not the brute cease to be

brutish if it were endowed with human reason?

Let us open our eyes to see and prepare our minds

to learn the ordinances of the divine authority that

shapes the destinies of our life. The better we observe

them, the clearer we understand them, and the more

promptly we obey them, the sweeter will be the bless-

ings that come upon our lives, the greater will be the

advance of humanity, and the nobler will appear the

divinity of mankind.

THE DERIVATION OF THE WORD 'GOD.'

BY CALVIN THOMAS.

Readers of Matthew Arnold will recall the enter-

taining chapter of his book "God and the Bible," in

which he discourses upon "the God of Metaphysics."

Arnold here tells how, after being perplexed beyond

endurance by the philosophical jargon of 'essence,'

'being,' and so forth, he set out in desperation to find

some one who would tell him what ' being ' reall}' is.

Such a kind soul, so he sa3's, he found in the person

of the late Prof. Georg Curtius of Leipzig, whose
"Principles of Greek Etymology " gave him the as-

surance that the Indo-European root as, from which

'essence' is derived, meant originally 'to breathe'

and that the root ^>/n/, from which 'being' comes,

meant 'to grow.' And then follows some of Arnold's

inimitable persiflage at the expense of the metaphy-

sicians, the point of it all being to enforce the im-

portance of having clear ideas about the words one

uses and of not being deceived by high-sounding terms

which only represent the last stage in a process of ab-

straction that began with a concrete physical concept.

This point is certainly well taken ; one can freely

say ' amen ' to it even though he may think that Arnold

himself puts good counsel to a dubious use when he

makes it lead up to the proposition that "the Hebrew
people and Hebrew history iegin with a religion of

soberness and righteousnes," and then tries to per-

suade us that Israel's tribal God Jahveh was felt from

the beginning merely as an "Eternal not ourselves

that makes for righteousness." Beyond doubt a large

part of human disputing has underlying it a word not

clearly understood or used by the disputants in dif-

ferent senses. Hence arises, as all thoughtful persons

know, the importance of scrupulous care with regard

to the terms one uses in any discussion. At the same

time we should be on our guard against making too

much of an etymology. Etymology does not give us,

as the name implies, the 'true,' but only the original,

meaning of a word, and can never be a court of final

appeal against usage, which is itself the supreme ar-

biter. Thus if it were quite certain, instead of being

very uncertain, that the Indo-European root as, or as

we now write it es, originally meant 'to breathe,' that

certainly does not even tend to show that ontology is

humbug, any more than the original meaning of the

root l>/iu, whatever it may have been, can prove that

the abstract conception 'being' is worthless in phi-

losophy.

But while we should not appeal to etymology, or

should only appeal to it very cautiously, for the pur-

pose of discrediting any fact of usage, etymologj' has

an interest of its own and is often highly suggestive.

This is particularly apt to be the case with widely

disseminated culture-words that have a long and varied

history behind them. Let me illustrate this observation

by a brief inquiry into the origin of the word "god."

If we consult any of the older lexicographers we
shall find them, as a rule, taking it for granted that

'God' comes from 'good.' Thus Skinner (1671)

tells us that 'God' is 'good'; Bonus, quod dicit Bd-

num in abstracto. So in Bailej''s dictionary (I quote

from the late edition of 1763), we find the statement

that "'God' is a Saxon word which likewise signi-

fies 'good.'" "The same word," he adds, "passes

in both senses with only accidental variations through

all the Teutonic' dialects." This statement was

copied by Dr. Johnson, whose authority helped to

perpetuate the etymology. Subsequently we find it

in many places ; it is quoted without dissent in Rich-

ardson's dictionary, edition of 1863. So far as I have

noted Webster was one of the first to express doubts
j

with regard to this derivation. His comment was, as
'

far back as 1832, that the idea of naming 'God''

from 'goodness' was probably "remote from the.

rude conceptions of men in early ages. "
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To the scholarship of the present day, it is per-

haps hardly necessary to say, this etymology appears

quite out of the question. Webster's objection is

valid, and would be alone sufficient, but there is

another still more cogent, and that is the fact that

the words 'God' and 'good' are never identical, the

former having originally a short vowel, the other a

long. This was to Bailey an "accidental variation,"

not worth paying any attention to, but nowadays it is

a serious matter. As for the later and better author-

ities, they are for the most part non committal, and

treat the word as an unsolved puzzle. This is the

case, for example, with Skeat. Of late, however, a

derivation has been proposed which has already found

its way into some of the books, notably the admirable

German dictionary of Kluge, and which seems to me to

have everything in its favor. I proceed to explain it.

The word 'God,' be it observed first, is a Ger-

manic word ; it has no known cognate of similar

meaning in the Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, or any other

Indo-European language. (I pass by as untenable

the attempt of some to connect it with an alleged

Sanskrit gudha, meaning 'mystery,' or with a Persian

kodha, meaning ' master '). Our earliest acquaint-

ance with the word is naturally obtained from the

Gothic, where it is of frequent occurrence in the form

giith {(h as in thiii), which is in reality a neuter noun,

though it is used as a masculine when it refers to the

God of Christianity. It occurs also as a plural in the

form giida, e. g., in John 10, 34 : ik qath, gtida sijuth,

' I said, ye are gods. ' The d in g//da, as regularly be-

tween vowels, was pronounced as d/i, by which I mean
the English M in ///«. Now as this d/i regularly be-

comes t/i when brought to a position at the end of a

word, we readily conclude that the real gothic form of

the word was giidh. In compounds the stem of the

word appears both as gitda- {guda-hjus, ' godless,
')

and as gutha- {gutha-skaunei, ' form of God '). In

Old Icelandic the circumstances are almost exactly

parallel. The word appears in the form gudh, more

rarely godh, as a neuter, and usually in the plural, in

the sense of 'idol,' but is treated as a masculine when
applied to the God of Chistianity. As to the Old

English and German forms, they have no further in-

struction for us and need not be quoted.

What now was the real meaning of this neuter

noun which our remote ancestors upon becoming

Christian found most available as an equivalent of the

Greek o tieoz, and the Latin dens I It is to be remem-
bered that the real meaning of these words was not

apparent, in fact is not known with certainty even

now. Deus is quite likely the same word as the San-

skrit deva, ' a god,' and that may come from div, ' the

sky'; but the alleged root div, 'to shine,' which has

played such an important role in the literature of this

subject does not exist. As for Wfo;, it very certainly

has nothing to do with deus, and no satisfactory ety-

mology of it has been proposed. How then were the

Germanic tribes upon becoming Christian to express

o 6eoS in their language ? They had their gods, but

none of their familiar divine names were available, and

we may doubt if they had reached anything corres-

ponding to the abstraction o Hso^, which had first

been worked out by the Greek philosophers, and was

then taken from their language into the Greek of the

New Testament instead of Jehovah, Adonai, Elohim,

or any of the older Hebrew names. We find that

what they did was to take their neuter noun gud/i and

treat it as a masculine. What did this word mean ?

A Germanic neuter gud/i would correspond to an

ideal Indo-European ghu-td-m. and such a word, if it

ever existed, would appear in Sanskrit in the form

hutani, in Greek as ju-ro-i'. Now we actually find in

Sanskrit a root hu meaning ' to pour or cast into the

fire,' 'to offer as sacrifice.' Hutam means 'oblation,'

'sacrifice,' with which is to be compared the Greek

XV-ro-Z, 'poured' and ^y-ffi-b, 'pouring.' This cer-

tainly does not help us much, but let us look a little

further. While the Germanic gudh has a short vowel,

we can not be sure that that quantity was primitive
;

it may have been shortened from a long vowel as has

happened in other cases. In other words it might come

from a proethnic Indo-European ghTi-io-m, which in

turn would give a Sanskrit hii-tiiin. And now light ap-

pears. We actually find in common use in Sanskrit a

root hu, having the meaning to 'call on,' 'invoke';

hJitam means 'thing invoked,' 'object prayed to.'

Thus it is to be regarded as highly probable that

the word "God," notwithstanding all the exalted as-

sociations that have gathered about it in the process

of the ages, goes back to a period when our Germanic

ancestors worshipped stocks and stones.

DISCOVERIES OF THE VEDA BY THE CHINESE, PER-
SIANS, CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES AND SCHOLARS.*

BY PROFESSOR F MAX MULLER.

The first people who give us authentic information

about the Veda are the Chinese. There exists a curi-

ous prejudice against the Chinese. We do not look

upon them exactly as they look upon us as ' Outer

Barbarians.' But we find it very difficult to take them,

as the French say, au grand sericux. They seem to

us queer, funny, not quite like other people—cer-

tainly not like Greeks and Romans, not even like

Indians and Persians. And yet when we examine

their literature, whether ancient or modern, it is by

no means so very different from that of other nations.

Their interests are much the same as ours, and there

is certainly no lack of seriousness in their treatment

* From a Report in the London Christian World, copies of which were

kindly sent us by Prof. Max MOller.
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of the highest problems of religion, moralit)', and

philosophj'.

There are in China three religions, that of Con-

fucius, that of Laotza, and that of Buddha. Confucius

and Laotze lived both in the sixth century, b.c. They

were, however, restorers rather than founders of re-

ligion. The religion of Buddha reached China from

India about the beginning of our era. These three

religions have had their controversies, and their hos-

tile conflicts. But all three are now regarded as re-

cognized systems of faith in China, and the Emperor

of China is expected to profess all three, and to at-

tend their special services on great occasions.

Here we are at once inclined to smile, and to

doubt the seriousness of a religious faith that could

thus conform to three systems so different from each

other as Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. We
pride ourselves on attending the services of none but

our own sect or subdivision of the great divisions of

Christendom. We are apt to suspect indifference,

latitudinarianism, or scepticism in any member of the

Church of England attending the communion of any

other Christian sect. But the official attendance of

the Emperor of China in the temples of Confucianists,

Taoists, and Buddhists admits of a very different in-

terpretation also. May it not show that the wisest of

their statesmen had recognised that there was some

truth, some eternal truth, in everj' one of these three

religions : that the amount of truth on which they all

agreed was much greater and much more important

than the points of doctrine on which they differed,

and that the presence of the Emperor at the sacrifices

of the three religions of his subjects, was the most

efficient way of preaching tolerance, humility, or, if

you like, Christian charity. We are but too ready to

judge heathen nations without considering how much
of charitable interpretation we have to claim for our

own acts.

How serious a Chinaman can be about his religion

you will be able to gather from the lives of those

Buddhist pilgrims to whom we owe the first authentic

account of the Veda. Why did these pilgrims go from

China to India—a journey which, even now, is con-

sidered by geographical explorers as one of the most

perilous, and, as requiring no less of human endurance

and bravery than Stanley's exploration of Africa? They
went there for the sake of their religion. India was
to them their Holy Land. Buddhism had reached

China at the beginning of our era from Northern

India, and to visit the holy places where Buddha had

been born, had lived, taught, and died, was as much
the dream of a devout Buddhist in China as to visit

the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem was the dream of

many a poor palmer and many a valiant Crusader in

Christendom.

We possess the descriptions of these Buddhist

pilgrimages, extending from about 400 a.d. to 1000

A. D. The most important are those of Fahian,

399-414, Hiouen-thsang, 629-645, and I-tsing, 673-695.

Their works have been translated into French and

into English, too, b}' Stanislas Julien, Professor Legge,

Dr. Beal and others. I shall give j'ou a short account

of one of these pilgrims, Hiouen thsang, partly be-

cause he bears witness, not only to the existence of

the Veda, but to the influence which at that time the

Veda still exercised in India ;
partly because his life

shows better than anything else how serious these

Chinese can be when their religion is at stake.

While the companions of Alexander had no eyes

to see the existence of sacred books, such as the Veda
in India, the Chinese pilgrims not only gave us the

name of the Veda, but they actually learnt Sanskrit,

and they were able to point out the differences between

the literarj' Sanskrit and the more ancient Sanskrit

used in the Veda.

Hiouen-thsang undertook a pilgrimage to recover

the " Law which was to be a guide to all men and the

means of their salvation." After overcoming almost

insuperable difficulties, the pilgrim at length reached

India. Shortly after he heard of an extraordinary

cave where Buddha had formerly converted a dragon,

and had promised his new pupil to leave him his sha-

dow, in order that whenever, the evil passions of his

dragon-nature should revive, the aspects of his mas-

ter's shadowy features might remind him of his former

vows. Although the road leading to the cave was in-

fested with robbers, Hiouen-thsang resolved to see it,

remarking, 'It' would be difficult during a hundred

thousand Kalpasto meet one single time with the true

shadow of Buddha ; how could I, having come so

near, pass on without going to adore it?' The pil-

grim easily overcame the bandits whom he met, and

after offering many prayers in the cave he was at last

rewarded by seeing the shadow of Buddha, a dazzling

splendor lighting up the features of the divine coun-

tenance. When Hiouen-thsang returned to his native

land, he carried with him, among other trophies, a

collection of 657 works in 520 volumes, to the trans-

lation of which he devoted the remainder of his life.

At the approach of death, he- had all his property

divided among the poor, and then took farewell of

his friends with the words : "I desire that whatever

rewards I may have merited by good works may fall

upon other people. May I be born again with them

in the heaven of the blessed, be admitted to the family

of Mi-le, and serve the Buddha of the future who is

full of kindness and affection."

The world owes to Al-Biruni—a learned astrono-

mer and astrologer who was carried off from India

about 1000 A. D. by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni—the
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first accurate and comprehensive account of Indian

literature and religion. In 1795 a Persian translation

of the Upanishads, the philosophical appendices of

the Vedas, was rendered into Latin by Anquetil Du-
perron, and it was that translation which inspired

Schopenhauer, and furnished to him, as he himself

declares, the fundamental principles of his own phi-

losophy.

Nothing shows more clearly the indefatigable in-

dustr)', and at the same time the wonderful perspicuity

of that great philosopher, than his being able to find

his way through the labyrinth of uncouth Latin, and

to discover behind the strangest disguises the sublime

truths hidden in the Upanishads. Honest man that

he was, Schopenhauer declared that his own philos-

ophy was founded on that of the Upanishads. " From
every sentence of these Upanishads," he writes,

"deep, original, and sublime thoughts arise, and the

whole is pervaded by a high and holy and earnest

spirit. Indian air surrounds us, and original thoughts

of kindred spirits. And oh, how thoroughly is the

mind here washed clear of all early engrafted Jewish

superstitions, and of all philosophy that cringes be-

fore those superstitions ! In the whole world there is

no study, except that of the originals, so beneficial

and so elevating, as that of the Upanishads. It has

been the solace of my life, it will be the solace of my
death."

You see here again how thought is continuous,

how, when it seems to disappear, it is still there ; and

how what has once been thought and expressed in

powerful language, will go on and on in different forms

and produce some good, and lead us nearer step by

step to what we are all anxious for—the possession of

truth.

At the court of Aurungzebe, 1658—1707, there

were several European missionaries who took part in

the religious and philosophical discussions of the time,

and who ought to have been acquainted with the Ve-

das, if only by name. But it would seem as if the

Brahmans were anxious to keep their sacred literature

out of sight of any strangers. It was only when
Christian missionaries began themselves to learn the

classical language of the Brahmans, the so-called

Sanskrit, that they became aware of the existence of

the old sacred books, called the Vedas. We have a

letter from Father Calmette, written from the South

of India in January 1733, in which that missionary

stated that his friends were not only well-grounded in

Sanskrit, but were able to read the Veda. Father

Calmette was evidently quite aware of the importance

of a knowledge of the Vedas for missionar}' purposes,

and of the immense influence which the Vedas con-

tinued to exercise on the religious convictions of the

people.

After Father Calmette had got actual possession of

the Vedas, and had succeeded, with the help of some
Brahmans, in deciphering some chapters, it is most in-

structive to watch the bent of his thoughts, and of the

thoughts of man)' of the early missionaries in India.

He is not bent on extracting from the Vedas passages

showing the depravity and absurdity of the ancient

Indian religion, an occupation which some of our

present missionaries seem to consider their principal

duty. No; the very contrary. "Since the Veda is

in our hands," he writes, " we have extracted from it

texts which serve to convince them of those funda-

mental truths that must destroy idolatry ; for the unity

of God, the qualities of the true God, and a state of

blessedness and condemnation, are all in the Veda.

But the truths which are to be found in this book are

onl)' scattered there like grains of gold in a heap of

sand.

"

What would some of the present Bishops in India

say to this trulj' Pauline sentiment, to this attempt to

discover in the sacred books, of other nations some

grains of gold, some common ground, on which a

mutual understanding and a real brotherhood might

be established between Christians and non-Christians?

The Brahmans themselves are quite aware of the

existence of these grains of gold, and when accused

of polytheism and idolatry, they themselves quote cer-

tain verses from the Vedas to show that even in an-

cient times their prophets knew perfectly well that the

different gods invoked for different blessings were only

different names of the Supreme Being. Thus they

quote from the Rig-Veda :
' They call Indra, Mitra,

Varuna, Agni, then there is that heavenly Garutmat

with heavenly wings. The One that they speak of

in different ways, they call Agni, Yama, and Mata-

risvan.'

This is a clear confession, if not of monotheism,

at least of monism, for it should be remarked that the

\'edic poet, when he speaks of the One that trul}'

exists, the bearer of many Divine names, does not

even venture to put it in the masculine gender, but

calls it the Ekam Sat, the only Being that exists.

Another well-known verse of a similar character is the

following :

" He n-ho is our father that begot us, he who is the creator,

He who knows all places a':d all creatures,

He who gave names to the gods, being one only.

To him all other creatures go, to ask him."

How strong a desire had been awakened in Ger-

many for a real and authentic knowledge of the Veda,

I learnt from my dear old friend, Bunsen, when I first

made his acquaintance in 1846. He was then Prus-

sian minister in London. He told me that, when he

was quite a young man, he had made up his mind to

go himself to India to see whether there really was

such a book as the Veda, and what it was like. But
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Bunsen was then a poor student at Gottingen, poorer

even, I believe, than the poorest student in England

or Scotland. What did he do to realize his dream?

He became tutor to a young and very rich American

gentleman, well-known in later life as one of the

American millionaires, Mr. Astor. Instead of ac-

cepting payment for his lessons, he stipulated with the

young American, who had to return to the United

States, that they should meet in Italy, and thence pro-

ceed together to India on a voyage of literary dis-

covery. Bunsen went to Italy, and waited and waited

for his friend, but in vain. Mr. Astor was detained

at home, and Bunsen in despair had to become pri-

vate secretary to Neibuhr, who was Prussian minister

at Rome. BriUiant as Bunsen's career became after-

wards, he always regretted the failure of his youthful

scheme. " I have been stranded, " he used to say,

•'on the sands of diplomacy; I should have been

happier had I remained a scholar." This was the ori-

gin of my own friendship with Bunsen. When I

called on him, as Prussian minister, to have my pass-

port vise in order to return to Germany, and when I

explained to him how I had worked to bring out an

edition of the text and commentary of the Rig-Veda

from MSS. scattered about in different libraries in

Europe, and was now obliged to return to Germany

unable to complete my collection and copies of manu-

scripts, he took my hand and said, 'I look upon you

as myself, young again. Stay in London, and as to

ways and means, let me see to that.' Mind, I was

then a young, unknown man. Bunsen had never seen

me before. Let that be a lesson to young men never*

to despair.

Historical justice requires that Burnouf's merits

should be fully recognized, because, owing to his be-

ing called away to Buddhistic studies, and owing to

his early death, very little of his work on the Veda has

come to the knowledge of the world, except through

his disciples. First of all, Burnouf worked hard in

collecting manuscripts of the principal Vedas, of their

commentaries, and of other works necessary for their

elucidation. He had persuaded Guizot, who was then

Prime Minister in France, to provide the funds neces-

sary for the acquisition of these manuscripts ; others

he had acquired at his own expense. With the help

of these manuscripts he gained a wider acquaintance

with Vedic literature than was possessed at that time

by any other scholar. There can be no question

whatever, that the founder of the critical school of

Vedic scholarship was Burnouf, though he himself was

the very last man to claim any credit for what he had

done.

I had come to Paris to attend Burnouf's lectures,

and with very vague notions as to an edition of the

text and the commentary of the Rig-Veda. You must

remember that the Vedas had never been published in

India, though for more than three thousand years they

had held there the same place which the Bible holds

with us. They existed in oral tradition, as they still

exist, and in manuscripts, more or less perfect, more

or less correct. These manuscripts therefore had to

be copied, and then to be collated. This was com-

paratively an easy task. The real difficulty began

with the commentary. First of all, that commentary

was enormous, and filled about four volumes quarto of

a thousand pages each. While the manuscripts of

the text were generally correct, those of the commen-

tary were mostly very carelessly written, full of omis-

sions, and often perfectly unintelligible. But the

greatest difficulty of all was that Sayana, the com-

piler of the great commentary, who lived in the four-

teenth century, quoted largely from a literature which

was at that time entirely unknown to us, which ex-

isted in manuscripts only, and often not even in manu-

scripts accessible in Europe. My idea was to give

extracts only from this commentary, but on this point

Burnouf resisted with all his might. We must have

the whole or nothing, he used to say, and often, when

I despaired of my task, he encouraged me and helped

me with his advice.

Before I could begin the first volume of my edi-

tion of Sayana's commentary I had to read, to copy,

and to index the principal works which were constantly

referred to by Sayana—a little library by itself. How-

ever in 1849 the first volume appeared, and twenty-

five years later, in 1875, the whole work was finished.

THE ETHICAL IMPORT OF DARWINISM.
BY L. J. VANCE.

ICONCLUDED.]

Now, what are natural morals ? By natural ethics

we mean those morals which are deducible from the

uniform course of Nature and of consciousness in our

fellow-men. Natural morals are so called because

they are in sharp contrast to supernatural morals.

The evolutionist would strip from the moral senti-

ments that artificial glamour by which they have been

surrounded by generations of "trained experts," and

theologians. They would show that in place of being

a simple social instinct, the moral sense is the most

complex; that, instead of being put into man's heart

in some supernatural way, it has come as a normal

and natural product of human development. More-

over, how would Prof. Schurman prove that the "de-

liverances " of conscience, developed from the social

instincts of apes, were not as strict and stringent as

any developed from the feelings and passions of fallen

angels ? In any event the present deliverances of con-

science would remain sacred and inviolate. The Dar-

winist admits that often conscience moves in a mys-
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terious way its wonders to perform, but that way must
be the natural way. The moral sense is natural when
it follows natural laws ; and because we do not know
what those laws fully are—that is no valid reason for

making a supernatural system of ethics. If the anal-

ogies of natural law can be carried into the moral world,

then that domain at once comes under the reign of

law. In truth, moral laws are not merely analogous

to natural laws, but they are the same laws. It thus

becomes not a question of analogy, but of identity.

I am aware that this view of natural morals raises

the metaphysical bugbear of free-will. This, however,

does not bother the evolutionist, who looks the meta-

physical monster fairly in the face. And we are pleased

to note that so able, and fair-minded an evolutionist as

Prof. E. D. Cope has stated both sides of the free-

will controversy in a singularly lucid manner. "It has

been said that the operation ordinarily called choosing,

in which the will is popularly supposed to be free, con-

sists merely of a sum in addition and subtraction, where

various inducements are balanced, the resultant pre-

ponderance being expressed in the act. It will be easily

seen that while this statement is true in regard to cases

where the elements of the calculation are known, it is

not true where any or all of them are unknown. . . .

"It is evident that occasions must arise in human ex-

perience where a decision between two alternatives is

dependent on choice alone. That these occasions have

arisen, and the choice been made is shown by the ex-

istence of the altruistic class of actions," (p. 451-53).

Here, however, is the frequent conclusion. "Each
man," says Prof. Cope, "must learn the merits of

different courses of action in regard to morals for him-

self ; his intelligence places before him the facts, and

shows him how to execute his wishes, but the state of

his affections determines the direction of his acts.

Intelligence is the condition of the perception of moral

truth ; in other words, intelligence as applied to moral

questions, is the conscience. Consequences of acts are

understood, and their relations to pleasures and pains

of men are weighed. . . . That it has improved in the

practice of right has not been due to the inheritance

of respect for law, but to the self-destructive nature of

wrong. That continued wrong sooner or later ends

in destruction of the wrong-doer, either from within or

without, must be generally admitted. Thus is the

truth of the doctrine of the Survival of the Fittest

vindicated in moral as in natural law."*

This view of the ethical import of Darwinism has

been entirely overlooked by Professor Schurman. In

his eagerness to make a point against Mr. Darwin and

"his school," I do not find that anywhere he has met
the "gratuitous" assumption, namely—that the first

principles of morality were hardily won in the struggle

* " Origin of the Fittest," p. 458.

for existence. From the Darwinist's point of view

there can be no morality apart from society. As soon

as men began to learn the difficult art of living to-

gether ; as soon as they understood the prime neces-

sity of organizing and combining for mutual preserva-

tion and protection ; as soon as the feeling and habit

of comradeship were developed,—so soon would the

idea of mcum and tuum arise,—so soon would the

sense of right and wrong be acquired. And this is

morality, pure ct simple. Thus the moral instincts grew
up naturally out of the common interests and feelings

of human beings living together in society. Now, ob-

serve : the moral instincts could never have been the

exclusive possession of one man, but they are the em-

bodiment of the memories and experiences of thou-

sands and thousands of men. Thus it is that in the

matter of moral feelings we are 'the heirs of the ages,'

and 'foremost in the files of time.' Or, as Maudsley

well puts it, if the moral sense were not more or less

innate in the well-born individual of this age, if he

were obliged to go, as the generations of his forefathers

have gone, through the elementary process of acquir-

ing it, he would be very much in the position of a per-

son, who, on each occasion of writing his name, had

to go through the elementary steps of learning to do so.

Prof. Schurman is no more successful in his at-

tempt to refute Darwin's argument that the social in-

stincts are more present and enduring than the selfish

instincts. He simply tries to break its force by say-

ing that "our hypothetical ancestor" must have per-

ceived the social instincts as higher than the selfish

instincts (p. 200). Yet that does not explain, says he,

"why I feel remorse over acts of vengeance or rob-

bery." Prof. Schurftian should read Browning. In

Christmas Eve he will read :

' Whom do you count the worst man upon earth ?

Be sure, he knows in his conscience, more
Of what Right is, than arrives at birth

In the best man's acts that we bow before."

Ne te qiimseveris extra. Now, Prof. Schurman would

have us believe that the Darwinist is here speaking

dire treason against the "undeniable deliverances" of

conscience. Not so; on the contrary Darwinism in-

vests the moral sense with a higher and greater dig-

nity than before.

Consequently we may rightly inquire. What possi-

ble difference can it make to us whether conscience is

derivative, or whether it is intuitive? The great fact

stands out that conscience is what it is. The moral

sense of mankind remains the same on any theory.

Its "deliverances," when born of earth, are just as

binding as if they came from some celestial source.

In foro conscieniia: every man is bid to

" Follow right

Mere wisdom in the scorn of consequence."

In the presence of a Power, not ourselves, which
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makes for righteousness, each one of us hears the still,

small voice of Man, commanding us to work for Man.

Thus, it is one of the many great services rendered

by Mr. Darwin to the study of ethics that he has

taught the indissoluble dependence of man upon man

as a scientific verity. The social relation is as constant

as that of oxygen and hydrogen. Men can only thrive

through universal good-will; they deteriorate through

ill-will. Thus, the Darwinist would throw the whole

burden of human redemption upon man, and upon

man alone. He would take for granted that in the

struggle for existence men will find out that the social

instincts are superior to selfish instincts. Finally, he

would hold that man, like Faust, "Through obscurest

aspiration has still an instinct of the one right way."

But above all, the great import of Darwinism is its

moral optimism. I am aware that this view of the

evolution of morality has been vigorously combatted

by the anonymous author of "Conflict in Nature and

Life." From his point of view, morality is 'taking

such direction as meets with the fewest damaging

blows.' It is 'the aggregate result of utilitarian ad-

justment in the midst of complicated conflict'; and

that is the reason wh)' altruism is superior to hedon-

ism (p. i6o). Thus we learn that the true philosophy

of ethics is neither optimism nor pessimism, but what

the ingenious author calls 'the Middle Way' (p. 485).

Whether we call this view of life the Middle Way, or

the Mean, or Meliorism, the author frankly confesses

that his philosophy is simply 'a return, with some
improvement, to the good old doctrine of the Stoics.'

But, for the thorough-going Darwinist there is

—

there can be—no Middle Way in morals. He sees

that, even if the doctrine of Conflict be true, pleasure

and happiness do not come by any middle wa}^

Granting, that "happiness and pleasure can only be

had by paying their price," he is loath to believe that

the price consists in 'taking such direction as meets

with the fewest damaging blows.' Happily, there is

a law of our nature by which we follow right "mere
wisdom in the scorn of consequence." Thus it is that

general happiness is to be achieved by the price paid

by individual right doing, while the happiness of in-

dividuals will be achieved in part by the pursuit of

the general happiness. According to Spinoza, "Noth-
i ig is more useful to Man than Man ; men can de

.

sire nothing more excellent for their welfare than that

all should so agree in all things that the minds and

bodies of all should make up, as it were, one mind

and one body, and all together strive to maintain

their welfare to the best of their power, and all to-

gether seek the common good of all. Therefore, rca-

soiiable men desire no good for themselves which they

do not also desire for other men."*

* Ethics IV, Schol. 18,

Here our criticism of Prof. Schurman's contribution

to the ethical import of Darwinism comes to an end.

We have not hesitated to show that, where he has not

been unfair to Mr. Darwin's theory of ethics, he has

either overlooked or mistaken its import. We do not

take up the cudgels in behalf of a " school " of morals
;

that is another question. We do not know the

" school " of ethics to which Prof. Schurman claims to

belong. He has, very rightly, divided ethical students

into two classes—the dogmatists of the schools, and

the open-minded, fact- revering inquirers. The latter

he calls ' the true heirs of Darwin,' (p. 38). We leave

it with his readers to decide as to which of the two

categories Prof. Schurman would most properly be

classed.

THE SCIENCE OF ETHNOLOGY.*

ITS HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT, AND METHOD.

BY DR. TH. ACHELIS.

Apart from the Aristotelian statement of the prob-

lem in the well-known phrase ''ocvdpoonoS q)vaEi8,<S)ov

ndkiriuov" substantially correct, although from the na-

ture of the case not further practicallj^ elaborated—we

do not meet with the idea of a science of mankind that

ventures beyond the conventional ground of so-called

Universal History until the Eighteenth Century, in

that philosophy of enlightenment which despite its

narrowness was so productive of germinal principles.

Herder, particularly, pointed out the importance

of the question—an ideal for his time, and apparently

realizable only in the transports of enthusiasm. In

the preface to his work Ideas for a History of Man-

kind, he saj's : "In my earlier years, when the

meadow-lands of science lay before me in all the

resplendence of early morn from which the noon-day

sun of life withdraws so much, the thought often oc-

curred to me, since everything on earth has its science

and philosophy, should not that too have a science and

philosophy which touches us most nearl}'—the his-

tory of mankind in its unity and totality?"

"Just one hundred years have passed awa}' in the

stream of time," saj'S Bastian in a little brochure, A
Centenary, "since one of Germany's most gifted sons

spoke those prophetic words, idealistically conceived

at the time, yet now about to be realized. In his

Ideas for the Philosophy of a History of Mankind,

Herder has given expression to a thought which is

now, a century later, to receive its inductive fulfill-

ment through Ethnology as the science of man. The
God in history that was sought, will be found in Man
in History."

The penetrating mind of Schiller also marked out

with equal precision the exalted mission of a com-

prehensive philosophy of history. In his well-known

Translated from the Deutsche Ruiuhchau by fUipK.
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Academical Inaugural Address at Jena, JJVtaf /s, and
Why do we Study Universal History, he deplores the

manifold gaps in the continuity of human knowledge,

and after asserting that the disjecta membra of uni-

versal history would never merit the exalted title of a

science, he says :
" Philosophy now comes to its as-

sistance, links together these fragments by artificial

bonds, and raises the aggregate to a system, to a ra-

tional and connected whole. Philosophy's authority

for this lies in the uniformity and immutable unity of

nature's laws and human character. This unity is the

reason that the occurrences of remotest antiquity re-

peat themselves under similar external conditions in

most recent times ; it is this that sanctions the infer-

ences drawn from the observable conditions of modern
times to those which lose themselves in the past, and

it is this that enables us to shed some light upon the

prehistoric epochs of antiquity. The method of in-

ference from analogy is in. history as everywhere a

powerful auxiliary." The most essential means of

proof, as later developed in the exact method, are

here discerned a priori and with striking precision.

This is particularly true of the inferential method as

developed by Tylor in his theory of " survivals."

Finally, towards the end of the last century, Mei-

ners, in his "Encyclopedia of the Sciences," laid

particular stress upon this universal phase of a his-

tory of the human race. "All other departments of

history, as the history of arts, sciences, and great in-

ventions, exhibit only certain phases of humanit}', or

portray only individual aspects and separate epochs
;

the history of mankind alone comprehends all of man,

as constituted at all times and in all parts of the

earth."

Yet howsoever pointedly and frequently the funda-

mental and essential ideas of this future science had

been formulated, the efforts at practical realization

nevertheless fell short of the ideal conceived. For not

only did such disturbing factors as the tendencies of

asstheticism and of the history of civilization (partic-

ularly the morbid and sentimental craze for peoples

in a state of nature) interfere with the objective

treatment of the subject, but there was also a great

dearth of necessary material. The difficulty could

not be remedied until discoveries were made that led

to a systematic classification of data; a work accom-

plished in the different museums of France, England,

and America, towards the middle of the present cen-

tury. In Germany political dismemberment left all

to the enterprise of individual effort ; in 186 1 in Got-

tingen the Congress of Anthropologists was convened at

the call of the celebrated naturalist, K. C. \on Baer
;

in 1859 was published the remarkable epoch-making

work of Th. Waitz, entitled Naturvolker ; and finally

appeared the first effort of Bastian, Man in History,

with the insignificant addition A Contribution to the

Establisluncnt of a Psychological View of the World,

published after the author's return to Europe from his

first journej' abroad, of seven years duration.

The movement had now been started. The term

Anthropology, which formerlj'had sounded so strange,

and had been chiefly employed to designate an indis-

criminate collection of interesting curiosities, rapidly

began to gain the rights of citizenship, and after Bas-

tian, in 1868, had assumed the control of the ethno-

logical department of the ro3'al museums at Berlin,

the Zeitschrift fiir A?ithropologie, Ethnologic, und Ur-

geschichte (Review of Anthropology, Ethnology, and

Primeval History), was started in i86g, under the edi-

torial management of Hartmann, Virchow, and Bas-

tian, and in 1870 the society of the same name was
organized at Berlin. By the side of the latter stands

the German Anthropological Society of Mainz, whose

productions are published under the editorial direc-

tion of Prof. Joh. Ranke, in the Archiv fiir Anthro-

pologic.

Of the many different sources and causes of this

great movement, Bastian makes especial mention of

the following :
" The first cooperation came after the

founding of the African Society, in the shape of in-

structions given to its travellers, as well as in the sim-

ilar practice of the Humboldt and Ritter foundations
;

then—an inexhaustible source—from the activity of

the German navy, the contributions of which (espec-

ially those from the tropical seas now in the National

Museum), are of extraordinary value ; further by

means of circulars to consulates, through contribu-

tions from missionary posts and from countrymen en-

gaged in commerce and other occupations with the

outside world. So that, after the completion of the new
Museum, when these embodiments of the spirit of the

nations will have been disclosed in systematically ar-

ranged collections, deep vistas into new worlds of in-

tellectual life will open on every side to those who

pass among them. The sudden change that has been

inaugurated in favor of Anthropology and Ethnology

is most profoundly felt by those who have lived

through it. But a short time ago it was scarcely

known, seldom mentioned, and if so, not understood.

Its name is now on everybody's tongue, and Anthro-

pology, especially, boasts of the favor of high patron-

age ; for our science must in great part attribute the

successes we have noted, to the support of the Im-

perial. Admiralty and the countenance of the Foreign

Office whose powerful influence has aided it in many

ways."*

As a final illustration of the comparatively rapid

change of public interest with regard to the great

problems of Ethnology, we may mention that in 1870

*Vorgeschii:hte der Ethnologie, p. 51.
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the Berlin society alone existed in Germany, and that

its only rivals in Europe were to be found in Paris

and London, whereas now besides the Berlin society

and those afterwards founded (in Munich, Kiel, and

Gottingen) there are some five and twenty branches

in different parts of the empire.

Having thus given a sketch of the external devel-

opment of our science, we come now to an exposition

of the method that Ethnology follows. A preliminary

remark, however, will first be necessary in order to

answer objections which have been raised from an

historical point of view. History usually presupposes

civilization ; our science, on the contrary, aims to ex-

hibit the gradual evolution of civilization from the

scantiest and simplest germs, and thus to draw in these

forms of social organization a comprehensive picture

of the human mind in its most multiform processes of

development. Accordingly, those very tribes that from

a strict historical point of view have )io history, or at

least no literary history, constitute the subjects of

ethnological investigation. And Ethnology therefore

does not dispute the glory of her elder, and in many
ways maturer, sister. With all becoming modesty

Ethnology merely asks for indulgent toleration. Geo-

graphically, the earth would be thus divided between

the two rival sciences. All of Oceanica would fall to

Ethnology; also America before its contact with Euro-

pean civilization, and the greater part of Africa ; iso-

lated portions of Asia; and Europe in the prehistoric

period. All the rest belongs to history.

Although from an unprejudiced stand-point no last-

ing conflict can occur between the two departments of

investigations, this difference in method will necessa-

rily assert itself, and indeed this is so much the case

that historians for this very reason frequently hesitate

to admit Ethnology into the rank of the other sciences.

Let us turn to Bastian again. "The Mission of Eth-

nology," he says, '
' will be to corroborate in the field of

investigation assigned to it, the inductive process of

historical research (in the broadest conception of a

history of mankind), and to facilitate the opening of

the roads which are necessary to its pursuit. For,

though the study of comparative psychology begins

with the lowest and simplest forms of ethnic ideas in

order to determine in the more transparent simplicity

of these facts the elements that go to make up the

fundamental laws, a thread of guidance is thereby

furnished which, even amid the labyrinthine mazes of

the complicated creations of civilization, promises to

brmg about a gradual elucidation."*

Psychology, therefore, the creator of our modern
conception of the world, forms, at the same time, the

basis of Ethnology; and the latter thus acquires the

distinctive character of a connective link between the

* Vorgeichichte, p. 60.

philosophical and the natural sciences. Yet there is

one thing which must not be forgotten. While up to

our day the study of psychology has been chiefly pur-

sued upon a purely speculative, or at least individual,

basis, there is now pouring in through the intimated

prospect of a universal comprehension of the human
race in its psychical organization, an infinite amount

of material for investigation. "Psychology," thus

Bastian begins his first treatise, "must not remain

that narrow branch of science which, with the addition

of pathological phenomena, the data of insane asylums,

and general educational facts, is limited to individual

self-observation. Man, as a political animal, finds his

consummation in society alone. Mankind, a concept

which knows none higher than itself, is to be taken as

the starting-point, the unified whole, within which the

single individual figures only as an integrant fraction.

. . . The eye of man glancing back into primitive

times followed the thread of tradition, so long as tra-

dition marked an open path, on to the period of lit-

erature and the origin of writing when tradition could

first be permanently preserved ; and overlooking the

long succession of primitive stages, which the human
mind must have traversed before attaining to the ele-

vation it then occupied, and dazzled by its resplend-

ence, people concluded that the human race originally

existed in a state of primitive wisdom from which de-

generation alone was possible. Thus did history

hitherto exhibit only the course of development of

separate castes instead of the course of development

of mankind. The dazzling light that poured from the

apex of society eclipsed the broad foundations that

lay below it, and yet it is only in the masses beneath

that the productive forces germinate—only in them

that the sap of life circulates. . . . The philosophy of

the inner organic process of growth can be found only

in psychology—and in that psychology which studies

not only the evolution of the individual but also the

evolution of mankind."*

In this conception, accordingly, there is no such a

thing as the single isolated existence of human be-

ings, such as lurks in our popular treatises in the

shape of the primitive man, with the additional poetic

fictions of a period when there existed neither speech

nor reason. As far as experience reaches, man ap-

pears everywhere as a social animal, forced into this

natural and unavoidable relation, to which through

individual reproduction he first owes his psychic indi-

viduality. An atomism of society, such as is again

discernible in English utilitarianism, has no existence

in fact, either morally or mentally. This is especially

true of those prehistoric times of germinating civiliza-

tion which do not know of personalities equipped with

definite moral rights and obligations in our sense, and

* Man in History, Preface, p. 11.
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where strikingl}' communistic features are rather ap-

parent.

To this idea of a comparative, or as the current

technical expression has it, sociological psychology,

Bastian has devoted a separate treatise, Zur Natur-

wissenschaftlichen Behandluiigsivcisc der Psychologic

durch tind fiir die Volkerkunde, from which we wish

to quote a passage or two that especially relate to our

discussion. "In Ethnology," says our author, "the

different conceptions of the world entertained by the

various nations are to be regarded as psychical organ-

isms, as original creations of the soul of ethnic life.

Historical development can here be taken as a factor

only when data in visible succession are at hand ; while

particularly all forms of variation are to be examined,

with reference to their causes as affected by alterations

of environment " (preface p. 15). And again, "Theor-

ganism is contained in the germ. And so in the prim-

itive and germinal elements of the ethnic idea are

contained the various forms of its distribution amid

every sphere of human civilization, in the phenome-

nology of the mind throughout the world."

As was discovered by comparative philolog)' first

in the limited domain of the Aryan peoples, the be-

ginnings of civilization even among nations that differ

fundamentally in character, geographicallocation, and

historical development, bear the most striking resem-

blances to one another ; and we accordingly cannot

reject the inference that the human race, despite all

later differentiation, represents a psychical unit}' which

finds organic expression in the multifarious forms of

religion, custom, law, art, and like manifestations of

social activity.

In opposition to this aspect of psychical homoge-

neity stands now a greater and now a lesser deviation

from the original t3'pe. These deviations ma}' be ar-

ranged within accurately determined topographical

frames, and by thus keeping in view all our available

material we may establish a statistics of the psycho-

logical growth of all peoples of the earth, even to the

most trifling differentiations. The critical method by

analogy and inference, early mentioned by Schiller,

plays a particularly weighty part in this genetic con-

struction of a comparative psychology, and the noted

English investigator, C. Tylor, has turned this to spe-

cial account in his "Primitive Culture." After illus-

trating the cogent power of facts by citing various in-

stances,, and demonstrating the consequent impossi-

bility of a merely subjective and arbitrary explication,

he proceeds to the explanation of ' survivals ' in the

following manner. "These are processes, customs,

opinions, and so forth," he says, "which have been

carried on by force of habit into a new state of society

different from that in which they had their original

home, and they thus remain as proofs and examples

of an older condition of culture out of which a newer
has been evolved. . . . Such examples often lead us

back to the habits of hundreds and even thousands of

years ago. The ordeal of the Key and Bible still in

use is a survival ; the midsummer bonfire is a survival

;

the Breton peasants' All Souls' Supper for the Spirits

of the dead, is a survival. . . . The serious business of

ancient society may be seen to sink into the sport of

later generations and its serious belief to linger on in

nursery folk-lore, while superseded habits of old world

life may be modified into new world forms still power-

ful for good and evil. Sometimes old thoughts and

practices will burst out afresh, to the amazement of a

world that thought them so long since dead or dying
;

here survival passes into revival, as has lately hap-

pened in so remarkable a way in the history of modern
spiritualism, a subject full of instruction from the

ethnographer's point of view."

This reconstruction of original causes from forms

of arrested development still preserved, is after all no

specific prerogative of Ethnology. Although only pos-

sible upon the broad basis of modern inquiry, and

although even here to be used with greatest prudence,

it still rests upon the application of a fundamental law

which has received unqualified recognition in biolog-

ical investigations and acquired universal validity for

all scientific research.

An active laborer in the field of Ethnology, H. Post,

whom we shall meet later in speaking of the develop-

ment of law, has discussed this fruitful method with

great clearness: "The evolutionary origin of the

starry heavens may be determined from their present

structure ; the strata of the crust of the earth disclose

to us the history of our planet; morphology has taught

us to trace in the organic structure of a plant or an

animal the stages it has passed through before it

reached its present point of development ; in the suc-

cessive phases of foetal life we find repeated the main

features of the life of the race ; the story of cerebral

development may, by those who understand those

Runic signs, be interpreted from the structure of the

brain ; the philologist can elicit from human speech

the history of human reason :—and so does the col-

lective status of the human race and the condition of

every single organism encountered in the life of species,

afford definite and accurate material for inferences as

to the story of the human race and to the history of

that single organism."*

It is not the purpose of this essay to confirm this

biogenetic law of all organic phenomena by further

verification. We shall accept it, and we may with all

justice emphasize its validity as bearing upon the com-,

plicated processes of the life of nations. The main

factor is, and remains, a collection of materials which

* Ursf'rting des Rechts, p. S.
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shall unite comprehensiveness and compass in the

greatest possible degree ; and we thus understand why

Bastian, who was himself obliged to witness the ex-

tinction of so many aboriginal tribes, is indefatigable

in impressing this as a first and holy duty upon per-

sons engaged in these researches.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

CORRESPONDENCE.
NEW WINE IN OLD BOTTLES.

A LETTER FROM ENGLAND.

To the Editor of The Open Court .•—

I read with interest the article " New Wine in Old Bottles."

The usual way of treating this proverb has always seemed to me
most unsatisfactory. It can only apply in the case of two things

belonging to two ' orders. ' The wine belongs to the vegetable and

the wine-skin to the animal kingdom, or, as glass, to the mineral.

There must be a contrast answering to this, .to make the pro-

verb apply. But it is constantly applied to things really like a

grape and its skin, a drop of water and its skin, or at least like an

insect or snake and its 'sloughed' skin. If the wine- skin were

analogous to the grape-skin, it would expand when needful, as with

the expanding growth of the pulp within. Now language and ges-

ture, symbol, observance, rite, formula, belong to the same order

as the impulses and emotions, thoughts and ideas, beliefs, convic-

tions, and conclusions which evoke them and find expression in

them, are embodied in them,— in short, evolve them as formative

and protective. And that 'skin,' growing with the growth

—

often imperceptible to the continuous observer, except by an effort

of memory and comparison,—of acorn-heart to oak, or embryo to

adult vertebrate, undergoes modification to such an extent that no

doubt its own 'mother,' the organic 'vital' force of the primi-

tive cell, would not know it.

One likes to think of this when cue notes the marvellous in-

consistency of some of us, who disloyally resist the action of this

vital law, and on the one side insist on retaining both the old skin-

word or skin-act of a given stage and its corresponding superficial,

or skin, meaning, neither of which can be stretched to fit its

swelling vigor of inward life and energy ; and on the other, would

have us invent a brand-new skin like a glove or a boot, and rebuke

us sternly for believing that when you come to outline or skin, to

the principle of expression in word, or act, or form, nature's plan

of gradually modifying it with its contents and their functions and

relations, is best.

I own to loving the thought that we carry on all creation, in-

organic or organic, within us. Our brand-new idea or symbol is

mostly an unusually ancient one, with a flood of acquired expe-

rience poured in upon it. v. w.

REAL AND REALITY."

Freelhoiight published in No. 15 a criticism of an article of

mine by " Agnostic," which I should entirely ignore for its obvious

and unjust misrepresentations. Yet considering the fact that it

calls attention to some passages which, although correct, might

easily be misunderstood, I send you a few words in reply. My
anonymous critic possesses my sincere commiseration not only

for his ignorance of the elements of logic, but also for the rude-

ness with which he presents his case. I need not here repeat the

words with which he has—but not, I suppose, with editorial ap-

probation—disgraced the columns of your journal.

My anonymous critic quotes the following sentence : " Mate-

* Reprinted fioin Frccthoitg/tt.

rialism went too far when it tried to explain everything from mat-

ter, when it identified matter with reality. Yet it stands on solid

ground when it maintains that eT.'ery reality is material."

Parenthetically it may be remarked that " Agnostic '.' quotes

the italicized words wrongly. Instead of matter he says "itself,"

and instead of czv/j reality is Diaterial he writes, " every reality is

matter." Such gross misquotations must, of course, make the most

lucid explanations unintelligible.

" Agnostic" declares that the sentence quoted is a contradic-

tion. The sentence does not contain a contradiction, as will be

learned from the following consideration:

Every reality has three elements. First, it consists of matter
;

secondly, its material particles have a special form ; and thirdly,

they are endowed with a certain motion. Matter, form, and mo-
tion are abstracts representing certain qualities that are real

; we
call them " real " because they are qualities of reality. Matter is

real, form is real, motion is real. Yet matter is not all of reality,

nor is form, nor is motion ; for every reality, besides being mate-

rial, possesses at the same time a special form, and is also en-

dowed with some kind of motion.

It is apparent that adjectives have often a wider application

than their nouns. The adjective " real " covers a larger field than

the noun "reality." Thus every fool is foolish, but every thing

that is foolish need not exactly be a fool. I may say, without fall-

ing into a contradiction, this : Space is real ; yet space is not a re-

ality. This, in other words, means : Space is a certain quality of

reality
;
the relations among things, the qualities of things, are ob-

jective properties and not mere subjective illusions
; yet is space

no thingish entity, no tangible object, as concrete bodies are, e. g.,

stones, plants, and animals. Space is non-material, and yet space

is real. If I have the following two premises

:

Every reality is material.

Space is real.

I cannot conclude the syllogism with the statement :

Therefore space is material.

And there is no contradiction involved if I add the sentence :

And yet space is non-material.

My critic would perhaps find no fault with a logician who
concludes from the premises :

All geese are two-legged.

Man is two-legged.

Therefore man is a goose.

I confine myself to this logical exposition without entering on

the discussion as to how far materialism is correct, and how far, as

a philosophy, it is insufficient. P. Carus.

Chicago, April 28, 1S90.

NOTES.

BY GENERAL M. M. TRUMBULL.

Some sarcastic fun is occasionally thrown by thoughtless wits

at those veteran soldiers who get pensions for " mental agony "

suffered in the war. Is the sarcasm just ? Shall physical suffer-

ing win a pension, while mental torture goes unrecognized ? Take

this for illustration. We had a handsome captain in our regiment,

and when he first appeared in his new uniform he was much ad-

mired. In the early summer of '61, we came very close to a fight

near Kirkville, Mo,, so close indeed, that for several hours we

stood in line of battle watching the enemy meandering and

maneuvering to draw us from our favorable position. Failing to

do it, he decided to leave without making any disturbance in the

neighborhood. This was our first meeting with the " boys in gray."

Next day, the handsome captain came to me and said, " I want to

get out of the army "
; I asked him why ;

' 'Because I'm a coward ,

"

he answered, " I found that out yesterday." I told him that if he

had fairly convicted himself of cowardice, perhaps he ought to

leave. So he sent in his resignation, and we lost him. But he
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was prompt and early on the pension roll, and when his pension

excites criticism as it sometimes does, he justifies it by saying,

'

' Anybody who knows how scared I was at Kirkville, will never

begrudge me a pension." This reasoning appears to be sound

according to the ethics of the pension office ; and many thousands

have the benefit of it ; as indeed, why not ?

Is Nature, in the process of evolution, lengthening the period

of human life ? If so, are all nations getting the benefit of the in-

crease ? If some are favored and others not, what are the reasons

for the partiality ? Are they purely physiological, or are they due

to a strengthening of the spirit through a larger mental education ?

Is it within the power of physics, or of metaphysics, or of both to-

gether, to make a law declaring that from the dawn of the twen-

tieth century, the period of old age shall begin five years later

than it began during the nineteenth century ? And having made

the law, will they be able to enforce it ? I ask these questions

because I notice that some nations, for instance, Germany and

England, have already attempted to extend the time at which old

age may legally begin ; while in the United States, the tendency

appears to be the other way. I have a friend who served with me
in the army, a man who was formerly governor of my State. Last

year he was candidate for commissioner of something or other at

Washington; and indeed he was down on the "slate" for the

place, but gradually his chances grew smaller and smaller, and at

last they vanished altogether under the excuse that " the old man
was too old." He had reached the patriarchal age of sixty-two. This

appears to me to shrivel up the time of American manhood, espe-

cially when I behold Bismarck fretting with impatience because he

has been taken out of the harness at the vigorous prime—for him

—of seventy-five, while Moltke, an older man by a dozen years, is

yet in public life, making great speeches in the Reichstag. Glad-

stone at eighty- one is the active and ambitious leader of a great party

in the House of Commons ; but that is not very wonderful for Eng-

land, because there are several members of the House of Com-

mons who are much older than Mr. Gladstone. They perform all

their parliamentary duties like the other members, and plead not

the privileges of old age. What is the secret of strength preser-

vation for eighty, ninety or a hundred years ? " Tell me Samson

wherein thy great strength lieth." Perhaps the answer will be this :

" Though I am old, yet am I strong and lusty,

For in my youth I never did apply

Hot and rebellious liquors to my blood."

How much of the solution of this problem lies in the hot and

rebellious liquor question ?

This is Decoration day, and the veterans of the great war

seem rather proud than otherwise to accept the immunities of old

age, while the younger generation looks upon us as the venerable

relics of the antediluvian time. We humor ourselves to this kind

flattery, and thereby shorten the period of lusty manhood by a

dozen years or more. I find myself yielding to the temptation,

and labor along with the help of a cane when I am able to march

eight or ten miles elastic and light as I ever did. "Venerable

men," said Daniel Webster, addressing the soldiers of the revolu-

tion assembled at the dedication of the Bunker Hill monument,
" Venerable men." This was appropriate, for the war then was

fifty years past. It will be time enough to call us " Venerable men "

when we can say of the fall of Sumter, " 'Tis fifty years since."

A few days ago I got a late number of the Itluslratcd London

News, and there I found a portrait of Admiral Wallis, a stout old

sailor now serving in the British navy. Since looking at that pic-

ture I feel ashamed to call myself a veteran ; it looks like pre-

sumption to do so. Admiral Wallis was an officer in the navy

and actually fought in the action between the Shannon and the

Chesapeake in 1S13. Although a hundred years of age he is still

on the " active list " of the British navy. He may properly be
called a veteran.

if .»

What does a baby think, is a question that no doubt has puz-

zled most of us when gazing into the inquiring eyes of a philoso-

pher six months old. Poets have speculated on the puzzle in de-

lightful metre but they have not solved it. An equal puzzle is the

question. What does an old man think ? I don't mean an impostor

of sixty-five, or seventy, but a genuine old man, a man of one

hundred years. Does he think that a hundred years of human
life is worth living, and would he live it over again ? Does he

envy the luck of his schoolfellows who died forty cr fifty years

ago, or does he think himself luckier than they ? Has the

world grown in his good opinion through long acquaintance with

it, or otherwise ? Does he look with contempt upon the millions

who started with him and could not stay the distance, or does he

give them credit for having done the best they could ? I never

knew but one man who was over a hundred years old. One day,

when he was a hundred and two, I happened to meet him at the

village market where he had gone to buy something for his din-

ner ; a friendly policeman came along and saluted him ; "Good
morning, Mr. Stiles," he said, " How does a man feel after he has

entered his second century ?" "That all depends, my son," said

the old man, " that all depends upon how he spent the first one."

And I have no doubt that this subjective application of the lesson

of his life largely determines what an old man thinks.

Can we lengthen our own lives ? The supreme test of modern

science will be its answer to that question. Can we lengthen the

period of strong manhood and strong womanhood ? At present a

man is liable to military service up to the age of forty-five. Can

we increase his average vitality so as to raise the limit and make it

fifty years? An officer of the army is retired for "old age " at

sixty-four. Can we not postpone old age till seventy, eighty, ninety,

or even a hundred years ? If one man can live to be a hundred

years old, why cannot another ? During the war I became ac-

quainted with a negro patriarch who was a constant visitor at our

camps where he was much patronized by the soldiers because of

his extreme age, ninety-two years. One day he came to my tent

in great alarm, and wanted to know if there were any new orders

out about " de draft." I told him that I had not heard of any.

" Bekase," he said, " De boys jist been a tellin me dat Marse Lin-

cum done made an order dat eberybody under a hundred years

old is to be drafted into de army." I told him that no such order

had been issued, and that he need not be afraid. But, may not

that be the order some time in the coming centuries, when the

laws of health and life shall be better understood than they are

now ? I don't mean literally, of course, because as ethics grows

with knowledge, when men have learned enough to live healthy

lives for a hundred years, there will not be any drafting into the

army, for wars will be no more.

NOTES.

The Century contains in its June number an article by Mr.

Albert Shaw on the London Polytechnics and People's Palaces.

Tlie Polytechnic is in Regent street, where it flourishes under its

founder, Mr. Quintin Hogg, who is one of the great merchants of

London. There is not the faintest suspicion of the typical philan-

thropist about him, and perhaps that is one reason why his philan-

thropic work has been so singularly successful. He began with

the ' ragged-school ' line of philanthropy. Mr. Hogg appreciated

the lack of opportunities for games and recreations among the

working lads of the metropolis. As a practical man of affairs,

also, he perceived the necessity for systematic instruction to sup-

plement, though not to supersede, the education of the shop. Thus
Mr. Hogg's ragged schools in the Drury Lane neighborhood de-

veloped into a home for boys in which regard was had to every

side of the juvenile nature.
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ST. ANTHONY'S DAY.

FROM MY ROMAN JOURNAL.

BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.

III.

Ox St. Anthon3''s Day (Jan. 17) the animals were

blest. The ceremony occurs at the vestibule of the

church of St. Anastasia. This church is near the

splendid ruins of the Forum, and the arch of Janus ;

it is near fifteen centuries old, but the ever-restoring

hand has kept this homely church new, in appearance,

while the Palace of the Caesars, whose cellar adjoins its

crypt, and the exquisitely carved monuments of another

faith, have crumbled around it. So little does any

superstition care to preserve any beauty that cannot

be turned into a buttress for itself. Inside the church

is a marble figure of the fair martyr Anastasia, reclin-

ing on a fagot; before her altar St. Jerome once cele-

brated mass. I was more interested in a life-sized

bust of St. Anthony, (the "Abbot") with a lamp burn-

ing before it—the little flame hardly visible in the

bright daylight. This bust, apparently of tinted por-

celain, gives the Saint long dark hair, dark eyes, and

a benevolent face. The golden complexion of the Saint

bore to my eye—possibly to my fancy—a suggestive

resemblance to the Buddhas in Ceylon. Buddha and

St. Anthony have the honor of being the only prophets

known to religious history as having shown an}' con-

sideration for animals. Save for the prudential maxim
about not muzzling the ox that treads out the grain,

there is nothing in the Bible that can be construed

into a tenderness for animals ; what Christ said of a

"providence in the fall of a sparrow," being by no

means promising for the sparrow's life. According to

the Buddhists, their Lord believed the animals to con-

tain human spirits on their wa}- to human forms. So

I cannot help suspecting that this little lamp before

the golden-hued Anthony was lit at the shrine of

golden-hued Buddha. But its paleness in to-day's

sunshine has also a suggestiveness. Europe utterly

lost the oriental faith of relationship between man and

the animals, until it was restored by Darwin. It may
even be that Buddha was a forerunner of Darwin, and

that it was a theory of evolution which Buddhist theo-

logians turned into a theory of transmigration. How-
ever that may be, Darwin is the real founder of every

existing society for the prevention of cruelty to ani-

mals. I cannot learn, after some inquiry, that a sin-

gle society of that kind existed either in Europe or

America before the publication of Darwin's "Origin
of Species." I imagine that the Pope recognized

Darwinism in this movement when some ladies in

Rome—chiefly English—asked him to become the

chief patron of such a society. He promptl}' declined,

and I have heard that he added, "Man owes no duty

to the animals, and it is a heresy to suppose that he

does." I cannot vouch for this, nor that it was the

present pope who refused,—for he looks like a kindly

old man. However, the society has never had any

sympathy from the Vatican. It has gained a success

in doing away with the barbed races at Carnival. I

have seen those horses dashing with agonized fury

under the barbs—their only riders—which pierced

their backs at every leap. The scene now belongs to

the gladiatorial Past of Rome.
During the long pre-Darwinite ages of Europe this

one little light burning before the Saint who preached

to the birds and fishes—the only congregation near

his hermitage—was the only witness to any survival

in the West, of the sympathy which led the Buddhist

emperor Asoka to build hospitals for animals,—cen-

turies before the Christian era. It is said of the fishes

who listened to St. Anthony,

" Much delighted were they

But preferred the old way."

I fear it is much the same with those who take their

animals to be blest on the Saint's day. Judging by

the fate of some overloaded horses which I saw on my
way to the church—one poor beast on his knees being

lashed to his feet—I fear that "the old way " will con-

tinue for some time, or until Anthony surrenders to

Darwin. For in the ceremonies and prayers at St. An-

astasia, there was nothing to suggest that the welfare

of the animals depended at all on kind treatment from

their owners ; it was all to be on the Saint's interces-

sion. The sentiment was directed to Anthony, who,

had he been present, would no doubt have said, "Why
call me Saint ! Saint ! and do not the things that I said

concerning my 'little brothers,' your domestic ani-

mals?" The behavior of some of the animals brought

up for benediction—a frightened horse kicking, the

dogs licking off their holy water—caused a Catholic
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near me to say, "See! they are possessed; they need

exorcism !" But instead of discerning the presence of

inner demons hating holy-water, I saw in these nerv-

ous terrors a testimony of the dumb creatures to long

experience of unfriendliness. They could not imagine

that they were brought up with their noses in a church

door, or that a brass aspersoir could be dashed

towards them, except for some evil purpose on the

part of man. The lap-dogs, used to petting, were

serene enough under the process.

In the doorway of the church stood a small black-

eyed priest, with sharp features, holding the brass

aspersoir—a handle seven inches long with a per-

forated globe at top, about three inches diameter. At

his side stood a large priest, with ample lace on his

dress, whose good-natured face was somewhat like that

of a dray-horse he was blessing when I arrived. He

read from a card-board some prayers in Latin. The

first, which I managed to translate exactly was as fol-

lows : "May these animals receive thy benediction, O
Lord, and be saved in their flesh, and delivered from

every evil, through the intercession of the Blessed

Saint Anthony, through Christ our Lord, Amen."

The next was very nearly this: "Omnipotent and

eternal God, who didst cause the glorious Blessed

Anthony, proved by various temptations among the

tempters of this world, to depart unharmed, grant to

thy servants that they may be enabled to follow his

excellent example, through Christ our Lord, Amen."

The third and last was a brief benediction on the ani-

mals, during and after which the smaller priest sprink-

led the animals, which were all surprised, and some

insulted. To each comer was given a small picture of

the Saint in his rock-hermitage with rude crucifix,

rosary, and book. No money was in any case accepted

for th jenediction; I saw repeated refusals of pay-

The priests stood at this work from lo a. m.

^^ ^ p. M., going through the prayers in a monotonous

automatic way, neither of the holy men seeming to

glance even at any animal brought before them,

—

though, as it occurs but once a year, one might ex-

pect them to take some interest in it. In front of the

church a busy trade was carried on by boys and old

women in holy and highly colored pictures, among

which I found a rather interesting one. It represents

St. Anthony in Friar's garb, with a rayed star near

his cowl on which is written "Charitas. " He is sur-

rounded by medallions representing his miracles : a

huge church bell, offered him in derision if he will

carry it away, rises at his touch to follow him ; he puts

his hand in flame, without harm ; he raises from death

three children ; he resuscitates a man frozen eleven

days in the snow ; with an herb he restores sight to a

blind woman ; he sails from Faro to Messina on his

mantle with another friar ; he rescues a lamb alive from

a burning limekiln; he rebukes Ferdinand, king of

Naples, for his misgovernment, making blood flow

from some article, which seems to be the king's watch.

Poor old Anthony little dreamed of the fairy-tales that

would surround him in the far future

!

All this took place near the Forum, where Cicero's

voice was heard ; on a street where Livy, and Taci-

tus, and Juvenal, and Horace, have many a time

walked. Around are monuments of the civilization

which high-born Anastasia renounced, at cost of pala-

tial luxuries, parental love, finally her life, for the

sake of her vision of the heavenly kingdom about to

come on earth. The Rome she renounced was not

quite civilized, indeed, but what would Anastasia say

of her visionary Christian Rome, if she saw its fruits

this day? It was a terrible instruction in the laws of

human reversion,—or even atrophy,—to observe these

people at the church-door, themselves stunted beside

their finely-bred cattle and hunting-dogs. I am daily

impressed by the miserable appearance of these Roman
masses. Last week the great military funeral of the

king's favorite general (Pasi) brought an immense

crowd into the streets. I found myself jammed among

hundreds of thousands. Unable to retreat I passed a

half hour observing the crowd, and could not discover

one comely female face among them. Their eyes

were bleared, their features malformed, their com-

plexions like tallow, their voices husky. In Italian

homes I have seen several pretty domestics, and the

"ladies" are as handsome as elsewhere ; but among

these toiling and moiling ones, ugliness is normal.

The men are better-looking, but are undersized ; even

the soldiers, set to keep order in the vast crowd, were

like boys ; the throng broke through their cordon here

and there, and then cracked jokes with them. The
struggle for existence is too hard in Rome. And it is

a sorry reflection that one could not break up these

temples, nor disperse these superstitions, without de-

stroying the subsistence of thousands. Superstitions

now propagate themselves less by their religious value

than by their economic necessity to these miserable

masses.

After all, it is to be feared that whatever good

Anthony may have done for animals, is more th m
undone by the evil his thorn-worship has done hu-

manity. It is said that St. Benedict, at a later epoch,

went on a pilgrimage to the thicket where St. Anthony

rolled himself in thorns, and, clearing away the thorns,

planted in their stead a garden of roses. But the

roses were nurtured too late to ever bloom on Italian

cheeks. Ages of Asceticism had eaten too far in the

vital principle of this people. If there is anything

rosy in their faces, it is more likely to be "St. An-

thony's Fire,"—as we used to call erysipelas,—or

other eruptions for which the Saint was once invoked,
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I believe, as a master of fire and flame-like troubles.

However much the freethinking spirit protests, the

humanitarian spirit in one cannot repress a compas-

sionate satisfaction that the miserable so often dwell

in a realm of pious Faerie ; that each, in the propor-

tion that he or she is mentally dwarfed, is certain of

putting forth shining wings at last, and dwelling for

ever in palaces but faintly fabled in these ancient

splendors of Rome.

FIRE-WORSHIP AND MYTHOLOGY IN THEIR RELA-
TION TO RELIGION.*

BY PROFESSOR F. MAX MULLER.

The nearest relations of the ancient Aryas of India

were no doubt the Aryas of Media and Persia, of

whose religion we obtain some interesting though

fragmentary information from the Zend-Avesta. The
idea, once so prevalent, that their religion consisted

entirely of Fire-Worship has long been surrendered by

scholars, though it crops out again and again in pop-

ular writings. From the first acquaintance with the

original texts of their sacred writings it became clear

that fire occupied only a subordinate place in their re-

ligious system. If we call the religion of Zoroaster

fire-worship, we must apply the same name to the re-

ligion of India, nay, even to the religion of the Jews.

Almost every religion which recognizes burnt-offerings

exhibits at the same time a more or less prominent

reverence for the sacrificial fire itself, and to outsiders

and casual observers in particular the fires burning on

the altars of temples or on the hearth of every house

seem to be the principal manifestation of religious

worship and of religious faith. The real object of ven-

eration with Zoroaster and his followers was Ahura-

mazda, whom we call Ormuzd.

Ahura-mazda was a deity whose deepest roots we
shall discover in the concepts of heaven, light, and

wisdom. He was not Fire, though he is often repre-

sented as the father of Fire. This shows his close re-

lationship with the Vedic Dyans, the sky, who was
likewise conceived as the father of Agni. The name
of fire in Zend, however, is not Agni, but Atar, a word

which in Sanskrit exists only in the name Athar-van,

one of the early sages who kept the fire. It is some-

times used also as a name of Agni himself. The word

atar has no etymology, so far as we know, either in

Sanskrit or Zend.

It is generally supposed that the religion of the

Avesta differs from that of the Veda by being dualistic.

In one sense this is perfectly true. The Zoroastrians

recognize an evil spirit, Angra Mainyu, by the side of

the good spirit, Ahura-mazda. In some respects these

two spirits are equals. The good spirit did not create

* From a Report in the London Christian World, copii

kindly sent us by Prof. Mas MQller.

of whicli were

the evil spirit, nor can he altogether prevent the mis-

chief that is wrought by the evil spirit. The Zoroas-

trian religion, having a decidedly moral character,

recognizes in this struggle between good and evil the

eternal law of reward and punishment, good always

begetting good, and evil evil. In the same manner
the good spirit opposes the evil spirit, and every man
is expected to fight against evil in every shape.

Zoroaster himself was supposed to have been ap-

pointed by Ahura-mazda to defend the good people,

it may be the agricultural population, against the at-

tacks of their enemies, the worshippers of the Devas.

The oldest prayers in the Avesta are supposed to have

been addressed by Zoroaster to Ahura-mazda, implor-

ing his help, and mourning over the suffering of his

people.

All this is perfectly true; but if we once know from

the Veda what the fight between good and evil, be-

tween light and darkness, meant in the beginning, we
shall understand that, after all, in the Dualism of the

Avesta, the good spirit is always supreme, as Indra is

supreme over Vritra, Agni over Ahi, Atar over Azi

Dahaka. The fact that Indra has an enemy, that light

is sometimes overwhelmed by darkness, does not an-

nihilate the belief in the supremacy of one of these

two contending powers. The gods are always con-

ceived as different in kind from their opponents. The
gods are worshipped, the demons are feared. If,

therefore, we call the ancient religion of Zoroaster

dualistic, the same name might be applied to the Vedic

religion, as far as it recognizes Vritra and other powers

of darkness as dangerous opponents of the bright

beings. Indeed, I doubt whether there is any religion

which is dualistic in the sense of recognizing two di-

vine antagonistic powers as perfect equals. Even

races who offer sacrifices to evil spirits only, ai ^m

to neglect the good spirits, do so because they

trust the latter, but are afraid of the former. Wher
ever there is a belief in a devil the devil may be very

powerful, but he can never become supreme. He is

by his very nature a negative, not a positive concept,

just as night is conceived as a negation of day, not day

as a negation of night. No doubt the powers of evil

in the Avesta are different from the powers of dark-

ness in the Veda. They have assumed a decidedly

moral character. But they are the same in origin,

and it is owing to this that they never have, never

could have, attained to perfect equality with the good

and Wise Spirit, Ahura-mazda.

The same source which supplied man with religious

concepts, produced also a number of ideas which can-

not claim to be called religious in any sense, least of

all in that which we now connect with the name of re-

ligion. We saw how in the Veda the concept of fire

had been raised higher and higher till at last it be-
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came synonymous with the Supreme Deity of the

Vedic poets. But in the monstrous birth of Hephaes-

tos, Hkewise a representative, or, as we sometimes

say, Hkewise a god of fire, in his disgraceful ejection

from the sky, in his marriage with Aphrodite, to say

nothing of the painful dc?iouement of that ill-judged

union, there is very little of natural religion, very little

of 'the perception of the infinite under such manifes-

tations as are able to influence the moral conduct of

man.' These mythological stories are chips and splin-

ters from the same block out of which many a divine

image has been chiselled by the human mind, but they

ought nevertheless to be carefully distinguished from

that original block.

This distinction however has not only been neg-

lected, it seems often to have been wilfully neglected.

Whenever it was necessary to criticise any of the non-

Christian religions in a hostile spirit, these stories, the

stories of Venus, and Vulcan, and Mars, have constantly

been quoted as showing the degraded character of an-

cient gods and heroes, and of pagan religion in general.

This is most unfair. Neither does this mythological

detritus, not to say, rubbish, represent the essential

elements of the religion of Greeks and Romans, nor

did the ancients themselves believe that it did. We
must remember that the ancient nations "had really no

word or concept as yet for religion in the comprehen-

sive sense which we attach to it. It would hardly be

possible to ask the question in any of the ancient

languages, or even in classical Greek, whether a be-

lief in Hephaestos and Aphrodite constituted an arti-

cle of religion. It is true that the ancients, as we call

them rather promiscuously, had but one name for

their gods, whether they meant Jupiter, the Dens Op-

timt/s Maximus, or Jupiter, the faithless husband of

Juno. But when we speak of the ancients in general,

we must not forget that we are speaking, not only of

Homer and Hesiod, but likewise of men like Herak-

leitos, Aeschylus, and Plato. These ancient thinkers

knew as well as we do, that nothing unworthy of the

gods could ever have been true of them, still less of

the supreme God ; and if they tolerated mythology

and legends, those who thought at all about these

matters looked upon them as belonging to quite a dif-

ferent sphere of human interests. If we once under-

stand how mythology and legends arose, how they

represent an inevitable stage in the growth of ancient

language and thought, we shall comprehend not only

their outward connection with religious ideas, but

likewise their very essential difference. But while on

the one hand it is quite true that the sources of religion

and mythology are conterminous, nay, that certain

concepts which in their origin might be called relig-

ious, wither away into mere mythology and romance,

we shall see that it likewise happens, and by no means

infrequently, that ideas, at first entirely unconnected

with religion, assume a religious character in the

course of time.

This is an important subject, but beset with many
difficulties. Of course, the deification of an animal,

such as an Egyptian Apis, or the apotheosis of a hu-

man being, such as Romulus or the Emperor Augus-

tus, presupposes the previous existence in the human
mind of the concept of divinity, a concept which, as

we saw, required many generations for its elabora-

tion. Again, the attribution of a divine sanction be-

stowed either on customs or laws presupposes a be-

lief in something superhuman or divine. But, after a

time, all this is forgotten, and these later developments

of religious thought are mixed up with the more primi-

tive elements of religion in a hopeless confusion.

In India we are able to prove by documentary evi-

dence that the concept of Fire, embodying the con-

cepts of Warmth, Light, and Life, was raised gradu-

ally to that of a divine and supreme being, the maker

and ruler of the world. And if in the Veda we have

the facts of that development clearly before us, it

seems to me that we have a right to say that in other

religions also where Fire occupies the same supreme

position, it may have passed through the same stages

through which Agni passed in the Veda. By the side

of this theogonic process, however, we can likewise

watch in the Veda the beginning at least of a mytho-

logical development which becomes wider and richer

in the epic literature of India. This side is most prom-

inent in Greece and Rome, where the legends told

of Hephaestos contain but few grains of Agni as the

creator and ruler of the world. Lastly, the ceremonial

development of Fire is exhibited to us in what has

sometimes been called fire-worship, but is in most

cases merely a recognition of the usefulness of fire for

domestic, sacrificial, and even medicinal purposes.

These three sides, though they have much in commo i,

should nevertheless be kept carefully distinct in llie

study of religion.

It may be said, in fact, it has been said, that the

definition of religion which I laid down in my former

course of lectures is too narrow and too arbitrary. In

one sense, every definition may be said to be arbitrary,

for it is meant to fix the limits which the definer wishes

to assign to a certain concept or name. Both in in-

cluding and excluding, the definer may differ from

other definers, and those who differ from him will

naturally call his definitions either too narrow or too

wide. I thought it right, for instance, to modify my
first definition of religion as 'the perception of the

Infinite,' by narrowing that perception to 'such mani-

festations as are able to influence the moral character

of man.' I do not deny that in the beginning the per-

ception of the Infinite had often very little to do with

\
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moral ideas, and I am quite aware that many religions

enjoin what is either not moral or even immoral. But
though there are perceptions of the Infinite uncon-

nected as yet with moral ideas, I doubt whether they

should be called religions till they assume a moral in-

fluence. On this point there may be difference of opin-

ion, but every one may claim the right of his own opin-

ion. If some religions sanctify what is immoral, or what

seems to us immoral, this surely would not disprove,

on the contrary, it would prove, the influence of re-

ligion on the moral conduct of man.

We are told, for instance, that the pre-historic He-
brews killed their first-born in sacrifice to their God.

Abraham came very near doing the same thing. Jeph-

tha killed his daughter, and David killed the murder-

ers of the son of Saul, and kept them hanging in the

air all summer long, to remind his God that Ishbosheth

was avenged. If you catch a Yezidee in the act of

stealing, he will tell you that theft is a part of his re-

ligion. If you catch a Thug in the act of assassina-

tion, he will tell you that murder is to him a religious

rite. If you reprove the Todas of the Nilgheri Hills

for living in polyandry, they will tell you that this is

the very groundwork of their religion. If you re-

prove the Mormons for living in polygamy, they will

remind you that this is the Biblical chart of their

faith.

Now, suppose that all this were true, would it not

prove the very opposite of what it is meant to prove ?

If religion, as based originally on the perception of

something infinite and supernatural, can induce men
to commit acts which they themselves, or which we,

at least, consider doubtful, or objectionable, or al-

together criminal, surely it shows that religion, even

in this extreme case, exercises an influence on the

moral character of man such as probably nothing else

could exercise. From the moment, therefore, that

the perception of something supernatural begins to

exercise an influence on the moral nature of man, be

it for good or for evil, we have a right to say that it

is religious. Even mere mythology, if it should de-

termine the moral activity of man, as it has both in

ancient and modern times, has a right to be called re-

ligious. Nay, even ceremonial, unless it has become
totally unmeaning, may claim to have exercised an

elevating influence, and so far have a right to be called

religious.

THE AIMS OF ETHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH.*

ETHNIC PSYCHOLOGY, MORALS, RELIGION, ANIMISM.

BY DR. TH. ACHELIS.

II.

Ix our previous article we referred to the indispen-

sability and importance of classified collections.

Translated from the Deutsche Rundschau by iiKpK.

It would carry us too far to give at this juncture a

detailed explanation of the difficulties to be encoun-
tered in obtaining these indispensable requirements,

and of how cautiously the comparative psychological

method must proceed when dealing, as it must often

do, with primitive races that possess no literary tra-

ditions. Yet one point demands a brief considera-

tion ; for an unfounded aspersion upon Ethnology is

frequently associated with it. It is our indifference to

chronological order. As before stated, it is to be re-

garded as a fact based upon a mass of indisputable

and unassailable material, that the beginnings of the

social life of mankind on earth everywhere exhibit

unusual resemblances, and that this similarity of psy-

chical structure is not restricted by topographical and

historical barriers. Now, as Ethnology is only con-

cerned with an exact exposition—that is, one estab-

lished by induction— of the development of the gen-

eral and universally observable forms of social organi-

zation mentioned, it is manifest that a chronological

perspective of an isolated epoch in history would have

no significance whatever so far as this object is con-

cerned. If we can determine with approximate cer-

tainty that the clan, or peace-confederacy, founded

on blood-relationship, is the germinal cell of all later

differentiations of civilization, it is totally immaterial

whether in our process of proof we refer to peoples at

present existing in a state of nature, or whether we
refer to the prehistoric stages of nations long since

extinct. Like causes and like conditions, in their or-

ganic connection, are alone the determining factors

here ; but at what time, that is, in what century ac-

cording to our chronology, they have operated to pro-

duce observed results is to the universal perspective

of Ethnology a matter of entire indifference. Histor-

ical doctrinarianism alone can close its eyes to this

truth, and withhold its recognition of these words of

Bastian's : "Ethnology inspects by comparison the

elemental psychic processes of human life, and seeks

genetically in each of these elemental processes for

fundamental germinal principles. Concrete history,

on the other hand, has for its object the solution and

explication, in every instance, of the intricate prob-

lems that result from the action of geographical nat-

ural influences upon peoples in a state of nature, as

well as from the immaterial spiritual factors in the

cross currents of a matured civilization."

Coming now to the task we have set ourselves of

marking out the purpose and mission of modern Eth-

nology, it will appear from our former remarks that

absolute com.pleteness is not aimed at. An endeavor

will only be made to emphasize the leading principles

and the most important achievements of the new sci-

ence. Although the master- spirit and founder of Eth-

nology, A. Bastian, will be in the main our guide, we
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shall be obliged to supplement our exposition by ref-

erence also to the work of other celebrated investi-

gators.

To Oscar Peschel, the renowned geographer, is the

honor chiefly due of having elucidated the fundamen-

tal view-point of this science, and of having first in-

troduced this new conception of the world into re-

moter circles. Indeed it was a matter of primary im-

portance to establish a firm and definite basis of criti-

cism as a bulwark against the humors of Jistheticism.

Many writers in dealing with savage peoples have felt

obliged to assume a slow moral decline from an orig-

inal Paradisian state of purity, while others have seen

in savages the impersonation of idyllic gentleness and

simplicity as yet untouched by the vices of civiliza-

tion. As a classic demonstration of this sentimental

rhapsodizing our author quotes this saying of a trav-

eler : "What! They, the dreaded savages ! They are

timid children of nature, happy, if no evil befalls

them ?" And he relates that the day after the remark

they slew the traveler.

Similarly one-sided and untenable is the theory,

still often maintained, of a state of utter animal ob-

tuseness and barbarity. All accounts agree as to the

non-existence of any such primitive tribe as is lacking

in the scantiest vestiges of human intelligence and

civilization. We must ever bear in mind, though,

that we are not to exact too much from this fact. Re-

ligion, law, art, and the like, are intelligible in their

later differentiation only, as the products of a highly

advanced civilization. But in their invisible begin-

nings they exist in every organized' type of our race;

for it stands to reason that evolution can create noth-

ing new, but can only develop latent germs.

The fact of the rapid extinction of aboriginal tribes

when brought into contact with higher forms of civil-

ization, is, as Peschel thinks, frequently misinter-

preted. He says: "Murderous oppression is, above

all, not the cause. The Spaniards are often enough

taken to task for excessive cruelty. We will not deny

that they have freely stained their hands with Indian

blood ; but it was done from cupidity alone, and not

from blood-thirstiness. Extermination was always de-

nounced ; it was forbidden by laws, although their

enforcement was ineffective. The transatlantic his-

tory of Spain knows no instance to compare with the

criminal depravity of the Portuguese in Bra^l, who
scattered the clothing of scarlet-fever and small-pox

patients about the plains, that these diseases might be

thus artificially spread among the natives; or with that

where the springs in the deserts of Utah, from which

the Indians were wont to drink, were poisoned with

strychnine; or with that where the wives of Australian

settlers mixed arsenic with the food they gave the

famine-stricken natives ; or with that where the English

settlers of Tasmania shot down the native inhabitants

of the country, when they had no better food for their

dogs. Yet neither cruelty nor oppression has as yet fully

exterminated a race of men. No new disease, not even

small-pox, has extirpated a nation, much less the

plague of intemperance. A still stranger angel of

death hovers above these once happy and joyous races

of men—the tadium viiae, or weariness of life."

This cause of extinction, based upon various ob-

servations, the author derives from the diametrical

contrariety of mental organization developed in races

of lower and higher stages of civilization ; the discom-

fort of transition from the state in which they have

hitherto vegetated, to a state which is farther ad-

vanced and more fraught with toil and exertion ; the

extraordinarily slight regard for life so characteristic

of the aboriginal tribes among which this extinction

occurs.

Whatever solution this question may meet with

(for physical and particularly structural factors are

also to be taken into account), yet in another direc-

tion, bearing upon the clarification of our notions of

morality, Peschel has undoubtedly established the cor-

rect criterion. It well characterizes the narrow basis

upon which our conception of the world has arisen,

that we are inclined to regard our own ethical ideal as

absolutely the highest, and to exalt it to an a priori Aig-

nity. A trifling, and yet in the use that is made of it,

a significant, instance of this dangerous and hasty way

of generalization is offered by the sense of shame,

which a wide-spread error is wont to associate with the

most complete practical covering of the body possible,

in accordance with the European idea. "The more

familiar we have become with foreign customs through

extensive inquiry, the more firmly has it become es-

tablished that nudity and modesty are not incompat-

ible, and further, that the sense of shame in different

nations demands that at one time one part, and that at

another time another part, of the body shall be cov-

ered. If a pious Moslem from Ferghana were to at-

tend our balls and behold the denudations of our wives

and daughters, and the half-embraces of our so-called

round dances, he would marvel in secret at the for-

bearing patience of Allah, that he had not long ago let

loose the sulphurous fires of heaven, upon our sinful

and shameless race. However, before the appearance

of the Prophet the veiling of women was not custom-

ary in the East. The Countess Pauline Nostiz caused

deep embarrassment among the high ladies of the

royal harem of Maskat for approaching them without

a mask of gauze. Not even does a mother see the

uncovered face of her child after its twelfth year,

whereas transparent robes make bod}' and limbs plainly

visible." On the other hand, there are peoples who

(compelled by the climate) cover their bodies com-
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p'etely, and yet indulge in the most wanton of moral

excesses.

However, although the nude human body was the

province in which the nascent sense of beauty first

txercised itself, so that persons not tattooed even now
excite in savages a feeling of deep contempt

;
yet, not-

withstanding this fact, clothing has very considerabl}^

promoted our original aesthetic ideas. "The want of

clothing first arose with the consciousness of a more

exalted dignity. It proclaims to us an endeavor firmly

to mark the line of separation between man and beast.

It is not the mere vanity of advanced age, which

would seek to withdraw from view the loss of youthful

charms, but the desire awakened in early youth, to

throw a veil upon all unmerited degradation imposed

upon us by the care of our animal bodies, and to ap-

pear before others as pure and as fair as the lily in

the language of the Gospel."

If Ethnology is to furnish a collective picture of

the mental life of mankind, it will be first necessary

to trace among the different nations of the earth the

origin and growth of this psychical world in its

organic continuity as presented in the history of re-

ligion. And it is comparative psychology as ex-

pounded by Bastian and Tylor that is appointed to

introduce lucidity and order into this chaos of ap-

parently inexplicable incongruencies and ridiculous

travesties, and thereby to render possible an inductive

explication of our supersensual ideas. In this instance

also, it is evident that the social view-point is the one

tiiat is alone productive of results. Only in joint and

unceasing interaction, separated but by a mobile line

from superstition, are the great systems of Belief fash-

ioned and formed. Man lives everywhere under the

ban of his ideas. And especially so the savage, who
is endowed with a highly sensitive imagination and

who lacks the correlative powerof sober thought. The
less familiar he is with the causal connection and re-

lations of the grand elemental occurrences of his en-

vironment, the greater is his apprehension of the

crushing power of the many enigmas that threaten

him, and he will content himself with any hypothesis

of explanation. Bastian has aptly pictured this in-

effectual effort of the savage to place himself aright in

the world, and likewise the intellectual reaction which

follows : "The savage soon weakens and flags in the

work of analytically disintegrating that which he sees

before him, he accepts the existence of the Unknown
as such, and with this signification assigned, he enters

it into the catalogue of his ideas. He has thus volun-

tarily established within himself a principle of des-

potism which he must obey as slave and serf until his

reason shall have succeeded in resolving it into its

constituent elements and he shall have thus become

able to control it With the acceptance of the

Unknown the savage has admitted an unmeasurable

quantity into the succession of his ideas, an .r of un-

determined and indeterminable value, which in every

intellectual problem, in every calculation of an intel-

lectual series, will be the qualifying factor, and will

control the process. The savage is without inter-

ruption helplessly subject to the tyrrany of this Un-
known. He sees it on every hand. It peeps out

from every object in nature. Physical objects he dare

not touch. The plant that is necessary for nourish-

ment and the preservation of his life, dare not be

picked without ceremonies of atonement." The same

is true of his entire environment. The well-known

legal principle of res inillius has no meaning for the

savage. All that is strange and unwonted inspires

him with immediate fear. Only with his equals does

he associate without constraint. A stranger, a diseased

person, are to him objects of solemn dread.

This bent of reflection especially associates itself

with the interruptions of normal existence ; as with

severe illness and death. For in these cases every

explanatory analogy is lacking, and the dread horror

of an unseen power of destruction seizes man. ."The

savage in the jungle fancies he sees a demon among
the branches of the trees, fancies he sees the demon
descending upon him, grasping his body with icy hand

and violently shaking it in chill and fever. And on

the other hand when we call it miasma, the difference

is in reality not so great. . . . The notion of a demon,

of a spirit, is for the man of nature too pertinent, too

available and too comprehensible to be displaced by

an unmeaning and jingling word. On the contrary

he sees the demon in everything ; he spiritualizes all

nature ; he refers all her processes to superhuman

agents." Yet this dreadful demon, in other respects

fashioned after the likeness of man, is but a mighty

figure from the great Land of Spirits with which the

savage peoples the world, and it will necessitate a

more exact analysis to understand the full significance

of such psychical creations.

Aside from Bastian, the establishment of the so-

called theory of animism is particularly due to the

labors of C. Tylor. (Compare his works "Primitive

Culture," "Early History of Mankind," and "Anthro-

polog)'. "} "Animism," he says, "takes in several

doctrines which so forcibly conduce to personification,

that^savages and barbarians apparently without any

effort, can give consistent individual life to pheno-

mena that our utmost stretch of fancy only avails to

personify in conscious metaphor. An idea of pervad-

ing life and will in nature far outside modern limits, a

belief in personal souls animating even what we call

inanimate bodies, a theory of transmigration of souls

as well in life as after death, a sense of crowds of

spiritual beings sometimes flitting through the air but
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sometimes also inhabiting trees, and rocks, and water-

falls, and so lending their own personality to such

material objects— all these thoughts work in mytho-

logy with such manifold coincidences as to make it

hard indeed to unravel their separate action."

Here belongs every conception of nature, whether

it be in the delicate assthetic perspective of Grecian

art or in the gloomily misshapen and distorted forms

of Fetichism. Animism, being thus uninterruptedly

bound up with human existence, is accordingly the

primitive basis of all religions. We, by reason of our

one-sided mechanical methods of viewing things, are

no longer able to comprehend it in all its phases. So

that Spiritualism, the modern revival of this great

psychical power, appears very strange to us. The
greatest impulse to this organically operating creation

of spirits springs from the phenomenon of death, which

so violently startles the ordinary course of thought,

and which the minds of rude men therefore mark as

anomalous and unnatural and do not regard as the

natural and necessary result of chemical and physical

factors. "The great question that forces itself on

their 'minds is one that we with all our knowledge

cannot answer, what the life is that is sometimes in

us, but not always. A person who a few minutes ago

was walking and talking with all his senses active,

goes off motionless and unconscious in a deep sleep,

to wake after a while with renewed vigor. In other

conditions the life ceases more entirely when one is

stunned or fallen into a swoon or trance, where the

beating of the heart and breathing seem to stop, and

the body, lying deadly pale and insensible, cannot be

awakened ; this may last for minutes or hours, or even

days, and yet after all the patient revives. Barbarians

are apt to say that such a one died for a while, but his

soul came back again. They have great difficulty in

distinguishing real death from such trances. They
will talk to a corpse, try to rouse it and even feed it,

and onlj' when it becomes noisome and must be got

rid of from among the living, they are at last certain

that life has gone never to return. What then is this

soul or life which thus goes and comes in sleep, trance,

and death?" *

With the addition of other motive factors, particu-

larly dreams, the idea of the soul was naturally

formed, which as an immaterial principle did not

perish at the same time with the body, but would lead

an independent existence, conceived, of course, in many
different phases. For times so extremely realistic it

is quite intelligible that this strange factor was not

conceived in the abstract, but on the contrary in-

carnated in ph5'sical functions. Thus the soul appears

at times as breath, vapour, shadow (as in the well-

known scene in the Odyssey) and then—more physio-

• Tylor.

logically—as blood. The idea, having once origi-

nated, is necessarily developed in accordance with

natural laws to more comprehensive forms, and is con-

tinually absorbing more extended provinces of moral

activity. On the one hand we find the care of the

grave, the preservation of the body (embalming), and

the worship of the liberated soul, so incomparably

mightier after death (among the Egyptians) ; the All

Souls' feasts, and feasts in honor of the dead, held in

common with the Japanese and the Roman Catholics

;

or the fearful sacrifices which are offered to the soul

of a mighty chieftain at his grave ; the burning of

widows by the Hindus, suppressed with difficulty only

a few decades ago ; and finally the loathsome forms

of cannibalism based upon the reception of blood. On
the other hand, homage to heroes in ever increasing

gradation, until their worship becomes stamped upon

a whole nation. And, as in Central Africa, the gods

often prove to be incompetent in practical life to ward

off approaching danger, so that they must be displaced

in favor of new fetiches, so, at times, in the great

struggle for spiritual dominion over civilized nations

the ancient powers must grudgingly give way before a

strange and conquering host of new divinities. Thus
the Persians banished their one-time Aryan saints to

the Kingdom of Ahriman, and the Germanic divinities

that had planted themselves so deep in the hearts of

our ancestors, lingered on after the influx of Christi-

anity in the shape of ghostly cobolds and fiends.

Passing by the well-known forms of metemps}'chosis

in India and Egypt, the idea of the regeneration or

incarnation of the highest God, so wonderfully potent

in history, demands short notice. It has perhaps re-

ceived its most marked development in the originally

atheistic religion of Buddha, who appears to the

faithful unto the end of time in the ever renascent

person of Dalai Lama. This idea, which surpasses in

boldness of conception, all similar ventures of western

Catholicism, is adhered to with wonderful tenacity by

that church—so tenaciously, in fact, that at this mo-
ment (i8S8) there is assembled at the central seat of

Buddhistic faith, at the unapproachable and holy

sanctuary of Lhassa in Thibet, the council of fathers,

to espy some new heir of divine wisdom for the place

left vacant by its late dignitary.

[to be CONCLUDED.l

THE CORTEX AND ITS RELATIONS.

The end-stations of the innumerable fibres of the

corona radiata are the gray cells of the Cortex. These
gray cells form the ganglionic element of the hemi-

spheres. In the human brain they are associated among
themselves by many systems of commissural fibres,

which although extremely complex and numerous, are

yet very economically arranged. Almost every prov-
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ince of the brain stands in direct relation with other

provinces.

The white fibres of the brain accordingly consist first

of ascending, and secondly of descending nerves, all of

Showing the

the corona radiata.

bundle in the middl

tract. The
idal tract is visible bel

oblongata.

The rays of the teg

turn {Haubc).

There are two conn

1 ^Haiibenstrahliing) i

ithihe Pons {BrAcke).

from the tegmen-

OOMMISSURAL FIBRES OF THE HEMISPHERES. (After EdlHger.)

Diagram of the connections between the Striped Body and the Cortex.

(After Huguenin, reproduced from Charcot.)

NC. Nucleus caudatus

CO. Ttalamu^ opticu:

couche optique).

NL. Nucleus lentiformis,

three segments.

AM. Claustrum (French,

CT, Capsula interna.

CE. Capsula externa.

PP. Crus cerebri

CA. Cornu Ammonis.

AY. Insula.

(French, FL. Fibres of crus in connection

with nucleus lentiformis.

, having FN. Fibres of nucleus lentifor-

mis in connection with cortex.

FK. Fibres of nucleus caudatus in

connection with cortex.

FD. Direct fibres, establishing a

direct connection between cortex and

crus.

CC. Corpus callosum.

which are gathered together in the capsules. A dissec-

tion of these bundles would therefore destroy the con-

nections of the Cortex with all the lower centres of the

nervous system. Through these narrow passages all

sensory impressions rise into, and all voluntary motor

impulses descend from, the hemispheric region. But
besides the ascending and descending fibres, there is

a third class which we call commissural fibres, serving

the purpose of inter-communication among the cor-

tical cells, and establishing relations also between the

cortex and the hemispheric ganglions {nucleus cauda-

tus and nucleus lentiformis^.

There are commissural fibres which interconnect

the two hemispheres. The most important tract of

these nerves forms a thick and broad body of a tough

structure, called corpus callosum (German Balken), A
smaller tract of this kind is the anterior commissure.

Fibres of the anterior commissure inter connect both

temporal lobes, while the corpus callosum appears to

bring all other parts of the one hemisphere into rela-

tion with the corresponding parts of the other.

CORONAL SECTION THROUGH THE BRAIN,

Showing the connections between both He-

mispheres by the corpus callosum and the

commissura anterior. (After Edinger.)

FIBR/E PROPRIiE.

(After Edinger.)

Nerve fibres connecting

jacent circumvolutions.

The most important bundles that associate the dif-

ferent provinces of the same hemisphere are the fasci-

culus arcuatus (arching bundle), the fasciculus uuci-

(After Edinger.)
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vatus (the hooked bundle"), the fascuiiltis longittidina-

lis inferior (the lower longitudinal bundle) and the cin-

gulutft or girdle.

According t experiments made by Charcot, a dis-

section of twa-viiirds of the front part of the internal

capsule produces paralysis, while a dissection of the

posterior limb, the third and hindmost part of the

capsula interna, is accompanied with anaesthesia.

This proves that the anterior fibres of the capsule are

mainly motor, and the posterior fibres sensory nerves.

STRONGLY MAGNIFIED SECTION

OF CORTICAL SUBSTANCE.

(After Edinger.)

(Taken from the frontal lobe

of a human brain.)

The most superficial layer

of gray cells (i) is covered

with a net-work of extremely

fine white fibres (tangential

fibres; ; the cells of the lower

strata are the larg e r , the

deeper they are si t u a t e d.

The second layer passes grad-

ually into the third, contain-

ing large pyramidal cells.

The fourth layer contains

smaller cells.

These four layers are inter-

sected by white fibres which,

enumerating them from be-

low, Edinger calls, a) radii

or medullar rays; b) inter-

radiary net-work ; c) Grenna-

ry's layer (called after Gren-

nary who described these

fibres); d) superradiary net-

work; and c) tangential fibres.

The right part is prepared

wi t h Weigert's Haemotoxy-
line, the left part with Gol-

gi's sublimate, showing on

the left side the fibres and on

the right side the gray cells

only. There are many more
gray cells than appear in the

diagram. Their number is

reduced in order to show
their relations more clearly.

The gray cells appear some-

what larger than they ought

to, because thesublimate
employed, according to Gol-

gi's method, not only colors

the gray substance, but fills

the hollow spaces round the

ells nd the

The Cortex, or gray substance of the hemispheres,

is a very complex substance, which shows a great va-

riety in the different parts of the brain. It consists of

several layers of gray cells of different size embedded
into white fibres. The adjoined diagram represents a

strongly magnified section of the Cortex, taken from

the frontal lobe, and prepared with two different chemi-
cals. The left side makes the gray cells come out

strongly, while the white fibres disappear. In the

left side, on the contrary, the gray matter disappears,

while the white fibres come out so as to be plainly

visible. p. c.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF ICELAND.

BY ALBERT H. GUNLOGSEN.

I.

From their direct bearings upon the ancestral his-

tory of the Teutonic nations, the annals and social

institutions of the old Icelandic Commonwealth, to

impartial and enlightened students of history, assume

an exceptional importance. In fact, the laws and in-

stitutions of that northern Commonwealth, strictly

speaking, belong to the race, but less so, or not at all,

to the middle- age of Europe. As a Germanic, racial

study the subject, indeed, is teeming with ethnological

and historical interest, and we are here confronted by

an astonishing wealth of reliable and accessible sources

of information. A certain class of anti-Teutonic and

superficial writers of modern history have affected to

frown upon the authority of the Icelandic Sagas, al-

though as regards their general veracity, it has been

correctly observed by a well-known English writer,

that "much passes for history in other lands on far

slighter grounds, and many a story in Thucydides or

Tacitus, even in Clarendon and Hume, is believed on

evidence not one-tenth part so trustworthy." For a

general, popular knowledge of the social and intellec-

tual life of Iceland in the days of her Commonwealth,

I may refer the English-speaking reader to the article

" Iceland " in the British Encyclopaedia, and to Sir

George Webbe Dasent's Introduction to his version

of the "Nial's Saga" and to the great Cleasby-

Vigfusson, Icelandic-English Dictionary ; but for a

thorough historical criticism of the institutions of the

old Icelandic State, to the work of the German Pro-

fessor, Konrad Maurer : Island von seiner ersien E/it-

deckiing bis zum Untergange des Freistaats (Iceland

from its first discovery until the collapse of the Com-
monwealth).

Iceland has been called " the home of the Eddas.

"

It certainly preserved the Eddas; and Icelandic Skalds

and writers also, to a considerable extent, arranged

their mythological contents, and definitely fixed their

poetical form, together with the undying, resonant

language in which they still portray to us "the bright

divinities of Asgard, that once protected men against

the chaotic natural powers." On the other hand, the

Eddas, are at present being subjected to a searching

historical and literary criticism, concerning their ab-

solute importance as the genuine sources of the pri-

mordial cosmogony and theogony of the Teutonic

nations. This important question, however, does not

detrimentally affect the political history of the Ice-
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landic Commonwealth. The critics of the Eddas, at

all times will find it sufficiently difficult to decide, to

what extent, precisely, the Scandinavian Asic religion,

independently of the Eddas, itself was a genuine and

common Teutonic inheritance. In this brief essay it

becomes an irrelevant matter, whether particular Eddie

lays, as, for example, the lay of Thrym, be an Icelandic

paraphrase of the classic legend of Prometheus ; the

lay of Harbard, of the feats of Hercules ; that of

Volund of the legend of Vulcan, and that of Fjolsvinnr,

only a paraphrase of the "Amor and Psyche" of

Apulejus. The odd hypothesis, surely, would suggest

a rather exalted notion of the classical culture of the

eleventh century Icelandic scholars, to whom such

paraphrases have been attributed.

The broad fact remains, that the men, who in the

ninth century colonized Iceland, were heathen Scan-

dinavian Teutons ; and that the very ethical elements,

from which they built up their Commonwealth, were

essentially from the outset heathen and Teutonic

traditions, still untouched by the Christian culture of

mediaeval Europe. At that early date of settlement

there also, doubtless, were found considerable Kelto-

Norse ethnic ingredients, but, as shown by the.institu-

tions of the Commonwealth, they remained purely

passive, without in the least affecting the exclusively

Norse and Scandinavian social organization of old

Iceland.

The personal history of these heathen Scandinavian

settlers forms even an important and characteristic

feature in the general history of geographical dis-

covery and colonization, and particularly in that of

the settlement of Iceland. Nearly all of these early

navigators were wealthy men, belonging to the oldest

and noblest clans of the North ; and their peculiar

methods of colonization must be said to have been

perfectly consonant with their social condition, and

previous habits. To better understand this, we only

need to recall to mind the unique state of society

which they had left behind.

The almost patriarchal condition of society in

Scandinavia toward the close of the ninth century had

been rapidly approaching its total disintegration, and

at last both the Asic worship and the social institu-

tions with which it had been intimately associated

were swept away before a resistless historical tide

that had set in from the south. The young Norwegian
king, Harold Fairhair, after a struggle had success-

fully subdued one by one the many " fylkis "-kings,

" Hersirs " and free" Uddallers" of the land, and made
himself absolute monarch of all Norway. With the

decisive battle of Hafrsfjord, against the last coali-

tion of his stubborn foes, he had practically attained

the object ©f his ambition. To the haughty, freeborn

Norwegian chiefs Harold's innovation had been only

unbearable tyranny, and a usurpation of their own
time-honored proprietary rights. It really was a step

in advance in the resistless march of civilization and
progress.

But then, a hurried and mighty exodus of indig-

nant, irreconcilable Norwegian chiefs set in. From
every petty " fylkis "-kingdom and "H6rad" in the

south, through the entire length of the land, they

resolutely took to the sea. In their black, dragon-

headed boats they steered westward toward the British

Isles—the well-known course of their usual summer-
expeditions. The Faroe-Isles in mid-ocean were
settled ; next the Scottish Isles—the Orkneys, Shet-

land, and the Western Isles. All these for a time be-

came the rallying points and true home of the Vikings,

whence still spitefully the}' defied the power of Harold,

and directed their descents, not only upon Ireland

and Scotland, but even upon the coasts of Norway.
At this period we also read about the first visits of

the Northmen to the most isolated of all the islands of

the North- Atlantic. It was visited by three successive

Viking navigators, and the last, the Norwegian Floki

Vilgerdarson had given to the island the uninviting

name of Iceland. It was, indeed, a strange region of

surprising natural contrasts. It was situated about

five hundred miles to the northwest of Scotland, and

long before the advent of the Norsemen it had repre-

sented a kind of northern "Thebaide" to a number
of morose and lonely Irish Culdees. Its forty thou-

sand square miles were the creation of submarine, vol-

canic agency; but its admirable geographical config-

uration presented a number of deep, narrow fjords,

alternating with grand bays, like the Faxa and Breida-

fjord. The interior consisted of vast tracts of lava-

deserts and lofty ice-mountains. The narrow coast

around the bays, and the banks of the fjords and the

marshy districts were the habitable parts of the coun-

try; while from the bottoms of the fjords, a few miles

inland, there extended fertile valleys with rich pas-

tures, and sweet grasses. Despite the high latitude

it was not a cold country ; but there were frequent

climatic fluctuations. The winters were never ex-

tremely severe, the summers were cool. The grass-

crop might be injured by periodical drift-ice, causing

heavy rains. The settlers found the country well-

adapted for live-stock ; and rivers, lakes, and the sea

were teeming with fish. Such was the austere region,

which, from a Thebaide of Irish Culdees, became the

safe refuge of the imperilled household-gods and tra-

ditions of the self-exiled Norse Chiefs of the ninth

century.

In the year 874 Ihgolf Arnarson figured as the

first permanent Norse settler of Iceland. The colo-

nists were called "Landnamsmenn," and the time of

colonization extended from 874 to 930. During this
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comparatively short space of time the Island received

all its settlers, to the number, doubtless, of over fifty

thousand souls. At that time of history and of navi-

gation this represented an unparalleled feat of coloni-

zation, and vividly illustrates the extraordinary rush

of immigrants from Norway and from the Scottish

Isles. The turbulent chiefs, who had been defeated at

Hafrsfjord, the obdurate old Vikings from Ireland and

the Scottish Isles—all these " Zerschlagene Volks-

triimmer," as they are called by Prof. Maurer, did not

seem to furnish altogether desirable or favorable ele-

ments for the creation of an orderly commonwealth.

But the splendid results entirely disproved this unfa-

vorable assumption.

As men belonging to the oldest historical, or almost

prehistorical, families of Scandinavia, they also, natu-

rally, were thoroughly imbued with its racial culture,

its mythology, poetry, laws, and traditions. We still

know their names, almost to a man, as they have been

recorded by the historian Ari Thorgilsson (1067-1148)

in his " Landnamabok," or the Doomsday-book of

Iceland.

This racial spirit is at once revealed in the formal-

ities practiced at their taking possession of the land.

The chief "hallowed the land," that is, he took pos-

session with peculiar, solemn rites and sacrifices. He
thereupon built a temple—the "Hof. " As long as it

was possible each appropriated broad lots of land,

covering whole districts, which later he did not sell,

but distributed among later comers or his freedmen.

The chief, in his respective district, at once exercised

the double functions of a civil magistrate and priest

under the official name of "Godi." The word "Godi"
apparently was of genuine Teutonic origin ; Wulfila,

in fact, renders the Greek ispevs by the Gothic word

"Gudja." Still, with the Northmen there existed no

priestly caste, no division of society into priests and

laymen. In this instance the Godi's political juris-

diction, called "Thing," was restricted to the temple,

which he had erected at his own expense, and which

was regarded as his private property ; but church and

state were both one. Thus, the Godi's influence,

whether as magistrate or priest, was mainly a personal

following. His authority could never degenerate into

tyranny, for the thing-men of his district at all times

were free to leave his temple and local "thing," and

to join another temple, in another district. Many of

these Icelandic Godar had already occupied the same
position in Norway. In Norway also the temple-ser-

vice had been an essential side of public life ; the po-

litical activity of the people were also sacrificial feasts
;

but in Norway, at least in Prof. Maurer's opinion, the

iyrannis of the Godar had been partly hereditary and

partly elective. In Iceland the double functions of

the Godar certainly gravitated toward the temple.

In this manner, during the first five decades of the

settlement, there had spontaneously been formed a

number of mutually independent temple-communes

—

"things"—like small kingdoms round the coasts of

Iceland ; but unavoidably there soon was felt the urgent

need of a supreme executive power. Sixty years

after the date of settlement, by the common consent

of all the Godar presiding over all the local "things,"

Iceland became a Commonwealth. A man versed in

the law, Ulfljot by name, was sent to Norway, and in

992 he brought back a code of law, based upon the

code of the old Norwegian "gulathing. " This urgent

craving for laws was a characteristic trait, consonant

with the directness of the Northman's nature. Ulfljot's

code was adopted by the new Commonwealth, and

henceforth the general Icelandic "Althing" or par-

liament annually met' on the volcanic plain of Thing-

valla. This Althing was both a deliberative and an

executive assembly—a parliament and high-court of

justice in one ; but the state was an aristocracy and

oligarch)'. The high-court of the Althing numbered

only one hundred and forty-four persons—forty-eight

Godar and ninety six other law-men, named by the

Godar themselves. We must bear in mind, that as yet

there were no written laws, and that everything was

handed down by a faithful and marvelously tenacious

memory and tradition. The laws also were mainly

committed to memory. There were law-men,—men
invested with no official position, but who enjoyed in-

fluence through their knowledge of the law.

In order to counteract the power of the one hundred

and forty-four members of the Court of law, the assem-

bled Althing appoints the first highest officer of the law,

the so-called " speaker of the law." His duty was to

recite publicly the whole law, and to give his legal opin-

ion to all. The Speaker formally became the president

of the Althing, but to curtail his power the people jeal-

ously excluded him from all share in the executive. With
the year 930 this constitution of the Icelandic Common-
wealth had been completed ; the country further was di-

vided into quarters, containing "things" and "god-

ords, " and each quarter was divided into three judicial

districts. This, moreover, is the renowned" Saga-

time " of Iceland, covering a period of one hundred

years, until the year 1030, during which the events of

the Sagas were enacted, whether "relating to individ-

ual families at home, or to the achievements of Ice-

landic men in foreign lands ; but, of course, I am here

prevented from entering upon the vast and compli-

cated subject of the internal history of the Common-
wealth. During the Landnama- and Saga-period

there still prevailed a "leonine" state of society,

moving, "on a splinter of adamant." The domestic

establishments of the chiefs, and of all free born men,

were crowded with their retainers and serving people.
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and they all "worked hard." The education of the

bo3S was chieflj' directed to the development of their

muscles, the use of arms, running, riding, swimming,

wrestling ; others worked in wood and metals. They

learned mythology, poetr)', law, and traditional history,

making verses and playing at draughts. The girls

were fitted to become house-wives, doctors, surgeons.

They carded wool, spun, wove it into cloth, and dyed

it. The early Saga-time, without doubt, can boast a

date, not merely of local Icelandic interest, but which

conspicuously connects it with the world's foremost

nautical and geographical events. In the year 982

an Icelandic farmer, a turbulent and "hard" citizen

of the Commonwealth, Erik Thorvaldsson, affection-

ally surnamed "the red," banished from Iceland for

repeated violent deeds, sailed westward, discovered

and colonized Greenland. Setting out from his last

Icelandic home at Oexney in the Broadfirth, he had

merely followed the directions suggested by other

Icelandic navigators. In the year 1000 his son Leif

" the lucky" discovered the American continent. The
documents relating to these events, particularl}' by

modern American writers, have frequently been sub-

jected to unfair and ignorant criticism. To obtain a

comprehensive survey of the literature, bearing upon

the subject, the critics must not content themselves

with the well-known collection Antiquitates Ameri-

cana, but should include a voluminous and instruc-

tive work, written mostly in Danish by the renowned

Icelandic philologist and antiquarian. Professor Finnr

Magnusson, entitled :
" The historical monuments of

Greenland"—"Gronlands historiske Mindesmoerker.

"

The critics, further, must not forget, that the Ice-

landic authors of an important and graphic portion of

the American Sagas—the Thorfinn's Saga—are to be

regarded as well-informed and highly trustworthy

authorities upon the subject.

THE RETURN OF THE NEGROES TO AFRICA.

BY PROF. E. D. COPE.

Criticism on my paper on this subject in The Open Court of

January 23d, iSgo, having apparently ceased, I am disposed to

recur to the subject for two reasons. One of these is that I wish

to reply to my critics ; and the other is that Mr. Henry M. Stanley is

said to have taken up the subject, and to be prepared to place his

knowledge of Central Africa at the disposal of the proper authori-

ties when the project shall have been decided on.

I am not surprised to find that the objectors to the project

of transferring the negroes from this country to Africa have nothing

but sentimental objections to urge against it. They call their ob-

jections ethical, and imagine that they have the support of justice

in their position. Their understanding of the import of ethics

and justice may differ from mine, but I suspect that their view

chiefly results from an ignorance of some fundamental principles

of biology, and their failure to perceive the bearings of these on
the problem.

In order to present a rational objection to the plan of separat-

ing the Ethiopian from the Indo-European race by 3000 miles of

water, its opponents should prove, first, that the negro and white

races will not hybridize in the countries where they live together
;

or second, that the hybrid, if produced, possesses mental charac-

teristics as good as those of the whites. Neither of my critics has

done this, and until they do so, their objections are absolutely

worthless. On the contrary, if the opposite of my position be

proven, I will promptly abandon it. As to the question of injus-

tice, we have to decide, if injustice there be, as to who shall be

the sufferer. Shall we subject the higher race to deterioration
;

or shall we subject the lower to transportation without material

loss to it. To do the former is to injure the entire human
species. To do the latter is to continue the process which the

abolition of slavery inaugurated, to teach the negro to stand on

his own legs, a process which can be no more called injustice than

the exercise of the methods of education, which the world has for

us all from childhood.

The hardships of the transportation would be trifling, and not

greater than those which thousands of immigrants to this country

voluntarily undergo. I have lived in various parts of the world,

and I could be happy in any of them, provided my family and

friends were not too far removed. Now it is not proposed to

separate families and friends in this exodus, so that the picture of

sufferings from this cause, drawn by one of my critics, is quite

imaginary. As to the country, Stanley states that parts of the

Upper Congo region are admirable as places of residence, and

free from the swamps of many of our southern states.

Abstract objections on the one side weigh little against

facts on the other. Objections against compulsory education and

against compulsory vaccination are of the same character, and are

generally admitted to be valueless as against the important benefits

accruing to mankind from the enforcement of these provisions.

I repeat again what appear to me to be the facts of the case.

The characteristics of the negro-mind are of such a nature as to

unfit him for citizenship in this country. He is thoroughly super-

stitious, and absolutely under the control of supernaturalism, in

some generally degrading form, and the teachers of it. He is

lacking in rationality and in morality. Without going further,

these traits alone should exclude him from citizenship. Secondly,

these peculiarities depend on an organic constitution which it will

require ages to remove. Corresponding qualities in the lower

strata of the white race, are modified or removed in a compara-

tively short time, on account of superior natural mental endow-

ment. Thirdly, if he remains in this country he will mix with

the whites until ia a half century or less, there will not be a person

of pure negro blood in it. It follows from this that there will be,

in accordance with the usual rate of increase, an immense popula-

tion of mulattoes, where there should be an equal number of

whites. The deterioration thus resulting would tell disastrously

on our intellectual and moral, and consequently on our political,

prosperity.

In view of these facts, it appears to me that the surplus in th?

treasury could not be better spent, and the navy of the country be

better employed, than in the transportation of these people to

Africa, where they can work out their own destiny, whatever that

may be. The necessity seems to me to be great and urgent, and

nothing but an ignorance of the facts of the case can prevent its

being felt to be such by every white citizen of this republic.

It is not denied by me that the negro has various merits, and

that in particular instances men of that race have risen to deserved

prominence. But the general result is not altered by these excep-

tions. Senator Morgan's bill, or something like it, should be

passed promptly, and its provisions carried into effect before the

burden becomes greater, and the material conditions beyond our

control.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
FREE-WILL AND COMPULSION.

To the Editor of The Open Court .•—

In reply to a rationalistic criticism on the '

' Freedom of Will

and Responsibility " the Editor of The Open Court makes the fol-

lowing curious statement : "And a free man must of necessity

will and act as he does." It follows therefore that every one who

is compelled to will and act as he does must be free.

According to the usual value of words the statement is con-

tradictory, but without stumbling over the form of expression, I

cannot see how a self-conscious person can accept the logic or the

philosophy of such Freedom of the Will and responsibility. We
do not hold accountable the stream for obedience to the law of

necessity in its running or its babbling, nor can we hold a human

being responsible for his action who has no freedom of will to do

as he wills, only subject to the broad limitations of his material

existence. Without such a freedom there can be no unrealized

possibilities in life, no "might have been," no accountability

either to his own organism or the "All," and no "promise or

potency " of future improvement.

From this standpoint moral responsibility is a mere vagary of

undeveloped organism—there can be no infraction of law in life

or action, for the individual as a part of the whole has to conform

to the cosraical laws of the All and whatever he does, right or

wrong morally, as usually understood is in obedience to the rigid

law of cause and effect over which he can have no control what-

ever. This philosophy logically extinguishes purpose, intelligent

direction of energy, and Freedom of Will, and necessarily regret

or remorse, and relegates human thought and action to the domain

of mechanical energy. A philosophy that leads to such a conclu-

sion, it seems to me, would be a dangerous substitute for Religion,

until in the eternal sequences humanity becomes developed into a

far higher and nobler state of existence. T. G. Conant.

[Epictetus said :
" No one can deprive us of our free-will ;"

and Schiller said : "Man is free e'en were he born in chains."

All ethical teachers agree that a man can be held responsible for

his actions only if he is free, or, in other words, only if he can act

as he "uills.

If there is any sense in the phrase. Freedom of Will, it means
this and nothing else. A free man can act according to his will

;

he acts exactly as he wills. A slave cannot act as he wills. When a

slave works for his master he acts under compulsion. When a free

man works, say for instance an artist whose soul is full of an idea,

he acts of his own freewill, for there is no one who compels him
to work. The slave suffers violence, the free man's will suffers no

violence. The slave's work does not result from his will ; there-

fore he is not free. The artist's work does result from his will
;

therefore he is free. Yet the actions of both are determined and

so are their wills determined. The slave is not willing to work,

he is forced to work against his will by fear. The artist is willing

to work, and his will is motived by the love of his art.

It the phrase Freedom of Will is used in the sense that a man
can will whatever he -vills it is no freedon of will but simply a

contradiction, a phrase without rhyme or reason. The mere idea

that a man can will one thing and, being the very same man
under the very same conditions, he could will another thing is an

absurdity. A man might wish two different things that exclude

one another. But he can will only one.

If will were not determined, it would be the abolition of the

law of causality with regard to will. This would change all acts

of will into arbitrary whims.

A cause that determines a rational being to will something is

called a motive ; and no man can have any will unless he has a

sufficient motive that determines his will. Insufficient motives

cause wishes. A will without motive is as nonsensical as an effect

without a cause. A man whose actions are not determined by

motives cannot be made responsible for his actions and ought to

be confined in an asylum.

Responsibility is the consciousness of a free man that he is

the author of his actions and of their consequences. He himself,

and also oihers have to bear the consequences of his actions, be it

for good or for evil. A man who knows the laws of nature and

especially also the moral law that pervades and builds society,

and who has at the same time the good will to conform to it, he is

a law unto himself. He will act morally, not from compulsion,

but from free will.

A philosophy or a religion that does not recognize the rigidity

of law has no right to teach ethics. What would be the use of

implanting the motives of obeying the moral ought in the soul of

man, if his will were not determined by any motives.

—

Ed.]

MODERATE NATIONALISM.
To the Editor of The Open Court

:

—
I have been greatly interested by the correspondence in your

issue of the Sth inst. on the subject of competition. If you will

permit, I shall offer a few practical remarks. The author of

" Looking Forward " says :
" Let us not be frightened by wolfish

competition. It is better and nobler than it appears . . , .

"

To this I would add. Let us be definite. It is safe to say that

the cardinal principle of the current economy is laissez faire. From
John Stuart Mill, to more recent writers, nothing is more strongly

insisted on than the necessity of understanding the term capital.

Nothing is more confused than the definition of the term. Men
discuss about when a thing is capital and when it is not, and

eagerly pursue a grain of wheat in its voyage around the world,

and cry, now it is capital, now it is not. Let us endeavor to follow

the suggestion of " the author" and " agree with facts." In point

of fact the distinction between capital and not-capital cannot be

relegated to the mind of the owner. Mill notwithstanding. In

point of fact capital is the surplus of assets over liabilities. The
various distinctions of "Paid up Capital," " Reserve," "Dividend

Guarantee," and other funds, "Profits, "are no more than divi-

sions of the total capital, for book-keeping purposes. A man may
bury it, burn it, or buy with it, but capital is what it is, no matter

what he does or may intend to do with it.

But the notion that capital is only that which is owned by

employers of labor has had serious effects. It naturally produced

the principle of laissez faire. For if the agent of production should

not be interfered witn ; and capital, one agent of production, is

only that which is owned by employers of labor ; then it follows

that capital should not be interfered with, hence laissez faire. But

if in point of fact capital be the surplus of assets over liabilities,

and national capital the sum of individual capital, it becomes

economical folly not to use the factor to the utmost extent which

business-like prudence may allow. Hence what is called moderate

nationalism, and the principle of protection, which is directly op-

posed to laissez faire.

I agree with the author in his objection to the prevailing " ten-

dency to dream." I would myself also object to the prevailing

tendency on his side to evade definite measures of reform. He
says, "it is not the abolition of strife that we can hope for, it is

only its humanization." Quite so. But by means of the invest-

ment of national c^pital by national vote, in railroads, telegraphs,

telephones, mines, and commercial marine, and a truly national

bank managed by government, and private banks abolished, na-

tional stock exchanges and markets, national currency, in a word

moderate nationalism at once definite and practical.

Michael Corcoran.

Custer, South Dakota, May i6, i8go.
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V.

The founder of the Utilitarian School defined the

purpose of his reform as "the greatest happiness of

the greatest number," and if we apply the same stand-

ard to the ideals of a Golden Age, we must admit that

the brightest summer days of the New World will

soon be over. East America will become a paradise

of wealth in a sense far transcending all London or

Paris superlatives, but the time is not far when the

children of toil will have reason to regret the bygone

age of free land and high wages, of cheap timber and

fuel, and abundant venison. Ruskinism is losing

ground ; steam and automatic machines are encroach-

ing upon the field of manual labor ; the lubber-land

of the Great West is passing into the hands of land-

speculators, and in the East the growth of large cities,

unavoidable monopolies, and continued immigration

will soon develop new, and uglier, forms of fhe struggle

for existence.

In the Old World that struggle has favored the

progress of secular education by stimulating the ap-

preciation of its industrial advantages. But it has

also favored the propaganda of Socialism. The school-

teacher and the Communist labor by different methods

to equalize the extremes of social contrasts. In

America the improvements of the better method will

help to expose the fallacies of the other. "IVisseii

soil niitzeii,'' will be the motto of our educational re-

formers. Only useful knowledge is power. The col-

leges of the twentieth century will have little room
for dead languages and supernaturalism ; the past and

the future will defer to the claims of the present-; the

text-books of the coming generation will teach the

science of life. The demands of an emancipated age

will be answered by a catechism of health, a grammar
of political economy, a manual of natural science.

Proficiency in the rudiments of social science will be

added to the requisite qualifications of a voter. After

a ten weeks' course in Bentham the pupil can be

trusted through a ten years' training of his parochial

mystagogue ;-^obscurantism needs larger odds to com-

pete with truth. The rule that prevention is better

than cure holds good in the treatment of moral diseases.

* Copyrighted under "American Auguries."

In " constructiveness," the genius of mechanical

invention, the natives of Anglo-America exceed even

their transatlantic cousins ; but that will not prevent

the nations of the Old World from reaping the fruits

of our harvest, unless we supplement our natural ad-

vantages by a thorough system of technical train-

ing. The polytechnic schools of France and Prus-

sia, rather than their white slavery and protective

tariffs, have enabled their manufacturers to beat the

British inventors on their own ground ; for the three

last International Expositions have proved that the

cheapness of their products consists chiefly in the

superior excellence of their workmanship.

''When I found our chief mechanical and civil en-

gineers lamenting the want of progress in their indus-

tries," says Dr. Lyon Playfair, "and pointing to the

wonderful advances which other nations were making;

when I found our chemical and textile manufacturers

uttering similar complaints, I naturally devoted at-

tention to elicit their views as to the causes. So far

as I could gather them by conversation, the one cause

upon which there was most unanimity of conviction is

that France, Austria, Prussia, Belgium, and Switzer-

land possess good systems of industrial education for

the operatives and managers of factories and work-

shops, and that England possesses none."

At the last Paris Exposition, too, one of the jurors

was compelled to admit that "so formidable did the

industrial progress of other nations appear to us, that

several meetings of jurors and exhibitors took place

on the subject, and the universal impression was that

the industrial development of other countries was due

to the excellent system of technical education given

to the masters of workshops, sub -managers, foremen,

and even artisans whilst, therefore, I believe

that the English workman is possessed of greater na-

tural capacity than any of his foreign competitors, I

am of the opinion that he is gradually losing the race

through the superior intelligence which foreign Gov-

ernments are carefully developing in their artisans."

Yet in point of the systematic education of the

technical classes, America is even behind Great Britain.

With the rarest exceptions our machine-shops, fac-

tories, and laboratories are managed by clever empirics;

the engineers, like the conductors, of our railroads,

owe their preferment to seniority or nepotism, though
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the frequency of disasters has proved by strong argu-

ments ad hominem that routine- labor is not even the

cheapest.

Before the end of the next fifty years our Board of

National School Inspectors will include a United

States Commissioner of Gymnastics. It seems strange

that the Norwegian explorers of the New World should

have omitted to utilize their great discovery ; it is

hard to understand how the Pythagorean theory of the

solar system—the key, to so rnany enigmas of the uni-

verse—could so long be eclipsed by an erroneous sys-

tem ; but it appears yet stranger that for the last fif-

teen centuries the world should have failed to profit

by the still more important secret revealed by the

medical philosopher Asclepiades, who used to pre-

scribe a special course of gymnastics for every form of

bodily ailment, and demonstrated that physical vigor

is the basis of all moral and bodily welfare, as well as

of permanent health.

Like ancient Italy, North America will soon be in-

undated by a tide of eastern refugees and eastern

vices, and for the preservation of national health, a

system of physical training would be a more efficient

prophylactic than the quarantine of our sea port towns.

The insane depreciation of all Pagan ideals and their

culture of the manly powers has deprived us of a

pleasure which the ancient Greeks would hardly have

exchanged for all the comforts and luxuries of modern

civilization ; but, as usual, the war against Nature has

thwarted the purpose of her enemies, for by supressing

the normal gratification of a natural instinct they have

forced it to seek other outlets—physical excesses and

brutal prizefight by proxy. We cannot afford to ig-

nore the influence of so potent an agency for good or

evil ; and even at this distance from its well-spring

that influence might become a youth-restoring foun-

tain of health and happiness. The enthusiasm that

gathers around those pitiful substitutes for the festi-

vals of the palaestra—our horse-races, cock-fights, and

walking-matches—proves how easily the instinct of

competitive gymnastics might be made to re-enter its

ancient channel, with the might of a long-confined

river. In natural capacity for the ardor of gymnastic

emulation, the Anglo-Saxon race yields to no ancient

nation, and in North America a popular system of

physical culture would require only the establishment

of a nucleus ; its development and the organization of

the details would take care of themselves. A few nor-

mal gymnasia, public examinations in the form of

prize-exercises, a yearly prize-tournament with a gov-

ernment subvention as an incentive to private be-

quests, and the country would soon abound with athlet-

ic associations, county-Olympias, and champion clubs;

the country-town idlers who now attend the arrival

and departure of every railway-train, would crowd

their local palaestras
;
prizes for running, wrestling

and spear-throwing, and the rapture of gymnastic

emulation in the presence of applauding friends, would

turn thousands of boy-topers into young athletes.

As in the century of the Antonines, the combined

physical and intellectual superiority of a great nation

will inaugurate a period of long peace ; but no mil-

lennium. For the evil of war there are many pallia-

tives, but no radical remedies ; no Boston Peace Con-

gress will ever square the Cartesian circle of that prob-

lem. Theoretically it would be easy enough to unite

the governments of the world in a general anti war

league, and refer all disputes to the arbitration of an

international Areopagus ; but if any member of the

Junta should take it in his head to question the com-

petence of the Court and refuse to ratify its decision,

the only way to coerce him would be the war-path.

Warfare will continue while there are motives of rivalry

between man and man ; nature will not forego that

potent means for securing the survival of the fittest.

But the battles of the future will probably be fought

at long range. "The science of explosives," says

Prof. Kirchhofl, "is only in its infancy ; but the rate

of its development promises, before long, to make our

old-fashioned powder-guns comparatively harmless

instruments. Chemistry is on the close track of an

invention that will revolutionize our present system of

warfare." He refers to the aero-dynamical effect of

certain explosives. In a fifteen acre pond, a White-

head torpedo, by the mere force of the concussion,

would kill every fish in the water. The blue-fire ex-

plosion of the Chester fireworks demolished the

buildings of the neighborhood by the force of a sheer

air blast. In a lecture room, seating about two hun-

dred students, the detonation of a five cubic-inch bub-

ble of pure hydrogen would stun the whole audience,

and probably kill the experimenter. The chemists of

the future may devise means to destro}' a whole regi-

ment by the explosion of a single torpedo-shell, and

reduce warfare to a long-range artillery contest.

But victory will still be biased by the quality of the

indispensable human complement of such machines.

Next to gymnastics, cold air is the healthiest tonic,

and in the absence of physical culture many nations

owe their superioritj' to the invigorating effect of cli-

matic influences. It is a most suggestive fact that

nearly all the war records of the human race repeat

the history of the conquest or expulsion of southern

nations by their northern neighbors. Carthage crushed

by Rome ; Rome by the V'isigoths ; South-Spanish

Moors by North-Spanish Christians ; South- German
states worsted by North-German Prussia ; South-

Italian states by North-Italian Savoy ; the Southern

Turks defied by northern insurgents and harassed

b)' northern rivals; South-Slavic states absorbed by

I
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Russia ; South-Mongol Chinese worried by North-

Mongol Tartars. The principle of the rule is strik-

ingly confirmed by its apparent reversion in the south-

ern hemisphere, where the invigorating climate of

Chili enables a small southern nation to bully a big

northern neighbor. Climate, culture, and gymnastics

combined, will more than secure our southern frontier ;

and identity of interests will probably help to preserve

the peace with our northern neighbor, the quiet,

thrifty, timber-selling, and cotton buying Scotchman

of Anglo-America.

Domestic squabbles are unavoidable ; but for the

next century or two it augurs well for the stability of

our Union that the late unpleasantness occurred under

circumstances uncommonly well calculated to make
rebellion unpopular. With the exception of the Anti-

Reform League that baffled the plans of Joseph II.,

no other mutineers ever fought for slavery. The usual

insurrection-valor was this time unavailing, and with-

out very strong provocation the experiment will not

be repeated for generations to come.

In the meantime that incurable tendency of our

race which Jean Paul defines as "the factiousness of

human nature, founded on the eternal dualism of

earthly things," will expend its energies in party-con-

tests, and it is not improbable that the watchwords of

the factions destined to succeed the "ins and outs"

of our present political rivals will express the princi-

ples of less indefinable divergencies. The free-trade

controversy will before long become the prominent

question of the day ; but as a party issue it will be a

"one-term question." The labors of Adam Smith

have not been wholly in vain; the commercial reform

party need not bribe its voters ; the discussion of its

arguments would suffice to make them truisms, even

if the real motives of their opponents had not alread}'

become visible through their cover of threadbare pre-

texts.

(to be CONTINUiD.

)

WANTED—AN ASSORTMENT OF ISLANDS.

BY JOEL BENTON.

Our present era is, it would seem, in a ferment

just now, over fantastic schemes and ideas. The dif-

ferent ways to reform the world are becoming legion.

Not long ago, Henry George had the public ear mostly

to himself; and, if you could only believe him, and

the ineffable nonsense which he and his acolytes put

forth, we might see all the evil in the world inconti-

nently extinguished, by simply empowering the state

to confiscate all the realty of landowners and turning

it over to the community at large. Another sect pleads

for cumulative taxation to prevent people from get-

ting rich, as if it were not a hard enough thing already

to attain to that condition. Some would tax legacies

stringently, or prevent inheritance ; and there is really

no end of things which glow furnace like in the heads

of perfervid cranks for the proposed betterment of

human life and human conditions.

Not one of these schemers ever thinks of facts as

they are ; not one of them offers a cure for crime, un-

thrift, laziness, debauchery, and imbecility. All start

upon the idiotic assumption, that to be born into the

human race, is to make paj'able from society to the

individual the same share of the good things of earth,

which rugged effort, suffering, toil, and self-denial, allot

only to those who have, or who practice, these virtues

and traits.

Perhaps the uppermost nostrum in vogue just now,

is the Bedlamite scheme of Mr. Bellamy, for com-

pacting—under the sonorous phrase "to nationalize"

—industry and laziness, sin and virtue, into an in-

separable compound, giving equal prizes to all; which

is a neat way of nullifying the law of God and the will

of civilization—inasmuch as it punishes thrift and

virtue, and puts a bounty upon crime and laziness.

For a nine day's wonder—an exploitation of fool-phi-

losophy—it has held its own pretty well, and is still

making a precious amount of noise out of all propor-

tion to its title for serious consideration. The itera-

tion and re-iteration of its claims have already become

nauseating to the public nostrils, so that a relief from

hearing more of its stridulous folly would be welcome

to all sane intellects.

It occurs to me therefore, to ask, not only on its

behalf, but for every one of these epileptic sects men-

tioned—and for others like them which follow as they

suddenly subside—^an assortment of islands, pleasantly

located out of the hearing of the patient public, whose

ears are tired, on which these several schemes can

be separately tried and experimented with, by those

who have such rhapsodic faith in them. Their ex-

ploiters must each and all be sick of a deaf and unre-

sponsive public, which goes placidly about its way

without thought or care for them. What better can

they do then, than to select some island—each class

of theorists for itself—and put thereon these several

schemes at once in action ? If they are right, and the

indifferent world is wrong, they can in this way, set

up "object lessons" which will prove more eloquent if

successful—and prove so in one generation—than cen-

turies of lectures and discussions to the world at large,

which has already shown that it will not heed or listen.

It would be necessary that these islands should be

some distance apart, and very comfortable to outsiders

if they could be out of reach of all civilized main-

lands ; and, there should be one selected also for the

anarchists, who believe neither in the existing order

of things, nor in any scheme of order whatever.

If there are not enough islands procurable to go
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around among them all, there are, at least, available

tracts in Africa, where states might be formed to illus-

trate new theories, and yet be so far away from our

sick, or believed-to-be sick, civilization, as to ensure

a free and uncontaminated exercise of the different

novel experiments. It might not be a boon to the

Africans, but they have generally had no rights which

white people have considered worth respecting ; and,

one more abuse for the sake of enlightening the world

would not be half so grievous as are our present in-

flictions.

I am really not speaking with levity, but with ab-

solute earnestness. The world as we all admit, is not

as perfect as it might be; and, if I sincerely thought

the evolution that has given us such benefit as we do

have is at fault, and a new one which I could write

out as glibly as a merchant writes a receipt for bills

paid, would heal all our social diseases, I should only

be too glad to search for an island or for some remote

land, within whose boundaries I could put my ideas

into form and practice.

Nor are we without precedents for this mode of

procedure. Readers of " Don Quixote" remember that

Sancho Panza, who was a proverb maker and a phi-

losopher, was given the island of Barataria on which

to exploit his wisdom. He was, to be sure, a some-

what different character from the authors of our mod-

ern catholicons and sociak panaceas. He knew but

little, and he knew the limits, and often acknowledged

the size of his ignorance ; but, contemporary Sancho

Panzas, however, think they know it all, and snap

their fingers at the results of centuries of experience.

But in spite of all this, we trust they (each and all of

them) may get an island where they can set their dif-

ferent philosophies at work. We shall then not only

be relieved from several varieties of pestiferous dem-

agoguism, and be benefitted by the departure, but

they, having free scope and no opposition, ought to

rejoice in so delightful an opportunity and prospect.

As Sancho's patron said to him, so can we substan-

tially say to them : "God speed you, and govern you

in your government, and deliver us all from a sus-

picion we have that you will turn the whole island

topsy-turvy, since that heated brain of yours is but a

sackful of proverbs, and stale philosophy." But then

what matters it so long as the}' think with Sancho

that, while they "are asleep," and their new dispen-

sations are at work, "the great and the small, the

poor and the rich, are all equal."

To abolish the evils in human nature, and bring in

the millennium by merely having a free field for a spe-

cific social mechanism, is worth almost anj- sacrifice.

Cowper's aspiration for "a lodge in some vast wilder-

ness," where "rumors of oppression and deceit," and

"man's inhumanity to man" could never reach him

more is just what is wanted; and we are sure no

real reformer will scout our idea. Let us therefore

have an island for ever}' kind of social theory.

The fanatics cannot leave us without a double bene-

fit ; for whether their various catholicons prove whole-

some or ill, it will be undeniably true that on such a

mission as is outlined, they would "leave their country

for their country's good."

COMPARATIVE ETHNOLOGY.^

DOMESTIC RELATIDNS, ETHICS, AND LAW.

BY DR. TH. ACHELIS,

[concluded.]

Following the historical development of the re-

ligious consciousness, the importance of which for

ethical life has in our era of criticism been so often

underestimated, comes a development of the concep-

tions of ethics, and in intimate connection with the

latter a development of law as exhibited in its various

phases throughout the world. As before and in simi-

lar cases, we must here bear in mind that all so-called

questions of origin are speculative fictions, meta-

physical somersaults. Inductive inquiry occupies it-

self only with the organic evolution of existing germs,

which in the present instance are conditioned by social

organization on the one hand, and on the other by the

specific psycho physical constitution of the individual.

It is thus of primary importance to study closely the

structure of that primitive clan-relationship upon the

basis of consanguinity which we have characterized

as the germinal cell of all later differentiations ; since

in it all ethical conceptions are contained. With the

help of copious material. Ethnology has succeeded in

displacing the current notion of an a priori and abso-

lute morality, and in establishing in its place one

which is relative, genetic, and which changes with its

internal and external constituent factors. This slow

advance of the the moral sentiment is unequivocally

revealed to us in the history of marriage, as treated in

particular by the zealous English savant John Lubbock,

in his works Prehistoric Times and Origin of Civili-

zation.

A glance at the complete dissimilarity of the matri-

monial relations of the two periods, will show how
little the ideal of the present and the ideal of pre-

historic times have in common. "From the stand-

point hitherto assumed," says Bastian, "the family in

its extension to clan, nation, and the like, formed the

basis of society, and at its head in the circle of Aryan

civilization appeared the pater familias a.i\d pitar (de-

clared also by philology to be the protector) with his

colleagues. But now that we are able to penetrate

with the help of Ethnology into the primary founda-

tions and sub-foundations of social organization, we

*Tran5laled from Ihe Deittsche Rundschau finftK.

I
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find the family non-existent there ; and from out of

this phase of negative relations we see arising in misty

outlines \h&femina finis familice, which represents the

family as inaicr fa/m'/ias." The complete agreement

of accounts of tribes bearing no relationship to one an-

other, no longer leaves it a matter of doubt that blood-

relationship through a common mother must take the

place of the patriarchal family as the fundamental

form of development. Whence it is very obvious that

entirely different conceptions of morality prevailed

within this form of society. "Marriage," says Lub-
bock, " and the relationship of a child to its father and
mother seem to us so natural and obvious that we are

apt to look upon them as aboriginal and general to the

human race. This, however, is very far from being

the case. The lowest races have no institution of

marriage ; true love is almost unknown among them;
and marriage, in its lowest phases is, by no means, a

matter of affection and companionship." And Post

speaks to the same effect. "Among primitive races

distinctly marked matrimonial relations between the

individual members of tribes do not obtain. The
members of a tribe associate with one another without

constraint, and it is only the physical preponderance

of especially powerful individuals who rise to the rank

of chieftains that is able to curb the propensities of

their weaker brethren." *

Repugnant and revolting though this notion may
be, it is still none the less ill timed to oppose objective

actual facts by considerations of sentiment. Not until

the gradual dissolution of the original relation of con-

sanguinity, not until the discontinuance of exclusively

endogamous marriages (or connection solely within

one's native tribe) and the development of exogamous
relations (relations of marriage with other tribes as

well) and the consequent displacement of the whole

order of society, does the animal brutality of primitive

times gradually recede before that most delicate of

the relations of our modern moral world.

Especiall}' important, and still surviving in rudi-

mentary form in many old popular customs, is mar-

riage by capture, which sank in the course of time to

an informal symbol. After the paternal authority had

increased in power and scope, consequent upon settle-

ment in permanent abodes, marriage by purchase en-

sues (distinctly retained in the coemtio of Rome), where

a wife is assigned to the highest bidder.

It is obvious that Ethics also underwent a radical

and far-reaching transformation in the course of this

revolution of society. Conjugal and filial love—not to

speak of patriotism ; the emotions of repentance, of

conscience ; the ethical estimation of our fellow crea-

tures ; forbearance from the violation of property

rights, and the like : all these blessings of our culture

* Grundlagen des Recltts, p. 214.

and civilization are either wholly lacking in those

primitive periods of the organization of our race, or,

if present, appear in the lowest and most rudimentary
forms.

This idea of an evolution of our jural sense, or legal

consciousness, has been elaborated by Hermann Post

in various works {"Die Gesclikclitsgciwssenschaft dcr

Urzeit," 1875; " Ursprung ties Rechts," 1876; "Bau-
steine fiir eine allgetneine Rechtswissenschaft" 2 vol.,

1880 and 1 881; "Die Grundlageu dcs Rechts," 188+

:

all published in Oldenburg). The author formulates

his critical point of view thus :
" My aim is to build up

a science of law by an inductive process I do not

start with the assumption that there is innate in man
something that is absolutely and objectively good or

right, or that my individual ethical and jural sense is

an infallible standard for the determination of what
is good and' what is bad, or of what is right and what
is wrong. It is my purpose to find out what is good

and right from the collective phases of the ethical and

jural sense of mankind as they appear in the customs

of all the nations of the globe, and in this indirect way
I seek to discover and rectify the true content of my
own individual moral and jural conscience. For the

individual psychology whereon our present philosoph}'

of law is almost exclusively based, I propose to sub-

stitute an ethnical psychology. The starting-point of

my investigations in the science of law will be the

legal customs of all the nations of the earth, regarded

as precipitates of the living jural sense of humanity;

and from the basis thus formed I shall approach the

question of what is right." *

It thus appears that law and custom in the primi-

tive phases of social life, are approximately identical
;

and that, as the result of the decline of physical

strength and the consequent dissolution of custom,

legal conceptions come to assume sharper and more

definite forms and set themselves up in direct oppo-

sition to life ; a state of affairs well seen in the period

of Byzantinism. Thus, whereas custom is the em-

bodiment of the inner psychical side of social life, law

rests in great measure upon external factors, and is

bound up with social and climatic influences as well as

particular historical conditions. With the Egyptians,

whose attention was continually kept upon the super-

sensual by a rigid hierarchy and the subtilest of mythi-

cal speculations, religion entered into the immediate

service of the law
;
just as to-day, under different con-

ditions, the Koran serves as a juridical canon. In

cases where, as in China, the relation of children to

their parents was made the basis of morality, this re-

lation is found to enter into the establishment of legal

duties. And yet, as little as fixed a priori ideas in and

of themselves go to make up the jural sense of a human

* Preface to "Z?iV Crundlage7i," p, lo.
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being, and howsoever inconstant may be the content

of positive rules within the separate periods of or-

ganization, on the other hand it is quite a mistaken

idea to assign to external causes alone the determin-

ing role in this process. "We find ourselves in the

possession of a jural sense or consciousness in which

the joint psychical life, the collective soul of a social

community is expressed in forms of psychical mani-

festation. In so far as the social factor is operative

here, the province of law includes and extends beyond

the province of the individual ; hence the jural or legal

sense of man acts with irresistible power : a person is

unable to evade the voice of his conscience, although

his individual inclinations may impel him to an en-

tirely different course. The relation between the jural

sense and law is this : that the law appears as a precip-

itate of the jural sense of all the individuals that form

and have formed an organized division of society. The

jural sense of the individual appears in the physical

world in the shape of acts, words, and signs ; and from

uniform repetition throughout the society appears there

as a custom. Thus the individual jural consciousness

appears immediately as the living source of law. It

is not the motive power only in the province of prac-

tical law; it is also the factor which continually ampli-

fies and develops the existing system of law. The

legal conceptions which in a future period assume the

character of customary laws and statutary rules,

emanate from the minds of the different individuals

constituting the peoples of the earth ; and in the end

all positive laws are nothing else than the winnowed

products of individual legal conceptions, of the treas-

ured stores through countless generations of countless

active intellects."

It would be idle speculation to venture beyond this

last attainable point of an innate sense able to distin-

guish conformably to the existing sj'stem between right

and wrong, or to wish to enter into an examination of

the organization of the individual or his relation to

the all-comprehending mind of the universe.

We could naturally give but a broad and general

outline of this new and promising conception of -the

world in our short sketch
;
yet we trust that we have

in some measure elucidated the exalted aim of Com-
parative Ethnology to afford a history of the human
consciousness in all its periods of organic formation.

The devotee of this science will have to waive, it is

true, many a pleasant prospect and expectation
;
yet

the more firmly will the foundations of his knowledge

become established thereby, and the more immediately

will he feel, in spite of his individual frailty, his re-

lationship as a part of the mighty All. Bastian has

pictured this far-extended perspective in his first work,

with rare power and enthusiasm ; and we shall close

with this amplification of our exposition. "We are

hovering," he says, "in an immeasurable All, where

space is lost in infinite distance. We are living in the

span of Time, whose flickering light now vanishes in

the darkness of the past, and now in the darkness of

the future. We think in that wonderful phenomenon

of consciousness ; an enigma to those about us, an

enigma to our own selves. . . . We see about us, it

is true, the sum of action only in its resultant cause of

incomprehensible laws, but we behold them working

together in harmonious accord. . . . And what is it

that the soul of man so craves? It is to know the All,

of which he is but an integral portion. Can he ever

hope to comprehend it otherwise than by active co-

operation in the continuity of the All ? Could a surer,

a more exalted consolation be offered him, than to

know himself as an atom of infinity and eternity, and

like this atom infinite and eternal too? .... Our eye

looks out into infinity, why deny it? Infinity surrounds

thee; therefore do thou endeavor to be infinite. Thou
shaft feel thy thoughts, thine ideas pouring forth into

the eternity of the All ; thou shalt everywhere feel them

taking root in the laws of the harmonious cosmos ; thou

shalt grow as a part of it, unceasingly, eternall}', with-

out end, and shalt be filled with conscious harmony."

THE HISTORICAL DATA OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF ICELAND.

BY ALBERT H, GUNLOGSEN.

II.

Only the first decades of the Icelandic settlement

belonged to the so-called Viking-age ; during the fol-

lowing period the citizens of the Commonwealth emu-

lated the public spirit and unflagging activity of the

free commonwealths of classical antiquity. We read

of their incessant intercourse with Scandinavia, and

with the rest of the mediaeval Europe. Not as plun-

dering "vikings," but as peaceful traders, in their

ships, they frequently visited Byzantium, and distant

ports of the Mediterranean Sea. This unavoidable

contact with the monarchical and clerical Europe of

the time, later did not fail to have demoralizing effects

upon the leading men of the Commonwealth, and upon

the stability of the heathen Teutonic institutions of

Iceland.

In the year looo these institutions for the first

time were shaken to their very centre by the violent

introduction of Christianity ; and it is almost a sub-

ject of wonder, that they should still have long sur-

vived this powerful attack from the outside. The

violent deeds and lawlessness of the Viking-age, after

all, must not be regarded as a normal condition of

things in Scandinavia, but rather as a transient politi-

cal and social revolution. As men of Germanic race,

the Scandinavian nations also were naturally accessi-

ble to strong humanitarian feelings. In the tenth cen-
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tury, as might have been expected, only the tenets of

Christianity could have satisfied these innate human-
itarian instincts.

In their own vocabulary the word " religion " was

mostly rendered by the term sidr, usage, custom,

denoting any concrete form of religious worship, and

which with themselves was identified with the entire

social fabric. An unconditional acceptance of a

foreign si<ir, implied thus a -total surrender of their

own cherished, national traditions. Besides, there

were other concomitant circumstances, unfavorable to

the apostles of Christianity in the North. The de-

graded moral condition of the Southern nations was
known, and looked upon with contempt by the North-

men who visited Byzantium, Gaul, and Italy; moreover,

the simple fact, that their own rising, absolute kings

sought by preference their main support in the new
worship, these and other similar motives caused the

introduction of Christianism in Scandinavia every-

where to assume the form of a sullen, reluctant com-
promise.

This particularly.happened in the case of the Ice-

landic Commonwealth. In order to compel the Com-
monwealth to accept Christianity, the Norwegian king,

Olaf TryggvasoD, excluded the Icelanders from inter-

course and trade with Norway, and retained as hostages

a number of sons of Icelandic chiefs. On this occa-

sion the king's violent, apostolic methods, doubtless,

contrast very unfavorably with the coolness, courtesy,

and common-sense of the heathen Godar and lawmen
of the Commonwealth. In heathen Iceland, although

the Asic worship figured as the official state-religion,

within- his own domestic precincts no man could be

persecuted for his religious faith. Submitting to the

inevitable, the Icelandic Althing, adopted the only

available expedient. It proclaimed Christianity as

the official religion, and thereupon the A/thing itself

set about organizing the church. The church, prac-

tically, as far as possible, was identified with the ex-

isting national institutions ; and thus the first one hun-
dred and fifty years of the Icelandic church—even in a

purely Christian sense, the best years of the Icelandic

church—happen to coincide with this exceptional ar-

rangement, which at that time of history onty could

have been realized in a remote country like Iceland.

, In order to effect this, the Temple-Godar themselves

to a considerable extent embraced the ecclesiastic

state ; the temple was converted into a church, and
as before the church remained a private property.

The jurisdiction and title of Godi, of course, were not

abolished ; but as Godi he did not himself officiate as

priest, but for this he secured the services of " a hired

priest," who was a dependent of the builder of the

church. The Althing, at the request of the Norwegian
king, St. Olaf (Olaf Haraldsson), thereupon abolished

several heathen laws, that were unfavorable to the

church
; but, when the same king in the year 1018

wished the Icelanders to receive foreign bishops, and
even to acknowledge his own royal authority, the

Althing indignantly rejected the king's proposals, and
proceeded to elect its own, native bishops. The first

of these Icelandic bishops, Isleif by name, was conse-

crated in the year 1055 by Archbishop Adalbert of

Bremen, and there was erected the Episcopal see of

Skalholt. In 1106 another bishop was elected to the

see of Holar in the Northern quarter of Iceland.

If we are allowed to extend this period as far as

the year 1150, it might be regarded as the brief golden

era of the Icelandic Commonwealth. During this

period the Commonwealth for the first time enjoyed

undisturbed internal tranquillity. This was mainly due
to the unselfish efforts of a succession of really dis-

tinguished native bishops, who, as yet, worked in

harmony with the free institutions of the country.

Still, the material interests of the church were not en-

tirely forgotten. The Icelandic bishops, between

the years 11 22 and 1133, compiled a Kristinreti,

namely, an Icelandic Canonical law, which was readily

accepted and sanctioned by the Althing. Incidentally

it may be observed, that the Icelandic bishops and
clergy continued to contract marriages, like other lay-

men. The Pope of Rome was far away, and so were

the German and Swedish Archbishops of Bremen and

of Lund ; but not so, at a later period, the Norwegian

Archbishops of Nidaros.

The free institutions of the Commonwealth, and

the stirring daily lives of the Icelanders, naturally,

afforded a great public opportunity to the spoken word.

In Iceland the common language of Scandinavia

achieved a grand historical evolution, through which

it became a much wealthier, and more highly developed

type of speech. When in the eleventh century the

Icelandic clergymen introduced the Roman alphabet,

it at once became the vehicle through which Chris-

tian doctrine and legends were taught. The national

Skalds and Sagamen, still throughout the eleventh cen-

tury, continued to instruct the people through faithful

oral delivery. But, at the beginning of the twelfth

century the use of the Roman letters was extended to

the accumulated materials of the national oral litera-

ture, and already before the j'ear 1200, the vast bulk

of oral Sagas had passed into a written form. Ari

and Sacmund, at the beginning of the twelfth century,

opened up the classical period of Icelandic literature and

historiography, which extended into the first decades

of the thirteenth century. This perfectly unique

literature itself was mainly built up from native North-

ern elements, and it was in advance of the prose-litera-

tures of mediaeval Italy, France, and England.

The gradual decay of the Icelandic State in the
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latter half of the twelfth century must be reduced to

both internal and external causes.

The internal causes are attributed to the peculiar

organization of the Icelandic Godord since the intro-

duction of Christianity ; and further, to the excep-

tional position of the Church to the constitution of

the Commonwealth. The open conflict between the

Church and the Commonwealth broke out about the

middle of the twelfth century. The Icelandic Canon-
ical law from the year 1122 was the main obstacle.

In the days of the great Pope Innocent III, this na-

tional Canon-law no longer was compatible with the

universal Canon-law of the Church, which then was
being vigorously enforced in every European land be-

yond the Alps. The collection Diplomatarium Islan-

dicum, among many papal letters, contains one from

Pope Innocent III, addressed to the bishops of Ice-

land. The letter is a characteristic specimen of the

peremptory style, in which the high-spirited Pontiff,

despite geographical distance, aspired to rule the

Christian world

—

a mare usque ad mare ! The letter be-

gins :

'
' Quamvis insula vestra magna profecto orbis ter-

rarum tract 11 ab urbis partibus sit remota, vos tamen,"

etc.—and thereupon in a burning homily he repri-

mands the bishops for tamely submitting to the usur-

pation and alleged unchristian deeds of the secular

power, and for neglecting to maintain the inviolate

dignity of the church ; and in conclusion he insultingly

taunts the bishops with having become like unto "canes

mutifacti, lafrare non valentes .'"—all of which acquires

an additional interest, when we recall to mind that the

pontifical reprimand, journeying all the way from
Rome to Iceland, was administered by a Pope, who
/z/wj^^hadignominiously failed to curb his own Roman
barons, and who at this very time himself dared not

travel the few miles between Rome and Anagni with-

out an escort of several hundred armed men !

As regards Iceland, henceforth the Archbishops of

Nidaros systematically refused to sanction the Epis-

copal elections undertaken by the Althing, or even the

elections of native Icelandic bishops, but appointed

their own favorites, and by preference foreigners.

This was an unfair and flagrant violation of the rights

of the people, and of the Icelandic Althing, and which
manifestly aimed at the stability of the Commonwealth.
The leading men of the Commonwealth soon found

that any peaceful compromise was out of the question,

and thus toward the close of the twelfth century

the churches in Iceland ceased to be a private pro-

perty.

The following decades of civil strife were a direct

result of the previous struggle between the Church
and the Commonwealth, whose leading men had lost

all hope of preserving the old political institutions,

and whose patriotic pride and love of country had

been weakened by the foreign intrigues, to which they

constantly were being subjected.

Originally there had existed a tacit presupposition

of the social equality of all the Godar of Iceland, but

now, apparently to indemnify themselves for the losses

sustained through the surrender of vast property to

the Church, certain Godar sought to grow more pow-

erful through family-alliances, annexations of new
Godords and number of thingmen. This disastrous

period, in the annals of Iceland, is known as the so-

called "Sturlung" age. It lasted through the first

five decades of the thirteenth century, and it is iden-

tified with the rise and ambitious aspirations of the

family of the Sturlungs.

The Icelandic Godi Sturla Thordson having laid

the foundations of the power of his family, his three

sons Thord, Snorri, and Sighvat, each in his turn

sought to increase their Godords through purchases,

marriages, and open deeds of violence. By degrees

the west of Iceland had fallen into their hands. Inci-

dentally we remark, that the Snorri here alluded to,

was the Skald and historian Snorri Sturluson, the re-

nowned author of "Heimskringla," and of other works.

These protracted contentions afforded a favorable op-

portunity for the kings of Norway, who now began to

directly interfere in the affairs of the Icelandic Com-
monwealth. During the long strife their policy seems

to have been by alternate turns to support the Stur-

lungs, or their enemies such as Gizur Thorvaldsson,

and Kolbein. By turns the crafty king Hakon uses

them as his unwilling instruments for the submission

of the Commonwealth ; and to this effect the king in-

sidiously suggested that they should try to induce the

leading men of the Commonwealth to come to Nor-

way. In the year 1247, Cardinal William of Sabina

happened to be in Norway for the Coronation of King

Hakon. On this occasion the Sturlung Thord Kakali,

and his antagonist Gizur Thorvaldsson submitted their

differences to the Cardinal's arbitration. The Cardinal

decided in favor of the scion of the Sturlungs, but at the

same time he strongly advised the Icelanders to make
their submission to the Norwegian king. "It was an

unheard of thing," the Cardinal said, "that when all

nations in Christendom acknowledged kings, the Ice-

landers alone should make an exception."

Thord thereupon was sent to Iceland, to rule all

the Godords claimed by his famil}', and to work in the

king's interest. He failed to do the latter to the king's

satisfaction, and soon he was called back to Norwaj'.

Gizur Thorvaldsson thereupon became the favorite

instiument of King Hakon ; he was created "jarl" by

the king, and subsequently he played a very prominent

part in the closing events of the Commonwealth, as

they have been graphically described in the great

" SturlungaSaga," the text of which has recently been
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published by the Clarendon Press in Oxford. The

formal surrender of the Commonwealth of Iceland to

the king of Norway- took place in 1264. It was purely

a conditional surrender. The Althing expressly stip-

ulated the preservation and recognition of all its an-

cient privileges, and thereupon agreed to pay a yearly

tribute to the king of Norway.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM AND RELIGION.

Bv religion must be understood a conception of the

universe that shall serve as a guide through life, as a

regulative principle of conduct, as a basis of ethics.

There are, accordingly, two elements in religion ; the

one of knowledge, the other of action. It is necessary

that we have a knowledge of what the world is in

which we live, and of what the laws are that consti-

tute its cosmic order. This knowledge must find a

practical application. It must encourage us to submit

willingly to that which is necessary, however hard it

may be, and to comply cheerfully with the demands

that are founded in the nature of things.

Our view of the world for religious purposes need

not be the accurate science of the naturalist ; a concep-

tion of the universe in most general outlines is suffi-

cient. Yet we must not forget that a clear and definite

idea of the sociological law that regulates the relations

between man and man and thus produces human
society, is the most important and indispensable part

of it. The laws of nature, in this sense, include the

laws of spiritual, emotional, and intellectual soul life.

Since natural laws remain the same, from eternit}'

to eternity, it is thus apparent that religion has in it

an element of immutability which makes it impossible

that there can be more than one true religion. Yet

since man's knowledge of natural laws has to undergo

a constant evolution, his religious ideals, consequent!}',

also grow and expand step by step with his scientific

progress. And religious progress has always lagged

and still lags a little behind scientific progress ; for

moral instructors are necessarily of a conservative turn

of mind and slow to accept new truths which have not

as yet passed through all the crucial tests of a critical

examination.

Luther certainly was a progressive spirit, a bold

and courageous man, who for. the sake of truth feared

neither the fagot of the inquisition nor the ban of the

Pope. And yet how narrow-minded was Luther's

opinion of his great countryman and contemporary,

Copernicus. We read in Luther's Table Talk:

'

' Mention was made of a contemporary aslroiogus who wanted

to prove that the earth moved and turned about, but not the

Heavens, nor the Firmament, nor Sun, nor Moon ; just as when
a person is seated in a wagon or on a boat and is in motion, and

fancies he is sitting still and at rest while the earth and trees do

seem to pass along and be in motion. But the whole matter is just

this : whensoever a person means to be clever, he must perforce

make up something of his own, which has to be the best that is,

just as he makes it. This fool will upset the whole Science

Astfonoini.c. But the holy Scriptures tell us, Joshua bade the Suit

stand still and not the Earth."

It is perhaps natural that every new discovery in

science should apparently threaten to destroy the very

basis of religion. £ut it turns out quite different as

soon as men's minds get accustomed to the new con-

ception of things. What has been destroyed by sci-

ence, it then appears, was after all a childish error

only. The world becomes greater and grander through

an expansion of our conception of the world, and re-

ligion reaps the fruit of the scientist's work ; religion

is purified, spiritualized, and meliorated.

At the present time a new problem is again pre-

sented to religion—a problem which ought not and

cannot be blinked by the clergy. This problem shakes

our religious conceptions to their foundation, for it

concerns the object and purpose of all religious work

—

the human soul. Religion being a guide through life

and a regulative principle of conduct, what is it but a

means devised for the salvation of souls?

Modern psychology throws a new light upon the

nature of the soul. The soul was in former times and

is still bj' many people conceived to be a mysterious

being that is in possession of a certain stock of ideas.

This mysterious being, the centre of man's spiritual ex-

istence, is called the Ego or the Me ; it is the subject in

the "I think," the agent that does the thinking ; and the

assumption of this ego has constituted the corner-stone

of the most prominent philosophies since Descartes.

Descartes pronounced the famous dictum Cogito ergo

sum—"I think, therefore I am" ; and this sentence has

for two centuries been considered as the axiom of

philosophy. Yet Kant objected to its so-called self-

evidence. He denounced it as a fallacy. The existence

of the I or Ego, which is to be proved in the conclusion

ergo ego sum, says Kant, has been assumed in the

premise ego cogito.

Kant who owes so much to David Hume most

likely followed a hint of the great Scottish thinker who

said :

' As for me, whenever I contemplate what is inmost in what I

call my own self, I always come in contact with such or such spe-

cial perception as of cold, heat, light or shadow, love or hate,

pleasure or pain. I never come unawares upon my mind existing

in a state void of perceptions ; I never observe aught save percep-

tion If any one, after serious reflection and without preju-

dice?, thinks he has any other idea of himself, I confess that I can

reason no longer with him. The best I can say for him is that per-

haps he is right no less than I, and that on this point our natures

are essentially different. It is possible that he may perceive some-

thing simple and permanent which he calls himself, but as for me
I am quite sure I possess no such principle."

Hume's view is a negation of the ego as a constant

and immutable centre of the soul. The soul is recog-
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nized as a combination of many ideas, and the ultimate

elements of soul-life are the simple feelings of nervous

irritations with the refiex-actions resulting therefrom.

The centre of our soul-life, the present state of con-

sciousness or the subject of the act of thinking, is not at

alia mysterious agent distinct from the different ideas

that are thought, but it is the very idea itself that is

thought. The ego is not a constant'and immutable cen-

tre, but it shifts about and brings into active play,

now this and now that concept or wish ; so that now
this and now another feeling, or thought, or desire is

awakened and stirred into prominence.

We distinguish between the ego, or the present

state of consciousness, in its continuity with former as

well as future states of consciousness, and the con-

cept of our own personality. The idea of our own
personality is a complex conception of our bodily form,

of our past experiences, and of all our future inten-

tions. It is comprised under the little pronoun " I ".

The idea of one's own personality is among all the

ideas of a man perhaps the most important one,

because of its constant recurrence. Yet we must
bear in mind that as an idea it is not different from

any other idea, representing other personalities or

objects in the surrounding universe. If this con-

cept of one's own personality is stirred in a man in

combination with the idea of a certain work which is

carried out by his hands, the thought rises in his brain,

"I am doing this," or "I am thinking this," "I am
planning this." In such a case, accordingly, the ego

of a man happens to coincide at the moment with the

idea of his personality. At the next moment, how-
ever, he may have forgotten all about himself, i. e.,

about his personality; and his ego, i. e., the present

state of his consciousness, may be wholly absorbed in

his work. For instance, he is felling a tree and

thinks. Will it fall to the right or to the left? His ego,

in that case, resides in the contemplation of the tree

before him which is combined with the consideration

as to where it is likely to break down. There is not

an ego which thinks of the tree in its special predica-

ment, but the idea of the tree is the ego at that mo-
ment.

Lichtenberg very wittily remarked : "We should

say, 'It thinks,' just as well as we say ' It lightens,'

or 'It rains.' In saying cogito the philosopher goes

too far if he translates it ' I think. '
"

This conception of the nature of man's ego has

been generally accepted by psychologists. The recent

investigations of experimental psychology carried on in

France by Charcot, Th. Ribot, Alfred Binet, and
others, and of physiological psychology in Germany, in-

augurated by Fechner, and perfected by Wundt and
his school, have only served to corroborate the funda-

mental truth of the fact that there is no independent

ego aside from the various thoughts of a man. Man's

mind is a society of ideas, of which now the one and

now the other constitutes his ego.

This discovery appears at first sight appalling. It

destroys, it would seem, the human soul itself, and it

is not at all astonishing that the clergy are shocked,

that they abhor the outcome of psychical researches

and speak of the new psychology as "a psychology

without a soul."

It is not at all astonishing that people and espe-

cially the clergy are shocked; for the situation in our

scientific conception of the soul is as thoroughly al-

tered as our conception of the universe was in the

times of Copernicus when the geocentric standpoint

had to be abandoned. It took some time ere people

could accustom themselves to the idea that they whirled

through space with a rotatory motion of nineteen miles

a second. When trying to think of it they became
dizzy ; Nature appeared to be deprived of her dignit}',

for if matters were as Copernicus said, all fixedness,

all solidity and stability seemed lost forever in the

material as well as in the moral world.
*

* *

Modern psychology will influence the religious de-

velopment of humanity in no less a degree than did

modern astronomy. At first sight the new truth seems

to destroy the soul itself ; but it does not. It destroys

a false- view only of the ego.

To those who have not as yet fully grasped the

new conception it appears difficult to renounce the

ego-centric standpoint. However, a closer acquaint-

ance with the modern solution of the problems of soul-

life shows that instead of destroying religion they

place it upon a firmer foundation than it ever before

possessed.

The new psychology destroys the dualistic view

of the soul. The soul has ceased to be something in-

dependent of and distinct from psychical activity.

The new view is monistic : it regards the soul as iden-

tical with its activity ; the human soul consists of man's
feelings and thoughts, his fears and hopes, his wishes

and ideals.

With the psychology of dualism an individualistic

error is destroyed. The soul ceases to be identical with

the ego, and the individual can no longer be considered

as 'the little God upon earth ' for whom all things are

created, who from the moment of birth will remain
unchanged into eternity. He is no longer the myste
rious agent behind the many different phenomena of

psychic growth and soul-life. But while destroying

this metaphysical superatition, modern psychology
does not at all deprive the human soul of its worth,

its dignity, and its nobility. The human soul remains
as great and noble, as precious and holy, as it ever was.

This wonderful organism of innumerable ideas, of sen-
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timents, longings, hopes and fears, wishes, desires,

aspirations, and ideals that reside within man's brain,

is the highest and grandest phenomenon of nature

upon earth; and the moral aim of constantl}' improv-

ing and elevating the soul of man is rather helped

than hindered by the new insight gained through psy-

chological investigation.

Science never comes to destro}'. On the contrar)',

it comes to purify. Thus the new psychology frees

our conception of the human soul from an error which

was the root of the belief in witchcraft and of many
other evils. We must expect that a better under-

standing of the facts of psychology will be beneficial

in all other fields of human activity and thought. The
solution of the most important psychological problem

will help us to solve other problems of a properly re-

ligious, social and socialistic, philosophical and scien-

tific nature. It will advance humanity along the

whole line of its brave army of progressive aspirers.

Truth seems to injure morality so long only as we
have not as 3'et fully grasped the truth. Half truths

may be dangerous, but the whole truth will ever serve

to purify and to ameliorate. The psychical problem

is a new crisis through which religion has to pass, and

it is to be hoped that in the struggle between the old

view and the modern view, between the popular and

dualistic conception on the one side, and the scientific

and monistic conception on the other side, religion will

come out not only unbruised and unimpaired, but even

greater and nobler and truer than it ever has been

before. Religion, in so far as it will progress with the

general progress of science, must lose all sectarian-

ism, all anti-scientific narrowmindedness, and broaden

into a cosmic religion. This cosmic religion will be a

natural religion, because it is founded upon the laws

of nature. It will be the Religion of Science, because

its truth rests upon scientific evidence. It will be

the only orthodox religion destined to become catho-

lic among all thinking mankind— orthodox and catho-

lic in the etymological and proper meaning of those

words.

The time of this religion is not as yet come; but

come it must. At present we can only give encour-

agement not to shrink from investigation, but to in-

quire boldly into the basic problem of human exist-

ence, of moral ideals, and of religious aspirations.

Never fear truth, be it at first sight ever so alarm-

ing ; truth will always lead to higher planes, to

grander views, to nobler deeds. p. c.

ON READING THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM.
BY ]. H. B^WN.

Mv Omar, treading in a later day

This devious maze where once your footsteps lay.

Though far from Persia's rich and fragrant Rose,

Far from her clinging Vine's lu.xuriant spray ;

Treading the path forever new yet old
;

The tale retelling now so oft retold
;

Here, while the Night her dusky mantle spreads,

I sit and view the starry map outroU'd,

So long ago you sang the Rose and Vine,

The Queen of Flowers and the purple wine
;

And toss'd your song into the Sufis forth.

And challeng'd better wisdom than was thine.

And now a dreamer in a distant clime—
A bubble borne upon the after-time,

Seeing a Rose upon the current float.

Drifts idly on—to touch your orient rhyme.

To touch your rhyme I but Omar where art ttou ?

Dost hear thy life-song wafted to me now ?

This spirit thrilling mine from the white page

Seems like a Presence bending o'er my brow.

Feeling thy life intense I cannot think

That when the ' Angel of the darker drink,'

At last before thee standing, held the cup,

Thou didst forever into darkness sink.

Then doubting do I ask, What profits all

The going, coming, on this fire-blown ball ?

This sand speck circling in the dim inane

Where myriad suns forever rise and fall ?

Mankind, O Omar, still no star can see.

Nor torch to guide them through the Mystery,

Where, blindly groping, cling they to a hope

One day to find of Human Fate the key.

New Teachers rising to the people cry :

Divinely hither, sent by the Most High,

We come to show the inner truth of things,

—

The truth which shown no scoffer can deny.

His will they know : His purposes make plain ;

Thy Vine and Rose they gird at might and main
;

O'er thorns and stones they press the earthly way
To shun a future of eternal pain.

Somewhere, they say, within the waste abyss,

There reigns a Paradise of perfect bliss
;

A Land of Summer where the Rose and Vine

Bloom fairer than they ever did in this.

And they who lov'd not this life there shall tell.

Couch 'd high on beds of rose and asphodel,

The praises of His name who led them up

And thrust their brothers down to deepest Hell.

Others advancing cry : There is no God !

Or, if there be, philosopher and clod.

Sinner and saint are all alike to him
;

He sits withdrawn—ye need not fear his nod

O brave as strong ! my Omar, kind and wise !

Scorner of sophists and their subtle lies !

Lover of Truth—of Truth without disguise.

And soul's integrity—the highest prize !

With thee I hold He plac'd us here to live

—

To love the life He found it good to give
;

And though the Secret we should never know

Why life at worst is sweet—and wherefore grieve ?

Lo ! in the East the light of morning grows
;

The curling mists ascend, the crimson glows ;

And, in the smile of greeting Earth and Heav'n,

The Universe appears an op'ning Rose !
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THE BREAD OF LIFE.'

TO C. C. W.

BY A. H. CHANDLER.

Crave neither Science nor Philosophy,

Which yearning minds so oft pursue in vain
;

These but a favored few can scarce attain

By long night-vigils, days of industry,

And earnest striving, in the end to be

Heart-famished ; although later on they fain

Would quaff life's cup-and all its dregs again.

Regardless of their Immortality.

" Athirst and hungry " seek that "living bread

And wine, " world-free, a gift of priceless worth
;

Full-measured is the plenteous golden bowl

;

Partake, and O be not disquieted !

Such Sacrament hath Christ brought to our earth,

That satisfieth the desiring soul.

MojJCTON, N. B.

NOTES.

A VERY interesting scene was presented at the City Hall of

Chicago a few nights ago, when a delegation of ladies waited on

the Mayor and City Council with a petition asking that three wo-

men be appointed on the School Board. The affair was rather

unskillfully managed, and the effect of it was in some respects to

injure rather than promote the object of the petitioners. In the

first place the petition was not a general expression of the women
of Chicago, nor even of that portion of them who advocate the

appointment of women on the School Board. The delegation had

no representative character in the popular meaning of the word.

It represented a refined and intelligent element, not numerous,

but respectable and exclusive. This private and select appearance

was unfortunate enough, but the delegation also made the grave

mistake of taking a man along to plead the women's cause. The
effect of this was to weaken the claim for women. If among all

the women of Chicago there were none competent to present their

claim to the Mayor and City Council, the inference is easy that

there are none competent for places on the School Board. The
women were not wise in giving to their enemies the advantage of

ihis argument. It is a slight excuse for this mistake that the man
selected knows more about schools and their needs than any other

man in Chicago, but this does not altogether atone for the blunder.

The petition presented by the ladies to the Mayor and Coun-

cil, for the appointment of women on the School Board, shows a

creditable proficiency in political methods which will go tar to re-

move the impression that women are not fit for politics. The op-

ponents of woman suffrage will be confounded and ashamed when

they behold inexperienced women learned as men in the mysteries

of secret slate-fixing, and the tactics of the caucus. The veteran

politicians of the City Council must have admired the strategy of

those women, who came to the Mayor with their " slate" already

made up, just like men. They did not ask the Mayor for the ap-

pointment of women on the School Board, but for the appoint-

ment of certain women selected by them. They had been in secret

caucus ; they had sifted all the women in Chicago and had found

half a dozen competent for school ofBcers, so they demanded the

appointment of three of these. Thus they combined business with

pleasure, and showed their knowledge of the electioneering art,

and the genius of government. Suppose, however, that the men
on the School Board happen to be as uncivilized as members of

the City Council, and puff tobacco smoke in women's faces just

like Aldermen ; will they want to be on the School Board then ?

* The poem to which this !

Court.—Ea
I refers appeared in N o. 139 of TVzt' O/ff

Lord Castlereagh, the famous politician, was voluminous in

oratory. He could say nothing in more words than any other man
of his time. He could involve sentences into labyrinthine phrase

with such intricate ingenuity that their meaning became involved

in riddles impossible to solve. Macaulay, amazed at the achieve-

ment, says that on one occasion Castlereagh managed to conclude

a sentence with the word " its." This was a great oratorical feat,

and much literary wonder has been excited by it, for Macaulay

with provoking malice concealed the sentence, and did not explain

how the deed was done. The puzzle however has been solved by

a member of the American Congress. Mr. Butterworth of Ohio

has concluded a speech in this manner : "The Democratic party

knew very well that the President was as sovereign in his sphere

as Congress was in its." Like all other puzzles it is simple enough

when you know how to do it. It is a little curious too that Macau-

lay, who was an intellectual phonograph, retaining all he ever

heard or read, and able to give it back again when called upon,

forgot that Shakespeare had anticipated Butterworth and Castle-

reagh. In King Henry the Eighth, Act the First, the duke of Nor-

folk, describing to the duke of Buckingham the splendor of the

festivities at the Field of the Cloth of Gold, says :

Each following day

Became the next day's master, till the last,

Made former wonders its.

What is the etiquette of type-writing ? This is an ethical

question of importance. How much of our correspondence mits/

be written with a pen, and how much of it mny be written with a

type-writer ? I have long been in correspondence with an old

friend in England, and thinking to make my letters more legible

and handsome I have lately used the type-writer. Instead of

praise he sends me back reproaches. In a recent letter he says :

'

' Your last two letters are type- writing productions. I cannot say

I like this modern improvement. It has none of the beauty and

interest of handwriting. I fear that caligraphy is destined to be

added to the lost arts." This plaintive sentiment is founded on

good morals and right feeling. I see now that type-writing in

friendly correspondence is an offense against the laws of social

confidence, and mutual esteem. Type-writing should be confined

to business letters, or to correspondence between persons of no

consequence to each other. It is lifeless, impersonal, and artificial.

The soul of the writer is not in it. Handwriting is heart-writing,

and a spiritual influence forever. The psychological power of

handwriting can never be attained by type. A type-wiitten letter

brings none of the writer's presence with it as a pen-written letter

does. Of what value is an old type-written letter, say from a

friend separated from us by long distance or by death ? It has

the inspiration of any other piece of print, and nothing more. Not

so with a letter written in the ancient way, for a spiritual current

passing from the writer in magnetic streams through the pen to

the paper vitalizes it forever. In such a letter some of the im-

mortal essence of the writer is preserved, and so long as we pos-

sess it we feel his companionship is never altogether lost. The

more I think of it the more I feel the justice of my friend's re-

buke.

*
'

-!v

There are many excellent people who maintain that loyalty

to the government is a virtue, but that loyalty to party is a vice
;

and on the surface it really looks that way. Loyalty to the gov-

ernment seems to exalt the dignity of the citizen, while obedience

to party looks like a surrender of personal independence. Plaus-

ible enough ; but in a system of Government by Party, why is not

one loyalty as meritorious as the other ? For instance, why should

a man be honored for laying his body on the altar of his country

at the call of government, and at the same time be condemned for

offering his mind and soul in sacrifice at the call of party ? If the
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party in power is the government for the time being, and the party

out of power hopes to be, why is not party loyalty a duty like de-

votion to the government ?

-s *

The value of party loyalty in a government by party was

beautifully shown at the Grand Pacific Hotel in Chicago a couple

of months ago. The Republican State Central Committee held a

meeting there to discuss the "good of the order," and to appoint

a day for the State Convention. Old war-horses of the party at-

tended the conclave to give spirit and fire to the proceedings, while

political Nestors came from every district with gripsacks full of

counsel. The question before the house was, " Shall we have an

early or a late convention ?" Some wanted it early on grounds of

expediency, and others wanted it late on grounds of principle.

The argument of these displayed a touching self-devotion beyond

praise. They wanted a late convention because Congress having

adjourned, they could ratify its action. This readiness to surren-

der judgment, soul, and conscience for the public good, deserves

the gratitude of a people who admire patriotic self-sacrifice. It

ought to put those patriots on the pension roll. It adds to their

glory that they had not the slightest idea of what they offered to

ratify, but they would not mar the party harmony by asking ques-

tions. To them it mattered nothing whether Congress lowered

the " Chinese wall," or made it a story higher ; to them it was all

the same whether tin, turpentine, and tobacco were put on the

free list, or in schedule "A," "B,"or "C." Whichever way it

might happen to be, they would " ratify." They cared not whether

Congress made silver coinage free, or limited, they stood ready to

"ratify." Of what consequence was it whether Congress refused

pensions or gave every old soldier a house and lot, so that they

could "ratify." Indeed should Congress pass a bill of attainder

against every man of them, and order thefn all to be beheaded on

the 4th of July, they would bow their he.ads meekly to the block,

and thankfully " ratify." The country is perfectly safe, because

while such an obedient spirit exists, government by party will be

an easy and lucrative business,—for the governors.

M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK REVIEWS.
La Lingua Universale. By Fao/o Mantegazza. From the Ar-

cliivio per PAntropologia e la Etnologia : Vol. XIX. Fasc. 3,

1S89.

The distinguished Italian ethnologist, with many scientists of

his own time, asks the question : Is it possible to invent a univer-

sal language ? Professor Mantegazza avoids giving a direct an-

swer to his own query, but he quotes the authority of Leibnitz,

and that of a few modern scientists. All theories in favor of a

universal, international language, are mere utilitarian views of

language. The narrow ideas of its practical, momentary useful-

ness, economy of time, international convenience, etc., almost en-

tirely overrule the scientific and linguistic idea itself. They totally

seem to disregard and to ignore the independent and imperial

character of human languages. In this respect, the views of Pro-

fessor Mantegazza do not essentially differ from those of the re-

alistic promoters of the Volapiik jargon.

Mantegazza regards the practical creation of a universal

tongue as a comparatively easy task, but at the same time he

maintains that this invention ought to be performed according to

strictly "ideological" methods, and in this important particular

he claims to differ from the purely empirical process of Johann

Martin Schleyer, the inventor of the Volapiik.

In Professor Mantegazza's ideological scheme of a universal

language every consonant should express a fundamental idea, and

from their association are to result all secondary ideas. The

vowels, on the contrary, serve to indicate the diverse modifica-

tions imparted to the fundamental ideas in time and space. The
names of objects, through the frame-structure of the consonants,

must be referred to some original, fundamental idea, and to the

same also must be referred all moral ideas. In other words, the

structure of the language aims at being as natural as possible.

Hence :

1. Every consonant must express a fundamental idea.

2. Every part of speech should possess its own characteristic

ending.

3. The different vowels together with the consonants ought to

modify the verbs so as to render adverbs superfluous. Thus, the

letter L, before the final ending, is supposed to express intellectual

action
; the letter .J/, action relating to sentiment

; the letter P
denoting sensual action.

I'ca, pleasure (the letter v expresses pleasure).

Vchi, intellectual pleasure.

I't//ir7, sentimental pleasure, love.

I 'pa, physical enjoyment.

4. The vowels form the personal endings of the verbs : vema,

veme, vemi, I love, thou lovest, etc.

5. The first consonants of the alphabet, in their successive

series are made to express the tenses of the verb.

6. The consonant A' expresses pain, thus : Jffa, implies the

general notion of suffering, A'e/a, intellectual suffering, Rema, suf-

fering of the heart, J\fpa, physical pain.

7. The letters r, s, /, prefixed to the last characteristic vowel

of the verb express the degree of action in the verb, thus ; repra,

suffer a little, repsa, suffer considerably, repta, suffer very much,
etc., etc.

Such is substantially the ingenious, ideological structure of

his universal language, which Mantegazza claims to have invented

at the age of twenty-two years. At the present time, however, he

modestly believes that he really performed an idle and useless

task. The Volapiik, surely, is doomed because it only added one

more awkward idiom to the three thousand and sixty-six that we
already possessed. It was mainly derived frcm the English, mod-
ified and softened for the organ of the southern nations. Mante-

gazza, accordingly, is quite willing to sacrifice his youthful, ideo-

logical scheme, in favor of what he regards as a far more solid

and practicable realization of a universal language, to wit, the

spontaneous and mimetic language of gesture : la lingua dei gesti.

In his opinion this is the only practically possible " universal lan-

guage," naturally and uniformly understood by all races and na-

tions of the earth. It must be admitted that the idea of a gesture-

language as such is only a crude and narrow view of the true na-

ture of all human utterance. Without further expatiating upon

the subject, it is only fair to remark that the modern science of

language still refrains from all serious discussion of the problem

of universal language. To the eminent philologist Wilhelm von

Humboldt every different type of human speech was not merely

an external, incidental phenomenon, but rather a peculiar expres-

sion of the cosmic views and ideas possessed by the different races

of the earth, or as he expresses it : Jede spraclie ist eine eigenthiim-

liclie -Weltansiclit. Each single type from its own peculiar point

of view realizes the universal speeeli-idea {die Sprach-idee){ and al-

ways in an exclusive, national form. Even the surprising diver-

sity and variety of languages constitute an indispensable condition

for the successful attainment of the speech-idea, and of the higher

intellectual development of the human races. It therefore seems

clear that the general methods of purely ethnological research have

to be cautiously applied to the phenomenon of articulate human

utterance, to the science and philosophy of language.
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An Account of Recent Progress in Classical Arch.eology:

1875-1889. By Alfred Eiiwrson, Ph.. D. Cambridge : John

Wilson & Son.

To the layman the discoveries of archa.'ological science in re-

cent years are to a great extent unknown. Our illustrated maga-

zines have furnished now and then essays on some newly exhumed

fragments of antiquity, but the historical importance of archaeo-

logical work, and the widespread interest at present taken in it by

all civilized nations are, by the average reader, little appreciated

or understood. The labors of the classical archaeologists of Ger-

many, France, England, Italy, and Greece (latterly even of Amer-

ica), supported mostly by governmental cooperation, have led in

some instances to the entire reconstruction of many well-fixed

theories and notions hitherto entertained by us of ancient art,

architecture, law, and customs. The excavations at Olympia,

Pergamon, at Tanagra, at Myrina, where such invaluable ar;-

treasures and inscriptions were discovered ; the excavation of the

theatre of Polykleitos at Epidauros, which has revolutionized our

conception of the structure of the Attic stage ; and the discovery

of the Code of Gortyna, that so greatly influenced Grecian legisla-

tion, are all that need be mentioned in illustration of the im-

portance of these results. Nearly every nation of Europe has

contributed to the movement—directly by subsidization, the erec-

tion of museums, and the institution of societies, and indirectly

through its universities, its scholars, and private enterprise. Amer-

ica has, it is true, done but little, yet what we have done is worthy

of substantial encouragement ; and the support of the American

Archaeological Institute and the American Classical School at

Athens should become with us a matter of patriotic duty. We
need. Dr. Emerson says, chairs of classical archaeology at our

universities—we have not a single one now ; the treasures that we

possess should be put in museums—even our large cities do not

possess collections for the illustration of ancient art to compare

with those at such small towns as Marburg and Giessen, in Ger-

many ; our museums should be supplied with reproductive appa-

ratus ; and advantage should be taken of the many precious bar-

gains still to be had in European markets.

Dr. Emerson's sketch, which covers the field of investigation

from 1875 to 1889, and constitutes the Tenth Annual Report of

the Council of the Archaeological Institute of America, is a very

creditable performance. He has compiled his data in a readable

and concise form. The author is Professor of Greek at the Lake

Forest University and has more than once visited the ground of

the operations he reports. /«p/>.

BOOK NOTICES.

Dr. Carus has completed his lectures on The Ethical Problem

which he held on the invitation of the Board of Trustees of the

Society for Ethical Culture, Chicago. The Open Court Publish-

ing Co., will soon publish the lectures in pamphlet form.

We are in receipt of the latest publication of Helen H. Gard-

ner, the well known liberal author. The book (published in New
York by the Belford Publishing Co.) bears the title " A Thought-

less Yes," and contains several short stories part of which have

appeared in Be/ford's Magazine.

In the Programme of Courses of Instruction, Graduate and

Undergraduate, in the Department of Philosophy at Columbia

College, a future course in Experimental Psychology is announced.

The catalogue of books to be read in the various departments is

very rich.

We have received from Dr. Frank L. James, of St. Louis, two

little brochures reprinted from the Proceedings of the American
Society of Microscopists, entitled respectively " Shrinkage of Ce-

ment-Cells the Cause of Leakage and Creeping in Glycerin

Mounts " and " The Deposition of Silver on Glass and other Me-

tallic Surfaces."

We acknowledge the receipt of a number of copies of T/ie

A'eu'caslle Weekly Chronicle containing a series of autobiograph-

ical articles, by Mr. George Jacob Holycake, entitled "Sixty

Years of an Agitator's Life," and four fervently and sym-

pathetically written articles by his friend and co-worker Mr.

Geo. Julian Harney, entitled respectively, "The Grand Re-

hearsal," " Eight Hours—Russia," " Russian Exile," and " Pro-

gress ! Whither ?" If space allowed it, we would be glad to

publish in part the sturdy remarks of Mr. Harney, and many ex-

tracts from the eventful life of the great apostle of liberty, George

Jacob Holyoake. But we recommend their perusal to our readers.

One passage from Mr. Holyoake's reminiscences has struck us as

being sustained by a noble and high-minded ethical sentiment. It

is where he speaks of his arrest and maltreatment at Cheltenham :

" It was a doctrine of mine that anger was but the exhibition of ignorance

taken by surprise : and that hatred was no economy of time, as it enabled per-

sons whom you knew and detested to occupy your thoughts with schemes of

retaliation. There is a period in law when debts are no longer recoverable,

and I have suggested to co-operative societies that associative animosities

should be closed with the accounts, and not carried forward to the next

quarter. Certainly the best new year's resolve is to cancel the hatreds which

the past twelve months may have engendered—to treat them as though they

had never been, and begin each new year free from the unprofitable burden

of resentment or malevolence to any man. Though this rule has brought me
a sense of peace like an annual endowment, I find after forty-eight years some

anti-clerical indignation creep into my mind when the intentional indignities

of my march to Gloucester Gaol recur to me."

NOTES.
In the psychological department of the new Clark University,

the course for the coming year embraces lectures and laboratory

work by the following professors ; President Stanley Hall, Dr. H.

H. Donaldson, Dr. E.' C. Stanford, Dr. F. Boas, and others.

The university possesses excellent neurological and psychological

laboratories, from which good work may be expected.

An International Literary Bureau has been established in Mil-

waukee, Wis. (450 East Water Street, Market Square). Its ob-

jects are— to afford a convenient way of securing international

copyrights by means of authorized translations, to afford a medium

of exchange for literary productions, to supply original literary

matter as well as translations for literary and commercial pur-

poses, to furnish a medium for bibliographic information, etc., etc.

Prospectuses may be obtained on application, and correspondence

is solicited. The Bureau is managed by Mr. Maximilian Grosz-

mann. We sincerely hope that it will fulfil its mission and promote

the objects for which it has been founded.

The Anarchist Mr. Tucker, editor of Liberty, Boston, quotes

from The Open Court a passage that occurs in the discussion on

Nationalism. Anarchism was contrasted with Nationalism as the

opposite mistake. We said ;
" If the individual does not volunta-

rily obey the laws of the community, society has the right to en-

force them. There is no such thing as sovereignty of the indi-

vidual." Mr. Tucker says :

"True, there is no such thing; and we Anarchists mean that there shall

be such a thing. The criticism of The Open Court writer is doubtless valid

against those Anarchists who premise the sovereignty of the individual as a

natural right to which society has no right to do violence. But I cannot un-

derstand its force at all when offered, as it is. in comment on the declaration

of 'a leading Anarchist of Chicago' that the goat oi progress is individual

sovereignty.

" Anarchism of the ' natural right ' type is out of date. The Anarchism of

to-day afiirms the right of society_to coerce the individual and of the individ-

ual to coerce society so far as either has the requisite power. It is ready to

admit all that The Open Court writer claims in behalf of society." ....

We wage no war against anarchists who declare that the laws

shall be obeyed. Yet there is one point in which we take excep-

tion to Mr. Tucker's anarchism. He says :

'

' Liberty is the mother

of order " and we say :
" Order is the mother of Liberty."
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THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD IN FICTION.

BY W. R. THAYER.

Each age has the defects of its qualities. That

the present age stands pre-eminent in scientific attain-

ments, no one will deny ; but not every one perceives

that the very qualities which conduce to precious re-

sults in Science appear as defects when they are ap-

plied to other departments of human energy. Thus
there is now a school of writers and artists who main-

tain that the "scientific method " should be adopted

in Fiction and Art. Is this assumption valid ? Should

a novel or a painting be subjected to the same pro-

cesses as a medical treatise, or a surgical plate ? Let

us hear what the advocates of this theory, which goes

under the name of Realism or Naturalism, have to

say in their defence ; and let us listen to their spokes-

man, Zola, because he has formulated this theory,

and because he is a strong thinker, whereas Mr.

Howells and the other Realists in England and Amer-

ica merely echo and imitate him.

Zola was originally a Romanticist, but on reading

the works of the able physiologist, Claude Bernard,

who found medicine an art and left it a science, he

was persuaded that a similar improvement was pos-

sible in the art of fiction. "Thanks to the experi-

mental method," * he says, " Bernard first established

the difference which exists between the sciences of

observation and the sciences of experiment. He comes

to the conclusion that experiment is at bottom only

intentional observation. All experimental reasoning

is based on doubt, for the experimenter should have

no preconceived idea in the presence of nature, and

should always retain his liberty of mind. He simply

accepts- the phenomena which are produced, when
they are proved." This is the attitude of the true

scientist towards inanimate nature, which he regards

as an organism in which chemical and dynamical pro-

cesses are in constant operation : but, since inanimate

objects can be thus observed, thus experimented upon,

what shall prevent the scientist from treating all

animate nature, including man, in the same fashion ?

"The difference depends solely on the fact that a material

object is surrounded by an external and common environment,

whilst the elements of superior organisms move in an internal and

perfected environment, which is nevertheless endowed with con-

* I quote tbroughout from Zola's Le Roman Experimental.

stant physico-chemical properties, like the external environment.
Whence it follows that there is an absolute determinism in the

conditions of existence of natural phenomena, as well for living

bodies as for inanimate objects. Determinism is the cause which
determines the apparition of phenomena. This immediate cause

is nothing more than the physical and material condition of the

existence or of the manifestation of phenomena. The aim of the

experimental method, the goal of all scientific research, is there-

fore identical for living bodies and for inanimate objects : it con-

sists in finding the relations which unite any phenomenon whatso-

ever to its immediate cause, or,—to express this in another way

—

to determine the conditions necessary to the manifestation of this

phenomenon. Experimental science ought not to trouble herself

about the why of things : she explains the /low, no more."

This is the gist of Bernard's theory of the purpose

and scope of science, and he proceeds to demonstrate

that it should be applied to the study and practice of

medicine. The physician is not merely a scientific

observe!-, but he is also an experimenter : a distinction

well put, as we shall perceive when we reflect that

astronomy, for instance, can never be more than a

science of observation, because the astronomer cannot

act upon the stars, but can only observe their motions

and conditions ; whereas chemistry or physiology is a

science of experiment, because the chemist or physiol-

ogist can here act upon nature and modify it. Bernard

further defines the duties of these two classes of scien-

tific men.

"The observer," he says, "verifies purely and simply the

phenomena which he has under his eyes. He should be the pho-

tographer of phenomena ; his observations should exactly repre-

sent nature. He listens to her and he writes her dictation. But

as soon as this fact has been verified and the phenomenon well ob-

served, the idea comes, reasoning intervenes, and the experimenter

is he who, in virtue of an interpretation more or less probable,

but anticipated, of the phenomena observed, institutes the ex-

periment in such a way that, in the logical order of his previsions,

it may furnish a result to serve to correct the hypothesis or the

preconceived idea. From the moment when the result of the ex-

periment is manifest, the experimenter confronts a veritable ob-

servation which he has superinduced, and which must be verified,

like every observation, without preconceived idei. The experi-

menter should then disappear, or, rather, transform himself in-

stantly into the observer."

Such is the double role of the man of science : such,

Zola affirms, should be the method of the novelist

whose "problem is to know what a certain passion,

operating in a given milieu and in certain conditions,

will produce from the point of view of the individual

and of society. An experimental novel is simply that
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report of the experiment, which the novelist repeats

under the eyes of the public. In a word, the whole

process consists in taking the facts from nature, then

of studying the mechanism of facts, in working upon

them by the modifications of circumstances and of

wZ/iVz/.v, without ever departing from thelawsof nature.

"

Of course, Zola acknowledges, we are far from having

attained in our observation of human nature, to the

certitudes of chemistry, or even of the recently-de-

veloped science of physiology : but then, the scientific

novel is only in its infancy. "We must modify nature,

without going outside of nature, when we employ in

our novels the experimental method." A significant

admission, to which may be joined the following sen-

tence :
" The novelist must see, comprehend, invent.

An observed fact should inspire the idea of the exper-

iment to be made, of the novel to be written, to arrive

at the complete understanding of a truth. He starts

from doubt in order to arrive at absolute knowledge :

and he does not cease to doubt until the mechanism

of a passion, taken apart and put together again by

him, works according to the laws fixed by nature."

The determinism of inanimate bodies was long ago

established; that of living bodies is becoming day by day

recognized, and Zola does not hesitate to announce the

approach of the time "when the laws of thought and

of passions will be formulated in their turn. A single

determinism must rule the stone by the wayside and

the brain of man In a word, we novelists should

operate on the character, on the passions, on facts

human and social, as the chemist and physicist operate

on inanimate bodies, and the physiologist operates on

living bodies. Determinism dominates all." But

not until we shall have mastered the physico-chem-

ical conditions of the inner nature of man, shall

we find what determines the external phenomena of

his life. "The experimental novel is a consequence

of the scientific evolution of the century; it continues

and completes physiology, which in turn rests on chem-

istry and physics ; it substitutes for the study of man
abstract, of man metaphysical, the study of man nat-

ural, submitted to physico-chemical laws and deter-

mined by the influences of his surroundings : it is, in

a word, the literature of our scientific age, as classic

and romantic literature corresponded to a scholastic

and to a theological age."

Coming now to the question of the application and

moral purpose of this method, Zola declares that

the great role of the realistic novelist is "to penetrate

the how of things, in order to become superior to things,

and to reduce them to the state of obedient wheels.

We are experimental novelists." But it is unjust, he
says, to charge realists with being materialists : the

determinism which they seek to trace in the acts and
thoughts of human beings must not be confounded

with fatalism. "Fatalism supposes the inevitable

manifestation of a phenomenon independent of its con-

ditions, whereas determinism is the necessary condi-

tion of a phenomenon of which the manifestation is

not forced." Apply the experimental method, and

"there is no longer either materialism, or spiritualism,

either dead matter, or living matter; there are only

phenomena whose conditions are to be determined,

that is to say, circumstances which play the role of

immediate cause in relation to these phenomena."

We are to draw no moral from our works, which should

carry their own moral with them. The public has no

right to incense itself at any experiment the novelist

may choose to make in its presence. The chemist

does not hate prussic acid or azote ; he suppresses the

chemicals when they are harmful to him. Society

should behave with such neutral equanimity, when
the Realist submits to it his reports of degradation

and crime.

By simply reasoning from analogy, we may predict

that the experimental novel will inevitably be the

backbone of all future literature—nay, that the experi-

mental method will eventually dominate poetry, paint-

ing and sculpture—if, indeed, these arts do not have

the good sense to betake themselves as fast as they

can to oblivion.

" The human mind," says Bernard, "at the various periods

of its evolution, has passed successively through sentiment, reason,

and experiment. At first, when sentiment alone imposed itself on

reason, it created the truth of faith, that is theology. Reason or

philosophy becoming next mistress, it begot scholasticism. Finally

experiment,— that is the study of natural phenomena,—taught man
that the truths of the exterior world are formulated, at the outset,

neither in the sentiment nor in the reason. These are only our

indispensable guides ; but, to reach these truths, it is necessary to

descend into the objective reality of things where they lie hidden

with their phenomenal forms In the search for truth by

means of this (experimental) method, the sentiment has always the

initiative, and begets the a priori idea or intuition ; reason, or

reasoning, then develops the idea and deduces its logical conse-

quences."

To all of which Zola says amen. "We can ad-

mit nothing occult ; there are but phenomena and the

conditions of phenomena," declares M. Bernard ; and

again Zola replies amen.

Bernard seems to be a little more lenient than his

disciple towards romancers and poets, and even com-

pares philosophers to "musicians who play the Mar-
seillaise of Theories, whilst men of science hurl them-

selves in an assault upon the unknown."

Savants need recreation from their exact investi-

gations, says Zola, and so they tolerate the most

extravagant theories, and wish to restrict literature to

the ideal. " But it is only a flute aria which they per-

mit one to play to them." "Literary and artistic

productions never grow old," says Bernhard, "in the

sense that they are the expressions of sentiments as
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immutable as human nature." "True," replies Zola

"but a great savant will also be read from this same

point of view, because the spectacle of a great savant

who has been able to write is quite as interesting as

that of a great poet." But Bernard seems (to me, at

least) to have stated the insurmountable objection

to Zola's pretensions, when he says : "In the arts

and in letters, personality dotninates all. The question

there is of a spontaneous creation of the mind, and

this has no more in common with the verification of

natural phenomena, in which our mind must create

nothing." Zola glides over this fatal truth, by merely

expressing surprise; "I am at a loss to understand

to what branch of letters this most illustrious savant

refers," says he; "without doubt, he is thinking of

lyric poetry, because he would not have written this

sentence had the experimental novel—the works of

Balzac and of Stendhal—been in his mind." Meta-

physical man being dead, this is the age of physiolog-

ical man. "Doubtless," says Zola, in concluding his

gospel, "the wrath of Achilles, the love of Dido, will

remain pictures eternally beautiful; but behold, the

need overtakes us of analyzing wrath and love, and of

seeing precisely how these passions operate in the

human being. The point of view is new, it becomes

experimental instead of being philosophical. In short,

all is summed up in this grand fact : the experimental

method, as well in literature as in the sciences, is on

the road to determine these phenomena natural, in-

individual, and social, of which till now metaphysics

had given onl}' irrational and supernatural explana-

tions."

Let us complete this epitome of Zola's doctrines

by quoting the description he gives of the actual

method of an experimental novelist who wishes, for

example, to write a novel on the theatrical world :

—

" He starts from this general idea, without having as yet either

a fact or a person. His first care will be to collect in notes all

that he knows about this world which he wishes to paint. He has

been acquainted with some actor, he has attended some perform-

ance. Here are already documents— the best—which have ripened

in him. Then, he will set out on the war-path, he will make the

men best informed on the subject talk with him, he will gather the

sayings, the stories, the portraits. Nor is this all ; he will ne.xtlook

up written documents, reading all that may be useful to him.

Finally, he will visit the places ; he will live a few days in a

theatre in order to learn its smallest nooks ; he will pass his even-

ings in an actress's box ; he will impregnate himself as much as

possible with the surrounding atmosphere. And, the documents

being complete, his novel will take shape of itself. The novelist

will have only to distribute the facts logically. From all he has

heard the end of the drama—the story which he needs to set up

the carcase of his chapters—will disengage itself. The interest is

no longer in the strangeness of the story : on the contrary, the

more that it is banale and general, the more will it become typical.

To make real persons move among real surroundings, to give to

the reader a shred of human life,—there is all the realistic novel."

Here, then, is the authentic statement of this new

method, which we are assured, is the only true one.

This is the Magna Charta on which all future litera-

ture will base its claims to liberty. I confess, that,

for a person who despises metaphysics, Zola has in-

dulged pretty freely in metaphysical terms, and has

not always used them strictly : but this should not

prejudice us in our estimate of the theory itself. Have
not theologians for centuries succeeded in wrapping

up the simple and beautiful teachings of Christ in

mummy-cloths of dogma?
The chief excellence in this theory I conceive to

be its honesty, and its recognition of the possible im-

portance of any human being as a subject of investi-

gation. Now, these merits can hardly be too highly

admired. Honesty, the purpose on the part of the

narrator to tell only what he can verify, has not al-

ways guided the makers of books. Most men are

doctrinaires,—Zola himself is a conspicuous doctri-

naire,—persons that is, who, having absorbed some

particular theorj' of life, or art, fashion all their work,

all their speech, to match that view. They are candid

as far as they go. Take, for a single example, Sunday

School literature; the good little boy attends church

on Sunday, while the bad little boy goes skating and

falls into an air-hole ; one grows up to be a deacon,

the other—if he escapes drowning—is sure to spend

the larger part of his manhood in prison, and his old

age in the poor-house. This literature is not honest,

because it substitutes for the intricate but inevitable

working of the moral law, an arbitrary scheme of re-

wards ; it is based not upon the methods of Provi-

dence, but upon the methods which the pious writer

would adopt were he Providence. Ascending higher

in the scale of literature, we encounter troops of novels

inspired with a purpose, whether didactic, or political,

or economical. To writers who contemplate the world

in this fashion, "it has lost its innocence," and we

need but confront them with Zola's declaration, that

the work should convey its own moral. Nature does

not write a tag on each of us, but she leaves us to de-

cide for ourselves whether a man, a deed, a policy, be

good or bad. The lesson of Lear, the significance of

Macbeth, seem restricted and paltry when interpreted

by commentators. So far then as Realists live up to

their rule of honesty we shall not quarrel with them.

Let us tolerate nothing but the truth, whether in

science or in art. But—what is Truth ?

The second admirable tenet of the Realist—that

any human being may be worthy of reverent study

—

harmonizes at once with the catholic attitude which

science has taught us to hold toward the material

world, and with the democratic spirit which is slowly

revolutionizing our social views. During this century

science has turned from the splendid but vain search

for the absolute and infinite, to the patient examina-
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tion of the relative and finite. It has given up trying

to solve the why of things, and has devoted itself with

unexampled precision and enthusiasm to describe the

Iwii' of things. 'Tis an age of taking account of stock

and of making inventories : we will know and name
every molecule ; we will analyze every force, and rep-

resent it by a formula. It is as if the world were a vast

library whose myriads of volumes and pamphlets had

hitherto lain in confusion on the floors and in the

corners ; an army of enlightened and zealous scholars"

enter it ; they sweep away the cobwebs and dust

;

they examine and catalogue each book, and put it on

the proper shelf, according to order and system, so

that any work in the collection can henceforth be

readily consulted. In this undertaking there is plainly

no great and no small. Not an atom can be neglected
;

things are not intrinsically precious, but they may be

of inestimable impoirtance in their relations to other

things. A fossil fern-leaf may be the clue to a whole

series of botanical problems ; the twitching of the

muscles of a vivisected frog, may reveal to the sur-

geon the operations of disease in human bodies, and

suggest to him a remedy therefor. Every object in

nature, thus refers, to every other object. The fact

that a ray of light is split up into the primary colors

in passing through a lens, seemed merely a curious bit

of information, until it enabled us by means of the

spectroscope, to know the constitution of the stars.

No wonder that no particle, no creature is insignificant

to the man of science ! He stands midway between

the world of the infinitely small and the world of the

infinitely great. Looking down through his micros-

cope he passes in review all .organized life down to

the primordial cell or germ, he scrutinizes all inor-

ganic matter down to the atom ; looking up through his

telescope, he beholds the planets and the sun, Sirius

and Canopus and Vega, and the incalculably distant

nebulae, and the motions of the constellations and the

ebb and flow of the sidereal tides. Everywhere he

beholds unity; everything teaching him catholicity

and reverence. But, admitting this, shall we not ask

whether the methods, which give the best results in

Science, are the best methods for Fiction and Art?

Does our insight into human nature depend upon the

powerof our telescopes or the sharpnessof our lancets ?

RELIGION, NATURAL.*
BY PROFESSOR F. MAX MULLER.

We have thus far explored one road only that led

our ancestors from nature to nature's God. It is, no
doubt, an important road, but we must remember that

it is but one out of many. Whether we examine the

religions of civilized or uncivilized races, we shall al-

* From a Report in the London Christian World, copies of which were
kindly sent us by Prof. Max Miiller.

ways find that they started, not only from fire, but

from many of the other great phenomena of nature,

such as the storm-wind, the sun, the moon, the stars,

the sky, the sea, the earth, the rivers, and the moun-

tains, in their gropings after what lies beyond, after the

invisible agent, the father, the author, after the God
revealed to the senses in the countless miracles of

nature.

If the storm-wind was from the first called the

crusher or shouter, people soon asked, who is it, that

shouts and crushes. If the sun was called the shin-

ing and warming, the question could not long be sup-

pressed, who it was that shines and warms. The sky,

as participating in the work of the sun and the moon
and the stars, of the storm, the lightning, and the

rain, was also asked who he was or who was behind

and above the sky, who was the real agent of all the

acts performed on the stage of heaven. The very

earth, though so near and palpable and familiar, be-

came nevertheless mysterious when it was asked what

life there was in her, and when it was felt how much
she did in her quiet and much-suffering way for all who
dwelt in her fields and forests. If we like we may call

this primitive wonderment at what seems to us at

present so very natural, and the religious and mytho-

logical phraseology that sprang from that wonderment,

by such names as Animism, Personification, and Antiiro-

pomorphism. Only we must remember that the histor-

ical student of religion cannot rest satisfied with mere

names, but that his chief object is to account for facts,

and thus to understand something, however little, of

the inevitable growth and development of religious

and mythological concepts.

If we have once clearly understood the inseparable

connection between thought and language, our task

becomes much easier. I know but too well how great

a mental effort is required in order to apprehend that

fact and all its far-reaching consequences. When
human beings were once in possession of the name
and concept of anima or soul, of persona, person,

of manhood and godhead, we can well understand

that they should have predicated anima or soul of the

sun, personality of the moon, manhood of the storm,

and godhead of the sky. But the real question is,

how were the name-concepts of anima, persona, homo,

and dei/s elaborated, and what organic connection

was there between them and such concepts as the

sun, the moon, and the sky.

To imagine that mythology and religion could have

arisen by ancient poets calling sun, moon, and sky

animated, or personal, or manlike, or divine, would

be, to use a familiar phrase, to put the cart before the

horse. There is such a phase in the later periods of

the growth of the human mind. We ourselves are

still living in it, our poetry draws most of its inspira-
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tion from it. We hear our poets express their 'faith

that every flower enjoys the airs it breathes'; they

speak of ' the morn, in russet mantle clad, walking

o'er the dew of yon high eastern hill.' We have read

of ' a brotherhood of venerable trees,' and of the 'sable

goddess, Night,' and we know perfectly well what is

meant by all this, because we are in possession of a

large dictionary of language and thought. But if we

want really to understand this phraseology, we have

first to find our way into more distant pre-historic

periods, into the dark subterraneous caves where those

weapons were forged with which man from the earliest

days fought his battles and made his conquests.

Besides the lesson which we have thus learnt from

the comparative study of American, Babylonian,

Indian, and Teutonic mythologies, as to the possible

development of the highest concept of divinity out of

the simplest phenomena of nature, there is another

lesson which was impressed upon us when studying

the history of Agni, and which is even more strongly

inculcated by the history of the Storm-gods. The
ancient gods were not restricted to one character.

Agni, for instance, was, no doubt, the fire on the

hearth, but any poet might speak of him as born in

the sky, as lightning, as rising as the sun in the morn-

ing and setting in the evening, as generated by the

firesticks, nay, as identical with the warmth and life

of the animal world.

In like manner the father of the Maruts is not only

a meteoric deity, sending his arrows from the clouds,

he is also a celestial deity—he is, in fact, one side of

the power of light and life which is recognized in the

sky, and called Dyans, and recognized in the sun, and

called Ivar. How the sky and the sun gave the most

powerful impulse to the formation of mythological and

religious ideas I have on so many occasions endeav-

ored to explain that I must content myself here with

referring you to my Lectures on the Science of Lan-

guage, and to my Hibbert Lectures on the Origin of

Religion, with special reference to India. The result

is everywhere the same. The sun, the sky, the fire,

are named, and could only be named by names ex-

pressive of agency. This was, as we saw, a necessity

of what you may call either language or thought.

Having been named, these solar, celestial, or ig-

neous agents became the object of early thought. They
were described in their manifold manifestations, partic-

ularly such as influenced the life and the acts of man.

After a time these various manifestations were recog-

nized as external only, and the agent being more and

more divested of these external veils, was slowly rec-

ognized as something else, something by itself, some-

thing beyond the finite knowledge of man, and in the

end as something subnatural, supernatural, and in-

finite.

This led everywhere to the two phases of Henc-

theism and Polytheism, and by a still more powerful

abstraction, to Monotheism, that is, the recognition of

one agent, one father, one god, hidden behind the

magic veil of nature, but revealed by an irresistible

necessity, which postulates something infinite and

divine without, because it has discovered something

infinite and divine within. Thus we may discover in

all the errors of mythology, and in what we call the

false or pagan religions of the world, an element of

truth that grows stronger and stronger as it throws off

its old integuments, and becomes at last what it was

intended to be from the first—a recognition of the

Infinite, throwing off its veils before our eyes and re-

vealing to us itself more and more in its own purity

and holiness.

Thus the two concepts, that of evolution and that

of revelation, which seem at first so different, become

one in the end. If there is a purpose running through

the ages, if nature is not blind, if there are agents,

recognized at last as the agents of our own Will, behind

the whole phenomenal world, then the evolution of

man's belief in the Supreme Will is the truest reve-

lation of the Supreme Will, and must remain the ada-

mantine foundation, on which all religion rests,

whether we call it natural or supernatural.

What can a study of Natural Religion teach us ?

Why, it teaches us that religion is natural, is real, is

inevitable, is universal. Is that nothing? Is it noth-

ing to know that there is a solid rock on which all re-

ligion, call it natural or supernatural, is founded? Is

it nothing to learn from the annals of history that ' God
has not left Himself without witness, in that He did

good, and gave us rain from heaven, and fruitful sea-

sons, filling our hearts, and the hearts of the whole

human race, with food and gladness.'

If you examine the attacks that have been made on

religion, which have proved the more dangerous

—

those on Natural or those on Supernatural Religion ?

Christianity, to which alone, at least among ourselves,

the name of a Supernatural Religion would be con-

ceded, has been surrounded, during the nineteen cen-

turies of its existence, with many ecclesiastical out-

works. Some of these outworks ought probably never

to have been erected. But when they were attacked

and had to be surrendered, Christianity itself has re-

mained unaffected, nay, it has been strengthened

rather than weakened by their surrender. The Refor-

mation swept away a good many of these ecclesias-

tical fences and entrenchments, and the spirit of the

Reformation, dangerous as it was supposed to be at

the time to the most vital interests of Christianity,

has never been at rest again, and will never be at rest.

Under the name of Biblical criticism the same re-

forming spirit- is at work in our days, and whatever
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may be thought of it in other countries, in the country

of Knox, in the ancient home of free thought and free

speech, that reforming spirit will never be stiffed, how-

( ver dangerous it may seem at times even in the eyes

of old and honest reformers. There can be no doubt

that free inquiry has swept away, and will sweep away,

many things which have been highly valued, and which

were considered essential by many honest and pious

minds, and yet who will say that true Christianity,

Christianity which is known by its fruit, is less vigor-

ous now than it has ever been before ?

There have been dissensions in the Christian Church

from the time of the Apostles to our own times. We
have passed through them ourselves, we are passing

through them even now. But in spite of all the hard,

and harsh, and unchristian language, that has been

used in these controversies, who would doubt now,

after their lives and their deepest convictions have

been laid open before the world, that Kingsley was as

deeply religious a man as Newman, that Stanley served

his Church as faithfully as Pusey, and that Dr. Mar-

tineau, the Unitarian, deserves the name of a Chris-

tian as much as Dr. Liddon ?

A study of the ancient religions of the world taught

them that many things in nature which are now con-

sidered natural, appeared to the minds of the earliest

observers as by no means natural, but as astounding,

as truly miraculous, as supernatural. Unfortunately,

it is still with many of us as it was with the Jews of

old. They were always hankering for something ex-

clusive and exceptional, for something supernatural

and miraculous. They would not believe unless they

saw signs and wonders, designed for their special ben-

efit, while they remained blind to the true signs and

wonders that appealed to them on every side. And
yet the founders of the three greatest religions of the

woild, however much they may differ on other points,

are unanimous on one point—namely, in their con-

demnation of this hankering after the miraculous, and

after the supernatural, falsely so-called.

A French philosopher and poet, Amiel, has truly

said: "A miracle depends for its existence far more

on the subject who sees, than on the object that is

seen. A miracle is a perception of the soul, the vision

of the Divine behind nature. There is no miracle for

the indifferent. Religious souls only are capable of

recognizing the finger of God in certain events." But

while on one side a study of Natural Religion teaches

us that much of what we are inclined to class as nat-

ural, to accept as a matter of course, nay, to pass by

as unmeaning, is in reality full of meaning, is full of

God, is, in fact, truly miraculous, it also opens our

eyes to another fact—namely, that many things which

we are inclined to class as supernatural are in reality

perfectl}' natural, perfectl}' intelligible, na}', inevitable,

in the growth of every religion.

Thus it has been the chief object of my lectures to

show that the concept of God arises by necessit}- in

the human mind, and is not, as so many theologians

will have it, the result of one special disclosure, granted

only to Jews and Christians. It seems to me impos-

sible to resist this conviction when a comparative

study of the great religions of the world shows us that

the highest attributes which we claim for the Deity

are likewise ascribed to it by the Sacred Books of

other religions. This is either a fact or no fact, and

if it is a fact no conscientious scholar would in our

days try to explain it away by saying that the poets of

the Veda, for instance, had borrowed their concept of

God and His essential attributes from the Jews. I

have never been able to understand the object of these

futile endeavors. Do we lose anything if we find that

what we hold to be the most valuable truth is shared

in and supported by millions of human beings ? An-

cient philosophers were most anxious to support their

own belief in God by the unanimous testimony of man-

kind. They made the greatest efforts to prove that

there was no race so degraded and barbarous as to be

without a belief in something Divine. Some modern

theologians, on the contrary, seem to grudge to all

religions but their own the credit of having a pure and

true, nay, any concept of God, quite forgetful of the

fact that a truth does not cease to be a truth because

it is accepted universally.

This universal consensus embraces, besides the

concept of God, many of the moral commandments
which we are accustomed to consider as communi-

cated to man by a special revelation. The command-
ment to love our enemies and to return good for evil,

the most sublime doctrine of Christianity—so sublime,

indeed, that Christians themselves have declared it to

be too sublime for this world—can be shown to belong

to the universal code of faith and morality from which

the highest religions have drawn their strength and

life. Let me first quote the words of Christ :

" You have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy

neighbor and hate thine enemy. But I say unto you, Love your

enemies, bless them that curse you, and pray for them which de-

spitefuUy use you and persecute you. That you may be the chil-

dren of your Father which is in heaven : for He maketh his sun to

rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just

and the unjust."

Now, let us first consult a religion which cannot

possibly be suspected of having borrowed anything

from Christianity. Let us take one of the three great

religions of China, Taoism, such as we know it from

the writings of Lao-tze, who lived about 600 b. c. In

the xlix. chapter of the Tao-te king, Lao-tze says :

'

' The good I would meet with goodness, the not-good I would

also meet with goodness. The faithful I would meet with faith,
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the not-faithful I would also meet with faith. Virtue is faithful.

The sage dwells in the world with a timid reserve ; but his mind

blends in love with all. The people all turn their ears and eyes

upon him, and the sage thinks of them all as his children."

In chapter Ixiii. he says again :

" Recompense injury w'ith kindness."

How widely spread and how old this doctrine must

have been in China, we may gather from some curious

remarks made by Confucius, the contemporary of

Laotze and the founder or reformer of the national

religion of China. In the 'Analects ' we read :

" Some one said, ' What do you say concerning the principle

that injury should be recompensed with kindness ?' The Master

said ;
' With what will you recompense kindness ? Recompense

injury with justice, and kindness with kindness.'
"

This is evidently the language of a philosopher

rather than of a religious teacher. Confucius seems

to have perceived that to love our enemies is almost

too much for human nature, and he declares himself

satisfied therefore with demanding justice to our ene-

mies—and who does not know how difficult it is to

fulfil even that commandment? However, the true

prophets who thought not so much of what men are

as what men ought to be, insisted on love, or, at all

events, on pity for our enemies as the highest virtue.

Thus' Buddha said :

"Let a man overcome evil by good; let him overcome the

greedy by liberality, the liar by truth For hatred does not

cease by hatred at any time ; hatred ceases by love ; tliis is an old

ntle"

Remark here again the same expression, that the

commandment to love your enemy is an old rule in the

eyes of Buddha as it was .in the eyes of Confucius.

What, then, becomes of the attempts to show that the

doctrine of love towards our enemies must have been

borrowed, wherever we find it, from the New Testa-

ment, as if that doctrine would become less true be-

cause other religions also teach it, or because it had

been revealed, in the truest sense of that word, to all

who had eyes to see and hearts to love. It is truth

that makes revelation, not revelation that makes truth.

To those who see no difficulties in their own re-

ligion, the study of other religions will create no new
difficulties. It will only help them to appreciate more
fully what they already possess. For with all that I

have said that other religions also contain all that is

necessary for salvation, it would be simply dishonest

on my part were I to hide my conviction that the re-

ligion taught by Christ, and free as yet from all eccle-

siastical fences and entrenchments, is the best, the

purest, the truest religion the world has ever seen. To
others, again, whose very faith is founded on honest

doubt, the study of other religions will prove of im-

mense service. If in my present course of lectures I

have proved no more than that the concept of God, in

its progress from the imperfect to the more and more

perfect, constitutes the inalienable birthright of man
;

that, without any special revelation, it was revealed to

every human being, endowed with sense, with reason

and language, by the manifestation of God in Nature
;

that the admission of, and the belief, in a real Agent

in all these works of nature, is found under various

and sometimes strange disguises in all the religions of

the world ; if, I say, I have succeeded in proving this

by facts, by facts taken from the Sacred Books of all

nations, so far as they are accessible to us, then my
labor has not been in vain.

THE RACE QUESTION.

BY C. STANILAND WAKE.

This subject continues to attract considerable at-

tention, and Prof. E. D. Cope having again referred to

it in The Open Court, I am tempted, as an anthropolo-

gist, to offer a criticism of his views. In so doing I

shall not consider his main proposition, bu^ shall

examine the arguments which he uses to justify it.

These arguments are re stated in his latest article,

and the first one is that "the characteristics of the

negro-mind are of such a nature as to unfit him for

citizenship in this country." This conclusion is sup-

ported by the statement that the negro " is thoroughly

superstitious, and absolutelj' under the control of

supernaturalism, in some degrading form, and the

teachers of it. He is lacking in rationality and in

morality." This is stated as a general proposition,

and therefore it should apply to all those who are thus

subject to degrading superstition, and lacking in ra-

tionality and morality, whatever the color of their skins

or the race to which they belong. Now, I submit,

that the negro, as a rule, is no worse in those partic-

ulars than the general body of the lowest class among

the populations of the south and east of Europe, from

which localities many of the white immigrants to this

country are derived. Their superstitions are on a par

with, and often were exactly the same as those of the

African race, and have had, in many cases, a common
origin with them. The witchcraft of the middle ages,

many traces of which are still discoverable in the Old

World, if not in the New World, was undoubtedly

derived from the same source as the Voodooism of the

Negro, unless, indeed, the latter is an offshoot of the

former. It has been said, although I do not vouch for

it, that the word Voodo is merely a corruption of the

European word Vaudois, a name for the Waldenses

so crully persecuted, on the pretence of witchcraft and

other abominable practices, by the emissaries of the

Romish church. The rationality and morality of the

lowest members of the white race are on a par with

their superstition, and, therefore, according to Prof.

Cope's reasoning they should be excluded from citi-

zenship when they come to this country. Possibly he
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may be prepared to accept this conclusion, but it is

contrary to the fundamental principle of the United

States' Constifution, and as it cannot be applied to the

whites, it is equally inadmissible as against the colored

people.

Prof. Cope's second argument appears intended

to meet this point. He says that the peculiar traits

of the negro "depend on an organic constitution

which it will require ages to remove." To give em-

phasis to this statement, he adds, " corresponding

qualities in the lower strata of the white race, are mod-

ified or removed in a comparatively short time, on

account of superior mental endowments." It seems

to me that this reasoning is not justified by the facts.

It assumes, on the one side, that the white people of

the United States may be taken as representing the

whole white race, and, on the other side, that the col-

ored people of the United States may be judged of by

the negro of the African continent. Now, what may
be true of the inhabitants of one country maj' not ap-

ply to those of another country, although they may
belong to the same stock. For example, because,

under the conditions presented b}' native life in Africa,

it would take many generations, or ages, to alter the

organic constitution on which the traits said to be char-

acteristic of the negro mind depend, it does not follow

that the same can be said of the negro constitution

under the conditions to which he is subjected in the

United States. Assuming the truth of the fact, re-

ferred to by Prof. Cope in his earlier article (p. 2053),

that "quadrumanous features in all parts of the struc-

ture are far more frequently observed in the negro than

in the white race." I do not attach the same import-

ance to it in relation to the negro in the United States as

he does. There is not merely a considerable probabil-

ity that the negro is an older race than the Indo-Euro-

pean. It may be regarded as an absolute certainty.

And the very fact that he has had a longer period in

which to improve than any other race, and yet has

failed to do so, is no discredit to the African. For,

through the whole long series of ages he has been sub-

jected to climatic and other influences which have not

only hampered him in the race of life, but have abso-

lutely prevented any improvement. Remove those

influences and replace them with others fitted for pro-

gress, and there is no reason in the organic constitution

of the negro why he should not in the course of a few

generations improve in his mental organization, so as

to be quite as well fitted to exercise the functions of

citizenship as a large number of the white inhabitants

of the United States. I have seen it stated that the

negro of this country shows in his physical structure

an improvement over his imported ancestors. The
mental improvement which accompanies the progress

of education, and the constant association with the

white race, must be attained with improved physical

development.

Possibly the change for the better in the mental

character of the negro may not be so rapid as it would

be in the lower strata of the white race ; but when we
consider the gross superstition prevalent in that strata

in some parts of Europe, notwithstanding the many
generations in which it has been subjected to the in-

fluences of civilization and Christianity, such a state-

ment may be questioned. If, moreover, we give the

white race its widest extension, it will be found to in-

clude peoples as degraded at least as most of the Afri-

can peoples. Notwithstanding the color of their skin,

there are strong reasons for believing that the Austra-

lian aborigines belong to the primitive white stock,

and as a race they appear to be absolutely unimprov-

able. Wherever they come into contact with Euro-

peans they gradually die ovit. The negro is not thus

affected. Neither when left alone, nor when under

the influence of Europeans, does he die out. Not-

withstanding the unfavorable conditions of slavery, the

negroes thrived in the United States, and since their

emancipation they have largely increased in number.

The Africans evidently have great viability, and there

is nothing to show that they have not also sufficient

plasticity to become fitted for the privileges of citizen-

ship.

This may be regarded, however, from one stand-

point, as an additional evil. Prof. Cope's third argu-

ment is that if the Negro remains in this country, he

will mix with the whites until, in a half century or

less, there will not be a person of pure negro blood in

it. He adds, " there will be, in accordance with the

usual rate of increase, an immense population of mu-
lattoes, where there should be an equal number of

whites. The deterioration thus resulting would tell

disastrously on our intellectual and moral, and conse-

quently on our political prosperity." This super-

structure is raised on a frail foundation. Prof. Cope
must produce statistics to show the number of mixed

marriages, before his conclusions can be accepted. I

am told that the pure-blooded colored people look

down upon those who have white blood in their veins.

It may be doubted, therefore, whether the statement

(p. 2 no) that "the inferior race has never been

known to resist the attractions of the superior to any
great extent .... least of all the negro," is true. Of
course there is a certain amount of race mingling,

chiefly between white men and colored women, but

where there is so great a difference as between the

Negro and the European, it has not been shown to ex-

ist to any great extent. The existence in the near

future of an immense population of mulattoes is far

from probable, and in my opinion is impossible. This

view is confirmed by the facts mentioned by Mr.
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Moise in Tlie Open Court, p. 20S6. But surely, in

any case, Prof. Cope cannot be correct in asserting

that there should be an equal number of whites in the

place of his immense population of mulattoes ! The

mulattoes are to displace all the pure negroes, and if

there ought to be an equal number of whites, these

should displace the negroes too. But how are they

to do so ? Not by intermarriage, as this produces

mulattoes : and, unless deported, the colored people

will continue to increase in number by marriage among
themselves.

For the reasons above stated. Prof. Cope's infer-

ence that a disastrous deterioration in the intellectual

and moral, and consequently the political prosperity

of the white race will take place owing to the inter-

mixture of races, may be regarded as unfounded.

But, further, I question whether we have sufficient

data to enable us to say what would be the actual

effect of such an intermingling of blood, if conducted

on the large scale supposed. Prof. Cope says, "with

a few distinguished exceptions, the hybrid is not as

good a race as the white, and in some respects it often

falls below the black, especially in the sturdy qualities

which accompany vigorous physique." Probably the

conditions of the union have much to do with the re-

sult. In Madagascar the superiority of the chiefs in

many tribes is usually ascribed to the fact that they

have Arab blood in their veins. If the intermixture

were more general, as would necessarily be the case if

Prof. Cope is right in his idea of what will happen

within the next fifty years, a different result might

possibly accrue from that which he pictures.

Prof. Cope regards the question of race as of

greater importance in its results than that of negro

rule. But if the negro is fit to rule, which is the chief

prerogative of citizenship, his race characteristics

ought not to be of much moment. As to whether he

has capacity or not, no evidence is given. He stated

(p. 2053) that the unfitness of the negro to exercise

the privileges of a citizen and a voter, "was asserted

before hand, and has been demonstrated by many
years of experience since" and that "there is plenty

of evidence to show that negro rule is a travesty of

government," and I presume Prof. Cope is right. But,

so far as the negro in the United States is concerned,

we must remember that little more than a generation

has passed since slavery was abolished, a time hardly

sufficient to allow us to judge properly of the effect of

the experiment. If it is true, as Mrs. Mary Gunning

states in The Open Court (p. 2134), that laboring

colored men in Florida "walk miles to the office of

registration to ensure the exercise of the ballot," the

fact shows that they appreciate the privilege of voting,

and this appreciation will not exist without the power

of exercising it properly.

To affirm, as Prof. Cope does (p. 21 10), that "the
negro has utterly failed in all but absolute govern-

ments, whatever they may be in name," is beside the

question. Such a supposition as that the colored

people will ever be in a position, numerically or other-

wise, as to govern the United States, directly or indi-

rectly, appears to me to be vain. Ruling in the sense

of depositing a vote in the ballot-box, or even of elect-

ing a few municipal officers, is very different from car-

rying the legislature of a State or of the Union, so as to

establish another form of government, and I doubt

whether a fear of any such result has much weight in

Prof. Cope's mind.

I do not propose to refer to the scheme for the

transportation of the seven millions of negroes to Cen-

tral Africa, under the auspices of Mr. Stanley, beyond

saying that the facts do not seem to require any such

extreme measure. The Hon. Wm. C. P. Breckin-

ridge, speaking from the Southern standpoint, says in

The Arena, "we know we have to carry the negro

with us as we go upward in the race of life, or that he

will pull us down. We know that everything done,

that makes him a better man, more capable of self-

support, more provident and frugal, is advantageous

to us." Considered in this spirit, the race problem

ought not to be insoluble, and if the race prejudice

which is the real source in many minds of the agita-

tion on the subject can be overcome, there is no rea-

son why the negro should not become a very valuable

citizen, even if he seldom rises above the lower strata

of society. If the action of the Federal Legislature

is to be evoked in relation to the question, it should

be to carry out some scheme by which the colored

population should be induced to diffuse itself through-

out the states generally, instead of becoming consoli-

dated as a body in the Mississippi Valley, as there

appears reason for believing is the tendency. Then,

as Mr. Breckinridge says, "the negro would realize

that his future depends on the goodwill and conscience

of the whites among whom his lot is cast, and he would

have every temptation to be industrious, honest, and

provident," which is a fair test of a good citizen.

LOCALIZATION OF BRAIN ACTIVITY.

FISSURES AND CONVOLUTIONS.

It is commonly acknowledged that the hemispheres

are the seat of all psychic activity. This, however, is

true in a limited sense only. Properly speaking man

does not think with his brain alone ; he thinks with

his entire body. Yet in the brain, especially in the

hemispheres and the hemispheric ganglions {nucleus

caudatus and nucleus leiitiformis), his psychic activity

is concentrated. The co-operation of every part of the

organism is necessary to produce thought as the final

result at the centre of the organism's activity.
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Flourens proposed the theory, that the hemispheres

performed their functions in a way such that the entire

cortex is always engaged in any kind of mental work

performed. If part of the cortical substance be lost,

Flourens maintains that all the functions will be pro-

portionately affected.

Goltz adopted Flourens's view to the extent of hold-

ing, that in case of a loss of cortical matter some homol-

ogous substance would perform the functions of the por-

tion lost. The vicarious activity of brain-substance ap-

pears to be a well-established fact, although it does not

take place to such an extent and in such a way as Flou-

rens supposed. "The different parts of the hemispheres

are," as Prof. Hering says, "like a great toolbox with

innumerable kinds of tools. Each single cerebral

element is a particular tool. Consciousness may be

hkened to a workingman whose tools gradually become

so numerous, so various, and so specialized that he

has for every detail of his work a tool which is spe-

cially adapted to perform just this kind of work very

easily and accurately. If he loses one of his tools,

he still possesses a thousand other tools to do the

same work although with more difficulty and loss of

time. Should he lose these thousand also, he might

retain hundreds, with which he can possibly do his

work still, but the difficulty increases. He must have

lost a very large number of his tools if certain actions

become absolutely impossible."
*

* *

Gall was the first to propound a localization of the

different psychic functions. He started from the sup-

position that the skull being the case of the brain ought

to show its formation, and he founded upon this sup-

I.
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blood than any other part of the bod}-. The more

work an animal has to do with its brain, the more

blood is needed in the cortex. Thus the arteries sur-

rounding the superficial structures of the hemispheres

become stronger and sink deeper, and the fissures are

produced as if to form a natural system of irriga-

tions. The fissures are, as Seitz calls them, nutrimen-

tral channels,* Ndhrsclilitze.

The names of the different parts of the hemi-

spheres, their lobes, convolutions, and fissures may
be studied in the adjoined diagrams. The most im-

portant fissures are the fissure of Rolando or sulcus

centralis, which is the province of the motor centres,

and the fissure of Sylvius, which, together with the

adjoining part of the third frontal convolution in the

left hemisphere, is the centre of speech. «. (After Ecke
The convolutions and lobes are in Roman letters, the fissures in Italics.

The attempts at localizing the different functions of

the cortex have been but partly successful. The moat

important results, by Ferrier and by Munk, may be

studied in the adjoined diagrams.
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MOTOR rtGIONS OF A MONKE\ S

(After Ee

Sfde view of left hemisphere

. Upper surface of left hemisphere.

Putting forward of opposite leg, as in walk

2. Complex movements of thi{

foot, with adapted movements of trunk.

3. Movements of tail.

4. Retraction and adduction of opposite fore-limb.

5. E.xtension forward of opposite arm and hand, as if to reach or touch

something in front,

a, l>, c, d. Successive complex movements of fingers and wrist, ending in

clinching of fist.

6. Supination and flexion of forearm, by which the hand is raised toward

the ath.

7. Action of the zygomatic muscle by which the angle of the mouth is re-

tracted and elevated.

S. Elevation of the ala of nose and the upper lip, with depression of lower

lip so as to expose the canine teeth on the opposite side.

9. Opening of mouth with protrusion cf tongue.

10. Opening of mouth with retraction of tongue.

11. Retraction of angle of mouth.

12. Eyes opening widely, pupils dilating, liead and eyes turning toward

opposite side.

13. 13'. Eyeballs moving to opposite side, pupils generally contracting.

14. Sudden retraction of opposite ear.

15. Torsion of lip and nostril on the same side. This place is situated in

the subiculum of Cornu Ammonis.

IMPORTANT FRENCH PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS.
correspondence of lucien arreat.

My Dear Sir :

—

The present quarter has produced an abundance of books.

Of one of these—that of M. Fouillee— I shall reserve what criti-

cism I have to make, that I may be able to speak more at length

of it in my next letter. While two others

—

Le Probleine ReligicKx au

XIX. Siecle (The Religious Problem in the Nineteenth Century),

by M. J. E, Alaux, and Rapports dii R.'liUif et d'A/tsohi (Relations

of the Relative and the Absolute), by M. Felix Cellarier— I shall

merely mention.

M. Alaux for some time has been engaged in the work of rec-

onciling the spirit of philosophy with the spirit of religion

—

science with faith. But he does not view the subject in the light

that your magazine does ; and the investigation of God that he

assigns to philosophy, as well as religion, we relegate without

qualification to the province of ancient metaphysics. You would

not accept "the Catholic Faith, transformed," which to M. Alaux

appears the only acceptable solution.

As regards M. Cellarier, he takes us back to the problems of

ontology, of finality, and the like. He seeks another way of rec-

onciliation- that of the Relative and the Absalute—and over and

beyond this he aims at the establishment of a theory of cognition.

He is a man of concepts and a logician. But when the concepts

are substanceless grains it is very much to be feared that the

mill-stone of logic will never produce flour. Some attempts at re-

conciliation make us think of " that affair which will come off Sun-

day and which will perhaps not have been accomplished on Mon-
day," as Madame de Sevigne said of the remarkable marriage of

M. de Lauzun to the Grande Mademoisel c.

By way of amends I shall recommend to your attention an

interesting work by M. Paul Janet, La Philosophie de Laurcnnois.

This is a very curious piece of history; and highly instructive, too,

from the comparison that it suggests between -our state of mind

and that of the great polemic, who affords the strange spectacle of

the conversion, from religion to free-thought, of a man who
besides being a clergyman, had reached his maturity.

It is scarcely necessary further to recommend the new book of

Dr. J.
Luvs's, Les Emotions dans I'Eiat d'Hypnotistnc^ (The Emo-

tions in the Hypnotic State), and an important work by Dr. S.

IcARD, La Feinnie pendant la Periode Menstruelle, Etude de Psvtl'.o-

logie Morbide et de Medicine Ligale (Woman during the Menstrual

Period ; a Study in Morbid Psychology and Medical Jurispru-

dence). These highly special studies in pathology interest philos-

ophy proper less directly than philosophers, for whom they con-

stitute a great storehouse of facts.

Again, we find a thesis for the doctorate, Essai sur les Dotmees

Imincdiates de la Conscience (A Disquisition upon the Immediate

Data of Consciousness) ; by a new author, moreover.

Of the Hebrew race and of Polish nationality, M. Henri

Bergson is unquestionably a distinguished thinker ; and he pos-

sesses the advantage, now become rare among philosophers, of

handling mathematical instruments with facility. On the other

hand, his knowledge of physiology is not extensive. I should not

like to pass judgment upon him from this thesis, where the desire

is too much betrayed to produce something new, and where the

" university wrinkle " is also somewhat too apparent. M. Berg-

son's manner is plausible and subtle ; but he is not always clear.

He opens again the old drawers of the theory of cognition, with-

out succeeding in imparting to them greater facility of movement,

and he seeks to establish, in particular, that the problem of free-

dom and freewill is nothing more than the modern form of the

sophisms of the old Eleatic school. He attacks the error of the

psychologists who persist, as he says, "in putting in space phe-

nomena that do not occupy space"—as states of consciousness

—

and who improperly translate "non-extension into extension, and

quality into quantity." His own error is perhaps the belief that

we can never get rid of all the illusions of the mind, but that they

appear necessary; the best we can do is to bear with them, and

remain naive realists, under pain of understanding nothing at all.

More sincere is the new posthumous work of Guvau, La Ge-

ncse de fhUe de Temps (The Genesis of the Idea of Time). M.

Fouillee has supplied it with a very compact introduction, in

which he examines the Kantian theory of time and compares it

with the evolutionary theory

Guyau's doctrine may be epitomized in the following two

propositions ; (i) we derive Time from Space ; and (2) we construct

Spaec, like we do Time, from our actions, our desires, our inten-

tions. "It is contrary to the true laws of evolution," he writes,

"to attempt, as Spencer does, to construct space from time, when on"

the contrary it is from space that we get our notion of time."

Neither has discrimination, the primordial element of intelligence,

need of the idea of time for its proper exercise, since time on the

contrary presupposes it ; nor is the notion of sequence, to which

Spencer refers time, a primary notion. "Primitively, all things

("o-exist, and both tactile and visual sensations tend spontaneously

to take a vague spacial form, without distinction of time, and

without precise dimensions. " '
' The devant ctre is that which I have

not and which I desire or have need of A being that desires

nothing, that aspires after nothing, will see time vanish from his

» M. Luys's work is published by J. B. Baillii5re. Felix Ale

lisher of tlie other works mentioned.

pub-
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sphere. The future is not Ihnt -i'hicli conns towards us, but ttiat

towards which we go." " Siicci'ssion is an abstract from iiiotory

effort exercised in space ; from effort, which, when it becomes con-

scious, is intention." "The idea of time, like that of space, is

empirically the result of the adaptation of our actions and of our

desires to one and the same medium, unknown and perhaps un-

knowable," '

' Movement in space has created time in the con-

sciousness of man. Without movement no time." "The leaves

of the atlas of time are distances, places, and local scenes. "
'

' Eter-

nity is either nullity or chaos ; with the introduction of order tnto

our sensations and thoughts time begins."

By the side of the study of Guyau we will place that of Dr.

Ph. Tissie, Les Rt-ves, Physiologie et Pathologie (Dreams : Their

Physiology and Pathology), with a preface by Prof. Azam. This

also is a monograph. It is indeed not very well executed, and

upon the whole it is less complete than the work (now old) of M.

Alfred Maury ; but it is interesting. M. Tissie studies the forma-

tion of dreams in natural, morbid, and hypnotic sleep. He estab-

lishes the influence of dreams upon ideation and upon actions per-

formed during both the sleeping and waking states. He shows, in

fine, the relation that exists between sleep on the one hand, and

dreams, hallucinations, the duplication of personality, auto-sug-

gestion, and the suggestion and recollection of memories, on the

other. This relation is even a priori conceivable, in the sense

that the author takes it, which is that the equilibrium between the

functions of the two egos, the splanchnic (or visceral) and the sen-

sorial, constitutes the physiological and psychic ego such as it is

comprehended in the waking state, while the overthrow of this

equilibrium produces the ego of the sleeping state. In sleep the

splanchnic ego always continues to perform its functions ; but the

sensorial ego is deranged, and its episodical memories are aroused

at random from impressions received, forming the most singular

combinations.

The analogy established by M. Tissie between the different

states of sleep is legitimate, and the facts adduced directly confirm

it. We are concerned heie with species of the same genus : I mean

the dream considered under its physiological (or natural), patho-

logical, and hypnotic aspects. The analogy no longer possesses

this value when it is transferred from suggestion to education, as

for example Guyau has done in his Education and Heredity : or,

what is the same thing, from suggestion to imitation, as M. Tarde

does in the work which yet remains for me to speak of. It fur-

nishes, here, nothing more than a term of comparison, and explains

nothing. Between the two orders of facts that are ostensibly

brought together by the analogy, there is plainly a hiatus much
too profound.

Les Lois de I'/mitation, Etude Sociologigue (The Laws of Imi-

tation : A Sociological Study) is the title of the work of M. G.

Tarde, just mentioned. The author is already known to you, at

least by his Criminalite Comparee. The tact of the psychologist

is united with the experience of the jurist, in M. Tarde. He
strives, perhaps, after originality ; but he finds it. There is always

something unexpected, something new in what he writes. His

present volume, a little too copious and luxuriant, contains treas-

ures, and to a certain point its contents are a surprise.

What is society ? M. Tarde writes. It is imitation. Imitation

is the soul of social life. And what is imitation ? A simple effect

of suggestion. The man of society is a somnambulist ; we live by

repetition and routine. Social statistics become the applied study

of imitation and of its laws ; history, the collection of the most

successful events, that is to say of the enterprises most imitated :

the destiny of imitations is the sole thing that interests the his-

torian. That which is invented or imitated is an idea or a volition,

a judgment or an intention. Success is the issue of a logical duel be-

tween ideas. Imitation, in fine, proceeds from within to without

:

the imitation of ideas precedes that of their expression
; imitation

of ends, that of means.

This is his thesis, or rather his theses— in rough outlines.

Hitherto, sociologists, particularly the Positivists from Comte to

Spencer, have studied concrete social action, regarded as the out-

and-out product of human activity. M. Tarde aims to study the

social factor, man himself—to refer sociology to psychology ; and
he believes he is thus in a position to construct a pure science' of

sociology, applicable to all societies, present, past, or possil>/e. I

do not believe that his method is equal to that task. Imitation,

unquestionably, is an agency of great importance. But when we
come to examine that which has been invented and which will be

imitated, we are unavoidably obliged, it seems to me, to make in-

vention apply to the general conditions of social life—race, hab-

itat, barter, wants, intellectual expansion, etc. And sociologists

will always arrive at last at the question whether the succession of

inventions does not present a certain regularity, in other words

whether there are not laws that govern the historical evolution of

our species. (The word /aw I beg you to pass over, since it would

demand an explanation in the connection in which I have em-
ployed it.)

In a work which I discussed in my previous letter, M. Coste

has rightly attempted to characterize the principal factors in the

evolution of economical facts.

Either I am egregiously mistaken, or M. Tardi will have to go

back over the old beaten paths when he comes to formulate in

precise terms the logical laws of imitation, and to follow out their

application to the concrete and ordered facts of history. However
that may be. I recommend the reading of the book. It forms the

principal subject of our present letter—which it is high time, I

think, to close.

The spirit of philosophy has not remained inactive in France,

as you see. Accompanying the traditional bits of old lumber and

the usual paradoxes, there are acquisitions that appear real and

solid.

Paris, April, 1890.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Cesar's Column. A. Story of the Twentieth Century. By Ed-

mund Boisgilbert, M. D. Chicago: F. T. Schulte& Co. Pages,

367. Price, $1.25.

This book was doubtless suggested by " Looking Backward,"

but it is as pessimistic as Mr. Bellamy's was optimistic. Accord-

ing to " Dr. Boisgilbert " (understood to be a pseudonym) American

civilization is going from bad to worse and complete destruction

awaits it towards the close of the twentieth century. In igSS the

men and women show their deterioration in their very features :

there are no ,^<'«'fl' faces among the men, and the women are im-

modest and bold, "splendid animals and nothing more." The

aristocracy of the world has become Jewish. Immigration has

gone on unrestricted, the poor have become so poor that they

never eat meat unless it is a rat or mouse, nor do they marry,

being unable to pay the fee. The workingmen are bribable and

would mortgage their souls for a hundred dollars. The old yeo-

manry have given place to cruel and bloodthirsty peasants, who
murder, when the time comes, for the fun of it. Free speech has

been forbidden. The forms of a Republic continue, but the real

centre of government is in the palace of a disgusting libertine.

Religion itself has become vulgar, even sensual ; and ushers, dressed

like guards in uniform, keep poorly dressed people from entering

the churches. It is no wonder that suicide has become popular;
"

hundreds of persons in New York City daily dispose of themselves

in this way with elegance and dispatch. But a grim giant with a

"negroid " skin— Caesar by name—has organized a "Brotherhood

of Destruction " to do away with all this rottenness, and one fine
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day a quarter of a million bodies find themselves strewed about the

streets of New York. The corpses are piled up into a pyramid

designed to reach to the skies and to last while the earth stands

—

captive merchants, lawyers, and clergymen being the workers in

this scene, while the victorious proletariat stand over them as task-

masters, flourishing whips and clubs and filling the air with oaths.

Hence the title of the book, Cesar's Column.

It is evident that these colors are laid on too thick to have

much impressiveness for the reader who has not been brought up

on the cheap sensational literature of the day. The author has

probably good intentions, even pious intentions. More than once

he reminds us that "God lives beyond the stars," and "smiles

down from his throne beyond the stars." The principal charac-

ters have "family prayers" and join fervently in "supplications

to the throne of grace." In the new constitution which they, with

a remnant of mankind (for destruction has overtaken not only

America, but all Europe) form in Africa, "we first of all acknowl-

edge our dependence on Almighty God." Still piety and good in-

tentions do not of themselves make a readable book. The author,

unlike Mr. Bellamy, essays to make a story with incidents
;
but

there is hardly a character that possesses life, likeness, or sponta-

neity. We read of Estella's "blue eyes bright as stars" and of

"her long golden hair "; but personally she is a nonentity. The

plot is artificial and moves like a mechanism. We have heard one

innocent reader say that now she understood something of the

plots of the Chicago Anarchists ; but the " Anarchists " were lambs

compared with the doubly-dyed villains who lead the " Brother-

hood of Destruction." It is too bad that the author should not

have played on his theme to better advantage. For that there is

danger as well as promise ahead for our civilization, no thinking

person will deny. But all is made so monstrous in this book, that

it is indistinguishable from melodrama. At the same time the

author has scattered excellent suggestions here and there ; and he

has evidently thought more deeply on the social question than

have those who attribute all our ills to laws or 'the absence of

them. " Indifference to the great laws of brotherhood which lies at

the root of Christianity " he sees is the root of the trouble. He
shows plainly that a brutalized and fierce proletariat can destroy,

but are powerless to reconstruct society. The preface is the best

part of the book and shows that the author can write with power.

w. M. s.

Philosophia Ultima ; or The Science of Sciences. Vol. II. By
C/iar/es Woodruff Shields, D. D., LL, D. New York : Charles

Scribner's Sons. 482 pp. Price S3 00.

Over a year ago we reviewed in our columns the first volume

of the present work, and pointed out wherein the method of Dr.

Shield's differed from that which The Open Court employs in the so-

lution of problems that arise anent the question of the reconciliation

of religion with science. The present volume is occupied, (i) with

the History of the Sciences, and (2) with the Logic of the Sciences.

This division, with its preliminary chapters, corresponds to Dr.

Shield's formulation of the purpose of philosophy in the questions
;

What can we know ? How can we know ? Why should we know ?

What the Philosophia Ultima is, may be derived from this. It will

appear, says Dr. Shield's, that the solution of the questions formu-

lated would exhaust the whole problem of philosophy. But the end-

less pursuit and ceaseless acquisition of knowledge are, in the nature

of the world and things, all that is conceivable and possible. Con-

stant progress in the realm of wisdom is the task that is set us,

but never perfect fulfilment. Accordingly, final philosophy—the

Philosophia Ultima—is not, as its name might imply, a "finished

system of perfected knowledge," but an " ultimate or ideal scheme
of research" derived, we might say, from the present spirit and
tendency of inductive investigation and the formal nature of the

human mind,—in other words it is the ultimate method io be em-

ployed in the pursuit of truth.

This enlightened view of the progress and nature of human
knowledge, the author supports with utterances of uncommon in-

sight and excellence. But it is often difficult to reconcile with

later positions the spirit that in the introduction dictates the ac-

ceptance of that grand saying of Lessing, one of the most precious

of our heritages from him, that 'did the Almighty God, holding

in his right hand Truth and in his left hand the ever-living impulse

to seek the Truth, ask him which he would prefer, he would fall

into the left hand of the Lord, and say, with humility though

without hesitation, Give rae the impulse to seek the Truth' For

the acceptance of that supremely ethical idea demands the re-

jection of revelation as a source of knowledge
;
yet Dr. Shields

concludes the chapter on the "Purification of the Sciences" with

the assertion that "philosophy, in order to accomplish its highest

aim and function as the science and art of knowledge, must begin

by proving revelation and reason to be joint factors of knowledge "

.... and that " the very foundations of a complete philosophical

system must be laid partly in natural theology and the Christian

evidences." Surely, this is choosing what God holds in his right

hand.

It is the thesis that a theory of revelation is needed to com-

plete the special sciences—not the classification of theology and

revelation among the sciences—that we object to, and that we

think is contravened by the very method of historical presentation

Dr. Shields employs. The surest cure for the notion that the

special sciences need the complementary aid of revelation for their

perfection, is to be found in the study of the history of the evolu-

tion of scientific knowledge.

But notwithstanding this difference of opinion in a point of

fundamental importance, and at times a criticisable tendency to

mysticism, we pay—and gladly—the tribute of our highest admira-

tion to the sweet purity of tone, the liberality and impartiality of

spirit that pervade the work. The book is written in an attractive

style and evinces a range of reading and a power of epitomization

that are truly striking. Its serenity and earnestness, others would

do well to imitate. i^KpK.

NOTES.

We announce the publication this week of a new work of three

hundred and three pages entitled "Wheelbarrow." It contains

the articles written, and discussions carried on, under Wheelbar-

row's name during the past three years in the columns of The

Open Court ; including the controversy on the Ethics of the Board

of Trade, by Wheelbarrow and Sympathizer (Mr. Lyman J. Gage),

and the correspondence on the Single Tax Question with Mr.

Hugh O, Pentecost and others ; also the essays on Thomas Hood,

Gerald Massey, and Robert Burns, " the poets of liberty and la-

bor," and an autobiography of the author. ($1.00.)

It may be of interest to our readers to know the subjects that

remain to be treated of in the editorial series on the physiology

and psychology of the brain. They are (following the essay in this

number on Fissures and Convolutions), i) Loss of Brain-Sub-

stance, 2) The Centre of Language, 3) The Sensory Centres,

4) Experiments on Animals, 5) The Organ of Consciousness and

the Seat of Intelligence.

Mr. W. M. Salter in a recent communication kindly calls at-

tention to a passage from the Libation of ^schylus (Powers, line

496), which he thinks admirably fits the thoughts set forth in the

articles of Mr. E. C. Hegeler on Immortality. It reads :

" For children are the voices that preserve

Man's niemory when he dies."
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THE FALLACIES OF REALISM.

BY W. R. THAYKR.

During the past century Democracy has been sup-

planting Feudalism. Society no longer means—as in

the days of absolute monarchies—merely a royal beast

and a few thousands of noble, clerical, and military

parasites,—all the rest of the world being but fodder

for his appetite ; but it includes everybody, high and

low, best and worst. Each class, each individual has

significance ; all shall be heard. And Literature,

which is the truest expression of human society, no

longer confines itself to recording the adventures of

dukes and princes and the amours of ladies of noble

birth, but it has become unreservedly democratic. But

the literary catholicity, which is associated with this

modern social system, is not new. It does not belong,

as the recent advocates of Realism in Fiction would

persuade us, peculiarly to that method. You need but

to turn to the two oldest masterpieces in literature

—

the epics of Homer and the Bt>e>i ofJob—for imperish-

able examples of catholicity. To be sure, many of the

personages in the Homeric epics, and in the dramas

of ^schylus and Sophocles, are gods and demigods,

kings and princes ; but we are interested in them, and

cultivated readers will always be interested in them,

because they are—in spite of Olympian and royal ex-

ternals— so very human at heart. Nor has it been

observed that snobs and tuft hunters in either hemi-

sphere, who parade their acquaintance with the aristo-

cratic or the illustrious, are devoted students of

Shakespeare, although many of the characters in his

plays bear royal titles. Not the least of the inestimable

lessons we learn from Shakespeare is this : that the

elemental passions are common throughout human
nature, differing in degree but not in kind, and not to

be put off or on with this or that symbol of social po-

sition. A simple lesson, indeed ; but not so simple

but that the majority have failed as yet to master it

;

for the majority still persist in regarding the mere

wearing of the symbol as evidence that the wearer has

a right to it : the black gown of the priest, the white

necktie or surplice of the clergyman, presumably

endow their wearers with piety ; a sheep's-wool wig,

by some mysterious virtue, communicates to the head

beneath it all the dignity and wisdom of Jurisprudence

herself. So we do not exaggerate, when we say that

the endeavor of enlightened men in literature and in

public life has been from the beginning, to show the

exact nature of the substance of each symbol, to point

out the misuse of symbols and to condemn their per-

petuation, whether in religion, or in politics, or in

social affairs, after the qualities which they once de-

noted, have ceased to exist. And just as far as Real-

ists accomplish this, they carry on the beneficent work

of great men in all ages, and deserve our approval.

The modern Realist, as represented by Zola, dif-

fers from the past masters of literature from Homer to

Goethe and George Eliot, not because he alone deems

any human being worthy of delineation, but (i) be-

cause he studies mankind from the point of view of the

naturalist, and (2) because he would employ only the

faculty of observation to the exclusion of the creative

faculty. Let us examine a little what these mean.

The Realist assumes, in the first place, that, be-

cause man belongs by his physical constitution to the

"Animal Kingdom," the novelist should use in study-

ing men those methods which the naturalist uses in

studying a rabbit or an oyster. Regarding man as a

material organism, the Realist assumes, further, that

all the processes of human thought, all the operation-;

of the moral and aesthetic faculties, can be reduced to

chemical or dynamic terms. In other words, he limits

himself to materialistic methods and explanations.

This being true, we might from the start predict, that

a school of fiction which proposes by materialistic

methods to study and interpret human thought in its

highest manifestations—in motives, that is, and in

passions—must be inadequate.

Zola assumes, that, since medicine which had been

treated as an art, could be and ought to be treated as

a science, a similar reform is possible in the treatment

of fiction. I will not pause to give my reasons for

believing that medicine itself can never be an exact

science, but I wish to point out, how very dangerous,

how very unscientific, the assumption is in itself.

Common sense tells most of us that reasoning from

analogy is not the same as reasoning from facts ; and

experience is ever busy to confound and punish us

when we do not heed this teaching. The physician

has a definite end in view, and to achieve it he em-

ploys certain methods : the novelist has also a definite

end, but not at all that of the physician : to assume,.
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therefore, that the methods which help the physician

will consequently be the most serviceable to the

novelist, is to disregard the fact that their provinces

and aims are not identical. Yet on this assumption,

which he accepts as a fundamental axiom not needing

proof—on this inference from analogy—M. Zola rests

and builds his system of Realism. Here is science,

indeed ! Let us take an illustration by which the ab-

surdity of basing arguments on analogy may be made
perfectly plain : A gardener has a son to bring up, but

naving had no experience in educating children, he

assumes, that his method of raising plants is suitable

for this case. So he carries the boy into the green-

house and sets him into a large flower-pot, and keeps

him upright by tying him to a stout stick : and of

course he does not omit the manure round the feet, or

the sprinkling with a douche twice a day; and the

temperature of the green-house is kept uniformly at

80°
: and if the gardener be like all other gardeners,

he will write the boy's name in Latin with a pencil on

a slip of wood, and stick this into the earth near the

little specimen's feet, so that every visitor may puzzle

over it and mispronounce it. Very possibly, the child's

cries may inform the father of his mistake ere it be too

late ; but what shall we say to men who announce that

they possess the only true system of writing novels

and poems, and of painting pictures, and who yet

gravely fortify themselves with reasoning from analogy

not a whit less illogical than that of the gardener ? But

you may declare, and may with reason declare, that,

although inference from analogy is never scientific and

often leads to absurdity, as in the imaginary case I

have just cited, yet there are instances in which the

same method can be properly applied to two very dif-

ferent kinds of work ; and you may ask whether this

may not be true of science and novel-writing. Let us,

therefore, examine the matter a little farther.

. In the first place, the purpose of literature, and not

of literature only but of all high arts, is not identical

with the purpose of science. Man being many-sided,

nature and human nature present divers aspects to

him : there is the aspect of facts, of knowledge, of

which science is the interpreter ; there is the aspect

of morals, of conduct, which is the domain of religion,

of ethics ; there is, finally, the aspect of beauty, of

which art is the expression : all distinct and mutually

independent, yet so mysteriously connected that he

who penetrates deepest, sees in each the light of all.

Here again, an example or two may serve us : A geol-

ogist looks upon a mountain-range as a volume of geo-

logical facts ; a painter looks upon it as a landscape,

and tries to express through the medium of drawing

and color the sentiments it has stirred in him. To
an anatomist a human body is a subject to be dis-

sected, for the better understanding of its structure

and functions; but to you that same body may be a

father or a sister. Niagara appears to the practical

man as but a vast amount of wasted water power,

which ought to be employed in turning a thousand

mill-wheels ; to the physicist, it is a stupendous con-

crete illustration of dynamic laws ; to the artist, it is

an object at once sublime and beautiful, the symbol

not only of the eternal forces of nature, but of spiritual

forces. If we seek for examples in human society, we
shall find the same diversity of aspects. A burglar

with a broken leg is brought to a hospital for treat-

ment, and the surgeon—the representative of science

—

sets the fracture, without reference to the character

of the patient ; but when the burglar is brought before

the court, the judge,—who represents the moral aspect,

the conscience of society,—punishes him according to

law. These are simple instances and self-evident,

but not so simple nor so self-evident but that they

have failed to convince the Realist, who proposes to

describe life for us under one only of its aspects—that,

namely of science ; and, with an assurance common to

all zealots, and to all those who mistake a fragment

for the whole, he declares that his description alone

is true ! Nothing annoys him so much as to be re-

minded that the moral sense and the artistic sense are

also parts of human nature, and have, therefore, an

inviolable right to be interpreted and satisfied.

Even from the scientific standpoint the Realist has

set for himself an insuperable task : his own person-

alit}' and the personality of every human being, make
it impossible for him ever to deal successfully with

human nature, as the scientist deals with inanimate

nature. Chemical substances are invariable ; water

will always be reducible to two parts of hydro;:;en and

one part of oxj'gen. The moral character, the preju-

dices of the analyst, cannot effect this result ; all that

is needed, is skill enough to perform the experiment.

So, too, the multiplication table and the laws of physics

and astronomy, depend not at all upon human varia-

tions; but they are always verifiable by any one who
has sufficient knowledge to apply the rules for their

verification. Scientific facts, therefore, are not mat-

ters of opinion : but the moment we come to theories

of the universe, and to the interpretations of human
life, we enter the region where the character and the

temperament and the knowledge of the interpreter

enormously affect his conclusions. In this region,

speaking in the largest sense, there are no facts, but

only opinions ; and these opinions rise to the dignity

and cogency of laws when they have been verified b}'

the general experience of mankind. So literature, in

the words of Matthew Arnold, "is the criticism of

life"; and the nature and value of his criticism, the

estimate he puts on life, depends upon the personality

of the critic. But Zola disregards this personality
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altogether. He likens the experimental novelist to a

photographer, who has but to expose his plate in order

to get a required representation : but the plate in this

case is the photographer's own mind, which differs in

size, in clearness, and in sensitiveness from that of

every other human being; and no two negatives can

be identical, though they may be similar. When M.

Zola hands us a view, and says :
" This is the exact

truth," we know that he means, "This is the truth as

Zola sees it." And we take his picture, and compare

it with those which Homer, and Shakespeare, and

Fielding, and Thackera}', and George Eliot, and many
another portrayer of life has made, and we judge by

means of this comparison and by our own experience,

how much of absolute truth Zola's mental camera

has reproduced. Moreover, after making allowances

for the flaws in M. Zola's plate,—or, as scientific in-

vestigators express it, after having found his personal

equation,—we have still to set a value on the truth he

illustrates ; for all truths have not a common value.

Some are low and cheap, as, for instance, the truth

that you will wet your feet if you walk in a puddle

;

some are high and inestimably precious, as for instance,

that truth which the human race wandered for ages

before reaching it, that we should do unto others as

we would have them do unto us. So that we may be

obliged to say to our Realistic novelists i" "We do not

deny the verisimilitude of your photograph, but we
object to the truth you bring, because it is vulgar and

petty." We see, therefore, that the personality of the

observer of human affairs must inevitably and forever

prevent the achievement of that task which the Re-

alist undertakes.

The result of his experiments—the criticism of

life—will be dyed by th6 color of his mind. The per-

sonality of Socrates and of Shakespeare impresses

itself as indelibly on their works, as that of Zola im-

presses itself on his work : according to our reason

and experience we accept or reject the conclusions of

each. Sir Isaac Newton's personality could not affect

the laws of gravitation : but our opinions of life and

conduct depend upon our individual nature ; they will

be optimistic, if we resemble Emerson, pessimistic if

we resemble Schopenhauer. Claude Bernard states

this clearly :
" In the arts and in letters, personality

dominates all. The question there is .of a spontaneous

creation of the mind, and this has no more in common

with the verification of the natural phenomena, in which

our mind must create nothing." But Zola, beguiled by

his seductive inference from analogy, and busy in

erecting his theory of Realism, paid no attention to

this unanswerable objection of his guide and master
;

merely expressed his surprise that Bernard should

make such an objection,—as if the expression of sur-

prise were equivalent to logical refutation. "I am

at a loss to understand to what branch of litera-

ture Claude Bernard refers ; without doubt he is

thinking of lyric poetry." That is the scientific

reply, Zola makes to the truth which invalidates his

theory!

But even if a few men were so unfortunate as to

possess minds as impersonal and characterless as a

photographic plate, and eyes as keen as a microscope,

the literal accomplishment of the aim proposed by

Realists would be impossible, because the fact of per-

sonality would still dominate all mankind except them-

selves. Every human being is a new combination of

physical and intellectual elements. He has, of course,

many qualities in common with his race, but he has

also that unknown quantity—his identity, his individ-

uality—which eternally distinguishes him from every

one else. Any drop of water can be resolved into its

component parts of oxygen and hydrogen ; but you can

never resolve Brown with so many parts of Jones and

so many other parts of Robinson. The points of dif-

ference which make him Brown, are precisely what

have to be determined ; and in every case this un-

known quantity has to be solved anew, and as a com-

plete solution would require a knowledge of every

thought and of every act from birth to death of each

subject ; and as nobody couldregister his own thoughts

as fast as he thinks them, not to speak of knowing

and registering those of another person, we see that

M. Zola and his disciples in Realism now and forever

have as much chance of producing a scientific novel,

as they have of bailing the ocean dry with a teaspoon.

Once more, they have been led astray by their un-

scientific acceptance of inference for fact. It seems

plausible to conclude that those methods which Dar-

win employed in his study of orchids, and Lubbock in

his study of ants, will suffice for the adequate inter-

pretation of human beings ! Yet Darwin could never

explain why one orchid varied, however slightly, from

another on the same stem, he could only describe the

variations; and Lubbock's microscope has never pre-

tended to see the thoughts operating in the brain of

a single ant, though thought there surely is, and ants

may have their language and conversation far beneath

the reach of human ears. Scientific exactness being

thus unattainable even at these comparatively low

levels, may we not almost dare to call him rash who

asserts the attainability of this result at the immeasur-

ably higher level of human life, where the external

which counts for so httle, can alone be scientifically

observed, while the internal— the processes of thought,

the conflict of motives, all that which really distin-

guishes men from inferior creatures—can only be

guessed at ? Law unquestionably governs the world

of mind as well as the world of matter, but it is a law

infinitely more complex and mysterious, and can
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never, I believe, be determined by callipers, nor mag-

nifying-glass, nor crucible.

These are the insurmountable barriers which nature

interposes between the Realistic Novelist and the ac-

complishment of his design. Nevertheless, we must

admit that, by following his methods to their utmost

limit, he might penetrate more deeply than has hith-

erto been done into the subtle relations between the

body and mind. We can never know too much about

the way in which the temperament is affected by its

physical constitution; how they react on each other,

and modify each other ; and we need not fear that the

minutest probing will show conclusively that thought

is only a manifestation of chemico-physical processes.

Such Realistic works might be invaluable, but they

would no more be literature than Newton's Principia

and Darwin's Origin of Species are literature : they

would be classified with treatises on physiology, social

economics, and medical jurisprudence. Literature is

the criticism of life ; not merely the statement of what

a botanist, or a chemist, or a physician knows about

one side of life.

A STUDY OF LAVATER.
BY ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.

" Your face, my Thane, is as a book,

Where men may read strange matters."

—Shakespeare.

The Egyptians are credited with being the earliest

students of the human countenance, one of whom dis-

played his skill, at Athens, in the time of Socrates,

after which G.eeks and Romans became interested

observers. Pliny was a believer in Physiognomy,

since he wrote that " the forehead of a man is the

index of sorrow : cheerfulness, clemency, and severity

are read therein." Cicero said that the "countenance

announces man's moral character. The glances of

the eye indicate the affection of the mind within."

Galen and Sir Francis Bacon have expressed belief in

this science, the latter declaring that the propensities

of the mind were discerned in the lineaments of the

body. The Reverend John Kaspar Lavater, a citizen

of Zurich, was the first to attempt to prove that Phys-

iognomy is a science, which can be reduced to fixed

rules.

In a series of remarkable essays, with many
illustrations, he claims the possibility of a complete

system, mental states being revealed by the occipital

muscle, and the rectus superior of the eye. Lavater

was inspired with a genuine love for the science,

ranking no study higher, since he says, "What a ray

of divinity in that countenance ! Everything declares

it to be a copy after a Divine Original." He does not,

however, confine himself exclusively to the human
face, his definition including the entire form, as he

says: "by Physiognomy I mean the talent of dis-

covering the interior man by exterior appearance.'

When we consider the various expressions seen in the

human hand alone, we are not surprised at Lavater's

decision that Physiognomy, in a large sense, includes

every feature, every attitude of body, though, in the

more common acception of the word, are implied the

features and expression of the face only. Some of his

ideas may be of interest, as when he finds '
' intelligence

in forehead and eye-brows, moral life in cheeks and

nose, animal life in mouth and chin." Those who are

interested in specific rules will find them in Lavater's

works, with reference to the relation which the mouth

has to the whole head, this relation determined by

length of mouth viewed in profile, the angle which the

line of the mouth forms with the eye, and the distance

of the eye above the mouth, which should be about

six times the distance of the line of the profile of the

mouth. "This angle," says our author, "will be

nearly a right one in a wise and good man : the more

obtuse, the more it announces a character decidedly

animal."

But without studying closely and depending upon

the laws of angles and distances, as thus set forth, the

modern student may choose to form his estimates and

make his judgments by more subtle processes of spiri-

tual cognizance, by which he may arrive at just con-

clusions. Lavater himself is large-minded, making

many concessions, and finding in " some faces, which

belong to chameleon-souls, the possibilities of what

men might and ought to be." Zopyrus, detecting

brutal qualities in the face of Socrates, was confirmed

in his statement by the philosopher himself, we read,

as he admitted that such had indeed been his traits in

early life, but that, by effort, he had eradicated them.

Lavater instances many well-known faces, amongst

others that of Cicero, which he characterizes as "lu-

minous and intelligent," that of Plato in which he

finds, "wisdom almost divine," and Brutus, in which

he sees " unshaken firmness." " Wisdom and probity "

are clear to him in Marcus Aurelius, and he discovers

the "father of poets" in Homer's countenance.

" I have seen a criminal, with a face like one of

Guido's angels," says one author. To this Lavater

well replies that "a man born with happy disposition,

with delicate and irritable fibres, may plunge into

crime, and yet be better than a hundred others, who
pass for good, and who are incapable of excess." And
here we are reminded of the thought of the poet :

" In men whom men condemn as ill

I find so much of goodness still,

—

In men whom men pronounced divine,

I find so much of sin and blot,

I hesitate to draw a line

Between the two, where God does not."

Poets, in all ages and countries, have been be-

lievers in Physiognomy. Let us take testimony from
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them. Herder speaks of the eyes, as "windows of

the soul." Shakspeare says, "there's no art to find

the mind's construction in the face." Milton and

Dryden are of the same mind, as the former says,

"cruel his eye," and the latter sees "counsel" in the

human countenance. "Manly majesty sate in his

front, and darted from his eyes, commanding all he

viewed," we read in CEdipus. In Aurora Leigh,we find :

" Then she searched through my face,

—

Ay. stabbed it through and through.

Through brows and cheeks and chin, as if to find,

A wicked murderer, in my innocent face.

If not here, there perhaps."

Like all other studies, Physiognomy becomes one

of deepest interest, when much time and thought are

given to it, and the close observer will be repaid for

all his efforts in the pleasure of the pursuit, and the

knowledge he will acquire. He may find beauty of

feature and harmonious coloring, with beauty of soul

lacking. He may find the latter shining forth, under

imperfect physical conditions. Aristotle, and in mod-

ern times our own Emerson, perceived in human
countenances traits resembling the brute creation.

Coarseness, cruelty, vanity, and shallowness betray

themselves, while refinement, culture, kindness, the

spiritual life will transform the most ordinary features.

Lavater became so skilled, after years of study,

that he could distinguish the farmers from one part of

England from those of another, merely by observa-

tion of the differences in their faces. The modern

student will find this science a fascinating one. The
profiles of Dante, Savonarola, and George Eliot re-

semble each other. In the faces of Shakespeare and

Burns, the forehead and eyes express lofty intelligence

combined with poetic sensibility. In Shelley's broad

brow and feminine beauty, we recognize the rare and

sensitive spirit that dwelt within, even as seen in the

countenance of our own beloved Hawthorne. In that

of Longfellow, we see manly strength of character

with the refinement of the poet. In Lincoln's we read

the record of one of earth's noblest souls. The sad

eyes look forth beneath the fine brow, as if pondering

on the suffering of humanity,—"with charity to all

—

with malice to none."

Charlotte Bront6, in her charming story Villette,

describes the face of the King of Labassecour, in which

she detected and knew the subtle sign of his strange

visitant,—hypochondria. The authoress herself gives

evidence in forehead, eyes, and features of the genius

displayed in her works. The faces of Mary Howitt

and Frederika Bremer are interesting as studies. The
first expresses intelligence, calmness, and decision of

character. The forehead of the Swedish woman, who
has charmed us all with her glowing pictures of Swe-

dish home-life, shows intelligence also, and her eyes

overflow with kindness and bonhomie.

Had Cleopatra's nose been of a different shape,

says one writer, the fortunes of the world would
have been changed. The beauty of Helen was the

cause of the Trojan war. The face of Mary of Scot-

land won for her many friends, and made the ill-

favored queen of England her life-long and vindictive

foe.
" If eyes were made for seeing.

Then beauty is its own excuse for being."

But the physiognomist will not choose the faces of

Cleopatra and Mary of Scotland as ideal ones, finding

no spiritual beauty in the former, and seeing weakness

in the latter, though he may not specify the details of

its physical development, as did Lavater when he

spoke of one in which he saw "imbecility in the nose,

eye, and right e5'ebrow."

The expression may be changed by study, by culti-

vation of tlie intellect, and virtues, and repression of

the passions, as Socrates is said to have ennobled his

face. The body may become but the dwelling-house

for the spirit, in sympathy with it, until, in its best

development, we can say with the poet

:

"So every spirit, as it is more pure,

.\nd hath in it the more of heavenly light,

So it the fairer body doth procure

To habit in : and it m jre fairly dight

With cheerful grace and amiable sight

:

For of the soul the body form doth take,

For soul is form and doth the body make."

Who has not seen faces, defying all rules of sym-

metry, all laws of physiognomy, that reveal to the

subtle observer the finer beauty within ? And some

of us, too, may have known a face that, judged by all

these standards, would not be found wanting, which

has given us inspiration by which to live,—a face, as

Cervantes expresses it, "like a benediction," or to

which we might say, in the inspired words of the

dying Bunsen to his wife, "In thy face have I seen

the Eternal. "

LOCALIZATION OF BRAIN-ACTIVITY.

LOSS OF BRAIN SUBSTANCE.

It is strange that a man may lose large portions of

the cortical substance of his brain, without showing

any apparent loss of faculty. If the motor centres are

injured, the effect will always be an impairment

of the voluntary motions of the opposite side
; yet

the loss of sensory or other centres in one hemisphere

will not be noticeable so long as the other hemisphere

remains sound—except that such half brained persons

will tire more quickly than normal people. We may
explain this strange fact by comparing it to the condi-

tion of a man who has lost one eye. If the loss of the

eye were not noticeable (perhaps because the man
wears an excellently imitated artificial eye), it would

by our ordinary methods of observation be very diffi-

cult to detect the loss.
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The following facts from which this rule is de-

duced, are collected in Hermann's " Physiologie,"

Vol II, 2. p. 333 :

" Berenger de Carpi tells of a young man into whose brain a

body four finger-breadths in width and as many in length had

been driven so deep that it lay conceajed by the matter of the

brain. When it was removed a certain amount of cerebral sub-

stance was lost, and thirteen days afterwards a second discharge

occurred spontaneously. The man recovered, showed no diseased

symptoms, lived for a long time afterwards, and attained high dis-

tinction in the Church.
" Longet knew a general who through a wound in the skull

near the crown of the head had suffered a considerable loss of

brain-substance. This defect permanently manifested itself by a

depression in the part of the skull affected. The general preserved

his activity of mind ; his correct judgment in professional matters

exhibited no traces of disease ; only he was wont to tire quickly

when engaged in intellectual work.
'

' Quesnay tells of an old servant whose right parietal bone

was crushed. Every day cerebral matter oozed from the wound,

and was removed. On the eighteenth day the patient fell out of

bed, which resulted in further considerable losses of brain-sub-

stance. On the thirty-fifth day he got drunk ; a fresh emission of

cerebral matter occurred, which was caused by the patient's tearing

away in his intoxication the bandage about the wound. On the

day following it could be seen that the defect reached almost to

the corpus callosum. The patient got well ; his psychical functions

were restored to their complete activity ; but he remained para-

lyzed on his left side.

"During the blasting of a rock, a crow-bar three feet and

seven inches long and one and a quarter inches thick struck a

young man, and penetrating the head in the neighborhood of the

joint of the left jaw, passed through the skull and came out on the

same side in the region of the forehead, having thus run through

the hemisphere of the brain. The man got well, lived twelve and

a half years afterwards, and apart from the blindness caused by

the injury to the eye he showed no indications of abnormality, e.x-

cept certain fits of peevishness, caprice, and obstinacy.

" A whole hemisphere may be reduced, without injury to the

psychical functions. But in that case disturbances of the motory

functions on the opposite side appear regularly to set in.

" A psychically normal individual that—as it happened—was

paralyzed since his birth on the right side, died of phthisis. Upon
dissection the place of the right hemisphere was found to be filled

wi.h some kind of serous fluid."

THE CENTRE OF LANGUAGE.

There is a region in the cortex, a lesion of which

produces almost without any exception disturbances

and even loss of speech. It is accordingly called the

Centre of Language. This region is situated in the

island of Reil at the bottom of the fissure of Sylvius

and extends over the parts adjacent to the island, es-

pecially the third frontal convolution.

The centre of language is unilateral and must be

sought as a rule in the left hemisphere. However
there are some exceptions. We have reason to believe

that left-handed people are right-brained speakers.

Left-handed people who had lost the power of speech

were found to have suffered injuries in the right hem-

isphere, but whenever their left hemisphere hap-

pened to be affected they had not lost the power of

speech.

Loss of language, or aphasia, may have various

causes, and willaccordinglypresent different symptoms.

It need not at all be due to a derangement of mental

powers btit maybe a loss merely of the motor capacity

of speech. In that case it is more properly called

paralysis of speech. The patient may still be able to

write what he means. Yet the ability to write may
be lost also ; this disease is called agraphia. Agraphia

is not a paralysis of the hand ; it is a paralysis of the

memories of penmanship. The hand may be able

to perform all the single motions necessary for

writing, but the patient has lost the power of co-

ordinating these movements so as to write words

;

he is like an uneducated man who has not learned

how to write. In that case the patient may be able

to communicate through gestures or pantomime.

Should the power of making gestures be lost also, the

patient may nevertheless know everything he wants

and may possess full clearness of his mind ; he may
think of the words even which he intends to use (as

we know from patients who have recovered from such

diseases), yet he is not able to communicate his

thoughts.

Quite different from these forms of a paralysis of

speech is the amnestic aphasia which is caused by an

obliteration of the word-memories themselves. In that

case, the patient can perhaps read and repeat, he can

pronounce every word correctly, he can also write

from dictation. The different motor centres are un-

impaired, yet the words, or certain categories, are no

longer at the patient's disposal. They are as if for-

gotten, blotted out of his memory, and wrapped in ob-

livion. Amnestic aphasia usually shows in post mortem

examinations a destruction of the first frontal con-

volution on the left side where it is in relation with

the island of Reil.

As a special form of amnestic aphasia we may con-

sider the state in which ideas are not associated with

their words. The ideas as well as the words are still

extant, yet their connection is destroyed, the fibres of

association are interrupted.

We quote from Hermann's " Physiologie " Profes-

sor Exner's report of the present state of investigation

concerning the cortical centre of speech. Professor

Exner says :

"If a man gives an appropriate answer to a ques-

tion, the following things must, it is evident, take

place within him :

(1) He must hear the words spoken
;

(2) These words must awaken in him the ideas that

belong to them
;

(3) From the mental operation conducted with the

help of these ideas, a resultant product must issue
;
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(4) This product must be clothed in words
;

(5) The central innervations necessary to the utter-

ance of these words must be brought about ; and finally

(6) These innervations must arrive at the proper

muscles in their proper order and intensity.

" If the first requisite is not fulfilled, we are dealing

with a deaf person ; if the last is not fulfilled, most

probably with a patient suffering from some affection

in the cms ; if the mental operation mentioned under

(3) is not accomplished, it is a case of dementia ; all

other interruptions or disturbances of the above-men-

tioned processes, viz. (2), (4), and (5), lead to aphasia.

"Cases of diseases occur that are only to be inter-

preted upon the supposition that the power of com-

prehension of words mentioned under (2) has been

lost. We have here to do with patients that are very

well able to speak words but do not understand them,

though their hearing be good. An example will illus-

trate this :
*

" ' A woman 25 years of age, ten days after parturition, while

violently straining to relieve her bowels, suddenly became uncon-

scious. When consciousness returned she exhibited no symptoms
of paralysis, but was suffering from aphasia and paraphasia.!

" ' It was with difficulty, or not at all, that she found words to

speak with ; she confounded or mutilated them, said " Butter " in-

stead of ' 'Doctor, " omitted words and syllables, supplied others, used

the infinitive for the determinate moods, and conjugated irregular

verbs regularly. Not understanding a single word at first, she was
taken to be deaf. It soon turned out however that she heard a

knock at the door and even the ticking of a watch as distinctly as

ever before ; she distinguished the bells of two different apart-

ments of the house by their sound, etc., etc'

" In cases of aphasia like this, the patient stands

in a relation somewhat like that in which we would
conceive an intelligent animal to stand that hears well

enough the language of the people about him, but

does not understand it. The patient cannot properly

be compared to a well person that hears a foreign

language, since the latter when the name of an object

is told him retains the same ; but not so a person suf-

fering from aphasia. As Kussmaul pointed out, these

forms of aphasia prove that the locality of the brain

with which the sensation of the sounds of single

vowels and consonants is connected, is a different one

from that in which an acoustical word-image is appre-

hended as the symbol of a concept."

" No case has come to my knowledge," Professor

Exner continues, "in which this 'word-deafness'

has not also been combined with ' word-blindness '

;

that is to say, if a patient has lost the power to

associate the words he has heard with their proper

*This case is from Schmidt (AUgemeine Zeitschrift fi'ir Psychiatric,

XXVII, p. 304, 1871): cited from Kussmaul's Stdrungen der Sprache, p. 176,

Leipzig, 1877—a work to be recommended to all who are interested in the

present state of knowledge upon this subject.

t This word denotes a disturbance of speech in which, instead of the

words that fit the sense, other, improper words, or wholly meaningless com-
binations of words, are employed.

ideas, he is also unable to do this with written words,

although he may be able to see as well as a person in

the normal condition.* In this, and in many another

connection, the case of Lordat has acquired much
interest and celebrity. Lordat, who was himself pro-

fessor of medicine, suffered several months from apha-

sia, and afterwards explained in detail the condition in

which he found himself during this period of illness.

" In the same way that the understanding for spoken

and written words can be lost, so can the power of

comprehension of figures. An accountant was able

to read the number 766 figure for figure, but did not

know what it meant that the figure 7 stood before the

two 6's. So the understanding of written musical

notes can be lost, although the patient be still able to

play well by ear.

* *

"In a second form of aphasia it is impossible for

the patient to clothe the results of his thoughts in words

[mentioned above under (4)], whether it be to utter

the same or to put them in writing. In most cases

of this kind the word is simply forgotten. If it

be told the patient, he can repeat it and even write it,

but immediately forgets it again. By reason of the

last circumstance this form of aphasia is easily dis-

tinguishable from that first mentioned.

"It is striking that at times onl}' single words or only

nouns, very frequently names, disappear from the

memory and are not again to be acquired. It also

comes to pass that only parts of words are forgotten.

" Thus, Graves tells of a case, where a man, six-

ty-five years of age, after an apoplectic fit forgot all the

proper names and substantives he knew but still re-

collected their initial letters. He accordingly compiled

an alphabetically arranged dictionary of the substan-

tives necessary for purposes of ordinary intercourse,

and whenever in conversation an object occurred to

him that he wanted to speak about he looked it up in his

dictionary. If he wanted to say Cow for instance, he

looked up his word under C. So long as he saw the

printed name with his eye he could speak it, a moment
afterwards he would be unable to do so.

" The extent to which the impairment may be modi-

fied and limited in the field of language, appears from

a case of Lasegue, who came across a musician who was

totally aphasic and agraphic, but could take down in

notes a tune that he had heard.

'
' A third form of aphasia is characterized by the

circumstance that the patient is able to clothe his

thoughts in words but is not able to bring about the

central innervations necessary to the utterance of the

same [referred to above as process (5)]. That the pa-

* Yet cases are known, as mentioned above, in which a paralysis of speech

is not connected with a paralysis of writing or making oneself understood by

signs. For an instance of aphasia not accompanied by agraphia see nest page

the case of the young clerk.
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tients execute mental operations and also clothe the

results of the same in words, appears with certainty

from the fact that they are able to write them down.

On the other hand they are also unable to repeat words

spoken to them, and in their efforts to do this they

show that the different parts of the mouth are able to

execute voluntary movements—they distort their

mouth and twist the tongue about, but produce only

inarticulate sounds.

" ' A vigorous young clerk in an attack of unconsciousness had

lost completely the power of speech ; no other pathological symp-

toms appearing. He executed with facility all movements of

tongue and lips. As his duties were such that they could be at-

tended to with the pen, he kept his position. He gave his phy-

sician a carefully prepared account of his affliction.'

"With these patients it is not a question of inabil-

ity to find the innervations for certain letters as such,

but the difficulty is with the words, which they are

powerless to form. That this is true will appear from

the fact that many patients with whom a remnant of

speech has still remained (and who, therefore, are still

able to utter single words, or it may be mutilated

words), although they have the power to speak a word

yet cannot speak that word when a syllable has been

left out or the order of the syllables changed, nor enun-

ciate a syllable when the order of the letters has been

changed ; for instance, if a patient can pronounce only

the syllable tan, he is in that case unable to say

nat. Secondh', this will appear from the fact, that a

patient who has command of a few words will be able

to pronounce a certain letter in one word and not in

another.

" The following case of a patient Le Long—taken

from Broca—will serve as an illustration of the con-

dition last described as well as of cases of incomplete

aphasia. ' Le Long had command of only five words,

which he would add by way of supplement to the ex-

pressive gestures he usually employed ; they were oui,

non, tots (for trots'), toujours, and Le Lo (for Le Long)

—three complete words, accordingly, and two muti-

lated ones. With his ti/// he expressed affirmation, with

non negation ; with tois he expressed numerical con-

cepts of all degrees, being able to indicate by a dex-

terous employment of his fingers the number he had

in mind ; with Le Lo he denoted himself ; toujours he

used when he was unable to express his thoughts by

the aid of the other words he commanded. Le Long
pronounced the r in toujours correctly, but omitted it

in trois, as children do that have not yet overcome the

difficulty of uniting the r with the preceding / ; he

had lost beyond recall this knack of articulation. The
nasal sound that he articulated in non he could not

give to the last letters of his own name.'

" It is also a remarkable phenomenon, that patients

who ordinarily have command of only a few words.

in moments of excitement bring out and perfectly

articulate more, and sometimes even ejaculate a very

long oath. Jackson reports, that aphasic patients who
are unable to answer ' No ' to ordinary questions,

suddenly find the power of utterance of this negation

when aroused to it by ridiculous questions—as ' if they

are a hundred years old.'

* *

"The processes that we have spoken of up to this

point, the disturbances of which lead to aphasia proper,

take place in the cortex. If the conduction towards

the muscles of the innervations properly induced in

the cortex is impaired, the power of speech is also

naturally affected ; the language of the patient be-

comes forced, letters are omitted, the patient stut-

ters, lisps, and at last becomes completely unintellig-

ible
;
yet this is not a case of aphasia. [This is

paralysis of speech.] These disturbances of the paths

of conduction may be effected in the medullary matter

of the cerebral hemispheres ; most frequently, how-
ever, they must be sought in the nerve-nuclei of the

medulla oblongata, especially in the nucleus of the

hypoglossus as well as in that of the facialis accessorius

and of the vago-accessorius.

"As regards now the localization of the functions

of speech in the cortex, this is a question that has

been so frequently discussed during the past few

decades, that it is impossible in this place to give a

complete presentation of the views and arguments

that have been held and propounded for and against

the same. We must confine ourselves to a review of

the results that may be derived with certainty from the

experiments of pathologists.

"The view at present held with regard to the posi-

tion and extent of the cortical province of speech, is

based upon innumerable data derived from dissections

of the brains of aphasic patients. It has gradually

arisen through the comparison and co-operative com-

pletion of the experiments of various investigators.

"The first after Gall to assign to language a prov-

ince in the brain was Bouillaud, whose theories were

based upon observations and the data of dissection :

Bouillaud fixed the seat of articulation of words in the

frontal lobes. He did not succeed however, despite

a struggle continued through many years, in establish-

ing this idea, manifestly in consequence of the mis-

credit that it awakened by reason of its similarity to

Gall's views. This was also the fortune of M. Dax
and of his son G. Dax, who endeavored to prove by

the help of a rich collection of pathological cases, that

disturbances of speech regularly occur upon lesions of

the left hemisphere but not upon lesions of the right.

A reversion of the general opinion set in when, in the

year 1861, Broca, originally an opponent of Bouillaud,

adopted the doctrines of the latter in all their principal
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points, and more accurately fixed them by affirming

that it was the gyrus frontalis inferior sinister which

must remain unimpaired if the power of speech is to

be retained. The circumstance that it is the left hemi-

sphere in whose province the special function of lan-

guage belongs, he later brought into connection with

the fact, that people as a rule employ this hemisphere

more as well for mechanical operations as in writing,

all of which is done by preference with the right hand.

"From that time on, the doctrine of the localiza-

tion of the function of speech became almost generally

accepted, and the only question then before scientists

was, to determine with greater precision, by means of

new and thoroughly examined cases, the territorial

limits of this function, its individual deviations, and

the conditions of preference of the left hemisphere.
" The posterior part of the gyrus frontalis inferior

sinister and the island of Reil of the left side, must be

regarded as the actual cortical province of speech : it

is exceptional that lesions of these parts do not pro-

duce disturbances of speech. On the other hand,

disturbances of speech sometimes occur even when
the lesion does not affect either of these two cortical

regions. But in these cases the lesions are almost

always in the adjacent portions of the cortex. It is

manifest that, in such exceptional cases, we have to

do with important individual deviations, and that the

cortical province, as it must be inferred for other rea-

sons, is not the same in all persons.

"There is a very great number of cases which

sufficiently demonstrate the part played by the left in-

ferior convolution ; I shall cite here but a very strik-

ing one, reported by Simon. By a fall from a horse,

as was found out from a section afterwards made, a

man had driven a splinter of bone from the roof of the

skull into the convolution in question. No other in-

jury to the skull was discoverable. The man had

arisen immediately after his fall, and was about to

mount his horse again, when a physician who accom-

panied him asked that he submit to an examination.

No symptoms of disease whatsoever, except speech-

lessness, were noticeable. He was able to communi-

cate, however, by signs. He died later in consequence

of inflammatory affections which followed the injury

to the brain.

"According to statistics compiled by Lohmeyer,

in every fiftj'-three cases of aphasia there are about

thirty-four in which the left inferior frontal convolu-

tion is either alone the actual seat o£ disease or some-

how stands in connection with it.

* *

" The remarkable fact that in the production of

speech the left hemisphere is so much more directly

engaged than the right, is firmly established : Seguin

calculated, from a collection of two hundred and sixty

reports of cases of this type, that the number of in-

stances in wliich aphasia arises from lesion on the

left side, stands in proportion to the number of those

in which impairments occur on the right side, as

14-3 :i ; with reference to which it must be remarked
that—as has been shown by other calculations—no
deception is here caused by the possible circumstance

that in general more injuries occur on the left side

than on the right.

"This fact, which does not wholly agree with the

ideas that we are accustomed to entertain of the cor-

tical functions in general, we must accept as such,

and seek onl}' an incomplete analogy in the circum-

stance referred to by Broca, that our left hemisphere

must be more skillful and more practiced in the ex-

ecution of mechanical operations than the right. An
incomplete analogy, we say, by reason of the fact that

the direct innervations of the right hand are effected

unilaterally by the left hemisphere, the innervations

of the muscles of speech, on the other hand, take

place bilaterally.

" But to a certain extent the analogy holds. If as

the result of earl}- lesions, or from birth, the motory

cortical province of the right arm is lacking, the indi-

viduals thus affected train the left arm—that is the

right hemisphere—to perform mechanical tasks. Cases

to this effect have been reported by Moneau, Kuss

maul, and others. The same, we must presume, holds

good of language. Also in two cases on record, the dis-

turbance of the cortical province of speech dated from

childhood ; and the fact that notwithstanding this

these people could speak well, is undoubtedly only to

be interpreted in the following wa)', that the island,

the lowest frontal convolution, etc. of the right hemi-

sphere had taken charge of the functions of language.

" In this connection a case reported by Schwarz

is of interest. In a well-developed three-year old girl,

during convalescence from measles, speechlessness

with partial paralysis of the right arm suddenly set in.

The lesion accordingly lay in the left hemisphere.

The condition of the patient improved, yet the girl

had to learn to talk again from the very beginning,

and in so doing acted like the normal child that is

learning to speak.

"The left side, accordingly, does not exercise the

exclusive prerogative of the superintendence of speech.

"The analogy is still further applicable. It ap-

pears that so-called left-handed individuals, who as

contrasted with the majority of men have trained their

right and not their left hemisphere to perform mechan-

ical work, also employ their right hemisphere in

speech. Pye Smith, Jackson, and John Ogle, Mongi^,

Russel, and Wm. Ogle have observed cases that ap-

pear to substantiate this. Left-handed people, namely,

had become aphasic through lesions on the right side
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of the brain, and—a fact which proves more—where in

a collection which Wm. Ogle made of 'one hundred

cases of aphasia there were three left-handed men, in

the case of each the lesion affected the right hemi-

sphere." P. c.

THE MOHONK CONFERENCE AND THE EDUCATION
OF THE NEGROES.

EY MRS. EDNAH D. CHENEY.

The Mohonk Conference to consider the Education of the

Negro Race in our country, was an occasion of sufficient novelty

and importance to deserve more than the passing notice of the

daily papers.

Two brothers, Messrs. Albert and Alfred Smiley, formerly

having charge of the celebrated Friends' School in Providence, a

few years ago bought a large tract of land in Ulster Co., N. Y. , on

which they have established two hotels which they have conducted

according to their own ideas of propriety. With no sale of intox-

icating drinks, allowing neither card playing, dancing, nor driving

on Sunday, it was predicted that the attempt would be a failure.

But so admirable has been the business management, and so wel-

come its quiet and order even to those who do not share their

host's scruples as to amusements, that the house has been well

filled for several summers. Mr. Smiley was formerly a Commis-

sioner of Indian affairs, and he has for some years held a con-

ference on this subject in the autumn. Believing that these meet-

ings were productive of good, he planned to hold a conference in

the early summer, and from a suggestion of Ex-President Hayes,

he selected the Negro Problem as the subject to be considered.

Invitations were sent to hundreds of men and women in all

parts of the Union, who had shown an interest in the welfare of

the negro. Many Southerners were invited, but few came. There

were however, several gentlemen of southern birth and education,

who spoke well for their section of the country, and represented

the finest traits of the society founded on slavery which has passed

away.

Ex-President Hayes consented to preside.

No Sectarian lines were followed in the invitations, but it

necessarily resulted from the sentiments and church relations of

the host, and also from the fact that the Evangelical associations

have done so much missionary work among the negroes, that the

general tone of the meeting was decidedly evangelical, using the

word in its common meaning. A few Unitarians from Boston

represented another phase of religious thought, but from a feeling

of courtesy they gave little expression to their dissent from the re-

ligious views generally prevalent in the conference. Without at-

tempting to report the speeches made, which were almost all in-

teresting, I shall try to give an idea of the current of thought in

the meeting.

Many claimed that while slavery was an evil, and its abolition

a blessing, it had been an instrument in the hands of Provi-

dence to bring the savage African here and educate him to labor

and Christianity—Mr. Mayo said: "the only blessing the Negro had

got out of slavery, was the ability to work." Reports of the work

done in industrial schools were given by Gen'l Armstrong, Miss

Smiley, Miss Austin, and others, and great stress was laid upon

the importance of these schools in teaching the Negro order and

skill in handicrafts. Miss Botume and others thought technical

teaching of less value than the practical lessons of life, and Judge

Tourjee thought Negroes had had a pretty long spell of com-
pulsory education in labor, and that they were already superior to

those about them in most mechanical trades. All bore witness to

the wonderful progress which the colored people had made in

their twenty-five years from slavery—greater than was ever known
before—to their skill in many forms of labor, to the gradual im-

provement in their mode of life, and to their advance in morality.

They were said to be gaining land and houses of their own in

greater numbers than the poor whites. The evils of the credit

system among the farmers were vividly portrayed. A class of

small traders furnish goods to the farmer on credit, taking a lien

upon his crop. The charge for stores is usually just about equal

to the amount of the crop, leaving the farmer nothing for his

year's labor, but a bare subsistence. It was thought by all that

this system should, if possible, be broken up, and that in order to

encourage the people to thrift, postal savings institutions should

be established by the American government, so that the smallest

sums could be laid by with safety, and interest be received when

they amounted to a sufficient sum.

Very much was said about the importance of improving the

homes of the people and the necessity of educating women to regu-

late them intelligently. Many considered the one room cabin to

be a great obstacle in the progress of pure morality. The subject

of mixture of races was slightly touched upon, and it was stated

that sexual union between the races was less common than for-

merly. One speaker while giving no opinion as to the probability

or desirability of future amalgamation of the races, thought all

laws forbidding such marriages ought to be done away with, as it

was far more conducive to morality to have legal unions than

illegal ones.

The religious condition of the colored people was much dis-

cussed and abundant proof offered of the great amount of super-

stition existing among them, and also of the pernicious influence

of many of the uneducated and often immoral preachers who gain

popularity by a rude eloquence which ministers to their love of

excitement. Others thought that in spite of this superficial love

of excitement there was a deep undercurrent of true religious

feeling in the Negro, and that the great aim should be to lead him

to the religion of practical life and duty. One speaker said the

old white minister was as bad as the black, and spoke of the large

number who had been tried for crime. The prejudice against

color was spoken of, many claiming that it was more violent in the

North than in the South. It was said that it is the great hindrance

to mutual good feeling between the races. Some thought it im-

possible to allow the union of colored and white children in the

same schools— that it would only increase the animosity between

them, while others believed that the result of such union in the

South as in the North would lead to respect and affection.

The subject of national aid to the states having large illiterate

population was brought forward, but did not receive the full dis-

cussion which its importance deserved. Yet it was evident that

much difference of opinion existed. The majority believed it to

be the right and duty of the national government to prevent the

evils of illiterate citizenship, although many considered the Blair

Bill just defeated in the Senate to be unjust in its provisions.

The genera! subject of education was well considered, especially

in the able addresses of Wm. T. Harris, Commissioner of Educa-

tion, and of Mr. A. D. Mayo. Among the most striking speeches

were those of Judge Tourjee, who expressed his views clearly and

strongly, and of Dr. Hall of Brooklyn, who made a noble plea for

the equality of the Negro— illustrated by many vivid pictures of

his neligious and social life.

The old plea was heard that this was a question belonging to

the South and it should be left to Southern (white) men to settle

it, but it was answered that it would not depend on the wish or

will of Northern or Southern men what the future of this race will

be, but upon the Negroes themselves, who are steadily rising, and

who hold their destinies in their own hands. White men may
help or may hinder them, but they cannot ultimately prevent their

taking any position in life to which their own ability and character

entitle them. Gen. Armstrong and others had well shown that

the formation of character is to be the salvation of the Negro.
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The courtesy due to a private house and invited company,

prevented that full and sharp discussion of these questions, which

brings out the truth in bold, strong lines, yet it helped to an atti-

tude of mutual good-will which enabled us to look upon the views

of those who differed from us more favorably than we might have

done without this restraint. Certainly the good feeling of all was

very apparent, and a disposition to try to look from each other's

standpoint as much as possible. " Nothing of the dead but good
"

is hardly to be said of slavery yet, but thank God, it is so dead,

that we can begin to look for whatever mitigated its evils and

made the life of its victims endurable. It is to the credit of human
nature that under a system so atrocious, and whose influence was

so fearful upon both master and slave, there yet were joined so

many relations of affection and respect, and traits of heroism and

devotion that appeal to all that is generous in our natures. The
literary and artistic power which is now revealing itself in both

races at the South, will have ample scope in preserving for us the

romantic and significant features of this form of society which is

so rapidly passing away.

It was very good to be at the conference and all felt very

grateful to Mr. Smiley for calling so goodly a company together.

The whole tone of remark was brave and hopeful, and left us feel-

ing very thankful for all the good work doing for this most im-

portant cause, but sure that the time had not come for us to

slacken our efforts in behalf of the Negro, since every help now
when he is putting forth his own strength is of double value. No
colored man was present at the conference Mr. Smiley 's own
judgment in regard to this point is to be respected, but we hope

that the time will come when we shall make no question in regard

to it but the true, noble men of all races who are working for hu-

manity will meet in cordial and helpful association.

A full report of the speeches, discussions, and resolutions of

the conference will soon be published in pamphlet form. We
hope it will be widely circulated and read.

A REVIEWER'S VIEW OF DOGMATISM.
IN ANSWER TO CRITICISMS OF FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS.

Honesty is a great virtue, and a reviewer who confesses that

he has not studied the book he reviews and condemns, must be

admired for his honesty. It is a pity that that is all that can be

said in favor of a review of Fundainental Problems by Mr. John

Owen, published in Tlie Academy of London. Mr. Owen says :

"The author is kind enough to spare both reader and reviewer the task

of reading the whole of his book, by presenting them with a syllabus of its

conclusions. Thus he tells us: 'The philosophy which • The Fundamental

Problems ' present is Monism. Monism holds that all existence is One
The author objects to Supernaturalism as well as Agnosticism. The method
of his philosopliy is a systematic arrangement of knowledge.' .... After this

authoritative exposition little remains to be added. The book consists of a

series of essays which appeared in a Chicago publication called The Open

Court The ' court ' is ' open ' only to one species of philosophy, and its

judgments are as dictatorial and ex cathedra as if they emanated from an in-

fallible Pope."

The quotation which Mr. Owen makes is not a quotation from

Fiindanuntal Problems, but from the publisher's slip which, as is

customary in America, is sent with copies for review for the ben-

efit of reviewers. The notes on the slip were neither made by me
nor had I the opportunity of revising them, for they were made
during my absence. How bad I feel that I cannot even accept

this little bit of praise—as to having been " kind enough "—which

my critic so grudging!)' gives me !

Mr. John Owen reviews Fundamental Problems together with

Mr. S. Laing's Problems of the Future. He says :

" ' Problems ' are either questions ' set ' in order to be answered, or ques-

tions which, after discussion, are declared to be, for the time being, unan-

swerable. In one sense they may have the significatio 1 of dogmas, in the

other of open questions. Each of these meanings is repre rented by the works
ahnvp nampd "

After having reviewed Mr. S. Laing's book, he turns to Fun-
damental Probleius and declares :

" Here are problems which as I have hinted are in reality dogmas."

Now in my mind the whole purpose of problems is to be
solved. Problems answered are " solutions " and not "dogmas."
Dogmas are unfounded assertions. Does Mr. Owen wish me to

waste time, paper, and print in discussing problems that for the

time being are unanswerable. What is the use of writing and
what is the use of reading about unanswerable problems ? Every
book written ought to be a contribution toward an answer of some
problem, even if the result be negative, showing that a solution

has not been gained by this or that method. Mr. Laing has the

misfortune to be praised by Mr. Owen for his "cautious and
undogmatic tone." Dogmas being "problems answered" Mr.
Owen declares that Mr. Laing contributes nothing to an elucida-

tion or solution of the problems of the future.

It is strange that those men who are dogmatic themselves are

most prone to reproach others for their own fault. The elephant

and the tiger once got into a dispute, and when both had exhausted

their vocabularies of names, the elephant said :

'

' You are the most
thick-skinned creature I ever met with," and the tiger answered :

" You are the most cruel, rapacious, and bloodthirsty beast upon
earth." There is a moral in that fable for Mr. Owen.

How glad I would have been if Mr. John Owen had pointed

out the fallacies of my reasoning—mainly in the chapter "Form
and Formal Thought," which is the basis of the whole work. If

my reasoning has a flaw in it, it must lie there, and from there it will

wind, and be traceable like a red tape, through all the other chap-

ters. The chapter "Form and Formal Thought " attempts to lead

philosophy into a new phase of development, in so far as it is in-

tended to be a conciliation between Mr. John Stuart Mill's em-
piricism and Kant's transcendentalism. The problem of the a priori

lies at the bottom of all problems, be they philosophical, scientific,

or ethical. How is it that we can know beforehand that twice two

will always be four ? It is this problem which Mr. Mill failed to

solve. Kant solved it, or rather pointed out the method of its solu-

tion. Yet Kant's solution is so overgrown with thoughts of a later

period, that the student of Kant is more mystified than benefitted

by it.

Has Mr. Owen any idea of the importance that attaches to

the solution of this problem ? I doubt it very much. For if he had,

he would not have disappointed me by his empty declamations.

I mind neither hostility nor animosity nor sarcasm in a

critic, if he be but a real critic—a man that points out fallacies,

errors, and defects. If a reviewer is a critic, he will be instruc-

tive, and I shall gladly avail myself of my opportunity to learn

from him. Criticisms are intellectual food ; they make our minds

grow. If criticisms show us defects, they help us in mending

them, and thus we gain a broader insight into, and a more correct

conception of, the truth. Every word that can teach us must be

welcome, and if our friends are too kind to point out our deficien-

cies, we must go to our enemies. They will tell us the truth, they

will not conceal those things which, as they suppose, are to be

blamed.

I feel grateful to every one of my many critics.* I have

studied their criticisms carefully and tried to learn from them. I

have been able to learn from them even though they did not con-

vert me to their views. If there is anything to be learned from

Mr. Owen, it is this : Supposing that dogmas are, as he maintains,

problems answered, what can we do better than strive with might

and main to become dogmatic. But let us avoid mere assertions

in which Mr. Owen indulges, let our dogmas be simply statements

of fact, and they will be the most useful and valuable possessions

of the human mind. P. c.

* Up to date I have received one hundred and five reviews and notices of

FunJaiiienlul Problems
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CURRENT TOPICS.

A REMARKABLE evidence of public spirit is the effort of the

people of Minneapolis to assist the census takers. It appears

from the papers that hundreds of citizens turned out as volunteers

in their determination to " number the people." This display of

civic zeal was prompted by local pride and a neighborly ambition

to outnumber the people of St. Paul. A vigorous effort by the

census enumerators, aided by three or four thousand volunteers,

ought to give Minneapolis a half a million people ; otherwise the

labor will be lost. This reminds us of the struggle in 1870 between

St. Louis and Chicago, resulting in a victory for St. Louis by a

small majority. Fortunately for that city the United States

Marshal was a resident of the town. This of itself ought not to

have thrown any suspicion on the " returns," but the citizens of

St. Louis in grateful appreciation of the figures gave the marshal

a banquet and presented him with a service of silver, as a reward

for his victory over Chicago. This raised an unpleasant suspicion

that " repeating " had been done ; for if the figures were correct,

and the marshal had merely done his duty in the count, why should

he be rewarded with a solid silver tea-service ? It costs a very

great sum of money to take the census, and the returns ought to

be above suspicion. A melancholy postscript informs us that sev-

eral "enumerators" at Minneapolis are likely to go to jail for

crooked arithmetic, and superserviceable zeal.

* *

The title " Africanus" formerly given to Scipio for his victo-

ries over the Carthaginians, has been conferred upon Stanley, a

greater conqueror than Scipio. The victories of Stanley in his

chosen field of action, have been greater than those achieved by

any other man since the days of Christopher Columbus. A few

years ago he was a newspaper man in America ; he now patronizes

kings. He is about to be married ; and the gossip about the ap-

proaching wedding e.\hibits a striking contrast between masculine

and feminine fame. With feelings of awe we read the important

announcement sent over from England that Miss Tennant "has
acquired a distinct fame in London for the quiet elegance of her

gowns, and the number and variety of her parasols." The addi-

tion of this fame to the fame of Stanley makes a glory too dazzling

for human eyes. The gossip who sent the information over is en-

titled to some praise for giving back to us the descriptive, modest,

and musical word "gown," now almost obsolete. He forfeits his

credit mark, however, when he tells us that Miss Tennant's

brother " will probably appear at the altar of Hymen at the same
time as his sister." By that exuberant figure of speech he meant

to say that Miss Tennant's brother was to be married.

* ' *

The ethics of the caucus was patriotically shown in the efforts

of rival partisans to nominate a man for Congress in the Fourth

District of Illinois. There were only two candidates, and the con-

test was close. Actuated by mutual ill-will, the two republican

organs of Chicago took opposite sides, and each opposed the can-

didate supported by the other. The effect of their discordant ef-

forts, if they spoke the truth, was a demonstration that neither of

the candidates was morally or mentally fit for the place. The
" workers " on either side, employed a couple of weeks very prof-

itably in proving that their man ought to be in Congress and the

other man in prison. When the convention met, the delegates re-

solved themselves into an uproarious mutual admiration society,

the partisans of each candidate vigorously denouncing the other.

One of the delegates enthusiastically advocated the claims of the

present incumbent in a speech asserting the unfitness of the rival

aspirant by reason of political incapacity, and various other ac-

complishments, ranging all the way from pitch and toss to man-
slaughter. This was well enough, but he wound up his Phillipic

by declaring that if the unspeakable pretender he had exposed in

the convention should receive the nomination, he would give him

a loyal and cordial support. More wonderful than that was the

editorial action of the paper which for several days had been filled

with reasons why the present incumbent ought not to be renomi-

nated. The next morning after the nomination had been made, it

contained an editcrial article showing his eminent fitness for the

position, and advising everybody to vote for him. The most

humorous performance however, in this absurd comedy, was the

speech of the winning man, congratulating the rival combatants

on the '

' gentlemanly " contest through which they had lately

passed. This apparent self-stultification is merely the effect of

party discipline. These are the tactics adopted by both parties

wherever they are in the majority, and thus they keep the ranks

from breaking in the presence of " the common enemy." Most
wonderful of all is the fact that those partisans figure in the census

returns as free moral agents.

The acquittal of the men charged with conspiracy in hiring

"repeaters" at the polls, and to commit various other election

frauds, appears at first sight like a miscarriage of justice, but any

citizen who has carefully read the details of the trial must have

come to the conclusion that a conviction would have been a mis-

carriage 01 justice also. The tactics of the prosecution were un-

fair from the beginning to the end. They were in derogation of

the law of trial by jury, and a perversion of its purposes. The
practice of arresting a company of men under a vague accusation

of "conspiracy," throwing them into jail, and then subjecting

them to torture and temptation until some of them "squeal," is

vicious as it is illegal. The harsh refusal to give to men on trial

for felony a bill of particulars of the acts constituting the crime
;

the springing of sudden testimony upon them, the raking up of

old misdeeds atoned for and forgotten, the offering to the jury the

official belief of the State's attorney that the prisoners are guilty,

and other police court practices, cause humane and thoughtful

men to hope for a verdict of acquittal, in order that such methods

may be rebuked. Better is it that a criminal go unpunished than

that the law be broken in his trial. If a guilty man be convicted

by guilty means, that is a miscarriage of justice.

The " word-painting" of reporters is usually a defacement of

the language, and a blemish on its beauty, but occasionally it bears

the mark of genius, as for instance in the following description of

a man recently arrested in Chicago for complicity in the business

of pool selling. He is described as an " ex-prizefighter, and pro-

fessional bad man." This is not only description, but it is de-

scriptive f oetry. Carlyle himself, working at his literary forge,

could hardly hammer out anything more symmetrical and strong.

We have plenty of professional good men ; they are in fact some-

thing of a drug in the market. There has never been a scarcity of

them ; they were numerous in Jerusalem long ago, where they had

a habit of making long prayers and devouring widows' houses ; but

a professional bad man is a novelty, and surely the trade of "bad
man " seems admirably adapted to the genius and education of an

ex-prizefighter.

The particular "bad man" mentioned above appears to have

well deserved the title, judging from a murderous remark he made
to the officers who arrested him ; "it's a lucky thing for you ducks

that I was sober. If I was drinking you bet you wouldn't get me
alive." The absence of the customary drunk was the only obstacle

that lay between him and murder. Instead of blessing himself for

his lucky escape from a great crime, he deplored his hard fortune

that now when an opportunity had presented itself to kill a man,

he must be unfortunately sober, and without the nerve that whiskey

gives to do the deed What a worthy tribute was this to the in-

fernal bravery ol rum ! Its potent inspiration was absent in this
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case and therefore murder was not done. Not even a professional

bad man could "screw his courage to the sticking point" without

the propelling power of whiskey. M. M. Trumbull.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE NEGRO'S APPRECIATION OF THE SUFFRAGE.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
Mr. W.\ke in his paper on "The Race Question" in The

Open Court, No. 148, says that if my statement on page 2134 of

The Open Court be true,—viz., that laboring colored men in Florida
" walk miles to the office of registration to insure the exercise of

the ballot."—the fact shows they appreciate the privilege of

voting.

Some facts concerning the statement are these, which perhaps

should have been given with it.

Our home was in the centre of a sparse settlement, and at a

distance of three miles and a half south-west of "Singleton's

Mill," which was the locality of the office of registration and the

polling place for our "precinct." Those in the settlements to the

south and west of us had of course an increased distance to go on

registration and voting, days. One day at noon I was at our avenue

gate, and a gang of colored men from beyond us passed me on

foot at a vigorous pace. I knew them as laborers on places a mile

or more to the south. From their air of earnestness, I inquired what
was up, expecting to hear that some calamity had befallen the set-

tlement,—a wild fire in the woods, or something of the sort, and

that they were going to help in the trouble. " We 're going to

register," was the reply.

Every mile of travel in Florida sand and wire grass counts for

two on northern highways. These men were taking a seven or

eight mile (Florida miles) walk in the noon heat, which was a two

hours' trip with a good horse and waggon, besides losing their earn-

ings for the time spent. This occurrence was not a solitary one,

for I never heard, during my years in the state, of a colored

American selling his vote, or of his neglecting to vote. Such

occurrences might have been, but if so, they certainly were not

told of, as is so frequently told of northern voters.

Other instances connected with colored suffrage in Florida,

impressed me quite as much as this of the company of laborers

going to register. Mary Gunning.

NO RESPONSIBILITY, IN A RELIGIOUS SENSE.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
From the rationalistic standpoint it is an infringement upon

reason to use such a contradiction of terms as law and freedom.

If we are under a dispansation of law, we are not undar one of

freedom. Right reason can never prevail by such confusion.

Science has nothing to do with the Calvinislic way of reasoning
;

by it (science) the human mind must not be left in a strait be-

twixt two. The right premise once obtained, confusion ceases.

This age demands a right premise in order to arrive at right con-

clusions. That premise cannot logically be law and freedom.

Science cannot afford to pose before the intelligence of this nine-

teenth century as ridiculously as religion did in the late Presby-

terian assembly ; cannot afford to arrive at its conclu-,ions by ma-
jority vote. It will not do either'to take Epictetus, Schiller, and
all ethical teachers as an authority to show that man is free and
therefore responsible. All authority must have its root in natural

law, not in human assumptions. The credential of gravity is in

the falling of a stone and the credential of human freedom would

be in showing that human actions are not subject to law. Two
journals are running in a mill. Both are subject to the laws, or

conditions of bearing, box, and motive power. One runs without

undue friction, the other does not. Here is e.xemplified your

slave and your artist
;
the first works under a combination which

produces friction, but the latter, under one which produces har-
mony

;
but both are subject to law. Now if a journal gets hot by

undue friction we do not stop it and use means to cool it off be-
cause it was free, but because, for the safety of the mill, it would
not do to let it continue to run by the dangerous laws or condi-
tions which governed it. So it is with vicious men ; nature, by its

adjuncts, does not oppose the criminally inclined because they are
free, but because they are not fit to express themselves as the
laws of their organizations would force them. Accountability
from the standpoint of nature is simply what a break is to a wheel.
By the operation of natural law in a circle we are forced to deal

with things that are not as though they were. Poets, theologians,

and ethical teachers reasoned from a premise which was assumed
by Pagans. They bad to conclude therefore that man was free

and that he ought to be held responsible both in this world and
the next, and through fear justified a God and condemned man.
But by the light of natural law and reason let me be found stand-

ing in defence of man. This I say, then : there is no such thing

as law and freedom, but there is law ; and harmony and inhar-

mony to man under law. There are opposing forces to vicious

actions, but no responsibility in the sense of religion.

John M.\ddock.

BOOK REVIEWS.
L'Eredita delle Lesioni Traumatiche, e dei Caratteri Acquisiti dali '

Indi-vidiio. Studi ed Esperienze.* By Paolo Mantegazza. From
"Archivio per I'Antropologia e la Etnologia." Vol. XIX.
Fasc. 3.

In the past more attention has been paid to vast accumula-
tions of curious isolated facts, than to a careful observation of the

same ; and hence into the annals of heredity there have crept a

great many incorrect and exaggerated opinions. At the present

day, however, the study of heredity is deeply engaging the atten-

tion of biologists and of natural scientists, and is being submitted

to a strictly scientific treatment. Through its manifold relations

to general morphology, to the variable or immutable characteristics

of the species, heredity, incontestably, constitutes a predoininont

fact in biology. No one can legitimately profess to be a follower

or antagonist of Darwin, without possessing a clear notion of

the power of individuals to transmit to their progeny their own
permanent or acquired characteristics. If after the lapse of so

many years, and so many able works, written upon the subject, we
still evince so much incertitude in tracing the precise limits of the

mutability of the species, it is simply because our opinions rest

upon the ever shifting ground of facts that are well-authenticated

only to some, but highly problematic to others. To help to con-

solidate this uncertain and unsatisfactory basis is the principal aim

of Prof. Mantegazza's monograph.

Lamarck was the first who carried the problem of heredity

and of the mutability of the species into the domain of natural

science. To him any individual, changing its surroundings, is

compelled to modify itself, increasing or diminishing by alternate

turns the evolution of a given organ. It is further able to transmit

to its progeny these new characteristics that are the result of a

struggle and of a victory over external conditions. If the progeny

remains in the same locality, through successive generations it will

be able to consolidate the newly acquired characteristics, until

their sum reach a maximum, compatible with the capacity of the

histological elements. This, substantially, furnished the seed from

which arose the great tree of Darwinism, with all the branches

and ramifications of the evolutionary theory.

But, we have to keep constantly in view the incontestable fact,

that it is impossible to be evolutionists without admitting that the

* "The Heredity of Traumatic Lesions. And concerning acquired indi-

vidual characteristics. S'udies and esperimenti."
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characteristics acquired by the individual are transmitted through

heredity to successive generations. We may disagree in regard to

the quantum oi this transmission, but if we could prove that this

heredity did not take place, the theory of evolution would lose its

centre of gravity.

Prof. Mantegazza limits himself to the study of one or two

striking phases of the question ; namely, the heredily of traumatic

lesions, on the present occasion suggested by Dr. Aug. Weismann's

masterly treatise upon the subject [Uebei- die Hypothese eiiter

Vererbung von Verletzungen, etc., Jena, 1889). If upon the mutila-

tion of an organ not indispensable to life we find that the offspring

of the animal is born with the same mutilation, we would no longer

be able to doubt the heredity of acquired individual characteristics,

and the experiments of the laboratory would admirably seem to

confirm our observation of the facts of nature. The joint experi-

ments of Dr. Weismann and Prof. Mantegazza, however, are by

no means favorable to the theory of the supposed heredity of trau-

matic lesions, although the variant facts furnished by these experi-

ments may not be regarded as absolutely conclusive. Still, to deny

the heredity of traumatic lesions is not to deny the transmission of

characteristics acquired by the individual, through the influence

of ejtternal agents. ) i'?i'.

Theodore Parker. A Lecture. By Samuel Johnson. Edited by

John H. Clifford and Horace L. Traubel. Chicago : Charles

H. Kerr & Co. 77 pp. Price $1.00.

The editors have brought together in this tastefully bound

volume the substance of a lecture which Mr. Johnson had written

on Theodore Parker and which he had subjected to many revisions.

Few may be regarded as so well qualified as Mr. Johnson to por-

tray the tendencies of the great religious movement of which

Theodore Parker was the leader ; and additional value attaches to

the work from the fact that it is not wholly eulogy, but also an

estimate. Parker, Mr. Johnson says, is the prophet, the fore-runner

of that great future religion which shall be intellectually and spir-

itually broad, deep, and earnest enough to lift all our present sec-

ular interests, our materialistic passions and desires to an ideal

purpose. ^iiipK.

BOOK NOTICES, NOTES, ETC.

Gen. M. M. Trumbull contributes to the July BclfoiJ's an

article on the Chartist Movement in England ; and Dr. Felix L.

Oswald, an essay on Storms and Earthquakes.

The Vedantin, of Saidapet, Madras, is a little monthly maga-

zine devoted to the exposition of the Advaita Doctrine. The
translations from the religious works as well as the contributions

appearing in this magazine, contain many noble thoughts.

"Christ: A Comparative Study," author's name not given

(Brentano's, 15 cents), is a thirty-one paged pamphlet written to

point out the close resemblance between Buddhism and Chris-

tianity ; it cites "parallel passages " from the books of the two

religions.

The publication was announced some time ago of a new Med-
ical Dictionary by Dr. George M. Gould. By its compactness,

size, and the incorporation of all new technical terms, it will

recommend itself to all practitioners and students. (P. Blakiston,

Son, & Co., Philadelphia. Price, S3. 25.)

The Preussisihe Jahrbiicher, a Prussian periodical of very high

standing, publishes in Vol. 65, No. 6, an article on the Schools of

the United States, by Thomas H. Jappe, Instructor in German at

the schools of Des Moines, Iowa. It is instructive to contrast the

readiness that Prussia has always evinced, by comparative studies,

to learn from foreign countries; though, in this particular case, we
fear she has little to learn from us.

T/te New Review for June publishes a beautiful Roumanian
Soldier Ballad by ' Carmen Sylva,' the Queen of Roumania ; in

the same magazine an article on Hypnotism appears. (Longmans.)

Mr. M. M. Pomeroy (" Brick") has published in the "Birch

Bark " Series the story of his life ; written for boys and girls. (The

Advance Thought Pub. Co., N. Y., 251 pp. Price, 50 cents.)

The Senior Classmen of the Missouri School of Mines have

begun the publication of a new quarterly "of scientific research."

Its pages will be open to contributions in Mathematics, Physics,

and the exact sciences generally. We trust that it will be very

effective in the dissemination of scientific thought. (Seien/i,r

Baccalaiireus, RoUa, Mo.)

" Liberty and Life " is the title of a little book of 208 pages,

by Mr. E. P. Powell, published (1S89) by the Messrs. Charles H.

Kerr & Co., of Chicago. It is made up of a series of attractively

written discourses, expounding the new views of life that result

from the acceptance of the doctrine of evolution. It is supple-

mentary to the " Heredity of God." (Price, 75 cents.)

We are pleased to note among ' Topics of the Time' in the

July Century a short article " On Lack of Conscience as a Means

of Success." The ethical fallacy that lies at the basis of this so

prevalent belief has more than once been spoken of in The Open

Court. Says the writer in 7V;t Century: "One proof that the

smart rogue is not so smart as he thinks, and as others think, is

that he so often comes to grief. He arrives at his successes through

his knowledge of the evil in men ;
/;;' comes to grief through his ig-

norance of the good in men. He thinks he knows ' human nature,

'

but he on/y haif knows it."

The first number of the Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science has appeared. It contains the follow-

ing articles : "Canada and the United States," by J. G. Bourinot ;

"Decay of Local Government in America," by S. N. Patten
;

"Law of Wages and Interest," by J. B. Clark; "Province of

Sociology," by F. H. Giddings ; "Instruction in Public Law and

Economics in Germany," by Leo. S. Rowe ; and "Railroad Pas-

senger Fares in Hungary," by Jane J. Wetherell
; besides a re-

port of the proceedings of the Academy, Personal Notes, Book

Reviews, and Miscellany. Though the purpose of this magazine

is eminently a special one, yet the subjects discussed are of such

general interest and the manner in which they are handled so pop-

ular that we have no doubt it will find a large circulation among

all classes of reflective readers. This it assuredly deserves. (.Km.

Acad, of Political and Social Science, Station B, Philadelphia)

We have upon our table the following pamphlets and bro-

chures :
" The Working Population of Cities, and What the Uni-

versities owe them," by M. I. Swift (Reprinted from the " Ando-

ver Review" for June, 1890); " Hell, Where is it ?" and " Robert

Burns, Was he a Christian ?
" by Saladin (London : W. Stewart

& Co.); "The Power of Thought in the Production and Cure of

Disease," by Dr. Wm. H. Holcombe (Chicago : Purdy Publishing

Co.); "Would Nationalism Destroy Individuality?" by Charles

E. Barnes (Lansing, Michigan : Robert Smith & Co.); "The His-

tory of Federal and State Aid to Higher Education in the United

States," by Frank W. Blackmar, Ph. D. (Washington: Govern-

ment Priming Office); " Ametropic Choroido-Retinitis (Central

Choroiditis)," by George M. Gould, M. D. (Archives of Ophthal-

mology, Vol. xix. No. I, 1890); "Questions for Debate in Politics

and Economics, with Subjects for Essays and Terms for Defini-

tion " (New York ; Society for Political Education); " Man and

Humanity," by Rev. Isaac S. Moses (Milwaukee, Wis ); "Digging

for Bedrock," by Moses Harman (Lucifer Publishing Co., Valley

Falls, Kansas); " Proceedings of the Department of Superintend-

ence of the National Educational Association " (Washington :

Government Printing Office).
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WHAT THEN ?

THE PROBLEM OF THE EXHAUSTION OF COAL."

BY PROF. L. SOHNCKE,

THE (QUESTION.

Wherever we look about us we see on every side

products of human industry in the creation of which

coal has directly or indirectly played a prominent part.

From coal we prepare' our illuminating gas. We get

our iron and other metals from ores burnt in furnaces

the heat of which has been generated bj' coal. By it

the stoves of our homes are heated. Coal is the in-

dispensable fuel of the steam-engines whose thousand-

fold applications procure us the countless conveni-

ences of modern life. Locomotives, marine engines,

transportable motors, hydraulic mining- machines, and

all kinds of steam-pumps, machines employed in rolling-

mills, fans, circular saws, steam-presses, and hundreds

of other mechanical contrivances are dependent upon

steam-power and consequently upon coal. So, too,

the gas- machines so much used to-day in smaller in-

dustrial operations, owe their power to do work to

coal ; and thus indefinitel3^

In view of this dominant position that coal occu-

pies in our present civilization, the question appears

perfectly justified as to whether the coal- supply of the

earth, at least so far as human needs are concerned,

is inexhaustible, or whether we must prepare ourselves

for the future termination of all our present splendor.

This question was raised long ago. In 1866, the Eng-

lish Parliament appointed a special commission for

its investigation. Does not, indeed, the entire wealth

of England rest substantially in its treasures of coal !

The question, moreover, has been repeatedly discussed

in addresses and essays, especially by Dr. Wm. Sie-

mens ; and other scientists (Grashof and Clausius)

have also given the subject exhaustive consideration.

The results are of deep interest.

If we measure the earth by the standard of our own
body it appears gigantic. And the majority of the

species of rocks of which it is composed are present

in a correspondent degree : of Granite, Gneiss, Por-

phyry, Slate, Lime-Stone, Sand-Stone, and other

* From Hijnmel und Ertif, by flKj}K.

kinds of rocks, there are enormous quantities. But
the case is quite different with coal. The different

geological formations that in the course of millions of

prehir.toric years have been deposited upon the bot-

toms of the oceans and of inland lakes, and which,

freed b^' slow processes of stratification from the waters

that covered them, now serve the human race as

a play-ground for its struggles, exhibit indeed here and
there between their layers of sand, clay, and lime, occa-

sional strata of coal. But of real importance, by reason

of the great abundance in which it is found, is the

coal of but one of those formations—the formation of

the carboniferous era. At the time of its deposition

swampy lowlands extended for immense distances

along the coasts of continents and islands ; broad flat

swamp-areas, exposed to frequent inundations, spread

out along the courses of rivers. All these low tracts

were filled with turf-moors and swampy forests, which

in a uniformly warm and moisture-laden atmosphere

flourished in romantic luxuriance. These primitive

forests and moors it is whose slowly decayed remains

we see before us to-day as coal. The conditions,

whether for the formation of such gigantic vegetable

accumulations, or for the preservation of their car-

bonated remains, were never afterwards present to the

same extent, and so far aff human foresight can de-

termine will never recur in the future. In all civilized

states the forestry laws require that the greatest pos-

sible equilibrium shall be maintained between the con-

sumption and the fresh growth of timber. But where

such supervision is lacking [as is the case in some of

the United States] man destroys much more vegeta-

tion than is spontaneously reproduced—this is true

not only of the consumption of wood but also of the

consumption of turf. And so it happens that accu-

mulations of plants that could form beds of coal are at

present to be found hardly anywhere.

Coal, therefore, represents for us a certain amount

of capital that is not to be increased, that bears no in-

terest, and that is by no means inexhaustible. And
humanity goes on with the consumption of coal like

the fortunate player that drew the grand prize in the

lottery and knew no better than to squander his newly

acquired fortune as quickl}' as possible. We, in fact,

and especially since the invention of the steam-engine,

are wasting in the most irresponsible manner our
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capital of mineral coal that we cannot replace. How
long is this to last?

The answer can be given, with approximate cer-

taint}-, on the basis of the condition of things in Eng-

land, which have been closely studied. England be-

longs to the most richly endowed of civilized states in

this respect; its "black counties"—South Wales,

Northumberland, Durham, Lancashire, and others

—

are world-famous. Of the entire coal-area of Europe,

more than one third lies on the British Islands. These

}'ield almost one half of the entire coal output of the

earth, which amounts annually to about three hundred

million tons. Now Siemens finds, upon the basis of

the investigations of the English parliamentary com-

mission already mentioned, that the quantity of min-

able coal in Great Britain is estimatedly equal to one

liundred and fifty thousand million tons. Of this in

1877 the annual output was about one hundred and

thirty two million tons. Whence it is calculable that

the coal fields of Great Britain, reckoning from to-

day, will be exhausted in some two hundred and

fifty years. This estimate may indeed not be abso-

lutely reliable ; the day of terror may be deferred for

three or four hundred years : yet what area couple of

centuries in the life of humanity '.

We are thus directly confronted with the fact that

the coal-supply of England, and likewise that of all

Europe, will be exhausted at a time not far distant.

And although non-European lands still possess great

stores of coal, the end awaits them also ; and the

question unavoidably arises—What then ?

Are things really so, that it is granted to the present

generation, or shall we rather say to the present gen-

eration and those that immediately follow, to rejoice

in the highest fruitions of civilization, while soon

thereafter humanity is to sink back into barbarism ?

Shall we continue frivolously and wantonly to squan-

der the fortune that has fallen in our laps, and say ;

Api-cs nous Ic deluge. Have we not also duties to ful-

fil towards the coming generations ?

(TO BE CONCLUD D.)

IS NATIONALISM A SIN AGAINST LIBERTY?

BY T. B, WAKEMAN.

" Order, the condition of liberty.

Liberty, the mother of iniprovtd order."

There is a widespread and profound misappre-

hension about the relation of Nationalism to Liberty

which a little attention to the laws of sociology should

remove. We read, for instance, in the Tivcntieih

Century, of June 12th, Hugh O. Pentecost's opinion,

which, many hope is only temporary. He says : "I

admit that it (Nationalism) would distribute wealth

more equitably, that it would abolish poverty, but in-

dividual liberty would be the price paid for those

blessings, and they are not worth the price."

Then he goes right on and quotes, and replies very

cunningly, evidently as he thinks triumphantly, thus :

"The 'Pacific Union' also objects to my foregoing para-

graph. It says :

Nationalism (the control of an entire people under one governmental

system) established for the benefit of the whole—to sustain the rights of the

whole— is not tyrannous, nor can the most rabid Anarchist make it so appear.

It is all very well to say that, but read what follows :

Wliat Mr. Pentecost contends for is that those who do not desire to co-

operate should not be compelled to do so; if they are compelled, that is tyr-

anny. But he seems to forget that the good of the whole is paramount to the

good of the few.

There you are, you see :
' The good of the whole is paramount

to the good of the few.' Is not that the time-honored maxim of

majority rule, a maxim that is now used to justify policemen and

prisons ? Now, good friends, you might as well admit that the

only difference between our present governmental tyranny and

injustice and Nationalism is, that now many are ruled for the ben-

efit of a few, while under Nationalism a few would be ruled for

the benefit of many. I admit that that would be an improve-n^nt,

but it would be tyranny, all the same. If not, why not ?"

If these disputants would bring their difficulties

and differences under the light of evolutional sociology,

would they not disappear ? Let us see.

Nothing can be more important than to get down
to scientific bed-rock on this subject, for we can never

do anything right in social affairs, economics, or morals

without tliat foundation. In The Open Court of May
29, we answered the question, "Is Nationalism a

sin against Hell? " and in so doing called attention to

the controlling fact that " Society is an organism,"

and that there is no use in discussing social questions

if such fundamental facts and the laws pertinent to

those subjects are to be persistently ignored. For in-

stance, the disputants above quoted speak of '
' rights,

"

and the will and wants of the individual as though all

human affairs were purely voluntary' or involuntary,

and independent of the organism. A moment's thought

will enable any one to see that this is shallow, unscien-

tific talk. For if society is an organism, the first and

main question is. What is the nature, extent, and

proper limits of its organic action ? When those ques-

tions are answered, and the duties they enjoin are pro-

vided for, we may begin to chatter about our " rights "

and "wants."

It is the glory of Nationalism that of all the " Re-

forms " of our time it is not metaphysical. It proposes

to actually do something practically, and on a basis

that does not begin by upsetting the order and science

of the world. It proposes to follow simply the evolu-

tional progress of that order and science intelligently,

instead of being forced forward by the blind social

forces of Nature with our backs instead of our faces

to the dawn—a most ungraceful and unintelligent waj'

of entering heaven, at which the angels will surely

laugh ! ?

The Nationalists scientifically turn their faces to

the light in their "Declaration of Principles," thus:
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"We merely seek to push (follow) this principle (co-

operation) a little further, and have all industries

operated in the interest of all by the Nation— Tlie

People organized—the Organic Unity of tlie w/ioie

People."

These are most important words because they are

scientific. They should have admonished our dispu-

tants that we are all living in and are parts of a vast

organism—an organic world, with an inevitable organic

action, co-operation, tv/(/, and consequent "Unitv."

Now the great fact is that this organic action is as

deep as the world. It includes not only the evolution

and movements of the solar system, and our own
"mother and nurse, the Earth, "but also all of the plants,

animals, and societies which she has produced, including

the great society. Mankind, with its manifold growths,

combinations, and their stages of progress. We stand

as the outcome and apex of this mighty pyramid rest-

ing upon the stars and rising step by step through in-

organic matter to the vital and then to the human and

social.

Each individual is simply its last growth, the high-

est of all and the product of all, but thus subject to all

its organic action and laws, and possessed of life, health,

strength, enjoyment, happiness, and in a word, liberty,

only as he fulfills and develops his individuality along

the lines of growth and least resistance, which are those

laws.

Now the first thing to be always borne in mind

about these facts and laws is, that they are scientific

and as we said inevitable. To say '• that those who do

not desire toco-operate should not be compelled to do

so ; if they are compelled that is tyranny"—is to talk,

(we beg pardon) very absurd and unscientific nonsense.

There is no will nor compulsion about this co-operation.

It is a fact, fundamental asi-A. organic, not voluntary nor

involuntary—whether we consider it as solar, terres-

trial, material, vital, social, or moral. Our ex-Rev. friend,

Mr. Hugh O. Pentecost, is indeed awful spry. He can

spring from a pulpit or a system of theology with a speed

that makes many, and perhaps him a little dizzy, but we
challenge him and defy him to secede from the solar

system ! Even the great burly Jupiter could not do

that. Nor more can he secede irom Mother Earth

and her little family of plants and animals and human
society with its organic co-operation and social laws

and moral duties. The only escape from all these is

to go out of life. This organic action is the cause,

creator and sustainer of every individual. The civi-

lized individual could no more exist and live without

society than the hand without the body. Like the

hand the civilized individual has no existence natural

or healthy except as an organ of the body which pro-

duced it. So we can exist only as we "are members
one of another."

If it is said, all this is a truism—an old chestnut.

We reply that this is just the trouble. Fundamental
facts and laws are enduring and never to be forgotten.

Our anarchistic friends talk and try to act just as

though they were metaphysical individual entities hav-

ing no laws, conditions, nor duties, except to flirt and

dance in the infinite space of their imaginations as

their sweet wills may seem to waft them.

Then we are asked, how about the ivill and self—
and all that ? Are we not free, and the result and object

and finality of everything—each in, for, and to him or

her sel/1 Yes, for the growth, purposes, and enjoy-

ment of the individual standing upon these laws and

with constant relation, conscious or not, to the so-

cial organic whole of which the individual life is a

function, or else a robber. The best illustration is to

compare the function of the will in the body physical,

and then in the body social. In the physical body

most of the organic action which is fundamental has

already become not only involuntary but unconscious.

The action of the great organs, like the stomach, heart,

and brain, is onlj' thought of when diseased. Carlyle

complained bitterly that his happiness was wrecked

b}' his unfortunate discovery of his stomach. So, gen-

erally, the acts necessary for the system, are at first

voluntary and conscious, and then", like walking, they

become usual, natural, involuntary, and finally organic

and inevitable. Thus all of the material nutritive pro-

cesses and conditions go on as a matter of course, like

the stomach and heart, and the w/// is chiefly occupied

consciously with the newer and unexpected matters

which confront the organism, and where the choice is

the strain between motives, and is determined by the

highest.

But unconsciously, organically, necessarily, and

naturally, the 7aill of the individual is occupied in sup-

plying the stomach, the heart, and the brain with the

materials that sustain their organic action—making

life and health possible. This organic ivill is simply

the co-operation of the whole system, every organ and

part thereof joining in this common consensus for the

obtaining of food and the conditions of existence ne-

cessary to the whole organism. This consensus of all

is not voluntary nor involuntary : it is organic, natural,

inevitable. It is not a " governmental tyranny and in-

justice " but the common action of all worked out by

natural selection for the benefit of all. Prolonged med-

itation upon Jisop's fable of "The Stomach and the

Limbs " ought to be imposed upon every Anarchist

who complains of the " tyranny " which compels his

hands and will to supply his stomach, or die. They

must learn to apply this fable to the body social. The

consensus of the people is the loill, and government of

the whole organism, in which all of the just powers

are "the <:r'//,f('/// of the governed." To say that such
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consent is a tyranny is to be guilty of an organic false-

hood. To say that you wont give, join in, or have

anything to do with such a " consent" is to be guilty

of organic suicide. It is simply to secede from man-

hood and civilization—and to die—making usually a

dirty nuisance of one's self, as in deaths by slow alco-

hol-poisoning. Darwinism, indeed, shows that in

every community there will be a few rudimentary

specimens of incomplete development who do not

become capable of co operative civilization. These

are provided for now, and will continue to be cared for

in institutions in which physical and moral deficiencies

will remain a warning to all, while being remedied as

far as possible.

Substantially there can be no society or civilization

without this co operative organic action of all its

members. Every one by being born consents to this

fact and condition just as he consents to the solar sys-

tem. This fact is not a tyranny at all, because it is a

condition of existence. We accept it by accepting

civilized existence. This is the " If not, why not,"

to all notions, that the organic action of the social or-

ganism is a tyranny. It is not a tyranny because it is

one of the conditions of existence, like the law of

gravitation. It is the order of social action upon

which the safety,' existence, and welfare of each and

all depends. To thus speak of organic laws as

" tyranny all the same," is simply a theological anthro-

pomorphism. Its history is curious. It is a cross

between Rousseau and Paley. A century ago Theo-

logs taught that a God created nature and imposed

laws to which all were made to submit, and that the

laws of the state were simply a similar imposition.

The Anarchists are our theological "survivals." They

still talk and act as though law was an imposition of

authority divine or human, and therefore to be vio-

lated in order to assert and vindicate liberty!—and

that law is thus simply another name for tyranny. It

is a thousand pities that our " H. O. P." cannot jump

off of this theological shadow. For this idea of law

is wholly out of date. In the modern scientific sense,

law is the reverse of tyranny. It is an observed order

of phenomena or events, even in social science, as

among the stars. It is the line of least resistence, and

synonymous with consent and liberty. It is the line

or order in which things go because they/Z/c// go with-

out restraint, the easiest and freeest. The law and

order of the world is simply the record of its freedom.

In so far as we conform our lives to its order, we are

free. When we conquer, as Bacon said " by this

obedience," we are emancipated from restraint.

Thus says Goethe :

" Art and Nat are are one,

And the law only can to us Freedom give."

{" Und das Gesetz ««r kann uns Freiheit geben."*>

»See his Sonnet 'iNaturutid h'unst."

There can be no law without order in phenomena,

and SO in human actions order is the necessary condi-

tion of any certain and free activity. Where no one

knows what will happen or what people will do, there

is no freedom to do anything, and civilization cannot

rise above barbarism. Liberty never began until the

order, first observed in nature, gave some certainty

and freedom to human effort, and then the consequent

increasing order and law of human societies made the

increase of freedom possible. Thus, order was and is

ever the condition of Liberty : the base of progress.

But equally true is it that Liberty, the choice of the

line of action most easy, safe, and beneficial to the ac-

tors must, and has become the common action, order,

and hence, laiv, which has sustained an ever higher

liberty. Thus in turn " Liberty is ever the mother of

an improved order." The static is ever the base of

the dynamic : while the growth of the dynamic ever

broadens its static base.

Exactl)' in this spirit Nationalism comes to restore

in our country the conditions of liberty and individu-

ality, by conforming to the natural organic laws of our

National existence and progress, and making them the

basis of secured liberty. Tyranny is simply monopoly:

it is organic action stolen and misappropriated. It is

the use of social power for the selfish gain and ends of

the tyrant. The ancient tyrants were political : the

modern are industrial. The remedy is the same ; the

organic action of the people must replace them. In

the physical body this action first comes in play for

protection, and then to feed and sustain. So in our

body social, the first function of government was ex

ercised to protect our liberties by war, as our fathers

did against a foreign foe. But now civilization in its

evolutional advance calls for organic action to defend

the people from the internal foes of monopolies and

the "wolfish competition of selfishness." The mo-

nopolists and anarchists combine to defeat this on-

ward step of civilization and liberty. Both of them

are retrogrades. The true line of progress is unmis-

takably that by which organic action can defend every

member of the commonwealth from foes not only

abroad, but at lio7ne, by placing under him, at least

the necessary conditions of life, liberty, and the oppor-

tunity to achieve some happiness by the performance

of some duty.

The notion that the organic provision of these con-

ditions will breed only a herd of " human cattle," has

no support in fact or theory. It is only the immorali-

ties and degradation enforced by merciless competi-

tion and "Poverty's unconquerable bar," which re-

presses the noble in human nature, and develops the

cunning, the selfish, the mean, and the contemptible.

If the notion is, that a secured material sustenance

will give a sameness of character, life, and pursuits
;
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the very opposite would evidently result. There would

naturally be a multiplicity ; for, every divergence of

taste, character, and pursuit would have a freedom of

development hitherto unknown and otherwise im-

possible. Every "sport " would then give a variety,

to be continued if of value. The flowers of the gar-

den,—were they able to co-operate and provide the

most nourishing soil and the proper situation and

room for growth,—would they grow all alike ? To
provide these conditions of success and multiplicity

for the flowers and the plants, we even now have a

Department of Agriculture. But for the flowers and

virtues of human nature we have no support, no or-

ganic protection. We turn them over to the cruel

mercies of brutal, immoral competition in the race

for wealth and power as the sole objects of life, and

then talk of the depravity of human nature. And
clergymen in the pulpit, and, alas ! some out, cry

—

Amen!

LOCALIZATION OF BRAIN-ACTIVITY.

HI.

SENSORY CENTRES.

The most important motory regions of the human
brain are, according to all authorities on the subject, situ-

ated around the fissure of Rolando. There is less agree-

ment concerning the sensory centres. The optic cen-

tre is situated, according to Meynert, Munk, and Hu-

guenin, in the first, second, and third occipital lobes
;

according to Exner, in the first and second only, and

in the upper part of the cuneus.

The acoustic centre lies in the temporal lobes. Ir-

ritations of these centres cause hallucinations of hear-

ing. In post mortem examinations Huguenin found

the temporal lobes of deaf patients in an atrophied

condition.

The centres of taste and smell are, according to

Ferrier, supposed to be situated in the uncus gyrifor-

nicati.

The tactile centres, according to Trippier, Exner,

Petrina and others, must be sought for in the regions

of their respective motory centres.

The frontal lobe does not contain either motory or

sensory centres. It seems to be in the service of more

abstract kinds of mental activit}', and is most likely

also the seat of affectionate and emotional centres.

Defects of this part, be the}' acquired or inherited, are

as a rule accompanied with idiocy or lack of intelli-

gence. Monkeys in whom the frontal lobes were re-

moved, showed no irregularities in the exercise of

their motory and sensory functions
;
j-et they appeared

more whimsical and less affectionate than before.

EXPERIMENTS UPON .\NIM.ALS.

It is a strange fact that the hemispheres as well as

the corpus striatum exhibit no sensitiveness to pain

whatever. They can be cut, irritated, or maltreated in

any way without causing direct suffering.

Experiments have been made to deprive animals

(mostly pigeons, hens, and frogs, but also dogs) of

their entire hemispheres. A pigeon without its hemi-

spheres stands firmly on its feet if only the cerebellum

remains unimpaired, but has lost all signs of intelli-

gence. It behaves as if it were asleep. It will stand

quietly in one place for hours and hours.

A brainless pigeon is without clear consciousness

because it has lost all the memories to which sensory

irritations may be referred. Yet it is not entirely void

of feeling. The sensory and motory nerves perform

their functions as usual, and with perfect harmony.

The pigeon " quivers if a pistol is shot off near by
;

its eye winks at the approach of a flame, and the pu-

pils contract. It turns away from ammonia vapor"

(Landois). Its consciousness however, if conscious-

ness it can be called, is limited to the moment and to

that one sense-impression which takes place at the

moment. This sense-impression remains isolated, it

cannot be compared with former memories. Thus it

remains ununderstood, and is quickly forgotten.

Hens endure the operation better than other birds.

For a few hours, they lie exhausted ; then they rise

and remain in a sitting posture. Again, after hours,

they walk about, scratch the floor of the room, and af-

ter a few days they begin pecking for food, although

there may be nothing on the ground. Some hens

learn again to eat and drink, if water and food is put

into their bills, and thus can be kept alive as living

automatons for several months. (See Exner in Her-

mann's "Physiologie," Vol. II, Part II, p. 199.)

Frogs preserve perfectly their equilibrium after re-

moval of their hemispheres. If turned on their back,

they will rise to their feet. If irritated, they will make

two or three jumps, with a view to escaping. If

thrown into water, they will swim until they touch the

wall of the basin ; then they will creep up on the

edge, where they remain. In all motions producible

as direct reflexes upon their proper irritations, they

show a perfect mastery of their limbs and harmony of

movement. Yet without irritation there is no motion;

there is no spontaneous voluntary action whatever. A
brainless frog, if left to itself, will remain quietly on

the spot where it has been placed, as if asleep ; it

will take no food, betrays no consciousness of hunger

or thirst, shows no sign of fear, and unless artificially

fed, will in time dry up like a mummy.
That which in animals and in man appears to us as

spontaneous and voluntary motion, is the result of

cerebration among the memory-pictures of the cortex,

acting, as we suppose, in co-operation with the cor-

pora striata. When the memory-pictures have been

removed, an animal is unable to act except in response
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to sensory impressions, that is by direct reflex-mo-

tions.

* *

Goltz invented a new method to remove the hemi-

spheres of animals, which has the advantage of caus-

ing less irritation than the scraping them out with a

knife' or a sharpened spoon. He injected through

small apertures in the skull a jet of cold water, and

thus succeeded in washing out the cortex without in-

juring other parts. Goltz distinguishes two kinds of

effects : those which after some time pass away and

those which remain for good. The former are mere

temporary disturbances, while the latter alone can be

considered as a loss of functions which have their seat

in the removed parts.

A dog that has been deprived of the greatest part

of his cortex is, as Goltz expresses it, an extremely

complex reflex-mechanism that eats {fressende Reflex-

maschine). He behaves like a perfect idiot, walks

slowly and awkwardly, with the head downwards. His

sense of touch all over the skin is obtuse. He shows

a lack of information concerning the surrounding world

and his own body which is mainly noticeable when he

is fed. He sees, but like a sleep-walker who avoids

obstacles without being aware of what they are. He
hears, for he can be roused from his sleep by loud

calls, but he hears like a man who is but half-awak-

ened from a profound sleep and has not as yet »recov-

ered his full consciousness. The disturbances of all

the other senses are analogous. He howls when hungry,

but does not search for food. If fed, he eats until his

stomach is full. He shows no indications of sexual

instinct, and is generally without any interest or sym-

pathy.

PSYCHICAL ACTIVITY. THE ORGAN OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND

THE SEAT OF INTELLIGENCE.

The motory as well as sensory centres of the hemi-

spheres must be considered as psychical regions; that

is, they are the places in which the action of the nerv-

ous mechanism may be and often is accompanied with

consciousness. This is corroborated by the fact that

an irritation of these regions does not produce the

usual result in new-born animals ; their psychic activity

is not as yet developed and a few fibres only are dif-

ferentiated in the white nerve-substance of their hemi-

spheric region. In further support of this the circum-

stance can be adduced (according to Schiff), that these

cortical centres cease to work if the animal manipu-

lated up'on is kept under the influence of chloroform

or other narcotics.

Consciousness is the most complex and concen-

trated form of feeling. Feelings, we can fairly assume,

may take place in all the innumerable cells of our body

so long as they are alive. But these feelings are ex-

tremely weak and by far the greater part remain* iio-

late'd. Feelings, we assume, depend upon a special

form of activity in animal substance. The sensory

fibres of the nervous system are a mechanism con-

structed to co-ordinate and concentrate the various

feelings ; while the motor fibres co ordinate the reflex

-

activity in such a way that it may be subservient to,

that is, it may act upon irritations received from cer-

tain co-ordinated centres of feeling. The final con-

centration of both activities, sensory as well as motory,

takes place in the hemispheric region and it is in this

final concentration that consciousness is produced.

Meynert considers the whole nervous mechanism of

man as "three superordinated systems of projection."

The first or highest system of projection is the corona

radiata, comprising all those tracts which connect

the hemispheric ganglions, the thalamus, and the Four

Hills. As the second system of projection Meynert

describes the course of fibres from the great ganglions

(viz., thalamus, Four Hills, and corpus striatum) to

the central gray substance which forms the walls of

the aquaductus Sylvii and the bottom of the fourth

ventricle.

In the accompanying diagram representing Mey-

nert's view of the nervous system, the lines connecting

T (thalamus) with v IV (anterior root of spinal cord)

are paths of reflex motions descending from the thala-

mus. Their presence is proved by the fact that after

the destruction of the voluntary motor tracts an in-

voluntary mobility is preserved which can be produced

through simple reflex- action so long as the thalamus

remains unimpaired.

The third system of projection are the fibres below

the central gray substance, namely the motor and sen-

sory nerves which connect this part of the nervous

system with the periphery.

The cerebellum forms a central organ of its own,

being in connection with the hem.ispheres, the pons,

and the medulla.

Every system of projection from the most periph-

eral to the most central, from the third to the first, is

a further concentration of feelings and of their corres-

ponding motor reflexes. The first system, which is the

highest and most centralized, is alone the seat of con-

sciousness. Accordingly no feeling, no sensation, nor

any motion, can become conscious unless it be pro-

jected into the hemispheric region. All sensory irrita-

tions which do not rise into, and all motory reflexes

which do not originate from this highest region—re-

main unconscious.

We say that no nerve-activity except that which is

projected into, or takes place in, the hemispheres can

become conscious ; but we do not say that all the

nervous activity of the hemispheres does become con-

scious. Many most complex actions, motions as well
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meynert's representation of the nervous system.

(After Meynert's investigations; reproduced from Hermann's Physiology,

Vol. II, part II, p. 303,)

C. Cortex of hemispheres.

/-. Lenticular body.

5. Tailed body (nucleus caudatus).

A. and .S are the hemispberic ganglions, called Striped Body.
'/'. Thalamus.
/'. Four Hills.

Olfactory ne

Eye.

: (Riech-Kolben)

K. Sn all ] erebellu

ebellum . ) Tracts

al cord.

B. Brachium ad C
ain with the hemispheres.

hiV. Posterior (sensory) roots of sp

vW. Anterior (motory) roots of spinal cord.

MM. Two sections of the Medulla in the spmal cord.

/. /. Voluntary motor tracts, passing into the lenticula

i .S, whence they issue downwards. They form part of the

tj over to the other side in the inferior pyramidal decussation («. /'.), and
scend to their respective anterior roots in the spinal cord.

2. 2. Involuntary motor tracts. They pass from the cortex into the Thala-

iis yand the Four Hills /', whence they issue downward to their anterior

g the

L and tailed bod-

rus cerebri cross-

roots forming part of the tegmentum. If there is any decussation in these in-

voluntary tracts, it can take place in the spinal cord only as indicated in the

dotted lines near /.

3. 3. Sensory tracts, crossing to the other side and forming the superior
pyramidal decussation, in oP.

4. 4. Optic tracts.

5. 3. Olfactory tracts.

6. 6. Cerebellar tracts of B.

7. 7. Commissural fibres, connecting both hemispheres.
S. S. Commissural fibres interconnecting the different provinces of one

hemisphere.

as sensations, and even long chains of logical reason-

ing which can have their seat in the cortical substance

onl)', are performed unconsciously. Accordingly, it

is but a small part of the cerebral activity that enters

into consciousness. Only the mountain peaks of cere-

bral nerve- activity if they rise through a process of

further co-ordination above the great mass of sub-

conscious states are illumined by a glow of concen-

trated Reeling or consciousness.

Meynert's investigations have been modified of late

by Wernicke * in so far as Wernicke demonstrates that

the Shell (putamen) of the lenticular body and the

nucleus caudatus do not receive fibres from the corona

radiata. They form no intermediate stations between

the hemispheres and the periphery. This function

has to be limited to the inner stripes of the nucleus

lentiformis (which are called the globus pallidus). The
Shell forms a terminus of its own quite analogous to

the cortical region.

If we compare the thickness of the corona radiata

with that of the crus cerebri, we find that the former

must contain by far the greater number of fibres. Some
fibres are continuous, passing from the cortex through

the internal capsule directl}' into the crus. Other fibres

of the corona are indirectly connected with fibres of the

crus by intermediate stations in the stripes of the

globus pallidus. A good number however must be lost

in the striped body. This reduction of fibres indicates

that the striped body must contain a place which

stands in some intimate relation to the cortex—more

so than to the crus. The connection of the striped

body (so far as it is not a mere intermediate station)

must represent some special function, which seems to

reduce or concentrate cortical activity, as if it were

another system of projection, superordinated upon

that which is represented in the relations between the

thalami, Four Hills, etc., and the cortex.

The cortical activity is supposed to represent the

terminus of the whole system of projection. Yet this

great and wide area of gray matter cannot properly

constitute the central seat or organ of consciousness ;

it represents rather the store-house of old experiences;

it is the seat of intelligence.

Intelligence, physiologically expressed, is a great

wealth of well-associated, i. e., well-interconnected

» Wernicke. Lehrbuch der Gehirukmnkluilen, Cassel, 1881.
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.and systematized, memory-structures. Consciousness

and intelligence are not identical. We know for cer-

tain that intelligence and consciousness are radically

different. Long chains of logical reasoning may take

place without any consciousness. We may also, and

often we do, unconsciously e.xecute most complex

movements that are expressive of intelligence in so

far as they adapt themselves to special circumstances.

In jumping, if we have any practice, we measure

with our eyes correctly any given distance, and the

motions of our limbs will be exactly adapted to the oc-

casion ; and yet this process of judgment does in rare

cases only enter into consciousness. Word-memories

have unquestionably their seat in the cortex, and yet

there are many instances where fervid oratory flows

from the lips of a speaker with unconscious ease.

Similar acts of unconscious mental activity are per-

formed in all kinds of gymnastic exercises, by piano

players, and in innumerable other ways. While writ-

ing an author spells correctly without being in the

least aware of it ; and indeed all conscious thought is

everywhere permeated by, interlaced with, and, as it

were, carried on the pinions of, the activity of uncon-

scious intelligence.

The function of consciousness consists in a certain

stimulation of the different ideas registered in the hemi-

spheres. The nervous battery which discharges these

irritations, causing thereby now in this now in that

part of the cortex an increase of blood circulation, may
be called the seat of consciousness. Accordingly,

consciousness, physiologically considered, would be the

effect of this nervous battery upon those nervous

structures with which at the time it stands in connec-

tion.

The seat of consciousnessmust be situated in some

ganglionic organ of co-ordination. It seems as though

this organ can be sought for only in the Striped Body,

perhaps in the shell of the nucleus lentiformis. The
Striped Body being a part of the hemispheric region

must, for ontogenetic and other reasons, stand in some

such relation to the hemispheres. The corpus stria-

tum develops in the same ratio as the hemispheres,

and if it is irritated by an electric current the result

appears to be the same as when the motor centres of

the cortex are all excited at once (Landois). De-

struction causes hemiplegia (paralysis on the opposite

half of the body), which often is accompanied with

hemiansesthesia. Further verification of this hypoth-

esis, that the organ of consciousness is to be sought

for in some part of the Striped Body, must be ex-

pected from pathological and experimental observa-

tions.

Consciousness, if extraordinarily intense and con-

centrated, is called attention. Attention is nothing

but a concentration of feeling in order to prepare for

and execute an act of motion. Attention is not motion. It

is rather a temporary suppression of motion, but its

final end and purpose is always the execution of some
motion or a series of motions adapted to given condi-

tions. Reading, studying, observing in order to un-

derstand something, are as much motions upon which

conscious mind-activity can be concentrated, as is the

catching of prey by animals. In a state of attention

all feeling is focused upon one aim, in order to pre-

pare in an act of deliberation, and after due prepara-

tion to serve as an irritant for, a specially adapted

motion.

The unity of consciousness, accordingly, must be

conceived as the product of concentration. Many
feelings converge upon one point, aimed at by the ir-

ritant for action. The effect of their co operation is an

attitude of which concentrated action or desire for

action directed upon one common aim is the charac-

teristic feature. Consciousness, therefore, is neither

a material nor mental essence, but it is a special

state of mind. The unity of consciousness is not

an original and innate quality which makes atten-

tion possible ; its unity is a unification. The unity of

consciousness is no intrinsic quality of mind ; it is im-

posed upon the mind by the object of attention, which

like a magnet attracts all its tendencies to motion, and

thus produces in them and among them a systematic

arrangement so that they all are subservient to one

plan of action.

The physiological mechanism of consciousness is

an unsolved problem still. If our hypothesis, that the

Striped Bodies must be considered as the organ of

consciousness, should be confirmed and proved, the

question might be raised. Why can we not concentrate

our attention upon two different objects at the same
time? Why cannot one corpus striatum concentrate

the consciousness of one hemisphere upon one kind

of work, while the other concentrates that of the other

hemisphere upon some other subject ?

A satisfactory answer to this question cannot be

given until we know more of the construction and

mechanical action of the brain and especially of the

cortical ganglions. Until then we must be satisfied

with a preliminary answer. If- consciousness is the

common direction of mind-activity, its unity need not

be constituted by, or rest upon, one unique organ.

Thus a carriage may be drawn by two horses, hitched

side by side and directed towards one common goal.

If consciousness or attention (i. e., the concentration

of consciousness) is not a unity but a unification, we
need not search for one single and unique organ of

consciousness, as did Descartes, who for this reason

assumed the seat of the soul to be the pineal gland.

Being simply a state of mind produced through a cer-

tain attitude of concentration, consciousness may have
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its seat in two or even in several organs. It will ob-

tain so long as a common direction governs the single

parts of an organism ; and it need not depend upon

the uniqueness of its organs.

We can illustrate the state of attention by the phe-

nomenon of vision. If our attention is concentrated

upon one object which we see before us, we need not,

like the marksman, shut one eye ; but we may let the

axes of both eyes so converge that the object of our at-

tention is placed at the centre of vision of both eyes.

The unity of vision and also of consciousness consists

in this convergence ; and although there are two pict-

ures, one on each retina, and two cortical images, one

in each hemisphere, the object is nevertheless per-

ceived as one only. The concentration of mental ac-

tivity may take place in both Striped Bodies at the

same time. So long as it converges upon one ob-

ject, so long as it is concentrated upon one and the

same idea, it will be felt as a unitary state of con-

sciousness.

It is more than probable that the mechanism which

produces this mental convergence of consciousness

works as automaticall}' in normal brains, as does the

co-operative adjustment of the motions ojf our e}'es.

And in spite of the wonderful result produced, it ma}'

be, and I am firmly convinced that it is, not much
more complicated than the unification in the activity

of our two organs of vision. p. c.

WO .MAN AND THE TARIFF.

BY F. M. HOLLAND.

The agitation about protectionism has some resemblance to

that about slavery ; and it is especially to be noticed that each

movement has had an utterly unpractical set of champions, in ad-

dition to its advocates on practical, common-sense ground. Abo-

litionism, however, had the good fortune of numbering among its

most active supporters mary of our noblest women, like Lucretia

Mott, the Grimke sisters, Abigail Kelly, Lucy Stone, and Harriet

Beecher Stowe ; but no woman has made herself equally prom-

inent against our tariff. Miss Kate Field has recently spoken with

some effect against the duty on works of art ; and all artists are

with her ; but there has been no general opposition of women, as

such, to the prevalent idea, among the men at Washington, that

pictures, statues, and engravings are mere luxuries, which ought

to be taxed. If women really do think that culture of tasie has

some value in education, and that it would be a national misfor-

tune for us to lose the Angelus, now kept in Canada like a fugitive

from justice, by our tariff, it is high time to hive the feminine

view come to light. What does the fair reader of French, Ger-

man, and Italian books think of a duty designed to keep Ihera out

of her hands, lest they should hinder her patronizing some Amer-

ican publisher ? And is the tax of fifty per cent, on gloves wholly

satisfactory to that sex for which they are necessaries of life, to

almost as great an extent as pocket handkerchiefs ? No woman,

at all events, would put sewing silk among her luxuries ; and that

is taxed thirty per cent., like the Angelus.

By far the worst case is that of woolen goods, most of which

are under a double tax of thirty-five cents per pound and thirty-

five per cent, of their cost in Europe : the result is that a poor

woman who wishes to buy a shawl or a dress-pattern, of a coarse.

cheap kind, valued in the Custom House at not more than forty

cents a pound has to pay a tax of one hundred and twenty-two

percent. To get an article which she could have for $ro, if we
had free trade, she is forced to pay $22.20 I take these figures

from a full list of duties, compiled by J. A. Linquist, and pub-

lished last September by the Reform Club, 52 William Street,

New York. It must be noticed that while the manufacturer is

protected by the thirty-five per cent tax, that of thirty-five cents

a pound does not protect the manufacturer but only the wool-

grower. The real state of the case is something like this. A poor

washerwoman buys a cheap shawl, and tells the shop-keeper to

cut off enough coarse heavy cloth to make $10 worth of goods. He
takes the money from her ; but, before she can get hold of the

bundle, the man who owns a big factory in her village steps up

and says, "Stop a moment, you can't have those goods for $10

unless you will pay me $3 50 for my protection." She does not

see how it is that he needs to be protected more than she does
;

but she pays what he asks and is about to go off with the bundle.

A heavy hand is laid on her shoulder, however, and another plump
gentleman, with a big diamond in his shirt-bosom, says; "Don't

forget me. I am the gentle shepherd ; and I want to be protected

too. Just hand over S8.70 as quick as you can, for I'm in a big

hurry tonight. I am going to give that needy manufacturer a

champagne supper ; and it won't do to get late." This time the

washerwoman tries to get away with her bundle ; but she is told

that she is in danger of being arrested for sm'iggling ; and away
she goes with an empty wallet and a heavy heart.

Such scenes would take place in every store, if the taxes

were collected directly from buyers at retail, instead of being col-

lected from them indirectly through middle-men. It must not,

however, be supposed that all women are taxed so heavily. Sup-

pose the wife of the gentle shepherd were to buy $10 worth of

woolen goods, valued at between seventy and eighty cents a pound.

She would be taxed $7.80, instead of the $12 20 levied on the

washerwoman who bought coarser goods of what would be the

same value, if it were not for the tariff. So again the woman who
buys knit goods, valued at not more than thirty cents a pound, is

taxed eighty-eight per cent.; but it would be only fifty-nine if she

could afford to buy goods worth between forty and sixty cents. If

we deducted the thirty-five per cent., levied to protect manufac-

turers, we shall find that protecting wool-growers costs the poor

woman fifty-three cents extra whenever she buys such a bundle of

knit goods as she could have for a dollar, if it were not for the

tariff, while the rich woman is taxed only twenty-four cents on

her dollar's worth. In the case of shawls and many kinds of

woolen cloth, the rich woman would be taxed forty-three per

cent., to enrich some wool-grower; but the poor woman would

have to pay eighty seven, as already mentioned. Thus poor peo-

ple are taxed twice as heavily as the rich for the ranch-owner's

benefit.

A promise to " correct the inequalities of the tariff " was made

six years ago by our rulers ; and there is a bill now passing through

Congress which would increase enormously the prices, not only of

woolen goods, but of such kinds of buttons, embroideries, and

other necessities of the feminine toilet, as have hitherto been

within reach of the poor. It is high time to consider what can be

done to protect .\merican women against the tariff.

LIBERTY AND NATIONALISM.

This number of The Open Court contains Mr. T. B. Wake-

man's article, " Is Nationalism a Sin against Liberty?" We are

glad to be able to present to our readers the best possible defense

that can be made for nationalism, but we do not cherish the fond

hope of Mr. Wakeman and Mr. Orchardson, that it can be justi-

fied before the tribunal of reason and common sense.
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There is a truth in Nationalism which scarcely ever has been

doubted except by the most rabid anarchists. If nationalism

means the national control of certain affairs, the performance of

which is of common interest, as for instance the administration of

the law, nationalism has been realized in every civilized society.

But if nationalism means the nationalization of all private prop-

erty, so that all private interests and enterprises shall be regu-

lated by the nation—a state of things such as Mr. Bellamy de-

scribes in his novel "Looking Backward" — nationalism is a

scheme that scarcely deserves serious consideration. It is at pres-

ent being greatly promoted, but together with other fashions

and crazes it will pass away as soon as people get tired of the mo-

notonous refrain " wolfish competition."

Every civilized society is an organism of co-operating indi-

viduals who in their co-operation compete to do, each one in his

own sphere, the best they can. Nationalists assume that if all enter-

prises, all business, all manufactories, all farms, all trade, were run

by the nation, each citizen would have his material sustenance

assured. This ought to be proved, but neither Mr. Bellamy, nor

Mr. Wakeman, nor any one of the nationalists, has been able to

prove it. National enterprises in any kind of business have here-

tofore mostly proved failures, and it is a matter of experience that

those enterprises prosper best which are carried on by private in-

dustry. Co-op3ration is a good thing, but nationalization is that

kind of co-operation which is least desirable.

We have explained our views on Nationalism in Nos. 141 and

1 44 in the articles "Co-operation and Competition" and "Correct

Premises but Wrong Conclusions "; both were written in answer

to essays and comments that appeared simultaneously in TV/f Opui

Court. Mr. Wakeman in his present article, " Is Nationalism a Sin

against Liberty ? " does not refute the arguments presented against

Nationalism in these previous numbers of The Open Court. His

idea that society is an organism cannot be disputed and has been

vigorously maintained by us also. The idea that competition ought

to be banished rests upon a misconception of competition. Com-
petition is identical with liberty and comprehends the right of

everybody to do better, ii he can, in a certain line of industry

than his fellow men. It is the creed of Homer to aspire for being

the best of all.

miv apiareiieiv Koi virsipoxov i/jptevai d/l/'.ui'.-iL. vi. 208.

[Ever the foremost to be and e'er to excel before others,
i

I advise every nationalist to try for some time life under the

paternal government of Prussia. The Prussian commonwealth is

the best realization of a moderate nationalism. The honesty of the

hereditary Working Master General, called King of Prussia, and

of late promoted German Emperor, stands undoubtedly above

the suspicion of bribery ; and although he may make and does

make mistakes, he has the best intentions to do his duty in the

interest of his citizens. The moderate nationalism of the Prussian

government is possible only because Prussia is a monarchy, and

because the Prussian monarchs obey the maxim of Frederick the

Great, that " the King is the first servant of the state."

The consequence of the moderate nationalism of Prussia is,

that, to the extent it is introduced, liberty is curtailed and the citi-

zens have become so accustomed to being ruled and taken care of,

that many of them cannot endure the bracing air of freedom.

They will go to the wall like a bird hatched and raised in a cage,

that has escaped from captivity.

Nationalism, I repeat, is as much an extreme as is Anarchism.

The best way is the golden mean between both. The truth that is

contained in Nationalism as well as Anarchism is the aspiration to

improve the social condition of mankind.

Our constitution contains a passage " that the pursuit of happi-

ness " is an inalienable right of man. Does this passage mean that

everybody has an inalienable right to be a pleasure seeker ? My

interpretation of this passage is, that everybody has an inalienable

right to improve the conditions of his life, especially the social

conditions of his existence. In this aspiration T/ie Open Court

concurs with every one who cherishes the ideal of social progress

whether he be an anarchist, or a nationalist, or neither. Yet the

condition of progress, of improvement, and of a melioration of

social conditions is, that we understand the laws of social life.

Mere good intentions are of no avail, and schemes of improvement

based upon errors will rather impede than enhance progress, p. c

CORRESPONDENCE.
SOCIAL FACTORS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR

EXISTENCE.

To the Editor of T/ie Open Court .•—

If, as I believe, human happiness is the prime object of life,

the improvement of the condition of society and the introduction

of more justice into human relations are the most important of all

subjects. And this humane endeavor is the best preparation for the

future, whatever that may be.

I see by your reply that you are neither an extreme individual

ist nor an extreme callectivist, and that you feel confident that there

are departments in which each has an advantage over the other.

I am also delighted to find that your mind is in a philosophical re-

ceptive attitude. What a pity it is that in nearly all controversies

the contestants seem much more anxious to prove their original

position correct, than to discover where to find the truth.

Before a writer can be of any service to the community he must

examine his own mind to see wherein it has been distorted in youth

by traditions, myths, and legends, these causing unnatural hopes,

fears, and preferences.

On a subject like the future state of society, that is in the

realm of the unknown, and has new factors to deal with for which

allowances must be made, he must divest himself of all his arii-

ficial fears, biases, and preferences, and standing on the frontier

of information in that line, he must have an unswerving loyalty to

follow the truth wherever she may lead before he can make a val-

uable inroad into the realm of the unexplored.

As it would be profitless to talk on the many points on which

we agree I will pick up some of the divergences; but before doing

so will make a few comments on the material with which we have

to deal.

All through the barbarous past and into the dishonest present,

the few have robbed the many either by undeceptive force or by

deceptive liw. Thjrs is no diubt thit the greit mass of the

many who h\ve been fleeced would be robbers if they could.

Much of this robbery has been justified to themselves by the

feeling of caste and vanity that inspired men to think that some men

were born to work and provide for other men.

I fear that the virtue of society cannot be raised much above

the average of its constituent parts. Therefore, we sorely need a

higher race of men before more just conditions are possible.

It is considered proper and meritorious to make definite and

scientific arrangements for the improvement of the lower animals,

suppressing evil tendencies and encouraging those that are desir-

able, with such effect that a little while ago the horses of America

were small and vicious, while now they arc large, good-tempered

and symmetrical.

In the light of science that has so definitely established the

potency of the Law of Heredity, it seems hopeless to try to improve

society or the race as long as it is not considered a deathblow to

the possibility of improving it, to send ministers to sanction the

union of habitual criminals.

Spencer says that the greatest need of man is the power of

self-restraint.
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We know that the lower the specimen, the less of that power

he has, and the more likely he is to think that the world owes him

a living, whereas it only owes him the power and opportunity to

get a living.

This vicious trait (that society has allowed to be perpetuated)

is responsible for the large class of habitual criminals, both disrep-

utable and respectable, who (having an opportunity) will not ren-

der a service for the income they draw from society.

Lack of self-restraint and carelessness as to consequences, resul t

in this beautiful planet being plentifully covered with their mental

and physical abortions. The taxes to provide for the necessary

restraint for such organisms, in the shape of locks and safes, po-

licemen and jails, lawyers and court-houses, lunatic and inebriate

asylums, are so great that all the surplus earnings of many of the

reliable people are taken from them.

This enforced poverty makes them fear that they will not be

able to provide for and educate a family as they ought to be; hence

they forego the pleasure of a home. Good children are not per-

mitted to come on earth because perverted sympathy has only

room for the vicious people, as nine-tenths of what they are going

to be at birth. And if they were born honest, truthful, and good

reasoners. there would be no need of any of these very costly re-

straints, or even armies or navies.

I do not wish to appear excited, but when a person realizes

that the fruits of the labor of the noble and industrious are spent

for the purpose of raising and restraining the progeny of the vi-

cious, leaving the salt of the earth so poor that they cannot afford

to have good children of their own, then I feel that it is almost

time to speak out plainly because the improvement of society is

impossible unless we do so.

It is well known that a vicious mental attribute can be handed

down as completely as a physical form, and for the community to

be so insane as to allow the " habitual criminal " the privilege of

doing this through the law of heredity, is not only to bar evolu-

tion, but it means the extinction of the good To this society must

turn its attention or retrograde.

As a rule opponents in controversy are not afflicted with an

irrepressible longing to compliment each other, yet your magna-

nimity covertly made you pay me a scientific one. In refutation

of my article that "conditions made the villain the fittest to sur-

vive," thus you kindly put it: "If Mr. Orchardson's views

were true ' that virtue becomes rudimentary ' humanity ought to

degenerate from age to age and the accumulated result of natural

selection ought to be a race of bottled scoundrels. Did not Mr.

Orchardson with all his benevolent intentions for the human race

survive also ? or does he consider himself a remnant of paradisian

virtue."

Now I don't think that I am a proper subject for a harp and

wings. Nevertheless I would raise my eyebrows in astonishment to

find myself in jail, and there are many who are astonished when
they are out of it. They have sons, I have none. My longing to

be slightly instrumental in leaving more justice on the face of the

earth, has made the conservative wealthy consider me a dangerous

disturber of a state of society that is very good to them. I am
consequently tabooed in my profession, and although I have suffi-

cient self-restraint to have kept me from ever being intoxicated,

or using tobacco, my income has been so curtailed by advocating

the unpopular and expressing my sympathy for undeserved woe,

that I dare not enter into relations that might bring expenses

I might not be able to meet. You will admit that if my conscience

were so elastic as to think that I was smart if I succeeded in mak-
ing others support my progeny, I would be more fit and likely to

survive.

No ! dear Sir, you are in a good position to suggest scien-

tific means to bring a higher community that would make more
just societary conditions practical. But there are other influences

besides the law of heredity that tend to make men bad, and one
of these is that private and public interests conflict. You say :

" The
government may be able to carry the mails, but it cannot build a

post-office that will last ten yeirs."

Now the Government has no building department, and the

average private contractor feels that he is committing a meritorious

act when he corrupts the servants of the public with a view to

swindle the Government. Our present court house was built by
private contract, but the city hall was built by the Municipal
Government—a far better building at nearly a million and a

half less cost. If the city did all its own work, adding gas, tele-

phone, street car, etc., and had no franchises to sell, the private

corporations, who corrupt the aldermen to get these privileges,

would have no incentive to do so. The aldermen having no fran-

chises to dispcse of could not afford to bribe the voter, and corrup-

tion would mainly cease. In your just rebuke of the insanity of

anarchy, you say, " Society is an organized whole. "Would it not

be more correct to say that it is only partly organized ; abject

poverty is impossible only amongst those who are included in the

organization. You seem to be under the impression that personal

liberty would be gone if society were completely organized.

If the postal service required 1000 men there would be ten

thousand applicants. They are no more slaves than if working for

private bosses, their income is more secure, and if all other lines

were organized and did not conflict, the hours might easily be re-

duced one half, and the income increased. But I have been diverg-

ing so much that I must conclude, although there are many things

I would like to say.

C. Orch.ardson,

INDIVIDUALISM AND PESSIMISM.

To the Editor of The Opeti Court :—
Readers of The Open Court are unquestionabl)' familiar with

the truth that Pessimism is rapidly gaining upon Optimism. I

propose to defend the highly paradoxical thesis that the tendency

can only be reversed by the same reasonings which, in social phi-

losophy lead to Anarchism ; and in so doing, it will be my policv

to avoid everything abstruse, and to argue from the simplest phys-

ical postulates. I assume only that motion follows the line of least

resistance. From this familiar law we may immediately infer that

every action of an animal (and man is an animal) must, under all

the conditions, be the easiest practicable A puppy frisks about

because the motion generated in his nerve centres by the vital

forces, finds less resistance in the muscles of his legs than in those

imperfectly developed ganglia which he would employ if he re-

solved, in obedience to his master, to sit still : and if he is tied

up, he awakes the neighbors with lugubrious ululations because

his lungs supply the readiest outlet to the same irrepressible motion

under the altered circumstances. Philosophers have not sufficiently

considered these spontaneous actions. It is their restless urgency

which makes liberty so sweet ; it is the labor involved in their

suppression which underlies the only rational theory of morality.

For, if we assume with the utilitarian that the end of all action is

to secure pleasure or avoid pain, we are at once confronted with

some very inconvenient facts. Is it not much like a reitiictio ad

alisiiidiim to say that an obstinate slave who lets himself be flogged

to death rather than beg pardon of his master, is seeking pleasure

or avoiding pain ? Or is it any better to make the same assertion

of a drunkard who well knows that persistency in his vice will give

him much more pain than pleasure ? Ask the drunkard why he

drinks ; and he will tell you he cannot help it—an exaggerated

statement, doubtless, but a statement of the great physical truth

that to abstain has become, not so much painful, as exceedingly

difficult : and that he drinks because the line of least resistance is

determined by the organic structure of these ganglia exercised in

and developed by the indulgence of his hab't. For the utilitarian
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postulate that all men consult their interests, let us then substitute

the proposition that all men, when not prevented, do as they like
;

and the principles of Anarchism at once follow. For now we must

infer that that system only can be permanent which reduces re-

straint to a minimum. And the minimum of restraint is clearly zero.

The true Anarchist isShtlley's " man of virtuous soul." He "com-

mands not nor obeys." He proposes to do what he wishes, regard-

less of authority. He would hinder no other man from I'ollowing

his own devices. But he reserves two privileges—to attempt

changing the disposition of others by persuasion, and to sym-

pathize, when he sees a 6ght, with the aggrieved against the ag-

gressor.

The connection of these reflections with that tremendous

Doubt which Schopenhauer made familiar to the western world is

this—there is in Optimism and Pessimism a common assumption,

which is precisely w.hat we have been criticizing. Both assume

that men's actions are necessarily determined by the love of some-

thing— "Happiness—pleasure, ease, content, whate'er the name,"

and the dread of its opposite. A person who knows what immense

influence both these systems have exerted, may however, well

suspect that neither is more than a half-truth. Have we not, by

a wholly independent process, discovered the common assumption

to be what makes two falsities out of two verities, and causes them

to exclude each other, which without it they would not
; just as

the Knights in the fable need never have quarreled if they had not

both taken for granted that the shield was of one metal all

through ? Ttie philosophic Anarchist denies this assumption. He
holds it to be a defective generalization. Men's conscious and

voluntary actions commonly, though not always, do aim at secur-

ing pleasure and avoiding pain ; but all their actions, voluntary or

otherwise, are determined by the wider law of motion. This

theory harmonizes with fact It resuscitates hope, which is always

the spirit of the optimist. 'With elaborate constructiveness, piling

story upon story, adding avenue to avenue like some genie archi-

tect of sepulchral gloom. Pessimism demonstrates that the sys-

tematic pursuit of happiness, in whatever direction, leads to laby-

rinths where men lose themselves, and where snares, pits, and

lurking lions lie in wait to devour. But the whole city of despair

vanishes at this one disenchanting spell, " Men seek primarily

their own way. Happiness is an incident of finding it." It now
concerns the magician to conslruct upon the vacant ground some
proof that "the Unconscious" has set bounds against the success-

ful pursuit of liberty. The Anarchist asserts the contrary. He
asserts that progress within the sphere of history consists in the

abolition of discordant relations among men—such relations as

negro slavery, for example-—by the growth of that spirit which

'commands not nor obeys." He asserts this observation to be a

special case of the greater truth that motion, from its earliest in-

ception in the nebula has, by following the line of least resistance,

tended to the establishment of indifferent equilibrium. He sees

in absolute freedom the subjective correlative of indifferent equi-

librium among social units. He regards dissolution, whether it be

seen in a molecule of protoplasm or of inorganic compounds, of

an individual organism, which may have been a hero or a sparrow,

of a society like the Roman Empire of an orb, like Olber's planet,

or even of a system like the solar—motion liberating itself from

restraint along the line of least resistance, to reappear in other

aggregates which permit a nearer approximation to indifference of

equilibrium. Unable, as are other men, to affiliate feeling upon
the objective, or mobility upon the inert, he regards all these as

i nseparable correlatives, and identifies the First Cause with the

ideal result. Thus Anarchism is part of a philosophy essentially

spiritual. Rejecting the dogmatic conceptions of God and immor-
tality, it rehabilitates under subjective forms the fundamental in-

stincts which have given rise to both. It discovers sensuous

gratification by not seeking it. This combination of essential mys-

ticism with formal nihilism is very conspicuous in Bakounine.

Amidst "the wreck of matter and the crash of worlds," the phi-

losophy of freedom stands forth as the principle of obedience to

,

eternal law, and demonstrates the immutability of its source.

" in even motion by that love impelled

Which guides in heaven the sun and other stars."

Eau Claire, Wis. C. L. James.

SEA AND SKy.

BY J. H. TEMPLE.

I. QUERY.

I HEAR the shoreward beat of ocean-waves
;

The tide-pulsed waters, river-girt and whetted

To voiceful wrath betwixt their cavern-fretted

And monster-haunted base of buried graves.

And the wildwind-rocked world that never sleeps.

Arouse the list'ning Soul with mighty cry

And wake the bending music of the sky

That stoops and beckons to its spacy deeps

'Where night-dim stars and day-effulgent suns

Hide in serene profusion and excess

Of light divine : O, might)s voiceless ones,

Whose silence speaks in teeming, crowding press

Of boundless Being more sweetly deep than speech.

What lore of life, what wisdom can ye teach ?

n. PAIN.

Exquisite solvent of the Gods, and dear.

That goads Man's sluggish nature into Deeds
;

The heart is waste, and barren, till it bleeds.

Poor, shrinking Soul, Hope's fruitful half is FEAR I

The fire-emboweled Earth in tort career.

Knows all thine inarticulable needs
;

Begets and buries Races, nurtures, feeds
;

The blood would rot in Pleasure's atmosphere.

Old Chaos' self crept into Beauty's shape

Through feeling SENSE, blind Impulse at the wheel
;

To think were devilish severed from to feel ;

Man, 'reft of heart, were but a chattering aps !

Wine issues only from the trodden grape,

And iron must be blistered into steel !

III. HOPE.

The World is full of worlds
;
yet widelier far

Than stretches the horizon east and west,

'Vainly my thought pursues its eager quest

Of some wide-wandering world, some happy star

Enfolded in an atmosphere of rest

Where all the essences of Being are.

Where broken, finite lite comes not to mar

With strife and wreck .the Eden of the Blest,

The heart is full of PAIN ; yet deeplier down

Than finite life or shoal 'Volition's reach.

Within the inmost caverns of the Soul,

Beyond all utterance and forms of speech,

Springs Hope, the sceptred Queen, with budding crown.

And promise in these fragments of a Mightier WHOLE,

BOOK REVIE'WS.

Las No/ions dd Force, de Miitic>;\ cl dc l'Esprit, sdon hi Science

Modirnc. By Madame Clemeiice Royer . Printed in the Bulle-

tin Mensuel d'etudes philosofhiijues et sociales. ly^ Boulevard

Saint-Germain, Paris.

7'/ie Open Court has received several valuable scientific articles

and monographs from this well-known French lady, among which

we notice an exhaustive essay "On the molecular constitution of

f
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^wate^ in its three physical states, and concerning the properties of

gases according to a new hypothesis" {La constttuton moleculaire

de I'eau sous les trois etats physiques, et les propriitis des gazes

d'aprh line nouvelle hypothese); and further the above mentioned

essay on the notions of force, of matter, and of mind, according

to modernscience.

Matter and force, says Mme. Royer, are constantly being con-

trasted, as distinct entities, opposed to a third called mind. But

ought really matter to be distinguished from force ? No. From a

purely physical point of view, force can only be conceived as the

essential activity of matter. In reality we know nothing about

matter, except from this very force by which it reveals itself.

Matter of //jc//", like entity or substratum remains a postulate of

reason, just like spirit or soul. Our senses do not directly per-

ceive it. Through the touch we apprehend its force of impene-

trability, force of cohesion, weight, or inertia ; we realize its re-

sistance to movement, or to the diminution of movement, its tend-

ency to fall vertically, the pressures exerted by its weight, its

variations of temperature in relation to our own temperature.

Through sight we discern the forms of bodies, namely, the recip-

rocal limits of heterogeneous masses ; the colors of their surface,

their different reactions to light ; their displacement in space—or,

their movements. Through hearing we can only seize vibratory

movements. Yet all this is merely the result of the aciion of forces.

Matter itself, the subject and agent of all these phenomena, re-

mains unapproachable, unobservable, unknown even to chemists,

who only possess hypothetical, uncertain, incomplete data con-

cerning the nature of matter. Most of them admit, that matter

is composed of irreducible elemenls, called atoms ; but their vague

notions of atoms do not explain the phenomena. By what right,

accordingly, can we presume to separate matter from those forces

that alone allow us to realize its existence, to determine its quan-

tity ?

By what right can we refuse to matter-substance, of which we
know nothing, a certain virtuality, and certain psychical attributes

that we only gratuitously suppose to be contradictory to its nature,

although these very attributes are only observable in bodies con-

stituted of matter, and never otherwise ?—The conception of mat-

ter as being distinct from force is in itself entirely contradictory,

because it supposes a subject without attribute, an agent without

activity, and, on the other hand, an activity without agent, or at-

tribute without subject. This erroneous notion of matter has been

simply the result of an abuse of our faculty of abstraction.

Mathematicians, in measuring forces, are compelled to ab-

stract from their agent or substratum, and to regard as inert the

agent and subject matter of these forces. From this purely theo-

retical distinction—only a method of analysis enabling us to study

separately different physical phenomena—metaphysicians have in-

ferred the distinction of essences, the plurality of substances, the

diversity and contrast of entities. Because force had been severed

from matter merely to facilitate the study of force, they concluded,

that there must exist a substance of force, and another substance

of matter. From the relative inertia of matter, supposed absolute,

although but a geometrical abstraction, they made a special unique

attribute, by modifying the concept of inertia itself, which really

is not, as supposed, a pure passivity of matter, an indifference to

movement or to rest, but a genuine resistance to movement.

From this theoretical abstraction of mathematicians operating

with forces as with numbers, namely, without concrete entities,

scholastic realism attempted to effect the separation of forces from

their agent. Where there only existed one substance and diverse

phenomena, it created for each phenomenon a separate substance.

Not only force in general, but each mode of movem-?nt, which it

determines, became an entity. Despite Bacon's loud protest against

these "phantoms (idola) of the mind," there was created an entity

heat, an entity light, an entity electricity.

According to Cartesian dualism matter is not only inert, in-

active, absolutely passive in the movement that forces impart to

it, but, moreover, matter is regarded as solid, infinitely divisible,

essentially and mathematically. It can be ground more or less

minutely, as sand or flour, but each of its elements remains con-
ceived with all the attributes of solidity. This conception of sub-
stance Descartes held in common with Newton, Epicurus, and
Thomas Adquinas

; but Descartes forgot, that this concept of mat-
ter implied the existence of that vacuum which he denied. In his

day Leibnitz was the only one who protested against the passive

concept of the atom, giving to it the name of monad, yet without
hazarding to generalize it, by extending it to the entire cosmic
substance, as has been later done by Faraday, by defining the

atom as a centre offorces.

From the concept of the solid atom, through an erroneous

application of the law of proportionality of weights to masses,

established by Newton, our modern physicists still hold to the

proportionality of masses to their extension, and consequently, the

absolutely equal density of atoms. Newton, in his letters to Leib-

nitz and to Clarke, and in his Principia repeatedly protested against

the narrow, literal interpretation, which in his own day his dis-

ciples gave to the term attraction, which to himself was only a

metaphor to designate the unknown force that draws bodies toward

each other, directly as iheir mass, and inversely as the squares of

their distances.

But why do we imagine the first elements of matter always

with the exclusive attributes of solidity, with the absolute proper-

ties of the supposed ma^s of mechanics ? Simply because it is

only in the solid form that primitive humanity and children first,

experience the existence of matter, its impenetrability and weight.

During many years the child is unable to conceive its existence

otherwise, and during millions of centuries humanity was ignorant

of the fact that matter could have other attributes or properties

than those of solids and liquids. The discovery of the weight of

the air, and our more precise notions of gases are altogether mod-
ern inventions. To the ancients the air was almost immaterial,

a breath, pneiciiia, or i/'r'V'A the soul, which according to Homer
left the body with the blood. To the ancient dualists matter was
solid and heavy, but spiiit fluid, ethereal, "tending upwards," as

they said, in con'rast to what had the tendency to fall downwards
Their concept of spirit was identical with that, which they formed

of gases and vapors, which modern science, on the contrary, re-

gards just as material as the heaviest bodies, and even endowed

with much greater physical activity and dynamic energy.

The moderns, in order to distinguish spirit from matter, to

spiritualize it still more, have made it a substance without weight,

and even without extension : a nothing of substance, an abstraction

like the geometrical point. By dint of subtilizing spiritual sub-

stance, it has been reduced to an unintelligible nullity, which it-

self devoid of extension cannot act upon extensed matter. On the

other hand, to our modern chemists matter has become more and

more diluted and attenuated, incessantly tending towards dispersion

in space, as if the state of fluidity were only natural to it, and the

solid state a constraint, an incumbrance. But this tendency to

dispersion, as now verified in all bodies, even the heaviest, is in

flagrant contradiction with the concept of attraction, and w,th that

of solidity and inertia Thus, in modern science, matter tends to

usurp the place occupied by spirit in the science of the ancients
;

and spirit, through a series of abstractions is reduced to a substan-

tial nothing. To ihe moderns, spirit is only intelligence, understand-

ing, namely an attribute, a faculty; it has ceased to be an entity,

a substance. Living organisms can perform all their functions

without it, and without spirit in any manner interfering with any

of their spontaneous or reflex acts, especially those that are indis-

pensable to their preservation. But to science matter is no longer

inert ; in the universe there is no entity beside matter ; matter
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alone is substance, and comprises the entire substance of the world.

The elements are uncreatable and indestructible. The unity and

identity of physical force is the great discovery of the present age,

that will transform science. By virtue of this unique, protean

force, all substantial elements, whether material or ponderable,

ethereal or imponderable, reciprocally move and limit each other,

so that all their movements of mass in reality are spontaneous and

exclusively due to their own activities that differ only by measure

or intensity but not by essence or quality; that is to say, in the

world there only exist between the different individual elements

constituting bodies, apparent differences of quality, that in reality

are differences of quantity.

But the first elements of being—the atoms—are distinct indi-

vidualities. Each of them is a living ego, conscious of its actions

and reactions, endowed with the passive, yet more or less intense,

sensation of the varying limitations to which it is subject from the

pressures of all its neighbours and from the movements which it

spontaneously accomplishes while reacting against them in order

to defend its own share or part in space. In other words, every

cosmic substance is at the same time living, conscious, thinking,

and capable of willing according to perceived motives that deter-

mine its movements, which are acts. The whole substantial ele-

ment of the world is thus at the same time mailer, force, and spirit

:

spirit and force being only the two essential attributes of the single

entity that we call matter when ponderable, and ether when it is

imponderable.

Such is Madame Royer's theory. -^v/r

MONISM OR Advaitism ? An Introduction to the Advaita Philo-

sophy Read by the Light of Modern Science. By Afaiiilal

Nabliubhai Dvivedi, Professor of Sanskrit, Samaldas College,

Bhavnagar. Subodha-Prakasa Press. Bombay : 18S9.

It seems as if modern European science, in developing the

theory of evolution, had made the Hindu philosopher for the first

time really loiiscioiis of the true tendencies of several of his own
systems, particularly of the Advaita-system—signifying the religion

of non-duality. The indefinite vastness of all Hindu philosophical

categories has caused them to be regarded as arbitrary phantastic

hypotheses ; and yet, probably by virtue of their transcendental

comprehensiveness, several of these systems, as the Advaita, had

already in ages past fully grasped the principles of evolution, al-

though only imperfectly carrying them to their scientific and logi-

cal conclusions.

The learned Professor Dvivedi of Samalda College, Bombay,
also seems to admit that the principles of Advaita philosophy find

a very convenient expression in the principles of European monism.

This little work does not enter into a critical investigation of

monism, but merely points out the striking analogies existing be-

tween both systems, without implying that the two are exactly

equivalent systems In the present case, indeed, any too close or

exaggerated analogies would fail to do strict justice to either sys-

tem. There is however a dangerous approach to vague compari-

sons in several passages of the author's work, as when he (on page

98) asserts, that "Advaitism extends the principle which monism
applies on a smaller scale "

; or that, " Advaitism analyses all or-

ganisms into their constituents "
; or that '

' both monism and Advait-

ism are true advocates of development in its widest sense." After

all, the most difficult, and at the same time, the most important

task, that any philosopher could undertake, would seem to be that

of pointing out the radical ilij/ert-iues existing between European

monism and the Advaita philosophy of the Hindus. Monism,

with its indispensable foundations of empirical facts, is neverthe-

less not a disorderly heap of stones, nor are the transcendental

foundations of the Advaita structure, which dates back through un-

told centuries. At that early date, however, it was not as yet a per-

fectly conscious Advaita-religion, a religion and philosophy of non-

duality. To attain to this clear conception of non-duality, it still

needs the collateral support of a strictly scientific, European,

monism. ri'?i'.

NuovA Chiave DEI SuoNi DELLA Pronunzia Inglese. Compi-

lata secondo i piii recenti portati della Fonologia di quella

Lingua, e diligentemente coraparata per uso degli Italiani.

By Kaffae/e Quatlrocclii, Professore dei R R Instituti Tecnici.

etc., etc. Oxford ; University Press.

Professor Qiiatlrocc/ii, who is also the author of a 'J'ratlato

coiiipleto della pronunzia Inglese (Napoli, 1886), maintains in prin-

ciple, that the difficulty experienced by Italians in acquiring a cor-

rect English pronunciation will only be overcome by their con-

tracting the habit of carefully vocalizing according to the English

fashion, by means of the vocalic restriction characteristic of the

latter language, and which is obtained by displacing the guttural

basis of the Italian vowels, and changing it for the palatal one of

the English vowels.

In his " Nuova Chiave etc." Prof. Quattrocchi carefully illus-

trates this phonological process in a table of comparative examples

of English and Italian sounds. The English consonants h. d, f,

k, I, III, n, p, ij, t, V, are sounded as in Italian. For the remaining

English consonants and double consonants, and for the vowels,

he then presents the well-known conventional symbols, adopted by
the English phonologists Murray, Sweet, and Skeat, and the equiv-

alent Italian sounds according to accepted Italian glottology.

Prof. Quattrocchi's scholarly treatment of this delicate and irk

some subject of comparative Anglo Italian articulation will be

found a material improvement upon the approximate method of the

old English-Italian grammars, like that of MillhoUse and others,

for example, and deserves to be strongly recommended to all Italian

students of the English language. yv/.i\

The contents of the July Cosmopolitan well harmonize with

the season ; fiction and the description of out-of-door sports pre-

dominating.

" Our Destiny " in the ]\i\y Nationalist is a continuation of

Mr. Laurence Gronlund's descriptive series upon the evils of the

present regime, and their remedy under the nationalistic form of

government.

We have received from N. D. Hodges, of New York, 47 La-

fayette Place, a little cloth-bound pamphlet of sixty-seven pages,

entitled " Protoplasm and Life," by Charles F. Cox, late president

of the New York Microscopical Society. Mr. Cox reviews the

history of his subject with knowledge and skill. He leans to the

opinion that living substance could never have besn derived from
" lifeless " substance, and his conclusion is that the general theory

of evolution is still in the stage of Jiypothesis. (Price 75 cents.)

Prof. John Tyndall contributes an entertaining sketch to this

month's Forum on the influences that have shaped his life ; the

article is pleasantly written and tells of many famous men

In the Atlantic Monthly for July we find an article by N. S.

Shaler on " Science and the African Problem." The author pro-

poses the organization of a society, for the settlement of the Negro

Problem. He says ;
" The African and European races must re-

main distinct in blood, and at the same time they must, if possible,

be kept from becoming separate castes ; there must be a perfect

civil union without a perfect social accord ; they must both march

forward with entire equality of privilege as far as the state is con-

cerned, yet without the bond of kinship in blood to unite them in

the work of life,—indeed, with a sense that it is their duty to re-

main apart." We must refer the reader to the article itself for the

details of the work of the organization proposed.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE EXHAUSTION OF COAL.*

BY PROF. L. SOHNCKE.

(CONCLUDED.)

II.

ANSWER TO THE QUESTION.

There can be but one means of procuring a sub-

stitute for coal, and that is to utilize more extensively

than heretofore the other forms of energy that Nature

supplies. It will of course not be practicable to develop

the muscular power of man and beast to any consider-

ably greater extent. And so, too, it will hardly be

possible to produce much greater quantities of veg-

etable fuel ; since with the increase of population ever

greater areas of land will have to be cultivated for the

production of food-stuffs. So that in reality but three

forms of energy remain, which admit of being more

extensively employed than heretofore in the perform-

ance of work. They are :

(i) The energy inherent in the position and mo-

tion of water, whether elevated by the sun or the tides;

(2) The energy of the moving air ; and finally

(3) The energy of direct solar radiation.

Whereas the first of these forms of energy has

been employed as a motor agencj' since time out of

mind, so that its application requires only further per-

fection and extension, the utilization of the two other

forms of energy incontestably demands the auxiliary

service of much intellectual labor ; for up to now the

energy of the wind has been but extremely imperfectly

applied, and that of direct solar radiation hardly at

all. Moreover, the two last-mentioned forms of energy

by reason of their inconstant operation (for the force

of the wind varies and the sun is at times obscured)

are not so well fitted for direct permanent application

as a motor agency as for the storing up of supplies of

power in available form. But to this end hardly the

first tentative experiments have been made.

What form then will our civilization take when the

majority of our machines are no longer driven by

steam, but by water-power. The energy easiest util-

ized is contained in water in those places where for

short distances there are considerable differences of

elevation ; for in such places it can either be let slowly

descend, or, by means of falls, obtain great velocity. It

is manifest that the conditions spoken of are most per-

*From Hiiinnet iind Eriie. by UKftK.

fectly fulfilled in the mountains or in their neighbor-

hood, where the water plunges from the heights in

foaming cascades to the delight of the lover of nature,

but without profit to the rest of humanity. Our de-

scendants will have to accustom themselves to forego

more and more the pleasures derived from the beauties

of nature, for from now on humanity will have to force

the water falls into laborious service. Dammed up in

reservoirs, the waters of the brooks that now flow with

varying currents, will be forced by means of turbine

wheels to run machinery regularly. In consequence

of this a displacement in the direction of the moun-
tains will gradually take place of great settlements of

human beings. But not alone to the mountains. No
;

also to the coasts of the great seas where in regular

alternation of ebb and flood the waters fall and rise.

All that is needed here, to obtain any amount of power,

would be a couple of huge reservoirs. If the one

basin was put into connection with the sea only at the

time of high flood, and the other at the low ebb, the

water of the first would be constantly kept at a high,

that of the second at a low level ; whereby a constant

descent of water in races from the one to the other,

and thus any required amount of work, would be made
possible.

Whereas this utilization of the tides, although very

early thought of, has not hitherto been practically

carried out to any great extent, the enthrallment of

rivers and streams has notably increased in our own
time. In Schaffhausen, in Switzerland, a great plant

was set up many years ago to bring into the service of

the inhabitants of the city, a small fraction of the

energy supplied by the falls of the Rhine. The mo-

tion generated by the water-power of the river is trans-

mitted by long wire cables to all parts of the city, and

employed in the most manifold ways to perform work.

As people in other places receive gas and water con-

ducted to them, so in Schaffhausen energy is con-

ducted to people according as they need it, and pay-

ment is made for the number of horse-power used.

Similar arrangements have also been made in Freiburg,

in Switzerland, and have recently also been planned

for Rheinfelden near Basle, but in the latter place

with a modification of which we shall speak later.

The consumer of energy obtains his commodity in this

way more conveniently and more cheaply than if he
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had to procure and feed continually steam-engines or

gas-motors. It is certain that many cities will follow

these examples. In many mountainous districts, more-

over, factories are now here and there found illumi-

nated by electricity generated by water-power ; an

adjacent brook has been made to supply the necessary

energy to run a dynamo-machine. By rapidly turn-

ing wire brushes between the poles of a magnet, there

is set up in the brushes the electric induction-current

which then kindles the arc-lights or brings to a white

heat the wires of the incandescent lights.

Accordingly, where formerly, to produce illuminat-

ing products, we only used coal and the gas made from

it, and petroleum, in this case the energy of stored up

water would be first transformed into the transitional

state of electricity and the latter then into heat and light.

Even for purposes of heating, man is beginning to

make use of the heat that the electric current produces

in the wire through which it passes. We see, there-

fore, that when in the manner described the current

has been generated by dynamo-machines driven by

water-power, the energy contained in the water by

virtue of its position or motion, will have been changed

into the other form of energy, namely heat.

Although there can be no question that in conse-

quence of the supplies of energy so easily obtainable

in such places, mountainous districts and the coasts

of seas will in the future be chosen by preference as

the seat of human habitation, yet the aggregation of

human beings at those points would soon become too

dense if it were not possible to conduct the energy

there to be had for great distances into the interior.

The transmission of power by wire cables after the

Schaffhausen system is, of course, not adapted to great

distances. But two other possibilities are presented :

the transportation of the pressure of water or of

compressed air in large strong pipes, and the trans-

mission of power by electricity. Both methods appear

to be capable of greater perfection, and especially the

latter,of whose potential capacity we have already many
favorable illustrations. The method is very simple. A
dynamo-machine driven by water-power would furnish

an electric current. This current could then be con-

ducted through thick metal wires offering little resist-

ance to a second dynamo-machine some miles distant,

which would begin to turn the moment the current

passed through it. And thus by means of the electric

current, at this distant place, where by nature no sort

of power stood at the disposition of man, the machine

would be set revolving and be able to perform useful

work of any kind. In the same manner electric rail-

ways will be operated, and trains be hurried along

without snorting or blowing and without disagreeable

smoke, as though driven by spirit hands.

As, on the one hand, the electric railway seems

destined to replace in many localities the ordinar}'

railroads now in operation ; so, on the other hand,

will the latter to a great extent undoubtedly have to

give way to transportation by canal-boats, which will

carr}' far more cheap!)', partly by the employment of

animal power, such commodities as by their nature do

not demand rapid transportation.

We thus see the civilized nations of the future,

especially in the vicinity of the mountains and sea-

coasts, studded with great cities ; we see them inter-

sected b)' countless water-highways, crossed in all

directions by cables for the transmission of power, and

traversed by trains run by electricity, and very rarely by

the old-fashioned ones run by steam. While this pic-

ture of the future is drawn with intimate reference to

contrivances at present used, and can, therefore, make
some pretension to correctness, we shall obtain a far

more obscure and more fantastic picture if we en-

deavor to depict in what way the two other forms

of energ}- mentioned can be made to serve the needs of

humanit}'.

The energy of the moving atmosphere is, it is true,

already here and there utilized. In the broad lowlands

of North Germany and Holland the traveler not infre-

quentl}' remarks the characteristic presence of wind-

mills, whose sails can be always turned towards the

quarter from which the wind blows. Natural)}', a con-

stant and regular power is not to be obtained from this

source. But the energy of the wind thus irregularly

supplied can be stored up. This has already been

accomplished in many places by so-called wind motors.

A wind-mill drives a pump which carries the water

from a well, pond, or stream, to a reservoir upon some

elevation, from which it can be allowed to flow down
again and made to turn wheels.

But there is still another way of storing up en-

ergy ; viz., by means of the electric current. And
since this method has been much discussed and prob-

ably has a great future, we shall also explain it here.

Let us conceive an electric current passing through

a cell that consists of two soft loose lead plates and

diluted sulphuric acid. Under the action of the cur-

rent the two plates are so changed that they bear the

relation to one another of two entirel}' different metals.

But we know that when two different metals are dipped

into an acid and both plates are united by a wire, an

electric current begins to circulate. And this, too,

must take place when two plates changed as above

are dipped into diluted sulphuric acid. This contriv-

ance is called an accumulator. An accumulator, there-

fore, is nothing else than a galvanic battery capable

of producing an electric current for a certain length of

time. But the form of the energy of the current is, as

we know, capable of an}- number of modifications
;

since by means of dynamo-machines it can be very
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easily transformed into heat, light, or motion. So that

wind-mills may be used to drive dynamo-machines

and the electric current produced used to charge ac-

cumulators ! We should thus have stores of energy

ready at any time to be transformed into any other de-

sired form of energy. It would thus seem to be pos-

sible in the course of time, to arrive at good results in

this way, although at present it falls far short of per-

fection.

And now let us briefly consider our last refuge :

the direct utilization of the energy of the sun. In

regions where the sun shines for a long space of time

with undimmed radiance, Mouchot'srecep/er/r so/iru-e,

which was exhibited in 187S in the Algerian depart-

ment of the Paris exposition, might perhaps be profit-

ably employed. A concave mirror of brightly pol-

ished metal is formed to resemble a hollow cone,

the aperture of which measures exactly a right angle.

If this conical mirror be so placed that its axis points

to the sun, the rays from the metal surface will all

be reflected towards the axis, and a cylindrical vessel

filled with water, which has been placed at this point,

will become heated and the water will finally boil. It

is evident that in this way the rays of the sun can be

caught and made serviceable to humanity ; especially

if the apparatus be regulated by a mechanism causing

it to follow the course of the sun. Nevertheless, this

arrangement appears to be but the germ of an idea

capable of greater development.

Upon the basis of this or a similar idea, a storage

of the energy of the sun might perhaps be made prac-

ticable even in our latitude, where the radiation of

solar energy is so often interrupted, and a complete

imitation of that method of storage effected that

kind nature brings about in the formation of plants

and of coal, and in the vapors of water being constantly

lifted up in the skies. We should have to use here a

thermo-electric column. A number of strips of two

different kinds of metal are placed alternately end to

end so as to form a zigzag band, and are soldered at

their points of contact. If the two ends of the band

be united by a wire and one of the strips of metal

forming the terminal indentations of the band be

heated, an electric current will begin to flow. It there-

fore does not seem inconceivable to produce in this

way, by concentration of the rays of the sun, thermal

currents, and to use the same in the production of ac-

cumulators. In this way the energy of the sun, whose

radiation we receive interruptedly, could be put in a

permanent form, that is transformed into latent chem-

ico-electrical energy.

We can even conceive of a process of distillation

produced by the heat of the sun, whereby the latter

would be made, directly, or after necessary concentra-

tion, to act upon great quantities of water. The va-

pors thus arising would then have to be condensed in

a basin placed upon some high spot, the downward
flow of water from which would enable us to perform

any kind of work. In a similar way in regions sup-

plied only with salt water the heat of the sun is at the

present time utilized by allowing it to shine through

glass-screens upon the salt water, thus producing evap-

oration. The pure aqueous vapor is then precipitated

during the night in drops upon the glass-panes now
cooled by eradiation, and flowing along the panes is

taken up in receptacles, to serve as fresh drinking

water, the saline particles not having been evaporated

with it.

The last-mentioned suggestions and plans are

greatly fanciful, and, if at all, will be realized in dif-

ferent forms and in the distant future.

But to close. In my first remarks upon the avail-

able coal- supply I have spoken only of Europe; here

only will the supply be exhausted in the near future.

Other countries seem to be more richly possessed of

these stores. The North American coal fields extend

over an area five times as great as the European ; and

so, too, the Chinese. The Australian coal districts

are said to equal those of Europe. Now, it is certain,

that for many purposes coal is, and will remain, by

far the most convenient form of energy ; for instance,

for the smelting of ores (for which at present about a

third of all English coal is used), for railroads, etc.

So that if the employment of the other forms of energy

described does not take place at the proper time and

in the most extensive manner, we shall have to resort

for many purposes to the purchase of coal from the

countries that are supplied with it. And the fear is

then certainly justifiable, that the countries having

these "black diamonds," as the result of their posses-

sion, will outstrip the effete Europe. Compelled to

pay large sums for coal from foreign countries, we

shall hardly remain competent to compete with these

favored peoples. And what will the result of this be ?

The displacement of the centre of civilization from

Europe to these coal countries ;
perhaps a wandering

of the nations thither, accompanied by wars for the

acquisition of these treasures or for the conquest of

the lands that conceal them.

But perhaps it will be possible in the meantime,

with the advance of human civilization, long before

the outbreak of such dreadful events, substantially to

diminish everj'where the consumption of coal and to

substitute before long other forms of energy for the

same. When all mankind shall have become con-

vinced that our stock of coal is not possibly to be re-

placed, and that its economical use is a question of

existence, not only for a single nation, but for the

whole human race, some international arrangement,

with regard to the consumption of coal may possibly
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be brought about, similar to the present Postal Union

;

and the mining of coal and the uses to which it shall

be put will be placed under international supervision.

But whither do I wander ? And into what histori-

cal vistas is my path lost ? Perhaps matters will take

an unforeseen and very different shape from that in

which we have depicted them. Yet one thing the

thoughts we have broached do teach, that despite the

countless triumphs of the human mind in the subjec-

tion to our wants of the forces of nature, the so-called

"lord of creation " still finds himself in complete de-

pendence upon the natural earthly conditions that

have placed insuperable barriers against all his efforts.

AMERICAN AUGURIES.^

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

There is no doubt that long before the end of the

twentieth century our country will be convulsed by

agrarian agitations ; but here, as elsewhere, the com-

mon sense of the batia fide agriculturists will turn the

scales in favor of law and order.

There are worse rocks ahead ; Sectarian education

and the Chinese problem. The next generation will

have to decide the question if a Republican govern-

ment can afford to connive at the intrigues of corpora-

tions laboring to perpetuate their prerogatives b}' sti-

fling the instinct of liberty in its cradle and waging a

systematic war, not against special forms of rationalism,

but against reason itself,—but who, on the other hand,

have carried the manufacture of moral masks to a de-

gree of perfection that partly defeats its own pur-

pose and may, therefore, be accepted as a temporarj'

compromise.

But the worst rock on the horizon of the future is

the Mongol immigration problem. It is a lee-shore

reef that cannot be avoided, and we must trust to luck

and pluck to steer our way through its breakers.

China has long reached her practical maximum of pop-

ulation, and Nature has repeatedly removed the sur-

plus by her merciless correctives : pestilence and epi-

demic famine. The hunger-year, following the civil

war of 1859, subtracted at least two millions, the long

drought of 1875 and 1876 about 3,500,000. In the

province of Kiang-Soo towns and whole districts were

entirely abandoned. The home government of a coun-

try like that could never prevent a mass-emigration if

the effluent channel had once burst its sluices ; they

might as well try to stop the exodus from an over-

stocked anthill. Another drought or two, another in-

road of the West-Tartars, with the least encourage-

ment from the trans-Pacific side, and. that exodus

would soon become pandemic, and everj' western

-breeze would cover our shores with additional legions

* Copyrighted under "American Auguries."

of an endless Mongolian locust-swarm. A war of races

might fail to cure the evils of such an invasion. Have
we a right to prevent them ? Whatever political vicis-

situdes futurity may have in store for the United States,

it is certain that for centuries to come this country

must remain the home of the progressive races— a boat

manned with a picked crew, a field sown with the win-

nowed wheat of the Old World, an arena sacred to the

Republican principle : La carri'ere oiiverie aux talents.

What chance bej'ond the mercy of a Coolie-slave

dealer have the dregs of an East Asiatic despotism in

such a country ? The fossils of a petrified nation in a

land of restless progress ? There is no hope for them.

The asthenia of the Chinese race is not the weakness

of infancy, but the debility of old age. Faculties

which are only dormant in other nations have become

extinct in their souls ; they are incurious, rather than

ignorant, slaves without the love of liberty, not cow-

ardly only but devoid of the instincts which may stim-

ulate even a craven to heroic deeds, and unmanly to

that hopeless degree which begets indifference to

personal shame and personal pollution. To praise

their industry is making a virtue of dire necessity,

for in an over-populated country like theirs, death

by starvation is the inexorable alternative, and the

laziness of the wealthy Chinaman combines the mental

torpor of the opulent Turk with the physical indolence

of the aristocratic Italian.

That lethargy might be ascribed to the paralyzing

influence of despotism, but the conclusion that it could

be reclaimed by libertj- would be wholly gratuitous.

Prisoners, not invalids, can be benefited by open

gates, and liberty develops vices, as well as virtues.

Emancipation from the control of their home feudal-

ism, which developed the British immigrants' talent for

self-government and industrial enterprise gave the

same free scope to the cruelties and anarchical tenden-

cies of the Spanish colonist, and would emancipate

onl}' the evil passions of many Oriental nations. The

modern Greeks would value our sparsely settled moun-

tain regions chiefly from a bandit's point of view.

Malay immigrants would only run amuck over a larger

territor}', and their Mongolian neighbors would give

free rein to vices which only their abject poverty and

the Draconic code of their native legislators can now
partly restrain.

Their standards of human merit are too different

from ours to admit of special comparisons ; but the

fact remains that during the last five hundred 3'ears,

and under the spur of fierce competition forthe barest

necessities of life, a nation of 300,000,000 souls has

not added a single important fact to the store of human
knowledge, has not produced a single great poet, phi-

losopher or inventor, nor a social reformer, nor even a

great military genius, and the fact remains that vices
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which only reared their heads among the prodigies

which presaged the downfall of the most corrupt west-

ern empires, have flourished in China for centuries,

like mushrooms in a pestilential swamp, and in their

cities, as well as in their remote rural districts the

ostracism of public opinion has long ceased to be a

check on moral infam}' of any kind.

Few of our countrymen have a right to reproach the

worshipers of Buddha with the absurdities of their creed,

and that creed is, indeed, nothing but the logical out-

come of the moral type of the whole race and repre-

sents their highest conceptions of human virtue and

future beatitude. When the vital energies have been

spent to the last dregs by the drudgery of the day,

night and sleep become the sinnmum boniiin, and the

peace of Nirvana is perhaps the secret hope of many
who have never heard the name of Buddha. The
doctrine of Gautama is perhaps the best possible creed

for the worn-out victims of despotism and vice ; but it

strikingly illustrates the utter hopelessness of a race

which could extend its nihilism into the regions of eter-

nity.

All Asia is suffering from a disease which has passed

its curable stage ; her deserts are irreclaimable, and

centuries ago the raven of the Nomas has croaked its

dreary "Too Late " over the efforts of her social re-

formers, but the last degree of wretchedness has still

its gradations, and even the savages of Arabia and Be-

loochistan would refuse to exchange their anarchy for

the loathsome stagnation of the Chinese empire, for

among a number of moribund states, China enjoys

that melancholy pre-eminence which Vera Cruz can

claim before other cities of our malarian gulf coast.

And though the public opinion of this republic is

moving with a strong current in the direction of free-

trade and cosmopolitan humanity, their advocates

would provoke a still mightier reaction if they should

compel us to admit merchandise from a fever- stricken

seaport and emigrants from the pesthouse of a dying

continent.

There is a curious analogy in the signs of the times

— moral, social, and dogmatical—of our own age and

the first century of our chronological era, the crum-

bling decay of an ancient culture, the disintegration

into extreme materialism and eccentric spiritism, the

wide-spread doubt with its concomitant longing for

the peace of a conclusive creed, the cosmopolitan

tendencies of a great composite commonwealth, the

obliteration of old social lines of demarcation, caste-

barriers, guilds, and other divisions that limited social

union to a cohesion of horizontal layers, the progress

of tolerance, universal ecclecticism, the thousand-fold

reform -projects, the mental unrest, the revelations and

rumors of revelations.

Does it augur the advent of a new Avatar ? The

Devas have prepared the way, and the exodus of the

temple-spirits presages trouble in the cit}' of the saints,

though the fate of its dynasty will not necessarily in-

volve the fortune of our Republic.

But that fortune, too, will at last meet its Nemesis.

Sooner or later the Argo of our Union will lose her

charmed anchor, and a series of prosperous voyages

ma)' end with the usual shipwreck ;/// ierrac scmpi-

tcnuim.

"All compounds are perishable," were the last

words of Buddha Sakyamuni. We are too apt to judge

a day by its evening. Witness the silly sneers at the

founders of the ancient republics and the " memorable

downfall of their idols." Was Greece a failure be-

cause the wonder-star of her fate has at last declined ?

Was Rome a failure because the eyrie of her eagles

is now a nest of mousing owls ? Can the death-

slumber of Italy revoke the fact that for nearly seven

centuries she teemed with life and light ?

We are too apt to forget that every season ought

to be judged by its own fruits, and that Nature attains

her purpose in transient products.

Our own country has already partially fulfilled that

purpose, and if after centuries of prosperity the day

of our fortune should wane, if its evening should be

clouded by tyranny, miserj^, and fanaticism, what of

that? "Let come what will, we have been blest."

No winter can efface the memory of a glorious sum-

mer ; and if the time should come when the desert-

sand shall cover all valleys from Dan to Bersheba, it

will be enough to know that in those same valleys

millions of our fellowmen have fulfilled the happiest

destiny of their species.

THE BASES OF FICTION.

BV W. R. THAVER.

OuGHi- the Realist to be ranked with scientific in-

vestigators ? "I will report only what I can see and

what I hear," is his first rule. But immediately a dif-

ficulty arises : it is humanly impossible for him to re-

port all he sees and hears, or even a considerable por-

tion of it. He must select—and the moment he begins

to select that element of personality which precludes

exact science, becomes prominent. The chemist can-

not select ; he must give each step in his experiment

;

he cannot say, I may ignore this. But the Realist does

and must decide what to use and what to pass by, and

his personality dominates his decision. He has verj'

lustily denounced as unnatural, unscientific, the em-

ployment of plots in fiction, but what is this selecting

from a mass of incidents a few which he deems in-

terrelated, if it be not the employment of a plot ?

"Still, I derive all my material from observation," he

may reply. And here again, facts have contradicted

him.
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But suppose he were right—suppose he could es-

cape from personahty, that law of our being, and re-

strict himself absolutely to observation, could he then

establish his claim of being the true interpreter of life?

Far from it. Observation is but one function, and not

the most important of intelligence. We perceive ob-

jects singly, disjointedly ; but in our mind there are

powers which classify and arrange them, according as

they differ from or resemble each other. Every instant

of our lives, our memory and our faculty of associa-

tion are busy recording and distributing in proper ca-

tegories the impressions which the outside world makes

on our senses ; and our mind conceives different ideas

which have no existence in outward nature, but are as

real as any we have. From these elements which the

senses furnish, the mind creates, it cannot help creat-

ing general ideas just as truly as Nature creates new
forms from her material elements. Now, until the

gospel of Realism was preached, men were agreed that

this power of creation was the highest attribute, the

peculiar glory, of the human race : because by it has

originated the government, the religion, the art, the

literature of mankind. Without it, men could never

have reached so simple a truth as that we should do unto

others as we would have them do unto us. The life of

every intelligent human being may be described as the

perpetual effort to realize, that is, to work out in the con-

crete, the ideals which his mind has created from the

elements supplied by sensation. The machine which

may to morrow revolutionize our industrial methods,

the scheme which may reform our political system,

the doctrine which may quicken our religious life

—

these exist nowhere in the material world to-day; but

they exist as ideas in individual minds.

But the first commandment according to the law-

giver of Realism is Thou shall iwl crealc .' He binds

himself to observation ; he shuts himself up in the same

fold with sheep or kine, which only observe, and do

not so far as we can ever prove, attain to the knowl-

edge of general ideas, of looking before and after, of

creating. Of course, Nature prevents the Realist

from being as foolish as he aspires to be ; he can no

more restrict himself to his powers of observation and

wholly cut himself off from the generalizing and creat-

ive powers of his mind, than he can, if the whim take

him, see only oblong shapes and scarlet colors in the

universe.

But the significant fact to remember is that the

Realist desires to confine himself to this faculty of ob-

servation, and that he asserts that by this means alone

the true representation of real human nature can be

given. I have just said that this faculty we share in

common with animals, which have no conception of

morals. Zola has told us that with morals the Re-

alist has no concern—that it would be as foolish, and

as unscientific for him to commend virtue and to re-

buke vice, as for the chemist to love an alkali or to

detest an acid.

Now, while I agree with him that the novelist's

duty is to report facts as impartially as he can, I do

not admit that the novelist ought to have no prefer-

ence between virtue and vice. And I am not surprised

that men who observe life in his temper, fix their at-

tention on what is most gross and what is most petty,

because from observation alone they can never come
to understand what is essential and permanent, or to

discover the real proportions between good and evil.

And thus it happens that a great part of the current

works of Realists are either shockingly nasty or mon-
strously trivial, and that the only plea which can be

urged in their defense is that they are exact photo-

graphs of actual conditions. Now it is perfectly proper

to strip for your bath, but it would be highly improper

to appear naked in a drawing-room. Doubtless much
prudishness and much hypocrisy taint our speech and

habits in these matters ; but deeper than our flimsy and

insincere conventions, there is a reason, rooted in com-

mon sense and in moralliealth, which admonishes us to

decency, not less in our writings than in our conduct.

"In all that you speak, speak the truth," should be

the guiding rule of all of us ; but this is not equivalent

to the gloss the Realist has added to it : "You shall

speak any truth in anyplace." Let us be wise and

respect the eternal fitness of things, although we find

the Realist in this—and in so many other matters

—

bent on disregarding the eternal fitness of things. We
find him insisting, for example, that we must keep his

pictures of obscenity and debauch constantly before

our eyes, or that we must hear his report of old maid's

gossip continually dinning in our ears, because, for-

sooth, having gone up and down the world, he has

chosen to poke his nose into filth, or to listen to twad-

dle. And the reason he gives for forcing them upon

us is, not that they are agreeable, nor that our morals

may be improved by them—has he not disavowed any

moral purpose ?—but because these things exist ! A
wonderful reason, a stupendous discovery, indeed ! If

it be our duty to take these transcripts into our mind,

then, for the same reason, it must be our duty to fill

our room with as many pickpockets and ruffians as it

will hold,—for do not these also exist ?

I do not believe that a single reader was ever made
better by reading novels which pretend to give a scien-

tific, impartial description of obscenity and vice ; on

the contrary I believe that they have put into the minds

of thousands a dangerous knowledge which they might

not otherwise have had, and that they have dulled the

moral sensibility of other thousands. Nature fur-

nishes civilized man with a keen sense of smell, by

which he is disgusted with material filth. I have seen
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Egyptians unconcernedl}' eat their meal beside a cess-

pool, and sleep near a dunghill, from which Cauca-

sians with more sensitive olfactory nerves made haste

to get away. Unfortunately, the moral sense of smell

develops slowly,—in many men is merely rudimentary,

—so that the}' easily lose their power of distinguishing

stenches from sweetness, and then come to take de-

light in stenches. And the damning objection to the

literature which dominates France to-day, is, not that

it is Realistic or Romantic, not that it is manufactured

according to Zola's theory, or according to George
Sand's theory, but that those who manufacture it have

lost their moral sense of smell.

And surely we can announce that Reality is broader,

and deeper, and higher than we could ever infer from

the Realist's philosophy. There is a reality of the

senses, and a reality of the mind : virtue is real, though

it is not a person ; sincerity is real, though it is not a

tree. The mistake of the Realist is that he confines

Reality to those things which he can hold in his hand,

or test by methods of chemistry and physics. He has

pompously introduced himself as being above all a

practical man, but it is the fashion of the practical

man, as Matthew Arnold remarks, "to scrape the sur-

face of things only." He has fallen into the error of

thinking that ideal means visionary, vague, confused.

But ideal Reality is the true, sensual Reality the false
;

and the processes by which the creative faculty deals

with types and thoughts, are as completely subject to

law, as are the processes of observation. Imagination

is the power which controls the highest workings of the

mind, holding up a light before the steps of Reason.

It is the faculty which penetrates to the essence of

things, and discerns ever wider circles of ha'rmony :

yet the Realist confounds Imagination with the very

ordinary faculty which invents ghost-stories and the

plots of sensational novels ! When Newton discovered

that a single law rules the seemingly multitudinous

phenomena of motion, he was guided by imagination
;

when Darwin, disregarding the non-essentials of a myr-

iad isolated facts in Natural History, perceived that a

common unity bound them together, that was imagi-

nation. And so in morals, in art, in history, in liter-

ature, wherever you meet what is most permanent and

most precious,—what in a word is most real,—you

may be sure that you are in the presence of the imag-

ination. Human nature strains instinctively after

order ; and the perception of order, of harmony, gives

pleasure, is beautiful. And from this instinct comes
our craving for, our delight in Beauty, and the highest

products of imagination are inevitably beautiful. Is

not the view which Newton unfolded of the cosmos

where the stars in their courses, and the dewdrop fall-

ing from a rose, equally obey a vast, harmonious law,

and all move in rhythm, immeasurably more beautiful.

than any which preceded it ? Is not Darwin's descrip-

tion of the uniform, rhythmic growth of organic life,

immeasurably more beautiful and more religious, than

that earlier theory of special creations, interruptions,

whims, omissions ? Likewise in the best expressions

of human nature, this transcendent quality manifests

itself. Dante and Shakespeare are superior, be-

cause their imaginations pierced deepest into the

complexities of human nature and perceived wider

relations, more rhythm, more harmony. M. Zola and
Mr. Howells are inferior because they lack imagination,

and content themselves with photographing the tran-

sitory surfaces of life. And I think that to be accurate,

we should not call them Realists, but Epidermists,—
writers, that is, who restrict themselves to describing

the skin of things, the cuticle of society, and who have

often a strong preference for very dirty skin.

What a contrast ! Goethe, a genuine Realist, as-

signs noble praise to Schiller, because

" Indessea scbritt sein Geist gewaltig fort

Ins Ewige des Wahren, Guten, Schonen,

Und hinter ihm in wesenlosem Scheine

Lag, was uns alle bandigt, das Gemeine.'^

M. Zola and his disciples ignore the Good, ignore the

Beautiful, and wish but to bind more tightly upon us

"that which already binds us all, the common," the

vulgar, alleging as a reason that this is the True ! But
imagination—that is the quality which reveals to us

the farthest-reaching truths, that is the standard by

which we measure the work of statesman and scientist,

novelist and painter. See how futile the piling up of

facts is, till the man comes who, understanding their

relations, knows how to use them ; converts for in-

stance a few tons of shapeless coal and iron and a hogs-

head of water into a locomotive. Nature furnished

him with no pattern of his machine : she gave the ma-

terials, and his imagination showed him how to apply

them. Just in the same way she may never have made
a flesh-and-blood Hamlet or Othello, but she supplied

the imagination of Shakespeare with the hints from

which he fashioned those wonderful characters. And
we know that Othello is true to the laws of ideal human
nature, just as clearly as we know that the cosmic law

discovered by Newton is true. Whence that faculty

comes, no analysis can explain : Shakespeare himself

could not tell us. But it is as unlikely that, before

venturing to introduce the players in Hamlet, he read

up all the books about the stage, or even spent a few

evenings in an actress's box, as that he could have vis-

ited Brutus in his tent at Philippi, before writing the

last act oiJulius Crnsar, or passed a few mornings in

Queen Catherine's boudoir, before writing Henry V'lII.

We cannot explain the origin of the imagination,

but we recognize its works. Let me recall a single

example of it in music—an art, by the way, which could
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never have been perfected by observation, because out-

ward nature furnishes only very rudimentary sounds,

like the chirping of sparrows, the clucking of hens, the

braying of donkeys, and the rushing of wind and

waters. Beethoven, lying awake one night, heard a

man who had forgotten his latch-key, rap sharply with

the knocker on the door. Instantaneously there flashed

into Beethoven's imagination the thought. So Fate

knocks on the door, and with this thought there poured

in a musical theme, which he afterwards expanded in

one of the sublime movements of his Fifth Symphony.

All this in a moment, while perhaps a score of other

" Realistic " persons in that street heard onl)' a com-

monplace noise, and grumbled at a stupid man for dis-

turbing their slumber. When anyone possesses imag-

ination in this higher degree, common people call it

genius, knowing very well that the name does not ex-

plain the power ; Realists, who tolerate nothing "oc-

cult," deny the existence of genius, but do their round-

about, chemico-physical terms define it any better or

explain it at all ?

In epochs when the imagination is dull, men strive

by lower methods to represent reality, although, as we

have seen, the imagination alone can do this ade-

quately ; and they borrow, therefore, the tools and pro-

cesses of science, and hope by microscopic analysis

and by the accumulation of hundreds of minute, trivial

details, to pass off their counterfeit on us. One of

these mighty fellows requires a chapter for telling us

that his hero went down town in a horse-car ;
another

devotes twenty pages to speculating whether his hero-

ine ought to have said "Thank you" to the waiter at

a dinner-party. The buttons on your waistcoat are not

less interesting than the stars in Orion to these dis-

ciples of Reality : a wart looms huge as Olympus to

their insect eyes ! They waste their time over externals;

they take down dialects in short-hand ; they count

freckles and measure wrinkles ; they attach great im-

portance to "local color." And when their travail is

ended, behold, they have brought forth but a mouse,

a "Realistic" mouse indeed, yet still only a mouse.

And if you point out to them that their purpose should

not be to compete with Nature—for she has a canvas

of infinite extent, and time of infinite duration for paint-

ing her pictures, whereas man has but a span's-breadth

of canvas and a few brief years,—they rage at you as a

visionary, and call you'idealist,' 'romanticist,' and other

very dreadful names. Yet the truth remains that the way
in which to paint (say) a ten-acre meadow is not to take

a ten acre canvas, and to count every blade of grass,

and every drop of water in the brook which flows

through it. Nature will beat the Realist every time,

and if our ears were a little keener, no doubt we should

hear her laughing at him. " I furnish innumer-

able symbols," she would say to him: "it is for you

to discover the relations among the things they repre-

sent. In a few algebraic S5'mbols the astronomer writes

the formula of the earth's motion around the sun, but

these symbols are not the earth, nor the sun, nor the

motion, although you maintain that they are." Cole-

ridge's advice should be recommended to all who
wish to portray life. " A poet," he says, " ought not

to pick nature's pocket : let him borrow, and so borrow

as to repay by the very act of borrowing. Examine

nature accurately, but write from recollection ; and

trust more to your imagination than to memory."
" I never see sunsets like yours," said a " Realis-

tic " lady to Turner. "Don't you wish you could,

madam? " was his reply, and it may be ours to an}'

" Realist " who declares that he never saw the beauty,

the spirituality in life which we find reproduced in the

works of all those who have represented life most

truly. So those who have no sense of humor, might

maintain that humor does not exist : and it would be

of no avail to prescribe for them a course of reading

in Cerventes. " The light that never was on sea or

land " shines not in their mind's eye.

This lack of imagination, this mistaking of symbols

for realities, this worship of the external and transient

are always evidence of weakness ; and todaj'they in-

dicate that the. art of fiction, so far as it is tainted by

them, is sickly and decadent. Had we time to re-

view even hastily the historj' of other arts,—painting,

for example, or sculpture,—we should find similar

fluctuations : the imaginative Periclean period embo-

dying the highest intellectual conceptions in the stat-

uary of Phidias, the materialistic Roman period pro-

ducing goatish satyrs ; Michael Angelo's Last Jtidg-

nicnt and Tintoret's Paradise superseded for a time by

the bestialities of Giulio Romano, and by the unshaven

old men and wrinkled old women of Denner. In coun-

tries morally rotten, like France to-day, the Realistic

novel fastens upon the sensual and the abominable :

in countries like our own, where the reading masses

are not nasty, but are materialized, the Realistic novel

shrewdly flatters their vanity b)' representing all the

world as commonplace and materialistic as themselves.

We hastily assume that the Elizabethan era was pe-

culiarly favorable for the production of ideal works :

but then—as now—materialistic conditions existed
;

and had Zola andMr. Howells—instead of Shakespeare

and his fellows—interpreted the Elizabethan age, the

one would have found plenty of the abominable and

gross, the other plenty of the sordid and trivial, to

occupy his Epidermist methods. There were ma-

terialists and sensualists then, and always. But their

reports pass awaj', and only the chronicles of the

deeper nature abide. The Epidermist is to Shake-

speare and George Eliot, as the journalist is to Thu-

c}-didc3 and Carlyle.
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Moreover, the chief distinction of our age is be-

lieved to be derived from our progress in Science
;

and nothing commends itself to us unless it can give

the watchword, scientific. Since our material condi-

tion has been immeasurably improved by scientific

methods— can we not talk and travel b)' electricity,

can we not shoot a man eight miles off ?—we have

jumped to the conclusion that we have only to adopt

the same methods in fiction and in painting, and in

poetry, in order to distance all previous achievements

in literature and art.

The truly wonderful advance we have made in

adapting machinery to human uses, has caused fur-

ther confusion. Many persons imagine that the ef-

fects of art can be produced by mechanical methods :

and a photograph, in their uncultivated judgment, ex-

cels a portrait bj' Titian : a chromo is just as good as

an original landscape by Turner. The novel as pro-

posed by the Realists, can never be more than a liter-

ary chromo.

This exaggeration of a special trait is unavoidable ;

it. is the defect which necessarily accompanies the

qualities of the time. No nation develops symmetri-

callj' all its powers at once : now one qualitj' is upper-

most, now another : when art predominates science

must languish : when science predominates, art must

languish. To-day, science causes literature to suffer,

by forcing upon it methods which can never produce

the highest literary results. A parallel will perhaps

make this clearer. There was a period when Calvin-

istic Theology reigned supreme : Science pined, be-

cause the facts of Nature must all correspond to the

theory of Nature which Theology had arbitrarih' set

up ; the study of History suffered, because all chron-

icles had to be adjusted to match the supposed meth-

ods of an Almighty whom Calvin called God : Litera-

ture sickened, taking the form of dyspeptic sermons or

of Calvinized poetry, soon sinking into puerile h3'mns
;

and the other arts were banished, because Theology

chose to regard the Beautiful as a seduction of the

devil. This is what happens when a single quality

lords it over an era ; and it may well be that posterity

shall be as much astonished at the tyrannj' of Science

in our age, as we are astonished at the extravagance

and despotism of Calvinistic Theology a few genera-

tions ago. The doctrinaires who to-day would force

scientific methods on fiction sneer just as vehemently

against the just claims of Beauty and of Morals, as

those former Calvinistic doctrinaires sneered against

the just claims of Beauty and of Science. Fanatics

vary their hobbies, but fanaticism has the same char-

acteristics from age to age.

Mankind trouble themselves, in the long run, very

little about theories literary and theories artistic.

They know enough to beware of dogmas, and to sus-

pect doctrinaires. The book comes to }ou, and it is

idle for the writer to assure you that he produced it

by the only approved method for representing the

truth
; you will discover soon enough how far his truth

coincides with yours. Who bothers himself now about
the squabbles of the Classicists and Romanticists : a

few good works, and a mountain of unread polemics,

have survived the conflict. "The point is," said

Goethe, "for a work to be thoroughly good and then

it is sure to be classic." Homer, Dante, and Shake-

speare did not write to illustrate an ism ; they did not

say, We ivill rely upon observation, and smother imagi-

nation ; they saw things intensely, really, and they

saw that realities are so inexhaustible that all the facul-

ties of man cannot grasp them. Indeed, it was as im-

possible for these masters to divorce themselves from

imagination as it is for our Epidermists who do not

possess imagination to counterfeit it, or to represent

life really without it. So many-sided is life that it of-

ten requires a whole school of writers to interpret a

single side ; and we need not despise Scott because

his interpretation differs from Thackeray's or from

George Eliot's : let us rather despise the partisan who
would cramp us into the straight-jacket of his little

theory.

Obedient to the law of our nature we strain after

perfection ; we seek to express by images ever truer

and more beautiful, our imperfect apprehension of

unity. The healthy soul is alwa)'s an aristocrat, al-

ways demands the best : and Literature is the granary

wherein is stored the best from many harvests. The
myster}", and wonder, and beauty of life do not dimin-

ish as we learn more of the structure of our dwelling,

and of ourselves ; but the}' are enhanced and intensi-

fied.

" To see a world in a grain of sand.

And a heaven in a wild flower

;

Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,

.\nd eternity in an hour,"—

to one who realizes this, no character is too humble,

no incident too insignificant to be studied and re-

ported ; but, unless imagination illumine the work and

show the relations which unite the individual to the

general life, and have reverence for the proper per-

spective, the grain of sand will be but a bit of dead

matter, the lowly character will be but a chemico-

physical puzzle, the moment will be but the ticking

of a clock. Whenever "Realists" succeed in setting

forth by fiction permanent and valuable representa-

tions of society, it will be found that they have used,

with greater or less skill, those very faculties which M.

Zola commands them to abandon and suppress.

The stars have revolved and shone undisturbed

while Chaldeans and Eg3'ptians hazarded their little

guess about them ; unheeding they have made music

together, while Galileo and Newton and Herschel
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watched their dances and traced their circuits ; they

will not alter, though human telescopes and human
theories of astronomy alter from age to age. And so,

in the spiritual firmament, the stars will shine, to

guide our steps, to awaken in us a deeper awe, to in-

spire us with a more vivid realization of beauty, to

stand as the symbols of what is permanent—of Reality.

THE COMMUNISM OF SOUL-LIFE.

The nature of all soul-life, intellectual as well as

emotional, is founded upon communism. No growth of

ideas for any length of time is possible without com-

munication. It is the exchange of thought and mutual

criticism that produces intellectual progress. And it

is the warmth of a sympathetic heart which kindles

similar feelings in others.

With every sentence that you speak to others, a

part of your soul is transferred to them. And in their

souls your words may fall like seeds. Some may fall

by the wayside where the fowls come and devour them

up. Others may fall upon a rock where they have

not much earth. Some may fall among thorns which

will choke them. Yet some of them will fall upon

good ground : and the words will take root and grow

and bring forth fruit, some a hundred-fold, some sixty-

fold, some thirty-fold.

We may compare humanity to a coral plant. The
single corals are connected among themselves through

the canals in the branches from which they grow. No
one of them can prosper without supplying its neigh-

bors with the superabundance of its prosperity. The
mam difference is that the communism of soul life is

much closer and more intimate, and the thinker who
freely gives away his spiritual treasures, unlike the

giver of material gifts, does not lose : he is rather

the gainer, for spiritual possessions grow in importance

the more profusely they are imparted. The commoner
they are, the more powerful they become.

Every spiritual giving is a gaining ; it is a taking

possession of other peoples' minds. It is an expan-

sion, a transplantation of our thoughts, a psychic

growth beyond the narrow limits of our individual ex-

istence into other souls ; it is a rebuilding, a reconstruc-

tion of our own souls or of parts of our own souls, in

other souls. It is a transference of mind. Every con-

versation is an exchange of souls. Those whose souls

are ' flat, stale, and unprofitable,' cannot be expected

to overflow with deep thought. But those who are

rich in spiritual treasures will not, as misers, keep them

for themselves. For out of the abundance of the heart

the mouth speaketh, and spiritual treasures are not

wasted when imparted ; they are not lost, but put out

on usury, and will multiply and thus bring great re-

ward, although the reward be not personal profit to

ourselves.

Good and noble ideas, instructive truths, warm
words of good-will and sympathy will accomplish great

things. But evil words possess a similar power.

Strong characters will hear and reject evil words, but

weak minds will be poisoned by them. It is the great

consequence that speech draws with it, which de-

mands that before uttering it we should weigh every

word. Every idle word that men speak, says Christ,

they shall give account thereof in the day of judg-

ment. And the day of judgment takes place now and

here. The day of judgment is the time when every

action produces its natural results. Schiller says :

" Die Welegeschiclite,

1st das Weltgerichte."

"History is the judgment of nations," and the his-

tory of every person is his life and future fate. And
in addition to this fate during life-time, the day of

judgment is the blessing that later on will attend

every good deed and the curses that will inevitably

follow upon every bad action.

Who is so vile as to be indifferent to the effects of

his life after he has passed away ? Who is so base as

not to care whether the effects of his actions shall or

shall not prove a curse to humanity? We ought to

consider how posterity will judge of our actions after

we are gone and what we would think of ourselves

when, in the peaceful rest of the grave, we hope for

neither personal advantages nor disadvantages.

We ought to reason from the standpoint of the pro-

gressive spirit in a future humanity. These consider-

ations should be among the strongest of the motives

that determine our actions.

The communism of soul-life is not limited to the

present generation ; it extends to the past as well as to

the future. The present generation of humanity is

like the present generation of live corals who have

grown from, and rest upon, thework of former genera-

tions. The ancestors of the corals now on the surface

lived in the shallow places of the ocean, where the sun

made the waters warm and the surf afforded them suf-

ficient food ; and when in the lapse of time through

terrestrial changes the bottom on which they had set-

tled, sank slowly deeper and deeper, they built higher

and higher, and in this way they managed to keep

near the surface. The branches in the cold deep wa-

ters are now dead
;
yet they furnish a solid basis to

the coral life above, where the sun shines and the

currents of the surf pass to and fro.

If the corals could think and speak, I wonder
whether the living generation on the surface would
not rail at the corals in the cold deep below ! At least

the present human generation very often does. Those
who feel the necessity of progress, who wish humanity

to remain uppermost and to rise higher, are apt to

overlook the merits of their ancestors ; the}' observe
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that the ideas of former generations are antiquated and

do no longer fit into the present time. Thus they

brand the old views as superstitions and forget that

the views of the present generation have developed

from the old, and that they stand upon their ancestors'

work. It would seem as if the dead corals in the cold

dreary deep must have been always unfit for life
;
yet

there was a time when their coral homes thrilled with

life ; and so there was a time when the superstitions of

to-day were true science and true religion although

they are now dreary and cold.

Where is the coral life of the past ? Has it disap-

peared ? It has not disappeared; but continued, and

its continuation is the coral life of to-day. So the

humanity of former generations has not disappeared.

The life of humanity continued, and lo ! it is present

in every one of us. We may reproach our ancestors

for mistakes, but whenever we reproach them, we re-

proach ourselves.

We wish to be individuals, and flatter ourselves

that we are quite original. Goethe explains in a little

poem that the different features of his character are de-

rived from his parents and grandparents. All together

make up his character. He concludes :

" since from the complex you cannot

The elements extract,

What is in man, that will remain

Original in fact."*

It is vanity to think that we are something by our-

selves. By vanity we understand a conceit which at-

taches a special value to Self. It is an inflation of the

ego, of a something which is erroneously supposed to

be quite individual and original. This pride is always

ridiculous, because Self by itself is a mere nothing : it

is a hollow bubble ; and pride of Self is therefore cor-

rectly called vanit}-, which means emptiness. Our
spiritual existence is an inheritance. We are a "tra-

dition," as Goethe says in another little poem, in

which he depicts the vanity of the boast to rid one-

self of tradition. He says :

• Would from tradition free myself.

Original I'd be 1

Yet great the undertaking is

And trouble it heaps on me.

* of this poem the beginning is better known than its conclusion. It reads

in the original

;

" Vom Vater hab' ich die Statur,

Des Lebens ernstes Fiihren,

Von Miitterchen die Frohnatur

Und Lust zu fabuliren.

Urahnherr war der Schiinsten hold.

Das spukt so hin undwieder,

Urahnfrau liebte Schmuck und Gold,

Das zuckt wohl dutch die Glieder.

Sind nun die Elemente nicht

Aus dem Complex zu trennen.

Was ist denn an dem ganzen Wicht
Original zu nennen ?

" Were I indigenous, I should

Consider the honor high.

But strange enough ! it is the tiu h.

Tradition myself am I."

["Gernwar ich Ueberliefiun^ lo;

Und ganz original

;

Doch ist das Unternehmen gross

Und fiihrt zu mancher Qual,

Als Autochthone rechnet' ich

Es mirzur hUchsten Ehre,

Wenn ich nicht gar zu wunderlich

Selbst Ueberliefrung wfire.'']

There is nothing in us, but we owe it to humanity ;

for all soul-life is based upon communism. We can-

not entirely escape its evil consequences, but neither

can we entirely forfeit its blessings, and the blessings

are greater than its curses. p. c.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE AFRICAN IN AMERICA.

To tJie Editor of The Open Court :—
Mr. C. Staniland Wake has offered in your No, of June 26th,

a criticism of my remarks on this question, apropos of my ad-

vocacy of the proposition to deport the people of African descent

now in the United States to Africa. His criticism covers the fol-

lowing points, and accompanying comments.

First ; the superstitions of the Negro are not more degrading

than those of the lower class of whites of Europe, and no discrim-

ination against the former, in favor of the latter, should therefore

be made. Second ; the Negro will probably develop more rapidly

in. this country than he has done in Africa, because in the latter

country he has been under " climatic and other influences which

have not only hampered him in the race for life, but have abso-

lutely prevented any improvement." Third; the extensive hy-

bridization of the black with the white race, Mr. Wake does not

believe possible, and he doubts whether such hybridization, should

it occur, will result in a deterioration of our population. Fourth;

since the Negro vote can never control the government of the

United States, Mr. Wake does not think that it will be of much
moment as affecting the future of our country.

This criticism attacks the subject from a rational, instead of

from a sentimental standpoint, and has my respect and attention

accordingly. The subject is a question of facts and probabilities,

and it is getting to be a subject for action. I will comment on Mr.

Wake's positions as follows.

First ; as to negro and white superstitions, and the respective

political merits of the two races. Mr. Wake knows I suspect,

that the superstitions of the Negroes are more irrational and de-

basing than those of any of the white race, even of the lowest.

But Mr. Wake is right in supposing that I would probably prefer

that the whites in question should not be permitted to exercise the

privilege of suffrage, until they have shown indications of material

progress and improvement ; and in this opinion I am supported

by the great majority of .Americans. Universal suffrage is, I think,

a mistake, and its evils will become more and more apparent with

increase in population. Tae natural prosperity of a rich country,

not half populated, quite blinds our eyes to the evils to come from

this source.

Second ; as to the probable development of the negro in this

country as compared with his history in Africa. The essence of

the question is involved in this proposition, and as it is a question

of probabilities, a positive solution is of course impossible. So

far as the facts in our possession go, they point in my opinion, to
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but one result, Mr. Wake, like many others, lays great stress on

climatic and other conditions in Africa, which have "absolutely

prevented any improvement in the Negro," It is time that this

fiction was eliminated -from the question. Africa is a continent of

the greatest variety of climates and productions. South Africa is

a temperate region, and the cold is often considerable. Even in

the subtropical regions the nights are often cool, and in regions

not forest-covered, often cold enough to freeze the water in the

vessels of the traveler. There are high plateaus and mountain

ranges as in other continents, entirely habitable by the white race.

Any and all kinds of soil can be found, and there is every natural

stimulus to all kinds of human industry. But the temperate parts

of Africa have not produced a civilized people. It is in fact these

very regions which are the home o£ the lovvest races of man, the

Bosjesman, and the Hottentot. There is absolutely no e.xplanation

of the failure of the African race to produce a civilization in say

the ten thousand years or more of their existence, but race peculi-

arity. And we are confirmed in this opinion when we find in this

race, structural characteristics which correspond to this remark-

able historical fact. These peculiarities have been demonstrated

on Negroes of North American birth oftener than on those born

in Africa or elsewhere.

To the naturalist these facts speak more impressively than the

well-intended hopes of philanthropists. The Negro is a race in-

ferior in character to the neolithic and most of the palaeolithic

extinct races of prehistoric Europe. Only the Canstadter race stands

below him. The length of time required to develop modern out

of prehistoric Europe has been immense, and it is supposed to

have been accomplished largely by the aid of the immigration of

races of older civilization from Eastern Europe or Asia. The
persistency of such marked characters as those of the Negro is

also known to be enormous in the animal kingdom, and human
history and anthropology give us no ground for supposing that man
is any exception to the rule. I lay the principal stress on the facts

contained in this and the preceding paragraphs. The question is

not one of black skin, nor of prejudice. The Hindoo, and some

other branches of the Indo-European race are black and brown,

but this fact has not prevented them from attaining a considerable

civilization in letters and arts, if' not yet in science. The dark

skin of the Negro is but a coincidence. Some of the Zulus are quite

light-colored. As to prejudice, the present writer's views are based

on a cool consideration of the question. If the facts could be other-

wise interpreted, no one would be better satisfied than he.

In this connection Mr. Wake refers to the incurable savagery

of the Australian aborigines, and says that they may " belong to the

primitive white stock." Now no one knows what the primitive

race from which the Indo-European, the Mongolian, and the Negro
subspecies originated. It may have been something like the

Australian, who is somewhat intermediate between them, That

the " white stock " originated from them is not very likely, how-

ever, as the ancestors of the Indo-European have been probably

found in the prehistoric men of the regions they now inhabit. Be
that as it may, the Indo-European has so long abandoned the sav-

age state, that he takes to civilization naturally, for history has no
record of the time when he was not so in one region or another.

The history of the Negro is exactly the re\»erse. The monuments
of Egypt represent him 6000 years ago as he is to-day, and his own
records of himself are not to be found.

That the white and black races will not hybridize when living

in contact, is a supposition that will not bear examination. No
one who knows the habits of the colored race can have any question

on that score. One only needs to be familiar with the streets of

any city in the United States, where Negroes abound, after dark,

to doubt the general result. A few observations of the streets of

Washington, D. C, under the circumstances mentioned, will con-

vince the most skeptical. Ten black and yellow women to one

white, is a fair statement. This is not stated to provoke unfavor-

able comparison with white women of the same type. It only

shows that such colored women are numerous, and that they do not

restrict themselves to their own color. We have also before us

the populations of all countries inhabited by two races—as the

West Indies, SoTith and Central America, and Mexico, Hybrid-

ization is the rule, and not the exception. There is no evidence to

show that the white race is improved by the mixture with the Negro,

and much to show the contrary. Indeed the common sense of the

matter is too plain for discussion. We want no such race to deal

with in the future of our country's history, whether it be intel-

lectual, moral, or political, if we can help ourselves.

Those who favor the continuance of the Negroes in this coun-

try entirely forget the importance which attaches to the question

of heredity. They do not consider the care which is necessary

to the maintenance of any superior race of dogs, cattle or horses,

and how easily the good points of such are lost by a single admix-

ture of inferior stock. Shall we not take the same care of our own
species and race? The Indo-European cannot afford to waste or

lose what he has been several thousand years in gaining To allow

such a condition to exist as is likely to lead to such a result, is a

crime of gigantic proportions. This contamination of the superior

race was one of the evils of slavery, but the supposition that the

process is materially checked by the disappearance of that insti-

tution is chimerical. It may be somewhat delayed, but the gen-

eral result will be the same,

I cannot admit that the million and more Negro votes are an

unimportant factor in our government. These votes are in part at

the disposition of those who will appeal to the superstitions of the

Negro, and in part purchasable. They are not definitely assign-

able to any particular party, except in a large degree to that party

which chooses to adopt the most unworthy methods. We do not

want such votes, and such voters. Such is the ignorant vote every-

where. While the negro vote can, of course, not control our gov-

ernment alone, it may do so precisely as the smaller vote of New
York City has elected at least one president, and has otherwise

seriously impressed itself on the general government. It may
readily on numerous occasions hold the balance of, power. It may
govern directly at least two states. South Carolina and Mississippi,

and so send four senators to Washington, and in case of closely

drawn issues control the senate. It will be supreme in very

many local districts of the South. All this only requires to be

mentioned to be understood. Its evils have innumerable ramifica-

tions throughout our body politic. There is certainly no reason

why we should assume all this, when our own race has so many
pressing necessities, with which we can labor with some hope of

immediate success.

The federal election bill, for securing the full Negro vote in

the South has passed the House, and it is said that it will probably

pass the Senate. This will bring the question home both to the

South and to the North. The question is, however, chiefly for the

South to answer.- It is this, Will you permit the Negro to vote or

not? If not, will you surrender the representation which his nu-

meration as a voter gives you in the council of the nation? If the

Negro is not to vote, his name must be taken from the registry lists.

It will be no difficult matter to take him from the lists by the en-

actment of state laws fixing an educational and property test for all

voters alike. This will, of course, cut off a good many white

voters. This you will not like but " you cannot have your cake

and eat it too." As a Northern man I object to being governed

even in part, by a non-voting population. It was partly to sup-

press the excess of representation possessed by the South in

virtue of their slaves, the war for the Union was fought.

Which will you do? Meanwhile to settle this and the hybrid-

ization question together, I think the Negro should go back to

Africa. E. D. Cope.
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THE "IDEA OF GOD" A PARALOGISM.

To the Editor of The Open Court:—
" Although we are, in fact, distinct individuals, distinguished from

each other by an ' I ' or ' you *, by a • he ' or a ' she '

; yet, when closely

scrutinized, the 'You' of friends and enemies is apart of [not apart

from] our own %&\i.''—Fundamental Problems, page, 150.

Having lately perused, with much edification. Dr. Paul Carus's

exhaustive tract and volume, " The Idea of God" and " Fundainental

Problems" I am desirous, with his sanction as Editor of The

Open Court, to submit here a few remarks traversing, at our pres-

ent standpoint of Science and Culture, the validity of this imme-

morial sophism, which has seldom, if ever, been set forth more

plausibly than in his two above mentioned apologies. I shall best

execute this most unpopular and unenviable duty by placing, in the

fore front of \he conspectus, my own excogitated substitute, that all

idea or vision, abstract or concrete, mus/ be human not super-

human, and that Entheism, a felicitous coinage of Dr. Carus, im-

plies the immanence or immersion of Theism, in all its multiform

shapes, in Humanism and ultimately in Solipsismal Egoism. In-

deed, when we speak of Ideas and Ideals, we virtually, both ex-

phcitly and implicitly, postulate the fact that Being is really only

percept and concept of the human mind ; that Esse is at once ac-

tive and passive, i. e. both percipere and percipi, concipere and

concipi, subject and object in one. And if such, not " Very God
of Very God," but only " Very Self of Very Self." Schiller, bred

a military surgeon and anatomist, whom Ueberweg terms the most

gifted of the Kantians, poetically states this belief in what he labels

his Lehrgedicht, "Das Ideal ttnd das Leben," or " Realm of shad-

ows " (Phenomena), especially in the stanza containing the coup-

lets :—
' Nehmt die Gottheit au/in euern IVlllen,

Und sie steigt von ikrent IVeltenihron,^'

and

" Mit des Menschcn IViderstand versckiuindet aitch des Gottes Majesttit,^^

a poem which marks the supreme flood-tide of even his genius.

My ambition is to give this poetic postulate due scientific expres-

sion and precision, and thus to make it the heir-loom of universal

Dunce-dom. Schiller, in the above " Lehrgedicht," which, I re-

peat, is probably the highest range of his "Muse," seems to dis-

tinguish between Sinn or Sense and .\ '<';?.( or Mind, when he speaks

of escaping from the barriers of Sense into the frictionless or free

ether of Mind. But if Sinn stands both for Sense and Mind, as

it etymologically does, and if we identify the latter with cerebra-

tion—a somatic organic function like voluntary motion or assimi-

lation (digestion or incarnation), this apparent antinomy quite falls

to the ground. Certainly, no thorough thinker can, now-a-days,

contend, that natural functions can be vicareously or altruistically

performed. All knowledge, or cognition, must therefore be, in spite

of the objurgation of present day Scientism, of which Anatomy,

not Astronomy, is the cope-stone, an ant/iropomorphosis and anto-

inorphosis, as indeed the younger and more advanced school of Zo-

ology even already confesses. I submit that the above affirmation

of thought being cerebration covers the whole solipsismal position,

landing us, as it does, in the Neo-Protagorism and reversal of

Berkleyism—that each individual Mind or Ego is, to itself, i. e.

relatively, the measure, standard, and constructor (creator or

demiurge) of all things and nothings, no other "glorious Architect

Divine '

' being accessible to thought and therefore Dualism is prac-

tically non-existent. This monistic thesis or synthesis is equiva-

lent to the datum that Mentation—as special mode of Sensation

(Consciousness)—is the limit of all Gnosis, so that " thing " or ob-

ject can only be cognized as " think " or subject, i, e. percept and

concept, embracing thus the onuie scibile, outside which must be

only Nihility. But while this alone suffices for my contention that

Hylo-Idealism is all in all, I feel also that this subjectivation of

object comes out very clearly from the morphology of the essential

visual factors in optical vision, viz., in the relation to the mac-

rocosm, of certain anatomical eye structures, as I have elsewhere

attempted to indicate. It is familiar knowledge, though perhaps

not, as yet, quite that of the school boy, man in the street, or other

Philistine, that the cones and rods of the Bacillary layer (Jacob's

membrane) of the Retina are these essential elements of vision.

In his " Senses of Animals " (65th Vol. of the International Scien-

tific Series) Sir John Lubbock states the problem, the solution of

which I have at heart to press home to the Editor and readers of

The Open Court by this present contribution, thus :
" The Retina

is very complicated and though no thicker than a sheet of thin

paper, [varying from the 50th to the 200th of an inch], consists of

no less than g layers, the innermost of which (see Figs. 78, 79)

being the rods and cones, of which there are incredible millions,

and the immediate recipients of the light waves. The optic nerve

does not spread itself out at the back of the Retina but, on the con-

trary, pierces it, so that the rods and cones .look inwards towards

the back of the eye, and not outwards at the object itself. In fact,

we do not look outwards at the actual object, [or thing in itself,]

but we see it as reflected [generated] from the base of our own eye."

Enough has been quoted from a work so easily consulted, to make

my deduction clear that Light—chromatic or achromatic—and all

it reveals—form and substance alike—is like Sir J. Herschell's

" atom," a " manufactured article " by the Self out of a something

Locke terms, " I know not what," and which, until that £Hi7^i'/-

resis is, in our relative sphere, non-existent. Self thus manifests

itself as the apocalyptic Ultima Thule of all knowledge—the real

Proteus as Bacon styles "Nature," anA inter alia multa, as the

"Unknown [unknowable] God " our race has hitherto ignorantly

and too often hypocritically worshiped, or made believe so to

do. Ethically from the hideous defects, unmoral and immoral of

'

' Nature, " especially in the sentient order or disorder of '

' things,

"

we are forced to the same conclusion that the "Idea of God," its

Designer, is not a veridical concept, but a relic of physiological

Provisionalism, or working hypothesis, to be now discarded, like

Phlogiston, Caloric, the corpuscular theory of Light, Heat, Elec-

tricity and other anachronisms in Physics, Chemistry, and Ptole-

maic Copernican and even Newtonean Astronomy (Spiritism or

Spiritualism connoting, as they do, the same pseudo-notion), which

-

includes all forms of Theism, heno-theism not excepted ; is a direct

heritage from barbaric Medicine men—abhorrent to all true

Science, moral or physical, and as much out of date in scien-

tific epochs like the present, as Metempsychosis Pantheism, the

Archeism of Van Helmont and others quite unverifiable and ob-

scurant and indeed paralogical speculations of experience-shunn-

ing, one-sided Mysticism. It is now more than time that they

should resolve themselves into positive Monism, of which Self is

centre, radius, and periphery. I refer once more to Miss Naden's pa-

per in "Humanism i'. Theism," which very brightly relegates Deity

or Aniina Mundi to the same fabulous category as the Muses, Graces

or Fates. In Fact, Theism is but Demonism, Christ's "Evil One"

is but another aspect of his soi desant Father. The latter must be

held responsible for all the Evil under, or in, the Sun, not a little

of which springs from excess or defect of Insolation itself. A Theo-

dicy or vindication of Gods ways to Man, is hopeless. Let us give

up the attempt for good. Man never can be animal rationale but

must stagnate as only capax rationis, till every relic of this im-

memorial survival (superstition) vanishes as a Reductio ad impos-

sibile.

P. S. I have read the article
'

' God " in The Open Court of

June 5th. It is there stated as the ultimate authority in conformity

to which man regulates his conduct.—But surely Man is thus con-

stituted Protagonist or Primum Mobile and this " ultimate author-

ity," ultimately resolves itself from Divinity into Humanity and,

in the last resort, into Ego-ity. The God of Nature, as far as the

sentient creation is concerned— if omnipotent—must be a Kako-
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demon—such a Parent .as the worst and most ruthless White-

chapel Rough—indeed no Rough can have so callous a heart. No

science can transcend human concepts. The superhuman must

become human from its conception in a human mind.—To trans-

cend humanity is for humanity, a nductio ad impossilnh-. And

Man can never be Man but only a semi-Bestial till he makes him-

self _/<!».?, oiigo, and colophon of all Gnosis.

I certainly find The Open Court the only Freethought serial

I know, which goes to the root of the matter. But it would have

a yet freer hand if it gave up entirely the ambition to deal in the

Absolute and "sank" to Relativism. Then all the Sphinx-like

problems of the world are plainer than the Alphabet. I don't

think there was ever a sillier book written than " God in History "

by Baron Bunsen, Max MilUer's early patron— his "dear old

friend" as he calls htm at p. 2309 of The Open Court (June 5th).

London, May 5th, 1890. R. Lewins, M. D.

[Dr. Lewins understands by " Self" the totality of man's soul-

life with all its knowledge and aspirations and builds upon this

idea his philosophy of Solipsism which he characterizes as Hylo-

Idealism. "Self" includes everything human and " to transcend

humanity," he says, " is for humanity a reJuctio ad iiiipossibile."

Every philosopher has a right to choose his own terms and we

do not intend to quarrel with Dr. Lewins about terms. A phi-

losopher who chooses terms that are liable to be misunderstood,

will not easily find recognition for his views. " Self," according

to my terminology, does not denote the totality of man's soul-life,

but that group of his concepts and impulses only, which concerns

his individuality and his individual interests.

What is the human soul but the representation of the world

around us. Why is the "self" of man, to use Dr. Lewins's ex-

pression, greater and more powerful than the "self" of animals ?

Because it represents the world with more correctness, it under-

stands its laws better and can accordingly better adapt itself to

the world and different parts of the world to itself. It is a truer

image of the All, it is a clearer representation of the macrocosm,

and thus it is more of a microcosm.

Dr. Lewins says, the idea of God is " a direct inheritance from

barbaric medicine men." This is not denied and cannot be de-

nied. But Dr. Lewins should not forget, that all our ideas have

developed in the same way. Astronomy developed out of Astrol-

ogy, and Chemistry out of Alchemy. Let us not despise the medi-

cine man, for our present science has grown from his ideals.

If by God must be understood " the Designer of Nature," let

us abandon the very word God, just as we have abandoned the

notions of the medicine man. But if the word has an ethical

meaning, if it means "the ultimate authority according to which

man regulates his actions," I see no reason why the word God
should be scorned or rejected. Criticize the concept and not the

word.

We wish to call Dr. Lewins's attention to the fact that the

most characteristic feature of the human is the tendency of be-

coming superhuman, or, in other words, the aspiration to trans-

cend itself. There is an intrinsic impulse in man's soul to grow

and to expand. The animal developed to become superanimal
;

and it became man. Man also has to obey the impulse to advance

to nobler heights. Necessity will compel his obedience. What is

science but the attempt to transcend the present concepts of man-
kind ; and who among us is so skeptical, so agnostic, so despond-

ent, as to think that these attempts are mere vanity ?

I can see much truth in Dr. Lewins's views. His idealism,

if I understand him right, cannot be denied, and the deification

of " Self," as he calls it, seems to me fore-shadowed in the word
of the gospel :

" Who se 2th Me. he seeth the Father." You in-

quire as to the nafure of Deity, know, it appears in humanity.-Ed ]

BOOK REVIE-WS.

Die Hypnose und Hire CirilrecJitliehe Bedeutun^. By Adolf Heii-

tivegni. Leipzig, Ernst Gunther.

Scientists had unanimously predicted that hypnotism would

before long invade the domain of jurisprudence, and, in fact, there

have already been published several treatises relating to the im-
portance of hypnotism for criminal law. Dr. A. Bentivegni's

present treatise has been writ en to supply the lack of works in

the German language dealing with the scientific relation of hyp-

nosis to civil law.

The author wishes his work to be regarded only as an attempt

to impart a stimulus to studies that assign to hypnosis a legitimate

place in the juristic psychology of civil law, and it is addressed not

exclusively to scientists, but to the cultured public at large. Be-

fore he approaches his subject the author finds it necessary to de-

fine broadly the phenomena of hypnotism and to explain the cur-

rent terminology of hypnosis, and further to add a rather exhaust-

ive demonstration of the main foundations of hypnosis, which he

regards as useful, in order to be able to draw a clear line of de-

marcation between the notion of hypnotic suggestibility and that

of ordinary suggestibility.

Concerning the civil-juridical importance of hypnotism, the

author limits himself to the task of citing from the domain of civil

law only points of view that possess a general significance. Adopt-

ing the All^^viiieiiie Landrecht fiir die Preiissischen Slaalen, or Com-

mon Law of Prussia, as a general juridic standard, he first defines

the nature of legal action, and of individual fitness for legal action.

A legal act must be the embodiment of a human will. Actions ac-

cordingly are divided into two great groups : actions that entail

legal consequences because they are willed ; and actions to which

consequences are attached, whether they have been willed or not

—non-permissible or illicit actions. A human deed that externally

has the aspect of an action in a juridic sense, in reality is such

only when the law recognizes in the subject the faculty of acting

with the consciousness of the legal consequences. In the absence

of this faculty there is only an event unto which either no juridic

consequences are attached, or, at least, not those that would have

existed if the same expression of will-power had proceeded from

an individual capable of juridic action. This legal capacity for

action, above all, is a psychological notion ; and, therefore, any

physical influence upon the will, with an external result that does

not correspond to the inward working of the will, would necessarily

destroy the character of the deed as a legal action, simply because

in the action the human will did not attain its fullest expression.

What is beyond and above -will, is to the law merely an event. To

mechanical and physiological impediments of the will in a legal

sense must be added all movements that take place without con-

scious psychic CO operation, namely, all automatic and reflex

movements. In the concrete case all such involve the impossibility

of an adequate expression of the will, and therefore, according to

the common law of Prussia, cannot be qualified or regarded as legal

actions According to the same code the hypnotic subject is not

" gesch'aftsfiihig"—capable to transact business—being, at least

temporarily, deprived of normal reason and reflection, and more-

over he is not responsible for deeds that cjmi under the head of

non-permissible actions. The same law protects the hypnotic sub

ject and regards it a crime to induce another to commit involun-

tary, automatic actions, that are injurious to the subject itself or to

others, and indirectly contemplates the results of imprudent hyp-

notic practice, and the wanton abuse of the same as social pastime.

Irrespective of all its possible theoretical relations to juris-

prudence the author believes that hypnosis, when more widely

knoivn, and better understood, will acquire a much greater prac-

tical juridic importance. )\iAV
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THE MYTHICAL AND THE MYSTICAL SHRINE OF
AGNES.

BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.

To-day being St. Agnes'sday (21 Januarj') I repaired

to her ancient church, a mile and a half out of Rome.

Of all the saints Agnes is—next to the apostles and

evangelists—the earliest and, I think, the most inter-

esting to a student of Christian Mythology. She is

now, and for over a thousand years has been, repre-

sented with a lamb beside her ; but this is onomato-

poetic—developed from her name, the Latin for lamb,

{agnus). The earlier representations of her (third cen-

tury) show no lamb. The lamb is traditionally ac-

counted for by the story that after her martyrdom

(under Diocletian) on the spot where her church (out-

side the walls) stands, she appeared to her parents

with a lamb, and a multitude of Virgins, saying : "I

am in heaven, with these virgins for my companions,

and near Him whom I so loved." The antiquity of

her statue in this church is proved by the lamb's ab-

sence ; it is of alabaster, but the head is modern. I

was standing beside Lord Ronald Gower, who has

travelled in the East, and he exclaimed : "How like an

Indian goddess !
" I have a suspicion that the ancient

head was removed because it was pagan. The legend

of Agnes suggests that Diana and her stag were sup-

planted by Agnes and her lamb. Both were the special

representatives of chastity. Actason was changed into

a stag and torn by his dogs for having accidentally

seen Diana bathing. The soldiers who stripped Agnes

were confounded, and dared not lift their eyes.

This exposure of Agnes is ascribed to the spot where

her church stands inside Rome. This extra-mural

church is the most ancient. It was founded by Con-

stantine himself, at the request of his daughter, Con-

stantia. Within the same grounds is the round Mau-

soleum erected by the same emperor for his daughters,

Constantia and Helena. In 1250 it was converted into

the church of Saint Constanza, in honor of the Princess

Constantia, whose life was not saintly, and whose ca-

nonization is supposed to be the result of her confusion

with a nun of the same name.

Thirty-five years ago the Pope (Pius IX.) came out

here for a grand ceremonial with his cardinals and

officers. They were in an upper hall when the floor

gave way and they were all precipitated into a cellar.

The Pope was not hurt, and as a thank-offering had a

huge fresco painted. It possesses some value for its

portraits,—that of the late Pope (whom I once saw)

being good, though it represents him in an attitudi-

nizing posture which is comic. But as a work of art

it is in impressive contrast with, the ancient frescoes

and mozaics, made when the Church of Rome really

included the foremost intellect and art of the world.

These country-folk will never see their Holy Father in

the flesh again ; the days of papal pageants are past.

That, however, may prove an advantage to the Church,

as they say the Grand Llama's invisibility is what

keeps his worshipers in awe of him. There are few

deities that can afford to be seen. Nineteenth century

daylight is especially searching.

The spectacle of this morning was the blessing and

purification of two new-born lambs on the altar of St.

Agnes, and at the feet of her alabaster image. De-

scending the long flight of stairs to the subterranean

chapel and shrine, I found it well filled—chiefly, as on

other pious spectacular occasions here, by English and

American tourists, who stand upright, guide-book in

hand, and bend not before the elevated host or any-

thing else. The Cardinal's benediction had to go over

their staring faces to the lowly Catholics of the (pit—

I

was near saying) lower part of the room, in their rustic

dress. There was an hour of wonderful singing,

—

the fine soprano part, delicate as if sung by Patti. pro-

ceeding from a mustached man of forty years.

Before the altar there is much to do with the Car-

dinal,—a low fat man. Every church is under the

patronage of some particular Cardinal, who visits it

on its annual festival. When he comes his regular

cardinal-robes are removed, in presence of the assem-

bly, and the special robe, relating to this particular

church, put on him. His mitre receives much atten-

tion ; today it was taken off and put on again—never

by his own hands—a dozen times. He prepares a

chalice and drinks it in our behalf, so that we are in

no danger of drinking to ourselves damnation, as Paul

says, by reason of our unworthiness. During these

performances six little boys, clothed in white, march

up the aisle, each bearing a Trinitarian candle,—three

candles in one, with three flames at the top—these

candles being as long as the boys. They stand outside

the altar railing for a time, then depart ; and soon

after the lambs are carried up and deposited on the

altar. The two little creatures are lying in a low
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basket-tray, being quite visible. They are decked out

in pink ribands, and, being small and still, seem to

have come from a toy-shop. It is said that they a:e

previously given wine to keep them quiet. One of

them continued to lie still, as if dead, but the other

stirred vigorously, and when the mustached soprano

was on one of his soaring solos a bleating antiphon

responded from the altar, and was kept up. This

caused general laughter. The Cardinal prayed over

the lambs, sprinkled them with holy vsfater, and they

were taken out through an aisle of eager spectators.

These lambs are sent by the chapter of Saint John
Laterau. After remo.val from the altar they are en-

trusted to the nuns of this St. Agnes monastery, who
nourish them carefully. At a certain period they will

be shorn, and the wool sent to the Vatican ; there it

will be placed in an urn and deposited on the tomb of

St. Peter. After a time it will be taken out and woven
into a pallium for the Pope. The pallium is the erh-

blem of episcopal jurisdiction. Such innocent lambs

have long been sending their snowy fleece to sanction

papal authorit}'. No wonder the little creatures bleat

their protest. In the afternoon I went to the intra-

mural church of St. Agnes, where the grand papal

choir sang the famous " Jesu Corona Virginum." I

was rather surprised on observing that in this church,

built on the spot where the miracle attesting the chas-

tity of Agnes was wrought, some of the frescoes are

notable for classic nudity. It is that miracle which
makes the chief legendary interest of Agnes. It is

said that this aristocratic maiden refused to espouse

a pagan prince, not only because he was- pagan, but

because she was already espoused to Jesus. His son

having wooed in vain, the emperor resolved to try

what torture would do to detach her from her heavenly

bridegroom. No fetters were found small enough for

her delicate limbs, but she did not shrink from the

ordeal. She was made to pass through fire. Amid
the flames she made the sign of the cross, and the

flames parted : she passed through not only unharmed
but purified. (She was afterwards slain, because mar-

tyrdom is normally necessary for canonization.) Then
the soldiers were ordered to strip her naked', but, as

was said above, the soldiers were confounded and
could not lift their eyes. When they did, they saw
Agnes completely clothed by her hair, which had mi-

raculously grown. There is, in the vault beneath the

church, where this is said to have occurred, a repre-

sentation of Agnes so clothed with her hair and driven

by soldiers. Many years ago, when 1 first saw this, I

recognized at once the prototype of Lady Godiva,
who rode through Coventry naked. She had petitioned

her husband, the Lord of Coventry, to remove an op-

pressive tax from the citizens, and he idly answered,
" I will do it when you go naked through the streets

of Coventry !
" It was done, as readers of Tennyson's

beautiful poem know, and her Lord, Coventry's Earl,

stood by his light word. The tax was removed. For

many years Coventry had an annual " show " in honor

of Lady Godiva. Twenty- seven years ago I witnessed

the procession—now I believe discontinued. The
mounted Lady Godiva was a model from the royal

academy. She rode on a milk-white steed (reminis-

cence of the spotless lamb). She wore ' fleshes,'

which the modern age insisted on, and ample artifi-

cial tresses, falling nearly to her knees. It was strange

enough to see this far-off outcome of St. Agnes—orig-

inally a display of nudity, and still an exposure of

form. St. Agnes was a favorite in England, in Cath-

olic times, though not particularly associated with

chastit)'. It is said that even now, in Yorkshire, peas-

ant maidens believe that if, for twenty-four hours,

they taste nothing but pure spring water, they can

invoke St. Agnes. Their rune is :

" St. Agnes be a friend to me,

In the boon I ask of thee,

Let me 'this night my future husband see.
'

'

For this vision the maiden must go out into some

solitary place and take off all her garments. The an-

cient chroniclers are particularly careful in relating that

Lady Godiva was clothed by her long hair, though

there is no intimation that there was any miracle in

the case. For Godiva is not a pious figure. She is

the brave Englishwoman, and represents the seculari-

zation of St. Agnes. The soldiers, unable to look on

Agnes, are now "Peeping Tom," struck blind for

looking at Godiva. The saint incurred exposure for

her heavenly Lord, Godiva for the good of a town.

This is practical England's addition to the legend of

St. Agnes. The Roman Saint is represented by a race

of nuns ; the English Countess by those English-

women of to-day who allow no prudery to prevent their

doing service among rude and coarse people, or dis-

cussing freely the most delicate questions of moral re-

form. I remember that when some member of Parlia-

ment rebuked the women who were writing openly on

the subject of prostitution, Harriet Martineau an- •

swered him :
" Englishwomen remember Godiva, and

will do their duty !

"

The "Godiva Show " at Coventry was, I believe,

a relic from the old "Coventry Mysteries." Among
those " Mysteries " was one of Adam and Eve. Such

were the manners of the time that personators of the

first pair came on the stage naked. When this relig-

ous scandal was suppressed, there was probably an

attempt to substitute some secular spectacle that

would continue to draw crowds to the inns of Coven-

try. In looking over Coventry's annals, I found that

Godiva's name was anciently (sometimes) spelt Good
Eve. This seems a substitution of a good Eve for the
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Eve who brought sin and death. It is doubtful whether

there is any historical basis for the legend of Lady

Godiva. She is probably the English counterpart of

St. Agnes, and her name a relic of Eve. Beginning

as the patroness of an exhibition of nudity, which de-

manded sanction, Godiva was invested with the con-

secration of nude Eve and Agnes, as the latter had in-

herited that of Diana. From such rude forms were

gradually evolved refined and poetic conceptions. So

far as the world knows, such evolution does not take

place at Rome. An Italian friend tells me that if

all the old convent chests were searched, a great

many m3'stical, poetical, and rational interpretations of

Catholic legends would be found,—written by priests

who feel compelled to hide them. But I doubt this.

Familiarity with such things, where attended by un-

belief, is apt to breed contempt. England has al-

ways been the cemetery of superstitions ; they are

buried by scholars and revived by poets. As Ten-

nyson has made Lady Godiva on her steed into a

poetic ponstellation, so Spenser, long before, made St.

Agnes into a fairy-tale, which is also an allegory. In

the "Fairy Queen" St. Agnes appears under the name

of Una, attended by her snow-white lamb. And it is

in Una's equal command over the Lion that the secret

of this Agnes myth is held. For this gentle lamb-

like maiden-, so delicate that she could feel a doubled

roseleaf in her couch, yet whom imperial fetters could

not bind, nor flames burn, is type of innocence subdu-

ing brute power. This is the power of the lamb, as

it appeared in the dream of the wretched in their

Ghetto, or of those who took refuge in the catacomb

of St. Agnes, and scrawled there a picture of the Good

Shepherd bearing a lamb. The dream was ideally

fulfilled when Constantine brought Roman power to

kneel at the feet of Agnes and her lamb. This is Una
on her Lion, her power over which is derived from

her lamb's innocence. She weaves from its snow-pure

fleece an invisible pallium of jurisdiction over the

Lion. If the present pope "Leo"—who looks more

lamb-like than leonine, when he gets his next pallium

from the lambs—could only take to heart the evolution

of Agnes and her lamb into Una with her lion, per-

haps " Leo" and the lamb might lie down together in

the sunset, presaging the dawn of a more peaceful age.

THE ORIGIN OF REASON.*

BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, M.A. (OXON).

DARWIN AND WALLACE ON THE LIMITS OF THE THEORY OF
EVOLUTION.

Thirty years have now passed since the publication

of the Origin of Species. If it were possible to regard

any one work as creating a new order of knowledge
;

* The essay is a revised edition, with alterations and additions, of certain
articles in The Scottish Review, to the Editor of which the author makes his
best acknowledgements

London, i8go.

if knowledge, that is to say, were not of slow forma-

tion,—and how many great intellects were busy with

the theory of evolution before the author of the Origin

of S/'eeies placed it upon a scientific basis,—we might

assert that the appearance of that celebrated work
created a new era in the history of science, the era

dominated by the ideas of Mr. Darwin. For the gen-

eration which listened with incredulous ears, nay,

even with distrust and suspicion, to the theory of evolu-

tion in the form in which it was then for the first time

propounded, has given place to one which almost re-

fuses a hearing to any other theory, wherever this one

will explain some of the facts ; a change of opinion so

complete as to call to mind, as the only parallel, the

passage from the Ptolemaic to the Copernican system.

And just as that transformation of the science of as-

tronomy gave birth to new ideas in other departments

of thought, so the theory of evolution has opened up

many fresh possibilities beyond the sphere of natural

history ; and the generation which has grown up under

the influence of Mr. Darwin's ideas, has seen the effects

of that famous change in the conception of organic

nature spreading, not slowly, but by leaps and bounds,

into almost the whole field of science ; so that evolu-

tion has become as it were, the very sap in many a

fruitful branch of human knowledge.

As to the truth of that theory and the widespread

appreciation of its truth, there is the eloquent fact

that even outside the boundaries of natural science,

hardly a single system of organized knowledge has

been left uninfluenced or unaffected by the power

and range of its teaching : even the violent opposition

offered on the score of religion to the main doctrine of

the origin of species in natural selection has so entirely

melted away, that theology now professes to find a

powerful ally where she had formerly seen nothing

but a dangerous foe, recognizing in this idea of a

gradual evolution through untold ages a conception

still more appropriately worthy of a divine power than

the separate activity of a multitude of special crea-

tions. Sociology and ethics have long been brought

into familiar relations with the last results of natural

science; and here, too, the evolutionary principle has

come to be looked upon as the breath of life. A theory

with such extensive ramifications, weighed and tested

in so many varied spheres, might indeed be thought

to possess no limits, to afford a sure and certain basis

of explanation for any and every system of knowledge,

to the nature of which it could possibly be applied.

It might also with some show of reason be presumed

that in an hypothesis so successful, so generally

adopted, and so wide a range, no questions of serious

importance could still remain unsolved, and that no

disagreement as to the method of its working could be

any longer entertained.
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It would be going too far to assert this, or to say

that the truth of the evolution-theory is universally

accepted; still, most if not all of the leaders of scien-

tific opinion embrace the theory in its general outlines

as a demonstrated law of nature. But even at the

present time, that is, even a whole generation after the

theory has been promulgated, and in spite of the wide-

reaching acceptance with which it has met, a very

slight knowledge of the latest scientific writing reveals

the existence of serious differences of view as to the

precise means by which the progress of evolution is

brought about. One or two of these find their expo-

nent in Mr. A. R. Wallace, who may justly claim the

honor of being a fellow-founder with Darwin of the

general theory he has consistently maintained, and

was indeed for a long time quite alone in maintaining,

that in the whole order of nature in the organic world,

(with one most important exception, to be afterwards

noticed at length,) natural selection, or the survival of

the fittest, is almost the exclusive means in the process

of evolution ; and that certain other agencies, such as

heredity, sexual selection, use and disuse, which Mr.

Darwin regarded as playing a definite part in the pro-

cess, exist indeed, but are strictly subordinate to the

general law. A recital of Mr. Wallace's arguments,

set forth with great lucidity and abundance of example,

appears in his recently published work, to which, in

magnanimous disregard of his own intimate connec-

tion with the theory, he gives the sole title oiDarwin-

ism, because he is convinced that to whatever degree

his own views may differ from some of his colleagues',

his whole work is nothing if not illustrative of the

overwhelming importance of the theory of natural se-

lection, a theorj' permanently associated with Mr.

Darwin's name.*

Again, Mr. G. J.
Romanes has put forward a sug-

gestion of his own in relation to the infertility or sterility

characteristic of hybrids ; and on this subject Mr.

Darwin and Mr. Wallace are also committed to differ-

ent opinions. The bare enumeration of these points

will serve to indicate the nature and extent of those

divergent views which, even within the limits to which

the Origin of Species applied, still remain unreconciled

among professed advocates of the theory of evolution
;

although within those limits it is a matter of general

consent that the existerice of various opinions does

nothing to discredit the main hypothesis.

But in insisting on the agreement which prevails

within those limits, it should be remembered what the

limits are. In the Origin of Species Mr. Darwin did

not attempt to apply his hypothesis to an explanation

of any deeper problem than that which is presented

by the structural differences in the world of plants and

* Dartv!nism.hy Alfred Russel Wallace, LL.D., F.L.S. London : Mac-
millan & Co. 1889.

animals. To unravel the mysteries of man's mental

and moral endowment formed no part of that problem. *

Although at the time at which the Origin of Species

was published, Mr. Darwin expressly passed by the

problem of the human faculty, he afterwards gave full

expression to his well-known views in the Descent of

Man, a work not indeed so epoch-making as the Origin

of Species, but perhaps in general estimation more im-

portant from the very human interest of the question

at issue. The origin of the human mind, the source

of all mankind's possessions in civilization, in culture,

in art and sciences, the seat of all appreciation of re-

ligious and moral truth,—what problem could be more

earnest, more engrossing, than this ? And in view of

the conditions of the inquiry—mind considering its

own origin, and that origin, too, under circumstances

of which no trace or record is left—what problem

could appear, it might be asked, more insoluble? If,

then, at the ver}' outset the question seemed to admit

of no answer, why, it might be further asked, should

we hesitate to confess our ignorance, or to take refuge

in one of those poetical myths which ascribe what is

by human reason inexplicable to the agency of some
unseen and unknown power?

Objections and considerations of this kind have

little influence with the scientific temperament, and

the triumphant progress of the principle of evolution

has long ago reached and attacked this the last strong-

hold of its opponents. Even those who fully admit

the truth and efficacy of evolution as applied to the

genesis of the physical organism of man,—the highest

and most perfectly developed of all animals,—and

who, when mind is once given, find the explanation

of its growth to rest once more upon a similar law of

development, pause at the question of the origin of

man's distinguishing faculty, and deny the adequacy

of any process of evolution to. explain the genesis of

mind.

The problem has given rise to radical and uncom-

promising difference of opinion. Mr. Wallace, for ex-

ample, in the eloquent conclusion to his recent work,

remarks -that the Darwinian theory 'shows us how
man's body may have been developed from that of a

lower animal form under the law of natural selection
;

but it also teaches us that we possess intellectual and

moral faculties which could not have been so de-

veloped, but must have had another origin ; and for

this origin we can only find an adequate cause in the

unseen universe of Spirit.' * This is the final convic-

tion of an honest and independent investigator of

scientific truth, and it is worth while to examine in

brief the reasons which he gives for arriving at this

opinion ; more particularly because the considerations

brought to bear on the problem by Mr. Wallace are of

* C:. Origin 0/ Sficci,-!. 6: h edition, chap. viii.
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a different nature from those which generally figure

in the philosophic and scientific writing of the day.*

The argument which underlies most of the reason-

ing of those who essay to prove that man's intellectual

and moral faculties have been developed by modifica-

tion from the lower animals, is at bottom an argument

from analogy. If the physical organism of man has

been admittedly developed from that of a lower animal

by a process of natural selection alone, the argument

from analogy boldly seeks to show that if the highest

brutes and the lowest savages exhibit a continuity of

intellectual development, this development must have

proceeded f'ari passu with the ph}'sical evolution, and

be occasioned by the same cause, that is to say, be

also brought about exclusively by natural selection.

This, as Mr. Wallace points out, is a very dangerous

method of reasoning ; it assumes ' without proof or

against independent evidence, that the later stages of

an apparently continuous development are necessarily

due to the same causes onl}' as the earlier stages '
:

and, as there is ample evidence to prove in the case

of man's intellectual facult)', certain manifestations of

it are of such a nature that they could not possibly

have owed their origin to the method of natural selec-

tion. To take the mathematical, musical, and artistic

faculties as examples : Mr. Wallace argues that none

of them can have been produced by natural selection,

for the simple reason, that natural selection acts by

life and death, and by the survival of the fittest out of

a multitude of variations engaged in the struggle for

existence ; a process of development which cannot be

made to account for the sudden appearance of those

faculties in individuals, an appearance sporadic in its

character, subject to no law that is known to us, and

exhibiting peculiarities the very reverse of those which
govern an}' process of evolution. At all events, of any

of these faculties, so distinctly human in their nature,

it is impossible, as Mr. Wallace asserts, ' to trace any

connection between its possession and survival in the

struggle for existence.'

And further, in those powers which mankind shares

with other animals the amount of variations presented

keeps within limits common to both ; or, what is the

same thing differently expressed, there is a similar

level of development alike in brutes and men, in so

far as their common endowments are concerned. But

in the case of the distinctive faculties of man, it is

only here and there that eminence is attained, and the

difference of level between the few who attain it and

the average man is such as far exceeds any conceivable

limits of variation. The language of ordinary life testifies

to this absence of all common measurement by calling

tlie eminent person ' an inspired or heavenly genius ';

and still no one seriously doubts that the facult}- which

* Wallace, loc. cit. p. 498.

is SO wonderful in its productions differs in anything

but degree from that which prevails amongst men in

general. Faculties, therefore, which are apparently

lawless in their appearance, and at the same time so

far surpass the average as to be out of all proportion

to it, must owe their origin to some source other than

natural selection, and cannot be explained by its

method. The greater eminence these faculties attain,

the more distinctly human they are, the more they

show their essential difference from those animal fa-

culties, for the development of which natural selection

offers a complete explanation.

Man's mental faculties, then, says Mr. Wallace,

cannot have been derived exclusively from his animal

progenitors. Some new influence must have super-

vened at the birth of inti-llcct, just as a new force must

have come into play at two other stages in the course

of evolution, at the appearance of vHality, the change

from inorganic to organic nature, and at the dawn of

consciousness, when the organism became charged with

sensation. ' Those who admit,' concludes Mr. Wal-

lace, 'my interpretation of the evidence now adduced

—strictly scientific evidence in its appeal to facts

which are clearly what ought not to be on the mate-

rialistic theory—will be able to accept the spiritual

nature of man as not in any way inconsistent with the

theory of evolution, but as dependent on those fun-

damental laws and causes which furnish the very mate-

rials for evolution to work with.' *

The hypothesis of a spiritual agency supervening

at the dawn of mind—which Mr. Wallace calls scien-

tific because no other so adequately explains the facts

—is a resolution of the difficult}' in its very nature un-

satisfactory to the ardent student of nature. Such an

hypothesis, it will be said at once, savors too much

of the old theology, the theology which set itself up

against Galileo, for instance ; it is too dangerously of

a piece with those dogmatic assurances of religion,

which have at all times been inimical to the spread of

scientific truth. In other words, this sort of theory

provides us with a mystical and not a real explana-

tion ; it is a statement of events more akin to legend

than to sober histor}'. Well, be it so. As an explana-

tion, say its adherents, it is not on that account the

less rational, so long as the alleged real explanation,

which is after all also an hypothesis, can be shown to

be insufficient to throw light upon the facts. Call it,

if 3'ou will, a confession of ignorance, a provisional

suspense of judgment ; it is nevertheless the creed

that must be held to, the hypothesis that must be

accepted, until we are fortunate enough to be pre-

sented with a better. If the theory of a perfectly con-

tinous evolution were more adequate than this, that

is, if it explained more of the facts, we, who at present

* Wallace, loc. cit., p. 476.
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hesitate, would gladly embrace it as another step on

the road from ignorance to knowledge.

This difference of opinion, this reluctance to ac-

quiesce in evolution as applicable to the genesis of

mind, is at present very far from disappearing. In the

next section we will consider in what the alternative

consists, and how far, even in its latest phase, it is a

valid hypothesis.

THE SOURCES OF THE EDDA.*

BY ALBERT H. GUNLOGSEN.

In a recent number of the German Ethnological

Monthly ^'Am Urds Brunncn"—at the well of Urd

—

among sundry topics relating to the folk-lore of Ger-

many and of the Slav populations, we particularly

notice an article over the signature Sz., entitled Die

Qucllen dcr Edda. The author undertakes the hercu-

lean task of following up the historical sources of the

Edda. "A careful study," he says, " must soon con-

vince us, that all the minor lays of the Edda, for ex-

ample, the lays of Thrym, Harbard, Volund, and the

lay of Fjolsvinnr, are entirely made up of Roman my-

thology. In the lay of Thrym we discover the legend

of Prometheus ; in the lay of Harbard, the labors of

Hercules ; in the lay of Volund, the legend of Vulcan;

and in the lay of Fjolsvinnr, the fable of Amor and

Psyche, as told by Apuleius. The classic names
themselves are found translated and paraphrased in

the Eddie poems." Sz. claims to be able to trace

back the Latin source of the Edda,—that is, of the

above-mentioned minor lays of the Edda,—and the

extraordinary vicissitudes of the Latin manuscripts

themselves, from which they had been derived.

"The alleged historical facts upon which Sz. con-

structs his theory of the origin of the Edda, will be

regarded by many as an interesting contribution to

the already existing vast literature of Eddie criticism.

On the present occasion it will suffice, without further

comment, to pass in review the alleged facts them-

selves ; the more so, as the outhor of that article en-

tirely overlooks the primeval condition of the Asic

worship, as known to have existed in Scandinavia long

before the discovery and settlement of Iceland.

Sz. regrets, " that we possess no catalogue of the

Latin manuscripts that Icelandic travelers and eccle-

siastics of the eleventh and twelfth century brought

with them to Iceland from different lands ; but, on the

other hand, we know that Icelandic pilgrimages to

Rome frequently took place in the eleventh century,

and that such a one admittedly had been accomplished

by the learned Saemund Sigfusson, to whom, or to

*Conf. Die QucllcH dcr EMa in the E;hnolo|>ical Montlily, Am Urds-
Brimncn — Mittlieilungen fiir Frcunde volkstliiimliclL-wissenscha/tlicher

Kiinde. No. ii, Band 6. H. Carstens, Dahrenwiirtli. The name of this pe-

riodical has recently been changed.

whose school at Oddi, is constantly attributed the

authorship of the Eddie lays. Ari Thorgilsson (born in

1068) relates in his "Islendingabok," Vol. I, p. 15, that

Ssemund returned home from Valland, or the far south,

and landed in Iceland about the time when Harald IV.

met his death in England. This would have been

shortly after the year 1066; but Saemund, at that

time, could only have been ten years old, and thus

Ari manifestly confounds Harald IV. of Norway with

King Harald IV. of Denmark, who died in the year

1080, when Saemund was twenty-four year^ old and

probably about the time he was ordained priest. It

is certain, that collections of books and manuscripts

existed in Iceland already in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries.

As regards Saemund, it is generally admitted that

he was not the author of the elder Edda, considered

as a definite and planned poetical creation. But it

must be remembered, that the learned priest Saemund

also presided over a " Latin" school at the parsonage

of Oddi, and the main purpose of the instruction of

this school was that of fitting the pupils for the eccle-

siastic state. In order to impart the knowledge of

the Latin tongue that was required for the priesthood,

the teachers naturally utilized the innate taste of the

young Icelanders for poetical narrations. The teach-

ers selected and related Latin fables from the Roman
mythology, which at the same time might conveniently

serve as the basis of a superstructure of even Chris-

tian legends. Sz. claims to have proved in more than

a hundred instances, that the contents of the Eddie

lays are made up entirely of paraphrases of Roman
mythological fables ; in other words, that the Eddie

lays are simply scholastic exercises, Icelandic versions

from the Latin language made by the pupils of the

school of Oddi. The subjects treated were borrowed

from a Codex of the Vatican mythographers, and the

performances of the students faithfully rendered the

original contents of the Latin Codex with all its pe-

culiarities and in the form it was put by later Latin

mythologists.

The additional circumstance, that the different

manuscripts of the Edda frequently show equivalent

variations and readings of one and the same Latin idea

or expression, induces us to believe that there did not

exist any uniform, original Icelandic text as the basis

of the different lays, but simply a collection of slightly

different Icelandic versions of the scholastic tasks, and

that the versions had been corrected, less with regard

to their contents, than to grammar and metrical form.

In this manner a number of duplicates were produced,

and these mythical narrations, translated from the

Latin, rapidly obtained in Iceland a wide circulation,

and soon became popular.

The legacy handed down by Saemund passed into
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the hands of his grandson, the Icelandic -chief Jon

Loptsson, and from the latter into those of Snorri Stur-

Iiison. To Snorri are attributed the mythological nar-

rations of the Younger Edda. He probably only ar-

ranged the materials handed down by the school of

Oddi, by Sasmund, and by his successor ; as indeed

is found written on the heading of the Upsala Codex
of Snorri's Younger Edda. The first relatively com-

plete collection of the lays of the Older Edda is that

of the Codex regit/s, dating from the close of the thir-

teenth or the beginningof the fourteenth century.

It is not possible to state with absolute certaint}',

what ultimately became of the Latin manuscripts of

the Vatican mythographers that had been used by the

Icelandic scholars at Oddi ; but it is supposed that

this original Latin text was later sold by Icelandic

manuscript collectors to Queen Christina of Sweden ;

but the ship carrying the manuscript seems to have

only reached the island of Sandoe in the Faroe group.

Also in the Faroe Isles again we encounter the very

same Icelandic Edda-myths, although in a slightly

different form, and altered in their contents ; which,

perhaps, may have been the work of local Faroese

clergymen, who in their turn also attempted to para-

phrase the Latin text.

An interesting and important account of the origin

of these Faroese poems is found in the " Faroa Rese-

rata," by Lucas Debes, Havnise, 1673. As stated by

Svabo (died 1820), the Faroese lays were derived

from one—according to others, from iivo—heavy co-

dices, bound in leather, and written in Latin letters on

very thick paper (or rather vellum). "Latin letters"

are here regarded as identical with " Latin language,"

and to prove this the authority is invoked of both the

eminent German philologists Jacob and Wilhelm
Grimm. On the Faroe Isles each of the Latin manu-
scripts was sold for eighty crowns ; one is said to have

been carried away, while the other remained in San-

doe, but subsequently also disappeared from the island.

The great Codex had reached Sandoe with a stranded

Icelandic merchant-ship. In other words, the Faroese

account informs the world, that a large Latin manu-
script containing Roman mythological fables reached

Sandoe from Iceland by shipwreck, in which former

place it was sold for the price of eighty crowns.

Shortly before the time at which Debes wrote his

" Faroa Reserata," the learned queen Christina of

Sweden, about the year 1644, had begun with much
zeal to collect manuscripts and books of every descrip-

tion. Her library later contained no fewer than nine

hundred rare codices. At her death in i68gat Rome,
all these were acquired by Pope Alexander for the

Vatican library. Among these manuscripts we no-

tice the following :

A vellum from the tenth or eleventh century con-

taining the first of the Vatican mythologists, and the

second Vatican mythologist by a later hand
;

A vellum containing the third Vatican mythologist

from the close of the tenth or the beginning of the

eleventh century
;

Two other manuscripts of the third mythologist,

without any accompanying description. In Iceland

and in the Faroe Isles no traces have been found of

the Latin manuscripts of the Vatican mythologists

that formerly existed in those countries. They were,

probably, among other Icelandic manuscripts, sold to

the library of queen Christina of Sweden. From the

queen's collection .they finally reached the Vatican

library, where in modern times the librarian (later

cardinal) Angelo Mai found them, and made them
the basis- of his Roman edition of 1831. Bode's edi-

tion, published in 1834, also made use of codices ex-

isting in the libraries of Gottingen, Gotha, and Paris.

The sources of the Edda, accordingly, in the elev-

enth century journeyed, as it seems, from Rome to

Iceland, from Iceland in the seventeenth century to

the Faroe Isles, from thence to Sweden, and from

Sweden finally back to Rome. In Iceland and on the

Faroe Isles the Roman codices furnished the mytho-

logical substance for several poetical narrations and

paraphrases, which hitherto have indiscriminateh' been

regarded as genuine, primitive Germanic traditions ;

but they openly contradict the positive statements of

Julius Caesar, who knew the ancient Germans from

personal observation, and not merely from the reports

of others, as did the Roman historian Tacitus. "The
Germans," the Roman general tells us, " neither have

Druids, superintending public worship, nor do they sa-

crifice. They number among their gods only those

whom they see, through whose influence some tangible

profit accrues to them, such as the Sun, Vulcan ( Wcl-

/'tv/, old- high German, Wolcan'), and the moon ; of all the

others they know nothing— not even by hearsay." The

statements of Tacitus concerning other Germanic di-

vinities must be referred rather to non-Germanic tribes..

To Tacitus and to the Romans in general "Germania"

was a vague geographical expression for a country that

extended eastward to the banks of the river Vistula,

just as " Russia" to-day frequently is applied to ex-

tensive regions that are not inhabited by Slavs or

Russians."

Sz., however, ma}' be wrong in supposing that the

statements of Tacitus in regard to other Germanic

divinities perforce must be referred to other " non-

Gerniaiiic'' tribes,—unless indeed the name "Ger-

manic" is applied in a more exclusive sense, than even

warranted by modern comparative ethnology and my-

thology. In order to establish the true ethnological re-

lations between, for example, Scandinavians and Ger-

mans, it is not absolutely necessary that the theogony
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of the Germanic tribes of Caesar and of Tacitus should

have been identical with that of other Germanic tribes,

which probably at that time, under the military lea-

dership of Odin and the ^sir, were still settled in the

region between the Black Sea and the Caspian, and,

which, according to the Edda, somewhat later pushed

northward, "crossing the Vanarkoisl," that is, the

confluents of the river Don, ultimately reaching the

shores of the Baltic, and founding kingdoms in the

Danish Isles, in Sweden, and in Norway. The con-

tents of the Icelandic Eddas, in the main, may be re-

garded as the common property of the primitive Scan-

dinavian nations.

As regards the obscure history of the Eddas in

Scandinavia, in Iceland, and during the Viking period,

in the Scottish Isles, we refer the reader to Dr. Gud-

brand Vigfnsson's great work, "Corpus Poeticum

Boreale, " and to the Scandinavian mythologists of

our own time.

SENSE AND CONSCIENCE IN THE LOWER ANIMALS.

BY WHEELBARROW.

Bv reading the physiological articles in The Open

Court, I have unlearned many things that I ignorantly

used to know. Part of the science which I have un-

learned, is the conceit that man has a monopoly of

reason and conscience ; that horses, dogs, and other

animals have no mental or moral sense ; that whatever

appears rational or moral in their behavior is merely

instinct or intuition ; that they have no power to ana-

lyze or compare, and no sense of duty ; therefore,

having no capacity to violate the moral code, they are

not accountable for their actions ; and theologicall}',

not being free moral agents, they have no souls to be

saved.

I have become skeptical about the theology and

the philosophy of all that ; and I am not sure that any

theologian or philosopher knows exactly where to

draw the line between reason and instinct ; between

moral perception and animal intuition. By the new
light given me, I am able to explain to myself some
facts and theories in natural science, which formerly

appeared like problems in supernatural geometry, too

miraculous for me to comprehend. As I cannot rea-

son the subject out as a physiologist or a philosopher

might do, I modestly offer one example of animal in-

telligence, and ask the philosophers and the wise men
to explain it on the ancient theory if they can.

I don't know how it is with horses, elephants, and

other sagacious animals, but I once enjoyed the friend-

ship of a dog who possessed both mental and moral

perceptions. He had a fine intellect ; I don't mean to

say a large, Websterious mind, but strong reasoning

faculties. He could weigh right and wrong in the

scales of self-interest, and like a human being, choose

either of them by the test of his own advantage. He
would equivocate and lie, either for his friends or for

his own benefit. He knew he was a free moral agent,

owing duty and bearing responsibility. I believe also

that he had a soul, as much as I have ; because I can

see no reason why a share of the universal spirit should

be given to me and denied to him.

My acquaintance with him began at the close of the

war with Mexico, when two companies of our regiment

were sent to Fortress Monroe, to relieve the Fourth

Artillery, ordered farther south. Here I first met

"Rough and Ready." He was named after General

Taylor, but the soldiers rarely honored him with his

full name ; they simply called him "Rough," which,

considering his appearance and character, described

_ him very well. He was a dog of mean estate, and he

knew it. He had no pedigree, nor any rank in canine

society. He was merely a miscellaneous dog, without

any crest, mark, or sign of high breeding or good fam-

ily ; an ordinary claybank cur, destitute of trade, call-

ing, or profession. Under these circumstances, he

easily fell into a loose and shiftless way of life. While

I do not offer anj' justification for his low tastes and

idle habits, I might say many things in palliation of

his conduct.

In the first place. Rough and Ready had no trade,

a serious misfortune for either dogs or men ; a misfor-

tune that excuses many vicious things they do. Had
Rough been a pointer or a setter, he could have made
a genteel income in the hunting field, where sports-

men kill for pleasure what their fathers killed for food.

Had he been a mastiff, he could have made himself

more useful than a policeman, guarding his master's

premises. at night. Had he been a shepherd dog, he

could have earned an honest living taking care of

sheep. Even as a terrier, had he been born in that

station or degree, hfe could have made his board and

lodging by killing rats and vermin of that kind. Un-

fortunately, Rough, because he had no trade, erro-

neously thought himself exempt from all the duties of

this life. He therefore dropped into habits of dissi-

pation corresponding to his place among the "lower

orders " of his race. , He wasted his time in loafing

among the soldiers, whose habits, and especially their

vices, he acquired. He,even learned to chew tobacco,

but he drew the line at whisky. Rough never de-

scended to that.

I know that I am beating up against a strong cur-

rent of tradition to the effect that dog-faithfulness is a

propensity, not a principle ; merely an instinct, and

not a sentiment born of conscience. It is confidently

said that a dog cannot desert his master, because Na-
ture has made him true. I maintain that a dog is

faithful to his master from a sense of duty ; and that

where his principles are unsteady he will abandon his
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master to better his own condition. I maintain that

Rough was a deserter from the Fourth Artillery, and

that he deserted after intelligent thought and deliber-

ation. On the evidence a court martial would have

found him guilty, had he been brought to trial.

The grounds of ni)' belief are these, Rough had be-

longed to the Fourth for several months, and he en-

joyed an excellent position at Fortress Monroe. He
was lieadquarters dog, with plenty to eat and drink,

with nothing to do in a healthy climate, where the sur-

roundings were all to his taste. When the Fourth was

ordered south, he heard the soldiers talk about the

heat, the yellow fever, the flies, musquitoes, and alli-

gators, until he made up his mind to desert rather

than go. The night before the regiment went away,

Rough sneaked over to Hampton, and remained there

until he was informed that the Fourth had gone. Then

he came back, and enlisted in the Second, where he

resumed his old position as headquarters dog. All

the evidence in the case taken together convinced me
that Rough knowingly and wilfully deserted. Through-

out the whole affair, he acted entirel}' from self-interest,

just as a man of like principles would act, although

he knew the obligations he was under to the Fourth

Artillery.

Rough was sentenced to death by military author-

ity ; not for desertion, but for another offence which he

was led to commit through evil communications. His

crime and punishment illustrate again how easily good

mental abilities may be perverted to bad uses when

the moral nerve is weakened by vicious practices and

low associations. It was the habit of Rough to spend

his time at the Guard-house among the prisoners, the

most inferior portion of the garrison, whose profane

language and conversation he admired. I am aware

that Max Miiller has told us in The Open Court that

dogs do not possess the faculty of language. And no

doubt they are not able to communicate ideas accord-

ing to our forms of speech, but that they understand

what we mean if we speak to them, I have been con-

vinced by Rough more than a hundred times. He
came to the barracks for his meals, but he did not stay

long about the quarters, they were too tidy and respect-

able for him, so after yawning two or three times after

dinner to express his contempt for cleanliness and

good order, he would borrow a chew of tobacco from a

friend and then trot over to the Guard-house for more

congenial company.

Being of an observing and reflective turn of mind.

Rough became quite familiar with military dutj',

especially guard duty. It was a favorite custom with

him to make the rounds with the Relief when the

sentinels were changed. In this way he learned that

it was the duty of a sentry to walk his post, to keep

his gun in his hand, to refrain from sitting down or

lounging, and to be ever alert and vigilant. For ne-

glect of these rules he had often seen soldiers arrested

and punished, and that was the way he came to learn

the importance of the regulations. As many of the

delinquents were his intimate friends. Rough thought

he might make himself useful in helping the soldiers

to disobey orders and to defy discipline. He had

noticed that when the Officer of the day, or the "Grand
Rounds, " or perhaps the Corporal in charge of the Re-

lief, found a sentinel asleep on his post, or sitting

down, or in an}' other way neglecting his duty, the

offender would be arrested and confined in the guard-

house as a prisoner. This prej-ed upon Rough's mind

until he found a plan to stop it. The strategy adopted

by him was effective and ver}' simple too. At night,

instead of going along with the Grand Round, the Re-

lief, or whatever it was, Rough would trot on a little

bit ahead ; and when he found a- sentinel asleep, or

otherwise neglectful of his duty, he would rouse him

up and inform him that the Officer of the day was

coming.

Unluckily there was an officer at the fort who had

as much intellect as Rough, and more. He was very

strict with sentinels, and they complained that he

would sneak upon them and take them unawares.

There was truth in this, and as he was a very little

man he could easil}' creep upon them in the night

unseen. He suspected Rough and watched him. It

was the custom of Major Arnold, that was the officer's

name, whenever he was Officer of the day, to visit the

guard-house between midnight and three o'clock in

the morning. After inspecting the main guard he

would make the grand round or perhaps visit the

sentinels alone. Either way, it was all the same to

Rough ; he was always a little ahead to arouse the

sentinels and tell them the Major was at hand.

One night Major Arnold made the grand round as

his custom was ; and while the men were falling in, he

observed Rough starting off to make the grand round

a little ahead and to visit the sentinels as his custom

was also. Addressing the Sergeant of the guard, the

Major said, "Sergeant! when daylight comes, take

that dog down to the beach and shoot him. He
makes it his business to visit the sentinels at night

and warn them to look out for the officer of the day."

Thus Rough became liable to capital punishment.

In the morning, just after daylight, the sergeant

of the guard invited Rough to take a walk with him to

the seashore for the benefit of his health. Rough

eagerly accepted because he thoiight there was fun

on the programme for him. The Sergeant, knowing

Rough's familiarity with the English language, and

being anxious to save him, exhorted him with great

solemnity to prepare for the fate that awaited him.

When the Sergeant first began to load his gun, Rough,
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by capering about and barking expressed the highest

approval of the proceedings, because he thought the

Sergeant was going to fire at the canvas-back ducks

then swimming about on Chesapeake bay, but as the

exhortation proceeded, he becarhe serious and atten-

tive. The Sergeant begged Rough's pardon, as the

executioners used to do before chopping off noble-

men's heads. Loading his gun slowly, he said,

"Rough ! it isn't my fault ; I am only obeying orders ;

Major Arnold has condemned you to be shot for warn-

ing the sentinels at night. I am sorry for you, but I

must do my duty." Rough understood what the ser-

geant said ; he was only considering whether or not

the whole proceeding was a joke.

Rough had watched the loading of the gun, and had

listened to the apologies of the sergeant until con-

vinced that the affair was real, not a comedy but a

tragedy. He waited until the sergeant took out a

percussion cap, and began to fit it in its place ; then

he bounded into the air, and started at a full gallop

down the long causeway leading to the bridge. The

picket guard stationed there wanted Rough to explain

the reason of his haste, but he would not stop to par-

ley ; rushing past the guard he scampered across the

bridge, and did not stop running until he took refuge

in Muzzey's tavern on the Hampton side of the bay.

Muzzey's, being outside the jurisdiction of the

Fort, was a popular resort for soldiers when on. pass,

so Rough never lacked congenial company. Often they

would whistle him away and try to coax him home.

He would go cheerily along with them to the bridge

and even across to the picket guard house at the other

end, but beyond that he would not go. Neither bribes

nor promises could wheedle him out of his purpose
;

and from that day to this Rough has never passed

that picket line to Fort Monroe. I offer these few

facts as evidence that dogs have soul and sense as

well as men, and if this were better known, the

lower animals would be more kindly treated than they

are.

I am told that certain heathen people hold the

same opinion, for which I give them very great re-

spect. A friend of mine who had travelled round the

world, once told me how he realized the presence of

that sentiment in Japan. Walking carelessly along

one day he saw a dog across the street sitting at his

ease closely watching him, and evidently puzzled at

his queer American clothes. Not in malice but in

purely wanton sport my friend picked up a stone

and threw it at the dog. The animal never tried to

dodge the stone nor did he run away ; but a look of

astonishment overspread his countenance, and in the

play of the dog's features my friend assured me he

could see him reason thus : "I wonder what religion

that man belongs to who wantonly throws a stone at

an unoffending dog. In all my life no Buddhist man

or boy has ever thrown a stone at me."

There is much to admire in the religion and the

hope of immortality possessed by the Indian savage,

—

' who thinks, admitted to that equal sky,

His faithful dog shall bear him company."

THE OLD AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY.

When the wonderful workings of electricity were

first discovered, electricity was considered as a sub-

stance, as a kind of an ethereal fluid that permeated

bodies. And the very terms used by our scientists

to-day still show traces of this error. We now con-

ceive electricity to be a certain mode of motion rap-

idly transmitted from atom to atom, we no longer be-

lieve in a special electrical substance that flows through

bodies; and yet we retain the expression "electrical

current."

The scientists of former ages were wrong with

regard to the scientific understanding of the na-

ture of electricity ; but in spite of their errors they

formulated various laws that held good even after

the error was corrected. The idea that electricity is

a current served as a simile, which in many respects

is so appropriate that even now our professors have

to fall back on it in their explanations and probably

always will, although they have to add the special

warning not to take the simile for more than it is

worth.

Suppose that in former centuries you had come

upon two opposed views, the one of a scientist who

declared that electricity existed as a substance, and

the other of a man who maintained that electricity

could not possibly be a substance, and that it did not

exist at all. On which side would there have been

more truth ? Unquestionably on the former.'

Now the old psychology of former centuries con-

sidered the soul as consisting of a special substance,

a kind of ethereal fluid endowed with several mys-

tical qualities. Modern psychology, not unlike mod-

ern science in other fields, now comes to the conclu-

sion that there is no special soul-substance ; the soul

is but a special form of life. The old psychologists,

however, were not entirely wrong, for they committed

an error that was natural in the evolution of psycho-

logical truths. Their views were after all more cor-

rect than the views of their adversaries, who, objecting

to the existence of a soul substance, denied the ex-

istence of the soul altogether. The old psychologists

discovered some of the laws of soul-life, and also de-

rived from them certain principles which they laid

down as rules of moral conduct and which will remain

true forever.

There is a strange objection made to the new view

of modern psychology. " If the soul," it is said, " is

I
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no entity, but the form of living and feeling substance,

how can you speak of the importance of soul-life?

The declaration that the soul is not a substance is

equivalent to the statement that the soul does not

exist."

Are we to say of a flame that it does not exist be-

cause we have ceased to believe in a special fire-stuff,

the phlogisticum, which some time ago was supposed

to be a substance endowed with certain mj'sterious

qualities that manifested themselves in the phenome-

non of a flame? Is a flame not a realit}' also to us

who know that fire is a special form of motion.

The old psychologists who to-day still form the

majority and of whom many will survive for a long

time to come, look upon the new view with suspicion

and say that it is a psychology without a soul, that is

to say, without a soul consisting of soul-stuff. So the

old physicists with the same plausibility might have ob-

jected to modern physicists that according to their

conception, flames are fire without fire-stuff. And is

it not strange that the old psychologists arraign the

modern view as materialistic? Is .not rather the old

view materialistic, which conceives the spiritual as a

substance—a kind of ethereal and purified matter?

We however regard the new view as a redemption

from the cruder and materialistic conception of soul-

life.

The physicians of the soul are the ethical teachers

of mankind. The task of a Confucius, of a Buddha,

of a Christ, was the practical psychology of soul pre-

servation, and it is natural that experience should

have taught them many important truths, which, as

represented by every one of the great moral teachers,

agree among themselves almost as much as arithmetic

in English agrees with arithmetic in French and Ger-

man. There can be no doubt that in many respects

these ethical teachers, and more so their disciples,

were greatly mistaken as to the nature of the soul.

Nevertheless we inherited from them spiritual treas-

ures more valuable than material wealth. By these

spiritual treasures we mean chiefly the ethical truths

which in the change of position caused by a progress

of the science of the soul, remain intact and will find

corrections in unessential points only.

The progress of psychology however is marked by

the fact, that while the moral truths had to be looked

upon in former times as unexplainable, and thus were

supposed to be of supernatural origin, we now can

show their natural growth and base them upon a

strictly scientific foundation.

Modern psychology must recognize the truth that

it is developed from the old psychology. Although

the new view stands in one essential point in vivid

contrast with the old view, the new is the legitimate

outcome from the old, not otherwise than modern

chemistry is from the phlogisticum-conception ; and

modern psychology has accordingly the right and the.

duty to enter upon the inheritance of the spiritual treas-

ures gathered by its ancestors. . p. c.

AN AMERICAN PHILOSOPHER.*
BY MADAME CLEMENCE ROYER.

For half a century England alone has developed a school of

original philosophers, inasmuch as they alone regarded philosophy

as a synthetic epitome of human knowledge, and not merely as an

a priori system of logical princ'ples, as the Germans had done, or

like a system of beliefs in cognitions, that yet remain unattained,

as still professed in France by our University-philosophers.

English philosophy assumes the general title of natural philos-

ophy, because it excludes from the same the supernatural, and

limits itself to the consideration of the facts of nature in their gen-

eral relations or laws, and within the concatenations of their causes

and effects, at the same time refraining from stepping beyond the

limits of the known, otherwise than by way of legitimate induc-

tions, that are based upon observation of the phenomena.

Contemporaneous English philosophers are often great spe-

cialists, but they do not profess to know anything beyond their

own specialty, as is done by our own philosophers. For this

reason Tyndall, W, Thompson, Carpenter, Balfour Stewart, Bain,

Huxley, Darwm, Owen, and even Newton himself, by valid right

are entitled to rank as philosophers, just as Herbert Spencer or

Stuart Mill, because they all proceed from their common mister

—

Bacon, and have preserved his traditions, that with ourselves have

been lost or disregarded.

In France, and' in the Latin countries subject to French in-

fluence an event disastrous to the human mind has taken place

:

the separation of the human mind into two distinct domains, that

between themselves have nothing in common. This has been

called the bifurcation of the studies. Letters were assigned to the

one, and the sciences to the other side. These became like two

strange countries, that no longer speak the same language, and

can no more understand each other, whose citizens,—ever com-

pelled to behold things from opposite points of view,—cannot

avoid preferring contrary judgments, and mutually disdain each

other, because clearly petceiving that which the other side lacks,

they remain unconscious of their own particular shortcomings.

By this process the human mind has been cleft asunder into two

equally sterile halves ; and, above all, in assigning philosophy to

the domain of letters, the former forcibly has been reduced to an

empty form, that never can extricate itself from its own verbal

abstractions, ever flitting across the domain of purely formal prin-

ciples, eternally discussing the principles of a method of cognition

which it cannot apply to facts, which in reality it ignores. On the

other hand, a science that is no longer regulated by the law of

logic, which it disregards, observes without method, experiments

blindly, concludes at haphazard, and while a priori condemning

every hypothesis, itself unconsciously advances hypotheses, as

M. Jourdain in creating his prose,—and all the more absurd hypo-

theses, because destitute of the critical principles and formal rules

of Logic, indispensable to discuss their value.

Every scientist, who clings to a branch or to a twig of science,

will gnaw at the same like a caterpillar rolled up within its leaf,

until there only remains a thin skeleton ; he thus believes that he

may remain in ignorance of what his neighbors are doing with

their own tiny fragments All these men, while thus dissecting

minute facts, while weighing, measuring, experimenting at hazard

the exclusively physical activities and modalities of things, are

forced not to know anything that is not seen, heard, or weighed,

* Translated from the Revue de Belgique.
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and to measure forces, the nature of which escapes them, and

matter that they ignore even more deeply, and ultimately are com-

pelled to conclude nothing, thit cinsarve to construct a logical

system of cognition, because the ties of re;iprocil causality of all

the facts remain broken between all these sciences, that ignore

each other, and because all the hypotheses adopted by each special

category of scientists in order to explain them, among themselves

are only contradictory.

All this had been luminously demonstrated by the American,

Mr. Stallo, in his admirable book, " Concepts and Theories of

Modern Physics."

Hence results, that if a philosopher presents our scientists

with a general solution of the problems, that they have believed

to be solved, each by himself separately, while yet contradicting

each other, they send him away to carry back his metaphysics to

the philosophers, and if the philosopher bases his inductions upon

the facts of science, the philosophers in their turn send him back

to the so entist.

The English, being less narrow specialists, and who, unlike

ourselves, have not put the sciences on the one side, and logic

on the other, so that they turn their backs to each other, are

still far from having reared a pjrfect edifice of the synthetic

knowledge of the world ; above all, they are liable to reproach

for their pretention to this effect, and that not having been

able to complete it, nobody ever will complete it. Because they

have reached one or S3veral unknowns, they maintain that they

are unknowable. This is about all, that they have preserved of

French positivism, of which most of them profess to be the fol-

lowers. It would have been far better, not to preserve anything

at all, than maintain only a negation of it, which is as little proved,

as the affirmations to which it is opposed. The Americans are

bolder ; although their pupils, they outstrip their masters.

Dr. Paul Cams in a recent book on the FiinJaiiiiSntal ProUcms

assumes as evident and demonstrated several solutions of the prob-

lems, that are termed insoluole, and he ventures to maintain

against the English Agnostics, that also all the others will be solved.

This is the very thesis, that for thirty years I myself have been

defending against the French positivists In reading the book of

Dr Carus, I have felt a deep satisfaction at finding again my own
thought within another thought. Nothing brings greater relief to

the mind, in the doubts that it still may harbor, than thus meeting

with a kindred spirit, that has been evolved on another continent

at the distance of ninety degrees longitude.

Dr. P. Carus, like Spinoza, and like Haeckel, affirms the

unity of the substance of the world,

—

Monism. But, this unique

substance at the same time is matter and spirit
; or rather, it is the

common substratum of the physical activities, and of the psychic

activities. It follows, that all spirit is matter, but that recipro-

cally all matter is spirit, and that all the elementary and individual-

ized portion of the cosmic substance is endowed with intellectual

virtualities, and that at the same time it is -vill and force. By
this side only the system of Mr. Carus is akin to that of Schopen-

hauer, but he deducts from it entirely opposite consequences.

To him, accordingly, all substance is living, all nature is animated.

Each organ'c individual is a momentary federation of eternal ex-

istences. There is never any creation or destruction ; but under

the appearance of birth or of death a perpetual series of changes.

All this in another form, more precise and concrete, I have

been repeating for thirty years in speech and through the pen.

All this I taught for the first time in Switzerland in i859-'6o,

and it has been recapitulated in my volume " Lc Bien el La Loi

Morale," published in 1881 (Paris; Guillaumin).

I cease to agree with Dr. Carus, where he attempts to recon-

cile the synthetic view of the world with a remnant of Christian

religiosity; for he persists in calling himself Christian. For the

rest, he is Christian to a very exiguous extent ; because it is easily

seen, that while he is attached to ,tbe word, he is by no int ans so

to the thing itself. He affirms God, but he defines him as the

formal law that rules the world.

There is a certain amount of concession, in thus expressing by
an ancient word an idea, that is not only different, but quite con-

trary to that, which it evokes in all minds. For four thousand

years, the equivalent of the word God in all languages, both in

singular and plural, has designated a person, an individualized

will, guided by ends. To deprive it of this sense, in order to give

it that of law, namely, of an impersonal abstraction, of a simple

relation of necessity, is to lack a certain philosophical boldness

-

and further more,—is to create a source of unavoidable equivoca-

tions, because in order to understand the word God in this sense,

one must begin by giving its appropriate definition.

The author himself, who does not believe either in the incar-

nation or resurrection of Jesus, still less in his divinity, because he

denies a priori every miracle, yet withal persists in calling himself

Christian. Why ? By what right ? Simply on the pretext, that

he legitimately rejects, as insufficient the principles of the utili-

tarianism of Bentham, and inclines toward the mystical ethics of

Tolstoi, that forbid all egotism, even if it does not hurt anyone.

This is to be thrown from one excess into the opposite excess.

Because the criticism of this morality, and of its practical impossi-

bilities would lead me too far, I presume to refer the reader to my
work "La loi morale" in which beforehand I have replied to Dr.

Carus, and have shown, that nature from the outset in constitut-

ing every being the guardian of bis own happiness, therewith has

adapted the surest and shortest means to realize the sum total of

possible happiness for all, that makes up the finality of the world,

and the aim of moral law.

THE ETHICS OF THE NEW POSITIVISM.*
A LETTER TO THE " REVUE DE BELGIQUE" IN REPLY TO THE ARTICLE ' UN

PHILOSOPHE AMERICAIN ' BY CLEMENCE ROVER.

The Revue tie Belgiqiie contains in its April number an article

on my book " Fundamental Problems, the Method of Philosophy

as a Systematic Arrangement of Knowledge." I am glad to learn

that the author of the article is in sympathy with my opposition to

the philosophy of agnosticism which is represented in France by the

positivist school, and in Germany by Du Boys Reymond's " igno-

rabimus." My plan has been to establish a true positivism, the

data of which are the facts of reality ; Knowledge is the represen-

tation of facts in living beings, and the purpose of Knowledge is

again its application to facts.

M. Comte is mistaken when he declares that we know neither

the first nor the final causes, but only the middle between them.

The real world exhibits no such difference in causality. There is

but one kind of causes, and this contains the whole of causation.

There is but one kind of facts in the world, such as are real facts ;

and all these facts are representable— also those which we do not

as yet know of, those of which our philosophy does not as yet

dream. All facts—theoretically considered—can become objects

of experience, even those for the perception of which our senses

are too blunt, because means can be, and have been, invented for

rendering them indirectly observable. Such is the unity of the

Cosmos, and the interconnection of all its parts that every thing

has its effects upon every thing ; so that for instance, if we possess

no organ for perceiving the chemical rays of light, we can invent

a sensitive plate on which the effects of the chemical rays are ob-

servable.

So far your correspondent agrees with me. And I trust that

this kind of positivism is the only sound philosophy
; it will soon

be the philosophy of the future. But Mme. Clemence Royer makes

objections to my position in Ethics. She says :

" I cease to agree with Dr. Carus where he attempts to recon-

* This letter appeared in the " Revue de Belgique," June 15, i8go.
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cile this synthetic view of the world with a remnant of Christian

religiosity ; for he persists in calling himself Christian."

Mme. Royer is mistaken in this. I do nol persist in calling

myself Christian, although to a great extent I gladly accept Christ's

ethics. I am in accord with the modern view of psychology,

which is so admirably presented in M. Th. Ribot's books on the

subject. There is no metaphysical soul-substance, there is no
'

' ego " ( " mois ") hidden within or behind our thoughts which does

the thinking. But our thoughts, physiologically represented in

the activities of certain brain structures, are the elements of our

soul. The abandonment of the " ego " is an intellectual act. Yet

it is at the same time a moral act, and the ethical rules that can be

derived from it have been taught by all the great moral teachers of

the world, Confucius, Buddha, and Christ. If you choose to call

this my attitude Christian, I am a Christian. But you might just

as well call me a Buddhist, or an adherent of Confucius.

Mme. Royer is mistaken if she calls my ethics altruism. It

is neither altruism nor egotism ; it is both. The fundamental

principle of ethics, as I conceive it, is the regulation of man's ac-

tions'in accordance with the facts of nature
;
yet in the term " na-

ture " I include the laws that shape human society.

The individual must give up the superstition that it is an iso-

lated ego risen into existence out of nothing and sinking again into

nothingness. It is a part of the great interconnected whole. The
soul-life of an individual is the continuation of the soul-life of

past generations, and it will continue to exist in the generations

to come. A man when regulating his actions does not consider

the present moment alone, but thinks years ahead, although the

material atoms that do the thinking and acting at present will quit

his body in a few days. Similarly the single individual must not

be swayed by the fleeting moment only, nor by the short span of

his own life, but must take into consideration the entire evolution

of soul-life so far as he can penetrate into the future. He must re-

nounce his egotism, not for altruism, but for a higher view which

considers our soul-life in its relations with all soul-life, and our

existence in its connection with the universe.

Concerning the God-idea, Mme. Royer maintains that God
always meant a person ; therefore, she concludes, that my defini-

tion of God is not tenable. Perhaps she is right. If theism is iden-

tical with supernaturalisra, I must beg to be classed among the

atheists. Yet I maintain that the idea of God admits of a purifi-

cation so as to free it from supernaturalisra. I understand by

God no person, and no extramundane creator, but the cosmical

order that makes this wonderful world possible. God is the im-

manent and omnipotent power of the universe to which we have

to conform, and it is a gross superstition to call him a person, for

like the law of a country which is no person, but superior to per-

sons, even to kings and to so-called sovereigns, God is super-

personal.

Whether it is justifiable to purify the God-idea in this way, I

shall not decide, but I believe that the purification of religious

ideas is just as much admissible as the purification of scientific

ideas. Is not the idea of electricity radically changed, since the

Greek sage considered it as an exclusive quality of amber ? And
is not the change in the conception of fire within the last century

much greater than the change of meaning in the God-idea ? 'We

no longer believe that a f!ame consists of fire stuff or "phlogisli-

cum," but we now know it is a special mode of motion
; and yet

we have not discarded the word fire, although we have entirely

given up its old definition. We have abandoned our erroneous

notion and have adapted our concepts to a more correct represen-

tation of facts. I see no reason why we should not do the same
with our religious views, especially with the central idea of re-

ligious thought, the idea of God. Paul C.^rus.

CURRENT TOPICS

An army composed entirely of officers is a sight wonh seeing,

and >et such an army marched through the streets of Milwaukee a

week ago. Those gorgeous legions were the Knights of Pythias,

and every man in the ranks had obtained the honors of knighthi od
at a price ridiculously cheap, considering the aristocratic nature

of the title. The cost of this nobility is a trivial matter of twenty

dollars a head. For this insignificant sum every man had won the

title of " Sir Knight" and the right to wear a sword, also the priv-

ilege of tramping through the dusty streets wearing a helmet and
a plume. These Knights of Pythias marched with military step to

the strains of martial music that made their pulses throb with

heroic bravery, while the most pleasing feature of the perform-

ance was its Pickwickian meaning. Those twenty thousand valiant

knights had no intention to fight anybody, and were only " playing

soldier." Happy is the land where soldiering is nothing but harm-

less vanity and play.

* *

We Americans are a people of aristocratic tastes, and like the

proverbial Englishmen, we "love a Lord." Although we have

repudiated all titles of nobility as the relics of a barbarous age, to

sirong is the taint of heredity within us that unless we can be
" Knights" of something or other, we are not entirely happy. If

we cannot be Knights of Pythias, Knights of Malta, Knight Tem-
plars, or hold rank in any of the higher grades of nobility, we can

at least be Knights of Labor, but knights of some kind we must

be. This vanity for titles has become so prevalent among us that

we are afraid to write a letter to a man lest we fail to address him

by the title which his neighbors give him. We wish to obey the

rules of etiquette, and we try to select the proper distinction from
" Hon.," "Esq.," "Mr.," and a hundred others. We all agree

that it would be more consistent with American dignity, and more

in accordance with the genius of our political system to abandon

the use of titles altogether, but none of us has courage enough to

begin the reform.

^ X-

The Knight Templars constitute another order of nobility.

These are the descendants of the Red Cross Knights, famous in the

wars of the crusades. Their mission is to rescue the Holy Se-

pulchre from the hands of the Saracens, but when they will start

for Palestine on the next crusade is known only to members of the

order. These Red Cross Knights do not wear coats of mail as the

old knights did, but coats made of innocent broadcloth, and as the

ancient helmet and visor would be rather inconvenient, they wear

a black chapeau instead, on which is mounted the white plume of

King Henry of Navarre. They wear gauntlets, not of steel, but

of soft leather, on which the fed cross is embroidered by the hand

of some " ladye faire," and they make a very picturesque appear-

ance on parade. They are not fierce fellows like Hugh de Bracy,

or Brian de Bois Guilbert, and should they happen to meet the

noble order of " Saracens," they would give them kindly greeting,

instead of blowing into their ears with a brass trumpet an uncivil

challenge to fight. The two orders might compete with each other

in acts of mutual kindness, they might contend in drill, or some-

thing of that kind, but there would be no blood shed, except the

blood of the grape, wherein they would pledge to one another

friendship and good will.

The Knights of Pythias and the others, are a great improve-

ment on the Knights of the olden time. These Knights of the Red

plume and the White, are mostly respectab'e men, which the an-

cient Knights were not. The new Knight earns his own living by

honest industry, as the old Knight never did. To work for a living

in the days of chivalry was not a "Knightly" thing to do. The

man who did it was a " Churl," a " 'Villein," and no true Knight.
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In the ranks of the old crusaders there were Knights of a hundred

styles, but never a Knight of Labor. In the code of Knighthood,

work was ignoble, dishonorable, and mean. The American Red
Cross Knight is a man of peace ; be. has no intention of marching

to Palestine to fight the " Paynim," even if he knows what a Pay-

nim is, which probably he does not. The ancient Templar was a

man of strife, who invaded the domain of peaceful people and

plundered thetn, unless he got the worst of it himself, which he

very often did. He lastei for about three hundred years, making

himself a very disagreeable nuisance nearly all the time. To tell

the honest truth, he had to be suppressed by law like the tramp.

When he finally dropped out of politics and disappeared, nobody

regretted him.
*

* *

The amateur army of Knights of Pythias which assembled in

Milwaukie to play soldier, is drilled and organized at its own ex-

pense ; it costs the government nothing, and yet the nation could

rely upon it with absolute certainty in time of public danger.

Should the country call, those " carpet knights " would nearly all

respond. They would carry a knapsack and forty rounds on a

genuine campaign, tramp, tramp, tramp, as cheerily as they marched

with holiday step through the city of Milwaukee. They would

play their parts in real battle as readily as they played at mimic

war. They are bigger, better, hands )mer, and braver men than

the Red Cross Knights of old. You might safely bet a " coat of

mail " that those red plumed boys in broadcloth, should they meet

an equal number of the ancient Knights in actual battle would whip

them eas'ly, armor or no arm^r, because they have more sense,

character, and conscience to the squad than the old Knights ever

had. M. M. Trumbull.

CORRESPONDENCE.
A WORD OF EXPERIENCE.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
As A PREACHER of progressive views, the writer, a few years

ago, commenced illustrating "False and True Universal Science,

History, Thought, and Religion," on about 10,000 square feet of

oil canvas, <vith the main object, "Conciliation of Bible and

Science," in view. The scientific pressure soon substituted the

word Religion in place of that of the "Bible. " My first converting

premise was the fact, that the Bible does not, nor could not, teach

anything not taught in surrounding nature, and hence must stand

on its own merits as all other books. This conclusion revealed a

new world to me and that I had been in gross darkness, but not

the grossest ; for I have been an original peculiar Unitarian for

yeats and have not held to the literal interpretation of the Bible.

My peculiar views have long been watched in half suspicion by my
pastorates

;
yet I have been very daring in educating my people

to a change of some kind that has been making intuitive impres-

sions. The exact nature of the change developed in my mind a

work somewhat analogous to that of Tlit Open Court, only under

different methods.

I am very grateful for the labors of Tlie Open Court, the first

clear light that has dawned in close affinity with my work.

The problem, as to the scientific basis of the ' ought ' of ethics,

is my special solution. That it rests on ' the immutable nature of

things,' is certain ; and that 'natural law is in the spiritual world,'

is truly a like conclusion. What I am trying to do is to construct

this fact of the eternity of law into a new science about another

fact
;

viz., that all things move in mission cycles of analogous

stages and laws, and so on in successive cycles of progression

through all eternity. When this is once established, as I have

reasons to believe, it can be, then the basis of the 'ought' is laid,

save in detail-requirements that can -be established only by ex-

perience and irrefutable proof as it now seems. There are but few

thin.gs that lie near the border-line between the ' ought ' and the

'ought not,' upon which enlightened people would disagree. Per-

fect conduct can be brought about only by experience and en-

lightenment ; and hence the specific requirements of the ' ought

'

will have to become a natural part of every one's nature ; up to that

time other means of peace and control will have to be used the best

possible.

May The Open Court be of great service in all true results. I

shall be happy to labor for it in all my lecture courses.

Silas A. Wurtz.

BOOK REVIE'WS.

EiN Collegium Logicum im XVI. Jahrhundert. Excerpts

from a Manuscript in the Library of the University of Tii-

bingen. Communicated by Dr. Christoph Sigwart, Tiibingen :

Laup.

[Printed as appendix to the official Vcrzeichniss der D,'ctoren,

the recipients of academical honors in the philosophical faculty of

the University of Tubingen from 1889-1890]

Among the manuscripts possessed by the University of Tii-

bingen there is a well-preserved copy of lectures upon the first

part of the "Analytics of Aristotle," delivered between November
1565 and November 1567, by Jacob Schegk, Professor of philoso-

phy and medicine at the above-mentioned university. Strictly

speaking, there is no lack of well-preserved academical lectures

from even an earlier date than this Tiibingen manuscript, but irre-

spective of its scientific contents this manuscript would seem to

possess an exceptional interest of its own. Unlike most other

manuscript copies of academical lectures, it presents a vivid, re-

alistic picture of ihe pedagogic methods of the time, of the quaint

mannerism and rude academical sallies—although innocent of the

faintest sprinkling of "attic salt " of the conventional oral delivery,

and of the very corporal attitude and " pose" of the Professor be-

fore the group of students within the academical " auditorium."

Professor Jacob Schegk's lectures upon the Organoii in the

present manuscript have been written from dictation with the

most painstaking accuracy by his pupil Martin Kruse, who him-

self at a later day became a distinguished Professor of Greek at

the same university. The pupil has faithfully and literally jotted

down even the Professor's incidental remarks, that have no direct

bearing upon the subjects, such as " lapsa est hora," "eras ab-

solvemus," or, at the beginning of a lecture, " paulo serins veni !"

At one time the Professor has become entangled in his dialectics,

and is reported as uttering ;

'

' eras einendabo, Ich hab mich selbst

geirrt da ;" at another time, by way of summary explanation, he

indulges in the peevish remark :

'

' JVon potui pneterire hac hactenus,

etianisi iaiu non potiiistis omnia forte intelligere: tamen cum acceperitis

ntea cominentaria, intetiigetis ; Ich kans nit viit eim trcechter eingies-

seii .' The injunctions: " Scribite, pergite scribendo dictabo," re-

peatedly occur through the whole series of lectures. As regards

the plan and time of the lectures, the latter were intended to be

delivered on four days in the week, but there occurred the frequent

interruptions of saints's days and of pariodical long holidays, that

caused the Professor to break off with a " post ferias weitter."

The Professor concludes the first part of his lectures in the

following hopeful strain :
" To-morrow we shall begin the second

part of the 'analytica.' I shall dictate only what is absolutely

necessary. Buy therefore the commentary to the same, that is

printed at Tiibingen. Spciret das go:!! ein wirnig, and do you buy

that book,

—

et emite il/um libruni."
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OUR NEXT NEIGHBORS.*

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Do.MF.STic animals, returning to a state of nature, are

apt to revert to the original type of their species, but

that relapse does not necessarily involve the risk of

degeneration. Wild dogs and wild horses are in most

essential points inferior to their well-trained relatives,

but here are animals whose domestication has bene-

fited onl}' their captors, and whose better qualities

manifest themselves best in a state of freedom. The
half-wild sheep haunting the pastures of the Taurus

Range are almost as swift and vigilant as gazelles ; on

the table-lands of tropical America the descendants of

sluggish breeds of black cattle become active, graceful,

and bold.

Nations, too, exhibit those contrasting tendencies

of variation under the influence of independence. In

Scandinavia the abolishment of monarchical institu-

tions might result in the development of a model re-

public ; in Cuba the unconditional emancipation of

half a million negroes would result in a pandemonium

of anarchy and vice.

Freedom, seconded by favorable climatic condi-

tions, will rarely fail to evoke the original character-

istics of a noble race, even after centuries of degrada-

tion, and it would be strange if those influences should

not sooner or later assert their tendency in favor of

the Spanish nation. The founders of the Spanish

monarchy, the adventurous Visigoths, were, on the

whole, the noblest and manliest race of the early

Middle Ages. Their so-called kings were only the

chief administrators of laws embodying many of the

best features of our federal republics. Feudalism, in

its ugliest forms, never gained a foothold on the soil

of Spain, and for more than two hundred years (348-

5S9) the Spanish Goths remained stout partisans of

the doctrine of Arian rationalism. Then came the in-

vasion of the Moors and the long era of race- wars

which tended to identify the Christian creed with the

cause of national independence, and thus enabled the

clergy to acquire that influence which afterwards be-

came the basis of the worst despotism ever developed

in the climate of Europe.

The discovery of a New World at first seemed only

to extend the power of the priesthood to a larger terri-

* Copyrighted uncler " American Auguries."

tory ; but the transatlantic colonies of Spain comprised

two regions which, even without the success of a po-

litical insurrection, would eventually have proved

auspicious to the hope of regeneration : The southern

fourth of the South American Continent and the cool

table-lands of Mexico.

For about thirty years after the establishment of

the Mexican Republic the party of conservatism con-

trived to maintain its practical ascendency, but* its

power was wrecked in the storm provoked by its alli-

ance with a foreign usurper, and since that time'the

reforms of liberalism have progressed at a rate never

equaled in any country of Christendom since the time

of the Protestant Revolt.

Ecclesiastic tribunals have been abolished ; nearly

§300,000,000 worth of church property has been con-

fiscated ; bequests made under the influence of spirit-

ual advisers can be legally contested by the natural

heirs ; absolute religious freedom and equality before

the law have been guaranteed to all Christian and non-

Christian sects. Civil marriages have been legalized,

and the binding force of monastic vows has been re-

scinded. Sunday-laws have been limited to a statute

making it unlawful for non-military authorities to com-

pel individuals or corporations to perform on legal

holidays any kind of work which could have been

safely postponed to the next day. In other words, if

a master-carpenter forces his apprentice to mend a

broken bench on Sunday, he may incur the risk of a

damage suit, but private laborers cannot be prosecuted

for tilling their gardens or fetching in a load of hay on

Sunday, merchants attending to their own shops may
keep open the week round ; and above all, Sunday

amusements are not only considered perfectly legal, but

are legally encouraged in every larger city, "to keep

the idle multitude from mischief," as a Pueblo magis-

trate of my acquaintance expressed it.

Compare those triumphs of rationalism with the

present state of affairs in Anglo-America. Only a few

weeks ago C. W. Cook, of New Haven, Indiana, was

indicted and fined for having allowed an automatic

cigar-machine to work on Sunday. For a similar of-

fence R. M. King, of Obion County, Ohio, was con-

victed and fined 575.00. In Grand Rapids, Michigan,

the members of a base-ball club were arrested like

thieves for playing on Sunday. Every place of busi-
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ness and recreation in South Norwalk, Conn., is closed

on Sunday by order of the police. In Baltimore,

Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Newark,

Omaha, and Minneapolis, arrests and imprisonment

of visitors of public picnic grounds and other places

of recreation, are matters of weekly occurrence. Some

twenty Seventh Day Adventists were persecuted (as a

local paper expresses it with unintended suggestive-

ness) and fined in Georgia and Arkansas for observing

the Sabbath on the last, and not on the first, day of

the week. Postmaster General Wanamaker stopped

Sunday mail-service, and President Harrison, by a

similar ordre du Mufti, has tried to enforce the religious

observance of the Christian Sabbath by the officers

and men of the army and navy. In Coaling, Alabama,

a freethinker (Mr. H. Y. Ward), for being too honest

to denj' his convictions, was formally deprived of his

civil rights, and refused the privilege of using the

courts ; and the State University of Illinois refused to

allow a student to graduate, because he would not at-

tend chapel.

A few years ago the Cincinnati Convention of the

"National Reform Association " adopted the following

resolutions :

"Resolved, That it is the right and duty of the

United States, as a nation settled by Christians, a na-

tion with Christian laws and usages—to acknowledge

itself in its written Constitution as a Christian nation.

" Resolved, That recognizing the importance of this

subject, we pledge ourselves to present and advocate

it until the nation shall declare its Christian charac-

ter." President Brunot defined the chief object of the

Association in still plainer terms :
" Such an amend-

ment to the Constitution of the United States as will

suitably acknowledge Almighty God as the author of

the nation's existence and ultimate source of its author-

ity, Jesus Christ as its ruler, and the Bible as the

supreme rule of its conduct, and thus indicate that this

is a Christian nation, and place all Christian laws, in-

stitutions, and usages on an undeniable legal basis in

the fundamental laws of the land."

The progressive frankness of that party seems to

indicate a rapid improvement in their chances of suc-

cess ; but their plans of "reform " may be destined

to founder against an unexpected reef—a leeward con-

tingency apt to be overlooked by upturned eyes, but

announcing its proximity by more and more visible

breakers, viz., the establishment of a Pan-American

Federation of Republics. With or without the formal

annexation of Mexico, Spanish-American influences

will soon be felt on this side of the Rio Grande, and

there is no doubt in which way the descendants of the

Unitarian Visigoths, will repay our nation the initiative

of political reforms. Annexation will only hasten the

progress of that reaction. Conquests have thus often

led to results not contemplated in the programme of

the conquerors : In Austria, for instance, the incor-

poration of Hungarian elements has proved a leaven

of liberalism, and it is equally certain that the con-

quest of Poland has infected the Russian Empire with

the seeds of revolutionary tendencies.

The regeneration of the Latin race will, however,

be effected chiefly on the elevated table-lands of New
Spain, as the Spaniards called their favorite American

province. In the lowlands railways, telegraphs, and

all other aids to social interaction, will hardly counter-

act the enervating influence of a languid climate, com-

bined with an abundant and almost gratuitous food-

supply.

"Cheapness and abundance of food," says Henry

Buckle, "have invariably led to the same results in

countries where the mildness of the climate exempts

the inhabitants from the necessity of a constant struggle

against the hostile forces of nature In Egypt,

as in India, a warm climate and the fertility of the

soil brought into play the same laws, and have natur-

ally followed the same results. In both countries we
find the national food cheap and abundant : hence the

labor market was over-supplied ; hence a very unequal

division of wealth and power ; and hence all the con-

sequences which such inequalities will inevitably pro-

duce. In Africa generally the growth of population,

though on the one hand stimulated by the heat of the

climate, was on the other checked by the poverty of

the soil. But on the banks of the Nile this restraint

no longer existed. The Egj'ptians were not only satis-

fied with cheap food, but they required that food in

comparatively small quantities. The lower orders at

the same time were able to rear their offspring with

greater ease, because, owing to the high rate of tem-

perature another considerable source of expense was

avoided Diodorus Siculus, who traveled in

Egypt nineteen centuries ago, says that to bring up a

child to manhood did not cost more than twenty drach-

mas (about three dollars); a circumstance which he

justly mentions as a cause of the enormous populous-

ness of the country Dates, like rice, require

but little labor and yield abundant returns, while they

occupy so small a space of land in comparison with

the nutriment they afford."

Yet in both respects the banana, the chief food-

plant of the Mexican coast-plains, far exceeds both

rice and date-palms. Rice is from three to four times

more productive than wheat ; but Humboldt estimates

that the same land, producing wheat enough to feed

one man, will feed twenty-five, when planted with

bananas, and that bananas on a surface, yielding one

thousand pounds of potatoes, will 3'ield forty-four

thousand pounds of a more nutritious food.

"In Egypt," says the author above quoted (Buckle's
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History of Civilization, p. 66), " the industry of the

whole nation being at the absolute command of a small

part of it, there arose the possibility of rearing those

vast edifices which inconsiderate observers admire as

a proof of civilization, but which in reality are evi-

dence of a state of affairs altogether depraved and

unhealthy."

Is it impossible that the same correlation of causes

and effects should have enabled the prehistoric rulers

of southern Mexico, to sacrifice the lives of millions of

their subjects in the construction of those giant- temples

which have so often been compared to the pyramids

of Egypt ? In Uxmal (western Ucatan) alone there

are buildings which must have employed vast armies

of masons and sculptors for scores of years, and some
of the monoliths of Palenque may have cost as much
labor of transport as that pillar-stone, which, according

to Herodotus, occupied two thousand men for three

5'ears in the work of its removal from Elephantine to

Sais.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

INEBRIATE PLANTS AND ANIMA-LS.*

BY CARUS STERNE.

The conclusions of philosophy were frequently

far in advance of our actual knowledge of nature.

Modern chemistry at last has proved, that the bodies

of plants and animals consist essentially of the same
fundamental elements ; that the living, formative ele-

ment— the protoplasm—in the most varied types of

living beings exhibits a similar composition, and,

moreover, that the most startling conformities are dis-

played among the various vital processes of nutrition,

growth, respiration, propagation, etc. Already Gior-

dano Bruno had boldly advanced the theor)', that

the spiritual disposition in "plants, oysters, flies,

and men," fundamentally is the same, and that out-

wardly it is only able to express and unfold itself ac-

cording to the organic outfit of their bodies, (in the

peculiar structural organization of the instruments and

limbs for their various activities). Even a rational soul,

says Bruno, if confined within the body of a serpent,

cannot outwardly display itself otherwise than by hiss-

ing, just as it could only propel its body through

creeping and wallowing, while other animals can run

and fly.

In such views of this kind, however rudely they may
have been expressed, there was, at least, implied an
anticipation of those great truths, that recent research

has brought into acceptance. These notions contain an

early recognition of the unity of all life, and of the

evolution of all bodily as well as spiritual faculties, the

latter being inseparable from the former. We know-

that plants, like animals, seek and select the elements

of nutrition in and above the earth, turn their leaves

Translated from the German by } i'/t

towards or away from light, open their petals and
close them ; that many will turn with the sun, while

others seek support within reach, in order to grow up-

wards ; that some others, by aid of their leaves, catch

live animals, and suck them ; some plants, at any
rough contact, will coyly retire. In this connection,

plants that are sensitive, have always aroused a

general interest, but to find sensitive plants, it is

not absolutely necessary to journey so far as to

the Tropics, because in our own meadows we find

hundreds of herbs, the stamina, and staminal tubes

of which rapidly move, or contract, if any crawl-

ing insect or strange body touches them, as is the case

with the barberry and blue-bottle, and with their

numerous kindred plants. All these plants, accord-

ingl}', possess something in common with animals,

which enables them to utilize in the best possible

manner the given relations of their standing-place,

some, bj' lengthening their young shoots, and by turn-

ing their leaves, until they reach the light, and to the

best advantage utilize it, and others by enticing in-

sects, or catching them for food, or to provide them-

selves with pollen from other flowers. The peculiar

capacity, which is active in all processes of this kind,

and which is common to all living beings, is called

irritability.

Formerly it was believed, that the susceptibility of

organic beings to any kind of irritations, was connected

with the possession of nerves and ganglions ; and im-

bued with this notion Erasmus Darwin—the grand-

father of the reformer of the science of biology—par-

ticularly sought for both these organs in sensitive

plants, in the study of which he had been deeply en-

gaged, assuming that also in other plants each last

shoot must be provided with a small ganglion, because

they all were sensitive to light, heat, humidity, and

many also to contact. We know, moreover, from nu-

merous observations, that have been made of beings

on the lowest stages, that susceptibility to physical

and chemical irritations is an immediate quality of

living substance, and that beings which, according to

a common expression, only consist of a minute drop

oE protoplasm, with or without cell-integument, and

which do not show the slightest trace of nerves, or

even of sense-organs; nevertheless are subject to im-

pressions of light, smell, taste, and heat, just as if they

had been provided not only with nerves, but even with

eyes, ijose, tongue, and feelers. The amoeba, which

in a resting position is of a roundish form, stretches

its pseudopodia into the direction, from which the water .

conveys particles of palatable matter, and quickly

withdraws them, if struck by a sudden, strong, irri-

tation of light, by an electric or any other shock
;

several of the lowest animal organisms creep, even

against the direction of gravity, towards the breath of
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humidity, that glides across their bodies ;

the cells of

propagation of lower animals, while moving freely

about in water, will paddle and float as monothalamous

algas and infusoria towards the current of light and

nutrition, just as grass-blades within a dark box,

without possessing eyes or nerves, point exactly to-

ward the ray of light, that through a narrow chink

might penetrate into the dark partition. But, if the

beneficent irritation of light becomes too strong for

these beings, in such case, just as before it had been

sought, light is then at once avoided.

Now, it is scarcely a matter of doubt, that this sus-

ceptibility to external influences, which frequently ex-

presses itself through perceptible movements, whether

in following or in avoiding the former, represents the

fundamental phenomenon of that, which we designate

as soul-disposition and it seems entirely indifferent,

whether these irritations are received by the whole

surface of the being, or through particular entrances
;

whether they are immediately propagated into the cor-

poreal mass, and forthwith provoke a reaction, cor-

responding to the purpose, or beforehand are carried

through the nerves to a central organ, which thereupon

calls forth the same activities.

Here also, in a purely general way, we might as-

sociate with the above views the question to the effect,

whether this fundamental phenomenon of irritability

in all living beings can be referred to the same fun-

damental basis, and to identical processes?

When a chemist wishes to ascertain, whether two

different elements, that in a certain respect show a

similar relation, for example, whether two minerals

contain the same fundamental elements, he usually

applies a re-agent, that is, a kind of touch-stone or

testing-fluid, in order to convince himself of the

similarity or difference of the constituent parts in

question, by means of the equal or different reaction,

that takes place in both instances. Now, the advanced

science of the present day has discovered, that not

only'there exist re- agents for the particular chemical

elements and their combinations, butthat re-agents can

be found also for the different vital processes. The

Munich natural scientists Low and Bokomy, a few years

ago, discovered a "re-agent upon life," or on the

living protoplasm, and another physiologist, P. Ehr-

lich, quite recently has discovered, that in Methylene

blue,—which tinges blue the nerves of sensation, but

on the contrary leaves untinged the nerves of motion,

—

we possess an easy means of distinction for sensitive

and motory nerve-terminations.

We have also known for a long time similar re-agents

against that irritability, which we have designated as

the fundamental activity of the soul, drugs, which

old medical science, starting from the above-mentioned

wrong view, that irritability everywhere presupposed

nerves, used to call nervines, or, neurotics. Neu-

rotics, such as alcohol, nitrous acid gas, ether, chlo-

roform, musk, and a number of other drugs par-

ticularly belong to two classes ; those of the one

increase the irritability of the feeling parts, those of

the other weaken it, or even temporarily stun it alto-

gether ; they effect unconsciousness and insensibility.

Sometimes the same drugs, despite its contrast, can

produce both effects successively. In this manner

nitrous acid gas, ether, and chloroform, at the beginning

of their inhalation, at first produce a kind of intoxicating

irritation, and this inebriation, the influence of which

can bq broken, under given circumstances, is so

pleasant, that the former combination has been de-

signated by the name of laughing-gas, while the inebria-

tion from ether with many people may become an irre-

sistible craving. I myself have known a highly gifted,

and a respectable young man, who to such extent

became addicted to the charm of ether-intoxication,

that in the end he succumbed to the fatal habit.

The initial excitement of the nervous activity by

means of the aforesaid drugs, through re-iterated in-

halation, is soon followed by a more or less complete

insensibility, even to the most painful sensations, and

I must add, that this insensibility in no manner must

be attributed to the unconsciousness resulting from

action upon the central organ, but that all the con-

ducting channels of sensation are being drawn into

fellow-sympathy. When the action of the drug caus-

ing insensibility, through external application is lim-

ited to a definite sphere of nerves, even painful ope-

rations can be performed, without disturbing con-

sciousness.

If now we apply the aforesaid "re-agents upon soul-

activity " to animals, it will be shown, that they

stand in exactly the same relation as human creatures.

Not only dogs, rabbits, birds, and vertebral animals by

these same medicines can be thrown into the same

condition of insensibility (anassthesis), but likewise

invertebrated animals like beetles, flies, butterflies,

etc., when placed into bottles filled with ether or

chloroform - vapor, soon become motionless and in-

sensible, but when brought into fresh air, if the action

has. not lasted too long, wake up again and fly away.

But also the above-mentioned simplest phenomena of

motion through irritation of light of the lowest vegetal

and animal forms (algas, infusoria, spores and cells

of propagation), according to the observations of

Rossbach and other investigators, are at once sus-

pended through a continuous duration of the afore-

said influence.

For almost fourteen years it has been known,

that ether and chloroform produce the same effects of

drowsiness upon the irritability of sensitive plants as

upon animals. A sensitive plant, that is put with
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a few ether or cloroform-sponges beneath a glass-

bell, soon ceases to show the accustomed sensitiveness

to contact ; it can be seized rudely, even shaken, yet

without closing its leaves, or lowering its branches.

A sun-dew plant, treated in the same way, ceases

to catch insects, and Venus's fly-trap, the leaves

of which otherwise briskly clap together at the

slightest contact and seize upon the irritating body, is

likewise rendered insensible so long as the torpor

lasts. The same applies to the irritability of blos-

soms, and when the barberry stands in bloom, one

can easily verify by experiment, that the . stamina

which at other times move briskly toward the pistil

by the slightest touch at their foot will, no longer

do so, if for a few seconds they are left beneath

an inverted glass together with a small ether-

sponge. The uniformity of the action of these neu-

rotics on plants and animals is so complete, that the

aforesaid transient condition of excitation, which

chloroform and ether produce in man, before insensi-

bility takes place, was verified by Professor Pfeffer

also in the case of chloroformed mimosas.

From this uniform attitude of higher and lower ani-

mals, of plants and protista towards the same re-agent,

we can with still greater probability conclude the

kinship of the sensitive disposition in all living be-

ings, because certain otherwise strongly acting drugs,

and medicines, by no means always produce the same
effect in different living beings. We see many insects,

that as grubs feed upon plants, which to ourselves are

poisonous, for example, the caterpillar of the wolfs-

milk moth exclusively feeds on the wolfs-milk plant,

that is swelling with acrid milk, but to us, after a con-

tinued gathering of its leaves, this same plant causes

painful blisters on the hand, and taken inwardly acts

like acute poison. In the same manner berries, seeds,

and herbs, that are extremely noxious to man, will

agree with numerous birds and mammals—with goats,

for example, the meadow-saffron to such an extent,

that their milk can act as poison upon children.

In cases of this kind it might be assumed, that

the animals in question gradually had accustomed

themselves to certain poisonous substances, just as

man accustoms himself to a variety of dangerous drugs,

for example, to morphine ; but on the other hand many
animals will exhibit a remarkable insensibility to poi-

sons, with which thej' never before came into contact.

Thus, for example, different gases, which immediately

produce a deadly effect upon man, as carbonic oxide,

carbonic and sulphurated water, etc., exert only a

slight degree of virulence upon many insects, and

particularly the oldest insects—the orthopterce (straight-

wings) are said to be very insensible to this kind of

influences, and therefore, as maintained by Oswald

Heer, they probably were able to live in the atmos-

phere of the carboniferous age. But also higher in-

sects, as every collector knows, display very different

degrees of power of resistance to poisonous vapors
;

while some die, others for whole hours can live in

the identical atmosphere. Even many of our domestic

animals, for example horses, can resist an extraordi-

nary large number of strong poisons, such as an-

timony and arsenic compounds, and frequently we
can explain these strange facts through differences of

organizations because, for example, carbonic oxide gas

must be incomparably less noxious to animals, that

possess no red blood corpuscles. From the similarity

of the effects of such essentially different neurotics

upon plants and animals of every kind, we can the

more definitely judge of the kindred nature of the

irritable and sensitive elements in all these living

beings.
[to be concluded.]

THE ORIGIN OF RE.^SON.

BV T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, M. A. (OXON.)

ROMANES ON THE ORIGIN OF THE HUMAN FACULrV.

The theory which places the origin of the human
faculty in an uninterrupted and homogeneous develop-

ment from the lower animals, ordinarily rests on argu-

ments which have very little to do with the consider-

ations adduced by Mr. Wallace, and set out in brief

in the previous section. The advocates of this hy-

pothesis even go farther, and object in toio to any such

statement of the case. No fair comparison can be

drawn, they would probably argue, between certain

sporadic and exceptional manifestations of the human

mind in a very high state of its development, and the

faculties, whatever they may be, which are exhibited

by our animal ancestors. The by-products of this ex-

tremely advanced state of mental evolution are not the

data from which the argument should start ; for the

argument from continuitj', they say, will have no mean-

ing unless its illustrations are taken, not from the

highest, but from the lowest state of the human faculty,

where the continuity, if any, will have a chance of

being observed.

Of course no one can object to the consideration of

any argument at the point at which it has most force,

or of the argument from continuity where it is most

applicable, that is to say, as high up in the scale of

animal intelligence and as low down in the scale of

human intelligence as possible ; but any success that

argument may have at this point must be afterwards

tested by applying the same argument to the later

development ; and we must not leave out of sight that

the argument from continuity, even if found to be ap-

parently sufficient to account for the transition from
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animal to human intelligence, will break down if it

does not also account for the highest manifestations

of the human faculty. If any hypothesis is framed

which disregards or throws no light on these phenom-

ena of a later stage, it is surely the outcome of a failure

-to understand the very conditions of the problem.

The latest phase of the question, and in some re-

spects the most important and painstaking contribu-

tion to the theory of evolution of mind by a continuous

process of development, is that presented in Mr. Ro-

manes's recent work on Mc?ital Ei'olution in Man,^ a.

sequel to a previous work on Menial Evolution in Ani-

mals. It is interesting to observe that this volume,

though published a little more than a year ago, has

already become a bone of contention ; for it is an in-

dication of the fact, that the controversy still prevail-

ing on the theorj' of evolution is limited, at any rate in

its more important aspects, to the question of the ori-

gin of mind. Mr. Romanes claims to present 'an ex-

position of the principles which have probably been

concerned in the Origin of Human Faculty, ' in other

words he attempts to trace every step in that contin-

uous process by which the human intellect has been

evolved. The considerations which, as we have seen,

are regarded with so much importance by Mr. Wal-

lace, are conspicuous by their absence from Mr. Ro-

manes's book, where the conclusions drawn are affirmed

to rest entirely upon psychology and philology, that is,

on the knowledge we have, first of the nature of the

mind itself, and secondly of the nature and history of

language.

Now in this attempt a strong presumption is from

the first made out, and perhaps rightly made out, in

favor of the position to be proved ; and though the

question is afterwards to be tested carefully by the last

results of the sciences of psychology and philolog}',

the whole weight of an argument from analogy is

thrown into the scale, as it were, before the inquiry

commences. What more natural, asks Mr. Romanes,

than to start with this presumption, when it is admit-

ted that the process of organic and mental evolution

has been continuous throughout the whole region of

life and of mind, except, as his opponents say, in the

mind of man? ' It is improbable, ' sayS he, ' that an

interruption should have taken place at the terminal

phase.' In this way the burden of proof is from the

first thrown upon his opponents. But let us dwell no

longer on the. dangerous ground of analogy than is

necessary to remind Mr. Romanes that the terminal

phase in the brute is the initial phase in man, and that

the subsequent progress of mind, as has been shown
by Mr. Wallace's argument, is obviously not governed

by the law which applies to the physical organism of

* Mental Evolution in Man ; Origin of Human Faculty, by George John
Romanes, M. A., LL.D., F.R.S. Kegan Paul Trench & Co. i8S8.

animals. Let us proceed at once to an examination

of the question on its own merits ; let us examine the

constitution of our minds and compare the results we
obtain with what we can observe in brutes.

For it is with a difference of mental endowment
that we have to do, a difference which Mr. Romanes
recognizes in common with every one who has given

his attention to the matter. It is a difference which

we need not go to philosophers to learn. The rough

language of every day expresses a similar distinction

by saying that the man thinks and reasons, and that

the brute does not.

Now what do we mean when we use these words

thinking and reasoning ? and how far are we right, or

indeed are we right at all, in asserting that no animal

but man thinks or reasons? By thinking and reason-

ing we obviously do not mean every mental process

whatever. Perceiving, dreaming, painful and pleas-

urable feelings, and the like, are all states of con-

sciousness with their seat in the brain ; and these are

mental processes common alike to brutes and men.

They involve a faculty of attending to the impressions

of sense, of receiving individual experiences of exter-

nal objects, in simple language, of being affected by

the things about us. It is also a matter of common
observation that many animals are possessed of a fac-

ulty' which cannot be distinguished from memory, and

that both in their case and in ours, when the object

which affected the sense is no longer present, an im-

pression or memory of it can still remain and be after-

wards revived ; though how this takes place, either in

their case or in ours, is perhaps only one degree less

inexplicable than the process by which external objects

affect us at all. No one can object to the statement

that these affections of sense are not so much thinking

or reasoning as the materials on which thought and

reason are exercised.

Inference is another mental process which man)'

people assert to be within the power of the lower ani-

mals, and certainly no one can refuse the title of

thinking or reasoning in some sense to certain mental

acts, which naturalists tell us they have observed in

animals, acts such as hesitation and the ultimate adop-

tion of a conclusion which a man himself might have

taken under the circumstances; in some respects,

even, it cannot be denied that in what is called 'prac-

tical inference,' many animals far surpass man.

Shall we say, then, that ordinary language is in-

correct in making the difference between men and

other animals to consist in the presence or absence of

thinking or reasoning ? Let us see if there is not a

mental process which more appropriately than any we

have been considering deserves to be called thought

or reason, and which is to be found in man alone.

That this is the power of abstraction which marks
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man off from other animals is, as Mr. Romanes him-

self admits, a matter of common agreement amongst
ps)'chologists of every school; and he quotes an im-

portant passage from Locke as containing the clearest

enunciation of this truth. 'The having of general

ideas,' says Locke, ' is that which puts a perfect dis-

tinction betwixt man and brutes,' and speaking further

on of brutes, he adds, 'it seems evident to me that

they do some of them in certain instances reason, as

that they have sense ; but it is only in particular ideas,

just as they received them from their senses. They
are the best of them tied up within those narrow

bounds, and have not (as I think) the faculty to en-

large them by any kind of abstraction.'

Now what does the power of abstraction do for us ?

and if it is that which distinguishes us from brutes, in

what manner does it manifest itself ? In other words,

how are those general ideas, of which Locke speaks,

formed, and what is their use ?

We know, of course, that the affections of sense,

our individual particular experiences, are able to leave

an impression on our minds, and that, when a number
of individual experiences occur, causing our senses to

be affected in the same or a similar way, this power

of abstraction enables us to combine in one general

idea all that is common to these individual experi-

ences. The method of this power of abstraction is

one of the mysteries of our existence ; we do not know
in what way it works ; whether, for instance, we form

our general idea b}' our strength in separating off that

which occurs repeatedly in the course of our experi-

ence, or by our weakness in being able to take little

or no account of that which is onl}' occasionally pres-

ent. It is this power of abstraction which gives us

our mental superiority. By its agency we are raised

out of the sphere of our sensuous experiences into the

realm of thought ; or, in Platonic language, we become

free from the bonds of sense and attain to the con-

templation of ideas.

Let us see exactly what it is we do in this process

of arriving at general ideas, and how this wonderful

power manifests itself. Let me have presented to me
several particular experiences, each able to affect my
sense of sight in a similar manner, let us say, by ap-

pearing red. I see, for instance, the red cloth on the

table at which I write, the red geranium at the win-

dow, and the red sunset in the sky beyond. I take

whatever is common to these sensuous experiences or

impressions, the glow from the sky, the color from the

flower, the particular shade in which the cloth has

been dyed, and I consider this common feature by it-

self. By this means 1 have given red an ideal exis-

tence, that is to say, I have separated it from the

objects of which it seemed to be a part. This I can

do in one way only,—by giving it a name. This qual-

ity of appearing red, I can separate off, by, and in lan-

guage alone. Red apart from a red object has no
existence except for my mind ; and there it can exist

only when fixed and determined by a name. In plain

words, this faculty of abstraction exists only, and can

exist only, in and by its manifestation, that is, in

language.

Abstraction, then, consists in this process, this ac-

tivity of our minds, by which we pass from a particu-

lar experience, a percept, to a general idea or concept.

Starting from an experience common to us and to the

brutes, we pass into a mental sphere whither no other

animal can follow us ; and until a brute can use lan-

guage, what is not only necessary for the formation of

general ideas, but which, used in- its true sense, al-

ways implies their presence, we shall deny that brutes

can think or reason. These general ideas once at-

tained, the progress of thought acts by bringing them
into relation one with another; and by this simple

process of combining and separating the whole of our

intellectual wealth has been accumulated.

Between particular ideas or percepts and general

ideas or concepts there is thus a wide gap, a gap which

can be bridged over only by that inexplicable power

the mind has of binding together the impressions of

sense, a power which we express, even if we do not

know it, every time we use the word intellect. For

intellect is nothing more than intcr-lect, that is inter-

lacing or combining.

The whole gist of Mr. Romanes's argument rests on

the interposition, midway between the percept and the

concept, of another process, a kind of stepping-stone

by which we can rise from the one to the other ; and

by throwing light on this intermediate stage, he claims

to make it easy for us to see how, in the evolution of

mind, we pass from the domain of sense to the realm

of general ideas.

Now it is obvious that, if, as Mr. Romanes wishes

to make out, there is a continuous evolution from a

percept to a concept, an evolution which explains the

descent of human intelligence by modification from

the psychical phenomena of lower animals, it does not

help us much to make the argument start by asserting

the existence of the very link which has to be proved.

And Mr. Romanes's method is to assert the existence

of that link, to call it a recept, as distinguished from a

percept and a concept,

—

a. recept because it is what is

imparted to us by tlie logic of events. This link once

posited, we see it applied with a thorough-going be-

lief in its efficacy to explain the appearance of all those

psychical phenomena for which we have hitherto in vain

sought to account by any process of development.

That is to say, it is made to bridge over the gap not

only between percept and concept, but also between

indication and predication, and between conscious-
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ness and self-consciousness. The germ of a concep-

tual name, according to this argument, is to be found

in a 'receptual' name ; the beginnings of predication

in ' receptual ' predication ; the origin of self-con-

sciousness in ' receptual ' self-consciousness.

Mr. Romanes introduces us, in fact, to the recept

as an intermediary between our old but often divided

friends, the percept and the concept. But on seeing

a little more of this intermediary, we discover that,

though bearing a new and strange name, it is in reality

also an old acquaintance. It is that confused mental

image, of which Mr. Galton gave an ingenuous illus-

tration or metaphor in his 'blended photograph,'

where by subjecting a sensitive plate to several faces

more or less resembling one another, he obtained a

composite picture intensifying the similar features of

all, while the points of difference presented a blurred

or undefined appearance.

It is by a similar process, argues Mr. Romanes,

the abstraction works before it reaches the stage at

which a concept is formed, that is, so long as it is only a

recept. This recept, in other words, comes into being

very much after the manner of the composite picture ;

the receptual image is imparted to the mind just as

the common impression resulting from several faces

is imparted to the sensitive plate. It is, of course,

only by a very rough and incorrect use of language

that this intermediate idea can be described as an im-

age of ^passive kind, which can be imparted, in oppo-

sition to the concept, or the image in the case of

which the mind is active ; for in no class of ideas can

the mind be said to be passive and least of all can

it be said to be passive when it attempts to rise

above the domain of direct sensuous experience, a

process which by the hypothesis must take place in

the formation of reeepts. A recept does not rise above

sensuous experience, unless it is in the nature of an

abstraction ; and unless in this process the mind be

active, it is an ' abstraction ' in which nothing is ab-

stracted.*

FEELING AND MOTION.

In phj'siological text-books there often occurs the

misleading expression "change of consciousness into

will " or of " feeling into motion." This appears to

suggest the interconvertibilit}' of motion and feeling

. * 13y a somewhat parallel argument. M. Binet, in a most ingenious little es-

say, f.n Psychologic du Raisonnc/iunt (Felix Alcan.Paris, 'S6), attempts to bridge

over the gap between perception and judgment. All acts of judgment are by

M. Binet's explanation reduced to the level of perceptions, and exhibit an

analogous method, i. e,, they are both fusions of images, in the case of per-

ceptions, of sensations ; in the case of judgments, of percepts. Mr. Rom 'nes

claims that this fusion of sensations expresses what he means by a receptual

image, and that the fusion of perceptions gives rise to. what are ordinarily

understood as concepts. M. Binet, however, admits that this explanation,

which refers both receptual and conceptual images to an excitation of the

same sensory centre is only 'a transposition into physiological terms' of a

psychological process which is itself inexplicable (p. 117).

and has prompted philosophers to propound mechan-

ical explanations of the origin of feeling. All these

explanations were failures, for the foundation upon

which they rested, namely, the interconvertibility of

motion and feeling is an error. Motion and feeling

are radically different in their nature. Motion can

never be transformed into feeling, nor can feeling

be transformed into motion.

Before we proceed let us note that feeling and mo-

tion, although quite different in their nature, are not

separate realms of existence. There are no feelings

that exist by themselves; feelings- are states that ac-

company certain motions. Says Ribot in his " Ps}'-

chology of Attention "
:

*

"
. . . . The intermission in an apparent continuity alone

renders possible any long attention. If we keep one of our

eyes fixed upon any single point, after a while our vision becomes

confused ; a cloud is formed between the object and ourselves,

and finally we see nothing at all. If we lay our hand flat

upon a table, motionless, and without pressure (for pressure itself

is a movement), by slow degrees the sensation wears off, and finally

disappears. The reason is, that there is no perception without hiotc-

nient, he it e-<'er so venh. Every sensorial organ is at the same

time both sensitive and motory. As soon as absolute immo-

bility eliminates one of the two elements (motility), the function of

the other after a while is rendered null. In a word, movement is

the condition of the change, which is one of the conditio.is of con-

sciousness."

For the sake of clearness we shall distinguish be-

tween feeling and sensation. By sensation we under-

stand a process of nervous irritation which is perceived..

By feeling we understand the state of awareness on!}',

that acco.-npanies the nervous commotion of a sensa-

tion. Sensation is a certain motion accompanied with

feeling. Feeling is that part of the sensation which is

no motion ; the word feeling signifies that intangible

something which, we trust, every animal being knows

from experience. Feeling is entirely different from

motion and can be expressed in terms of neither mat-

ter nor motion. Feeling is not material and it is not

mechanical, i. e., it is not motion. It constitutes

something stii getieris.

By saying that feeling is neither material nor me-

chanical, we do not maintain that it exists by itself.

Feeling is real as much as are matter and motion. In

contradistinction to the objective Teality of material

things, we may call it subjective reality. Its existence

is not proved by external activity but b}' the internal

state of awareness. Its reality accordingly is most

immediate and direct, so that it would be ridiculous to

doubt it. Indeed there have been philosophers who
doubted the existence of the material universe and its

mechanical action, yet these skeptics did not deny the

existence of feeling.

Professor Clifford in his excellent essay on the ' Na-

* English translation published by the Open Court Publishing Company,

p. 17.
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ture of Things ' in themselves, distinguishes between

object and eject. He says

:

" There is the external or objective order in which the sensa-

tion of letting go is followed by the sight of a falling object and the

sound of its fall. The objective order, ipui order, is treated by

physical science which investigates the uniform relations of ohj^-cts

in time and space.

•' However remote the inference of physical science, the thing

inferred is always a part of me, a possible set of changes in any

consciousness bound iip in the objective order with other known
changes."

The objective order is represented by phj'sical

science as a system of motions that follow one another

according to strict laws. What now is an eject ?

Professor Clifford says :

" There are, however, some inferences which are profoundly

different from those of physical science. When I come to the con-

clusion that i'.'» are conscious and that there are objects in j'c//;-

consciousness similar to those in mine, I am not inferring any

actual or possible feelings of my own, but yi>iiy feelings, which are

not, and cannot, by any possibility become objects in my conscious-

ness

'•.... These inferred existences are in the very act of infer-

ence tJii\'7cii mil oi my consciousness, recognized as outside of it as

not being a part of me. I propose, accordingly, to call these inferred

existences t-ji-cts^ things thrown out of my consciousness to dis-

tinguish them from objects, things presented in my consciousness,

phenomena."

Let us represent the processes observable in the

objective world by Italic letters. What we call things

or occurrences are either simultaneous or success-

ive groups o{ A B C, R S T, etc. Among these

groups there is one I K L which is called our body
;

and some motions oi IK L are accompanied with feel-

ings. Now for the sake of distinction let us represent

feelings with Greek letters. We find that certain IK L
are accompanied hy i n\* A certain motion is ac-

companied by a corresponding feeling, so that as far

as certain activities of our body are concerned, there

appears a perfect parallelism. If we consider our

body as a mechanism, we find only motions and noth-

ing but motions. The chain /i^Z is uninterrupted.

If we consider ourselves as pure mind and nothing

but feeling, we find only states of consciousness and

nothing else. We find no motion.

Our fellow- men, and also animals, being endowed,

as we believe, with feeling, are, so "far as we can ob-

serve, other bodies, and their lives represent such

chains as /' K' L', I" K" L", etc., which, as we sup-

pose, are accompanied by ;' h' A', i" u" A", etc.

These series of i' u' A', ;" u" A", etc., are not di-

rectly' observable. The)' are what Clifford calls "ejects."

If physiologists say that a change of motion into

* The method of emp'oying a stries of Italic letters to express objective

realities, and a series of Greek letters to express subjective realities or feel-

ings, [A B C, R S T, representing objects, f K L our own bodies. / k A states

of consciousiiess} was suggested to me by reading an article of Professor

Mach on the Analysis of Sensations. However, Professor Mach's application

is different.

feeling takes place, they can mean only that a certain

motion is transferred, which now is and now is not

accompanied with feeling. It is, however, a loose way
of speaking. Instead of saying :

H I K L M N
I H A

where H is the motion producing a sensory irritation

and M muscular motion, yVthe movement of an object

effected by muscular motion, I K L being accom-

panied by I K A, they say :.

// I u A M N.

Thus they jump from one series into the other.

The method is incorrect and can be considered par-

donable only in so far as i k A appear to us for certain

purposes of much greater consequence than / K L.

The group I K L is called soul or mind onl}' in so far

as it is accompanied with i « A.

The question now arises : How can we account for

the sudden appearance of feeling. It cannot be ex-

plained as a transformation of motion. The inter-

convertibility of motion and feeling must be rejected,

and Clifford, in contradistinction to all philosophers

who try to explain everything from matter and motion,

most emphatically declares :

" To say : 'Up to this point science can explain,—here the

soul^ steps in,' is not to say what is untrue, but to talk nonsense."

Clifford adds :

The question, " Is the mind * a force? " is to be condemned by

similar considerations Force is an abstraction relating to

objective facts .... and cannot possibly be the same thing as an

eject, another man's consciousness.

But the question, " Do the changes in a mans consciousness

runparal/e/viith the changes of motion, and therefore with the

forces of his brain ?
" is a real question and not prima facie non-

sense.

Clifford affirms this question. He maintains that

there is a correspondence between bod)' and mind,*

as there is between a written and a spoken sentence.

There is a correspondence of element to element,

each written letter although quite a different thing

from a sound, corresponds to a certain sound. The

written sentence as well as the spoken sentence " are

built up together, in nearly the same way

The two complex products are as wholly unlike as

the elements are, but the manner of their complica-

tion is the same."

Now vve know that certain motions are accompa-

nied by consciousness, and that others, so far as we

can see, are not. How can we account for the appear-

ance and disappearance of consciousness ?

* Soul and mind are used here as a synonym of the sum total of feel-

ing or of consciousness, i. e , concentrated feeling. They represent the series

m'/., i' k' '/.'., t" k" 7." , etc.

Some understand by such words as soul, mind, etc., mere states of con-

sciousness ( K / , some the objective nerve structures and their functions l IC L.

others still groups of facts consisting of both series /, A"k L'/ . It is apparent

th-^t a difference in the usage of terins without further indication as to their

meaning, must be productive of great confusion.
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We know that certain dim feelings become con-

scious by concentration. The mechanical process of

nerve activity gives us the key to this explanation, for

we have different degrees of feeling corresponding to

different degrees of intensity produced through a con-

centration of nerve activity. Consciousness rises from

simple feelings. But whence does feeling come?

Feelings must be considered as a complex of cer-

tain elements, which we call " the elements of feeling.
"

The single letters i and u and A and /u also p, ff, r are

elements of feeling. We have no right to assume that

they exist by themselves, but must suppose that they

accompany the elements of motion /, A', Z, M, R, S, T,

etc. Certain combinations of the elements of feeling

produce actual feelings, just as certain combina-

tions of feelings produce consciousness. If the con-

centration of consciousness is destroyed or for the time

abolished, feelings may and under special conditions

(as, for instance, in sleep or in hypnotic states) will

continue. If a frog is decapitated the ganglions of

the medulla will for a considerable time continue to

feel. In like manner, if that combination which pro-

duces actual feeling is disturbed destroyed, feel-

ing will disappear, but the elements of feeling will

continue.

Unless we consider every act of feeling a special

creation of supgrnatural powers, a break in the conti-

nuity of nature, we are inevitably driven to the conclu-

sion that ali series AB C, I K L, R S T, etc., etc., are

accompanied hy a ^ y, i h X, p ff t, etc, etc. All ele-

ments of objective reality are inseparably united with

the corresponding elements of subjective reality, and

the latter are those facts which under special condi-

tions and in special combinations unite into feelings.

From the monistic standpoint we must look upon

nature as being endowed with the potentialities of

feelings. Every natural process we suppose to be

animated with the elementary germs of psychic life,

with that something of which our very simplest feel-

ings are exceedingly complex combinations.

Nature cannot be considered as a dead machinery;

it is alive throughout and every process of objective

activity must be supposed to be animated by the ele-

ments of that subjective phase of life which in the

human brain appears as consciousness.

Feeling, accordingly, is a special form of the ele-

ments of feeling, and the problem of the origin of feel-

ing from this standpoint is to be stated as follows :

What is the molecular combination, and what is

its mode of action that is accompanied by feeling ?

This question has not as yet been answered, and

physiology is very far still from solving the problem

satisfactorily in all its details. The most important

f eatures only of the process are known, at least in

coarse outlines. [10 uk concluded.]

IS THE IDEA OF GOD TENABLE.'

I OBSERVE that in no part of his book does Dr. Carus declare

himself a Christian, that he abandons all that is dogmatic in Chris-

tianity retaining only a modicum of its ethics : not that which is

common to the Buddhism of Thibet, of China, or Japan, richer

than all the polytheisms in personal gods for which are claimed

all the goods of the earth, but with the doctrine attributed to Sakia-

Mouni by the men of letters who think they know it almost as

Saint Thomas or Bossuet knew the doctrine of Jesus, that is to

say by hearsay, since neither Jesus nor Sakia-Mouni have written

anything, I therefore ought not to have said that Dr. Carus /tv-

sis/s in calling Iiintself a Christian, hwi persists in being one

.

That part of the ethics of Jesus retained by Dr. Carus, a far-

distant echo perhaps of primitive Buddhist ethics, is the doctrine

of the renunciation of self and his subordination to the whole, or

else of his own evanescence, which was in India a reaction against

the doctrine of indefinite transmigration. In spite of all, this

ethics is at once ascetic and pessimistic. It declares terrestrial

life evil and enjoins its renunciation in view of an eternal beatitude

in which individuality is not lost.

Such a doctrine is contrary to the nature of things, to the law

of real facts which, as Dr. Carus says, must remain the foundation

of a rational ethics. The world far from being an undivided total-

ity, is but a collection of individual units in conflict, among which

peace exists but for a moment through an equilibrium always mo-
mentary, of the opposite forces. When these primitive individ-

uals, atoms, or monads, organize themselves into hierarchical

communities which constitute living beings, the same confliction

of egotism subsists between these individualized aggregates, and

the superior aggregates, termed species or races, as confl.cting

among themselves, as the very societies of human beings. The
word egotist is therefore in every sense the starting point of all

existence, the first condition in the evolution of each living indi-

vidual, which only grows, develops, and preserves iiself becaubC it

loves itself. With the sole difference that this egotism is carried

to such an excess that it destroys itself and tends to destroy those

of its race.

Such is the true law of nature. It is because it is not good,

that it is not moral, and that it is not divine that precisely it must

be endured although with an imprecation. It is while reacing

against this wicked law that man has been induced, by the desire

for happiness, to conceive the ideas of justice and goodness and to

create the concept of God, contrary to all reality, deceptive hope,

and faith, which have only increased human sufferings.

It is because Christianity, like Buddhism, disregards this fatal

but real law of the world, that as Buddhism, it is contrary to na-

ture and to such a point anti-social that all nations that have been

captivated by it have been arrested in immobility. Buddhism has

immobilized all the regions of Asia in which it has become estab-

lished, just as Christianity has immobilized the West, from iis

triumph until the revival of Greek letters and of the pagan genius.

Christian ethics, accoiyingly, like Buddhist ethics is condemned
by the observation of the events of history. This is why I have

reproached Dr. Carus for retaining something, which jars, as a con-

tradiction, in his fine philosophical synthesis.

And further, he becomes obliged to contioue to expre-s by the

word God a concept quite different to that which is evoked by the

word in all languages. It is more conformible to respect for truth

and more practical from the point of view of social li'e to designate

the new concepts by new names, because from the contusion,

under the same words, of concepts that are exclusive of each other,

there can only result misunderstand ngs.

If, for example a philosopher, such as Dr. Carus, with whom
I should have mucb pleasure in conversing, had been introiuced

to me as a Christianizing deist, after the civilities and bsbqI com-

I
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mon place remarks between people who are not long acquainted,

I would curtail the interview, believing that we should not be able

to come to an understanding upon any question, and I would go

and find among the other guests those who seemed more in har-

mony with me, upon the bases of scientific certitude, by the fact

alone that they declared themselves anti-Christians, without doubt-

ing that I might have found, on the contrary, a much more com-

plete intellectual conformity with Dr. Carus than I had expected.

His misleading title of deistical Christian might have deceived rae

about him. If he had placed his chapter upon Christian ethics,

at the opening of his remarkable volume, it is greatly to be feared

that I might not have believed it to be any use to proceed further ;

as he has placed it at the conclusion, I have only to remark that it

contradicts the beginning.

Certain words are the banners of the great intellectual armies

that divide humanity ; one has not the right to furl his flag in the

face of the enemies' colors.

A deist is one who believes in the existence of a God at once,

personal and supernatural, having created the world by virtue of

a "Special Ukase," as Dr. Carus sajs. Theism essentially does

not differ enough from Deism to be distinguished from it by those

who have not made a special study of these problems. The term

Pantheist is better understood b\- the masses who naturally con-

found it with Atheism ; because if God is all, he is nothing ; and

such is in reality the God of Dr. Carus. It is, according to him,

the law which governs the world, but which, in reality, blends

itself with the world.

When two individuals declare they believe in God, it does not

follow that one is obliged to a-,k them : What do you mean by

that ? Many people would be taken aback, incapable of expressing

the ideas they formed of it, and I see here our devout cross them-

selves in dismay, upon hearing Dr. Carus define his God-law,

when they would have been upon the point of giving him their

bon Dieti without confession.

In the sime way a true Christian is a deist who believes, be-

sides, that God has had a son, who became incarnate in the womb
of a virgin, who died to redeem the world from original sin, and

who ascended to heaven, in flesh and bone, promising to those who
would believe in him, that they should meet him above. The
number of these Christians diminishes every day, but there are to-

day a great number of pretended Christians, heretics of all degrees,

who find in Christianity all that which they seek, because they

place in it all that they believe. It is among these Christians of

the tenth homeopathic attenuation that I believed myself obliged

to place Dr. Cams, because he preserves Christian ethics at least

in part. He is not a Christian except in ethics I admit, and he is

wise in not claiming a title that would be showing false colors. All

those who have reflected upon their beliefs, who are conscious of

the absurdity of the orthodox dogma and of its incompatibility with

the data of science, owe it to themselves to reject a qualification

against which their conscience is obliged to protest as much as

their reason.

Likewise those who deny not only the divinity of Jesus as the

Son of God, but, moreover, the personal existence of the Father
;

who with Dr. Carus consider the world as an eternal totality, ani-

mated by self-governing activities, regulated by laws, have not the

right to pretend that they believe in God ; because the word God,

to all the world, in all the European languages, signifies not only

another thing, but even the contrary.

In vain does Dr. Carus invoke the example of the word Jin,

the sense of which has, by no means, changed, which in all lan-

guages signifies the same phenomenoii, and which to everybody

denotes t/iat which burns. Only a small number of philosophers,

in days gone by, saw in it a special substance, because at that time,

under each attribute, they would imagine an entity. But to the

philosophers of to-day, as well as to scientists, Ihdri- is no morefire;

there are only chemical combustions which disengage heat. In

order to express ceitain new conceptions, they have adopted new
words ; it is heal, notfre or flame , which is conceived as a mode of
movement, without agreeing upon this mode itself.

It has been the same with electricity. The Greeks named
amber ifAturpou, but they had not a word to designate its special

property of attracting light bodies. When at a more receqt epoch,

this property had been proved to exist in other bodies, under cer-

tain conditions, it was called electrieily, by the same act of abstrac-

tion which has given rise to the words heat, color, etc When
after static electricity, the voltaic current was discovered, it was
called dynamic electricity, by virtue of the Aristotelian method of

characterization according to species and difference. Although

the phenomena of magnetization may certainly be of the same na-

ture, and closely allied to the phenomenon of static electricity,

they have given to it the special names first of magnetism and
afterwards of inductive electricity. Thus to each new concept has

been attached a new word.

Dr. Carus, accordingly, may follow the example of M. Renan
who, no longer believing in the God Creator of the genesis, calls a

God, very analogously to that of Dr. Carus, the divine or the

category of the idea! : but let him avoid the tautologies into which

our philosophy falls, when yielding to the authority of all customs,

it mingles the new names of God with the old one, to such a point

that having dedicated a book to his sister in the bosotn of God, the

departed person actually would dwell within the bosom of a category,

according to Dr. Carus it would be within the bosom of a law.

Each age and each doctrine needs its own language and its

own rhetoric. The modern mind ought to rid i'.self of the obso-

lete words which no longer answer to its thoughts, and divest the

old worn- out forms of the human world.

UT SEMENTEM FECERIS, ITA METES.
To the Czar.

BY VOLTAIRINE DE CLEVRE

How many drops must gather to the skies

Before the cloud burst comes, we may not know :

How hot the fire in under hells must glow

Ere the volcano's scalding lavas rise.

Can none say ; but all wot the hour is sure !

Who dreams of vengeance has but to endure !

He may not say how many blows must fall.

How many lives be broken on the wheel.

How many corpses stiffen 'neath the pall.

How many martyrs fix the blood-red seal

;

But certain is the harvest time of Hate !

And when weak moans, by an indignant World

Re-echoed, to a Throne are backward hurled.

Who listens, hears the mutterings of Fate !

CURRENT TOPICS.

Who is responsible for the Lake Pepin disaster ? This ques-

tion has been answered by a clergyman of Chicago, who testified

in the pulpit that God contrived the sinking of the steamboat as a

punibhment for sabbath-breaking. Th-s explanation excuses the

Captain, who had been charged with reckless tempting of the storm,

and wdth bad seamanship all through. If the reverend preacher is

correct, and it was God's purpose to wreck the boat for carrying pas-

sengers on Sunday, then no human care or skill could have saved

her, and the captain stands absolved from all responsibility. Also,

the coroner's jury is relieved from all further expense and trouble.

The verdict is found by an orthodox minister, and the catastrophe

is attributed not to bad seamanship or natural causes, but to theo-

logical agencies, and divine wrath. This is merely the pulpit way

of giving emphasis to a church precept, and the reverend gentle-

man would himself be offen ded should he be thought in eai nest.
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If the jury should agree to his verdict, he would probably be the

first man to ridicule the antiquated folly of it.

The easy, flippant way in which certain ministers of the gospel

accuse the Creator of injustice, is very much like blasphemy.

When lightning strikes a church, and kills fifteen of the worship-

ers insi'de, as it recently did, we are not permitted to call this a

divine punishment for church-going, but when it strikes a steam-

boat carrying excursionists on Sunday, we are tought that this is

a punishment for patronizing a steamboat rather than a church.

"Are we ihen to consider this disaster as a judgment of God," said

the preacher ; "I think, we must. Some will say that it was the

natural result of the commotion of the elements. But who con-

trols the elements ? " This was conclusive. God controls the

elements, was the answer suggested by the question, but that they

are controlled by laws fixed and immutable, was not shown to the

congregation. In cases of sudden and mysterious death, "Died

by the visitation of God," bas been the verdict in England for

hundreds of years, and the form o£ it prevails to this day, although

the men who render the verdict have ceased to believe it.

*. * *

When the Chicago preacher interpreted what he incautiously

called the "disaster" on Lake Pepin, as a judgment of God for

sabbath breaking, he forgbt that many of the victims were little

children. It is not well to lower the Creator to the stature of

Herod, the king. If the men and women on the steamer deserved

death for being there, the children certainly did not. He also forgot

that millions of sabbath breakers on the land were spared from

the wrath of God. "The greatest of these is charity," saith the

scripture, and the highest form of worship is that of doing good to

others. Next unto it comes the innocent improvement of our-

selves. When a laboring man, on Sunday, takes his wife and

children for an excursion on Lake Pepin the beautiful, he does an

innocent and a religious act, if well doing is one of the ingredients of

religion. The evil of the preaching herein criticized is that when

God neglects to avenge himself upon his enemies, or fails to punish

the violators of his law, his human agents here on earth presume to

do it for him. In performance of this imaginary duty, those self-

appointed agents, acting in the name of religion, have left a crimson

stain across every page of history.

* *

A very successful method of advertising books is the "air of

mystery " plan. It is effective and cheap. A few years ago, a dull,

uninteresting novel, by an unknown writer, was puffed into an

extensive sale by a stimulated public anxiety to learn the author's

name. Feverish inquiries were made through the newspapers,

and it seemed impossible to solve the important conundrum, " Who
wrote it ?" This was followed by guesses until nearly every writer

of eminence was accused. When curiosity could be no longer ex-

cited, and t<he public began to suspect imposture, (he book dropped

into oblivion. Something similar is now going on, and public

wonder is being stimulated concerning an article in the A'cylh

American Review, signed X. M. C. This is a criticism of the

Speaker of the House of Representatives and the revolutionary

rules enforced by him for the government of that body. The ad-

vertising conundrum, "Who wrote it ?" is again agitated in the

newspapers, followed immediately by the startling first guess,

" Mr. Blaine." When this shall have lost its novelty and exciting

power, the second guess will be sent on duty ; some other important

personage will be suspected, and so on, until the weary people re-

fuse any longer to chase the shifting " Will o' the wisp."

* * *
A great deal of just and proper censure has been thrown upon

the new rules of the House of Representatives, and their admin-
istration. No student of government and its practices can examine
them without forebodings of mischief to come, but they are only

efforts to escape from the dilemma in which the House found itself

as soon as it was organized in December. The alternative pre-

sented was this : Shall there be no legislation during this Congress,

except what the minority chooses to permit, or shall the Speaker

have despotic power ? Either horn of the dilemma was dangerous,

and the House chose that which appeared the safer and the

easier. It wrested from the minority some of its ancient rights,

and made the Speaker absolute. The choice lay between despot-

ism or anarchy, and the House chose despotisni. Was this wiser

or better than to allow the minority to obstruct business at will ?

To answer this question is not easy. At the beginning of the ses-

sion, so close was the division of parties in the House, that the

contingency of sickness alone was enough to prevent the majority

from counting on a quorum. Whenever from any reason the re-

publicans might happen to be without a majority present of all

the members elected, the democrats by refusing to vote could

block the wheels of business so long as that condition remained.

The situation is a grave one, and to take a partisan view of the

accusations and excuses of either side, is a weak and foolish thing

to do. The difficulty is organic. It grows out of a defect in the

structure of the legislative department of the government itself, a

defect which Congress has not the power to cure.

Neither party is entirely responsible for the Speaker's power
in Congress. The root of it is in that provision of the Constitution

which requires that a quorum to do business shall be a majority

of all the members. This provision had reason in it a hundred

years ago, but it is not necessary now. Certainly the best evidence

of a member's presence is his vote at roll-call, but it is not the

only evidence, and when he declines to furnish it by refusing to

vote, his presence may be proved by the next best evidence, which

is that of the " Speaker's eye," as the rule is in the British House
of Commons. In that house, with a membership of more than

six hundred and fifty, forty constitutes a quorum, and whenever

the question is raised, the fact of a quorum is determined by the

Speaker's count. If, after counting, he decides that forty members
are not present, the House is said to be " counted out," and stands

adjourned by the sole fiat of the Speaker. In this Washington

dilemma we have additional proof that constitutions grow, but are

not made. We are frequently driven to revolutionary practices

in order to escape from the fetters of our own Constitution. This

is not a reproach, for no people ever did, or ever will, submit to

the political restraints of a paper constitution, no longer adapted

to their political condition, or equal to some great emergency, the

existence of which must be, and will be, determined by the party

in power, the condensed and consolidated majority.

M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK REVIE'WS.

A Strike of Millionaires Against Miners ; or, The Story of

Spring Valley. By Henry D. Lloyd. Chicago ; i8go. Bel-

ford, Clark & Co.

"The Story of Spring Valley " will make every American cit-

izen of healthy morals uncomfortable and ashamed. The Tragedy

of Spring Valley would be a better name, because the story is full

of tragic elements. It is not easy to read with patience how the

men of bullion boomed and doomed the city of Spring Valley.

This dark tale of rapacity and wrong makes the pulses throb with

honest rebellion against the conditions that permit such cruelties.

In this book Mr. Lloyd exposes a successful conspiracy of mill-

ionaires to degrade labqr and impoverish the laborer. In order

to do this without personal responsibility, they seek to deprive them-

selves of soul and conscience by an act of business legerdemain.

This conjuration converts them into artificial and shadowy persons

known as Corporations Aggregate, irresponsible anonymities which,
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Mr. Lloyd says, have " no souls to be damned "; a popular mistake

which contradicts the divine law. These corporations have as

many souls as they have men, and every soul is responsible in

proportion to the stock it holds, and the profits it receives. The
moral law is not to be evaded by absorbing the souls ot stock-

holders into a commercial Nirvana called a Corporation Aggregate.

The poetical invention o£ Mr. Lloyd has given to his writ-

ings that spiritual power which belongs to genius ; but here he

has restrained his imagination, and made the effect of his book de-

depend upon description and fact, presented by an eye-witness

whose veracity is not to be impeached. An exception to this method

is the use which Mr. Lloyd makes of the legend connected with

Starved Rock ; and here he allows his imagination full play The

historic landmark called "Starved Rock" rises like a tall castle

out of the Illinois river, with a narrow and precipitous pathway

to the top of it from the main land. Tradition says that here the

last remnant of the Illinois tribe was driven by the Iroquois, and

starved to death. Mr. Lloyd uses this legend for illustration
;

and while he strains it a trifle, his exaggeration is excusable under

the circumstances. According to Mr. Lloyd's description,

" Th.re the Illinois stood their last, the Iroquois gathered about A
few demoniac days of wrath and agony, and the Iroquois stood upon the wide

top of the castle of rock, and there were no Illinois—except the dead

With a touch of poetry, and perhaps a glimmer of remorse, the Indians, as

they told the story, called the place Starved Rock, and Starved Rock the

towered fastness will always be War paused here lonj enough to give

this cruel name to the shapely tower garlanded with green, and then left the

valley of the Illinois. Business came, and Business hath its victories no less

renowned than war. At starved Spring Valley, near by, the story o' a victory

of Business is printed in the same ghastly figures as that in which the Iroquois

found their success recorded the morning when, no one opposing, they gained

the top of Starved Rock,"

The comparison between Starved Rock and Spring Valley is

made visible by evidence that weaves itself into an indictment

against the fourfold corporations that contrived the starvation of

Spring Valley. How they "boomed" the town into fictitious

prosperity until they soid the lots and enticed men to go there by

promises of abundant work and comfortable homes, is a shocking

revelation of what men will do when heart and conscience have

been squeezed out of them by avarice, but it is an exhibition of

moral philanthropy when compared to the manner in which they

"doomed" the town to desolation and its inhabitants to exile

when their conspiracy of greed was ripe. In the expressive lan-

guage of Mr. Lloyd, ".To ' make more money,' disease and star-

vation were invited to come to Spring Valley, and they came."

The town was boomed into a prospective metropolis by the

customary means, the ancient method well known in the western

states : but the manner in which it was doomed had a stroke

of original genius in it highly creditable to the maleficent sa-

gacity of the fourfold corporations who played the leading parts

in this portentous drama of "dollars against men." It began

in December, 1888, by a strike of the mine-owners against the

miners. Shafts Nos. 3 and 4 were thrown into idleness, and

seven hundred men locked out. This without a moment's

warning. In the following April all the miners were laid off,

and the strategy of starvation plotted in gilded parlors began

its allotted work, the subjugation of labor and the permanent

reduction of wages. For several months the garrison held out,

but the end was as certain as the siege of Starved Rock. The
miners must either surrender, banish themselves, or die. They
surrendered, and "signed the document," This document, iron-

ically called a " free contract," is the perpetual charter of their

servitude, wherein it is recorded under their own hands, that the

miners of Spring Valley have given up liberty for bread. This

conquest by the fourfold corporations lowers the standard of men
in the United States, not only of the miners who were driven by

hunger to "sign the document," but of all other Americans, for

the national standard is the average moral height of all the people,

and the degradation of any part lowers the stature of the rest.

The strike of the millionaires is a dreary story, full of heart-

ache and sorrow. Men sullen with enforced idleness, women
pinched with hunger, babies dying with starvation, people shiver-

ing with cold, living on a coal bed, and hauling wood from a dis-

tance to keep them warm, because denied the fuel beneath their

feet : what is all that but the sowing of dragon's teeth ? An ac-

count of the evictions on Lord Ponsonby's estates in Ireland ex-

cites our anger and our pity, especially about election time, but

the service of a hundred eviction notices in one day on the desti-

tute miners of Spring Valley, by the sheriff of Bureau County, ex-

cites no feeling except a feeling of indifference ; and the man who
calls our attention to it is regarded as a very unpleasant person.

Doubtful of these things, and hopeful that they are not all true,

we cry out : "Is there not another side to this ? " Yes ; and Mr.

Lloyd has given us the other side He has presented the denials,

explanations, and excuses of Ihe fourfold corporation?. These are

not sufficient, and Mr. Lloyd shows that they are not true. The
report of the Adjutant-G'rneral of the State, who had been sent by

the Governor to Spring Valley to examine into the condition of the

miners, is shown by Mr. Lloyd to be prejudiced and incorrec*.

The animus of the Adjutant General is exposed by a paragraph in

his report, where speaking of the doomed city, he jokes on misery

after this fashion, "there is a general paralyzation of all business

interests and trades except those dealing in luxuries"! Mr.

Lloyd's answer to this report is very successful.

Mr. Lloyd concludes his book with an eloquent warning based

on some legal, religious, and economical propositions, which are

not yet recognized either in law, religion, or economics. .Address-

ing the millionaires, he says: " Political economy gives you private

property, only that the interest of all may be served by your self-

interest." This reads like a contradiction, but waving that, where

does Mr. Lloyd find in political economy any such principle ? He
also says, " The law gives you your franchises and estates only for

the general welfare and the public safety." There may be some-

thing like this in the moral law, but Mr. Lloyd will hardly find

anything like it in the law of Illinois. Further he says: " Religion

holds you to be only stewards of your riches." Yes, abstract

religion does, but religion in the actual does not.as witness the prac-

tical religion of the very men he is talking to, and the churches

to which they belong. The warning, ho.vever, is well enough,

and all classes may profitably heed it. They will probably pay

about as much attention to it as the Cities of the Plain gave to

similar warnings just before the fire came down.

While recognizing that there are sores in our social and econo-

mical life, it is not well to take a morbid view of these things, sad

and humiliating as they are. We cannot fairly say that the dark ro-

mance of Spring Valley represents the condition of American in-

dustry, or'that it is "typical" of the laborer's condition. If that

were true the land would be on fire with rebellion, and the social

war would be a physical force battle, instead of an economical

debate as it is now. The strike of the millionaires against the

miners is not a typical but an exceptional example of the relations

existing between Capital and Labor. Let us hope that it not only

will remain an exceptional'example, but that it will become im-

possible in the future.

Neither can gloomy instances like the tragedy of Spring Val-

1^ give substance and solidity to a Midsummer Night's Dream,

like that of Mr. Bellamy. The temptation to generalize all social

accidents into arguments for our favorite "ism," was too strong

to be resisted by Mr. Lloyd, and he turns the strike of the mil-

lionaires into a plea for that etherial ideality known as Nation-

alism. These defects, however, are trifling when compared to the

merits of the "Story of Spring Valley," a story which must be

read, and the lessonof it heeded, or worse things come. m. m. t.
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THE FICTIONS OF FICTION.

BY HELEN H. GARDENER.

I READ—on a recent railwa)' journey—a popular

magazine. Its leading story was labeled as a "story

for girls." In it the traditional gentleman of reduced

fortunes continued to still further deplete the family-

resources by speculation, and the three daughters who
figure in most such stories went through the regular

paces, so to speak.

One taught music ; one painted well and sold her

bits of canvas for ten dollars each ; but the third girl

had no talent except that of a cheerful temperament

and the ability to drape curtains and arrange furniture

attractivel}'. These girls talked over the fact, that

they were now reduced to their last ten dollars and

the pantry was empty, father ill, and mother—not

counted. They joked a little, wept a few tears, and

prayed devoutly. Then the talentless one received

an invitation in the very nick of time to visit the rich-

est lady in town (a cripple with a grand house). She

went, she saw, ?.nd, of course, she conquered—earned

money by giving artistic touches to the houses of all

the rich people in town, and eight months later married

the nephew of the opulent cripple. No more mention

is made of the empty pantry, the sick father, and the

two talented girls whose labor did not previously keep

the wolf from the door. But it is only fair to suppose

that the new husband was to be henceforth the head

of the entire establishment—surely a warning to most

young men contemplating matrimony under such try-

ing circumstances. All is supposed to move on well,

however, and every hapless girl who reads such a story,

is led to believe that s//e is the household fairy who will

meet the prince and somehow (not stated) redeem her

father's family from want and despair. For it is the ob-

ject of such stories to convey the impression that every-

thing is quite comfortable and settled after the wedding.

The young girl who reads these stories looks out upon

life through the absurd spectacle thus furnished her.

She sees nothing as it is. Such little plans as she can

make, are based upon wholly incorrect data. Her
whole existence is unconsciously made to bend to the

idea of matrimony as a means of salvation for herself

and such as may be, to her in any way, objects of care.

Indeed, what are commonl}' known as "safe stories

for girls," are made up of just such rubbish, which if

it were only rubbish, might be tolerated ; but the harm
all this sort of thing does can hardly be estimated. I

do not now refer to the harm of a more vicious sort

that is sometimes spoken of as the result of story read-

ing. I am not considering the deliberately schem-
ing nor the consciously self- sacrificing girl who struts

her day on the stage and marries to save the farm or

her father or any one else. I am thinking of the every

day girl, who is simply led to see life exactly as it is

likely ;/«>/ to be, and is therefore disarmed at the out-

set. She is filled with all sorts of dreamy ideas of

rescue b}' prayer or by means of some suddenly devel-

oped—previously undreamed of—rich relation or lover

or, I had almost said—fairy. And why not ? Litera-

ture used to bristle with these intangible aids to the

helpless or stranded author. The name is changed
now, it is true, but the fairy business goes bravely on

at the old stand, and the young are fed with views of

life, and of what they will be called upon to meet,

which are none the less harmful and visionary because

of the changed nomenclature.

A gentleman of middle age said to me not long

ago : "I grew up with the idea that people were like

those I met in books. I went out into life with that

belief. I measured myself by those standards, and I

have spent much time in mj' later years re- adjusting

myself to fit the facts. It placed me at a great dis-

advantage. I saw people and deeds as they were not

—as they are never likely to be in this world—and I

could not believe that my own case was not wholly

exceptional. I began to look at myself as quite out

of the ordinary. My experiences were such as belied

my reading, and it was a very long time and after

serious struggle, that I discovered that it was my false

standards, derived from reading popular fiction, that

had deceived me and that, after all, life had to be met

upon very different lines from the ones laid down by

the ordinary writers of fiction. I really believe I was

unfitted for life as I found it, more by the fictions of

fiction than by any other influence."

Another gentleman—a writer of renown—said to

me :
" We may not ' hold the mirror up to nature ' as

nature is. The critics will not have it. We must

hold it up to what we are led to think nature oiigJif

to be."

Now that would be all very well, no doubt, if the
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picture were labeled to fit the facts. If it were dis-

tinctly understood by the reader that in ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred the outcome would be wholly

different, that the right man would not turn up, in the

nick of time, to point out to the defenseless widow that

there was a flaw in the deed. If the reader was warned

that honest effort often precedes failure ; that virtue

and vice not only may, but do, walk hand in hand down

many a lifelong path and sometimes get their boundary

lines quite obliterated between them. If he understood

that in life the biggest scoundrel often wore the most

benign countenance and did not go about with a leer

and a scowl that labeled him, all might be well.

A prominent woman, an authority on social topics,

who is also a writer, a short time ago announced to her

audience of ladies who gave the smiling response of a

thoughtless yes, that no one ever committed a despi-

cable act with the head erect and the chest well out.

A dishonest man—a criminal—she said, a mean woman,

always carry themselves so and so !

If that were true—if it bore only the relationship

of probability to truth— courts of law to determine

upon questions of guilt or innocence, would be quite

unnecessary. A photograph and an anatomical expert

would do the business. The doing of a wrong act

would become impossible to a gymnast and the grace-

ful "bareback lady " in the circus would be farther

removed from all meanness of soul than any other

woman living.

Yet some such idea—stated a little less absurdly

—

runs through fiction, the drama, and poetry.

Ferdinand Ward or Henry S. Ives would figure in

orthodox fiction with "furtive eyes," "a hunted" look,

and with very hard and repellant features, indeed
;
yet

those who knew them well never discovered any such

expressions. Jesse James would look like a ruffian

and treat his old mother like a brute. But in hfe he

was a mild, quiet fair-appearing man \yho adored his

mother, and was shot in the back (while tenderly wip-

ing the dust from her picture) by a despicable wretch

who was living upon his bounty at the time and ac-

cepted a bribe to murder him. Young girls do not

need to be warned against mother Frouchards. No
girl of fair sense would require such warning ; but the

plausible, good-looking, and often nobly-acting man

or woman who lapses from rectitude in one path

while carefully treading the straight and narrow way in

all earnestness and with honest intent in others, are

the ones for whom the fictions of fiction leave us un-

prepared. In short the people who do not exist—the

villain who is consistently and invariably villainous,

the woman who is an angel, the people who never

make mistakes, or who are able and wise enough to

rectify them nobly, and all the endless brood are fa-

miliar enough. We know all of them, and are pre-

pared for them when we meet them—which we never

do. But for the real people we are not prepared. For

the exigencies of life that come ; for the decisions and

judgements we are called upon to make, the fictions of

fiction have contributed to disarm us. We are ham-

pered. There is no precedent. We feel ourselves im-

posed upon; we are face to face—so we believe—with a

condition that no one ever met before. We are dazed ; we

wait for the orthodox denouement. It does not come. We
pray. There is no angel visitant who cools our fevered

brow with gentle wings and lulls our fears with prom-

ise of help from other than human agencies—which

promises are straightway fulfilled, of course. We sit

down and wait but no rich relation dies and leaves us

a legacy, nor does the prince appear and wed us.

Nothing is orthodox, but we have lost much valuable

time, and strength, and hope in waiting for it to be so.

We have failed to adjust ourselves to life as it is. We
do not measure ourselves nor others by standards that

have a par value. We are discouraged and we are

at sea.

A short time ago I read a story of the late war.

The burden of it was that, if a soldier had been brave

and loyal, he could also be depended upon to be hon-

est. I happened to read the story while under the

same roof with an old soldier who was at that time a

judge on the bench. He had served faithfully while

in the army; he was brave and he, no doubt, deserved

the honorable discharge he received, and yet while he

sat on the bench he applied for a pension on the

ground of incurable disease. While those papers were

being investigated and one doctor was examining him

for his pension, he also applied and was examined for

life insurance as a perfectly sound man and healthy

risk, and he got both.

The fact is, human nature is very much mixed.

Good and bad is not divided by classes but is pretty

well distributed in the same individual. Weakness

and strength, wisdom and ignorance, impulse and

reason, play their part in the same life with all the

other attributes, passions, and conditions, and the lit-

erature which makes any individual the personification

of good or of evil leads astray its confiding readers.

Woman has been represented in literature as emotion

culminating in self-sacrifice and matrimony. That

was all. And even unto this day many persons can

conceive of her in no other light. The idea has always

been productive of infinite misery to the women whose

whole book of life was read by these pages only, and

to the men who have had carefully to spell out the

other pages when it was too late to learn new lessons,

or to develop a taste for an unknown language.

Man has been known as pure reason touched with

chivalry and devotion, or else as a dangerous animal

who preys upon his kind. There may be—in some
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(ither life or world—representatives of both of these

classes, but they are not the men with whom we live,

and, therefore, whose acquaintance it is desirable we
should make as early as possible.

That a large family is a crown of glory to the parents

and an inestimable boon to the state, is an idea run-

ning through literature. Is it a fact or is it one of the

fictions of fiction which it were well to stimulate and

galvanize into life less persistently? What is the

answer from reform schools and penal institutions,

filled by ignorance and passion held in bondage by

poverty ; from cemeteries where mothers and babies

of the poor and ill nurtured are strewn like leaves
;

from the homes of the educated and well to do where

small families are the rule—large ones the deplored

exception ? What is the logical reply in countries

whose sociological students sigh over the struggle for

existence and a scarcity of supplies; "overpopula-

tion" and desperate emigration? Misery and vice

bearing strict proportion to density of population and

poverty, surely offer a hint that at least one of the fic-

tions of fiction has gone far to do a serious injury to

mankind.

But the fiction of fictions which has done more real

harm to the human race than any other, perhaps, is

the one which dominates it—the idea that woman was
created for the benefit and pleasure of man, while man
exists for and because of himself. It has utilized even

her hours of leisure and amusement to sap the self-

respect of womanhood while it helped very greatly

to brutalize and lower man by keeping—in this insid-

ious form—the thought ever before him that woman
is a function only and not a person, and that even in

this limited sphere she is and should be proud to be

his subject. "He for God, she for God in him."

It is true that since the advent of women writers

fiction has shown a tendency to modify to a limited

extent this previously universal dictum, but the thought

still dominates literature greatly to the detriment of

morals and the dignity of both men and women.
The woman who. has no history is the woman to be

envied, says literature—and yet people do not envy her

any more than they do the man of like inconspicuous

position. No one wishes that she might go down to

history, if one may so express it, as historyless. No
one points with pride to Jane Smith as his illustrious

ancestor any more than if Jane had chanced to be

John. To have been a Mary Somerville, or an Eliza-

beth Barrett Browning, or a George Eliot, most his-

toryless women would be willing to change places even

now, and as for "those who come after," can there be

a question as to which would give more pride or

pleasure to man or woman, to say— " I am the son, or

the brother, or the nephew of Mrs. Browning," or to

say, "Jane Smith, of Amityviile, is my most famous
relative?"

I have my suspicions that even Mr. Grant Allen

would waver in favor of Elizabeth in case both women
were his cousins. In public, at least, he would men-
tion Jane less frequentlj' and with less of a touch of

pride. Personally he might like her quite as well.

That is aside from the question. I have no doubt
that he might like John Smith as well as Shakespeare,

personally, too, and John may have led a happier life

than William, but is a man with no history to be

envied for that reason? The application is obvious.

[to be concluded.]

PLANETARY STATESMANSHI? AND THE NEGRO.
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.

The abolition of slavery in this and other countries

has brought to the front the questions of race-occupa-

tion in a manner that promises to test civilized States-

manship to the uttermost. The recent articles of Prof.

Cope and Mr. Wake in The Open Court ; of Mr.

Breckenridge and Senator Wade Hampton in the

Arena ; and by Mr. Shaler in the July Atlantic, are

but specimens of a vast literature now being thrown

up by a pressing necessity. This necessity is wiintssed

by constant and bloody collisions of the White and

Negro races in the South, the social ostracism and the

practical return of the latter to slavery or serfdom

there, and the federal election bill in Congress to pre-

vent that result, if possible by securing political power

to the Negroes.

The metaphysical illusion of Senator Sumner, still

indulged in by Mr. Shaler, was to the effect, as the

latter saj's : that " the African and European races

must remain distinct in blood, and at the same time they

must, if possible (?), be kept from becoming separate

castes." But they have hecome separate castes, and

the Civil Rights Amendments to the United States

Constitution, and all laws to enforce them, have been

practically abrogated by the United States Supreme

Court,* as "regulations of inter-state commerce, and

therefore to that extent unconstitutional and void."

Thus the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth

Amendments to the Constitution, which Senator Sum-

ner supposed would protect the freedmen from caste,

and which were to stand as his proudest monuments,

have by their failure tended to justify and establish

the verj' caste, they were passed to prevent.

There is no use in blinking the matter. The aban-

donment of the "carpet-bag" governments by Gen-

eral Grant in his second term, and these decision ^ of

the Supreme Court, re-established social caste, indus-

trial dependence, political subjection, and the prac-

* See Hall v. De Cuir, 95 United States Reports, 485 (1877), and the Civil

Rights cases, log United States Reports, 3 and log {1883].
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tical slaver}' of the colored race in the late rebel States.

To pass acts of Congress, to give the Negroes the

power of voting under these circumstances, is simply

to force a conflict in which the minority race can only

go a step lower. For, when a conflict of races, political

or othe7-, becomes warm, does any one expect a ma-

jority of the northern Whites to side with the Negroes ?

If so, they will soon find how much thicker is blood than

metaphysical water and dreamy sentimentalities. The

fundamental facts and truths which Prof. Cope has so

plainly stated in his articles, will then demand respect.

It will be found that two castes cannot exist together

without one being dominant over the other, especialh'

where the smaller is distinguished by color and menial

labor. It will also be found that there can be no demo-

cratic Republic, like ours, where such a state of divi-

sion exists. There can only be " rights " for the dom-

inant class, as in Greece and Rome, and, as with them,

onl}^ a " Republic" of " Aristocrats," capitalists, land-

lords, monopolists, and their politicians, office-holders,

and Generals. The attempt to answer Prof. Cope by

saying, that the races must "remain distinct in blood,

and be kept from becoming separate castes," is to

overlook the patent fact that no caste of India is

stronger than that which exists between the races at

the South to day, and that the Supreme Court has for

ever stricken down every barrier to its continuance ex-

cept one, and that is miscegenation.

This word, miscegenation, brings up the great

question of planetary statesmanship. The time has

come for the statesmen, and the civilized, and espe-

ciall}' the English speaking peoples of our little planet

earth ; to exercise a little reason and foresight, as to

how its various grand divisions or continents had bet-

ter be farmed out and occupied by the grand divisions

of our race. If we are reasonable beings there ought

to be some reason applied to this highest of questions,

instead of going it blind b)' war, conquest and "free-

trade " like so many savages. From that supreme

practical and moral point of view the question recurs,

can and should miscegenation become general so as

to abolish caste and give equal mongrel citizens, with

equal rights and privileges upon which Republics se-

curing libertj' and welfare to all may safelj' rest ?

Prof. Cope, has shown from grounds physiological

and other, that this admixture of races is not desir-

able. But the first and conclusive answer is, that it

cannot be accomplished in time to solve the difficul-

ties, even in our own country. That it can take effect

so. as to obliterate the yellow races of Asia, the tawny

races of India and North Africa, the dark races of

Africa, and the copper races of America, is too absurd

to argue. In a future practically limitless, these races

will continue to occupy as so many farms the grand

divisions where Mother Earth has produced them, and

which she has awarded to them. Moral, modern,

scientific, social, planetary statesmanship consists in

recognizing this fact, and in respecting and treating

each race as so at home, there to develop itself so as

to attain the greatest possible welfare of its people
;

and also to establish such international relations and

intercourse as will best secure the common benefits of

all by treaties, tariffs, and a common Congress and

Navy for common protection.

From this point of view and the evils arising, it is

evident that the presence of the Negro in America is

an accident of slavery, a racial anomaly opposed to the

true interests of both races, which should cease with

their slavery. That the colored people are fondly at-

tached to their home-surroundings, is doubtless true.

So were the Hebrews, doubtless, in old Egypt ; but a

land of caste is a land of bondage, ever deepening

from generation to generation. It is childish and use-

less to say that this ought not to be so, that it must

not be so,—but so it is, and so it will remain with ever

worse consequences.

If we are asked : Is it possible even without this

race caste to save the republic ? It may be fairly an-

swered : Yes. By the public administration of public

and industrial affairs, in this age of machinery, monop-

olies may be disarmed, citizens kept without caste and

within associative distances, and poverty and ignor-

ance give place to a well-to-do comfort of the masses

of the people, which the Republic (Commonwealth)

was meant to secure. But with this barrier of race

and colored labor (made as hard as adamant by caste)

across the future of our Democratic Republic, its fate

is doubtful in the extreme. Senator Seward used to

speak of the slave states as the " capitalistic " states
;

but all of the states are fast becoming that now.

When the southern capitalist rendered secure by caste,

unites with the northern capitalist resting upon a wage-

slavery rendered secure by "anarchy" and also by

race prejudice, who cannot foresee the disastrous result.

Or take the other horn of the dilemma. Suppose

the Negro turns out to be the better and stronger race

in the South, and that the whites withdraw, and leave

him with a belt of Negro states lying across the mouth

of the Mississippi. How long would such a state of

affairs peacefully continue ? Or again, suppose as

Senator Wade Hampton suggests, the colored people

could be induced to go, or could be sent north ;

—

would the result be the abolition of caste and its evil

consequences ? All know, or can soon learn by trial,

that the effect would be to extend and deepen that

very caste and its evils.

To the colored people, the United States can never

be other than the lani of Egypt, and their true Moses

will be seeking for a Canaan of their own not far be-

yond its borders. But where?
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We answer : the West Indies, with ninety thou-

sand square miles and only five millions of inhabitants

largely colored, are the garden of the world, and natu-

rally and plainly the Canaan of the Colored Freedmen
and their descendants from both North and South
America. The United States should take the lead in

establishing a republic of the colored people there

under such a protectorate as would secure their inde-

pendence, welfare, and best development. The great

Antilles are owned (except Hayti, already two colored

republics) by the very people, England and Spain,

who ought to repair the evils of slavery they and we
have caused, by joining with us to present this splendid

Canaan to the colored race in the Americas. If money
is needed to buy these islands in addition to the moral

consideration, let us look about and find it. 'They

would repay the cost a hundredfold in one genera-

tion, as centres of commerce. North, South, East, and

IFt^sf through the Isthmian canals to Asia. But will

the colored people go willingly ? Let them know the

attractions and the prospects and they certainly will.

The oppressed went towards Canaan willingly when
they saw its grapes and corn, and knew that there

was a Power to make that land their own. That

Power to our oppressed is the American People.

The}' will not harden their hearts when the interests

of all seem to demand that Pharaoh and Moses should

unite to repair the great wrong of their history by a

greater blessing.

It is not at all necessary to concur with Prof.

Cope's low estimate of the Negros' mental and moral

qualities to be assured of the propriety of this separate

republic. On the contrary, the greater those qualities

are or become; the more necessary is it that they should

have a proper sphere for their evolution without dan-

ger to others and consequent repression to themselves.

The}' must go gradually and willingl}' in order to bet-

ter their condition. They cannot be forced to go as

General Jackson forced the Creeks. They are too

many. They must go as our ancestors came here

—

not as-theirs came. Nor must they go to far-off, savage,

cruel Africa, beyond the protection of the American

people, nor to central America where they would have

uncertain boundaries and hostile neighbors and in-

salubrious climate. They must go under the American

flag as Americans, and with the assurance of the great

republic in the motto, ^^Qui traitstulit, susiinet." The
Power that transferred a great people to their new
home will sustain them there forever, as a People and

a Nation.

FEELING AND MOTION.
[CON-CLtD.D.J

The process taking place in the nervous system

may briefly be described thus : An impression of the

surrounding world affects the skin or one of the sense-

organs of an animal organism, and produces a shock
upon the sensory nerve-fibres. This shock is trans-

mitted to the ganglion where it causes an action in

the gray nerve-cells ; this action of the ganglion is

further transmitted to the motor nerve and when it

reaches the end of the motor nerve a discharge takes

place which causes the muscle to contract, thus pro-

ducing muscular motion. Along the whole line from

the impression received to the muscular contractions

there is an uninterrupted chain of motions.

Physiological psychology, inaugurated by Fechner
and elaborated by many great scientists of all nation-

alities, is busy at work to measure the subtilest move-
ments of nerve-activity. Says George J. Romanes in

his Lecture, "Mind and Body" :

" If, by means of a suitable apparatus, a muscle is made to

.record its own contraction, we find that during all the lime it is in

contraction, it is undergoing a vibrator)- movement at the rate of

about nine pulsations per second. What is the meaning of this

movement ? The meaning is that the act of will in the brain, which

serves as a stimulus to the contraction of the muscle, is accom-

panied b)- a vibratory movement in tie muscle, is accompanied by

a vibratory movement in the gray matter of the brain ; that this

movement is going on at the rate of nine pulsations per second ;

and that the muscle is giving a separate and distinct contraction in

response to every one of these nervous pulsations. . .

.

A sensory nerve which at the surface of its expansion is able

to respond differently to differences of musical pitch, of tempera-

ture and even of color, is probably able to vibrate very much

more rapidly even than this [viz., one thousand beats per second].

We are not, indeed, entitled to conclude that the nerves of special

sense vibrate in actual unison, or synchronize, with these external

sources of stimulation ; but we are, I think, bound to conclude that

they must vibrate in some numerical proportion to them (else we

should not perceive objective differences in sound, temperature, or

color) .... there is a constant ratio between the amount of agita-

tion produced in a sensory nerve and the intensity of the corre-

sponding sensation . . .

."

So far as we can observe a process of nerve-activity,

there is no change of motion into feeling and of feeling

back into motion. There is no such break in the chain

of mechanical causes and effects. Yet in a certain part

of the chain of mechanical causation, the motions are

accompanied by feelings ; and we have sufficient rea-

sons to believe that the place where motions are ac-

companied by feelings is the ganglion.

We return once more to Prof. Clifford. We fol-

lowed his arguments and adopted his conclusions ex-

cept the very last inference he made. Prof. Clifford

concludes his essay with the following consideration.

He says :

" That element of which, as we have seen, even the simplest

feeling is a complex, I shall call mind-stuff."

Clifford solves the question in the following man-

ner ;

".;.fthe physical configuration of my cerebral image of the

object
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" Is to the physical configuration of the object,

" So is my perception of the object (the object regarded as

complex of my feelings)

" To the thing in itself."

Clifford sums up his doctrine :

" The universe, then, consists entirely of mind-stuff

" Matter is a mental picture in which mind-stuff is the thing

represented.

"Reason, intelligence, and volition, are properties of a com-

plex which is made up of elements themselves not rational, not

intelligent, not conscious."

Clifford in speaking of similar views propounded

by Kant, Wundt, and Tyndall, says in an adjoined

note :

"The question is one in which it is peculiarly difficult to

make out precisely what another man means, and even what one

means oneself."

The conclusion of Clifford's arguments that the

universe consists entirely of mind-stuff, I must con-

fess, appears to me very abrupt and I cannot admit it.

Although in accord with all the rest, I cannot follow

Clifford to the end. It may be that I fail "to make
out precisely" what he means, but if allowed to make
a conclusion of my own in close connection with his

reasoning as above described, I would say :

The thing in itself is the inner, i. e., subjective

reality, which appears (so as to become perceptible)

as motions or outer, i. e. objective, reality.

The following may be added by way of explanation :

The world is as it is, one indivisible whole. All its ob-

jective reality is throughout combined with subjective

reality. The objective reality we call matter, and its ac-

tivity motions. The subjective reality we call elements

of feeling; and the compounds resulting therefrom are

actual feelings and consciousness. It is this subjec-

tive reality alone which Clifford defined as "mind-
stuff," and when speaking of the universe as it really

exists, he improperly limits its reality to mind-stuff,

as if the objective reality, which is represented in our

brains by what we call motions, were a mere illusion.

It is true, as Clifford says, that "matter is a mental

picture" ; but it is not true that it represents "mind-
stuff." Matter is no mere mental picture ; it repre-

sents a certain feature of reality, viz., all that can af-

fect sensibility. The term 'matter' is the most gen-

eral abstract of its kind and cannot be expressed in

terms of "mind-stuff," for it represents a certain set

of experiences which Clifford has purposely excluded

from his conception "mind-stuff."

* *
Man's method of understanding the processes of

nature is that of abstraction. We confine our atten-

tion to that feature alone which is to be investigated

and we eliminate in our thought the others. Thus, when
enquiring into the laws of mathematics, we confine our

attention to the mere form of space, and deal with

non- material points, lines, planes, and solids. These

non material points, lines, planes, and solids are not

untrue (as Mill imagined), but they represent one ab-

stract feature only which can never be found by itself.

The same is true of all our CDncepts. Every concept

is formed for some purpose, and every concept by

serving one purpose necessarily becomes one-sided.

It leaves out of sight those features of the object

represented which do not range within the scope of

its purpose. We may invent names intended to cover

the whole reality, subjective as well as objective, but

these names will become inappropriate as soon as em-
ployed for some other purpose.

If I consider an object, I may inquire into the ma-

terial of which it consists, or into the body's form, or

its motions. For instance, a chemist making a spec-'

trum analysis of the sun, leaves out of sight the size of

the sun, its shape and motion. He confines his at-

tention to the rays, the undulations of which appear

in the spectrum as colors and lines. The Frauenhofer

lines indicate the material of the incandescent body

which emits the rays. An astronomer, however, in-

vestigating its shape,—say, he wants to know whether

it is a perfect sphere or flattened at the poles

—

does not care about the substances of which the sun

consists. And supposing he investigates the sun's

motion in its relation to the milky way, he disregards

entirely substance and form, he treats the sun as if it

were a mathematical point. All these treatments have

in common the method of abstraction. The astron-

omer in his calculation of the motion of the sun must

not, and certainly he does not, think that the sun is a

mathematical point, although this conception fits into

his calculation and remains correct so far as the pur-

pose of his abstraction is concerned. Accordingly,

for every abstraction we have made, we must bear in

mind two things : i) the purpose it has to serve ; and

2) that the totality of things from which abstractions

can be made, is one indivisible whole. In short we
must not forget that abstractions are only one-sided

views of things.

Not only abstractions but every single word is made
for a certain purpose. In reality objects have no

separate existence ; they exist in a constant fiux, and

the full and exhaustive comprehension of one object

would include a comprehension of the whole universe.

If this be true at all, it is most true of ourselves. The
human soul is nothing more nor less than a certain ac-

tion of the universe upon one part of the universe and

the reaction following thereupon.*

* See " Fundamental Problems," p. 147 ;
" Kaowledge becomes possible

only when we fix certain percepts and give their relative stability." . , . It is

as if we sat in an express train and were looking at the landscape flitting by

us. The picture taken as a whole swims indistinctly before our eyes. If we
wish to get a clear idea of the situation, we must allow the eye to rest on some
one object, neglecting the others," etc.: and p. 149 :

" In reality the whole
world is a part of our being," etc.
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There are philosophers who are greatly disappointed

about what they consider a deficiency of our intellect

;

viz. , that we cannot view the whole at once in all its de-

tails. The relativity of knowledge has unnecessarily

been lamented. There is as little occasion for disap-

pointment in this feature of cognition as in the fact

that our vision must always depend upon the stand-

point from which we view things, and that if we look at

a thing from one side, we cannot at the same time look

at it from the other. Why, let us be patient and look

at things first from this and then from the other side.

But we must not imagine that the one side only is

true reality, the noumenal part of nature, the Ding an

si'c/i, and the other is a mere illusion. Nor must we
declare that both are illusions, and that true reality is

something unknowable between both. Realit}' is every-

thing that is or can become object of experience ; both

abstracts accordingly represent something that is real.

Reality is not in the one, if considered alone and by

itself, nor in the other if considered alone and by it-

self, but in the entire whole. The one as well as the

other is a part of reality.

We can under no circumstances suppress or elimi-

nate either mind (elements of feeling) or matter. Nor
can we express the one in the terms of the other,

for the simple reason, that each concept is an entirely

different abstract containing nothing of the other.

Nevertheless both are parts of, and are abstracted

from, rfiality. What we call motion represents cer-

tain features of our experience. Whatever motions

maj' be in the conception of beings organized other-

wise than we are, motions remain marks representative

of real processes of some kind, and the same is true

of feeling.

We may represent motion or we ma}' represent

mind as the basis of the world or we may conceive

them as being on equal terms.

(i) On the one hand, motion may be conceived as

the objective realization (a kind of revelation) in

which the activity of the elements of feeling appears.

(2) On the other hand, motion may be conceived

as the substratum which carries the more ethereal ele-

ments of feeling.

(3) If neither matter nor motion is to be consid-

ered the one as the basis of the other, reality, as it

exists in itself, may be conceived as a great interacting

something, in which the effects of all the surrounding

parts upon one special part, an atom or a monad, in

so far as this part is concerned, appear as what

we have defined as an element of feeling ; while the

effects of this special part, of ever}' atom or monad
upon the rest, in so far as the totality is concerned,

appear as motion.

It is indifferent which view we take. All three

conceptions are fundamentally the same, although if

worked out they would show a difference in terminology
that must let them appear as contradictory systems.

Upon the whole I should give preference to the third

conception as being least one-sided and most une-

quivocal in representing the Oneness of all reality.

Matter and mind (the elements of feeling) are to

be considered as one—not the same, but one. They
are as inseparable as are the two sides of a sheet of

paper. If we look at it from the mind side, its activity

represents itself as elements of feeling and all kinds

and degrees of actual feelings. If we look at it from
the matter side, its activity represents itself as mo-
tions, or as all kinds of potential and kinetic energy.

*

There is one point which needs further elucidation

at least in a few words. Clifford says :

" Reason, intelligence, and volition are properties of a complex
which is made up of elements themselves not rational, not intel-

ligent, not conscious."

This is true ; for we arrive at the conclusion that

the not-feeling elements of feeling develop into feeling

and the not-rational monad develops into rational man.
Yet we must at the same time emphasize that the for-

mal laws according to which these not-feeling, not-

rational elements combine into higher structures en-

dowed with feeling and reason, are also a part of real-

ity. The formal laws which are the raison d'etre of

all cosmic order, are omnipresent in every particle

that exists ; and we can learn to understand that noth-

ing' will stir, or change, or be, unless it be in conform-

ity to the law of causation which is the law of change,

and to the laws of form in general.*

The world it is true is not rational in its elements
;

but the laws of the world are the prototype of ration-

ality itself. Human reason and all wisdom of any

possible rational being develops from these conditions

and remains in accordance with the formal laws of

the cosmos. Human reason is conformity to, it is an

expression of the order of, the All. The order of the

AH contains the possibility of developing reason. We
have perhaps a right to call the elements of reality

not-rational, but we commit a grave mistake when
calling the All irrational. For the elements of being

contain the origin and condition of all reason. Rea-

son ceases to be reason as soon as it doss not agree

with reality. p. c.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUALS.

BY PROF. WILLIAM JAMES.

[I had to express my regret to the Editor of The Open Court, a few days

since, at not being able at present to furnisti the article of whici it had been

question between us. The very nest day, in opening a drawer full of antiqui-

ties, I came across the accompanying manuscript, and found myse'f wonder-

ing whether it might not even yet be fresh enough for publication, in spite of

the fact, tliat its form is polemical and refers to an old controversy fjrgotten

by mortal men. In the AtUnti' Monthly, for October, 18S0, I had written an

article called "Great Men, Great Thoughts, and the Environment," in which

* See the chapter " Form and Formal Tho
J, p. 26.

«hf Fundiimentat Prob
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1 had tried lo defend ihe Great Man Theory of History from the attacks of

Messrs. Spencer and Grant Allen. Mr. Allen and Mr. Fiske did me the honor

of replying to my remarks a couple of months later; and the manuscript I

send you was a rejoinder ta Mr. Allen which the Atlantic's publisher declined

to print. As the quarrel between Hero-worship and Sociology is always going

on in some form or other it may be thit remarks on the subject are always in

ord'ir especially in a Journal as devoted to eternal things as yours. Apart from

the temporary personal references in the little paper, it seems to me that it

makes a distinction of value, which is too often overlooked in discussions on

the subject in point. I therefore send it for you to do with it as you like.]

I have read with both pleasure anti profit the articles of

Messrs. John Fiske and Grant Allen in reply to my essay in the

Atlti)iti< for last October. Mr. Fiske's pages seem to me luminous

with sober day-light. He confirms and le-inforces by new in-

stances all the distinctions made in my essay, so that I cannot but

hail him as a welcome, though not unexpected ally. Our only dis-

pu'e is about Mr. Spencer. Mr. Fiske thinks that everything I

have said, lies hidden or revealed in the pages of that philosopher.

I have always found it necessary in reading Mr. Spencer, to re-

stale his thoughts for myself in order to wo;k any precision into

them ; and have generally discovered that no precise re-statement

was pos'-ible, which did not seem to my eyes materially to alter the

doctrines themselves. If in this case what have seemed to me
anti-Spencerian formulas, are really but re-statements in the read-

er's words of the master's sense, I can but apologize for my ob-

tuseness, a;id bow my head be'ore the difficulties of so deep a text.

Since Mr. Fiske and Mr. Allen both explicitly admit that the

proximate agents of social change are individual men, great and

small, and since this is all I have contended for, it seems as if our

d spute must be a pure misunderstanding, or, like so many phil-

osophical disputes, a disagreement about which of many univer-

sally admitted factors is the one upon which cmp/insis should be

placed. That it is such a dispute about emphasis, can, I think, be

easily shown.

Mr. Allen's contempt for hero-worship is based on very simple

considerations. " A nation's great men," he says, " are but slight

deviations trom the general level. The hero is merely a special

complex of the ordinary qualities of his race. The petty differ-

ences impressed upon ordinary Greek minds by Plato, or Aris-

toLle, or Zen •>, are nothing at all compared with the vast differences

between every Greek mind and every Egyptian or Chinese mind.

We may neglect them in a philosophy of history, just as in calcu-

lating the impetus of a locomotive we neglect the extra impetus

given by a single piece of better coal. What each man adds is but

an infinitesimal fraction compared with what he derives from his

parents, or indirectly from his earlier ancestry. Now if what the

past gives to the hero is so much bulkier than what the future re-

ceivt s from him, it is the matter which jeally calls for philos-

ophical treatment. What we have really to explain is the force

which produces the average man ; the extraordinary men and what

they produce must then come in their turn, and may apparently

by the philosophers be taken for granted as selbslverstcindlicli.

Now as I wish to vie with Mr. Allen's unrivalled polemic

amiability and be as conciliatory as possible, I will not cavil at his

facts or try to magnify the chasm between an Aristotle, a Goethe,

or a Napoleon, and the average level of their respective tribes.

Let it be as small as Mr. Allen thinks. All that I obj'ect to is that

he shi uld think the mere sizcoi a difference is capable of deciding

whether that difference be or be not a fit subject for philosophic

study. Truly enough, the details vanish in the- bird's eye view.

But so does the bird's eye view vanish in the details. Which is the

right point of view for philosophic vision ? Nature gives no reply,

for both points of view, being equally real, are equally natural,

and no one natural reality /<v sc is any more emphatic than

any other. Accentuation, foreground and background, are

created solely by the interested attention of the looker on ; and if

the "small" difference between the genius and his tribe interests

me most, while the large one between that triba and another tribe

interests Mr. Allen, our controversy can't be ended until a com-

plete philosophy, accounting for all differences impartially, shall

justify us both.

An unlearned carpenter of my acquaintance once said in my
hearing; "There is very little difference between one man and

another, but what little there is, is very iinporlaiil." This distinc-

tion seems to me to go to the root of the matter : rem acu laiigit.

It is not only the size of the difference which concerns the phi-

losopher, but also its place and its kind. An inch is a small thing,

but we know the proverb about an inch on a man's nose. Messrs.

Allen and Spencer, in inveighing against hero-worship, are

thinking exclusively of the size of the inch I, as a hero-worshiper,

attend to its seat and function.

Now there is a striking law over .which few people seem to

have pondered. It is this : That among all the differences which

exist, the only ones that interest us strongly are those ive do not

takefor granted. We are not a bit elated that our friends should

have two hands and the power of speech and should practice the

matter of course human virtues. And quite as little are we vexed

that our dog and horse go on all fours and fail to understand our

conversation. Expecting no more from the latter comp,^nions,

and no less from the former, we get what we expect and are sat-

isfied. We never think of communing with the dog by discourse

of philosophy, or with the friend by head-scratching or the throw-

ing of crusts to be snapped at. But if either dog or friend fall

above or below the expected standard, they arouse the most lively

emotion. On our ijrother's vices and virtues we never weary of

ruminating ; to his bipedism or his hairless skin we do not conse-

crate a thought. U'liiit, he says, may transport us ; that he is able

to speak at all leaves us stone cold. The reason of all this is that

his virtues and vices and utterances might, compati.ily with the

current range of variation in our tribe, be just the opposites of

what they are, whilst his zoologically human attributes cannot

possibly go astray. There is thus a zone of insecurity in human
affairs in which all the dramatic interest lies. The rest belongs

to the dead machinery of the stage. This is the formative zone,

the part not yet ingrained into the race's average, not yet a typical,

hereditary and constant factor of the social community in which

it occurs. It is like the soft layer beneath the bark of the tree in

which all the year's growth is going on. Life has abandoned the

mighty trunk inside, which stands inert and belongs almost to the

inorganic world. Layer after layer of human perfection separates

me from the central Africans who pursued Stanley with cries of

" meat, meat I" This vast difference ought, on Mr. Allen's prin-

ciples to rivet my attention far more than the petty one which ob-

tains between two such birds of a feather as Mr. Allen and my-

self. Yet whilst I never feel proud that the sight of a passer-by

awakens in me no Cannibalistic waterings of the mouth, i am free

to confess that I shall feel very proud if I do not publicly appear

inferior to Mr. Allen in the conduct of this momentous debate.

" Kneller and Pope were better friends than Pope and Addi-

son." Two theologians are as like as two peas comparatively, yet

they quickly develop a kind of " odium " for each other which the

far more widely differing personality of their washerwoman excites

in the bosom of neither. Look at the antipathies of Philosophers,

the contempt of artists for each other, at family quarrels, and civil

wars. " To be wroth with one we either love or resemble doth

work like madness in the brain. " To me as a teacher the intellectual

gap between my ablest and my dullest student counts for infinitely

more than that between the latter, and the amphioxus. Will Mr.

Allen seriously say that this is all human folly and tweedledum

and tweedledee ?

To a 'Veddah's eyes the differences between two white literary

men seem slight indeed ; same clothes, same spectacles, same

harmless disposition, same habit of scribbling on paper, and pour-
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ins overbooks, etc. Just two white fellows, the Veddah will say,

with no perceptible difference. But what a difference to the lit-

erary men themselves! Think, Mr. All^n, of confounding your

article with mine merely because both are printed in the same

magazine and are indistinguishable to the eye of a Veddah ! Our

flesh creeps at the thought.

But in judging of history Mr. Allen deliberately prefers to

place himself at the Veddih's point of view, and to see things <•«

i^r.'s and out of focus, rather than minutely. It is quite true that

there are things and differences enough to be seen either way.

But which are the humanly important ones, the ones most worthy

to arouse our interest, the large distinctions or the small ? In the

answer to this question lies the whole divergence of the hero-

worshipers from the sociologists. As I said at the outset, it is

merely a quarrel of emphasis ; and the only thing I can do is to

state my personal reasons for the emphasis I prefer somewhat as

follows.

The zone of the individual differences and the social " twists
"

which by common confession they initiate, is the zone of forma-

tive processes, the dynamic belt of quivering uncertainty, the line

where past and future meet. It is the theatre of all we do not

take for granted, the stage of the living drama of life ; and how-

ever narrow its scope, it is roomy enough to lodge the whole range

of human passions. The sphere of the race's average on the con-

trary, no matter how large it may be, is a dead and stagnant

thing, an achieved possession, from which all insecurity has van-

ished. Like the trunk of a tree it has been built up by successive

concretions of successive active zones. The moving present in

which we live with its problems and passions, its individual rival-

ries, victoria; and defeats, will soon pass over to the majority and

leave its small deposit on this static mass, to make room for fresh

actors and a newer play. And though it may be true, as Mr.

Spencer predicts, that each later zone shall fatally be narrower

than its forerunners, and that when the ultimate lady-like tea-

table elysium of the ifa/u »f ethics shall prevail, such questions as

the breaking of eggs at the large or the small end will span the

whole scope of possible human warfare, still even in this shrunken

and enfeeb'ed generation, " spalio aclalis defcssa x'jtuslo," what

eagerness ttere will be ! Battles and defeats will occur, victors be

glorified and vanquished, dishonored, just as in the brave days of

yore. The human heart will still withdraw itself from the much

it has in safe possession and concentrate all its passion upon those

evanescent possibilities of fact which still quiver in fate's scale.

And is not its instinct right ? Do not we here grasp the race-

diffirences in tlw making, and catch the only glimpss it is allotted

to us to attain, of the working units themselves, of whose differen-

tiating action the race-gaps form but the stagnant sum. What

strange inversion of scientific procedure does Mr. Allen practice

when he teaches us to neglect elements and attend only to aggre-

gate resultants ? On the contrary, simply because the active ring,

whate'er its bulk, is cU-moUary, I hold that the study of its condi-

tions (be these n^ver so " proximate"), is the highest of topics for

the soci il philosopher. If individual variations determine its ups

and downs, and hair-breadth escapes, and twists and turns, as Mr.

Allen and Mr. Fiske both admit, heaven forbid us from tabooing

the study of these in favor of the "average." Oa the contrary,

let us emphasize these, and the importance of these, and in picking

out from history our heroes and communing with their kindred

spirits; in imagining as strongly as possible what "differences"

their individualities brought about in this world, whilst its surface

was still plastic in their hands, and what whilom feasibilities they

made impossible ; each one of us may best fortify and inspire what

creative energy may lie in his own soul.

This is the lasting justification of hero worship, and the pooh-

poohing of it by " sociologists," is the everlasting excuse lor popu-

lar indifference to their general laws and averages. The difference

between an America rescued by a Washington or a "Jenkins"

may, as Mr. Allen says, be " little," but it is, in the words of my
carpenter friend, "important." Some organizing genius must prob-

ably have emerged from the French revolution ; but what French-

man will affirm it to have been an accident of no consequence, that

he should have had the supernumerary idiosyncrasies of a Bona

parte ? What animal, domestic or wild, will call it a matter of no

moment that not a maxim of sympathy with brutes should have

survived from the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth ?

The preferences of sentient creatures are what creutc the im-

portance of topics. They are the absolute and ultimate law giver

here. And I for my part cannot but consider the talk of the con-

temporary sociological school about averages and general laws,

and predetermined tendencies to equilibrium, with its ob'igatory

undervaluing of the importance of individual feelings, as the most

pernicious and immoral of fatalisms. Suppose there is a fated

equilibrium, whose is it to be ? That of your preference, or mine ?

There lies the question of questions, and it is one which no study

of averages can decide.

It will be seen again that in all this I challenge not one of Mr.

Allen's facts, but that my whole divergence from him is as to their

relative importance. His brilliant essay presents, however, theories

cencerning fact which sorely tempt reply.

His statement of the differentiating powers of the environ-

ment is by tar the clearest which has appsared. But it entirely

fails to convince me. It declare; every individual t5 be an aggre-

gate of inherited habits, each developed originally by some special

circumstance in the habitat of so ne special ancestor and simply

transmitted from him. The aggregate of special circumstances is

thus the ultimate engeaderer of all the present individual's pecu-

liarities. A Leonardo's versatility comes from his inheritance of

many diverse habits ; a La Fontaine's one-sided aptitude, from the

cumulative addition of many lesser fabulistic gifts in his separate

progenitors, with the latency of the rest of their attributes
;
a

Spencer's powers of synthesis fro.-n the "combining," as distin-

guished from the ra»re aggregation, of many groups of ancestral

faculiies. But in this ingenious theory, in which nothing comes

out of the mill which was not put into the hopper, why the

ancestral faculties should sometimes " combine," sometimes cumu-

late, sometimes simply aggregate, and sometimes remain la-

tent, utterly fails to appear. Mr. Allen expressly admits that

the same heredity will give different results even in twin broth-

ers. If these irregularities of traiismission do not prove the exis-

tence of an invisible disturbing cycle between the act of get-

ting the faculties from the habitat and that of passing them on to

the young ; if all these slips between ancestral cups and filial lips

prove not a molecular realm where things may go astray and

scientific prevision be upset : then I know not what proof is. Yet

such an invisible and molecular cycle Mr. Allen " enphatically

denies."

Furthermore on Mr. Allen's own principles that the environ

ment alone can produce idiosyncrasies, do not great m tn deserve

study at least as much as physical geography ? Is not every great

man a good part of the environment to which his neighbors are

exposed ? D.d not Napoleon, while he lasted, form an environ-

ment to all Europe? Are not Goethe's " Sammtliche Werke" a

permanent part of the environment of the German race to day ?

I think Mr. Allen mistaken in what he says of the greater im-

possibility of random variations in the nervous system than else-

where, tho' at first sight his view is plausible. No new elementary

factors of mind are required by genius, the most exceptional flights

falling entirely within the limits of functional variation in the

brain.

But all this is reopening the controversy, so I must abstain

Experts will sift the true from the valueless on both sides of the

discussion ; and to their judgment what has already been written
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may safely be left to appeal. I part with regret from so admirable

and original an enemy as Mr. Allen has proved himself to be
;

but in lapsing into my relative loneliness and re-rejding bis list of

brother Spenjerians, I confess I do not tremble at his vaticination

that I shall soon find myself " in a minority of one."

ETHICS A LAW OF NATURE

M.-iOAME Rover has a very low opinion of nature and of the

world. She says :

'

' The world far from being an undivided totality,

is but a collection of individual units in conflict . . . Such is the

true law of nature. It is because nature is not good, that it is

not moral, and because it is not divine that precisely it must be

endured although with an imprecation. It is while reacting

against this wicked law that man has been induced, by the desire

for happiness, to conceive the ideas of justice and goodness and to

create the concept of God, contrary to all reality, deceptive hope,

and faith, which have only increased human sufferings."

It is true that strife is the law of life. Living is striving, and

striving is fighting. Nevertheless, I can see a grand harmony in

this apparent turmoil ; I recognize order in the cosmic motions of

the celestial bodies and in the development of organized life upon

earth ; and this order, which results from the necessity of law,

indicates that the world is not a collection but a totality. The
universe is not the sum total of innumerable items, of things and

individuals put together ; but on the contrary all things and indi-

viduals that exist are parts of the whole and indivisible universe.

Nature's ordinances, it is true, are not always pleasant, and

the struggle for existence is often very hard. Whenever she gives

she will take again, and wherever she endows creatures with con-

sciousress, she fills their lives with joys as well as with pains.

There is no unmixed happiness, and the best part of life is our

ideals and the struggle for our ideals. Nevertheless, nature is

grand, wonderful, and divine ; and even if we should find fault

with her, there is no use in railing at her laws. The laws of na-

ture, if we comprehend them, if we apply them to our advantage,

will make us great ; if we leave them unheeded they will crush us

whenever we come in collision with them.

By nature I do not understand the lowest forms of Nature

only, tut everything that exists, and also the laws that make
higher forms of existence grow from the lower forms. The highest

form of nature we know of is man with bis ideals and aspirations.

Nature is neither moral nor immoral, but nature is the condition

of all morality. What is morality but obedience to the highest

laws of nature, especially to those laws which wherever obeyed

will produce higher forms of existence and a nobler state of

society ?

Madame Royer's conception of nature is too narrow. This

nirrow conception of nature which considers the features of the

lowest types of existence alone as natura', has led to the idea of

the supernatural. If justice, goodness, morality are not natural,

pray tell me where do they come from ? Dj they really originate

by a reaction against the " mechante " law of nature ? If so the

belief in the supernatural would be fully justified If by "super-

natural " we are to understand those form^ of existence that de-

velop from the lower forms of nature, we all, I hope, are believers

in the supernatural, we all are co workers in having as a common
aim the further evolu!ion of the supernatural here upon earth.

There is one point, however, which we must all bear in mind :

The supernatural does not come down from above as is maintained

by theologians of the old school, but it rises from below. The
supernatural is nothing but the higher forms of the natural.

Whether the word God should be retained in the purified

sense that I have suggested, is to me a matter of indifference.

The terms which we employ have no value apart from their mean-

ing. Yet words are excellently fitted for serving as "banners"

(to use Mrae. Royer's expression) or as party-cries Thus they

become catch words, which people, according to party, either hoot

at or hail. For words people are persecuted. Most discussions

are carried on about words, and most creeds are beliefs in mere

words. As says Goethe :

" Mit Worten hlsst sich tretflich streiten
;

Mit Worten ein System beieiten
;

An Worte l.lsst sich trefflich slauben.

Von einem Wort lasstsich kein Iota rauben."—F.-vust, Vol. I. v.

[With words 'tis excellent disputing
;

Systems to words 'tis easy suiting
;

On words 'tis excellent believing
;

No word can ever lose a jot from thieving.]

I have been sufficiently persecuted for being an atheist, why
should I not for the sake of a change be reproached for theism ?

lam inclined to follow the old rule: "In verbis simus faciles,

dummodo conveniamus in re;" and it is for this reason that I

gladly suffer reproach from both sides.

Those who believe in God establish their faith upon the truth

that there is a power in the world which enforces obedience to

certain rules These rules we call the moral laws. 'Wherever

they are obeyed humanity prospers and progresses, wherever they

remain unheeded the social conditions deteriorate so as to ruin

society as well as all the single individuals of society. 'Whoever

believes in God for this reason, which has been called the moral

ground of God's existence, is not mistaken. He is mistaken, how-

ever, if he believes that this power is a personal being, or if he

imagines that it is supernatural in the sense of " extramundane."

Those to whom God is the principle of morality must learn to un-

derstand that to speak of God as of a person is a gross anthrOf o-

raorphism, and to consider him as something different from or

outside of nature is incompatible with the most elementary con-

ceptions of science.

Madame Royer tells us that M. Renan had dedicated a book

to his deceased sister with the words, "to his sister in the bosom

of God," and she adds with a good dose of irony, " with Dr. Cams
that would be in the bosom of a law."

I certainly feel an unspeakable quietude, a sentiment of un-

shaken confidence, when considering that my beloved ones the

living as well as the departed, and also I myself, are living, and

moving, and being in a cosmos of unbroken and unbreakable laws.

There is a holiness in mathematics which is more divine than

those foolish prayers which Christ called ' vain repetitions as do

the heathen." (Matt.)

Our dead, it is true, have completed their lives ; but (as says

Schopenhauer) our dead are still with us ; their works, their

thoughts, continue, and the fruit of their lives is not dissolved into

nothingness. They are ever here among us and take part in the

discussion which we carry on. Their fates even after death are

also bound under the unalterable law.

It might be answered, that the belief-in the irrefragability of

law is fatalism ; but it is no fatalism ; knowledge of the law far

from bringing upon us serfdom, liberates us from servitude.

Knowledge of the law must not have the effect upon us that we

bow in passii'e submission like slaves under the necessity of the

law, but it must stimulate us to conform to the law, to use it, and

to master it. Our knowledge of electricity, for instance, does not

impose upon us the duty to be obedient to fate and to be killed by

the flash of lightning, but it helps us to invent the lightning rod
;

it liberates us from the evil of the law, it breaks fate, and to the

degree that man uses his knowledge he becomes the master of his

fate. By calling law divine I do not propose to adore nature ; the

pagan custom of worshiping God by kneeling down in the dust and

other self-humiliating ceremonies must go : but I do propose to

respect the laws of nature and to cons der them as the basis and

the condition of all our ideals.
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The sentiment of confidence in the irrefragability o£ natural

laws is no less soothing in anxiety and worry than is the " Islam "

to a Mohammedan or the Christian faith to a Christian. I might

say that it is a perfect surrogate of the religious sentiment : yet it

is more, it is the religious sentiment itself ; it is that essential

something of the religious sentiment which is true, with the omis-

sion of those ingredients which science has taught us to consider

as superstition.

The idea of God, if purified by scientific critique, so as to re-

present some reality (namely the reality of the irrefragable law of

nature, especially the higher laws of ethics) is no less natural than

are the ideas of justice or virtue or morality. As soon as these

higher blossoms on the tree of nature are, as Madame Royer pro-

poses, no longer considered as natural, we shall inevitably drop

again into the old dualism which splits the universe in twain, into

the lower sphere of natural existence and the higher sphere of

supernatural. Divinity, Morality, Goodness, Justice, are indubi-

table facts ; they cannot be described as mere illusions.

Some of the most extravagant freethinkers, it seems to me,

have, in this respect, not as yet freed themselves of the old dualis-

tic views. While opposing certain terms of antiquated concep-

tions, they find no time to attain a monistic view of the universe

which does not exclude the higher and the moral laws of life from

the realm of nature.

Concerning my view of the renunciation of the Ego as the

basis of all morality I must add a few explanations, because I

notice that Madame Royer represents my position as ascetic and

pessimistic. The system of morality which I propose is far from

being either pessimistic or ascetic. I would perhaps call myself a

pessimist if. like Madame Royer, I considered nature not as a har-

monious totality but as a collection of individual egotism.

Madame Royer says :

'

' The word egotist is therefore in every

sense the starting point of all existence, the first condition in the

evolution of each living individual, which only grows, develops,

and preserves itself because it loves itself."

Before we proceed, let us in a few words answer the question,

What is the soul of man ? The soul of man is not an ego which

is in possession of ideas ; the soul of man is a collection of ideas

of wh'ch now the one and now the other is most prominent, so as

to become conscious and thus to constitute his ego. The ideas of

man, which form the elements of his soul, are the representations

of objects with which he became acquainted through experience.

From these ideals grow the ideas of man, which form the most

valuable part of his soul. Ideals originate not otherwise (although

in a much more complicated way), than reflex motion takes place

upon irritations. Ideals are plans of reflex action, which are in-

tended to effect certain impressions of the outside world, in order

to improve the conditions of human existence.

The soul of man, accordingly, his ideas and ideals, are a pro-

duct of the world. It is a representation of the world, which not

inappropriately has been called a microcosm. We must consider

the soul as a part of the whole universe, representing, as it were,

the microcosm in the conscious life of brain-activity. All ethical

aspirations tend to make the human soul greater, nobler, and more

powerful, Ascetism is an inversion of ethics, it tends to destroy

the greatness, nobility, and power of the human soul.

When I speak of the renunciation of the ego, I do not mean

to introduce asceticism. By egotism I understand the excessive

love of self which judges everything solely by its relation to one's

own individuality ; egotism is a habit of forgetting the social and

natural conditions which made an individual grow and keeps it

growing still ; it creates a gulf between the self and the rest of the

world, and thus leads to the practice of magnifying one's own im-

portance.

Love of self and the desire of self-preservation are natural

and necessary. But an excessive love of self, which has no regard

for the rest of the world, especially for our fellowmen, is not

natural. If our actions are dictated solely by egotism, we shall

find no satisfaction in life and all our purposes will defeat them-
selves.

Egotism, or the excessive love of self, is the natural phase of

a lower stage in the evolution of soul-life. Those things which
are nearest and concern us most, appe3r of greater importance
than others which have no direct influence upon us. It is similar

with vision : The objects of our immediate surroundings appear
larger than those which are at a remote distance. However, they

are for that reason not larger in reality. In a higher phase we
learn the laws of perspective. The laws of perspective do not destroy

vision
:
they do not proclaim vision as faulty ; they only correct

a wrong interpretation of the data of vision : and thus make vision

the more effective. If we act as if the things which concern us di-

rectly were really larger and more important than other things, if

we allow our motives to be swayed by egotism, we are liable to

fall into grave mistakes. But if we renounce the error that our

ego is the centre of the world, we shall grow in wisdom as well as

in moral worth.

Ethics, if based on egotism, will be found to be untenable.*

The reason is that man is no individual in the strict sense of the

term. Man is not an indivisible entity, a separate being for him-

self. Man has no ego in the sense the psychologists of the old

school imagined, and if man through a mistaken conception of his

Self, is solely biased by egotistic motives he will have to, and he

ought to, renounce his egotism. Man is a part of a greater whole
;

he is a member of society ; he is a phase in the development of

humanity ; and at the same time a phenomenon of the whole uni-

verse. This consideration must rule supreme over his motives for

actions, not to destroy his soul, not to suppress or dwarf its natural

growth, but to strengthen and to elevate it.

CURRENT TOPICS.

The recent strike of the London policemen has drawn forth a

variety of opinions as to the causes and the consequences of it,

and at last we have the sentiment of the burglar interest as to the

effect of the strike on that particular branch of industry. Para-

doxical as it may seem, the burglar sentiment was very strong in

condemnation of the strike, because during the time of its continu-

ance, burglary was extra-hazardous and unprofitable. It so hap-

pened that the nominal protection of the police having been with-

drawn, the citizens fell back on the right of self-protection, and

this proved so bewildering to the burglars in its methods, and so

efficient in its action, that they emphatically denounced the strike

as altogether unnecessary and unjustifiable on the part of the po-

lice. .\s soon as the strike was declared " off " and the policemen

had returned to duty, a very gratifying revival was observed in the

burglar trade. SDme people outside of London are applying the

moral of all this, and the opinion is gaining ground that there are

some cities even in America, where a strike of the police would be

ol great assistance to honesty, liberty, and law.

*
s *

Among the rights not delegated to Congress by the Constitu-

tion, but reserved to the people, is the right of sticking badges on

our clothes. We are a badged people ; and when any man badges

himself in a special way, he has a right to " have a law passed,"

prohibiting any other man from imitating that badge The Grand

Army of the Republic has a badge, and a grievance ; its badge has

been imitated by certain laymen, who were never "at the front."

* My views on ethics are more fully explained in a pamphlet which is just

leaving the press :
" The Ethical Problem. Three Lectures delivered at the

Invitation of the Board of Trustees, before the Society for Ethical Culture of

Chicago." The Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago.
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At the last session of the Illinois legislature, a bill was introduced

making it a criminal offence for any man not a member of the or-

der, to wear the button of the Grand Army. The bill probably

did not pass, because otherwise the prisons would be crowded with

delinquents. Farragut Post referred the whole matter to a com-

mittee which " begs leave to report that there are so many imita-

tions, and what might be fairly called counterfeits, that it seems

necessary that a new design should be provided and adopted by

the Grand Army. Among those which are readily mistaken for

the Grand Army button, is that of the Culinary Alliance, the Royal

Arcanum, the Wah-na-tons, and a few others." The very names

of the counterfeiters will arouse public sympathy for the Grand

Army. It might be endured that the Royal Arcanum should imi-

tate the button, because the doings of royalty in that regard must

be considered as patronage rather than counterfeiting ; the Wah-
na-tons, being probably Indians, of course must be excused on that

account, but when it comes to counterfeiting the Grand Army
button by the Culinary Alliance, a confraternity of cooks, the in-

dignity passes the bounds of toleration, and the pathos of the situa-

tion will be recognized by all the American people. That a mem-

ber of the G. A. R. properly badged should be mistaken for a

cook, is a matter for the serious consideration of the Grand En-

campment at Boston.

How much the school of divinity in which a man has been

educated controls his estimate of character! "He was one of

God's own people," said a citizen of Chicago, in grateful tribute to

the memory of Mr. Pat Sharkey of New York, recently deceased-

" He was one of God's own people," he remarked with plaintive

sorrow; "His place was a great resort for sporting men of all

kinds. Sharkey backed all the rowing men, fighters, and athletes.

He lost $2,700 on Kilrain in the Sullivan-Kilrain fight. Pat kept

a saloon at the corner of Thirteenth Street, and was one of the,

prominent members of Tammany." In addition to these merits it

appears that Pat " maintained two households " presided over by

different women, each of whom now claims to be his widow. It is

rather perplexing that although Pat was "one of God's own

people," his body was denied burial in coiisecrated ground by the

clergy of the church to which he belonged ; and the reason for

this is more perplexing still. Pat was not refused burial in con-

secrated ground because he kept a resort for sporting men of all

kinds, nor because he backed all the fighters, nor because he was

a member of Tammany, which in the opinion of some people ought

to exclude a man from consecrated ground ;
nor because of his

' Mormon practices, but because he had belonged to the several

orders known as Freemasons, Knights of Pythias, and Elks. Al-

though there may be some harmless nonsense in their ceremonials,

these Orders are provident and benevolent societies, to which any

man may innocently belong. The theology of it all is wonderful.

-X- *

After a hundred years of legislation on all manner of subjects,

both in peace and war, the country is now threatened with a Force

Bill. The discovery that at last there is a bill in Congress having
" force " behind it, is more startling than the finding of pigmy

nations by Stanley in darkest Africa. That a law should be en-

dowed with "force "has agitated parties until the lurid speech

of partizans has painted politics red. Indignant citizens tread the

verge of boycott and rebellion because the American Congress has

not embodied in the Federal Elections Bill the policy and precepts

of Sir Joseph Porter K, C, B, who, when he was ruler of the

Queen's Navy, gave orders that the captains of the British fleet

should say " Please, " when giving orders to the tars. It is now
demanded by fiery and rebellious critics that Congress put

" Please " instead of " Penalty " into its laws, after the fashion of

the mandate placarded on the walls of a church in Arizona, " Wor"

shipers will please not shoot at the organist, he plays as well as he

can." Every law is a Force Bill. A legislative enactment with-

out force behind it, may be persuasion, exhortation, plea ; but it is

not a law. The Force Bill is an ominous thing, perhaps a dan-

gerous thing, but he is but a superficial statesman who thinks it

is only a political makeshift by one party, to be resisted as a poli-

tical makeshift by the other. The Force Bill is only the symptom
of a disease. The malady itself is a relapse of the body politic

into the old fever known as the " irrepressible conflict." It is only

the sign of a passionate struggle between the Democracy of the

Constitution, promising equal rights to all, and the Aristocracy of

race, determined that the promise shall never be redeemed. To
heal this political distemper will test all our patriotism and all our

statesmanship.

Whether a "Force" be good or evil, depends, as Capt. Cuttle

says, "upon the application on't"; and this is true in physics as

in politics. Force is Nature's faithful servant by which all her

work is done, and by which the Cosmos itself is kept in order.

Force is the vitality of law, and without it statesmanship is

vain. A measure is not to be tested by the force latent within it,

or manifest behind it, but by the moral or immoral character of

that force. Does it menace right or wrong ? Neither is the Force

Bill to be tested by the motives of its authors, but by its own
qualities. Whether it be designed for justice or for party advan-

tage matters not. The true question still remains, Will it make

for justice ? We glory in the preservation of the Union, but Force

Bills did it. Compulsion met rebellion and vanquished it. The

abolition of slavery was to some extent a party measure, like the

expedients known as the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth

amendments to the Constitution. What of it ? Those amendments

are estimated now by their own merits, while the motives of their

authors are forgotten. So it must be with Force Bills and bills of

every kind. More serious than the Force Bill are the reasons for

it. The fault of it lies either in the fourteenth amendment to the

Constitution, or in the denial and violation of that amendment
;

and in .this alternative lies one of the hard problems of the future.

Either the fourteenth amendment must be repealed or it must be

enforced. When laws are made for the protection of the rich and

the correction of the poor, the "force" behind them is regarded

as their highest virtue ; but when passed for the protection of the

poor and the correction of the rich, " Society " complains that the

" force " principle in the bill is so very course and common that

its nerves are greatly shocked. Then Society invents a nickname

for the bill, and condemns it for its name.

M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK REVIE'WS.

The Evolution of Life, or From the Bondage of Superstition

to the Freedom of Reason. By Rev. Htnry Triii-o Bniy,

1:3:] M.A., LL.D. Chicago: Holt Publishing Company.

The writer of this book was born in England, and, when a

boy, emigrated with his father to the United States. He worked

hard to support himself and assist his parents. By most praise-

worthy courage and perseverance be obtained a college education,

and was ordained a priest of the Protestant Episcopal Church.

He seems to have been a diligent student, and attained a high de-

gree of scholarship. He worked hard in the ministry, but almost

from the beginning he seems to have been tormented with doubts

about the truth of the creed he had subscribed and the doctrines

which, as a faithful pris st of his church, it became his duty to

preach. These doubts at last extended far beyond the confines of

the Episcopal church and attached themselves to nearly all the

essential articles of the Christian religion. After ten years of

mental and spiritual struggle he resigned his office in the ministry.
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renounced the Christian Church, and in his own language became

free. The book describes the painful steps by which he travelled

from the "bondage of superstition to the freedom of reason."

The book is well written, and displays a very great deal of

learning, especially learning of a theological kind ; but Mr. Bray

tells the story of his life with too much detail. This becomes

tiresome at last, and obscures the genuine merits of the book.

There is a good deal of fine pathos in the earlier chapters, and

these reveal to us a young life greatly to be admired. The book

is a valuable addition to the freethought literature of the day; and

to those interested in theological controversy it will be found

especially so. - M. M. T.

Application de Nouveaux Instruments de Precision (Cercle

Chromatique, Rapporteur et Triple Decimete Esthetiques)

A L'Archeologie. ByJ/. Charles Henry. Paris : 1S90. E.

Leroux.

The object of the " Esthetic Protractor " is to render pleasing

forms realizable at will. According to M. Charles Henry's theory

the agreeable or disagreeable character of form is allied to the num-

ber that characterizes it. In describing a contour the eye uncon-

sciously fixes itself upon this number. The ^Esthetic Protractor

thus converts numbers into forms and forms into numbers, and by

accustoming the eye to exactness it practically constitutes a scien-

tific method of industrial drawing. In this interesting monograph,

M. Charles Henry formulates the principal rules of linear and

chromatic harmonies, and shows how one might apply the Pro-

tractor and Triple Decimetre to the comparison of the three princi-

pal types of ancient Greek amphorae : the types of Cnydus, of

Rhodes, and of Thasos. The measures that he applies actually

lead to numbers, the character of which agrees with the acknowl-

edged superiority of the amphorae of Cnydus and of Rhodes over

that of Thasos. He defines a series of numbers, which he calls

indicators, that serve to characteiize rigorously any form, by al-

lowing to compose them even in their minutest details. It is fur-

ther remarkable, that in these amphorae certain contours, without

any relation to the eye, still at times display identical indicators.

M. Charles Henry's principles o£ living dynamics might, accord-

ingly, lead to certain unforeseen, new, and characteristic laws of

races and of epochs.

M. Henry asks : Was the psycho-physiological state of the

ancients, particularly of the Greeks, perceptibly different from our

own ? In order to solve this problem, it will be necessary to create

a new science of historical psychology.

Greek music, in its melodic wealth and poverty of harmony,

in its ethos or character, presents incontestable signs of evolution.

The author has already mooted this subject in an article published

(July 18S6) in the lievue philosophique, in which he discusses

the law of evolution of musical sensation, and seeks to explain the

association which the Greeks, contrary to us, established between

height and deep sounds, between depth and sharp sounds. The
purely objective observation to the effect that a sonorous body in

moving away emits an increasingly deep sound, and in approach-

ing an equally increasing sharp sound, seems to have been the

origin of the association of ideas of the Greeks. Auditive sensa-

tion, accordingly, seems to have been evolved from a more objec-

tive character towards a more subjective character, and in our

study of Greek music we ought to seek to find the verification of

this formula.

Mr. Gladstone and M. Hugo Magnus have maintained that

there also took place an evolution in the perception of chromatic

differences, and that the contemporaries of Homer did not perceive

the most refrangible colors, the green, blue, violet. Was this a

purely physiological imperfection, or was it rather psychological
;

a faulty analysis, caused by a more objective vision, and a less

refined elaboration of the sensation ? The author inclines to think,

that this fact points to a psychological rather than to a physiolo-

gical evolution. When we wish to fix with more or less attention

an object, we more or less consciously make the visual axes con-

verge in order to fix the image of the object. Now, it is notice-

able, that on certain pictures at Pompeii, and on many ancient

statues, we perceive a slight divergency of the visual axes, which

doubtless influences the " fatal expression " of the physiognomies,

and is the expression of a more objective mental state than ours,

less conscious, and precisely characteristic of beings, who were

not advanced experimentalists, and ignorant of the minute details

of modern industrial technique. And a further consequence of

this more objective state of thought was their concern about the

phenomena of optic illusions. More subjective natures, like ours,

seek unconsciously by movements of the eyes or the head to cor-

rect these errors, that often may be serious from the point of view

of the practical consequences, and thus they realize that abstract

geometry which artistic minds use to deplore so much in our

architecture and in our industrial art. On the contrary, to ob-

jective natures it is not the question of drawing lines or angles

within strictly true geometrical relations, but rather within ap-

parent geometrical relations, for a certain situation of the eye,

more or less fixed, more or less defined. Penrose has dilated upon

the corrections to which frcm this point of view the architects of

the Parthenon submitted the rectitude of the columns and walls.

The subjective development of thought has brought about an

essential distinction between the apparent and the real, of which

primitive, objective natures are incapable.

There, accordingly, exists only one method to know how sen-

sations, like those of form and color, have been evolved ; namely,

by comparing careinWy from the lesthetic point of view the forms

and polychromies of the different ages. M. Charles Henry's in-

struments of precision successfully attain this object, and from

this point of view they realize harmonies of form and of colors

according to laws that may be regarded as normal. ; v'/r.

NOTES.
Dr. C. E. Brown- Sequard discusses in the Fornin for August

the question " Have we Two Brains or One ?" He answers it in

the affirmative. Yet he does not explain how unity of conscious-

ness originates from this duality of cerebral activity. The prob-

lem is discussed in the article "Localization of Brain Activity,"

especially in the chapter '

' The Organ of Consciousness and the

Seat of Intelligence," No. 150 of The Open Court, p. 2380, et.

seqq. Consciousness is explained on p. 23S2 of The Open Court as

"a common direction of mind-activity." We have not two souls

as Dr. Brown-Sequard seems to suggest, but innumerable elements

of soul-life animating the whole organism. Man's scul-activity is

concentrated in the two hemispheres and the organic unity of all

these souls is constituted by their common action. There is unity

of soul-life just as much as there is a unitary direction in the mo-

tion of a carriage drawn by two horses. We need neither search

for a single unique organ of consciousness as did Descartes,

nor must we accept Dr. Brown-Sequard's view of the duality of

the soul. We shall find the best explanation of the co-operation

of the two hemispheres in the mechanism of vision.

FERTILIZATION.
BY J. H. TEMPLE

Said the Bee to the Blossom :
— " How useful, my friend.

Are you pretty flowers on when we depend

For the sweets that support us the long Winter through."

Then the Blossom replied, with a smile and a nod,

—

'• I'm sure you will think it exceedingly odd.

But I've frequently had the same thought about you :

For without your agreeable visits, my friend.

All we blossoms must come to a celibate's end."
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AUR HEREDITY FROM GOD
II _BY E P. PCWELL, is an epoch marking

book. The proofs of evolution in popular and

. readable shape, with its applications to morals and

religion. These applications are further carried

out in the author's latest book, LIBERTY AND
LIFE. Retail price of Our Heredity from God,

81.75 ; Liberty and Life, 75 cents. To any one

mentioning this advertisement we will send tlu two

books prepaid/or $2.00.
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Publishers, 175 Dearborn St., Chicago.

HEUNENDINGGENESIS
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NEW PUBLICATION.

Psychology Of Attention.

By TH. RIBOT.

Professor of Comparative and Experimental

Psychology at the College de France, and

Editor of the " Revue Philosophique."

Translated from the French with the Sa

the Author.

:tion of

"The work will be read with an eager interest

and with profit by all who have followed the recent

developments of psychology upon the basis of bio-

logical science."—5«/j)Ka», Edinburgh.
" It is a closely reasoned and luminous exposition

of a genuine piece of psychological work."

—

Nature.
" A little book which everybody having the proper

training of children at heart, will do well to read."
— T/ie Art Amateur.

" Those who desire to understand the drift of

psychological study will do well to read this book,

and we might say that no student can well afford

to ignore it."

—

Cttinberland Presbyterian.
" It will be granted by those who are acquainted

with the past history of Psychology, that M. Ribot

has made a real contribution to this interesting

study."— TVif K^c^*, Toronto.
" Treats the subject exhaustively and would do a

man credit if it were his whole life-work ;
but with

Ribot it has only been one out of many."—^/KC?-!Va«
Hebrew.

" The book is an important and interesting con-

tribution upon a difficult subject."—AiW/c Opinion.
" Read this elegant monograph."

—

Chri-^tian

Standard.
Cloth, js Cents.
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A MAGAZINE OF POPULAR NATURAL
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EDITED BY W. MAIVER, F.G.S.

Essex Hall, 4 Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.

The Subject-Matter is Life—Life in all its

forms, plant and animal, from the " lowest " to the

"highest," recent and extinct.
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THE ORIGIN OF REASON.
BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, P.1. A. (OXON.)

one word /og-os to express both the power by which we
combine and separate the presentations of sense, and
the sign which we use for the result of that process

;

that is, when it makes words the outward signs of the

binding force of the mind.

Mr. Romanes sometimes writes as if a recept and
a concept answered to two different degrees of ab-

straction. There is no such thing as a degree of ab-

straction, for there is no such thing as a degree of

naming
; there are only the degrees of connotation and

denotation of the name which stands for the abstract

and where it is so dependent (as in concepts) ; or, as idea, degrees which, as the text books tell us, vary
he puts it, between the act of compounding the idea, inversely. And when Mr. Romanes goes so far as to

and the further and distinct act of giving it a name. give the name of generic idea to his recept, reserving

Mr. Romanes is surprised that this large and im- for the concept the ordinary word general, it may well

portant territory of ideation lying between the other be doubted whether in this ' verbal as well as sub-

two, (the memory of a particular percept and the for- stantial analogy ' he is not introducing the elements
mation of a concept,) is, so to speak, 'unnamed of psychological confusion. For he describes a recept

ground': so he coins the word recept to express this as ' generated as it were spontaneously or automatic-

intermediate mental process, which he says differs ally by the principles of mere perceptual association.'

ROMANES'S DISTINCTION BETWEEN RECEPT AND CONCEPT.

Amung the distinctions which Mr. Romanes traces

between recepts and concepts, the one which is the

most important and also the most fatal to his argu-

ment, arises when he attempts to distinguish between

the faculty of abstraction where it is not dependent on

language (as he asserts to be the case with recepts).

from a concept only by not being joined with a name.

This receptual image, which is afterwards signifi-

cantly styled pre-conceptual, is then made to perform

its duty whenever any gap has to be bridged over be-

tween man and brute.

The truth is that this intermediate process, this

'unnamed ground' has, in reality, no independent

Generated out of what? Out of percepts. But the

only way in which we can rise above percepts, or gen-

erate anything out of them, is to give names ; and to

give names, in this sense, is, as we have seen, to form

concepts. So that, when he talks of a 'receptual

name,' he is only trying to evade the difficulty by
putting it further back; for a receptual name (in the

existence. For the recept is either an image attached sense in which he uses the word) is nothing but a con-

to particular sensuous experiences, that is to say, is

itself one of those particular sensuous experiences and

never rises above them, being at most a memory ; or

else it is an abstraction from sensuous experience, an

abstraction which can be manifested only by and in

the giving of a name. As Mr. Romanes himself quotes

from M. Taine, 'the formation of our abstract ideas

is nothing but a formation of names.' If, then, the

recept has a name, it is a concept ; if it has no name,

it is no more than a percept, a sensation. Tertiiim

non datttr.

If anyone wishes to test the truth of this, let him

cept ; a concept it may be, of very inadequate con-

notation, that takes note onlj^ of salient external re-

semblances, but still a concept.

There is, however, a sense in which the use of the

word ' recept ' may be justified, but it is a sense foreign

to the purpose for which Mr. Romanes in general em-

ploys it, though in one passage (pp. 65-66) he appears

to come within measurable distance of this sen.se of

the word. He has ventured, as we have seen, to de-

scribe the mind as being in a passive state in the case

of a recept, and if he had made this passive state an

antecedent instead of a consequent of the perceptual

try to think of any quality at all, or of any idea, apart stage, he would have been nearer the true psychology

from the object which presents it, without at the same
time naming it. It will be seen that such a quality,

such an idea, can have no independent existence for

our thought, except in so far as we name it. The
Greek language embodies this truth when it uses the

of the matter. For it is only in regard to sensations

that the mind can, with any approximation to truth,

be described as in a passive state ; and even then it

cannot be entirely passive. The true order of mental

process is recept, percept, concept, as may be seen
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clearl}' by taking as an illustration the condition of the

mind in which it most nearly approaches a passive

state. When the eyes of a new-born baby first open

upon the world, it is extremely probable that the ear-

liest impression it receives, its first recept, is a con-

fused blur, which differentiates gradually into light

and shade. Light and shade are thus its two first per-

cepts, though to subsequent experience they in their

turn become recepts, which again differentiate into

further percepts, into distinction of the various ob-

jects about it. And when an object is presented which

the child has never seen before, but externally resem-

bling some former experience, it receives a similar

sensation, and extends to it the name given to its for-

mer experience. In other words, it takes note of ex-

ternal resemblances only, just as an adult does in the

presence of an unfamiliar object. How often one hears

it said :
" I don't know what that can be ; it looks like

such and such a thing. " The sovereign and the bright

farthing have for the mind that takes note of external

resemblances only, the same value ; if that value is

named, it is something that glitters, a very low order

of concept, but still a coficept. As Dr. Ward* puts

it, "thinking starts with such mere potential gener-

ality as is secured by the association of a generic

image with a name ; so far the material of thought is

always general."

One's whole life is thus a long process of differen-

tiation, of separating, of analyzing recepts into per-

cepts. By sifting the impressions of sense and re-

combining their results ideally, that is, by means of

language, we pass to concepts ; so that the progress

of knowledge, from a psychological standpoint, is but

one more illustration of that well-worn phrase, thesis,

analysis, synthesis. Only to those animals who are pos-

sessed of language is a synthesis possible.

Of course, it is clear that if we are to understand

by this word language the sign- making faculty in gen-

eral, we shall have to allow that other animals but

man are possessed of language. But if by language

we mean logos, speech, the power of making signs as

the marks of abstract ideas—and this is the true use

of language—we mean a faculty to which no animal

but man has ever yet attained.

Now it is an attribute of a conceptual name that it

can constantly increase its connotation, and Mr. Ro-

manes considers that what he calls ' receptual names '

can also undergo a similar extension of meaning. As

has been pointed out, a 'receptual name' is nothing

and can be nothing but a concept ; but let us never-

theless consider Mr. Romanes's example, 'A talking

bird,' he says, 'will extend its denotative name,' (i. e.

,

a name of the receptual kind,) 'from one dog in par-

ticular to any other dog which it may happen to see ';

* Encyclopcedia Britannica, Ninth Edition, s. v. Psychology.

and he argues that if a parrot's intelligence were

greater than it is, it would extend the same receptual

name to images and pictures of dogs. It is well

known that a parrot can be taught to say ' bow-bow '

when it sees a particular dog, or can perhaps imitate

the dog's bark without any teaching ; and if a parrot

says 'bow bow' to a different dog, that is sufficiently

explained by the memory of the former dog being re-

vived, and with it the sound with which it was asso-

ciated. No one can pretend that in this extension of

name the parrot approaches a conceptual use of it, or

rises at all beyond the limits of revived sensuous ex-

perience.

It should never be forgotten, and there is no harm

in repeating the fact too often in any discussion of

this nature, that in talking of the mind of animals we

are led purely by analogy ; that our illustrations are

taken chiefly from domesticated pets, probably of a

kind which has long lived in the company of man, and

that in looking into their faces we are very apt to read

our own thoughts.

When Mr. Romanes passes to the case of a very

young child, and when he finds that it presents men-

tal phenomena similar to those which he observes in

dogs and parrots at an age at which it can exhibit no

power of conceptual thought, he proceeds to argue

that because the child afterwards attains this power,

therefore this power differs only in degree from fac-

ulties possessed by the lower animals—a method of

argument of which it need only be said, in the words

already quoted from Mr. Wallace, that it takes for

granted that ' the later stages of an apparently con-

tinuous development are necessarily due to the same

causes only as the earlier stages.'

In dealing with the evidence which the science of

language constitutes in support of the evolutionist po-

sition, Mr. Romanes again uses an argument from

analogy, and strongly and rightly insists upon the

probability that as the growth of language is every-

where subject to a gradual development, so also it

must owe its origin to some process of evolution ; or,

in Geiger's words, 'language diminishes the further

we go back in such a way that we cannot forbear con-

cluding it must once have had no existence at all.'

And Mr. Romanes is careful to illustrate this law of

development, as far as concerns the growth of lan-

guage, by a useful summary of the various views held

on the subject by several well-known philologists.

But he goes on to assert that, as the result of his ar-

guments, 'we have a proved continuity of develop-

ment between all stages of the sign-making faculty';

and that therefore there is no distinction of kind be-

tween the sign made by an animal and the fully de-

veloped language of man. Here again -vdiat distinc-

tion there may appear to be is bridged over by the un-

I
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tenable hypothesis of a ' receptual sign ' as something

distinct from a conceptual name.

For, in asserting that the kind of classification with

which recepts are concerned is that which lies nearest

to 'the automatic groupings of sensuous perception,'

and that those roots of language which have been dis-

covered by the researches of philologists, present the

names for actions and processes immediately apparent

to the senses, Mr. Romanes is only expressing in a

roundabout way a fact which nobody doubts, the fact,

namely, that the first concepts, or, as he likes to call

them, the first named recepts, are of a very low order of

connotation. If the science of language has proved any-

thing, it has proved ad nauseam the growi/i of concepts,

the gradual extension of their meaning, and that ac-

cordingly there must have been a time at which con-

cepts conceived or connoted only those features which

could be easily seen and recognized.

Mr. Romanes admits that in discussing the origin

of language, in the true sense of the term, it is impor-

tant to observe that the protoplasm, so to speak, is not

the 7von/hut the sentence; that is to say, that language

begins in predication, in a sign conveying a concep-

tual meaning. This sentence-word, once formed, can

be and is afterwards modified by tone, gesture, de-

monstrative and pronominal affixes, which again dif-

ferentiate into what we call 'parts of speech.' Now,
it is a remarkable fact that this sentence-word, which

is the simplest element of thought, the last residuum

m the philological crucible, turns out to be a concept.

Mr. Romanes attempts to explain away the signifi-

cance of this fact by asserting that these radical con-

cepts are ultimate only in the sense of being primeval

:

for, as he says, only those words which had some de-

gree of connotative extension would have had any

chance of surviving at all. To this it may be answered

that no onomatopoetic theory is sufficient to explain

the origin of other than perceptual signs. It is as

futile to assert that these can develop of themselves

into concepts as it is to plant nails and expect them

to grow.

The question, then, of the origin of the human
faculty is thus brought back to the origin of concepts.

It is indeed no explanation of their origin to assert, in

opposition to the evolutionist theory, that they arise

in that binding power of the mind, the outward mani-

festation of which is language; or that concepts are

the fruit of the logos, and that the logos is a concep-

tual faculty; for this is either mere tautology or an

argument in a circle.

There is, however, a theory as to the nature and

origin of concepts which has claimed some general

attention in the last two or three years, chiefly perhaps

from the fact that Professor Max Miiller has made
himself the champion of it. It is the theory put for-

ward by Professor Ludwig Noire—whose recent death

is a great loss to all genuine philosophical study—and
systematically propounded in his Logos: Origin and
Nature of Concepts, published in 1885. In Professor

Max Miiller's Science of Thought, Noire's theory is elo-

quently defended as the only explanation of the origin

of language at all adequate to explain the facts ; and

since this distinguished writer stands out for the iden-

tity, or, at any rate, the inseparableness of language

and thought, it certainly looks as if he would re-

gard this theory as throwing as much light as can

be thrown upon the true origin of thought, and

as so far solving the question of the origin of the

human faculty. And in his most recent work, the

Gifford Lectures on Natural Religion,* he brings the

same subject up again in the evident assurance that

this theory alone comes near the truth of the matter.

Still, an expectant reader, a reader, let us say, who is

on the lookout for any traces of the true evolution of

mind, cannot help detecting here and there, if not a

little uncertaint}', at least some reluctance to pro-

nounce clearly that here we have the missing link in

the development of distinctively human intelligence.

It is true that Professor Max Miiller speaks of this

theory of Noire's as accounting for 'the first germ of

conceptual thought,' as explaining 'the natural gene-

sis of concepts ' ; but he adds that the theory is ' the

only one which approaches or touches the hem of the

problem that has to be solved, namely, how concepts

arose, and how concepts were expressed ' (p. 374).

And in another passage he makes use of a language

which can hardly be called positive. 'No doubt,'

says he, 'it is a suggestion and no more, for who
would dare to speak with positive certainty on mat-

ters so distant from us in time, and still more distant

from us in thought ? All we can say is that such a

suggestion would fulfil three essential conditions ; it

would explain the simultaneous origin of concepts and

roots ; it would account for their intelligibility among

fellow-workers ; and it would explain what has to be

explained, viz., conceptual, not perceptual, language;

language such as it is, not language such as it might

have been. If any one has anything better to suggest

let him do so ; if not, his utere mecum,' (p. 211). Let

us next proceed to examine this theory.

(TO BE CONTINUtiD.)

WORDSWORTH'S INTERPRETATIONS OF NATURE.

BY ALVAN F. SANBORN.

In\isible kingdoms encompass us. It may be a

very homely or a very trifling thing that first renders

the hitherto unused spiritual eye sensitive to the won-

ders of these realms of infinite beauty. It may be the

*Natut\il Religion. The Gifford Lectures delivered before the University

of Glasgow, in i88S. Longmans, 1889.
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boy's first love for a plaj'mate, pregnant as was Dante's

love for Beatrice with gloriouspossibilities ; it may

be the passionate possession of a squeaking fiddle or

a wheezy flute ; it may be only the careless moulding

of a piece of soft putty, or the roguish caricaturing of

a school teacher, when his back is turned. - Or it may

be something far grander—the music of a Chopin or

a Wagner, the painting of a Turner, the sculpture of

a Thorwaldsen, the architecture of a Richardson. It

may be poetry. True poetry always rends the veil be-

tween the seen and the unseen, if we but yield our-

selves to be tossed on its rhythmic surgings, to be

agonized by its wailings ; to be thrilled by its palpita-

tions, to be exalted by its sublimity. The lyrism of

Shelley, the sublimity of Milton, the joy of the Psalms,

the passion of Byron, the onset of Scott, the philoso-

phy of Browning, the insight of Emerson, lead each

and every one to realms of varying size and splendor

but of characteristic beauty. Wordsworth too, has

his realm ; it is the realm of glorified nature.

Wordsworth was a child of Nature, and he never

outgrew his childhood. Through his whole life he

clung to her, learning continually at her knee. So it

is not strange that in his descriptions of her he is re-

alistic beyond any other poet. Ruskin cannot praise

him enough for revealing such of her aspects as one

is ashamed not to have noticed before when once his

attention has been called to them. He is especiall}-

delighted with Wordsworth's skies and clouds because

they are so rarely correctly treated, but his water and

mountains are no less true. The poet is especially

gifted in projecting a whole scene by a single turn of

expression, as in "Tintern Abbey":
" Once again I see

These hedgerows, hardly hedgerows, little lines

Of sportive wood run wild."

In the Great Ode :

The m
Look I

1 doth with delight

nd her when the he

In " Nutting":

" Perhaps it was a bower beneath whose leaves

The violets of five seasons reappear

And fade unseen by any human eye."

That Wordsworth loved the Nature he so faith-

fully described is beyond all question, and the love he

bore was a growing love, ever varying, ever widening,

ever deepening, as he came into closer and closer re-

lations with its object. In boyhood it was largely

physical; in mature manhood it was essentially spirit-

ual. How the physical became the spiritual is de\'el-

oped at considerable length in "The Prelude," but

these lines from that microcosmic "Prelude" "Tin-

tern Abbe)-" hint at the process :

" And I dare to hope
Though changed, no doubt, from what I was when tirst

I came among these hills ; when like a roe

I bounded o'er the mountains, by the sides

of the deep rivers, and the lonely streams

Wherever nature led : more like a man
Flying from something that he dreads than one

Who sought the thing he loved. For Nature then

(The coarser passions of my boyish days

And their glad animal movements all gone by)

To me was all in all, I cannot paint

What then I was. The sounding cataract

Haunted me like a passion ; the tall rock.

The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood.

Their colors and their forms, were then to me
An appetite ; a feeling and a love

That had no need of a remoter charm
By thought supplied, or any interest

Unborrowed from the eye. That time is past

And all its aching joys are now no more.

And all its dizzy raptures. Not for this

Faint I, nor mourn, nor murmur ; other gifts

Have followed, for such loss, 1 would believe,

Abundant recompence."

What those other gifts were we shall see later. But

this "appetite" he here describes is akin to the pas-

sion of the sailor for the sea—a passion that puts him

almost beside himself if he is long detained on land.

It is embodied in "The Revery of Poor Susan" and

in this from "The Farmer of Tilsbury Vale":

" In the throng of the town like a stranger is he.

Like one whose own country's far over the sea

;

And nature while through the great city he hies.

Full ten times a day takes his heart by surprise."

We called Wordsworth realistic. So he is. But

his realism is a realism of suggestion rather than de-

tail, and like all true realism has its beginning and end

in idealism. And.it is upon this idealism in his inter-

pretations of nature rather than his descriptions of na-

ture (so far as description and interpretation can be

distinguished) that Wordsworth's title to seership de-

pends. All his other claims upon our love and admi-

ration are overshadowed by this. It is for this rea-

son that the sympathetic spirit bows itself before him

not in empty adulation but because the light upon his

countenance shows that he has been with God. Moses

communed with God on the "Mount of the Law" and

brought his words to the people. All nature is to

Wordsworth a Mount Sinai, and the presence he is con-

scious of he reveals in words like these :

" To every form of being is assigned

An active principle
;
how e'er removed

From sense and observation it subsists

In all things. In all nature ; in the stars

Of azure heaven, tlie unending clouds.

In flower and tree, in every pebbly stone

That paves the brooks, the stationary rocks.

The moving waters and the invisible air.

Whate'er exists hath properties that spread

Beyond itself communicating good,

A simple blessing or with evil mix'd.

Spirit that knows no insulated spot,

No chasm, no solitude ; from link to link

It circulates the soul of all the worlds."

The active principle is God and is something more

than force, it is a living presence.

' And I have felt

A presence that disturbs me with the joy

of elevated thoughts ; a sense sublime

Of something far more deeply interfused.

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,

And the round ocean, and the living air.

And the blue skv, and in the mind of man :
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A motion and a spirit, that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

Anti rolls through all things."

To his mind every movement in all nature is the

movement of God, for he is in all and through all.

God speaks to him in the whirlwind, God speaks to

him in the mountains, in the cateracts, in the heavens,

but God speaks to him equall}' in the cuckoo, the daisy,

and the celandine, in the still small voice.

" To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears,"

is the expression of his own feeling ; while on the other

hand the characterization of Peter Bell,

" A primrose on the river's brim,

A yellow primrose was to him.

And it was nothing more."

" The soft blue sky did never melt into his heart

He never felt the witchery of the soft blue sky,"

describes those for whom Wordsworth has not yet

drawn aside the veil that shuts off nature's holy of

holies. It is not a matter of theolog)' or philosophy

with him, he has no written creed, but he feels God,

he sees God, he hears God. Nature is only the gar-

ment of God, and beneath its thin film he sees pulsat-

ing the life which has been through the eternities.

" O Nature !—Or what is Nature ? " says Carlyle :

" Ha ! .why do I not name thee God? Art not thou

the Living Garment of God? "

How does he see God manifested in Nature ? in

its life, in its harmony, in its sublimity, in its joy.

There is no death, God is life, God is in everything ;

life is in everything. It is mysterious this life, but its

mystery is its revealing. The waters, they are not

dead ; they have messages for our eyes, for our ears

for our feelings. The mountains, they are not dead
;

we can say with the Psalmist, "I will lift up mine

eyes to the hills from whence cometh my strength."

The heavens are not dead— they are full of universes

circling about in dizzy rapture. The birds, the flowers,

the very rocks are throbbing with this life.

God in nature who finds his expression in omni-

present life, finds his expression also in the harmony
of that life in all its varied processes. This harmony

is in very truth the music of the spheres. There is

love and fellowship and sweet communion between

the forms of nature ; all interdependent, and all de-

pendent upon the law of love—the happiness of one,

the happiness of all. It is the unity of the organism

exquisite in its perfect oneness. Take this example

from the "Address to Kilchurn Castle,"

" oh ! there is life that breathes not ; Powers there are

That touch each other to the quick in modes,

which the gross world no sense hath to perceive,

No soul to dream of."

Also this from "Stray Pleasures,"

" The s lowers of the spring rouse the birds and they sing.

If the wind do but stir for his proper delight.

Each leaf, that and this, his neighbor will kiss
;

Each wave, one and t'other speeds after his brother,

They are happy for that is their right."

This is not mere fancy. It is not figurative, it is actual.

Nature's forms are alive, they do feel, they do com-
mune with one another. But this is a revolutionary

thought, and the people shrug their shoulders and turn

their faces backward to the good old time, with its

argument from design and its materialized spirits.

With truth-^ike majesty and contempt for such frippery

they draw themselves within the shell of dogmatism,
proud of their own self-sufficiency. If they would, like

Nathanael at the bidding of the Master, only come
and see, they would find themselves in an invisible

kingdom of matchless beauty and perfect peace, and

the light thereof God the Universal.

As there is harmony between the different forms

of nature and communion too, so there is harmony
and communion between these parts and the whole

—

the one universal spirit that pervades them all. And
this communion takes the form of praise as an expres-

sion of its joy. Nature is one grand Doxologj' to the

pervasive spirit in which it lives and moves, and has

its being. Listen to the song of nature's joy :

" The cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep
;

I hear the echoes from the mountains throng.

The winds come to me from the fields of sleep.

And all the earth is gay
;

Land and sea

Give themselves up to jollity.

And with the heart of May
, Doth every beast keep holiday."

And from the "Leech-gatherer :"

" All things that love the sun are out of doors ;

The sky rejoices in the morning's birth ;

The grass is bright with rain drops ; on the moors
The hare is running races in her mirth.

And with her feet she from the plashy earth

Raises a mist ; that glittering in the sun,

Runs with her all the way, wherever she doth run."

God is present in Nature's life and joy, but He is also

present in tranquility, tenderness, and calmness. God
is life, God is love, God is peace ; and the peace of

God which in the fulness of its sublimity passeth all

understanding becomes partially manifest in nature.

Wordsworth surely felt "the breathing balm, the

silence and the calm of mute insensate things," if ever

man did. And we too cannot but feel it, though im-

perfect]}' no doubt, in reading such lines as these :

" Look round ; of all the clouds not one is moving,
' Tis the still hour of thinking, feeling, loving.

Silent and steadfast as the vaulted sky.

The boundless plain of waters seems to lie ;
—

Comes that low sound from breezes rustling o'er

The grass crowned headland that conceals the shore .'

No 'tis the earth-voice of the mighty sea,

whispering how meek and gentle he can be."

Or these :

' It is a beauteous evening, calm and free
;

The holy time is quiet as a nun,

Breathless with adoration ; the broad sun

Is sinking down in its tranquillity;

The gentleness of Heaven is on the sea :

Listen the mighty being is awake
And doth with his eternal motion make
A sound like thunder everlastingly."
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Thus does nature declare the glory of God

; yet

not to every one, only to him who shows himself

worthy of her confidence, only to him who approaches

her in a spirit of reverence, such reverence as he ought

to have in the presence of the Almighty. If he comes
in this spirit, though he but touch the hem of nature's

garment, he will feel, within, the power of the Spirit.

" By grace divine not otherwise,

O nature we are thine."

This influence is expressed in the "Lines to my Sister.

"

" Love, now an universal birth

From heart to heart is stealing.

From earth to man, from man to earth,
' It is the hour of feeling.

One moment now may give us more
Than years of toiling reason :

Our minds shall drink at every pore.

The spirit of the season."

And to the believer, when once Nature has taken

him into her confidence, there is no more any phe-

nomenal nature, inasmuch as it has become a feeling,

sinking into the very depths of the soul
;
just as a

beautiful face, or a photograph of a beautiful face, ceases

to be face or picture under some circumstances, and

becomes sentiment. By what mystery of working this

transformation is effected—who shall say? Yet diffi-

cult of explanation as it is, we are forced to recognize

it in some form or other every day we live. Hear how
Wordsworth himself expresses it in the second book

of the Prelude :

' Oh, then the

Andde

Liste

till water lay upon my mind
Even with a weight of pleasure, and the sky
Never before so beautiful, sank down
Into my heart, and held me like a dream."

And so in the lines beginning, "There was a boy—
" Then sometimes in that silence, while he hung

, a gentle shock of mild surprise

ed far into his heart the voice

1 torrents ; or the visible scene

Would enter unawares into his mind
with all its solemn imagery, its rocks.

Its woods, and that uncertain heaven received

Into the bosom of the steady lake."

And in the first book of the "Excursion" :

'* Sound needed none
; spirit drank the spectacle

;

I all melted into him, they swallowed up
m did he live

: they were his life,

n such high hour

/ing God

Nor any voice of joy ; hi!

Sensation, soul and torn

His animal being, in the

And by them did he live

In such access of mind, i

Of visitation from the li'

Thought was not, in enjoyment it expired."

As nature sinks into the heart and fills it to over-

flowing with praise and thanksgiving to God, all baser

thoughts and feelings are banished. They cannot

endure the light of His presence. So let the soul keep

full of God, and it will have peace.

" Whate'er in docile childhood

We had inrtiibed of fear and darker th lught

Was taken all away."

In the " Brothers " the Priest says : "The thought

of death sits easy on the man who has been born and
bred among the mountains."

These pictures become sentiment but they become
more than that, they become soul. They are not like

the color lingering in the sky after a gorgeous sunset,

that grows fainter and fainter till it leaves the clouds

looking. duller than before it entered them. They may
be written in invisible ink but the occasion never fails

to render them distinct and they can perish only with

the soul itself. In the words of St. Paul, Wordsworth
may say : "Fori am persuaded that neither death,

nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers,

nor things present, nor things to come, nor height,

nor depth, nor any other creature shall be able to

separate us from the love of God"; and for Words-
worth it would be no blasphemy to add, "which is in

Nature our Lord."

I suppose there is no soul that does not remember
some moments when God seemed nearer than he was

wont to seem. Perhaps it was when after some child-

ish fault his mother prayed with the offender that God
would forgive her boy

;
perhaps it was one of those

supreme moments when the youth found himself be-

loved ; or it may have been the equally precious,

though chastening one, when he found his love was

not requited, but when he choked down all bitterness

in his heart and said: "Thy will be done;" as Alexander

H. Stephens made the motto of his life "revenge re-

versed''' and in that act became a man. As these mo-

ments abide in our lives "the sweet presence of a

good diffused and in diffusion ever more intense," so

in Wordsworth's view do scenes of nature.

"These beauteous forms

Through a long absence, have not been to me
As is a landscape to a blind man's eye ;

But oft', in lonely rooms, and 'mid the din

of towns and cities. I have owed to them,

In hours of weariness, sensations sweet.

Felt in the blood, and felt along the heart

;

And passing even into my purer mind.

With tranquil restoration :—feelings too

of unremembered pleasure ; such perhaps

As have no slight or trivial influence

On that best portion of a good man's life.

His little nameless unremembered acts

Of kindness or of love. Nor less I trust

To them I may have owed another gift

Of aspect more sublime ; that blessed mood
In which the burthen of the mystery.

In which the heavy and the weary weight

Of all this unintelligible world

Is lightened :—th:^t serene and blessed mood
In which the affections gently lead us on

Until, the breath of this corporeal frame

And even the motion of our human blood

Almost suspended, we are laid asleep

In body, and become a living soul :

While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy

We see into the life of things.

If this

elief. yet O I how oft,

,d amid the many shapes

ght ; when the fretful stir

nd the fever of the world
' hung upon the beatings of my heart,

oft in spirit have I turned to thee

Be but a vaii

In darkness.

Of joyless da

Unprofitable

Have
Ho
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O sylvan Wye 1 Thou wanderer through the wood
How often has my spirit turned to thee."

And this which shows not only their permanence

but their intensity

:

" For shfe can so inform

The mind that is within us, so impress

With quietness and beauty, and so feed

With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongue",

Rash judgements, nor the sneers of selfish men
Nor greetings where no kindness is nor all

The dreary intercourse of daily life.

Shall e'er prevail against us or disturb

Our cheerful faith that all which we behold

Is full of blessings."

Thus has Wordsworth interpreted Nature to us
;

interpreted it with all a prophet's fiery words and with

a lover's heart.

Ruskin says that: "supposing all circumstances

otherwise the same with respect to two individuals the

one who loves Nature most will always be found to

have more faith in God than the other." Communion
with Nature is communion with God. Here then is a

sufficient basis for religion.

" Sometimes his religion seemed to me
Self-taught as of a dreamer in the woods

;

Who to the model of his own pure heart

Shaped his belief as grace divine inspired,

And human reason dictated with awe."

Theologians who appeal to the Bible as the only

rule of faith and practice, if there are still any such,

can consistently see in such religion only a delusion

and a snare. And yet Hudson saj'S that Wordsworth
is the "most spiritual and the most spiritualizing of

all the English poets, not Shakespeare no nor even

Milton excepted," and tells of an old college professor

who used to read Wordsworth on his knees. God
bless the good man ! Why shouldn't he ? It argues

his fine appreciation. He must have had some ex-

perience of the poet's practical religious helpfulness.

This world is full of thirsty souls. They know not

where to find the living water. Without guidance they

are likety to pursue deceitful mirages or seek refresh-

ment in bitter water that only intensifies the thirst.

Many of these thirsty souls will be guided to the vis-

ible church and will find there—as many more have

found in the past—draughts that truly satisfy. But
there will be a few—shall I say the choicer spirits ?

—

whom the church as it is cannot satisfy. For the

stream of the water of life from which the church bids

them drink, befouled as it is with filthy "Aherghiube"

—the sewage of the centuries—offends their delicate

taste. They turn away in disgust. And no wonder.

They were seeking the rill that flows direct from the

Fount of love and truth and find instead a stream of

intolerance and superstition. In the nature of things
*" Wordsworth can never satisfy the masses, but these

more fastidious natures he may satisfy. Perhaps they

are so constituted as to be more susceptible to English

than to Jewish prophets. In which case it becomes

the duty of the man who sees in Wordsworth a revela-

tion of God to turn men to him as it is the duty of one

who sees in the Bible a similar revelation to turn men
thither. Not that Wordsworth has revealed all truth.

There may be other manifestations of God equally

beautiful with those in nature ; there may be other

forms of communion just as precious as communion
through nature. And these other manifestations and

forms of communion have already found or will find

their revealers. Far be it from me to judge who among
these different interpreters has done the noblest work.

"For now there are diversities of gifts but the same
spirit." Whether Wordsworth is the greatest or the

least of the brotherhood of seers I know not, and I

care not. It is enough
' That he was a priest to us all

Of the wonder and bloom of the world, '

which we saw with his eyes and were glad."

THE FICTIONS OF FICTION.

BY HELEN H. GARDENER.

One of the most insidious fictions of fiction which

it seems to me is harmful, is the theory that the good

are so because they resist temptation, while the bad

are vicious because they yield easily—make a poor

fight.

Leaving out heredity and its tremendous power, it

is likely that you would have yielded under as strong

pressure as it took to carry your neighbor down.

I say as strong pressure—not the same pressure

—

for your tastes not being the same, your temptations

will take different forms. If you had been born of

similar parents and on Cherry Hill ; if you had been

one of a family of ten ; if you had been stunted in mind

and in body by the want of nourishment ; if you had

been given little or no education ; if you had helped to

get bread for the family almost from the time you

could remember ;
your record in the police court would

not differ very greatly from that of those about you.

In nine cases out of ten you would be where you sent

that convict last year. Your pretty daughter would

be the associate of toughs. She might be pure—in

the sense in which the word is applied to women

—

but she would have a mind muddy and foul with the

murk and odors of a life fit only for swine. She would

marry a brute who honestly believes that so soon as

the words of a priest or a magistrate are said over

them, she belongs to him to abuse if he sees fit,

to impose upon, lie to, or to let down into the valley

of death for his pleasure whenever he sees fit, and quite

without regard to her opinions or desires in the mat-

ter. She would be an old and broken woman at thirty,

ugly, misshapen, and hopeless, with hungry-faced chil-

dren about her, whose next meal would be a piece of

bread, whose next word would be too foul to repeat,

whose next act would disgrace a wolf.
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In turn they would perpetuate their kind in much

the same fashion, and some of your grand- children

would be in the poor-house, some in prison, some in

houses of ill repute, and perchance some doing honest

work—sweeping the streets or making shirts for forty

cents a dozen for the patrons of a literature that goes

on promoting the theory that the chief duty of the

poor is to irresponsibly bring more children into the

world— to work for them as cheaply as possible. To

the end that they may restrict their own families to

smaller limits and—by means of cheaper labor caused

largely by over-population from below—clothe their

loved ones in purple and build untaxed temples of

worship, where poverty and crime is taught to believe

in that other fiction of fictions—the providence that

places us where we deserve to be and where a loving

God wishes us to be content.

Indeed, this supernatural finger in literature has

gone farther, perhaps, to place and keep fiction where

it is as a misleading picture of life and reality than has

any other influence. It has dominated talent and

either starved or broken the pen of genius. "Oh, if

I might be allowed to draw a man as he is !" exclaims

Thackera}', as he leaves the office of his publisher, with

downcast eyes and bowed head. He goes home and

"cuts out most of his facts," and returns the manu-

script which is acceptable now, because it is not true

to life !

Because it is now fiction based upon other fiction

and has eliminated from it the elements of probability

which might have been educative or stimulating or

prophetic. Now, Thackeray was not a man who would

have mistaken preachments for novels if he had been

left to his own judgment ; neither would he have

painted vice with a hand that made it attractive, but

he chafed under the dictum that he must not hold the

mirror up to the face of nature, but must adjust it

carefully so as to reflect a steel engraving of a water

color from a copy of the "old masters."

It might be well if silver dollars grew on trees and

if each person could step out and gather them at his

pleasure ; but since they do not, what good purpose

could it serve if fiction were to iterate and reiterate

that such was the case, until people believed that it

was their trees which were at fault and not their fic-

tion ?

It might be a good idea, too, if babies were born

with a knowledge of Latin and Mathematics, but to

convince young people that such is the case and that

they are pitiful exceptions to a general rule, is to place

them at a humiliating disadvantage at the outset.

It is one of the most firmly rooted of these fictions

of fiction, that such tales as I have mentioned above

are "good reading—safe, clean literature" for girls.

Nothing could be farther from the facts. Indeed, the

outcry about girls not being allowed to read this or

that, because it deals with some topic "unfit " for the

girls' ears, is another fiction of fiction which robs the

girl of her most important armor—the armor of truth

and the ability to adjust it to life.

A famous man once said in my presence—"The
theory that to keep a girl pure you must keep her ig-

norant of life—of real life—is based upon a belief de-

grading to her and false as to facts. Some people ap-

pear to believe that if they keep girls entirely ignorant

of all truth, they will necessarily become devotees of

truth, and if you could succeed in finding a girl who
was a perfect idiot, you would find one who was also a

perfect angel."

"We are a variegated lot at best and worst," said

a lady to me the other day, when discussing the char-

acter of a man who is in the public eye, "I know a

different side of his character. The side I know I

like. The side you know is so different." Butinfiction

he would be all one way. He would be a scamp and

know it, or he would be a saint—and know that too.

The fact is he is neither and we are a variegated

set at best and worst. Why not out with it in fiction

and be armed and equipped for character and life as

it is?

There is a school of critics who will say this is not

the province of fiction. Fiction is to entertain, not to

instruct. With this I do not agree—only in part. But

accepting the standard for the moment, I am sure that

a picture of life as it is, is far more entertaining than

is that shadowy and vague photograph of ghosts taken

by moonlight, which " safe stories for the young " gen-

erally present.

But to enumerate the fictions of fiction would be

to undertake an arduous task—to comment upon them

all would be impossible.

How much remorse— how many heartbreaks—have

been caused by the one of these which may be indi-

cated briefly in a sentence thus—"Stolen pleasures

are always the sweetest."

"She sullied his honor," " He avenged his sullied

honor," and all the brood of ideas that follows in this

line have built up theories and caused more useless

bloodshed and sorrow than most others. No wife can

stain the honor of her husband. He only can do that,

and it is interesting to note the fact that he who struts

through fiction with a broken heart and a drawn

sword "avenging" said honor, seldom had an}' to

avenge, having quite effectively divested himself of it

before his wife had the chance.

"She begged him to make an honest woman of

her." What fiction of fiction (and, alas of law— ) could

be more degrading to womanhood—and hence to hu-

manity—than the idea here presented? The whole

chain of ideas linked here are vicious and vicious only.
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Why sustain the fiction that a woman can be elevated

by making her the permanent victim of one who has

alread}- abused her confidence, and now holds himself

because of his own perfidy—as in a position to confer

honor upon his victim ? He who is not possessed of

honor cannot confer it upon another. "The purity of

family life" is another fiction of fiction which never

did and never can e.xist, where based upon a double

standard of morals. That there ever was or ever will

be a " union of souls" in a family where a double

standard holds swa}', or that women are truthful or

frank with men upon whom they are dependent, are

fictions ; it were time to face and controvert with facts.

Dependence and frankness never co-existed in this

world in an adult brain—whether it were the depend-

ence of the serf or of the wife or daughter, the result

is ever the same. The elements of character which

tend to self respect and hence to open and truthful

natures, are not possible in a dependent—or in a so-

cial or political inferior. Do the peasants tell the lord

exactly what they think of him, or do they tell him
what they know he wishes them to think ?

Did the black men, while yet slaves, give their own
unbiassed opinion of the institution of slavery to the

master? Not with any degree of frequenc}-. The ap-

plication is obvious.

Another of the fictions of fiction upon which the

vicious build, and which has disarmed thousands be-

fore the battle, is the insistency with which the idea

is presented that a man (or woman") who is honestl}'

and truly and conscientiously religious, is therefore

necessarily moral or honorable ; that he is a hypo-

crite in his religion if he is a knave in his life. Obser-

vation and histor}' and logic are all against the theory.

Some of the most exaltedly religious men have been

the most wholly immoral. It was honest religion that

burned Servetus and Bruno. It was not hypocrites

who hunted witches. It is not hypocrisy that draws

its skirts aside from a "fallen" sister, and immorally

marries her companion in illicit love to purity and in-

nocence. Do you know any father (or many mothers)

in this world who would refuse to allow a son, whom
they knew to be of bad character, to marry a girl who
was as pure and spotless and suspicionless as a flower ?

"She will reform him," they say. "It will be good

for him to marry such a girl." And how will it be for

her ? Does the religious man or woman not take this

view of morals? Have right and wrong sex? Is honor

and truthfulness toward others limited in application?

Have you a right to deceive certain people for the

pleasure or benefit of other people? If so where is

the boundary line ? Would the girl marry you or your

son if she knew the exact truth—if she were to see

with her own and not with your eyes

—

all of your life ?

Would you be willing to take her with you or for her

to go unknown to you through all the experiences of

your past and present ? No ! Would you be willing

to marry her if she had f.xac/ly your record ? No !

You truly believe then that she is worthy of less than
you are ? Honor does not demand as much of you for

her as it does of her for you ? You would think she
had a right—you would not resent it if her life had
been c.vi? <://) what yours was and is, and if she had de-

ceived you ? Is that which is coarse or low for women
not so for men? Why is it that men will not sub-

mit to, coming from women, that which they impose
upon women whom they "adore" and "truly re-

spect ?"

Would women accept this sort of respect and ado-

ration if they were not dependents? Does literature

throw a true or a fictitious light on such questions as

these?

To whose advantage is it to sustain such fictitious

standard of morals, of justice, of love, of right, of man-
liness, of honor, of womanly dignity and worth? To
whose advantage is it to teach by all the arts of fiction,

that contentment with one's lot—whatever the lot ma)'

be— is a virtue ? Yet it is one of the fictions of fiction

that the contented man or woman is the admirable

person. All progress proves the contrar}'. To whose

advantage is it to insist that virtue is always rewarded

—vice punished ? We know it is not true. Is it not

bad enough to have been virtuous and still have failed,

without having also the stigma which this failure im-

plies under such a code ? We all know that vicious

success is common—that often they are partners for

life and that in death they are not divided, that the

wicked flourish like a green bay-tree—why blink it?

Why add suspicion to failure and misfortune, and gloss

success with the added glor}- that it is necessarily the.

result of virtue ? To those who know how false the

theory is, it is a bad lesson—to those who do not know
it, it is a disarmament against imposition.

Some of the fictions of fiction have their droll side

in their native contradictions of each other. These ex-

amples occur to me :

Women are timid and secretive. They can't keep

a secret. The)' are the custodians of virtue. They

are the " frailer " sex. " Frailty thy name is woman."

"With the passionate purity of woman."

"Abstract justice is an attribute of the masculine

mind."
" Man's inhumanity to man makes countless thou-

sands mourn." No class was ever able to be just to

—

to do justly by another class—hence the need of popu-

lar representation."

"Women are harder upon women than men are."

" He disgraced his honored name by actually mar-

rying his paramour."
" We are happy if we are good."
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" He was one of the best and therefore one of the

saddest of men."

But why multiply examples. Many—and different

ones—will occur to every thinking mind, while illus-

trations of the particular fictions of fiction, which have

gone farthest to cripple you or your neighbor, will

present themselves without more suggestions.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE AFRICAN IN AMERICA.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
The letter of Prof. Cope in reply to my criticism o£ his views

on this subject, calls for a rejoinder from me which I will give as

briefly as possible.

As to the first point, 1 cannot admit that the superstitions of

the negrO' s are more irrational and debasing than those of the

white race. Of course, I do not intend to say that any portion of

the present inhabitants of Europe are as debased as soi/ie negroes.

What I maintain is that the superstitions of both races have had

a common origin, and that if the white race is less affected by

them than the dark race, it is because the latter has been sub-

jected continuously for many ages to influences which have pre-

vented it from rising out of them. Some months ago I heard a

dlfcussion on the superstitions of the negroes in the Southern

States, and there was nothing said but what could be paralleled

in the witchcraft of Europe. I was strongly reminded by the de-

scription given of a long cord with pieces of string or stuff fas-

tened to it, used for purposes of witchcraft, of a so-called witch'

s

ladder exhibited by Dr. E. B. Tylor, a few years ago, before the

British Association for the Advancement of Science. I am glad

to hear that the great majority of Americans think universal suf-

frage a mistake. When a test of fitness for the franchise is re-

quired then the illiterate of both races will be excluded. Prof.

Cope would seem, however, from his reference to " material pro-

gress," to desire s, properly test. Whether there is any chance of

such a restriction being placed on the right to the franchise he is

better able to judge than I am.

Secondly ; as to the probable development of the negro in this

country as compared with his progress in Africa. It is true that

a great variety of climate is to be found on the African continent,

and its southern extremity may, as compared with other regions,

be called temperate. Nevertheless, although the fact that the

negro or negroid race of Africa almost universally shows the in-

fluence of climate, this is not the most important condition on

which the want of improvement of that race has depended. Prof.

Cope states that Southern Africa has not produced a civilized

people, and that these temperate regions are the home of the low-

est races of man, the Bosjesman and the Hottentot. The de-

graded character of these peoples I admit, but in my opinion they

are the victims of circumstances, and really belong to the same

stock as much more civilized peoples in Northern Africa. They
have been crushed by the intruding Bantu race, which comprises

all the other African peoples south of the equator. An admirable

account of the manners, customs and superstitions of these South

African tribes, by the Rev. J. Macdonald, appeared in the Journal

of the Aniliropologiial Institute of Great Britain for last February.

Mr. Macdonald explains why progress is impossible among such a

race. He says, " their greatest dread is to offend their ances-

tors, and the only way to avoid this is to do everything according

to traditional custom And when to this we add that any

man who is mentally ahead of his fellows speedily earns the repu-

tation of a wizard, for whom there is neither pity nor compassion,

and whose end is generally a violent death, we can understand

how matters have continued unchanged for thousands of years."

And yet the South African Bantus are not deficient in intelligence.

They have an admirable judicial system, which has been in opera-

tion from time immemorial, with a well regulated tribal govern-

ment. They have all the intellectual qualities which are neces-

sary for civilization, but traditional custom and fear of witchcraft

have kept them from advancing. My argument is that, apart from

these unfavorable conditions, there is nothing in the physical

structure of the African—a term which must not be restricted to

peoples of a low negroid type — to prevent him becoming civilized.

Those conditions can be removed, however, only by a powerful

external agency, and it is perhaps the greatest of all the misfor-

tunes of the African peoples, that they have remained for thou-

sands of years without being brought into contact with a superior

race, except in the relation of slaves. An exception must be made
of those who have been converted by Mohammedan missionaries.

Mohammedanism is a great civilizing agent, if only because it re-

quires its converts to be sufficiently educated to be able to read the

Koran in Arabic. In like manner, the transportation of the ne-

groes to this country would have been a source of great benefit to

them if they had received at first a similar education, as Christians.

It is to the long persistence of unfavorable conditions, not climatic

merely but of all that constitute the " environment," we must also

ascribe the hopelessly degraded state of the Australian aborigines.

My view as to structural characteristics is that we have no right

to infer from them alone, that a people, negro or otherwise, is in-

capable of intellectual culture. This applies even to the natives

of Australia, who have never been tested with this end in view on

scientific principles. Whether we are justified in affirming that

the negro is inferior in character " to the neolithic and most of the

paleolithic extinct races of prehistoric Europe," I much question
;

in any case, we ought to judge of his capabilities by what he has

done, under conditions different from those to which he had been

subjected for so vast a period in his African home. Too little at-

tention is paid, so far as I can judge, to the actual progress made

by the negro in this country since his emancipation. At the

"Negro Conference" held not long ago, however, at Lake Mo-
honk, it was stated in the resolutions adopted, that "carefully

gathered statistics bear witness to the value and the reliability of

negro labor, skilled and unskilled. No other race ever made such

industrial progress in twenty-five years A most encouraging

number of negroes, as a race entirely landless twenty-five years

ago, are now landowners There is a steady material and

mental improvement in the race, and the growing tendency to

self-help on their part gives hope and uplift to all the work done

for them and with them." This result is ascribed to the influence

of education, and it is to the continuance and the further develop-

ment of this agency we must look for the improvement in the

race. What has already been done appears to me very encour-

aging, and justifies the belief that in the course of a few genera-

tions the mass of the negro population will be well fitted to exer-

cise the political franchise, at least as well fitted as a large pro-

portion of the white population, and the same rule should be ap-

plied to both races.

The question of morality is too wide to be discussed inciden-

tally, but certainly I do not accept the opinion, that the Negro, as

known here, is entirely wanting in morality, or that the ' 'virtue " of

their women always characterized races which have attained to a

state of civilization. That the African has less power of self-

control than the American Indian is true, but that is just the ele-

ment which a proper system of moral education will provide.

Thirdly ; as to hybridization, my remarks applied exclusively

to admixture of the White and Negro races. In Mexico and Cen-

tral and South America Europeans have mingled with the Ameri-

can peoples, but it by no means follows that they will do so in the

United States with Africans. There has been, indeed, little inter-
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mixture even with the native population. It is true that in the

West Indies there has been a mingling of European and Negro

blood. To what extent this has been carried I do not know, but

probably not nearly so far as is generally supposed. Moreover,

English anthropologists, properly or not, are of opinion that the

dark European peoples take more kindly to the negro than do the

lighter Europeans. This, if true, is another reason why the fear of

hybridization in this country may be dismissed. The fact that

colored women are more plentiful than white women in the streets

of certain cities after dark, has no practical bearing on the ques-

tion. Prostitutes are not usually very particular, nor do they

generally bear children. Moreover, what is done in the dark will

not be done in the light. In my opinion, circumstances, apart

from any race prejudice, will prevent any great intermingling in

that manner between the Negro and white races in this country,

therefore I do not attach any importance to the question of the

deterioration of the latter. But what would be the actual effect

of such intermingling, cannot be known until white 7vomeii are

induced to take colored husbands, as well as white men colored

wives. I doubt whether the experiment will ever be tried on a

large scale, but if it were, and its results were found to be un-

desirable it could be forbidden by law, as it is already in some
states of the Union.

Fourthly ; as to the Negro vote, which appears to me to be

the only point of great importance. Prof. Cope says the ignorant

vote is everywhere " not definitely assignable to any particular

party, except in a large degree to that party which chooses to

adopt the most unworthy methods." This is true all the world

over, and it ought to be provided against by the State. At one time

bribery and intimidation were extremely prevalent at elections in

England, but they are now almost unknown, owing to the careful

use of the ballot system. As to the appeal to the Negro's super-

stitions, the only remedy is education, and if all the energy ex-

pended over the discussion of the race problem were devoted to-

wards that end, there would be little fear of the result of the

Negro vote, even if it did hold the balance of power in some States.

There are sure to be evils of various kinds until the effects of the

great evil of slavery have disappeared, but they will disappear all

the quicker if the colored people are left to work out their own
destiny, under the influence of the educational advantages which

it is the duty of their white fellow-countrymen to provide for them.

This is especially applicable to the South, where, if the race ques-

tion were allowed to subside, matters would right themselves in

time, as the Hon. Wm. C. P. Breckinridge states they have done

in the city of Lexington, and the Negro would vote the same

ticket as his white neighbour. So long, however, as the race pre-

judice continues—a prejudice due to the old Aryan pride of color,

and which is probably much stronger in the North than in the South

—there will always be the disposition to find reasons for treating

the Negro as inferior to the white race This is not to say that

many men who hold this opinion have not arrived at it dispassion-

ately, and Prof. Cope is quite justified in asserting that his views

are based on a cool consideration of the question. It is full of

difficulties, but, as an outsider, I think they should be dealt with

at home where they have arisen, and not be got rid of by a forcible

ejectment of the unfortunate who was brought here against his

will, but having become acclimatized, now wishes to stay to enjoy

the advantages given him by his new-born freedom.

C. Staniland Wake.

Open Ciutrt of June 26th, i8go, contains an article by the anthr .-

pologist, C. Staniland Wake, in reply to one written by Prof, E,

D. Cope on the race question. Prof. Cope strikes the key note to

the whole subject when he states, the Negro is controlled by super-

stitions and is almost entirely lacking in morality. This statement

of Prof. Cope, is but another way of stating that the Negro brain

is only developed in its emotionary qualities : the iittelkcliial ele-

ments proper: reason, judgmen', and will power being almost—
wanting. If we look at the lowest classes of the white race, cer-

tainly in the temperate zone, we never find the emotional side of

his nature so completely controlling him as in the Negro, Prof.

Cope clearly shows the difference between the two races in this

particular. "In the Negro superstition is an organic quality oi

the Mind, while in the White man it comes from his surrounding

and can be entirely overcome in a generation by removing him to

a more intellectual atmosphere." Now let us, for a moment, look

at the other statement of Prof. Cope, it is that the Negro is entirely

wanting in morality. We will consider just one side of the sub-

ject, viz., the want of virtue of Negro women. Can any one point

me to a single race whose women have not been virtuous that has

gone beyond semi-barbarism. I certainly know of none. This is

in itself enough to show that the Negro cannot become even a

second rate American citizen, the lewdness of the Negro woman is

a blight that no government can remove from her race. We na-

turally ask is this difference of race between the Negro and the

White man altogether due to climatic influences as is suggested by

Mr. Wake. If savages were only found in cold or hot climates

we might be led to think so, but when we consider that the

American Indian has lived for hundreds of years in the finest

climate—and is still an emotional savage, we acknowledge this view

of the subject is wrong.

I believe as we better understand the action of the brain it

will be found that it is indeed true, as stated by Prof. Cope, that

the difference in race is an organic one of the brain, which cannot

be removed. Now when we add to this organic defect in the Negro

the effect of climate upon him we must, indeed, feel that it is a

hopeless task to make him a valuable citizen. For 5000 years the

Negro lived in a hot climate, and this alone is so powerful, says

Mr. Wake, that the original white man of Australia could not

stand it and sunk to a low savagery. When the Leper changes

his spots and the Negro his skin then may we hope that the Negro

mind will become intelligent. Only the highly wrought political

sensitiveness of a new republic could have, for a moment, placed

the Negro socially and politically equal to the White man.

Phillip S. Roy.

THE NEGRO QUESTION.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—

I look at the Negro question with unbiassed vision—we must

cast aside all political and sectional influences and test—the

Negro—with the same calmness and deliberation that the skilled

physician does his patient in order to diagnose his malady. The

OLD CHIVALRY.

To the Editor of The Open Court:—

At the occasion of the last meeting of the Knights of Pythias

at Milwaukee, Mr. M. M. Trumbull, under the head "Current

Topics," in The Open Court (July 24th, '90), has given us a paper

which contains many good things, but which grossly misrepresents

old chivalry.

Bossuet has said : "The human cloth is always short on some

side." An advance of civilization in one direction is too often a

loss in another. Our boasted modern industrial and mercantile

civilization has, unfortunately, lost too much of the old altruistic

chivalrous ideal. The worship of the latter high ideal has been

abandoned for that of cunning Mercury, the god of merchants and

robbers—for that of the golden calf and Mr. Trumbull must ignore

completely the history of old chivalry, or be very confident that

his readers ignore it, when he abuses the old Knights and refuses

to them the "sense," the "character," the " conscience," and

" respectability," he concedes to the modern "Knights." He is

pleased to say that the " American Knight earns his own living by

honest industry, as the old Knight never did."
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This is completely erroneous. The American Knight works

much less and is much better paid than the old Knight, who was

not paid at all. The American aristocracy is a monied aristocracy,

an aristocracy of middle men, of speculators, who stand between

the producer and the consumer, between the soil and the bonafide

purchaser and seller, to fleece them of nearly all the benefit of

their honest work. The real "industry," or work, is done only

by the working classes, not by traders and speculators.

The old Knight worked personally, by day and by night, amid

exposure, hunger, and every kind of discomfort and danger. He
worked for the good, not of himself, but of others, and with no

other pay than the satisfaction of his conscience. He kept himself

in constant and hard training, so that his constitution and mus-

cles, as well as his heart, could stand an amount of hardship that

very few of our best modern men could stand to-day.

In its true, original character, as evidenced by the history of

Knight Bayard and many others, chivalry is heroic altruism and

self-denial, it is bravery and generosity itself. Chivalry is the

grandest, the purest of all the human institutions that have ever

flourished on earth. The Knighthood of Europe has saved civili-

zation from ruin, from Turkish conquest and barbarism. It is

chivalry alone that has rendered possible our boasted modern civil-

ization.

Mr. Trumbull adds ; "To work for a living in the days of

chivalry was not a knightly thing to do. The man who did it was

a 'churl,' a 'viilein,' and 'no true Knight.' It is just tecause

they were not mercenary, worked for no compensation, not even

their " board," or " living," but only for the satisfaction of their

conscience—often in poverty and destitution—that the old Knights

were really chivalrous—true Knights—and thoroughly deserved

the adjective " respectable," in spite of Mr. Trumbull, who seems

to possess a very peculiar standard of respectability.

No, it is not knightly at all to act selfishly, as do our modern

basiness men. Adam Smith says; "Selfishness is and must be

the only spring of trade." Then, as selfishness is the very opposite

of chivalry, it is evidently essentially unknighily to trade, or to do

anything that is of a selfish nature, that has a selfish object in

view, however legal or honest it may be. Now as to the words

"churl" and "villein"; in old times they possessed no offen-

sive and insulting signification. Tilaniis, le pnysan, the peasant,

was merely the man of the/niM-, i. e., the countryman. There

was less distance then between the Knight and the peasant, than

there is now between well-to-do city merchants and poor farmers

or laborers. Nevertheless, the bourgeois or the peasant, who pur-

sued gain and wtalth who worked for their own personal bene-

fit, could not naturally be at the same time admitted to Knight-

hood, which is, as we have seen, a very different kind of " busi-

ness."

In this century, the knighting in Europe of bankers, as the

Rothschilds, for having grasped millions of the public wealth, and

even of an English brewer for having sold enough kegs of beer to

become a big millionaire, has been a public scandal and ridicule,

sacrilegiously done by royalty, in direct opposition and tradition

to the true character of chivalry.

As to the Knights of Pythias, it seems that when any demo-

cratic brothi rhood seeks, in the midst of our hard, selfish, and

greedy modern civilization, to revive a spark of the old chivalric

altruism and devotion, nothing is more natural and legitimate,

than that they should enroll themselves into a new " Knighthood "

and be called "Knights." Let them only harmonize their souls

and lives to these noble titles, and always remember that nobh-ssi:

oblige, that the higher the dignity the more monstrous and ridic-

ulous it becomes when it is undeserved.

An illusion, too common here, is to believe that other coun-

tries are more " aristocratic," in the bad sense of the word, than

ours is. Of course the American constitution is the best, the most

democratic and liberal. But, under that magnificent constitution,

what is to-day the real character of American civilization ? Is it

democratic ?

The only difference that I can see between us and Europe

is that, in Europe, there are several aristocracies, equilibrating

and correcting one another, while here there is only one aris-

tocracy, unbalanced, uncorrected, selfish, tyrannical, and all-

powerful—the moneyed aristocracy.

In Europe the old or "blue-blooded" aristocracy hts com-

pletely (except in a few countries) lost the very last remnant of

their old privileges. Now, in the midst of general and perfect

equality, they are satisfied to remain the model of social refine-

ment and high-toned simplicity. The aristocracy of finance has

never been able to win in Europe that popular admiration given

to big purses here. The most influential aristocracy is the intel-

lectual aristocracy, that of litterateurs, savants, and artists. It is

they who move the word ; nwns agitat inollein : they lead ciziliza-

tion. The peers of anybody, even if born in the poorest-classes,

they are welcomed and lionized in these very salons where business

men, even the Rothschilds with all their millions, would not be ad-

mitted.

The great boast of honestly earning one's living, so often

heard from the men who neither work nor produce, but who live

and grow wealthy only by speculating on other people's work,

brings us naturally to inquire why the poor man who robs a train

is so despised and put in the penitentiary, when, at the same time,

the ' magnate " who steals the railroad is admired and considered

as "respectable." As for me I prefer the knight of the road to

the knight of the market.

Let us look at men and things impartially, honestly. Let us

remember that a democratic constitution and a great nation can

slip into the grasp of the worst of all the aristocracies ; and that,

on the other hand, in the midst of the darkest ages, there shone the

purest of human institutions— chivalry, which is synonymous with

bravery, generosity, and honor.

The old knightly honor and virtues wantonly denied by Mr.

Trumbull, have always been, however, in old and in modern

times, extolled by the greatest historians and poets.

F. De Gissac.

THE EVOLUTION OF A LIFE.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—
In your last issue your reviewer of my late work, " The Evo-

lution of a Life," makes a few slight mistakes that I should be

pleased to see corrected.

The father of the author of the work reviewed never came to

this country, as the reviewer says ; but he lived and died in Eng-

land. Again, it was not ten years, but about twelve years that I

worked as an Episcopalian minister.

I greatly prize such an appreciative review from 77;.' Open

Court. The reviewer, however, thinks that I have stated certain

matters with too much "detail." This is a criticism the reverse

of my old professor's, who, on my writing on the blackboard a

problem in the Calculus, used to say : "Mr. Bray, you jump too

many bridges ; I cannot follow you." The problem was worked

in my head faster than I could place it on the board ; the result

was that I was apt to write down conclusions or effects, without

stating the many minor parts of the problem. In writing the

book I wished to set forth every important cause that effected

changes in my faith,—to do this in simplicity and truth, and in

such a way that "the wayfaring man, though a fool, might not

err therein." To do this, sometimes requires a little "detail."

The book is not a life, nor is it largely biographical. It is no

more a biography than a picture-frame is the picture. It is a

statement of church dogmas, creeds, and clerical life, and a phi-
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losophical inquiry into their nature and character, the whole be-

ing told in the form of a story, every part of which is true, having

real and living examples or subjects.

Nor was it simply a college education that the author of that

work obtained. He has found such education to be hardly a

foundation for a true scholar. Rather did he continue his studies

until he had received six degrees, every one being the result of

examinations.

The changes in my life have been very costly and painful to

me ; but I could do no other. It is bad enough to be " damned"

by the church ; it is much worse to be "damned" by one's self.

There are men in the pulpits, many of whom I have known, and

know to-day, who have so little faith in the fires of hell they

preach, that they can complacently live careless not only of future

damnation, but even of the damnation of the present. This, try

as I would, I could not do. I was full of care, dnten wi/h nn.xiety.

"The Evolution of a Life" is a record of soul-activity, and

for such activity it gives the most conclusive reasons ; and what

is more than all, it is most truthfully written. As I said to my
bishop, " It is written in the blood of my heart."

Thanking The Open Court for its kind words, and asking its

indulgence for these few corrections,

I am respectfully,

Chicago, Aug. 7, 1890. Henry Truro Bray.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Cercle Chromatique. By Charles Henry. Presentant tous les

Complements et Toutes les Harmonies de Couleurs, avec une

Introduction sur la Theorie generale du Contraste, du Rythme

et de la Mesure. Paris : 1SS8. Ch. Verdin.

M. Charles Henry, the learned " Bibliothicaire a la Sorhciiiie"

and the author of numerous well-known works relating to math-

ematics, art, and aesthetics has recently startled the scientific

world by his ingenious inatheiiiatical theory of expression.

The theory of music refers consonances and dissonances,

which are facts of pleasure and of pain, to relations between num-
bers of vibraticns. Light, color, form, pressure, temperature,

according to quantity, are at stated periods also either pleasant or

painful, and all of them cause very different physiological modifi-

cations. For these different sensations do there not also exist

laws, that are analogous to those of auditive sensation ? And are

not all these laws particular instances of a more general law of

living mechanics ? But science thus far has not furnished to the

painter the same technical advantages as to the musician. The
artist is frequently in need of a complementary color, namely, the

colored light, that mixed with another produces the effect of

white. He is constantly called upon to solve problems of illumi-

nating power, of harmonies, of the mixture of colored lights and

pigments. The painter thus must be able to determine the normal

laws of complements and of mixtures. Yet, how is he expected to

determine these normal laws ? The idea is not altogether new,

but the prob'em is not directly approachable by way of experi-

ment. M. Charles Henry attempts to solve this difficult problem

by an indirect method, that will, it is claimed, transform con-

temporary science.

In bis " Chromatic Circle " he does not at all try to find out

what are those mysterious phenomena that are called sensations,

or what are those unknown phenomena that are termed the molecu-

lar world or molecular actions, but,—through generalizing the facts

that have been firmly established by contemporary psychology,

concerning the expression of every sensation and of every idea,

—

he wishes to study psychic facts in the motor reactions that cor-

respond to them. M. Charles Henry puts the aesthetic problem

in a new form. Since our sensations and ideas offer no basis of

calculation, he seeks to connect them with phenomena that are

susceptible of measureinenl. Through psychological observation

it is a thoroughly established fact, that no sensation or idea is pos-

sible without movement. If the movements of the organ are ob-

structed, the sensation corresponding to the cognizance of such

movements is likewise obstructed. The psychic functions are the

virtual movements of the living being. By giving a schematic

outline of the modes of action of our physical organism, the author

shows, that the living being is only able to describe cycles (circles

described in a single direction) of a definite radius, expressing its

diverse excitations by varying directions, virtual or real, of ils

force ; the sense of these directions, above or below, to the left or

to the right, mark the pleasant or disagreeable nature of these ex-

citations. Direction, accordingly, is the representative element,

that is common to all sensation. When the directions, more or

less, differ at the maximum or the minimum, successively or simul-

taneously, their function is that of contrast.

When they differ at certain angles, realizable continuous'y

by our physical organism, whose movements are ideally assimil-

able to those described by the compass, there is rythm.

When they belong to cycles whose radius is too large to be

described continuously, and when the number of unities of

measurement of these directions, considered as the denominator

of fractions of a cycle, are realizable continuously, there is

measure.

Having stated these general processes of reaction in the living

being, the author treats scientifically the problem of color, and

constructs his chromatic circle. He determines the three funda-

mental prismatic colors, and the four fundamental pigments ; he

lays down the principles of a rational polychromy, and finally

presents the different formulas, to which are subject the harmo-

nies of the prismatic colors, and of the pigments. But the author,

at the same time, finds it necessary, to prove the absolute gener-

ality of the principles of living dynamics, and, from visual sen-

sation, he therefore extends their application to auditive sensa-

tion ; the aesthetic problem thus becomes identified with the prob-

lem of the mechanism of those excitations that by physiologists

are called dynamogenic or inhibitory excitations. From these

points of view the author reduces our natural mechanism to a

scheme of symbolic mathematics, or reduces our natural mechan-

ism to a mathematical being, endowed with four appendices—one

superior and one inferior to the right, and one superior and one

inferior to the left—which by changes of direction on cycles ex-

press all variations of excitation, and of corresponding physiolog-

ical work. To the conditions of possibility or impossibility of

continuous movements of expression subjectively correspond sen-

sations of pleasure or of pain, and, objectively, increases or dimi-

nutions of the physiological work (muscular effort, pulsations, res-

piratory movements) discharges of electricity or of heat. By

direct deductions from a fundamental fact of organization, the

author thus has been able to determine the normal, hitherto

inaccessible to observation and to experiment, and to show the

correlation between three orders of phenomena : physical phe-

nomena, electricity, and heat ; mechanical phenomena, virtual mo-

tions of the living being, continuous and interrupted
;
and sub-

jective phenomena, pleasure and pain.

But, for a detailed description of all these delicate theories,

and of the instruments, that represent their practical realization,

we must refer the reader to M. Charles Henry's own book, and to

an elaborate article on contrast, rythm and measure, published in

K\ie. Revue Philosophique,Oz\.ohex, 18S9. J"''''''.

NOTES.

A reply, by Gen. M. M. Trumbull, to the remarks upon

"Chivalry," published by Mr. F. de Gissac. in this number, will

appear in our next issue.
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THE INEBRIETY OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS.*

BY CARUS STERNE.

[CONCLUDED,]

Similar conclusions to those from the equal action

of ether and chloroform upon different living beings,

can be drawn from the stimulating effects which alco-

hol exerts upon very different organisms. It would be

instructive to investigate, whether plants, that have

been sprinkled with verj^ weak brandy, or put into the

fumes of wine, exhibit an increased vitality and ex-

citability toward external influences. The old Greeks

and Romansbelieved something of the sort, and sprin-

kled the plane trees, consecrated to their genius, with

wine, to the great vexation of Plin}', who complamed,

that now they were beginning to teach drunkenness

even to plants. It was particularly believed, that for

the purpose of imparting strength occasional sprin-

kling with wine was beneficial to diseased or injured

plane trees, as shown in the Greek epigram of Philip-

pos :

" S!orms of the South have torn ine. the fulI-Ieaved, blossoming plane-tree.

Under thunder and hail, out of the ground with my roots.

But I was bathed in wine and life is restored to my branches.

Sweet is the blood of the j^rape, sweeter than rain upon earth,

Bacchus has filled me with strength, his drink has given new vigor.

Others by wine are laid low, me it hath raised from the dead."

I must here remind my readers, who readily per-

haps believe in stunned sensitive plants, but not at all

in intoxicated plants,—of the effects of campho)- upon

plants. Camphoris a vegetal substance, much like ether,

which taken inwardly acts upon man with the stim-

ulating and animating effect of Alcohol. Orfila, in his

"Toxicology," tells about persons poisoned b}' cam-

phor, who felt in a state of intoxication, as if they had

thrown off all the weight of the body, and were float-

ing ether-like in the air. At the same time they dis-

played an irresistible impulse to jump over tables and

chairs. It has been proved by an old experiment that

water mixed with granulated camphor exerts the same

violent irritation upon plants of every description.

According to the successively verified experiments of

Barton, Vogel, and Raab, it cannot be doubted, that

camphor- water produces the same animating effect

upon broken or half-faded and moribund branches or

flowers, as musk or a draught of strong wine upon old

and invalid persons. Already Barton compared both

effects with each other, but in both cases, of course,

•Translated from the German by ; v'^v.

the rejuvenation is only a transient one. Even the

germinal force of old seeds, according to the compara-
tive experiments of Vogel and of Raab, are wonder-

fully revived by camphor water.

It is impossible to explain the uniform action of

such heterogeneous substances otherwise than through

a similarity in the nature of the irritable elements, i. e.,

in their organic basis. If two things are always

equally excited by a third, in such case they must be

similar to each other.

That brandy acts in the same manner upon ani-

mals as upon men, is long known from numerous

experiments. But it is remarkable that different in-

sects, particularly beetles, are said to be immoderately

fond of fermented fluids, which nature itself has pre-

pared for them. The English botanist, James Petiver

(died 1 7 18), in his works on natural history, tells us that

a South-American beetle, closely related to our own
nasicornous beetle, but considerably larger

—

\\\&OrycUs

77(VY//'/('j-, well-known to collectors—in swarms of thirty

to forty will assail the Toddy-tree ; by aid of its snout-

horn it will saw through the bark, and thereupon will

feast upon the abundantly flowing juice, and during

their state of inebriation, the intoxicated ones, in

Guinea called Toddy-flies, can be easily caught in

Marge numbers.

It might be imagined, that here is only a ques-

tion of the powerful attraction of the sweet juice itself,

the rather so, when we recall to mind Swammer-

dam's story to the effect, that a stag-beetle, to which

he held forth some sugar on the point of a knife-

blade, is said to have rushed towards the same like a

dog, but the observations, made by Prof. F. Ludwig

in Greiz for three years of certain beetles and insects

that are enticed by the juices of trees, the results

of which studies he has published in the periodi-

cal Hi'dwif^ia, and also communicated at last year's

Congress of Naturalists in Berlin,—do not leave the

smallest doubt, that the eye-witness, from whose ob-

servation Petiver's information had been obtained, in

reality had observed drunken beetles. Ludwig, in

fact, remarked on the bark of a large number of oak-

trees, as also of several other trees, (birches, aspens,

maples, etc.,) the appearance of a foam, smelling like

beer, the manifest indication of an alcoholic fermen-

tation of the juice of the tree, around which there had
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assembled a motley crowd of boon-companions of in-

sects, belonging to different classes, particularly stag-

beetles, hornets, gold flies {Aliisca Ccesar), and of but-

terflies, such as the peacock butterfly, admiral, and

morios. By dint of a more careful investigation it

was found, that the alcoholic fermentation within the

juice of the tree had been introduced by a filamentous

fungus, that spread in all directions, and which, after

its discoverer, the botanist Magnus, of Berlin, was

named Endomyces Magniisii.

This fermenting fungus, which possibly may be

closely related to the yeast-fungus, probably had been

imported by the insects themselves, because that same

summer Ludwig found a large number of the same

"beer-brewing" oaks at small distances from each

other. It might be assumed, that a few insignificant

lesions of the bark, through slits, drill-holes, rupture

of branches, etc., with their moderate outflow of juice,

formed the first attraction, whereupon the greedy

insects brought with them the yeast-fungus from

their prior places of carousal. Soon thereupon a

Leuconostoc-fungus would put in an appearance, in-

creasing the outflow, and through subsequent putre-

faction would further contribute to the injury of the

trees and to the increase of the lesions, while at the

same time these lesions, by further corrosion of the

destructive funguses beneath the bark, remain open

for 3'ears, and continue to distill a mass of foam and

slime.

Now, the whole demeanor of the insects carousing

at these juice-springs is of such a nature, that it induces

us to believe in the intoxication of the animals. This is

particularly borne out by an observation that was made

by Chop in the year 1863 at Sondershausen, and

which he has graphically described in the Gartenlaube.

On a warm afternoon in the month of June he had

been resting beneath an old oak-tree in a garden, and

all the while he had noticed above a kind of ticking or

gnashing sound, but owing to his shortsightedness he

was unable to perceive anything except a peculiar

brownish spot on the tree, at an elevation of about

four or five metres above the ground. Soon a stag-

beetle came tumbling down, and at short intervals in

the course of half an hour, there followed eleven more

stag-beetles, which for the most part hurriedly at-

tempted to climb again into the tree. Chop thereupon

procured a ladder, ascended and found above a large

patch of exudation, around which, besides many other

insects, were collected twenty-four stag-beetles.

" The beetles were playing," he says, " apparently

the most prominent part at this banquet, and despite

the sweet fare, they did not seem to be in a particu-

larly good humor ; for even the bold hornets which

were among the crowd, seemed to dread to approach

too close to the big stag-beetles and to their powerful

tongs, and therefore kept within a safe distance. The
beetles, on the other hand, had started a free fight

among themselves, and at least two thirds of their num-
ber were engaged in a struggle. As the females also in

their rage were biting with their short powerful tongs,

the tug of war could not have been one of jealousy,

but rather the less ideal concern about provender.

The combats of the males were exceedingly interes-

ting. With their antler-like jaws obliquely shoved one

above the other as far as the end, so that they pro-

truded above the neck-shield of the adversary, and

their heads closely touching each other, partly in an

erect position they fought desperately until one of the

combatants became exhausted and tumbled down upon

the ground. From time to time some able fighter

would seize his adversary round the body, and, with

his head raised on high, he would make him kick about

in the air, and thereupon plunge him down into the

depths below. The gnashing sound was caused by the

closing of the jaws. If one of the fallen combatants,

ascending from below, again approached, the males

again rose, and advanced, for about the length of a

head, with open jaws, still eager for the fray. Towards

evening the buzzing swarm of beetles slowl)' retired

from the spot."

Ludwig also observed the beetles, at their places

of carousal, becoming very combative, and, more

correctly, as it seems, he attributes this to the intoxi-

cating drink that they had enjoyed. As fermenting

funguses are everywhere found in na-ture, and further-

more are prepared by the juice-loving insects them-

selves, it follows that there is no lack of these natural-

" beer-gardens" and "country inns," and even the fer-

menting offal from American sugar-refineries and heaps

of pressed sugar cane in that country attract in vast

numbers a relation of our stag beetle—the PassalKS

interrupfus. Some insects can stand a really astonishing

quantity of brandy, without perishmg from alcoholic

poisoning, and one of the most distinguished of the old

entomologists, William Kirby (died 1850), the former

rector of Barham, tells us, that the observation of this

fact in a small lady- bird {Cocciiiella 22 punctata) had

been the first inducement to devote hinself to the

study of insect-life. He had caught a pretty little

specimen near the window of his study, and had ad-

dressed it as follows ; "You are a very pretty fellow,

and I should be exceedingly glad to possess an entire

collection of such as you."

By way of a preliminary beginning in this sense, he

threw the insect into a vessel containing brandy. After

it had remained in the same during twenty-four hours,

and, while still perfectly motionless, it was laid out

to dry in the sun, the insect suddenly revived and flew

away. This marvelous capacity of resurrection dis-

played by the little fellow impressed Kirby so deeply,

i
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that henceforth he became an ardent and ambitious

entomologist.

Numerous experiments and observations have fur-

ther revealed, that brandy produces the same effects

on birds and mammals as on man. Several French
physicians and physiologists, particularly Magnan and

Challand, in Paris, have studied the effect of Alcohol

on the dog, and have found that it is essentially the

same as on man. By small doses the dog becomes
lively, barks at every stranger, and favors his ac-

quaintances with extraordinary demonstrations of affec-

tion ; but if it has received a larger dose, it will be?

have awkwardly, becomes unsteady on its legs, looks

at its master with dimmed eyes, and finally falls into

a deep sleep, from which it awakens in a very sorry

plight.

Exceptionally remarkable is the observation, made
by both the aforesaid scientists, to the effect, that

persistent indulgence in brandy produces in dogs, and

probably also in other animals, a mental derange-

ment, perfectly similar to the delirium tremens in men.

As everybody knows, among the most striking and

most usual symptoms of delirium tremens, are the

visionary hallucinations and deceptions of the patients.

At first, only at dark, they fancy they see their room

filled with rats, mice, and other small animals, which

vanish as soon as a candle or a lamp is brought into the

room, but in the more acute stages of the malady these

apparitions persist even in broad daylight, and the

patients fancy themselves beset with devils and hob-

goblins. A dog, to which Magnan had daily given

alcohol during four weeks, afterwards at times began

to bark furiously in the middle of the night, although

everything was quiet in the house, or to howl pit-

eously, as if attacked, and only became quiet when a

light was brought. Through contirtued doses of the

pernicious beverage the dog later saw its hobgoblins

even in broad daylight, would growl and howl without

perceptible cause, and, as if terror-stricken, inces-

santly turning its head to all sides, ran about snap-

ping and biting at the empty air.

As in France it is known from long experience, that

hallucinations appear sooner with habitual absinthe-

drinkers, than with brandy or wine drinkers. Magnan
also began to experiment with absinth upon dogs, and

to his astonishment found out that hallucinations ap-

peared at once after the first doses. A dog to which

he had given four grams of absinthe, after the first

transient attack of inebriation again seemed content

and sure on its legs, responding when called by name,

and altogether behaving in a perfectly sober manner.

"Suddenly, without the slightest provocation, it rears

on its hind legs, with an expression of fury, stares

with protruding, glistening eyes at a blank point of

the naked wall, on which there was nothing that

could have attracted its attention, crouches forward

upon its forefeet, as for an attack, leaps to and fro with

outstretched neck, and raging and barking, rushes into

a furious fight. At the same time it snaps its jaws and
makes violent motions, just as if it wished to attack

an enemy, shakes its head hither and thither, gnash-

ing with its teeth, as if tearing to pieces an imagin-

arj' prey. Thereupon by degrees it grows more quiet,

looks a few times into the same direction, still growl-

ing, and at last becomes perfectly quiet." Challand

also made exactly the same observations with dogs

that he had poisoned with absinthe.

From all these observations and experiments it

clearly results, that the foundations of the spiritual

development in all living beings must be essentially

the same, because they react in a marvelously anal-

ogous manner upon all kinds of stimulants and nar-

cotics and by persistent application of the same even

exhibit symptoms of the same abnormal states. That,

from these essentially similar bases, there have been

evolved in the course of the organic evolution, beings

of very dissimilar spiritual endowments and efficien-

cies, is a matter of fact that, because perhaps of its

very obviousness, has caused us so long to overlook

and to misunderstand the aforesaid identit)' of the

original foundations. But if in tTie present day any

one still presumes to deride the idea of so-called

Plastidule-souls, he thereby only demonstrates that

he does not understand the fundamental problems of

psychology, and would do better to refrain from dis-

cussing the subject. To the adherents of the doctrine

of evolution the fact remains, beyond the shadow of a

doubt, that the "beautiful souls," once so generally

admired, in reality have been evolved from less sub-

lime stages, even down to animal and vegetal souls,

which at first as a rule are only susceptible to nu-

tritious stimulations.

THE MONISM OF "THE OPEN COURT" CRITICALLY
EXAMINED.

BY EDMUND MONTGOMERY.

Challenged by the proprietor of "77/^ Open

Court" to public combat, I cheerfully enter the lists,

ready to pit opinion against opinion in fair and frank

contest.

The central mission of The Open Court is to spread

the monistic world - conception of its founder and

editor. And it seeks to accomplish this by establishing

its tenets on a rationally valid basis. Its object is not

merely to preach to the public the monistic creed, but

to demonstrate its truth scientifically. The Open Court

aspires to disclose the true nature of reality. It posi-

tively knows, and not merely doubts, or guesses.

Consequently, it abhors Agnosticism in every form,

holding that the true nature of the godlike "All" can
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be clearly recognized ; and that the real mode by which

the "soul" attains immortality is distinctly ascertain-

able. To its philosophical gaze the world is intelligible

through and through ; the ancient riddle of body and

mind turns out to be a mere scholastic puzzle, im-

posed upon the indivisible oneness of nature by undue

abstraction ; and there is, in verity, no more mystery

about the thinking organism, than about the law-emit-

ting All.

I myself am placed by Mr. Hegeler among Agnos-

tics, not because—like genuine Agnostics— I decline to

have an opinion whether or not a supreme Intelligence

is governing the world, or whether or not we may look

forward to individual immortality ;—not because of

such religious suspense of judgment, which I hold to

be quite unwarranted, am I ranked by Mr. Hegeler

among Agnostics ; but simply because I find I am in-

capable of gaining a positive insight into the intimate

nature of that which becomes phenomenally known

to us in conscious states and material appearances.

And—though the principal effort of my thought has

ever been to show, that the two disparate modes of

existence, known to us under the name of body and

mind, have a common origin in one and the same un-

derlying reality— I am denied the right to call myself

a Monist, because I believe, that an essential differ-

ence of nature obtains between our conscious states

and that which awakens them by means of sense-

stimulation.

Under these rather stinging reproaches, it will not

be deemed unfair if I try to turn the tables upon my
accuser, by showing that his thought is in truth far

more agnostic and far less monistic than my own.

In ranging Mr. Hegeler as a pantheistic Hylo zoist,

I hope I am hitting the mark somewhat more squarely,

than when he takes me to be an agnostic Dualist.

His Pantheism consists in the deification of what

he calls the "All." I confess I do not in the least un-

derstand what, in our scientific era, he and other na-

turalistic Pantheists have in mind, when they use this

ultra collective term to designate a unitary, all-quick-

ening entity, in which we live, and move, and have

our being.

Do they mean by the "All" the sundry revolving

spheres that compose our solar system, together with

the boundless range of other far-off solar systems that

constitute the Universe? If so, I do not see how any

or all of these circling masses of inorganic stuff can

possibly exert any divine influence on human life.

If, however, they do not mean that their "All " is

merely a collective name for the entire constellation

of existing stars and whatever lies between them, what
do they really mean by it ?

Surely, they cannot mean by it the only known in-

fluence which binds all heavenly bodies together;

—

binds them together, however, merely as mechanically

ordered systems of moving masses. They cannot

seriously believe their world- evolving " All " to be

identical with this universally apparent gravitation of

matter. Much less can they identify it with the divers

forces that become manifest during the special inter-

action of definite material particles. They cannot mean
that their "All" is identical with the heat, electricity,

light, and chemical attraction, that spring into exis-

tence when matter is acted upon in certain ways. Nor
can they mean by it any of the other manifest proper-

ties of matter, not its cohesion, its elasticity, its ability

to assume under different conditions the solid, the

liquid, the gaseous state. Not any or all of these

changes of form and transitory displays of the visible

world- substratum can possibly reveal the true nature

of their godlike "All."

Surveying the field all round, I am altogether at a

loss to detect in \!i\& perceptible universe and its sense-

revealed powers anything divine, anything of moral

significance, anything transcending in worth our own
human nature. To be sure, the universe is a vast deal

bigger than we are ; but where is its " soul ? " Where
the love- and reverence-inspiring characteristics of this

frigid, star-studded expanse, that loses itself unfeel-

ingly in indiscernible wastes ?

I am inclined to think, that, if Mr. Hegeler were

to examine more and more closely the degree of in-

telligibility attaching to his godlike "All," it would at

last grow almost as unknowable as Mr Spencer's "First

Cause." And Mr. Hegeler would discover, that, so

far as the ultimate nature of being is concerned, he is

as agnostic as the rest of us.

Herbert Spencer's Pantheism is simply an apotheo-

sis of the newly generalized law of the Persistence of

Force, and the interconvertibility of its modes. Mr.

Hegeler's Pantheism is an apotheosis of the religious

emotion which he experiences in contemplating the

marvel of being in all its evolving manifestations.

But now let us question a little the hylozoistic

tendencies of Mr. Hegeler's view. He obviously be-

lieves, with most unsophisticated observers, that things

really exist as we perceive them ; that they actually

consist of the tangible stuff we call matter. Trans-

cending actual perception, he believes however, more-

over, that such matter is universally alive and endowed

with feeling. And here the first flaw in his monistic

philosophy makes its appearance. In order to ex-

plain our known world, he has recourse to two oppo-

site principles, and therefore to Dualism. He sets

about unlocking the world-problem with two different

keys ; the one fitting the outside, the other the inside

of things.

Mr. Hegeler believes, on the one hand, in the

mechanical world-conception to which the former, so-
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called realistic view gives rise ; a conception in which

visible matter, energized according to the mechanical

laws of motion, is the actual agent through which all

physical occurrences are brought about.

But, on the other hand, Mr. Hegeler believes also

in the intrinsic animation of all matter, which view is

wholly antagonistic to the mechanical conception.

That these two views are incompatible, Mr. Hegeler

and The Open Court fail to discern. Yet, the mechan-

ical conception is in itself a completely rounded form

of Monism. It strives to explain, in strict obedience

to its own exclusive laws, everything in the percepti-

ble universe without intervention of any other agency

whatsoever. According to it life is not and cannot be

an original endowment of matter, but only a result of

the peculiar mechanical disposition and movement of

aggregated particles.

If material particles were alive, were capable of

originating from within any kind of motion, the entire

mechanical world- structure would instantly fall into

chaotic confusion. For the equivalent transfer of

energy, upon which it rigorously depends, would be

fatally upset by the influx of new energy spontaneously

arising from the inherent vitality of matter. This has

been fully understood, these last two hundred years

by such leading philosophers as were also scientists.*

Of course, it would be absurd to expect anything

like morality from a universe where every occurrence

is taking place in strict accordance with mechanical

laws. Such an "All" would in no way emit or in-

spire the ethical rules of conduct, which Mr. Hegeler

strives to establish on a naturalistic basis. Every move-

ment, every action of every one of us, would then

have been irreversibly predetermined from all eternity,

or at least from the time when matter first began to

move.

Consistent reasoning should unfalteringly acknowl-

edge, that the mechanical world-conception is abso-

lutely fatalistic : that, consequently, our mental life

and its ethical aspirations can then form but a wholly

ably cle [ that i naterial particle can never bring about any-

thing by itself, or impart motion of itself to itself." l^eVomtz; Nouveaiix Es-

sais. "The persistence of energy proves that force as well as matter never

newly arises, nor is ever extinguished. The condition of the whole world,

even of a human brain, at each instant is the absolute mechanical result of

the condition in the previous instant, and the absolute mechanical cause of

the condition in the following instant. That in a given instant one or the

other of t%vo things may happen is unthinkable. The brain-molecules can

only move in the determined way; and if one of them should wander from its

place or path without an adequate mechanical cause, it would be as great a

wonder, as if lupiter should break out from its orbit, and throw the planetary

system into confusion.*' " To Monism the world is a Mechanism." Du Bois-

Reymond, The Seven Woyld-Problems. Haeckel says: "The principal of

Monism or scientific Materialism is the same as what Kant terms ' the principle

of Mechanism.' " But Haeckel, who advocates a similar hylo-zoistic atom-

besouled Jlonism as The Open Court, fails to add that Kant emphatically de-

clares Hylozoism to be the death of physical science ; the death of that same
Newtonian science, by means of which he bad himself, before Laplace, pro-

pounded his cosmical theory of the heavens. Du Bois-Reymond rightly calls

Haeckel to account for so preposterous an inconsistency. It is indeed one of

he crudest forms of Dualism.

ineffective by-play to the grouping of material particles,

as they are impassively moved by transmitted energy.

Mr. Hegeler gives deserved prominence to the

pregnant distinction, so carefully worked out by Aris-

totle, between "Form" and "Matter." Form is in-

deed at least as essential as the material entering into

the form. And it becomes more and more essential

as we ascend the scale of evolution.

Unfortunately, here again, the mechanical view, if

consistently adhered to, would debar Mr. Hegeler from

making much of "form" into which matter would

then fall simply by force of the laws of motion. Form,

resulting thus from the mere mechanical disposition

of matter, could signify nothing but a causatively and

ethically indifferent grouping of material particles.

But, throwing consistency overboard, or resolutely

breaking away from the rigid fatalism of the mechani-

cal world-conception, we may feel justified in ascrib-

ing much efficient, and even a great deal of moral virtue

to the "Form" which matter is seen to assume. I

myself am as convinced as Mr. Hegeler, that in the

peculiar disposition of that which he would call the

" form " of the brain-material, and which I would call

its molecular organization ; that in this most specific

formative nexus the mental acquisitions of our race

are established, preserved, and transmitted. This

view, which now goes under the name of Lamarckism,

was started by Eighteenth Century philosophers. It

is essentially distinguished from Darwinism, which in

keeping with its leading principle of natural selection

is inclined to deny the hereditary transmission of any

kind of acquired faculty. In common with Mr. Hege-

ler, I hold the doctrine of the hereditary transmission

of acquired faculties to constitute the pivot of the

monistic and humanitarian view of life.*

Mindful, however, of that supreme tenet of modern

philosophy, generally known under the name of the

"Relativity of Knowledge," I qualify my belief in the

organization of acquired mental faculties by saying,

that they become organized in what to our perception

appears as brain-material. The all-importance of this

qualification, which The Open Court will straightway

pronounce to be agnostic Dualism, shall become ap-

parent as we proceed to examine the illustration by

which Mr. Hegeler seeks to explain the manner new

impressions get to be organized in the material of the

brain.

By using the phonograph as an illustration how

the transcendent marvel of the organic preservation

and reproduction of mental states is actually wrought,

» " I perfectly agree with Mr. Hegeler, that living faith in the unbroken

continuity of organic "form," and conscious participation in its further de-

velopment, have to become the positive and central inspiration of the scien-

tific creed. It is this fact of nature which is really the super-individual,

realistic basis of the unity of mankind, and of all its social and ethical striv-

ing." The present writer in The Open Court, No. 2.
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Mr. Hegeler evidently overlooks the insuperable diffi-

culties in the way of so facile an explanation. Grant-

ing for 'argument's sake, that spoken words become

registered in the substance of the brain in the same

way as they become registered on the tin-foil or wax-

tablet of a phonograph—what then can it be that

furnishes in us the reproducing energy ? or rather what

is it in us that uses the registered marks, not in auto-

matic reproduction as the illustration would imply,

but selectively as a type-writer uses the separate letters

of his alphabet ?

Furthermore, the phonographic reproduction of

the sound does not take place until the same form of

motion is re- imparted to the air that originally gave

rise to the definite impressions registered on the tin-

foil. In the vital organism the reproduction of sound

does not take place until appropriate movements of

the vocal chords have imparted to the air the same

form of motion that originally struck the ear. What
then is it, that gives effective impulsion and appro-

priate form to the movements of the vocal chords ?

Unlike the tin-foil, it is not the brain-substance that

itself emits the sound which reproduces the ordered

set of air- vibrations, whose registered marks it has

preserved. The same hyper-mechanical faculty which

selects for reproduction among all registered marks

those intended for a special purpose, this same selec-

tive faculty imparts evidently also the corresponding

impulses to the vocal chords. The process transcends

altogether mechanical interpretation.

This, however, is by no means the most essential

obstruction the mechanical explanation of the preser-

vation and reproduction of mentally experienced im-

pressions has to encounter. The part which mental

apperception or conscious realization is itself playing

in the process, turns out to be, on close examination,

wholly subversive of the mechanical view. It sounds

quite plausible, that the form of vibratory motion

which strikes the ear, is as such conveyed to the brain-

substance, and as such registered therein. But—leav-

ing out of sight,—on the one hand, the fact that "vi-

bratory motion" is merely a visual or eye-wrought

representation of the "formed energy" that strikes

the ear; and, on the other hand, the fact that we not

only feel, but also understand the meaning of the sense-

conveyed impressions ; leaving these momentous con-

siderations out of sight, how comes the specifically

formed brain-matter at all to/cc/its own peculiar mode
of vibration? This strange connection somehow sub-

sisting between brain-motion and feeling, has been

pronounced the most incomprehensible fact in na-

ture, not only by philosophers, but by a number of

prominent scientists.

Mr. Hegeler, of course, will say, that it is an orig-

inal endowment of matter, when thus formed, to feel

the activity of such form in a way corresponding to

it
;
just as it is an original endowment of matter to

form definite chemical compounds, which then re-act

in ways of their own. There is, however, in verity

nothing in the connection and interaction of one ma-

terial substance with another, of one chemical com-

pound with another, which in the remotest degree

corresponds to the connection and apparent interac-

tion of hx2,An- motion and brain-yi?('//«^.

In the former instance everything occurs as part

of one and the same physical nexus. In the latter in-

stance there is, outwardly perceptible, likewise an un-

broken physical nexus, complete in itself. But, in-

wardly, there is felt another nexus of the entirely

different mental or conscious order.

Now it has seemed to the great thinkers of the

Seventeenth Century, to Descartes, Geulinx, Spinoza,

Malebranche, Locke, Leibnitz, etc.,* and to jnost

thinkers ever since, that this twofold order of occur-

rences—the outer physical order and the inner mental

order—constitute a radical dualism in nature, the ex-

planation of which has in fact formed and is still form-

ing the central problem of modern philosophy.

Monism, properly, philosophically, scientifically

understood, does not consist in the bare dogmatic as-

sertion, that the two disparate orders—"ordorerum

et ordo idearum " as Spinoza calls them—constitute

one and the same " All" or "All-existence." It con-

sists in the eminently difficult task of showing how the

the two parallel-running sets of incommensurable phe-

nomena, do actually form part of a unitary world.

And this task it is, that has exercised to the utmost

the thinking powers of generations of truth-seeking

philosophers.

The problem has thus been laboriously cast into a

historic mould or "form," which one has no right

wilfully to neglect. As regards The Open Court, it

cannot be said, that it has as 3'et attempted seriously

to grapple with it. Its Monism consists in a vague

idea of a soulful unitary cosmos, which it calls the

"All," and under which it conceives a supremely pow-

erful, all-comprising existent, governing by dint of its

own intrinsic laws on equal terms physical occurrences,

as well as human life and its ethical aspirations. This

pantheistic conception is—as I shall still further show

—put forward by The Open Court without adequate

* "Body, as far as we can conceive, being able only to strike and affect

body ; and motion, according to the utmost reach of our ideas, being able to

produce nothing but motion, so that when we allow it to produce pleasure or

pain, or the idea of color or sound, we are fain to quit our reason, go beyond

our ideas, and attribute it wholly to the good pleasure of our maker." Locke.

" We are constrained to confess that perception and whatever depends

upon it. are inexplainable upon mechanical principles: that is by reference

to forms and movements. If we could imagine a machine the operation of

which would manufacture thoughts, feelings, and perceptions, and could

think of it as enlarged in all its proportions, so that we could go into it as into

a mill, even then we would find in it nothing but particles jostling each other

and never anything by which perception could be explained."—Leibnitz.
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rational justification, and is fitfully defended by a high-

sounding complex of philosophical ambiguities and
inconsistencies.

This verdict may appear unduly severe, when pro-

nounced against an enterprise, generously undertaken

out of purely humanitarian motives. But the duty

now devolving upon the present writer, is to weigh

philosophical arguments "in the coldest, driest light

of reason." I am aware, that sincere devotion to truth,

and a zealous desire to instruct and elevate his fellow-

men, has induced Mr. Hegeler to found The Open Court

as an organ for the propagation of what he under-

stands by " Monism." But it is a fact, that most op-

posite world-conceptions allow themselves to be mon-
istically interpreted. And it is certain also, that, from

whatever premises you start on doctrinal excursions,

you are sure at last to land, even against all reason,

in the region of their extremest logical implications.

So it has been with Roman Catholicism, which

—

on the strength of its premises—declares itself to be

the promulgator of infallible truth, and the exclusive

vehicle of salvation. So with Calvinism, which feels

itself irresistibly driven to doom to eternal perdition

to great non-elect majority of mankind. And so with

all other creeds. You set out to defend some kind of

preconceived "faith"; for instance, a belief in the

existence of an evolution-governing, godlike "All,"

and—against your strongest convictions on the other

side—you will find yourself inextricably involved in

pure Fatalism, the deadliest of all creeds.

The faithful application of the scientific method is

the only safeguard against the dangerous sway of pre-

conceived ideas. A scientific conception has to be

formed on the strength of well-verified, nowhere con-

flicting facts of nature. It is unscientific to adopt a

faith on sentimental grounds, and then try to support

it by whatever isolated arguments or facts may seem

to favor it.

The philosophical interpretation of nature requires

still more circumspection. Mr. Hegeler does not pro-

fess to have studied the history of philosophy. He
has not taken pains to enter the esoteric precincts of

modern thought. He has, consequently, not under-

gone the operation Schopenhauer calls the removing

of the cataracts which blind humanity in general to

the fundamental truth, that the outspread world we
know is first of all our own sense-awakened individual

perception ; and, therefore, that what lies beyond, the

"All" included, can be only a more or less rational

inference therefrom.

Since Berkeley, this constraining truth has gained

more and more power over thinkers, and is holding at

present most of our teachers of philosophy spellbound

in the charmed circle of pure Idealism. It has even

irresistibly drawn into its magic vortex eminent scien-

tists, such as Huxley and Wundt, trained all through
life in the exact observation and mechanical interpre-

tation of physical occurrences. The way to genuine
Monism lies inevitably through this idealistic entrance.

No admission elsewhere to the world-secret.

Unlike Mr. Hegeler, the Editor of The Open Court

has been far too much exposed to the influence of

German schools of thought not to have lost the naive,

pre-philosophical confidence in the palpable consist-

ency of things. He has tasted of the fruit of the tree

of knowledge, and forfeited the blessed state of unso-

phisticated innocence which rests contented with the

idea that our perception of things are the things

themselves. His pantheistic Monism "is sickled o'er

with the pale cast of thought." Despite all apparent

positiveness, he keeps wavering among incompatible

positions, loth to decide whether mind is or is hot the

outcome of a material "All" or cosmos; or whether

material existences are or are not rather inferential

reflections from cognized perceptions ; or whether both

matter and mind are or are not coeval modes of ex-

istence of some kind of All-Being.

That this is the actual state of mind of the Editor,

regarding the philosophic foundation of his monistic

faith, I shall try to show in a second article.

IS MONISM UNTENABLE ?

I. OCCASION OF THE CRITICISM.

The present number of The Open Court contains

a formidable attack by Dr. Edmund Montgomery upon

the position of The Open Court. It is written in con-

sequence of a correspondence between Dr. Mont-

gomery and Mr. Hegeler.

Dr. Montgomery wrote in a letter of Jan. 6th, iSgo :

" During my pleasant visit at La Salle I believed that I had

" fundamentally the same conception of the world as you ; for so

" long as I have pursued serious thinking, there has seemed to me

"no doubt that mind and matter has a monistic root, that the

"" whole present universe must be conceived as a unitary prodtfct

" of homogeneous co-operating forces; and I never hesitated in

"contradiction to Agnostics to deny definitely the existence of a

"separate deity and personal continuance after death." [Trans-

lated from the German.]

Mr. Hegeler answered Dr. Montgomery's letter of

Jan. 6th, 1890, on Feb. 3rd, 1S90, as follows :

" Jlind and matter, according to our view, have no monistic

root. These words designate Abstractions of Reality. In the

one concept (mind) there is nothing of what is meant by the

other (matter). It is this that is abstraction. In my article

The Soul" (No. 15 of The Open Court, footnote page 393), I

have illustrated this standpoint in a practical example." [Trans-

lated from the German.]

Mr. Hegeler incidentally made a remark concerning

Dr. Montgomery's views. Mr. Hegeler merely said :

"they appear to me agnostic and dualistic." Mr.

Hegeler cannot find in his correspondence any passage
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in which Dr. Montgomery is directly called a Dualist

and an Agnostic,* and it seems that "these rather

stinging reproaches," as Dr. Montgomery calls them,

were not made on any other occasion.

Mr. Hegeler requested Dr. Montgomery to send

his criticisms of the views of The Open Court in short

articles which might be separately answered. Dr.

Montgomery sent two manuscripts, the first of which

we have the pleasure to present in this number.

II. DIFFICULTY OF A REPLY.

It must be regretted that Dr. Montgomery does

not take occasion to quote literally the propositions he

attacks. There is not one quotation in the whole

article. He describes Mr. Hegeler's and The Open

Court's position in his own, viz., in Dr. Montgomery's,

words. These words very often happen to have other

meanings and thus many attacks of the learned Doc-

tor, astonishing in their overwhelming force and scho-

lastic conclusiveness, are made against positions which

were never maintained.

It is difficult to deal with critics who refuse to attack

their adversary in his own position, who paint an

enemy as they think he is, and then triumph over their

having demolished him /// effigie.

In spite of this difficulty we shall try to adapt our-

selves to the circumstances, and proceed to give battle

to Dr. Montgomery as well as we can.

Dr. Montgomery claims to be a monist. Yet his

conception of monism is merely a romantic hope of

finding the monistic root of matter and mind. Dr.

Montgomery gives us from his standpoint some well

meant advice concerning " the genuine monistic prob-

lem," which, he says, "consists in showing, that men-

tal phenomena—that which we call mind—and phy-

sical phenomona—that which we call matter—are in

truth modes of appearance or phenomenal manifesta-

tions of one and the same underlying reality." If we
followed Dr. Montgomery's advice, we should indeed be

entangled in those inconsistencies with which he er-

roneously charges The Open Court.

Our reply, accordingly, cannot properly be called

a defense. A defense is only needed in those points

where The Open Court's position is attacked. Our
reply must mainly consist of points of information

;

we shall show, that Dr. Montgomery's view of monism
is untenable and that his criticisms become irrelevant

as soon as he places himself upon the standpoint of

of modern psycholog)', which is the standpoint of The

Open Court.

II. POETRY AND PHILOSOPHY.

A distinct feature of Dr. Montgomery's criticism

is the poetical style in which he writes. Poetry is

always fascinating, especially when it carries with it

philosophical thought. The poetic expressions of Dr.

Montgomery, however, often overshoot the mark.

When he speaks of the "law-emitting AH", or the

"world-evolving All," we are too much reminded of

the /JtiS-os of the old Gnostics and their "emanation

theories". Our objection to such phrases lies in the

fact that the laws of the All are parts of the All. The
changes that take place in the All are not emanations

;

they are not "emitted" from the All. That would be

dualistic.

Dr. Montgomery speaks of

* Wliy Dr. Montgomery's view must appear agno

xplained below p. 246S, at the end of the first column.

nd dualistic

When matter first began to move.

This sounds like a verse of some cosmogony. But

the idea expressed in this rhythmical sentence hardly

deserves a place in a philosophical discussion.

IV. FORM NO r INDIFFERENT.

Dr. Montgomery says :

" Form resulting thus from the mere mechanical disposition

of matter could signify nothing but a causatively and ethically in-

different grouping of material particles."

So long as Dr. Montgomery thinks that a differ-

ence of form is indifferent causatively as well as ethi-

cally, he will never comprehend the position of The

Open Court. What is more, he will never understand

any problem, least of all any philosophical problem.

Plato is right when he says : /.it^SsiS ay£ooi.drpi}roi

eiffiToo ! i. e., "Those who have no idea of mathemat-

ics, i. e. the science of form, shall not enter into the

empire of philosophy.

"

V. HYLOZOISM.

Almost all the difficulties that prevent Dr. Mont-

gomery from arriving at a unitary conception of facts,

especially of those facts that concern the relation be-

tween body and mind, have been discussed in the ar-

ticle "Feeling and Motion." See Nos. 153 and 154

of The Open Court. That article will satisfactorily

explain how all motions can be in rigid conformity to

mechanical laws, even those motions that are ac-

companied with feelings. It will further explain why
feelings, perceptions, thoughts, and ideal aspirations

can not, as Dr. Montgomerj' proposes, be conceived

as mere by-play, indifferent and accidental. In short

the article propounds a tenable hylozoism ; it shows

what is meant by the phrase that nature is alive.

Life is not, as Dr. Montgomery explains, "an ori-

ginating from within any kind of motion;" it cannot

produce any "influx of new energy spontaneously

arising." Hylozoism in the sense used by Dr. Mont-

gomery, "is indeed one of the crudest forms of dual-

ism." We have however no objection to hylozoism,

provided that Dr. Montgomery's peculiar views of life

are not mixed up with the term.
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VI. LAMARCKISM OR DARWINISM.

It appears that in the famous struggle between the

two parties of evolutionists, which of late have been

called Lamarckians and Darwinians, Dr. Montgomery
sides with the latter. He says :

" In common with Mr. Hegeler, I ho'd the doctrine of the

hereditary transmission o£ acquired faculties to constitute the

pi%'Ot of the monistic and humanitarian view of life
"

Professor Weismann, the leader of the so called

Lamarckian party, objects to the doctrine of the hered-

itary transmission of acquired faculties. The Open

Court\\2.?, published an essay by Professor Weismann,
embodying his views in a popular form ; but The Open

Court has never entered into the controversy whether

or not there is a direct hereditary transmission of ac-

quired faculties. Dr. Montgomery's agreement, ac-

cordingly, is no less illusory than many of his disagree-

ments. To say the least, it is very bold to consider

such a dubitable proposition "the pivot of the mo-
nistic and humanitarian view of life."

VII. PANTHEISM.

The position of The Open Court has never, either

by its founder or by its editor, been called pantheistic.

On the contrary the word pantheism has been reject-

ed* in order to guard against just such errors as those

with which Dr. Montgomery now charges The Open

Court. Nevertheless I would not deny that there is

much truth in the conception which is generally called

"Pantheism". All depends upon what we understand

by the term. "This pantheistic conception", Dr.

Montgomery saj-s, "is fitfully defended by a high-

sounding complex of philosophical ambiguities and in-

consistencies." Since Dr. Montgomery rests satisfied

with the mere assertion, and so long as the existence

of these "ambiguities and inconsistencies " are not

proved by quotations, I see no way to defend The

Open Court against these charges.

Vin. THE FOUNDATION OF MONISM.

Dr. Montgomery says :

Monism, properly, philosophically, scienti6cally understood,

does not consist in the bare dogmatic assertion that the two dis-

parate orders

—

"ordo rertim d orJo idearum, as Spinoza calls

them—constitute one and the same " All " or " All-existence."

Dr. Montgomery's monism, it would appear, is dif-

erent from that of The Open Court, as will be seen later

on. But even if Dr. Montgomery's view of the subject is

different, there is no reason for characterizing the

monism of The Open Court as a "bare assertion."

The foundation of monism has been repeatedly de-

scribed. We quote from Fundatneutal Problems the

following passage :

" It will easily be understood that the oneness of nature (the

regularity which pervades the universe and which can be form-

ulated in natural laws

—

did Gesetsmcissigkeit da- Natiir), must be

considered as the ground of, or ultimate raison d iire for, the prin-

Idea of God, p. 17,

ciple of oneness which is found in our mind. Our cognition,*

with the help of sensation, only mirrors in our consciousness the

phenomena of nature in their regularity ; so that knowledge in

its entirety must become a systemitic representation of the world

in our brain.

"Monism is different from the other philosophical views in so

far as it is not so much a finished system, as a plan for a system.

It admits of constant realization and further perfection, in all the

many branches of knowledge The plan, however, can be sketched

in outline, and we need have no fear of its being overthrown by un-

expected discoveries. Other systems, as a rule, set out with ob-

jective principles to which their upholders try to adjust the facts

of reality. Some hypothesis is formed and facts are interpreted

by this hypothesis. Monism, however, is a subjective principle,

a rule informing us how to unify knowledge out of our experiences,

a plan how to proceed in building our conception of world and

life from facts. We need fear no collision between our pet theo-

ries and facts, for it is a matter of principle that we have to take

our stand on facts. Monism in this sense, i. e., the formal prin-

ciple of unity, is the only true philosophy, and we can repeat of

monism the same words that Kant said of his Criticism : 'The

danger is not that of being refuted but merely that of being mis-

understood.'
"

IX. SENTIMENTALITY AND SENTIMENT.

Dr. Montgomery says :

" It is unscientific to adopt a faith on sentimental grounds."

If "sentimentality" means an absence of criticism

The Open Court has never taken its stand upon " sen-

timental grounds," as Dr. Montgomery imagines.

Our logic may have been wrong, and if it is. Dr. Mont-

gomery is welcome to point it out. But where is there

an instance in The Open Court of taking sentimental

grounds ?

It is true that the founder of The Open Court acted

under the influence of a sentiment, of an emotional

impulse, when founding The Open Court. He owns

that he has a faith in monism. But his faith in mo-

nism is not built upon mere enthusiasm, it is built

upon critical investigation. The monistic view is the

only one which, in his mind, has survived in the strug-

gle of conflicting opinions.

If " sentimentality " means enthusiasm, which at

the same time does not shun criticism, what can be

better than sentimentality ? It is just that which is

needed. Man must have a cause that gives him en-

thusiasm, that can spur his emotions and warm his

heart. Science is an excellent thing, logic and ma-

thematics are a blessing to mankind, but of what

avail are all these reasoning powers of man if they be

not accompanied with sentiment ? It is sentiment

that changes science into a religion. Let us not ex-

clude sentiment from the Religion of Science.

X. THE MONISTIC ROOT.

Dr. Montgomery's monism is different from the

monism which The Open Court upholds. He believes

that matter and mind, disparate though they are, may

have a monistic root, a common origin in one and the

* Cognition has grown from the interaction of sensations with the mem-

ories of former sense-impressions.
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same underlying reality. He lays much stress upon

the disparity of body and mind, of things as they are

conceived and things in themselves. He says of the

founder of The Open Court :

"He does not profess to have studied the history of philos-

" ophy. He has not taken pains to enter the esoteric precincts

"of modern thought. He has consequently not undergone the

"operation Schopenhauer calls the removing of the cataract

" which blinds humanity in general."

Dr. Montgomery, to be sure, did study the history

of philosophy; but whether for that reason he "has

entered the precincts of modern thought," remains

still doubtful ; for the history of philosophy, it appears,

has taught him no other lesson than that the first duty

of a philosopher is to set out in search of a magic

root, which is supposed to be the sesame of a monistic

philosophy. There have been many gallant knights of

thought—their adventures are recorded in the history

of philosophy—who in their fantastic longing for the

magic root that should explain the mystery of matter

and mind, wasted their lives in a fight with chimeras.

These chimeras are the products of their own imagina-

tion ; they are the errors in which these knights errant

became entangled, and most of these mediaeval heroes

of thought—it is sad to think of it—were slain and de-

voured by the children of their own prolific imagina-

tion.

Dr. Montgomery appears in The Open Court like a

wraith of one of these slain heroes, and refuses to re-

cognize as his peer any one who renounces the sacred

search for the monistic root of body and mind. Dr.

Montgomery kindly informs us what we ought to do

in order to become truly monistic ; he says :

"The principle effort of my thought has ever been to show

"that the two disparate modes of existence known to us under
" the name of body and mind, have a common origin in one and
" the same underlying reality."

On the basis of this statement. Dr. Montgomery

claims the title of a monist. This monism is one of

visionary hope, and his attitude remains for the time

a state of suspense. The Doctor's statement, accord-

ingly, must give the impression of Dualism, since

body and mind are supposed to be " disparate " modes

of existence which may be " separate also," for aught

we know ; and at the same time it must give the im-

pression of Agnosticism, because the search after their

"supposed common origin " appears to be a great, but

nevertheless a hopeless, undertaking. Agnosticism is

that philosophy which still believes in an "underlying

reality," but has prudently given up the search for it as

hopeless.

The Open Court has tried " to remove the cataract "

that still blinds a great number of people, but the

operation has not been successful with Dr. Montgomery.

We become entangled in inextricable difficulties,

unless reality is considered as one indivisible whole.

There are sense-impressions and perceptions ; there

are motions, there are feelings, and there are thoughts.

Certain groups of sense-impressions that are re-

lated, unite in one concept ; and such a group of

sense-impressions receives a name. The name thus

represents a group of facts which in their totality are

called a body. In this way conceptions are formed.

There are, however, conceptions of different kinds.

When thinking of movements, we omit thinking of

feelings ; in other words we make an abstraction. When
thinking of mental states we omit thinking of bodies

;

we again make an abstraction. In reality they do not

exist separately ; but for certain practical purposes it

is, for the sake of clearness, necessary to separate

them in thought. Body is different from mind, or as

Dr. Montgomery says, they are ' disparate. " They are

as much so, for instance, as black and fluid are. But

they are not disparate in the sense that their co-exist-

ence is any mystery. There may be black fluids

that are black as well as fluid in all their parts.

With the assistance of some learned show we
might make a mighty deep mystery of a black fluid.

How can two things, we might argue, be in the same

place at once? It is impossible, and yet it is maintained

that in every part of this substance there is blackness

and fluidity at the same time. Is it now the duty of

the physicist to show in stilted phrases, "that the two

disparate modes of existence, known to us under the

name of blackness and fluidity, have a common origin

in one and the same underlying reality "?

Mystifications are very easily produced. We need

only misunderstand the purport of words in order to

produce confusion. And on the other hand we must un-

derstand the purport of words and the method by which

we have arrived at abstract expressions, in order to

preserve clearness of mind.* This js especially so with

the terms body and mind. Certain features of a living

being are called mind and other features are called

body. So long as a living being has been considered

as a composition of a living mind with a material

body, their interconnection was supposed to be an in-

solvable problem. Mind was considered phenomenal

and the body was considered phenomenal ; behind

both, it was maintained, lies the reality of which we

know nothing. Thus the facts of experience were de-

clared to be phenomenal illusions and a mere sham.

Reality was sought behind the facts of experience, it

was supposed to be anywhere except in that which

is most properly called reality.

IX. THE UNBRIDGED GAP.

Modern thought has overcome the conception of a

reality behind the facts of experience. It ceases to be

See Fundamental Problems, pp. 146- nd 14S-153.
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astonished at a disparitj' of two concepts, mind and

matter, which results from a difference of abstraction.

The root of many errors, it appears, must be

sought in language. Man designates a group of ex-

periences by a word, and is thus led to imagine that

it is something by itself. Yet it is not. The group

of experiences designated by this or that word, is a

part of the whole world and, closely considered, can-

not be without it. Its existence is bound up in the

whole reality from which it has been abstracted.

Dr. Montgomery has not as yet freed himself from

the error of Idealism which, since Descartes pro-

nounced his famous cogito ergo sum, has troubled many
philosophers. The-world, being split up into mind and

matter, into subject and object, into feeling and motion,

philosophy artificially created a gap which without

inconsistency cannot be bridged over.

But before you speak of this gap that rends the

world in twain, please show me some thing that is mind

and nothing but mind, or subject and nothing but

subject, or feeling and nothing but feeling. Feeling

is a state that accompanies certain motions of living

brain-structure ; there is no mind that is not joined

to matter, and there is no subject without an object.

The subject exists because of the object, and vice

versa. Perceptions, sensations, thoughts, and all

states of consciousness are an interaction between

object and subject. The data of experience, or per-

ceptions, do not prove the reality of the subject, but

the reality of a relation between one part of the world

called subject, the action of which is accompanied

with states of consciousness, and the rest of the world,

called objects, which by various forms of impressions

produce the various states of consciousness. There is

neither a subject in the sense of the old school, nor an

object in the sense of a thing in itself. There is no

underlying soul-being, no ego behind or below man's

thinking. The subject can only be a collective term

for certain conscious states in feeling substance.

The data of experience are on the one hand not

quite so simple as Dr. Montgomery imagines ; they

do not consist in mere subjectivity ; they are a com-

plicated state of interaction between subject and

object. And on the other hand again, the whole state

of things is not so complicated as Dr. Montgomery

imagines. The unfathomable gap between subject

and object before which he halts, because he believes

that he cannot pass over it, does not exist. It is an

illusion of his philosophical standpoint.

Reality is. It is undivided and indivisible. And
parts of reality are symbolized in words. In contem-

plating the meaning of these words and noticing that

they are sometimes disparate, i. e., so different that

one cannot be compared with the other because they

belong to different categories, the philosopher won-

ders how these "disparate things" fit unto each
other.

Is that not just like the Polynesian of whom Kant
speaks? He wondered not why so much froth came
out of the champagne bottle, but how the froth had
been put in. Instead of investigating how the soul

has been formed, how the "subject," viz., the ego in

Descartes's cogito, has grown, how from a complex
of sense impressions ideas have developed. Dr. Mont-
gomerj' takes the different ideas he has, and tries to

put them together again, so as to form, as he says,

"a unitary product (!) of homogeneous co-operating

forces." He succeeds as little as Kant's Polynesian

could succeed in the attempt to replace the froth in

the bottle.

In order to re-combine two such disparate things

as "body" and "mind," Dr. Montgomery has re-

course to "a common origin," "a monistic root,"

or an " underlying reality. " The underlying reality is

the cement with which he tries to unite the disparate

pieces of his broken world. But it does not hold to-

gether. This kind of Monism is untenable.

[Space does not permit us to answer in this number
all the critical remarks of Dr. Montgomery. Several

most important points will be discussed in our next

number, among which may be mentioned such sub-

jects as : Morality and The All ; Morality and Fatal-

ism ; The Mechanical Explanation and the Origin

of Feeling ; and The Hyper-mechanical] p. c.

OLD CHIVALRY.
GEN. TRUMBULL S REPLY TO MR. DE GISSAC.

Mr. De Gissac's criticism on ray recent article concerning
" Knights" is interesting, and much of it I approve ; but unfor-

tunately that part of it which I admire, is outside the original sub-

ject-matter. I shall therefore confine my reply to his defense

of " Old Chivalry," and his disapproval of what I actually said.

I shall have no controversy with him about what I did not say.

Judged by the aristocratic prefi.\ to his name, Mr De Gissac

is probably the scion of some high-caste family in France. For

this he deserves neither praise nor blame In these days a man's

moral and mental stature must be established by the actual meas-

urement of him, as we find his physical dimensions. A diminutive

candidate for the office of policeman, cannot make himself eligible

by claiming that several of his ancestors were more than six feet

high. No doubt Mr. De Gissac lives up to the ideal of old chi-

valry, which is "greatly to his credit "
; but being a civilized man,

he is careful to avoid the habits of the " Chevaliers," which is to

his credit also. He complains that the " worship of that high

ideal has been abandoned for that of cunning Mercury, the God of

merchants and robbers."

To handcuff trade and robbery together was a solecism worthy

the age of chivalry. The contradictory characters of merchant

and robber were falsely applied to Mercury by the chivalry of

Mount Olympus. The charge that Mercury was a thief was a

"campaign lie," invented by rival deities, jealous of him, not only

because of his great accomplishments, but also because he had

been appointed by Jupiter to the office of Herald-General of the

Gods, a lucrative situation for which there were many candidates.

It is impossible that the God of literature, music, astronomy.
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arithmetic, and eloquence could have been a thief ; and there was

genuine chivalry in Mercury when he punished Ixion for slandering

Juno. I do not think the Greeks considered Mercury a thief, be-

cause their statues of him reveal to us a refi led, intelligent, and

honest face, such as never yet appeared in the "rogues' gallery."

To throw dishonor upon trade, mechanics, agriculture, and every-

thing useful, was always the policy und practice of Chivalry.

Mr. De Gissac says that the old Knight '

' worked for the good

of others, for no other pay than the satisfaction of his conscience
"

This is a mistake ; the old Knight never worked. He fought,

killed, ravaged and plundered, but he never worked. His wages

was booty and the promise of loot. For instance, once upon a

time, a lot of people from Mr. De Gissac's country went over to

my country on a chivalrous expedition. His countrymen con-

quered my countrymen in a great battle near Hastings, and the

victorious chief gave to the Knights of his army all the lands of

the conquered as pay for " chivalry." Not only did those Knights

despoil the people of their lands, cattle, and goods, but also of

domestic treasures dearer than either cattle or lands. Some of

them hold a firm grip on those lands to this day. I myself have

seen them, Talbot, Mowbray, De Vere, St. Maur, Courtenay, Ne-

ville, Greville, De Burgh, Fitz-Gerald, Devereux, Montague, Gros-

venor, Molyneux, De Montmorency, Percy, and a hundred more

of them sitting in the House of Lords, making laws for the Eng-

lish whom they have held in subjection for more than eight

hundred years. This proves the tenacity, as well as the rapacity

of Knighthood It may be true, as M. De Gissac says, that the

Knights toughened their muscles by exercise and drill, but their

mental constitutions were neglected ; they could neither read nor

write ; and their moral faculties were undeveloped ; these were

without any discipline worthy of the name. No doubt there were

some educated Knights like Bayard, who exemplified the ideal of

chivalry, but they glittered like pearl buttons on a black coat, a

very small ingredient of the garment.

Mr. De Gissac says that "the Knighthood of Europe has

saved civilization from ruin, from Turkish conquest, and barba-

rism." This is an inversion of cause and consequence ; our civi-

lization, such as it is, was not possible until after the extinction

of Chivalry. Chiva'ry hindered the march of literature, science,

ethics, philosophy, industry, and liberty. The feudal system out

of which we have slowly groped our way and of which Chivalry

formed a part, was itself the darkness and barbarism of the dark

ages. As for the comparison between the civilization of the East

and that of the West during the age of chivalry, it is not greatly

to the advantage of the West. As a test of the rival powers let us

compare Saladin and Richard Coeur de Lion, the " Achilles ofChiv-

alry." In all the graces that ornament a gentleman, Saladin was

the superior of Richard. Sir Walter Scott, in his picturesque

novel The Talisman, has in his own fascinating way described the

magnanimous courtesies displayel by each towards the other, but

it is the unanimous opinion of the commentators that his descrip-

tion is false to history. It is agreed by the historians that while

Saladin was generous, refined, enlightened, and humane enough

to display the virtues attributed to him by the novelist, Richard

was not. Although he has been canonized as the very incarnation

of chivalry, Richard was destitute of every chivalrous quality

except the battle-bravery of a soldier, which is a stimulated cour-

age after all.
-X-

I fear that Mr. De Gissac is correct when he says that I seem

to possess a " peculiar standard of respe:;tability." My standard

is personal conduct, and its influence for good upon mankind. I

believe that any man who is willing to work by hand or brain to

create as much as he consumes is respectable in the moral meaning

of the word. I know I am " peculiar " when I hold that work,

either in the present or the past, enough to compensate society

for all that he has used, makes a man respectable, and I am not

sure that anything else does.

If Adam Smith ever said that " selfishness is the only spring of

trade," and used the word selfishness in its modern meaning, he

said what is not true. If he used it in the sense of self-support

he described a beneficent moral agency. Next to production itself,

trade is the most necessary element of material prosperity. The
merchant was always held mean in chivalry, because he was as

criminally useful as the farmer, the tanner, or the tailor.

The etymology of "churl," "vilein," "paysan," is of no

consequence ; the important fact is that the person thus described

was of a lower caste, having no rights which the high caste

" Knights " were bound to respect ; and Mr. Di Gissac falls into

serious error when he says that "there was less distance between

the Knight and the Peasant than there is now between well-to-do

city merchants and poor farmers or laborers. " There is no poli-

tical difference now between merchants and farmers, and no sjcial

difference recognized by law. This was not so in the olden time,

when the laborer was actually condemned by law to social and po-

litical inferiority. The aspiration of the working classes for liberty

united all the chivalrous orders in an effort to crush out even the

hope of better things. Chivalry was oppression drilled, armed,

and organized. Chivalry was a trust formed by the aristocracy,

to keep the laboring classes in perpetual degradation. A man
writing a thousand years hence about the " Chivalry " of the

southern states before the war, should he imitate the etymological

argument of Mr. De Gissac, would say something like this ; "It

is a mistake to suppose that the word " negro," meant a slave, or

a person of low caste ; the negro was merely a black man, from

the latin, niger, black." The truth is that the word "Negro"
described not only a black man, but also his political and social

condition; as the words "churl," " vilein," and " paysan" described

the political and social status of the peasant or "countryman."

Of course Mr. De Gissac does not wish to be taken at his

word when he says that he prefers " the Knight of the Road to the

Knight of the Market "
; and it would be unchivalrous in me to

take advantage of such an unlucky confession. Mr. De Gissac

may not wish to be taken literally, yet the preference he expressed

is literally " Chivalry," not the ideality, but the fact. For hun-

dreds of years, highwaymen in Europe were known as " Knights of

the Road," and although highway robbery is an ignominious

Knighthood, it was more honored by the "chevaliers " than shop

keeping. Although chivalry as a military system disappeared in

the 1 6th century, its pernicious genius lived on. It was the inspi-

ration of idleness, waste, licentiousness, caste privilege, and every

form of inequality and wrong. Its evil spirit animated the French

nobility, and stimulated that illustrious caste to perform those

deeds of lust and cruelty which at last provoked the revolution.

By that convulsion the French aristocracy, stigmatized by Lamar-

tine as "the dregs of the feudal system," was swept like so much
vermin out of France ; and thereby chivalry in Europe received

its mortal wound.

Mr. De Gissac lectures me as if I had compared the millionaire

merchants of our own day with the Knights of the middle ages,

to the diadvantage of the knights ; but I did not. I do not admire

the modern code of " business," and I have neither praises nor

apologies for it, but I will say this, that there is not a greedy cor-

poration in America to day, that in all the qualities of genuine

chivalry will not compare favorably with any order of Knighthood

that ever existed. However, I spoke not of the ' monied aristo-

cracy," but of the orders calling themselves Knights of Pythias,

Knights Templar and Knights of Labor. These are all composed

of working men, and they condescend ingloriously when they as-

sume the titles, and lower themselves to the ignobility of ' 'Knights.

"
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The only excuse for them is that they have adopted the name in

its ideal meaning, without knowing its actual character.

Chivalry as a sentiment was humane, as a fact it was bar-

barian ; the standard of chivalry was morally high but the living

practice of the knights lowered it. Every step gained by civ-

ilization during the past five hundred years, was a victory

over chivalry. Gentleness, refinement, and purity could ob-

tain only an ideal recognition during the age of chivalry. It

was the epoch of dissolute manners. "Never," says Guizot,

" have the relations between man and women been more licen-

tious." The boasted "gallantry" of Knighthood was very sel-

dom chaste. During the high noon of chivalry the honor of hand-

some women fled for safety into the nunneries, the only sanctuaries

where the libertine gallantry of knighthood dared not follow.

Chivalry was tyranny, and its purpose was to arm and discipline

the aristocracy for the oppression of the poor. Democracy and

political justice could not grow until Chivalry decayed. Chivalry

was an imposture dazzling the multitude by pageantry and pomp.

Even to this day it plays tricks on the imaginations of romantic

youth, by a glittering jargon of heraldry and poetry : helmets,

plumes, gauntlets, gonfalons, golden spurs, crosshilted swords,

and a hundred other word symbols of a barbarism which covered

Europe with a pall of darkness, and shut out the very sun of

righteousness for nearly a thousand years.

That the darkness of chivalry was illumined by flashes of

light is true. Individual instances of unselfish bravery and de-

votion redeemed in some degree the bad character of Knighthood
;

but these were exceptions, not examples. Even the theoretical

principles of chivalry, gave to the knights a false idea of duty by

limiting its operation. Knights were not required to waste mag-

nanimity and justice on common people ; these were for the ex-

clusive use of one another.

Edward the Black Prince, the flower cf chivalry, spared the

soldiers he took prisoners at Limoges, and was very courteous to

his knightly enemies, but as amends for that, he slew the non-com-

batants with chivalrous ferocity, the unarmed and innocent inhab-

itants, men, women and children. Once when France and

England were at war, and the English had invaded France, a

revolt of the French peasantry having begun in the neighborhood

of the hostile French and English armies, the knights of both sides

actually joined their forces to suppress it, which they did, after

killing seven thousand men. Even Bayard, was so desirous to

preserve his knighthood from contamination, that at Padua, being

ordered to storm the trenches with the common infantry on foot,

he refused to obey, on the ground that the life of a knight was too

noble to be risked in battle with the common soldiers of the peasant

class. There is more genuine chivalry to day, more courage, gen-

erosity, and justice among tinkers and tailors, merchants and

sailors, than there ever was among professional Knights in the

most romantic and chivalrous days.

AWAY WITH OGRES AND FAIRIES !

BY H. E. ROOD.

The day of mythical romance has passed. The time has

come to put aside for ever such tales as that of " Blue Beard," of

"Aladdin" and of the "Sleeping Beauty." From the dawn of

history legends of fairies and ogres have delighted men, women,
and children. But as civilization ad%'ances fewer persons of

mature years care for these myths. And now the question arises

why should we fill the minds of children with fabulous exploits of

false heroes ? Boys and girls soon outgrow their belief in " Jack,

the Giant Killer, " and at fifteen smile to think that they ever were so

silly as to consider the story of Cinderella to be "truly true." It

may be urged that the banishment of fairy tales would destroy the

most innocent imaginative pleasure afforded to human beings.

But this is not tru ', and it see.ns absolutely sinful to waste childhood
thus. At four years of age the child's mind is in a peculiarly re-

ceptive condition. He is beginning to understand his little world,
and is constantly asking questions. And at this period he is amused
by listening to stories of beings that never did and never could
exist. Therefore, fairy tales are an absolute injury t<i the moral
nature of children. It is said that as a race we are becoming too

practical
; that we are losing our love for the fanciful. This is

true, and it is to be regretted. Still it is foolish to endeavor to

preserve our love for beautiful flights of fancy by dreaming over
false beings. In literature as in everything else all is worthless

except that which is true to nature. And as society progresses

this fact is more widely recognized.

However, we can properly preserve and enlarge our waning
love for the imaginative. What transformation could be more
wonderful than that from the ugly caterpillar to the exquisite but-

terfly ? Where can one find a more powerful and heroic giant

than the ant ? What horrible ogre could provide a more attractive

trap than the spider weaves ? Whose fairy kingdom is ruled better

than that of the Queen bee ?

Here is a field for both authors and readers ; and, although

somewhat tilled, it is practically illimitable. Would not children

be delighted with a charming tale tracing the development of the

horse which ages ago was no larger than a fox ? Would they not

be interested in the still more simple story of the acorn which
dropped to the ground a thousand miles away, and grew to be the

massive oak of which their bedstead is a part ? And if tales of a

different sort are desired there exist many charming little novels

of child life and plenty of room for many more. Yes, the day of

falsehood in literature, even for babies, is declining.

It is never too late to commence forming a taste for good

reading in a child, provided he is old enough to be interested in

any reading whatever ; and the literature that boys and girls devour

from the time they are ten or twelve years old does much to de-

termine their character and after life. Boys who in childhood

are told about giants, and ogres, and witches, and ghosts, grow to

love the wild impossible tales of cannibals and indian fighters, of

pirates and bandits, which give them an entirely false idea of life

and its objects. But besides cultivating a taste for good reading,

the abolishment of fairy tales and the substitution of stories of real

life would give children a fund of information invaluable in itself.

They would learn to take an interest in botany, in zoology in ge-

ology, and as the years went on this interest and information would

continue to be developed. Anxious mothers, no doubt, will thought-

lessly cry out that the child's mind will be injured by this process

of overloading it with facts and statistics. But such is not the

idea. The plan is merely to substitute real for false information.

Children think over fairy tales, of witches and goblins and elves,

and talk about them, and dream about them : Would it not be

better for } our boy to think of the beautiful butterfly which he

can see, to be told of its work, and its life, and the good it does in

this world ? Would you not rather have your little girl dream

about the humming-bird and the honey-suckles which it visits?

Children ordinarily are very busy, little philosophers ; and if they

do not think about that which is true, they will think about freaks

of the imagination which have been told them by ignorant nurses

or careless mothers.

Another thing which strikes one forcibly in connection with

this train of thought is the " Santa Claus " delusion. It is a very

pretty fancy, no doubt, to teach your babies that on Christmas

eve good old Kris Krinkle comes around with a pack on his back

and with a sleigh drawn by rein-deers, and brings them the

presents which they find the next morning in their stockings or

hanging on the tree. But all this knowledge has to be "unlearned"

a few years later. Why would it not be better in the beginning to

tell your children the truth regarding the ce'ebration of Christmas ?
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Principes de Philosophie Morale. By Jules Thomas. Paris :

1890. Felix Alcan.

The author claims that his " Principles of Moral Philosophy
"

is the only extant work that carefully keeps in view and combines

the collectu'e tendencies of the triple scheme of ethical instruc-

tion which now obtains in French colleges, and which has since

the year 18S6 comprised three courses ; in the fourth year, a course

of " morale pratique" in the sixth year, a course of " P_hilosophie

morale," and finally a course of " Philosophie Scientifique" In

the fourth year the students receive a solid instruction in the

general moral duties of practical life, but as yet are not initiated

in the theories and controversies relating to the principles of

ethics. Still, in order that the elementary instruction may not

represent a purely practical Catechism, it embraces a kind of

casuistry of particular moral duties. But in the sixth year the

plan of instruction includes a thorough investigation of the prin-

ciples of ethics, and a theoretical justification of the precepts

contained in the elementary curriculum. In the present work,

accordingly, the principles of ethics are set forth like those of a

science, yet, notwithstanding this enlarged plan of philosophical

and ethical instruction, the work does not exceed the strict limits

of a comprehensive text-book in ethics for advanced French stu-

dents. This enlarged plan, at the same time, allows the author

to dilate rather exhaustively upon certain problems of an excep-

tional ethical interest, as those oifyec-u<ill, of moral nsponsidi/i/y,

ai persomlily, etc., and to undertake a condensed critical study of

the historical systems, which in the elementary curriculum had

been simply represented by the names of Plato, Kant, or of the

Stoics. The work further contains another novel feature.

Attached to the end of each chapter, and even inserted into the

body of the text, are lengthy extracts, both in prose and poetry,

from a large number of ancient and modern writers, by way of

" eclaircissements " or elucidations, more or less directly bearing

upon the ethical problems at issue.

French text-books in Ethics incontestably present the advan-

tage of great lucidity, and of a concise method of treatment, and

yet to English-speaking students they are liable to make the im-

pression of a rather formal technical "drill" in the science of

Ethics, being still partial to the cherished scholastic terminology

of thesis, antithesis, synthesis, conclusion, upon which a certain

stress is still laid. The total and final results of this apparently

precise method, may be regarded as at least doubtful, when, as

in the present work, the unity of each chapter is broken up into a

numerous series of short paragraphs, each inscribed with its own

categorical heading, and almost distinctly detaching itself from the

main problem. It is, of course, intimately connected therewith

but the incessant recurrence of these detached corrollaries, need-

lessly tax the student's memory, and are apt to divide his attention

between purely external, conventional forms, and a comprehensive

intellectual survey of the ethical problems themselves.

Professor Jules Thomas has divided his work into three prin-

cipal parts. Part I, in ten chapters, lays down the principles of

Ethics ;
part II. in nine chapters, discusses the principles of moral

rights and duties, and the Ethics of society ; and the third part sets

forth the principles of natural religion. His work bears rather

prominently the character of a valuable and comprehensive history

of Ethics. His comparisons of ancient and modern systems, such

as that of the Stoics and of the ethical system of Kant, faithfully

reproduce the judgments of several modern writers. This total

lack of individuality pervades the whole work, and stamps it as a

French text-bo 3k of the Eclectic school. ytO-v

Great Britain. Fact and TheDry Papers, No. I. New York.

i8go.

The author says in the preface :
" The responsibility for the

suppression of the old theories and among them that of Koch are

untenable." " Consumption," he says, " is the direct result of the

reduction of the breathing surface of the lungs below a certain

point in proportion to the remainder of the body, and is solely

produced by conditions that tend to reduce the breithing capacity."

The pamphlet consists of 37 pages only, and deserves a care-

ful perusal. It is not written for physicians only, but for all those

who wish to prevent the disease, before it be too late.

We have received the first number of the series " Social Uni-

versity Monographs, " entitled " The Plan of a Social University,"

by Morrison I. Swift (C. H. Gallup, Ashtabula, Ohio, price 20

cents.)

The Garmin Frauen-Verein Reform has directed a well-

argued petition to the Reichstag to secure for women the privilege

of studying medicine, from which they are now excluded. Those

interested may obtain copies of the Petition from the president,

Frau J. Kettler, Weimar.

NOTES.
We call the attention of our readers to the announcement

upon our first page of the publication of two new works :
" Three

Lectures on the Science of Language," by Prof. Max Miiller ; and

"The Ethical Problem," by Dr. Paul Carus. The lectures of

Prof. Max Miiller were published in The Open Court ; but the

book alio contains an essay, " My Predecessors," that has not yet

appeared in America, and which contains a very instructive ac-

count of the genesis in the history of philosophy of the idea of the

identity of thought and language. Dr. Carus's little work now

appears for the first time in print.

The A'ationalis/,ior August. 1890, comments upon our answer

to Mr. Wakeman's defense of Nationalism as follows :

" While agreeing that society is an organism of co-operating

individuals, the editor of The Open Court is inclined to dispute the

interdependence, of the several units, and fails to see that no one

can do anythiiii; which is not of common interest."

Here the editor of Tlie Nationalist is mis'aken concerning the

tenets of The Open Court It has been repeated again and again

in The Open Court, that all our actions, be they good or evil, are of

common interest. Not only our actions, nay even our words have

their effects upon our surroundings and enter into the constituents

of the future *

The Editor of The Nationalist continues :

" He utterly mistakes the ideas of Nationalism with regard to

competition. As has been often said, nationalists do not wish

to abolish compstition, but simply to remove it from its present

low plane. The competitive brute struggle for the means of phys-

ical subsistence is what we would abolish, and this in order that

full sway and opportunity may be given to a higher competition,

wherein the full manhood of mankind may be evolved, and every

person in this world may be unrestrained in the endeavor to attain

to the highest and best that is within the compass of his natural ca-

pacity."

If Nationalism does not intend to abolish competition, but

only seeks to raise it to a higher level, we do not dissent from its

position. This is the very same thing that we have maintained

from the beginning. Yet this endeavor to make competition

more "humane" is quite different from the nationalization of

private property.

The Suppression of Consumption, by G. IF. Hanibleton, M.D.,

President of the Polytechnic Physical Development Society of

* See for instance the

of The Ofen Court.

of Soul Life," in No
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RELIGION AND SCIENCE.

BY EDWARD C. HEGELER.

The aim of The Open Court was criticised in a late

number of The Nation in the following way :

" The profession of .'"/;.' Open Court is to make an ' effort to

conciliate religion with science.' Is this wise ? Is it not an en-

deavor to reach a toredetermined conclusion ? And is not that an

anti-scientific, anti-philosophical aim ? Does not such a struggle

imply a defect of intellectual integrity and tend to undermine the

whole moral heahh ? Surely, religion is apt to be compromised

by attempts at conciliation. Tell the Czar of all the Rassias you

will conciliate autocracy with individualism ; but do not insult re-

ligion by offering to conciliate it with any other impulse or devel-

opment of human nature whatever. Religion, to be true to itself,

should demand the unconditional surrender of free-thinking.

Science, true to itself, cannot listen to such a demand for an in-

stant. There may be some possible reconciliation between the

religious impulse and the scientific impulse ; and no fault can be

found with a man for believing himself to be in possession of the

solution of the difficulty (except that his reasoning may be incon-

clusive), or for having faith that such a solution will in time be

discovered. But-to go about to search out that solution, thereby

dragging religion before the tribunal of free thought, and commit-

ting philosophy to finding a given proposition true—is this a wise

or necessary proceeding ' Why should not religion and science

seek each a self-development in its own interest, and then if, as

they approach completion, they are found to come more and more

into accord, will not that be a more satisfactory result than forci-

bly bending them together now in a way whic'i can only disfigure

both ? For the present, a religion which believes in itself should

not mind what science says ; and science is long past caring one

fig for the thunder of the theologians."*

Religion is the sphere of those ideas which have

been impressed into man to support him in the vicis-

situdes of life and to comfort him in affliction, but es-

pecially in order to regulate his conduct. When we
speak of ideas as religious, we also mean thereby that

the3> are our innermost conviction.

Wherever religious ideas are taught, we are con-

fronted with the doctrine that there is a great- power

that punishes or destroys those who are disobedient to

the religious commands.

From our religious instruction has resulted this

prominent idea :
'

' Strive and struggle for truth every-

where, but above all in the very highest and most

* Our critic in a certain sense revokes his criticism, he says :
" However,

these objections apply mainly to The Open Court's profession, scarcely at all

to its practice On the whole. The Open Court is marked by sound and

enlightened ideas, and the fact that it can by any means find support does

honor to Chicago." But if the profession is wrong, how can the practice be

correct ?

important field—Religion. Our critic proposes the

maxim that we should remain passive with regard to

a conciliation of Religion and Science. But a passive

state of abeyance, according to our religious view,

is irreligious and immoral.

The question is raised by our critic :
" Is not the

profession of The Open Court to conciliate religion

with science a predetermined conclusion and therewith

an unscientific and unphilosophical aim ?" We an-

swer, " It is a religious aim, and also it is not an un-

scientific aim." It appears that among the religious

ideas of our critic there is one which in his soul pre-

dominates over all the others, viz., that "Religion to

be true to itself should demand an unconditional sur-

render of freethinking.

"

We were educated in the so-called Christian Ration-

alism while our critic apparently belongs to some or-

thodox school. Religion, accordingly, we were taught,

must be in accord with scie/ice. What are presented to us

as conclusions based on science may be in part erro-

neous, and amongst the religious ideas taught us there

may also be erroneous ones. The substance of our re-

ligious instruction was that all those ideas taught to

us as the Christian religion, which already appeared

to the teacher as untenable or might still be found

to be erroneous, were unessential.

Those ideas which are in conflict with science we
have to drop

;
yet, at the same time, we must be

careful not to drop any more. To drop that part of

religion which is not in conflict with science is a mis-

take almost universally made.

The maxim that errors should be dropped was not

always directly pronounced, yet it was impressed upon

us by example. Thus, for instance, the Mosaic account

of the creation was no longer believed by our teachers,

nor were we asked to believe it ; we were not instructed

to believe that Joshua really made the sun stand still in

the valley of Gibeon, nor that Jonah came alive out of

the whale ; nor were we very seriously asked to be-

lieve in a trinity. Irrational faith was never upheld

or recommended. But at the s.ame time the convic-

tion was most positively impressed into us that the

essence of religion would be found to be true ; it will

remain. And this proposition is supported by Science.

Mr. Herbert Spencer has pointed out the extreme

improbability that there should not be some impor-
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tant truth in ideas which are so old and so widely

spread. He says concerning the religious ideas en-

tertained by men since time immemorial :

• "We must admit that the convictions entertained by many

minds in common are the most likely to ha%'e some foundation."

Herein we fully agree with Mr. Spencer, but then

Mr. Spencer makes the mistake of concluding that the

mysterious or the unknowable is this important truth.

He says :

"Religions diamitrically opposed in their overt dogmas, are

yet perfectly at one in the tacit conviction that the existence of the

world with all it contains and all which surrounds it, is a mystery

ever pressing for interpretation,"

And this mystery, Mr. Spencer declares, is "not

a relative, but an absolute mystery."

From the Mysterious or Unknowable no ethics can

be deduced, and Mr. Spencer himself has not at-

tempted it. He makes the happiness of mankind the

basis of ethics.

In opposition to Mr. Spencer we maintain, that

the important truth which is in common to all religions,

is this :

All religions teach that there is some power which

enforces a certain line of conduct by man.

The savage worships his fetish not because it ap-

pears mvstcriotis to him, but because he believes in its

pOKwr.

The Religion that was taught us has gradually be-

come the Religion of Nature, for we now recognize

this power in Nature.* Nature enforces the further

evolution of mankind. Those men who do not

take part in this further evolution must perish. The

highest civilized man will survive. In this we believe

to be "in the possession of the solution of the diffi-

culty," as our critic expresses himself; and this solu-

tion is very nearly the same as that which Matthew

Arnold embodied in the sentence :

" There is a power, not ourselves, that makes for righteous-

ness."

We would alter Matthew Arnold's sentence in this

way : There is a power that enforces a certain line of

conduct in the domain of life, and it is this line of con-

duct enforced by that power, which we call righteous-

ness.

A SOCIAL EXPERIMENT.
BY MADAME E. FLEURV ROBINSON.

Those interested in social advancement have cer-

tainly read of the attempts which have been made from

time to time, to realize the many theories tending to

improve the condition of mankind.

The Icarian Community, as an example of a life in

common, has great illustrative value. Having no

special religious creed, the principles of its members

* Mankind is a part of Nature.

were exalted into a religion, without Christ, the Bible,

or Theology. Its government was simply democratic
;

its system one of pure communism in propertj'. Ro-

mantic and interesting, the history of Icaria is also the

saddest of all communistic histories, and deserves

special study.

Speaking especially of the Amana Inspirationists,

a German Community in Iowa, the largest and most

prosperous of existing communities, Mr. Albert Shaw,

in the preface of a little study entitled "Icaria," says:

" Its History is as superior to that of Amana for the

student of social science, as the history of Greece is

superior to that of China for the study of political

science. Yet while other communities have pros-

pered, Icaria has perished ; while others became

wealthy and lived peaceably, Icaria has struggled

with poverty and dissensions."

A social movement tending to the emancipation of

society and the establishment of apolitical democracy,

had, in 1848, gained man}' partisans in France. The
events of the first French revolution had taught men
the meaning of equal rights.

The doctrines of Voltaire, Rousseau, and other

great philosophers, were studied by the proletairc,

and a generation later the workingman had become a

thinking man. The life of M. Etienne Cabet, the

founder of the Icarian Community, illustrates the

transformation of society at this time. He was born

in France at Dijon, capital of the department of Cote-

d'Or, in 1788. He was the son of a cooper. His edu-

cation was begun under a great patriot, the celebrated

Jacotot. Later the study of medicine engaged him,

but he soon abandoned this for the more congenial

study of law, in the practice of which he acquired

great reputation in his native city.

When later he transferred his residence to Paris,

he made a name as a politician, editor, and historical

writer. He took an active part in the revolution of

1830, which, however, disappointed him because it

accomplished so little for democratic principles. When
the coterie of Thiers, Guizot, and Lafitte had suc-

ceeded in placing Louis Philippe on the throne, the

men who had hastened the revolution had to be con-

ciliated, and the office of Procureur General in Cor-

sica was given M. Cabet. Soon, however, he was re-

moved, but his countrymen of the Cote d'Or had al-

ready elected him deputy, and he took his seat with

the extreme radicals. When his denunciations of the

ministry and his outspoken attitude in the chamber of

' deputies could be no longer tolerated by the govern-

ment, he was given the choice of two years of im-

prisonment or five years of exile. He preferred the

latter and chose to reside in England. It was there

that he determined to experiment in practical com-

munism, not by physical force and revolt against es-
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tablished institutions, so dreaded by the prosperous

classes, but by peaceful industry and happy brother-

hood.

He published a book, Le Voyage en Icarie, a

romance where his new doctrines were expounded in

popular style. It is a volume of social philosophy,

describing the social arrangement prevailing in a hap-

py country where the government, the arts, and the

sciences, and popular welfare have attained perfec-

tion. On the title page elaborately arranged were the

mottoes :" One for all. " "All for one." " To live is

the first right." "To work the first duty." The
words, Education, Morality, Peace, Justice, summed
up M. Cabet's philosophy. The book was received

with enthusiasm and was read eagerly. It was clear,

practical, and wise. It gave to Christ the highest

place as a teacher of the doctrines of human brother-

hood, of unselfishness, and of social equality.

He founded a paper, the Populaire to dissemi-

nate his ideas, and from 1843 to 1847 he printed many
controversial pamphlets. His scheme became the

topic for all the journalists, and everything relating to

his principles was eagerly read. It is said that in

1848, the adherents of the Icarian doctrine numbered

400,000 souls. Among the better classes of artisans

in Germany, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, where the

French language could be read, the movement at-

tracted attention. To escape persecution and end

controversy, and, on the other hand, to satisfy his san-

guine friends, he decided to realize his Icaria and vin-

dicate his doctrines. In May, 1847, a proclamation

appeared in the Populaire signed "Cabet. " ' It

promised a terrestrial paradise, peace, and plenty,

with the hope of extending these blessings to the world

at large. As the result of a conference between M.

Cabet and the great English reformer, Robert Owen,
it was announced that the choice of the location of

Icaria was limited to three localities in the United

States, for it had been thought best to emigrate to that

country.

Owen, who had already visited the Mexican coun-

try, undoubtedly advised him to choose Texas, and in

the Populaire of Januar}' 17th, 1848, an announcement

was made that one million of acres in Texas had been

secured. The suitableness of the country for a great

emigration was set forth, and preparations for the

settlement of the colony were made at once.

On the morning of the 3d of Februar}' on the

wharves at Havre, there assembled the advance guard

of sixty-nine chosen men. Fifteen hundred were soon

to follow. A ceremony, that of making response to a

series of questions, some of which had reference to

the sincerity of the new disciples, and their willingness

to endure privations for the realization of their doc-

trines, made the scene an impressive one. Thus the

advance guard left Havre, singing a farewell patriotic

hymn amid a thousand cries of " Au revoir !

"

As the ship bearing the pioneers approached their

new home, the booming of cannon was heard, an-

nouncing to the people of New Orleans the establish-

ment of the second republic in France. This political

change in the mother country at this time was the

cause of the division among the future Icarians. Some
were in favor of recalling the advance guard, hoping

that France might be the theatre for the realization of

their theories ; others led by M. Cabet maintained

that the government was hostile to communistic ideas.

The body of Icarians was severed, and instead of the

fifteen hundred who were to follow the advance guard,

only nineteen came. Meanwhile, the first band had

reached the place selected for the settlement, June

1S48.

To dwell on the hardships and sickness which dis-

pirited them ; the difficulties they encountered in lo-

cating their land, would be too sad a storJ^ They re-

solved to abandon Texas. Five were left to meet the

second advance guard to whom this news could not be

sent, and who had already landed ; the rest retreated

to New Orleans, leaving the sick and dying on the

way. The leader of the second band a few days after

their arrival at Texas wrote a letter to M. Cabet tell-

ing him of the suffering endured by the few who had

remained, of the death of others, and of their em-

barrassed circumstances, but M. Cabet published this

discouraging news much later, when he laid the blame

of the failure on the too great zeal of the pioneers and

the events of the Revolution. The causes of the dis-

aster, however, were mismanagement, and lack of

money.

The settlement in Texas was finall}' given up alto-

gether, and the remnant of the first and the second

advance guards reached New Orleans. In the mean-

time four hundred more Icarians had arrived, and M.

Cabet landed there in January, 1849. The society

never having had a firm financial basis, they soon

lacked funds to provide for the newly arrived mem-

bers. M. Cabet had hoped that the great ideas upon

which the society was based, would open many purse

strings ; but being disappointed in this, a plan was

devised to raise the needed capital. All new members

should pay six hundred francs or give up all their prop-

erty ; a loan might be effected on -the real estate of

the future Icaria ; a bank could be established, and

other ethereal schemes formed, the basis upon which

the enthusiastic followers of M. Cabet relied.

We find now our pioneers numbering four hundred

and eighty souls, and their leader in New Orleans

with a treasury containing eighty-six thousand francs,

about thirty five dollars per capita.

The dream of a million acres in Tex is had faded
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away, enthusiasm was dampened, discussions were

frequent, and not always harmonious. The pioneers,

some wishing to return to France, others to find a

more suitable district than Texas, were living in a few

large brick houses in New Orleans. Exploring par-

ties were sent out in search of a new location. Mean-

while two hundred withdrew with one third of the

eighty-six thousand francs, the other two hundred and

eighty remained with M. Cabet, to locate in a new

home, just discovered.

This new home seemed providentially prepared for

them. In 1840 Joe. Smith and his followers had built

the town of Nauvoo on a magnificent tract of land.

Nauvoo was then the largest town in Illinois, number-

ing fifteen thousand inhabitants.

When Brigham Young organized the migration to

Salt Lake, the Mormon property in Nauvoo was left

in charge of an agent. This was an excellent oppor-

tunity for the Icarians. The houses were good, the

land well cultivated and could be rented at a nominal

figure. It was a great relief for them, homesick and

dispirited as they were, and with but scanty capital.

They arranged their social life as well as circumstances

permitted, and tried sincerely to carry out the ideas

which had brought them so far through sickness, pri-

vation, and disappointment.

We find them after a few years of prosperit}' num-

bering about five hundred. The Icarians in France

hearing the good news, were now anxious to join the

prosperous settlement, and many families, well-to-do

at home, sold their all, and severed ties of family and

friendship to come and begin the new mode of life.

New members came from time to time, and with

their means and labor added to the prosperity of the

colony. In the space of five years, they had acquired

property, they had workshops, farms, a flouring mill,

and distillery, and were comfortable. They had a

school for the children, boys and girls being taught

separately. The children were taken to school as

boarders and not allowed to communicate with those

outside. The parents could come on Sunday after-

noons to stay with their children or to take them home
as they might wish.

M. Cabet's intention had been to build the school

several miles awaj' from the settlement ; his hope lay

especially in a new generation, instructed and directed

by teachers chosen by him. The}' were charged to

train the children in manners, morals, and Icarian

principles.

Being together as children of one family, they soon

learned to love each other. There was no occasion

for pride, envy, or jealousy ; all dressed alike, ate the

same food, enjoyed the same amusements. Having

no money, none could procure for themselves what

others could not have, and the time and thought wasted

in thinking what could be obtained to exhibit wealth,

could be used for better purposes.

Mottoes were framed and hung in the class-room,

refectory, dormitories, and halls, reminding the pupils

that they were children of a people who were called

to carry out a new and great principle.

The industry of the members, their peaceful and

orderly habits caused them to be esteemed by their

American neighbors. Although far from the ideal

Icarians in M. Cabet's romance, they were a social

and intellectual people, living, I am sure, a better life

than can ordinarily be done under the system of in-

dividualism.

I shall in my next article give some personal re-

miniscences, for it was about this time that my parents

decided to join the community at Nauvoo.
[to be concluded.]

THE MONISM OF "THE OPEN COURT" CRITICALLY
EXAMINED.

BY EDMUND MONTGOMERY.

A SET of " definitions explanatory of the position

oi The Open Court" will be found prefixed to thirty-

five successive numbers of the paper, from No. 90-125.

It is to be expected, therefore, that these " defini-

tions" have been carefully considered and worded, so

as to express accurately the leading views it desires

to propound.

Such convenient extract of essentials, condensed

from the astonishing array of expository and critical

knowledge displayed by The Open Court is a lucky cir-

cumstance for one who finds himself called upon to

point out the weak places in so stupendous a pantology.

Monism is there defined as: "that philosophy

which recognizes the oneness of All-existence." It

does not say : Monism is that view of nature which

presupposes the oneness of all existence ; or that phi-

losoph}' which endeavors to establish the fact of the

oneness of all existence. It positively asserts that all

natural appearances and occurrences form part of an

"All" or "All-existence," and that Monism is the phi-

losophy which demonstrates the truth of this fact. This,

at least, is what it intends to say. For it makes no

sense at all to speak—as it does— of the object of phi-

losophical recognition as the "oneness of All-exis-

tence." By calling the supposed totality of natural

phenomena the " All " or " AH- existence ", its one-

ness is already maintained as recognized, and need,

consequently, not be re-recognized. "All-existence"

m'eans, as such, oneness of all existence, without

further ado.

But the question really in need of philosophical

elucidation is : whether or not all natural phenomena,

all modes of being, do actuall}' make up a unitary to-

tality of existence, a supreme world-constituting

"All."
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It is clear that the "All" or "All-existence" of

The Open Court is altogether, or at least very nearly,

identical with what naturalistic Pantheists call the All-

Being, or the One and All, the iv uai nav, dens sive

iiatiira. The Open Court, then, advocates, to begin

with, a pantheistic creed, or what it prefers to call a

religious "faith." And its philosophy consists, or

ought to consist, in the demonstration of its truth ; the

demonstration, namely, that all modes of being are in

reality forming part of one and the same All-Being.

Now, in what manner does The Open Court attack

this ancient and formidable problem ;—a problem first

philosophically propounded by the Eleatic sages ; fig-

uring then all through Antiquity as the problem of the

One and the Many; resuscitated in modern times by

Bruno, by Spinoza, by Schelling, Fichte, and Hegel

;

and at present vigorously brought forward again by

our Neo-Kantians ? How does The Open Court set

about demonstrating the oneness of all modes of exist-

ence ; the oneness above all of thought and being, of

subjective awareness and objective reality, of the

world figured in consciousness and the world outside

of it?

It sets about it by placing at the head of its defi-

nitions the most debatable of all philosophical propo-

sitions. It asserts that "the data of experience are

perceptions." In this innocent looking little nutshell

of a proposition lies snugly encased the entire world-

deep mystery of thought and being, and with it the

fate of every monistic persuasion.

First of all, it is clear that not only perceptions,

but also such imperceptible states of being, as hunger

thirst and other appetites, as love, hope and other

emotions, are furnishing manifold and distinct data of

experience quite different from those of perception.

Indeed in our human life these imperceptible states

of being pla}' an overwhelmingly significant part, to

which perceptions are hardl}' more than incidental in-

citements.

But as an axiom upon which Tlie Open Court

grounds its Monism, what does it really mean by

"perceptions", by this its only fund of experiential

material? Where, we must ask, are perceptions, as

modes of existence, actually located ? Can there be

a doubt that they have their existence within the per-

ceiving individual ? They arise by means of sense-

stimulation in organic beings as part of their inner

awareness or conscious content. The Open Court

does not deny this. On the contrary it firmly asserts

it. Consequently, it virtually maintains in its leading

axiom or definition, that the data of experience, namely

what we find given to the cognitive faculty out

of which to constitute our world-conception ; that this

the only mode of existence of which we are directly

cognizant, is of a mental or conscious nature. For

"perceptions", its sole avowed data of experience, are

incontestably, as such, of conscious consistency ; are,

in fact, our own mental states.

And here, at the outset, the fundamental, inevasible

alternative offers itself to philosophical choice. A pos-

itive decision, one way or the other, is peremptorily

called for. The Open Court, if it desires to be con-

sistent, philosophic, scientific, and not merely to rum-

mage among the medley of philosophical surmises in

search of plausible support for its preconceived faith
;

— if it desires to take rank among serious thought, it

will find itself—on the strength of its first and leading

proposition—either driven to pure Idealism, or forced

to acknowledge that perceptions signalize a reality

beyond themselves. The first decision would trans-

form its eclectic faith into straightforward Spiritualism,

in which case it might rightfully continue to call itself

Monism. The second decision would unavoidably en-

tangle it in the despised labyrinthine intricacies of

what it takes to be agnostic Dualism, the very mode

of thought against which its missionary warfare is

chiefly directed. And then in this latter instance, if

it had sufficient courage and patience still to hold on

to its monistic faith, it would find itself burdened with

the genuine monistic problem ; the problem, namely,

of showing that mental phenomena and physical phe-

nomena—that which we call mind and that which we

call matter—are in truth modes of appearance or phe-

nomenal manifestations of one and the same under-

lying reality. And a further task would devolve upon

7%,? Open Court, the task to show that this reality,

symbolically signalized by perceptions, constitutes in

verity a godlike "All."

Either pure Idealism or inferential Realism. I can

detect no other consistent position. If The Open

Court will work out its conception that reality consists

in the thorough- going interaction of all modes of

existence, as constituting a Godlike "All," and as

actuall}' present in perception and cognition, and not

merely signalized as something subsisting in extra-

conscious latency ; if it will unflinchingly pursue

this train of thought, it will arrive at conclusions

similar to those of the late Professor Green and of our

present Transcendental Idealists. If, on the other

hand, it accepts as truth the mere symbolical or repre-

sentative nature of the conscious states awakened in

us, and their reference to an extra-conscious world

beyond and outside our mental realization of it, then

it will have to come to some such conclusion, as I

have myself expressed in No. 20 of The Open Court.

"The truth we recognize by means of our human

faculties is not the content of the consciousness of a

supreme and all-efficient Intelligence ; but simply the

relations actually subsisting between the existents of

our perceptible world, to which we also wholly be-
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long." "Nothing supernatural is to be found behind

the sensible phenomena. Our percepts faithfully repre-

sent the sundry characteristics of the outside existents

which are affecting our senses ; and so far as this is

the case these outside existents are thoroughly well

known to us." But known, of course, only symbolic-

ally as represented through perceptions within the

medium of individual consciousness.

Will The Open Court decide for one or the other

alternative ; or will it switch off onto some side track ?

The latter seems to be the case. For in the same

number from which I happened to glean its monistic

definitions, (No. 112, p. 1893), I find it stated, that

" so long as the law of the conservation of energy

and matter remains unrefuted, the monistic concep-

tion of the world will stand unshaken." And a little

further on I discover- that The Open Court, in its

eagerness to put Agnosticism to the rout, has become
uncompromisingly materialistic. It maintains with-

out winking, that "the reality itself, the world, the

All," is identical with "the totality of matter and

energy."

Now, the orthodox science of the material universe,

when it speaks of the law of the conservation of energy,

means always, unswervingly, mechanical energy im-

pelling inert matter. Never, by any chance, does it,

or can it mean some sort of hylozoistic muddle, where

energy may produce mind as well as motion, and

where matter may feel and think as well as move. In

the material conception of the world there is, as ex-

plained in my previous article, and indeed as settled

long ago, no room whatever for mind, no legitimate

transition from the universe of matter and motion to

that of mental states, no monistic gangway to the in-

wardness of things. It leads simply and irreconcila-

bly to the thorough-going dualism of body and mind,

of matter and spirit.

According to " the law of the conservation of energy

and matter," on the strength of which The Open Court

assures us "the monistic conception of the world

will stand unshaken," it incontrovertibly follows, that

mental states, "perceptions" included, do not form

part of "the reahty itself, the world, the All, the

totality of matter and energy." And we have, more-

over, consistently to conclude that the god-like " All
"

of The Open Court is nothing but a vast congeries of

inert material particles, moved about, and made to

collide and aggregate by force of mechanical impulsion

.

All this, however, by the way. For The Open Court

is out and out materialistic only when it helps it to

thwart some phase or other of Agnosticism.

What we are particularly anxious to learn is, how
The Open Court gets at all legitimately to infer from
" perceptions," its sole avowed data of experience, the

existence of " actual energy " and " real matter." For

what it so positively proclaims as the stronghold of

its monistic faith, is the direct, open-lying, non-inferen-

tial reality of such energy and matter. How, on the

strength of mere perceptions, it gets to know matter

and energy, as they exist independently of such per-

ception, outside individual consciousness, is what I

would like to learn.

I feel pretty certain, that, by the time it succeeds

in satisfactorily settling this little question, it will find

itself drawn into the whirlpool of such Agnosticism, as

feels compelled to confess that "perceptions"—the

actually given data of experience—cannot themselves

be, or contain the true realit}', of which the permanent

things of our world are composed. And if its faith in

some kind of Monism remains then still " unshaken,"

it will have a long and difficult path to travel, in order

to arrive at a rationally sound foundation for it.

How shaky the ground really is, on which The

Open Court is now basing its Monism, can be further

gathered from the definitions immediately following

its leading enunciation, that "the data of experience

are perceptions." It asserts next, that " reality is the

sum total of all that is." And then it goes on to state,

that "truth is the comformity of cognition to reality."

This last sentence tells us plainly that there is first

"reality," and then "cognition" of it ; that, conse-

quently, reality is after all not "the sum total of all

that is."

It seems, indeed, obvious that the cognitive pro-

cess, which goes on within the subject, represents

—

through the conscious or mental medium of sensations,

perceptions and thoughts—the objective reality of a

world, which it infers as existing outside the perceiv-

ing subject, and as continuing to exist independently

of being thus occasionally perceived and cognized.

By distinguishing "reality" from its "cognition,"

The Open Court finds itself again unawares in the

midst of the agnostic vortex. For " perceptions," its

"data of experience," are undeniably conscious or

mental means by which the subject is led to cognize a

reality outside itself ; a reality whose existence together

with its characteristics, is consequently merely inferred

through such symbolical representation ; a realit}',

therefore, not positively known as it actually is and

persists to be, when not thus symbolically represented

in the conscious medium of the subject.

This agnostic conclusion can be evaded only in one

way, and that is by asserting that the reality which

seems to exist outside the cognizing subject, is in truth

identical with the conscious data by which it is recog-

nized ; identical with perceptions and thoughts ; iden-

tical, therefore, with mind or spirit.

Will The Open Court evade the Agnosticism in-

volved in the "Relativity of Knowledge " by frankly

joining the idealistic camp ? or will it go on shilly-
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shallying ; siding now with this, now with that mode
of thought? Its judicial power should be impartially

wielded in the faithful service of scientific truth. It

should not play the part of a biased attorney for the

defense of foregone conclusions.

Little need be said about The Open Court's "relig-

ion of Monism." It declares that it "teaches the

individual, as part of the whole, to conform to the

cosmical laws of the All"; that "religion is man's

aspiration to be in harmony with the All " ; that

"morals are man's conduct in so far as it is in unison

with the All."

As stated in my first article, I can find no meaning

at all for these high-sounding enunciations. "The
cosmical laws of the All " are so far as I can see, prin-

cipally the law of gravitation, the law of the transmis-

sion of light, of electricity, and such like. I know v/ell

enough that we have to conform, for example, to the law

of gravitation. But I can detect no trace of religion

or morality in such conformity. On the contrary, it

may, at times, be moral, or at least eminently prudent,

strenuously to resist conformity to the law of gravita-

tion ; as, for instance, when deadly enemies meet at

the edge of a precipice. Cannibals, who slay and de-

vour their enemies conform more directly and com-

pletely to "the cosmical laws of the AH," than the

man who, Christlike, offers no violent resistance to

those who attack him.

It seems to me that the special selection and use

made by human beings of the multifarious opportuni-

ties offered by nature, is that which first of all intro-

duces the moral element into the world we know.

I am well aware that The Open Court in speaking

of "the cosmical laws of the All," has not really the

"cosmical" laws in mind, but chiefly the laws of

organic evolution. But even leaving inorganic evolu-

tion with its general cosmical laws out of account,

organic evolution—as explained by Darwinism—has

to be pronounced out and out fatalistic, and contain-

ing therefore no trace of morality. Judged by the

standard of morality, organic evolution has been

brought about by pre-eminently immoral means.

Morality enters into the process only when natural

evolution becomes controlled for ethical purposes by

man's power of rationally interfering with the other-

wise non-rational and exorbitantly cruel disposition of

nature in general. Morality is of human origin. It

emanates from the rational understanding of man's

social or hyper-individual nature.

And, as regards religion, I, for one, can find no

incitement for it in the deaf and blind cosmos, that

lies outstretched there in infinite space, insensible to

our joys and woes. I can detect religion, if religion

it may still be called, only in the enthusiastic devotion

lavished by generous hearts on the progressive exalta-

tion of the inner worth of human existence.

IS MONISM UNTENABLE ?

THE ONENESS OF THE ALL.

Dr. Montgomery regards the statement that monism rec-

ognizes the "oneness of the AH" as "making no sense." He
says :

" By calling the supposed totality of natural phenomena the All or All-
" existence, its oneness is already maintained."

Dr. Montgomery accordingly believes that the words " ohp-

ness " and " all existence " are tautological. This is not so. The
All might be a combination of many disparate things. The \\\

might consist (as, for instance. Dr. Montgomery himself suggested

in his last article) of matter and of mind. There is nothing of

the concept " oneness " contained in the word "All." The All

may be a sum of many things or of two sets of order as dualis's

maintain. .-V sum of disparate things represents no oneness. But
the All may form a unit consisting of many parts which are per-

vaded by common laws ; and the latter view is that of Monism.
If our learned friend can supply no better argument, we shall re-

tain the definition, " Monism is that philosophy which recognizes

the oneness of All-existence."

Dr. Montgomery then asks :

"Now in what manner does The Open Coari; attack this ' ancient and form-

"idable problem,' viz., that of the oneness of the All ?"

The answer ought to have been, By investigating the formal

laws of the universe, the nature of which is laid down in the formal

sciences.

The Universe appears to us as a Cosmos ; and the cosmic

order of the Universe depends upon the formal laws. So long as

the formal laws retain their universality, and so far as the

rule " twice two equals four " holds good, there is a uniformity of

nature which is the condition of all order in nature.

This has been explained at length in Fundamental Problems,

especially in the chapter Form and Formal Thought ; but Dr.

Montgomery takes no no'.ice of it ; nor does he quote any passage

in order to substantiate his condemnation or to prove a fallacy in

the arguments. There is accordingly no ground for being con-

cerned about the unfavorable verdict he pronounces.

PERCEPTIO.NS AND IMPERCEPTIBLE STATES.

Instead of investigating the answer concerning the problem of

the oneness of the All which is given in Ftmlamental Problems,

Dr. Montgomery discusses the definition which is only indirectly

connected therewith, that "the data of experience are percep-

tions."

Dr. Montgomery says :

" It is clear that not only perceptions, but also such imperceptible states

"of being, as hunger, thirst, and other appetites, as love, hope and other

"emotions are furnishing manifold and distinct data of experience, qu ite dif-

" ferent from those of perception. Indeed in our human life these impercep-

" tible states of being play an overwhelmingly significant part, to which per-

"ceptions are hardly more than incidental incitements."

Are not hunger and thirst perceived ? If they are perceived,

are they not perceptions ? Surely we must not say that they

are " imperceptible states." Dr. Montgomery seems to confound

perception with sense-perception. In saying that perceptions (i.

e., sense perceptions) are hardly more than incidental incitements,

he makes a bold assumption. If sense-perceptions were mere

incidental incitements, the origin and growth of mind, all intellec-

tual life, would be mere hap-hazard, a fortuitous effect, a mere

matter of chance.

It is strange that Dr. Montgomery calls the statement that

the data of experience are perceptions " the most debatable of all

philosophical propositions." How does this verdict agree with
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the lesson he undertook to give us in his first article concerning

"the truth that the outspread world we know is first of all our

own sense-awakened individual perception " ?

THE ONLY QUOTATION, MISQUOTED.

In discussing the views of The 0/<en Court Dr. Montgomery

simply makes sundry disconnected remarks upon a few defini-

tions ; but he avoids quoting any coherent passage. How glad I

was while perusing his criticism, to find at least one quotation. Dr.

Montgomery says of The Open Court :

" It maintains without winking that 'the reality itself, the world, the AH,'

' is itientical with ' the totality of matter and energy.'
"

Since this expression flatly contradicts those views that have

been propounded in The Open Court, and since I could not re-

member ever having used such a phrase, I looked the passage up

(in No. 112 p. 1S93, of Tlie Open C(>;«/) and found that I had made

a statement in opposition to the agnosticism of Miss Mirabeau

Brown, who believes that " all things are from one source, that

source being unknowable." I said that matter and energy, the

world, the universe have no source ;
they are eternal.

The passage literally quoted runs as follows :

"But reality itself, the world, the All, the totality of matter and energy,

" has no source. It is eternal."

If a number of things or ideas are enumerated concerning all

of which it is said that they are not derived from a source, how

can that imply that these things are all identical ? These terms

are of equal value only in so far as the same thing can be predi-

cated of them. There is not one word in the passage about re-

ality being "identical with" the totality of matter and energy.

It is true ihat Dr. Montgomery does not include the clause " iden-

tical with " in quotation marks, but these two words are after all

that part of the sentence which gives sense to it. And the Doctor

in order to make this statement emphatic, adds that it is main-

tained " without winking."

The totality of matter and energy are by no means the whole

of the world For the feelings which accompany certain modes of

motion are not incltided in the term energy ; and at the same time

the forms of things are neither matter nor energy. And yet they

are of great importance. So are feelings ; and we cannot say that

they do not exist simply because they are contained in neither of

the abstractions energy and matter.

It is unfortunate for Dr. Montgomery that the passages in

which these subjects have been discussed and which stand in

flat contradiction to the view which he unwarrantably assumes

to be held by The Open Court, have entirely escaped his attention.

Tlie only quotation whicli Dr. Montgomery has made in either of

tliese articles, is a gross misquotation.

INFERENCES MADE FROM A MISQUOTATION.

Dr. Montgomery's misquotation, that the All is "identical

with " the totality of matter and energy leads him inti^ worse

blunders. He makes inferences from that statement and main-

tains that these inferences are part of our Monistic philosophy.

He says :

"It incontrovertibly follows that mental states, 'perceptions' included,

" do not form part of the reality itself."

and

"The godlike All of The Open Court is not .iiig but a vast congeries of

" inert material panicles."

That this is not so, has been repeatedly maintained in The

Open Court, in Mr. Hegeler's articles, as well as in Fundamental

Problems.

IS COGNIIION UNREAL?
Dr. Montgomery quotes the definitions :

" Reality is the sum
total of all that is "

; and '

' Truth is the conformity of cognition to

reality." He adds :

" This last sentence tells us plainly, that there is first ' reality ' and then

'cognition,' of it, that consequently, reality is after all not 'the sum total of

all that is."

I should really like to know where cognition is excluded from

reality. Every thing that exists is called real, and reality is the

sum total of all that is. Cognition is real* and things cognized if

they exist, if they are no mere illnsions, are real. If a cognizing

being attempts to follow the Delphic rule of self-knowledge, it at-

tempts to cognize itself. Is that " self " no reality ? Is it not also

an object of cognition ? If a cognition agrees with or conforms

to the cognized object, be that an outside thing or self, the cogni-

tion is called true.

MORALITY AND THE ALL.t

Dr. Montgomery maintains that he can detect " no trace of

morality " in the All, neither in the inorganic nor the organic laws

of cosmical existence. He adds :
" Morality is of human origin."

I am here again at a loss how to account for Dr. Montgomery's

logic. Is the "human "not a part of the All? If it is not, it

must be supernatural, and this is a conclusion which Dr. Mont-

gomery does not accept. Dr. Montgomery looks around the

whole universe, he includes in his concept "All" everything

—

except man.

There is an old Swabian Volksincirchen about nine Gothamites

who went down to the beach to take a bath. They were bold swim-

mers and when they returned to the shore, they counted whether

their number was complete. Every one of them counted his eight

comrades and forgot himself. So they soon agreed that one of

them must have been drowned. Their grief was unspeakable until a

stranger passed by who enquired into the cause of their lamenta-

tions. He perceived at once where the trouble lay, and bade them

dip their noses into the sand and count the marks. They counted

nine and returned home full of thanks and gladness. The lesson

of this story is that if you count all, you ought not in your natural

modesty forget to count yourself also.

We agree with Dr, Montgomery that morality in a certain

sense is of human origin.:]: But the laws of human society are

nothing outside of the All. Dr. Montgomery must not exclude

himself and his fellowmen from the particulars which make up the

Cosmos.

How does a man .become moral ? Simply by conforming to

the laws of nature especially to the laws that build up human so-

ciety.

Dr. Montgomery detects no morality in a conformity to law

and mentions especially the law of gravitation. He says :

'It may at times be moral, or at least be eminently prudent to resist con-

" formity to the law of gravi ation ; as, for instance, when deadly enemies
" meet at the edge of a precipice. Cannibals who slay and devour their enemies
" conform more directly and completely to the cosmical laws of the All than

" the man who. Christlike, offers no violent resistance to those who attack

" him."

Dr. Montgomery has strange views as to conforming to laws.

He means by " conforming " a submission without any attempt to

adapt the situation to the occasion : we mean an adaptation to

the law so that the same power in nature that threatens to destroy

will be used to preserve and to build up. §

* Compare in Fundninenial Probtnns p. 205 the passage on the reality of

ideas and ideals. " Ideals are the most ' intense realities imaginable.'" etc.

t Compare with this article the chapters "The Oneness of Man and

Nature" and "Ethics and Natural Science " in Fundamsntnl Problems pp.

207,226.

i Ethics we should say is human, but morality is fcund also in the animal

kingdom.

§ Concerning the moral law of the Christian doctrine "Resist not evil,"

an explanation will be found in the leading article of No. 132. That the moral

law " Love thine enemy" develops naturally Prof. Max Mi'iUer has proved in

the articles "The Natural Origin of the Supernatural" (No. 1431 and "Re-

ligion, Natural" (No. 148.) Prof. Max Miiller quotes the great moral teachers

who lived before Christ, as having uttered the same doctrine as that of Christ.

The universality of the evolution of moral ideas proves that morality is of a

natural growth.
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Why is Cannibalism said to be more in conformity with the

laws of nature than morality. The ground on which Dr. Mont-
gomery maintains it, is not stated. However in the scale of evo-

lution the cannibal ranges lowest, while a moral man ranges highest,

md the moral man survives the cannibal.* Is a moral man less nat-

ural than a beast of prey ? Is he not a man. and in addition, a

moral man, beiaiisc- he understands more of nature's laws and con-

forms to them ?

That all human efforts to improve nature can be made by the

means of nature alone, is indubitable and can be disputed only for

the sake of controversy. JNlaudsley says (i. c. p. 525) :

"There is going on a recreation of nature by human means, but nature

' Yet nature is made better by no mean.
But nature makes that mean ; so, over that art,

Which, you Sly, aids to natare, is an art

That nature makes

Thii

Which does mend nature—change, rather
; but

The art itself is nature '.
' "— /( V«^v'j Tale.

MORALiry AND FATALISM.

The last mentioned misconception of Dr. Montgomery's leads

us to another error of his. He says that not only Darwinism
but also "the mechanical world conception is absolutely fata-

listic."

Dr. Montgomery, who claims to have entered the precincts

of modern thought by reproaching T/u- Open Court that it has not,

seems to be quite unfamiliar with one of our most profound thinkers,

who is fully imbued with modern thought. It is Professor Wil-

liam Kingdon Clifford.

Professor Clifford takes exactly the same position as does The

Open Coiii-I. That which is defined as " Religion " in The Open
Court, Clifford calls " cosmic emotion." In his article "Cosmic
Emotion " he says :

"The social organism itself is but a part of the universal cosmos, and like

" all else is subject to the uniformity of nature. The production and distri-

"bution of wealth, the growth and administrative machinery, the education
" of the race, these are cases of general laws which constitute the science of

" sociologv. The discovery of exact laws has only one purpose

—

the ^tidance
^' of conduct by means qfikemA The laws of political economy are as rigid

" as those of gravitation ; wealth distributes itself as surely as water finds its

"level. But the use we have to make of the laws of gravitation is not to sit

" down and cry ' Kismet .'
' to the flowing stream, but to construct irrigation

" works."

THE MECHANICAL EXPLANATION AND THE ORIGIN OF FEELING.

Dr. Montgomery says in his first article :

" The intrinsic animation of all matter is wholly antagonistic to the
" mechanical conception "

His argument is as follows ;

" If material particles were alive, were capable of originating from within
" any kind of motion, the entire mechanical world-structure would instantly

" fall into chaotic confusion."

Certainly it would, if life is to be interpreted as Dr. Mont-

gomery interprets it in the foot note, where he says of a brain

molecule that it " should wander from its place or path without an

adequate mechanical cause."

I have not as yet met among philosophers one whose idea

of life consists in his supposition ihat there is a capability of
'

' originating from within any kind of motion, " if by " originating
"

is meant creating motion from nothing. Kant, with whose criticism

modern thought commences, calls every world-conception which

stands in contradiction to the mechanical principle " a philosophy

of indolence " (faule Weltweisheit.)

Let me quote as an instance the following passage from Kant :

" If people can free themselves from an old and unfounded prejudice as

well as from the philosophy of indolence which under a pious mien at-

* Morality and the principle of absolute non-resistance should not be con-

founded.

t The italics are ours.

tempts to hide a lazy ignorance, I hope to found upon irrefutable

sure conviction first that the world has a mechanical development out of

universal natural laws as the origin of its constitution, and secondly that the
mode of its me-hanical origin such as we have represented it, must be true."—

'

'
Reason is exceedingly interested," says Kant, '

' in not drop-

ping the mechanism of nature in her creations, and in not passing

it by in their explanations ; because without it no comprehension
of the nature of things is possible"

But how is it as to the origin of the organized life of

plants and animals ? Can the mechanical principle be shown to hold

good here also ? Kant has not, and with the scientific material at

his disposal could not have succeeded in applying the mechanical

principle to the origin of organization. He says in another pas-

sage :

" I think we can say, in a certain sense and without exaggeration: Give me
matter, and I will build out of it a world, which means : Give me matter, and
I will show yo J how a world is to originate therefrom."

Having descrfbed the laws that shape planetary systems, Kant
continues :

" However, can we boast of the same advantage concerning plants and
insects ? Are we able to say. Give me matter, and I will show you how a grub

originates ? Do we not here stop at the first step, hampered by ignorance

concerning the true inner quality of the object and the complexity of its in-

ternal %'ariety ? It must not be wondered at if I dare to say : that rather the

formation of all the celestial bodies, the cause of their motion, in short the

origin of the whole present constitution of the world-structure will be com-
prehended, before we understand the generation by mechanical principles

of a single herb or grub."

Kant expresses himself very guardedly. He does not deny

that science will in time be able to arrive at a mechanical under-

standing of the origin of a plant or a grub. He do.'s not deny

that the process of life, so far as its motions are concerned, takes

place in strict accord to mechanical laws. And if he denied it,

how could he call any philosophy that attempts to set aside the

mechanical principle, faule We/t'ueisheil ?

* *

All that which Dr. Montgomery says about hylozoism is

irrelevant, because he takes the term in the s^nse which implies

that hylozoism believes in besouled atoms endowed with the old-

fashioned freewill, so that an atom might combine with another

atom, or if it pleased might not. Does he expect us to defend

that windmill ?

If the expression "originating from within any kind of mo-

tion " means the change of potential energy into kinetic energy,

then indeed every particle of matter is alive. The stone in your

hand, if you let it go, will originate motion from within. You need

not impart to it any energy. The potential energy is in the

stone. The stone being of a certain mass, its energy depends upon

its position at a certain distance from the centre of the earth. In

the sense that under special conditions things change a definite

amount of potential energy into its equivalent of kinetic energy

(i. e. motion) even stones are alive.—Will Dr. Montgomery deny

this ?

What is life in the usual and limited sense of the word, viz.,

the organized life of animals, but motion accompanied with some

kind of feeling ? Motion everywhere takes place according to strict

and irrefragable laws which we call mechanical. Energy every-

where remains energy, it never produces feeling. Energy may

seem to disappear, but it does not, it simply becomes latent and in

that case is called potential energy. Feeling however, is not a

product of motion, but feeling accompanies certain motions.

Dr. Montgomery's quotations are excellent, and as they corro-

borate our position we repeat them here. Locke says :

"Body, as far as we can conceive, being able only to strike and affect

body ; and motion, according 10 the utmost reach of our ideas, being able 10

produce nothing but motion, so that when we allow it to produce pleasure or

pain, or the idea of color or sound, we are fain to quit our reason, go beyond

our ideas, and attribute it wholly to the good pleasure of our maker."
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And Leibnitz says ;

" We are constrained to confess that perception and whatever depends

upon it, are inexplainable upon mechanical principles; that is by reference

to forms and movements. If we could imagine a machine the operation of

which would manufacture thoughts, feelings, and perceptions, and could

think of it as enlarged in all its proportions, so that we could go into it as into

a mill, even then we would find in it nothing but particles jostling each othe:

and never anything by which perception could be explained."

We add a passage from Prof. Clifford :

"To say :
' Up to this point science can explain ; here the soul steps in,'

" is not to say what is untrue, but to talk nonsense But the question, do

"the changes in a man's consciousness run parallel with the changes of

" motion, and therefore with the forces in his brain ? is a real question, and
" not prima facie nonsense."

That which Clifford here characterises as " the stepping in of

the soul," Dr. Montgomery calls "the impulses of the hyperme-

chanical," which we shall take occasion to discuss later on.

We need not imagine that the motion of every single atom is

accompanied with feeling ; but we can, without commiting our-

selves maintain that the motions of all atoms are accompanied

with elements of feeling; and these ele.Tients of feeling produce

in certain combinations actual feelings.

Nature is not animated in the sense that there is a soul in

every stone
; yet nature is alive in the sense that all particles con-

tain the elements of life, so that the organized life of plants as

well as animals can and will sprout forth simply by organizing.

Let me add here that "the application of the mechanical

principle " is very different from that theory which Dr. Montgom-

ery calls "the mechanical world-conception." The mechanical

principle is applicable to all motions. Mechanics explains, i. a.

describes in the simplest and most comprehensive way, all kinds

of motion ; but mechanics does not deal with those things which

are not motions ; accordingly it does not and cannot be expected to

explain them. Mechanics for instance does not explain feelings.*

But the mechanical world-conception, as represented by Dr. Mont-

gomery, is supposed to explain everything by laws of motion.

The mechanical principle explains the motions of the heavenly

bodies; it e.xplains (viz., it describes in formulas most concisely

and at the same time exhaustively) gravitation, but it does not

exp'ain gravity. According to certain laws gravity under special

conditions makes matter move, or if a special lump of matter can

not move, it makes matter exert upon other matter a definite

pressure.

Dr. Montgomery says :

"According to the mechanical world-conception, life is not and can not

"be an original endowment of matter, but only a result of the peculiar me-
" chanical disposition and movement of aggregate particles."

There can be no objection to Dr. Montgomery's formulizing

and refuting a special idea of what he calls " the mechanical world-

conception." But objection must be made to his assertion that

this " mechanical world- conception " has ever been proclaimed or

defended in Tlii Open Court. On the contrary it has been rejected.

That view which has been defended is the application of the me-

chanical principle to all motions.

There is one more reason why to Dr. Montgomery all com-

plex motions the effects of which depend upon special combina-

tions or forms, will appear mysterious. He considers form as " a

causatively and ethically indiffertnt grouping of material par-

ticles."

A missionary who had lived among the Zulus, told me that he

once overheard the talk of two savages on the witchcraft of the

white man. "But look here, " the one said, " if I throw a piece

of iron into the water, it will sink. The white man brought to

our river several pieces of bent sheet-iron, and every single part

would sink if we threw it into the water. But the white man put

* This has been fully explained in Fundamental Problems " Can the world

be mechanically explained." p. 115-122.

the parts together, and although it was much heavier than our

canoes, it floated. I have seen it with my own eyes, and it is true

by my life." The other Zulu replied, " The white man can do this

only by witchcraft." These Zulus apparently believed that the

forms of things are " causatively indifferent."

If we misunderstand the importance of form, if we consider

it as "a causatively and ethically indifferent grouping of material

particles," we shall inevitably drop into mysticism, agnosticism,

or the belief in witchcraft. The belief in witchcraft develops

among theologians as supernaturalism, and among metaphysical

philosophers as a theory of " hypermechanical impulses."

THE HYPERMECHANICAL.

Dr. Montgomery says concerning Mr. Hegeler's comparison

of the soul to the phonograph :

" The same hypermechanical faculty which selects for reproduction among
" all registered luarks those intended for a special purpose, this same select-

" ive faculty imparts evidently also the corresponding impulses to the vocal
" chords. The process transcends altogether mechanical interpretation."

If the word "hypermechanical" means " non-raechanical "

we have no objection to the idea that there is something hyper-

mechanical, for feeling is indeed non-mechanical. Yet in that

case we must object to the proposition of Dr. Montgomery, that

the non-mechanical faculty "imparts impulses." The non-me-

chanical has nothing whatever to do with the mechanical, it can

impart no impulses. The idea of a non mechanical impulse is a

flat contradictio in adjectono less than the phrases ' a living corpse"

or ' a non-existent being.'

Dr. Henry Maudsley in his "Physiology of Mind," p. 70,

discusses the selective faculty with reference to Mr. Spencer's

comparison of the soul to a piano. Maudsley says ;

" ' Ideas.' Mr. Herbert Spencer remarks, (' Principles of Psychology,' Vol.

VII, p 485,) ' are like the successive chords and cadences brought out from
a piano, which successively die away as other ones are sounded. And it would

be as proper to say that these passing chords and cadences thereafter exist

in the piano, as it is proper to say that passing ideas thereafter exist in the

brain. In the one case as in the other, the actual existence is the structure

which under like conditions again evolves like combinnions The ex-

istence in the subject of any other ideas than those which are passing, is pure

hypothesis absolutely without evidence whatever.' This analogy, when we
look into it, seems more captivating, than it is complete. What about the

performer in the case of the piano and in case of the brain respectively ? Is

not the performer a not unimportant element, and necessary to the complete-

ness of the analogy ? The passing chords and cadences would have small

chance of being brought out by the plan 5 if they were not previously in his

mind. Where, then, in the brain is the equivalent of the harmonic concep-

tions in the performer's mind ? If Mr. Spencer supposes that the individual's

mind, his spiritual entity, is detached from the biain, and plays upon its ner-

vous plexures, as the performer plays upon the piano, his analogy is complete ;

but if not, then he has furnished an analogy which those who do take that

view may well thank him for. There is this difference between the passing

chords and cadences of the piano and the passing chords and cadences in the

brain—and it is of the essence of the matter—that, in the former case, the

chords and cadences do pass and leave no trace of themselves behind in the

structure of the piano ; while, in the latter case, they do not pass or die

away without leaving most important after-effects in the structure of the

brain ; whence does arise in due time a considerable difference between a cul-

tivated piano and a cultivated human brain, and whence probably have

arisen, in the progress of development through the ages, the ditferences be-

tween the brain of a primeval savage and the brain of Mr. Spencer. . . With

the brain, function makes faculty ; not so with the piano."

If you put the question to me, for instance, of how much iive

times five is ? I shall answer twenty-five. There is no hyperme-

chanical impulse that prompts the answer. There is not a select-

ive faculty in me, as Dr. Montgomery imagines, which among all

the numbers selects this and no other number. But there is a

memory structure which when innervated says :
" five times five is

twenty-five." If any one asks :
" How much is five times five ?"

it is this question which as soon as it is perceived, innervates the

memory structure " five times five is twenty-five ;" and possibly

it awakens many other memories' associated therewith. I may
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think of the teacher who first taught me arithmetic
; or the

picture of my multiplication table may appear before my eyes.

The answer " five times five is twenty-five " is under ordinary cir-

cumstances accompanied with feeling or consciousness.

Not every instance is so simple. There are of course mental

processes that are much more complicated, but there is not one in

which the motions that take place in the brain can be thought of

as being not strictly in accordance with mechanical laws whether

molecular or molar.

Take for instance the present situation of my mind. Dr.

Montgomery maintains of thought and also of the rauscle-innerva-

tion of speech that " this process transcends altogether mechan-

ical interpretation," and he believes that a " hypermechanical

faculty " steps in, which for all I know about this most modern

inierpretation of mental activity, might be the soul. In hearing

or reading these propositions a whole army of memories is aroused

in my brain. All my conceptions about mechanics and its rigid

applicability to all sorts of motion awaken. There is not a select-

ive faculty in my brain which rouses these conceptions from their

latency, but the reading of Dr. Montgomery's words irritates them

and sets them in motion. The process, on the one hand, is in its

causal nexus as much mechanical as any irritation that produces a

reflex action. It is, on the other hand, not mechanical in so far only

as these motions in my brain are accompanied with feelings. The

word " hypermechanical " finds among the memories of my brain

no clear conceptions as to what the word can mean. Yet there is

somewhere a maxim" registered '• Strive for clearness of thought,"

and there is near by an aversion against words which convey no

definite ideas. The maxim and the aversion are registered in my
brain in the shape of nervous structures. Both are irritated,

the one immediately after the other, so that a reaction takes place

which finds verbal expression in a complaint about the doctor's

vagueness.

There is a peculiar feature in soul-life which consists in the

limitation of consciousness. Similarly as in vision only one object

at a time can be in the central field of vision, viz., in the yel-

low spot where vision is most intense, so in consciousness one idea

only, one combination of ideas, one perception, or a thought

concerning a perception, one aim, or one activity can at one time

fill this centre of mental life. When several ideas are awakened,

that which at the time is strongest will attain a state of conscious-

ness. As soon as it has been attended to, it naturally loses its

interest, and another idea, which in the mean time has become the

strongest will follow. A combination of both may take place and

thus new thoughts, discoveries, inventions, ideals, may grow from

such beginnings.

The chief progress modern psychology has made, is that it is

no more in need of what Dr. Montgomery calls the selective

faculty, and which he can explain in no other way than by the sup-

position of "hypermechanical impulses" "The hypermechan-

ical faculty," he says, "selects for reproduction among all regis-

tered marks those intended for a special purpose."

Dr. Montgomery professes " to deny definitely the existence

of a separate deity and the personal continuance after death." In

one word he rejects supernaturalism. However, what is his

"hypermechanical" but supernatural? Is it not supernatural-

ism in a new shape ? I must confess that the old supernatural-

ism in its naive grandeur combined with its ethical importance

appears to me much more imposing than Dr. Montgomery's

artificial view of the hypermechanical.

SUMMARY.

In reviewing the whole criticism I am struck with the fact

that Dr. Montgomery everywhere criticizes himself. Dr. Mont-

gomery is a gentleman of unusual learning, but his learning is like

a vast labyrinth in which he has lost his way. The task of ar-

ranging all the facts of science into an orderly and monistic system
is not so hopeless as Dr. Montgomery imagines. If he would only

give up the idea that his own views represent the modern and
most progressed phase of science, he might discover that in many
quarters of the world thought has progressed beyond those doubts

which he has not yet overcome.

Dr. Montgomery has struggled in vain to acquire clear ideas

about several vital points ; his attempts to overbridge the gap

that yawns between subject and object are frustrated. The one-

ness of matter and mind appear from his standpoint as a mystery.

He has tried in vain to find the mechanical explanation of mental

processes and he has not succeeded in overcoming the fatalism

that is apparently attached to the conception that the world is

throughout determined by law. The criticisms presented by him
must be criticisms of those solutions which Dr. Montgomery sup-

poses to be possible, for certainly they are throughout different

from the views set forth in The Open Court. Dr. Montgomery
aspires to be a monist, and be presents here the difficulties which

hinder Jiiiit from realizing that unitary world-conception wh ch

Jit: understands by the term monism. We fully agree with Dr.

Montgomery that the monism which he criticizes is an unteuible

view.

The unsolved problems wiih which Dr. Montgomery troubles

himself are not quite unfamiliar to me. I have to some extent also

busied myself with the history of philosophy, and I found my-
self in the same mazes when I attempted to escape from the un-

tenable position of supernaturalism. My orthodox teichers, as

well as many earnest searchers for truth in the liberal camp, assented

to certain complaints about the insufficiency of monism; and that

kind of monism was much the same mechanical world-conception as

that of which Dr. Montgomery speaks. It was maintained that from

the standpoint of a mechanical world-conception, (i) life could not

be explained because feeling is no motion and cannot originate

from motion, (2) that ethics was impossible because of the fa'alism

of the mechanical view, and (3) it afforded us no assistance in over-

bridging the gap between subject and object. One hope only

seemed left, that an unexpected discovery would be made which

might serve to reconcile all those contradictions, as there might be

a monistic root out of which matter and mind had grown. Body

and mind would then, be proved to have " a common origin in one

and the same underlying reality. " This is the phase in which

Dr. Montgomery has become stationary.

As soon as philosophy began to despair of ever finding the

monistic root it became agnosticism. The verdict was pronounced :

The underlying reality is unknowable. When a thinker goes

beyond his depth he fondly imagines he has reached the unfa-

thomable. The unfathomable being attained, it appeared as if

the last word had been spoken and the history of philosophy was

closed. Thus agnoticism bringfs progress to a halt.

Dr. Montgomery's criticism is a most valuable contribution

when considered as the key to the thought of a past period in the

history of philosophy. This epoch which Dr. Montgomery repre-

sents is most interesting and the difficulties with which human

thought was then struggling should neither be forgotten nor

underrated. p- c.

CURRENT TOPICS.

While the political world is convulsed with national and inter-

national questions of mighty import, before which American states-

manship stands baffled and confused ;
while society in its com-

prehensive unity is disturbed and bewildered by the portentous

conflict going on between capital and labor ; while the revision of

creeds is filling the religious world with misgivings and doubt, it

adds to the general anxiety that the fashionable world, " society
"

in its narrow and exclusive character, is tormented by a dispute
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over a question of etiquette, precedence, and pride. There is

gloom in Vanity Fair. Some envious woman has, figuratively

speaking, thrown an apple of discord into the Post Office at New-

port, in the form of a letter addressed to " Mrs. Astor." It ap-

pears that a golden tint is given to the Newport " season " by the

presence of two ladies, each bearing the name of " Astor." One

of ihem is the widow of the late possessor of the Astor title, and

the other is the wife of the present owner. One is Mrs. William,

and the other is Mrs. William W.; but this coincidence is not in

the discussion ; the problem for solution is not who shall bear the

name of Astor, but who shall wear the title ? Which of them is

"Mrs." Astor in the " etiquettical " meaning of the word ? The

elder lady claims that any letter addressed to " Mrs. Astor," with-

out the prefix William, John, or Barnaby, belongs to her, by right

of seniority, as the widow of tlie Astor recently deceased ; but the

younger lady claims that such a letter must be meant for her as

the wife of t/ie Astor now alive. As the founders of the American

republic in their zeal for lighter matters, neglected to provide a

court of Heraldry to determine rival claims of rank and prece-

dence, the Astor quarrel must for a time remain unsettled, to the

grief of our nobility and the perplexity of snobs.

It seems probable at this moment that the Astor precedence

question will involve the government itself in trouble. The in-

flammation of it has already spread to New York, and the post-

master of that city has given due and timely notice that he will

not sit on either horn of the dilemma, when, the Newport season

being over, the Astors return home. He has made the harrowing

promise, a threat it may be almost called, that if the claim of pre-

cedence between those ladies be not settled, he will not give either

of them any letter addressed simply to "Mrs. Astor, New York

City." The dire consequence of this determination he does not

see. It throws the celestial "four hundred" into high-toned

anarchy, because persons writing to either of those ladies will

give offense unless the title and distinction in dispute be written in

the letter, and outside on the envelope. As both of them will

demand all the letters in the Post Office addressed to
'

' Mrs. Astor
"

and as the postmaster will refuse to deliver them, the interference

of the Postmaster-General must be invoked, and a cabinet meeting

called. Should the cabinet be divided on the question, as is likely,

it may be necessary to appeal for social safety to an act of con-

gress. There is an easy solution of the problem if " Society " will

only follow it. As all the difficulty has arisen out of a servile

imitation of English aristocracy, why not compel the English to

help u.T out by copying them all through ? When two English

ladies have the same title, as always happens when a nobleman

dies, leaving a widow and a married son, all jealousy is avoided

by conferring upon the widow the additional title " Dowager."

Why not call the elder " claimant " in this case, the Dowager Mrs.

Astor ? American snobbery has gone farther than that some-

times in a simian mimicry of patrician style. What would the

old original Astor have said when peddling his humble wares

through the city of New York, had he foreseen that his descendants

in the third or fourth generation would be quarreling over a

question of spurious nobility ? And supposing some future Astor

three or four generations hence, peddling notions like the founder

of the family, what will he think of it ?

The counterfeit monarchy at Washington is responsible for the

adulteration of American manners, by a foolish endeavor to refine

them with an infusion of courtly style. We import ceremonials

from Windsor Castle, and export republican dignity. The tone

of society at the capital sets the fashion, and the population there

composed of government officials is graded " according to rank.

"

Out of this classification has grown a code of caste which earns

for us the derision of those orders of nobility whose rule of pre-

cedence we have adopted for 'our guide. I have lately seen a

newspaper which in ridicule of our servility declares that this ar-

tificial royalty is the work of silly women at Washington who try

to set the fashions. Some of it no doubt is due to silly women,
but more to silly men. For instance, here is an item which ought

to be read with reverential awe, I quote it from a Boston paper :

" It would be regarded as a high breach of judicial' etiquette for

Judge Brewer to go to dinner or to enter a carriage before Judge

Miller or Judge Field." When "grave and reverend Signiors
"

like the judges of the Supreme Court, stand thus upon ceremony,

shall we call women " silly " for quibbling about precedence ?

No people in the world are so greedy as we are for titles, de-

corations, medals, badges, crests, cockades, and ceremonial mum-
mery and flummery. As titles of nobility are forbidden by the

organic law of the republic, we evade the prohibition by convert-

ing official designations into titles personal. The Secretary of

State in his office, may be properly addressed as " Mr. Secretary,"

but elsewhere he is only " Mr. Blaine," and genuine courtesy in

private life will not label or tag him with any other title than that

which is common to us all. In Europe titles actually belong by

law to the persons wearing them, but official station confers no

personal rank in England. Mr. Gladstone although Prime Minis-

ter, was only " Mr." Gladstone, and any person presuming to

patronize him or to flatter him as " Mr. Prime Minister " would

be laughed at as a snob. Only in the United States was he dimi-

nished by the titles "Premier" Gladstone, "Prime Minister"

Gladstone, and cheapness of that kind. We lower the American

standard when we adopt those tinsel vanities, which our Consti

tution has discarded as frivolous, aristocratic, and absurd. In this

age real titles are impertinent, imitations mean.

The tawdry fashion of giving a woman her husband's title has

spread from Washington to Tombstone. It has changed our pride

into vanity, and shrivelled ijp courtesy while trying to expand it.

The papers are to blame for some of this, because the bribe of a

chicken bone and a glass of wine, will turn "our special reporter "

nto a Jenkins in yellow plush livery, and with a footman's rapture

he will tell us that " Mrs. Commissioner Biggs gave a brilliant

reception last evening, at which we noticed Mrs. General Diggs,

and the charming Mrs. Alderman Figgs, accompanied by her beau-

tiful daughter Mrs. Senator Jiggs, who kept up a lively conversa-

tion with Mrs. Representative Riggs," and so on down to the

bottom of the stairs. The people who pay these flatteries are

snobs, and so are the people who accept them. Trades, as well

as offices, are titles now. I once had the honor of an introduction

to a lady who promenaded through " Society" as Mrs. Conductor

Gaines ; her husband was a conductor on the railroad. A few

days ago a newspaper, telling about the burning of a building in

Chicago, said that "Elevator Operator Gibbs," first noticed the

smoke. That was the stately title given to the boy who run the

'•lift." More extravagant than even that was the grim and

gloomy title given to " Death-Watch Osborn ", a man whose duty

it was to sit up with a convict sentenced to be hanged. In con-

ferring this title we touched bottom, and this justifies the hope

that a reaction will set in toward a simplicity of manners and

address worthy of a sensible people.

*
* *

In a recent number of the Illustrated London Ne-os appears

this item, "The Archbishop of Canterbury and Mrs. Benson

gave a garden party last Thursday at Lambeth Palace." The
American mind wonders what Mrp. Benson had to do with it, not
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suspecung that Mrs. Benson is the Archbishop's wife. Although

the Archbishop has a high seat in the House of Lords, and is in

fact a peer of parliament, with precedence above all the peers ex-

cept the royal dukes, he has no personal title like the Duke of

Richmond, or the Earl of Derby, and consequently his wife has

none. She is therefore only Mrs. Benson. Should Mrs. Benson

visit the United States she would be made miserable by the

kindly blunders of the press addressing her as '

' Mrs. .Archbishop of

Canterbury Benson." This descriptive name is awkward enough,

but it is not more stupid than the latest and most popular styles

of address now in common use, as for instance, "Mrs. Chief of

the Bureau of Statistics, Brown," and others more cumbersome

than that.

A good word was invented about the time of the war to de-

scribe a mushroom aristocracy,— Shoddy. This word should be

carefully preserved. Every attempt to divide us into castes based

either on wealth or official station, emanates from the sect of

Shoddy. In the temple of Shoddy the pews rent high, and people

must have a good deal of money before they can get into the re-

served seats. To be orthodox we must be born and married in

the current style ; and we must die and be buried in a fashionable

way, if we hope to go to heaven. It is low and common to be

buried in a coffin; nothing but a " casket " will suit us now.

Even our good old mother tongue is too cheap for the sect of

Shoddy. We must eat and drink in the French language. I have

before rae at this moment a Cincinnati Crtct'/Zf describing a brilliant

reception given by Mrs. Blank. This lady gave the paper a cat-

alogue of what she had for supper. Every thing was in the

French language, except one solitary article. This was " Punch,"

which appears at the bottom of the catalogue in honest Anglo-

Saxon. It never occurred to Mrs. Blank, that in publishing the

" Menu " she was giving her guests a hint that they did not often

get such luxuries, and was confessing at the same time, that they

were also rarities with her. In imitating the manners and customs

of any foreign aristocracy we confess our own inferiority, and are

sure to blunder. Our social customs ought to be in harmony with

our political organization, republican and American forever.

M. M. TRUMBULL.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE BRAIN THEOREM OF SENTIENT BEING.

'COGITO (SENTIO) = SUM" ; NOT £^GO SUM.

"/"ha ; presumed.Into the Heaven of He
A mortal guest and drawn empyreal air.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

I SHOULD be glad, with the consent of the Editor, to be allowed

to make, in the columns of The Open Court, a further brief minute

on the above topic ; viz., that Cogitation, or Mentation, is an or-

ganic cerebral process, function, or symptom, asymptote of which

supreme form of consciousness all sense, or thought, and their ob-

jects, were not even the shadow of a shade.

I know well the Zoilus-like (not Zola-like) odium inseparable

from this ungrateful duty, in the past and present conditions of

human opinion. Especially in the routine, innovation-detesting

and un-idea-ed Anglo-Saxon industrial communities, in which Mr.

Carnegie of Pittsburg emphatically declares that a liberal educa-

tion is fatal to success in business. But my syntax, which as /<?>-

alipomenon, I have always sought to differentiate from pure " dis-

covery " is so naive, and at bottom now-n-days, so much of an

obvious truism, that I do not despair of making it intelligible to

at least what M. Arnold calls "a remnant" even of that hide

bound race. And if so, though to myself, who look to events not

to dialectics, for the realization of my Ideal, this pis nl/c-r is but

the half-way house, the gain is probably worth the labor it entails.

It is only, I cannot too often repeat, Protn^vrijs JxediriTKs, Berk-
leyism shorn of its Absolutism, Locke without his "intentional

species " and other media bitween'brain and its action, and Kantist

negation of "thing in itself" without the mysticism and self-con-

tradiction inseparable from Metaphysics and Psychology. It quite

negatives, and dispenses with what is misnamed "Soul," either

in Microcosm or Macrocosm, which two are one organic whole,

and hence makes Body, or Leili (Life) and its functions, offices, or

properties the Be-all and End-all of vital existence—a consum-
mation more than apocalyptic and utterly fatal to all reconcilia-

tion between Religion and Science. The latter now expatiates

in empyreal regions that dwarf all old world conceptions of Poetry,

Prophecy or Devotion. And yet its scope is as simple and self-

evident as Schiller, in h\5 Letters on the .TLsthetic Education of Man,
explains of the practical side of the Critical Philosophy, of which

Ueberweg affirms he was the most gifted disciple. Schiller's words

are " that when freed from its technical form it connotes the im-

memorial assumptions (Anspriiche) of universal instinct implanted

in his own nature in Man as Guardian, till scientific insight [Rea-

son] makes him his own master (miindig)." What we understand

by Induction is therefore only a full ;vcognition of what, as in-

stinct, was always potentially present as adumbration. As Luther

translates the Greek term Metanoia resipiscence or a ;vfinding of

our primal Self— a conception worked out poetically by Words-
worth in his sublime verses and in his Ode to Immortality from

recollections of childhood— written at Tintern Abbey. In an essay

on Induction and Deduction lately published, under my care, this

view—the Platonic and Pythagorean doctrine of Vision and Re-

vision minus the absurdity of Metempsychosis—is well traced home
by the late Miss Naden, rectifying the, in essentials, misleading

representation of Lord Macaulay, in his monograph on Bacon,

and of Buckle in his/«;'fl'c-method of John Hunter. Descartes's

famous formula, at which, inscribed on the pedestal of his statue

at Tours I have seen " intelligent " British tourists guflawing as

bottled moonshine, requires, therefore, the modification above

noted in my motto. The Ergo is quite superfluous, and indeed

inhibitory, as soon as we are conscious that in the only sphere of

Relationalism and Rationalism, with which our, and other races

have any concern. Being and Thinking (which latter is only a

special mode of general sensation or Coenesthesis) as parallelisms

are one and indivisible. So that the primeval savage, u'hi/e un-

sophisticated, is at one with the latest scientific induction—the real

heresiarch and schismatic being the savage Thaumaturge or Oc-

cultist, and the specialist, scientist, and literate. Of Religion and

Divine worship I need only say a word. For if we can never

escape from Selfhood, and if all knowledge be an Autopsy, Nar-

cissus-like Self-adoration can be the only form in which Idolatria

can be exercised. It will be found that this hylo-ideal monism

strongly arraigns "Xature," not as pessimistic exactly, but as hap-

hazard, capricious, unjust, immoral and so cruel and inhuman as

impossibly to be the design and execution of an all-wise, all-powerful

and all-benevolent and fatherly Demiurge. The plain fact is that

when we quote the Semitic Biblical phrase " God's ways are not

our ways, nor his thoughts our thoughts," we cut ourselves adrift

from Deity altogether and abjure in toto the possibility of a super-

human basis for human thought and morals. Even Kant says:

" It is reflecting reason that brought design into the world and ad-

mires a wonder created by itself." Wordsworth claims that Nature

never betrays the heart that loves and trusts her. But the false-

hood of the claim is at once demonstrated by the single fact that

his sister and alter idem to whom the sentiment was addressed be-

came a howling maniac (See Cyrus Redding's Recollections) before

she reached middle age. My chief aim—though by no means my
only one—is, like Lucretius, to unmask and impeach the false
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Daessa Natural Religion and with it, of course, all Revelation,

Protestantism, though an advance on Greek or Latin Christianity-

products of the very darkest ages of civil history, has b;en, from

its origin at the Revival of Learning, when it was promulgated as

a plea for private judgment and the supremacy of the individual,

or selfish conscience, all along fatally handicapped by Bibliolatry.

Without that constraining influence Luther would have been en-

tirely Atlieos. I submit that this auto-plastic Cerebro-Cosmism is

in the line of the Lutheran protest against Authority, while en-

tirely divested of the soul-cramping cerements which mar and

vitiate nil Theology. The study of comparative Religions quite

nullifies all of them. Hope for radical human amelioration seems

vain that does not start from self-amelioration. Mere technology,

or Realist Scientism, by specialization is a fertile

—

perhaps tlic

most fertile—source of degeneration. Luther died despairing of

Humanity, confessing that the Reformation had injured rather

than forwarded human welfare. And Professor Huxley, in his

article Anarchy and Regimentation, in the May number of the

Nineteenth Century re-echoes, on anti-spiritualist data, the same

pessimism. Luther's despair applied notably to the birth-place of

his revolt. No one can deny, unless, like Mr. Gladstone, fanati-

cized by Biblical pietism, that nations, in their religious phase,

are retrograde and retroactive. Early in the i6th century Ger-

many was on a par, in civilization, with the other nations of

Europe. But as soon as Religion became a serious and dominant

life-factor, the Fatherland sank rapidly into barbarism and an-

archy, as well portrayed in Schiller's ' Wallenslein's Camp.' The
Kilkenny cat catastrophe is a type of her 200 years long Skiamachy.

Only in the reign of the Infidel Frederick II. of Prussia did the

mother, nurse, and xnartyr of the Reformation slowly emerge from

her suicidal vertigo or Schtuindel. Its turning point can hardly be

located earlier than the issue by Lessing, of the Legacy of Reima-

rius. And even Frederick, " the greatest of German sons," to his

dying day, refused to credit the possibility of German emergence

from Gothic barbarism. And, as of Germany, so of Geneva,

Scotland, Holland, Huguenot France, Puritan England, short,

but sharp paroxysm and the more prolonged obscurantism of

New England ending in Arianism and Indifferentism. Only now

are we fully able, from the triumph of the scientific method all

along the line—in the moral, no less than in the physical sphere

one and indivisible, by killing not scotching, to get rid of this fatal

Dens ex machina and succulms. All the leading esprits forts of the

iSth Century, with the exception of D'Holbach and the leading

scientific pioneers, as Laplace, and others, to which "remnant"

Condorcet and the other Gerondist leaders belonged, were hope-

lessly entangled in the maze of Dualism (Theism), none the more

hopeleS:ly than Voltaire, Rousseau, and Paine. Hence the French

Terror under Robespierre and other Jacobin sentimentalists, or

theophilanthropists, and the ^^xK\s\. fiasco of the French Revolu-

tion, as of its homologues the Reformation and Reign of the Saints.

Let ?M, at least of this generation, not be untrue to our preroga-

tives and vantage ground, neglect of which, as anachronism, must

be guilt and blunders of the deepest dye, in all who aspire to teach

or rule the hapless race of Mankind. Till the little " World God "

sees and acts on the principle that he is to himself Heno-theos

and Theotikos, Reason, I repeat, is tattoo. Henism (.\utc-Monism)

proper and Heno-theism as Dualism are clearly mutually exclusive.

Man must himself—each one for himself alone—work out his own

salvation (health, physical and moral) not by craven fear and

trembling but by justifiable confidence in his own un-aided power,

and in the assurance that happiness and its opposite are physio-

logical states. As before stated, ad nauseam, Salvation, Saint,

Sanctity, and all their derivatives and generally all "spiritual"

phraseology, are but forms of such concrete somatic states. Keep,

or regain, somatic health, including cerebral,—and that sunshine

of the breast—the peace, salam, or A'ief of the Oriental—passing

all expression or understanding, is our very own. Heaven and

Earth and Hell, Past, Present and Future become thus the con-

tents of our own bodil)' life or Leil'. Nirvana—the archetype of

all later Ideals, and Bliss including the Christian—can have no

other well-spring than this serene frictionless balance of organic

function.
" Hereditary bondsmen, know ye not,

Who would be free themselves must strike the blow !

"

To sum up. In Hylo-idealism, which includes Hylo-zoism

and the relational nature of knowledge, as well as Evolutionalism,

as propounded, not by Darwin, but by ancient Greek sages—is

implicit the seeming paralogism and real Paradox that etch cal-

varinin or skull cap covers the whole realm of the internal and ex-

ternal "universe" i. e., of all subjective and objective knowledge.

Outside Consciousness, whose seat is the Sensorium, can be only

nullity. Even Chaos is de trap for such Agnosis. For under that

osseous arch, as vulgarly said of the hat, lies the organism well

pictured in recent numbers of The Open Court, in which, and by

which, are transacted all the manifestations of Existence. With-

out this vesiculo-neurine pulp or marrow all could only be blank,

unconscious nullity. R. Lewins, M, D.

BOOK REVIEWS.
The Work of the Ministry. Lectures to the Meadville Theo-

logical School. By Rev. W. L. Tilden. Boston : Geo. H. Ellis.

These lectures have been published at the request of the stu-

dents of the school to which they were given, and we think their

venerable author has done wisely in yielding, as he expresses it in

his dedication, "the distrust of age to the sanguine judgment of

youth." The resolutions which led Mr. Tilden thus to act refer

to his lectures as containing words full of the spirit of manly

Christianity, and as having proceeded " from the experiences of a

long and useful life, devoted to disinterested and noble service of

the Christian ideals." The small volume is, indeed, full of wise

counsels to the Christian minister and contains much that laymen

may read with profit. Mr. Tilden dwells largely on the importance

of personal influence and personal character. Without the former

nothing can be done, but the nature of the work depends on per-

sonal character, which is an essential element of success to all

teaching, but especially of religious and moral teaching. The real

value of these lectures consists in the stress they lay throughout

on the great importance of that element.

Dr. Montgomery says of Mr. Hegeler (p. 2462); " He ob-

viously believes with most unsophisticated observers that things

really exist as we perceive them ; that they actually consist of the

tangible stuff we call matter." The error in this statement, Mr.

Hegeler declares, lies in the little word "we." That something

which we call "matter," is eternal. There was a time when

that which Dr. Montgomery calls " we," did not exist. Mr. He-

geler explained his opinion concerning the origin of the ideas that

constitute the " I " or " we " in his essay The Basis of Ethics (No. i

of The Open Court), from which we quote the following passage :"

" If a child sees an apple for the first time, the lens of the eye

" will throw a photograph of it on the retina, which photograph,

" as we now know, is fixed there for a short time, in a similar way
" as in a photographer's camera. From this photograph, through

" nerve-fibres, an analogue of the photograph is assumed to be

" brought to the gray matter of the child's brain, making a record

"there upon living, feeling matter; this has received the name
" photogram—in this case the photogram of an apple

" If the child sees the apple again at another time, it is the

"living, feeling photogram of an apple resulting from its first

"sight, which is stimulated thereby and feels, or, as we say, be-

" comes conscious of the apple. This photogram is the ego, for the

" instant."
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THE ORIGIN OF REASON.
BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, M. A. (OXON.)

To make the theory of evohition, as propounded by

natural science, to a great extent the starting point

and basis of their studies, is one of the distinguishing

characteristics of modern philosophers ; and amongst

them Professor Noire held an important place, and,

in Germany at least, enjoyed a considerable reputation

as a patient and original student of the problems of

language and thought. He was formally introduced

to the English speaking public by Professor Max Mid-

ler, who in the Contemporary Revie^v for February 1878,

gave an interesting account of the nature and historical

antecedents of the evolutionist philosophy, as applied

to the fundamental question, how did mind originate.

That article was mainl}' devoted to a theory Professor

Noire had published on the genesis of language, in

which it was for the tirst time clearly recognized that

the results of philological research would have a very

important bearing upon all questions of philosophy.

Noire followed up his theory in three other publi-

cations ; one, Das Werkzetig, und schie Bcdeutungfiir

die Entwickeliingsgeschichte der Menschheit, dealing with

the important part played by the tool \x\ the develop-

ment of human reason ; another, on the origin of rea

son, viewed in connection with Kant's critical stand-

point, and the third. Logos, Ursprung und Wesen der

Begriffe, which carried out further and completed the

systematic exposition of the theory. A work aiming at

the formation of a theory of general ideas which

should be satisfactory alike to the metaphysician and

the physicist, and add one more argument for recon-

ciliation in the feud between philosophy and science,

professing, in the course of its speculation, to have

discovered " the protoplasm of reason," cannot fail to

be interesting to an age, the main concern of which

appears to be, not so much what man is, as whence
he comes.

To the question, whence man comes. Professor

Huxley has given a clear and definite answer. " Com-
parative anatomy," he says, " is easily able to show
that, physically, man is but the last term of a long se-

ries of forms, which lead, by slow gradations, from

the highest mammal to the almost formless speck of

living protoplasm, which lies on the shadowy boun-

dary between animal and vegetable life," while "com-
parative psychology, though but a young science, and
far short of her elder sister's growth, points to the

same conclusion."* But still there are grave difficul-

ties to be met, and no one has as j'et discovered how
it is that a nervous state can produce conciousness,

or how consciousness passes into reason. The same
brilliant exponent of scientific principles has elsewhere

admitted that "in ultimate analysis everything is in-

comprehensible, and the whole object of science is

simply to reduce the fundamental incomprehensibili-

ties to the smallest possible number."! ^^ 's evident

that the branch of knowledge which deals par excel-

lence with incomprehensibilities, Philosophy, must
have something to say in the matter.

Before he undertook the investigation of the nature

and origin of concepts. Noire set before himself to ex-

plain the evolution theory in the light of metaph3'sics.

To this end he published, some years ago, a series of

works expository of a system of monistic thought,

exemplifying, in the course of his theories, the para-

mount influence which the teaching of physical science

has had upon all recent metaphysical speculations.

We have only to point to the founder of modern phi-

losophy for a similar instance of the way in which

Science can affect Philosophy; for the universal doubt

from which Descartes started was beyond question

suggested to him by the complete revolution produced

by Copernicus and Galileo in the ordinary notions of

physical science. If all the world had been wrong in

thinking that the sun went round the earth, would it

be wonderful, Descartes might have asked, if all phi-

losophers were in error as regards their fundamental

principles. So in our day the Kantian philosophy

has been assailed with weapons forged in the school

of physical science. Let us bear in mind, however,

that it will require something more to make that

mighty fabric fall than a mere resuscitation of the

arguments on the ruins of which it was built. If Kant

is true, and if modern science is true, then they can

each present but one side of a greater truth ; and if a

reconciliation is possible, it is in this reconciliation

that our hope for the future lies. A system of monistic

thought, or monism, as it is sometimes called, endeav-

* Hume, p. 106. English Men of Letters Ser'es.

t C> iliques and Addrtssfs. p 285.
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ours to overcome the opposition between mind and

matter, as being in ultimate analysis two sides or

aspects of the same thing. The very fact that each of

these aspects of the world has resisted all attempts to

reduce it to the other, points to the hypothesis that

there is some unity underlying both. In his earlier

works, Noir6 assumed the existence of elementary

monads endowed with a property which was on one

side motion, and on the other sensation, neither being

prior to the other. Evolution was then the process

by which complex monads were formed out of simple

ones ; sensation directed motion, and room was thus

provided for a teleological principle in nature. But

there is nothing in this view which gives any intelli-

gible account of the genesis of consciousness,—the

main difficulty in all evolutionist philosophy.

The question, however, which Noire set himself

specially to consider in his later years was concerned,

not with the genesis of consciousness, but with the

genesis of reason ; or as he preferred to state it—what

is the origin, and what is the nature of Concepts? It

is undoubtedly true, as Noire recognized, that on its

answer to this question will depend the validity of an}'

theory that professes to explain the origin of the human

faculties. Even Mr. Romanes sees clearly that this is

the first and foremost difficult}' to be overcome, and

that in the attempt to show that the intelligence of

man is not generically different from that of the lower

animals, the argument will succeed or fail by the way

in which it disposes of this, the fundamental question

in all philosophical speculation. The opening words

of the preface to his Logos boldly declare that in

Noir^'s opinion the question he was approaching was

second to none in importance. " The whole question

concerning man," he says, "and his relation to the

rest of the world, is bound up with his superior knowl-

edge or Reason ; and this Reason is wholly a question

of those general or abstract ideas which are man's

peculiar property. The investigation of the nature,

origin and destiny of man will always defeat its pur-

pose, if it does not start from this question, and keep

it constantly in view as its last and greatest problem."

The thorough- going evolutionist, — of the type of

Mr. Herbert Spencer, for instance, — is ready with

his answer. Concepts or general ideas, he will declare,

are nothing but generalizations or abstractions from

our individual experience, or from the inherited ex-

perience of former generations ; and there is no fa-

culty of the human mind which cannot be traced to

some metamorphosis of the impressions received by

the senses. To this the idealist philosopher may
reply that no man would ever have received a single

impression without the co-operation of a faculty not

derivable from the excitation of the senses which ex-

ternal objects produce ; for whatever may be the case

with brutes—and it may be said again that all anal-

ogies from them are dangerous—man at least requires

some faculty essentially different from sensation to

make experience possible. Here, then, is the issue

between Philosophy, in the old and true use of the

word, and those modern disciples of science who claim

a clear insight into difficulties the solution of which

philosophers have hitherto found impossible.

Reason—the distinguishing faculty of man—may
perhaps be defined as the power of conceptual thought,

in other words, the power of seeing the Universal in

the Particular. The strongest evidence that the lower

animals are unable to reason (in this sense of the

word) is supplied by the results of an inquiry which

is more and more making good its claim to take part

in the discussion of the deepest questions of human
knowledge. Philology had for a long time the repu-

tation of being an exceedingly dry study for any one

who was not specially engaged in its researches ; for

if any study at all is to be made interesting to the

world at large, its results must be shown to affect the

current of our opinions, so that he who runs may read

them for himself. And until it was made clear that

Language is intimately bound up with our notions of

Philosophy and Religion, Philology was for the cul-

tured masses vox ct prceterea nihil. The main discov-

ery which this science has made is that the four or

five hundred roots from which by far the greatest part

of language has been built up, express not mere imi-

tational or interjectional cries, as was at one time

widely held amongst philosophers, still less the names

arbitrarily given to things, but certain human activi-

ties such as digging, spinning, pounding, etc. These

roots formed, as has been said, the residua in the phi-

lological crucible. They were the 'moenia mundi ' of

the science, beyond which it could not go. Any ex-

planation that might be given as regards their posi-

tion in the development of human thought was work

for the philosopher.* Further, these roots were ex-

pressive of general ideas, never of particular ones
;

although it must have been in relation to some parti-

cular idea that the root first found utterance. For it

is a commonplace of philosophy that the particular

can never be known. Our senses tell us that parti-

cular (single) things exist, but it is our own reason

alone which tells us that they are particulars, that they

are really single things ; that is to say, sees them as

such, as particular only because they partake in the

general idea. Now the general is not prior to the par-

ticular, nor the particular to the general ; but the gen-

eral issues in the particular, just as knowledge or

reason issues in sensible experience. If the roots are

expressive of general ideas and find their utterance in

particular ones, have we any sign of this process ?

* Mas Mnller, Lectures on die Science of Language. Vol. L Lect ire 9.
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Has Reason any distinct characteristic b}' which its

possessor may be known ? Is there anything which

marks off by a line that cannot be overstepped the ra-

tional from the irrational being ?

Yes, answered Noire, the Rubicon is language :

and if the earliest forms of language represent general

ideas, and if it is reason alone which is cognisant of

general ideas, language seems to be a mark of reason,

and the absence of the one may be allowed to denote

the absence of the other.

If, then, language is expressive in the mainofgen-

3ral ideas, what follows ? JNIonsieur Jourdain was

surprised to find that he had been talking prose all

his life without knowing it. The ordinary mortal will

express a like astonishment when he discovers that

his daily conversation is made up almost wholly of

general ideas or concepts. And yet, if he listens to

what philologists and philosophers tell him he will see

that it is so ; for no other explanation of language, in

the Greek sense as the outer side of reason, is possible.

One other conclusion may be drawn. Philology

is the Science of words, and Philosophy is the Science

of Concepts. Philosophy begins where Philology

leaves off. Knowledge is effected by the co-operation

of the mind with the excitation of the senses, and

language is also effected by the same means, in other

words, the junction of reason with particular sensa-

tions.

It was characteristic of Noire to introduce his own
investigations with a lengthy notice of the treatment

which the question had received from previous phi-

losophers, so that if possible, a clear line of develop-

ment might be shown to connect their speculations

with his own. It may be convenient, therefore, to

summarize this historical account in brief outline, and

at the same time to present Noire's view, in his own
words, of the merits or shortcomings of his prede-

cessors.

Among the Greek philosophers disputes arose as

to whether language was a natural or an arbitrary

product, but as Noire pointed out, the objective char-

acter of human knowledge was never questioned by

them ; and Plato and Aristotle, seeing there could be

no knowledge of the particular, were forced to posit

some Idea or Form as the true nature of every par-

ticular. The main contribution of Mediaeval Philos-

ophy to the question lay in the important position that

was taken up by Abelard in regard to the nature of

language. This great thinker, who may rightly be

named the Father of Conceptualism, vindicated for

the concept a position which it has ever since held.

Words are not the names of things, but of concepts;

and the concept expresses not the essential or true

nature of the thing, but only what we are able to think

of it. But of the origin of concepts or of speech no

other explanation was given than the mythological

one, that they were the immediate gift of God. The
mist of metaphysical theory in which the mediagval

age was enveloped melted away to a great extent

under the powerful light of Bacon's teaching, and the

system which was to seek the answer to the great

questions of the world in a patient investigation of the

world itself as presented to our senses, passed a cen-

tury later into the Empiricism of Locke. The mind

is a tabula rasa ; our general ideas are all derived from

simple ones through abstraction. This abstraction he

designates thought, and affirms it to be the dividing

line between man and brute. And while Professor"

Noire gave Locke the utmost credit for asserting the

inner connection between language and thought, and

for pointing out that general ideas or concepts, which

are the mental equivalents of words, form the funda-

mental elements of thought, he has some effective

criticism of Locke's method, which, even after all that

has been done and undone in philosophy since the

Essay on the Human Understanding was published, can-

not be described as superfluous.

" Every deep thinker will immediately see that this

explanation of Locke's is unsatisfactory, since a dark

and unexplained something remains ; and this forms a

mystical and not a rational foundation. I shall here

briefly indicate the chief contradictions and weak

points of his explanation, (i) It is quite inadmissible

to talk of particular and individual ideas : for general-

ity constitutes the essence of an idea. Sensible im-

pressions and experiences, which to a certain extent

may be predicated of brutes, are essentially quite dif-

ferent from ideas or concepts which are the peculiar

property of man. The confusion is chiefly owing to

the fact that the persons whom the child first learns to

know are already possessed of names, and the poverty

of the English language which has to use the word

'idea' both for concepts and sensible presentations.*

(2) There is something especially unsatisfactorj- and

contradictory in putting complex ideas first, through

the falling away and abstraction of which general

ideas are to arise. A complex idea involves the prior

existence in consciousness of its elements, which are

in this case simple and more general ideas. To do

this is to put the more difficult mental operation first,

and derive the easier from it ; which is a fundamental

pctitio principii, since the formation of ideas or con-

cepts," which is what we have to explain, is already

pre- supposed. (3) Though Locke was right in main-

taining that ideas are not innate, but can only be

evolved from experience as opportunity offers ; his

•The Germans are fond of talking of the poverty of the English language.

It must be confessed that criticism of this sort is invited by the clumsy Expe-

dient adopted in a recent translation of a German philosophical work, in

which a distinction of small and capital letters served to denote totally dif-

ferent meanings of the same word.
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greatest error lay in drawing the false conclusion that

ideas are all derived directly from experience, so that,

as he expresses himself (£ssay, 3, 9, § 18), 'simple

ideas are each but one simple perception.' Locke

did not take account of the activit}' of thought, which

is the most powerful element in the formation of ideas,

and which Kant in the Critique of Pure Reason rightly

opposes directly to passive or receptive sensation,

going so far as to call ideas functions of the mind.

Locke's opinion is rather that (^Essay, 1, 11, § 2) the

mind in respect of its simple ideas is wholly passive,

and receives them all from the existence and opera-

tions of things, such as sensation or reflexion offers

them, without being able to make any one idea : this

experience shows us. It is only as regards complex

ideas that Locke allows the mind activit)' : he even

maintains that human laws, ordinances, inventions,

etc., must have been present in the mind as complex

ideas before the realities which correspond to them

could have existed."

" However near to each other object and idea stand

in Locke's philosophj', a measureless gulf is ever fixed

between them ; since he cannot explain their genetic

connection : to the question how can sensible impres-

sions become general ideas he gives not the slightest

answer : nor is he able to say how we obtain ideas of

the so-called primary or real qualities of objects. Im-

pressions are rather alwaj's special, never general, and

lie in the subject, as he rightly says : but the real

qualities can only lie in the object itself, and how are

the}' to pass into our mind?"

Despite this criticism. Noire was very grateful for

Locke's clear recognition of words as the signs, not

of things, but of general ideas, a position which brings

the seventeenth century philosopher into direct con-

tact with modern theory on the subject of language.

From this he went on to indicate clearly the transi-

tion to Kant and the lines on which all future philoso-

phizing must proceed.

" The object of philosophy is twofold : it must by

criticism and analysis reduce all concepts to their ul-

timate elements, and do for the world of thought what

chemistry does with so much success for that of mat-

ter. It must determine the relation of concepts to the

real world, which is nothing more or less than to dis-

cover the origin of them. Here there were apparently

two possibilities: to consider either the thinking sub-

ject by itself alone, or the object by itself alone, as

what is most certain and immediate : mediaeval phi-

losophy took the first road and Locke the second, but

both ended in failure. The third possibility was first

revealed to the penetrating mind of Kant, who showed

fro[n the relation of subject to object how an object is

realized for the thinking mind and proved that we
possess a double source of knowledge in sensation and

a prioi-i forms, through the working together of which
experience and ideas arise. All philosophical specu-

lation has to build on Kant's labors, and it is only in

harmony with them that the great problem of the

origin of general ideas can be solved."

OUR NEXT NEIGHBORS.*
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

About sixty years after the Conquest of Granada
the clerical tribunal of Almeria was apprised of the fact

that a number of Moorish renegades had taken refuge

in the fastnesses of the Alpuxaras Mountains, and that

moreover a tribe of wholly unconverted heathens had

managed to survive in the summit-regions of the high-

lands known as the Sierra de Gador.

Forty- six families of those obnoxious highlanders

were actuall}' captured and duly burnt, in spite of

abundant testimony to the fact that the}' had formed

an isolated community from immemorial times and had

neither sought nor found an opportunity to acquaint

themselves with the theological theories of their neigh-

bors. A special delegation of detectives was com-

missioned by the Holy office to inquire into the

circumstances that had so long enabled a community

of pagans to elude the vigilance of the spiritual

authorities.

A commission of a less sanguinary but equally in-

quisitive Inquisition may, in times to come, perform

a pilgrimage to the uplands of the Mexican Sierras,

which for centuries will continue to conceal remnants

of actual believers in the Galilean doctrine of renun-

ciation. Highlanders are proverbially averse to in-

novations, but the conservatism of the orthodox Tyro-

lese and Basques is far surpassed by that of the Mexican

Sierra Indians, who add taciturn caution to stub-

bornness and continued to resist the pistol-armed

apostles of Spain for a hundred years after the last

skeptics of the lowlands had been bullied into con-

formity. Only thirty years ago the explorers of the

Sierra de Zalisco came upon a tribe of aborigines who
still practised the pagan -rites of their ancestors by

sacrificing birds and dried fruit at certain times of the

year; and in 1883 Dr. Hammond, in a paper read be-

fore the .American Neurological Association, described

the still stranger creed of a community of the autoch-

thones in the highlands of Western New Mexico.

Their rites, which seem to resemble the mysteries of

the old Egyptian Isis-worship, include the veneration

of an hermaphrodite, or of an unmanned male of the

human species, dressed as a woman and compelled to

engage in feminine occupation. These miijerados, as

the natives call them, are maintained at the expense

of the tribe, and as the doctor informs us, are "im-
* Copyrighted under "American Auguries."
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portant persons in the religious ceremonies which are

conducted very secretly in the spring."

If a superstition of that sort could survive from the

time of the Aztecs, it is not impossible that in the

thirtieth century of our chronological era, isolated

communities of the same Sierras will continue to prac-

tice physical self-torture for the benefit of their souls,

and attempt to conciliate the favor of heaven by the

suppression of their natural instincts.

The lowlands, on the other hand, will soon be

stimulated into industrial activity, and their climatic

privileges will foster the development of large cities

—

"shining with the light of a borrowed culture," like

the commercial centres of Italy and Hindostan, but

withal enjoying prerogatives that will enable them to

maintain a successful competition with the manufact-

uring towns of the North. On the markets of Tam-
pico and Vera Cruz vegetable products, sufficient to

support a familj' of five persons, for a day, can be

bought for one real (twelve cents), and from the coast

up to an elevation of 4,000 feet, fuel for the purposes

of house warming can be dispensed with for eleven

months in the year. Even in January, weeks of mild,

sunny weather are nothing unusual ; European sailors,

in fact, consider winter the most agreeable season for

a visit to the south-coast of Mexico, and south of the

twentieth parallel there are perhaps not more than

fifteen days in the year when the state of the weather

would make a stove-fire insure an improvement of

thermal comfort. Warm clothing is equally dispen-

sible and a rain-tight roof is the chief requisite of a

comfortable dwelling-house. Higher up, on the cen-

tral tablelands, frosts occasionally fringe the border of

lakes and brooks with a thin trimming of ice ; but the

summers make amends by greater dryness, and mere

frame-sheds with a chimney of adobe-bricks shelter

thousands of fairly comfortable families. In the sec-

ond 3'ear of the French occupation, the old convent of

San Francisco in Puebla was turned into a Govern-

ment arsenal, where thousands of natives, both men
and women, were emplo3'ed in the manufacture of

cartridges, percussion-caps and uniforms. The wages

were rather scant, but the regularity of the paydays
made the establishment so popular that the massive

old building was soon surrounded by scores of impro-

vised shanties—each with a little cooking-stove and a

canvas-roof, some even with door locks and squares

of framed window-glass.

"Is it possible those cabins have been built from

the savings of your day-laborers ?" I asked an Austrian

officer in charge of the arsenal.

"Yes, they save from fifty to eighty per cent of all

we pay them," said he, "and I do not doubt that they

would work for much less though some of them get

only three reals a day. But then they have no 'wants '

hardly, in the civilized sense of the word. A shilling

for an occasional new hood with trimmings or two
shillings for a broad brimmed hat, say once in two
years, is all they can be said to spend for articles of

anything like luxury. Most of our Cliinacos use neither

tea nor coffee, our regulations prevent them from

smoking, they eat little meat, never touch wine and
beer, read no books, take no newspapers, wear no
shoes, dispense with carpets and pictures and culti-

vate music only by proxy—by applauding a guitar-

strumming youngster. Their very pets are made to

board themselves, for I have known them to keep par-

rots that make a living by hopping about the street

in quest of garbage-piles. One of our tailors has five

little children that keep his wife at home, and he

supports them all on his individual earnings of four

reals a daj' and I have reason to believe that he saves

money besides."

The employers of such laborers will before long

compete with the most economical factory-managers

of Yankeeland. Climate, domestic habits, and the

unparalleled abundance of cheap food will turn the

scales against Anglo-American constructiveness, and

the addition of railways will develop Mexican Lyons'

and Barcelonas. The experience of the Anglicized

cities of tropical Hindostan may, however, repeat itself

in the land of our next neighbors : Industrial compe-

tition will introduce long working-hours, stuffy facto-

ries and other things unsuited to the latitude of Vera

Cruz, and the neglect of sanitary precautions will

avenge itself in the outbreak of virulent epidemics.

At least a dozen times in the history of the Straits

Settlements, plagues of that sort have swept the cabin-

suburbs of Singapore, and it is perhaps more than

prejudice that the Chinese ascribe the increase of mor-

talitj' in Canton and other southern seaports to the

innovations of the British intruders.

Incidentally complications of that kind ma}' benefit

the cause of hygiene, by furnishing a test-case for es-

tablishing the value of a remedial agent that has been

unaccountably neglected in the southern states of our

own republic, viz., the effect of artificial refrigeration.

The humanitarians of future generations will find it

difficult to realize the fact, that the same nations that

invented half a thousand different stoves, found no

time for the construction of half a dozen efficient cool-

ing-machines and seemed to consider it a mere waste

of time to mitigate the fearful midsummer-misery of

the laboring classes. In Mexico the excess of that

martyrdom may compel its abolishment ; and there is

little doubt that the manufacture of ice and of various

contrivances for the generation of cool air, will yet

come to form quite as important branches of industry

as coal-mining and the manufacture of stoves.

The gradual exhaustion of coal and wood in the
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countries of the northern temperate zone will aid in

stimulating the industrial colonization of the summer-

land-regions, where Nature dispenses our species from

one of the three chief vicissitudes of the struggle for

existence : Hunger, frost and rain-storms. As in Hin-

dostan, the advantages thus offered to the employers

of cheap labor will perhaps be abused with long im-

punity. Tropical America, with all its political revo-

lutions is not a land of pariah insurrections. Nine out

of ten times the revolts against the government of the

Spanish Creoles originate with their own congeners,

and the poor aborigines are made the tools of an am-
bitious intriguer in quarrels not of their own seeking.

" It is an undoubted fact," says a historian of British

India, "that the annals of the Hindoos furnish no in-

stance of their having turned upon their rulers, no

war of classes, no popular insurrection, not even a

great popular conspiracy. All changes have come
from above, none from below. There have been in

abundance wars of kings and wars of dynasties. There

have been revolutions in the government, revolutions

in the palace and on the throne, but no revolutions

among the people."

In Mexico the terrible oppression of the Spanish

taskmasters never provoked a serious servile insurrec-

tion ; the leaders of rival political parties quarreled

among themselves, but the peons remained passive,

and the introduction of republican forms of govern-

ment has changed but little in that respect. The
Indies mansos—the "fame Indians," as the Creoles have

fitly called them, are still the Hindoos of the New
World, and in centuries of fierce revolts against the

authority of an Anglo-American Captain General, the

descendants of the Mexican peons may continue to

labor contently for Anglo-American factory barons at

a rate of remuneration representing the equivalent of

three frugal week-day meals, with a chance for a mess
of pottage on Sunday.

KANT ON EVOLUTION.

IN CRITICISM OF MR. HERBERT SPENCER'S PRESENTATION OF
KANTISM.*

It is very strange that Mr. Herbert Spencer will

again and again attack the philosophy and ethics of

Kant for views which Kant never held. It is pos-

sible that there are disciples of Kant who deny the

theory of evolution. Yet it is certain that Kant him-

self is not guilty of this mistake. Thinkers who re-

ject the theory of evolution are in this respect as little

entitled to call themselves disciples of Kant as, for

instance, the Sadducees were to call themselves follow-

ers of Christ. Kantian philosophy was foremost in the

* See Mr. Spencer's Article in Mind, No. lix, p. 313.

recognition of the need of evolution, and that at a time

when public interest was not as yet centred upon it.

Mr. Spencer's merits in the propagation of the theory

of evolution are undeniable, and he deserves our

warmest respect and thanks for the indefatigable zeal

he has shown in the performance of this great work,

for the labors he has undergone and the sacrifices

he has made for it. Yet recognizing all that Mr. Spen-

cer has done, we should not be blind to the fact that

Kant's conception of evolution is even at the present

day more in conformity with the facts of natural sci-

ence than Mr. Spencer's philosophy, although the

latter commonly goes by the name of the philosophy

of evolution.

It is painful to note that in many places where Mr.

Spencer refers to Kant's philosophy, he does it slight-

ingly, as though Kant were one of the most irra-

tional of thinkers. Kant's reasoning is denounced

as "abnormal" and "vicious." I find such phrases

as, " It is a vice of Kant's philosophy . . .," " If Kant

had known more of Man than he did ....," etc. Mr.

Spencer characterizes Kant's method as follows :

" Instead of setting out with a proposition of which the nega-

tive is inconceivable, it sets out with a proposition of which the

affirmation is inconceivable, and proceeds to draw conclusions

therefrom."

These attacks of Mr. Spencer on Kant are not jus-

tifiable. Kant is not guilty of the faults for which he

is arraigned by Mr. Spencer.
*

* *

It is, however, fair to state that these misunder-

standings appear excusable if the difficulties are borne

in mind with which the English student of Kant is

confronted. First, Kant cannot be understood without

taking into consideration the historical development

of his philosophy, and, secondly, most translations of

the fundamental terms, he employs, are so misleading

that errors can scarcely be avoided.

Kant's philosophy is hy no means a perfected sys-

tem ; it rather represents (as perhaps necessarily all

philosophies do) the development of a thinker's mind.

The " Critique of Pure Reason" especially shows traces

of the state of Kant's mind at different periods, and

thus it is that we discover passages which closely

considered will be found to be contradictory. When
reading this remarkable work we feel like travelers

walking over the petrified relics of a powerful eruption.

There are strata of ideas of the oldest formation close

to the thoughts of a recent date. There are also ves

tiges of intermediate phases. Here they stand in.

the petrification of printed words, peacefully side by

side, as memorials of a great revolution in the devel-"

opment of human thought. It is this state of things

which more than any thing else makes of Kant's writ-

ings such difficult reading. At the same time it isob-
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vious that we cannot simply take the results of Kant's

philosophy ; we must follow him in the paths by which

he arrived at any given proposition.

There is no philosopher that has been worse mis-

interpreted than Kant ; and the English interpreters of

Kant have succeeded in mutilating his best thoughts so

that this hero of progress appears as a stronghold of

antiquated views. Mistranslations or misconceptions

of his terms are to a- great extent the cause of this

singular fate. As an instance we mention the errors

that attach to Kant's term Anschauung. Ajischauttng

is the present object of our senses ; it is the impression

a man has from looking at a thing and might have

been translated by "perception" or perhaps "sen-

sation." It is usually translated by " intuition. " The
Anschauung of objects comprises the data of knowl-

edge, and they are previous to our reflection upon

them. An intuition in the sense of the English In-

tuitionalists is defined as "a presentation which can

be given previously to all thought," yet this presenta-

tion is supposed to be a kind of revelation, a knowl-

edge that comes to us without our contemplation, a

cognition the character of which is immediate as well

as mysterious; in short something that is supernatural.

How different is Kant's philosophy, for instance, if

his position with reference to time and space is mis-

taken ! "Time and Space are our Anschauung," Kant

says. Buthis English translators declare: "Kantmain-

tained that space and time are intuitions." What a

difference it makes if intuition is interpreted in the

sense applied to it by the English Intuitionalist School

instead of its being taken in the original meaning of

the word Anschauung.

* *

Any one who knows Kant through Mr. Spencer's

representations only, must look upon him as having

the most perverse mind that could possibly exist ; and

yet it is Kant from whom Spencer has indirectly de-

rived the most characteristic feature of his philosophy.

What is Mr. Spencer's agnosticism but a popular-

ization of Kant's view that things in themselves are

unknowable ?

We conclude from the animosity which Mr. Spen-

cer shows toward Kant, that he does not know how

much in this respect he agrees with Kant, how much
he has unconsciously imbibed from the Z«V^m^ which in

part was formed under the influence of this huge error

of the great philosopher.

I feel confident that any clear thinker who studies

Kant and arrives along with him at the "thing in

itself" will soon free himself from this error of Kan-

tian thought. Kant himself suggests to us the method

by which we are to find the way out of agnosticism.

As a proof I quote the views of two independent

thinkers ; both influenced by Kant's criticism but

neither a blind follower. Professor Mach says :

" [ have always felt it as a special good fortune, that early in

my life, at about the age of fifteen, I happened to find in the li-

brary of my father Kant's Pi-ole:^i--inena lo .my fiiliire Mi-lupliysics.

The book made at that time a powerful, ineffaceable impression

upon me, that I never afterwards experienced to the same degree

in any of my philosophical reading. Some two or three years

later I suddenly discovered the superfluous rule that ' the thing

in itself ' plays."

And Schiller guided by similar considerations says

in one of his Xenions :

" Since Metaphysics, of late, without heirs to her fathers

was gathered :

" Under the hammer are now 'things in themselves
'

to be sold."

The latest attack of Mr. Spencer upon Kantism is

in the article "Our Space-Consciousness," \x\. Alind,

written in reply to Professor Watson. Mr. Spencer

there repeats his misconception of Kantism, so that I

feel urged to utter a few words of protest against his

gross misrepresentation of Kant's views. I shall con-

fine myself mainly to quotations from Kant's works

—

and the passages quoted will speak for themselves.

Should there indeed be any disciples of Kant who are, as

Mr. Spencer says, "profoundly averse to that evolu-

tionary view which contemplates mind as having had

a genesis conforming to laws like those conformed to

by the genesis of the body," these quotations will

suffice to prove that they have misconstrued the views

of their master. Philosophers hostile to the theory of

evolution would better select another patron for their

ideas. Kant is too radical a mind to protect those

men who in the domains of thought give the signal

for retreat.

Mr. Spencer adopted the evolution theory as it was

presented by Von Baer, who explains " Entwickc/ung"

as a progress from the homogeneous to the heteroge-

neous.

Baer's "Developmental History of Animals" was

published in 1828. Mr. Spencer adopted the theory in

1854. But the history of the theory of evolution is

older than Von Baer's book. Professor Baer con-

cludes his work with a few corollaries among which

near the end we find the following passage :

" If we survey the contents of the whole Scholia, there fol-

lows from them a general result. We found that the effect of

generation continues to advance from a part to a whole [Schol.

2.]; that in de%'elopment, self-dependence increases in correspon-

dence with its environment [Schol. 2.], as well as the determi-

nateness of its structure [Schol. i ]; that in the internal develop-

ment special parts shape themselves forth from the more general,

and their differentiation increases [Schol. 3 ]; that the individual,

as the possessor of a fixed organic form, changes by degrees from

more general forms into more special [Schol. 5].

The general result of our inquiry and consideration can now

well be declared as follows :
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" That the developmental history of the individual is the history

of increasing individuality in every relation ; that is, Individ-

ualization.

"This general conclusion is, indeed, so plain, that it needs

no proof from observation, but seems evidenl n priori. But we
believe thai this evidentness is merely the stamp of truth, and

therefore is its guarantee. Had the history of development from

the outset been perceived as just expressed, it could and should

have been inferred, that the individual of a determinate animal

type attains to this by changing from a general into a special

form. But e.nperience teaches everywhere, that deductions are

always safer if their results are discovered beforehand by obser-

vation. Mankind would have obtained a still greater intellectual

pcssession than it really has, this had been otherwise.

"But if this general conclusion has truth and contents, it

is onefuiidaiiieiital idea which runs through all forms and degrees

of animal development, and governs every single relation. It is

the same idea that collected in space the distributed particles into

spheres and united them in solar systems ; which caused the dis-

integrated dust on the surface of our metallic planet to grow up

into living forms ; but this idea is nothing else than life itself,

and the words and syllables in which it expresses itself, are the

different forms of life."

These corollaries were not inserted by Baer be-

cause he intended to proclaim a new truth, but

simply to excite a popular interest in a strictly scien-

tific work, in order to extend the circle of its readers.

Baer says in the preface :

" So much about the first part. In order to procure for the

work readers and buyers, I have added a second part in which 1

make some general remarks under the title of Scholia and Corol-

laries. They are intended to be sketches of the confession of my
scientific faith concerning the development of animals, as it was

formed from observation of the chick and by other investiga-

tions."

The Encyclopaedia Britannica says of Baer that

he "prepared the way for Mr. Spencer's generaliza-

tion of the law of organic evolution as the law of all

evolution." *

Baer declares that individualization is " the one

fundamental idea that goes through all the forms of

cosmic and animal development." The generality of

the law of evolution is clearer in the language em-

ployed by Baer, in the full context of the Scholia, than

appears from the short statement of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica. Nevertheless it is clear enough in the

quoted passage that Baer made a statement of uni-

versal application. How can such a universal state-

ment be made more general ?

We must add here that Mr. Spencer and his dis-

ciples overvalue the importance of generalization. It

The passage in the Encyclopaedia Britannica on Baer runs as follows ;

" In his Entwickelungsgeschichtc der Thicre, p. 264, he distinctly tells

" us that the law of growing individuality is ' the fundamental thought which

"goes through all forms and degrees of animal development and all single

" relations. It is the same thought which collected in the cosmic space solar

"systems ; the same which caused the weather-beaten dust on the surface of

"our metallic planet to spring forth living beings.' Von Baer thus prepared
" the way for Mr. Spencer's generalization of the law of organic evolution as

"the law of all evolution."

is not the power of generalization that makes the

philosopher and the scientist but the power of dis-

crimination. The habit of generalizing whatever

comes under our observation is very common among
the uneducated and uncivilized, and almost nine

tenths of human errors arise from unwarranted gen-

eralizations.

*
'

*

In Kant's time the interest in the theory of evolu-

tion was confined to a few minds. It is well known
that Goethe was one of its most enthusiastic support-

ers.* In the middle of the Eighteenth Century there

were three views proposed to explain the origin and the

development of organized beings ; (i) Occasionalism,

(2) the theory of Evolution, and (3) the theory of Epi-

genesis. Occasionalism maintained that God created

on each new occasion a new animal. The word evo-

lution was used in a different sense from that in which

it is now understood : Evolutionism, as maintained by

Bonnet, Haller, and others, was the view that the

sperma contained a very small specimen of the animal

that was to grow from it. The hen's egg was sup-

posed to contain an excessively minute but complete

chicken. The theory of epigenesis, however, pro-

pounded in 1759 by Caspar Friedrich Wolff in his

Theoria Generationis, explained development by addi-

tional growth, and it is this theory of epigenesis which

later on, after the total defeat of the old evolutionism,

was called (but improperly) the evolution theory. The
word "evolution" has thus again admitted the erro-

neous idea of an urifolding.

In Kant's time the battle between the occasion-

alists, the evolutionists, and the adherents of the

epigenesis theory was hot indeed ; and Kant unques-

tionably gave preference to the epigenesis theory. The

most important passage on the subject appears in his

" Critique of Judgment." It is as follows :

" If now the teleological principle of the generation of organ-

ized beings be accepted, as it would be, we can account for their

internally adapted form either by Occasionalism or by Prcslahil-

isiu.\ According to the first, the supreme world-cause would, in

agreement with its idea, on the occasion of every coition directly

give the proper organic form to the material thereby blended
;

according to the sscond, it would have implanted into the original

products of its designing wisdom, merely the power by means of

which an organic being produces its like and the species itself is

constantly maintained and likewise the death of individuals is con-

tinually replaced by their own nature, which is operating at the

s^me time for their destruction. If we assume Occasionalism for

the production of organized beings, nature is thereby wholly dis-

carded, and with it the use of reasoning in determining the possi-

bility of such kinds of products ; therefore, it cannot be supposed

that this system is accepted by any one who has had to do with

Philosophy."

"As to Prestabilisin, it can proceed in a two-fold manner.

Namely, it considers every organic being produced by its like either

" See Haeckel, " Goethe on Evolution," No. 131 of Tht Open Court.

t PrtEstabilismus, that is, the theory that the phenomena of nature are

the result of pre-es ablished law.
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as the cdiul or as ihe prodnct of the first. The system which con-

siders generated beings as mere eJiicts is called thit of individual

prt'forinalion, or also the theory of Evolution ; that which makes

generated beings /r<'i/«(/.t is named the system of Epigciiisis. The
latter can also be cilled a system of generic preformation, because

the productive power of those generating was virtually preformed

to agree with the internal adapted arrangements that fell to the lot

of their race. The opposing theory to this view should be named
that of individual preformation, or still better, the theory of invo-

lution."

" The defenders of the theory of Bvolution. who exempt each

individual from the formative power of nature, in order to derive

the same directly from the hand of the Creator, would not dare to

permit this to happen in accordance with the hypothesis of Occa-

sionaliim, so that coition would be a mere formality, a supreme

national world-cause having decided to form every particular fcetus

"by direct interference, and to resign to the mother only its de-

velopment and nourishment. They declared themselves in favor

of Preformation, as though it were not the same to make the re-

quired forms arise in a supernatural manner at the beginning of

the world, as during its progress ; and as if a great multitude of

supernatural arrangements would not rather be dispensed with

through occasional creation which were necessary in order that

the embryo formed at the beginning of the world should, through-

out the long period up to its development, not suffer from the de-

structive forces of nature, but endure and maintain itself intact
;

moreover an immensely greater number of such preformed beings

would be made than ever would be developed, and with them as

many creations be thus rendered unnecessary and purposeless.

They still, however, resign at least something to nature, in order

not to fall in with complete Hyperphysics, which can dispense with

explanation from nature. They still held fast indeed, to their Hy-

perphysics; even finding in monsters (which it must be impossible

to regard as designs of nature) cases of adaptation which call for

admiration, although the only purpose of that adaptedness might be

to make an anatomist take offence at it as a purposeless adapted-

ness, and have a sense of melancholy admiration. Yet they could

not well fit the generation of hybrids into the system of preforma-

tion, but were obliged still further to endow the sperm of male

creatures with a designedly acting power, whereas they had other-

wise accorded it nothing except mechanical force to serve as the

first means of nourishment of the embryo
;
yet this designedly

acting force, in the case of the products of generation between

two creatures of the same kind, they would grant to neither of

them.

"If on the contrary the great advantage was not at once re-

cognized which the theory of Epigenesis possessed over the former

in view of the experimental foundation on which the proof of it

rested ; yet reason would be especially favorably predisposed from

the outset for this mode of explanation, inasmuch as it regards

nature—with reference to the things which originally can be con-

ceived as possible only in accordance with the theory of causality

and design, at least so far as propagation is concerned — as

self-producing and not merely as developing, and thus with the

least possible employment of the supernatural, leaves all that

comes afterwards, from the very beginning on, to nature : without

concerning itself with this original beginning, with regard to the

explanation of which Physics in general miscarries, try with what

chain of causes it may."

Kant recognizes neither the stability of species nor

any fixed limits between them. And this one maxim

alone suffices to prove that he was of the same opinion

as the great biologist who wrote the " Origin of Spe-

cies." Kant says (Ed. Hart. III. p. 444):

'•.Von datur vacuum formarum, that is, there are not different

original and primitive species, which were, so to say, isolated and

separated by an empty space from one another, but all the mani-

fold species are only divisions of a single, chief, and general

species ; and from this principle results again this immediate in-

ference : datur continuum formarum, that is, all differences of

species border on each other, and allow no transition to one an-

other by a leap, but only through very small degrees of differ-

ence, by which we can arrive at one from another ; in one word,

there are no species or sub-species which, according to reason,

would be next each other in affinity, but intermediate species are

always possible, whose difference from the first and second is less

than their difference from one another."

In Kant's "Critique of Judgment" (§. 80) we find

the following passage :

'

' The agreement of so many species of animals, with refer-

ence to a definite, common scheme, which appears not only to be

at the foundation of their bony structure, but also of the arrange-

ment of their other parts, in which, by abridgement of one and

prolongation of another, by envelopment of this and unfolding of

that, a wonderful simplicity of plan has been able to produce so

great a diversity of species—this agreement casts a ray of hope,

although a weak one, in the mind, that here, indeed, something

might be accomplished with the principle of the mechanism of

nature, without which in general there can be no physical

science. This analogy of forms, so far as they appear, notwith-

standing all their diversity, to be produced after the model of a

common prototype, strengthens the conjecture of a real relation-

ship between the same by generation from a common ancestral

source, through the gradual approach of one animal species to an-

other, from man, in whom the principle of design appears to be

best proved, to the polyp, from this to the moss and lichen, and

finally to the lowest stage of nature perceptible to us, to crude mat-

ter, from which and its forces, according to mechanical laws (like

those which work in the production of crystals), the whole

technic of nature (which is so incomprehensible to us in organized

beings that we imagine another principle is necessitated for their

explanation) appears to be derived.

' The Archaeologist of nature is now free to make thai great

familv of beings (for such we must conceive it, if the uninter-

rupted relationship is to have a foundation) arise out of the ex-

tant vestiges of her oldest revolutions, following every mechanism

known to him or which he can suppose."

Kant adds in a foot note :

" An hypothesis of such a kind can be named a daring venture

of reason, and there may be few of the most sagacious naturalists,

through whose minds it has not sometimes passed For it is

not absurd, as the generatio equivoca, by which is understood the

production of an organized being through the mechanical action of

crude unorganized matter. But it would still be generatio unreoca

in the common understanding of the word, in so far only as some-

thing organic was produced out of another organic body, although

specifically distinguished from it; for instance, if certain aquatic

animals by and by formed into amphibia, and from these after

some generations into land animals. A priori this does not contra-

dict the judgment of pure reason. Only experience shows no

example thereof ;
according to it, rather, all generation which we

know is gemratio homonymx (not mere univoca in opposition to

production out of unorganized material), that is, the bringing

forth of a product homogeneous in organization, with the gener-

ator ; 3.TiA c^neratio heteronymi, so far as our actual experience o f

nature goes, is nowhere met with."
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The treatise "Presumable Origin of Humanity,"

Kant sums up in the following sentence :

" From this representation of the earliest human history it re-

sults, that the departure of man from what, as the first abode of

his kind, his judgment represented as Paradise, was no other than

the transition of mere animal creatures out of barbarism into man,

out of the leading-strings of instinct into the guidance of reason, in

a word, out of the guardianship of nature into the state of free-

dom."

In his work " Upon the Different Races of Man-
kind," Kant discusses the origin of the species of man
in a way which would do honor to a follower of Dar-

win. It is written in a spirit which recognizes the

difference of conditions as the causes that produce

different species. We select a few passages from this

work.

In a foot note we read :

" Ordinarily we accept the terms natural science [Naturbe-

schreibiing) and natural history in one and the same sense. But it

is evident that the knowledge of natural phenomena, as they now
are, always leaves to be desired the knowledge of that which they

have been before now, and through what succession of modifications

they have passed in order to have arrived, in every respect, to

their present state. Xatural History, which at present we almost

entirely lack, would teach us the changes that have affected the

form of the earth, likewise, the changes in the creatures of the

earth (plants and animals) that they have suffered by natural

transformations and, arising therefrom, the departures from the

prototype of the original species that they have experienced. It

would probably trace a great number of apparently different va-

rieties back to a species of one and the same kind, and would con-

vert the present so intricate school-system of Natural Science into

a natural system in conformity with reason."

We adduce another passage, no less remarkable in

clearness, which proves that Kant had a very definite

idea, not only of the gradual evolution of man, but also

of the survival of the fittest

:

" The cry which a child scarcely born utters, has not the tone

of misery, but of irritation, and violent rage ; not the result of

pain, but of vexation about something
; probably for the reason

that it wishes to move itself and feels its incapacity, like a captive

when freedom is taken from him. What purpose can nature

have in providing that a child shall come with a loud cry into the

world, which for it and the mother is, in the rude natural state,

full of danger ? Since a wolf, a pig even, would in the absence

of the mother, or through her feebleness owing to her delivery,

be thus attracted to devour it. But-no animal except man as he

now is announces with noise its new-born existence ; which in the

wisdom of nature appears to be thus arranged in order that the

spi-eies sliall be preserved. We must also assume that in what

was an early epoch of nature for this class of animals (namely

in the period of barbarism) this outcry of the child at its

birth did not exist ; consequently only later on a second epoch ap-

peared, after both parents had arrived at that degree of civilization

which w£s required for home-life
;
yet without knowing how and

by what interweaving causes nature arranges such a development.

This remark leads us far ; for example, to the thought whether

after the same epoch, still a third did not follow accompanied by
great natural revolutions, during which an Orang-outang or a

Chimpanzee perfected the organs which serve for walking, for feel-

ing objects, and lor speech, and thus evolved the limb-structure

of man ; in which animals was contained an organ for the exercise

of the function of reason, which by social cultivation was gradually

perfected and developed."

Kant's view concerning the origin of the biped man
from quadruped animal ancestors is most unequivo-

cally stated.

In a review of Dr. Moscati's Lecture upon the

difference of structure in animals and in men, Kant

says :

"Dr. Moscati proves that the upright walk of man is con-

strained and unnatural; that he is indeed so constructed that he may
be able to maintain and move in this position, but that, although by

needful and constant habit he "formed himself thus, inconvenience

and disease arise therefrom, which sufficiently prove, that he was

misled by reason and imitation to deviate from the first animal

arrangement. Man is not constructed internally different from

other animals that go on all fours. When now he raises him-

self his intestines, particularly the embryo of pregnant individuals,

come into a pendulous situation and a half reversed condition, which,

if it often alternates with the lying position or that on all-fours,

cannot precisely produce specially evil consequences, but, by con-

stant continuance, causes deformities and numerous diseases.

Thus, for example, the heart, because it is compelled to hang free,

elongates the blood vessels to which it is attached, assumes an

oblique position since it is supported by the diaphragm and

slides with its end against the left side—a position wherein man,

especially at full growih, differs from all other animals, and thereby

receives an inevitable inclination to aneurism, palpitation, asthma,

chest-dropsy, etc. etc. With the upright position of man the

mesentery, pulled down by the weight of the intestines, sinks per-

pendicularly thereunder, is elongated and weakened, and prepared

for numerous ruptures. In the mesenteric vein which has no

valves, the blood moves slowly and with greater difficulty (it hav-

ing to ascend against the course of gravity) than would happen

with the horizontal position of the trunk "

" We could add considerably to the reasons just adduced to

show that our animal nature is really quadrupedal. Among all four-

footed animals there is not a single one that could not swim if it

accidentally fell into the water. Man alone drowns, except in

cases where he has learned to swim. The reason is because he

has laid aside the habit of going on all-fours ; for it is by this mo-

tion that he would keep himself up in the water without the ex-

ercise of any art, and by which all four-footed creatures, who
otherwise shun the water, swim "

" It will be seen, accordingly, that the first care of nature was

that man should be preserved as animal for himself and his specie ,

and for that end the position best adapted to his internal struc-

ture, to the lay of the foetus, and to his preservation in danger,

was the quadrupedal position ; we see, moreover, that a germ of

reason is placed in him, whereby, after the development of the

same, he is destined for social intercourse, and by the aid of which

he assumes the position which is in every case the most fitted for

this, namely, the bipedal position,—thus gaining upon the ore

hand infinite advantages over animals, but also being obliged to

put up with many inconveniences that result from his holding his

head so proudly above his old companions."

The history of Mr. Spencer's philosophical devel-

opment shows that the first idea which took posses-

sion of his mind and formed the centre of crystaliza-

tion for all his later views was M. Condorcet's optim-

ism. Condorcet believed in progress ; he was con-

vinced that in spite of all the tribulations and anxie-

ties of the present, man would at last arrive at a state
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of perfection. He saw a millenium in his prophetic

mind, which alas !—if the law of evolution be true

—

can never be realized. Condorcet died a martyr to

his ideals. He poisoned himself in 1799 to escape

death by the guillotine.

The influence of Condorcet's wcrk Esquisse d'tai

tableau historique des progres de I'esprit humain is trace

able not only in Mr. Spencer's first book "So-
cial Statics," published in 1850, but in all his later

writings. How can a true evolutionist believe in the

Utopia of a state of perfect adaptation ? Does not

each progress demand new adaptations? Take as an

instance the change from walking on four feet to an

upright gait. Did not this progress itself involve

man in new difficulties, to which he had to adapt him-

self? Let a labor-saving machine be invented, how
many laborers lose their work and how many others

are in demand ! The transition from one state to the

other is not easy, and as soon as it is perfected

new wants have arisen which inexorably drive human-
ity onward on the infinite path of progress which can

never be limited by any state of perfection. There is

a constant readjustment necessar}', and if we really

could reach a state of perfect adaptation human life

would drop into the unconsciousness of mere reflex

motions.

Any one who understands the principle of evo-

lution and its universal applicability, will recognize

that there can be no standstill in the world, no state

of perfect adaptation. Our solar system has evolved,

as Kant explained in his " General Cosmogony and

Theor)' of the Heavens," out of a nebula, and is going

to dissolve again into a nebular state. So our social

development consists in a constant realization of ideals.

We may think that if we but attain our next and

dearest ideal, humanity will be satisfied forever. But

as soon as we have realized that ideal, we quickly get

accustomed to its benefits. It becomes a matter of

course and another ideal higher still than that just

realized appears before our mental gaze.

Herder, in his " Ideas for a Philosophy of the His-

tor)' of Mankind," not unlike Mr. Spencer, was also

under the spell of the Utopian ideal, that humanity

will reach at last a state of perfect happiness. Kant,

in his review of Herder's book, discusses the relativity

of happiness and its insufficiency as a final aim of life.

He says :

" First of all the happiness of an animal, then that of a child

and of a youth, and lastly that of man ! Inall epochs of human
history, as well as among all classes and conditions of the same

epoch, that happiness has obtained which was in exact conformity

with the individual's ideas and the degree of his habituation to

the conditions amid which he was born and raised. Indeed, it is

not even possible to form a comparison of the degree of happiness

nor to give precedence to one class of men or to one generation

over another. ... If this shadow-picture of happiness .... were

the actual aim of Providence, every man would have the measure
of his own happiness within him .... Does the author (Herder)
think perhaps that, if the happy inhabitants of Otaheite had never
been visited by more civilized peoples and were ordained to live

in peaceful indolence for thousands of years to come—that we
could give a satisfactory answer to the question why they should

exist at all, and whether it would not hive been just as well that

this island should be occupied by happy sheep and cattle as that

it should be inhabited b/ m:n whj are happy only through pure
enjoyment ?"

" It iiivolves no contradiction to say that no individual mem-
ber of all the offspring of the humm race, but thai only the spe-

cies, fully attains its mission (Bestimmung). The mathematician

may explain the matter in his way. The philosopher would say :

the mission of the human race as a whole is unceasing progress,

and the perfection (Vollendung) of this mission is a mere idea (al-

though in every aspect a very useful one) of the aim towards

which, in conformity with the design of providence, we are to di-

rect our endeavors."

It is indubitable that Kant's views of evolution

agree better with the present state of scientific inves-

tigation, than does Mr. Spencer's philosophy, which

has never been freed from Condorcet's ingenuous op-

timism. The assumption of a final state of perfection

by absolute adaptation is irreconcilable with the idea

of unceasing progress, which must be true, if evolution

is a universal law of nature. p. c.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A'WAY WITH OGRES AND FAIRIES !

To ^he Editor of The Open Court :—
The writer of the article thus entitled (p. 2471) must him-

self have been one of the boys who " at fifteen smile to think they

ever were so silly as to consider the story of Cinderella to be

' truly true.' " Fortunately, Mr. Rood to the contrary, such boys,

or girls either, are rare. At that age young people still retain, if

they have healthy minds, their love for the romances of their

childhood, and they have begun to see that there is a truth embalmed

in all such stories, however much it may be overlaid by fictitious

incidents. The assertion that as civilization advances fewer per-

sons of mature years care for what are known as folk-tales, is exactly

contrary to the truth. It is only during the existing generation

that their true significance has been ascertained, and societies have

been formed in every civilized country to add to our knowledge of

the apparently childish stories of the past. So far from its being

desirable that they should be abolished, they should be retained

and utilized, as they well might be, for the purposes of education.

Surely it would be better to continue the enjoyment which

the infant mind derives from its innocent romances, and at a proper

age explain their true sense, than to get rid of them altogether.

If the truth, or even the probability, of the details of a story is to

be regarded as the proper test of fitness for reading, what a

large proportion of the " fiction " which forms almost the sole

reading of many grown up men, no less than women, would have

to be tabooed ! The sensational literature of this description does

much mischief, and it can seldom be made useful for a moral pur-

pose. In many "fairy stories," quite apart from the views of

nature they express, which however much distorted are valuable

as revealing the ideas entertained by the fathers of our race, a

distinct moral is conveyed. The moral is sometimes not very de-

finite, and in many cases expresses merely the general truth that

good will ultimately triumph over evil, or love over hate, but this
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is the highest of all teachings, and embraces all moral truths. In

fact, one of the chief objects of many of the folk-tales which have

been handed down to us was the teaching of morality
; just as the

Buddhist jS///'/;-.5'/<"7>j were intended to show the gradual progress

of the Buddha towards moral perfection, and thus to teach his fol-

lowers the principles by which they should be guided in the con-

duct of life.

It is unfortunately true that the tendency of the American

people is too practical, and yet from one point of view they are not

practical enough. The latter feature is shown in their disregard,

not merely for the past, but for the present except so far as it af-

fects the immediate necessities of the individual or the community.

It has been said, and with truth, that many of the social and po-

litical questions which from time to time agitate the public mind

in this country, have been long since worked out by other peoples,

of whose experience there is here profound ignorance. Never-

theless the spirit of enquiry is awakened, and at this very time it

is being directed towards a comparison of the folk-stories of the

negro-race with those of the white race, a work which will show

in what particulars their moral and other ideas agree or differ, and

incidentally how far the negro is capable of receiving further

civilization. If such stories had been treated a generation ago in

the way proposed by Mr. Rood, in European countries as well as

in America—for the same rule must apply to both—a vast mass of

information as to the mental condition of our forefathers, and

therefore, as to the origin of many of our own ideas, would have

been lost to the world.

The retention of fairy tales does not necessitate, however, the

exclusion of other stories. Young children have the greatest avidity

for tales, and child-stories which have been written in recent

years have delighted many thousands of youthful readers or listen-

ers. To be acceptable, however, they must be full of incident,

which can easily be made to convey a moral lesson. Stories re-

lating to natural phenomena, of the character referred to by Mr.

Rood, could hardly be made sufficiently attractive to the child-

mind, but, even if they could be, they should be reserved for the

time of instruction, and not for hours of mental recreation. From

personal observation and experience, I should judge that the

reading of " fairy tales," or even stories of pirates and bandits, has

not such a deleterious effect as is pictured by Mr. Rood. There

is some truth in what he says as to the " Santa Clans" delusion.

It is certainly carrying matters too far to teach children that an

old man actually brings them presents on Christmas Eve. But to

be perfectly consistent, they should be told that Christmas day is

the anniversary, not of the birth of Christ, but of the awakening

to new life of animated nature. If any '

' personality " is connected

with Christmas it is that of the Solar deity, the giver of all good

gifts to men, with whose attributes the founder of Christianity has

been clothed. C. Staniland Wake.

BOOK REVIEWS.

Manual of Psychometrv : the Dawn of a New Civilization.

Third Edition. By Joseph Rodes Buchanan, M. D, Published

by the author—6 James Street, Boston.

The venerable author of this Manual states that it is forty-two

years since the discovery and public demonstration of the science

and art of Psychometry, and he adds that it is widely known and

is an honorable and useful profession. Psychometry is Dr. Bu-

chanan's discovery and its name signifies smtl-iiwasuring. As a

science and philosophy, it is declared to show "the nature, the

scope, and the modus oforaiidi of the divine powers in man and

the anatomical mechanism through which they are manifested,"

while as an art " it shows the method of utilizing these psychic

faculties in the investigation of character, disease, physiology, bi-

ography, history, pasleontology, philosophy, anthropology, medi-

cine, geology, astronomy, theology, and supernal life and des-

tiny." If all that Dr. Buchanan claims for psychometry is true,

the science of " soul-measuring " is undoubtedly the greatest dis-

covery of ihe age. It is said to depend on a faculty of " intuition "

which resides in the nervous substance located in the fore-part of

the brain, and is specially connected with the interior portion of

the frontal lobe and thence with the organ of sensibility in the in-

terior part of the middle lobe. The agent employed to excite in-

tuitional activity is the " aura " of the old mesmerists, whose ideas

with those of the phrenologists, somewhat modified, are repro-

duced by Dr. Buchanan, with the addition of what he terms " pro-

phetic intuit-on." Undoubtedly he mentions various curious facts

some of which agree with the phenomena of hypnotic somnambul-

ism, but if all the incidents related in his book were accepted as

true, the claims made by "psychometry" could not be main-

tained. The statement that "the mind endowed with psycho-

metric intuition becomes independent of history, of exegesis, and

criticism " may express a conditional truth, but it is sufficient to

prevent the acceptance of Dr. Buchanan's system by any scientific

mind. S^.

The Bible—Whence And What ? By Richard B. Westhrook,

DD, L L.B. ^d edition. Philadelphia; I. B. Lippincott

Company. 1890.

The Bible And Evohjtion. By Arthur B Moss. London :

Watts & Co.

A book of the character of " The Bible—Whence and What "

cannot reach a third edition without possessing features which

justify its republication Its author does not claim for it origin-

ality, and he modes ly disclaims credit for any " particularly fine

pa> sages, if such be found "
; as he may have unconsciously repro-

duced the precise words and expression, of others. He has con-

sulted a great many works and his book is a co npilation of con-

clusions derived from them, and arranged in such a form that it

possesses a practical value which is often wanting to books of much

greater pretension. The object which Dr. Westbrook has through-

out is to show that, while the Bible is valuable as literature, as

dogma it is worse than useless. To prove this conclusion he de-

scribes the unsatisfactory nature of the material on which both the

authorized and the revised versions of the New Testament are

based, the doubtful origin of the Jewish and Christian canons of

sacred scripture, and the unworthy character of its custodians.

Dr. Westbrook refers to the fact that the miracles claimed for

early Christianity had little influence over the minds of the people,

and to the speciousness of the arguments founded on " prophicy

He adds that the writers of the Books of the Bible never claim

divine inspiration for themselves, a statement which is true taken

generally, but which requires certain exceptions. The prophets

undoubtedly claimed to deliver the messages of Jahveh, and St Paul

affirms that he received his Gospel by revelation, or "unveiling,"

of Jesus Christ. Dr. Westbrook well shows, however, that on

moral grounds alone, we are justified in denying the claim, that the

Bible is a supernatural, infallible revelation, a conclusion which

is confirmed by the many inconsistencies it contains.

Whence then was the Bible teaching derived ? Dr. Westbrook

answers this question by reference to the greater antiquity of other

religious books, especially the Hindu Vedas, which contain ideas

similar to those of the early Hebrew scripiures; and to the exis-

tence of religious orders, such as the Essenes, Therapeutae, Naza-

renes, etc., whose doctrines and worship we'-e appropriated by the

early Christians. The main articles of Christian belief he finds in

all ancient religions, and he adopts the theory of the Roman
Catholic author of The Key of the Creeds, that this key is supplied

by the worship of the Sun, whose passage through the Zndiacal

Signs formed the basis for much of the mythology of all religions.

That this has largely affected even Christianity cannot be doubted.

Dr. Westbrook maintains further that the teachings of the Bible
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were "mainly derived from, and were given character and color

by, the religious writings of other peoples who preceded them in

order of time." This conclusion also can be well established. It

would be a mistake to suppose that the book, under review, is an

attack upon religion. It is intended not to weaken the foundations

of genuine religion, but to enlarge and strengthen them, and the

whole tone of Dr. Westbrook's work, which displays the ripe con-

clusions of a judicial mind, such as we should expect from the

portrait of the author which forms the frontispiece—shows that he

has considered his subject in that spirit. A few erroneous state-

ments have crept into it, such as that Sanskrit is " mainly the

source of all ancient and modern languages "
(p. 91), and that Zoro-

aster lived from four thousand years to six thousand years before

Christ (p. 166), but it is surprising perhaps that the work contains

so few of such errors.

The second book under notice, " The Bible and Evolution,"

goes over much the same ground as the foregoing, but its object

is entirely different. Mr. Moss endeavors to prove that " so far

from the Bible containing a true record of the events it professes

to narrate, a careful consideration of its contents shows that it is

inaccurate in its science, false in its history, and bad in its moral-

ity." The human origin of the Bible has been so often stated and

"demonstrated," that we now look for something more than de-

structive criticism. We look for something constructive, especially

in a work which treats of "The Bible and Evolution," where,

however, we find nothing but " matter for reflection," and the

" drift of modern thought." Mr.'Moss's book reads like a series of

lectures, and it wi 1 do for popular reading, but it is doubtful,

whether, if the attack on Christianity it contains has any effect, it

will not do more harm than good, in the absence of any attempt

to settle the principles of a true moral system. It is better to teach

the young to do good in hope of reward, and to avoid doing evil

from fear of consequences, than not to teach them at all the ne-

cessity of acting according to moral law. it.

Tin Camniinn Me/iodist Qi(arter!y does credit to the religicus

community to which it belongs. It is thoughtful in tone and liberal

in its views. This is evidenced in the July number by its treatment

of Martineau's Suit of AuDiority in Religion, and its article on

Comparative Religion. An excellent statement of the case on be-

half of Christian Socialism is given by the Ruv. W. D. P. Bliss,

who condemns Mr Bellamy's idea of an " industrial army," and

maintains, that while the true conception of the social state is or-

ganic, socialism is not itself a system, but the application of or-

ganized brotherhood in any system.

Scribmr's Magazine for September contains as usual much
readable, well illustrated matter. "Nature and Man in America"

is a first paper on this subject by Mr. N. S. Shaler. If the sub-

sequent ones are equally good they will form a valuable contribu-

tion to the question of the future of American life. Mr. Thomas
Stevens gives a description of the African river and lake systems

the importance of which for the development of the resources of

that great continent can hardly be overrated. The secret of

Africa's isolation from the benefit of civilization is said by Mr.

Stevens to be found in the cataracts of the big rivers, and in a

lesser degree in the inhospitableness of the climate. The latter

cannot well be changed, but the introduction of railways will do

much to remove the other source of isolation and will flood with

light the erewhile dark continent.

Tlie Atlantic Monthly. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

The September number of this monthly is chiefly historical. In

the opening article on " The Perils of Historical Narrative," Mr.

Justin Winsor points out the various means by which the ele-

ments and concomitants of historical narrative become perverted

and modified, and that they are " subject to revision through the

development and readjustment of material in the hands of suc-

ceeding writers." Mr J. F. Jameson traces the progress of Med
ern European Historiography, fur the purpose of showing that

"the development is marked by a succession of phases, each of

which even if at first confined to one country is rapidly propagated,

and soon comes to be common to all Europe." The "Over the

Teacups" series of papers is continued. Mr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes gives us his ideas of the Christian Tartarus, and he im-

mortalizes Timothy Dexter, of Newbury port, "the first Lord in

the Younited States of Amercary,"

Tlie Xew Review for August contains, besides the continuation

of the combination story by H. Rider Haggard and Andrew Lang
and other readable articles, a reproduction of Prof. Max
Miiller's lecture entitled " A Lecture in Defense of Lectures."

The learned philologist, after stating certain drawbacks which
lectures possess and replying to the objections usually urged

against them, adds " I must admit that there is with lectures, more
particularly with eloquent lectures, this great danger, that they

produce too implicit a deference to authority." He ponis out that

the best safeguard against this unquestionable danger is supplied

by the Science of Language, "in showing us the intimate con-

nection between language and thought, and le ting us see how
words arise, how they change from generation to generation, how
they grow old and corrupt, and have often to be discarded alto-

gether." Prof. Max Miiller mentions the interesting fact that all

of his correspondents on the subject of the identity of , thought

and language, subsequent to his lectures on the " Science of Lan-

guage," "came to see in the end that what is called deliberate

thought was altogether impossible or inconceivable without lan-

guage."

We have received from Mr. F. W. Frankland of Wellington,

New Zealand, a number of leaflets, forming together an " Outline

of Bible Theology, " extracted from TV^e' .^^'/-JirK Mr. Frankland

entertains the view that the second .coming of Christ took place in

connection with the destruction of Jerusalem, and that it was a

literal coming in thespiiitual world. In his leaflet Tlie Time of the

^ ParoHsia^ or Second Advent and First Resurrection,' he gives the

scriptUTal reasons in su;iport of that view. We have also received

from Mr. Frankland " Seven Propositions respecting the Antici-

pative Miniature of the Second Spiritual Church," and the intro-

ductory part of "Altruism and Happiness; or Rational E^cha-

tology," with two articles by him reprinted from The Monthly Re-

vie-,0. One of these entitled " Ormuzd and Ahriman " supports

the view of the eternal pre-existence of good and evil, and the

other, " A few words on the metaphysic of space," is a reply to

W. Fitzgerald on a fourth dimension in space. Mr. Frankland

has sent us also reprints of several other articles from The Monthly

Revie70.

NOTES.
Mr. W. M. Salter writes to Mr. Hegeler : "I must copy a

'pafsage for you that I have just come across in Aristotle's Psy-

' chologv (Edwin Wallace's translation). After speaking of the

' natural function of the living being ' to create another like

' itself, animal thus producing animal, plant plant, so that they

'may as far as possible partake of the eternal and divine, ' he

' continues ' for this desire is universal, and constitutes the end

' of all natural action Since then it is impossible to share

' in the eternal and the divine in the same identical person, be-

' cause nothing mortal can remain the same and individual, each

' individual shares in this in the way it can, in some cases to a

'greater, in others to a less degree, and though not actually the

' same it continues as if it were the same, because though not one

'numerically it continues one specifically.' (II 4, g 2, Wallace,

'p. 77-)"
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THE UNITY OF TRUTH.

fRUTH, thou art but one. Thou maj-est appear to

us now stern and now mild, yet thou remainest always

the same. Thou blessest him that loves thee, thou

revealest thy nature to those that seek thee, thou

hidest thy countenance from him that disregards thee,

and thou punishest him that hateth thee. But whether

it is life or death thou givest, whether thy dispensations

are curses or blessings, thou remainest always the same,

thou art never in contradiction with thyself ; thy curses

affirm thy blessings, and thy rewards show the justice

of th)' punishments. Thou art one from eternity to

eternity; and there is no second truth beside thee.

There was a strange superstition among the learned

of the middle ages. The Schoolmen believed in the

duality of truth. Something might be true, they main-

tained, in philosophy, which was not true in theology
;

a religious truth might be true so far as religion was con-

cerned, but it might be wrong in the province of sci-

ence, and vice versa a scientific truth might be an

error in the province of religion.

The Nation of August 7th, 1890, contains a criti-

cism by an able pen of the aim which is pursued by

The Open Court. But the criticism is written from

the standpoint that tTie duality of truth is a matter of

course ; whereas it is merely a modernised reminis-

cence of the scholastic doctrine that that which is true

in science will not be true in religion.

The criticism of The Nation, which was quoted

in full by Mr. Hegeler, in his article, "Science and

Religion," (No. 157), characterizes the effort to concil-

iate religion with science as a foredetermined conclu-

sion—a struggle that implies a defect of intellectual

integrity and tends to undermine the whole moral

health "Religion," it is maintained, " to be

true to itself should demand an unconditional surren-

der of freethinking."

It is true enough that many religious doctrines

stand in flat contradiction to certain propositions that

have been firmly established by science ; and the

churches that proclaim and teach these doctrines do

not even think of changing them. There are dogmas

that defy all rules of sound logic, and yet they are re-

tained ; they are cherished as if they were sacred

truth. But church doctrines and dogmas are not

rehgion ; church doctrines and dogmas are traditions.

They may contain many good things but they may
also contain errors, and it is our holy and religious

duty to examine them, to winnow them so as to

separate the good wheat from the useless chaff.

Let us obey the rule of the apostle, to hold fast

only that and all that which is good. And what is

good ? Let us enquire of Truth for an answer. That

is good which agrees with truth. Good is not that

which pleases your fancy, however lofty and noble

your imagination, and however better, grander, or

sweeter than the stern facts of reality you may deem
it to be. You will find that in the end all things that

appear good, but are not in accord with truth, are

elusive : they will be discovered to be bad ; usually

they are worse than those things which are bad and

appear so to us at first sight.

What is religion ? Religion is our inmost self ; it

is the sum total of all our knowledge applied to con-

duct. It is the highest ideal of our aspirations, in

obedience to which we undertake to build our lives.

Religion in one word is truth itself. Religion is dif-

ferent from science in so far as it is more than scien-

tific truth ; it is applied truth. Religion does not con-

sist of dogmas, nor does the Religion of Science consist

of scientific formulas. Scientific formulas, if not applied

to a moral purpose, are dead letters to religion, for

religion is not a formulation of truth, but it is living

the truth. True religion is, and all religion ought to

be what Christ said of himself and of his mission,

"the way, the truth, and the life."

If a teacher tells his pupil never to be satisfied with

his work until the result when examined agrees with

the requirements, and to work his examples over until

they come out right ; is that a predetermined conclu-

sion ? In a certain sense it is, but not in the sense

our critic proposes. If objection is made to a duality

of truth, and if it is maintained that religion and scien-

tific truth cannot contradict each other, is that an

effort which " implies a defect of intellectual integrity

and tends to undermine the whole moral health " ?

Just the contrary ; it is the sole basis of intellectual

integrity, it is the indispensable condition of all moral

health.

"Religion to be true to itself should demand,"

and that religion which The Open Court proposes,

does demand not "an unconditional surrender of free-
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thinking" or of free enquiry, but an unconditional de-

votion to truth. Does science demand free thinking?

Perhaps the answer may be "yes," and there can be

no objection provided that free-thinking means free

enquiry and the absence of all compulsion. But the

free-thinking that is demanded by science means at the

same time an absolute obedience to the laws of thought.

The same free-thinking, which is at the same time

an unconditional surrender to truth, is the cardinal

demand of religion. The great reformer Martin Luther

called it the freedom of conscience and considered it

as the most precious prerogative of a Christian.

The Open Court does not propose to conciliate

science with certain Christian or Mosaic or Buddhistic

doctrines. This would be absurd and such an under-

taking would justly deserve a severe criticism, for it

would be truly a predetermined conclusion in the

sense that our critic intends. It wpuld '
' imply a defect

of intellectual integrity and undermine the moral

health." Autocracy and individualism are not recon-

cilable, but socialism and individualism are reconcil-

able. Order and liberty are not such deadly enemies

as may appear at first sight. Superstition and science

are irreconcilable, but religion and science are not

irreconcilable. Indeed, the history of religious progress

is a constant conciliation between science and religion.

Religion and science, it is maintained, must "seek

each a self-development in its own interest." Cer-

tainly it must, but this does not prevent that which

we deem to be religious truth being constantly ex-

amined before the tribunal of science, and that

which we deem to be scientific truth being con-

stantly referred to religion. Our critic seems to have

no objection to religion and science coming into accord,

but he proposes to wait until they approach comple-

tion. If this maxim were universally adopted, there

would be no progress in the development of religion.

Is not "completion " a very relative state? Waiting

for completion would be about equivalent to stopping

all social reform until mankind has reached the mil-

lennium. Every social reform is a step onward along

the path to the millennium, and every conciliation be-

tween science and religion is a step onward in the

revelation of living truth.

The religion of the middle ages was a religion of

dualism, it proposed the duality of truth. The religion

of the future will be a religion of Monism ; and what

means Monism ? Monism means unity of truth. Truth

is invincible. It never contradicts itself, for there is

but one truth and that one truth is eternal.

A SHEEPISH TAX.

BY F. M. HOLLAND.

There is a good deal of romance about the shep-

herd with his pipe and crook. Our American shep-

herd's crook, however, throws too heavy a burden of

taxation upon our people ; and we pay him exorbi-

tantly for piping the tune to which we all have to dance.

How badly the poor are fleeced to enrich the wool-

grower, was shown in my previous article ;* and I

now wish to show how the tax for his benefit is actu-

ally collected, and also what effect it has upon the

prosperity of manufactures and on rates of wages in

factories.

This duty, in the case of merino and other fine

wool, such as is used for clothing, is ten cents a

pound for grades not worth more than thirty cents a

pound ; for more costly grades the rate is twelve cents
;

and the average increase of price in consequence is fifty

per cent. Coarse wool, used for carpets, is taxed two

and a half or five cents a pound, according to value
;

and in this case the duty amounts on the average to

about twenty-five per cent. The result is higher

prices of American as well as foreign wool, and also

of all woolen goods, wherever manufactured. This is

precisely the way in which the duty was meant to act
;

and if it did not work so, it would be abolished at

once. The duty on wool was intended for the benefit

of the grower ; and the only way it can help him is by

keeping up the price of his fleece. His gain is his

neighbor's loss. Even protectionists admit that "pro-

tection raises prices "; and they would not want it if it

did not.

It is estimated that one-half of all the wool used

in America is imported, partly in the form of woolen

cloth. In taxing the half which is imported, govern-

ment raises the price of the half which is grown here

also, and of all the woolen goods sold in America.

Every dollar thus raised by the government costs the

people two dollars, one of which goes as extra profit

to the wool grower, who could not be protected other-

wise. This makes the tax on wool twice as oppres-

sive as if it were laid on articles not produced in this

country, like rough diamonds. They come in free of

duty ; but every dollar taken from our people by tax-

ing them would go straight to the government.

It must also be noticed that this tax on wool is not

intended to protect the manufacturer in the least; and

its actual effect is to make him pay twenty-five or fifty

per cent, more for his wool than his rivals do abroad.

Every other nation which has factories lets them have

wool and other raw materials free of duty.

Our National Association of Wool Manufacturers

complained, some years ago, that they were thus put

under "disadvantages from which our foreign com-

petitors are wholly exempt ;" and the Wool Consum-
ers' Association, largely made-up of owners of facto-

ries in New England, has asked in vain of Congress,

"that American industry may be relieved of this un-

» See No. 150, of The Open Co rt.
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natural burden." The circular of this Association de-

clares that, "The foreign manufacturer alone has pro-

fited by the duty on wool," while the American has

been "constantly and heavily handicapped. " Recent

reports from our woolen mills are by no means rose-

colored ; and our import of European cloth was almost

twice as large in 1888 as in 1880.

It is true that our manufacturer is given some com-

pensation, for the dearness of his woo!, and that for this

purpose there is a duty on all woolen goods of thirty-five

cents per pound, or forty in case the price per pound

exceeds eighty cents. This duty according to weight

presses most severely upon buyers of cheap goods, as

has been shown already; and it must be remembered

that its object is simply to repay the manufacturers

for what he loses by the tax on wool. If it were not

for this loss, he would need no other protection than

what is given him by a tax, imposed according to

value, and amounting to thirty-five per cent. This

latter tax has always been in force, though its rate has

varied ; and there is very little controversy about it.

The main difference of opinion is about the propriety

of taxing wool, and repaying the manufacturer by the

duty imposed on cloth according to its weight. He is

supposed to gain much more than he loses by this ar-

rangement, except in the size of his market. He can-

not send woolen goods abroad without being under-

sold hopelessly by foreigners who get their wool at

two-thirds of the price which he is obliged to pay.

They pay lower wages, also ; but he gets more efficient

operatives, so that he pays no more money than they

do for the same amount and quality of work. This

substantial equality in cost of labor has been expressly

admitted by Secretary Blaine, and proved by actual

comparison of the books kept in English and Ameri-

can factories. The only advantage which the for-

eigner has is in the cheapness of wool and other raw

materials; and this is enough to close every foreign

market against American goods. Many of our lead-

ing manufacturers declare that they had rather make

large sales at moderate profits than small sales at high

rates ; and there can be no question which would be

better for our people generally.

The interest of the operative is to have the demand

for labor increased, or in other words to have our

factories run to their full capacity^ and their number

increase rapidly. Plent}' of work means plenty of

pay. The only way to increase the demand for labor

is to increase the demand for goods, by throwing new

markets open. The manufacture and exportation of

shoes and other leather goods have greatly increased

among us, since hides were put on the free list ; and

the recent attempt to restore this duty was defeated

by the general protest of business men of all parties.

Our shoe-shops need free hides in order to have wages

kept up
; and there is just the same need of free wool

in our woolen mills. The two cases are precisely sim-

ilar ; and the decision of our legislators not to restore

the duty on hides is an admission of a principle which

forbids taxing wool or other raw materials. Mr. Pow-
derly and other friends of the laborer insist that raw

m.aterials ought to come in free, in order to make
manufacturing prosper and wages remain high. It is

restriction to a single market that has made over pro-

duction easy, factory business slack, and wages much
too low, considering what high prices our operatives

have to pay for the necessaries of life. They get no

compensation for having the tariff double the average

prices of their shawls, woolen cloth, stockings, etc.

;

and all their burdens will be increased by the McKin-

ley bill.

The duty on wool is often said to benefit no one

but the wool grower ; and there is much reason to

doubt if it is of any real benefit to him. The national

librarian says that the average price of wool was more

than twenty per cent, higher, during twenty years in

which there was little or no duty, than since the pres-

ent tax was imposed in 1867. In that year there were

more than twice as many sheep as at present west of

the Mississippi and Missouri rivers ; and the loss in

Illinois is nearly three-fourths. It looks as if our

American Boo-Peeps would soon find they had lost

all their sheep, except in the far West. There sheep

are still so profitable, that many who raise them would

gladly have all duties on foreign wool abolished. They

know that Idaho wool will always be needed in our

factories, however low may be the price of Australian

and South American wool ; and that the greater the

importation of foreign wool the greater will be the de-

mand for American wool to mix with it. So the Wool

Consumers' Association declares that "The duties on

wool ought to be removed or greatly reduced for the

benefit of our domestic wool growers and woolen man-

ufacturers alike."

In short, the duty on wool seems to benefit no one,

not even the grower; and it is certainly a heavy bur-

den on all consumers, especially operatives in facto-

ries. If those who have kept it up for twenty-three

years knew what they had done, they would say, "All

we, like sheep, have gone astray, and there is no sense

in it."

A SOCIAL EXPERIMENT.

BY MADAME E. FLEURY ROBINSON.

[concluded.]

When my parents decided to join the communistic

colony at Nauvoo, we had to leave the mother coun-

try with no hope of returning. A list was sent to the

families that purposed joining the community, of the

articles of clothing to be allowed to each one. For
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example, jewelry and bric-a-brac, were to be sold or

given away, and often when these were gifts or sou-

venirs it was particularly painful. Almost everything

else had to be sold, for it was desired that all should

contribute as much as possible, over and above their

admission fee. The members were also to take the

name of "citoyen" and "citoyenne," the term Mon-
sieur and Madame savouring too much of the old

regime.

In our case everything being ready, a sad adieu

was said to friends and relatives, and the diligence,

(in those days there were no railroads,) carried us away
to Paris, where our money and valuables were to be

left at the community's office in the Rue St. Honore.

We heard here we were to meet a party of Icarians at

Havre, from which place we embarked with them one

afternoon in a slow sailing vessel, which was to be

our home for fifty-six days. The party was thor-

oughly animated with the principles of equality and
brotherhood ; they were ready to help one another

without any hope of being rewarded for so doing, and

many were the opportunities presented to test their

loyalty to those principles.

Arriving at New Orleans a few days were spent

there waiting for the steamboat which was to carry us

to our home at Nauvoo. St. Louis was passed on the

way, where a few seceding members, still concerned

in all that related to the community, tried to discour-

age and detain the new arrivals by representations

partly false and partly true of their experiment. They
were successful in some cases where the argument
used, touched some weakness or failing in the individ-

ual. To those fond of dress they represented the sim-

ple and even coarse clothing worn by the members

;

to the fond mother the separation from her children
;

to the industrious they told of the labor by which the

lazy profited as well as themselves, and only the most
devoted to the cause reached the community without

some abatement of their enthusiasm. This seceder's

station at St. Louis did much to sow discontent

among the new comers, and afforded an easy retreat

for those who afterwards became dissatisfied.

We had left France at the end of February, and
reached Nauvoo in May. The landing place was a

stone buildmg which had been erected by the Mor-
mons as a warehouse and station for steamboats. Sev-

eral Icarians were there to meet us and we were taken

to the town. Rooms had been made ready and every-

thing provided for our comfort.

After a few days of rest, during which all the news
from France was eagerly devoured, the new comers
were assigned to their places. The children were
taken to school, and the -tears flowed freely when
mother and children, brothers and sisters were sepa-

rated. The community itself was very much like a

school for adults. A large square, in which the Mor-
mons had built their temple, had been chosen as the

centre of the Icarian colony. Several houses had been

rented for the accommodation of the families, but a

large building had been erected for a refectory,

kitchen, hall for meetings, and where, on Sundays, the

members met for readings or amusements. A theatre

by Icarian artists, and music by their own orchestra

of forty pieces, was enjoyed by all, even by the Amer-
icans, who became quite anxious for invitations to the

Sunday entertainments.

Forbearance, humility, charity, and other great

lessons were to be learned, and some old ways and

bad habits had to be abandoned. Selections were

often read to impress these lessons and arouse the so-

cialistic enthusiasm.

For a period of seven years Icaria prospered, and

with but few exceptions, all the members were con-

tented if not happy. There was certainly a shadow

in this picture, but it arose from the financial straits,

which materially contributed to the ultimate downfall

of the community. Finding that they were unable to

pay the rents of their lands, three thousand acres were

purchased in Iowa. A few were sent to prepare for

the future transfer of the whole colony. Later, dis-

sensions arose. Some, claiming that M. Cabet's fac-

ulties were declining, formed a conspiracy against his

authority. This resulted in a division, and one hun-

dred and eighty members followed M. Cabet to St.

Louis where they had resolved to retire.

M. Cabet was now sixty-nine years old. This

separation affected him more than all he had dared

and suffered in his long career. One week after their

arrival in St. Louis, he died of apoplexy, or rather of

a broken heart.

His followers tried for some time to organize a new
community. With the same principles and fresh

courage, they thought to realize the ideal even more
perfectly than the first attempt had done. Prosper-

ous for awhile they finally split on the question as to

who should be the successor of M. Cabet, who had

been elected director for ten years. There were those

who wished to elect a director for life. Division w s

the result, and the minority retired. Financial em-
barrassment finally compelled the few persevering

ones to discontinue their community.

The community at Nauvoo suffered much materi-

ally and morally from the separation. Reduced in

numbers with diminished means, they resolved to re-

move to Iowa. Here new trials and difficulties awaited

them. Their land lay in Adams County, near the Mis-

souri River. M. Cabet, at the time the site was se-

lected thought it best that the community should live

in great seclusion, but it was unnecessary tp choose

such a remote tract of land. The markets were very
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distant at that time, and if the Icariansliad had a' sur-

plus crop, they could not have sold it. The cost of

removal, and the difficulty in obtaining materials was
a further drain upon their resources.

The story of the privations suffered in those pioneer

days in Iowa is a very sad one. Those leaving Nau-
voo to join the colony in Adams County, where there

were no railroads, were many days on the way. At

last reaching the settlement they found a few log

houses without floors, doors or windows, which in sum-
mer did very well, but were practicall}' useless when
winter approached. Men and teams had to be sent a

hundred miles to St. Joseph, Mo., which was then the

nearest and largest city, for supplies. These trips

were made several times during the year, the colonists

taking with them bacon and corn, the only products

as yet to exchange for glass, hardware, dry goods, and

groceries. But few groceries were purchased, as only

the sick and feeble could have sugar, coffee, and wheat

bread. The able-bodied drank coffee made of roasted

rye, without sugar, and ate corn bread and bacon.

The menu for meals was soon arranged. For break-

fast rye coffee, corn bread and butter; dinner, corn

bread and bacon ; supper, mush and milk.

The few goods purchased were unbleached cotton

and dark blue gingham or calico for the women ; some
kind of twilled woolen goods for the men.

When, in i860, the civil war broke out, provisions

of all kinds became so expensive that the greatest

economy was necessary, calico being fifty cents a yard,

all else in proportion. When I remember how cheer-

ful we were, with so little to make us happy, I realize

how true it is, that we are to a great degree creatures

of circumstances.

When the men returned with their purchases they

were looked upon as heroes who had accomplished

some great deed, for the men spoke little English, and

it was as if they had been away to a foreign country.

Slowly the houses were finished and each family

made its home as comfortable and pretty as possible.

The next year the crop of wheat afforded flour for

wheat bread ; cattle and sheep furnished meat ; vege-

tables were plentiful, and although there were no lux-

uries, there was an abundance of the necessaries of

life.

The men started to their various labors in the

morning, and the women, after arranging their homes,

would go to the common room, some good reader be-

ing chosen to entertain the citoyennes while the}'

sewed or mended. Others went out to the laundry or

to help in the kitchen. These last occupations were

taken in turn, so that pleasant and unpleasant work

was done by all. The cooking had always been done

by men. At the time of which I speak, we had the

good fortune to have a chef de cuisine, who has

since become wealthy as a restaurateur in St. Louis,

not in a better cause, but with better materials for his

business.

Assemblies were held every Saturday evening

where propositions for furthering the welfare of the

community were discussed and voted upon. Women
did not vote, but were free to offer their opinions. Of-

ficers elected by vote executed the decisions of the as-

semblies.

Each member employed Sunday as he wished, and

in the evening, music, the theatre, or dancing, af-

forded amusement for all.

Although it began in poverty, the community now
possessed 2,000 acres of land, 600 sheep, 140 head of

cattle, and 40 horses. Everything was plain but sub-

stantial, and the majority were contented. Still, the

members did not always agree, and from time to time

many became dissatisfied and withdrew. My own
family withdrew from the colony in 1863, taking next to

nothing with them.

In 1876, two parties, one composed mainly of the

older members, averse to changes ; the other wishing

to make improvements in the practical life of the com-

munit}', became quite antagonistic and finally pro-

posed terms of separation.

There was no lack of zeal on either side for their

social ideal, the difference was over a question of com-

munity policy. The party tvhich demanded separa-

tion asked a division of land and stock. Each man,

woman, and child to be given ten acres of land ; each

branch to carry on their affairs separately, and to ad-

mit such members as the)' might think suitable. This

proposition was rejected and the struggle between the

progressive and the conservative party made ene-

mies in the same household and sundered many ties.

Recourse to the courts was the result.

In 1878, the court declared the charter of the col-

ony forfeited, and appointed trustees to wind up the

business of the community. Later, American arbi-

trators were chosen to replace the trustees, who ap-

portioned the property among the members of each

party as best they could, and the colony divided into

an Eastern and Western settlement. The old party

was to remain in the original village, but by agree-

ment, they consented to become the emigrants, taking

the name of the New Icarian Community. The young

party settled in the village and kept the ancient name,

namel}' the Icarian Community, and both with com-

mendable courage and patience took up the broken

threads of community life.

On the ist of January, 1883, the property of New
Icaria, composed of the old members, was worth

§25,000, with but $4,000 indebtedness. Its member-

ship amounted to 34. The acquisition of wealth not

being their main object they tried to make their toil
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as light as possible. They established at that time and

still publish a little paper, to apprise their friends

in the United States and in France of their doings.

Their life would seem monotonous to many, yet, I

believe, it is a more rational life than that which is led

by most American farmers. In this age of discontent

the Icarians lead a serene and quiet life.

The other, 5'ounger party consisted in 1883 of

thirty-five members, mostly women and children. A
document was drawn up by which any one who should

leave the community in the future, agreed to relin-

quish all claim upon the community's property. They
admitted new members, and soon their membership

increased to seventy. All labored with energy; they

adopted advanced methods of agriculture. Many ap-

plicants wished to be admitted, and young Icaria en-

joyed an enviable reputation. This good fortune was

not to be continued. No bitter crisis or quarrel arose,

only differences of opinion as to matters of policy.

Some retired to private life; one or two families

went ,to Florida, with the purpose of founding an Ica-

rian colony there, and one group went to California

to inaugurate still another enterprise.

So many members leaving, it was found impossi-

ble to keep up all their industries, and the cultivation

of land on a large scale was given up. They found

that the arduous business of general farming was an

impediment to their motal and intellectual progress,

and they began to think of moving to a milder climate

where horticulture, an employment more suitable to

the Gallic temperament, would take the place of gen-

eral farming.

Florida, Texas, Tennesee were talked of. Finally

negotiations were entered upon between the group

that had gone to California and those left in Iowa,

and an agreement was made to unite as soon as the

property in Iowa could be disposed of.

The California community is called Icaria-Sper-

anza. Surely the prospect is attractive. It looks as

if a better opportunity was now offered for testing

their Icarian principles. The six months' of leisure

afforded by the climate in the beautiful land of Cali-

fornia will give them the time needed for mental im-

provement.

Composed of an intelligent and industrious class

of mechanics and of many remarkable men, why did

Icaria fail?

The first cause was certainly the want of funds to

carry on such an enterprise in a foreign land. Had
the community, like that in M. Cabet's "Voyage en

Icaria," been isolated ; had it not needed intercourse

with the outside world, and could it have lived as

people do in romances on principle and sentiment,

Icaria would, no doubt, have kept all its adherents.

As it was, new customs and manners of transacting

business had to be learned ; the language was new to

all but a few, who understood it incorrectly.

The American people, although republicans, were

antagonistic to ideas of communism and democracy,

as understood by the French republicans. It was said

by those of the first advance guard, that while in

Texas and Louisiana, their name of democrats made
friends for them everywhere, but that after their re-

moval to Illinois and Iowa, this name caused them to

be looked upon with suspicion and made their neigh-

bors more averse to them.

On account of their financial needs, many were

taken into the community who had means, but whose

principles were far from those required to insure suc-

cess to a community where peace and unity were the

first obligations. Later, the older members failed to

discern that the best interests of the community re-

quired innovations.

It was evident also that by intermarriage with the

Americans, an element was introduced which tended

to undermine the unselfish communistic ideas which

lay at the foundation of Icaria ; for I have no doubt

that the proposition to divide the property of the com-

munity originated with the American element. It was

next to impossible that the children of the Icarians

themselves brought up in communistic principles and

whose parents in many cases had grown old in the ser-

vice of the community, should wish to undo the work

accomplished with so much labor and heroic self-sac-

rifice. The experiment of Icaria certainly developed

the intellect of all its members, and proved that a so-

ciet)' can exist without pauperism, intemperance, or

crime.

Many of the adherents to this cause developed a

character, and a high purpose in life, such as few men
under other circumstances attain to.

It proved that selfishness and competition are not

a necessary foundation of society as many affirm, and

as for myself I am ready to say that the years during

which I knew no mine and thine, were with all the

privations, the happiest in my life.

The actual results of practical Communism thus far,

have illustrated very imperfectly the advantages which

belong to this mode of living. But as men advance

to higher stages of culture, this way of living will be

more possible, and I believe will more and more be

tried, and more and more succeed.

FEELING AS A PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESS.

In a former article of ours entitled "Feeling and

Motion," the question was proposed : "What is the

molecular combination that is accompanied with feel-

ing, and what is its mode of action ?
"

This question is not as yet answered by phj'siolog}'.

It is a problem still, and we are far from a solution
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that would be satisfactory in all its details. We know
something about the subject, but that something is

very little in comparison to what our physiologists

would like to know.

The ganglions are for good reasons supposed to

be the seat of feeling
;
yet it must not be understood

that feeling is created there alone. It is there alone

that feeling is centralized. It appears that the sen-

sory organs with their natural covering, the skin, also

belong to the whole feeling apparatus. Every one

of them is an indispensable part for the production of

normal feelings. If anyone of these parts is injured,

feeling will either cease altogether or at least be dis-

turbed. If, for instance, the tactile bodies (the Pa-

cinian corpuscles) are not covered with skin, irrita-

tions will no longer be felt as tactile impressions, but

as pain.

The process of a nervous transmission is extremely

complicated, and our observation is limited to its

crudest outlines only. We know, however, that the

transmission through the ganglions must be even more
complicated than the transmission through the fibres,

for according to minute measurements b}' Helmholtz,

a nervous shock travels through the human nerve

fibre at an average rate of 30-40 metres in a sec-

ond, but it is much retarded on its passage through

the ganglions.
*

Du Bois Reymond has proved that every trans-

mission of nervous irritations is accompanied with

electrical phenomena. The apparatus connected with

the nerve for measuring the electric tension shows a

decrease of the strength of the current during a state

of nervous activity. This was called by Du Bois Rey-

mond negative ScJnvankung, "negative fluctuation."

The negative fluctuation of the electric tension, it

may be incidentally mentioned, is not at all a phe-

nomenon of nervous activity alone. Du Bois Rey-

mond's law holds good for muscular fibres also. In

a state of rest, the living muscle, like the nerve, shows

in the galvanometer the presence of a low and con-

stant current, which in a state of activitj^ noticeably

decreases, proving that that much electricity is being

used in other directions.

The nervous system is often, and not without good

and obvious reasons, represented as a telegraphic ap-

paratus. The method of transmission also has re-

peatedly been compared to our modern system of

telegraphing through electric currents. The won-

derful achievements which man accomplished with

the help of electricity, seemed to suggest that ner-

vous transmission might be of an electrical nature.

Since the discover)', however, made by Du Bois Rey-

mond, we knotu for certain that this is an error. Ner-

vous transmissions are accompanied by electrical phe-

nomena, yet they cannot be explained as such. This
is evident even from the different rate of transmission

;

electricity travels, according to Wheatstone, 464,000,

000 metres in one second, while the velocity of ner-

vous irritations, in spite of all the fabulous swiftness

of thought, is more than ten million times slower ; and if

nerve-activity is to be regarded as electrical action, how
can it differ from muscular activity which exhibits the

very same electrical phenomena ? Neither can the

nerve-fibres be compared to the wires of a telegraph,

which are transmitters simply of the electric current

;

for every single nerve-cell in a nervous fibre, and also

every cell in the muscular fibre, is in itself a small

electric batter}'. The whole process of nervous trans-

mission may rather be compared to a number of

small explosions transmitted over a line of grains of

powder. An irritation, i. e., an impression received

by some contact with the outer world in a sensory

organ, being transmitted through the sensory fibre to

the ganglion, and from the ganglion through the

motor fibre to a muscle, causes along the whole tract

of its transmission a continuous discharge of potential

energy stored up in the nervous substance. The
transmission being accompanied with many other

phenomena, ends in an innervation of the muscle which

forms the terminus of the motor nerve. This inner-

vation is the nervous discharge that causes the muscle

to contract and thus produces mechanical motion.

Let us for the sake of illustration represent the

nerves as a series of compressed springs, so arranged

that if one is released it will at the same time release

the next following ; thus any disturbance will travel

from one to the other along the whole series. The
organism is constantly at work to repair the losses in-

curred. As soon as potential energy is set free, new
structures are built by the circulating fluids freighted

with vitalized substances. Thus by the activity of

the blood, to return again to our simile, the dis-

charged springs of the nervous system are again and

again compressed, and thus they are, unless the ex-

haustion be carried too far, always ready for action.

If a shock is transmitted, the effects produced de-

pend first upon the shock itself. The more violent a

shock is the more sudden will the disturbance be.

And if a shock covers "a larger field of the skin, it

must necessarily irritate a larger number of nerve-

fibres, thus producing a greater excitement than if

two or three nerve-fibres were disturbed only. Yet the

main determining factor of the effect, it appears, is

the specific energy (as Johannes Miiller called it) of

the nervous substance in the nerve as well as in the

ganglion. Similarly, if a shock is transmitted through

a series of springs, the effect will depend upon the

springs chiefly—upon their form and their tension
;
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form and tension are the " specific energy "of the

springs. The different nerves became adapted to

special irritations. The optic nerve became adapted

to the ether waves ; their irritations are transferred to

the optic ganglions, and there possibly the disturbance

is accompanied with a feeling called light. The auditory

nerve became adapted to air waves ; this irritation

is transmitted to the auditory ganglion, and there

possibly it is accompanied with a feeling called sound
;

etc. By a constant and exclusive use for their special-

ized purposes through many thousands of genera-

tions, the tissues became so adapted to their special

work, that now they cannot otherwise react against

any kind of irritation than as sensations, the one of

light and the other of sound. Any disturbance, a ray

of light as well as an electric current, or a mechanical

concussion, will produce sensations of light on the

optic nerve, and sensations of sound in the auditory

nerve. The same causes will produce sensations of

smell in the olfactory nerve, and sensations of touch

or of temperature in the sensory nerves that terminate

in the skin.*

The feeling which originates in the ganglion, dur-

ing the transmission of a nervous perturbation, can

depend upon the forms only of the different cells. A
certain shock is received which sets free a series of

tensions ; the liberation of some of these tensions in

the ganglion is a commotion of sensory cells, accom-

panied by feeling. It is called a sensation. The
course of motions nowhere ceases to consist of mo-
tions. We have a continuous transference of motions,

yet some of these motions are accompanied with feel-

ing. These feelings are different among themselves,

and we have sufficient evidence to believe that their

difference exactly corresponds to the different forms

of nervous action which they accompany. We may,

accordingly, without impropriety, speak in this sense

of the different forms of feelings.

Suppose we had before us a line of cards arranged

in pairs leaning one against the other, in such a

manner that a slight shock will upset the whole

series ; a simile often employed to explain the trans-

ference of nervous shocks. At a certain point, in

about the middle of the line, let us suppose that a

bell is fixed, the tongue of which strikes the bell upon
the overthrow of the two adjoining cards. At the

end of the line, upon the two last pairs of cards,

stands a small vessel filled with water. Upon the over-

throw of the cards the water is spilt. The striking of

the bell represents sensation, f the spilling of the water

* Compare E. Hering, "The Specific Energies oft e Nervous System,"
Nos. 22 and 23 of The Open CouH.

+ The simile is in so far inadequate as the striking of the bell and the

air vibrations of sound are motions also. Feeling, howe>/er, is no motion,
and does not originate from a transformation of either potential or kinetic

energy.

muscle-innervation. The striking of the bell is not

changed into a spilling of water : the former only pre-

cedes the latter in time. If a nerve is irritated below

the ganglion, a muscle-innervation takes place with-

out sensation, with the same necessity as the water is

spilt without any previous sounding of the bell, when
the cards below the bell only have been upset. But
when the motor nerve is cut, and the sensory nerve

is irritated alone, then sensation only occurs, without

any reflex muscular motion, just as a perturbation of

the upper line of cards will make the bell sound, but if

the line below the bell is interrupted, it will not cause

the spilling of the water.

The mechanical connection of causes and effects

need not be interrupted, if that part of the transmit-

tance of nervous irritations which takes place in the

ganglion is so disturbed as to produce no actual feeling.

Suppose the bell be covered with a woolen cloth,

will not then the phenomenon of sound that accom-

panies the process cease altogether, although other-

wise there is nothing changed in the mechanism of the

transmission ? And when, through alcoholic poison-

ing, through medical drugs (anaesthetics), or through

any nervous disturbance, consciousness is for a time

obliterated, may not a man under certain circum-

stances act exactly as if he were in full possession of

consciousness? Does not often an intoxicated man
or a hypnotized subject move about and talk like other

people, and yet he knows nothing and afterwards he

will remember nothing of all that happened ?

The concatenation of circumstances is such that

we are easily mislead to suppose that when the cards

are overthrown the striking of the bell causes the spill-

ing of the water, and that consciousness sets the

muscles in motion. On this supposition only, which

takes a post hoc as a propter hoc, i. e., a mere se-

quence as a causal connection, is based the assump-

tion that consciousness is the motor power, the///-

)num movens, of the soul ; the cause, the principium,

and beginning of man's muscular movements, the ori-

gin and source of his activity. However, conscious-

ness does not produce the activity of our body. Con-

sciousness, as M. Ribot says, does not constitute the

situation ; on the contrary, it is constituted by the situ-

ation. Consciousness is an indicator only of a certain

Some psychologists compare the phenomenon of feeling to the sliadow

which accompanies the motions of a body. But a shadow is tlie absence

of light and light again is a mode of mot'on. Feeling is no motion, nor is it the

disappearance of motions. Other psycliologists have compared conscious-

ness to the sparks that an engine emits with the smoke. Sparks also, being

little particles of fire, are modes of motion. Thus these similes are also

inadequate.

It will be difficult, if at all possibly, to find an appropriate simile, and
why? Because, whatever allegory we take from the processes of the objec-

tive world, we constantly remain in the province of objectivity. Whatever un-

speakable difference there may be between two processes of objective phenom-
ena, they belong to the same domain ; while the domain of subjective reality

or feeling, in spite of the parallelism between both, is so heterogeneous that it

suffers no comparison.
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condition of our nerve-activity. It is not the cause of

a man's will, but it is the expression of a certain state

of mind, which, under normal conditions, will be fol-

lowed by an act of will, be it a real muscular motion,

a spoken word, which of course is muscular motion

also, or the inhibition of a motion.

Every idea considered not as a mere feeling but as

a brain-structure fit to serve as an irritation to ac-

tion (we call such ideas impulses), will, if not in-

hibited, pass into an act, whether it be connected with

consciousness or not. Consciousness itself is not the

motion that causes the transmission of nervous irrita-

tions, it is not the agency that discharges the inner-

vation for contracting the muscles. It is a phenome-

non that merely accompanies the physiological pro-

cess of a nervous transmission through the ganglion.

It is not the shadow that makes our body move
;

it is the body that moves ; and the shadow accom-

panies the movement. It is not the ticking of the

pendulum that sets the wheels of the clock in mo-
tion, but the swinging. The motion of the clock is

produced by the pressure of the weight which is trans-

ferred to the pendulum in the form of vibrations.

The motion of our limbs is caused through the trans-

mission of a nervous perturbation, setting free a

part of the potential energy stored up in our motor

nerves and in our muscles ; but there is, properl}'

speaking, no change of "consciousness" into "will,"

no change of "feeling" into "motion."

When we compare consciousness to the ticking of

a pendulum, we do not wish to maintain that con-

sciousness is as superfluous and indifferent as the tick-

ing of a pendulum. We merely express in this simile

that it is destitute of motor power. Although con-

sciousness is destitute of motor power, it is neverthe-

less of paramount importance. There is nothing re-

dundant in nature ; how can consciousness be a su-

perfluous factor in the constitution of man's mind ?

Consciousness may be compared to a light. It af-

fords in novel and difficult situations the possibility of

circumspection. The light in a machine room will en-

able the attendant engineer properly to regulate the

motions of the engine ; but the rays of the lantern

have no locomotive power upon the wheels and piston,

so as to set the engine into action. If the engineer

is a novice, he cannot do his work without light, but

the expert knows how to direct the lever even in the

dark. The consciousness of mental states is an indis-

pensable condition of the proper direction of will, but

it does not possess motor power.
*

* *

There appeared some time ago in The Open Court

an interesting discussion, conducted on both sides

with great ability, between Professor E. D. Cope

and Dr. Montgomery on the subject "Can Mind

move Matter?" Professor Cope answered the ques-

tion in the affirmative, and Dr. Montgomery in the

negative. But it appears that both used the word
mind as a synonym of consciousness. We should an-

swer the question "Can Consciousness move Matter ?"

with Dr. Montgomery in the negative, for conscious-

ness possesses no motor power. Yet the question

"Does consciousness enable the mind to control cer-

tain motions of matter?" (so Prof. Cope understood

the question) we should answer with Professor Cope
in the affirmative.

We understand by mind, as the term is generally

used, not consciousness alone, but the whole mental-

ity of man. It is a synonym of soul, and as such we
understand by mind a special form of an organism, the

activit}' of which is accompanied with states of con-

sciousness. The expression "soul" appears prefer-

able, if we think of emotions chiefly, while "mind"
has a special reference to the intellectual qualities. If

"mind" is used to mean man's thinking organ, not as

mere form pure and simple, nor as mere feeling, as mere

consciousness, which as a matter of course exists as an

abstract conception only, but as real brain structure,

in the sense of living nerve substance of a special form,

freighted with potential energy, and representing a

special combination of ideas ; there can be in that case

no doubt about it that mind does move matter. Mens
agitat inolem ! says the Roman poet,* and it is a very

old truth. The faculty of moving matter is indeed the

main thing that gives value to the mind of man, for it

is his mind that enables man to control the world

about him. p. c.

THE SUPERSCIENTIFIC AND PURE REASON.

Fundamental Pyoblenis, we find, has been a surprise to a re-

He says :

ed from Chicago's

viewer of TJie Natio

" A book of newspaper articles on metaphysics,

weekly journal of philosophy. The Open Court, seems to a New Yorker some-

thi g singular. But. granted that there is a public with aspirations to un-

derstand Fundamental Problems, the way in which Dr. Carus treats them is

not without skill. The questions touched upon are all those which a young

person should have turned over in his mind before beginni-g the serious

study of philosophy. The views adopted are, as nearly as possible, the average

opinions of thoughtful men to-day—good ripe doctrines, some of them pos-

sibly a little /asi^ci, but of the fashionable complexion. They are stated with

uncompromising vigor ; the argumentation does not transcend the capacity of

him who runs

"On the whole, The Open Court is marked by sound and enlightened ideas,

and the fact that it can by any means 6nd support does honor to Chicago."

Although the reviewer speaks so kincJly of Fundamental Prob-

lems, he has also faults to find. He discovers some inconsis-

tencies :

"If there be here and there an inconsistency, it only renders the book

more suggestive, and adapts it all the belter to the needs of the public."

It is not the kind praise allotted to the book which prompts me

to take notice of this review, it is the inconsistencies with which

it is charged. Some of them have reference to the most ' funda-

mental problems.' Upon the solution of these problems the treat-

ment of many less important problems depends. The critical
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parts of the review appear to me of sufficient importance to be

discussed in detail.

THE SUPERSCIENTIFIC AND THE CONDITIONS OF SCIENCE.

The reviewer says of the book :

" The theory it advocates is superscientific."

Here I must protest against the word "superscientific." It is

none of my invention. All the combinations with "super" or

" hyper," it appears to me, are very useful words if employed in

the domain of ethics. Morality is the constant struggle to higher

planes ; the moral man is always engaged in improving himself as

well as the conditions of human existence. Accordingly ethics

must teach us to look above, it points stirsttm. It attempts to

raise man to a higher and nobler existence ; it instructs him how

to transcend the present state and shows to the individual a realm

of superindividual interests, in accordance with which the indi-

vidusl must regulate his actions. Whatever be the merit of the

combinations with "super" and "hyper" in the domain of ethics,

they are in the domain of philosophy dangerous words ; for they

are full of vagueness and should be regarded with suspicion.

Judging from the context, it is most probable that our reviewer

limits the term "scientific " to " empirical". Botany, in that case,

would be a science, but logic would not. Botany is a natural sci-

ence, it rests upon empirical knowledge ; logic is a theory of for-

mal thought, it is not properly scientific, for it is not empirical
;

yet it is superscientific. The superscientific is applicable to all

sciences, and it is the condition of all sciences. The reviewer con-

tinues :

" ' There is no chaos, and never has been a chaos,' exclaims the author,

although o£ this no scientific evidence is possible. The doctrine of ' the rigid-

ity of natural laws , ... is a K-7///a ff ah: Yet, emphatic as this is, we

soon find the KTr/fia ig ah is nothing but a regulative principle, or 'plan for a

sy tern.'
"

The phrase, " emphatic as this is," contains a tinge of disap-

proval, as though the statement were made boldly. If there is any

boHness in the statement of the rigidity of law, our critic must

not blame the philosopher alone, but also science. Science has in

these last centuries (nay, it has always ever since science was sci-

ence) taken its stand upon the rigidity of law. Upon the rigidity

of law depends the uniformity of nature, and without the uni-

formity of nature science would be impossible. The philosopher

may either recognize science or he may not. If he does not, he

den es the possibility of knowledge and his philosophy dissolves

into scepticism. The sceptic declares that we can have no science,

we can never know for certain ; we can never be sure of anything,

not evi n that 2x2=4 ; we can have opinions only. Two times two

appears to us always to make four
;
yet it may be that to the people

of the planetary system of Sirius twice two appears as five.

Science cared little for sceptical objections ; it progressed, and the

progress of science has practically justified the boldness of the

scientist.

A philosopher who does recognize science may either blindly

accept or critically investigate the conditions of science, the prem-

ises from which science starts. He who blindly accepts them

takes them to be too grand and divine for investigation. Philos-

ophers of that kind are called by Kant "dogmatists." The dog-

matist rests satisfied with assertions. Kant followed neither the

sceptic nor the dogmatist, he proposed a middle way between both
;

he proposed the critical method, and herein we followed Kant.

The duty of philosophy is not to construct a system of asser-

tions, nor is its aim to undermine the possibility of knowledge

and end in eternal doubt. ,\s the duty of science is to systema-

tize methodically the facts in a certain sphere of experience ; so

the duty of philosophy is to explain this systemization, to show

its conditions, and to analyze the methods by which it is done.

The object of philosophy accordingly is mainly an investigation of

those "superscientific" premises upon which science is based.

The whole interest of philosophy is centred in what we have de-

fined as formal thought ; for the analysis of formal thought, as well

as an inquiry into its origin and its nature, teach us the ultimate

raison cf itre of the rigidity of law.

The rigidity of law—perhaps the most important superscien-

tific proposition—is indeed a K-fijia ig ah, i. e. "an intellectual pos-

session of humanity that has come to stay for good"—not according

to the private opinion of the author of Fiindanwntal Probh'iiis, but

according to the procedure of all scientists in all the many differ-

ent branches of knowledge. The author of Fiindatiieiito! Prob-

lems has attempted to investigate the tools with which science

works not so much for the purpose of assuring the scientist that

his tools are good—indeed, many scientists do not care about such

an assurance, for experience has taught them to rely upon their

methods, whatever be their philosophical import—but for the sole

purpose of supplying the want of explanation concerning a few

simple facts with which everybody is familiar, even he who cares

little for understanding them. There was, for instance, one very

simple question which troubled me even at an early age, the ques-

tion " Is twice two always four, and if so, why ?" That question

has found an answer satisfactory to my mind in Fiindniiu-n/nl

Pi-ohleiiis. If the statement of the solution appears to a certain

class of readers too positive, I can best excuse it by a quotation

from Goethe, wno says :

"If I am expected to listen to the opinion of some one else, it must be

positively pronounced. I have enough of the problematical myself."

Positiveness in statement is an economy in the exposition of

thought, and no fault should be found with emphasis laid upon

truths that remain wonderful and great even if they have become

most lucid to our comprehension.

My reviewer seems to be disappointed that the uTiijia ig hit is

" nothing but a regulative principle or plan for a system." Is

this indeed so little as to be called " nothing but "? Consider the

importance of a plan, of a regulative principle, of a method in-

forming us how to proceed. Let a man be lost in the wilderness ;

let him, then, find some means of orientation, of calculating the

place where he is, and the direction he has to pursue. Would

he consider that as " nothing but a plan "? This " nothing but 'a

plan for a system ' " is all-important to science, and can appear

only little to him who imagines that science is in possession of a

magic key to omniscience.*

PURE REASON AND EXPERIENCE.

Further on we read the following criticism :

"Like a staunch Lockian, Dr. Carus declares that ' the facts of nature are

specie, and our abstract thoughts are bills which serve to economize the pro-

cess of exchange of thoughts.' Yet these bills form so sound a currency that

'the highest laws of nature and the formal laws of thought are identical.'

Nay, 'the doctrine of the conservation of matter and energy, although discov-

ered with the assistance of experience, can be proved in its full scope by the

pure reason alone.' When abstracfreason performs such a feat as that, is it

only economizing the interchange of thought ? Jhere is no tincture of Locke

here."

Locke's theory is generally, and perhaps rightly, considered'

as sensationalism. He proceeds from the rule that nothing is in

the mind which was not before in the senses. {Nihil est in iiilel-

lectu nisi prills fuerit in sensii.) Sense-impressions are the

origin and beginning of all knowledge. Locke says :

" Whence hath the mind all the materials of reason and knowledge ? To
this I answer in one word, from experience ; in that all our knowledge is

tb(N

* We omit to discuss here, for a second time, the problem of spon

eity of motion and the rigidity of mechanical laws. My critic says :

"When we afterwards read that, 'in our opinion, atoms possess spon

eity, or self-motion,' we wonder how, if this is anything more than ar

pty phrase, it comports with rigid regularity of motion."

The subject has been discussed in the article ' Feeling and Motion,

0. 153 and No. 154), and has been mentioned again in the discussion

Dr. Montgomery (No. 156, on page 2466, of TIte Open Court).
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founded, and from that ultimately derives itself. Our observation employed
either about external sensible objects, or about the internal operations of our

minds, perceived and reflected by ourselves, is that which supplies our under-

standing with all the materials of thinking. These are the fountains of

knowledge from whence all the ideas we have, or can naturally have, do

spring—that is, sensation and reflection."

It appears that Kant in the most essential point agrees with

Locke. The very first sentence in his " Critique of Pure Reason "

declares :

" That all our knov/Iedge begins with experience there can be no doubt.

For how is it possible that the faculty of cognition should be awakened into

exercise otherwise than by means of objects which afifect our senses ?"

Locke wrote in a time when the philosophers of mankind were

still under the influence of Descartes's theory of innate ideas. So

he found it necessary to inculcate the truth, that all knowledge

springs from "experience—that is, sensation and reflection."

Kant made a distinction between experience and pure reason.

He confined experience to sensation and placed it in opposition to

that which Locke calls reflection. Kant says :
" Although all

our knowledge begins with experience (i. e. sensation), it by no

means follows that all arises out of experience (i. e sensation)."

Kant then arrives at the conclusion that there is some knowledge

altogether independent of all sensory impressions. " Knowledge of

this kind," he says, " is called a priori, in ontradistinction to em-

pirical knowledge, which has its sources a posteriori, that is, in

experience (sensation)."

Knowledge a priori is a learned expression for that which we

would prefer to call " formal thought." Knowledge a priori, said

Kant, is the condition of all experience, for there can be no sensa-

tion without the forms of understanding. In other words, sense-

impressions by themselves are meaningless ; they have to be inter-

preted in order to be conceived as sensations. A sensation is a

sense-impression felt to be and interpreted as the effect of some ex-

ternal object. But in order to achieve this mental act of chang-

ing a sense-impression into a sensation a sentient creature wants

something of that faculty—be it in ever so rudimentary a state

—

which is called understanding.

John Stuart Mill did not see the difficulty of the situation. He
based all experience upon the principle of causation, and when

he was required to give an account of the principle of causation,

he declared that it was derived from experience. This is called a

vicious circle.

Schopenhauer was aware of the fact that the principle of

causality is the condition of all e.xperience. " We do not see with

our eyes," he said, " but with our understanding." Judging from

certain effects, we conclude that there are causes which produce

them. Taking this ground, he believes in the priority of the prin-

ciple of causation in mind, and he considers it as a real innate

idea in the oldest and most antiquated sense of the term.

The term experience should be used in a wider sense, than is

done by Kant; it should be used in the sense of Locke. Experi-

ence includes both sense-impressions and reflections, sensations

and formal thought, knowledge a posteriori and knowledge a priori.

One single sense-impression cannot constitute knowledge ; it can

not (as Schopenhauer proposes) be conceived as the effect of a

cause. It remains a single and isolated sense-impression. But

two or several sense-impressions constitute a very weak begin-

ning of that faculty (or rather function) which in its further de-

velopment is called understanding. The forms of sense-impres-

sions and the relations among sense-impressions are also parts of

experience. The formal and the relational are the sources from

which springs pure reason. From these insignificant beginnings

all the formal sciences, can be and have been developed.

Animals that can frame word-symbols to represent certain

mental pictures, develop into rational beings ; and rational beings

that learn to abstract the formal element of thought and apply

the rules of formal thought to experience develop into scientists.

Formal thought not only aids us in the classification of the

data of experience ; it also assists in the amplification of knowledge.

It is this wonderful quality which makes formal thought so valu-

able. For the laws of formal thought possess universality and
rigidity (AUg^'iminlwi/ iinJ Xot/m'cnJif^kL'it), anl agiin, it is this

wonderful quality—apparently mysterious and yet founded in the

nature of form—to which formal thought owes that odd name
" a priori," because we know of all formal laws that they hold good

under any circumstances. We know that twice two are four and

will be four as long as cognition lasts and even longer, h. rever-

sion of the formal laws is inconceivable ; for, verily, till heaven and

earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the for-

mal laws. They are irrefragable, and all the changes that are

taking place around us are nothing but a constant fulfilment of

the formal laws.

Locke did not recognize the all-importance of the formal ele-

ment in experience—for pure reason is nothing but a system of

the formal element of experience. Nevertheless, the main principle

of his method, viz., that experience is the source of all knowledge,

has rather been confirmed than refuted in the further progress of

philosophy.

Pure Reason, or the mental function of formal thought does

not stand in opposition and still less in contradiction to experience.

It has grown from experience and is an integral part of experience

in the sense defined above. For we understand by pure reason

agreement with the formal laws of existence. The forms of things,

the relations among them are also data of experience ; they are not

shaped by us with arbitrary liberty, they are given to us by ex-

perience. We own them in our minds as the forms of our thoughts
;

we have abstracted the laws of formal thought by reflection and

introspection. The formal element was imported into our minds

together with the sense-impressions. We do not deny that mere

isolated sense-impressions can not generate knowledge
;
and we

must not look for the source of pure reason in the sense element

of the sense-impressions, but in the formal and relational element,

which is imparted to sentient beings through a constant repetition

of sense-impressions of various forms. The formal accordingly is

ultimately derived not from sensory sources, but nevertheless

from experience. It has been gained by abstraction ; i. e., we

have arrived at it by omitting in our experience the sensory element

and by retaining the formal alone. p. c.

CONCLUDING REMARKS IN THE DISCUSSION "IS

MONISM UNTENABLE."
BY DR. MONTGOMERY.

I THINK the importance of the subject involved in our philoso-

phic passage of arms justifies another round, which I hope you will

not decline.

Of course, I did not expect we would come to an understand-

ing regarding fundamental problems. Indeed, I was certain that

mv old-fashioned view of what Monism should be, could nowise

find favor with your more modern ideas. But I failed to foresee

that you would be able so completely to expose the absurdity of al-

most every sentence in which I endeavored to convey my thought,

or rather the confusion of thought of which you have superabund-

antly convicted me. No wonder, that, after so universal a deluge

of reproof (Siindfluth), I find myself stranded, as you say. "in a

vast labyrinth in which I have lost my way "
; and, worst of all,

without any species of thought saved for future generation.

Often before misgivings overcame me. that, in the philo-

sophical isolation in which I am passing my days, I was losing the

guiding thread that leads out of the maze of contradictory opinions

to progressive and consistent views. But from time to time kind

friends were good enough to reassure me to some extent. Not long
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ago the Editor of Mind took occasion in the course of a discussion

on "the psychological theory of extension" to remark : Dr. M's

abode " is not too remote for him to watch everything that goes on

across half a continent and a whole ocean." "Everything" may

have here meant only the general current of what is going on in

England, though I was flattering myself, that I was watching with

equal concern the main drift of German, French and Italian

thought.

This—I am now forced to admit—turns out to have been a

fond illusion. I must evidently be color-blind to what you would

call "the modern and most progressed phase of science." Or

this phase of science must be wholly " beyond the depth " my mind

is capable of fathoming. Appealing then to you as teacher of such

advanced science, you will perhaps not grudge the pains of once

more explaining in plain terms the nature of that "modern psy-

chology," with which—as you tell us in No. 24 of The Open Court

—you "became acquainted during your stay at La Salle" ; the

psychology which has led you from '

' Metaphysicism to Positiv-

ism," and which you now frequently invoke in support of your

monistic conception of the world.

Though you name Ribot and Hering as having initiated you

into this modern phase of science, I cannot see that their method

of research differs in any way from the one we have all along been

conversant with as that followed by what is generally called '

' physi-

ological psychology "
; a method whose essential characteristic is to

be frankly dualistic, to use openly '

' both inward and outward ex-

perience, " as Ribot himself puts it in chapter I. of his '

' Diseases of

the Will." And the dualistic character of his method is just as

clearly recognized by Hering. In his celebrated essay on organic

memory, which inspired Haeckel's theory of the " Perigenesis of

the Plastidule, " he plainly calls the observed concomitancy, ob-

taining between molecular brain-motion and states of conscious-

ness, the "dual aspect of organic life."

We observe outwardly a material process, inwardly a corre-

sponding conscious state, both originating, varying and waning

concomitantly. We conclude that these two sets of wholly dis-

parate events must somehow hang together. But how ? This is

the essential question whose solution would determine either the

fundamental oneness or the fundamental duality of body and mind
;

would land us for good either in Monism or in Dualism.

As to whether or not the '

' two variables, matter and conscious-

ness, are connected with each other as cause and effect," " we do

not know anything about it." This declaration comes dangerously

near being a profession of dualistic Agnosticism. Yet it is, what

Hering, one of your principal teachers, says about the connection

of the two disparate modes of existence.

But strangest of all, not only your teachers, but you yourself

explicitly adopt the dualistic standpoint necessarily involved in the

incommensurability of the inward and the outward experience, of

the material process and the corresponding mental state, of the

consciousness of things and the things themselves. In your article

on "The Unknowable" The Open Com-t No. 23 you say : "Cogni-

tion means nothing more or less than the correct representation of

things in psychic images and ideas ; and things are know-able be-

cause they can be mirrored in the brain of reasonable beings."

In what does this statement differ, otherwise than verbally, from

what I have always sought to prove, and what I have dogmatically

expressed in T/ie Open Court No. 20 ; namely, '

' that our percepts

faithfully represent the sundry characteristics of the outside exis-

tents which are affecting our senses ; and that, so far as this is the

case, the outside existents are thoroughly well known to us, belong-

ing in fact to one and the same order of being or cosmos as our-

selves ;—a cosmos all parts of which are interdependently connected

by natural links "
?

This point-blank declaration concerning the representative

character of "psychic images" is however—as I am fully aware

—

only a dogmatic assertion of what I believe to be the true state of

things. Consequently, you cannot expect me to ascribe a higher

value to your equivalent assertion. But the assertion itself, far

from being monistic, is on the contrary plainly dualistic. It ac-

knowledges the existence of psychic images in our brain, and the

existence of things outside our brain represented by these psychic

images. The genuine monistic problem has hitherto consisted,

and does in my opinion still consist, in the task of actually proving,

that, though the psychic images of things seem to differ toto getiere

in substantial consistency from the things represented, yet both

orders—that of ideas and that of things—have nevertheless their

origin and being in one common nature.

You seem to think, that in order to establish Monism it is

sufficient to declare, that cognition faithfully represents a cosmos

of which it is itself forming part. I would like to know which kind

of " modern psychology" bears you out in this summary method of

procedure. I know of none, not even that of Dr. Abbot, which

rests on the arbitrary assertion, that our percepts are in all reality

identical, geometrically congruous, with the outside things per-

ceived. He spurns the notion of the psychic images merely " re-

presenting" the outside things.

The brilliant, all too soon departed, scientist and philosopher,

whom in the enthusiasm of recent discovery you call "one of our

most profound thinkers," attempted—as you are no doubt aware

—

in an article published in Mind, 1878, the solution of the genuine

monistic problem on the old-established, and in your opinion anti-

quated lines. He endeavored to prove, that those horridly agnos-

tic bugbears, the things-in-themselves, the very things 'ohieh you

voiirse/f ngnostically confess of knoiving only as represented in phychic

images, that these things known only in their psychic representa-

tions are made of the same stuff as the images by which they are

represented. For instance, that the candlestick out yonder con-

sists of the same mind-stuff as its image in my brain. In a discus-

sion on the subject, published in The Index, December, 1885, I

tried to detect the flaw in Clifford's argument, and to show that the

candlestick cannot possibly consist of mind-stuff.

Edmund Gurney in an article on "Monism," (Mind, No. 22)

attacked, in connection with Clifford's mind-stuff theory and Spi-

noza's absolute substance, the same problem of mind and matter,

but likewise from the antiquated point of view. He says : "Your

brain with its movements corresponding to, yet wholly unlike your

feelings, is the sort of matter in respect of which that dualism (of

mind and matter) first presents itself in our day as an urgent phi-

losophical problem. The attempt at transcending the dualism

have of course made up a great part of the history of philosophy.
"

Will you then kindly in the light of your more modern and

progressed science inform us of what stuff the candlestick is really

made ? Does it consist of mind-stuff ? matter-stuff ? or any other

stuff ? or of no stuff at all ?

And will you tell us also whether the psychic images and the

things represented by them are identical or not identical in consti-

tution ? And, if identical, in what way ? in ideal constitution ? in

material constitution ? or in what other mode of constitution ?

These are questions that a thinker in possession of a monistic

philosophy can have no hesitation whatever in definitely answer-

ing.

Y'our kind gift of Fundamental Problems and The Ethical Prob-

lem, which I hereby gratefully acknowledge, shows that you do

not regard as altogether hopeless the stagnation "in the phase of

thought in which I have become stationary" ; that, though my
thought belongs to "a past period in the history of philosophy," I

may possibly by means of your friendly assistance gain a glimpse

of the serene realm of settled questions, in which all difficulties are

overcome "with which human thought was then struggling."

Edmund Montgomery.

1
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REPLY BY THE EDITOR.

I AM glad to hear and to have it testified to by competent au-

thority that Dr. Montgomery keeps himself lUi cmii-nnt with English,

German, French and Italian literature. I do not think that the

Doctor suffers under a fond illusion when he believes himself upon

the whole extraordinarily well informed as to the progress of sci-

ence. Very likely he is much better informed upon many subjects

than I am. I only meant to say that a progress had been made in

certain quarters of scientific research which has escaped his atten-

tion, and unfortunately those topics formed the subject of our dis-

cussion. However, I have nt-nr ihui/ihJ that a man of so unusual

ability, extensive knowledge, and broad interests as Dr. Montgom-

ery, keeps himself, at least in his specialties, an cotirnnt with the

literature of the day and grows with his time.

Dr. Montgomery I hope does not expect me to say anything

concerning the philosophical position of Professor Hering, Pro-

fessor Haeckel, and M. Ribot. I see no use in prolonging our dis-

cussion by investigating whether these savants are monists, or du-

alists, or agnostics.

I am much obliged to Dr. Montgomery for having called my
attention to his article "The Dual Aspect of our Nature." I read

the article with great pleasure and was exceedingly interested in

his skilful attack upon Professor Clifford's position "that the can-

dlestick out yonder consists of the same mind-stuff as its image in

my brain."

Dr. Montgomery having stated his opinion in the article alluded

to, asks me for my opinion. My opinion is stated at some length

in the article "Feeling and Motion" in Nos. 153 and 154 of The

Optii Court. There Professor Clifford's position "On the Nature of

Things in Themselves"* is briefly recapitulated and commented

upon.

Professor Clifford calls the elements of which the thinking

subject consists, "mind-stuff"; and he arrives at his conclusion

(viz., that the candlestick, a picture of which appears in my brain,

must ultimately consist of the same stuff as the brain image) in a

mathematical way by employing the rule of three. This is the

same truth which was expressed in Fundamental Problems by the

phrase " Nature is alive," which means that inorganic nature can-

not be absolutely dead matter ; it contains the conditions of devel-

oping the psychic life that in a further evolution appears in animal

organisms.

Speaking of the basis from which Professor Clifford starts.

Dr. Montgomery declares that '

' the untruth of this bold assertion

is so patent, that we might safely reject without further examina-

tion any doctrine based upon it " ; and he adds concerning Pro-

fessor Clifford's conclusion which is quoted in full pp. 2435 and

2436 of The Open Court: "The hollow mathematical sophistry of

this ' rule of three ' argument is easily exposed."

Dr. Montgomery, it seems to me, has in one point miscon-

ceived Professor Clifford's view. Dr. Montgomery says :

'

' Men-

tality is the product of organized vital activity," and he objects to

'

' the strenuous but vain endeavor to discover mind also in in-

organic nature.''' It must be remembered, that Clifford's term

" mind-stuff " does not designate "mind" in the sense of "men-

tality." It does not mean the organized mind of man, but the

elements from which feeling and consciousness have originated.

Professor Clifford does not find '

' mentality " in unorganized nature;

on the contrary, he maintains that the rational develops from the

irrational. His mind-stuff, as far as its elements are concerned, is

in its original condition not endowed with mentality.

Professor Clifford does

etaphysical sense, as the N
iesthe term in a peculiar way,

oy kind of mysticism, dualism

e the expression " Thing in itself " in the

1, the Absolute, or the Unconditioned. He
nd his statement cannot be taken as favoring

r hyperphysicism.

It may be that, in the main point. Dr. Montgomery more
agrees with Professor Clifford, and perhaps also with me, than

might appear from the controversial attitude in which our opinions

have been exhibited.

The three articles, viz., Professor Clifford's "On Things in

Themselves," {Mind, No. IX.,) Dr. Montgomery's "The Dual Aspect

of our Nature, " (
Tlie Index, Dec. 24, 1885, ) and my own, '

' Motion

and Feeling, [The Open Court, Nos. 153 and 154,) are easily ac-

cessible to our readers, and we conclude the controversy on the

subject by recommending a comparison of the different conceptions.

CORRESPONDENCE.
"THE AFRICAN IN AMERICA": ITS COMPLEXITIES

AND PERPLEXITIES.

To the Editor of The Open Court —
I agree with Prof. E. D. Cope that the pure African has a pe-

culiar, and in some respects a sui generis, organism. The African

in the United States now, is much superior in the aggregate to his

ancestors, who came over from Africa in slave ships from 1620 on

till the end of " A Christian broker in the trade of blood." He is

a citizen and voter in the Union and " entitled to all its rights and

immunities." His life, his labor, his hopes, and aspirations : all his

interests are diffused among and interwoven with our customs, laws

and institutions. His religious, educational, and property inter-

ests are all planted here. Among the colored people there is eveiy

degree, proportion, and mixture of white and black blood. How
many of them are pure Africans ?

There are at least 100,000 of these so called Africans, who are

educated and have from $1,000 to Si, 000, 000 in property. Would
they go to any part of Africa just to please Prof. Cope or me ? I

wish equally with him they were elsewhere,—but they are here.

Can we consistently with justice and constitutional rights force

them to leave us ?

Prof. Cope deplores the action of ignorant voters. So do I.

Still more do I deplore and denounce the intriguing dishonesty,

the heartless, unscrupulous scheming of the educated (?) few who
pervert their intellect, to mislead, deceive, and plunder the stupid

and ignorant wealth-producers, whether priest, politician, or plu-

tocrat, whether by church or state, through its educated leaders.

"O it is e.Tccellent to have a. giant's strength, (education—brain-

power,) but it is tyrannous to use it like a giant." It is this class

of men—men who say " The people be d d," and act it—who
are menacing this Republic and who are more dangerous than the

African. Let them be sent somewhere, or use their mental power

for just and human purposes. You do not want to be " governed

by the non-voting population." I do not want to be governed by

any power any further than by " the consent of the governed," and

to protect and defend me in the " pursuit of happiness." Our so-

called government has deteriorated and degraded into a monopo-

lizing, privileged aristocracy and plutocracy.

If you eliminate the African for his tendency to destroy our

Republic, there will still be many Jonahs, equally dangerous, to be

cast overboard from the Ship of State, now struggling with tre-

mendous winds and waves.

The subject of Heredity has been the burden of my mind,

the subject of my tongue and pen for fifty years, and I am glad

Prof. Cope appreciates it. Most of our leaders in education, or

Church, or State are lamentably ignorant of, or ignore, the subject

of human parentage. No society, government, or association can

be higher, better, healthier, or happier, than the average men-

tal and moral development of its members. The significance

and paramount importance of this truth is contained in Christ's

words: "A corrupt tree cannot bring forth good fiuit, nor

a good tree produce evil fruit." If we would rid the world
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o£ imbeciles, criminals, and invalids, we must stop producing

them. To me it is the climax of all human sins to bring into

being those who can neither be educated, lienlthy, nor happy.

Heredity should be an important topic in every curriculum. It

should be a national affair. " What shall we do to be saved ?" I

heard regeneration for seventy years. It is lime, in the order of

human progress, to omit the re and talk and write 3.ho\x\. generation

of human beings that are luorlh saving.

Columbus, Kan. J. H. Cook.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CONGRESS OF THE AMERI-
CAN SECULAR UNION.

We have received from the American Secular Union a notice,

which reads as follows :

—

The Fourteenth Annual Congress of the American Secular

Union has been appointed by the Board of Directors to meet at

Portsmouth, Ohio, on Friday evening, October 31, 1890, and to

continue its sessions on the Saturday and Sunday following.

The meetings will be held in the Grand Opera House, corner

of Sixth and Court streets, and the orchestra of the establish-

ment has been engaged for the occasion. Due notice will be

given of the proposed reduction in railroad, steamboat, and hotel

fares.

Portsmouth is situated on the Ohio River, one hundred miles

east of Cincinnati, and one hundred miles south of Columbus,

and has extensive and convenient railway connections with the

whole country. It is a port of foreign entry, and is distinguished

for its numerous and magnificent manufactories. It has a popu-

lation exceeding fifteen thousand (15,000), has twenty churches,

the Ohio Military Academy, and a splendid system of graded

schools. The Ohio Valley Fair is held there annually, and several

English and German papers, daily and weekly, are published in

the city.

The members and friends of the American Secular Union are

sure of a hearty welcome, not only from our enterprising local

auxiliary, but also from the citizens at large.

The object of the American Secular Union, as is well known,

is to secure the total separation of CJiurcIi and State in fact and in

form, to the end that equal rights in religion, genuine morality in

politics, and freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established, pro-

tected, and perpetuated. While we unite on what is commonly
known as the ''Nine Demands of Secularism,' we propose to em-

phasize the following at the coming Congress :

1. The equitable taxation of church property in common
with other property.

2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction and wor-

ship in the public schools, and especially the reading of any Bible.

3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforcing the ob-

servance of Sunday as a religious institution, rather than an eco-

nomic one, justified by physiological and other secular reasons.

4. The cessation of all appropriations of the public funds for

educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian character.

The American Secular Union is strictly unsectarian and non-

partisan in both religion and politics, but will use any and all hon-

orable means to secure its objects as above stated. It is not either

publicly or privately committed to the advancement of any system

of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily welcomes all persons,

of whatever faith, to its membership, on the basis of "no union
of Church and State." The word ' secular ' is here used in the

broadest sense, as applied to the State, and not to any system of

religion or philosophy.

To discuss these questions in an orderly and friendly manner,
and to devise ways and means to promote these objects, let us come
together at this Congress, as Free-thinkers, Spiritualists, Unitari-

ans, Universalists, Free Religionists, Quakers, Progressive Jews
and Liberal Christians, and, laying aside our peculiar views on re-

ligious questions, unite as American citizens on the one broad plat-

form of no union of Church and State, and the complete admin-

istration of our secular government on purely secular principles.

The National Reform Association, having for its object the

establishment of Christianity as the religion of the State by con-

stitutional enactment ; the American Sabbath Union, working for

the enforcement, by legislation, of the Jewish and Puritanic Sab-

bath on our free citizens ; the Women's Christian Temperance

Union, endorsing the platforms and policy of both these organi-

zations
; the churches, both Catholic and Protestant, insisting

through their ecclesiastical bodies upon the complete exemption of

church property from just taxation, as well as the appropriation

of public money for religious schools and other sectarian institu-

tions ; all these, and many others which might be mentioned, are

imperiling our constitutional liberties. Every true Liberal and

Patriot, whether man or woman, should feel called upon to aid in

organizing an effective opposition to these nefarious schemes.

Due notice will be given of the selection of eminent speakers

from all portions of the United States and Canada, and a free plat-

form will be given to all persons who may have a word to say for

pure state secularization. All, without exception, are welcome

to this Congress in the wide-awake little city in the valley of the

beautiful Ohio.

BOOK NOTICES.

An Indignity to our Citizen Soldiers, a sermon preached in the

First Parish Church, Cambridge, June i, i8go, by Edward H.

Hall. The subject of this sermon is the pension legislation of the

last ten years, as to which Mr. Hall declares that it " is the most

disreputable business in which an honorable nation could engage

;

that it carries in itself all the elements of corruption, hypocrisy,

and demoralization
; that it is not called for by patriotism, by

charity, or by statesmanship, that it is a burlesque upon states-

manship ; that it is a libel upon charity ; and that it strikes the

most cruel blow at patriotism which that noble sentiment ever re-

ceived." An appendix is added giving statistics of pension legisla-

tion and expenditures, from which it appears that the total amount

paid in the Civil War pensions to the end of the fiscal year June

30, 1890, was $1,009,466,980.

The Rev. H. Higgins, M. A., Chairman of Sub-Committee,

Liverpool Free Public Museum, has sent us a copy of his address

to the Museum's Association, at their meeting, held in June last at

Liverpool, (England.) The address, after giving a sketch of the

life and work of the " Father of Museums," Conrad Gesner refers

to the appliances at the Museum of Liverpool, and the principles

according to which its specimens have been arranged. Mr. Hig-

gins dwells on the ne',o knowledge of which evolution is the

" crowning characteristic, " saying finally " the conclusion cannot

be far away ; that the highest aim of work in public museums is

not—however ingeniously—to multiply facts in the memories of

visitors, but to kindle in their hearts the wonder and the loving

sympathy

—

the new knowledge—called for by every page in the

remotely-reaching annals of nature." We are glad to see that Mr.

Higgins gives in this relation a quotation from The Open Court.

We have received Circular Letter No. i, issued by the Com-
mission, appointed by the State of Pennsylvania, to consider the

question of coal waste in that state. The Commission being de-

sirous of making the investigation as comprehensive and as ex-

haustive as possible, wish to obtain the results of all the best prac-

tical experience upon the subject, so as to diminish waste in future

as far as practicable, and to encourage the utilization of what are

now waste products. The Commission invites a full expression

of views upon the subject. Information as to the paiticular ques

tions to be considered can be obtained on application to the Chair-

man of the Commission, Mr. J. A. Price, Scranton, Pa.
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THE ORIGIN OF REASON.

NOIRE'S THEORY AND ITS PLACE IN THE HISTORY OF PHI-
LOSOPHY—THE LOGOS.

BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, M. A. (OXON.
)

With SO much by way of preface, Noire proceeded

to the consideration of his own theory by giving us at

some length a description of what a word or sign

reall}' is in its nature and function as the expression of

thought. He took for granted that reason is as impos-

sible without speech as speech is without reason ; a

position which he declared to be evident enough when
we consider that, if we are wholly dependent on sen-

sation for the content of our knowledge, thought im-

plies some such sensible basis as the word or sign

gives us. And this word or sign may best be de-

scribed as a "means of knowledge," i. e. it affords us

a way in which beings endowed with will and feeling

may render themselves intelligible to one another. It

is therefore an act of will ; and the whole difficulty lies

in seeing the precise point at which a sound that the

will has produced comes to have a meaning for others.

The will must of course express itself in relation to

something that is presented to the senses ; and the cry

which it utters is itself a sensible (audible) presenta-

tion of a purely temporal character, the immediate re-

lation of which to the will makes it admirably suited

for acting as the sign of visible presentations. The
question then as to the origin and development of lan-

guage is simply this : how did a particular audible

presentation, produced by the will, come to be invari-

abl}' connected with a particular visible presentation

in the external world ? For it is clear that where both

the cry and the object to which it relates can be con-

ceived of as separate and distinct, and can each recall

the other, we have the commencement of language.

Hence the great part played by the word or sign ; for

the more independent it is of the visible presentation

to which it relates, the more it is a pure act of will,

and the greater its facility for being reproduced. This

is the subjective side of the word. Its objective im-

portance consists in the fact that it makes society and

social development possible, and brings the reason of

one within the reach of all. Without language soci-

ety is impossible ; without social institutions we should

be as the beasts of the field. But the mere expression

of the will in the utterance of a sound has no meaning
except in relation to some objective presentation, and
it is only when the sound and the object to which it

relates are connected in some way that the one can

always recall the other.

This connection is explained in Noire's philosophy

of language as consisting in creative action. Men en-

gaged in some common activity relieve their feelings

by the utterance of cries at the same time as the pro-

duct of their work is growing under their hands. Sail-

ors, for example, almost invariably accompany their

work with a peculiar kind of cry. The sound would

tend to become distinctive o,f the particular action

which called it forth, and would connect the subjective

activit}' with its objective product. It would thus

form the medium between the will on one side and the

visible presentation on the other, and so receive a

definite meaning.

And the next step which the word or sign has t^

take is evident. It must act as the medium between

all the visible presentations which it recalls ; and in

the precise degree in which we are able to separate

and bind together these visible presentations, can we

be said to possess Thought or Reason. The more the

sound is connected with the visible object, and the

more it loses its original subjective character, the

greater the advance made towards a general applica-

tion of it to all the objects which it recalls. Thus the

manifold of sense presentation is brought under the

unity of the word or sign, and we have reached, from

the subjective side at least, that which constitutes the

essential nature of a general idea. For all the particu-

lar effects of our creative activity possess the one com-

mon element of having been produced by the will,

which being recognized as acting alike in all, furnishes

that unity of view which a general idea demands.

And as the subjective nature of the operation recedes

and leaves the objective effect apparent to the sight,

the latter becomes invariably bound up with the last

residuum of the will, i. e. the sound which accompa-

nied its exertions. The only reason that can be given

for any particular sound becoming representative of a

particular action is that both were produced at the

same time : the mighty power of association is suffi-

cient to explain their connection. And as soon as

some sound has become in this way connected with a
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particular operation, the essential resemblance of all

like operations is recognized by what Noire called an

ideal intuition, a faculty which is as much at work to-

day in the varied forms of art as it was at the birth of

language. The very perception of any external object

is a mental synthesis of the different impressions of

sense ; and the connection of the visible product of

our labor with the labor itself, is due to that binding

power of the mind which perceives intuitively the caus-

al nexus. The union of both these elements took

place in the cry which accompanied the work, a cry

which can have had no other than a predicative mean-

ing.

A little consideration of the different senses of Sight

and Hearing may help us to understand the part that

each plays in the birth of language. Sight has to do

with that which is presented in space and hearing

with that which is presented in time. There is nothing

temporal in what we see, nothing spacial in what

we hear. Sight and hearing are utterly distinct in

their nature, and are bound together only by the will.

We can no more hear an object than we can see a

sound. An object may assume various shapes and

yet remain essentially the same : a hole, round, square,

or oblong, in earth, sand, or rock, is still a hole.

And so a word which has come to have fhe meaning

of hole may comprise varioufe forms. There is unity

with diversity in the object, and unity with diversity

in the word ; and it is the combination of both which

gives us a concept. And this binding force, or logos,

is the main attribute of our reason. The object can

only be particular ; the sound can only be particular
;

but once the meaning of what we see has been discov-

ered by ideal intuition, says Noir6, once the meaning

has been expressed by a sound, once the object has

been named, the generality of its nature is affirmed,

and we have a concept.

It is important to remember the predicative nature

of the cry. Man, Noire proceeded to argue, is the

only animal which can say something. Sympathy and

antipathy, pain and delight, find expression in brutes :

but they assert nothing, they can form no judgments.

Men look upon the common work of their hands : and

the common cry denotes that the object has been

reached, and that too by a common effort of which all

are conscious. ' The hole which we see here has been

produced by our common activity.' The conscious-

ness of previous activity and the sight of the object

which that previous activity has effected, are both

merged in the expression of the will which accompan-

ied the work. Here, then declared Noir6, we have the

true notion of causality, with the indispensable elements

of time and space. The object is wholly spacial in its

nature—the activity is wholly temporal : the cry which

accompanies it is that which binds both together. The

cry is thus predicative—that which we see before us

is the result of our labour. At first no sharp distinc-

tion would be drawn between subject and object. The
unit}' which underlies all predication would be the most

prominent thought. The cries for the activity as well

as for the object which it produced would be identi-

cal. Here is the cell which is to develop into the per-

fect structure of language ; here is the protoplasm

from which reason is to be evolved. The conscious-

ness that the activity is ours and is reproducable at

will, exists in others as well as in ourselves. Here,

then, is the essential of reason, its universality. The
will as a cause has been objectified in that which it has

produced.

But, it may be said, do not brutes do the like? do

not their wills produce an object too? Does not the

mole construct its hill?—the bird its nest ? Does not

the latter give vent to its feelings by uttering a chirp

of joy when the work is complete ? Such an objection

Noir^ met by saying that the activity of the brute is

always the same, the product of its work nearly iden-

tical. Still the bird that has built itself a nest and is

able to find it again as its own, does possess some-

thing like that faculty which in man leads him to rec-

ognize the product of his work. And the step from

the one to the other is simply that in the latter case a

conscious separation of the product froai the work is

possible. To bruteg there is, as far as we know, no

consciousness of the will as a universal cause of every

kind of activity. There is no organ in the brute com-

parable to the human hand for adapting itself to a va-

riety of work. The will is the root of all activity, and

lies at the bottom of our conception of the universal.

The will can only become conscious of itself by mani-

festing its power—it must work to be felt : in its pure

existence it is unknowable. It becomes visible only

in the object which it brings into being, and it lends

to that object the character of universality. And as the

object produced by the will unites in itself the three

forms of time, space and causality, it comes into being

under the influence of ideal and wholly universal con-

ditions. The cry which accompanies the process is

associated with the product, and receives thereby an

universal as well as a predicative character.

As far as we know, the brute is unable to form any

notion of a causal connection between external objects,

and this it is exactly which forms the dividing line be-

tween him and man. A dog associates pain with the

sight of a whip held in a menacing position, satisfac-

tion of hunger with the sight or smell of a bone. In

all cases, what we may be allowed to call his judg-

ments are purely judgments of feeling, and are there-

fore entirely subjective. Universal judgments on the

contrary are always objective : any admixture of sub-

jectivity would make a judgment so far particular.
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A judgment wholly objective, affirming a causal rela-

tion between external objects is the germ of rea-

son, and Noiri^ claimed that his theory showed how
such a judgment could come about. He was strength-

ened in his belief by the results of philological sci-

ence mentioned above, according to which the ulti-

mate roots of language express certain activities

mostly of an agricultural and industrial character.

For only in such a common activit}' could valid uni-

versal judgments arise.

The will then lies at the bottom of the formation

of concepts. The spontaneous cry uttered during the

work and at the completion of it, binds together the

three elements from which the concept or general

idea springs, viz., the consciousness of a common
will, the visible manifestation of it in a common work,

and the visible product of the activity. Once these

three elements are combined, the chemical action of

thought brings the concept to birth in the mind.

Though the will is thus instrumental in the formation

of concepts, it is only as it is gradually lost sight of

in the object which it has produced that the latter can

be looked at with the eye of reason. The particular

thus becomes known or named only in virtue of its

universality ; and the universal has no validity apart

from the particular.

And these considerations are connected with one

of the deepest questions of metaphysics, very like that

popular one as to whether the egg came before the

the chicken, or the chicken before the egg. Whether
is genus or species the prior notion ? Plato's answer

to this question was that the genus existed from all

eternity in the mind of God, and was the cause of the

existence of the species, and of our knowledge of it.

The modern philosopher explains genus as that which

is transmitted by the natural causality of generation,

while species is only the visible agreement of exter-

nals. Whether the natural causality be explained ac-

cording to Schopenhauer as the manifestation of the

will to live, or according to Kant, as the teleological

action as organic nature, it is a necessary h3'pothesis

which we obtain solely from the consciousness that

our will can produce effects. Hence the prime im-

portance of the discovery that the roots of the lan-

guage express certain human activities. For the gen-

erality or unity of the activity produces the gener-

ality or unity of the effect, and the latter can only

be really known by the activity which produced it.

Philosophy tells us that the world is a picture which

we ourselves make. Its light or shade, its beauty or

ugliness, its meaning or its vanity depends on us and

on us alone. There is nothing in the world which we
do not put there. True, the material is given us from

without, but we have to work up that material into ex-

perience. Our whole life, then, is one long creative

process. But besides the creation of every-day expe-

rience, there is the creative action of human indus-

try—there are the creations of the poet

:

Nurslings of i

al than living

nmortality."

Both creations give us pictures—the one objective,

material; the other subjective, emotional. The com-
bination of both kinds of activity gives us language,

poetry, art, which are in the end due to the interaction

of the mind and the impressions of sense. One is

compelled in explanation to separate these two; but it

is as well to remember that the mind is active in every

sensible impression. A sensible impression or picture

is the subject of mediate knowledge ; some external

excitation of the senses is necessary for its birth. The
utterance of a sound, on the contrary, belongs entirely

to the sphere of the will, and is, like the latter, the

subject of immediate consciousness. And when these

two are combined, when the will gives expression to

itself in the utterance of a cry at the same time as it

is objectifying itself in creative activity, the visible ob-

ject or picture is brought into connection with "the

sound or cry through the will which is the cause of

both. The connection between the sound uttered and

the activity is purely associative and mnemonic, while

that between the activity and the object it produces

cannot be looked upon as other than causal. It is im-

portant to remember that all this takes place under

social conditions. The sound must be a common one
;

the activity shared by all ; the object looked upon as

the common work of all. Perhaps in the earliest

stages the sound was accompanied by gesticulation,

but this would gradually disappear as the sounds be-

came intelligible.

It is obvious that each of the three limbs of the

process can form the bond of connection between the

other two. Thus the activity plainly brings the sound

uttered into intimate connection with the object pro-

duced, while the sound determines the end towards

which the activity works. The object when completed

forms, then, the whole meaning of the activity and

the sound which represents it : it forms the point of

contact between the material and the mind which

works upon it, and renders the latter evident. Noir^

summed up the whole matter thus :

" The giving of names is the work of the will ; the

presentation of external objects is the work of the in-

tellect. All objects are presentations, and become the

property of the human intellect only through names

being given to them. It was human activity which

first brought all objects within the range of universal

thought, inasmuch as this latter gave them names.

Thus, the tree was barked, the fruit was peeled, the

brute was slain, and these objects were then con-

ceived by the community as wood, kernel, meat. Even
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what was not within the sphere of activity, Heaven,

Dawn, Sun, Mountain, was also looked upon as having

been fashioned, and received names with such signifi-

cations as vaulted, colored, whirling wheel, pointed. In

no other way could they have been named, for it was

only under these notions that they could have become

objects of thought."

But all this rests on the hypothesis that reason is

impossible without speech. And to show the import-

ance of the question. Noire declared that the final

subjection of the common idea that thought is inde-

pendent of language will have as great an influence on

the theory of knowledge as the substitution of the

Copernican system for the Ptolemaic had on astron-

omy. His argument is based on Schopenhauer's the-

ory of the priority of the will to the intellect, who is

only the maid servant to carry out the directions of

her mistress. The intellect is only the tool of the

will. Common opinion would seem to point to the

conclusion that, as we often deliberate before execut-

ing our will, the intellect must necessarily be the prior

of the two. The ordinary view, said Noir6, rests on

the two false assumptions that all we have to do to

gain a knowledge of the world is to open our eyes and

let experience pour in upon some innate reason which

is purely receptive, and that our reason can exercise

its power without some material supplied by the

senses. To think that there can be reason without

the material to work on is like supposing that we can

swim without water. If reason is something intelli-

gible, it must be a natural process working with nat-

ural means. The true view lies between the extremes

of what Noir6 called nai've Realism and naive Idealism.

In the first the subjective side of knowledge, in the sec-

ond t'le objective, is overlooked. Both are irrational,

impossible views of the universe, and no one since

Kant can be called a philosopher who puts his faith in

either. Kant and Schopenhauer proved beyond ques-

tion the important part played by the subject in the

acquisition of knowledge, and Noird's position, as he

himself defines it in the history of philosophy, was to

show how indispensable in the same connection is the

object, which can be known only, he declares, by
being named, and reason is impossible without speech.

Language, said Noir^, like all art, is possible only

because man is a 'social animal.' The need of ex-

pressing what is in us, the irresistible tendency which

drives us to communicate our thoughts to others,

forms the raison d'etre of all art. It may be true that

all art followed a practical aim in its origin ; and we
may be sure that language would not have arisen un-

less there had been some necessity for it. PrimsEval

man, as soon as he was in the social stage, would feel

that he must make himself intelligible to his fellow.

Any common operation would render necessary a right

understanding of what was being done, an understand-

ing which could have been effected only by means of

something akin to language. If these are the condi-

tions under which a concept could spring to birth in

the mind of primitive man, it would have been well

if Noire had investigated a little more closely the exact

connection between the possession of linguistic signs

and the social character of primaeval man ; for it is

obvious that some form of communication would be

necessary in any, even the most primitive, social sys-

tem. And further, what explanation can, on this hy-

pothesis, be given of the fact, which no one can doubt,

that the lower animals possess some vague code of

signs intelligible to their kin, and that many of the

smallest animals,—ants, for instance,—are in the habit

of working together in a way which forbids us to deny

that they too may be said to present certain 'social'

aspects.

According to Noire's theory, language had its ori-

gin in the common cry of individuals engaged in a

common activity. The activity was presumably of

such a nature as to be indispensable to existence ; it

provided for certain necessities which were felt by all,

the satisfaction of which would be regarded as a com-

mon good. Social life gave many an opportunity for

the common satisfaction of common necessities. Be-

sides the internal bond of union, there might be the

need of uniting against dangers from without, which

would bring into prominence the social aspects of hu-

man life. The interest which a society would have in

the carrying out of its work, in the preservation of its

existence, would furnish the essential characteristic

of reason as the striving after unity. General or com-

mon ideas could only originate in a society which

worked toward the realization of some common aim.

That the individual was swallowed up in the society

is shown by the striking fact that 'eating'—surely one

of the best known traits of the individual—came from

a root which meant 'dividing.' One's dinner was

originally only the share which fell to one ; and thus

the prime necessity of life was looked upon as some-

thing for which one was dependent on society. Be-

yond the fact that man is a social animal—a fact long

ago stated by Aristotle—Noir6 cannot go, and he takes

it as the ultimate explanation of his theory of the ori-

gin of language and of reason: for unless the cry

which is uttered appeals to some sympathetic chord

in the breast of one's fellow, and is so understood to

have reference to an end which is desired by the com-

munity, there will be no ground for the structure of

theory which he has raised.

As 5'et, no notice has been taken of a set of words

which must have lain at the very beginning of all lan-

guages, viz., demonstratives and pronouns. Noir6's

explanation of the origin of these two sets of words,
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which he regarded as being at first indistinguishable,

is that just as the gradual receding of the subject

gave us the concept in its most developed form, so any
prominence given to the subject would bring into view
the individualistic elements of language. Here he
came into friendly antagonism with Prof. Max Miiller,

whose opinion is that the great stream of language
may reasonably be held to have had more sources than

one, and that many demonstratives probably had an

independent origin in sounds accompanied by ges-

ticulation. "^ This is not the place to discuss the ques-

tion at issue, but occasion may be taken to remark
that Noire does not agree with this latter view, and
regards the demonstratives as latent in the predicative

roots.

So too with regard to Number, there is no diffi-

culty in conceiving of it as being closely connected
with the notion of 'dividing,' 'separating.' Apart
from this, the fact that we possess two hands and feet,

two ej'es, ears, and nostrils, would seem to point to

number as being something of which the earliest gleam
of thought would be cognizant.

The metaphorical life of language was held by
Noire to be sufficient to explain the origin of words
denoting color, sound, taste, feeling, etc. The first

notion of 'the colored' would arise when the savage

smeared his body with earth or the juice of plants.

This would pass into the further notions of ' the light

colored,' 'the dark colored :' and these in their turn

might have been used to denote 'day' and 'night.'

The names of sounds lend themselves most of all to

the onomatopoeic theory of the origin of language ; and

it is useless to deny that this theory does explain the

existence of many words denoting sounds ; but the

sounds produced by human activity were probably the

first to be named. As for taste, 'bitter' is nothing

but ' biting ': and 'sweet' is connected with the same
root as 'soft,' 'powdered,' 'ground.'

The growth of concepts was also in Noire's opin-

ion greatly favored by the comparison of opposites,

and, indeed, in ultimate analysis rests on it. Indi-

vidual existence is only possible in opposition to so-

cial existence ; and the consciousness of the latter can

only rest on its opposition to individual will. The so-

cial instinct is, in men, the direct analogue of the in-

ner force of nature, and all our limited faculties can

do is to observe the way in which each works. Just

as we know some particular manifestation of that force

in nature only by its opposition to the great force

working underneath the face of things, so can an in-

dividual will be known only by the opposition it makes
to the common will underlying collective humanity.

The consciousness of this common will is inseparably

bound up with the consciousness of individual will.

* Cf. ' Lectures on the Science of Language." Vol. I, p. 310.

The coalition of individual wills is the necessary pre-

liminary to a common understanding, to the birth of

language. A much later development lay in the dis-

tinction of the self from the varying states of con-

sciousness through which it passes ; and only in this

stage could the inner life of feeling find adequate ex-

pression.
[to be concluded.]

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

BY R. W. HUME.

Whether the full and entire doctrine of evolution,

as generally held by scientists, be correct or not, it is

certain that constant change is written over the face of

nature. Systems, like their human creators, have

their periods of youth, middle age, old age, decay, and

will have their terminations. Even the various re-

ligions of mankind are subject to similar vicissitudes.

There are several changes or growths specified in the

Bible, marking eras in the forms of faith, which, com-

mencing with Judaism is now known as Christianity.

We are told in the book mentioned that, though when

in paradise, Adam walked and talked with his God, it

was not until Seth's time, or about one hundred and

fifty years later, that "then men began to call on the

name of the Lord," Gen. chap. 4, v. 26. Some ten

centuries after that, in what is called the patriarchal

covenant, Noah was instructed by his Deity that "Ev-

ery thing that moveth shall be meat for you," Gen.

chap. 9, v. 3 ; but, when another thousand years had

passed, that permission- was abrogated in the nth

chapter of Leviticus, in which a long list of beasts,

birds, fishes, etc., were branded as unclean and not fit

to be used by man for food ; lastly, after the lapse of

fifteen centuries more, appeared Jesus of Nazareth,

who quoted several of the Mosaic laws, condemned

them, and substituted others in their stead. Thus it

will be seen that change is written even on our relig-

ions ; that the stern poHceman "Time" compels even

the creedal vagaries of humanity to "move on." For it

would be easy to show that all the noteworthy relig-

ions of the world have been subjected to similar alter-

ations.

It is true that the change, or growth, or develop-

nient of every thing in nature is usually so constant

and regular as scarcely to be perceivable, yet we

know that there are times when sudden extraordinary

changes are instituted of special importance. Some

such have occurred in nature. In the page of history

that we possess, no very striking sudden transition is

recorded with regard to the development of our race,

but that such may occur, it is claimed, is neither im-

possible nor improbable.

It is submitted that at this time there are indica-

tions that an event of such a character is about to take
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place. There are many circumstances that warrant

such a conclusion. Many believe that the vast addi-

tions to man's destructive powers will tend to the en-

tire extirpation of the barbaric method which from

time immemorial has been the means resorted to

for the settlement of national differences ; that the

equally vast augmentation of man's powers of produc-

tion will surely, when properly supervised, relieve the

millions from much of the arduous toil now requisite

to sustain a high grade of civilization ; and lastly

that the decline of the acerbities of theologians of all

creeds, as exhibited by priesthoods generally, will tend

to permit the various races of mankind, now united by

the ties of commerce, to establish that harmony on

earth which is so requisite for the welfare of the hu-

man race. Such manifest advances, it is claimed, in-

struct us that War, Slavery, and Superstition, the

real foundations of the so-called civilization of the past,

are now each and all of them threatened with near-at-

hand terminations.

Such being the case, it is not surprising that lead-

ing men in Europe and the United States have of late

prophesied that great changes, affecting man's wel-

fare are impending ; that better times ma}' be expected

and the incoming of a higher order of civilization than

at present exists. Not long previous to his death,

Victor Hugo said :

'

' We are about to enter on the great centuries, for the present

age is imbued with the spirit which constitutes an apostolate, and

opens up bewitching vistas. In the twentieth century war will be

dead and likewise malice ; bigotry will be dead ; despotism will be

dead, and the gibbet buried. But mankind will live in harmony
;

for all men there will be but one country, the whole earth, and for

all but one hope, the whole heaven. All hail, then, to that noble

twentieth century, which our children shall inherit."

Of a somewhat similar character are the words

lately uttered by the Rev. Dr. Talmage. They were:

"The nineteenth century is departing. We are in a few

months to enter its last decade. That last decade will be the

grandest—mightiest—decade in all history. I am glad that it has

not yet arrived, because we want the whole country to get pre-

pared for it. May we all live to see that the last ten years of this

century, that last decade, that last fragment of this century is to

be its most important part. Standing here to-day in the presence

of this august assemblage, I propose that we get ready, that we
plant our batteries, that we lay out all our plans in the remaining

months of the present decade, for the last decade of this nineteenth

century. We have all the necessary machinery now for the work.

When the coming decade reaches its coronation, the crowned cen-

turies will cast their crowns at its feet, and that one decade, that

final decade of our century, will be the most important time since

the morning stars sang together."

It is not believed that either of the authorities

quoted claimed what maybe called "direct inspira-

tion," but deduced from past and present circum-

stances the changes mentioned as likely to occur in

the future. Believing that to be the case and assum-

ing that we are in a preparatory era, let us glance at a

few of the important movements that have occurred

at and since the birth of our nation.

That in itself was a mighty advance. It was the

first born of a series of revolutions that have since

convulsed and at the same time benefited the nations,

for we may claim the great French revolution as one

of the results of the great state papers which then

were issued by our forefathers. In Europe, at that

time, the idea of a people governing themselves was
regarded by statesmen as the impracticable dream of

inexperienced men—it is now a demonstrated fact.

The statement in the Declaration of Independence
" that all men are created equal " was laughed to scorn

by the aristocrats who ruled and robbed the millions

in Europe ; notwithstanding, of late, the correctness

of the position taken has there been practically ad-

mitted. At the time it was uttered, in the British

Isles the ruling power was the House of Lords ; it now
no longer dares to oppose the strongly expressed will

of the House of Commons. In Russia, the emanci-

pation of the serfs has largely diminished the power

of the boyards or nobles. It may truly be asserted

that even the lines of demarcation that were formerly

drawn between the races of human beings are being

gradually obliterated.

That "governments are instituted among men de-

riving their just powers from the consent of the gov-

erned " is also partially endorsed by several great na-

tions in Europe who have instituted universal male

suffrage, while the words in the Constitution which

define, and, if regarded by the states, would protect

the religious liberties of all our citizens, viz., "Con-
gress shall make no law respecting an establishment

of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,"

have broken open the doors of the British House of

Commons and admitted to seats there the Catholic,

the Jew, and the Atheist.

These advances in governmental matters are due

to the teachings of the Republicans of I776, and they

are so important that they may well be scheduled as

the first footprints of the Revolution of the Ages

through which, it is maintained, the civilized world

has been passing during the present century.

The religions of mankind are next in order. They

have not now that dominating force they had even

three centuries ago, and the discoveries of late made
by geologists have still further weakened the hold that

priesthoods formerly held over mankind. The truth of

this statement may be seen in the creedal changes

that are constantly occurring among clergymen, and

in the compelled relinquishment of the cruel punish-

ments by which they all formerly sought, of course in

proportion to their ability to use such means, to com-

pel disputants and non-contents to endorse their doc-

trines.
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Such is the present condition of the reUgious

world. Religion is no longer as its name implies, "a
binding thing"; and the great increase of crime that

degrades the present age is largely attributable to the

feeble hold faith has upon the masses of mankind
;

because, any form of it honestly held and acted up to

elevates and purifies those who so maintain it. But
the world has passed the age of faith, it now can yield

obedience only to the teachings of the known and real,

as it finds them written in the book of nature.

Another symptom of the incoming of a new civil-

ization is the overthrow of chattel and land slavery.

The holding of human beings in such bondage was
not only a grievous wrong to the slaves and serfs, but

an insult to and a degradation of all mankind. In the

fall of those ghastl)- evils we all of us took an upward
step. It now needs no prophetic inspiration to per-

ceive that we are approaching a time when the claims

of property will no longer monopolize the attention of

legislators, but the paramount object of their labors

will be the protection of the rights of all human beings

"to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," as

asserted to pertain to mankind in our Declaration of

Independence.

Another great advance that man has made during

the present century, is the discovery of the true his-

tory of our race as printed in the pages of nature's

bible. That, and the annihilation of slavery here and

in Russia are more beneficial advances than any the

world has witnessed for many centuries. In them may
be seen the commencements of a grand struggle for

the destruction of .spiritual and temporal oppression.

But it is requisite now to pass from these main move-

ments and glance at the conditions of some of the

systems now in operation in so-called civilized com-

munities.

The most important of these is the social system.

On that mainly depends the improvement of our race.

The great English statesman, Sir Robert Peel, esti-

mated the height of the civilization of a people by

their consumption of soap, but a far better indication

of the degree of enlightenment possessed by a com-

munity might be obtained by a review of the condi-

tions under which women exist therein. Many grand

movements has this century witnessed, but none

greater than the social reformation which centres in

the sustained effort for the enfranchisement of women.

Rising in the working class, women first swarmed into

the mills and factories and now are to be met with

competing with man in almost every line of manual

labor. Their better educated sisters, following the ex-

ample, have stormed their way into the professions,

and some of them are to be found taking high stands

as lawyers, doctors, and clerics. Their aspirations are

no longer bounded by their homes and limited to fam-

ily duties, but are

" As broad and general as the casinj? air."

This change alone is a mighty revolution, pregnant
with the gravest consequences ; it is impossible to es-

timate or even to conceive the effects it must produce
in the near future.

A glance at the ever recurring bickerings between
employers and employed, shows that things in the in-

dustrial world are also in a very crude and chaotic

condition. The vast improvements in the arts of pro-

duction by the use of inanimate agents has virtually'

placed far greater powers in the hands of emplo}ers

than they formerly possessed, while threatening the

independence, and even in some cases diminishing

the ability of the workers to protect themselves against

oppression.

Consequently, in order to defend their interests,

the latter have found it necessary to establish and sus-

tain unions in most trades, and efforts are constantly

being made to unite in one body the whole labor force

of the cities. Internationalism, socialism, anarchism,

the black hand, and nihilism, are all parts of one

whole, each of them having for their objective point

the elevation of the condition of the toiling millions.

The financial affairs of so-called enlightened na-

tions are also unsatisfactory. In less than two and a

half centuries the working of the national debt system

has beggared most of the great countries of Europe.

Russia, Turkey, Italy, Austria, Spain, and France,

are in reality bankrupt nations, and there are others

which are but little better. The ancient battle of

"The Standard" pales into insignificance before the

war in these days over the "Money Standard." The

members of the chief money ring of Europe, may well

be termed there "The Kings of Kings. " It may truly

be said that never before was the world so completely

under the sway of Mammon. In the meantime no

great nation accepts even gold at its treasury as

mone}-, but as a commodity, and all national piper

issues are merely " promises to pay money." Verily

the financial systems now in operation, need re-

modeling.

Of all our present systems the most corrupt is that

of distribution or trade. It is becoming almost an

impossibilit}' for a man who deals honestly by his cus-

tomers to succeed in business. In the cities many

trades are gradually becoming monopolized, and the

chances for success of independent traders are becom-

ing minimized. Fraudulent adulteration of articles of

food and drink have of late called down the animad-

versions of several legislatures. The historian, James

A. Froude, in his inaugural address to the students at

Glasgow, thus anathematized the whole system by
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which goods are now distributed. He said: "The
present system of traffic is too demoraUzing to be

much longer endured ; it rewards men for roguer}', and

pays them in proportion to their villainy." In his

poem " Maud," Tennyson asserts that even the medi-

cines we resort to for health, are adulterated. He
thus depicts the present condition- of the peoples

under so-called civilization :

" And sleep must lie down armed, for the villainous centre-bits

Grind on the wakeful ear in the hush of the moonless nights
;

While another is cheating the sick of a few last gasps, as he sits

To pestle a poisoned poison behind his crimson lights,"

In addition to the above-mentioned evils over all

hangs the shadow of war. About one-fourth of the

labor and genius of the people of so-called civilized

countries is wasted, or worse than wasted in devising

and manufacturing implements of destruction, and

practising how to use them effectively. There are at

least five millions of men under arms in Europe. That

great military nation pagan Rome, in the time of

Augustus Csesar, kept order there with less than 200,

000 soldiers. "Might is right," has become the rule

ever3'where. Weak and 'simple peoples are victim-

ized by the strong and subtle without scruple. There

are no less than four great nations—France, Italy, En-

gland, and Germany—that hypocritically claim to be

worshippers of the Prince of Peace, who are to-day

busily engaged in cutting up Africa. Of course, when
it is deemed politic, they will not hesitate to slaughter

wholesale the natives of that continent. They can do

this, not because they are braver, or that justice is on

their side, but because they are better armed and are

scientific men killers.

Such is a truthful picture of the present time. All

admit that it needs amendment. Even Bismarck has

expressed a desire to reduce the army of Germany.
But it cannot be done. Force is needed at home by

European governments as well as abroad. Titan is

groaning everywhere under his load, and the weight

of vast armaments in Europe is requisite to keep him
in subjection.

But there are signs, every day increasing in num-
bers, that the fountains of the great deep of an out-

worn civilization are breaking up, and that we are

nearing a flood which will overwhelm it. But, not-

withstanding the discontent exhibited by the millions,

it is submitted that not by human agency alone will

the change be accomplished.

There is such a thing as " Fate," and the wise can

sometimes trace its footprints. The gains we have

made hitherto in this century have been mainly the

results of compulsion. The War of the Revolution

was forced on the colonists by the tyranny of Great

Britain. Our success in it was beneficial not only for

ourselves but for mankind, but we did not engage in

it for the latter purpose. The overthrow of slavery and

serfdom were works of necessity, forced by fate on two

rulers ; neither the American nor the Russian people

have any claim to glory in them. The same resistless

power is at work now, for it is believed that the pres-

ent outworn systems will rather collapse from their in-

ternal infirmities than be overthrown by the active in-

tervention of human beings. They will fall and perish

because their days are numbered, and because now
they are no longer blessings, but evils producing re-

sults inimical to human welfare. He who watches the

signs of the times and the trend of events can readily

perceive the necessity for their removal ; it is because

they stand in the way of the further progress of our

race.

Verily the human world is being prepared for a

momentous change. Everywhere, in all countries,

the toiling millions are qualifying themselves in their

trades unions and assemblages of all kinds for a new
position, by striving to learn their duties as well as

their rights with regard to self-government. That is

the first step, other steps will surely follow. True, at

present, the results of their deliberations are some-

times conflicting and injudicious, but with respect to

education, by their innumerable gatherings and debat-

ings they are doing well in their work. Regarded as

preparations for an incoming advance, their efforts

may be scheduled as both requisite and valuable.

The immense progression man has made in the

present century warrants the conclusion that still

greater advances are about to occur. Philosophers

and scientists differ in regard to what may be in store

for us in the future. Hugh Miller despaired of the

improvement of the millions, for he exhibited an in-

delible conviction of the incapacity and degradation

of the handworkers, in his book, "My Schools and

Schoolmasters." It is questionable whether his read-

ing in the testimony of the rocks that "in the pro-

cessions of the ages the magnates marched first " had

not an effect in inducing him to terminate his exist-

ence. The late Prof. Proctor in one of his last astro-

nomical lectures exhibited a picture of a dead planet

revolving around the sun; query— " Was it his idea

that such an end was approaching that on which we
live?" There are other scientists who neither believe

in human perfection nor dare to limit the power of na-

ture, who venture to speculate in the idea that the hu-

man race is about to be superseded by a superior for-

mation—one above man's power to conceive, much
less describe ; but probably the more general opinion

of the learned world, like those that have been quoted,

are that the evils of the present time will be eradi-

cated, that the human race has yet further heights to

scale, and that, at the present period it is simply

awaiting new developments. The truth respecting

the present crisis was, however, well expressed by
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Dr. Th. H. Marvin in his lecture on The Literature of

the Insane : "This age is an inter-civihzed age, ithes

between two great civih'zations, and is at once in the

twilight of the old or metaphysical epoch, and in the

sunrise or early morning of the new and scientific era.

"

It is questionable whether, as regards millions of

human beings, our present form of civilization is not

a complete failure. Such appears to have been the

opinion of Thomas Jefferson respecting it. In proof

of this, the following extract from his writings on

government is given :

" I am convinced that those societies that live without govern-

ment, enjoy in the general mass an infinitely greater degree of

happiness than those that live under European governments.

Among the former public opinion is in the place of law, it pre-

serves morals as powerfully as the laws did ever anywhere. So-

cieties e.\ist in three forms, ist, without government ; 2nd, under

governments where every one has a just influence
;

^rd, under

governments 01 force. It is a problem not clear to ;ny mind that

the first condition is not the best."

Whether it be so or not, it is certain that we can-

not return to savage life. Men cannot fall back into

childhood. What then ? If our present form of civil-

ization is inconsistent with our welfare it must be

changed. Who is to change it? We are all so de-

moralized by the workings of our present evil systems

that it seems vain to hope that we can accomplish their

overthrow. Nevertheless let us trust with Victor Hugo,
the Rev. Dr. Talmage, and many other well wishers

of humanity, that such a work is about to be per-

formed, and that the statements in their prophetic ut-

terances will be verified for us by the march of events

and the progress of our race.

That there will arrive a good time in the future for

human beings has been the hope of the wise and good

at all times and in all ages. It is testified to in many
religious works, and the prophets and poets of many
countries have exhausted their powers in their de-

scriptions of the happiness then to be conferred on

mankind. Without being so sanguine as to credit

that the time will ever arrive when Sisyphus will suc-

ceed in lodging the stone on the crest of the moun-

tain, there are good reasons why we may now look for-

ward for a mighty change in the near future that will

greatly benefit civilized mankind, and through them

all other human beings. Furthermore, it may well be

asserted that it is simply reasonable to assume that the

prophesies that have been quoted rest on solid foun-

dations, and that the statements in them are par-

tially justified by a fair review of " The Signs of the

Times."

THE SEAT OF CONSCIOUSNESS.

When unable to go to sleep, we try to force our-

selves to do so by inhibiting all thoughts; we attempt, as

it were, to empty consciousness of all its contents. Yet

this is very difficult, for as soon as one thought has been

suppressed, another makes its appearance ; and if this

second thought is refused admittance a third one

succeeds in forcing its entrance. A constant battle

has to be waged to keep down all mental activity.

Thoughts, pictures or abstract concepts, and memo-
ries of all kinds rise again and again. We can never

attain a state of pure consciousness which is void of all

contents. When we succeed in suppressing all mental

activity, we fall asleep. Every attempt to think of

nothing, no less than every attempt to confine thought

for any length of time strictly to one monotonous im-

age or idea, is a kind of self-hypnotization.

When we walk along on a road which exhibits no

noteworthy variety to the traveler, we may proceed

without observing anything. We walk almost uncon-

scious of our movement. Yet, if the road divides before

us, doubt arises in our mind as to which way we shall

take. Doubt is a problem that requires settlement, and

if it is not settled it causes, so long as the doubt lasts, a

state of tension which makes us conscious of the situ-

ation. Consciousness is an intensified state of feeling

caused through tension. It lies between a want and

its satisfaction. Satisfaction not being immediately

attainable, feelings are no longer in a state of equilib-

rium, and it is this tension which concentrates and in-

tensifies feeling into consciousness.

It appears that consciousness never arises without

a certain tension. Days spent in an idyllic life flow

away almost unconsciously ; there is little friction,

there are no problems to be solved ; there are no unsat-

isfied wants, or if there are any, they are quickly and

easily attended to. There is no need of conscious-

ness, there is not much tension to call it into play, so.

life passes dreamlike as a tale that is told. The more

life is burdened with problems that demand a man's

full cjre and deliberation, and the stronger are his at-

tempts to solve the problems of his situation, the more

intense will his consciousness be.

It appears to me very doubtful whether conscious

beings could exist in a world—if such a world were

possible at all—where the struggle for existence was

unknown ; for it is the struggle for existence that pre-

sents the first and most imperative problems to living

and feeling beings.

Man is a creature full of needs, and while attending

to these needs he has developed and constantly does

develop a not inconsiderable amount of consciousness.

If he had no needs he might degenerate into a half-

vegetative state of existence like that into which cer-

tain parasitic infusoria have fallen, which, their sole

wants being fulfilled, cease to exhibit even the most

general symptoms of animal life, i. e., free motion.*

* " There is, for instance, the female of the bark louse (Coccus) which

when fully developed appears as an entirely Immovable body, not unlike
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We may compare the tension of consciousness

originating from an unsatisfied want, to a vacuum

The vacuum of such a want in man's mind causes

memories and combinations of memories, old and new

ideas, to rush in in order to fill the vacuum. The more

difficult the satisfaction of a want is, the more con-

sciousness and intelligence must be developed. For

long chains of representative feelings, observations of

present facts, the revival of memories and new combi-

nations of memories require much attention. Every

thought which has been attended to loses its interest,

and the mental equilibrium is restored, unless (as

happens usually) the settlement of one problem gives

rise to another, thus producing a new tension. If the

vacuum were once definitely filled, the tension would

cease to draw new thoughts into its sphere. All change

would be stopped and a state of unconsciousness super-

vene.

Consciousness and intelligence work together under

normal conditions, but both are quite distinct func-

tions. Consciousness is a concentrated or intensified

feeling which often, but not always, accompanies cer-

tain motions, sense-impressions, and also intellectual

work. We have no states of consciousness that are

without any contents. There are, however, sense-im-

pressions, motions, and intellectual functions, which

are hot accompanied with consciousness. Conscious-

ness, accordingly, is an additional element that some-

times is and sometimes is not attached to certain mental

operations.

Considering anatomical, physiological, and psy-

chological facts, the hypothesis offers itself of regard-

ing the Striped Body as the organ in which the addi-

tional element of consciousness is produced.

The experiments of physiological psychology by

Wundt, Miinsterberg,* and others, prove that the paths

of unconscious cerebration are shorter than those of

conscious cerebration. Mental activity, if its action,

like a simple reflex motion, takes place automatic-

ally, passes down through certain nerve-fibres, which

in their passage through the internal capsule do not

enter into the Striped Body.f It is certain that some

of these fibres enter the Thalamus, whence they de-

scend to the anterior roots of the Medulla oblongata.

Mental activity, however, which is accompanied with

consciousness, must take a roundabout way. It needs

more time, and we can fairly conclude that the mech-

shield, as though it were an excrescence on the leaves of the plants upon which

it sits. Its feet are degenerated. The prohoscis of this cr&ature is imbedded

into the tissues of the leaf, the sap of whirh it sucks. The whole psychical

activity of this parasite consists in the pleasure of sucl<ing the sap and in

coition wilh the males, who move about. The same is true of the groblike

females of Strepsiptcra, who, without wings and feet, pass their parasitic lives

immovable in the bodies of wasps." Translated Uom Hteckel, "Anthropoge-

nic," p. 702.

*Sec Miinsterberg. BcitrSgc ziir ExpcrimrnteUen Psychologic, Freiburg,

Mohr.

t See Meynert's Diagram, 2, 2, page 2381 of The Ofcn Court,

anism of its action is more complicated. The ques-

tion thus offers itself, whether there is a special organ,

the function of which produces consciousness, and, if

we have to look for an organ of consciousness, where

must it be located?

We believe that in the Striped Body, (mainly those

parts that exhibit an analogous structure to the cortical

substance,) is to be found that place which in situ-

ation and anatomical conditions answers best to all the

requirements that can be made in regard to an organ

of consciousness. We suppose that a motor centre in

the brain, if irritated, all conditions being normal,

will produce motions (as has been experimentally

proved); but there are two possibilities offered : i) the

reflex action can descend directly through the internal

capsule witliout becoming conscious, (the path desig-

nated in Meynert's diagram as 2. 2.); or, 2) it may first

enter into the Striped Body, where the additional ele-

ment of consciousness is acquired. The different states

of consciousness will, in that case, originate in the

Striped Body. Yet their nature will depend upon the

various nerve- structures from which the irritation of

the Striped Body proceeds.

For a consideration of the merits of this hypothe

sis we adduce the latest investigations of Wernicke, a

specialist in brain diseases. He says in his Lchrbuch

dcr Gcldrn-Kraukhciteii

:

" The caudate body and the third stripe of the lenticular body

consist mainly o£ the same finely granulated glia substance as the

cortex. As in the corte.x, so here between the ganglionic cells are

found large masses of pure gray substance. The fibres rising

therefrom are, although medullary, of extremely fine tissue. It is

for this reason that the fibres of the caudate body in their passage

through the white substance of the internal capsule are marked as

reddish tracts, a circumstance that makes it easy to discover their

course.

"The interior stripes of the lenticular body possess only

slight, if any, trace of these tissues. They consist, as Meynert

noticed, almost entirely of purely nervous elements, (1. c, p. 41).

"We must distinguish rigorously between the third stripe con-

taining the main mass and the other two interior stripes. The latter

alone can be considered, as Meynert suggests, as an intermediate

station. The third stripe and also the caudate body are in no direct

relation with the corona radiata Some fibres of the second

stripe can bs traced into the corona radiata, but there are com-

paratively few. By far the greater part of the two interior stripes

has no relation to the corona, but remains an internodium of the

fibres descending from the third stripe and the caudate body. These

two ganglions are the main sources of the radiary fibres in the

lenticular body Thus they form a terminus (Ursprungsge-

l>ii-l) of their own, analogous to the cortex for descending coronal

fibres ; and these coronal fibres rising in the caudate body and [in

the putamen of] the lenticular body find an intermediate station in

the two internal stripes of the lenticular body," (1. c, p. 40).

The Striped Body is, as Wernicke shows, in no

direct connection with the corona radiata. Yet the

corona radiata is not the sole path of communication

possible between the Striped Body and the cortex.

There are other and more direct connections of a more
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intimate nature than can be afforded by a system of

descending fibres. The Striped Body ontogenetically

considered is continuous with the gray matter of the

hemispheres and the connections estabHshed in this

way are preserved also in the stages of a further dif-

ferentiation.

A clear conception of the Striped Body and its

relations to the corona radiata as well as the cortex,

can be more easily obtained b}^ a study of the adjoined

diagrams :

PIG. (After Wernicke.)

(Na al Size.)

owing tlie course of fibri

continuation of the co

in the internal capsule. The greatest mass is a

na radiata, origijiating in the cortex. Part of

these fibres enter the Thalamus, while the rest pass directly down into

the pes c^ebri (/k A great number of fibres are plainlf .seen to orig-

inate in the Striped Body.

«/. Nucleus lentiformis—Lenticular body.

//, ///. Two stripes of lenticular body. The first stripe does not plainly

appear.

/. Pes cerebri.

cr. Corona radiata.

cue. Cauda nuclei caudati, tail of caudate body.

/". Fornix.

t/i. Thalamus.
t^a. Anterior of the four hills.

c£;e. Corpus geniculatum, exterior external ganglion of optic nerve.

SAGITTAL SECTION THROCGH

The corona radiata descending 1

into the third stripe. Some fibres;

do not. Yet there are fibres that (

stripe.

aX. Outer olfactory convolution

_/i. Fornix, identical with Fimbri

«/. Lenticular body with three s

nc. Caudate body.—M. Thalam
corona radiata.—/. Pes cerebri.

—

o.

(After Wernicke.)

,1 capsule <ci.), sends no fibres

;nter the third stripe ; but they

irst and especially the second

1, to the edge of the hooked convolution,

tripes. /. //. ///.

\i-.— ci. Internal capsule.—/! Foot of the

Optic nerve.-J«. Substantia nigra.—

ol-

owing the connection between the

of nucleus lentiformis.

?'. Insula.

c-/. Claustrum.

te. External capsule.

;. Corpus callosum.

'ic. Head of caudate body.

fiiri. Tail of caudate body, cout

iticijlar body.

/, //. ///. The thrae stripes of le

0. Optic nerve.

ct. Internal capsule.

/. Pes cerebri.

sn. Substantia nigra.

MONKEY. (After Wernicke.

; caudatus and the second

with the

body.

nporal process of the

FS. FA'. Ooon

F/C. Connect!* >ith(

'ith third stripe of lanticula

audate body.

l-l-gp. Upper fillet connecting the<halamus

Cornas geniculatum, exterior external ganglit

vith Pos

lot the ^

)r Four Hills

: nerve.

-cge.

The connections between the Striped Body (especially the third stripe)

nd Hemispheres seem to bear the character of commissural associations.

t is not a connection through coronal fibres, which would denote that the
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Striped Body is to be considered as a mere internodium, an intermediate sta-

tion between the highest system of projection and lower stages. It is rather an

independent mechanism attached to the field of cerebral activity. Not only

,the anatomical structure of certain paits of the Striped Body is similar to

cortical regions, but also its connections bear the character of the

; cortical region and other cortical regions.

(After Wernicke.)

iliowing the close connection of the

Striped Body with the Hemispheres.

The head and the tail of the Striped

body appear as. continuations of the

The primitive ventricle.

The definitive ventricle.

Caudate body.

/. //. III. The thr.

i. Internal capsule

2 Stripes of the lenticular

-/. Pes cerebri —th. Thai

Wernicke.;

body — nc

The Striped Body must be the organ of some brain

activity that in its kind forms the highest terminus in

a hierarchical system
;
judging from its size and struc-

ture the Striped Body must perform an important

work of a very specialised kind.

The connections between the Striped Body and the

Hemispheres, it seems, bear more the character of

commissural associations, which interconnect the dif-

ferent provinces of the cortex. They are quite distinct

from the coronal fibres. If the nature of these con-

nections were similar to those established by the co-

rona, it would indicate that the Striped Body had to

be considered as a mere internodium or intermediate

station. Wernicke's investigations indicate that its

office must be higher ; they must rather be of a co-

operative than a subordinate nature.

Since certain tracts of voluntarj' motions originate

in the Striped Body (see Meynert's Diagram, The

Open Court, Vol. iv, p. 2381); while the memories of

these motions must have their seats in the motor
region round the fissure Rolandi, (see Ferrier's Dia-

gram, The Open Court, Vol. iv, p. 2358,) we assume
that the additional element which changes unconscious

motions into voluntary acts of conscious motions, is a

function taking place in the Striped Body.* p. c.

» This subject was treated of before, in No. 150 of The OJ>cn Court. It is

discussed in this.article with greater completeness.

CORRESPONDENCE.
GOD AND IMMORTALITY.

To the Editor of The Open Court:—

In Nos. 132 and 134 of The Open Court there is a paper by J.

H. Brown, on the future of religion, remarkable, I think, for its

clearness. Am I to understand that the views there expressed are

yours ? Certainly there is none of that sheer Agnosticism in it

which deadens one's feelings. Then in such a book as Fiske's

"Idea of God "; are not the views there identical With, your own ?

He speaks of God as '

' The All Being, " and that is not " the Unknow-
able." In fact, it seems to me, as Mr. Brown says, that Spencer is

by no means a genuine Agnostic. He states positive truths ; for

example, in " Sociology" he describes God as the Power that pro-

duced mankind and all else. His God is indeed immanent in the

world, and therefore known. Xot less than personal, but more
than personal, higher.

In Ethics I think we cannot agree with Spencer, for surely

nature does teach us ; the very environment and course of life tell

us what is God's will. Just as the world is ordered and regular,

so man sees in time what his lite must be. Hence morality. So
we cannot say that Ethics has nothing to do with religion. The bet-

ter a man's life, and the nearer he is to God, the more does he know
of God Man's proper life, the will of God towards him, is just

this, that he should live in harmony with the universe and his

brother man. Still we must beware of talking about God as a

" Moral Being "or " Moral Power," as Theologians did so abun-'

dantly in the past. Such language is dangerous ; it destroys rev-

erence and true emotion. God is far more than a power, as you
say. Morality is all very well as applied to personality. Is not

there danger in defining God as "the ethical life of nature"?

Such a view seems to make nature itself wider and greater than

God. Does not the defining God as the All Being go deeper ? for

existence and the forming and pervading power in the All is prior to

any moral notion. Yet we are compelled to see the ethical tend-

ency of this power. To put the matter in another way. The defi-

nition of God as the All Being is one that strikes deeper into the

feelings, fills us more with reverence than to regard Him prima-

rily as an ethical power. The word ethical connotes opposition

and opposing powers. I am glad to see you do not swamp our

notion of God as mere "nature," as you tell us we cannot wor-

ship matter, but we can and must have worshipful feelings towards

t/iat -ohich moulds and sustains and pe}vades all things.

Then one subject more ; with regard to that perennial subject

Immortality

—

Individual Immortality. May I suggest some ideas ;

proofs I cannot call them, for I have never formulated or worked

out the ideas. What of Wordsworth's thoughts in his poem

—

"not in utter nakedness but trailing clouds of glory do we come
from God, who is our home," and " our sun hath had elsewhere its

setting." (I quote offhand.) A priori Wordsworth was the poet

that was saturated with the idea of God as "immanent." He
speaks for us of to-day. Then what of those mysterious mus-

ings that some of us have when mere children—yes, almost in-

fants, of 6 or 7. I have met with several such questions like these:

" Where have I come from into this world?' " What is beyond

it all?" "Why have I life?" "What is the meaning of my
being here ?" " Where is the true beginning of all this ?" "What
wi.l it all mean when cleared up ?" In a word, the whole gist of

thoughts like these, and I can speak from personal experience, is

just this. This world, this individual life is not all. The secret

is elsewhere. It seems to me this does point to some conscious

existence of ours elsewhere, "somewhere surely afar in the vast

sounding house of Being." The one thing most repugnant to us

about death is the suppression of consciousness. Pain and want
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and failure men can and do endure and risk ; but to be obliterated,

to cease to see and know and behold, is just what a sense of our

own worth rebels against. Surely if the essence of humanity is

the perception of the value and dignity of each individual, that in-

dividuality which has taken so many ages to produce is worth pre-

serving. I do not picture my anthropomorphic heaven or spirit

existence. Only why should not the individual memory or con-

sciousness remain when absorbed in the soul of the universe ? If

the Eternal dwells in us now, all continuity with this present life

will not be broken off.

It is a pleasure, amid this theological thaw, to find a paper

like yours upholding, nay spreading abroad, sounder truths of re-

ligion What a truth in those words of Edwin Arnold's in his

" Death and Afterwards," p. 11, " Many are afraid to love, to re-

joice, to labour, and to hope lest love should end in eternal part-

ing, gladness in the cheerless dust, generous toils in the irony of

results effaced, and hope itself in a vast and scornful denial " On
this same subject, one cannot at all agree to those words in one of

the articles in The Open Court on Immortality—No. 24, by Rudolph

Weyler. He says, "I feel comfort in thinking that there \s peace

in store for me as an individuality when I shall lose all identity,

and 'rest, sweet rest, ' will finally be my portion, after all the toil

and turmoil and pain and struggle in this life." I, like most others

believe in Monism. The ethics of monism is surely stated to be

meliorism. • But what are these words ? Pessimism, a mere long-

ing for nothingness after all the strife and wretchedness of life.

There is no sound belief in Meliorism, nay no sure Entheasm,

no gladness in life in such wailings And, indeed, to rejoice that

"rest, sweet rest" is in store, and that peace is cur lot, is just

making a false use of words. Why not state frankl)', he rejoices

in annihilation as far as his individuality is concerned. Peace and

rest, sweet rest, have nothing to do with that. They have not and

do not want to have any relationship with death ; they are not the

true words to use in describing it. They denote consciousness and

life, not nothingness. We do not say that rest, sweet rest, and

peace is the state of a dead gnat when we see it. Let us beware

of this abuse of language and fact.

WHITBY, ENGLAND. W. INGHAM.

SIGNS OF SOCIAL REVOLUTION.
To the Editor of the Open Court :—

Writing of the popular treatment of strikes. The Dawn says :

'

' Miners in Hocking Valley strike, and a Father Huntington goes

from New York City to give them cheer ; a Henry D. Lloyd writes

a book upon the subject and denounces the employers by name.

No wonder that the disconcerted capitalists call this an attack upon

them, 'without parallel in the industrial history of this country.'

It is unparalleled, but it is only the beginning of the woes that,

predicted in God's word, shall come upon the rich men of this

land."

I write to give a further instance of the radical warfare that is

being conducted against the reigning capitalists, and that is finding

leaders in every town. In Ashtabula, a place of about nine thou-

sand inhabitants, the following subscription paper is being cir-

culated.

"Believing that the day of oppress'on of the laboring man
must be brought to an end, that the New York Central Railroad

strikers are justly fighting to terminate this oppression, that their

battle is the battle equally of all workingmen and of all high-minded

citizens, that it is therefore the duty of the general public to sus-

tain them in their unequal struggle, and hoping that these inter-

ruptions of travel and traffic may lead to the early assumption and

management of the railroads by the state, we subscribe in support

of this strike."

The tendency of young men of intelligence to range them-

selves on the side of the workingman grows every day more notice-

able They feel that the capitalist is their natural enemy, making
chances fewer and harder; not only for the great mass of manual
toilers, but for them, unless they "stand in" with the rich aiid

truckle to them and flatter them. It will not be very long before

Mr. Wm. Clarke's saying in The Christian Union, about the

brighter young men of England, will be true, likewise of Ameri-
cans. " In a recent visit to Oxford, I did not find one able

young man who was not committed to the new, etonomic ideas-

—

the same ideas that are taking hold of the pick of the English work-
ing classes," he said. mokrison i. swift.

BOOK REVIE'WS.

Live Questions, Incldding our Penal Machinery and Its Vic-

tims. By John P. Altgeld. Chicago : Donohue & Henne-
berry. i8go. 320 pp.

The subjects treated of in this book are Arbitration of Strikes,

Pensions, the Eight Hour Movement, Immigration, Protecting the

Ballot Box, and some others. Many of the articles have already

appeared in the magazines, and have received from the general

press their share of criticism and review. We may admit the zeal

and ability of the author, while differing with him in some of his

conclusions, especially on the Pension and Immigration questions,

but these differences fade away to nothing when we come to his ex-

posure of "Our Penal Machinery " and "The Administration of

Justice." Here there is no chance to differ with him on any mate-

rial point, because the evidence by which he fortifies his argument

is too strong to be resisted. Besides, he speaks as one having au-

thority, a judge, experimentally familiar with all the springs, cogs,

pulleys, wheels, concentrics, and eccentrics of "Our Penal Ma-
chinery." There is not much declamation in the book, and very

little ornamental rhetoric, but this revelation of wrongs done to

the poor, by men clothed with a little brief authority, stirs the

pulses with a fiercer anger than did Burke's rhetorical impeach-

ment of Warren Hastings, for like magisterial cruelties. Here,

from the bench itself, comes a cry that in the days of our fathers

would have moved the very stones " to rise and mutiny."

That cry has been heard before, but it rose to the sky un-

heeded, because it came from the halls of unrest, where labor

pleads its cause. It came from the platform of discontent, where

passionate invective shakes our social system like a storm. This

appeal for justice was unheeded when it came from the "lower

classes," and the men who made it were outlawed by " society " as

the enemies of social order ; but a warning from the court-house,

a charge from a judge on the bench, will be heard above the jin-

gle of coin in the bank, or the clamor of trade.

There is comic irony in the title of the Fourth Chapter,

" The Administration of Justice in Chicago." The whole chapter

is a demonstration that our judicial system is a perverse contriv-

ance for the administration of injustice, and the oppression of the

innocent. According to Judge Altgeld, the civil courts of Chicago

are closed against the poor asking for protection, while the crim-

inal courts are always open for their punishment. The Judge

says : "At present, when a man begins a suit he generally has to

wait nearly two years before it comes up ; in the meantime, the

situation of the parties may have changed, or the subject matter

of the suit become worthless."

The above accusation is only one count in the indictment

which Judge Altgeld has drawn up against the civil courts of Chi-

cago ; a few others may be noticed here. It dr>es not follow that

because the case " comes up" it will be tried. In fact, the coming

up of it is only the starting point of the suitor's torment. " This

is the time," when, in the language of Judge Altge'd, "he begins

to neglect his business and look arojnd for his witnesses." In the

course of a few days—or a few we»ks—the case is placed " on the

cail" for the following day, but the sui or finds that he must hang
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around the court with his witnesses for several days before the

case is called "in its order." When all the resources of "how
not to do it " are exhausted, and the case actually does come to

trial, the suitor, says Judge Altgeld, " is astonished to find that it

is not the justice of his cause which is the main subject of inquiry,

but that, instead, it is the rules of procedure about which great

solicitude is shown," This is not burlesque, like Mikado, with its

Lord High Executioner ; it is the very language of the judge. The
testimony being all in, the jury is then duly muddled by the " in-

structions " of the court, or in the milder language of Judge Alt-

geld, " left with very confused notions of what the issues of fact

are." Lost in the cobwebs woven around the issues by a judge,

perhaps innocent of law, and knowing nothing of it but its forms,

" the jury is liable to bring in a verdict which is entirely wrong,

and must be set aside, or else to disagree." Is it any wonder that

a jury, left by the court " with confused notions of what the issues

of fact are," should toss up a copper for the verdict ? And would

it not be better to do that at the beginning instead of the end of

the play ? Thus, by the very laws of chance, provided the judge

were not allowed to tamper with the coin, the right man would get

the verdict half the time, which is better than he can do under the

present system ; and even should he lose the toss, he would be

spared those tedious months and years of worry and expense.

Better to lose a suit at the beginning by casting lots, than to win it

at the end of tribulation.

Supposing the suitor to have had more than average good

luck, and to have obtained a verdict, he is just in the middle of

his agony. Then comes the moiion for a new trial, and the appeal

to the higher court, which tribunal, says Judge Altgeld, " reverses

about forty per cent, of all cases brought to it ; not on the merits,

but because of some ' frivolous error ' in the procedure." Should

the judgment be affirmed in the higher court, the case is appealed

to the highest court, which "involves another delay of about a

year, and the payment of lawyers' fees, primers' fees, etc." Should

the case be reversed there, the baffled plaintiff looks up his wit-

nesses once more, and again begins to chase his right around the

disappointing cycle of a lawsuit. It is evident from all this, that

the money cost of justice leaves the poor man without standing-

room in any of our courts of law.

The expense to the public of the civil courts is an unjust bur-

then on the people who do not go to law. Judge Abgeld shows

that the net cost of these courts during the year of 1888 was $23.1,-

737. This is a very large sum for a judicial machine run by six

teen judges, whose mission it is to see that the \ery wrong, and

not the very right of it shall prevail, and that injustice be effectu-

ally done. It is only fair to say that Judge Altgeld lays the blame

for much of this injustice on "unwise legislation," by which the

machinery of the law has been compelled to work in the reverse

way. This may be true, but there is a justified opinion abroad

that the judges might adjust the lever so as to compel the machine

to produce less evil, and more good. It is rather discouraging to

hear Judge Altgeld say, and prove it, that in every other field of

knowledge there has been a steady advance in the line of common
sense, "while in our methods of administering justice we seem

rather to have retrograded
"

Judge Altgeld exposes the various parts of " Our Penal Ma-
chinery " with much dramatic power ; and there is eloquent pathos

in many of his descriptions. It is perfectly safe to say, that a sim-

ilar exposure of like instrumentalities in England, would change

the government and overturn the ministry ; not by violence, but

by a sentence of the House of Commons. Judge Altgeld's book

shows the reaction which our pig and pig-iron civilization is mak-

ing towards the penal methods which prevailed in England under

the sanguinary criminal code of centuries ago ; a reaction against

the Bill of Rights, the Habeas Corpus law, and the other provi-

sions by which the American Constitution tries to protect the life.

liberty, person, and property of the citizen. We see in vigorous

activity among us the system practiced by Jonathan Wild, when he

was chief of the London detectives, with this difference, that

whereas Jonathan Wild was hanged for the way in which he ad-

ministered his office ; our detectives, who imitate his methods,

walk about with the siars of authority upon their coats, and the

weapons of government in their hands. This, and not the opposi-

tion to it, is revolution.

Judge Altgeld presents an appalling record of crimes committed

by Our Penal IVJachinery. No just and humane man can read it

without a sin'king at the heert, and a feeling of self-reproach The
expense of the machinery is a frightful tax, liter.dly wasted by the

failure of its purpose. In the words of Judge Altgeld, it "is im-

mense, it is costly, and its victims are counted by millions." Fur-

ther on he says that '

' it does not deter the young offender, and it

seems not to reform nor to restrain the old offender." Worse than

that, " it makes criminals out of many who are not naturally so."

This is a terrible indictment, and Judge Altgeld sustains it with

abundant evidence. We scourge misfortune while pretending to

punish crime. "In shoit," says the judge, "our penal machin-

ery seetns to recruit its victims from among those that are fighting

an unequal fight in the struggle for existence." Listen to some of

the testimony.

Judge Altgeld finds that out of 32,000 persons arrested in one

year in Chicago, 10,743 were discharged by the police magistrates

because there was nothing proved against them, in other words,

because they were innocent
;
yet every one of them had been

treated as a convicted felon. "So that" says Judge Altgeld, with

creditable indignation, "during the one year there were in that

one city 10,000 young persons, who, without having committed

any crime, were yet condemned to undergo a criminal experience.
'

'

And then, in order to fix public attention on fce srimes of our

penal machinery. Judge Altgeld says : "Think of this a moment !

Mind, these were liot even offenders. But what was the treat-

ment which thfy received ? Why, precisely the same as if th^
had been crimfnafs. They were arrested, some of them clubbed,

some of them handcuffed, marched through the streets in charge

of officers, treated gruffly, jostled around. Now, what effect will

this treatment have on them ? Will not every one of them feel

the indignity to which he or she was subjected while life lasts ?"

Yes, Judge, though the handcuff marks disappear from the body,

the scar on the soul remains forever. In most cases this handcuf-

fing barbarity is practiced not to secure the prisoner, but to brand

into his memory a lifelong mark of degradation. Handcufftng a

prisoner '^vithout imperative necessity is aggravated assault and"

battery. It will be declared so some day by the courts ; and on

the trial of some policeman for this offense, it will be held that the

burthen of proof is on him to show, not only that the crime

charged against the prisoner justified ihe handcuffing, but also

that such treatment was absolutely necessary to secure him in

custody.

Judge Altgeld's book is not quite large enough to hold a cata-

logue of all the iniquities done in Chicago by "Our Penal Ma-

chinery," and for that reason many of them escape his indignation

and scorn; but there is not a true man in the city whose face will

not burn with shame when he reads about the cruelties inflicted

upon unfortunate women, often for no higher purpose than to con-

vert the wages of their sin into fees for officers. In publishing this

book. Judge Altgeld has done a great service to humanity.

M. M. T.

BOOK NOTICES.

Professor George T. Ladd, of Yale University, has just com-

pleted a work entitled " Introduction to Philosophy;" a broad

and comprehensive view of the whole field of Philosophy. (Scrib-

ner's.

)
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CARDINAL NEWMAN.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.

I.

M.'iNY years ago, while visiting friends at Birming-

ham, my wife and 1 went to early mass at the Oratory,

wishing to see "Father Newman." We were accom-

panied by an authoress—a devout member of the

Church of England. It was about daybreak, but no

day broke : it was so rainy, foggy, sleety, cold, dark,

that—the Oratory being nearly a mile distant—we
once or twice paused, hesitating to go on. Surely the

aged and feeble father would never rise from his bed

on such a morning, and we should only see one of his

subordinates. We determined, however, to proceed,

and at length groped our way into the Gothic building,

which was totally unlighted. For a time we were the

sole occupants. After a little while some Irish servant

women came in at intervals, perhaps half a dozen.

These, with ourselves, made the entire congregation

on that dismal morning. Presently a young priest ap-

peared through a small door in a corner of a chapel,

bearing one tallow candle which he set on a desk,

where it faintly revealed a small altar and a crucifix.

The fog was in the room, in one-half of which the can-

dle's beam only made darkness visible ; but it shone

on one picture, which I particularly remember. It was

an old picture of St. Francis in ecstac}-. The saint

seemed to be in some cavern ; all was hard, cold, des-

olate, around him ; but there was a glory around his

head and a rapture on his face.

While I was gazing on the picture, slow, irregular

steps were heard descending a stairway ; the little door

of the alcove in the corner opened once more, and

Father Newman appeared. He knelt in such a way
that the candle was just behind his head, and the fog

turned into a halo around it. When, presently his

bent face was raised upward there was such radiance

on it, that the neighboring picture of St. Francis be-

came real. The dim corner of the chapel seemed a

cavern, and the youthful face of the neophyte attend-

ing him was as that of a sustaining angel. During the

celebration of the mass, the Father's face passed

through several phases. At one moment he bore a

curious resemblance to an aged woman ; at another he

was the very image of Emerson—a resemblance often

remarked ; but in all he was as striking a figure

as my eyes ever beheld. On him was the stamp of

mental power, of sincerity, of simplicity ; but above
all was that expression of St. Francis in his ecstasy

—

the look of one so far away from the world that he
could not even be conscious of its sleet and fog, of its

darkness at daybreak, or of souls groping through the

miseries of earth, for whom his tallow candle and cru-

cifix brought no sufficient guidance.

No doubt the picturesqueness of Father Newman,
on this occasion, was partly due to the historic per-

spective through which I beheld him. To this son of

a banker, born beside the Bank of England, the wealth

and the progress of the world's commercial metropolis

had become as so much dross. Born in the first year

of our century, he had grown up under all the sun-

shine of its prosperity, and on him was lavished all

the light of its culture. By his side modern science

had published its marvellous revelations ; Darwin,

Lyell, Huxley, Tyndall and others had revolutionised

man's conceptions of nature ; under the researches of

Max Miiller, Strauss, Renan, Haug, biblical legends

had taken their place with those of Brahmanism,
Buddhism, Parseeism, in universal mythology. The
political fashion of this world had passed away under

his eyes. England had become a "crowned republic":

France had become a republic; Germany had been

consolidated into a vast democratic empire ; the Pap-

acy had been reduced to a temporal power confined to

the Vatican walls ; Rome had become the capital of a

secular government. What were all these to the man
there in his dim corner of the world, with his upturned

face ? They were all but as the dust floating in the

beams of his tallow candle. He rose to the head of

his school at Ealing, he absorbed the learning of Ox-

ford, he became the great preacher on whose words

the youth of Oxford hung, breathless. There was no

prize that England was not eager to bestow upon him.

His path was clear to the archiepiscopal throne of

Canterbury. In middle life, in the zenith of his ca-

reer, he turned his back on all these things, left the

proudest position gained by any religious leader in his

century, and knocked at the door of a small Catholic

church near Oxford, asking for admission as an hum-

ble member. There was no more prospect of any

grand career for him in England. He sat there at

Littlemore, along with Irish servant girls; and here,
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after the lapse of more than a generation, I saw the

aged man celebrating mass, on a bitter morning when

every Protestant priest was snug in bed, for half a

dozen domestics and three critical heretics.

As we were returning from the Oratory, impressed

to silence by what we had witnessed, I felt that it was

a phenomenon to be studied. I presently said to the

devout lady with us, "How do you explain Father

Newman ? What can have caused a great scholar,

orator, genius, to abandon the prospect of a splendid

career in your church, and now, at over three-score

and ten, to scorn the elements that he may say mass

for a few Irish domestics."

"There is," she answered, "for me but one ex-

planation : a glimpse of the supernatural world. Un-

der that vision this world and its glories shrivel up."

The vivid recollections of that morning at the Bir-

mingham Oratory returned on me to-day as I waited in

the Brompton Oratory, London, (founded by New-

man in 1850), to hear the requiem of the dead Car-

dinal, and the funeral discourse by the surviving

Cardinal. Though I arrived an hour before the ap-

pointed time the church was nearly filled, and soon

even the standing-room was occupied. My seat hap-

pened to be near the shrine of St. Mary Magdalene.

There are three interesting pictures in it. One repre-

sents her bathing the feet of Jesus with her tears, the

long golden hair falling on them. Another shows her

kneeling before Jesus near the tomb, when with glad

surprise she says, Rabboni, " j^' Master !" In the

centre, over the altar, she is seen kneeling before the

cross, in her grotto ; she is pretty, but without any

of the mingled voluptuousness and penitence which

turned the word "Magdalene" into "Maudlin."

Somehow, as I looked on the Magdalene kneeling be-

fore the man she mistook for the gardener, but after-

wards declared to be the risen Jesus, I felt that she

was the spiritual Mother of the dead Cardinal. " When
Jesus was risen he appeared first to Mary Magdalene."

The subsequent appearances are vague and doubtful.

Some couldn't recognize him, others thought they had

seen a spirit. On the word of Mary Magdalene mainly

rests faith in the resurrection. Through her comes

that glimpse of the supernatural world under which,

for a man like Newman, this world shrivels, and its

interests become trivial. Once suppose Mary to have

been hysterica], or her vision an illusion of her heart,

or her story an affectionate invention to soothe the

mother's anguish, and the foundation of Christendom

is shaken. Believe her story, and the career of John

Henry Newman ceases to be mysterious. What can

be more natural than that a man should lose interest

in an evanescent and chaotic world when he is assured

of presently ascending to one of unfading perfections ?

And much more if he is sure assured that a trip

amid the world's affairs—the "Prince of this world "

being God's Adversary—entanglement in any earthly

interest, may result in everlasting damnation. This

last reflection comes to me with the first strain of the

funeral hymn

—

Dies ira. A cold horror came oh me
as I listened to the choir singing those terrors of

the dark ages at the funeral of an English scholar.

The last time I heard any part of it was in the opera

of "Faust," when the devil appropriately utilizes the

hymn to terrify poor Margaret in the church. It was

to-day sung in Latin, however, and even those who
had the prayer-book translation (in which the original

is toned down), paid more attention to the singers

than to the words. But the barbarism of the hymn
was to me almost scandalous, on such an occasion,

and I was glad when it was over, and the venerable

Cardinal mounted in his pulpit.

I have much respect for Cardinal Manning, on ac-

count of his devotion to the welfare of the poor, and

his endeavors to reform the drunkards of London.

He has not the intellect of Newman, but more human-

ity. Newman would have no dealings with his hereti-

cal brother Francis, giving as his reason, "St. Paul

bids us avoid those who cause divisions
;
you cause

divisions ; therefore I must avoid you." But Cardinal

Manning once invited the writer hereof to his palace, as a

London minister to consult about securing purer water

for the poor of the city, his interest in humanity over-

coming other considerations. To-day it was most im-

pressive to see and hear this aged man (he is over So)

on so solemn and historic an occasion. There was too

much in his look and voice to suggest that it might be

his last appearance on any occasion of public import-

ance ; he held his manuscript near his eyes with both

hands, spoke with intervals, and was heard but by few.

But there was no sign of decline in what he had said.

He spoke with emotion of his sixty years friendship

with Newman, but his voice had the old ring of the

propagandist when he alluded to the late Cardinal as

having ended the "superstition of pride" which once

declared " the Catholic religion fit only for weak in-

tellects and unmanly brains." And the aged Cardi-

nal was almost eloquent when he claimed that the

universal love and veneration manifested towards Car-

dinal Newman since his death—a sort of "canoniza-

tion"—proved the extent to which he had changed

the religious thought of England. "An old malevo-

lence has passed into good will."

Cardinal Manning was careful to add, "I will not

therefore say that the mind of England has changed."

My own conviction is that the mind of England has,

indeed, changed, but in a direction the reverse of that

in which the Cardinals sought to lead it. The sever-

ity towards Dr. Newman forty-five years ago, which

the Cardinal calls "malevolence," was due to a public
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interest in dogma which is felt no more. Darwinism

has had its advent since then. The Englishman of

to-day smiles at the Tractarian excitement as a tea-

pot tempest. He can now explain Newman, Pusey,

and the rest, on principles of "evolution." Men and

movements cease to be irritating when they need no

more be answered because they are explained. The
first heat of the Anglicans against the " perverts " now
sounds like the old grammarian's curse—" May God
confound thee for thy theory of irregular verbs." Tol-

eration is a symptom of the decline of faith. It is

indifference. And the late Cardinal, and his fellow-

seceders into Catholicism, did much to promote this

decline. Prof. Huxley once made the pregnant re-

mark that " the next best thing to being right is to be

clearly and definitely wrong. " When Newman, Wise-

man, Manning, and others, pressed their dogmatic

principles to logical conclusions, the veil of the En-

glish temple was rent. Superstition could no more

work behind an}' veil of obscurantism. The church

was distinctly divided into " evangelical" and " broad "

parties, as to dogma, while ritualism was revived for

those who cared more for symbol and sentiment than

for theology. The secession ended.

POSITIVE IDEALISM.

BY G. M. M'CRIE.

" I sent my soul throughout Infinity,

Some letter of the after-lite to spell

;

And by and by my soul [self] returned to me
And answered / mjisel/am Heaven and Hell."—Omar Khavvam.

The tides of philosophic thought are setting towards

unity. This tendency, however, though manifesting

a unity of aim, does not of itself imply a necessary

unity of conclusions. Modern Thought may have Mon-
ism in view—almost within sight, but this prospective

Monism—the all inclusive generalization which is to

blend God, Man, and Nature in one—leans, in the

matter of conclusion, to one or more of these three

aspects. Hence the so-called Cosmical synthesis is

generally either Pantheistic, Idealistic, or Material-

istic by preference, being usually a pet concept ele-

vated so as to include less favored ones. But, to bor-

row an analogy from Physical Science, does it not

seem as if the colored, and as it were prejudiced, con-

ception must make way, upon the face of it, for the

achromatic and colorless, as the rays of the spectrum

blend in the pure white light which is the synthesis

of them all?

The various paths by which Monism has been at-

tempted are not without their common difficulties.

Appearances, common-sense appearances, do not, at

first sight, favor any such formula. Dualism seems

so plainly manifest. Long before the date of Reid's

dictum "I perceive the external object, and I per-

ceive it to exist," the plainly obvious standpoint had

been assumed—the simplest, yet most erroneous of

all—that the so-called 'external,' objective, world of

nature actually existed 'over against' the subjective

spectator, and, this being taken for granted, Man and

Nature being, as it were, together in the field, it was
easy to cross to the question of origin upon the wing

of inference, and to imagine a creative and sustaining

Power in whom both alike lived, and moved, and had

their being. Yet, though Man and Nature might, in

a sense, be classed together as created, there always

lay, between the Creator and the created work, the

chasm which parts, or seems to part. Infinitude from

finitude. The partition between subject and object

divided Man from Nature ; the void between the finite

and the infinite distinguished God from both.

The most notable modern attempt at philosophic

unity attacks the first, or subject-object, problem, and,

in so doing, indirectly professes to solve the other as

well. It is that of the so-called "Neo-Kantian" school

of thought, including the late Professor T. H. Green,

of Oxford, and M. M. Renouvier_ and Pillon, among
its most prominent representatives.* The leaders of

this school are not altogether unanimous in their con-

clusions. But they agree in this, that, after reconcil-

ing the objective world with the subjective spectator,

this individual subjective is practically effaced, in

favor, with Prof. Green, of an Infinite Consciousness,

and, with M. Renouvier and his followers, of "foreign

centres of impressions"—other Egos to wit. The

point principally noticeable h?re is, however, their

attempted identification of the objective with the sub-

jective. The process is briefly this—borrowing the

' Impressionalism ' of David Hume, it is sought, with

the aid of the Kantian Category of Relation, to ' con-

stitute ' nature by means of something variously en-

titled "consciousness" or "thought." Matter, per-

ceived or known, consists in "relations between facts

in the way of feeling." Nature being thus constituted

as a system of relations, and there being nothing out-

side of consciousness, nothing being ever really pres-

ent to the mind but its own related impressions, the

objective falls into the subjective.

Now, all this has been questioned. It has been

demurred to by the Realist, who objects to the dis-

appearance of Nature in the Understanding, and the

whole process has been not unjustly described as an

argument illegitimately based upon abstractions. It

has been urged that the spheres of Knowing and Being

have been unwarrantably assumed as coterminous, that

the sum of the known has been assigned equal to the

sum of the actually existing. B}' a process of piling

up 'feelings,' held together and synthesized by the

category of Relation, a Cosmos has, indeed, been con-

* Cf. Green ; Introduction to ProUgotnena to Ethics, Renouvier, Essai de

Critique genera le ; Ti-aiie de Logique generate. Pillon, Fsychotogie de Hitme.
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structed, but it is one which bears no provable rela-

tion to the universe of existing reality. Consciousness,

Thought, Relation, it is said, have been lifted out of

their true position which is wholly an abstract one,

and have properties assigned to them which really be-

long only to a conscious subject, to a thifiker, and to a

Rclaic7-. It were easy to rise, as does Prof. Green,

from an abstract Thought or Consciousness, 'consti-

tuting' Nature, to an Infinite Consciousness in which

all finite consciousness is contained, and thus, by

slurring over the individual, the personal, subject, in

the interests of an Infinite subject-object, to lessen the

difficulties of Monistic theorising, but the question

arises— is such a solution one which takes into ac-

count the elementary realities of Knowledge and Be-

ing? And this criticism, so far, is a just one. It would

be wholly conclusive on the part of the Realist as

against Neo-Kantianism, did not the critic himself fall

into something of the same snare. That this is the

case may not appear on the surface, but once explained

it is just another example of the truth that extremes

meet. I perceive and thereby constitute (for my own
personal knowledge at least) under the guidance of

the category, an object, say a line. This object is,

however, in reality, a synthesis of points, points un-

distinguishable, as such, except in the combination-

line. The line is that which I perceive. Thus far both

schools of thought agree. But the Realist opposes to

this personal constitution of the object—which, with

Professor Green and his followers, is its sole being*

—

something else, really an abstraction, which he, (the

Realist) calls the actual being of the object as distin-

guished from its known being. This distinction he

justifies by the assumption that the work of the mind
is "arbitrary and irregularly changeable," not reliable

in fact, even as a mirror for the reflection of existing

appearances, and he seeks to verify the known result

by reference to what he supposes to be actually ex-

isting and independent fact, but which is really some-

thing wholly in the air. For we must remember that

Reality is no independent 'outside' thing, by reference

to which, as a standard, the objects constituted by the

understanding may be, as it were, checked. The ob-

jects thus constituted (not only so far as thought or

consciousness is concerned, but in every possible sense,

that of origin and persistence included) are real and
the only reality. It is all a question of Cognition and
Recognition, t The same thing is (with a modifica-

tion which we note later on) the "thing " in the same
relations. Erroneous judgment as to matter of fact is

no ////reality. It is equally existent with the truth.

* Cf. Professor Veitch, Knowing and Being.

I For a very able statement of this position, on the lines of Positive or
Hylo-ldealism, as excogitated by Dr. Robert Lewins, see " Induction and De-
duction and other Essays," by the late Miss Constance Naden. (London:
Bickers, 1890.)

Only, in erroneous judgments, the conditioning rela-

tions which go to form the judgment aimed at, or the

true judgment, are either wholly different, when the

thing is entirely different or another thing, or they are

not present in totality. But the conditioning relations

are none the less real; as we shall find later on, the

relations themselves are the sole reality. The field

being wholly occupied by the real there is no room for

the intrusion of any 'outside' standard of comparison

The real is everything, and, as a concept cannot trans-

cend a percept in the sense of verifying it, any ab-

straction in the way of an 'outside' and persisting

reality can only correspond with what arises within

consciousness. There is nothing else from which it

can possibly arise.

The common error of these two thought-systems is

thus their tendency to abstraction. Prof. Green and

his followers lean too exclusively to the abstract view

on the subjective side, suppressing the individual, per-

sonal subject in favor of an abstract "Thought" or

" Consciousness," which again resolves into an Infinite

Consciousness, not a personal consciousness at all.

The other side, ably represented by Professor -Veitch

of Glasgow University, also follow the abstract path,

but mainly on the objective side, eschewing as the\'

do the personally-constituted world of nature, and that

which constitutes it, to wit the personal relator, in

favor of an altogether external conception of that which

is, called Being—this Being not necessarily corre-

sponding with the known, but transcending it, and

superior to it in the sense of being stable and persist-

ent. To the philosophic student the net results of

these two speculative systems are reminiscent of the

results of Hume's philosophy on the one side, and that

of Berkeley on the other. The former eliminated the

subjective consciousness, the latter the objective

world.

Modern Philosophy, in point of fact, takes refuge

in abstractions. The truly concrete is lamely resigned

to the modern savant whose methods are objective

and crudely empirical. A wholly veracious 'outside'

world is taken for granted, nothing in the way of philo-

sophic synthesis is attempted, and the resulting con-

clusions are but those of the specialist. What author-

ity exists for this unnatural divorce of the empirical

from the metempirical ? Can that which is true in

Science be false in Philosophy, or vice versd ? The
world of Nature, constituted by the understanding, is

surely not another sphere from the material world

built up of atom and molecule, that the one aspect

should be the property of a philosophic caste, the other

relegated to a scientific clique. The need of the age

is an analysis more profound than any specialist one,

and higher than any metaphysical abstraction, and

therefore a systhesis more inclusive because univer-
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sal. For the category of relation binds the groupings

of carbon compounds no less than the complex web of

syllogistic reasoning.

The subject-object puzzle is at the root of this

mental-material difficulty. Mental process and its

physical concomitant, molecular brain agitation, are

popularly voted parallel lines never to meet. True,

we are told that "mental and material states may be

unified in the individual,"* and the statement is phil-

osophically and scientifically accurate, but how far

does this conclusion carry us if the " individual " in

question is but the individual of the bodily organism ?

Only a little way. And then we land in the difficulty

of having made understanding issue out of nature,

while nature, at the same time, is admittedly forged

in the "workshop of imagination." A limited ego,

whether it be a mental abstraction or a physical or-

ganism, will not serve. Matter constituted by mind,

and mind arising as a function of material brain,

—

these two reciprocally interchangeable will never bring

us to unity. Physically, the bodily organism is con-

stantly exchanging particles with its material environ-

ment
;
philosophically, that which is an integral por-

tion of a series cannot S5'nthesize the series which

includes itself. Is Dualism then the only conclusion ?

Not so. Understanding is not swallowed up in nature,

nor does nature disappear in understanding. The ego

is not the bodily organism alone—a stray momentary
grouping of atoms swiftly passing over into its oppo-

site. For this reason that there is no opposite. That

is the verity of verities, and key to the whole enigma.

The true, the only ego, is not the limited self of the

bodily organism, but the subject self projected so as

to include the objective. It has been the characteristic

tendency of certain so-called absolute systems to min-

imise, if not wholly to discount, the individual subject,

to treat the assurance of its self-existence as itself an

illusion. In common with many overdrawn specula-

tions, this one has its vestige of truth. The limitary,

individual self cannot be found. Never continuing in

one stay, neither the philosophic ego, immersed in its

own relatively constituted nature, nor the bodily self,

whelmed in material flux, can for an instant be iso-

lated or defined. The true ego is not limited but

cosmical. We lose the lesser, but to find the greater

self—in everything. The thinking subject does not

merely codify the manifold into unity ; it is the Unity

of the Manifold itself.

t

It will be evident to the reader that there is, thus,

no septum between the "thing thought" and the

"thing itself," or, as it is more briefly put, in the

* W. B. McTaggart—"Absolute Relativism."

t "As the world is to each man as it affects him: to each a different

world " [G. H. Lewes], so every one constitutes his own system of relations,

to each a different system, to be construed rightly or wrongly, perfectly or im-

perfectly, (but always really and truly) 8S the case may be.

language of Hylo-Idealism, between "think" and

"thing." My conception of the universe, as a system

of relations, lies on the same plane as my perception

of it as a concourse of atoms. Nay, the conception

and the perception are identical. A brief examination

will make this clear. That a system of relations can

form the warp and woof of Being without addition of

so-called material substance * to form terms for the

relation may seem a hard saying. Relations between

"viewed objects " are familiar enough. These objects

are looked upon as the ' terms ' of the relation. A
mental bridge of relation popularly spans the gulf be-

tween material things. These material things are

supposed to have ' body ' or 'content'—the mental

to have none. Hence, on the physical plane, it is

urged that the theoretically indivisible atom must

have content (which is contradictory as it would then

have at least top and bottom, hence divisible) and

cannot possibly be a mere mathematical point, "hav-

ing position but not magnitude," on the ground that

out of nothing nothing comes, and that multiplication

of o by anj' number produces only o as result. Simi-

larly it is contended, on the mental plane, that no

conceivable number of "empty" relations—that is

relations without content or terms—can ever evolve

related things. But there is really no more ground

for positing 'things' as termini for relations than there

is for ascribing ' content ' to ultimate atoms.

The word "relation" in its every day, secondary,

sense applies, indeed, to a connection, analogical or

otherwise, between terms, but these 'terms' are only

unanalysed relations in turn, and the content apparent

in them is only that of regress of relations. The link

is everything, the term nothing. Relation is thus no

abstraction of the sequence, or coexistence of concrete

things, it is the very thing itself, to add to which a

wholly unnecessary and contradictory 'content ' is to

multiply first principles without necessity, and to per-

petrate a fallacy akin to that of Animism, introducing

an element unwarranted by the conditions of the prob-

lem. The one indispensable element of relation is not

content, but a relator in the relation. Without a re-

lator the whole edifice of relation falls instantly. This

relator is "for" the related, 3.xidi vice versd ; there is

no partition, or otherwise than a relational distinction

between them. Relation, which is all and everything,

includes relator and related.

True Idealism is therefore positive. The stable

and certain ground which bears our individual weight

and constitutes the individual self, is a system of re-

lations. From this point of view, the purely empirical

method on the one hand, and the purely abstract on the

other, are seen to be not merely half-truths, but es-

sentially misleading in character as introducing a vi-

* " Substance" in common language, but more properly "body."
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cious issue. Empiricism illegitimately contributes ma-

terial content, or terms having content, to simple re-

lation.* Abstractionalism adds an unnecessary prin-

ciple in the way of A-gnosis, an unknowable, absolute,

or unrelated something to that which needs no such

supplement, indeed negatives it. Hence the conclu-

sion is an egoistic relator, part and parcel of the rela-

tional Cosmos egoistically constituted. Microcosm and

Macrocosm are but Auto-cosm. All else is Dualism.

This is Monism.

THE ORIGIN OF REASON.

THE ASSUMPTIONS INVOLVED IN NOIRE'S THEORY.

BY T. BAILEY SAUNDERS, M. A. (OXON.)

Noire's theory consists in recognizing and applying

to the question of the genesis of distinctively human
faculties, the broad result of philological analysis,

namely, that the simplest elements of language are

conceptual signs. Now, these conceptual signs can-

not have come into existence at all except in direct

connection with some particular acts or objects, for

the simple reason that all our knowledge, though not

entirely derivable from sensuous experience, is ulti-

mately concerned with it. What particular acts or ob-

jects, then, would be most likely, by their very nature,

to supply the conditions for the rise of concepts, and

at one and the same time to call forth the sign which

is not only their manifestation but their very essence?

Those, said Noir^, which involve common creative

labor, acts in which several would join at once for the

purpose of doing something together, acts such as

digging, striking, weaving, in which the product of

common labor would be seen growing under the very

labor itself, and would be intuitively recognized as the

result of common action. No acts would be so likely

as these, concluded Noir(5, to render inevitable what

is the essence of conceptual thought, a consciousness

of the manifold as one; and since it is characteristic

of men engaged in a common work to relieve their

feelings and stimulate their efforts by the utterance of

cries, these cries would tend to become associated

with the labor and with the product of it. Cries like

these would have a predicative meaning, that is to

say, they would bind together the activity itself and

the result of the activity ; and as at the beginning no
distinction would have been made between the subject

and the object of the work, the cry would be the sim-

plest element of thought, a sentence-word, a concept-

ual sign.

* Relation, pur et siiiifiU, being instinct tlirougliout, really corresponds
most closely with the purely scientific modern definition of matter, not as or-

ganic and inorganic, but as Biiohner puts it, " instinct throughout with the

most shining life, " An atomic cosmos cannot be thus alive—its atoms cannot
be activity themselves, but only centres of activity. Mutually attractive atoms
are inconceivable as implying a thing acting where it is not.

And Noire went further asserting that a sentence-

word thus formed would arise under ideal and uni-

versal conditions. By this he meant that the whole

process and every part of it would be an act of will,

issuing in particular sensuous experiences, some tem-

poral, some spacial, sortie causal. The cry, for in-

stance, is a particular sensuous experience, audible

and temporal in its nature ; the object produced is

another particular sensuous experience, existing in

space and visible ; the activity is intuitively recognized

as something causal ; and all three are acts of will,

and acts of will undertaken in common with others

and followed by a common result. The manifold of

all these sensuous experiences or presentations is

brought together, by an ideal intuition, under one uni-

fying sign, the cry which accompanies the work ; a

crj' uttered by all, understood by all, the repetition of

which would mean that the whole process is repro-

ducible at will. Here then, said Noire, is the origin

of a true linguistic sign, a manifestation of the logos.

Now there are, unfortunately for the validity of the

theory, two assumptions on which it rests, one of

which certainly destroys it as a possible explanation

of the origin of mind. It is quite true that no theory

can afford to dispense with assumptions ; but it is

also true that no theory is worth anj'thing which pre-

supposes the existence of that of which it seeks to

show the origin. Noire's two assumptions are these :

the existence of the social instinct, and the presence

of what he calls 'ideal intuition'.

The social instinct, by which is here meant the

tendency of primitive men to work together towards

a common end, is not the exclusive characteristic of

the genus ho?no ; as has been previously remarked, it

is an ordinary feature in the life of many of the lower

animals. The social instinct cannot operate either

amongst the lower animals or in man, without the ex-

istence of some sort of intelligible signs, not neces-

sarily linguistic or audible. If the existence of the

social instinct were the only assumption on which

Noire's whole theory were based, there would be no

ground for restricting the first appearance of reason to

the genus homo. Noire is forced to do so, in spite of

the character of this assumption, because he further

assumes that reason is impossible without speech—an

hypothesis which may be true, though at present it is

safe to say that opinions are not entirely in favor of

its validity.

However difficult it maj' be to pronounce upon the

exact part which, in Noire's theory, is to be assigned

to the social instinct, there can be little doubt that the

second assumption is quite destructive of the value of

the theory as an account by the origin of reason. It

must be obvious at once that an ideal intuition is the

very process which has to be explained, and that to
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assume it as part of the agency which gives rise to

concepts is to argue in a circle. What is an ideal in-

tuition, coming into play in the origin of concepts, if

it is not tliat binding and separating force of the mind
which penetrates through sensuous experience to un-

derlying unity ? This binding and separating force is

a mental process, let us admit, which only manifests

itself in the concept, and then only in and through a

sign ; but it is logically prior to the concept. In

Noire's explanation its existence is confessedly as-

sumed ; and so we are forced to the conclusion that

the theory offers no real explanation of the rise of

conceptual thought.

Now Professor Max Miiller, the advocate of this

theory, is very frank in his avowal of sympathy with

the historical as opposed to the theoretical treatment

of these questions,* and consequently when he ap-

plies the Historical Method to an inquiry into the origin

of concepts, he is evidently justified in asserting that

in such and such conditions may probably be found

their origin. By 'origin,' however, he must here

mean 'first manifestation,' origin in the historical

sense ; he cannot mean origin in the theoretical sense,

that which was not a concept, but out of which con-

cepts developed. We may, it is true, speak of a

spring as the /ons ct origo of a river ; but we must go

behind the spring to find out the real source from

which the river flows.

To conclude, it is doubtful whether any real expla-

nation of conceptual thought, any explanation, that

is, which does not involve an argument in a circle,

can ever be possible ; and of this doubt Noire's at-

tempt is a striking confirmation. Into any theoretical

definition some such term as intuitioH is sure to be in-

troduced ; or, in other words, an explanation of the

processes of the mind ultimately made to rest on

something without which thought is impossible, some

condition precedent to all experience. This is just the

verj' characteristic of the mind which is all-important,

and which cannot be explained.

The first dawn of conceptual thought, the first

germ of the logos, these and similar expressions can

be taken, as far as Noire's theory is concerned, only

in the sense that this is the furthest we can get back

in the inquiry. What has to be explained, what Mr.

Romanes and others maintain that they do explain, is

not so much the dawn of conceptual thought, as the

light which makes the dawn, conceptual thought, the

act of ideal intuition, itself ; how this could have been

developed, and was developed out, of something be-

low it in the hierarchy of psychical phenomena. If

Noire's theory is put forward as a solution of that

problem, as an explanation of that difficulty, it is a

solution which itself requires to be solved. Perhaps

* 'Natural Religion," p. 212.

we shall never arrive at a satisfactory solution. But
in acknowledging that the difficulty still remains, in

spite of all that has been written on the matter, it

would be untrue to go further and maintain that noth-

ing has been done towards removing it ; for even
a clear statement of the difficulty is a step in advance.

So much, at any rate, has been already achieved. Zo-

ology has taught us how small is the structural differ-

ence between man and his alleged simian ancestors,

and psychologists have made clear in what his mental

superiority consists. We know where we are, and
what it is exactl}' which has not yet been explained.

THE AFRO-AMERICAN AS HE IS.

BY T. THOMAS FORTUNE.*

It is unfortunate for any country to have a race

question. It is doubly unfortunate for the race which

is the bone of contention. And, yet, it is a fact that

few countries, ancient or modern, have been without

such a question at some stage of their history. The
Jewish question in Germany, the Irish question in

Great Britain, and the African question in the United

States sufficiently illustrate and enforce my observa-

tion, as it applies to the social, economic and political

condition of affairs in the countries affected to-day.

The question of race has consumed more of the atten-

tion of those governments, of their men of thought,

and been productive of more expenditure of vital and

material resource than all other questions combined.

In each instance the argument ranking all others has

been, that the offending minority race was of inferior

origin, alien character, and unassimilable ; and in each

instance the argument was speculative rather than

positive as to the' major premise.

The argument of fundamental and ineradical in-

feriority of mental and physiological properties cannot

be safel}' lodged against any race, simply because no

civilized race to-day but must pause dumbfounded in

the presence of the historical fact that it was a savage

before it was a civilized people. What one race has

accomplished, given similar environment, opportunity,

and length of time, another race can accomplish, un-

less we reject the doctrine of the unity of the human

family and the fatherhood of God, evidences of the

verity of the former being too numerous to admit of

disputation, however the latter may gyrate in the nim-

bus of dogmatic contention. The physical and men-

tal properties of the lowest and the highest form of

man are so unmistakably similar as to establish be-

yond the possibility of successful contradiction the

original oneness of the race. If it had a common

origin, the differences apparent in the variant tribes

* Mr. T. Thomas Fortune belongs to the African Race and is the Secretary

of the Afro-American League of the United States and the President of the

Afro-American League of the State of New York.—Ed.
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are necessarily adventitious rather than germinal, in

so far as they relate to mental and physiological growth

or ungrowth. We must therefore look to other than

radically fundamental strength on the one hand and

weakness on the other for an explanation of the su-

periority of European over Asiatic growth, and of

the latter over that of African growth. While Euro-

peans owe a great deal to climate, they owe vastly

more to their contiguity one with another, the inter-

change of ideas and of the products of industry, and

the friction consequent on the life and death competi-

tion produced by these. Isolate any one of the strong

governments of Europe to-day, as Africa has been

isolated, and its people would by the natural law re-

lapse into savagery and possibly become extinct in the

course of the ages. The interminable conflicts of the

three distinct peoples of the British Islands did more

to develope the British character of to-day than any

other influence, the contiguity of the continent of

Europe not excepted.

The African problem in the United States, like the

Irish problem in Great Britain, has for more than a

hundred years been a cause of furious contention, and

is no less so to-day than it was in the beginning, albeit

it has assumed an almost entirely different phase to

that which confronted the earlier statesmen of the Re-

public. We have long since passed beyond the sen-

timental phase of it around which the hosts of Anti-

Slavery gathered. We have left the battle ground of

slave versus free labor. That this is true indicates

progress. We now stand upon the ground of rational,

humane discussion of the Afro-American's right and

capacity to be recognized as a coequal force in our

heterogenous population. Does he possess the quali-

ties which are necessary to make a good citizen? Is

he qualified as a freeman to maintain his position in

the fierce and unnatural competition incident to our

civilization, in which the brutality of the savage has

given place to the savage cunning of the brute, in

which self preservation has been deified as the mam
mon of unrighteousness, and the devil take the hind-

most has become the ruling passion in the great

scramble for something to eat and to wear ? These

are the phases of the question now to be considered

and answered.

In several numbers of the The Open Court, Profes-

sor E. D. Cope has labored to establish the negative

side of the proposition here laid down ; but, it seems

to me, that he knows vastly more about the Negroes

in Africa than he does about those in the United

States; more about the "black savages" of the

"Dark Continent," than about the black and colored

people of the United States, who are as far from being

savages as their African ancestors, in the main, were

from being civilized, a fact utterly ignored by Profes-

sor Cope, but which was very plainly perceived and

set forth by Mr. Staniland Wake. For instance. Pro-

fessor Cope states his position as follows (^The Open

Court, No. 146):

" I repeat again what appears to me to be the facts

of the case. The characteristics of the Negro-mind

are of such a nature as to unfit him for citizenship in

this country. He is thoroughly superstitious, and ab-

solutely under the control of supernaturalism, in some
generally degrading form, and the teachers of it. He
is lacking in rationality and morality. Without go-

ing further these traits alone should exclude him

from citizenship. Secondly, these peculiarities de-

pend on an organic constitution which it will require

ages to remove. Corresponding qualities in the lower

strata of the white race are modified or removed in a

comparatively short time, on account of superior

natural mental endowment. Thirdly, if he remains

in this country he will mix with the whites until in

half a century or less, there will not be a person of

pure Negro blood in it. It follows from this that

there will be, in accordance with the usual amount of

increase, an immense population of mulattoes, where

there should be an equal number of whites. The de-

teoriation thus resulting would be disastrous on our

intellectual and moral, and consequently on our polit-

ical, prosperity."

To this Mr. Wake replies {The Open Court, No.

148):

"It may be regarded as an absolute certainty.

And the very fact that he has had a longer period in

which to improve than any other race, and yet has

failed to do so, is no discredit to the African. For,

through the whole long series of ages he has been

subjected to climatic and other influences which have

not only hampered him in the race of life, but have

absolutely prevented any improvement. Remove
these influences and replace them with others fitted

for progress, and there is no reason in the organic

constitution of the Negro why he should not in the

course of a few generations improve in his mental or-

ganization, so as to be quite as well fitted to exercise

the functions of citizenship as a large number of the

white inhabitants of the United States. I have seen

it stated that the Negro of this country shows in his

physical structure an improvement over his imported

ancestors. The mental improvement which accom-

panies the progress of education, and the constant

association with the white race, must be attended with

improved physical development."

Professor Cope will have some small difficulty in es-

tablishing the soundness of his statement that the

Afro-American "is thoroughly superstitious, and abso-

lutely under the control of supernaturalism in some

generally degrading form, and the teachers of it." I
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challenge the Professor to produce his proofs in sub-

stantiation of this sweeping indictment. I maintain that

the reverse, while not whollj' is relatively true. I main-

tain that the Afro-Americans are, as a whole more de-

vout and rational than the generality of white persons

about them, especially the lower class, if there can be

an}' lower class where such a woful lack of moral ele-

vation of character is to be found among a class of

whites. "He is lacking in rationality and morality,"

ma}' be disposed of in like manner. Professor Cope
evidently does not know anything whatever of the ir-

rational and immoral character of the poor whites of

the Southern States. The superstitious practices as-

cribed to Afro- Americans have never been observed

by me, and I was born and reared among these people.

And I challenge Professor Cope to cite an authenti-

cated case of such practices among these people.

The blacks of the South sustain more churches than

the whites do, and they are more devout, after a fash-

ion, than the whites are. And, yet, neither the one

nor the other stand upon the high rational and moral

ground we could wish them to. Their religious pro-

fessions and practices are of a crude nature and their

morality is still too largely in the primitive state.

When he apprehends that a century hence the Afro-

Americans will be a race of mulattoes, "where there

should be an equal number of whites," Professor Cope

forgets that it takes two to make a bargain, and that

under existing social and civil laws, the result that

vexes his soul cannot be accomplished except by the

moral obtuseness on the part of the whites, men and

women, which he ascribes to the blacks. Is not the

receiver of stolen goods as bad as the thief ? Even so ?

But Professor Cope need not lose his appetite for fear

that this apparition will appear before him as his

imagination conjures it. If the Afro-American were

the degraded creature he conceives him he would have

something to fear. But, being false in one thing, he

is very largely false in all. The fact is that Afro-

American women are ceasing more and more to sub-

mit to being the convenience for white men. They
are developing the self-respect Professor Cope pre-

sumes they are absolutely devoid of, and are reducing

every year in that way the crop of mulattoes. They

will continue to decrease, until the unnatural barriers

to the consummation of legal unions are removed.

I maintain that the Afro-American is no more to

be compared to the original batch of Africans forced

into this country than the present inhabitants of New
England are to be compared to the pilgrims who dis-

charged themselves out of the Mayflower onto Ply-

mouth Rock. They have been two hundred years on

the continent, and will be here when Gabriel sounds

the bugle call for the nations of the earth to stand

forth to be judged according to the deeds done in the

flesh. They are not going to Africa, as Professor Cope
thinks they should, nor to the West Indies as Mr.

Wakeman thinks it well that they should do, and for

the sufficient reason that they are very well satisfied

right where they are.

The progress the Afro-American has made since

his manumission in all the relations of our civilization

is a sufficient answer to all the objections to his pres-

ence urged by Professor Cope and manfully combatted

by Mr. Wake. The limitations of this article will not

permit me to discuss his moral, religious, civil and

material development ; but enough has been said to

show that there is more than one side to this as to

most questions.

FAIRY TALES AND THEIR IMPORTANCE.

I FIND in No. 156 of The Open Court a vigorous

appeal of Mr. Rood to do away with ogres and fairies,

lest the imagination of our children should be poisoned

by unreal and fictitious ideas. Mr. C. Staniland Wake
has answered Mr. Rood, and calling attention to the

educatory influence of fairy tales, admonishes us not

to be in too great a hurry to do away with ogres and

fairies. The subject is of great practical importance

and a few words of consideration, which suggested

themselves to me on the perusal of the articles, may
not be inappropriate.

Mr. Rood takes the ground that everything unreal

is untrue ; therefore it is obnoxious and should not be

allowed to be instilled into the minds. of children. I

recognize as good the principle of removing everything

untrue from our plan of education. The purpose of

education is to make children fit for life, and one in-

dispensable condition is to teach them truth, wherever

we are in possession of truth ; and, what is more, to

teach them the method how to arrive at truth, how to

criticise propositions, wherever we have not as yet ar-

rived at a clear and indisputable statement of truth.

Allowing that fairy tales are unreal and may lead

the imagination of children astray : are they for this

very reason untrue ? Do they not contain truths of

great importance, which it is very difficult to teach

children otherwise than in the poetic shape of fairy

tales ? I believe this is the reason why in spite of so

much theoretical antagonism to fairy tales they have

practically never been, and perhaps never will be, re-

moved from our nurseries. There are no witches who

threaten to abuse the innocence of children, and there

are no fairies to protect them. But are there not im-

personal influences abroad that act as if they were

witches, and are there not also some almost unac-

countable conditions in the nature of things that we

meet often in the course of events, but which act as if

they were good fairies to protect children (and no less

the adult children of nature called men,) in dangers
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which surround them everywhere, and of which they

are not always conscious ?

Science will at a maturer age explain such mys-

teries, it will reveal to the insight of a savant that

which is a marvelous miracle to the childish concep-

tion of an immature observation. But so long as our

boys and girls are not born as savants, they have to

pass through the period of childhood, they have to

develop by degrees and have to assimilate the facts of

hfe, they have to acquire truth in the way we did,

when we were children, as the race did, when hu-

manity was in a state of helpless childhood still.

Did not religion also come to us in the form of a

fairy tale ? And is not a great truth contained in the

legend of Christianity ? The belief in the fairy tale will

pass away, but the truth will remain.

The development of children, it has been observed,

is a short repetition of the development of the race.

Will it be advisable to suppress that stage in which

the taste for fairy tales is natural? Is not a knowledge

of legends, fairy tales, and sagas an indispensable part

of our education, which, if lacking, will make it impos-

sible to understand the most common place allusions

in popular authors? Our art galleries will become a

book with seven seals to him who knows nothing about

the labors of Hercules or the Gods of Olympus. Will

you compensate the want of an acquaintance with our

most well-known legends, sagas, and characters of fie

tion at a later period, when the taste for such things has

passed away ?

I met once an otherwise well-educated lady who
did not know who Samson was. An allusion to Sam-
son's locks had no meaning to her, for she had en-

joyed a liberal education ; her parents being free-

thinkers, she had never read the Bible and knew only

that the Bible was an old-fashioned work, chiefly of

old Hebrew literature, which she supposed was full

of contradictions and without any real value.

A total abolition of fairy tales is not only inadvis-

able, but will be found to be an impossibility. There

are certain classical fairy tales, sagas, and legends,

which have contributed to the ethical, religious, and

even scientific formation of the human mind. Thus
not only man}' stories in the Old and the New Testa-

ment, but also Homer, Hesiod, and many German
and Arabian fairy tales have become an integral part

of our present civilization. We cannot do away with

them without at the same time obliterating the devel-

opment of most important ideas. Such fairy tales

teach us the natural growth of certain moral truths

in the human mind. These moral truths were com-

prehended first symbolically and evolved by and by

into a state of rational clearness.

I do not propose to tell children lies, to tell them

stories about fairies and ogres and to make them be-

lieve these stories. Children, having an average in-

telligence, will never believe the stories, however much
they may enjoy them. The very question : Is that

really true ? repeated perhaps by every child, betrays

their critical mind. Any one who would answer, " Of

course, every word is literally true," would be guilty

of implanting an untruth in the young minds of our

children. We must not suppress but rather develop

the natural tendency of criticism.

While we cannot advise the doing away with fairy

tales, we can very well suggest that the substance of

them may be critically revised, that superfluous matter

may be removed and those features only retained that

are inspiring and instructive. p. c.

A VISIT TO JOLIET.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE ANARCHISTS.

A FEW days ago I visited the penitentiary at Joliet where the

warden kindly permitted me to see the institution. One of the

officers, Mr. Gallus Muller, a gentleman excellently informed, not

only about penal science generally, but also about the many de-

tails of the discipline and management of the prison, acted as

guide and gave me valuable information.

I do not intend here to give an account of all the incidents of

my visit, but I believe it will be of general interest to say a few

words about the so-called anarchists confined in Joliet. I met two

of them incidentally—Schwab and Neebe ; but Fielden I did not

see. He was, for some reason unknown to me, absent from the

place where he usually works.

The warden had told me that the much talked of Anarchists

were a great deal more harmless than was generally believed.

They had never as yet infringed upon any of the prison rules and

proved to be very tractable.

Oscar Neebe was employed as a hospital attendent. He gives

the impression of a vigorous character and shows much intelli-

gence. I enjoyed a talk with him of about twenty minutes. He
reported his experiences with his fellow prisoners. He had tried

to exercise a moral influence upon one of them—a thief convicted

for a second time, who had acted more from moral weakness

than from evil intention—a case very common among criminals.

We also discussed the labor problem and he grew warm on the

subject, but without excess and without the least revengeful feeling.

Speaking of the Haymarket meeting at which he was not present,

he said that some "crank" must have thrown the bomb. At my
suggestion whether that crank might not have been Ling, he re-

plied that he did not know, as he had not been an acquaintance

of Ling's until they met in prison, and Ling had impressed his

fellow-prisoners as a man mentally unbalanced.

I found Schwab in the prison library where he is engaged as

book-binder. Schwab is a good-natured, simple-minded fellow,

with a taste for reading and study. There is no possible danger

in having him at large. There is a touch of idealism in his char

acter, and it is this ideal trait which inveigled him into what he

now confesses to have been rash and inconsiderate speeches.

Both Neebe and Schwab told me that they were well treated

and had no complaint to make against the officers of the prison.

A movement for the pardon of Neebe is being advocated by

many influential men who have no sympathy with anarchism. It

is to be hoped that the movement will be successful and that such

a harmless man as Michael Schwab will not be forgotten.

p. c.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
A LAST WORD ABOUT OLD CHIVALRY.

To the Editor of The Open Courl:—

It would take up too much room minutely to answer the

courteous reply of General Trumbull. I beg to present a few

short remarks only.

I am glad to see that the divergence of opinion between my
opponent and myself is after all less radical than superficial. Gen-
eral Trumbull seems to have, at the bottom, a correct estimate of

the real character of chivalry when he says :
" Chivalry as a senti-

ment was humane the standard of chivalry was morally

high," .... nothing truer could be written. On this fundamental

and essential point we are then in perfect accord.

The personal conduct of the old Knights, not Chivalry, is

then that which awakens the ardent opposition of my opponent.

Let us see if that opposition is really just. Certainly there were
bad Knights

—

" Chevaliers/ilons et mechajits

Qui tramaient des cmnplots mal/aisants."

Everybody knows that. But that proves nothing against chivalry

and the good Knights any more than the escape today of ras-

cally cashiers into Canada, proves against the honesty of banks

and of faithful cashiers.

But even the conduct of honest Knights, "Sans petir et sans

reproche," is very severely judged by General Trumbull. He per-

haps accepts too easily the facts as written by prejudiced and bi-

ased writers, or he forgets to take into account the times, ideas,

customs and general conditions among which lived and acted these

ancient good Knights. This necessarily perverts my candid op-

ponent's judgment. Exactly as if the General visiting the Insti-

tute of Fine Arts, of Chicago, commenced by studying and ad-

miring the exquisite American statue of John Harvard, after that

forever and inflexibly to carry with him this same artistic modern
standard of beauty, to apply it to. and judge by it, the great mas-

ter pieces of Egyptian, Greek, and Roman statuary.

Before all it is necessary to remember that chivalry and

the Knights belonged not to the old Roman civilization, refine-

ment and decrepitude. They sprang from that young, rude,

healthy and generous German barbarism by which western Eu-

rope has been renovated and rejuvenated. To it the foremost na-

tions of this day, including North America, are indebted for their

vigorous mentality, love of truth and liberty. Why can we not be

a little more indulgent for the " barbarism " of the rude, impulsive

old Knights, when we ourselves, in this very century, still possess so

strong a flavor of that blunt barbarism, that more supple and pol-

ished Italians, when among themselves, designate us—Americans,

English, Germans and French—as " the barbarians."

Old Knights were illiterate, as remarks General Trumbull,

but they were nevertheless thinkers and strong thinkers too.

Charlemagne, the author of the " Capitulaires," could neither

read nor write, he signed parchments by striking on them the

mark of the pommel of his sword.

I am not an enemy of business or trade. I do not underrate

its necessity, but I object to its ever increasing obtrusiveness. Busi-

ness absorbs every day more and more all the energy and thought

of mankind, crowding everything else to the wall. It was not by

an "aristocratic" prejudice that deep meaning old mythology

gave the same god. Mercury, to the robber and to the merchant

it was because they both seek to prey on others by sharp, cunning,

to possess themselves of riches sowed and harvested by the labor

of others, without an equivalent, or any work of their own.

If General Trumbull will study comparatively antique statuary.
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he will soon distinguish the different characters of the different
ideals, that of Mercury from those of nobler deities. As long as
something better, more just, is not found to replace it, trade is

necessary, but it is none the less a "legal robbery combined
with gambling "_a robbery in the economical sense of the word
only, and it is, of course, objectively only and not stihjectivch that
an honest merchant is a " robber."

If, to judge well of past centuries, to understand correctly
their institutions and men, it is absolufely necessary to study them
with archeological knowledge and tact—without any anachronistic
thought or standard— to transport ourselves into the very midst
of these old centuries and to breathe their ancient atmosphere, it

is not the less necessary, on the other hand, when desiring to under-
stand correctly and judge of our own times and customs, to recede
from them, to seek the correct point of view, as when studying a
work of art. Viewed from too far or too near, nothing can properly
be seen and understood.

I entertain not the least doubt that if General Trumbull will

only take the trouble to step a little closer to old chivalrous ages,

and a little farther from our modern mercantile, feverish compet-
itive society, I shall have the pleasure of seeing his sober judgment
in perfect accord, not with the few detractors of old chivalry, but
with the great historians and poets who have extolled it, nay with
the unanimous judgment of the civilized nations, among whom to

say of a man and of his actions that they are "chivalrous," is

the very highest praise that can be made of them.

F. DE GiSSAC.

FATALISM AND DETERMINISM.
To the Editor of The Open Court :—

In your issue of August 21st, Dr. Montgomery says :

"You set out to defend some kind of preconceived faith ; tor instance, a
belief i 1 the existence of an evolution-governing, god-like ' AH,' and—against
your strongest convictions on the other side—you will find yourself inextric-
ably involved in pure Fatalism, the deadliest of all creeds."

To assert that there is "an evolution-governing godlike All,"

does really land us into the arms of '

' pure Fatalism" ; but instead of

fatalism being '

' the deadliest of all creeds, " it is really the deadliest

foe of all creeds, for it unmistakably forces us to take an invulnerable

position upon the Monistic Rock of Ages. The demonstration of

Monism is not complete without Fatalism. By Monism all things

have their roots in one—in the "All"—just the same as all kinds

of vegetation have their roots in the earth. Fatalism, Monism
and Evolution are bound together by ties which no logic can sever.

Evolution has nothing to do with the false doctrine of the heredi-

tary transmission of acquired faculties, neither has Monism. From
the Evolution-Monistic standpoint, all faculties are evolved. The
doctrine of acquired faculties is synonymous with the religious

doctrine of free-will, and as long as men of science indulge in it

they will be in a straight betwixt two and a reason cannot be se-

curely enthroned. If things are evolved they cannot logically be

acquired, and if Monism is true then Fatalism is a fact. The tal-

lest tree does not acquire its height, the brightest orb its lustre,

the costliest gem its value, the hardest rock its hardness, the swift-

est animal its swiftness, nor the most moral man his morality.

All these are evolutions of the " All "—the fruits of fate, and from
no other basis of reasoning can true Monism be successfully de-

fended. The united testimony of Nature in every domain is, that

all great things do not come by acquirement ; they are evolutions

of that Power which resides in matter. What men call acquire-

ments are simply the results of the operation of the power which

is continually at work in all organisms and environments. Char-

acter is not acquired any more than form is—any more than youth

and old age are. The beasts do not acquire their specific and pe-

culiar vicious characteristics, then why should that charge be laid

at the door of man ?
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I respectfully say to Dr. Montgomery that the Fatalism which

he so seemingly abhors will yet become the head of the scientific

corner—not that Fatalism which teaches men to sit and wait, but

that which teaches of that Power which forces mankind to better

conditions and states. john maddock.

[We distinguish between Fatalism and Determinism. That

view which Mr. Maddock calls Fatalism, viz , that everything is

determined by law is usually called Determinism. Fatalism is

that kind of Determinism which overlooks that the acting individ-

ual is also a factor by which its fate is determined. Fatalism (not

as presented by Mr. Maddock), but as it is usually understood, is

indeed, as Dr. Montgomery says, "the deadliest of all creeds."

If the Mussulman breaks his leg, he does not send to a physician to

replace and cure the fracture ; he says :
" It is my kismet that I

broke my leg, and if Allah wishes to cure the fracture he will cure

it whether or not a physician is called for."

—

Ed. J

BOOK REVIEWS.

Philosophy in Homceopathy. By Charles S. Mack, M. D. Chi-

cago ; Gross cS: Delbridge.

We have here an Essay on Homoeopathy that treats of the

question Siinilia Siinililnts Curantur ? with certain introductory

matter, the most important of which consists of two lectures on

homoeopathy as the only system of curative medicine. The sub-

sequent part of the book contains a practical address to some

students in the Department of Medicine and Surgery of the Uni-

versity of Michigan, in answer to certain written questions. Such

a book as this could not be properly reviewed without entering

into the discussion between the homceopathists and their oppo-

nents. This would be out of place in the pages of The Open Court,

but we may give a quotation from Dr. Mack's Essay to show what

is called the philosophy of homoeopathy. After drawing an analogy

between disease and moral evil, and referring to a Primal Source

of health and goodness, it is said, " if these beliefs are correct,

man to be radically reformed, must confess his sins : the strength

to skun the evils to which he inclines, and the goodness which

replaces in him the evils from which he is radically reformed must

come from the Prime Source of good. A recognition of this de*

pendence and a confession of sins are essentials of prayer. It

seems as if one does in taking a homoeopathic drug that which is

analogous to confessing a sin." We have heard of the power of

faith in connection with the administration of physic, and if con-

fession of sins is to be added, the healing art will again become as

it was in the primitive age of Christianity, a function of the priest !

Fittingly this book, which is addressed to the General Reader as

well as to the Medical Professor, ends with an appendix contain-

ing two articles reprinted from "The New-Jerusalem Magazine,"

which refer to applications of certain ideas of Emmanuel Swe-

denborg. H.

The Aladdin Oven. By Ethiuird Atkinson. Boston, Mass.

This little pamphlet of fifty-seven pages is the description of

a fuel and food saving oven, invented by Mr. Edward Atkinson of

Boston. It is also a cookery book to correspond with the principle

of the oven. In the field of Political Economy, Mr. Atkinson has

obtained celebrity, not only for the logic of his argument and his

mastery of statistics, but also for the charm of his literary style,

and his ethical treatment of what is erroneously supposed to be

nothing but the mercenary science of self-interest.

Mr. Atkinson, not satisfied with the fame he has achieved in

helping to raise Political Economy to the plane of moral science,

proposes to elevate Kitchen Economy to the same level. E.xcept-

ing rare old Burton, who died a quarter of a thousand years ago,

there is no man more competent than Mr. Atkinson to show the

intimate relations between food and morals, cookery and religion,

the ailments of the body and the ailments of the mind. In Mr.

Atkinson's theology, there is more grace in the sacrament of bread,

when the bread is made of good flour and well baked, than when

it is not. Although to the unenlightened vision roast beef appears

to be of the earth earthy, a minister unto the corporeal senses

only, Mr. Atkinson believes in the spirituality of a tender sirloin,

if it be well done ; but not otherwise. He also believes that it is

not only wise but virtuous to save every atom of the Creator's

bounty, and that waste is wickedness.

If, as the ancient legend has it, he is a benefactor who maketh

two blades of grass to grow where only one did grow before, so

equally is he who maketh a ton of coal do double duty, and who
teaches how from a single ration of flour, to make a double ration

of bread. Mr. Atkinson does not claim to do exactly that, but he

does claim to make a great saving in the cost of the kitchen, and

in the labor of the cook. In a word the dual principle of Mr. At-

kinson's oven is "economy of fuel, and economy of food ma-

terial "
; and he claims that by his invention he has realized this

double saving. In support of his claim he presents many enthu-

siastic testimonials from reliable persons who have tried the Alad-

din oven. Laying aside all sentiment and metaphysics, and re-

ducing the argument to a practical problem of dollars and cents,

Mr. Atkinson says ; "At the present price of flour, family bread

can be made in this way, at a cost for the materials and the fuel

of less than two and a half cents per pound of bread."

Irritated and annoyed by the expensive loss of caloric result-

ing from the ordinary methods of cooking food, Mr. Atkinson ap-

plied his genius to the invention of an oven which would "first

catch the heat, and then convert it into work without waste. " This

oven appears to be a cupboard with shelves in it, the whole made
of iron properly lined, so as to preserve for any length of time the

exact temperature necessary to cook the food placed upon the

shelves, no more, no less ; and to cook it in such a way that the

flavor of each particular article shall be preserved. In one oven,

Mr. Atkinson triumphantly cooked at the same time, steak,

chicken, potatoes, rice pudding, and soda biscuit, in such a manner

that the flavor of one was not given to the other ; and " the reason

why many kinds of food can be cooked in the same oven at the

same time is because the heat is not raised to so high a point as

to distil the juices or dissociate the fats ; therefore there is little

or no smell and no loss of flavor by distillation."

The fuel for the Aladdin oven is gas or kerosene oil, burned

in a lamp so constructed that by the easy process of raising or

lowering the wick, the precise degree of heat required is obtained.

Mr. Atkinson cooked last summer for a family of ten persons,

and he estimated the cost of fuel per meal to be about a quarter of

a cent. While the rest of us may not be able to economise with

like success, there can be no doubt that the cost of cooking by the

Aladdin oven must be very much less than by the ordinary iron

stove, while it must be easier to regulate the heat in the oven than

in the stove. Mr. Atkinson's comparison between those instru-

mentalities of cooking may be stated in his own words: "The
difficulties in the use of the common stove or range consist in the

varying degree of heat, which is due to the fact that the com-

bustion of coal cannot be controlled with any certainty ; whereas

very simple instructions in the application of heat from a lamp or

gas burner in the Aladdin oven will suffice, because with a given

lamp and an oven of given capacity the degree of heat is under

absolute control."

It is with the ethical and religious character of this invention

that we are most concerned. When we remember how greatly

temper influences conduct, and think how the perversities of the

ordinary cooking stove provoke nervous irritability, spite, and

sometimes desperate profanity in the cook, what a beneficent moral

agent is a cooking apparatus that cares nothing about the draft,

nor whether the wind is east or west ; that has no sullen spells,

refusing to burn sufficiently at one time, and savagely burning too
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much at another ; that asks no aid from kindling-wood, but lights

up instantaneously, and is willing to quit burning as soon as its

work is done ! And when we reflect upon the sins that spring from

dyspepsia alone, how can we sufficiently reward the missionary

who comes to our heathen kitchens with an oven capable of " ren-

dering food material fit for consumption in the most nutritious

way"! Digestion converts bread born of the ground, into thought,

conduct, principle, and makes them good or bad. There is much
useful information and philosophy in Mr Atkinson's pamphlet

outside his explanation of the oven, and no doubt he would gladly

send it to any person sufficiently interested in the subject to write

to him for it. M. M. T.

On the Relative Advantage of Tubs with Bottoms and Tubs
Without. Being a Rambling Letter from a Cooper's Appren-

tice to a Swedenborgian Clergyman. New York : Printed for

the author ; 20 Cooper Union.

This is written first of all for Swedenborgians, and then for

those who take an interest in knowing the views entertained by

the eccentric Swede on the relation of man to the universe. Re-

garded from this point of view, the Cooper's Apprentice has fur-

nished a very thoughtful work, although it is hardly one which

TJw Open Ci'tir/ can endorse as a statement of scientific truth. The
author says in his J^ffrc'-~uiori/, " illiterate people do not lose their

thought in words ; they think by things, i. e., by visible mental

pictures. But men of letters, if they are not at the same time

men of a practical and, I may say, mechanical turn of mind,

rarely think by mental pictures, but mostly by words, and they

lose their thought in words, and are unable to think with co-

herence" upon the fundamental subjects treated of by Sweden-

borg, " because these subjects are deep—deeper than Thought for

the most part—deep as Fact itself." We have here a reason why
such subjects require for their comprehension minds of a mystical

temperament, minds that do not seek for scientific proof, but have

a ground of reason and fact of their own. It is certainly am'using

to find men of thought being charged with want of coherence be

cause they use words instead of mental pictures. If the author

had shown a little more thought in supplying his book with a table

of contents, its value from a purely material standpoint would have

been considerably added to. i2

The Criterion Alonthh' Magazine, of which we have received

the first number, is published at Chicago, and is in fact the for-

mer amateur paper Germania, under a new name. The articles

in th.e present number are well written and are apparently all by

ladies. The most important are "Bayard Taylor as a Poet," by

Fannie Kemble Johnson, and " Influence of Germany upon Mod-
ern Thought," by Caroline K. Sherman. Amateur journalism is

to be a special feature of the magazine, and this alone ought to

secure it a successful career.

NOTES.
It is intended to make a change in the form of publication of

The Open Court. The Open Court will continue to be published

weekly, but it will be reduced in size (namely to eight quarto

pages). The magazine will be made more popular than it was be-

fore. The more abstract and specifically scientific productions will

find a fitter place for publication in a new Quarterly called The

Monist, the first number ofwhich will appear October ist, 1890.

The contents of the first number of The Monist will be as

follows :

1. " Mr. A. R. Wallace on Physiological Selection."

By Geo. J. Romanes, LL. D., F. R. S.

2. "The Immortality of Infusoria."

By Alfred Binet.

3. " On the Material Relations of Sex in Human Society."

By Prof. E. D. Cope.

4. " The Analysis of the Sensations "

By Prof. Ernst Maeh.

5. " The Origin of Mind."

By Dr. Paul Cams.

6. " The Magic Mirror."

By Max Dessoir.

7. " The Psychology of Harald Hoffding."

By iV. 4/. Sal/er.

8 " Literary Correspondence. France."

By Lucien Arriat.

9. Book Reviews.

10. Philosophy in American Colleges and Universities.

11. Periodicals.

The Open Court will continue to publish short ethical sermons,
popular expositions of scientific subjects, timely notes on current

topics, book reviews, etc. Holding that the monistic solution is

the only tenable position, it will in the future as before, remain
open to the discussion of the principal problems of philosophy, re-

ligion, ethics, and sociology.

A few words suggest themselves with reference to the letter

of Mr. Ingham, published in the last number of The Open Court :

it is concerning the idea of God. When we define God as "the
Ethical Life of Nature," we do not mean to limit God to one special

part of nature. For God is the being of everything that is, be it

good or evil ; he is All in All. We meant to characterize for man
the nature of God. God is All-Existence in so far as it serves as a
basis for ethics. We make the same objections to saying that the All-

Being is moral, as our correspondent does. The All-Being is the

standard of morality ; it is neither moral nor immoral, but we are

moral or immoral according as we do or do not conform to it.

Prof. H, D. Garrison of this city will, on Sunday next, Sep-

tember 28th, and the two following Sundays, at 3 P. M., lecture

at the Grand Opera House, Chicago, on the Genesis of the Heavens,

the Genesis of Life, and the Genesis of Man. We understand that

the first lecture will comprise a general survey of the heavenly

bodies and an attempt to account for the evolution of our solar

system. All the lectures will be fully illustrated, and many of the

views which will be used are made by Mr. Burnham, of the great

Lick Observatory. Views of the Observatory and of the great

Telescope will also be shown. Prof. Garrison is well known in

Chicago as a very popular teacher. We know him as a pleasant

speaker at the Evolution Club, and his lectures ought to attract

large and appreciative audiences.

77/1? Sunday Review, which is the organ of the London " Sun-

day Society," contains in the present number, (No. 55, Vol. XIV,

July, 1890, ) the annual address delivered by the President, Professor

G. J.
Romanes (of which advance sheets were sent us by Mr.

Mark H. Judge, the honorary Secretary of the society), and a full

report of the proceedings at the meeting. Professor Romanes

showed the weakness of the arguments of those who oppose the

opening of Museums, Art Galleries, and Libraries on Sunday, very

fitly quoting the remark of M. Guyot, the Minister of Public

Works in Paris, made in reply to an inquiry by the Honorary Sec-

retary, that it was difficult for him " to appreciate the necessity

of considering this question as having two sides." The opening of

Museums and Galleries in France is helpful to the extension of

Sunday rest, and the cessation from ordinary work on Sundays in

that country is markedly on the increase.

Mr. F. May Holland begs us to state to our readers that the

sentence in his article No. 159 of The Open Court, referring to the

number of sheep -ucst of the Mississippi in 1867, should have been

written so as to show that there were then east of the Mississippi

and Missouri more than twice as many sheep as there are at present.
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CARDINAL NEWMAN.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.

II.

Charles Kingslev, in his attack on Dr. Newman,
made a mistake whose recoil on him ought to be in-

structive to liberal thinkers. Kingsley could not con-

ceive that a great scholar, a man of genius, might be

genuinely and thoroughly convinced of what to him

(Kingsley) appeared puerile superstitions, and he vir-

tually impugned the sincerity of Newman's position in

saying that the great Oratorian taught that truth need

not be the chief virtue of the Catholic clergy. It turned

out that Newman was more sincerely in his position

than Kingsley, whose sword, so gratuitiously seized,

broke in his hand. After reading Newman's Apologia,

evoked by that controversy, it is impossible to doubt

that its writer was a sort of a religious Mithridates,

—

he had lived on what rationalism would call mental

poisons until they were his natural food. It would

appear that even in early life he hunted about for

signs and wonders as other boys did for birds' nests.

As his sophistication went on with his education at

Oxford, the Bible did not contain half enough miracles

for his insatiable love of the marvellous, and in the end

he naturally added the vast supernatural lore of Catholi-

cism. Such a man is not to be censured, still less sus-

pected of insincerity, but to be studied as an invalu-

able specimen of "reversion." Where he stood the

whole learned world once stood. In the next century

it will be as extraordinar}' to find an evangelical be-

liever, of scholarship and commanding ability, as it

was to find this phenomenal Newman. Of course, 1

am speaking now of real religious believers, and not

of the retained pulpit attorneys of dogma who will al-

ways be in demand, and increase in ta.lent as their

task of professional defence becomes more difficult.

But Newman threw up his brief for the sake of his

personal conviction. It was well to take a good look

at him ; he was probably the last man of anything like

the same power that will ever believe his creed. And

it is well to take a good look at Gladstone, who is

pretty certain to be the last unprofessional champion

of orthodoxy, of like eminence^ unless in some case of

reversion. The difference between Newman and Glad-

stone is that the latter is merely a survival,—the last

evangelical survivor among the great men of Europe,

except the pulpit-attorneys ; whereas the late Cardinal

was an example of reversion to the original type.

Professor Francis W. Newman, the late Cardinal's

brother, whose friendship I have enjoyed many years,

told me that when they were young clergj'men, his

relation to his brother was affectionate. Indeed, John
Henry wrote a poem to his brother :

" Dear Frank, we both are summoned now as champions of the Lord.

Enrolled am L and shortly thou must buckle on thy sword
;

A high employ, not lightly given

—

To serve as messengers of heaven.

oh, may we follow undismayed where'er our God shall call t

And may His Spirit's present aid uphold us lest we fall !

"

When Francis—so he told me—once expressed a

doubt on some point relating to the authority of the

Church, his brother was alarmed and said, "Take
care ! if you go so far you will go farther." Francis

replied, " I will go farther when I see farther." So

at eve did the two ships speak each other, and in the

morning, as Clough said, were two towers of sail

"scarce long leagues apart descried." It was clear

that the ages of faith had transmitted to the mind of

John Henry Newman a stony deposit which became

his touchstone of all things. As time went on this

inner marble, quarried from the ancient ecclesiastical

formation, became an image, carved by his genius and

polished by his scholarship. It was his Galatea, and

under his passionate devotion took (for him) life as

the Virgin Mary.

In studying the evolution of Newman we have to

consider the evolutionary factors which in all ages and

races show good men and women worshipping cruel

gods. Such deities were originall}' created by savage

man in his own image. They are not religious but

cosmological creations. Through terror all the re-

sources of primitive man were organized around such

self-evoked phantoms, so that they became the foun-

dations of every social and political order. When
higher minds arose, and began to question these heart-

less gods, it was assailing the social foundations, the

political order, and endangering vast interests. Con-

sequently the skeptics were killed off, and the abject

believers alone remained to propagate the species.

" He that believeth not shall be damned," was sacred

law, and the unbeliever's future fires were begun on

earth. For many centuries there went on a survival

of the credulous. Heretics could find no wives; priests
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would not marry them; only belief was bred. Thus

all scholarship, all thought, and science, became ser-

vants of superstition. The type was formed of a piety

whose supreme virtue was abject assent, the Abra-

hamic Sacrifice of Reason.

Fortunately, however, the various nations were so

separated from each other, by distance and hostility,

that each developed a somewhat different type. Each

had consecrated its own variety and hated every other

as heresy. But as, with increasing communication and

migrations, these types mingled in each country, some

modus Vivendi, some principle of mutual toleration, had

to be reached. Under toleration reason began to claim

rights, science to grow, and protestant movements

asserted themselves. In the course of time the pro-

testant movement became so strong that the English

church was compelled to compromise with it, as the

only means of preserving its power, and its wealth,—

which to-day amounts to a thousand million dollars.

This amount of money constitutes an immense "breed-

ing" power. The universities, the spiritual nurseries,

were able to breed rehgious teachers as a farmer breeds

sheep. The modern church needed sheep which should

be protestant, scholarly, scientific ; but while growing

such fine wool, their logical legs must be bred too

short for them to jump over the church palings. They

must not stray into Catholicism on one side, nor into

Unitarianism on the other ; but they were free to enjoy

either inside the church, where ritualistic and ration-

alistic pastures are provided.

But in this process there is no escaping the possi-

bilities of reversion to the original type. Such was

the late Dr. Newman. His intellectual legs were not

bred short enough, nor those of his brother, for con-

finement in the pale of the church, while their moral

enthusiasm was over-bred ; so they leaped into their

congenial pastures—one into modern theism, the

other into mediffivalism. But that which makes the

case of Father Newman so phenomenal, if not unique,

is that there was no atrophy of reason. He carried

into his realm of medisevahsm a fully developed and

poHshed intellect, and a perfect syllogistic method, with

which protestant science and culture had equipped

him. But how, then, my reader may ask, could he

so give himself up to irrationalities ? Simply by trans-

ferring his reason to a new function. In him faith

and reason exchanged functions : faith was made to do

the work of reason, and reason to do the work of faith.

This may be made clearer by two brief letters writ-

ten by John Henry Newman. The first was to a

clergyman Oct. 9, 1845, the morning of the day on

which he entered the Catholic church :

"
I am to be received into what I believe to be the one Church

and the one Communion of Saints this evening, if it is so ordained.

Father Dominic, the Passionist, is here, and I have begun my

confession to him. I suppose two friends will be received with

me. May I have only one-tenth part as much faith as I have in-

tellectual conviction where the truth lies ! I do not suppose any

one can have had such combined reasons pouring in upon him that

he is doing right. So far I am most blessed ; but, alas ! my heart

is so hard, and I am taking things so much as a matter of course,

that I have been quite frightened lest I should not have faith and

contrition enough to gain the benefit of the Sacraments. Perhaps

faith and reason are incompatible in one person, or nearly so."

The next letter was written more than forty-one

years later (March 23, 1887) to a theistic minister :

"What I have written about Rationalism requires to be ex-

panded. If you will let me be short and abrupt, I will contrast it

with/(;/M. ' Faith cometh by hearing,' by the Word of God. Ra-

tionalists are those who are content with conclusions to which

they have been brought by reason, but ' we are saved by faith,'

and even in cases and persons where true conclusions can be ar-

rived at, those conclusions must be believed on the ground that

' God has spoken.' A man may be a true and exact theist and yet

not have faith. What he lacks in order to faith is the grace of

God, which is given in answer to prayer. I have written as much
as my fingers will write, and more perhaps than you can read.

P. S. Liberalism is the dt-vflopnimt of Rationalism. It views

faith as a mere natural gift, the like and the consequence of rea-

son and the moral sense ; and by reason and the moral sense he

estimates it and measures its objects. He soon comes to be sat-

isfied with other men, though they ignore faith and its objects,

provided they recognise reason and the moral sense. This is Lib-

eralism."

The first of these letters is interpreted by the

second. We can detect in his fear that he had not

as much faith as he had intellectual conviction that

his heart (which he calls "hard ") was faintly carrying

on the skepticism which his reason had renounced,

—

his intellect having assumed the role of faith. His

dread is that his reason may have had something to

do with his conversion and his convictions. There is

something rationalistic, consequently sinful, in be-

lieving even Catholicism on intellectual grounds. Such

belief, to be right, must be solely of God's authority,

of divine grace, of faith. "God has spoken": let

Logic keep silence before him. Let not reason dare

to add its miserable seal to the divine word. The
function of reason is thus withdrawn from the normal

work of determining what is true ; that is already de-

termined by the word of God, and is received by faith

as a supernatural gift. What then is the function of

reason ? Simply, we may suppose, to shine, so that

the less brilliant believers may say, with Cardinal

Manning, "No one who does not intend to be laughed

at will henceforward say that the Catholic religion is

fit only for weak intellects and unmanly brains."

But this casting off by faith of the restraining grace

of common sense is suicidal. There was nothing to

check the progress of Newman into the dark ages,

which, indeed, he reached long before he reached

Rome. "I do not shrink," he said, "from uttering

my firm conviction that it would be a gain to the
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countr}' were it vastly more superstitious, more big-

oted, more gloomy, more fierce in its religion, than

it at present shows itself to be." Contrasting heretics

and heresiarchs, he said: "The latter should meet

with no mercy; he assumes the office of the Tempter,

and, so far as his error goes, must be dealt with by the

competent authority, as if he were embodied evil. To
spare him is a false and dangerous pit}'. . It is to en-

danger the souls of thousands, and it is uncharitable

towards himself." When accused, on this passage,

of wishing to reestablish the torture of the Inquisition,

Newman replied that he merely contemplated banish-

ment of the heresiarch ; but in so saying he momen-
tarily relapsed into carnal rationalism. What ! banish

to other lands the "Tempter," the "embodied evil,"

to "endanger the souls of thousands" in some other

country ! However, this was onl}' when Newman was

on his way to his mediaeval goal. Once there, the "re-

version " was complete. In the sphere of angels and

saints there was no more denunciation or conciliation

of the humanities.

As Emerson sang "Goodbye, proud world," and

retired to his optimistic hermitage with Nature, New-
man bade Nature goodbye, especially human nature,

and went mto his mediaeval solitude. It was not in

1890 that Father Newman died, but in 1845. So far

as this world was concerned,—or the only world for

which his faculties had been trained, that of theol-

ogy,—it could exist no more for him. His intolerance

had been the fierce heat of a warrior in the battle for

an English field he hoped to win. There could be no

hope of winning England for Rome. Nor could there

be any further search for truth : that was all known to

the infallible Pope. I had a conversation with Dr.

Dollinger in 187 1 in which he said, that the dogma of

infallibility rendered theological investigation im-

possible in the Catholic Church. "No man of any

self-respect will investigate only to arrive at foregone

conclusions." Newman's fine armor had all to be laid

aside. It is not to be regretted, when one reads the

ferocities of his Anglican days. Swinburne could not

have described him as the one thornless rose of a

thorny stock had he continued an Anglican warrior.

And as for the thorny stock it is in England a thing of

the past. Catholicism is no longer a militant institu-

tion. It should be credited to that Church that this

same thinker who as a protestant clergyman (son, too,

of a Huguenot woman) had suggested restoration of

the Inquisition, when he became a Catholic wrote

concerning the St. Bartholomew massacre, "No Pope

can make evil good," " Infallibility is not Impecca-

bility."

It will be seen therefore that while Catholicism

was the entombment of Newman as a factor of intel-

lectual progress, it restored to his angry face that na-

tive sweetness that makes the smile of death. He

had no more controversy with a world which was being

guided as it should be guided, by the Trinity and the

angelic hosts. "Perfect faith casteth out all fear that

hath torment." Such thornless roses are costly how-

ever
;
personal sweetness is hardly compensation for

a lost leader. Amid the struggles of humanity, even

a fierce worker is better than one devoting herculean

arms to magic wafers in a cloister. Though so large

a part of the man was wasted, so far as direct ser-

vice is concerned, probably his indirect service,

—

that which would have most grieved him had he been

conscious of it,—was greater than any he could have

given as a liberal. When his works are forgotten,

Newman himself will be read, as a writing on the wall,

admonishing youth of alternatives not to be escaped.

The "kindly Light " which leads on paths not seen or

chosen may produce a picturesque figure, but one

which can no more warm the world than a painted

flame. He who would help mankind must not aspire

to the smile of "angel faces," but to win smiles to the

wan faces of the poor and suffering. Cardinal Man-

ning pronounced Newman "the greatest witness for

the faith," and it is true in two senses. He was a

witness that his cloistered faith can, as dogma, have

no open-air habitat in England. The secession of

scholars to Rome which began with him, ended with

him. The secession from his own Oratory began in

his time, all going into Rationalism. Nay, Newman

himself, seems to have felt a mighty hunger in the far

land to which he had gone, and thirteen years ago re-

turned to his Oxford home. Trinity College, which

killed the fatted calf, and put a ring on his finger in

the form of a Fellowship. The colleges which once

changed their dinner hour to prevent students hearmg

his sermons, now suspended work to meet him, and

hear him preach in a Catholic Chapel. Despite St.

Paul's exhortations to avoid those who caused divisions,

he became more friendly with his freethinking brother

Francis, and fraternised with heresiarch Jowett, of

the "Essaj^s and Reviews." Two visits, indeed, he

paid to Oxford, and he wandered through the western

counties, visiting old friends, chiefly protestants, and

meeting them with pathetic emotion. No Englishman

can live on saints alone, much less on dogmas. Car-

dinal Newman's combination of mediaeval philosophy

(consecrated as "faith ") with latter-day culture, repre-

sented a hybrid soul that cannot reproduce itself. The

Catholic church does not aim to produce such men,

and while proud of Newman's genius, always feared

him. For his unworldliness amounted to imprudence

in its readiness to tear away the casuistic moss which

covers the repulsive dogmas on which the Church is

founded. The jagged rocks were made visible by his

candor without being adorned enough by his elo-
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quence. The future of that Church depends on the

obscurity of its dogmas and the dimness of its history.

It is getting free of its antiquarian scandals by reason

of their antiquity ; it is liberated from political suspi-

cion by the fortunate loss of temporal authority ; there

is no reason why it should not enjoy a new departure

if it should throw itself into sympathy with humanity,

preserve its aesthetic, ornamental, and non-sabbatarian

characteristics, and leave its dogmas wrapped in Latin

and in archaic phrases, "not understanded of the

people."

DR. CARUS ON "THE ETHICAL PROBLEM."*
BY WILLIAM M. SALTER.

The capital point under discussion in this little

volume is the basis of ethics. Dr. Carus is mistaken

in saying in the Preface that it was in consequence of

an editorial on "The Basis of Ethics and the Ethical

Movement" in The Open Court, that he was invited to

deliver these lectures. It was at my suggestion that

the Board of Trustees of the Chicago Society for

Ethical Culture extended to him the invitation, and
my feeling simply was that so interesting a set of phi-

losophical ideas as Dr. Carus was advancing in The

Open Court should have a hearing viva voce, as well

as through the printed page. Dr. Carus accepting,

I announced his lectures on my own concluding Sun-
day, asking our members and friends to give them at-

tention and careful consideration. Inasmuch, how-
ever, as Dr. Carus has taken the occasion incidentally

to reinforce his earlier criticism upon the Ethical

Movement ; to emphasize the differences (real or sup-

posed) between himself and those of us who are active

in this movement ; and indeed to take us somewhat
severely to task, it becomes proper and, perhaps, nec-

essary that I should say something by way of reply.

First, let me endeavor to understand as nearly as

I can what Dr. Carus means. For our Ethical Socie-

ties the case is a grave one, in his judgment. There
is something we are to do of a more pressing nature

;

if we do not heed the call, we shall "pass out of ex-

istence." We are not to "rest satisfied with nega-

tions"; we should cease a " non-committal policy "
;

should "speak out boldly and with no uncertain

voice." We are reminded of our proper place ; for,

says Dr. Carus with something of a prophet's impres-

siveness, "There is one point you ought to under-

stand well : The ethical movement will work for the

progress of mankind whatever you do." Indeed he

gives us such a sense of our insignificance that we are

led to feel that more for our own sake than for the

cause of progress we should apply ourselves to the all-

""The Ethical Problem," by Dr. Paul Carus. Three lectures delivere(

at the invitation of the Board of Trustees before the Society for Ethica
Culture of Chicago, in June, 1890. Chicago : The Open Court Publishing Co.

1890. (pp. xii, 90).

important task ; since the cause of progress will be

served in any case.

This task is to answer the question. What is the

basis of ethics ? Assuming that the ethical movement
was started because dogmatic religion no longer serves

as such a basis, he asks. What new basis do we offer?

I confess to having had some difficulty in finding out

just what the author means by "basis" in this rela-

tion. Speaking generally, it is declared to be "the

philosophical foundation upon which ethics rests," and

so "the reason why man should regulate his actions

in a certain way"; it is "a philosophical view back "

of ethics. We get light from a concrete illustration,

namely, the old religion which once served as a basis,

the 'reason why' being found in ' the will of God.'

Every religion is really, according to Dr. Carus, "a
conception of the world applied to practical life"; it

differs from philosophy simply in that such a world-

conception is treated practically and is endorsed by a

whole society (instead of single thinkers). The basis

of ethics thus turns out to be a certain conception of

the world or "theory of the universe"; it corresponds

to what is called philosophy or theology ; indeed, our

author makes the broad statement, "The ethical

stimulus has been implanted into man by religion,"*

and he adds with sufficient vigor, "any ethics with-

out a philosophical view back of it is no ethics, but

ethical sentimentality."

What "basis of ethics" does Dr. Carus himself

present? For it is not mere criticism that he offers
;

indeed, the criticism of the Ethical Societies is but in-

cidental, and the author's evident intention is to pre-

sent apositive solution of "' the ethical problem," i. e.,

to point out the true basis of ethics. " Religion," he

declares, "will r'etnain a conception of the world that

serves as a regulative principle of action. Yet this con-

ception will cease to be the product of an instinctive

imagination, it will 'become a scientific system of cer-

tain truths that have to be examined and proved by

the usual methods of scientific enquiry" (the italics

are mine). What then is the scientific world-concep-

tion, the true basis of ethics ? I confess to having

been completely taken aback, when as I read on I dis-

covered that Dr. Carus declined to answer the ques-

tion, contenting himself with vaguely saying that the

true philosophy will be one which is in accordance

with facts, which seems equivalent to saying that the

scientific system will be a scientific system. The dif-

ferent philosophies are mentioned, viz., "materialism

and spiritualism, realism and idealism, monism and

agnosticism," and the author actually approves of

* How much foundation such a statement has as matter of history is tol-

erably well known to students of Sociology and Primitive Culture. I would

comment! to every interested reader the article on "Ethics and Religion," by

the learned Professor C. H. Toy, of Harvard University, in the Fopiilar Science

Monlldy K^xW (or May), 1890.
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Professor Adler's proposition that an ethical move-
ment should not commit itself to any of them. Does
any reader wonder that lam at a loss to know why Dr.

Carus should have taken the attitude to our societies

which he has, almost twitting us on our lack of cour-

age, suggesting that our ethics is but ".ethical senti-

mentality," and saying that if the ethical societies do

not increase as they ought to, it is because they have

no definite opinion, because they lack a foundation,

trying to be broad and becoming vague (x. xi)? What
I had at least hoped for vi^as an exposition of the way
in which the monistic world-conception would serve

as a basis of ethics ; for to me personally at any rate

and, I think, to many more this would have been of

considerable interest. But monism is classed along with

agnosticism, and materialism as one of the "thought-

constructions of theorizing philosophers," (16. 17);

so that after all the high notes, the vigorous charging

and counter-charging we are left with the barren

dictum, ''The new ethics is based upon facts, and is

applied to facts." Taking this into account I am
not at all sure that I know what Dr. Carus means by

a "basis of ethics," and as it is not wise to criticise till

one knows what he is criticising, I will forbear criti-

cism. I will not say that the author is not clear as to

what he means, but generally speaking the remark of

The Ethical Record which he quotes seems to have

fresh illustration :
" We think there is some lack of

clearness as to what a basis of ethics means."

There are, however, two distinct questions : What
is the true world conception, upon which every spe-

cial science may, in a broad and rather loose sense, be

said to be based ; and secondly, what is the ultimate

principle in ethics itself ? The second question might

be more distinctly stated as follows : Not what is the

/'(?jr/j- I?/ ethics, in the sense of " a philosophical view

back " of it (a theology or philosophy), but what is

the basic principle in ethics ? Ethics, in the popular

sense, being a system of rules for conduct, it is neces-

sary, if it is to be treated scientifically, that there

should be some supreme rule, by their agreement or

disagreement* with which all lesser rules should be

judged. Now the most charitable construction I can

put on Dr. Carus's method of proceedure is that he has

confused these two questions ; and indeed, in the last

two chapters of the book he more or less leaves the

realm, of world-conceptions and devotes himself to the

humbler question of the standard (or what I have

called the supreme rule) of right action. Yet in the

treatment of this second question, I am sorry to say

* This rule, it is needless to say, would itself be interpreted or '• based " in

terms of the world-conception or theory of the universe which one holds, just

as the first principles of the other sciences would be : the theist would inter-

pret them in one way, the monist in another, etc.; but the first principles of

all special sciences qua special sciences are peculiar to themselves: otherwise

taken they would be identical, i. e., if there is any such thing as first prin-

ciples of the ;

that I find the author's thought more or less confused

and inconsistent. Ethics, it is repeatedly insisted,

must be based on facts
;
yet in one clear-sighted pas-

sage he says, "Ethics is our attitude toward the facts

of reality " (the italics are mine). The latter remark

seems to imply that the same facts may be looked at

from different attitudes ; yet if so, how are the facts

themselves to decide which attitude we shall take ? It

is true, as Dr. Carus happily says, that "all knowledge

can be formulated as an ethical prescript." For ex-

ample, the knowledge that friction produces fire finds

its practical application in the ethical rule : In case

you want fire, produce it by friction. But the facts

in the case do not in the slightest determine whether

we shall produce fire ; we may contemplate the

facts with purely speculative curiosity and do noth-

ing, or we may have an aversion to fire and so do

nothing, or we may wish fire and then we shall pro-

duce it by the method indicated. It is evident that

not all the knowledge of all the facts of the universe

would by itself lead to moral action, or indeed to ac-

tion of any kind ; so that it would be more accurate,

and so more clarifying to the mind, to say that ethics

should face, regard, or know the facts of the universe

rather than to say that it should be based upon them.

Evidently the root-question in ethics is, what should

we wish ? Once knowing what we wish, the know-

ledge of the facts and the laws of nature is valuable

to us ; and once knowing what we should wish, ac-

quaintance with such facts and laws becomes ethically

valuable and we have a standard for our entire con-

duct. It is at this point that I find Dr. Carus's views

radically insufficient ; indeed, his ethics seems a some-

thing "in the air." '^If," he says, "you wish to ex-

ist, obey reason, "(italics are my own). But the very

question is, not what or whether we wish, but what we

should wish ? To say, "If you wish fire, produce it

by friction," does not say whether we shall so produce

it ; to tell us, "In order to build a house, observe the

laws of gravitation," does not call us to observe the

laws of gravitation ; to say, "If you wish to exist,

obey reason," puts upon us no obligation to obey rea-

son. It is true most persons do wish to live and in

consistency therewith we may well say that they should

act in such and such a manner ; but if any one says,

I do not care to live, moral obligation, according to

this view, ceases to have any application to him. If

any one says, I do not care about my health, the laws

of health are meaningless to him ; if another says, I

do not care about my family, the whole of family-

ethics loses its validity for him. It has long been

plain to me that resting ethics on our matter-of-fact

wishes or instincts is not establishing ethics, but un-

dermining it and leaving it a something " in the air."

There must be a rational consideration and rational
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settlement of the question. What of our desires or

wishes or instincts have a right to rule in us, before

there can be any such thing as a scientific ethics.

Notwithstanding, however, this lack of thorough-

ness in Dr. Cams' s treatment of the question, his dis-

cussion of some of the different standards of right and

wrong is interesting. He defends the naturalness of

altrustic and social motives, against those who hold

that only egotistic motives are natural to man. He
goes too far, it appears to me, in identifying ethics

with the social duties, there being as much rational

foundation for an " ought " in relation to one's self as

in relation to others. He conducts an excellent po-

lemic against those who would find in pleasure or

happiness the end of all action, though he surely does

an injustice to Utilitarianism in saying that "it slurs

over the difference between moral goodness and ma-
terial usefulness." The standard of good and bad
which he appears to reach (after sundry physiological

and psychological observations) is " the development

of human soul- life"; whatever tends to preserve and

promote this is good, while all efforts to the contrary

are bad. By "soul-life " is meant the soul-life of the

whole race, including all its future generations. But
is not this rather vague ? Is not the standard an un-

certain one? "Soul-life," we are told, is made up of

representations of the surrounding world and of man's
relations thereto, and includes an increasing power
over nature along with an increasing knowledge. But
do we not require to know what type of soul-life we
shall seek to further and promote? Persons of large

knowledge and ample power over nature may be
of one kind or another ; they may be modest or

vain, friendly or unfriendly, truthful or false, chaste

or licentious, public-spirited or selfish. In follow-

ing the injunction to preserve and promote soul-life,

should we not have our minds directed to the sort

of soul-life that is truly desirable ? Dr. Carus does,

indeed, speak vaguely of " the standard of human
soul-life," and elsewhere uses the expression ".health

and nobility of our soul," but without indicating what
he means. The point is of importance because, as

the author in substance says, the effects of all our ac-

tions whether good or evil remain, long after we have
passed out of existence, because the examples we set

and the thoughts we utter, whether good or bad, live

on in the souls of our friends and our children, and the

motive for living for eternity, of which the author

makes impressive use, would seem to appeal as much
to the bad man who wishes to perpetuate his badness,

as to the good man who wishes to promote; soul-life of

a different type. I do not say that these difficulties

are insuperable, and simply record my impression of

the author's failure to deal with them.

In still another sense of the word "basis," Dr.

Carus proposes the principle of truthfulness as a basis

of ethics. In fact, so much "Zweideutigkeit " in the

use of terms, I think I have rarely seen in any other

ostensibl}' scientific treatise. It is difficult for me to

understand further how Dr. Carus could proceed so

carelessly in treating of ethical "theories." Intui-

tionalism is identified with supernaturalism, and Paley

on the strength of his theology is called an intuition-

alist, while he was in fact one of the founders of Utili-

tarianism. Hedonism is treated separately from Utili-

tarianism, although every form of Utilitarianism has

been hedonistic, modern utilitarianism being simply

universalistic hedonism.

I have spoken of two distinct questions, which Dr.

Carus seems to confuse ; there is a third which he

fails to distinguish from the others, and in the treat-

ment of which I am glad for his sake to-day that he

falls into a happy inconsistency. This relates to the

motive for regulating our conduct according to the

standard which has been supposably discovered. It

is one thing to know what is the true world-theory,

another to know what is the standard of right, another

to know the true motive for regarding that standard.

The position which I have always taken (and I think

all the other ethical lecturers have taken), is that when
we once really know what right is, there is no other

course for us but to obey it, simple reverence for the

right being the only true, the only moral motive. We
have to most carefully study what the right is, but

once knowing it our only attitude is (i. e., should be)

obedience. To ask why we should do the right is

meaningless, it is to go oiit of the moral region alto-

gether. Now when Dr. Carus proposes the question,

"Why must I feel bound by any 'right' or moral

law," when he says that if we demand of a man "that

he refrain from doing wrong and be guided by what is

right, we are bound to give him a reason why," he

seems to join with those who are ftot satisfied with the

moral motive, and after reading those remarks in the

opening pages of his volume, I observed with particu-

lar closeness the subsequent course of his argument

to see what "reason " or "why" he would give. Yet

he had already casually spoken of the "motive to do

right"; and what was my surprise and gratification

to find him later on speaking distinctly of the "aspir-

ation to live in perfect harmony with the moral law,"

(p. 37); of the "moral motives in the moral purity," (p.

6i); and boldl}' saying that "an ethical teacher ought

to appeal to the highest motives man is capable of,"

(p. 6i.) In fact. Dr. Carus gives no "reason why" in

the sense of a motive beyond the moral motive; and

is well aware that so to do would be not to explain,

but to degrade morality. Yet if so, what necessity

was there for him to take such an attitude of antagon-

ism to us? We too are trying, in the measure of our
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ability, to plant (or better, to develop) the moral mo-
tive in the souls of men. Dr. Carus said, addressing

the Chicago Ethical Society, "You may say it matters

not why a man leads a moral life, so that his life be

moral." This is a grotesque description of our posi-

tion. The motive of right conduct is what makes it

moral; if that has been said once, it has been said a

hundred times on the Chicago platform.

To conclude then this, I fear, already too long

article : It is true that the ethical movement has not

committed itself to a particular world-theory; it leaves

its members and lecturers free to adopt whatever theory

most approves itself to their reason ; instead of setting

up a standard of philosophical orthodoxy as Dr. Carus

seems to propose (though he fails at the critical mo-

ment), it believes that philosophical systems should

have a free field and no favor and that ///(?/ one should

survive whose claims prove the strongest in the strug-

gle for existence—and all within the fold of an ethical

fellowship, held together by community of moral aim.

Dr. Carus, I am sorr}' to see, has not outgrown the

sectarian principle of the churches and would appar-

ently give us another sect as "exclusive" and "in-

tolerant " as any in the past, though (Gottlob !) it will

slay with the sword of the spirit and not with the arm

of flesh. Secondly, it is not true that the ethical lec-

turers have not furnished a "basis of ethics " in the

sense of a standard of right and wrong ; each of them

has done so and estimated all particular duties by their

relation thereto; and although on some points of spec-

ulative significance all may not be agreed, they are

sufficiently so for practical sympathy and co-opera-

tion—certain great duties being recognized by all

alike. Our highest aim is to make men autonomous

in their moral conduct, as indeed Dr. Carus thinks we
should, (p. 49,) apparently forgetting his earlier chal-

lenge that if we no longer believe in the supernatural

God, we should giye account of "that God " who gives

us authority to preach (xii). What is more, any of

us may believe in the "Supernatural God," if so it

seems reasonable for him to do ; the movement is by

no means committed to Anti-Supernaturalism, as he

seems to think, whatever were the motives of some of

those active in the beginning, and it has quite another

reason for being than that which Dr. Carus ascribes to

it.* Thirdly, as to the much abused "basis" in still

another possible meaning, namely, of a motive for the

regulation of one's life, we have from the beginning

recognized the same "basis" which Dr. Carus sug-

gests, viz., the motive to do right, the aspiration to

live in perfect harmony with the moral law.

; stated in the concluding chapter of my Ethical Religion

and still more simply and clearly and convincingly in the first two chaptei

of Dr. Stanton Colt's just published Dc Ethische Bewegung in der Religioi

(Leipsic : O. R. Reisland). • ^

MR. SALTER ON "THE ETHICAL PROBLEM."

Mr. S.\lter thinks that I have not properly under-

stood the position of the leaders of the ethical move-
ment. But Mr. Salter's reply is good evidence that

I did not misunderstand them. He says: "It is not

true that the ethical lecturers have not furnished a

basis of ethics in the sense of a standard of right and

wrong ;" and yet he takes pains to explain that b}' this

basis of ethics he understands certain ethical rules,

and especially the supreme ethical rule, but not the

reason of his ethical rules which finds expression in

a philosophical or religious view back of ethics. The
latter alone can properly be called a basis of ethics,

and all the ethical teachers agree that that which zve

call the basis of ethics is not needed. They look upon

it as of mere speculative significance.

Mr. Salter fails to see the indispensability of a

philosophical or religious view back of ethics ; he

fails to see that it alone can give character to ethics,

it alone can change the instinctive morality of our

conscience into truly rational and self conscious

ethics.

Conscience and the moral law are not so absolute

as Mr. Salter in his book declares them to be. Re-

ligion and ethics have developed : the facts of an er-

ring conscience as well as of the religious superstitions

prove that both have grown from experience. Both

religion and ethics have developed together, for they

are twins.

When saying, religion and ethics have grown

from experience, it means that the stern facts of life

have taught us what desires should be suppressed

and what wishes should rule supreme. The facts of

life themselves have taught us our attitude toward

our surroundings ; they have taught us the moral laws.

It appears to me that the "moral law" has a dif-

ferent meaning with Mr. Salter than with me. The

moral law, whenever I use the word, is simply a

formulation of the lessons taught us by experience.

Moral laws are—like the laws of hygiene—statements

of those conditions which will keep our sentiments and

motives in perfect health.

Mr. Salter knows no ' reason why ' for his moral law,

and he imagines that to give a reason why "would be

not to explain but to degrade morahty."* In this way

* Mr. Salter writes in a marginal note on the proof of this article :

You must be aware that I use this language in another connection; viz.,

in speaking of the motive for right-doing."

I am accustomed to distinguish between motive and reason. (See "Funda-

mental Problems, p. 80. lines 21—25.) Motive is the cause that effects an

action. A cause in the domain of human action is called motive, for it is that

which makes the will move. I distinguish between motive and reason, but I

cannot think of a motive without a reason. A motive is a cause that consists

of an idea, the idea acting as an irritant or stimulus upon a man, thus pro-

voking him to action. The contents of this idea is called reason.

I maintain that the motive to do this or that must have a content. This

content is its reason. The rule do that which is right " (or the intention " I

wish to do that which is right") is without practical value, unless I know what

is right. In order to know what is right I must ascertain it, and I can do so
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ethics is, in Mr. Salter's mind, inseparably intertwined

with mysticism.

Our intention is indeed to explain morality, and

here rises our conflict with the policy pursued by the

ethical lecturers. We consider scientific enquiry into

the reason why of ethics, not as a degradation, but as

a duty. The ethical lecturers do not acknowledge the

reason why, presented by orthodox theology. They are

therefore bound to give a new reason why. If they re-

fuse to do so, their whole movement is founded on sand.

It is an old experience which perhaps most of us

who have sought for light and endeavored to under-

stand their own ideals and aspirations have felt, that

every enthusiasm, above all religious enthusiasm, re-

gards science and all close scrutiny with suspicion.

The relentless dissections of an exact analj'sis appear

as a sacrilege.

The reader will feel in Mr. Salter's reply the un-

easiness caused by our procedure. He invites us to

present our opinion,* but he resents a clear statement

of our differences, f This statement of our differences

may have been emphatic, but I feel confident that it

was not made so as to be offensive, for I have at the

same time not concealed my respect—yea, my admira-

tion for the efforts, the seriousness and the noble

ideals of the ethical societies.

Mr. Salter is embarrassed by our criticism, be-

cause he neither feels the need of a basis of ethics,

nor does he feel urged to have a scientific explanation

of it. Ethics regarded as unexplainable, appears to

him greater, nobler, and holier than if it were ex-

plained. Yet we can assure Mr. Salter that morality

will not be degraded by any explanation. On the con-

trary, it will rise in its purest and holiest dignity.

only by enquiring after the reason why it is right. Thus the ' reason why ' is

inevitable whatever standpoint we lake.

* Mr. Hegeler in a letter of May Sth, 189c, wrote :
" In the last number o£

The Open Court that reached me, I find Dr. Carus has defined our position

towards Ingersoll and his followers and also that towards the Societies for

Ethical Culture, I believe the article was written by him already some time

ago, and the publication was delayed by our hesitancy to open what I will

call civilized war upon you. I have told the Doctor already,—a long while

ago,— that it was our duty to do this."

So, also, in a letter of June 4th, Mr. Hegt ler wrote :
" We ought to clear

our differences of o^union for the Keneral good. You are an influential public

teacher, and 1 certainly spei.d a large amount of money for the same object—
and avoidance of waste and also the reduction of mental as well as physical

struggle or war to the smallest possible limit (but not the avoidance of the

struggle) belongs in my opinion to the essence of Ethics. The energy thereby

saved we have to use for a • building up.'
"

To this Mr. Salter replied, on June Sth :
" I agree with you entirely that

we should endeavor to clear up our differences .... Nothing but preoccupa-
tion and lack of time have prevented me heretofore from explaining myself at

length to you. Indeed, I hoped that when my book came out, giving my views

at such length, I should have the benefit of criticism from you and Dr. Carus.

I, by no nieans, count my present views as final, as indeed I say in my preface.

And I wish to learn and assimilate all of positive truth, which you give in

The Open Court—and I have already gained help from it. .-So please criticise

me in public or in correspondence—and, at least in the summer, I will agree

to answer to the best of my ability, and I will ahuays attentively read and
consMet."— [Published with Mr. Salter's permission.}

t Mr. Salter says in a marginal note ;
" I did not invite you t

movement in your public lectures ; still you had a perfect right

I am not sorry.."

Mr. Salter considers the demands of the conscience

as an ultimate fact ; it is to him "the immovable rock"

upon which he bases the ethical movement. He asserts

the independence of morality from religion as well as

science ; he attempts to make morality absolute. If a

gardener, in this wa)', makes the tree independent of

its roots, he becomes a wood- cutter; he will deprive

the tree of the conditions of its life.

If Mr. Salter would ask himself how he had come
into the possession of the ethical stimulus, he would

soon be urged to travel the same path with us.

The ethics of mysticism is only the prophesy of

ethics based on science. It is the bud's promise of a

fruit. It is like astrology which will mature into

astronomy. The astrologer has set his heart on the

mystic element of his profession ; it alone possesses

in his mind the charm of beauty, and he watches with

great grief how the bud loses that beauty while it

ripens into a fruit.

I have read Mr. Salter's article with great care,

and have compared his objections with the statements

made in his book " Ethical Religion." In the hope

of coming to a mutual understanding, I shall not rest

satisfied with this summary reply, but I shall go over

the whole ground again. The importance of the ques-

tion under discussion and the prominence of Mr. Sal-

ter in the ethical aspirations of the present time re-

quire a most careful treatment of the subject, p. c.

COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY OF THE BRAIN.

The question has often been discussed which part

of the brain contains the physiological conditions

which distinguish man from his lower fellow-beings.

The idea that these conditions reside in the forehead

is a most popular belief
; yet the great physiologist

Meynert concludes, that, all abstract reasoning being

impossible without language, the reasoning capacities

of man must have their central seat in the region of

speech which is situated round 'CVi^ fossa Sylvii, con-

sisting mainly of the insula, the operculum, and the

first frontal convolution.

The frontal lobe, accordingly, contains some func-

tions which are not at all the exclusive prerogative of

man. It is true that the human head alone is dis-

tinguished by a strongly marked frontal development.

Yet there are several reasons which make man's fore-

head rise so proudly. Among them the development

of the frontal convolutions is one, but by no means
the most prominent reason. The frontal lobe of man
is 42, of a monkey 35, of a bear 30, of a dog 32 per

cent, of the whole brain. The rise of the human fore-

head is chiefly conditioned by the strong develop-

ment of the insula and the whole region around the

fissure of Sylvius as well as of the lenticular body,

upon which the insula rests. The grovyth of these
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parts raises the cortex which covers them and thus

makes the forehead rise. In addition to these facts

we notice that the temporal lobe, like a thick wedge,

is pushed forward so as to lift the whole brain still

higher.

The region of the fissure of Sylvius appears very

low in a sheep, and the temporal lobe (In the diagram

of a sheep's brain S par.) lies behind it in a longi-

tudinal direction. Let us imagine that we could turn

the hindpart of the Sii/cus parallelis in the brain of a

sheep downward
and forward so

as to approach

the olfactory
bulb.Bythispro-

cess we should
change the brain

of a sheep so as

to resemble the

brain of a dog

or a fox. In the

brain of a mon-

kej' the end of

the temporal
lobe^Z'w) is turn-

ed forward, so

as to be directly

behind the fis-

sure of Sylvius.

In man it pro-

trudes so much
that it lies below

and a little i n

front of the fis-

sure of Sylvius.

The brains of

carnivorous
mammals, (for

ins tance, the
brain of a fox,)

show a very reg-

ular arrange-
ment. The fis-

sure of Sylvius {R f) is surrounded by four horse-

shoe-shaped convolutions. In man their arrange-

ment is much modified but still traceable. The

first horseshoe alone is fully preserved in its lower,

temporal course, {SI') ; it still reaches (in arc I)

.round the fissure of Sylvius, but the greatest part of

its upper or parietal portion has disappeared. The

second arch (arc II) corresponds to the Siikits inter-

parictalis {Sip) and Sulcus occipitalis exterior {S. occ. e).

Its horseshoe form is still well preserved in the mon-

key's brain, while it is scarcely recognizable in man.

The frontal part of the next arch, situated between

Leur

of Rolando in the brain of man and

BRAIN OF AS ELEPHANT. (Afti

5.5. Fissure of Sylvius.

S.S. S'S'. S"5". Fiist, second, and third superior convolutions.

/A, II A, III A. First, second, and third anterior convolutions.

IP, II P, III P. First, second, and third posterior convolutions

O. O. Suborbital convolutions.

The first superior convolution iS.S.) corresponds to the Fissure

monkey.

The second and third superior convolutions interrupt the continuity between the corresponding

anterior and posterior convolutions.

M. Leuret says on the subject: "If we suppress in our mind the superior convolutions up to the

place where the cross appears in the diagram, and if we imagine that the anterior convolutions are

continuous with the posterior convolutions, we have an arrangement ai it appears in the ruminants and

solipeds."

The same author says :
" No animal, not even the whale has a brain so large as the elephant. Even

man himself is interior to this animal, not only with regard to the whole volume of brain, but also with

regard to the number, extent, and undulations of the cerebral convolutions.

the second and fourth horseshoe-shaped furrow, corre-

sponds to the posterior central convolution in the

monkey and in man, (limited in front by the Central

Fissure C). Man possesses here another well discern-

ible central convolution (called the anterior central

convolution C. a).

There is scarcely any frontal lobe in the fox's

brain, except the convolution which surrounds the

anterior branch of the fissure of Sylvius {Ra). It

is crossed in its upper part by a horizontal fissure

{cm). These
changes in the
arrange m en t

alter the direc-

tion of the fis-

sure of Sylvius,

which is almost

vertical in the

sheep. In car-

nivorous m a m-

mals and in the

monkey it forms

with the base of

the brain an an-

gle of about 45

degrees, while in

man it is almost

parallel to the

baseof thebrain.

This compar-

ison shows that

man's brain is

distinguished by

a special devel-

opment of the

frontal; the mon-

key's brain by a

special develop-

ment of the oc-

cipital ; and the

fox's by a devel-

opment of the

parietal lobes.

"Had these proportions no meaning," says Meynert,

"comparative anatomy would be a loss of time and

serious men should leave it alone."

One of the most important modifications in the

arrangement of the different parts remains still to be

noted. This is the change from the horizontal ar-

rangement where (as in the sheep) the cerebellum and

Medulla Oblongata lie in one line with the elongated

brain, to the erect position which brings the medulla

directly underneath the hemispheres -and places the

cerebellum below the occipital lobe. This mechanical

change of so momentous consequences, must evolu-

'^

nd Gratioh
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tionally have begun long before it could have been

acquired by exercise, since the incurvation of the pons

in ihe human embryo which thrusts both pons and

cerebellum forward, thus producing the conditions that

determine the further development of the brain in a

supra- and not in a juxta-position, takes place at a

very early period.

3'

S. occ. e. Sulcus occipitalis i

S. po. Sulcus preeoccipitalis.

Lt, L2, L3. First, second, and third temporal (

Cbl. Cerebellum.

Obi. Medulla oblongata.

ins Insul

of Sylvius.

S. i. occ. Sulcus interoccipitalis.

Sulcus Parallelis.

Fr. Forehead. Tm. Temporal lobi

Of.\ arc //,

gi am, " Brain of a Fox

BRAIN OF A FOX.

Olf. Olfactory bulb.

—

arc. I. Arcus parietalis primus.

—

arc. IT. Arcus parie-

talis secundus — arc.///. Arcus occipitalis.

—

C. Sulcus Rolando.

—

cj/t. Sulcus

Calloso-marginalis.—.(4. Gyrus uncinatus (hooked convolution). ~i?/. Ramus
posterior fissurae Sylvii.

Tm.
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man became a sight-animal because the mechanism

of his brain arrangement forced him into an erect walk,

thus developing the higher senses of his organization.

EMISPHERIC REGION IN

(Reproduced from Landois.)

I
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superiority of a man who "was thereat the time," and conse-

quently knows it all. Well, that's the way with me. Sometimes,

a trivial circumstance mentioned in the papers will whirl me back-

wards into the antediluvian epoch, when I lived in Old Virginny,

where people had some value ; where men, women, and children

would bring in the open market from ten to fifteen dollars a pound.

Once I saw a woman sell for twenty dollars a pound, but she was

very beautiful, and wonderfully white,^—for a slave.

Old slavery memories came down upon me in a gale the other

day, when reading in the newspapers that George Delaney had

been tried at Newport, Kentucky, for stealing shirt studs and

clothing from Winston Turner, a negro seventy-four years old.

It was developed at the trial that Mr. Turner had once been the

slave of Henry Clay, of whom he entertains a most affectionate

remembrance. Mr. Turner's veneration for his old master shows

how the human soul can dwindle and dry up in slavery, and how

basely we respect those who claim to be "our betters," if they

prove their claim by force. " Ole Marse Henry, he was mighty

kind to us niggahs," said the grateful Mr. Turner ;
" he never had

us hoss-vvhipped nor nothin' o' that kind." Being asked if he was

present at Henry Clay's death, he answered, " No, Marse Clay

he done got broke before he died, and he tuk and sold me, but

maybe I didn't think lots of Marse Henry." Mr. Turner's answer

shows the corrupting influence of slavery on the spirit of its vic-

tims. Here was a man who spoke with reverence and honor of

another man who had actually sold him for money ; and so be-

numbed were his moral sensibilities by the bondage of his youth,

that he could even find absolution for the seller in the excuse that

" he done got broke," and therefore was compelled to raise a little

money by the sale of Mr. Winston Turner.

The contrast between s-lavery and freedom has been made

visible to me in a hundred different ways ; by books, by speeches,

and by sermons ; but I have not seen any pictorial illustration of

it so graphic and intelligible as the trial of a man in Kentucky for

stealing shirt studs from a negro, who was formerly a slave. In

the days of slavery such a trial would have been impossible, be-

cause a slave could not own anything then ; he and his were the

property of his master ; and supposing that he could have enjoyed

the right of property, shirt studs would have been a superfluity

belonging to the regions of enchantment, a vanity beyond the

reach of his most hopeful and happy imagination. I assume that

the shirt studs were of gold, otherwise they would hardly have

been worth stealmg. I remember very well the condition of the

negroes of Kentucky in the days " before the flood"; they had

bright hopes of treading golden pavements in the celestial city,

but the possibility of some day wearing golden shirt studs in the

streets of Newport was too deep in the heart of miracle for their

uneducated minds to see. I know that emancipation did not pro-

vide golden shirt studs for the negro, but it gave to him the chance

and right of wearing them, and these are the signs of his re-

demption.

The contrast presented by that Kentucky trial sent me roam-

ing over the imperial domain of retrospection, the Elysian fields

of Old Age, wherein I love to wander at the gloaming of my life,

and where I can find reminiscences on every bush and tree.

Here is one I plucked the other day, in the shape of an ancient

newspaper called the "Augusta Sentinel," published in the state

of Georgia, May 2, 1865, a few months after Sherman had marched

through. I take an interest in this reminiscence because it re-

minds me that Slavery was the last of the Confederate forces to

surrender. That paper was issued when Jefferson Davis was a

fugitive, and when the armies of Lee and Johnstone had already

been dissolved into citizens. It contained the following adver-

tisement :

" T. Savage Hayward, auctioneer, proposes to sell at the Lower Market,

on May 3, the colored man Peter, a finished waiter, and the negro woman
Laura, a good field hand."

" Savage" was not meant for a sarcastic epithet ; it was that

portion of his Christian name which Mr. Hayward himself was

anxious to make prominent, but there was an ironical fitness in it

not intended by his parents when they named him ; for it is not

likely they foresaw the destiny of their son, or dreamed that for-

tune had selected him for auctioneer of men and women at the

Lower Market. Mr. Savage Hayward was a prudent man, he

only " proposed " to sell, and was by no means positive that he

would sell, for the colors of the National flag were already reflected

in the sky of Georgia, and perhaps the flag itself might unconstitu-

tionally invade the to*n on the morrow, and unconstitutionally en-

fold Peter the finished waiter, and Laura the good field hand, as it

unconstitutionally did. On the 'very morning of that 3d of May, an

unwelcome guest rode into the town of Augusta, at the head of a

troop of horsemen carrying in front of them the redeemed and re-

generated banner of the Union, whereupon the sale of Peter the

finished waiter, and Laura the good field hand was indefinitely

postponed.
*

When deeds of piety can be done by proxy, the most exem-

plary and religious people will be the rich and great. I have heard

of praying by machinery, but as that was a heathen practice it

makes no precedent for us, although in due time it may become

fashionable in Christendom. So many ethical and theological

novelties have been introduced of late, that it is difiicult to draw

the line between those duties that must be done in person, and

those which may be done by deputy. We have seen devoted pa-

triots in our own day, fight for their country and even die for it by

substitute ; and why may not the dummy principle be extended

so as to embrace within it all moral obligations and religious lia-

bilities ? I know a member of congress who boasts of a good

battle record which he made in the army, by substitute. He claims

credit for personal prowess in six battles, by force of the law

maxim that what a man does by his agent, he does by himself
;

therefore he, and not his proxy did the fighting and ought to have

the glory. If a man may fight the battles of his country by sub-

stitute, why may he not also work, or pray, or go to a funeral, or

take the sacrament, or perform any other duty by attorney ?

In Europe vicarious piety appears to be the privilege and

monopoly of royalty, for I notice in a recent number of an English

paper that Queen Victoria, and most of the royal family attended

the funeral of a friend without any of them taking the trouble to

go where the funeral was ; in fact they might have been at the

races or the theatre, or ahy where else while the obsequies were

going on. The Court Circular thus announces the event : "At
the funeral of the late Sir William Hoffmeister, M.D., General

The Right Hon. Sir Henry Ponsonby attended on behalf of the

Queen." I suppose it would be a breach of etiquette should a per-

son say that Sir Henry Ponsonby was present at the funeral. He
was just vicariously there as an effigy, grieving " on behalf of the

Queen," and shedding dummy tears for her. The mourning of

the Prince and Princess of Wales was done by a lord, that of the

Duke and Duchess of Edinbui'gh by a Major General, and_ that of

the Duke and Duchess of Connaught by a Colonel, an extravagant

indulgence in sorrow which was quietly rebuked by the other

members of the royal family. Princess Christian, Princess Louise,

and Prince and Princess Henry of Battenburg. These economic-

ally pooled their grief as it were, and sent it by one delegate. Col-

onel The Hon. Henry Byng, and he did not find it so very heavy

but that he was able to take a wreath along with him " on behalf
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of the Duchess of Albany." The tears of the royal family were

figuratively supposed to be wept beforehand into the white hand-

kerchiefs displayed at the funeral by Lord Colville of Culross,

Major General Cowell, Major General Ponsonby, Colonel Beecher,

and Colonel Byng, the five substititutes who did all the grieving

" on behalf of the Queen " and the rest of the royal family.
*

In the same paragraph of the Court Circular and immediately

following that description of the funeral, appears this important

piece of information, " Her Majesty and the royal family, and the

members of the royal household attended divine service at Os-

borne, on Sunday morning, the 3d." This appears to me to be a

waste of worship, and I wonder why this act of piety could not be

done as well as the other, by a lord in waiting, two Major Generals

and two Colonels. It is coming to that, and some day we shall

read in the Court Circular, that on Sunday last Lord Colville of

Culross attended divine service, offered a prayer, sung a hymn
and partook of the communion " on behalf of the Queen."

M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK REVIEWS.

A Primer of Darwinism and Organic Evolution. By /. 3'.

Bcrg^'n, Jr., and Fanny D. Be>-gi:n . Boston : Lee & Shepard,

Publishers. New York : Charles S Dillingham.

This primer is, as explained in the preface, a second edition of

"The Development Theory " by the same authors, the title having

been changed in the belief that the incorporation of the term Dar-

winism in the name of the book would indicate the nature of its

subject-matter. Its usefulness is shown by a second edition being

called for. One point in which the authors err, is in placing too

much reliance on the extreme views held by certain writers as to

the mental and moral condition of the lowest races of men. Pop-

ular as Sir John Lubbock's " Origin of Civilization" is, its con-

clusions are not always reliable and must be recei.'ed cii»i

grano sahs. They have led our authors into serious errors as to

the social and moral condition of the lower races. The statements

at pp. 191-2 beginning with the words '

' among the lowest and most

animalistic races," and ending with "and rise to an uncontested

chieftainship," appear, indeed, to us to be so little justified by the

actual facts that they ought to be omitted, unless they are qualified

by showing what races are particularly referred to. U.

Aryan Sun-Myths the Origin of Religions. By Szra/i E.

Titcomb. With an introduction by Charles Morris. Published

by the author. Sold by Estes & Lauriat, Boston.

The authoress of this small book, which in less than two hun-

dred pages deals with a subject that to be exhaustively treated

would require much fuller consideration, very properly lays no

claim to originality, except in the arrangement of the work. Her
aim has been simply to condense the statements of other writers.

This she has done very successfully, and as a synopsis of facts the

work is valuable. Its ultimate object is shown by the title, which

however is not strictly accurate. The book is concerned with the

origin, not of all religions, but of the religions of the Indo-Ger-

manic peoples, all of whom are said to have worshipped crucified

Saviours, who were personifications of their chief god, the Sun.

The inference is that Jesus Christ is merely a personification of

such a solar deity. To establish this as a fact it would be ne-

cessary first to prove that no such person as the Jesus of the Gos-

pels lived and was crucified. The proof supplied by the authoress

in support of this contention, although it shows a connection of

developed Christian belief with the ideas of earlier religions, has

all the weakness of circumstantial evidence. The subject is, how-

ever, one of great importance and deserves closer attention than

it has yet received. We sympathize with Mr. Morris's statement

that "Christianity properly considered is not a system of belief.

but a system of ethics, "and this fact renders such bo ks as the

present of not much practical value, although they are useful to

those who wish to study the origins of theology. S2.

Songs and Sonnets of Springtime. A Modern Apostle : and
OTHER Poems. By Constance C. W. .VaiA/i. London : Kegan
Paul & Co.

The first of these volumes of poetry from the pen of one who,

although chiefly known as a scientific student, is ranked by one

so competent to judge as Mr. Gladstone among the eight English

poetesses of the nineteenth century, was published nine years ago.

The second volume was published in 1SS7, about three years be-

fore the death of the gifted authoress. None of the earlier poems
are of any great length but a glance at the tables of contents of the

two volumes shows a continuity of thought running throughout.

'

It is evident that from the very first Miss Naden's mind was en-

gaged with the deep problems of life. In her first poem "The
Astronomer " we read :

" Now has the breath of God ray being thrilled;

Within, around, His word 1 hear :

For all the universe my heart is filled

With love that casts out fear.

In one deep gaze to concentrate the whole
Of that which was, is now, shall be,

To feel it like the tliought of mine own soul.

Such power is given to me.''

Most of the poems have a distinctly religious tone, and show
clearly the mental condition of the writer, whose final thought is

probably expressed in "The Pantheist's Song of Immortality,"

which yet was one of her earliest poems :

" Yes, thou Shalt die : but these almighty forces,

That meet to form thee live for evermore ;

They hold the suns iu their eternal courses.

And shape the tiny sand-graios on the shore.

Be calmly glad, thine own true kindred seeing

In fire and storm, in flowers with dew impearled
:

Rejoice in thine imperishable being.

One with the Essence of the boundless world."

We have the ethical teaching of Miss Naden's philosophy in

the following passage from '

' The Elixir of Life " which has a very

Buddhistic tone :

" There is one way of peace, but one—to live

The Universal Life : to make the whole

Of Nature mine: to feel the laws which give

Form to her Being, sovereign in my soul

:

By this one road, enfranchisement I gain

From the heart-stifling narrowness of pain."

In her lighter moods she composed " Evolutional Erotics " and

some of these verses are very amusing. "The Lament of the

Cork-Cell " was her earliest effort of this kind, and her latest was
" Solomon Redivivus, 1886." Here we have Darwinism portrayed

from its beginning, when the modern Sage remarks to his com-

panion :

' We were a soft Amoeba
In ages past and gone.

Ere you were Queen of Sheba,

And I King Solomon.—"

The death at an early age of a lady who combined with her

accomplishments as a poet so profound a scientific knowledge as

Miss Naden displayed, besides a love for ail that is good and true,

was a great loss to the world, but is only another illustration of the

truth that the fruit which ripens the quickest is the soonest to fall.

NOTES.

The reduction in size of T/te Open Court, announced in a for-

mer number, will take place week after next. The new Quarterly,

The Monist, appears this week. The Monist will be sent to all

subscribers to The Open Court who have prepaid their subscrip-

tions beyond Oct. ist, until the date of the expiration of such sub-

scriptions.
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A DRAMATIC POEM BY IBSEN.*

BY EDNAH D. CHENEY.

The social dramas of Henrik Ibsen have aroused

much attention even in this country, and brought out

an amount of earnest thought which has produced im-

portant social changes in his own land, but his long

and very remarkable dramatic poem Brandt, has not

yet been translated into English, and is therefore much
less known than it deserves to be.

The German translation appears to be vigorous

and free, and reads like an original poem, and through

this the work is accessible to many American readers.

It would require a master hand to make a translation

into English which would as vividly render the varied

and striking character of the versification, which seems

to give the life and movement of the waterfall, the

glacier, and all the wild scenery among which the ac-

tion goes on.

These grand natural phenomena, and the tremend-

ous forces of Nature which are frequently called into

play, make an appropriate setting for the stern and

sombre action of the drama, which deals with the most

tremendous questions of spiritual life.

Many Germans say that this is the greatest poem
produced since Goethe's Faust, and the comparison

between these two master-pieces is suggested both by

their resemblances and their differences. There is the

same blending or rather contrast of the sweetest hu-

man feeling with the wildest fancies, but there is not

the wide range over the whole domain of thought and

speculation that we find in the German poem. Faust

represents the tragedy of Doubt, the agony of a soul

severed from its connection with the central life by its

persistent questioning and its refusal to yield up itself

to a Universal Will. Yet a reconciliation is found for
'

this collision, and through the experiences of life
;

Love, Sin, and Sorrow, the soul is saved and restored

to health, and the world advanced.

Ibsen has given us another and an opposite thought,

the Tragedy of Belief, the suicide of Religion, the de-

struction of life by wilful acceptance of self-sacrifice

and abnegation. Is this the great tragedy which has

been played on a large stage? Is it the tragedy of

our or of any age ? Where in his social studies has

* Brand. Ein dramatisches Gediclu

Fassarge, Leipzig.

Henrik Ibsen, iibersetzt

he found the prototype of his ideal priest who is most
unlike those he has painted in his dramas ? Let us

follow out the story and see if we have rightly read

his meaning.

The scene opens on a Norwegian plateau high up
among the ice fields, which Brandt is about to cross

in pursuance of his mission. A peasant and his young
son are earnestly trying to dissuade him from attempt-

ing to pursue his way through the mists and over the

glaciers, where his life is endangered by slides and
pitfalls at every step. Brandt persists in his deter-

mination to follow his route.

Peasant. "The ground is hollow, you risk your neck.

Stay man, 'tis life or death."

Brandt. " I must, a greater one commands."
Peasant. '* How is he named ?

"

Brandt. " 'Tis God himself.

As a weak instrument He chooses me."

Brandt even proposes to cross the water. To the

peasant's remonstrance, he answers, giving the key to

the ruling influence of his life,

' One has already done the deed.

He who believes, can safely tread the way."

Brandt argues with the peasant and asks him if he

would not give all his goods to secure peace to a dying

daughter. " All but his life," the peasant professes to

be willing to give up? but if he dies

" who then wins bread for wife and child ?
"

Here as elsewhere Ibsen indicates the constant

pressure of the hunger question so keenly felt in those

poor communities. When the priest replies :

"Here our ways divide.

You know not God, he knows not thee."

The simple peasant with his gospel of work and

love says :

" .^h, thou art hard."

The boy would leave the obstinate traveller to his

destruction, but the father seeks to compel him into

the way of safety. He represents the social duty and

says his neighbors would accuse him, if he allowed

Brandt to go on to his destruction. The priest de-

spises this man's want of faith and says

:

" All lielp is useless for a man.

Who will nothimself will what he cannot do,"

Brandt sinks into a reverie which is broken by the

sound of pleasant voices ; the storm passes, a clear

sunshine breaks forth, and out of the distance come

Einar and Agnes, a loving pair, dancing and singing
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for joy of existence. They describe to Brandt the joy

of their hearts, and at last Einar recognizes in him

an old schoolfellow and recalls his peculiar solitary

ways.

The lively young artist takes Brandt for a traveUing

Sectarist, but Brandt replies :

" Oh! no, I am no Pietist,

I do not speak here as a preacher,

I hardly know whether I am a Christian,

But I look clearly in the face.

The sickness that is eating up our lives.

And is wasting the substance of our Land."

The artist laughingly replies that he is not at all

aware that the Land is suffering from too much pleas-

ure in life.

During this dialogue Brandt says that he is going

"to bury God," and he paints the God that is wor-

shipped in the World and in contrast his own stern

ideal of Infinite Power.

At parting he says to Einar :

" Divide light from vapor on thy way, ,

Life, friend is an art."

Einar. " Do you make the world anew,

I remain to my God true."

Brandt. " Paint him with his crutches then,

I am going to lay him in his grave."

As Brandt leaves, Agnes remains a moment lost in

thought, then suddenly rouses and asks,

" Has the Sun gone down ?"

Einar tells her it is a cloud, but she complains of

cold and perceives a storm coming. Einar tells her it

was all right till that fool came in, and urges her to go

on as before, but she is weary, she does not listen to

Einar, and at last she says :

" How great he grew as he spoke."

In the next scene Brandt pauses on a rock and

looks over his native town, and recalling his youth,

his soul revolts at what he thinks to be the purpose-

less, godless life of the people, whose prayers are no

deeper than their plays.

The half crazy maiden Gerd appears and throws a

stone. She invites him to go with her to her church

in the mountains up among the snows. This recalls

to him a legend of his childhood, but he begs her not

to go up, pointing out the danger of an icefall which a

shot or even a cry may bring down.

She tells him how grandly the wind and the water-

fall preach up there, but he treats it all as madness

and calls her a type of the Church goer. He sums up

"Frivolity, Stupidity, and Madness," as the evils

against which he is to fight, and arms himself for the

battle against the Demonic three whose destruction

will bring Peace to Earth.
*

* *

The second Act opens with a scene revealing the

poverty and suffering of the people to whom the

Steward of the town is distributing alms. Brandt

comes in and observes the work. The supply is scant

and the Steward says :

"Five small fish do

and Brandt answers :

: feed a crowd to-day."

" And if you divided ten thousand.

They would still go hungry from the Feast."

He then tries to show them their need of God, but

they cry that he mocks at their suffering, and that he

is raising the storm that is coming over the Lake.

While they threaten him a frantic woman appears

and calls for a priest. Her husband, maddened with

hunger, has killed his child and tried to kill himself.

The Steward says, "there is no priest here," but

Brandt steps forward and offers to go. He asks for a

boat to cross the Lake. All the boatmen refuse to

brave the storm.

Brandt says

:

" Does not your God help you here ?

Then know, mine is on board."

He cannot manage the boat alone, but even the

frantic woman will not venture, although he says :

" The sinner's soul cannot wait until the storm clears up."

Then Agnes begs Einar to accompany him, but

Einar refuses to go, saying that his life is too precious

to risk since he loves her. Agnes sees the crisis of

her fate, that she is parted from Einar. She turns to

Brandt and says, " I go with you." As Einar entreats

her to think of her own life, of her mother, she re-

plies :

" There are three on board."

As the people watch the passage over the Lake,

one man says :

" He is

A whole man and a Christian,

He has courage in deed and words,"

and soon the whole exclaim :

" That would be just the Pastor for us."

As the work is done and the storm has subsided,

Brandt stands before the hut and Agnes on the shore.

Some of the people then come and bring bread to the

children, but Brandt reproaches them that they would

not risk their lives to meet the spiritual need and that

it is "All or nothing."

The people then tell him that they have come to

beg him to be their pastor, but he refuses, saying it

would oblige him to leave his work which is dear as

life to him. He will do anything else for them, but

the man returns to him his own words :

" If thou givest all and not thy life,

Tliou hast given nothing."

He then sees Agnes sitting quietly as she did amid

the storm, and asks her of what she is thinking. She

paints to him the needs of the people as she sees them.

As he muses over her words a woman is seen coming

over the hill, who proves to be his own mother whom
he has not seen for many years. A very painful scene
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takes place. She reproaches him with neglect of her,

and with his folly in risking his life.

When he retorts upon her the question, "has she

fulfilled her task," she threatens to strike him. She

then changes her tone, and tells him she has left him

all her property. " On what condition?" he asks. She

demands only one, "that he shall be careful of his

life, and keep up the Family." He then tells her how
he saw her, after his Father's death, search the body

and his hiding places and take possession of all his

treasures and complain that there was no more.

She is deeply moved and describes the misery of

her life since, but reminds him that she has made her

son a Priest, that he may take her inheritance and

bless her soul. The relentless Brandt exposes her

unholy state of mind, and finally promises that he will

stand by her death bed and give her the consolations

of Religion only on condition "that she will give up

her whole inheritance, and go naked to her grave."

Brandt accepts it as his duty to stay and minister

to this neglected people. Then Einar comes in and

tries to tempt Agnes to go forth with him to distant

lands of beauty and joy. Brandt sets the alternative

before her, and tells her, how severe his life-plan is.

" I am stern in my demanding,

AU or nothing I desire."

The lover pleads with her, but Agnes says :

" Night for me I Even to Death 1

Rosy morning gleams beyond."

* *

The third Act opens with a conversation between

Brandt and his wife. Three years have passed and

his mother though drawing nigh to death has not sent

for him. Agnes bids him to go to her unsummoned,

but he refuses unless she is repentant. Then Brandt

speaks of the sunless situation of their home, and Agnes

confesses that she fears for the health of the child ; but

Brandt says

:

" God is still good, it cannot be !

"

Here follows the sweetest interchange of satis-

faction in their love which makes duty sweet and easy.

Brandt says

:

" You make the bridge

Upon my way to Heaven
;

Man cannot embrace Humanity

Until lie loves one alone.

I must love, I must grow warm.

Else would my longing heart be stone."

Then Agnes reminds him of his severity and says

many a one is broken down by his " All or nothing."

He describes his idea of Love stern as the Divine Love

and closes with :

" Only that which is lived out brings Salvation."

Agnes ;
" I follow thee on thy path."

Brandt :
" If we go together, it is not steep."

The Doctor comes in and tells him of the danger

of the child exposed to these mountain chills, and

also of his mother's extreme illness. As he bends in

agony over his child, now hot with fever, a messenger

comes to him from his mother, offering half of her

wealth for the Sacrament. The Scene is repeated, as

she increases her offers to everything but the All. The
son persists in his stern refusal in spite of the entrea-

ties of Agnes.

The Steward then holds a long conversation with

Brandt on his expected inheritance, on his manner of

speaking to the people, etc., and ends by advising him

to leave this dreary place and go into a broader, fairer

sphere. Brandt refuses to leave the work he has ac-

cepted. He says :

" The best follow my flag."

But the man of the world replies :

" The most follow mine."

The Doctor tells him of his mother's death, and

that her last words were,

" God is not so hard as my son."

He then says that Brandt clings to the old law,

but that now above all is the command " Be humane.

"

Brandt echoes his word as the type of modern weak-

ness and cowardice, and asks :

" Was God humane, when Jesus Christ

Bore death upon the cross ?
"

The Doctor visits the child and advises the father

to take him from this sunless spot, or he will die.

Brandt consents to go, and bids them to bring the

child out in his little cot. The Doctor then points out

to him his inconsistency in his demands on others and

his yielding to his own feelings. Brandt feels the force

of the accusation,

" It hits, the bird is shot."

As Agnes comes in with the child and stands ap-

palled at Brandt's face, a man enters and reproaches

him with his purpose of leaving his people. He tells

him how many have been brought from death unto

life, and that they will fall again into sin, if he leaves

them. The crazy maiden Gerd comes to upbraid him,

calling him to her church among the snows and telling

him that his church is without a Pastor and without

honor, and what a triumph there will be among

witches and evil spirits when he leaves his people.

Agnes entreats, "Let us go"; but he asks, "was I

first a Pastor or a Father here ?
"

The struggle is bitter, but the wife yields to her

husband's will, asking, "Are you sure 'tis God's com-

mand?" He answers, "Yes."

And yet he forces her in words, to make the des-

perate choice, and she replies, " Go the way that God

commands." As she turns back to the dreary house

he prays, "Jesus, Jesus, give me light
!

"

The child dies, the sacrifice is completed.
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THE DIVORCE PROBLEM.

BY SAMUEL H. WANDELL.

The evils of the modern divorce system are mani-
fold and subtle; the monster is more difficult and dan-

gerous to combat with than was the deadly Hydra
which was slain by Hercules upon the Pontine Marshes.

Some of the most prominent of the defects in existing

laws may be mentioned and remedial measures sug-

gested.

It must be conceded at the outset that divorce is a

necessity ; nevertheless it should be properly restricted

and only sought for in extreme cases where the state of

marriage has become fraught with misery and unhap-
piness, and when the welfare of the parties themselves
and of the public will be promoted by a dissolution of

the matrimonial relations. On the other hand, it is

equally clear that unlimited divorce tends to lessen the
respect which every citizen should entertain for the
holy state and binding obligations of marriage, tends
to encourage immorality, to bring about a social chaos
and to disintegrate the family circle which is the cor-

ner-stone of society. Divorce can only be regarded
as an evil, but, nevertheless, it is a necessary evil.

The history of legislation shows that where no di-

vorces have been granted, iUicit connections and
illegitimate children have been the result. The legis-

lature cannot control the passions of mankind ; there-

fore, its declaration that the marriage tie is indissoluble,

cannot compel a strict adherence to the duties and ob-
ligations of marriage. Until a recent period, judicial

divorces, granted by the courts under statutory au-
thority, were wholly unknown in England. Parlia-

mentary divorces, granted by special legislative en-
actments, were costly luxuries, obtainable only by the
very wealthy, and beyond the reach of the common
people. As a consequence there were numerous sec-
ond marriages without divorce, concubinage and ille-

gitimate children increased to an unheard of extent,

while the polygamy statutes became practically a dead
letter. In South Carolina no divorce law was ever
enacted prior to 1872 by the State legislature. It has
been the proud boast of some jurists that "to the un-
fading honor" of that State "a divorce has not been
granted since the Revolution. " There is no fitter com-
mentary on this system than a statute of South Caro-
lina regulating the amount of property which a married
man might give to his conciibme, showing that mere-
tricious connections must have existed in great num-
bers in order to necessitate such an enactment. If

further demonstration of the pernicious results of the
practice be necessary, it may be found in the following
extraordinary statement of one of the judges of the
South Carolina courts, made in delivering an opinion
from the bench : "In this country where divorces are

not allowed for any cause whatever, we sometimes see

men of excellent characters unfortunate in their mar-
riages, and virtuous women abandoned or driven away
homeless by their husbands, who would be doomed to

celibacy and solitude if they did not form connections

which the law does not allow, and who make excellent

husbands and wives still, yet they are considered as

living in adultery, because a rigorous and unyielding

law, from motives of policy alone, has ordained it so."

The policy of allowing divorces to be easily ob-

tained, by consent of the parties, has proven disastrous

to every country in which the experiment has been
tried. The Romans permitted great freedom of divorce

in the luxurious days of the Republic; a husband and
wife might renounce the marriage relations at pleasure,

the maxim of the civil law being that matritnonia de-

hcnt esse libera. During the first five hundred years

of the Roman republic no divorces were granted ; the

decadence of Roman power speedily followed the era

of unlimited divorce which magnified and inflamed the

most trivial marital difficulties and destroyed the family

honor, once so dear to the Roman heart. After the

French Revolution, the Scarlet Goddess of Divorce

found herself unfettered, drunk with power, and a host

of willing devotees at her shrine. It is stated that six

thousand divorces were granted in Paris in the brief

period of two years and three months. In the year

1816 the divorce clauses of the Code Civil were abol-

ished and all subsequent attempts to restore unlimited

freedom of divorce in France have been unsuccessful.

The rendering of the marriage relation indissoluble

is the opposite extreme from allowing divorces at the

pleasure of the parties. Neither extreme is calculated

to promote the general welfare or morality of the pub-

lic, although the latter is perhaps the more dangerous

and inimical to the welfare of the community. A mid-

dle ground of restricted divorce seems best adapted to

our institutions. Nor is the Catholic doctrine of pro-

hibitingdivorces a vincu/ahut allowing divorces a nicnsa

ct thoro to be commended. The history of the Roman
church shows that the Pope has been allowed, when he

deemed it proper, the privilege to dissolve a marriage

absolutely. If it was proper to dissolve the marriage

in any one instance, it may have been equally proper

and expedient in many others where the Papal indul-

gence was not granted. If it was /er se wrong to dis-

solve the marriage, then it should never have been dis-

solved under any circumstances. The force of the

arguments advanced by the defenders of the Catholic

policy becomes thus materially weakened by this

inconsistent practice. A still greater objection to the

canons of the church of Rome is the practice of allow-

ing and advocating divorces from bed and board,

which divorces have been condemned by some of the

most eminent jurists as being pernicious to public

morals and the good of society. Such divorces leave
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the parties in the unfortunate position of a wifeless

husband and a husbandless wife, yet fettered by the

bonds of matrimony
;
place them in a situation where,

being human, they are constantly subject to temp-

tation, and, as has been truly observed, frequently pun-

ish the innocent more than the guilty. These com-

promises with divorce were unknown to the ancients,

were not mentioned in the Scriptures, but were de-

vised by the Latin church and established by the

council of Trent.

Admitting then that divorce is necessary, that it

should be absolute when granted, it follows that it

should be considered only as an extreme measure,

adapted only to extreme cases. The increase of di-

vorce in this country is out of proportion to the in-

crease of the population. It is a blot upon our national

escutcheon which should be speedily removed. It may
be difficult to state all the causes which unite to pro-

duce this multiplicity of family infelicities, this flood

of divorce applications which is constantly pouring

into the courts. We may enumerate some of these

causes which produce such effects as follows :

1. Too many hasty, ill-considered marriages be-

tween uncongenial, unsuitable persons.

2. A lack of proper statutory regulations as to

the solemnization and evidence of a marriage.

3. A lack of uniformity in the marriage and di-

vorce laws of the different states, permitting and en--

couraging evasions of statutory prohibitions and penal-

ties.

4. A lack of proper respect for the solemnity and

sanctity of the marriage relations.

5. A lack of public interest regarding the evils of

divorce and a consequent lack of popular education

upon the subject.

6. A lack of a high standard of ethics in the legal

profession regarding the subject of divorce.

These several contributing causes may be but a

portion of the many which tend toward increasing the

number of divorces, but they are largely responsible

for the mischief complained of.

There can never be an entire reform in divorce laws

while marriage is legally defined as " a civil contract."

The institution of marriage is too sacred and holy,

too potent for good or evil to be considered as a mere

matter of barter or bargain between man and woman.

That marriage is not simply a contract is shown by

the fact that a contract may be rescinded or abrogated

by consent of the parties themselves, while the Sover-

eign power of the state alone can dissolve the marriage

tie. It is true that the parties may make a contract

or agreement to marry, but when it is executed, the re-

lation itself is but the fruit of the contract and not the

contract itself. The contract is wholly merged and

swallowed up in the status of the parties, which is the

true theory of marriage law. Marriage is one of the

domestic relations and can no more be properly termed

a contract than can the domestic relation of guardian

and ward. Both relations are usually assumed volun-

tarily, but neither are civil contracts.

The mischief of considering marriage in the light

of a contract is manifest in the unsettled and varying

policy of the law as interpreted in the several states.

The Courts seek to apply the rules of law governing

contracts to the status of marriage, relying upon the

definition given by the jurists that marriage is "a con-

tract." The result is a chaos of the marriage and di-

vorce laws, and a diversity of irreconcilable decisions

of the Courts which pronounce pure-minded, chaste

people adulterers, bastardize their issue and condemn

innocent persons to prison for unintentional bigamies.

Another evil of viewing marriage as a contract lies

in the fact that it divests matrimony of its dignity,

holiness, and purity, and makes the line of demarca-

tion between meretricious, unhallowed intercourse and

sacred marriage, difficult to determine. The Court

of last resort in New York State has decided that "the

law is well settled that a man and woman, without

the intervention of minister or magistrate, by words of

present contract between them, may take upon them-

selves the relation of husband and wife and be bound

to themselves, and to society as such, and if after that

the marriage is denied, proof of actual cohabitation as

husband and wife, acknowledgment and recognition

of each other to friends and acquaintances and to the

public as such, and the general reputation thereof

will enable a Court to presume that there was, in the

beginning, an actual bona fide and valid marriage."

How strangely inconsistent is the law which compels

a contract relating to the most ordinary business trans-

actions to be in writing if it is not to be performed

within one year ; which requires a conveyance of land

to be under seal and formally acknowledged ; but

which permits marriage, which continues throughout a

lifetime, which is a surrender and conveyance of the

most sacred treasures of the heart, to be contracted in

this loose, informal manner !

Marriage should be made a solemn and impressive

rite, should be celebrated by suitable and proper nup-

tial ceremonies, in order that the parties themselves
_

or all who witness the ceremony may realize that it is

a step that once taken cannot be retraced, and one that

should be duly considered before it is taken. Cere-

monies dignify, elevate, and sanctify marriage, and

are evidence of marriage. They should be required

bylaw, and, if required, would put an end to the loose-

ness and laxity of the marriage laws in many states.

Human beings should not be allowed to " pair off

"

like birds of the air, by simple words of present con-

tract, hastily spoken, without witness, without the in-
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tervention of minister or magistrate, thus opening the

door wide for perjury and fraud.

There is a want of uniformity in the laws of the

different states regarding the necessity of a formal

celebration of marriage. In Kentucky, Maryland,

Massachusetts, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas,

a celebration is necessary, the Kentucky statute pro-

viding that a marriage is null if not celebrated. In

Delaware, Maine, Virginia, and West Virginia, a cele-

bration is probably necessary, while in Arkansas,

Florida, Indiana, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, Rhode

Island, and Vermont, it is probably unnecessary. In

Alabama, California, District of Columbia, Georgia,

Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mis-

sissippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Wis-

consin, no celebration is necessary. In Connecticut,

Colorado, Dakota, Oregon, and Utah, the question

seems to be undecided.

In England it seems to be now settled that a cere-

mony is necessary, but at the time of the adoption of

our common law, the Dalrymple case was regarded as

controlling, which held no celebration necessary. There

were several reasons why the early American colonists

should have decided that a contract of marriage was

a valid marriage, even although not formally cele-

brated. They fled from England to escape religious

persecutions and it is hardly reasonable to suppose

that a clergyman of the hated faith would have been

a welcome guest at their wedding feasts. The diffi-

culty of obtaining a minister "in holy orders " in a

new and sparsely settled country was doubtless an-

other reason why they did not deem it essential to have

a marriage formally celebrated, and the payment of a

marriage fee would doubtless have been inconvenient

to the struggling pioneers in the virgin forest. But
these difficulties and objections do not exist to-day,

and it is evident that a custom or law, suited to the

God-fearing Puritans in their simple life, has no place

in this country to-day. The marriage per verba de pros-

senti is but a step removed from concubinage, tends

to lessen the respectability of the married state, and

to encourage and increase hasty, ill-timed unions,

thereby encouraging and increasing divorce. Fetters

thus lightly assumed are liable to be lightly worn and
lightly broken. Let the statutes of the several states

be amended so that this foul, mis-shapen monster shall

be banished from our land, and great progress will

have been made toward needed reform.

A universal marriage law, which shall secure a

uniformity of decisions of the various courts, a uniform-

ity of statutory regulations, which shall prevent the

subject of one state going beyond the territorial limits

of his own commonwealth inio another state for the pur-

pose of evading the law and returning home with per-

fect impunity as soon as his purpose is accomplished,

which shall declare a marriage contracted, or a divorce

granted in one state equally binding and effective in

any other state is "a consummation devoutly to be

wished," and would have a salutary and a wholesome

effect upon our jurisprudence.

The legal profession has a great responsibility in

the matter of the increase of divorces in this country.

Every reputable lawyer should realize that he is a

sworn officer of the court, and, as such, owes grave

duties toward the public. He should not encourage

his clients to obtain divorces, but should give each

case careful and conscientious study before bringing

it into court. There are no words in the language

strong enough to condemn the lawyer who advertises

to procure divorces "confidentially and cheaply, with

no publicity." The lawyer who does this may defend

himself by saying that he practices the statutes, and

that the statutes alone are to blame. This is evading

the real issue ; by throwing out such alluring bait he

seeks to draw fish to his net for his private gain, and

persons who might not otherwise apply for a divorce

are led by his attractive headlines to seek his advice

and assistance to obtain a divorce. Divorces should

not be advertised and hawked in public like a patent

medicine, nor should the lawyers cry their wares like

tradesmen. A lawyer should not bring on a claim for

a divorce with the same alertness and zeal with which

he would sue an over-due account or a protested prom-

issory note. He should hesitate to separate for life

two people who have taken upon themselves the vows

of marriage. It is only where there has been a flagrant

violation of conjugal duties, where it seems evident

that the happiness of the husband or wife and of their

children, if any, will be promoted by the step, when

the evidence is clear and convincing, that a divorce

should be sought. Haste should be made slowly in

order to afford the client ample time for reflection upon

the intended course.

There is good reason to doubt the wisdom of re-

stricting divorce to the single ground of adultery.

Experience shows that where this rule prevails the

records of the courts are pregnant with perjury and

fraud, while collusion and artifice are often resorted

to in order to evade the rigors of the law. There are

other matrimonial offenses which should furnish a

ground for absolute divorce, among which may be

enumerated willful desertion for a long period and con-

tinued cruelty. If these causes were added to the list

in those states where adultery alone is now the ground

of absolute divorce, it would result in avoiding in the

future many of the questionable practices now resorted

to and would leave the professional divorce detectives

without employment.

Public sentiment is the powerful lever which moves
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the world, by which all great evils have been over-

thrown and all great reforms accomplished. There is

needed then, an education of the people upon the cog-

nate subjects of marriage and divorce. The press,

the pulpit, the ban: and the platform, the sermon and

the novel, each and all have a mission and a duty in

this regard. When the popular mind is aroused upon

the subject, when legislators, lawyers, clergymen,

editors and the whole people, with one accord, devote

themselves to this object, then will this blasting si-

moom of unhappiness, ruin and disorder be stayed, then

we shall have the longed-for reform which shall check

this growing evil, avert its menacing dangers, and, at

the same time, provide an adequate remedy for all

persons justly entitled to the benefits of divorce.

NAME AND LEGEND OF "ALERAMO."
BY PROF. GIACOMO LIGNANA.

[In Italy recently there has taken place an ardent discussion concerning

the etymological derivation of the historical name o£ Altramo. Aleramojor

Aleran figures as the ancestor of the renowned house of Monferrato, having

married Gerbcrga, a daughter of Berengario, king of Italy. Their son William
became the first marquis of Montferrat. His descendants and successors

thereupon played a very coaspicuoug part during the crusades, and always^re-

mained staunch Ghibellines. The city, from which this family derived Jits

name, was situated on the river Po, but it was destroyed in the wars of the

nth century. The Marquises of Monferrato thereupon resided mostly at

Chivasso, Moncalvo and Casale. Gian Giorgio, who died in 1533 was the last

male-descendant of this noble family; the marquisate then passed to the

house of Gonzaga. (Conf. NouveUe Biographic Generale, pnblie par M. M.
Firmin Didot Frires sous la direction de M. te Dr. Hoe/er. Paris iSbr, Tome
Sbi^me.) With an inexplicable levity several modern Neo-Latin philologists

of Italy, among them the poet Carducci, actually a professor of Neo-Latin

philology at the University of Bologna, have sought for purely Italic elements

in the historical name of Aleran, the ancestor of the Montferrats, whose father

appears to have been an immigrated Prankish noble about the close of the

loth century. The following is a reply to Prof. Carducci from Giacorao |Lig-

nana, the distinguished professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology^at

the University of Rome. The manuscript of this article was sent to us by

Prof. Lignana, who wished it to appear in the columns of an American maga-

zine. .Although the discussion of the etymologies of works is not in our line,

we are pleased to present to our readers a contribution from the able pen of

the Roman professor. The article has been translated by Prof. Albert Gun-
logsen.l

I HAVE been asked, what I thought about the

origin of the name and legend of Alcramo, the an-

cestor of the Marquises of Monferrato. I think that

both, the name and legend, are of Germanic origin
;

and I shall begin with the name.

According to the modern Italian poet Carducci,

Professor of neo-latin philology at the universit}' of

Bologna, the name of Aleramo ought to be derived

from a Piedmontese dialect of the middle-ages ; and

he explains it as follows.

In the year 1880 Prof. Forster of Bonn published

from a manuscript in the Library of the university of

Turin 22 sermons in a Gallo-Italic dialect, which, ac-

cording to him is Piedmontese. The manuscript dates

from the 12th century. In these sermons occur the

words. Aler ix, 31 ; and alcretza viii, 23, 12, 51

which signify the same as allegro, allegrczza (glad,

gladness) in the modern Italian language ; and there

is told, for example, the story of the exploring party,

sent out by Joshua beyond the river Jordan ; when the

explorers, having been saved by the sacred woman of

Raab, returned to Joshua and to the camp, the manu-

script says: "Quant Josue los nit e Vast, siforun atcr,"

to wit, when Joshua and the army saw them, they

were glad.

Now, in the legend of Aleramo, as preserved by

Galvano Fiamma, and by others, as well as by Frate

Giacomo D'Acqui in Yns Imago miindi, completed 1334,

it is related, that a certain German noble arrived in

Lombardy accompanied by his wife, and that during

his stay at the hamlet of Sezadio his wife gave birth

to a very beautiful male-child, "quern miilti nobiles

lenenies et ilium baptizantes Aleramum denominaverunt

,

dicentcs Dens in tua peregrinatione gaudium tibi dedit.
"

From this gaudium or gladness, common to every

loving parent, Professor Carducci deliberately wishes

to derive the historical name of Aleramo, to wit, from

aler (allegro, glad) of the Gallo-Italic dialect of the

middle-age, and further in a note to his article, pub-

lished in the Nuova Antologia of the year 1883 Car-

ducci maintains, that he owes the absolute certainty

of this interpretation to his colleague E. Monaci, Pro-

fessor of Neo-Latin philology at the University of

Rome.

But in reality the phonological derivation of this

word aler—allegro, is being hotly contested by all

serious students of neo-latin philology. The German
Prof. Forster himself is not satisfied with the deriva-

tion proposed by Diez, namely alacreur ; Diez, on the

other hand, through the vowel-change of a into e, be-

lieved that the word was originally French, and from

the French had passed into the dialects of Italy. Still

others, while perceiving, that in old-French one finds

written halegree, saw in the // a mark of Germanic

origin. The difficulty of the passage: of the a into e is

solved, when it is observed, that the alecer of classical

Latin, is alecer in archaic Latin, and alacris is alecris

in vulgar Latin. At all events it remains certain, that

the aler in the above-quoted Gallo-Italic, means allegri

(glad), by dropping the / of the plural.

But, it remains extremely doubtful, whether the

name of Aleramo, the first Marquis of Montferrat, was

really derived from this word aler. It does not seem

probable, that the German noble, who with his wife

arrived at Sezadio, should have given his infant son a

Piedmontese name. This would have been an excep-

tional instance in the history of the middle-age. The

contrary hypothesis to me seems far more probable,

namely, that the German noble bestowed a German

name on the infant, that had been born in Italy, and

the rather, because the German after a month's stay

at Sezadio, again set out with his wife, to continue

his journey to Rome, leaving behind the infant, en-

trusted to the care of a German nurse, just as indeed it
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is related by Frate Giacomo d'Acqui : filiiim siium Aler-

amum cum niitrice de lingua sua dimitiant donee rever-

tantur de Roma.

Prof. Carducci, besides, only explains the first,

but not the last syllables of the Aler-amo. What do

these last syllables denote, or what value have they ?

Do they represent a suffix, or another word, which
added to the first make up the entire compound ?

All the writers of the time are silent about Aleramo,

and there are scarcely four genuine contemporaneous
vellums, from which can be gathered anything con-

cerning his personal affairs, such as his promotion
from a simple Count to the rank of a Marquis. Among
these the oldest records, belonging to the year 933
and 935, (according to others to the years 934 and

938,) are the donations granted by the kings Ugo and
Lotaire, "jure proprieiario cuidam fideli Alledramo (or

as writers Renevenuto di S. Giorgio in the annals of

Muratori, Vol. xxiii) Alcdramo Comiti.

The name, therefore, of the first Marquis of Mon-
ferrato in the donations of kings Ugo and Lotaire is

not Aleramo, but Alledramo, or Aledramo.

Any one, who is the least familiar with mediasval

names, must immediately discern here, and will re-

call to mind, a whole series of analogous Germanic
names ; for example, Guntram, Bertram, Wolfram,
etc., in which the last syllable represents, not in-

deed a suffix, but another word, which makes a com-
pound with the preceding syllable. Ram is equivalent

to Rabe (raven), in old- German hrani, ramm, whence
Guntram, raven of war (gundja, war), Bertram,
splendid raven, and Wolfram, wolf-raven, that is,

terrible raven. In the two last syllables of the name
Aleramo, or Aledramo, I therefore perceive the above
identical word, namel}', the mythical raven, the messen-
ger of Odin. And what do the two first syllables de-

note ? The explanation is obvious. It will suffice to

recall to mind the name of the king of the Ostrogoths,
Alaric, which stands for Athalaric, and Albert for

Adalbert ; athal, adal being the adel, edel of modern
German, and denoting noble. Thus likewise the name
of the mother of Aleramo, Alasia, standing for Adela-
sia. The name of the father of Aleramo, according
to some is William, but according to others Allibrand.

The latter name at once recalls to mind the very old

fragment of Germanic lay, published by Wilhelm
Grimm, and which begins :

Ik giharta dhat seegen
Dhat sih urhettun

^nom niuotin

Hiltibrant enti Hadhubrant
Untar heriun tuem.

I have heard it said, that Hildibrand and Hadu-
brand (namely father and son) challenged each other

to single combat in the midst of the two armies. The
German lay, as we'have said, is only a fragment, and

it does not tell us which of the two was killed in the

duel, the father or the son, but it was probably the

latter; just as below the walls of Brescia,— near the

very spot, where later German lays have laid the scene

of the duel between Hildibrand and Hadubrand,

—

Aleram, the father, kills his son Otto, without know-
ing him. In our opinion the name and legend of

Aleramo must be of Germanic origin.

THE ETHICAL PROBLEM.
IN REPLY TO MR. SALTER.

Before proceeding to the main subject of our con-

troversy, which refers to the question of the dispensa-

bility or indispensability of a basis for ethics, I shall

briefly dispose of a few side issues of less concern. In

so far as they are side issues I might pass them over

in silence. But it appears that they presuppose prin-

ciples which are of great ethical significance.

THE ETHICAL IMPORT OF CRITICISMS.

As to the occasion of the three lectures, I am told

that my article, " The Basis of Ethics and the Ethical

Movement," was not the cause which suggested to the

speaker and the Board of Trustees of the Society for

Ethical Culture at Chicago, the idea of extending the

invitation to me. The invitation was tendered with-

out any special motive, and would have been tendered

even if that article had never been written.* I con-

fess that I was under the impression that the society

wanted me to explain our views with special reference

to their own position. It is a principle of The Open

Court to solicit criticism, and we expect that the same
principle animates every one who is eager to find out

the truth. We believe that the truth can be estab-

lished only by a square fight, where ideas are pitted

against ideas in fair and honest controversy. We do

not want to intrude upon the world with our private

and personal pet theories. We want to bring out the

truth. If our views are wrong, we want to be refuted,

and if we are refuted, we shall give up those ideas

which we have recognized as errors.

Mr. Salter saj's, "the ethical movement believes

that philosophical systems should have a free field and

that that one should survive whose claims prove the

strongest in the struggle for existence, and all within

the fold of an ethical fellowship held together by a

community of moral aim. " Very well then, we act

accordingly : we propose a certain view and struggle

for it. Yet we do not enter the lists vainly or merely

for the sake of controversy. W^e do not struggle for

something which is indifferent, for we maintain that it

is the most important question with which the members

of the ethical societies can concern themselves.
'

* Sliould a second edition of " Tile Ethical Problem " be needed, I sliall re-

place the words, " In consequence of this article " by the clause "soon after

the publication of this article."
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There is, at present, a fashionable tendency to con-

sider every struggle, whatever be its nature, as bad.

War, competition, emulation, criticism, are considered

as more or less barbaric forms of one and the same

principle—the principle of strife ; and this principle of

strife is denounced as the source of all evil. The
abolition of all strife, it is expected, will usher in the

beginning of a millennium. Whatever may be true

in this view, we see no other possibilitj' of arriving at

truth than by struggling for it, and the struggle for

truth appears to us as a dut)'.

The weapon in the struggle for truth is criticism.

If we believe we are in possession of truth, let us expose

our opinion to the criticism of those competent to crit-

icise. If we differ in opinion, let us compare our

opinions and investigate as to which opinion is nearest

the truth. The invitation to speak before the Ethical

Society, was made with the special understanding that

we were to propose our view on the ethical problem
;

and it would not have been proper to ignore the posi-

tion of the Ethical Societies entirely. I should be

sorry to "have taken an occasion, incidentally, to re-

inforce an earlier criticism "— if that criticism was not

welcome. Having stated a difference of opinion, it

seemed to me, that a further explanation, a justifi-

cation was demanded. Could I have acted other-

wise since, after all, criticism and counter criti-

cism are the sole means of arriving at truth ? And
then, our struggle for truth is not a personal fight

between our private views in which you or I should

hope to come out victorious. Our struggle for truth

is rather a co-operation, in which every one of us con-

tributes his share of insight and tries to free himself

from the errors that might be mixed up with a par-

tially correct conception of truth.

Mr. Salter is mistaken, when he speaks of "an atti-

tude of antagonism" towards the ethical societies on

our part. We do not intend to antagonize the ethical

societies ; on the contrary, we intend to promote their

welfare ; and we therefore call attention to that which

we consider as their most urgent and indispensa-

ble duty. It is their duty to build their house upon

a rock, so that it will withstand the rain and the

winds. Our antagonism, if our attitude is to be charac-

terized by that name, is an antagonism arising from

a common interest, from a religious zeal for the same

great cause, from a desire that the ethical societies

shall not neglect the one thing that is needed, that

they shall have been founded to stay -for good, to

prosper, to increase, and to conquer.

INTUITIOX.ALISM AND SUPERN.\TUR.\LIS^t.

Mr. Salter blames me for " carelessness in treating

of ethical theories ;
" he says, that I identify Intuition-

alism with Supernaturalism. Mr. Salter adds :

" And Paley on the strength of his theology is called an intu-

itionalist, while he was, in fact, one of the founders of utilitari-

anism."

Undoubtedly Paley was one of the founders of

utilitarianism. His theory is characterized in his own
words as follows :

" God Almighty wills and wishes the happiness of his creat-

ures."

Paley is a utilitarian with reference to the purpose

and aim of ethics. He is generally characterized as

"a theological utilitarian"; nevertheless I do not hes-

itate to class him among the intuitionalists, " on the

strength of his theology" as Mr. Salter rightly re-

marks. * Professor Sidgwick (in the Encyclopsedia

Britannica, vol. viii, p. 606) describes Paley's views in

the following words :

" To be obliged is to be ' urged by a violent motive resulting

from the command of another '
; in the case of moral obligation the

command proceeds from God, and the motive lies in the expecta-

tion of being rewarded and punished after this life."

Intuitionalism if it means anything means that the

moral command comes to us in some unaccountable

way mysteriously and directly from some sphere beyond.

I confess myself guilty of identifying "intuitional-

ism with supernaturalism." Everybody who main-

tains that the basic view of intuitionalism is true, is

in my opinion to be classed as an intuitionalist. If

the sense of duty, the moral ought, the idea of right

or wrong of conscience or whatever we call it, is an

unanalysable fact, if our knowledge of it conies to us

not through experience, but through some mystical

process concerning which philosophy and science can

give no information, we are confronted with a dualistic

theory. We have in that case to deal with a world-

conception recognizing the existence of certain facts,

which are of a totally different character from all the

other facts. Whatever name we may be pleased to

give such a conception, it is and will remain super-

naturalism or at least extra-naturalism.

I look upon intuitionalism in ethics and upon its

philosophical correlative supernaturalism, as a kind of

scientific color line. Any one who attempts a concilia-

tion between supernaturalism and naturalism is a su-

pernaturalist, and every one who attempts a concilia-

tion between intuitionalism and other ethical views,

is an intuitionalist.

Are not all intuitionalists at the same time utili-

tarians, in so far as they expect that in the end the

good will be rewarded and the bad will be punished ?

* whether Paley is represented as an intuitionalist or in the usual way as

" a theological utilitarian," does not in the least affect the subject of our con-

troversy, I selected his name, because his works are still read and better

known than those of other theological teachers of ethics. I confess openly

that I should not have mentioned him as one of "the representative authors

of intuitionalism," and shall, in any eventual future edition of "The Ethical

Problem," replace his name by those of " Price and Reid." I do not, how-

ever, cease to count Paley among intuitionalists.
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We can reconcile intuitionalism with utilitarianism, if

utilitarianism means that in the end the good will be

rewarded and the bad will be punished. But we can-

not reconcile intuitionalism with any theory that con-

siders conscience as being of a natural growth, so that

it can be analysed and scientifically explained.

Utilitarianism is that theory which explains the

good in terms of the useful, and thus misleads people

to identify the useful and the good. If utilitarianism

means that the consequences of good deeds are some-

how always useful, (perhaps not useful to ourselves, but

useful to somebody, and though perhaps not useful in

the present, yet useful in the future,) I shall not hesitate

to range myself among the utilitarians, however strongly

I protest against any identification of the useful and
the good, against making the usefulness of a deed the

test of its moral goodness, and still more against de-

fining the good in terms of pleasure.

UTILITARIANISM AND HEDONISM.

As a further carelessness in treating of ethical theo-

ries, Mr. Salter mentions the distinction made be-

tween utilitarianism and hedonism. Mr. Salter says :

".Hedonism is treated separately from utilitarianism although

every form of utilitarianism has been hedonistic, modern utilitar-

ianism being simply universalistic hedonism."

I have deliberately treated hedonism and utili-

tarianism as separate theories, because I consider it

necessary to make a distinction between them. Hedon-
ism proposes the pleasurable, and utilitarianism the

useful as the ultimate test of ethics. These two prop-

ositions are in my opinion by no means congruent.

Most utilitarians, it is true, (I hesitate to say "all"

utilitarians,) define the useful as that which affords

the greatest amount of pleasure. I see, nevertheless,

sufficient difference between the useful and the pleas-

urable. The term useful comprehends many things

or processes which cause much pain and produce little

pleasure.

While we uncompromisingly reject hedonism, we
see a possibility of reconciliation with utilitarianism,

provided the utilitarians drop for good the principle

of hedonism, and exclude from the term useful all those

transient advantages (generally considered as useful)

which occasionally come to man in consequence of

bad actions—for instance wealth gained by fraudulent

means. In short there can be no objection to utilitar-

ianism if we limit the term useful strictly to that kind
of usefulness which is the inevitable consequence of

good actions, provided we agree concerning a further

definition of good. Consider, however, that the main
motive perhaps of all immoral actions is the presumed
usefulness, and so far as the acting individual is con-
cerned, not unfrequently the actual usefulness of the

consequences attending immoral actions, and you will

confess that it is one of the most important duties of

ethics to set us on our guard against the temptations of

an imagined utility, and to inform us that what appears

useful is not always useful, that what is useful now,

may become very obnoxious in the future, and that what
is useful to one individual may be detrimental to others.

There are many phases of the useful which ethics can-

not and does not recommend, and we must have a

criterion for that kind of usefulness which is desirable.

This criterion alone is the standard of moral good-

ness ; and the character of every ethics depends upon
what is to be considered as this criterion.

It is characteristic of almost all utilitarian systems

(if they enter into the subject at all) that this crite-

rion is nothing that transcends the usual conception

of utility. The criterion of utilitarianism is usually

defined as the greatest happiness for the greatest num-
ber. Wherever a conflict arises between two or more
things that are useful, utilitarians propose to give

preference to the greater amount of usefulness : the

quantity of usefulness has to decide, not the quality.

Quantity or intensity of happiness, and quantity of

usefulness, can as little constitute moral goodness as a

majority vote can in moral questions decide as to what
is right or wrong. If, however, the quality of different

kinds of utility were to be considered as the determin-

ing factor of goodness, the useful as such would cease

to be the ultimate criterion of ethics, and that quality

would have to be considered as the ultimate test of

goodness which makes this or that act ethically pre-

ferable.

So long as this quality, which gives to one kind of

acts with useful consequences the value we call moral

goodness, is not singled out as the characteristically

moral feature, I shall continue to maintain that utili-

tarianism, and most so hedonistic utilitarianism, slurs

over the difference between moral goodness and ma-
terial usefulness.

MONISM AND THE ETHICAL MOVEMENT.

Mr. Salter says :

'

' What I had at least hoped for, was an exposition of the way
in which the monistic world-conception would serve as a basis of

ethics, for to me personally at any rate, and I think, to many more,

this would have been of considerable interest ; but monism is

classed along with agnosticism and materialism as one of the

thought- constructions of theorizing philosophers."

My lectures on the ethical problem were intended

to discuss the principle of ethics and its dependence

upon a conception of the world. They were not in-

tended as an exposition of the ethics of positivism or

of monism. It is not an exhaustive work on ethics,

but a modest pamphlet ventilating the problem of eth-

ics. Nevertheless, the solution of the ethical problem

is sufficiently indicated so that the reader can form a

clear conception as to the basis, the construction, the
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plan and the scope of that system of ethics which we
defend. But Mr. Salter should not be astonished to

find monism classed along with agnosticism and ma-
terialism among the world conceptions of theorizing

philosophers. Are there not many philosophies pre-

tending to be monistic ? Shall we accept whatever

goes by the name of monism ? Or is it advisable to

warn against all philosophies except our own? Our
own view is certainly not exempt from criticism. It has

to be classed, and I have purposely classed it among
the theories to be criticised. It must be considered

as a mere theor)', until its character as being a state-

ment of systematized facts is proved.

A distinction must be made between i) the posi-

tive and monistic philosophy that is growing now in the

minds of men, and 2) the monism and positivism which

we represent. There are a great number of philos-

ophers and scientists who work in the same line as our-

selves, and many truths are, with more or less lucidity,

pronounced independently by different scholars, some-

times in terms which seem to contradict one another.

I am sure that if we did not contribute to the growth

of this monistic world -conception, it would neverthe-

less develop. We do not create it ; it is n'ot an inven-

tion of ours to which we have any patent right. All

we can do is to hasten its development to mature its

growth, to concentrate the many different aspirations

that tend to the same aim.

Should the special work we are doing in exhibiting

our monistic view of the universe happen to be radi-

cally wrong, it will pass away. The constructive work

we have been doing will in that case be transient, and

its usefulness will be confined to having served as a

stimulus to thought.

The monistic philosophy that is growing in man-

kind is an ideal. Our special and individual view is

an attempt to work out the realization of the ideal.

But the fact that we consider our view as an attempt

to realize the ideal philosophy of the future, does not

raise our special representation and elaboration of it

above criticism.

A similar discrimination must be made between

the ethical movement and the ethical societies. There

is an ethical movement preparing itself among man-

kind, and the ethical societies are one important

symptom of this movement, but they are not the

sole symptom. The ethical movement is percep-

tible also in the churches ; it is perceptible in the

Secular Unions and in the political life of our nation.

The ethical societies, it seems to me, might become

and they ought to become the centre of the ethical

movement ; and they would become its centre, if they

understood the signs of the times.

The ethical movement and the new philosophy of

positive monism are closely allied with each other.

Indeed, I consider them as the two main character-

istic features of the spiritual life of the future. Posi-
tive monism in order to be complete, must be practic-

ally apphed, it must become a religion. It becomes
a religion by bringing about an ethical movement
which bases morality on the facts of life, so that the

ethics of supernaturalism are replaced by natural

ethics.

The ethical movement cannot refuse to go hand
in hand with the philosophy of the times. It need not

commit itself to this or that particular representation

of monism, but it must upon the whole recognize the

basic principles of the coming religion of positive mo-
nism ; for if it does not, the movement will be of no
avail, and can be of no use to future generations to

whom the old and antiquated views have passed away.

Our desire is to make the leaders of the ethical

society understand that this is the vital problem of the

day. And here we come to the main point of our con-

troversy; viz., the question whether we can have ethics

without having a basis of ethics. p. c.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE NEGRO QUESTION.

To the Editor of the Open Court :—
The Open Court has given expression to the views of numerous

thinkers on what can or ought to be done with the Negro. All

these I have read with interest. At first I was rather inclined to

think Prof. Cope was right in his views concerning the subject, and

I do not now doubt he has clearly stated some of the evils which

may result from the presence of the Negro in our country. But
they are here and we cannot help ourselves. We do not wish to

return them to" a state of slavery, for as slaves they did our nation

far more harm than we can conceive of their doing us as free men
with all their ignorance. We cannot return them to Africa. It is

one of those impractical schemes as Utopian as trying to build a

railroad across the Atlantic or to the Moon. It cannot be done.

Even in the small way that it was attempted in Liberia it has not

been a success. I know several of the Negroes of Liberia, main-

tained there as preachers and teachers, and they are amongst the

most intelligent of their race yet they are not at all enthusiastic of

what has been accomplished. There is little doubt but in the end

a'l the best part of .\frica, that most suited to a high civilization

will be occupied by the Whites, and the Negroes will be driven to

the insolubrious regions or gradually succumb to the stronger

races.—What then shall we do with the negro in this country ?

The Negro queslion will settle itself, but not without the aid of the

Whites. One anthropologist with whom I have discussed the sub-

ject, declares emphatically that the negro head is already chang-

ing, and that as he acquires property and becomes self-reliant and

self-supporting, it will change still more towards the form of the

head of the white man. He states emphatically that there are al-

ready many negroes with such brains. This means a change of

character. It is not possible for him to live for centuries among

thrifty self-helping reliant people without to some e.xtent organiz-

ing his nervous system like theirs. It does this of itself. He may,

and no doubt will, drag the Whites down more or less, but they

will vastly more raise him up.

The Rev. Mr, Miyo read a very important contribution be-
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fore the last Social Sci-nce Congress at Saratoga on the Negro

question which has been published in full. His predominant idea

is Education ; and he thinks the failure of the Blair Bill in Con-

gress was a serious misfortune. This bill, as we all know, appro-

priates many millions of dollars for education in the South. In

my own opinion it was well that the. bill failed to become a law.

So vast a fund would largely have been wasted by unprincipled

demagogues. The Negroes should be made to help themselves.

If they hunger for knowledge to such an extent that they greedily

gather up the fragments of papers thrown away by the Whites to

read, as he states, they will find a way to learn. The appetite for

knowledge like the appetite for food generally satisfies itself in the

end. Besides our system of education is not yet sufificiently de-

veloped to suit the need of the negro. What he ought to have is

an industrial and ethical education together with a knowledge of

the rudimentary branches of learning. All efforts of educators to

give him a thorough classical education will and ought to fail. He

has not behind him ancestral training suited to appropriate it. It

would be like feeding a child with cake and candy, delicious to the

taste but ruinous to the stomach. Let none of our energies be

wasted in our educating the negro. Already some harm has been

done by such attempts.

The Church proposes to take a hand in the Negro question.

While others have been talking and writing about it they have al-

ready begun their work. The Methodists have been in the field

for a Ion" time, and in my opinion they have done harm. The

Methodist religion only agravates in the Negro the emotional

nature. He has too much of this already. It would be far better

if the Methodists would reform their methods or keep out of the

South. They will probably do neither. The Baptists are also

doing something, but I am not so familiar with their methods.

—

The Catholics are aiming to do a large work among the Negroes.

They propose to teach them the Catholic religion and add to it

mechanical training. This is an improvement on Methodism, but

the ethical nature is largely neglected. The Catholics labor under

the great delusion that if their form of religious belief is taught, an

ethical life follows as a natural consequence. As well might you

teach botany and expect your pupil to be a musician. There is no

sect that has so many criminals as the Catholics. In New York

there are three times as many Catholics in our pauper and crimi-

nal institutions as of all other sects, receiving no, or next to no,

ethical instruction.—The Episcopal Church has a betier plan

though not perfect. It is already in operation in Maryland. The

Bishop of Maryland, so far as is possible with the help at hand, is

building small churches that can be used for schools every day of

the week ; and in addition to the religious forms of this Church,

gives instruction in sewing, dress making, cookery, and house-

keeping to the girls and mechanical trades, such as blacksmithing,

shoemaking, etc. to the boys. The music, and drill of the church

will be beneficial in inculcating discipline good order and kindness,

and the greater breadth of thought in the Episcopal Church with

their more liberal views will make their work far more valuable.

It seems to me a great pity that a thoroughly practical and

ethical system of education cannot be devised for the Negro by our

broad and philanthropic men and women ; something like that in

Felix .\dler's school in New York, free from all sectarianism, and

carried out by all the Churches. The Negro does not need to have

his religious nature cultivated. He is far too religious now, but

he is very immoral. It is putting the cart before the horse to teach

him religion and not ethics. He needs the latter sadly, not the

former. When Christ said to his disciples, " Go and preach the

Gospel to every creature," he showed a largeness of mind and a

courage and breadth of view quite amazing to timid folks. We
may well rank him as one of the great benefactors of his kind

;

but his followers seem too content to admire and worship and

spread a knowledge of his great name, and not to go on perfecting

his gospel till it is suited to the needs of every soul, filled with

love, but more than this filled with justice and the spirit of pro-

gress, and open to all that is good. Jennie Chandler.

SCIENCE AND ANARCHISM.
To tlie Editor of The Open Court:—

I REMEMBER about twenty-six years ago being much impressed

by the remark in " Essays and Reviews," that what is called rea-

son means only that philosophy which happens at the time to be

in fashion.

The philosophy which happens to be in fashion now is un-

questionably that of Herbert Spencer. The immense, though one-

sided, generalization of progress from a simple indefinite homo-
geneity to a complex definite heterogeneity, has made a powerful
impression on that vast majority who lack originality

; and as

might be expected, they seize on certain superficial parallelisms

much more readily than on the fundamental physical principles of

the great English thinker.

Among these superficial parallelisms none is more popular

than that conveyed in these words, "the social organism,"—

a

false, fanciful, mythological expression in all respects worthy to

rank with the God of War and the Goddess of Beauty. Society

is not an organism. An organism is a living aggregate in which
the parts derive their powers from the whole. A society is a soul-

less corporation, a " dead hand," whose aggregate powers are de-

rived from the parts. It is perfectly correct to say that the organi.sm

does what any part does. It is the mule which kicks, not his heels
;

the bird which soars, not his wings. Cut off the heels or the

wings and they are dead. With a society, it is just the opposite.

It is Caesar who legislates, not the Roman people ; Lord Leiirim

who evicts, not the English nation. Separate Caesar or Leitrim

from the society which gave him birth, and instead of dying he

will create a new society stamped with the impress of his own
originality. Moreover, the more evolved the organism is, the less

a part can do without it ; but the more evolved the society is, the

better an individual can do without it. The man Friday cast on

a desert island would very likely starve, the man Crusoe founds a

state which may be superior to the one he left ; whereas a piece

of a lowly organism may live, though not improve, while a piece

of a high organism dies the moment it is severed.

Objectionable in every point of view, the society-myth is

especially censurable in morals. It teaches millions to crawl like

reptiles at the feet of one. It enables the whole family of shirks

to cast their own sins upon "the state." The standard rebuke of

the conservative to the reformer is that he should leave his de-

signs to "evolution." It must be confessed that not every age

could have invented so neat an euphemism for other people's labor.

Let us leave the society myth to Aristophanes, who originated

it under the name of Demos, and come down to solid facts. The
fundamental law of human, as of other action, is that motion fol-

lows the line of least resistance. For those animals whose struc-

ture enables them to slay and eat, hunger encounters less resist-

ance in getting bloody feasts than vegetable diet. All such animals

are carnivorous. One of them is man. But for the weaker species

of such animals the line of least resistance indicates association.

Wolves, jackals, dogs, and men, are gregarious. Their earliest

social form is the troop or horde, which, arising by accretion, re-

sembles a crystal or a stalagmite rather than an organism. All

gregarious animals have laws. It is a gross, though common, er-

ror to suppose that savages are without them. Savages worship

their chiefs as a Chicago voter does not his boss, and observe the

customs of their fathers with ten times the scrupulosity of a

Puseyite. But there is this great difference between the laws of

men and those of other gregarious animals, that the latter, estab-

lished by natural selection, have an evident relation to the life of
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the species ;
while the former dictated by those foolish inductions

which give rise to superstition, and perpetuated by that imitative

instinct for which our nearest congeners are notorious, have no

relation to the life of the species, but have actually exterminated

great branches of it. All human history presents with hideous

uniformity one unchanging rule—that every benefactor of his race

is persecuted by the "law and order" of his age ; and yet men
who know quite enough of history to know this, imagine that but

for law and order they would all become devils. They pay them-

selves a most extravagant con^pliment. It is not the rebellious

archangel, but the mowing imitating ape which sticks out all over

them. Ask a gentleman why he gets into a portable Black Hole

in July, or a lady why she expose's her arms and neck to the wind

in January, and the reply must be that it is the fashion, which is ex-

actly the reason the savage gives for daubing himself from head to

foot with train oil or running a fish hone through his nose.

The law that motion follows the line of least resistance, and

the law that natural selection secures the perpetuation of the fittest,

are perfectly independent of each other. By the former, societies

are cast into the stereotyped chapters of law, custom, and tradi-

tion. By the latter, the more free perpetually triumph over the

more servile—the Greek over the Asiatic, the Turanian over the

Hindoo, the German over the Latin, the European over the Chi-

nese. Thus they appear as antagonistic principles, one represent-

ing "order," the other liberty. I believfe, though I may confess

some difficulty in proving, that the latter gradually prevails. ,4

firivri, it seems this must be so. For though the law of least re-

sistance throws the majority into moulds, it throws original men
out of them, and no mould is strong enough to resist the direct in-

fluence of that Central Power, that "stream of tendency," whence

it is but the back set and undertow. But, however that may be,

this is very certain, that whenever the conservative principle in

any society prevails over the liberal, decay at once sets in. Law
and order destroyed Greece, Egypt, Persia, Rome. They are

ruining India and China. If history teaches anything clearly, it

teaches that in proportion as a people approach the state of Anar-

chy they advance, not only morally and intellectually, but what

might perhaps be less expected, economically ; while the thorough

establishment of law and order has always been the herald of

dulness, vice, and poverty. This is no idle theorizing, no slippery

extrusion of words too big and nimble to be held. It is a thesis

of fact, checked, even in ancient times, by statistics sufficient even

when they are somewhat meagre ; and as such I feel perfectly

competent to defend it. A philanthropist ought therefore to di'sire

the progress of Anarchy, and I think he has with him " the stream

of tendency," called by Matthew Arnold " Zeit-Geist," and by one

Paul the Spirit of God. C. L. James.

THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF MONISM.
To the Editor of The Open Cotirl :—

The discussion of the tenability of Monism, just closed in

The Open Court, between Dr. Montgomery and its Editor, cannot

fail of being of surpassing interest to philosophic thinkers, dealing

as it does with the central problem of our very life. Of the cor-

relation of physical with mental phenomena. Dr. Montgomery
rightly says :

" This is the essential question whose solution would

determine either the fundamental oneness or the fundamental

duality of body and mind ; would land us for good either in Monism
or Dualism."

Before any advance can be made in the solution of this ques-

tion, another question must be answered ; and that is, whether the

popular scientific conception of the essential nature of all physical

phenomena is the true one. This view is that matter consists of

particles whose function it is to serve as the inert vehicles for

motion ; that all force is simply the momentum of these particles.

Now it is easy to show that this view of material phenomena is

entirely untenable
; for at every collision of such particles, in the

degree that the momentum of one was less than that of the other
its motion and force would be utterly annihilated. The doctrine

of the persistence of force could not hold true one moment if such
were the ultimate constitution of matter ; neither could action and
reaction, which forms the basis of all science, be equal and
opposite.

The whole difficulty in the solution of this great problem lies

in our erroneous view of the essential nature of physical phenom-
ena. The reality of all physical phenomena does not consist in

the motions of inert vehicular particles, but it does consist in the

tendencies evolved by the collisions of elastic forces acting under
the conditions of Space and Time. The principles of physical

processes and sentient processes are exactly identical. What the

profoundest metaphysical thinkers found true of mental phenom-
ena is equally true of material phenomena. One formula describes

all the operations of both : Opposition, Tension, or Tendency,
manifested as Motion when released, and as Force against oppos-
ing forces. Opposing forces beget all states of tension in matter
and all tendencies in mind. The one result of opposition is the

evolution of force, and this is but another name for tension or
tendency.

When we analyze our conscious impressions of an external

environment, we find them to consist wholly of impressions of

force, impinging upon our sentient life. When we analyze our
internal conscious experience, we find that it consists wholly of

forces or tendencies known to us as desires in the various forms
which these desires assume. To what other conclusion can we
come than that consciousness and force are identical ; the differ-

ence to our conception being that we think of force as objective

and external. Whether we analyze physical or mental phenom-
ena, the ultimate fact in either case is a vibration. And if we
think of the fact of vibration, not as a mere motion of inert vehic-

ular particles, but as an interchange in the condition of opposite

forces with the resultant change in the force evolved, it is an
easy matter to identify it with the simple feeling of touch.

But it may be objected that it is inconceivable that the qual-

ities of our higher consciousness could be a result of the colloca-

tions and complications of simpler vibrations
; but it is no more

inconceivable than that a succession of sounds which, heard in

succession, separately, give us the sense of mere noise, should,

when heard in combination, give to our sense the entirely new
quality of musical tone ; and it is equally conceivable that other

and greater combinations and collocations of simpler vibrations,

should constitute all the various qualities, emotional and intellect-

ual, sensed in our conscious experience.

Like all other processes, our sentience is the correlation of

opposite forces or tendencies ; and the emotions and the intellect

are the exact opposites of each other in their operation. The
former is the resultant of synthesis, the latter of analysis. Hence
no analytical process of the human mind could ever give to our

consciousness the qualities resulting from the collocations of these

vibrations of sense, because it is the office of the intellectual pro-

cess to separate and analyze
; and as separation in the vibrations

constituting musical tones would give to our sense none of the

qualities of musical tones, so a mental anal)'sis of the vibrations

whose combinations constitute our conscious experience never

could impart to our consciousness the qualities resulting from

their collocations. Franklin Smith.

BOOK NOTICES.

We have received from the Rev. Leicester A. Sawyer the

following parts of his publication The Bihle Analyzed, Translated,

and Arcompanied with Critical Studies, (namely, " Early Genera-
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tions," " Abraham and the Hebrews in Egypt," "Job," "Esther

and the Song of Songs," " Isaiah," "Daniel," "Gospel according

to John," and "Revelation of John"). Mr. Sawyer's standpoint

may be gathered from his remark that the Abrahamic covenants

"are among the most extraordinary and successful impositions

ever devised. " He accepts the '

' Exodus " as a fact and identifies the

Hebrew with the Hyksos of Manetho, but the production of the

Pentateuch in nearly its completed form, was, as shown by its

language, a possibility in 623 and down to 300 B. C, but an im-

possibility in the time of Moses.

The September number of Home and Society by Mrs. Agnes

Leonard Hill contains chatty articles on various subjects coming

within the title of the Journal, for treating of which Mrs. Hill is

well qualified by experience. Her remarks on the importance of

teaching morals and manners in the public schools are good and

dtserving of serious consideration. (Chicago ; A. L. Hill & Co.)

/,(; Verite PliUosofhiqiie. Trois. An. No. 6, July 13th, i8go.

The principle articles in the present number of this anti-clerical

paper deal with the questions of the reconstruction of Society on

the basis of scientific truth and of the admission of women as

members of the order of Free-Masons. (C. Cilwa, 28 Rue du

Mont-Thabor, Paris.)

The following pamphlets have also been forwarded to us :

On the Relation betzoeen Natural Science and Ontology, by G.

Johnstone Stoney, M, A., D. Sc, F. R. S. A paper read before

the Royal Dublin Society developing a nominal hypothesis of the

Universe, with diagrammatic interpretations. (Dublin : University

Press, 1890 )

The Union-Slate. By John C. Hurd, LL. D. An extended

letter to a States-Rights friend, denying the right of State-Seces-

sion, on the historical ground that the very existence of South

Carolina and other Seceding States as holders of political power

had always depended on their voluntary continuation as members

of the Union-State (New York : D. Van Nortrand Company, iSqo).

Independence. Stanzas by G. Th. Mejdell. This opuscule is

written by a Swede who, having resolved to make English the ve-

hicle of his thoughts, began four years ago to teach himself the

language. The result may be judged of by the following Stanza

which expressfs the final thought. "If our existence be a mis-

take, and the performance a bungle to the core—the responsibility

first and last rests with those who in recklessness conjured us up

from the Nirvana." Mr. Mejdell's teaching is that an individu-

ality is but a phase, "In new species resuscitating the soul and

essence of old ones—it is thus that nature has worked out the

problem of Immortality." (Christiana; Alb. Caramermeyer, 1890.)

Spiritualized Happiness- Theory ; or, A^ew Utilitarianism. By

W. D. Lighthall, M. A., B. C. L. The preface of this publica-

tion states that it is a brief systematization of a theory of which

notes had been previously published, and was delivered as a lec-

ture before the Farmington School of Philosophy, The theory

results from an examination of the Ethical System of the late

Thomas Hill Green, in relation to Utilitarianism, and is supposed

"to reconcile the contentions of both Kantian and Hedonistic

argument." This theory is stated as follows :

That there is a mysterious underlying Power at the base of

all conscious nature and also, apparently, of all unconscious na-

ture ; of which. Evolution, "regarded as one fact with Willing,"

is the manner of action.

That a purposiveness, of which our individual purposivenesses

are revealed and specialized segments, exists and works through

the Universe, and is characteristic, among others, of that Power.

That the phenomena of the Ethical sphere in and through us,

are part of that Power's Universal action.

That its essential object 6f action is pleasure (including avoid-

ance of pain). Its guiding principle is the greatest happiness of

the whole. It is itself the basis of that principle. (Montreal ;

"Witness" Printing House. 1890.)

Customs of Courtesy. By Garrick Mallery. The author gives

many curious instances of modes of salutation and ceremonial

customs. Salutation was once a serious waste of time, and it is

now a mere formula which is " the best mark of real culture, its

absence characterizing the savage or the boor."

Sitbstance of the Work entitled Fruits and Farinacea the proper

food of Man. By the late John Smith, of Malton. Sixth Edition,

1889. We have received from the English Vegetarian Society,

whose headquarters are at Manchester, a copy of this reprint and

of the eighth edition of " The Vegetist's Dietary " with a large num-

ber of pamphlets and leaflets, which show the activity of the Vege-

tarian Society and furnish evidence of the progress which is being

made by its views.

Practical Sanitary and Economic Cooking adapted to Persons of

Moderate and Small Means. By Mrs. Mary Hinman Abel. Pub-

lished by the American Public Health Association' i8go. This

is one of the Lomb Prize Essays for 1888, and is the outcome of

the fifth prize offered by Mr. Henry Lomb, of Rochester, N. Y.,

as we are told by the preface, " for the noble purpose of amelio-

rating, in some degree, the hardships which befall mankind in

the tireless struggle for, existence." The value of this little work,

the character of which is denoted by the inscription " The five

food principles, illustrated by practical recipes," is much added

to by a ser.es of bills of fare made out for a family of six persons.

The July-August number of Melusine, the excellent French

Journal of Mythology and Folk-Lore, contains a continuation of

the article by M. Tuchmann on the curious and interesting subject

oi Fascination, or, " The Evil Eye, " treating of the means to ac-

quire the power oE fascination. In a note M. Tuchmann states,

in reply to an inquiry by Mr. Alfred Nutt in the " Folk-Lore Jour-

nal, " that his conclusions will show the connection of a great many
of the phenomena of fascination with those of magnetism and

hypnotism, and establish the affiliation of the phases through which

the question of the power attributed to the will has passed.—The

leading article is a review of Les Chants Populaires du Piemont, by

M. Gaston, Paris. To show the wide ground occupied by Melu-

sine we may add that it gives an interesting note on " Irish prog-

nostications from the howling of dogs."

The A. M. E. Church Review, Vol. 7, No. I, July, 1890. This

Review is edited by Dr. L. J. Coppin and is very creditable to the

religious community of which it is the organ. The present num-

ber contains among other articles an account by Mr. T. Thomas
Fortune of the origin of the Afro-American League, the objects of

which are "to encourage state and local leagues in their efforts to

break down color bars, and in obtaining for the Afro-American an

equal chance with others in the avocations of life," and for secur-

ing the full privileges of citizenship The subject of the educa-

tion of the Negro, is dealt with by Mr. S. F. Williams who points out

that the great need of the hour is technical education. He declares

that the introduction of manual labor in the curriculum of only one

school in each section of the Southern slates would teach the Negro

the dignity of labor and "dissipate that eternal bug-bear of race

war." The Editor of the Journal gives statistics of the etiucational

work done by the African Methodist Episcopal Church, which

show that it has established twenty one schools, having seventy

three professors and 2,172 students. The schools are supported

chiefly by funds given in small amounts by men engaged in un-

skilled labor. Wilberforce University near Xenia, Ohio, is the

mother school, and graduates from there " have gone out and en-

gaged in their various callings with commendable success." (Phil-

adelphia : The Publishing House of African M. E Church.)
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THE ADVENTURES OF TWO HYMNS

"NEARER MY GOD, TO THEE," AND "LEAD, KINDLY LIGHT."

BY MONCURE D, CONWAY.

Profjlssor Newman once exppressed the opinion,

that if theologians had been compelled to set forth their

doctrines in the form of poetry, there would have been

no controversies. This sentiment, which I am quoting

from memory, has a notable illustration in the history

of his famous brother's hymn, "Lead, kindly Light."

It is probable that nine-tenths of the people who have

recently been manifesting homage and affection for

the dead Cardinal knew him only by this hymn. On
the Sunday after his death it was sung in many Eng-

lish chapels and churches,—all protestant, for it is not

in any Catholic hymn-book. When it was written

John Henry Newman was a clergyman of the Church

of England. In his 31st year (1832) he had just fin-

ished his "History of the Arians, " with its fierce dia-

tribes against all Liberalism, and went for a tour in

the South. " It was the success of the Liberal cause

which fretted me inwardly. I became fierce against

its instruments and its manifestations. A French ves-

sel was at Algiers ; I would not even look at the tri-

color. On my return, though forced to stop a day in

Paris, I kept indoors the whole time, and all that I

saw of that beautiful city was what I saw from the

Diligence." At this time he had in his pocket the

tender hymn he had written on the journey. He had

been seized with fever in Sicily, and his one nurse

—

a monk—thought he would die; but he said, " I shall

not die ; I have a work to do in England." He re-

covered sufficiently to resume his journey, and at

Palermo took an orange boat bound for Marseilles.

They were becalmed a whole week. He wrote verses

night and day during the voyage, among them this

little poem,—for it does not appear that he thought

of it as a hymn. As the hymn has been a good deal

altered, it may be well enough to print it here as it

was written.

lid the encircling gloom,' Lead, kindly Light, :

Lead Thou me o

The ght is dark, ndl: I far from ho

Lead Thou me on

Keep Thou my feet ; I do not ask to see

The distant scene,—one step enough for i

I was not ever thus, nor prayed that Tlioi

Shouldst lead me on ;

I loved to choose and see my path ; but w
Lead Thou me on.

I loved the garish day, and spite of fears.

Pride ruled my will ; remember not past years.

So long thy power hath blest me, sure it still

Will lead me on

O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, till

The night is gone;

And with he morn those angel faces smile

Which I have loved long since and lost awhile."

The verses first appeared in the British Afagazine,

and afterwards in Lyra Apostolica (1836), entitled

" Tlie Pillar and the Cloud," and with the note "At
sea, June i6th, 1833." (Twenty years later it appeared

in his '
' Verses on Various Occasions, " entitled " Grace

of Congruity,"—whatever that may mean.) It is one

of the highest qualities of a good hymn that many
various hearts find in it what the author never con-

sciously put there. Newman appears to have been

puzzled about this hymn. " For years I must have

had something of an habitual notion, though it was
latent and had never led me to distrust my own con-

victions, that my mind had not found its ultimate rest,

and that in some sense or other I was on a journey."

In January 1879 Mr. Greenhill asked him the mean-

ing of the last two lines, and he answered rather im-

patiently that he was not "bound to rememher [his]

own meaning, whatever it was, at the end of almost

fifty years. " " There must be a statute of limitation

for writers of verse, or it would be quite a tyranny if,

in an art which is the expression not of truth but of

imagination and sentiment, one were obliged to be

ready for examination on the transient state of mind
which came upon one when home-sick, or sea-sick, or

in any other way sensitive or excited." It is droll to

think, that sea-sickness may have had something to do

with the pathos which has been so widely spiritualized.

Although the hymn was written by a protestant

clergyman the Catholic soul finds its sentiment there-

in. In 1875 Lad)' Chatterton became a Catholic and

wrote to tell Father Newman how the hymn had

helped her in her time of mental struggle, when she

was wont to repeat it during "the dark and painful

nights." And while the hymn was making Lady
Chatterton a Catholic, James Martineau was putting

it into his new hymn-book for the consolation of Uni-

tarians. Nay we had been singing two stanzas of it

since 1873 for the encouragement of freethinkers in our

South Place Free Religious Society.

So far as I can discover "Lead, Kindly Light"
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owes its first currency as a hymn to that Liberahsm

which its author so abhorred. Its first appearance as

such seems to have been in "Hymns of the Spirit,"

collected by Samuel Longfellow and Samuel Johnson,

published in Boston, January, 1864. Longfellow and

Johnson, as is well known, represented advanced the-

istic views. In England its first appearance as a hymn

was in "Hymns Ancient and Modern" in the edition

of 1867. In 1870 it appeared in the "Church and

Home Metrical Psalter." In "Hymns of the Spirit"

it was weakened by two gratuitous alterations. In-

stead of "I loved the garish day" we find "I loved

day's dazzling light;" and instead of "O'er moor and

fen, o'er crag and torrent" we have "Through dreary

doubt, through pain and sorrow." In the "Church

and Home Metrical Psalter " we have " Lead, Saviour,

lead;" also "I loved the glare of day," and "O'er

dale and hill, o'er crag and torrent." In several Eng-

lish books we have "One step's enough for me." But

the worst offense was committed by the present Bishop

of Exeter, who in his "Hymnal Companion" added :

" Meantime, along the narrow, rugged path

Myself hast trod.

Lead, Saviour, lead me home in child-like faith.

Home to my God,

To rest for ever after earthly strife

In the calm light of everlasting life."

When we were compiling our " Hymns and Anthems "

at South Place, in 1873, I concluded to drop the sec-

ond stanza, as we there still "loved to choose and

see" our path, loved the day, and had no "fears."

But the stanzas retained were as Newman wrote them.

If the anti-liberal Churchman thus gave liberals

one of their favorite hymns, a liberal has given the

churches one of their most beloved hymns. "Nearer

my God, to Thee " was written by a lady who was not

even a Christian, for the South Place Society, where

it was sung for nearly a generation before the ortho-

dox ever heard of it. The writer of that hymn, Mrs.

Sarah Flower Adams, was the daughter of Benjamin

Flower, a leading radical of the revolutionary era, and

author of an able book on the "French Constitution "

(1792). He was in Paris at the breaking out of the

French Revolution, and his paper, the Cambridge In-

telligencer, defended Thomas Paine and republican-

ism, with such courage that he was sent to prison.

There a beautiful lady of high position. Miss Gould,

a friend of Priestley, visited him (therefore suffering

social martyrdom) and on his release they were mar-

ried. Of their two daughters, Sarah wrote hymns for

South Place, then under the eloquent ministry of

W. J. Fox, M. P., and Eliza set them to music. Rob-

ert Browning, who was the friend of these sisters, told

me that Eliza had "real genius for music." Her com-

positions are now familiar in many churches. In 1834

Sarah married William Brydges Adams, a distin-

guished inventor and engineer. They all belonged to

the extreme radical rationalistic movement in London,

and were leaders in it. Mrs. Adams wrote a large

poem "Vivia Perpetua," which was much admired.

She died in 1848, little dreaming that her hymn,

"Nearer my God, to Thee" would one day be sung

in every part of English-speaking Christendom.

Some years ago, when there was a Conference of

Christian churches in Washington City, the Unitarian

Minister (Rev. Dr. Shippen) was excluded in a rather

marked way. Being in Washington I attended one or

two of the meetings, and the only instance in which

any religious emotion was manifested was when a blind

preache.r. Rev. Thane Miller, asked the assembly to

rise and sing, "Nearer my God, to Thee." Dr. Ship-

pen was far less unorthodox than the author of that

hymn which brought those zealots their only animat-

ing breath and sunshine. The emotions and senti-

ments of the orthodox are their own, are real; their

dogmas a sort of phonography, a repetition of some-

thing put into them by ages whose ideas and phrases

are freely uttered merely because they are not com-

prehended.

As we have seen that the Bishop of Exeter was

moved to supply Father Newman's hymn with some-

thing about the Savior, similar supplements have been

made to " Nearer my God, to Thee." In both cases,

however, the additions have only revealed the pro-

saic mind of the dogmatist, and they have fallen away

by their own leaden weight. It remains therefore a

significant religious phenomenon that rationalists are

singing with fervor the hymn of a Churchman on his

way to Rome, and Churchmen are singing with ardor

the hymn of a rationalist. Neither of the hymns has

any allusion to Christ; they alike represent the human
spirit communing with its ideal without veil or me-

dium. Their popularity is significant of a new era in

which historic religion is passing out of the mind of

the people, and religion becoming a matter of the in-

ner "Light," of aspiration, and of a transcendent sen-

timent. The great stony mass of dogmas would ap-

pear to be dissolving into a sort of pantheistic nebula,

possibly to develop new orbs in place of the old ones

which shine no more in the firmament of faith. If

Christendom be judged rather by what it sings than

what it says, a dismal night is far spent, a new day is

at hand. But it is by no means yet certain that this

new day may not witness a mere revival, albeit in more

scientific form, of that ancient deism which has always

been a barren speculation, and from which the human
heart has again and again sought refuge in some

warm-hearted humanity, like that of Buddha and of

Jesus. It will depend on the moral earnestness of

those who are free, to see that humanity shall no more

slide a step backward for every one taken in advance.
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AMERICA'S EXPERIENCE OF LOW TARIFFS.

BY F. M. HOLLAND.

Congress has concluded to increase the tax on

wool, and augment the tariff generally. Our protec-

tionists still march up the height, waving the banner

marked "Excelsior," with as sublime an indifference

to consequences as that of Longfellow's hero, and in-

sist that their path up the mountain is the only way
by which our country can escape from having her

markets glutted with the products of pauper labor,

her factories shut up, and her laborers obliged to beg

their bread. All these evils are predicted as certain

to follow any reduction of our tariff ; and it is high

time to consider what was the actual effect of the re-

ductions voted in 1833, 1846, and 1857.

The average rate of our duties will be more than

one-half as great as the value of articles taxed, ac-

cording to the new tariff. It was less than ten per

cent, a century ago, and it had risen to only forty-one,

when the act of 1833, which put coarse wool on the

free list, established a system of gradual reduction, to

be continued until there should be no duty left higher

than twenty per cent. Before this point was reached,

however, there was a deficit ; and in i84c> the average

of the rates was fixed at thirty-three per cent., where

it remained until 1846. The tariff was then lowered

to twenty-five per cent.; it was again reduced in 1857

to twenty per cent.; and this last act was passed with

the general approval of the members of both parties.

Thus from 1833 to 1861, when war broke out and the

revenue had to be increased, our system was what our

protectionists denounce as free trade.

Soon after it was introduced, a French traveler,

Chevalier, noticed '
' the aspect of universal prosperity,

"

in a land where "nothing is easier than to live by la-

bor and to live well." All the men and women he

met in the streets of New York were well dressed

;

and a German philanthropist. Dr. Julius, could find

only solitary and transitory cases of pauperism. Miss

Martineau, who met most of our leading men, in 1834,

1835, and 1836, found the advantage of the lower tariff

"very generally acknowledged." Lyell, the geologist,

says : "We have met with no beggars, witnessed no

signs of want, but seen everywhere the most unequivo-

cal proofs of prosperity and rapid progress." It was
at this time that Dickens praised the healthy faces and

neat dresses of the factory girls, who began in 1840

to publish the Lowell Offering, in a city from which

the traveler might, says Lyell, "go away with the idea

that he had been seeing a set of gentlemen and ladies

playing at factory for their own amusement."

Lowell, Pittsbiirg, and other manufacturing centres

now increased rapidly in population ; and there was a

gain of fifty per cent., not only in our number of cot-

ton factories but in the value of our export of manu-

factures of all kinds between 1830 and 1840. In 1842

our country had seven times as many miles of rail-

roads as she had in 1833 ; and Pennsylvania produced

more than four times as much iron as in 1830.

Our statistics become very full and significant, as

we reach 1 860, when our factories made nearly ten times

as many dollars' worth of goods as in 1830, and sold

nearl}' four times as many dollars' worth abroad as in

1846, while the total value of imports and exports had

increased more than one hundred and ninety-six per

cent, since 1845. Comparing the figures for 1850 and

i860 in the Census tables and similar authorities, I get

these results. The capital invested in factories nearly

doubled ; and so did the value of manufactures, the

gain in both cases being more than twice as great as

in population. The same is true of the value of the

cotton cloth ; and there were also decided gains in pig

iron, woolen goods, steam-engines and other machin-

ery, boots and shoes, leather, clothing and furniture.

There was an increase of one hundred and seventy

per cent, in value of coal, and one hundred and sixty

in that of agricultural implements ; while that in

population was less than thirty-six ; and the manufac-

ture of these implements had grown nowhere so rap-

idly as on the upper Mississippi and the great lakes.

"Without any special stimulus to growth," says the

Census Report for i860, "the manufactories of the

United States had nevertheless been augmented, di-

versified, and perfected, in nearly every branch. '

' There

were more than five times as many patents issued that

year as in 1850 ; and the sewing machine was among

the new inventions. The increase in number of opera-

tives was forty-six per cent., nearly one-third more

rapid than that in population; and the average amount

of wages, per operative, advanced nearly twenty per

cent., despite the enormous immigration from Europe.

The value of both our imports and exports more than

doubled, as also did the wealth of the nation ; the

valuation of Illinois, Wisconsin, and Michigan ad-

vanced three or four times as fast as their population ;

and the factories of Cook County increased the value

of their products six fold, while the wealth of Chicago

increased four fold. The gain in wealth throughout

the Eastern States, though less rapid than in the West,

everywhere outstripped the advance in population
;

and the average amount of money in savings' banks

in Massachusetts, per inhabitant, increased one hun-

dred and fifty nine per cent. The total value of farms

more than doubled, having increased nearly three

times as fast as the number of inhabitants ; and there

were corresponding gains in various kinds of agricul-

tural products. A yet more striking contrast with the

present state of things may be found in the fact that

our shipping nearly doubled its tonnage between 1850

and i860.
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Similar results followed the establishment of free

trade in England, where the operatives had been

wretchedly poor, and where the purchasing power of

their daily wages has doubled, while the working clas-

ses enjoy more comforts and luxuries than they ever

did before, or do now under protection in Europe.

Free competition has enabled New South Wales to

pay more for her day of eight hours than we do for

ten, considering the price of clothing, etc.; and her

bricklayers have recently, by working over time,

earned 15s. 6d. a day, which is worth more than $4

here. Her factories have multiplied steadily, in spite

of having to compete against " pauper labor," and are

n Dw, as Dilke says, in Problems of Greater Britain,

mDre prosperous than those of her protectionist neigh-

bor, Victoria. All this is just what we ought to expect

;

for no country can import largely from her neighbors,

unless they will take her products in exchange ; and

they will take nothing from her which could be produced

more cheaply elsewhere. Larger imports require larger

exports ; and larger exports are impossible without

greater activity in those industries which are best able

to increase the wealth of the nation, and which can

contribute most largely to its prosperity. Greater

activit}' in these industries means greater demand for

labor ; and that means higher wages. Between 1845

and i860 our country increased her total amount of

imports and exports more than twice as rapidly as she

has done since ; and this increase was accompanied

with great activity of her factories in selling goods

abroad as well as at home. In order to compete so

successfully with Europe, we were obliged to turn our

main attention to the most profitable branches of

manufacturing, as well as of farming ; and we devel-

oped these in preference to industries which could not

have been carried on under such low tariffs. Thus we
followed such a course as enabled the employer to pay

high wages, while it enabled the people to buy the

necessaries of life at prices which had not been raised

by any taxes imposed simply for the purpose of sub-

sidizing unremunerative enterprises. Those of our

manufacturing industries which have really proved
most valuable, prospered better under the low tariffs

of 1846 and 1857, than they have done since, or are

likely to again without free raw materials. Low
tariffs and large imports mean not only low prices, but

also large exports of goods made by factories which
pay high wages.

THE BASIS OF ETHICS AND THE LEADING PRIN-
CIPLE IN ETHICS.

Mr. Salter says that I confound two questions :

[First,] what is the true world-conceptioD, upon which every

special science may, in a broad and rather loose sense, be said to

be based
; and secondly, what is the ultimate principle in ethics

itself ? The second question might be more distinctly stated as

follows ; Not what is the basis t;/ ethics, in the sense of " a philo-

sophical view back " of it (a theology or philosophy), but what is

the basic principle /«. ethics ? Ethics, in the popular sense, being

a system of rules for conduct, it is necessary, if it is to be treated

scientifically, that there should be some supreme rule, by their

agreement or disagreement with which all lesser rules should be

judged."

It appears to me that I do not confound these two

questions; yet I am confident that I see their intimate

connection. Our proposition is that the leading* prin-

ciple /// ethics must be derived from the philosophical

view back of it. The world-conception a man has, can

alone give character to the principle in his ethics.

Without any world-conception we can have no ethics

(i. e., ethics in the highest sense of the word). We
may act morally like dreamers or somnambulists, but

our ethics would in that case be a mere moral instinct

without any rational insight into its raison d'etre.

If there is any difference between morality and

ethics, it is this, that morality is the habit of acting in

a certain way which, according to our view of the world

we live in, is considered as good ; while ethics (the

science of morality) is the conscious recognition of the

reasons which make an action good or bad. A bear

that sacrifices her life in the defense of her cubs acts

morally according to our view ; but her action is mainly

the result of impulse. The morality of animals appears

almost as a blind reflex action when compared to the

conscious self-sacrifice of an ethical man who acts de-

liberately, knowing the reason why.

If I rightly understand Mr. Salter's proposition,

the Societies for Ethical Culture should according to

my terminology be called "Societies for Moral culture."

Mr. Salter indeed emphasises this idea in the chap-

ter of his Ethical Religion to which he calls my atten-

tion. He says :

" The basis of our movement is not a theory of morality, but

morality itself." (p. 302.)

Is not Mr. Salter's meaning this ? " Practical mo-
rality must be the object (and not the basis') of the eth-

ical movement. Theories have no value unless they

are made practical by application." If. this is Mr.

Salter's theory we agree with him, but we should add :

"No practical work xan efficiently be done without

a theory. The result of the work will greatly de-

pend upon having the right theory."

In another passage Mr. Salter says :

" We do not propound new views of the Universe. We wish

rather a new sense of duty." (p. 292.)

Are not Christian and Jewish preachers constantly

at work to make our sense of duty more sensitive ? If

that is Mr. Salter's meaning, he does the same work
that all honest clergymen are doing. David cried for

id "leading " appears! preferable to "basic "
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the renewal of a right spirit within him (Psalm li, 10),

and Ezekiel described his work with the words :

" A new heart also will I give you and a new spirit will I put

within you. (36, 26.)

For preaching "a new sense of dot}'" in the sense

of an unceasing moral progress and of a constant re-

newal of moral purposes, there would have been no

need of leaving the churches. Yet if by a new sense

of duty is meant an entirely new morality, different in

kind from the old morality, how can it be proposed

unless the basis of ethics be radically changed at the

same time, or at least differently applied ? In no case

can we ignore it.

I do not doubt but that humanity has made a great

moral progress, I do not doubt but that the average

morality among our grandchildren will be higher than

is the average morality of the present age, but I am
also firmly confident that we shall have to preach

the same morality over again to later generations.

The substance of our morality will not be changed.

That which must be changed is our conception of mo-

rality, in so far as it is to be based not upon a supernat-

ural authority, but upon the authority of natural laws.

We have to free ourselves from the ethics of supernat-

uralism, we must overcome the mysticism of the in-

tuitionalists' view ; we must be led out into clearness.

If we understand morality, its natural conditions, its

growth and purpose, we shall the better be prepared

to obey the moral commands.

The most important moral rules are not to be altered.

So far as I can see, some of them will be altered as little

as our arithmetical tables can be changed. Our sense

of duty may become more enlightened and more sensi-

tive, but its contents will remain about the same. If

we read the properly moral injunctions of Confucius,

or of Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius, or of the Hebrew
prophets, are they not, aside from a few odd expres-

sions due to the speech of their time or to awkward
translation, quite as modern as the sermons of a lec-

turer of the societies for ethical culture? There is

the same earnestness, the same impressiveness, the

personal tone of fatherly instruction, the appeal to the

noblest motives of the understanding and the heart.

How is it, that these old books have remained so

modern ? Because the subject of their exhortations

is ever new, and the same things have to be repeated

again to every generation. ^

Mr. Salter says that the ethical movement is not

devoted to antisupernaturalism. Supernaturalists not

only believe in a supernatural deity, they also base

their ethics on the revelation of a transcendent God.

Every attempt at humanizing ethics must from the

standpoint of supernaturalism be considered as a

superstitious presumption, and 1 have strong doubts

whether any serious believer in supernaturalism will

ever join an ethical society. One kind of supernatural-

ism only can be imagined to be compatible with the

views propounded by the ethical lecturers, viz., that

in which the idea of God has no practical meaning.
He alone, to whom his belief in supernaturalism is

ethically indifferent, will agree with Mr. Salter that the

ethical societies are not devoted to antisupernatural-

ism.

Mr. Salter looks upon supernaturalism, and indeed
upon any other basis of ethics not as a real basis, but
as a mere interpretation of ethics. He speaks of first

principles in ethics, but how does he come into their

possession, unless he derives them, if not consciously,

then unconsciously, from his conception of the world?
TIte leading principle of ethics must always be the ex-

pression of a conception of the world. This is the

point Mr. Salter does not recognize. If he recognized

it, he would not so repeatedly complain about a lack

of clearness as to what a basis of ethics means.

FACTS, HOW THEV TEACH.

It has been emphasized in the three lectures on
The Ethical Problem that ethics must be based on
facts. With reference to this principle Mr. Salter

sa3's :

" What then is the scientific world-conception, the true basis

of ethics ? I confess to having been completely taken aback, when
as I read on I discovered that Dr. Carus declined to answer the

question, contenting himself with vaguely saying that the true phi-

losophy will be one which is in accordance with facts, which seems

equivalent to saying that the scientific system will be a scientific

system."

The principle that the new ethics must be based on

facts, is certainly so obvious that it must appear as a

self-evident redundant truism. So all the most complex
arithmetical theories may be shown to be mere equa-

tions, they are tautologies which will appear to every

one who understands them, just as self-evident as

the equation 14.1^2. And yet it is sometimes quite

difficult to analyze and understand such a simple prop-

osition as that ethics must be based on facts.

Although Mr. Salter considers the proposition that

"the scientific world-conception, the true basis of

ethics," must be based on facts as sufficiently obvious

as to be tautological, he makes objection to it as

being something in the air. He says :

" It has long been plain to rae that resting ethics on our mat-

ter-of-fact wishes or instincts is not establishing ethics, but under-

mining it and leaving it a something " in the air."

Does Mr. Salter mean that "basing ethics on facts
"

denotes an exact imitation of the facts we experience ?

Does he think, that if we witness a murder, we are

thereby invited to commit a murder also ?

I said (as Mr. Salter declares "in one clear-sighted

passage ") that
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" Ethics is not ready made, it is not the one or the other fact

among all the realities of the universe. Ethics is our attitude to-

ward the facts of reality. (The Ethical Problem, p. i8.)

With reference to this statement Mr. Salter says :

'

' The latter remark seems to imply that the same facts may

be looked at from different attitudes ; if so how are the facts them-

selves to decide which attitude we shall take ?
"

Certainly we can take different attitudes toward

facts. But the proper attitude toward facts can be

learned from the facts alone. Facts teach us for in-

stance the laws of health. Mr. Salter suggests that

any one might say, "I do not care about my health."

But in that case the laws of health are not (as Mr.

Salter declares,) meaningless to him. He will soon

find out the meaning of the laws of health. Facts will

teach him to care for his health, and if he does not,

nature will soon deprive him of health and life.

I happen to know a sad case of my own experience.

A strong and healthy young man, a jovial companion

and of social habits, defied the laws of health, and

could do so for some time on account of his strength

and youth. I plainly remember that he once said to

me almost in the same words in which Mr. Salter

puts it : "I do not care about the laws of health, nor

do I care for a long life. It is not pleasant to grow

so very old. I would rather live so as to please myself,

even though my life be shorter by ten years." A
year elapsed and he fell sick never to recover again.

His parents buried him in the bloom of his life.

Facts are not mute ; they teach us. Our knowl-

edge of facts is called experience, and from knowledge

of facts alone the principles of action can be derived.

Mr. Salter is far from basing ethics upon the solid

ground of facts. He combines with ethics the idea

that it must be something absolute. In his lecture,

"Is There Anything Absolute About Morality?" he

says :

" If by morality is meant only the actual conduct of men, we

have plainly to negative our question, and say there is nothing ab-

solute about morality, since the conduct of men has been after any

but a fixed, unvarying type." (pp 83, 84.)

Mr. Salter finds the absolute of morality in con-

science. The commands of conscience, Mr. Salter

declares, are absolute. But have there not been erring

consciences which prove that conscience is anything

but an absolute authority? Mr. Salter evades the dif-

ficulty by declaring that the inquisitors and other men
who committed crimes in perfect faith that they were

doing a good work, had no conscience at all. Concern-

ing the barbarous treatment of the Canaanites, he

goes so far as to maintain :

"I doubt if Moses, or one of the heroes of the Israelitish

legend ever seriously asked himself, What is right ?" (p. 91.)

In a certain sense there is something absolute in

ethics, although we should not call it " absolute." We

should prefer to say, there is something objective in

ethics ; and the objective element in ethics makes it

possible for ethics to become a science and for moral-

ity to be based on science i. e., a systematized state-

ment of facts.

THE MORAL LAW AND MORAL RULES.

For the sake of clearness let us distinguish be-

tween the moral law and moral rules. By the moral

law we understand a law of nature which is as rigid

and objective as are all other laws of nature. By
moral rules we understand the formulation of certain

commands, based upon a more or less comprehensive

knowledge of the moral law.

The moral law operates in nature with the same

unfailing exactness as does, for instance, the law of

gravitation. If a stone is without support, it falls to

the ground whether we wish it to fall or not. If the

members of a society infringe upon the moral law,

they will reap the evils consequent thereupon. The
course of events follows with the same necessity in the

one case as in the other, in the realms of inorganic as

well as of organized nature.

Organized nature develops feeling, and feeling de-

velops mind. The acts of beings endowed with mind

take place with the same necessity in a given situa-

tion, as does the fall of a stone under certain circum-

stances. But it must not be forgotten that, aside from

the intensity of impulsive force in the different inclina-

tions for this or that course of action, the intelligence

of beings endowed with mind has become the main

factor in the determination of their acts. A cannon

ball, shot under exactly the same circumstances, will

take exactly the same course, and a man of a certain

character will be guided by the same motives in ex-

actly the same way. But we must bear in mind, that

if the same man happens to come a second time into

the same situation, he is no longer the same man.

The former experience has modified his character, be

it ever so little. He has profited by that experience

either for a repetition or an avoidance of the act. And
the more he has profited by experience, the freer he

will become, i. e., the less will he be dependent upon

the situation, and the more decisive will be his intelli-

gence in determining his will.

The method of intelligent action is that of formu-

lating knowledge of natural laws in the shape of com-

mands. All knowledge is a description or systematized

formulation of natural facts ; and all intelligent action

is an application of knowledge. If we pursue certain

purposes, how can we, for our own use as well as for

the education of others, state our knowledge better

than in the shape of rules ? The rules of architecture

help us in the construction of a house. But these

rules of architecture are nothing but the knowledge
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of building materials and of the methods of combin-

ing them to provide people with dwellings. The
rules of morality help us in building up our lives, so

that our individual existence is not antagonistic to the

growth of society ; but it furthers the development of

humanity in the sphere of our activity, and will after

our death continue to be a blessing unto mankind.

But the rules of morality are based upon the moral

law not otherwise than the rules of architecture are

derived from our knowledge of natural facts. The
rules we set up, may be right or wrong, they can show

a greater or smaller comprehension of the nature of

things, at any rate they are ultimately based upon the

facts of nature, and alone by an investigation of the

facts of nature can we become assured of their truth.

p. c.

CURRENT TOPICS.

The newspapers are just now discussing the "incivility" of

the sales gentleman and sales ladies, who are supposed to wait on

customers at the retail stores. The public mind has become so

e.xcited on the subject, that an enterprising newspaper offers a gold

medal to the most polite and accommodating clerk in Chicago ; the

winner to be chosen by the patrons of the paper ;—no premium is

offered for the most polite and considerate customer—an oversight

which will be corrected in due time. The ballots are printed in the

newspaper itself, from which they must be cut, the right of suffrage

being measured by the number of papers bought ; one paper, one

vote ; ten papers, ten votes ; and so on. By this plan, should

candidates and their partisans become excited in the contest, and

rivalry be stimulated as it ought to be, the paper will recover the

cost of the medal, and something more. The advantage of this

over the ordinary scheme of balloting, and over the Australian

method also, is that "repeating" is not only permitted but in-

vited, and each partisan can vote as early and as often as he

pleases. The infirmity of the device is that merit yields to money ;

which, indeed, may be said about some other elections of greater

consequence. The plan is borrowed from the Church Fair system

of elections, where the price of ballots being fixed at ten cents

each, a prize is offered to the most popular sewing machine, the

rival sewing machine agents being safely relied on to do enough

repeating to buy an organ, or put a steeple on the church.

Civility in clerks is worthy a gold medal ; but will not the

generous donor offer another and a larger medal for truthfulness

and honesty ? Fair dealing is more needed than fair speaking.

Recently I sent for an article of which there were three different

kinds or qualities in the store. The price being asked, the bland

and polished clerk replied, " thirty-five, forty-five, and fifty-five

cents." The messenger bought the dearest. Next day I went to

the same store for a like article, and the price of it according to

the same fair-spoken salesman, who burst into a radiant glow of

civility, was "forty, fifty, and sixty cents " In answer to a ques-

tion, he remarked without an impediment in his voice, or a quiver

in his eyelid, that this had been the price all through the present

season. " Give me those at fifty cents," I said, and this he court-

eously did, after carefully wrapping the merchandise in paper.

When I reached home I saw by the brand on the can that he had

given me the forty cent package for fifty cents, thus making me
the victim of a double cheat. His employer was present all the

time, and saw with evident approval this ingenious "business

operation." Some day when that young man commits embezzle-

ment, and robs the firm, that same employer will express profound

surprise, and say, " I wouldn't have believed it ; I had implicit

confidence in his honesty." There are thousands of clerks in Chi-

cago, who would lose their situations, were they suspected of hon-

esty—to customers.

Listening at the house of a friend to the conversation of a

phonograph, I heard with becoming awe its candid statement of

what each member of the company there present had said or sung.

Surely, of all the inventions that ever sprung from the brain of

man, this is the miracle. True as the face in the looking glass was

the voice in the phonograph. Not a note nor a tone was lost. Its

grammar, dialect, and pronunciation were exact and faithful imi-

tations. Even the photograph has its favorites, and will some-

times flatter ; but the phonograph is impartial, and flatters none.

It will catch the most delicate vibration of the voice, and return

it on demand, without revising, correcting, or suppressing the

faintest whisper of a word. Although we may not like a witness

which tells the world exactly what we say, we must respect its

truth and honesty. It can be depended on ; and that is a great

deal in this false and over-civilized age. What can we think of a

phonograph which works in the inverse way, and condescends to

the ignominious duty of repeating what we never said, useful as

its deceit may be to us in times and seasons when we need the

help of ideas ? Figuratively speaking, such a phonograph is in

operation at Washington, in the form of a comic paper called the

Cnitgrc-ssional Rcnord. This publication is maintained by the gov-

ernment at a cost of ever so much a year ; and its duty is to cor-

rupt history, to repeat what was not said, and to certify to that

which was not done.

The theory of the Record is that it records, but in practice it

obliterates. It pretends to publish what was said and done in Con-

gress, but it suppresses the reality in both cases, and makes fiction

serve as fact. It is the National conjurer exorcising substance

into nothingness, an official suppressio veri, the '

' affidavit man "

of Congress. In the regular army each company of cavalry used

to have an " affidavit man " whose duty it was to balance the Cap-

tain's quarterly returns, by accounting under oath for any missing

property for which the Captain was responsible. He was as great

a convenience to captains as the Record is to Congressmen. I

have known an expert affidavit man account for twenty saddles,

thirty blankets, a dozen carbines, and a miscellaneous catalogue

of other company property, by one comprehensive and overwhelm-

ing oath ; and do it just as easily as the Coiigrt-ssioiial Record ac-

counts for a missing speech, "suppressed by order of the House,

and sent into annihilation." When a member of Congress makes

a speech in the House, the ordinary newspapers publish what he

said, while the subsidized Record prints whatever he can think of

that he did not say. I once knew a little boy, whose plate being

absent from the dinner table, rebuked his mother for the omission,

and said, " See here, what you didn't do." So the Coiigressionnl

Record, when it prints the speech of the Honorable Member, can

present it to him and remark, "See here, what you didn't say."

*

In a political convention recently held in Chicago, by one of

the "two great parties," after a long list of nominations had been

made, one of the delegates offered a very proper apology for the

nationality of a friend and fellow citizen whose name he desired

to "place before the convention " as a candidate forjudge. So

timid was the delegate, and so abject his excuse, that the conven-

tion thought he was about to propose a Chinaman ; but instead of

that, it appeared that the upstart person who had presumed to ask

for a place '

' on the ticket " was not a Chinaman, but an American,

hence the necessity for a suitable apology in presenting his name.

"He claims no strength because of his nationality," said the hum-
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ble proposer, " but it may be good policy to give the Americans a

show." Up to that moment, the selections made had created the

impression that the convention was nominating candidates for

office in the county of Cork, instead of the county of Cook, and

therefore the appearance of an American candidate looked like the

intrusion of a foreigner. And even then the main question for

consideration was not the character and fitness of the aspirant,

but whether or not it would be "good policy" to give the Ameri-

cans a " show."

-X- *

A few evenings ago, the eloquent and popular pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church of Chicago, having just returned from

his vacation, was honored with a reception at the church parlors.

After music, singing, and some pleasant conversation, the returned

minister entertained the company with an account of his adven-

tures " up at the lakes," where he had spent the summer. He was

justly proud of his luck at fishing. He amused the congregation

with wonderful stories about the number and size of the bass,

pickerel, and trout which he had coaxed out of the lake into his

own basket. His wife also told of her experience with the hook

and line, to the great astonishment of a sceptical deacon, who at

last remarked, "Madam, your fish stories are very big." Quick

as woman's wit came the retort, " They are not so big as the fish

stories of the bible, and you believe them." In a moment she had

hooked the deacon, and landed him in the basket He had been

too greedy at the bait. Haei fabula docet, that most men, and

especially deacons, have two intellects, one for believing, the other

for doubting ; one for religious, the other for secular uses. This

is a great convenience, as the secular intellect would be trouble-

some in the pulpit or the pews, while the religious intellect would

subject its possessor to great imposition if used in worldly affairs.

M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Studies in Evolution and Biology. By Alic^ Bodiiigton. Lon-

don : Elliot Stock, 62 Patternoster Row.

It was not necessary for Mrs. Bodington to offer an apology,

if her protest against the stigma supposed to rest upon the scien-

tific writer who is not also an original observer is thus to be inter-

preted, for presenting this book to the public. She remarks that

the fields of physical research are now of such vast extent no spe-

cialist has time to give even a general view of what is going on,

and she rightly concludes that other competent persons may fitly

do what the specialists have not time for. That Mrs. Bodington

herself is thus competent is evidenced by the work before us,

which treats in a scientific manner of a large number of interest-

ing facts, with many of which the general reader is but slightly

acquainted. Thus we have an account of the development of the

visual organ, including the pineal eye of certain reptiles, with the

remark that "Nature was quite prepared to develop eyes upon

any part of the body, and has by no means forgotten how to do so

still." The chapter on " Micro-Organisms as Parasites" contains

much curious information on this subject, particularly relating to

the function of the leucocytes, or white blood corpuscles, as de-

stroyers and devourers of foreign particles injurious or unnecessary

to the body. Whether this shall be healthy or in a state of disease

seems to depend largely on the success of the leucocytes in their

attack on intruding bacteria. Mrs. Bodington is a warm admirer

of Lamarck, whom she regards as the Galileo of evolution, Darwin

being its Newton. She devotes a chapter to Professor Cope's

views of " the origin of the fittest," and she adopts his conclusion

that the enormous difference between mind in man and in all

other animals, is due to the fact " that the acceleration of func-

tions, and the specialization of organs have in man been, not in

the direction of improved feet, as in the horse, or of improved

nose, as in the elephant, or in increased muscular strength, as in

the lion, but in an improved and increased brain." Mrs. Boding-

ton gives as a frontispiece to her book a representation, after

Prof. Cope, of the Phenacodus prima;vus, the supposed typical

ancestor of man, monkey, and all hoofed animals. Q.

La Legende de Virgile en Belgique. By J. S/ec/wr. Brux-

elles : J. Hayez, 1890.

This memoir is extracted from the Bulletins Je P Aiadiiiiie

royale de Belgique and reproduces a discourse delivered in the

public seance of the Department of Letters of the Royal Academy
of Belgium. M. Stecher in his interesting study shows the great

and unique influence exercised in Northern Europe during the

middle ages by the Latin poet through whose great work legend

became history, and the glory of Rome was carried back to a dis-

tant antiquity. He traces also the gradual development of the

legend of Virgil, who came to be regarded first as a prophet of Chris-

tianity, then as " the wise man," and finally as a sorcerer of the

darkest hue. This last phase M. Stecher, in opposition to the

literary view adopted by Mr. J. S. Tunison, in his Master Virgil

the author of the .'Eneid^ as he seemed in the Middle Ages, published

at Cincinnati, and M. Pitre, affirms was derived from popular

stories of the Neapolitans. In the Geste de Liege which, according

to M. Stecher, was due to the invention of the French physician

Jean de Bourgogne, the author of the travels of the false Mande-

ville, the legend of Virgil takes a most extravagant form. Finally,

in the i6th century the Roman poet becomes merely an accom-

plice of the devil, as the Faust by whom he was replaced. ii.

The Origin of Polar Motion, by M. Myerovitch, is the elemen-

tary introduction to a larger work of this title, to establish a new

theory " by which the polar motion is proven to be the repulsive

power of molecules. " (Rosenberg Bros. , Chicago.)
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A DRAMATIC POEM BY IBSEN.

BY EDNAH D. CHENEY.

(concluded.)

Nothing can exceed the pathos of the fourth act

where the mother mourns for her child on Christmas

Eve, and the stern father checks her grief, which is

unsuited to the Holy time. He describes to her the

terrible storm he has encountered on the water, but

she reminds him that it is harder to sit alone at home
sleepless and without occupation :

" Think on me. who cannot forget

And should not remember."

Then he tells her how the pain often overcomes him

and he longs to throw himself on God's heart as a lit-

tle child, and Agnes cries

" Oh ! see the Father, not the Lord."

But he tells her that his place in the world is the hard

struggle to bring men to the knowledge of his stern

law.
" But thou canst go to him,

Look into the Father's eyes

Dare, when hard thy bo

Weary, rest thee in his

I ache.

And he says she brings this glory and peace to him.

Agnes pours out her longing dreams of her child

who is cold without her embrace in his lonely grave.

Brandt says it is only the body of her child that lies

there, but with saddest moaning she replies

:

" oh ! you mock at my sad weeping.

At my sorrow in your hardness.

What you coldly name his body

Ever to me is my child."

She pleads for help, for loving pity, all is too great for

her, and the Church oppresses her. He is shocked

at her words, but she cannot explain them.

" Voices come from out the distance,

Come and go, one scarcely marks them,

So I feel it all alone

That our church too small has grown."

Brandt takes her words as a literal inspiration calling

him to his task of enlarging the church, and blesses

her for the guide and help she is to him. Agnes falls

into his mood and promises to dry her tears and work

with him. She says the house too must be adorned

for Christmas, that if God looks into the room. He
shall see that they accept the sorrow He has sent.

Brandt tenderly prays for her that his own heart's

blood may be drained to spare her. They are inter-

rupted in this exquisite interchange of sympathy by

the Steward. A long conversation follows which is

full of the keenest satire. In contrast to Brandt's

earnest, if visionar}' spiritual purposes, are the worldly

respectable and reasonable plans of the Steward, who
accepts poverty as a necessary evil not without its

benefits to society, but which requires to be dammed
up in institutions. He will build a poor-house, a hos-

pital, a pest-house, and beside it a grand communal
festal hall.

Brandt says

:

" Ah, Steward, you build like the Deuce,

But it seems to me you overlook one thing."

Steward. " The Madhouse ?"

The Steward explains his plans, and asks the priest

to help him with his influence, but Brandt tells him

he too will build a large church.

" why have you ever seen this one full ?"

asks the practical Steward.

" There is not room enough for one poor soul

To lift itself to God."

That is proof enough that we need a mad-house, mut-

ters the Steward to himself, but when he learns that

Brandt proposes to build the church with his own in-

heritance, he is entirely reconciled, and proposes that

"we carry out the scheme together."

The Steward says he must go and look after his

vagabonds, and explains that he means a band of Gip-

sies who have come into town, and that Gerd the

crazy maiden, is the child of the discarded lover of

Brandt's mother, and a woman belonging to this troop.

Brandt asks if this soul cannot be saved, but the Stew-

ard seems to consider it alike improbable and unim-

portant. This conversation and the painful fact of

Gerd's birth, bring to Brandt terrible questionings of

God and Fate and Prayer, and the agony of the child's

death comes back to him until he calls aloud :

" oh ! Agnes bring light to the blind,

Light, light. Oh ! let it appear."

Agnes comes in with the Christmas lights, and then

recalls how a year ago the little one stretched out his

hands to them in delight. She then turns to the grave,

looking towards it from the window. Brandt bids her

close the shutters and dry her tears. He tells her that

sacrifice is not complete unless she gives up memory,

tears, all that is of the past. Nay, even her heart's

blood is in vain if given in tears and not in joy. At

last Agnes saj^s :
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" Now opens to me like a deep abyss,

The word of Scripture whose ground

I never seized before."

Brandt. " What word ?"

Agnes. " Who sees God, dies."

Brandt. (Throwing his arms around her.)

"Oh! close

Thine eyes! Hide thyself! See him not !"

As he leaves her alone, she moans out her thoughts in

broken sentences, whose tenderness and pathos, the

struggle of mother love and obedience to a revered

husband, touch the very depths of feeling. At last she

goes to the drawers and looks at her child's clothes.

Her husband comes back and speaks (lightly).

" Before, behind, above, below.

Always about the one grave."

She takes up the little garments one by one, and they

recall the memory of the child in his happy plays.

The door opens and a woman in rags, bearing an al-

most naked child on her arm, enters. It is impossible

to condense this scene, every word of which is full of

the deepest feeling. The half crazed reckless gipsy

and the sorrowing tender saint are strongly contrasted

and yet both are true to life. Brandt calls upon Agnes

to see her duty and to give the dead child's clothes to

this needv sister's baby. She shrinks from it as a sac-

rilege, yet obeys, and piece by piece gives up the lit-

tle treasures, but hides in her bosom the little hood

which was on his head when she wiped the death-damp

from his brow. But Brandt and conscience are re-

lentless and she gives up all. An ecstasy seizes her

and she sees the image of her glorified child. Death

is the only end of such a struggle, and she welcomes

it, but Brandt is overwhelmed at the prospect of losing

her. She paints the impossibility of life for her, and

bids him choose whether he will hold her here or let

her go to the fullness of life. He yields up his will

and resigns her to rest. The scene closes with the

words

:

" Heart, hold fast unto the end,

victory lies in hardest Duty,

Be thy sacrifice thy choice,

For the lost endures for ever."

FIFTH ACT.

A year and a half later, the new church is built and

ready for dedication. The people are decorating it,

and a shield with the Pastor's name is to be put up in

his honor. While the Schoolmaster and Sacristan are

disputing over puzzles, the sound of the organ is heard.

It is the Pastor playing, and the men say, "It is as if

he wept for wife and child."

When Brandt appears, the people flock around
him, and the Provost greets him in laudatory congrat-

ulation, but his heart is heavy with unrest and anguish.

As they praise the noble temple he says :

" We have got a new lie in place of the old one."

The Provost tells him of the satisfaction of the people

in the church, of the golden cup to be presented to him,

and of the cross of knighthood that is to be presented

to him. The Provost makes him brilliant offers if he

will serve the church, and Brandt's soul is rent with

distress at the entire dissonance between his own ideal

and the people's thought of the church. He sees that

he must give up the church as he has every other thing

that he has held dear.

Einar, the former lover of Agnes, now appears,

clothed in black and looking wan and meagre, and .

stops at the sight of Brandt. He announces that he

is a ransomed and chosen one of Jesus, and tells how
he has been redeemed from a love of pleasure by

passing through a long and suffering illness. Since he

was cured and saved, he has wandered through the

land, first as an apostle of temperance, and now as a

missionary. When Brandt asks him if he would not

inquire for Agnes he shows great indifference, only

asking to know in what frame of mind she died, and

when Brandt replies "Trusting only in God," he bru-

tally answers "She is damned."

The Steward comes to tell Brandt that the pro-

cession is waiting for him to move, but he refuses to

join it. At last he speaks to the people, and tells them

how he had believed that he could show them the true

God. He had thought that their church was too

narrow, and he could enlarge it, but

" Despairing now I ask

What of space is large enough

For the 'All or Nothing' ?"

As he describes in startling words his impression

of the vanity of their church service, and the shallow-

ness of those who take part in it, the Steward and the

Provost each see the other's likeness in his picture,

but not their own.

The Provost cries :

"Hear him not, he is no Christian,

And his faith is not the true one."

In his answer is the line so characteristic of his

strong feeling of individuality.

" Only one soul can believe."

The people are excited by his words and exclaim :

" A light appears to us.

To live and to serve God are one "

"Away," cries Brandt as he locks the church

door, "here is not God's house. I will no longer be

a Pastor. No hand shall take this key from me. " He
throws it into the lake.

He calls upon the people to follow him to freedom

while the Steward cries :

" Halt ! read the Riot act."

The crowd press about him and take him on their

shoulders. The Steward and Provost try to recall

the people reminding them of their homes, their wives

and children, but the excitement increases.

The scene changes to a mountain region with rain.

Brandt followed by the crowd climbs upwards. But
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soon the people begin to murmnr. They remember
sick friends, they are faint and footsore and they call

for a miracle. They press Brandt with questions as

to the length of the way, the reward that is to be given

to them, and he thus replies :

" How long the strife shall last ?

It lasts until the end of Life,

Till every sacrifice you've made,

Till from the bond you are made free.

Until you will, without reserve.

Till every doubt is gone

And nought divides from, 'All or Nothing.'

And your sacritice ? All the Gods
You put in place of God Eternal.

Your shining, golden, slavish chains,

With your weak, soft beds of Sloth,

The prize of victory? Unity of will.

The force of faith, the purity of soul.

The joy that penetrates your heart,

That sacrifices all, endures through all

;

About your brow the crown of thorns,

See such the prize that shall be yours."

As the crowd begin to weaken and hesitate, the

Provost comes and entreats them to return to his lov-

ing care. They still waver in their choice between

the promises of the Provost and the admonitions of

Brandt, when the wary Steward comes in and promises

them that if they follow him, they shall all be rich be-

fore night. A school of herring is on the coast and

they can all have their share. This is an irresistible

temptation to Norwegian hearts, and the Provost

says it is the finger of God pointing the way by mir-

acle. All turn against Brandt, calling him a bad son,

and father, and husband, and finally driving him up

the mountain with stones. As they look after Brandt

up the mountain they see that Gerd alone follows him,

and they mock at the prophet with onl}' one mad fool

in his train.

Brandt stands alone in the icy waste and looks

around. He reviews his whole life, and his heart

longs intensely for the human love and joy he has

lost. A shape comes to him, and in Agnes's name
promises him, that all his dear ones shall be restored

to him if he will resign his faith, and give up his three

words "All or Nothing." He struggles with the

temptation, feeling that to resist it he must give up

everything, life, love, joy, even God's help. But he

remembers that he does not suffer for himself alone.

BRANDT. " Not for my reward I suffered,

Not for my own victory struggled."

THE SHAPE. " Vainly seek you light to bring

To men gasping in the pit."

BRANDT. " Even one can many lighten"

THE SHAPE. "Never will you reach your end."

BRANDT. " One strong will urge on many."

THE SHAPE. "Think that out of Paradise,

Angrily God drove the man,

A deep deep chasm then he opened.

Think not thou canst overleap it."

BRANDT. "Well, still Hope and longing are left to us,"

The shape disappears amid loud crashing, the

clouds come over the place and a voice is heard,

" Die, the world does not waut thee."

Gerd comes in with her gun and asks which way
the evil spirit has gone. She says she will shoot the

fiend with a silver shot.

She then looks on Brandt with wonder, marking his

lameness and the drops of warm blood on his brow,

and at last recognizes the marks of the cross and

the crown of thorns, and asks if she shall greet him

as the Savior and fall at his feet and pray. He re-

fuses her homage, protesting his unworthiness, and

she asks him if he knows where he stands. She tells

him, he is on the Svartetind.

He cries "Svartetind—Ice-church—?"

GERD. "Yes. At last thou hast come. Art thou there ?

"

BRANDT. " Thousand miles away !

"

He longs after the South, after the sunshine, the

church-like peace of the heart, the fullness of life, and

bursts into tears. He calls on Jesus but says he al-

ways slides away from him, like a word he has not

found. Gerd tells him how he blesses her, and won-

ders that he weeps who never wept before.

His despair is loosened, the ice-ring breaks.

BRANDT. " I can go before the Father,

I can weep, and kneel, and pray."

Gerd shoots and hits the bad spirit.

The shot brings down the avalanche which buries

Brandt and from the ruin he cries,

" Tell me God in my Death struggle

Is not sufficient for salvation •

Man's will—quantum satis—?"

The avalanche buries him up and fills the whole

valley, and a voice is heard amid the crashing thun-

der,
"HE is deus caritatis."

Such meagre outline gives only a dim idea of the

dramatic impersonation of this poem, but scarce a

hint of the rich poetic beauty of its scenery, of the

rapidly changing, flashing, dancing, crashing play of

its cadences, still less of the crowd of thoughts and

images that fill it. Its satire on existing men and in-

stitutions is keen as a knife blade, yet with the same

realism that we find in his plays the world is shown

before our eyes, and we are left pretty much to our-

selves to extract the lesson from the picture. How
calm and sensible is the Steward, how fatherly and

kind the Provost, and how guileless the Schoolmaster.

How well they know the world and understand how

transient are the mad delusions of the people. Yet

how the light of Brandt's inward fire shows them up.

The shallow artist, who in the first trial prefers the

safety of his life to the generous impulses of the mai-

den's soul, becomes the type of the vulgar religionist,

who preaches religion and temperance through the

land, and damns the soul which only trusts in God

and not in his shibboleth of Faith.

But what shall we say of the central persgn, of the

great thought of this poem, of Brandt himself ? As
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an artistic creation it is most wonderful that he

holds our belief, our respect, our sympathy, even

when he seems most stern and relentless to poor hu-

man nature, and crushes down the sweetest, tenderest

feelings of his wife's heart.

Did he not know that

" Where sorrow 's held intrusive and turned out,

There wisdom will not enter, nor true power.

Nor ought that dignifies humanity."

Yet while Agnes loved him, revered him, obeyed

him even to the destruction of her child and her life,

she never feared him, she keeps her own soul unen-

slaved and she dares to tell him that "he is harder

than God," and there is a lesson of Love he has not

learned.

"All or Nothing" is his creed, but he has not yet

found the 'All.' He believes in a Power, a Ruler, a mer-

ciless Judge. He has not yet learned to believe in Life

itself, in the holiness of all the daily joj'S and loves of

human nature, in the underlying goodness which by

the ministrations of human life slowly works out all

good through errors, weakness, sins, and follies. His

motto "All or Nothing" serves well that arch fiend

Impatience, which is the chief source of Sin. He
chooses his Faith, he wills to accept it, to renounce

all for it, to make everything and everybody bend to

it. He cuts a path to God with a sharp sword, no

matter whose heart it pierces, he does not live in

God's world, seek to know him and draw ever nearer

to him through all his manifestations, and "gently

slide into his providence."

It is Agnes who does this, who meets the need of

the hour whether by courage, or patience, or endur-

ance, or in the last extremity, by the willing acceptance

of death. She still leads him on and saves him from

the icy chill of his own Faith.

While Ibsen in his social dramas has usually treated

the priests of the churches with cool contempt, this

poem shows that he does so from no superficial ignor-

ance of the mighty influence of religion in human life.

His representative man is a great man, a lover, a

hero, a saint, a type and not an unworthy one, of that

great class of religionists to be found in every age and

every faith, who maintain their allegiance to an ac-

cepted idea through all trials, and who have furnished

the noble army of confessors and martyrs who bear

witness to the nobility and truth of human nature.

Brandt is a failure, but he is of that class of failures

of which Emerson has said " that hitherto they are

our highest success." Such failures are mile-stones on

the road to the universal good.

If Brandt has not found a solution of his life ques-

tions that satisfies either himself or us, at least he
holds fast to his search, and will not rest in any puor
makeshift that puts on the semblance of rehgion, only

to win the world for his own. Einar and the Provost

have this kind of success.

It would take long study and thought to fathom

the one and the many meanings of this poem. It is

in form a true work of art ; for the beauty of the lan-

guage, the fascination of the action, the exquisite truth

of its characters so charm and hold you, that as in

the world itself, you are tempted to rest in enjoyment

of them and only after repeated search do the whole

treasures of thought reveal themselves.

This is true even as we read it in a foreign lan-

guage which is not the writer's original oae, so that

we have neither the facility of our mother tongue nor

the force of an original speech. How much greater

must be its charm to those who can receive it as it

came from his pen. It is said that Ibsen's works have

led to much study of Norwegian in England, it would

seem worth while to learn it to read this one book in

the original.

Written as it was before Ibsen's great social dra-

mas, it throws light upon them and shows how deep'

is the affirmation which underlies his affirmations, and

how strong is the reverence which prompts his icon-

oclasm.

God has " let loose a great thinker on our planet,"'

no wonder that the busy world are afraid of him.

PERIODICITY AND FOOD.

BY E. P. POWELL.

The whole subject of periodicit}' is exceedingly in-

teresting. A careful study of our own functions will

show that we do nothing without some relation to ex-

act periods of action. We not only hunger and desire,

sleep and wake at regular intervals ; but the circulation

and respiration, and all unconscious functions, obey

established rhythmic times. Passing into society we
are discovered to be under such laws of periodicity,

that we have rhythmic social beats of pessimism and^

optimism. Financial expansion and contraction, with

crises, come about with regularity. There are also

laws that govern our migratory and predatory instincts.

We move Westward at about a given rate. Negroes

must migrate when the time comes, if permitted. They

will inevitably decrease in proportion on the Atlantic

Coast, and increase on the Pacific in marked degree.

"Nature" tells us that countless swarms of rats

periodically make their appearance in the bush coun-

try of certain districts of New Zealand. They come

in periods of four years. The Norway rats move in

periodical migrations that lead them to pour on a

given track in countless numbers into rivers and so

perish by millions.

What is the secret of this periodicity? The prob-

lem is very complicated we may be sure. The author

of "Our Heredity from God" tells us that there is in.
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human evolution a great deal of what may be termed
periodicity. Ideas and lines of thought run their

courses in given periods. Religions have from the

outset had a period of about five hundred years. Brah-

manism began its career about 2000 B. C. The next

religious reform of Manu in Southern Asia, Tschow in

Eastern Asia, and Moses in Western Asia, was about

1500 B. C. The song and psalm era of David and

Homer was about 1000 B. C. The great reform era

under Buddha, Confucius, Socrates, was 500 B.C. Then
after Jesus the same writer notes the establishment

of the Papacy, the culmination of the Hierarchy and

the Reformation, as also occurring at intervals of five

hundred years. " As we near the twentieth century,

it seems certain that we are approaching the culmina-

tion and establishment of the age of reason as the age

of faith. Nature steadily moves on intelligent lines.

It is not a bundle of haps, but at all times all nature

operates for definite ends."

A very simple illustration of periodicity is the

emergence of the locusts from underground life once

in thirteen or seventeen years. The emergence of the

common May bug once in three years affords an easier

study of the subject. The grub of this beetle, is this

fall in the ground preparing for its perfect or winged

flight next Spring. It takes three years to complete

the cycle of its life. Now let us see what this periodic

development brings with it. The grubs are eating our

strawberry and grass roots in vast numbers just at

present. The soil is full of this family. In May they

will emerge. But each third year the moles are as

sure to come in immense numbers to feed on the grubs.

Their burrows plough the sides of our sunny hillocks

and heave up the soil like sponge. Here are two pe-

riodic occurrences hinged on each other ; and possibly

one explains the other. The mole's migration is gov-

erned by the recurrence of its food.

It is quite possible that all migrations of animals

have some such relation to food. Observers have

failed to put facts together and discover, what is doubt-

less true, that in all cases the migration of animals is

coincident with the occurrence of some sort of peri-

odical food supply. We see this illustrated in the

case of birds. The worm-eaters appear in the north,

early in the spring; the bug and larvae-eaters later,

and the seed-eaters not until midsummer when seeds

begin to ripen. They return southward with similar

discrimination. The rice bird of the Carolinas has

gone through two periodical changes of location before

eating in the swamp lands his farinaceous diet. He
has even changed plumage in accordance with his food

and home.

Birds have not only their annual migrations but

those of larger cycles. Those which, like the robin,

feed on earth-worms and berries, come to us in about

the same numbers each year ; but those that feed on

periodically appearing insects, come in largely in-

creased numbers when such food is abundant.

I am confident from what data we have that further

research will show that the secret of migration is in

all cases an instinct, established to meet a special

supply of food. The beetles and locusts that live in

the ground for a number of years and emerge for a

short period, may be said to create by their course of

life development, a law that governs the movements
of moles and mice. The appearance of large numbers
of the latter, establishes the periodic reappearance in

certain localities of owls and hawks. I am not so

certain what leads to the waves of squirrel life that

ebb and flow, but am quite sure it has an explanation

in accordance with the above hypothesis and facts.

All animal^ are migratory ; and if the evolution

hypothesis is correct, we should expect man to inherit

from such ancestry a similar migratory habit. In fact

all primitive races were migratory. The establish-

ment of permanent homes came in only with the latest

races, the agricultural. At the very last ploughs and

cultivated fields created a necessity for fixed homes.

The Aryan, when he became a land-tiller, began to

build towns and cities. The hunting races never

ceased to be swayed to and fro by food. Fixed homes

would have ended in starvation and degeneration.

The only way to keep up the elan and vitality of a

tribe of North American Indians, is to allow them to

move about. An Indian reservation is an abomina-

tion, unless the occupants take up agriculture. The

degeneration will be rapid.

Shepherd races are governed by a supply of food

for their animals, and only indirectly for themselves
;

so the regularity of migration begins in them to be

broken up.

But as soon as civilization prpgresses far enough to

permit us easy transit, we recur to our instinct for

migrating ; in other forms to be sure, but for all that

it is migration. There is now a great swing of the

population to the North in summer, and another to

the South in winter. In this case the law of food

supply is eliminated ; for the same easy transit brings

us our food without our seeking it. But that which

is always the inferior motive in animal migration, that

is climate, becomes with us the superior and con-

trolling motive. The same process of civilization

that relieves us of the necessity of going to food, ren-

ders us less and less adapted physically to endure

climatic changes. So it comes about that, whilst

losing the instinct in its original purport we retain it

in another.

The subject is full of interest and invites investi-

gation.
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THE OUGHT AND THE MUST.

BY JOHN MADDOCK.

Dr. Carus, in his book on the ethical problem, truth-

fully states that "ethics must have a basis to rest

upon." What is true of everything else in the uni-

verse is true of ethics—there is a foundation for ethics.

As there is but one basis for all things from the stand-

point of monism, moral fruit has the same basis as

material fruit. If the tree is good, its fruit is good.

But the basis of the fruit is not the tree; neither is the

basis of morals the man. The basis of both is that

subtle power which resides in every atom, in every

form. Both are rooted in the "All." Morals are not

acquired, they are evolved ; and to affirm to this truth

is to establish the doctrine of Monism upon a scienti-

fic basis.

The conflicting ideas which are expressed upon the

ethical subject are caused by not reasoning from the

right premise. Philosophers have reasoned from the

tree instead of the root. All things in nature are the

results of certain combinations. Material fruit is the

result of the combined influences of the rain, the earth,

the sun, and the specific nature of the tree. All these

have their roots in natural law. Moral fruit is the re-

sult of the combined influences of the Church, the

State, and the intelligence and power of the individual;

and all these have their roots in natural law—in the

"All," they all proceed from one. There are different

influences exerted in and upon men, but they are

maintained by the same power, so that no man can

boast of his morality any more than the vine can boast

of its grapes. "Ought" is not the word from the

standpoint of evolution and monism ; whatever de-

gree of moral quality is in a man, he must express it

according to the combination of organism and environ-

ment.

There is no alternative ; the laws of nature make
no mistakes. With the basis of fire and gunpowder we
have nothing to do, but we can play a part in the

combination of an explosion when some circumstance

demands it. So of ethics ; we have nothing to do
with the basis, but we become a part of the combina-
tion for moral evolution when we are consigned by
natural law to our specific places. We do not bear

the root, but the root bears us. The hands of the

clock do not move the works, but the works move the

hands. From the standpoint of evolution and mon-
ism, we stand in the same relation to the "All," as

the hands do to the works of a clock.

Monism and evolution must not be confounded by
separating man from the universe, and giving him
self-determining power. This may do for religion, but

it will not do for science. By religion man has been
condemned

; by science he is justified. Ethical so-

cieties are not possible [except] when a number of

persons desire to organize for the purpose of creating

an environment in which they will enjoy themselves

the most, and influence one another to "live justly and

walk uprightly." The best people, therefore, will be

found there. Instead of artificial morality—the pro-

duct of the whip and threat of religion—there will be

real, natural morality according to the principles of

science.

The basis of an ethical society is a number of good

people, and the basis of good people is the powerful

"All " which reigns in all things. As a safe cannot be

unlocked until the right combination is found, so ethi-

cal societies will not be in a flourishing condition until

the natural combination is complete. There must be

affirmation ; due credit must be given to the power in

the universal "All." Scientific affirmation must take

the place of the superstitious.

THE OUGHT AND THE MUST.

Science knows of no arbitrariness in nature ; science

meets with dire necessity everywhere. Indeed, science

is possible only in so far as the laws of nature are ir-

refragable and immutable.

The scientist who makes the facts of human moral-

ity the object of his investigation, can make no excep-

tion. He also must recognize the rigidity of law in

the actions of man, and if he does not, he is no scien-

tist.

Suppose there were no law in human action, but

arbitrary irregularity, so that the same motives affect-

ing the same character urfder exactly the same cir-

cumstances need not result (as from the standpoint of

science we must assume that they do) in a definite

action, or the inhibition of an action, but might pro-

duce results entirely undeterminable even to an om-

niscient spectator who knew every secret spring, every

cog and wheel in the soul-mechanism of man : Sup-

pose there existed any freedom of will in the sense of

such an arbitrariness (a view which is generally called

indeterminism) : in that case, there would be no

science of morality ; ethics as a science would be an

impossibility. But if science is true and if monism,

the unitary conception of the world is true, man's ac-

tivity can form no exception in the great household of

nature. Man also must be considered as a part of

nature, and man's activity, his moral actions no less

than his immoral actions, as strictly determined by

law.

Mr. Maddock (taking his standpoint on the ground

of science, which is strict determinism,) is perfectly

justified in declaring that "we do not bear the root,

but the root bears us. The hands of the clock do not

move the works, but the works the hands."

Accepting the principle of determinism as correct,

must we at the same time accept Mr. Maddock' s con-
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elusion that "ought is not the word . . . ; whatever

degree of moral qualit}' is in a man, he must express

it according to the combination of organism and en-

vironment."

Nature's laws are rigid. The crystal forms itself,

if no disturbing influences interfere, with minutel)' ex-

act regularity. And furthermore, every disturbing in-

fluence alters the formation of the crystal in exact

agreement with law. This is no exception to the law,

it is a confirmation of it. The evolution of feeling

beings is also regulated by law. The development of

the soul of mankind shows the same necessity of natural

law as does the formation of a crystal, and every dis-

turbing influence affects the growth of humanity with

precisely' the same regularity' as in the lower domains

of natural processes. Man has become a rational being

of necessity—of the very same unavoidable necessity

by which, for instance, the shape of the fixed stars

and their planets becomes spheroidal.

Having become a rational being man can compre-

hend his situation, he can understand the laws of na-

ture, and with the help of his knowledge of the laws

of nature, he can forecast the result of processes that

take place around him. The knowledge man acquires

thus becomes the most important factor of his ex-

istence ; and the great advantages which accrue to man
from making a more and more extensive use of knowl-

edge, become a stimulus to develop strongly the ten-

dency of obeying the rational advice which we can de-

rive from experience. It is knowledge which discloses

to man that in his individual existence he is only a

part of a greater whole, and that he individually can

live and prosper onl}' when the community to which he

belongs is in a state of health. The life of human so-

ciety carries and nourishes the life of the individual

;

the part derives its existence from the whole, as the

single cells of our body are sustained so long as the

whole organism is vigorous and healthy. Knowledge

accordingly creates the ought, and the ought is nothing

that supersedes or stands in contradiction to the must

;

it is a comprehension of the must, and this compre-

hension finds expression in the ethical command of an

ought. The formulation of the ought accordingly is in

the course of nature the necessary result of comprehen-

sion becoming a factor in the further development of

man.

The must of nature is not suspended by the ought ;

yet it is utihsed. The curse only that under unfavor-

able conditions attaches to the must, is taken away.

Man as a rational being, learns to avoid the disturbing

influences in the formation of his soul, and human so-

ciety can attain to a higher perfection. The ought of

ethics accordingly must be based upon the must of

science. A careful investigation of the is will give us in-

formation about the k to he. The ethical teacher on the

ground of his comprehension of the is to be, formulates

the stimulus working in the right and desirable direc-

tion in the moral command of the ought, and raises his

warning voice to call attention to the evil consequences

of any disturbing influences that may unfavorably af-

fect the pure formation of the is to he.

It is in this sense that we declare, " Ethics must
be based* on facts and must be applied to facts." The
ought can be stated only on the ground of a careful

consideration of the viust. The ought stands not in

contradiction to the must, but it expresses the must as

the is to he in its purity, if the disturbing influences

are avoided.

The preaching of the ought has become a factor in

the development of mankind, and the better we un-

derstand its nature the more effective will the factor

of ethical aspirations be.

Man's morals are not acquired, as Mr. Maddock
says, they are evolved. It is true, that " from the

standpoint of evolution and monism, we stand in the

same relation to the All, as the hands do to the works

of a clock." Yet the simile is insufficient in one re-

spect. The hands produce no reaction upon the works
;

they cannot regulate its movement. With reference

to this ability, man must be compared to the regula-

tor ; for man, although evolved in nature as a part of

nature, does react upon the natural conditions under

which he has been evolved. He modifies, not the or-

der of nature, not the laws of nature, but the state of

nature by which he is surrounded.

The moral ought is the regulator in the mechan-

ism of the human soul ; and our ethical institutions,

our schools and churches form the regulator in the

clockwork of society.

The moral ought does as little demolish or over-

come the principle of determinism as the regulator in

a clock anihilates the irrefragability of mechanical

laws.

Ethics demands obedience to the moral law, but

this obedience is no servitude ; it is rather a liber-

ation from the evils of immoral action. If in an im-

pulse of anthropomorphism so natural to man, he rep-

resents the must of natural law as a stern ruler and

an inexorable master, he will symbolize his ethical

impulse in the idea of a Savior and a Redeemer who

leads him out of the house of bondage into a state

of freedom.

Freedom in the sense of arbitrary action undeter-

mined by law has no sense. If freedom means any-

thing, it means the victory of the rational stimulus

over the irrational impulses, so that the curse of the

must is changed into a blessing. The law, being com-

prehended, becomes a part of ourselves, and the man

* Mr. Maddock says : "The basis of an ethical society is a number of good
people." We prefer to call a number of good people, viz., people whose in-

ention is that of being good, the elements of an ethical society.
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in whom the ought of ethics has become the supreme

rule of action, which controls all his motives ; the

moral man alone is the truly free man. Being in har-

mony with the law, he ceases to be the slave of ne-

cessity. Ethics is manumission, and the ethical man

feels himself not a serf but a child of nature, as Paul

says in his letter to the Galatians :

"We are not the children of the bond woman, but of the

free."

SONNET.

BY MARY MORGAN (gOWAN LEa).

AT THE ORGAN.

have felt that many dreams and particular [nonients of my life I can["I

little erase from my memory as whole days of action and sutferin

n Camoens : or, The Death of the Poet.

Grey twilight faded into grimmest night.

Alone with death-like silence, musing there,

My meditation grew into a prayer.

Familiar chords I touched. Like flash of light,

A sound—as it had been an angel's flight —
Electrified my soul ! Emotion rare

Thrilled all ray being !
" Poet-soul, O where ?"

Cried I. " Invisible to human sight.

Enshrined in thine ethereal abode,

Communest thou with mortal ? How or whence

This miracle ? Aspiring unto thine.

Was my soul freed from galling earthly load ?

O stooped thy heart of love to comfort mine ?

What lent this moment its omnipotence ?"

BOOK REVIEWS.

Erster Nachtrag zor Bibliographie des Modernen Hypno-

TISMUS. Von Max Dessoir. Berlin: 1890. pp.44.

All interested in the subject of Hypnotism will be glad to see

that Herr Dessoir has continued his admirable bibliography of the

subject (published in 1888) in the present supplement. The latter

carries the bibliography down to May 1890, and includes no less

than three hundred and eighty-two titles, twenty -four of which

come from America. The arrangement of the former bibliography

is continued in this, and no pains seems to have been spared to

maintain it as complete and convenient as possible. Notices of

publications in this field may be sent to the author at Kothenerst,

27 W. Berlin. j. j.

The Prison Question. By Cliarles //. Reeve. Chicago : Knight,

& Leonard Co. 1880.

The object Mr. Reeve has in view is to show how society

m ly protect itself against its disorderly elements, and check the

rapid increase of the prison population. His suggestions are pre-

ceded by a review of the mental, social, and political conditions

of the question, and of certain matters relating to crime, punish-

ment, prisons, and the reformation of convicts. The position

aken by the author in relation to the question he has set himself

to solve is, that permanent reform is not possible until inquiry

has been made into the causes which produce criminals, and into

the means for the removal of such causes. Mr. Reeve has himself

made an independent inquiry, and the conclusion he has arrived

at is that " the conditions demand a system of education and train-

ing through some generations of teaching, tending to knowledge
that will aid in the procreation of better mentality, in place of the

ofi'spring from indiscriminate indulgence within or without the
marriage relations, which law and custom now permits, and

largely sanctions, too many of which are deformed, diseased, or

deficient in mind and body." The idea of reformation should un-

derlie all action of government in relation to criminals, but Mr.

Reeve has little faith in the possibility of their reformation in the

great majority of cases. His procedure is of a more radical nature,

and is based on the well-established principle that prevention is

better than cure. He would prevent the production of criminals,

partly by a more rational mode of education than that which is

pursued in the common schools, but chiefly by such a restraint on

sexual conduct as would put a stop to the birth of undesirable

members of society. He observes that " so long as society per-

mits marriage to be regarded as an amusement, and divorce as a

pastime, the evil-disposed will not be impressed with any idea of

sanctity in marriage." That the law of marriage and divorce re-

quires amendment in the direction pointed out by Mr. Reeve is

true, but that such radical measures as he proposes would be

adopted under present social conditions we cannot believe. More-

over, if adopted, they could not be enforced on such a scale as to

have much practical value. It would require the incarceration of a

large proportion of the present population to ensure the social

"new birth," which our author would bring about. His views on

the question of the treatment of prisoners is much more practical.

The statement that " a convict must be regarded as a patient under

treatment for a constitutional ailment, which can be cured only

by means of a constitutional revolution, and the substitution of

new physical and mental conditions, " points out the direction to-

wards which prison reform is tending. This subject is one of

great social importance, and Mr. Reeve's book contains valuable

suggestions in relation to it. i2.
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SPIRIT AND SOUL.* the way for investigation. The symbols which hin-

BY wiLHELM wuNDT. gnage has created for the designation of certain grciip=;

The human mind cannot collect experiences with- of experiences, to-day bear in themselves signs tliat

out at the same time interweaving them with its own originally they did not merely stand in a general way
speculation. The first result of such natural reflection for separate beings or substances, but even for /'<;--

is the symbolism of language. In every domain of s<vm/ beings. The most indelible trace of such per-

human experience there are therefore certain ideas

which science, before it enters upon its work, finds

already existing, as results of that original reflective

process which left behind it in the symbolism of lan-

guage its abiding traces. Thus heat and light are

conceptions from the domain of external experience,

which immediately proceeds from sensuous percep-

tion. Modern physics classes both under the general

sonification of substance is to be found in the genus.

Reason has gradually cast off this phantastic relation

of conceptual symbols. In part the personification of

substances has met its end ; in part also the ma-
terializing of concepts. But who, on this account,

would wish to discard the use of the concepts them-

selves and their designations ? We speak of honor,

virtue, reason, without conceiving any one of these

conception of motion. But it would not be possible concepts translated into substance. From metaphys-
to attain to this end without provisionally accepting ical substances they have become logical subjects.

the conceptions of the common consciousness and be-

ginning with its investigation.

In a similar way soul, spirit, reason, understand-

ing, etc., are conceptions which existed before scien-

tific psychology. In the fact that natural conscious

ness everywhere represents inner experience as a

separate source of knowledge, psychology can see a

sufficient witness to its authorization as a science.

And in doing this, it at the same time adopts the con-

Thus then we regard also the soul provisionally as

merely a logical subject of inner experience, a proce-

dure which is the direct result of the formation of

concepts in language, freed, however, from those addi-

tions of an immature metaphysics which the natural

consciousness attaches to the conceptions createdby it.

A similar course must be followed in respect to

those ideas which we find existing, partly for special

relations of inner experience, and partly for separate

ception S(U/l, to include the entire sphere of inner ex- domains of the same. Language first places the soul

perience. Soul means therefore the subject to which and the spirit in direct opposition to each other. But

we assign all separate facts of inner observation as both are notions that are interchangeable, notions to

predicates. That subject itself is in the main only which in the domain of external experience correspond

determined by its predicates; the relation of the lat- the two German words Lcib and Korfer* Korpcr is

ter to a common basis is intended to express nothing that object of external experience, as it appears di-

more than their mutual connection. rectly to our senses, without reference to an inner ex-

We in this way at once eliminate a meaning that istence residing therein, Lcib is the body when it is

common language alwa3'S connects with the concept thought of with reference to this inner existence,

soul. To it the soul is not merely a subject in the Similarly, spirit means the inner being or existence

logical sense, but a substance, a real essence ; as whose

expressions or acts the so-called psychic activities are

conceived. But in this lies a metaphysical assump-

tion to which psychology may possibly be brought at

the conclusion of its work, but which it cannot pos-

sibly adopt without investigation before it enters upon

its work.

when no reference whatever is made to its connection

with an external existence ; while on the other hand

the soul, especially when it is used in contradistinc-

tion to spirit, directly presupposes its union with a

bodily existence which is manifest to our senses.

While soul and spirit comprehend all of inner ex-

perience (the relation in which the terms are taken.

That which is commonly said of the distinction of being the only point of difference,) the so-called psj'-

inner experience, moreover, is not true of this as- , -j-p the distinctions drawn between the German UW and Knr/'o-. Eng-

SUmption, viz., that it is necessary in order to open lish has nothing th.-.l exactly corresponds. The English word body stand-s

for both the German words If we seek to draw the distinction made above.

* Translated from Grundziige der Fkysiologischcn Psychologic perhaps body would stand for K6rper, while Leib represents a living body.
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chic faculties of the soul designate the separate do-

mains of the same, as they are seen to be separated

from each other in direct self-observation. In the con-

ceptions sensibility, feeling, understanding, reason,

etc., language therefore forces upon us a classification

of the processes presented to our inner perception

that we, confined to these expressions, can upon the

whole scarcely alter. Nevertheless the accurate de-

finition of these conceptions and their incorporation

in a systematic order is strictly a matter for science.

Probably the faculties of the soul originally meant

not merely different parts of the inner scope of expe-

rience, but likewise many different beings, respecting

whose relation to that collective being, which we call

soul or spirit, no definite idea was formed. But the

materializing of these conceptions lies so far back in

the distances of mythological views of nature, that no

caution need here be given against the over hastj' con

ception of metaphysical substances.

In spite of this, one after-effect of the mythological

conception has become transmitted n'cn to modern

science. It consists in this, that to the conceptions

named above attaches a trace of the mythological

idea of power. They are not merely regarded as

class designations for definite fields of inner expe-

rience, which in fact they are, but they are often re

garded as powers or forces by which the separate phe-

nomena are produced. The understanding, for in-

stance, is the power by which we perceive truths
;

memory, is the power which stores up ideas for future

use, and so forth. But the irregular appearance, how-
ever, of the effects of these powers has upon the other

hand raised some doubt with regard to the expression

power, and thus the designation of psychical faculties

has arisen. For by faculty we understand not such a

power as 7nust necessarily and constantly operate, but

only such a one as can operate.

The origin of these conceptions from the mytho-
logical idea of force or power is here directly manifest.

The prototype of the operation of such a power is

plainly human action. The original signification of

faculty is that of an acting being. Thus even in the

first formation of psychological conceptions we find

the germ of that mixture of classification and explana-
tion, which constitutes a usual defect of empirical

psychology. The general remark that the psychic
faculties are class-conceptions which belong to de
scriptive psychology relieves us from the necessity of

here pointing out their meaning. In fact a theory of

inner experience may be imagined in which there
would be no mention of sensibility, understanding,
reason, memory, and the like. For in our self-obser-

vation there are immediately only separate ideas, feel-

ings, and tendencies. Only after these elementary
phenomena of inner experience have been dissected.

therefore, can the true signification of these class con-

ceptions be determined.

To what has been said above we may here add a

few critical remarks on the interchangeable terms soul

and spirit.

From the soul our language separates the spirit as

a second idea of matter whose distinguishing charac-

teristic is that it, unlike the soul, does not by its'sense

necessarily appear in connection with a bodily exis

tence, but may either stand in mere external union

with such a one, or be freed entirely from it.

The idea of spirit therefore is used in a double

sense : first for the basis of those inner experiences

which we assume to be independent of the activity of

the senses, and secondly to designate such a being as

can be said in general to have no corporeal existence.

Psychology, of course, has to do with the conception

only in its first meaning, though it is directly to be

seen that this must almost of itself lead to the second,

since it is not apparent why the spirit may not also

exist as a wholly independent substance, if its con-

nection with the body were only external and acci-

dental.

Philosophical thought could not leave the relation

of soul and spirit in the indefiniteness with which the

common consciousness was satisfied. Are soul and

spirit different essences? Is the soul a part of the

spirit, or is the latter a part of the soul? We plainl}'

notice in ancient speculative philosophy the difficult}'

that this question caused it. On the one side it was
forced by the connection between the inner experiences

to postulate some one substance as the basis for them
;

on the other side it was led to deem as indispensable

a separation of the activities engaged in sense-repres-

entation from the more abstract intellectual activities.

Thus, by the side of the grand dualism between body
and spirit there exists the more limited dualism be-

tween spirit and soul ; and that too without the old

philosophy being able to completely do away with it

—

be it that it now with Plato sought to destroy the sub-

stantiality of the soul, conceiving the soul as a ming-

ling of spirit and body; or be it that with Aristotle, by

transferring to spirit the concept abstracted from soul,

it put in the place of the unity of substance a form of

definition that accorded with both.

Modern spiritualistic philosophy upon the whole

follows more the footsteps of Plato, but has held more
firmly than he to the unity of substance for spirit and

soul. Thus it resulted that generally the sharp dis-

tinction between the two concepts disappeared from

scientific langiiage. If any distinction was still made,

either the spirit was regarded with Wolff as the

general conception in which the individual soul was

contained, or spirit was confounded and identified

with the general psychical faculties, it being retained
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as a general designation now for the so-called higher

psychical faculties, and now for the faculty of cogni-

tion. In the latter case feeling and desire were later

frequently comprehended in the term mind, and there-

fore the whole soul is divided into spirit and mind,

without understanding thereby two different sub-

stances.

Sometimes, however, between the conceptions spirit

and soul a mere distinction of degree was assumed,

and thus a spirit was attributed to man but only a

soul to animals.

Thus this distinction has constantly lost in defi-

niteness, while at the same time the conception of

spirit has been deprived of its property of substan-

tiality. If, therefore, we wish to impart to this con-

ception a meaning, that does not anticipate further

investigation, we can only say that spirit also denotes

the subject of inner experience, but that in it an ab-

straction is made from the relations of this subject to

any corporeal being. The soul is the subject of inner

experience with the conditions that its regular con-

nection with an external existence brings with it ; the

spirit is the same subject without reference to this

union.

Accordingly we shall then only speak of spirit and

spiritual phenomena when we lay no weight on those

factors of minor experience by which the same is de

pendent upon sensuous existence, that is our existence

that is accessible to outer experience. This defini-

tion leaves it completely undetermined whether such

independence of sensibility really belongs to the spir-

itual or not. For we can disregard one or more as-

pects of a phenomenon without denying in respect to

it that these aspects exist.

DO WE WANT A REVOLUTION ?

BV .MORRISON I. SWIFT.

It is one thing to acknowledge the signs of imminent

revolution, another to determine if we shall promote

it. The choice has to be made, and there is no vague-

ness about the nature of it. The industrial and social

forces are solidly combined against independence and

manliness and originality.

It is now as it was of old—a man cannot serve two

masters. He must seek to ingratiate himself in the

social order, and to gather from it what good things he

can, becoming a bulwark against justice and general

happiness, or he must be a declared and inveterate

enemy of the social order, making no terms with it,

opposing it day and night, hurrying on its downfall.

It is easy for those who realize the iniquity and
• suffering on which this order exists to make their

choice. They must be revolutionists because life would

be dishonorable on any other terms. It were of course

possible to witness silently the inhumanities of a

Depew, or Stanford, or Rockefeller, or Vanderbilt, or

any little local magnate where one happened to live,

but it would be dishonorable. These persons are the

voluntary and satisfied agents of a system of oppres-

sion that is all the more acute and unbearable because

of the intelligence of those oppressed. It is necessary

to depose these monarchs of injustice and wealth ; and

the fact of their extraordinary power makes any con-

cession or compromise fatal to a victory over them.

To live in this decade non-committal ; to let the rich

go on depleting the poor while we advance our respect

for them in proportion as they increase their plunder,

this is scandalous and intolerable.

We want a revolution because peace is impossible

when the mind awakes to the monstrous irony of

wreathing those who have succeeded best in the war

of selfishness and unscrupulousness, with the highest

honors ; we want a revolution because until some few

become the implacable enemies of the present system

and its' managers, we are the sport of these managers

—life in us is crushed while they live and thrive on

us. The men called leading citizens,* live and thrive

on the rest of us and crush us and make our lives hard

and dull. I have no personal vindictiveness, but if

these men are willing in the present hour of enlighten-

ment to accept the colossal advantages their place in

an irrational system gives them, to use these perfectly

prodigious powers selfishl}', as the system allows, to

urge in extenuation that they are victims of the sys-

tem like the rest, victims of a sorry state of human
nature of which all make the most for themselves,

meanwhile themselves sorry, then I am their enemy

and will use what powers I have to overthrow them.

The day of the suppression of ideas by vested interests

is waning. We do not care for vested interests, we

care to live. Vested interests no longer dazzle the

imagination. We are inclined to think these important

persons who own everything and make up the four

hundred here and there, humbugs. We are surprised

that any seek communion with them, and rather won-

der that a new and select society does not spring up

from which they are tabooed ; a society of working-

men, and scholars and farmers, honest persons, a little

delivered from shams, not altogether determined to

own earth, and sky and sea, and rent them. I find

ownership the present guage of respectability, but I

do not respect the owners.

There is about to grow, born of revolution, a new

society, whose spirit Plato invested with his genius.

"I, therefore, Callicles, am persuaded by these ac-

counts, and consider how I may exhibit my soul be-

fore the judge in a healthy condition. Wherefore

disregarding the honors that most men value, and

» A series of nan

uber.

is here omilted. See the note on page 2594 of this
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looking to the truth, I shall endeavor in reality to live

as virtuously as I can ; and, when I die, to die so.

And I invite all other men, to the utmost of my power

;

and you, too, I in turn invite to this contest, which, I

affirm, surpasses all contests here." The contest that

is beautiful from age to age, the contest to live as

virtuously as we can which surpasses all other contests

here, is to-day one thing, is to-morrow changed ; to-

day it is the elaboration of material well-being for all,

a new expedition of the race after happiness into the

unknown, blazing the way to material equality and

perfect individuality.

DO WE WANT A REVOLUTION .'

IN REPLY TO MR. MORRlSOn I. SWIFT.

Mr. Morrison I. Swift is a young man and full of

earnest enthusiasm for social justice and the elevation

of the poor. He makes himself the attorney of the

oppressed and hurls his shafts of indignation against

the oppressors. To-day he appears as the prophet of

a revolution, who indicts a number of rich men, "be-

cause," he says, "they make our lives hard and dull."

Their crime consists in being "willing in the present

hour of enlightenment to accept the colossal advan-

tages their place in an irrational system gives them,

to use these perfectly prodigious powers selfishly."

Not the slightest proof is adduced for this wholesale

indictment. The indiscrimination in his collection

of several well known names proves that Mr. Swift

does not clearly know himself what they are guilty of.

Are they arraigned for selfishness? Some of them are

very active for the public good. Are thej' arraigned for

possessing wealth ? While none among them is poor, not

every one of them is so extraordinarily rich as Mr.

Swift seems to imagine. Nor does the plaintiff

indicate what these criminals ought to do in order to

escape the condemnation of selfishness. Perhaps he

would repeat the demand of Christ :
" Go and sell all

that thou hast and give to the poor and thou shalt

have treasure in heaven?"*

Plaintiff is a philanthropist and he kindly urges in

extenuation that the rich are "victims of the system
like the rest, victims of a sorry state of human nature."

The personal indictment of these men seems to rest

on the fact that they do not use their power to over-

throw the social order. And this appears to Mr. Swift

as .the one thing that is needed. Having realized that

there are iniquities and sufferings he is determined to

promote revolution, because "life would be dishonor-
able on any other terms."

Mr. Swift undoubtedly hopes for a better system,

The value of money is so little understood and so much misunderstood
not only by the rich but also by the poor, that it will not be out of place to
reproduce in this number an extract from the chapter on the uses and abuses
of money in Dr. William Mathews' excellent work " Getting on in the World."

which he supposes will come after the breakdown of

the present system. He may be a nationalist or an

anarchist, I do not know ; and it matters little. Yet

it is certain that rash youth only can so wantonly, al-

though with best and purest motives, clamor for a

revolution. Putting the question to himself whether

or not we must be revolutionists, Mr. Swift declares

"it is easy to make his choice."

Does Mr. Swift know what a revolution is? A rev-

olution is a breakdown of society. It is not a building

up, it is a tearing down. It is not evolution, but it is

dissolution.

A revolution is a great public calamity which falls

equally heavy on the rich and on the poor. Perhaps

it falls heavier upon the poor, because as a rule they

have less education and are ignorant of the course of

events. The facts of the French revolution speak

loud enough. Are they now forgotten? To every rich

man who was guillotined hundreds of poor met with

the same fate, and thousands were actually starved

to death.

A revolution is like a deluge that, the dam being

broken, sweeps over a valle}'. The deluge will drown

the rich as well as the poor. It will often happen that

a rich man may be drowned as well as a poor man ; but

after all, the rich man if he be warned in time, has

better -chances to escape.

Who will profit by revolutions ? Not the laborer, he

will be starved; not the employer of labor, he will be

ruined. There is one class of men that will profit.

It is the sharper ; he whose business flourishes while

and because all the world is covered with misfortune.

There are people who undertake to fish in muddy wa-

ters. These people are the only ones that are bene-

fited by public disturbances, calamities and revolutions.

Several months ago I discussed the eventuality of a

revolution with a leading anarchist of Chicago. I do

by no means agree with anarchism ; nor did this an-

archist agree with my views, but he most emphatically

joined me in denouncing the superstition so prevalent

among many would-be reformers, that revolution can

bring any salvation to society. He said, "When I was

young and rash, I believed in revolution artd hoped

for a revolution ; I thought to arrive at a higher state

of society by a bee line road. But since I have seeri

more of life, I have ceased to believe in physical

force.
,
I then believed that society could be pulled up

by the roots and pitched over the fence, and a new so-

cial machine, contrary to that which is, put in its

place. I now see, that society is a slow growth, and

the best we can do is to remove those special privi-

leges, empowering the few to rob the many. Evolu-

tion may at times find expression in revolution, but

its necessity is always to be deplored, because all vio-

lence, bloodshed, and wars debase the higher senti-
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ments of the race, and destroy the sanctity of human
hfe ; the progress which comes through peace, though
slow it be, is the most certain and enduring."

There is but one way of improving the condition of

the laboring classes; that is by evolution. We must
enforce a better position of the workers by legal means,

not with the bullet, but with the ballot. This road is

slower, but it leads by and by to the desired aim.

The bee line road of revolution will not bring us

nearer to a realization of our ideals. In order to reach

a better state of society by the slow process of evolu-

tion, we must educate mankind up to it, we must teach

them a higher morality and a respect for law.

What a terrible error it is to preach justice and

recommend the overthrow not of this or that law only,

but of all laws and of the whole order of society.

Society is not an artificial system that can be con-

structed with arbitrariness. Society is an organism

and the laws of its development are similar to those of

living creatures, of plants and of animals. You can

promote the growth of a tree, by digging round its

stem, by watering the roots and pruning the dead

branches in its crown, nay, you may inoculate a tree so

that indeed the thorns ma}' be made to bear figs or

grapes. But if you pull out the whole tree, you will

have to begin quite anew, and it will take a long while

nntil it-has reached that state again in which it is now.

Incendiary speeches are cheap means for agitators

to become popular with the uneducated among our

laboring classes. Yet I hope to see the time when
our laborers will hoot at the demagogue who attempts

to excite them with preaching hatred and ill will.

Yet the incendiary speeches of demagogues should

not be ignored by the rich. We should recommend
them to the rich for a careful perusal. There is certainly

something wrong in a state of society in which young

men, enthusiastic for justice, openly clamor for a revo-

lution.

We have not hesitated to publish Mr. Swift's

article, not because we agree with him in the justice

of a revolution, or in the advisability of preparing

a revolution ; on the contrary because we should con-

sider a revolution as the greatest public calamity, the

evil consequences of which cannot be all foreseen.

The probability, in my mind, is that the final result of a

great revolution in the United States, would be the

downfall of the republic and the establishment of an

empire. A revolution, so far as I can see, will bring

us no liberty but serfdom.

It is a law of nature that if a nation cannot govern

itself, a usurper will keep order in that nation, and

every revolution in a republic is a sign that the citi-

zens are not able in a peaceful way to administer their

public affairs.

The rich therefore, should heed the cry of alarm.

They should consider that a revolution becomes an

inevitable necessity as soon as the discontent of the

poor in a country has reached a certain height at which
their yoke appears to them unbearable.

Our society is by no means free from grievances, al-

though they have not yet reached their fill. We
should beware of the very beginning and mind all the

symptoms of dissatisfaction. The greater the pa-

tience of the oppressed proves to be, the more for-

midable will be the outbreak of their indignation.

It is not good to build barriers between man and
man; assays the prophet Jeremiah : "Let not the

wise man glory in his wisdom ; neither let the mighty

man glory in his might ; let not the rich man glory in

his riches." And the apostle Paul writes to Timothy :

"Charge them that are rich in this world, that they

be not high-minded nor trust in uncertain riches."

The duties of those that have great possessions are

greater than the duties of the poor. The more power
a man has, the more imperative is his obligation to

be just in all his dealings with his neighbors. The
citizens of a republic should not attempt to make a

caste of wealth ; and ought to abhor all oppression of

the poor. The employer must show his own iride-

pendence and his sense of independence by respecting

the independence of his employees. When weighing

the worth of a man, let us not consider the amount of

his property but the manliness and honesty of his

character.

Is there any sense in admiring the aristocratic

habits which have become fashionable with so many
of our wealthy families? Let us exercise, ourselves,

and teach our children to exercise simplicity. Let us

honor the democratic principles which so well become

the citizens of a republic, and the mere idea of a revolu-

tion-will become a ridiculous bugbear.

Then let us prav that come it may, —
As( for • tha

That sense and worth,

May bear tlie gree, and

For a' that, and a' that,

Its cominji yet for a' th

When man to man the

Shall brothers be for a' that.

Id'

THE USES AND ABUSES OF MQNEY.*

BY WILLIAM MATTHEWS.

" Poverty is a condition which no man should accept, unless

it is forced upon him as an inexorable necessity or as the alterna-

tive of dishonor. No person has a right voluntarily to pi tee him-

self in a position where he will be assailed hourly by the fiercest

temptations, where he will be able to preserve his uprightness

only by a strength little short of angelic, and where he will be

liable at any moment to become by sickness a burden to his friends

Every man, too, should make some provision for old age ; for an

old man in the poor-house, or begging alms, is a sorry sight, and

suggests the suspicion, however ill-founded, that his life has been

foolishly, if not viciously spent.

» Republished from " Getting on in the World,"
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" We say, therefore, that the philosophy which affects to teach

us a contempt of money does not run very deep. Indeed, it ought

to be clearer to philosophers than to other men that money is of

high importance, and that its importance increases with every

generation. So manifold are its bearings upon the lives and charac-

ters of mankind, that, as Henry Taylor observes, in his ' Notes on

Life,' an insight which should search out the life of a man in his

pecuniary relations would penetrate into almost every cranny of

his nature. . . .

"The provident man must of necessity be a thoughtful man,

living, as he does, not for the present, but for the future ;
and he

must also practice self-denial, that virtue which is one of'the chief

elements in a strong and well-formed character. As with the ac-

quisition, so with the use of money ; the way in which a man

spends it is often one of the surest tests of character. As Bulwer

says in one of the most thoughtful essays in Caxtoniana,— ' Money

is a terrible blab ; she will betray the secrets of her owner, what-

ever he do to gag her. His virtues will creep out in her whisper
;

his vices she will cry aloud at the top of her tongue.'

"As civilization advances, human life is becoming more and

more significant, richer in opportunities and enjoyments. Science

is multiplying with amazing rapidity the comforts and luxuries of

life and the means of self-culture, and money is the necromancer

by which they are placed at our disposal. Money means a tight

house, the warmest clothing, the most nutritious food, the best

medical attendance, books, music, pictures ; a good seat in the

concert or lecture room, in the cars, and even in the church ; the

ability to rest when weary in body or brain, and, abbve all, inde-

pendence of thought. It is said that in England no man can afford

to have an opinion who has not an income of two thousand a year
;

and even in this land of broad acres there are already many men
who think themselves too poor to indulge in ' the luxury of a con-

science.' Every step in life is conditional on ' the root of all evil.'

You must pay to eat and drink, to sleep, to house and clothe your-

self, and even to breathe. Every breath is a consumption of car-

bon, which must be paid for as inevitably as the coal in your grate.

The creditor is at every man's heels, dogs him in his last moments,

and hardly stops short at the graveyard gate. Not only is money
thus indispensable, but the value of this representative of values

was never before so great as now. With this talisman, a man can

surround himself with richer means of enjoyment, secure a more
varied and harmonious culture, and set in motion grander schemes

of philanthropy in this last half of the nineteenth century thap at

any previous period in the world's history. And precisely because

it means so much, because with it life is so rich in possibilities, the

want of money was never before so keenly felt as now. Though
the poor to-day have luxuries which a Croesus could not have com-
manded three centuries ago, though ' the world must be compassed
that a washerwoman may have her tea,' yet never was poverty so

hard to bear as to-day. . . .

" There are men born with a genius for money-making. They
have the instinct of accumulation. The talent and the inclination

to convert dollars into doubloons by bargains or shrewd invest-

ments, are in them just as strongly marked and uncontrollable as

were the ability and the inclination of Shakespeare to produce a

Hamlet and an Othello, of Raphael to paint his cartoons, Beetho-
ven to compose his symphonies, or Morse to invent an electric

telegraph. As it would have been a gross dereliction of duty, a

shameful perversion of gifts, had these latter disregarded the in-

stincts of their genius and engaged in the scramble for wealth, so

would a Rothschild, an Astor, and a Peabody have sinned had they

done violence to their natures, and thrown their energies into

channels where they would have proved dwarfs, and not giants. . .

Academies, colleges, hospitals, museums, libraries, railroads,

—

none of which could have been possible without their accumula-
tions,—are the proofs of their usefulness ; and though the million-

naire too often converts his brain into a ledger and his heart into

a mill-stone, yet this starvation of his spiritual nature is no more

necessary in his pursuit than in that of the doctor or the lawyer.

Agassiz is reported to have said, half scornfully, that he had ' no

time to make money,' having given himself to science. But how
could he get leisure to study the secrets of nature, if others had

not made money for him ? . . . .

" Especially should the business man, who is tempted to sacri-

fice everything to the golden calf, be cautioned against the com-

mon fallacy that happiness will increase in proportion to his gains.

Dr. Johnson, indeed, once argued to the contrary. ' If six hundred

pounds a year,' he said, ' procure a man more consequence, and

of course more happiness, than six pounds a year, the same pro-

portion will hold as to six thousand, and so on as far as opulence

can be carried.' The facts do not sustain this theory. It may be

doubted whether large possessions do not bring as many pains as

pleasures. After one has enough to satisfy every reasonable want,

to give free play to all his tastes in art, literature, or science, it

may be questioned whether any addition to his wealth does not

bring more anxiety and responsibility than enjoyment. Bacon

wisely remarks that a large fortune is of no solid use to the owner,

except to increase his means of giving ;
' the rest is but conceit

;

the personal fruition in any man cnitiwt reach to feel great riches."

"The owner of capital really reaps the smallest portion of

the advantages which flow from its possession, he being, in fact,

but a kind of head bookkeeper, or chief clerk, to the business com-

munity. Though rich as Rothschild, he can neither eat, drink,

nor wear more than one man's portion of the good things of life.

The Astors and Stewarts, whose wealth is counted by tens of

millions, are, after all, only the stewards of the nation, and, how-

ever selfish, grasping, or miserly they may be, are compelled, even

when they least desire to do so, to use their accumulations for the

public good. Their money making talents enable them to employ

their capital, which would soon melt away in the hands of a spend-

thrift or bad financier, to promote the common welfare and to in-

crease the general prosperity. The rich man in this country, who
is ambitious to increase his riches, does not waste his money in

luxuries or foolish schemes, but, as one has well said, he invests

it in all sorts of enterprises, to the selection of which he brings

enormous natural shrewdness, strengthened by the experience of a

lifetime, and in every one of which it is devoted wholly to the em-

ployment of labor. ' If he puts it in unproductive real estate

even, as he doubtless does sometimes, he releases some one else's

money, which goes into production. If he builds houses to let, he

employs labor and helps to lower rents ; if he makes railroads, he

employs miners, iron-founders, machinists, and helps to transport

commodities ; if he goes into spinning and weaving, or gardening,

the result is still the same,—labor is employed, and employed with

such sagacity that it is sure to return the capital and something

more. If he loaded himself with diamonds, filled himself every

day to the chin with Frerich dishes and wines, and wore cloth of

gold, and lived in a palace, it would be found that his salary was

low. If we dismissed him, that is, took his property from him,

and employed a philanthropist or editor or lyceum-lecturer to

manage it in the interest of ' humanity,' the probabilities are that

there would not be a cent of it left at the end of five years. It

would have been put into the production of goods that nobody

wanted, of roads on which nobody would travel, or stolen by

knaves and wasted by visionaries.'

"These truths are well illustrated in the anecdote told some

years ago of two men who were conversing about John Jacob As-

tor's property. Some one was asked if he would be willing to take

care of all the millionaire's property—ten or fifteen millions of

dollars—merely for his board and clothing. ' No !
' was the in-

dignant answer; 'do you take me for a fool ?
' 'Well,' rejoins

the other, ' that is all Mr. Astor himself gets for taking care of it ;
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he's foiitii/. and that's all. The houses, the warehouses, the ships,

the farms, which he counts by the hundreds, and is often obliged

to take care of, are for the accommodation of others.' ' But then

he has the income, the rents of all this large property, five or six

hundred thousand dollars per annum.' ' Yes, but he can do noth-

ing with his income but build more houses and warehouses and

ships, or loan money on mortgages for the convenience of others.

He's/oiivi/, and you can make nothing else out of it.'

" If a rich man wishes to be healthy, says Sir William Tem-
ple, he must live like a poor one. Izaak Walton tells us that there

are as many troubles on the other side of riches as on this, and

that the cares which are the keys of riches hang heavily at the

rich man's girdle. How many men, on reaching the pinnacle of

wealth, find, as they look down upon their moneybags, that they

have only purchased one set of enjoyments by the loss of another

equally desirable ! 'Do you remember, Bridget,' writes Charles

Lamb, with a tender retrospect to his poverty, 'when you and I

laughed at the play from the shilling gallery ? There are no good

plays to laugh at now from the boxes.' Nothing, in the abstract,

seems easier than to get pleasure out of money
;
yet to many per-

sons nothing is apparently more difficult. . . .

"Even the most specious and plausible reason for seeking

riches, namely, to be above the necessity of a rigid economy, or

the pressure of debt, Archbishop Whately shows to be unsound and

deceptive. It is worth remarking, he observes, as a curious cir-

cumstance, and the reverse of what many would expect, that the

expenses called for by a real or iinngiiii'd necessity of those who
have large incomes are greater than those of persons with slenderer

means ; and that, consequently, a larger proportion of what are

called the rich are in embarrassed circumstances than of the

poorer. This is often overlookeij, because the nlisnlnlc number of

those with large incomes is so much less, that, of course, the ab-

solute number of persons under pecuniary difficulties in the poorer

classes must form a very large majority. But if you look to the

proportions, it is quite the reverse. Take the number of persons

of each amount of income, divided into classes from $500 per an-

num up to 5500,000 per annum, and you will find the percentage

of those who are under pecuniary difficulties continually augment-

ing as you go upwards. And when you come to sovereign States,

whose revenue is reckoned by millions, you will hardly find one

that is not deeply involved in debt ; so that it would appear, the

larger the income, the harder it is to live within it. In other

words, the tendency to spend increases in a greater ratio than the

wealth ; and hence competence has been wittily defined as three

hundred a year more than you possess.

"The insufficiency of mere wealth alone to confer happiness

was strikingly illustrated in the life of Nathan Myers Rothschild,

the great Jew banker, who died in London some years ago, ' one

of the most devoted worshippers that ever laid a withered soul on

the altar of Mammon.' For years he wielded the purse of the

world, opening and closing it to kings and emperors as he listed
;

and upon certain occasions was supposed to have had more in-

fluence in Great Britain than the proudest and wealthiest of its

nobles, perhaps more than the two houses of Parliament taken to-

gether. He once purchased bills of the government in a single

day to the amount ^4,000,000, and also the gold which he knew

the government must have to pay them ; and with the profits of a

single loan purchased an estate which cost him ;f 150,000. Yet,

with the clearest and widest comprehension in money matters,

with the most piercing insight into all possible causes affecting the

money market, and with ingenuity to effect the profoundest, most

subtle, and most unsuspected combinations,—an ingenuity before

which all the other prodigies which have from time to time ap-

peared sink into nothing,—he was, withal, a little soul. He exer-

cised his talents and powers of calculation, not only for the ac-

cumulation of millions and the management of national creditors.

but also for the determination of- the smallest possible pittance on
which a clerk's soul could be retained in connection with his

body. To part with a shilling in the way of charity cut him to the

heart.

" To conclude : money is a good thing, of which every man
should try to secure enough to avoid dependence upon others,

either for his bread or his opinions ; but it is not so good a thing

that, to win it, one should crawl in the dust, stoop to a mean or

dishonorable action, or give his conscience a single pang. Money-
getting is unhealthy when it impoverishes the mind, or dries up

the sources of the spiritual life ; when it extinguishes the sense of

beauty, and makes one indifferent to the wonders of nature and

art ; when it blunts the moral sense, and confuses the distinction

between right and wrong, virtue and vice ; when it stifles religious

impulse, and blots all thought of God from the soul. Money-get-

ting is unhealthy, again, when it engrosses all one's thought, leads

a man to live meanly and coarsely, to do without books, pictures,

music, travel, for the sake of greater gains, and causes him to find

his deepest and most soul-satisfying joy, not in the culture of his

heart or mind, not in doing good to himself or others, but in the

adding of eagle to eagle, in the knowledge that the money in his

chest is piled up higher and higher every year, that his account at

the bank is constantly growing, that he is adding bonds to bonds,

mortgages to mortgages, stocks to stocks, and may say to himself,

' Soul, thou hast much goods laid up for many years.'

"Let everyone, then, who wishes to get on in the world,

justly estimate the value of money. Let him neither, on the one

hand, make it the only gauge and object of success, nor, on the

other, affect for it a philosophic contempt which the necessities of

life will compel him to unlearn. Let him neither strive for a mere

living, nor (unless he has a rare genius for money-making,) for a

great fortune, but gather gear, as Burns says,

—

' By every wile

That's justified by honor
;

Not for to Iiide it in a hedge.

Nor for a train attendant,

But for the glorious privilege

Of being independent.'

'

' A great deal has been written on the art of money-getting
;

but, though comparatively few become rich, there is no real secret

about it. The pith of the world's wisdom on it is condensed into

a few proverbs. To work hard, to improve small opportunities,

to economize, to avoid debt, are the general rules in which is

summed up the hoarded experience of centuries, and the most

sagacious writers have added little to them."

CORRESPONDENCE.

DO -WE WANT A REVOLUTION ?

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

I HEREWITH return proof of article mentioned, and have writ-

ten in a concise form what my sentiments really are. Although

the matter as it now stands will take up more space than the quo-

tation you have made, I could not leave the quotation stand as

you made it ; (i) because I cannot see how I could have expressed

myself on the ballot and law as a constructive element in the pro-

gress of society and be a consistent anarchist. (2) I do not wholly

discard revolution as a means of social progress ; but its necessity

as I say is always to be deplored. I think after careful reflec-

tion, you will agree with me that revolution as a principle cannot

unqualifiedly be condemned. Take the revolutionary nations to

which you and I belong, with their plastic web, molding and re-

molding their institutions to suit their ever changing exigencies,

and contrast them, with some of the Oriental nations, in whom
the fire of revolution has been extinguished, and notice ihefxcd
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condition of their habits. Progress with them is dead and if the?y-

will ever rise to a higher life, it will be because in this age of in-

ternational commingling, they are brought in contact with that

iconoclastic and revolutionary element, that has at times smasln-d

those institutions which hampered man in his onward and upward

march. Very truly,

Chicago, Oct. 26 ,
1S90. Geo. A. Schilling.

[I take no exception to Mr. Schilling's position on the ques-

tion of revolution. To state my view in two words, I should say,

that rcvolulion becomes necessary as soon as evohilion has become

an absolute impossibiIit3'. . Yet even then, as Mr. Schilling says,

revolutions must be deplored ; it must be deplored that there are

sometimes men in power who can effectively check all evolution

and by oppressing their fellowmen wantonly produce a revolution.

Not Spartacus was guilty of rebelling against the Roman Republic

but the Roman people who trampled the rights of men under foot.

But because the gladiators of Spartacus could only destroy not

build a civilization they were in the end doomed to destruction, in

spite of many glorious victories over the generals of the most war-

like nation of the time.

—

p. c]

BOOK REVIEWS.
Eleukis. a Poem. Chicago : Privately printed. 1890.

The key note to this volume of pessimistic philosophy in verse

is to be found in the lines prefaced :

Her secret pomp of worship fled
;

But, though her priest and rite be

Still lives the Eternal Mystery.

Nor can the Ele

What though the centuries wax and wane.

From each new age sounds out again

The Eternal Questioning, Whence and Why ?
"

The poem is not an attempt to solve the mystery of life. It

is the imaginary wail of a soul, that after trying all paths, and

finding only an endless maze strewn with shattered hopes, retires

into itself, after vainly seeking consolation in love, sighing,

" The mind is naught, and naught tlie heart,

And nature lies in endless sleep."

Many beautiful thoughts are to be found scattered through

the poem, which is a real work of art, but its tone is not healthy,

although it does in some measure represent the ideas which are

floating through the minds of many of those who, having left the

old oracles and seeking a solution of the problems of life from Na-
ture, do not ask in the right way, and therefore to them

" The Eternal Silence answers back."

Pidilic Opinion, the eclectic weekly published in Washington
and New York, offers a first prize of $50, a second of $30, and a

third of $20 for the best three essays on the interesting question :

"The Industrial Future of the South." The essays must be lim-

ited to 3000 words, and must be received by December 15th. Full

particulars may be had by addressing Piili/ic Opinion, Washing-
ton, D. C.

The Unitarian Missionary Mass Meeting is being held as we
go to press, at Unity Church, Chicago. The opening sermon was
preached by Rev. M. J. Savage, of Boston. The general topics

to be discussed at this evening's silting include '

' Some Missionary
Agencies," by Mrs. Charles L. Moss, St. Louis; Miss Ellen M,
Gould, Davenport

; and Rev. Geo. A. Thayer, Cincinnati.

"Church Work," by Rev. Eliza T. Wilkes, Sioux Falls; Rev. S.

A. Eliot, Denver; Rev. H. D. Maxson, Menomonie ; and "The
Layman's Responsibility," by Hon. ]. E McKeighan, St. Louis

;

Hon. Robert A. Sankey, Wichita; Prof.
J. W. Cook, Illinois

Normal University
; and Gov. Austin Blair, Jackson, Mich.

THE INDISCRIMINATE DENUNCIATION OF THE
WEALTHY.

Mr. Morrison I. Swift is favorably known to the readers of

T/u- Open Court by several articles pointing out the way of judicious

reform in social matters. There were many plans and aspirations

of his with which we could heartily sympathize. His article " Do
We Want a Revolution " does not meet with our approval. But for

that very reason we have thought proper to publish it together with

a statement of our opinion on the same subject, and for the conse-

quences let truth take care of herself. Before this number went

to press we have deemed it advisable to suppress the string of

names mentioned in Mr. Swift's article. It happens that we are

personally acquainted with one of them who is very active in clear-

ing away the misconceptions between employers and employees,

capital and labor, and we asked his advice as to the propriety of let-

ting the names stand. Here is the passage of his answer that has

reference to this point ;

" The use of nam^s, indulged in by Swift and his confrferes is to be dep-

recated. Knowing little or nothing about the financial doings or social actions

of tliose, they thus try to focalize prejudice and hatred against ; they condemn
without trial. Perceiving this, many men who accumulate means, hide from

public notice. They refuse to identify themselves with movements which

would ameliorate if not cure the troubles of the poor and the unfortunate,

while those who are sympathetic and active are assailed. The effect is un-

doubtedly bad all round. It is not pleasant for men like Mr. and the

others to be thus pilloried. It is not agreeable to me. I, however, should

utter no complaint if as a journalist you thought it proper to publish names
and all."

There are men who have madefortunes by doubtful mtans.

They, as a rule, remain unmolested, so long as they avoid to iden-

tify themselves with any movement for the public good. Are not

many of our wealthy citizens who have the best intentions, thus

frightened away from making themselves serviceable to the public
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SOUTH AMERICAN REPUBLICS.*

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

The neighborhood of Meran, in the Austrian Alps,

with their wealth of ancient pine-forests and the dry,

cool breezes of an airy highland, enjo3S a rarely paral-

leled combination of natural chances for the attain-

ment of longevity. Almost in sight of the same Alps,

the city of Mantua, with its girdle of festering lagoons,

is avoided by tourists on account of its exceptional

unhealthiness.

Suppose a boy, well instructed in all the principles

of rational hygiene, were to be adopted by an intelli-

gent Mantua physician, while his twin-brother were

to stray to the highlands of Meran and find a home in

a village of cheese- peddling rustics, with their crass

sanitary prejudices. Which of them would stand the

best chance of survival? A magnificant climate, off-

set by prejudice, on the one side ; climatic disadvan-

tages, redeemed by social and educational influences,

on the other.

In America nature has given us an opportunity to

study the results of a similar experiment on a very

large scale. Along the southern borders of the United

States, some five million descendants of the Latin

race have been brought under the more or less direct

influence of Saxon civilization. In the temperate zone

of South America about the same number of Latin

colonists enjoy a climate tending to revive every dor-

mant instinct of manhood and energy, but often in

situations leaving their spiritual taskmasters free to

perpetuate the superstitions of the Middle Ages in full

security from the interferance of heretical strangers.

The instance of the so called Republic of Ecua-

dor illustrates the baneful significance of that predica-

ment, and shows to what extent the priests of anti-

naturalism are still ready to sacrifice freedom and

happiness on the altar of their idol. By a thorough

monopoly of educational institutes, by a jealous con-

trol of the press and of what might be called the vo-

cal instruction of the masses, a million descendants

of Inquisition-ridden ancestors have been kept from

as much as suspecting the fact that the night of medi-

aeval insanity has anywhere been broken by the dawn

of a new era. But, on the other hand, the educational

history of the Republic of Chile proves how precari-

* Copyrighied under " American Auguries."

ous is the tenure of power enjoyed by the managers

of such latter-day theocracies. The prerogatives of

the clerical vampires haunting the valleys of the

Equatorial Andes, may be forfeited by such accidents

as a slight change in the proposed direction of the

South American West Shore Railroad, or the discovery

of placer- mines extensive enough to attract a large

number of foreign adventurers.

In 1840 Chile was still as much in the power of the

priests as Portugal or Castile. The constitutional

provision making Roman Catholicism the only legal

creed, had been accepted with a majority of fifty-two

in sixty-eight votes. President Bulnes and the dicta-

tor Preire were mere tools in the hand of the arch-

bishop of Santiago. A so-called " National Library,"

collected at considerable expense and enlarged by a

yearly appropriation, was catalogued in 1852 and found

to contain chiefly theological text-books.

From that lethargy the dormant, but by no means

deficient, energies of the nation were roused by the

party-conflicts which in 1856 culminated in the elec-

tion of Don Manuel Montt, a scholar and free-thinker,

who owed his nomination to the influence of a junta

of patriots arraigned against the more and more in-

tolerable despotism of the church- party. In Peru the

arrogance of the same party has been passively en-

dured for a series of centuries by the ethnological

kinsmen of the colonists, who twenty degrees further

south risked life and property in the struggle for

moral emancipation, and whose practical common-

sense has since risen superior to the semi-liberal tra-

ditions guiding the founders of our own common-

wealth. Instinctively, if not by dint of historical

studies, the reformers of Chile have recognized the

fact that the "separation of Church and State" is

doomed to remain an empty name unless accom

panied by the far more important separation of Church

and School, and for thirty-five years they have direc-

ted their incessant efforts to the accomplishment of the

task of wresting the education of the young from the

hands of the priests. The adoption of a law inter-

dicting the interference of the clergy in affairs en-

trusted to the Government commissioners of public

instruction, was celebrated as a signal national

triumph, and even the bribe of free-tuition does no

longer tempt intelligent parents to send their chil-
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dren to the clerical colleges. As a counter-measure

to the possible influence of that bribe free text-books

are furnished to the pupils of the public schools from

a fund raised partly by voluntary contributions. Since

1870 not less than 424 private schools have been

founded under the auspices of the Liberals ; museums

and public libraries have been opened in sixteen of the

larger provincial towns, civil marriages have been

legalized, and the revised code of 1882 repeals nu-

merous civil disabilities formerly attaching to dis-

senters and illegitimate children. Every attempt to

rivet the broken shackles of clerical despotism has

proved that south of the thirtieth parallel the dis-

ciples of Ignatius Loyola risk to stray out of their

latitude, for it is a curious fact that the strongholds of

clericalism are still in the northern provinces, along

the borders of torpified Peru.

But nowhere else on earth has the history of civili-

zation more clearly demonstrated the fallacy of an

axiom which Henry Buckle pretended to deduce from

the moral contrast of Hindostan and northwestern

Europe : the rule, namely, that the energy of nature

and of man stand in inverse proportion. Buckle's

theory, as defined in the opening chapters of his great

philosophical work, seems to have been about as fol-

lows : Wherever Nature is grand and impressive, in

countries of majestic mountains, in the regions of

earthquakes and violent storms, man is cowed into

abject inactivity and grovelling superstitions. On the

other hand, where Nature is tame, man ventures to

use his reason and begins to discover his ability of

coping with the hostile powers of the elements, thus

developing habits of self-reliance. That hypothesis

seems really strikingly confirmed by the instance of

India with its heaven-kissing mountains and dust-

kissing natives, or of Great Britain, without a single

inaccessible hill-top or unbridgeable stream, and a

bustling, self-reliant, nature-subduing population. But
what about Russia, where Nature is miserably tame
and man not less miserably indolent and superstitious

;

what about Scandinavia where the most impressive

phenomena of physical geography have failed to daunt

the pluck of the natives ; what about ancient Greece,

with its snow-capped Olympuses, deep seas and by no
means unfrequent earthquakes ?

But the conclusiveness even of the last-named in-

stance is eclipsed by that of the Republic of Chile.

From north to south the country is an incessant bat-

tle-ground of the Phlegraen Titans, the veritable "Land
of Earthquakes," as Prof. Mervin calls it, a land not
much larger than the state of Texas, yet saddled with
twenty-seven undoubtedly active and four more "sus-
pected " volcanoes. During a period of three years
the records of the Government observatory of La Se-
rena in the province of Coquimbo show a list of 156

heavy shocks, besides countless " temblores "—trem-

ors, which are described as more frequent than the

rain- showers of our northern latitude. Since the ar-

rival of the first Spanish colonists (1550-60) i. e., dur-

ing a period of little more than three hundred years,

the history of the country records the occurrence of

not less than sixteen memorably destructive earth-

quakes, all attended with a considerable loss of pro-

perty and life. That of 1570 obliterated the town of

Concepcion, where 2,000 persons perished under the

ruins of the falling walls ; that of 1647 demolished

Santiago and shook down prodigious avalanches of

mountain-debris, causing the destruction of 58,000

head of cattle. In 1730 Valparaiso, La Serena, Co-

quimbo, and several hundred villages <vere devastated

in less than ten minutes, and during the volcanic con-

vulsions of 1822 the entire coast of Chile for a dis-

tance of fifty geographical miles north and south of

Valparaiso was upheaved or rather permanently up-

lifted between five and six feet. Storms of appalling

violence sweep the coast every year from August to

November, and the scenery of the great main-chain

of the Andes as seen from every hill along the shore-

line of 1800 miles, could hardly be grander: Snow-
peaks of 20,000 to 23,500 feet piercing a deep-blue

sky, dizzy precipices and apparently bottomless gorges

of the volcanic foothills, backed by three successive

ranges of steep, stern Sierras : all in all the very ideal

of a country to test the correctness of Mr. Buckle's

hypothesis. Even the faima of the wilderness adds

its terrors to that array of appalling factors : there are

giant-cats in the woods and bellowing sea-lions on the

coast, and the Chilean Andes, alone of all South

American highlands, are haunted by a species of bear,

the ursus oniatiis.

Yet all those deterrents are more than offset by

the energj'-encouraging influence of a single circum-

stance : the moderate range of the yearly temperature,

which at Santiago, for instance, has never been known
to rise above 90° Fahrenheit, nor to sink below 47°.

Throughout the long coast-plain there are not more
than twenty days in the year, when the state of the

weather does not make outdoor-work a pleasure. The
highlands abound in minerals and constantly invite

the adventurous to a region of invigorating atmos-

pheric influences. The physical energ}' of the natives

is not seen only in their material progress : the con-

struction of wharves and railways, but was signalized

during the recent war with Peru in a way not apt to

be forgotten by the neighbors of the plucky republic.

In nearly every battle the Chilenos dropped their rifles

and rushed in to decide the contest at close quarters,

with their formidable hunting-knives. That preference

for hand-to-hand conflicts has always been a charac-

teristic of physically superior races. Lieutenant Gillis,
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who passed many years in South America, states as

his dehberate opinion that in the strength of their arm

muscles the Chilean rustics have no match among the

nations of the modern world.

Even now, Chile is an object of aversion among
her indolent South American sister-republics, as

Prussia and Old England were among the European

sisterhood of states, but in the long run climatic in-

fluences will prevail against the results of political in-

trigue. Santiago, the Mars of the Spanish race will

transfer his favorite temple from Compostella to south-

ern Chile ; and it is a safe prediction that before the

middle of the next century a city at the foot of the

southern Andes will have become the political me-

•tropolis of a very large territory. Sooner or later

border-quarrels or commercial rivalry will precipitate

the long-expected struggle for supremacy between

Chile and the Argentine Republic—a struggle which

will end by giving the numerically inferior, but in

more essential respects superior, race the hegemony
of all the territories included in the temperate zone of

South America.

And North American invaders of that zone may
yet be destined to share the experience of the con-

quistador Valdivia, who pursued a prosperous march

along the shores of the Pacific, till he crossed the Rio

Rapel, where he encountered the border-guards of the

Araucanos. The same warriors who had stopped the

invasion of the Incas, here attacked his camp with a

resolution which soon obliged him to recross the river

to save his force from total destruction. "Not one of

the Spanish commanders," says the historian Cor-

rasco, "had ever witnessed a similar attack. Many
of them had seen hard fighting before, having served

both in Morocco and Italy, but the natives of this

country appeared to know neither fear nor fatigue."

[to be continued.]

LIVING THE TRUTH.
They are but few who do the thinking of mankind,

and the great masses are led by the few sometimes

in the right, sometimes in the wrong direction. It

matters little whether this is to be regretted or not,

it remains a fact and must be faced. Yet this state

of things makes every independent thinker the more
valuable. Every man who is an independent thinker

is a power in his sphere, and will contribute a share to

the further evolution of thought in humanity.

We have met here from the far East and the far

West, from the North and from the South to strengthen

independent thought, to encourage thinking people

all over the country, to arouse the indifferent and to

gain the assistance that is needed in the great work of

progress ; for the harvest truly is plenteous, but the

laborers are few.

We have come here not only to enjoy in a pro-

phetic vision the ideal future of mankind, to consider

how eventually thoughtlessness will be lessened, how
ignorance and superstition will disappear, but also to

work for that ideal. And it is a serious, a great, a

sublime undertaking to whicfi our efforts are devoted.

We have come here to meet some of the thinking

people of our country, some of those who work for

the liberation of humanity from the fetters of error

and indifference.

I do not hesitate to say that indifference is worse

than superstition. I am always glad to meet a think-

ing man who is earnest in his defense of some old

creed, if he is only honest. However much I may
differ from his views I shall always treat him with the

respect due to sincerity. Difference of opinion must

never induce us to set aside justice; and after all a

man who is sincere and has an independent convic-

tion, even though his conviction be utterly wrong,

does a greater service to progress than the indifferent

man who will always belong to that party which hap-

pens to be the fashion of the day. Indifference more

than error hinders progress.

I see the thinkers of mankind, few though they are,

divided into two camps. The champions of the one

trust in progress and work for constant amelioration ;

the champions of the other believe that innovations

are extremely dangerous, and the best thing for hu-

manity would be to remain stationary. Those of

the latter class will concede perhaps that in the do-

main of industry and in the sciences progress must

be made, but they do not believe in the progress of

religion. Their religion is to them perfection, it re-

presents in their minds absolute truth, and progress of

absolute truth, progress of something that is already

perfection, is, as a matter of course, gilding refined

gold.

The battle waxes hot between the two parties, the

former is strong through its alliance with scientific

aspirations, but the latter is still in the majority. It

is in possession of the great mass of indifferent people
;

and the champions of progress may often become de-

spondent so as to give up all hope of a final victory.

Ignorance seems stronger than knowledge and folly

more powerful than wisdom. In a moment of such

despair Schiller is said to have exclaimed : "Against

stupidity fight even Gods in vain."

Who among us when confronted with unconquer-

able superstitions, has not had such sentiments at one

moment of his life or another? And now I ask, can we

know which party in the end will be victorious?

Can we know the means by which alone a victory is

to be achieved? Let me in a few words indicate the

answer which I trust is very simple in the general plan

of its main idea, and yet so very complex in its ap-
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plication that we could philosophize on the subject as

long as we live. Indeed, mankind does philosophize

on the subject and has never as yet got tired of it.

And I suppose it never will, for here lies the object of

all science, of all knowledge, of all philosophy.

What will conquer in the end? Truth will con-

quer in the end. By what means will truth conquer?

By being truth, or in other words by morality. That

party will conquer, be it ever so weak in numbers, be

it ever so badly represented, that is one with truth.

But it is not sufficient merely to know the truth. Truth

must be lived.

Onlv by living the truth shall we be able to con-

quer the world. Therefore it is necessary to recog-

nize the all-importance of morality. The ethical prob-

lem (as I have often said on other occasions) is the

burning question of the day. To know the truth, to

preach the truth, and also to denounce the untruth of

superstitions is very important; but it is more im-

portant to live the truth.

If you have two men, one of whom knows the

truth but does not live it, while the other lives the

truth but does not know it ; who must be regarded as

nearer the truth? Certainly he who ignorant of the

truth lives it, and not he who knowing the truth does

not.

What is truth? Truth is agreement with the facts

of reality. Truth accordingly is not a mere negation

of untruth, not a mere rejection of superstitions. Truth

is positive, it is the correct recognition of facts as well

as of the laws that live in the facts and have been ab-

stracted therefrom by science. Morality is the agree-

ment of our actions with truth, and the most important

truths for the regulation of men's actions are the laws

which rule the relations between man and man form-

ing the conditions of human society.

The strength of the many organizations that still

hold to antiquated superstitions lies in the fact that

after all they try their best to obey the moral laws.

And the weakness of mmy free-thinking persons as

well as organizations, lies in their neglect of ethics.

They do not: feel the urgency of demanding strict-

ness in morals; they are perhaps not exactly immoral
but they are indifferent about the claims of morality.

Dr. Westbrook, the honored President of this

body, has the great merit of having pushed the ethical

question to the front by proposing a prize for the best

practical guide in establishing secular morality, i. e.,

morality not based upon supernatural revelation but

upon the facts of life. It is in this spirit that he pre-

sides over the Secular Union and may he long live

to advance the work he has begun !

Here lies the secret of success. The church has
grown into existence and has attained its power be-

cause it was the ethical teacher of mankind in the

past. On the one hand it appears that the church re-

fuses to progress, and on the other hand progressive

thought has heretofore too much neglected to become

practical or in other words to push the moral applica-

tions of truth.

We stand now before a crisis : Either the churches

will reform ; they will cease to believe in supersti-

tions; they will acknowledge truth and the correctness

of the scientific methods of reaching truth ; in one

word they will become secular institutions, institutions

adapted to the moral wants of the world we live in
;

in which case they will remain the ethical teachers of

mankind ; or those institutions which represent pro-

gressive thought and have recognized truth and the

rational means of reaching truth, will more and more

inculcate the practical applications of truth ; and if

they do, they will become the moral teachers of man-

kind.

Truth must conquer in the end ; but knowing the

truth is not as yet sufficient ; it is living the truth which

will gain the victory. p. c.

SCIENCE AND ETHICS.

To BASE ethics on facts, to derive the rules of our

attitude toward facts from experience, to shape our

ideals, not from the airy stuff of something beyond

the ken of science, but in .accordance with laws de-

rived from reality, this is (as I said in my first lecture)

the line of demarcation between the old and the new

ethics. Mr. Salter by rejecting science places him-

self upon the antiquated ground of intuitionalism. I

know that he rejects the old fashioned supernatural-

ism, but indeed his view (if expressed with consist-

enc}') ought to appear as supernaturalism. He saj's :

" Conscience is not knowledge,—for knowledge is of what is,

and conscience is the thought of what ought to be."

And in other passages (p. 304) :

"These moral laws of our being are so close and constitu-

tional to us that the very existence of virtue is bound up with a

recognition of them."
" Who can give a reason for the supreme rule ? Indeed, no

serious man wants a reason. The supreme command appeals

immediately to the human mind ; it is an assertion of the human
mind."

" Amiel, ' the sweet-souled Genevan mystic,' says ;

' It is not

history which teaches righteousness to the conscience ; it is con-

science which teaches righteousness to history. The actual is

corrupting ; it is we who rectify it by loyalty to the ideal.'
"

Might these expressions not occur in any work of

an intuitionalist ? Is not in this way, by considering

conscience as something that lies beyond the pale of

science, beyond the knowable realm of natural facts,

ni3'sticism introduced as an essential element of moral-

ity? And indeed, Mr. Salter does not approve of it

that "morality is thought to be without mystery."

There is a dualism lurking in Mr. Salter's ethics, as
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if the moral order were something radically different

from the order of this world :

" Though it [morality] warns us and commands us, it does so

in that supreme act in which we warn and command ourselves ;

it is the utterance of the God in us, of the ' prophetic soul ' in

which we all share, and signifies that we are part and parcel of

another order of things than that which we can see and handle,

and are rooted in somewhat firmer than the earth, and more an-

cient, more venerable than the heavens "

There is no objection to defining morality in poet-

ical terms as "the utterance of God" (i. e. , the im-

manent God) or as the "prophetic soul," but it is not

another order of the world. Morality is based upon,

it is creating a better state of things by conforming to

the order of this very same world in which we live.

The moral law is not considered by Mr. Salter as

the highest natural law, higher than other natural

laws ; but it is said to be above or outside of nature.

Mr. Salter says

:

"The moral sentiment dwarfs Nature, it goes out to that

which is beyond Nature."

In consistency with his view that the moral senti-

ment goes out to that which is beyond nature, Mr.

Salter rejects science as a basis of ethics. He says :

" Agaoiticism is no more than a confession of the liiiiilations

of our knowledge. But what we do not know is hardly a basis

for action . . . Nor is science, teaching us positively what we do

know, a sufficient guide fcr us. I will yield to none in my admi-

ration and wonder before the world which science has revealed to

us. How has space widened and time grown infinite, and how

does one law seem to hold in its grasp the mighty movements of

systems and the least tear that trickles down a child's face! It is

a i/niveTse, majestic, solemn, in the midst of which we live, and it

would seem to suggest to us great and solemn thoughts as to what

our own lives should be

"But when I turn from Nature to consider human life and

the Older of human society, my reverence in one way lessens

rather than grows deeper. The science that reports faithfully,

philosophically the varied facts of our human e.xistence is not al-

together a pleasant page to read. History, which is one branch

of the science of man, tells of animalism, of brutal selfishness,

of towering wrongs, of slow- returning justice, often of a blind in-

furiated justice, that punishes the innocent and leaves the guilty

free And observation—statistics, which is nothing else than sci-

entific observation— reveals almost as many things that ought

not to be as things which should be Statistics of crime are just

as much science as would be statistics of peace and order,— sta-

tistics of prostitution as truly scientific as those of family purity,

of ] overty as truly as those of comfort and competence.

"What science teaches must invariably be accepted as fact,

but it may none the less provoke moral repulsion and rebellion.

We may say to some of the facts, ' You have no ri.ght to be !' Yes,

the very end of our scientific observation may sometimes be to

render such observation in the future impossible,—that is, to de-

stroy the facts. Plainly, then, science is not ultimate. It tells us

simply v.hat is ; it tells us nothing of what ought to be. What
ought to be,— that is reported to us by a higher faculty than that

of scientific observation ; it is an assertion, a demand of the con-

science.

" Here, then, is to my mind the true basis of our movement,

—

not the old religions ; not religion itself, in the popular under-

standing of that term ; not agnosticism, though as matter of fact

some of us may be agnostics ; not science, though the facts of

science, every one of them, should have our recognition. It is

something deeper and more ancient, I might say, than any of

these : it is the rock of conscience, the eternal laws that announce

themselves in man's moral nature . . . Conscience, in a word,

ushers us into an ideal realm."

The ideal realm is nothing that stands in contra-

diction to the facts of life. Ideals which do not con-

form to the laws of nature derived from facts, are

mere dreams.* Ideals must be based on science, in

order to be realizable ; and ideals that are unrealiz-

able, impossibilities, are mirages, but not ideals.

Mr. Salter has a wrong and too limited conception

of science ; he takes science to mean knowledge, viz.,

a mere understanding, of facts, but he excludes from

his definition "our judgment upon facts." He says :

" In the strict sense of the word, science—the science of man

as truly as'any other—knows no;hing of right and wrong, but only

of what is ; of facts, and the law of their connection. To the

pure understanding, virtue and vice do not exist. These notions

arise in virtue of our judgment upon facts ; and the organ of that

judgment is other than that by which we learn of and explain the

facts themselves : men call it Conscience."

The sole purpose of science is the application of

science. As Mr. Salter rightly says: "For man is

not only to know, but to do and to achieve." We
study nature, and science exists for doing and achiev-

ing. In order to do and to achieve we must know.

Knowledge is the basis of any achievement, not only

in practical business for manufacturing, invention etc.,

but also for moral life. There is no conscience without

knowledge, there is no Gewissen without Wissen. Con-

science is not a faculty that exists prior to knowledge

of facts, but it develops from a comprehension of

facts, from a knowledge of the consequences of human

action. Mr. Salter says (p. 37) :

"It is strange, when we bear in mind the ideal nature of

morality, to hear that morality must be based upon facts. Mor-

ality is not really a question of facts, but of the right of facts to

be, of their correspondence with a standard of the mind. . . .

Base morality on facts ? Which facts ? There are innumerable

facts, ati induction from which would only give us immorality.

The good facts, then ? But plainly, this is moving in a circle. In

truth, there is nothing on which to base morality. We do not so

much find it, as demand it in the world.

Can anyone derive from evils and the consequences

of evils, rules of iniquity ? The facts that ought not be,

speak loud, very loud ; they speak with no uncertain

voice, and morality is preached mainly on account of

such facts as, like the innocent Abel's blood, cry

out to heaven ! Suppose that a murderer has no

conscience to guide him, will not the results of his

crime teach him a most impressive lesson ? The re-

sults of his crime will set him thinking, so that he

will ask himself : Was it right to slay my brother ? The

» See The Ethical Probleni, pp. 19 and 23.
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evils of immorality and the consequences of these

evils are a most powerful stimulus for asking the ques-

tion what is right and what is wrong ? Man has to

face the facts of life and has to find out the right way

of salvation by experience. His experience appears

first as a dim instinct, often erring and sometimes

hitting upon the right thing. Yet there is no other

guide, no supernatural revelation, no intuitional fac-

ulty (in the sense of intuitionalism), no direct com-

mands that might 'appeal immediately to the human
mind.'

Mr. Salter may not call himself an intuitionalist,

but he takes the standpoint of intuitionalism. He
does not call his world-conception supernaturalism

;

but it is supernaturalism. While the Unitarians,

following Theodore Parker, are seriously at work to

"rationalize religion," while many Jewish rabbis rec-

ognize the truth of monism and therewith ackowledge

the immanence of God, the leaders of the ethical so-

cieties remain upon the dualistic standpoint of extra-

naturalism.

It is true the leaders of the ethical societies have

dropped the old fashioned terminology of super-

naturalism. Yet their ethics is as supernatural as the

old conception of an extramundane deity. The idea

of God is replaced by the ethical command, but the

latter has remained as mysterious and transcendent,

extramundane and extranatural as was the Jehovah of

old-fashioned dogmatism. p. c.

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
AMERICAN SECULAR UNION.

The National Congress of the American Secular Union met last

Friday, October 31st 1890, in Portsmouth, Ohio, and remained in

session till Sunday night. Dr. R. B. Westbrook of Philadelphia

acted as President, Miss Craddock as Corresponding Secretary,

and both were re-elected for the following year. The Opera House,

where the Congress was held, was crowded on all occasions, per-

haps with the sole exception of Saturday when the business meet-

ing was held ; and we can say without hesitation that the whole

convention was a great success.

On Friday Mr. Treutheart, President of the Secular Union of

Portsmouth, greeted the guests and explained in most sympathetic

words the need of secular reform in and out of the churches.

Judge F. C. Searl read a poem of welcome, and Dr. Westbrook
replied to both. Miss Ida C. Craddock delivered an address on
'

' The Methods of Extending the Work of the Secular Union. " She
spoke of the different parties in the Union, the Radicals and the

Conservatives, and proposed plans for educating the young. It

must be remembered that the work of the Corresponding Secre-

tary is of great importance as the Adjutant-General of the Presi-

dent and as the connecting link among all the Unions over the

Country. Upon the good tact and circumspection of the secretary,

to a great e.\tent, did and will depend the fate of the whole or-

ganization. Miss Craddock displayed great ability and a woman's
quick wit on all occasions.

On the succeeding days, addresses were delivered by Dr.

Westbrook, who discussed the question :
" Shall the Bible be read

in the Public Schools ?" He presented the negative of the sub-

ject with great vigor and competency, Mrs. M. A, Freeman of

New York spoke on the Battle for Bread. Her address was rather

an unfolding of dissolving views than a lecture and, considering

the beautiful language, might fitly be called a poem in prose. Mrs.

Lucy N. Coleman, the well-known abolitionist, related reminis-

cences of days long past. She was the woman Nestor of the Con-

gress. She did not deliver addresses but talks, and there was no

one in the audience who did not gladly listen to the words which

welled like a never-ceasing spring from her lips, refreshing every

heart ; for her whole deportment and the sound sentiment of her

utterances possessed the charms of womanhood which in advanced

years surpasses even the beauty of youth.

Other addresses were delivered by Dr. Henrietta P. West-

brook. wife of the President, Judge Waite of Chicago, Thaddeus

B. Wakeman, Miss Voltarine de Cleyre, L. K. Washburn, of

the Boston Iiivt-stii;iitoi\ Charles Watts, and John R. Charles-

worth. A short address by Dr. Cams is published in the present

number. The discussion of ethical problems apparently claimed

the greatest interest. Mr. Wakeman spoke impressively on the

new world conception which has to become a new religion. Mr.

Watts with enthusiastic fervor preached as a priest of this new re-

ligion, and although disclaiming all belief in prayer finished with

a poetical orison to Nature's God, that carried the audience.

Miss Voltarine de Cleyre, who was introduced by the Presi-

dent as one of the most talented and at the same time most radical

young ladies of the country, discussed the Ethical Problem with

great seriousness and philosophical depth. The results of thoughts

which she presented would have been more startling, if the audience

had been able to follow her argument. She presented and criti-

cized mainly two views of ethics ; first, the egoistic interpretation

of ethical impulses, and secondly the happiness theory of a refined

hedonism. She rejected both these pet theories of the present age

and replaced them by what might be called the ethics of natural

necessity. Miss de Cleyre professes to be an anarchist, but in her

lecture she dealt the deathblow to that kind of anarchism which is

based upon the sovereignty of the ego. She understands by anarch-

ism the abolition of rule, and demands the substitution of adminis-

tration and regulation. The passages in Miss de Cleyre's lecture

on the littleness of the "me" in comparison with the great uni-

verse, were most pointed and effective. Not in the "me" must

the basis of ethics be sought, but in the universe. What is your

little " me," she asked, but a bundle of traditions ? And it grows

whether you will or not, not according to your pleasure, or in con-

sequence of your yearning for happiness, but because it must.

It must not be forgotten that among the guests were repre-

sentatives, also, of the old creeds. Professor I. O. Corliss, the

Corresponding Secretary of the National Religious Liberty Asso-

ciation, read an address in which from the Christian standpoint

of the latter-day adventists he demanded the abolition of any

Sunday-enforcing regulations, and Dr. David Phillipson, a liberal

and well-known Rabbi of Cincinnati, delivered an eloquent ad-

dress in the defense of the Bible, which was most enthusiastically

received by this radical audience. He presented the other side of

the question in opposition to Dr. Westbrook. But however dif-

ferent both views appear, they are not irreconcilable. Dr. West-

brook confined his objection solely to the indiscriminate use of

the Bible as a schoolbook, declaring that the children were pro-

voked by the methods employed to read the passages skipped
;

while Dr. Phillipson did not defend the orthodox interpretation

put upon the Bible but praised it for its literary, historical, and

ethical importance.

CURRENT TOPICS.

A VERY entertaining book just published is "The Art of

Authorship," a collection of literary prescriptions by 178 writers,

who have won success as poets, novelists, or historians. No doubt,

it will be eagerly bought by ambitious persons who aspire to lit-
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erary fame. Their disappointment will be heasy when they learn

from the testimony of so many expert witnesses that there is no
" Art of Authorship," and that the power to write anything worth

reading is a gift, strengthened by study, and polished by work.

The prescriptions were cleverly obtained by an inquirer who sup-

posed that the mystic ingredients of a history, novel, or poem,

could be procured as easily as a recipe for making piecrust. Had
he found the formula for genius, we could bind a boy apprentice

to a poet or a novelist, as confidently as to a blacksmith or a tailor.

Unfortunately, he failed ; but like Boswell, he has given us a book

full of delightful egotism. To catch 178 authors with merely a

hook and line, using a little flattery for bait, is a performance

greatly to be praised, because the innocent victims when they res-

ponded had been beguiled of all suspicion that they were " inter-

viewed " for print. It is well that this fisher for gudgeons caught

so many authors, but it would have been better had he caught the

" Art " of authorship. What a prize would have been won. had

some skillful angler of the sixteenth century captured Master Wil-

liam Shakespeare, and extracted from him the knack of making

Hamlets and Othellos ; but the very speculation leads us into the

Slough of Despond, where the frogs croak in our ears for ever,

"A poet is born ; not made."

There is fine character study in that ."Art of Authorship," and

it is a consolation to discover that the great writers, even the '

' im-

mortals, " are but mortals like ourselves, all subject to the same

hopes, and cares, and vanities. For instance what a fine quality

of spirit sparkles in the reply of Marie Corelli, a novelist not yet

much known to fame. The searcher for the "art of authorship,"

was thoughtless enough to ask if she had given herself any literary

training "in early life," and he got this well deserved rap on the

knuckles for his awkwardness ;

" I think it is but fair to tell you

that I am in early life still : I suppose you would not call a woman
of four and twenty very old." The mistake about her age was

easy enough to make, for Miss Corelli moralizes far beyond her

years ; more like the bearded Plato than a woman of twenty four.

Nothing can be more patriarchal than the following rebuke, "To
write for the sake of gaining a livelihood only is a terrible mis-

take, one that hundreds of authors commit every day." True,

alas too true ; and the only apology for the reprehensible practice

is that even the immortals must have bread. The worm who spins

the silken thread is entitled to his mulberry leaf ; and the novelist

who spins yarn of another kind, must have his mulberry leaf also,

or the yarn will be unspun. There is high-toned satire, 18 carats

fine, in the boast of Miss Corelli :
" I write for the love of writing,

not for the sake of money or reputation—the former I have with-

out exertion, the latter is not worth a pin's point in the general

economy of the universe." That latter sentiment is nearly cynical

enough for Diogenes himself ; and it excuses the mistake so inno-

cently made about Miss Corelli's age. Any man or woman who

can scorn the love of money and of reputation too, ought to be at

least four times twenty four years old.

The answer of Professor Huxley looks very much like his

portrait ; there is such rugged independence in the lines. He says,

" I never had the fortune, good or evil, to receive any guidance or

instruction in the art of literary composition. It is possibly for

that reason I have always turned a deaf ear to the common advice

to 'study good models,' to 'give your days and nights to Addison,'

and so on." Then he advises the young author not to ape Addison

or any of the great writers, but to make his own style, as they

made theirs. It may be a surprise to Professor Huxley to find

from the testimony of this book that some good writers have mod-

elled their style on him. As great a man as Haeckel says, "I have

not even read much ; mostly Goethe, Lessing, Humboldt, Schlei-

der, Huxley and Darwin. I have always endeavored to acknowl-
edge Nature as the first and best mistress." John Strange Winter
testifies thus :

" All work in the world is no use without the little

touch of divine genius, which is born, not made ; and without the

work and care, and thought, the genius is like the talent hidden in

a napkin." With a twang of self righteousness, perhaps unvolun-
tary, R. M, Ballantyne says, " The power with which you credit

me, whatever may be its value, I regard as a direct gift from God."
James Russell Lowell expresses the opinion that " Man's style is

born with him"
;
and this also appears to be the belief of H. H.

Boyesen, who says, "The gift of style is largely inherited and in-

stinctive." He is reinforced by Thomas Wentworth Higginson,

who got his genius by inheritance, as a man sometimes gets a

farm. He says, " I came to literature by heredity." Julian Haw-
thorne must have thought the subject under enquiry was the quan-
tity, and not the quality of words, and how to fill the greatest

number of pages in the shortest time, for he boastfully says, "The
other day I wrote a novel of 70,000 words in less than three weeks."

This fabulous performance equals the feat of the three Irishmen,

who testified that half of them came over in one ship, and half in

another ; and even that in less Hibernian than the following state-

ment which appeared lately in a London paper: " Yesterdav

morning a two-days convention was held in Exeter Hall." That
novel written the "other day in less than three weeks," must
have been fearfully and wonderfully made.

* *
The importance of the exact word in a sentence is vividly

shown by Mark Twain, who tells us that " The difference between

the almost right word and the right word is really a large matter.

'Tis the difference," he says, "between the lightning bug and the

lightning." Mr. R. D. Blackmore, the author of Lorna Doone,

seems to think that the right word is often the result of accident,

for he believes that "A good deal depends upon luck, as well as

care." There may be a grain of truth in this, but the contingency

is not to be depended on, except by those who write novels of

seventy thousand words in three weeks. Of course, it was to be

expected that there would be much difference of opinion among
so many witnesses as to the value of the great literary " models."

The keenest controversy is excited by Macaulay, whose literary

style is enthusiastically praised by some, and sharply criticised by

others. His partisans are in the majority, although Aubrey De
Vere says, "I cannot sympathize with the admiration often ex-

pressed for Macaulay," and George Meredith speaks of " the won-
derful sweep of a sentence from Gibbon, from whose forge Ma-
caulay got his inferior hammer." To make his criticism more im-

pressive, he continues thus :
" Warn against excessive antithesis

—

a trick for pamphleteers." This, though intended for Macaulay,

will fall harmless, because one charm of his beautiful style is the

felicitous use he makes of antithesis. If, in the exuberance of his

fancy, he sometimes carries antithesis to excess, it is l;he e.xcess of

light. Among the authors who testify in "The Art of Author-

ship, " the witnesses for Macaulay have greater fame in letters

than those on the opposite side. For example, Edward A. Free-

man, the historian of " The Norman Conquest," says: " I have

learned more in the matter of style from Lord Macaulay, than

from any other writer living or dead. Nobody ever had to read

a sentence of his twice over to know what he meant ; that I guess

is the reason why every conceited young babbler thinks it fine to

have a fling at him." Will Mr. George Meredith kindly make a

note of that ?

Hume, as a model of literary style, has many admirers among

the one hundred and seventy-eight authors. This admiration is

deserved, for the style of Hume is a marvel of clearness and con-

densation. Let us compare his description of a certain Puritan

trait, with Macaulay's reference to the same characteristic. Hume
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says, " Even bear baiting was esteemed heathenish a*.^ jnchris-

lian ; the sport of it, not the inhumanity gave offense." Here the

antithesis stril<es the mind with sudden and concentrated force,

but let us examine the manner in which Macaulay says the same

thing. "But bear baiting, then a favorite diversion of higb ""id

low, was the abomination which most strongly stirred thi;

of the austere sectaries. The Puritan hated bear baiting, tfcK „>^

cause it gave pain to the bear, but because it gave pleasure to the

spectators." Now, there is the same thing said in two different

styles, and the test of their comparative excellence is the individ-

ual taste of the reader. How he likes to have his history served up

to him is for himself alone to say. Rhetorical rules cannot de-

cide the question for him any more than they can determine how

he likes his beetste.ik done. That the bear baiting statement as

elaborated and adorned by Macaulay, is more popular than the

ungarnished antithesis of Hume, is proven by the fact that Ma-

caulay 's version is continually quoted, while that of Hume is very

seldom heard. For all that, many competent critics will prefer

the shorter and more compact sentences of Hume.
M. M. Trumbull.

NOTES.

We have received a copy of the Constitution of the Brother-

hood of Moralists organized at Hannibal, Mo., on the 29th of May,

1SS7. The objects of the Order are, (i) "topiomote the honest

and fearless search after all truth that pertains to the overthrow of

superstition and the moral elevation of man
; (2) to oppose by

rational appeal, the following social and political evils : Dishon-

esty, licentiousness, intemperance, polygamy, free-love, anarchy,

and communism
; (3) to eradicate from the minds of as many as

possible all beliefs in so-called divine revelations, special provid-

enc-s, spirit-manifestations, witchcraft, prophecies, and miracles,

as vain delusions of superstition and the sources of sectarian

hatred and strife. Its aim, therefore, is to "inculcate the prin-

ciples and promote the practice of rational morality." An appeal

is made by Miss Ella E Gibson of Barre, Mass., for contributions

for the support of an eight-page monthly paper, of which she is

appointed editor, to be devoted to the interests of the "Brother-

hood," a term which here has no reference to sex.

A series of lectures is to be delivered by Mr. Alexander John-

son before the Study Class in Social Science, in the Department

of Charity, at the Plynicnilli Instili(li\ Indianapolis, during the Au-

tumn, beginning with November 3. Mr. Johnson is Secretary of

Board of State Charities and was invited to give the lectures be-

fore the Chicago Institute. They have been remodeled and treat

of matters of great importance. The first lecture will deal with

"Theories and Definitions" of Social Science and Charity. The
subjects of the succeeding lectures comprise " Ethics and Eco-

nomics;" "Poverty and Pauperism;" "Subjects, Agents, Mo-
tives, Ends;" "Public Charity—The State—The Country;

"Quasi—Public and Private Charity ;" "TheChurch in Charity"

and "Associated Charities." The Plymouth Institute is intended
" to give young men and women who are busy during the day an

opportunity to study into the things that make for a larger life,"

inline with the " University Extension" movement in England,

and it provides numerous classes and lectures for the advance-

ment of its members.

We have received the following numbers of The Ilumboldt

Library (The Humboldt Publishing Co., New York), Nos. 117 and

118, "Modern Science and Modern Thought," by S. Laing ; No.

121, "The Modern Theory of Heat, and the Sun as a Storehouse

of Energy," (illustrated), by Gerald Molloy, D. D., D. Sc; No.

120, " Utilitarianism," by John Stuart Mill ; No. 124, "Quintes-

sence of Socialism," by Professor A. SchHftle ; No. 125, " Darwin-

ism and Poll; by David;, ;ijj^Ritchie, M A., and "Ad'

trative Nihilism," by Thomas H. Huxley, F. R. S.
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THE RINGS OF SATURN.*
BY DR. M. WILHELM MEYER,

DIRECTOR OF THE URANIA SOCIETY OF BERLIN.

The most marvelous of all the wonders of the

broad heavens is Saturn with its rings. From our

ver_v first experiences made with the eyes of childhood,

we are so universally accustomed to see everything

about us tend with irresistible force towards the ground,

that at first thought we cannot comprehend at all how
the millions of heavenly bodies that fill the firmament

about the earth can possibly persist unsuspended in

empty space. Indeed, our experience of the universal

vertical descent of bodies has become so inseparably

flesh and blood with us, that there are a great many
otherwise perfectly normal people who cannot under-

stand how it is that our colored brothers in Asia and

Australia, who walk about upon the earth beneath

our feet, are not precipitated headlong into the heav-

ens ; whereas our colored brethren on their part can

naturally also not understand why it is that we are not

dashed against the ceilings of our rooms, as soon as

twelve hours afterwards the tables are turned, and in

consequence of the daily rotation of the earth we come
to stand below and our fortunate antipodes are hand-

somely brought to the top.

But in the case of Saturn we see surrounding the

ball of the planet an enormous ring, suspended in

space without any support whatever. Although in-

deed with the expenditure of much thought we have

come to understand that the force of attraction which

causes the fall of bodies to the surface of the earth,

does not universally act from above to a direction be-

* Translated from Nord und Siid.

neath, (for in the universe there is neither an above
nor a beneath,) but that the earth attracts us and
things on it just as a magnet does apiece of iron ; and
notwithstanding the fact, further, that we have also

come to the knowledge that bej'ond our planet other

terrestrial worlds exist which with the same rights as

our world also exert a power of attraction on the things

about them, we still do not understand how this stu-

pendous ring-shaped body which gives throughout the

impression of a solid mass, and which according to

the statements of astronomers is twenty-two times

larger in diameter than the earth, is not instantane-

ously precipitated upon the planet and shattered into

a thousand tiny fragments.

As a matter of fact, now that the actual form of the

ring of Saturn has been more accurately investigated

by the perfected instruments of modern optical science,

this state of things has given our acutest thinkers con-

siderable difficulty. Let us look into the problem a

little more closely before we attempt a solution.

The second drawing accoinpan3'ing this article rep-

resents our strange planet as it appears through good
telescopes ; and I may add here that the appearance

of Saturn is materially different in different years, but

that the present period is a very favorable one for

the study of the rings. For in the course of the planet's

revolution about the Sun the ring of Saturn, which,

like the axis of the earth, retains a constant fixed po-

sition of inclination, assumes very different situations

with reference to our line of vision. Often, as at

present, it distinctly exhibits to us its broad side ; at

other times we look directly upon the sharp edge of

the ring, and are then unable to make out all of its

interesting features. Since Saturn performs one rev-

olution about the Sun in every twenty-nine and a half

years, all the different phases of the ring accordingly

are repeated with reference to us within that period of

time; and while now it presents to us the surface of

the one side, namely, the southern side, it will exhibit

to us next year its narrow edge, and the surface of the

other side will in years following grow more and more

distinctly visible. But the southern side, which we
now see, will not be again visible in its best position

until the second decade of the next century. The
time is therefore yet favorable. Let us employ it to

advantage.
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The first thing we observe is, that the shading of

the ring in its different parts considerably varies, and

that the ring is unmistakably composed of several

rings lying one within another. The separation of

three of these rings is very plainly distinguishable.

Of these the middle one is the brightest. Extending

in from the latter towards the ball of the planet, the

hazy form of the so-called "dusky ring" is visible, ex-

hibiting a partial transparency ; as can be distinctly

seen in the cut at those places where the ring sweeps

across the spherical surface of the ball and affords

through itself a shimmering glimpse of the contours

of the latter. Interiorly, moreover, this ring of haze

is. very sharply outlined against the dark background

of the heavens, and becomes lost though not very

gradually in the direction of the body of the planet,

from which a space separates it about equal to the

distance between us and our antipodes.

In the bright middle ring not less than two earths

could be placed side by side.

Beyond this central ring, at its sharply defined edge,

a broad chasm opens precipitately up. This gap is esti-

mated to be about thirty-three hundred miles in width

It is called the Cassinian division, after the man who

first discovered it two hundred years ago. Beyond

this division, finally, a third, smaller ring is ob-

served, independently suspended, and encompassing

the others. In this outermost ring is observed upon

careful inspection still another line of separation, more

indistinct and more hazy than the Cassinian line, which

is the reason of its not having been discovered until

much later, that is about fifty years ago. It is called

the division of Encke, or, in the English usage, very

characteristically, the "pencil" line. It divides the

outer ring into two others.

In the centre of this curious and complicate con-

struction, the spatial extent of which so greatly ex-

ceeds that of our own world, swings the enormous ball

of the planet Saturn, a globe more than nine times

larger in diameter than our world, and upon which,

consequently, room for nine times nine, that is for

some eighty times, more plants, animals, and human
beings could be found than upon our planetary place

of habitation. In the direction in which the ring ex-

tends, a slight compression is distinctly noticeable in

the spherical form of the planet. This compression

is equal in amount to one eleventh of the entire plane-

tary diameter ; that is to say, to constitute a perfectly

spherical planetary form, there is lacking at each end

of the diametrical line about half an earth.

Upon the surface of the planet a number of zones

are plainly distinguishable, about as sharply marked
as are, say, the painted ones upon our ordinary school

globes. Especially noticeable, about the pole of the

planet, is a bluish grey cap, which the God of Time

has donned ; for at so great a distance from the life-

giving source of light, the old fellow must be greatly

troubled with frost and cold. In reality these divi-

sions and belts must correspond to actual zones of

temperature. For upon Saturn also it must be colder

at the poles than at the equator, and consequently the

clouds in the different divisions of the heavens must

form into groups so diverse that seen from a distance

they exhibit the striped appearance shown in the cut.

At the top to the right the planet casts upon the

rings a distinctly visible shadow, which furnishes,

moreover, striking information regarding the topo-

graphical conformation of these curious bodies. Each
ring is, as regards itself, slightly arched ; the curva-

ture, in the direction of th'e great division, falling off

very precipitately.

Our scenic picture represents the wonderful planet

as it would appear to the human eye from its fourth

satellite, Dione. Beyond the Saturnian system of

rings, the separate features of which we have up to

now alone considered, no less than eight satellites or

moons revolve at varying distances about the pale

globe and make its planetary world the most varied

in the entire solar system. Its nearest satellite, Mimas,

revolves about the ring at a distance that is only four

times greater than the diameter, of the earth j this

satellite is accordingly eight times nearer to Saturn

than our moon (the nearest heavenly body in our en-

vironment) is to us. This tiny, celestial body, which

appears to us in our best telescopes as a mere vanish-

ing point of light, and which is represented upon our

scenic picture in the left prolongation of the ring al-

most at its apparently greatest distance from the same,

speeds round its course, which is almost thirty times

greater than the circumference of the earth, in less

than a day.

The second satellite of Saturn, Enceladus, not

much larger than the first, is visible in the drawing

upon the disc of the planet a little beneath the ring to

the right. The third, Tethys, is farther up to the left,

apparently adhering to the ring, and likewise in tran-
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sit across the surface of the planet. This sateUite is

noticeably larger than the first two, which fact is not

wholly due to the nearness of the point of view which

the artist has selected in placing us upon the fourth

satellite Dione. The latter is some 239,000 miles

distant from the centre of Saturn, which corresponds

approximately to our distance from the Moon, or thirty

diameters of the earth.

The relation of this point of view to Saturn is there-

fore the same as that between the earth and the Moon.
Yet how infinitely different the aspect of the heavens

there appears ! A gigantic sphere, more than thirty

times larger in appearance than the Moon to us, covers

a large portion of the vault of the heavens, and sur-

rounding it, suspended in space like a halo about

some sacred head, stands that mysterious ring. Both

globe and ring we see revolving with stupendous

whirl about their common axis. Saturn itself com-

pletes its rotation in ten hours, the ring in thirteen.

Ever new wonders are revealed to our astonished

eyes the more closely we observe this distant world.

We discover that the rings are extraordinarily flat.

If we were to construct a model of the size of our

drawing we should have to make the rings out of thin

paper, in order to obtain a faithful representation of

it. It is believed that their greatest thickness is not

more than 140 miles. Seen from the earth this

thickness is not measurable. When the earth occu-

pies a position with reference to Saturn, such that

we look directly upon the edge of the rings, they dis-

appear entirely for moderately powerful telescopes

and only in the best do faint traces of them remain

visible.

Inasmuch as the satellites of Saturn move almost

in the plane of its rings, we should, if placed on them,

always look at the edge of the rings ; as the artist has

very correctly represented. In fact every proportion

of size as well as of illumination represented in the

drawing, is founded upon calculations that are abso-

lutely devoid of error. The foreground, of course, is

the production of the artist : it is always allowed him

to deviate from the actual truth in this respect, in or-

der to heighten the effect of the whole by some fic-

tional invention. What the real character of the sur-

face of this satellite is, which in our best instruments

appears to us only as a diameterless shining point, we
have no idea whatever. It has been inferred from

certain facts that its entire diameter does not exceed

560 miles, so that it measures in this dimension four

times less than our own Moon. But it will have to be

admitted that there may also be on Dione mountains

and valleys like those that cover the surface of the

satellite of the earth. But whether water and air,

which the phantasy of our artist has bestowed upon

this distant body, and which our Moon as we know

has not, are also really found there, I of course am
unable to say.

But this is enough. We have now become ac-

quainted with so great a number of curious facts hav-

ing the perfect guarantee of science, that we shrink

when examining them from any attempt at their ex-

planation.

It is known that the rings of Saturn have been re-

garded as an accidentally intact- remaining specimen

of the primitive form in which nature eternities ago

cast the matter that makes up its might}- creations.

The Sun and the planets were once balls of vapor of

a flat, compressed, lentiform shape. They revolved

with such tremendous speed about their axes that the

outermost portions at the equator could no longer

keep up with them, and were thrown off as vaporous

rings. The latter, once more rent asunder, collected

their mass about some single point of each original

ring, and in this way formed the planets with their

moons. This is the well known nebular hypothesis of

Laplace.

This hypothesis gives us at once the ring of Sa-

turn, and to a superficial examination the question

would thus seem to be disposed of. But upon closer

observation this brilliantly illuminated formation with

its countless, and in its greater features, constant de-

tails, can certainly not be regarded as an unsubstan-

tial nebulous concretion. At the farthest we could

only consider as such the innermost dusky ring, which

is, as we have seen, partially transparent ; although

its stability militates against even such an assump-

tion. But how out of the original nebulous ring this

solid mass could have become so accurately and uni-

formly crystalized that in the course of millions of

years it became a solid petrified ring, is utterly incom-

prehensible, since the nebulous ring could not have

existed undisturbed by itself.

But no matter. There are multitudes of things in

the world that we are not yet able to explain, and in

the present instance especially we have to do with an

occurrence that must have taken place eternities ago.

Yet taking even the simple assumed fact that the ring

of Saturn is a solid body, here too we fall again into

inextricable contradictions. It has been calculated

that upon the earth at least there is no material that

is so firmly solid as possibly to resist the many oppos-

ing forces that are acting in the interior of a revolving

ring of this kind. It would be broken into a thousand

fragments. And it has been demonstrated beyond a

doubt that the material of which the Saturnian system

was constructed, is much less dense than the material

of the earth. Finally, the slightest displacement of

the ring from its position of equilibrium would inevit-

ably cause it to be hurled upon the surface of the

planet. Such slight disturbances of equilibrium occur
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everywhere in the universe. Still, the ring of Saturn

has not been dashed upon the planet 1 It cannot

possibly consist of solid materials.

What now have we left to explain this phenome-

non ? The ring is not gaseous and not solid. Con-

sequently it must be fluid. A veritable Okeanos such

as the ancients conceived the medium encompassing

the earth ! What an absurd idea ! A stupendous sea

held unsuspended in the air above our heads, the

waters of which are driven about in their circular

orbit with such tremendous rapidity that no time is

left them to plunge down like a dreadful deluge upon

the planet !

The same reasons that militate against the possi-

bility of a nebulous ring plainly make impossible the

assumption of an aqueous ring. The eight satel-

lites beyond it would produce necessarily in its wa-

ters still more powerful and complicated tidal phe-

nomena than our Moon in the waters of the earth.

The requisite equilibrium would be at once destroyed

;

the ring would collapse and either be precipitated

upon the planet, or form, if its velocity were great

enough, a satellite for the time being in a composite

fluid state, which possessing all the capabilities of de-

velopment, would then be in a condition to go through

all the stages of cosmic formation like its other com-
panions, the eight satellites beyond the ring.

Since this possibility also has been undermined by
the merciless logic of mathematical analysis, the ques-

- tion of the physical constitution of the rings becomes
really exciting. According to our ideas a thing must
be either solid or fluid or gaseous. But the rings of

Saturn are none of the three. Yet something manifestly

existent they are, and not merely an hallucination of

our senses or ghosts of an imaginary world of possible

four dimensions. Who will help us out of this in-

tricate dilemma which almost makes us despair of our
logic?

The solution is as easy almost and as striking as

that in the story of the egg of Columbus. The rings,

regarded as a whole, are, it is true, neither solid, fluid

nor gaseous, but consist of millions of little solid

bodies, each of which possesses the power of inde-

pendent movement, like a particle of sand in a cloud
of dust that has been stirred up by a desert wind.
The rings of Saturn are really such clouds of stones,

which are probably not larger than the stones upon
our streets. But each single stone acts like a satellite.

It is kept in a fixed path by forces of attraction and
repulsion. This path must retain unchanged within
certain limits the position it has assumed with reference
to the contours of the ring. This is why the contours
themselves remain unchanged. Of course slight dis-

turbances of the very kind that make the stability of

the ring as a whole impossible, displace at times a

number of these paths ; the course of all heavenly

bodies indeed being subjected to alterations of this

kind. But inasmuch as each point of the ring is mov-
able with regard to itself, the equilibrium of the whole

cannot be at all disturbed in this way, but only certain

individual features of the ring will appear changed in

consequence ; as was indeed not long ago distinctly

noticed. It was seen, for instance, that the so-called

pencil line grew more distinct at times and then again

grew very indistinct, and especially that its position

with reference to the great division was temporarily

displaced. The form of the ring is consequently by
no means constant.

It may at first glance seem improbable, from this

explanation, that the great contours of this ring-shaped

cloud of dust have nevertheless for centuries remained

the same. But it has recently been shown bj' exact

calculation that the outlines of the ring are wholly de-

termined by the attractions exerted by the eight satel-

lites, and that indeed an entirely formless cloud of

stones, if it were precipitated about Saturn, with the

requisite velocity and at the same distance the ring

now occupies, would necessarily assume in every de-

tail the exact form that the rings at present possess.

And accordingly this apparently so unfathomable prob-

lem is brilliantly solved.

And thus we recognize with wonderment that the

heavens have fixed upon the brazen firmament the

same symbol of eternity, the ring, which we human
beings with a spirit of presentiment invented count-

less ages ago, to seal figuratively a lasting, happiness-

promising, fruit-bearing union. In all places in which

nature has seen fit to produce greatness of permanent

stability, she has previously compounded her material

and her force into a ring. In the most distant nebulas

which we see flickering upon the borders of the uni-

verse, we often find this again ; and the millions of

little stars that in their totality produce the pale light

of the milky way also unite into a brilliant garland of

suns which encloses the great, immeasurable island-

world in which our huge Sun but plays the part of

one of those little stones in the ring of Saturn.

Let us therefore respect the ring on our finger.

That which it tells us of the eternity that flows back

within itself, we read in the eternal heavens ; it is no

empty dream. Though forms may change, one thing

eternal remains—the harmonious order that created

them.

THE GROWTH OF CONSCIENCE.

Mr. Salter in declaring that ethics cannot be

based on facts, does not sufficiently appreciate the

truth that experience actually teaches man. Man is

educated in the severe school of natural facts, ruled

by the unalterable law of cause and effect. Man's
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whole existence and also his moral existence, his con-

science is a product of this education.

Is conscience truly beyond the pale of science ?

If it were, we should have to accept the mysticism

of its existence. Let us see how man's conscience

originates.

A child observes the behavior of his parents, he

listens to their instruction. He imbibes almost un-

consciously with his first impressions the ethical na-

ture of his mother. He notices the disdain of his

father, for instance, when somebody told him a lie,

he witnesses the contempt with which the liar was

alluded to or thought of. All these many experiences

are implanted into the soil of an inherited disposition

which has come down from ancestors, swayed by the

same motives and acting in a similar way.

Whenever a temptation arises to tell a lie, all the

memories of former experiences that are of a similar

nature will be more or less dimly awakened. Not the

moral injunctions of his parents and teachers alone

will be awakened, but also the evil examples of his bad

comrades. There is perhaps one among them who lied

and he succeeded with his lie : he extricated himself

by a lie out of an awkward situation. Such instances

are dangerous, for they corrupt the souls of the weak.

Yet there is most likely also another instance of some
one who heaped shame upon himself ; the lie was found

out and his plight was changed from bad to worse.

In addition to these reminiscences other considera-

tions awaken, such as : Even if the lie be not found

out, I should in the future have to class myself among
liars !

Conscience is by no means a simple and unanalyz-

able fact ; it is not at all one single voice. Conscience

is the combined experience of innumerable lessons,

taught us by our teachers' injunctions and by ob-

servation of surrounding events.

Conscience is as little a faculty, having a special

seat or organ in the brain as is for instance memory,

imagination, or will, or any other abstract concept

designating a special attitude, phase, or quality of the

mind. The term "conscience" is an abstraction

which covers a special group of psychical activities.

Conscience in any other sense is a ghost, and to be-

lieve in it is a superstition. It does not appear that

Mr. Salter adopts the ghost-idea of conscience, but it

seems to me that he fails to see what conscience ac-

tually is. By conscience we understand the sum-total

of all those impulses which serve for the regulation of

human action. But there is no conscience that de-

mon-like lives as a mysterious being somewhere in the

abodes of the soul.

If man's life consisted of single and isolated mo-

.nents, he would have no choice but to obey the im-

pulse of the moment. Since his life consists of mo-

ments that are coherent forming all together a unity,

and since before obeying an impulse that prompts to

action, man can and will have to take into considera-

tion other impulses, a choice is offered and he will

naturally choose to follow that impulse which prom-

ises the greatest amount of pleasure. This is the be-

ginning of rational action. Man's life, however, is

not only a complex unity of many coherent moments,

it is also interwoven with the lives of his fellow-

beings. His actions affect others ; and in whatever

way he affects others, they will again affect him.

The principles of his conduct are brought home to

him. He may try to evade the consequences of his

actions. Exceptionally he may apparently succeed,

but not in the long run. He can as little escape the

consequences of his actions as he can annul any law

of nature. His life is intimately bound up with the

lives of all his fellow beings ; and sooner or later the

truth will dawn upon him that his life is only the part

of a greater whole. He will die, but the greater whole

will contiue, and the worth of his life will have to be

judged in the end by that which remains of his actions

after death. He will hear the men praised whose

lives were a blessing to mankind, he will see their

deeds continue working good and perhaps preserving

their individual memory. He will learn to detest the

man who leaves an inheritance of curses. The ex-

amples of the one as well as the other are most im-

pressive and will contribute much in forming the con-

science of man's soul.

Conscience does not well up from a mysterious

source, but it grows from natural conditions, and for

that reason it is not at all infallible. The conscience

of a man well instructed and surrounded by noble

examples, is different from the conscience of the un-

educated. The conscience of a savage is often grossly

mistaken. The most shameful acts are performed

often against all natural inclinations not for the sake

of gaining some personal advantage but solely because

they are erroneously considered as "right."

In a certain sense it is proper to proclaim that man
should obey the behests of his conscience ; but con-

science is not one special voice in man. It cannot be

compared to a person, although figuratively we may
call it the God in us, the prophetic soul, or the judge

of our actions. It is not rounded off as are individual

beings ; but consists of many thoughts, the mean

while accusing or excusing one another (Rom 2, i j).

One most essential part of man's conscience must

be the sincere desire to criticize the different proposi-

tions of conscience. Conscience must not be blind,

but its principle feature must be that of examination.

And exact examination is not possible without knowl-

edge. Thus it is an essential principle of a well di-

rected conscience to aspire for more knowledge, for
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more light, so as to be able to judge the better. A

healthy conscience is constantly growing.

It cannot be denied, that upon the whole the voices

of conscience, i. e., those impulses which Hft man

above the transient advantages and the petty egotism

of his limited individual interests, naturally tend to

preserve his soul ; they find approbation by his fellow

men and let him partake of the superindividual life of

humanity. According to natural law the immoral

element of humanity is constantly discarded as unfit

to survive. However, the moral aspirations that tend

to bring man into harmony with the conditions of his

existence especially with the social relations of man-

kind, preserve his soul, and must in this way very

soon acquire a greater strength than the lower desires

of his animal nature.

The impulses of man's animal nature, hunger,

thirst, acquisitiveness of all kinds, i. e., the impulses

arising from the wants of his individual existence, ap-

pear to originate within himself, they are considered

as expressions of his individual existence. But the

superindividual voices of his conscience seem to come

to him from the outside of his surroundings. They

teach him to restrain the animal impulses and to set

himself in accord with those conditions which are more

comprehensive and more lasting than his individual

existence. They bring him in union with that greater

whole of which his individual existence is but a small

part and a transient phase.

In this way the many promptings to action in the

soul of man are mainly divided into two classes: the

first we call egotistic motives ; they urge man to follow

his natural appetites ; and the second we will call the

superindividual aspirations ; they keep man's natural

appetites in check and teach man regard for the

greater whole to which he belongs. The former ap-

pear to him as expressions of his individual will and

the latter as manifestations of an outside power higher,

nobler, and stronger than himself. The latter alone

form that which is generally called conscience. Con-

science, accordingly, is justly considered as invested

with authority and its promptings appear naturally in

the shape of commands.

The recognition of this authority for the purpose
of regulating conduct in accordance with its laws, is

the beginning of all ethics ; and thus it is this authority

which represents the basis of ethics.

The authority which finds expression in man's
conscience, however, is by no means beyond the scope
of science. We can investigate it and we must in-

vestigate it. The more we understand its origin, the

better we shall be able to judge of its importance and
the less we shall be liable to be guided astray by an
erring conscience.

p. c.

THE MISGOVERNMENT OF CITIES.

Among the intellectual activities of Chicago, one. of the most

conspicuous is the Siiiisc'/ Cliih, a social institution composed of a

thousand men, drawn together, not by congenial taste and opin-

ion, the principle and bond of clubs in general, but by the eccen-

tric attraction of diversity in sentiment, and egoism in thought.

In this club is represented every shade of difference running up

and down the whole gamut of popular debate, and sounding every

variety of belief concerning art, science, law, sociology, divinity,

and politics. Although the club is limited to a thousand members,

its terms of admission are very liberal. Any man of respectability

and character seems to be eligible if he has brains enough to make

an idea for himself, and individual sense enough to express it. It

is the custom of the club to have a semi-monthly banquet, and

when the feast is ended, the moral and mental faculties of the

members are warmed into exercise by some " burning question of

the hour."

The burning question for debate at the first banquet of the

season was, "Needed reforms in municipal government," with

Chicago as the terrible example and unspeakable villain of the

play. The colossal wickedness of the specimen offered for ex-

amination so appalled the critics that they seemed consciously un-

able to do justice to the subject, and therefore made their argu-

ments in the hopeful spirit of men firing buckshot against an iron-

clad ship. It was Mrs. Partington again, sweeping back the high

tides of the Atlantic ocean with her broom. Judge Altgeld, the

principle speaker of the occasion, in utter despair at the situation,

distrustful of a people who had themselves betrayed the trust of

citizenship, actually abandoned the principle of representative

government in the administration of city affairs, and appealed for

safety to the one man power. Like the discontented people of Israel,

he exclaimed " Give us a king "
; not in those words exactly, but

in these: "It is better to have one man who is personally re-

sponsible, even though known to be dishonest, than to have a

board which is known to be honest at the head of affairs." A de-

murrer to that count would be sustained by Judge Altgeld without

the formality of argument, because he knows that the opposite of

the statement is the political inspiration of the people known as

the Anglo-Saxon race. He knows that they insist on making the

laws themselves directly, as in the town meetings of New Eng-

land, or by their representatives as in the State legislatures. He
knows that the principle for which they are ready to die is that it

is better to be represented in a parliament of thieves, than not to

be represented at all.

That the city council should have degenerated into a "politi-

cal machine " lubricated and run by '

' patronage, " was in the opin-

ion of Judge Altgeld, one cause of the accumulated corruption

which makes the council chamber so unhealthy, and he recom-

mended what he called the " New broom " remedy, or in other

words, frequent rotations in office. The weakness of this plan is

that new brooms cannot be depended on to sweep away corrup-

tion, so long as the corrupt constituencies furnish the brooms. No
doubt the machine referred to is a very artful and dangerous com-

bination of the mercenary and vicious elements, a labor-saving

contrivance for the promotion of municipal jobbery and robbery,

but the original cause of it lies in the moral foundations of the

town itself, in the precocious development of a swamp into a rich

and splendid city. Maggots are most abundant in the richest

cheese, and great as the stealing is, it is less than the opportunity.

What wonder is it that a lot of aldermen, most of whom suffered

in early life from hunger, neglect, and privation, suddenly bribed

with plenty, and surfeited with riotous living, succumb to that

aldermanic malady known as fatty degeneration of the conscience !

If their fall from virtue is great, look at their temptation. When
the allied sovereigns visited England after the abdication of Napo-

leon in 1814, Field Marshal Blucher, who was there on the staff of
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the King of Prussia, spoke in rapturous admiration of London.
" It is a splendid city," he said, "a splendid city—to loot." So

the invading array, now in the occupation of Chicago, exclaim

with the old Field Marshal, "What a splendid city— to loot !

"

Considering the wealth of spoil in sight their moderation ig

amazing.

The speaker who followed Judge Altgeld wanted the city ad-

ministration placed on an ethical foundation, for he said : "Take
whatever system you please, unless you have it backed up by

high-minded men, you will not have a high-minded city govern-

ment." This was such an obvious truism that it met the unani-

mous approval of the club ; but, unfortunately, it was extraneous

to the subject-matter of debate, for the puzzle of the banqueters

was this conundrum : While we are waiting till thieves become

honest men, how shall we deprive them of the opportunities for

theft ; and how shall we protect ourselves against them while they

are learning to keep the commandments? "Give us a business

men's ticket," said theorator, "and help to put out bummer alder-

men and rascals that try to make money by black-mailing corpora-

tions and giving away the franchises of the people. " This was much

applauded, and the sentiment of it was repeated by several debaters.

"The city is a business corporation," said one, "and it ought to

be run on business principles ;" and another one said, " I should

like to see a mayor in Chicago who had backbone enough to take

the position that the government of Chicago is a business organi-

zation for business purposes only, and not for politics." This

well meaning reformer was innocently oblivious of the fact that

one reason why corruption flourishes in the government of great

cities is that their administration is "for business purposes only."

A great city is not a business corporation ; it is a social common-
wealth. Unhappily, the mayors of too many great cities have had

backbone enough to regard their dominions as "business organi-

zations," using politics as a subordinate agency to promote "busi-

ness purposes only."

Some of the debaters appealed for salvation to that vague and

misty fiction called the "better element," meaning the "richer

element," composed of those comfortable people who care little

for civic duties, or any other duties outside the lines of "busi-

ness." One of the speakers with a Prairie Avenue tone of thought

exclaimed :
" If the better element of either party were to spend as

much time as they spend in the evenings of the Sunset Club—then

the municipal government in the hands of such men would be all

that could be desired." Another eloquent member indignantly

inquired, "Is the city run in the way a business corporation

should be run ? No. And why ? Because you gentlemen here,

who are representing the so-called better element of this city, do

not take the trouble to select the man that is fit to hold the chair."

There was a delightful self-complacency in all that, for we like to

be placed among the "better element," but the phrase is used as

a false description of the richer classes, and it throws an unde-

served reproach upon the poor. That was not the meaning in-

tended by the men who used it at the Sunset Club ; but it is a col-

loquial expression that comes easy to a speaker, and it often fails

to represent his real sentiments. The better elements of society

are so confusedly mixed through the various degrees of quality

and callings that it is impossible to separate them by any visible

test of money, houses, lands, rank, or influence. Only those

whose lives are governed by the principles of justice, charity, and

toleration constitute the "better element," and these may be found

among all classes, from the millionaire down to the poorest la-

borer, or up to him if the laborer is the better man. The history

of the world gives evidence that government by the richer element

alone has never yet been wise, or just, or merciful.

M. M. Trumbull.

CORRESPONDENCE.
SOUL FORM.

To the Editor of The Open Court :

I was very much interested in your article entitled " Revela-

tion," also in another article which seemed to have been suggested

by the first, entitled " Soul-Life and the Preservation of Form."

Throughout your science is correct and your logic good, but in the

end, you aim to establish a conclusion which does not seem to me
to be justifiable from the premises stated, or from any premises

which I can postulate ; viz., that the soul is immortal because its

form is preserved.

Probably, I do not know what the soul is, but I have always

supposed it was the mind, and since the mind seems to be gen-

erated in the nervous system, especially in the brain as electricity

is generated in a battery, I am driven to fear, that when the brain

is decomposed the evolution of mind will cease. If mind is a force

analogous to electricity or heat, then we may be sure its quantity

considered as energy will never be diminished, even though it

may be transmuted into other forces as the principle of the corre-

lation of forces suggests as possible. If mind is but a portion of

the universal mind or God, to which it returns on the death of the

bDdy, then I do not see how its form can in any way continue any

more than I can conceive of the form of a wave as in existence

after the sea has become calm. For obvious reasons the immor-

tality of the soul is a most interesting question, which cannot be

decided by mere faith and hope If anything in favor of the uni-

versal hope can be derived from science I shall be glad to see it,

and hence these hastily written lines. H. D. G.-^rrison.

[We should not call God the universal mind, because that

seems to imply anthropomorphism. According to the usual mean-

ing of the terra we cannot think of mind as being without a phys-

ical basis, as it has been called, i. e., without a brain. And who
will think of God (the immanent God of Monism) as having a

brain ? Mind is not force, but a special form of force, viz. , of

brain-activity. The energy used up in brain-activity is of scarcely

any amount and if it has been transmuted into other forms of

energy, it ceases to be mind. That which perseveres is the conti-

nuity of form. The continuity of form in brain-activity is first

the basis of personality, and secondly that of continued soul-

existence or of immortality. Think of yourself as you were yes-

terday and as you will be to-morrow. In a certain sense you

were, you are, and will be the same person. In another sense you

are not the same as you were, for there are constantly little

changes and modifications going on within you. In spite of all

changes you continue to live and to feel yourself as being the

identical person you always have been so far as your memory

goes, and farther even, for the ideas that constitute your person-

ality have a history which antedates your birth and their further

existence and evolution is not concluded with your death. The

elements and the true contents of your personality continue to

exist in other persons, not otherwise than you of to-day are the

continuance of you of yesterday.

We do not desire to repeat ourselves, and therefore we refer

to the editorial articles on the subject mentioned by Professor Gar-

rison.

—

Ed.]

MR. MONCURE D. CONWAY AND ST. ANTHONY.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

I HAVE—in common with many friends of animals in Eng-

land—read with much surprise the article from the pen of Mr.

Moncure Conway on St. Anthony's day which appeared in your

columns on June 12th. The object of the article is to prove that

the present increased consideration for the lower animals is not
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the outcome of Christianity and the teaching of the Bible, but is

due to the effects of Darwin's teaching and the consequent fellow

feeling with apes and dogs which makes us "wondrous kind." Mr.

Conway says that after diligent inquiry he has not been able to

assure himself that a single Society for the Protection of Animals

existed in Europe or America before the publication of Darwin's

•Origin of Species." If this is how Mr. Conway writes after

dilioent inquiry there is matter for speculation as to the value

of his opinion on subjects where the inquiry has been absent

altogether or at any rate not diligent. The facts are altogether the

other way. Darwin's teaching had no more to do with the rise

and progress of Zoophily than Tenterden steeple with the forma-

tion of the Goodwin sands.

The "Origin of Species" was published in 1S59, the "De-

scent of Man" in 1871. The English Society for Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, now called the Royal Society for Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals, of Jermyn St., London, was founded in

July 1S24. Mr. Conway could not have seen one of its reports

without seeing on the title-page "65th or 66th etc., etc., Annual

Report." A prominent member of that and other kindred societies

writes me, "I have not here the needful papers but I feel sure

that at least a hundred other (Foreign) Societies for Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals and branches in the United Kingdom were in

full work before 1859. Martin's Act was passed in 1822 and from

lliat time the movement dites, not from Darwin's books which, in

my opinion, have tended much more to enforce the cruel lessons of

Nature and the absolute right of strength against weakness, than

his theory of the brute origin of humanity has done to draw us

closer in sympathy to the lower animals." From a wide acquaint-

ance with the defenders of the rights of animals, I have no hesita-

tion in saying that the overwhelming majority of such tender and

merciful folk are drawn from the ranks of those who follow " the

exploded superstition known as Christianity."

Mr. Conway says that "Buddha and St. Anthony have the

honor of being the only prophets known to religious history as

having shown any consideration for animals."

An examination of the Old Testament with the aid of Cruden's

Concordance under the words " Beast " and " Cattle " would go

far to rectify this error, and a perusal of the " Life of St. Francis

of Assissi " would not be unfruitful. ' Even were it otherwise the

whole genius of Christianity is in favor of tenderness towards

the beautiful creatures of our Father's hand. The teaching of

Zoophily is iinplicilly if not explicitly in the Bible, and I may
profitably quote here the words of De Quincey used in connec-

tion with the subject of slavery. He says "Christianity throws

herself broadly upon the pervading spirit which burns within

her morals. 'Let them alone, ' she says of nations; leave them

to themselves. I have put a new law into their hearts, and a

new heart (a heart of flesh, where before was a stony heart) into

all my children ; and, if it is really there, and really cher-

ished, that law, read by that heart, will tell them— will develop

for them—what it is that they ought to do in every case as it arises,

though never noticed in words, when once its consequences are

comprehended." Cruelty to animals is at war with the whole spirit

of the Bible, it is not a case for a text here and there but of the

genius of the whole. Imagine a chapter on experimental physiol-

ogy by St. Luke, or a dissertation on vivisection by St. Paul. Mr.

Conway compares Christianity in this respect with Buddhism much
to the disadvantage of the former, yet some years ago I heard him
defend the atrocities of vivisection in a lecture at South Place,

London, when he demanded the abolition of the English restric-

tion on physiological experiments. Imagine a Buddhist cutting

up animals alive. Let us hope that the influence of St. Anthony
has converted Mr. Conway to Zoophily.

Edward Berdoe.
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NEW REFORMS.

BY FREDERICK M.4Y HOLLAND.

Victor Hugo was led by sympathy with criminals

to treat them as victims of society ; and a recent

writer in the New Ideal is in favor of the complete

abolition of government, because, " If we had no gov-

ernments, criminals would not be created." We are

also told that all oppression of wives would cease, if

matrimonial contracts were made so easy of dissolu-

tion, that there would, strictly speaking, be no mar-

riage at all. Still, other enthusiasts assure us that all

the woes of poverty are to be removed by doing away

with individual ownership of land, or better still, with
' all private propert)', whatever.

Such reforms are advocated with the best possible

intentions, and make many converts. Young and

imaginative people, who find attempts to reform the

tariff, the civil service, or the elections too tame and

prosaic to be worth their notice, are delighted with

these romantic schemes for abolishing all poverty and

vice at a single blow. Nothing could be more fascin-

ating and picturesque than these : no propert}', no

marriage and no government reforms. No method

could certainly be more radical than this of complete-

ly abolishing every institution which has dangerous

tendencies. There is a sublime consistency in reject-

ing the plea that this or that obnoxious institution is

necessary to civilization, and saying, "So much the

worse for civilization ! That is precisely what ought

to be abolished ! If property, government, and mar-

riage are necessary to the present civilization, the

sooner we can get back to an earlier, simpler and

more natural state of things, the better ! Let us go

back to primeval innocence, and do away with all that

is artificial and corrupt! "

The advantages of this method of reform are self-

evident,_and my present purpose is simpl}' to apply it

to fields which have hitherto been neglected.

We all know that tight lacing brings on consump-

tion, and many other diseases; that severe colds are

often caught b}' forgetting garments to whose protec-

tion we have been accustomed ; that deadly diseases

are carried about in infected apparel ; and that the

fashionable form of female attire hinders women from

taking sufficient exercise in the open air, especially on

wet or windy days. It is true that warm clothes pre-

serve many deformed and sickly people from dying

young ; but this enables them to propagate defects

which would otherwise perish with them ; and thus

the average health of the community is reduced sadly.

The Indians were able to lead a thoroughly healthy

life here without anything which we should call cloth-

ing. Adam and Eve were naked and not ashamed.

The first men and women had no need of doctors, for

they had no tailors or milliners. What can be plainer

than that clothing causes disease ? In the name of

health, I demand the organization of a No Clothes

movement. Let us make a bold push for corporeal in-

dependence on the next Fourth of July. No consid-

eration of decency need stand in the way ; for that is

merely conventional. Pride, vanity, and extravagance

would be greatly checked ; and there would be much
less quarreling of husbands with their wives. The
abundance of models would give sculpture and paint-

ing such new power as would elevate and purify all

social life. Rich and poor would meet as equals,

until the reduction in cost of living caused all poverty

to vanish. What could be more heavenly and at the

same time more natural and primitive?

And, as I look back admiringly upon that picture

of health and model of all the virtues, the primitive

man, who was as nobly free from clothing as from

government, private property, or marriage, I delight

to remember how completely he satisfied the apostolic

ideal. "If any man offend not in word," says James
in his epistle, "the same is a perfect man, and able

also to bridle the whole body." No one has ever

done this so successfully as the primitive man, the

missing link. We can be sure that he never swore,

nor lied, nor scolded, nor tattled, nor talked obscene-

ly. Nothing is more certain than that he could not

talk at all. Speech, like clothing, marriage, govern-

ment, and private ownership, is an artificial corrup-

tion, a desertion of primeval innocence. Oh, how
many vices can be escaped by starting a No Conver-

sation reform, as holy monks have tried to do.

There is no other way in which Ij'ing, swearing, scold-

ing and all other sins of the tongue can be abolished.

I will claim no more space here for setting forth my
own favorite reforms. No Clothes and No Conversa-

tion; but will merely assure my readers that these
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new movements are destined to triumph quite as soon

and do just as much good as those for no marriage, no

property and no government.

THE HIDDEN SELF.

BY ALICE BODINGTON.

The researches of M. Ribot and M. Binet into the

strange phenomena of secondary consciousness, are

well known to the readers of The Open Court. Those

of M. Janet, in the same field, are also profoundly in-

teresting, and the conclusions he has arrived at are

the results of long years of investigation. I have se-

lected a few of his observations and experiments, and

have added information from other sources which have

a bearing on the same problem.

Under normal conditions we are conscious only of

the impressions received by the highest cerebral hemi-

spheres. But in healthy persons under the influence

of hypnotism ; in some well-known epileptic condi-

tions ; and in simple and double hypnotism of diseased

persons,, "submerged consciousnesses" reveal them-

selves, and become for the time the "Ego." It is

probable that further researches will confirm the hy-

pothesis that these submerged consciousnesses, these

"hidden selves " are always actively at work, and take

upon themselves those manifold occupations with

which the highest Self concerns itself very little, after

having learned how to do them. The acquisition of the

arts of walking, reading, writing; of playing on mu-
sical instruments, and acquiring foreign languages, all

demand careful attention on the part of the highest

centres in their acquirement, but are capable of being

carried out, when acquired, in what we have been ac-

customed to call an "automatic" manner. Even the

art of lying safely on a bedstead is acquired, and not

very quickly either.

In many well-known cases of epilepsy recorded in

Medical Journals, the patient has carried out a long,

and to all appearance, perfectly rational course of ac-

tion ; has lost consciousness on a quay of the Seine

or in a street of New York, and has "come to him-

self " in a hotel far removed from the scene of his at-

tack. He has taken his ticket, traveled by train, taken

a cab, named the hotel to which he wished to be driven
;

paid bills when presented to him, and has behaved in

every respect as a reasoning being ; yet of the whole
series of transactions so far as his ordinary "Ego " is

concerned, he remembers nothing since he was last on
the quay or in the street. Terrible crimes, most in-

human in their deadly callousness and ferocity, have
been committed in this epileptic condition, yet the

conscious self of the unhappy perpetrator would have
shrunk with horror from such deeds.

The "nightmare" of children seems also to come
within the domain of the "hidden self." The child

utters cries indicative of the utmost terror and dis-

tress ; sits up in bed or wanders about the room
;

stares at vacancy, ^et is utterly unconscious of the

anxious friends who are endeavoring to soothe it. One
of these crises may occur everj' night for a lengthened

period. Yet when the sufferer is roused, he—or she

—

has no recollection of having dreamed anything, or of

anything having been the matter.

In the phenomena of "post-hypnotic suggestion "

the wonder has been how the command to execute a

certain action, or to see a certain imaginary person,

should always be obeyed at the exact day and hour

that has been suggested. It appears from M. Janet's

experiments that the "hidden self"—the inferior con-

sciousness— is busy all the time with remembering the

command, has in fact nothing else to do. In one of

those curious cases of a true blister caused by hypnotic

suggestion, the subject when again hypnotized said,

"J'ai tout le temps pense a votre sinapisme ;
" that

is, the submerged self was ceaselessly occupied with

the suggestion, whilst the conscious self did not re-

member that any such suggestion had been made.

More than a generation ago the late George Henry
Lewes commented on the extraordinary fact (as it has

seemed till now) that the leg is drawn up when tickled,

of a patient in whom the spinal cord is injured, and

who is therefore "unconscious" of the tickling. Mr.

Lewes declared that there must be consciousness in such

a case, or the limb would not be withdrawn. His

theory met with little but ridicule ; he was met by the

answer, " There can be no consciousness, without self

-

consciousness." Those, like myself, who were not the

least satisfied with this answer, had no hope whatever

of being able to furnish a.ny proof oi a sub-conscious-

ness residing in the spinal cord below the seat of in-

jury. We had no hope of finding proofs of subcon-

sciousness in the complicated and purposive move-

ments of the brainless frog. "Reflex action" might

cause movements like those of a bell when the wire is

pulled, but not one thought the complex movements
with a purpose, or what would certainly have been

considered as complex movements with a purpose in

an uninjured frog. It has now been proved that other

consciousnesses exist and are actively at work besides

the dominating ego ; consciousnesses which carry on

reflex actions, and also actions which have become re-

flex. The highest of these consciousnesses appears

capable of all but the highest functions, and can re-

ceive a fair elementary education. In The Century

magazine for May, a well-known case is mentioned of

a "young girl, quick, active, and full of life and ani-

mation, who suddenly complained one day of a severe

headache, and lay down on the bed. She became un-

conscious, but awoke in a few moments conscious,

although no longer the being she had been. She did
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not know her father, mother, brothers, and sisters
;

the results of years of education had been annihilated.

She knew no more of her native tongue than does the

child just born. . . . She had to be educated over

again. She lived her life, learned her lessons, until

she could read and write and knew her friends once

more. Suddenly the headache came again upon her,

and a deep ' sleep ' fell over her. She again woke up

to the old being ; the language acquired in infancy

had returned to her; the facts learned through long

years were with her ; the acquaintances of old times

were her friends. The acquaintances, the lessons

learned, the facts and events of the second period she

knew no more. So she went on until again the head-

ache returned, the 'sleep' was again on her, and she

awoke again her second self. At the very page at

which her education had been interrupted in the sec-

ond state it was now taken up. She recognized the

friends of the second state, but knew none of the first.

So through years she lived on her double life, now
one person, now another ; each state being connected

with, or rather being a continuation of, the previous

corresponding state."

This case has many parallels, in some of which

there is not only one submerged ego, capable of act-

ing when the highest ego is suppressed, but two or

three or more of these inferior consciousnesses, each

carrying on its separate life. M. Janet gives details

of the case of a patient whom he calls Leonie i, L6onie

2, and Leonie 3, according to the consciousness which

is in action ; the second self, however, rejects the

name Leonie, and answers to that of L^ontine ; and

the third self knows herself as Ldonore. The true

Leonie is a serious, mild, quiet peasant woman, and

very timid. But Leontine is vivacious, noisy and

restless, and given to irony and sharp jesting. She

knows of Leonie, and says (the real Leonie has a hus-

band and children) that the husband belongs to "the

other," but the children are hers. This curious dis-

tinction is explained by the fact that she had been

hypnotized for her first confinements, and had lapsed

spontaneously into the hypnotic condition in the later

ones.

Leonie 3, "Leonore," knows, strange to say, of

both the others. L6onie i, she calls "a good but

rather stupid woman and not me." She is serious

and grave, speaks slowl)', and moves little, and she

despises the volatile character of L(§onie 2. "How
can you see anything of me in that crazy creature?"

she says ;
" Fortunately I have nothing to do with her 1"

There are terrible cases where the "Mr. Hyde,"

the "bete humaine " of the individual, has got alto-

gether the upper hand ; where hell— if it be a state of

consciousness—has begun upon earth. Here science

steps in, and with merciful hand keeps the ' bete hu-

maine'—alas! in these instances identical with what
should be the highest ego,—permanently submerged.

Women of bad character, of ferocious temper, and the

prey of nameless vices, are by persistent hypnotism

rendered useful members of society, acting as ser-

vants and hospital nurses.

The case, most interesting in its bearing on the cure

of the insane, and in its exemplification of the best side

of medical hypnotism, is that of a patient of M. Janet,

named "Marie." She was but nineteen when she

came under his care. Her condition seemed almost

desperate ; she had convulsive crises every month,

chill, fever, delirium, attacks of terror, etc., lasting

for days ; with various shifting anaesthesias and con-

tractures. After a lapse of seven months she fell into

a kind of despair ; and M. Janet as a last resource

tried to throw her into a deeper trance,—ordinary

hypnotism having no effect. He succeeded even be-

yond his expectations; for both her early memories

and the internal memory of her crises returned in the

deep somnambulism. Her periodical chill, fever, and

delirium were due to a foolish immersion of herself in

cold water at the age of thirteen. The chill, fever,

etc., were consequences that then ensued; and now
years later, the experience then stamped upon the

brain was repeating itself at ?-egular intervals in the

form of an hallucination undergone by the sub-conscious

self, and of which the primary personality only ex-

perienced the outer results. The attacks of terror

were accounted for by another shocking experience.

At the age of sixteen she had seen an old woman
killed by falling from a height, and the sub-conscious-

ness endured the repetition of this experience when

the other crises came on. The hysterical blindness

of her left eye had a similar origin ; when six years

old, in spite of her cries, she was forced to sleep in the

same bed with another child, the left half of whose face

bore a disgusting eruption. The result was an erup-

tion on the same parts of her own face, which re-

turned for several years before it disappeared utterly,

and left behind it an anaesthesia of the skin and the

blindness of the left eye.

M. Janet's object was to obliterate these halluci-

nations of the submerged self, which were the causes

of such terrible distress. Simple commands were

fruitless. M. Janet carried the poor girl back to the

period of her childhood. It was easy to persuade her

that she was again a child, and as a child she was led

through the painful scenes of her past life, only they

were given a different denouement. The child with

whom she had been forced to sleep was represented

as no longer horrible, but as a charming little creature

whom Marie caressed without fear. He also made

her re-enact the scene of the cold immersion, but gave

it a different result. He made her live again through
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the old woman's accident, but substituted a comical

issue for the old tragical end which had made so deep

an impression. The sub-conscious Marie, passive

and docile, adopted these new versions of the old

tales, and may now be either living in monotonous

contemplation of them, or they may be extinct alto-

gether. For all morbid symptoms ceased as if by

magic. "It is iive months," says M.Janet, "since

these experiments were performed. Marie shows no

longer the slightest symptoms of hysteria. She is

well, and in particular has grown quite stout. Her
physical aspect has absolutely changed. Moreover,

she is no longer hypnotizable."

In another case of severe hysterical vomiting, M.

Janet has found it necessary to keep the patient con-

stantly in the hypnotic state.

That the submerged consciousnesses are real con-

sciousnesses, and not mere manifestations of reflex

action, has already been abundantly proved. If any-

thing can indicate an independent ego, it must surely

be the capacity of writing a letter spontaneously.

This was done by the second self of L6onie, who
knows herself as ' Li^ontine. '* L^onie had left the

hospital at Havre about two months when M. Janet

received a singular letter. On the first page was a

short note signed with her real name "Femme
B . .

." saying she had been feeling very unwell, and

worse some days than others. But on the next page

was a very different production. " My dear good Sir,"

it said, " I must tell you that L^onie truly, truly causes

me great suffering, she cannot sleep ; she does me a

great deal of harm ; I shall do for her (/> vats la

deinolii-) she puts me out of all patience ; I am ill too,

and very tired. From your devoted Leontine." When
L6onie returned to Havre, M. Janet questioned her

about this twin letter; she remembered the first part

w.ell, but knew nothing of Ldontine's sequel. Subse-

quently M. Janet was able to watch the production

of these sub-conscious and spontaneously written let-

ters. One day L^onie was sitting calmly by a table

holding in one hand a piece of knitting at which she

had been working. Her face was very calm, and she

was singing a peasant's song in a low voice. In the

meantime the right hand was writing quickly. "I took
away the paper," says M. Janet, "without her notic-

ing it and I spoke to her. She seemed a little sur-

prised to see me, said she had spent the day knitting,

and had been singing because she thought herself

alone." She had no knowledge whatever of the paper
she had written. In subsequent letters the 'second
self Leontine showed both intelligence and an ex-

cellent memory; she gave an account of Ldonie's
childhood, and her remarks were full of good sense.

L(5onie had a habit of tearing up the papers that

* UAutomatisme Psychologique, pp. 320-322.

' Leontine ' had written. Thereupon in one of Leo-

nie's fits of absence of mind (distraction) she made
her take the letter and hide it in a certain photo-

graphic album which contained the portrait of a M.
Gibert, whom Ldonie hated and dreaded. She would

never therefore consciously open this album, and here

'Ldontine ' knew her precious papers would be safe.

It must be borne in mind that these manifestations of

the second self did not occur in the hypnotic state.

M. Janet, to his great astonishment, found that Leo-

nie did not know his address, nor did she know how
or why she had gone to Havre ; Leontine was in a

hurry to return to the hospital, and had made L^onie

start off without any luggage.

BE CONCLUD

THE AUTHORITY OF THE MORAL LAW.
Conscience is not so much an authority itself, as

it is representative of an authority. It represents the

authority of the moral law in the world, which is no less

a reality than all the other natural laws. Mr. Salter

in a most enthusiastic lecture on the higher law con-

taining much that is true, asks the question :

" Whence comes the authority of this law that is within and

over us ?
"

Mr. Salter continues :

" The ordinary answers seem to me here entirely to fail ....

the last answer as to the sources of the authority of the higher law

fails as truly as the first. In fact there is no answer ; there are

no sources for that supreme authority."

The Israelites conceived the authority of the moral

law, the power that makes for righteousness, under

the allegory of a powerful ruler of nature, as a great,

personal being, as a legislator who had revealed his

wise orders to Moses. And through the mouth of

Moses, the God of the Old Testament is said to have

characterized himself in the following words :

'

' I the Lord thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of

the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation

of them that hate me ; and showing mercy unto thousands of thera

that love me, and keep my commandments."

That God is jealous means he is intolerant. He
enforces his will and suffers no one to live who at-

tempts permanently to resist his will.

The God of Science is just as jealous, just as in-

tolerant as the God of the Old Testament. The laws

of nature are firm, unalterable, irrefragable, and omni-

potent. The will of God is described to be " stead-

fast forever," and his dominion over the world* is

proclaimed to be eternal. It is only by obedience

to the immutable laws of nature that we can live. The

Psalmist says :

"Unless thy law had been my delights, I should then have

perished in mine affliction." (119, 92.)

Who can doubt that nature enforces her laws rigor-

* Daniel 6, 26.

i
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ously, that she ruthlessly punishes him who does not

regard them, but that, on the other hand, (to use the

poetical phrase of the Bible,) she is "plenteous in

mercy " to him who loves her, who studies her secrets

and obeys her commandments? Certainly, the laws

of nature are not deities, and the moral order of the

world is not a person. But they are, nevertheless, ob-

jective realities just the same.

We have ceased to believe in Demeter, but we
have not ceased tilling the ground. And if we ask,

Who is it that taught man to till the ground ? we

do not hesitate to answer, "It is experience; the facts

of life have taught man to sow and to harvest the

fruits of the earth." The myth of Demeter is not

wrong, it is simply an allegory ; and the myth of a

personal God having spoken to Moses out of a fiery

bush contains great truths, but we must bear in mind

that the truths contained in the Mosaic religion are

wrapped in poetry. And science can just as much
explain -ethics and the rhoral law, and the authority

of moral obligations, as it can derive the rules of

agriculture from the facts of nature.

It is true as Mr. Salter says, "Science teaches us

that which is, but Ethics that which ought to be.

"

But that which ought to be, must be based upon that

which is ; else it will not stand.

What is the ought ? The ought is that into which

the is has the tendency to change. It is the is to be.

A Unitarian friend of mine compares in this re-

spect ethics to obstetrics. Ethics cannot at individual

pleasure create ideals of morality, all it can do is to

find out the tendency of life and to assist in bringing

the is to be to birth. The authority upon which ethics

is based, he says, is not a person, but we can repre-

sent it as a person. We can symbolize its activity as if

it consisted of personal actions, and that is the method

by which the various religions teach ethics.

In fine, the authority according to which moral

ideals must be shaped, is not subjective, but objec-

tive. It is not to be sought for in the realms of abso-

lute principles, but must be modeled in conformity

with existing facts and with the eternal laws that

science abstracts from existing facts.

Ethical ideals that are not based on facts, are like

the mirage in the desert. The mirage maybe more

beautiful than the oasis, but he goes astray who ven-

tures to follow it.

THE THREE PHASES OF ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT.

There are three phases or periods in the ethical

development of mankind. Like all phases of evolution

they are not sharply divided ; one passes over into the

next gradually. Their development is nevertheless

sufficiently marked to be noticeable.

The first period begins with the dawn of civilized

life and culminates in the establishment of authorita-

tive dogmatism. The transition to the second period

is marked by the breakdown of this authoritative dog-

matism. The second period is the substitution of the

individual conscience in the place of dogmatism. It

culminates in the recognition of the sovereignty of the

moral ought, and of the freedom of conscience. The

transition to the third period is the result of the con-

flicts produced by the arbitrary nature of the vari-

ous conceptions of duty.

If man's conscience is to be considered as the ul-

timate court of appeal we can have no objective

standard of right and wrong. That which is wrong

according to my conscience, may be right according

to the conscience of others. How shall we decide ?

It is obvious that we want an objective standard of

morality. Without an objective standard of morality

we shall sink into moral anarchy, where the will of

the individual is the sole test of what is right or wrong.

Accordingly ethics is in need of an authority to

decide the conflict between two consciences or the

conflict between two different commands in the con-

science of one and the same man.

Must we return to the old dogmatism of the first

period? We shall not; for we have outgrown mythol-

ogy, and shall never return to the creeds of the old

religions. But we need not think of returning to the

old views, we can progress to a higher view. We have

now better means than our ancestors had for recog-

nizing the authority upon which the moral ought rests.

Our knowledge of nature and of the laws of nature

has grown sufficiently for us to be able to account for

the necessity as well as the natural growth of morality.

The authority upon which the moral commands are

based can be scientifically investigated and explained

no less than the other facts of nature.

The first period is represented by the Mosaic law, by

Roman Christianity, and similar institutions of author-

itative dogmatism. The second period is represented

by certain phases and ideals of the Reformation, the

overthrow of Roman authority, and the recognition of

the liberty of conscience. The third period is the re-

ligion of the future, which is near at hand. It is the

basing of ethics upon the firm ground of facts. It

is the recognition of an authority the nature of which

can be explained by science. It is the establishment

of the religion of science.

This religion of science is not only the fulfilment

of the old religions; it is also the realization of that

ideal which has been called natural religion. If the

societies for ethical culture had been founded to rep-

resent this view, they would grow like the mustard

seed ; the seed would soon be the greatest among

herbs and become a tree so that the birds of the air

would come and lodge in the branches thereof.
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Mr. Salter does not approve of what he calls "set-

ting up a standard of philosophical orthodoxy. " He
says :

" Dr. Carus, I am sorry to see, has not outgrown the secta-

rian principle of the churches, and would apparently give us

another sect as ' exclusive ' and ' intolerant ' as any of the past,

though (Gottlob) it will slay with the sword of the spirit and not

with the arm of flesh."

It lies in the nature of ethics to establish an au-

thority, and every authority is in a certain sense ex-

clusive and intolerant. An ethical teacher, in my
mind, cannot help being "exclusive" and "intolerant,"

if "intolerant" means the confidence that there is

but one truth. Or shall any kind of ethics have the

same right? Can anybody violate a law if only his

conscience impels him to ignore that law? and can

truth be tolerant of error ? or can we have different

kinds of truth which, although contradictory, among

themselves may be of equal value ?

The ideal of tolerance (as the word is commonly

used) means that we use no other weapons in the de-

fense of our opinion than the sword of the spirit, but it

does not mean that any and every error has the same

right as demonstrable truths.

It would be intolerant to make a certain belief the

condition for being admitted to a religious society
;

but it is not intolerant for anybody, neither for so-

cieties nor for individuals, to have a definite and out-

spoken opinion. Nor would the leaders of the Ethical

Societies commit themselves to intolerance and ex-

clusiveness by declaring what they understand by

ethics. We maintain that they cannot properly teach

ethics without knowing what ethics means. In order

to know what ethics means, they must define the idea

of moral goodness, and they cannot define the idea of

moral goodness without proposing a basis of ethics.

If that is intolerant sectarianism, they have in our

opinion to become intolerant sectarians. But definite-

ness of opinion is neither intolerance nor sectarian-

ism, so long as an opinion remains exposed to scien-

tific criticism, so long as in the struggle for truth its

upholders slay only with the sword of the spirit and not

with the arm of flesh. To have no opinion and to de-

clare that officially the Societies for Ethical' Culture

do not intend to have an opinion, is not tolerance, but

indefiniteness.

Conventionalism may be a sufficient ratso/i d'etre

for formalities, ceremonies, and customs ; but it is not

a sufficient basis for ethics. And a reformatory move-
ment such as the Societies for Ethical Culture aspire

to inaugurate, cannot take deep root if it is planted

on the stony ground of conventionalism.

The intolerance of the first period is an intolerance

of assumed authority, but the intolerance of the re-

ligion of science— if intolerance it can be called—is

the sovereignty of demonstrable truth. Truth is one

from eternity to eternity, and there is no other truth

beside that one and sole and immutable truth. Truth

is that Deity which suffers no equal. Like Jehovah

in the Decalogue, Truth pronounces as its first com-

mandment : p. c.

"Thou shall have no other gods before me."

CURRENT TOPICS.

The venerable conundrum, " What constitutes a gentleman,"

was recently brought up for answer in an English court, but un-

fortunately, the judicial decision left the problem in its old uncer-

tain state. It appears that a person insured in an Accident In-

surance Company, having been accidentally injured, sued for his

insurance money. His claim was resisted on the ground that in

his application for a policy, he had called himself a " gentleman,"

and as this was a false description, by which the company had

been deceived, the policy was void." It appeared from the evidence

that the plaintiff, although out of business at the time he applied

for the insurance, had formerly been in the habit of earning an

honest living as a tradesman, or merchant, and therefore could

never be a " gentleman " in the legal meaning of the word. The
court, although intimating that "no occupation" would have

been the proper description, declined to pass upon the point, be-

cause the agent of the company, when he gave the policy, knew
all the circumstances, and had even suggested the description

"gentleman"; therefore the company was bound by the action

of its agent, and the policy was good, The plaintiff got a judg-

ment for the amount of his claim, but his narrow escape will make
him careful hereafter not to call himself a " gentleman."

On the trial of Thurtell, sixty or seventy years ago, a witness

testified that he knew the prisoner was a gentleman, " because he

kept a gig. " This reason has never been regarded as decisive,

because not accompanied by proof that he had also lived a life of

idleness. I see from a criticism in Uni/y that Professor Swing in a

late sermon intimated that a gentleman must have some theological

belief, or forfeit the title. He asserted that the ancient epicurean-

ism was "a culture without God, the effort of man to be a gentle-

man " without troubling himself about the creeds, or about ques-

tions of his origin and destiny. The language of the sentiment is

doubtless the Professor's own, but it is hard to believe that the

idea is not a plagiarism from Harry Sullivan, a London street

Arab, who attended the ragged school patronized by Miss Tennant

before she married Stanley. Describing one of her school ex-

aminations, she says,
'

' I asked Harry Sullivan to define a gentle-

man. He replied, not without some fervor, ' Oh ! a fellow who
has a watch and chain, and loves Jesus.' " When properly elab-

orated, amplified, and diluted, Harry Sullivan's definition has an

almost photographic likeness to a description fresh from the pulpit

of Central Music Hall.

Admitting that theological belief is a constituent element in

the composition of a gentleman, must it be orthodox according to

the Christian canons, or will faith in false Gods do ? This prob-

lem is not to be solved in the gloom of the cloister, but in the light

of the living world. For a test, let us apply an actual example

furnished by the Probate Court in London. In September, the

will of Sir Munguldass Nuthoobhoy, a Hindoo millionaire, was

offered for probate in that court. He was a citizen of Bombay,

eminent for his private and public virtues. His life was marked

by industry, philanthrophy, and honesty. He had prospered in

spite of his benevolence, and his estate amounted to 3,435,000

rupees. After providing liberally for his own children, as his duty

was, he took thought for some other people's children, and left

large sums of money to schools, hospitals, and various benevolent
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institutions. All this was highly praiseworthy, and would no doubt

have been placed to the credit side of his account in the books of

the recording angel, but for one theological mistake ; he built a

temple to Siva, the God of his fathers, and he set apart 10,000

rupees " to purchase idols for the same." This very useful and

benevolent man had never made "an effort to be a gentleman

with a culture without God," but his God was worse than none

say the Scribes and Pharisees, for it was a false God, and his wor-

ship was idolatry ; therefore, according to Harry Sullivan, and

other orthodox theologians. Sir Munguldass could not be a "gen-

tleman."

Speaking of wills compels me to acknowledge that they have

a weird and spiritual charm for me. I love to rove among their

avenues and by-ways, to trace in their provisions the features of

the dead. There is a fine character study in wills ; and in their

eccentricities we may learn the influence of wealth upon the souls

of men. Wills are full of ethical problems ; and in a legacy we

may often see the palpitations of a conscience. Searching in the

foliage of a recent will I found a blossom which I thought was

grafted from a Bible tree, " the laborer is worthy of his hire ;

"

and the question it suggested was, Does that apply to laborers of

every kind ? Does it include within its justice that large class of

laborers who are uninfluential and unorganized, who do not be-

long to the " Knights," who have no walking delegates, and who
never strike ? I mean horses, oxen, dogs, and toilers of that kind.

This is an ethical problem which deserves more study than it gets,

and which might not have aroused my thought had it not been

forced uppn my notice by this curious "item" in the will of a

certain Mr. Clayton. This is the blossom to which I have re-

ferred. The testator bequeaths the sum of thirty pounds a year,

" for the care and maintenance of the house-dog Marcus Aurelius."

This bequest is not a pension, on which Marcus Aurelius is to live

in laziness, and laugh at other dogs who earn an honest living
;

it

is left as wages, for it is provided in the will, that whenever Mar-

cus Aurelius shall for any reason, fail to perform the duties of his

office, the salary shall go to any other competent dog who may be

a successful candidate for the position. At the first view, a

hundred and fifty dollars a year appears to be big wages to pay a

dog for house-watching, especially as he buys no clothes, and has

no rent to pay ; but it is not so very extravagant after all, when

we remember what a policeman gets for the same work, which he

performs not half so well. I think the next " revised version
"

will make more clear the meaning of the scripture, that the laborer

is worthy of his hire.

Judging by the newspapers, the city of Chicago appears to be

afflicted at this moment by two mischievous kinds of citizens, one

that votes too little, and the other too much. The pulpit and the

press ring out vehement appeals to the " better classes " urging

them to vote, and thus counteract the mischievous activity of over

zealous' patriots from the Lakes of Killarney, and the Mediter-

ranean sea. It is claimed that some of these invaders are too

public spirited for the common good, and that they are altogether

too loyal to- the American ballot system. So ardent is their at-

tachment to American institutions that they commit perjury, in

order to perform, perhaps a little prematurely, the duty of ballot

boxing which the " better classes " neglect. It appears that for

some time past, the courts have been working over time, convert-

ing aliens into voters, intending to make citizens, when we know

that for any patriotic use thousands of them never can be made

citizens in the legal meaning of the word. Partly from the hopper

of the naturalization mill, and partly out of other mills, came

50,000 new voters and put their names on the polling lists at the

registration in October. Simultaneously appeared the United

States marshal and arrested several gangs of them for committing

perjury as the beginning of citizenship, and several other gangs,

the practical statesmen of the town, for suborning them to do so.

Of the 50,000 no less than 25,000 have been notified by the olficers

of election that they are "suspects," and that their right to vote

must be shown by further evidence. Meantime, a call is made on
all good citizens to vote, or for ever hold their peace about bad
government.

The census of iSgo has been vigorously impeached for false-

hood by many cities and towns because the figures made by actual

count fall below the guess work estimates. As the distance

"covered" by some provincial athlete in jumping, pitching, or

throwing, shrinks under the test of a tape line, so the population

of a town as proclaimed by its inhabitants is liable to shrink under

the test of an actual poll. Although an error here or there should

not be received as evidence against its fairness, some ugly

charges have been made that the census is not honest, and that it

has been corrupted and falsified for partisan and political advan-

tage. This accusation had no moral weight ; it was disdainfully

regarded as part of that humorous mendacity essential to a polit-

ical campaign. It was neither circumstantial, nor specific, and it

had no responsible authority behind it ; but that is not so now
;

it is indorsed and guaranteed by no less a personage than the

Governor of New York. In a speech made by him at Canton, Ohio,

the Governor said ; "The census has been manipulated for count-

ing the republican populations up and the democratic populations

down." This is either true or false; if true the census returns are

a worthless complication of perjuries and frauds; if false, the

slander is as wicked as the crime charged, and unless the gov-

ernor can prove his accusation, the " effete monarchies " of the

old world will wonder what soi t of people are employed for gov-

ernors in the state of New York. M. M. Trumbull.

CORRESPONDENCE.
SOLIPSISM AND MONISM.

7;> Ihf Ec/i/orof The Open Cnirt:—

" The tides of philosophic thought are setting toward unity,"

is the first sentence and the key-note of the able article on " Pos-

itive Idealism " in T/if Open Coiirl of September 25. This, of

course, is the key-note of your valuable journal. In the logical

meaning of unity this is a logical necessity, for all truth must lie

consistent with all other truth ; and so the totality of all truth is

a logical unity. On this there can be no question or doubt.

But I understand that the monism advocated by Tlw Open

Court is a more ulterior unity than this ; that it is the affirmation

of the essential identity of all being and the ultimate unity and

harmony which are implied in its action ; and that hence there

follows a moral law of universal obligation, to act for the whole

as parts of the whole. This monism, I think, cannot be made to

square with any form of psychological idealism ; for they all make

all the known and knowable world of sense purely subjective, an

evolution from and in the subject, though this evolution is sup-

posed to be aided by an inconceivable something from beyond

this known sense world. The monism of The Open Court, it I un-

derstand it, makes the known and knowable world an essential

part of the total monus from which man and all inferior life are

evolved and into which all known individual forms of life are re-

.disjolved. If this is so, this monism has to settle with modern

psychology which is idealistic, and this psychology is now widely

taking possession of common and popular thinkers. The issue

here involved is fundamental, and no theory of monism can evade

or ignore it ; and your excellent contributor, Mr. McCrie, will

here need to explain himself further as an idealist.

As an idealist Mr. McCrie says truly :
" The ego is not the

bodily organism alone. The true, the only ego—is the subject
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self projected so as to include the objective." This extension of

the ego as conscious subject cannot be limited in any direction—

if all phenomena are subjective states or conscious moods of the

ego. Then I, the conscious ego or subject am wherever there is

a phenomenon—nay I comprise that phenomenon in every case.

It is I and I am it. It is I in that said mood. I thus constitute the

entire known and knowable universe, and all its known and know-

able forces, for these cannot be directly known or conceived ex-

cept as they are known or conceived as phenomenal, at least in

their manifestation, and it is only their manifestation which is

directly known. There is nothing known from which this uni-

verse can be evolved—except myself, conscious subject. This I

know ; and according to this theory I know it as comprising the

universe ; and all the known evolutions and involutions of the

universe are known only as the variations of my own mind or uni-

tary power of conscious life. T/ius /am l/ie kt.1.. I know nothing

unconscious, and no other consciousness than my own or myself.

These phenomena are not abstractions, and my conscious

self is not an abstraction. If psychological idealism be true there

is no room for any other monism than solipsism— unless it be a

very different monism from that of 77;,- Oprii Court, and attained

by a far less simple and direct process, as it seems to me. On

these points I should be pleased to hear from Dr. Cams as well as

Mr. McCrie. Yours Inquiringly, ^

Wm. J. Gill.

[Since I read Mr. McCrie's article in No. i6i of The Open

Court, and Miss Naden's essays,* I am under the impression that

the differences between Solipsism and the Monism of The Open

Court are mainly verbal. It may be that I misinterpret Dr.

Lewins, the founder of Solipsism, for the problems are so very

subtile that we have to ascertain the exact meaning of every con-

cept which we introduce in our reasoning and it is not a mere

phrase when Prof. Clifford says ;

"The question is one in which it is peculiiiily di&cult to make out pre-

cisely what another man means, and even what one means oneself."

Mr. McCrie, the philosophic thinker of the Orkney Islands,

is an intimate friend of Dr. Lewins. He as well as Miss Naden

can be considered as faithful representatives of Solipsism.

Now I find that Dr. Lewins and his adherents use an entirely

different terminology than we do. There is, for instance, a tree

seen. That part of the process (viz., of the tree being seen) which

(as science informs us) consists of certain nervous disturbances in

the brain accompanied with a special kind of consciousness is

commonly called "a sensation," and that part from which the

rays of light proceed is called " an object." Dr. Lewins appears

to include in the term sensation the objective thing that causes the

sensation. He calls object that something which is projected by

our senses to a place outside our body.

There are in the domain of objects motions sensorily per-

ceived to take place and there are other motions (viz., those in the

brain) which (although not always directly perceived) are for cer-

tain scientific reasons assumed to take place. Some motions (viz.,

some of those taking place in the brain) are not mere motions,

they postess in addition a certain something called feeling.

There are accordingly objects and subjective representations

of objects forming analogues of the objects. We will call the

former the domain of objectivity, the latter the , domain of sub-

jectivity. The difficulty that presents itself is to draw a line of

demarcation between subjectivity and objectivity.

The objective process of motion does not cease when passing

into the spectator's eye. The motions that take place within the

brain, are according to our usage of terms objective processes just

as much as all other motions, and I prefer to confine the domain

"Induction and Deduction and other Essays," by Constance C. W.

of subjectivity to the feeling alone. Yet I am aware of the fact

that neither subjectivity nor objectivity exist by themselves ; they

are abstract conceptions which are arrived at by a most compli-

cated process of thinking. They have been abstracted from Re-

ality which is one inseparable whole.

Philosophy and the sciences are at work to describe the whole

of reality, the domain of objectivity as well as that of subjectivity

in their interconnection,* and it is at once apparent that this de-

scription can be made in different terms. Two descriptions made

in different terms may be equally correct. They may apparently

contradict one another, and yet their actual meaning may be one

and the same.

I will call attention here to Mr. McCrie's proposition that

man's ego is not limited to his body ; the objects belong to it
;

and certainly man's body and the objects around him are one in-

separable whole. His lungs as they are cannot exist one millionth

part of a second without the surrounding air and the pressure of

the atmosphere. Exactly so his brain and the ideas that are

registered in his brain exist, as they are only on account of the

surrounding world. The surrounding world in this sense is an

actual part of man's existence.

Dr. Lewins and Mr. McCrie emphasize this truth in their

terminology. All the critical remarks which Dr. Lewins has made
on the views presented in 77;*' Open Court seem (in my mind) to

arise from the difference of terminology. He calls " ego " that

which we call " the All," and thus it is quite natural for him to

say, the ego alone is God.

I cannot agree with Dr. Lewins in the acceptability of his

terms, but that is another question.

My opinion that the most flagrant discrepancies are merely

verbal, that they ultimately rest npon a difference of terms, has

found a corroboration in my private correspondence with Dr.

Lewins.

—

ed.]

* This subject has been discussed in my article " The Orisin of Mind,"

published in T/ie Monist, No. i.
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STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS.

BY M. M. TRUMBULL.

The after-dinner debate at the Sunset Club on the

6th of November was unusually grave and earnest, as

became the ominous theme, "Strikes and Lockouts."

In a kindly endeavor to soften flint and steel, so that

fire might not fly from their collision, the Secretary

sprinkled over the tables a hatful of congratulations

on the good work the Sunset Club was doing, " in

making the radical less radical, and the conservative

more liberal." The hint was lost, for no man tem-

pered his language, except so far as toleration and

courtesy required. The radical yielded nothing, neither

did the conservative, and each was right. Men can-

not be too radical for a truth seeking recognition, nor

too conservative against an error crowding in. In

morals every man must' follow his individual con-

science. Whatever an honest man believes, that is

the truth to him ; and he has no more right to yield

any part of it, than he has to surrender the multipli-

cation table; for the laws of ethics are as radical as the

laws of mathematics. Whatever a time-server be-

lieves is of little consequence ; it is merely a matter

of self-interest with him, and outside the catalogue of

moral agencies. A true man in the wrong, is of more

use in this world than a false man in the right.

Strikes and Lockouts are interconvertible terms.

Each is intended to be a measure of self-defense and

a protest against wrong. The lockout is merely a

strike of the employers against their workmen, and

its moral and political character, like that of a strike,

must be determined by its own circumstances and the

motives by which it is controlled. Each side was

ably represented in the debate, the employers getting

a little the worst of it, because, having the opening,

they pitched the keynote a little too low, and esti-

mated the profit and loss of Strikes and Lockouts by

a money standard ; whereas in many cases they are

efforts to vindicate a principle without counting or

caring for the cost. Here is the Iceynote, as it was

pitched by an employer of labor who opened the de-

bate :

'

' This carpenter's strike has been a great loss to the capitalist,

builder, contractor and laborer, but I cannot see where the work-

ing man got the benefit of what he struck for. Nearly all the great

strikes for the past ten years have been defeated in the end. . . .

If they succeeded in getting a small increase, that increase was to-

tally wiped out in the great amount of money they expended to

get what they demanded."

The weakness of that argument was its "Does it

pay " character, a consideration which has never yet

controlled the efforts of men towards liberty. Every
victory won by justice in the social conflict has been
the culmination of disasters and defeats. John Hamp-
den found that there was no profit for him in his con-
test with the king over a trifling matter of taxation

;

and yet the defeat of Hampden in that famous lawsuit,

was one of the great political victories of the English
people. The "profit or loss" argument was easily

answered by a member of the club who belonged to

the "working man" element. His reply was this :

" It is said that even it the strike is won the waste of wages
incurred is far greater than the added compensation, which is

gained. Take the Burlington strike, which resulted in loss of wages
to thousands and thousands of dollars, and the strikers were not
even successful. But what was its effect ? The next railroad

company, when their men have a grievance, will think twice, be-
fore they permit a strike of such magnitude. If the working men
never struck, no man can tell to what point the monopolistic power
of this country would be led."

And another one said :

" I have myself been conversant with the facts in a few cases

where strikes have been agreed to where there was no possible'

hope of ultimate success, but simply with the idea of entering an
emphatic protest against the demands of an unreasonable or tyran-

nical manager or employer."

This was a novel view of the subject to some of

the employers present, but it revealed the moral foun-

dation of that expensive system of resistance which
takes the form of strikes, wherein the working men
surrender to present loss and poverty, in order to pro-

tect themselves from greater poverty and humiliation

in the future. When the first speaker said that in the

matter of disputes between the employer and the em-
ployed, he favored a settlement by arbitration, he

made a concession to the other side, because without

strikes there would be no arbitration.

He said some other things, and very ugly things

they were. Referring to the coercion tactics practised

by the striking carpenters towards the men who cliose

to work instead of strike, he said :

" I have seen men coerced by a 2 x 4 scantling on their heads.

The methods of the strikers were not of the kind laid down in

books of etiquette. They would take hold of the first man they
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could find, and if they could not convince him in a very few words

they would take him and throw him off the building, and his tools

would follow."

To this indictment there was no answer, and for

that reason the "Strike" side of the debate was very

much impaired. It limped around on crutches fur-

nished by the most eloquent debater there, who said:

" The tyranny of working men we hear so much about, con-

sists mainly in their anti-tyrannical refusal to allow the other side

to make both ends of the bargain. ... We hear a great deal of the

turbulence of the working man. The misdeeds of the working man

are serious enough, but they are holiness itself by the side of the

Pinkertons and Gatling guns which Christian chaplains used for

the conversion of the heathen and the strikers."

Neither excuse is valid, and the tu quoque argument

is fallacious because the men thrown off the building

were not Pinkertons, but carpenters earning bread.

To respect the liberty of others is a hard lesson to

learn, but mechanics, as well as miUionaires, must

learn it.

Among the liberal and humane sentiments eloquent-

ly expressed by one of the speakers was this :

" Historically it is only yesterday that working men ceased to

be slaves. The cap that is put on the domestic, and the suit that is

put on the coachman, are all survivals, which show we have not

outgrown the barbarism of the days when work was all done by

slaves."

There was material for solemn thought in that, for

no man can deprive another of self-respect without en-

dangering his own. It is not well to disfigure any

honest employment with a badge of servitude. To

mark any man with livery in this land is an offense

against all other men. It is the vulgar insolence of

riches. No magnanimous American, proud of his

country and its freedom can look upon another man in

livery without a feeling of pain and humiliation ; if he

can, he has forfeited his American quality, and has

passed into the brotherhood of snobs. He is a menial in

spirit, a Jeems Yellowplush, trying to establish Noodle-

dom in the United States, "on the European plan."

There were some other statements just as eloquent-

ly made which are open to adverse criticism, for in-

stance, this :
" The working man claims the right to

know why he has been discharged, and not to be dis-

charged without cause." And this :
" Trades Unions

exist to maintain the sacred rights of labor." And

this :
" The working men are often wrong, but theirs

is always the right side." If the first proposition is

correct, and the claim be allowed, the obligation

should be mutual, but the working man claims the

right to discharge his employer at any time, and with-

out giving any reasons at all. The second proposition

never was true as to outside labor, and it never will be

true until the Trades Unions recognize the "sacred

right " of every man to labor without hindrance or

molestation from them. As to the third proposition,

it is enough to say that right ought never to be main-

tained by wrong, and that the right side may become

the wrong side if defended by wrong means. No man
has power to absolve the working men from sins by

annointing them with the soothing unction that "theirs

is always the right side."

Legislative therapeutics, as a cure for Strikes and

Lockouts, had some able advocates, and of course

they wanted "to have a law passed"—against the

earthquakes and the storms. Leaning with confidence

on the physical force theory of persuasion, a very ener-

getic speaker declared, in a tone of indignant scorn,

that, "To say that Strikes and Lockouts could not be

controlled by law, would be to confess the failure of

our free system of government." Here the legitimate

conclusion from the premises was reversed, because if

Strikes and Lockouts cannot be controlled by law, that

fact is evidence that free government is a success. If

the speaker had omitted the word "free" there would

have been symmetry in his logic, but the admission of

that word was fatal to the sentence. Strikes and

Lockouts, whether wise or foolish, just or unjust, are

signs of a free people, and wherever they can be '
' con-

trolled by law," that government is not free. They
are some of the forms of a spiritual unrest, seething

down there in the very centre of the social world, and

beyond all statutory control. No doubt the people of

Naples, offended by the smell of brimstone, might "have

a law passed " to suppress Vesuvius, and it might be

within the powers of modern police engineering to stop

the mouth of that mountain, and silence its noisy ag-

itation ; but in that case, the discontent below would

burst through the crust of the earth elsewhere, perhaps

under the city itself. Our calf-bound books are bloated

with laws already ; how would the repealing of laws

do by way of experiment ? Suppose we try that.

WHY WE W^ANT A REVOLUTION.

IN REPLY TO DR. PAUL CARUS.

BY MORRISON I. SWIFT.

A revolution is not, by necessity, accompanied with

violence, as Dr. Cams seems to think. The London

Methodist Times perceives this clearly in pronouncing

that "England is in the midst of a social revolution.

Old things are passing away and all things are becom-

ing new at an unprecedented rate. And yet because

the greatest revolution in our history is not accom-

panied by bloodshed, few realize its magnitude and

far-reaching significance. "* Revolution is evolution,

*The remainder of the paragraph is also good:—" If men were really able

to take the late Matthew Arnold's advice, and see things as they are, the rate

at which the social revolution is progressing would be enough to take their

breath away. If our rulers in Church and State really could understand what

is taking place under their very eyes, such events as the proceedings of the

Trade Union Congress at Liverpool last week would agitate them too much.

A gathering of workingmen, which, twenty short years ago, was treated

with mingled merriment and contempt, has already become so important that

it almost rivals the imperial Parliament in public attention. We are on the

threshold of a new socialism. "
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only it is the evolution of ordinary times accelerated.

It is the characteristic of a revolution to be complete

in its work. Revolution is emphatic. In ordinary

evolution men are not so conscious of what they wish

to part with and what to acquire, and they are not

thorough. Witness our antiquated fantastic mechan-
ism of laws. Men are slow to see ; revolution makes
them see vividly. Men are skeptical of their insights;

revolution infuses them with faith in their insights.

Men are timid to act ; revolution makes them bold to

act. Men remember what revolutions taught them.

No one thought it amiss that some should live on grass

before the French Revolution ; now, if men are any-

where obliged to eat grass, it is acknowledged to be

out of the right order of things.

At this time there are some things that need un-

common emphasizing, and nothing but a revolution will

accentuate them sufficiently. One of these is this,

that so long as there is want anywhere there shall be

nowhere excess. Another is that no right of posses-

sion of one man amply cared for shall debar another

man from the development he might have if that so-

called right of possession did not exist.

There is a higher code of laws than anything writ-

ten in the books. Chief of them is that all living men
and women shall be granted development up to the

full material capacity of the earth on which they live.

That another man claims ownership and orders them
off does not confer ownership or the right to order

them off, if keeping off obstructs their development.

That the law says, "This property belongs to Blank,

and you cannot have it for your adequate nourishment

and education, because he desires it for dinner parties,"

has no weight against the superior law, and the revo-

lution has come to establish this superior law. Now,
no man should wish to corral what would develop

others, and use it for his surfeit. But this is what the

rich do, and herein lies my charge against them. Be-

cause the lower written law allows them to do what

the higher law forbids, they corner the material things

of the earth and bar out whom they choose from wel-

fare and progress.

My indictment against the rich is not, as Dr.Carus

concludes, "that they do not use their power to

overthrow the social order," it is that they do not

use their power to change the social order. They are

the ones who can change it without that "break-down

of society" which Dr. Carus and I, equally with him,

deplore. But if they set their faces to keeping the

social order as it is for their private joy and suprem-

acy, then just because so much power is in their hands

the change will require a preliminary breaking down
and dissolution to get selfish obstructionists out of the

way. And the cause of the breaking down and disso-

lution will be the selfish obstructionists themselves.

It is no fanciful assertion that the ability to change

the social order is in possession of the rich. The rich

critic of my paper approving revolution, who said it

was not agreeable for him to be pilloried by name,*
knows this, as all know it, and acknowledges it in pro-

testing in his own defense that because there are writ-

ers who, like myself, ' try to focalize prejudice and

hatred against the rich,' " many men who accumulate

means, hide from public notice. They refuse to iden-

tify themselves with movements which would amelior-

ate if not cure the troubles of the poor and unfortun-

ate, while those who are sympathetic and active are

assailed." This contains my indictment against the

rich in a kernel. They might "ameliorate if not cure

the troubles of the poor and the unfortunate" if they

wanted to, and they do not want to. I know of no

way to get them to want to by persuasion. The whole

past of mankind is an evidence that they have not been

amenable to persuasion, for here are the poor and un-

fortunate still, and here still are the rich, abounding

in exceeding luxurj', with the power to ' ameliorate if

not cure the troubles of the poor,' folded away in a

napkin. I think that all time has been proving that a

revolution is the thing needful to induce the rich to do

what they have ample power to do and refuse to do

cheerfully and willingly.

A revolution will bring to light those who "hide

from public notice " to escape being pilloried, though

it was never seen that such brought themselves to

public notice philanthropically before the practice of

pilloring arose, else why were the poor and unfortun-

ate not ameliorated long ere now? But a revolution

is hardly less requisite for the sake of the rich who do

'come forward to identify themselves with movements

to cure the troubles of the poor and unfortunate,' and

if I succeed in making this point appreciable, I shall

not have breathed the vital air of earth vainly. For

how far do these philanthropic rich advance in their

philanthrophy ? Do the}' show promise of granting all

men and women their development up to the full ma-

terial capacity of the earth now ? Not so. They must

first set off for themselves and their families the

choicest homes, and fabrics, and viands, and appur-

tenances for display and migration, and then they

identify themselves with a charity or found a college.

Mr. Astor, avers the hero of one of Mr. William Mat-

thew's anecdotes,f is "found, and that's all. The

houses, the warehouses, the ships, the farms, which

he counts by the hundreds, and is often obliged to take

care of, are for the accomodation of others. . . .

He can do nothing with his income but build more

houses and warehouses aud ships, or loan money on

mortgages for the convenience of others. Yl&'s found,

* The Open Court. Oct. %o, l8go.

tlbid.
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and you can make nothing else out of it." A slight

oversight is here. How are Mr. Aster and the rich

"found ? " In Newport villas or the Berkshire valleys

in summer, and at winter in their metropolitan palaces,

or domiciled in some sunny capital of the mother

world. They are "found" in pocket money enough

weekly to educate thousands of young men and women,

and this they expend in receptions kindred to barbar-

ian festivals, and in theatre parties and stables. I do

not object to luxury when all have it, but when it de-

frauds the millions of development I object to it.

The difference between being " found " thus and

being "found" as the common workers who create the

Newport mansions and princely incomes for the rich, is

that life for one class is life, and for the other a mere

vanishing adumbration of life, with less than a taste of

joy to let them dream what it should and could be.

The difference is that the crowd whose development

is intercepted by the suppers of the rich can only be-

come imperfect shadows of men, with instincts starved,

as Professor James tells us, because their proper ob-

jects were not presented at the right time. " In a

perfectly-rounded development," says this candid

scientist, "every one of these instincts would start a

habit toward certain objects and inhibit a habit toward

certain others. Usually this is the case ; but, in the

one-sided development- of civilized life, it happens

that the timely age goes by in a sort of starvation of

objects, and the individual then grows up with gaps

in his psychic constitution which future experiences

can never fill. Compare the accomplished gentleman

with the poor artisan or tradesman of a city : during

the adolescence of the former, objects appropriate to

his growing interests, bodily and mental, were offered

as fast as the interests awoke, and, as a consequence,

he is armed and equipped at every angle to meet the

world. Sport came to the rescue and completed his

education where real things were lacking. He has

tasted of the essence of every side of human life, being

sailor, hunter, athlete, scholar, fighter, talker, dandy,

man of affairs, etc., all in one. Over the city poor
boy's youth no such golden opportunities were hung,
and in his manhood no desires for most of them exist.

Fortunate it is for him if gaps are the only anomalies

his instinctive life presents
; perversions are too often

the fruit of his unnatural bringing up." *

Dr. Carus conjectures that in this extremity I

"would repeat the demand of Christ: ' Go and sell

all that thou hast and give to the poor,' " but I do not

require this. I would onl> require them to abandon
every extravagance and dispose o'f every luxury, and
turn the volume of their superfluities into channels for

development of the outside millions. I would only
have them apply their talents to devising a system

* Professor William James, Psychology, Vol. 11, p. 441.

where there will be none rich at the expense of others,

and substitute that system for the one they now oper-

ate, where the rich are rich because the poor are poor.

These are very moderate demands, and I cannot

think that anything short of them will satisfy the spirit

of revolution now abroad in the earth. It has been

taken as axiomatic that we must have these differences

of wealth, and assumed that they betokened some su-

periority of virtue in the wealthy, and that wealth is

divinely "appointed to continue its rule ; but just these

honored "truisms" the revolution is on its way to

abolish. The reason I welcome revolution is that I

do not want this noble transformation half done. To
the man of trade, absorbed in operations that seem to

him as organic as gravitation, I know this demand
shades into complete madness ; and just because he

cannot see that it is not madness, I sorrowfully recog-

nize that nothing will reach him and accomplish the

change but revolution.

There is nothing that we ma}' not cheerfully suffer

for this event. If life is to be sterile, growing ever

less endurable to those who rise above a certain line

of enlightenment, the old way will do ; but if we are

still to prize it, if it is to hold our interest and respect,

and preserve the qualities of virtue that the ages have

loved, it must be established on new foundations.

The introduction of Christianity was the establishment

of the world on new foundations. The old life was

worn out. Our old life is likewise worn out. A new
conception of living must replace it or we shall go to

ruin. And we had better go to ruin than to live on as

we are living, for the ruin to which our false manner

of living is plunging us is worse ruin immeasurably

than the outward dissolution of institutions. The ruin

is in us, a dry, consuming rot ; and we think that if

we can keep the rot invisible by activity in the Chicago

Board of Trade it will cure the rot. Christianity ar-

rested the rot because the Roman Board of Trade

went down in visible ruin and left the soil free for a

new life ; because 'the barbarian nations of the north

flooded and drowned all which this civilization was,

and thought, and knew, renewing the infancy of the

world.' We are indebted to Matthew Arnold for set-

ting us right about the value of these old civilizations.

For the establishment of Christianity in the form that^

it took "the extinction of the old civilization was

necessary," he says. And to teach the lesson of the

evanescent value of civilizations compared with the

creation of life, he continues :
" Professor Clifford ex-

ecrates Christianity as an ' awful plague, ' because its

success thus involved the ruin of Roman civilization.

It was worth while to have that civilization ruined

fifty times over, for the sake of planting Christianity

through Europe in the only form in which it could

then be planted there. Civilization could build itself
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up again ; but what Christianity had to give, and from

the first did give in no small measure, v/as indis-

pensable, and the Roman civilization could not give

it."*

What we call our civilization, is nothing compared

with a new system of life. Our civilization can be re-

produced, but if the new life is lost it cannot be re-

covered. Civilization can build itself up again ; but

what the spiritual germ now seeking entrance to the

world has to give is indispensable, and our civilization

cannot give it. I can only say of those who are elo-

quent about the value of our civilization, that they,

like Professor Clifford, had they lived in the days of

Rome, would have defended the Roman civilization

against the coming Christianity. But most now accord

that it was altogether well for that civilization to fall.

Two thousand years after an event it is easy to be on

the right side about it. Two thousand years from now
none will "be timid to say that the nineteenth century

civilization was not worth preserving against the

thought which had in it the new creation of the world.

But whatever the opinion of the fortieth century

may be, the edict has surel)' gone forth in the renewed

consciences of many, that if by any means at the dis-

posal of man it can be prevented, no one shall much
longer inflict suffering on another under the mask of

hereditary practice, or industrial rights, or enacted

laws, making their lives hard and dull. The men who
profit may say, This is economic necessity, or. It is

legal. The defrauded reply : We do not care for law

or economic necessity ; we are suffering and you are

the cause. The first may exclaim. But you will not

destroy society? Do not rashly bring on the dissolu-

tion of that which is so hard to build again ! The
lower millions return, Do not think we will forever

keep you in fatness and suffer you to make our lives

unlovely and cheap, though the world comes to an

end for what we do. We are at last spiritually eman-

cipated and we must break the yoke that kills us, or

take our own lives in pusillanimity and self-contempt.

And they are right. It will be worth while to have

our civilization ruined fifty times over, for the sake of

planting the new life principle among the races. We
do not want to keep up a civilization in which the

abominations of our's survive. But it is not proved

that civilization need go down to plant the new life.

The revolution is going on while we sleep.

PLASMOGENY.
BY DANIEL BRIGHT.

It is an established fact that protoplasm is the physical basis

of life and the primary condition of all organic matter and organ-

ized bodies. And Prof. Haeckel has conclusively shown that the

germ-cells of the highest vertebrate animals down to the moneron

have all an equal form-value. Even the nucleated egg-cell of the

* God and the Bible, Preface, ssiii.

human organism is, in the process of fertilization, reduced to a

non-nucleated germ stage, the so-called " monerula " form.

Hut how can there be so vast a difference of organic motor-

value as exists in so small a capacity and sameness of form ? The
involution of the highest complexity of organic motion into the

purest physical simplicity is the most profound process in Nature,

and propounds, Sphinx-like, the deepest problem for mankind to

solve.

This primary organic substance contains, however, higher

properties and attributes than those at present demonstrated.

Science has shown its form-value and its chemical composition
;

but beside these it possesses bio-chemical and histogenetic value,

biogenetic quantity and psychic quality. But these higher prop-

erties lie beyond the reach of merely artificial experimentation,

since in the process of chemical analysis that peculiar motion

which distinguishes animate from inanimate matter is of neces-

sity destroyed. That vibration which we denominate the bio-

chemical and histogenetic motion, and which both organizes and

preserves the organized bodies, being driven out, the hitherto

animated body becomes inanimate and the process of decay and

decomposition sets in. We may call this peculiar dynamic prop-

erty the aniiiius, and this, in connection with the still higher at-

tributes, constitutes what we claim to be the unknown, but know-

able truth, and also truth which for the time is unknowable.

Tho germ-cells of these diversified organisms, from the mo-

neron to the human egg-cell, are like sensitized plates on which

photographic impressions of various objects have been made,

which however must pass through a certain course of " develop-

ment" in order to bring out and fix the images or pictures, and

display their diversities. The undeveloped plates have all equal

chemical properties and equal form-value
;
yet the greatest diver-

sity is here contained in perfect uniformity. There is a " thing "

involved in the atoms which cannot be weighed, or measured, or

taken cognizance of by any of the five senses of man.

The difference between the impressed photographic plates and

the parent-cells of the various organisms is this : the one receives

its impression by a non-animalizing motion, the others by animal-

izing molecular vibrations. Hence the one contains an inanimate

form and picture, the other an animated image and living ideal.

The one comprises purely chemical color-vibrations, the other or-

ganic and histogenetic. and the still higher molecular motions of a

psychic nature. But no purely chemical nor physico-chemical

experimentations can develop these vital impressions made on those

plastic bodies, and fix them in material form-expression.

Let us now inquire into the question : What produces bioplasm ?

To this we lay down the postulatum that there is a force, or vibra-

tory motion in Nature which compounds the elements into these

basilary life-forms and this primary organic condition and holds

them in the plastic, animalized state. This plasma-producing

motion is the primary as well as the ultimate factor in the vast

laboratory of Nature ; it is the Alpha and the Omega, the begin-

ning and the end of all organic matter and organized bodies.

Every vegetal organism is a botanical retort in which this peculiar

motion compounds the elements into the primary substance of all

organized forms ; and every animal organism is a bio-chemical re-

tort in which the vegetable plasma is animalized, and biogenetic-

ally and psychically qualified.

Our observation teaches us this fact : No organism can raise

the propagative protoplasm into a higher degree of complexity of

organic motion than, its own. Hence these laws: ist. Every

parent-cell is described and circumscribed in its development and

growth by the degree of this motion hereditarily transmitted to it

by the parent organisms. A fountain cannot rise higher than its

source. 2nd. By the law of transmission the parent organism
,

limits this motion in the process of involution and evolution of the

propagative cell, or germ.
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Viewing now the human body, the most complicated mechan-

ism of nature, we find two great centres, the brain and the heart,

which, with their systematic ramifications, form the two principal

systems in the vital economy of its nature. The contents coursing

through one of these systems, the blood, constitute the building

material of the organism, Here we find plasma in a fluid state, in

an organic but unorganized condition, a chaotic mixture. The

other system, the brain, the spinal cord and the nerves, constitutes

a cosmos, or a little universe. All the substance of this system is

that condition of plasma which I would call cosmically inte-

grated bioplasma, which is the physical basis of all the higher

functions of the psychical and spiritual attributes of man, or mind.

In it resides the ego-subject and the ego-object, the legislative and

the executive, the ego that evolves and organizes and also the ego

that is being evolved and organized. There is an interdependence

between these two factors, or focalized centres of energy. They

constitute an inseparable duality, or, in other words, a differen-

tiated unity.

The accumulated mixture of vegetable and animal plasma, of

which, after digestion, the food taken into the body consists, is in

a state of disarrangement and disorder. For, although the indi-

vidual cellules have all an equal form-value, they are vastly differ-

ent in their molecular motion. When these structureless sacs or

cells enter the human blood they are gradually charged from the

brain, through the nervous system, with a higher degree of vital

motion, until they reach the degree of motor-complexity of the

human organism.

Naturalists have traced anthropogenesis, or the evolution of

man, with a great deal of research and skill, from the earliest ages

of organized life on our planet, through phylogeny, or tribal his-

tory, deduced from evidence gathered from palaeontology and bio-

logy up to the present. But they deal more with morphology, or

the forms of organisms than with physiology and psychology, or

their functional actions and their higher mental attributes. But

they have traced man's history not only phylogenetically, but also

ontogenetically. In embryology and metamorphology they de-

scribe very minutely the development of the human organism

from its parent-cell. This displays the subject of evolution on a

smaller scale, and brings it within the grasp of the human intellect

and the comprehension of the finite mind. The subject, however,

has hitherto been investigated principally from the standpoint of

morphology and zoology. Prof. Haeckel says :
" The germ-history

of the functions, or the history of the development of vital activities

in the individual, has not yet been accurately and scientifically in-

vestigated." This is evident. Such investigation—into " the de-

velopment of the vital activities in the individual "—lies in a differ-

ent direction. It will change the question from a morpho-zoolog-

ical to a psycho-physiological one.

The investigation into the development of the dynamics of the

individual in embryology does not only vastly enlarge the subject

itself, increasing it in importance and interest, but it also opens an

avenue into a new field of research, and leads into an unexplored

domain of physico-philosophy. Ontogeny (including embryology

and metamorphology), or the evolution of the fertilized egg-cell

into the perfectly developed human organism, is the compressed
reproduction of phylogeny, or the formation of the many various

species of animated forms in Nature ; and the biogenetic quantify-

ing and the psychic qualifying of the plasson or plasma into the

fertilizing sperm, is the compressed reproduction of ontogeny.

The adult human body, — the result of ontogeny and further

growth,— is the compressed or miniature expression of all animated
forms of this mundane sphere or planetary cosmos ; and the very

active "protoplasmic thread " is the compressed or minimum ex-

pression of the adult human being. In it man is reduced to ex-

treme concentration, and compressed into the least physical form
;

the human life-forces are brought into ultimates and into the low-

est condition of condensation ; the organizing motions are geo-

metrically proportioned, arithmetically computed to the polarity

of the human body, and focused in its image which is impressed, a

living ideal, on the atoms, or plastidules, of the protoplasm, con-

stituting man in extreme compression, condensation, and concen-

tration with a rudimentary body,—a single cell,—which we call a

caudated nerve-cell, or a brain-centre.

The investigation of the unfolding of the vital activities in

embryology, or the transformation of the potential into kinetic

energy, naturally leads into the investigation of the iiifulJiiig of

the vital activities in the individual, or the transformation of

kinetic into potential energy in the energizing process of maturing

simple plasson into the specialized cell or fertilizing germ. This

we call Plasson-history, or the dynamo-involution and plasma-evo-

lution of propagative protoplasm, or, briefly, Plasmogeny.

CORRESPONDENCE.
SCIENCE AND ZOOPHILY.

To i/ie Editor of The Open Court .—

While on a visit to Mrs. Charles Bray, and her. sister Sarah

Hennell, at Coventry, England, they called my attention to an

anonymous attack on me in the London Zoophilist (Oct. i ), sug-

gestive of a tendency in " Zoophily " to adopt the fang along with

the cause of the animal. Miss Sarah Hennell (author of "Present

Religion") and Mrs. Bray (author of "Elements of Morality,"

"Our Duty to Animals," and other little books that should be in

every home and school) knew perfectly well the injustice of the

attack, but expressed a doubt whether any reply would be ad-

mitted in the paper. Possibly their doubt was well-founded, for

although my reply was promptly sent, I find the same article re-

hashed in J he Open Court (Nov. 13), without any reference to my
answer.

The word " Zoophily " is not in my Webster, but it appears

to mean the sacrifice of man to animals. Being only a man, I

should have been more careful to keep far from the knife of the

Zoophilist vivisector. I gave myself away, in my article on " St.

Anthony's Day," by wrongly placing the date of the English So-

ciety for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Gratuitously, too
;

for the substance of my contention is that the modern sentiment

towards animals came through the discovery of man's physical

relationship to them. This discovery long antedates Charles Dar-

win, who merely found clue to the process by which the develop-

ment of man took place. Following Buffon, who said '.' There is

but one animal," Erasmus Darwin's "Zoonomia" (1793), Goethe,

Lamarck, and Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, proclaimed the unity of or-

ganic forms, and caused wide-spread excitement. Thomas Car-

lyle told me that in his youth there was a mock debate among
college students, whether man came from a cabbage or an oyster.

The idea was thoroughly popularized, and it was when the scien-

tific eyes of all Europe were bent on the problem afterwards solved

by Charles Darwin, that the first Society for Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals was founded in 1824. According to Chambers' Ency-

clof,aedia our American Societies for Prevention of Cruelty were

all founded since the publication of Darwin's '

' Origin of Species,

"

and I was not aware that the English Society was earlier. Prob-

ably the English bulls and bears (baited down to 1835), and the

dogs that drew London carts till 1839, and domestic animals first

protected in 1845, were equally unaware of so long an existence

of the Society. I was writing in Rome, far from any English

Library of reference, and could only make inquiries of persons I

supposed well-informed. And although Edward Berdoe triumphs

over my erraliiiii in your columns, the article in the Zoophilist—
which he either wrote or plagiarises—shows that he did not know

the date himself. In answer to my assertion that the said So-
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cieties followed Darwin's " Origin of Species," he there replied,

" So pos/ hoc t-rgo propter hoc /" In thus arguing that the Society

was not "on account of this because after this " Ihe Zoiiphi/ist

adopted my error, betraying an ignorance prevailing in its own
London office beside which mine in a Roman hotel seems rather

venial. In fact, these Societies, though so Christian and biblical,

according.to Zoijphily, are not alluded to in most Encyclopaedias

—

whether religious or secular,—and my censor probably found his

dates where I did, in a brief paragraph added to the new edition

of Chambers.

With reference to the omission from my essay of a tribute to

St. Francis d'Assisi, I can only say that an effort to repair this

oversight failed because of my great distance from The Open Court.

I could not, indeed, load its columns with references to the mod-
erns— like Cowper and Coleridge—who have written tenderly of

animals, but I ought to have mentioned the old Saint of Assisi,

who used to say " I thank the Lord my God for my little sisters

the birds," and similarly fraternised with other innocent creatures

around him. I cannot wonder that my pious critic, in his inabil-

ity to cite a text from the Bible, or an edict from any church, ad-

vising compassion, for animals, should be jealous for this voice

from Assisi, which alone broke the indifference of a thouasnd

years to the animals—though Pope Innocent III called it the

voice of a madman. And, by the way, there is a significant ref-

erence to this Saint in Neander's Church History : "That sympa-

thy and feeling of relationship with all nature, by virtue of its

common derivation from God as Creator, which seems to bear

more nearly the impress of the Hindoo than of the Christian re-

ligion [led] him to address not only the brutes, but even inani-

mate creatures, as brothers and sisters. He had a compassion

for brute animals, especially such as are employed in the Sacred

Scriptures as symbols of Christ. This bent of fanatical sympathy

with nature furnished perhaps a point of entrance for the panthe-

istic element which in later times found admission with a party

among the Franciscans." I find this quotation from Neander in

the "Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Lit-

erature," (Harpers, 1870) edited by the eminent Methodist Doc-

tors of Divinity, McClintock and Strong, without any remonstrance

against the description of the Saint's " Zoophily " as " fanatical,"

and rather Hindoo than Christian.

If our "Zoophilists"—who have had to coin a name for their

movement, despite their claim for its Christian character—will

carefully study the literature of folklore, they vtill learn that

many of our Fairy Tales, in which animals figure, originated as

Hindoo and Buddhist parables showing man's ingratitude to ani-

Hials that had helped him. For instance, " Puss in Boots, " hav-

ing made a vagabond into a Marquis, was in ancient versions

afterwards left to the dunghill. Such tales after their migration

into Christendom, generally lost the "morals" that pointed

them, through the indifference of the Christian world to animal

sufferings. This could not have been so had the Bible taught con-

sideration for animals apart from advantages derived from them

by mankind, and whether treading out our grain or not. I do not

forget a tender verse in the oriental poem of Job, "Who provideth

for the raven his food ?" nor related verses of more strictly He-

brew origin which ascribe a certain watchfulness of the deity over

creatures he has made. Perhaps this is what my critic means

when, after saying that "an examination of the Old Testament

wherewith the ground teemeth, into your hand are they delivered.

Every moving thing that liveth shall be food for you." What can

a biblical Zoophilist say to a vivisectionist who finds in such lan-

guage "implicit" authority for cutting up animals as food for the

scientific mind ?

People intelligent enough to read The Open Court need not be
reminded that personalities are the natural resort of disputants in

dilemma. If Edward Berdoe could find texts he would not

substitute fictions about myself. There was a person of his

name who once attended my ministry in London, and who, I have

heard, became a Catholic. If this be my accuser, I cannot think

his new faith has benefited either his veracity or his manners.

He says of me :
" Some years ago I heard him defend the atrocities

of vivisection in a lecture at South Place, London, when he de-

manded the abolition of the English restriction on physiological

experiments." This is false witness. In a discourse on "Our
poor relations, the Animals," and incidentally in other discourses

in London, I uniformly maintained that vivisection for purposes of

instruction, or of demonstration should be legally prohibited ; and

that it should be allowed only under jealous restrictions to spe-

cialists of capacity engaged in definite researches. I gave my con-

gregation a careful account of the manufactured models I had

seen in France, where the forms of typical species of animals were

distributed over a table, and put together again,—every minute

part exhibited,—and I insisted that these should alone be used in

the education of physicians and surgeons.

I was indeed repelled from the anti-vivisectionists, now called

Zoophilists, by the venomous denunciations by some of their

leaders of eminent scientific men who did not agree with them.

Edward Berdoe's animus towards myself, who never met him but

kindly, is a specimen of the spirit with which I could not work.

Nor did I join the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty, partly

because they never invited aid from so heretical a teacher (who

as a foreigner needed invitation), and also because of their snob-

bish silence concerning the chief cruelties of England,—the aris-

tocratic cruelties of the bearing-rein, fox-hunting, the battue,

pigeon-shooting, and the repeated chasing of " Her Majesty's fa-

vorite hind." Against all forms of cruelty and inhumanity I did

not fail to bear witness in London, and if Edward Berdoe has

indeed become a Catholic, I hope he can say as much of his

priests and prelates. In the meantime he may be advised to

learn the amenities of controversy, also its equities. He should

know, for instance, that it is not fair, in criticising an opponent,

to insinuate that he has said what he never said. He satirically

puts in inverted commas, as a quotation, "the exploded supersti-

tion known as Christianity." Who ever said that, or anything

like it ? Probably nobody.

It is hard on the animals after ages of dumb suffering, that

their cause should fall into the hands of foolish and abusive advo-

cates, but the new moral sentiment concerning them will, I be-

lieve, survive even such patronage, based as it is on a scientific

conviction of their fellowship in our human pains, and to a large

extent in our affections and emotions.

MoNcuRE D. Conway.

BOOK REVIEWS.

The Rag-Picker of Paris. By Fe/ix Pyat.

the French by Benj. R. Tucker. Boston :

Translated from

Benj. R. Tucker.

with the aid of Cruden's Concordance" will rectify my error, he i8go.

gives it up and says, " The teaching of Zoophily is implicitly if This story is intended to depict the darkest phases of Parisian

not explicitly in the Bible. " But why is it not there explicitly ? society during the period between the Restoration and the Revo-

The demand that Jehovah's altars shall reek with animal blood is lution of 1848. That the Communist leader has been successful

explicit enough. The unchecked dominion of man over the ani- "
in writing a powerful romance is undoubted, but the abruptness of

mals is explicit "Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the .'its dialogue betrays its original form as a sensational play. That

earth. And the fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon^it was written at first as a drama will perhaps also account for the

every beast of the earth, and upon every fowl of the air ; with allwSfacl that some of its strongest situations are marred for a reader
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by their improbability. Victor Hugo wrote to its author that in

his play he had "proved the royalty of genius and the divinity of

love," but to us it appears absurd, as has been done, to speak of

Felix Pyat's romance as a rival of Victor H ugo's '

' Les Miserables.

"

It is more of the nature of Eugene Sue's '

' Mysteries of Paris, " and

although virtue is finally triumphant over vice, virtue is rare and

usually weak. The real object of work is to glorify the " Com-

mune "—"each his own soldier, his own king, his own master."

This is the apotheosis of anarchy and is not consistent with the

social ideas of the New Philosophy. The real hero of the romance

is the "workman with the hammer," who occasionally appears 9n

the scene, and probably lives to act a great part in the approach-

ing Revolution, while Father Jean the Rag-Picker, the self-deny-

ing guardian of Marie, seeks to end at the bottom of the Seine the

struggle between his higher nature and his lower instincts. H.

One Ltfe : One Law. By Mrs. Myron Reed. New York : John

W. Lovell Company.

This is a very thoughtful production the text of which is :

" In order that the Ideal may become the Actual, truth is revealed

through consciousness ; formulated in philosophy ; demonstrated

by science. Self-consciousness is the truth in which all other

truths are known." Under the heads of the "Law of Natural

Selection," the "Struggle for Existence," "Inheritance," "Use
and Disuse," and " Surroundings," the authoress gives a sketch of

the modern theory of organic development, and applies its laws to

the development of the religious life. '

S2.

NOTES.

This number contains Mr. Morrison I. Swift's reasons " Why
we want a revolution." For the statement of our position, we
refer our readers to the editorial article in No. i56, where will also

be found a presentation of Mr. 'William Matthew's views concern-

ing the use and abuse of money. We are working for progress,

for enlightenment, for the amelioration of the race by disseminat-

ing, to the best of our ability, a deeper insight into the nature of

things, but we cannot endorse the views presented by our con-

tributor.

On the 15th of October the Society for Natural and Medical

Science, at Amsterdam, celebrated the one hundredth anniversary

of its existence. This centennial celebration receives a high sig-

nificance from the fact that three hundred years ago was discov-

ered in the Netherlands the most important instrument of investi-

gation of modern times, the microscope
;
in 1590, the spectacle-

glass-cutter of Middleburg, Zacharias Jansen, made the first com-

pound microscope. The first naturalists, also, who employed this

invaluable instrument of investigation in the observation of in-

visible nature, were Hollanders
; Jan Swammerdam and Leeuwen-

hoek. When, ten years ago, the two hundredth anniversary of

the death of Swammerdam was solemnized, the "Genootschap tot

Bevordering vam Natur, Genees en Heelkunde te Amsterdam "

determined lo establish to his enduring memory a gold medal, to

be conferred every ten years upon the naturalist who, during this

decennial period, had performed the most important work in the

domain of microscopial natural research. The first
'

' Swammerdam
Medal" was received in 18S0 by the Nestor of German zoology,

the distinguished microscopist.Karl Theodor v. Siebold,of Munich.
The second presentation was made this year to Prof. Ernest
Haeckel,of Jena, in recognition of his ten years' investigations into

the microscopic life of the deep seas, which he carried on in the

years 1S77—1887, with the material obtained by the " Challenger."
About 4,000 new. and for the greater part quite original, animal
species which Haeckel discovered in the wonderfully rich sea-slirtie

brought in by the"Challenger, "are described by him in four volumes
of the Challenger work and illustrated in 230 plates. Professor

Haeckel had accepted an invitation to the above named Society,

and was present at its centenuary. After he had taken the gold

Swammerdam medal from the hands of the President, he ad-

dressed the Society in a speech of thanks, in which, on the one

hand, he laid stress upon the intimate connection of German and

Netherlandish science and art, and on the other hand, pointed oat

the reciprocal influence of empirical research and philosophical

enquiry, with especial reference to Spinoza, the contemporary of

Swammerdam. In the great and animated banquet which followed

the centennial ceremonies, three distinguished early pupils of Prof.

Haeckel also took part : Prof. Fiirbringer, of Jena, who for ten

years occupied the chair of anatomy at Amsterdam with most

commendable success, and then in 1888 returned to Jena to occupy

a like position ; his successor to the same Netherlandish instruc-

torship, Prof. Ruge (of Berlin); and Prof. Engelmann,(of Leipsic)'

professor of physiology at the Utrecht University. Besides the

diploma as honorary member of the above named society. Prof.

Haeckel received a second diploma from the Royal Netherlandish

Zoological Society " Natura artis magistra."

The Popular Science Monthly iax December contains a trans-

lation from the Revue Scientijiqrie of a communication recently

made by Prof. H. Hertz, to the Heidelberg Congress of German
Naturalists and Physicians, on the Identity of Light and Elec-

tricity. It is a popular resume of Prof. Hertz's late electrical ex-

periments and researches, a full exposition of which, as our read-

ers will remember, was given with diagrams of apparatus, etc., in

the pages of Tlie Open Court over a year ago, from data sent us by

Prof. Hertz himself.
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DESIGN IN NATURE.

At a meeting of a scientific club lately, a discussion

was held on the subject : "Is evolution directed by in-

telligence ? " This question touches the very heart

of religion and science ; and we cannot shirk it if we

desire to attain to any clearness and comprehensive-

ness of view concerning the most vital problems of

human existence.

Before we can answer the question proposed, we

must first ask what do we understand by intelligence.

We must analyze its meaning and separate it into the

elements of which it consists.

Intelligence comprises two elements : (i) We mean

by intelligence design, plan, order, harmony, con-

formit}' to law, or Gesetzmdssigkeit ; and (2) when

speaking of intelligence we think that there is attached

to it the element of feeling or consciousness.

Feeling by itself has nothing to do with intelli-

gence
;
yet consciousness has : consciousness is in-

telligent feeling. A single feeling, a pain or a pleas-

ure, as long as it remains isolated cannot be called in-

telligent
;
yet it acquires a meaning as soon as it re-

fers to one or several other feelings. For thus feelings

become representations of the surrounding conditions

that produce feelings. Consciousness is nothing but

a co-ordination of many feelings into one harmonious

state. Beings in possession of conscious intelligence

we call persons.

Now we ask. Can there be design which is not con-

nected with feeling? Can there be order or plan with-

out a conscious being who made the plan? We say,

Yes.

The crystallization of a snowflake is made with

wonderful exactness, in agreement with mathematical

law. Is this formation of snow-crystal manufactured

with purposive will, by a personal being ? A mathe-

matician knows that the regularity of forms necessarily

depends upon the laws of form, upon the same in-

trinsic order which is present in the multiplication

table; it depends upon the arithmetical relations among

the numbers.

Is a personal intelligence necessary for creating

the laws that produce the harmony of arithmetical

proportions ? Is a personal intelligence necessary for

making the angles of equilateral triangles equal ? Cer-

tainly it is not.

Suppose that some substance crystallizes at a given

angle. Necessarily it will form regular figures shaped

according to some special plan.

Suppose again that certain cells of organized sub-

stance, plant-cells or animal-cells, perform special

functions, will they not in their growth exhibit a cer-

tain plan in conformity to their nature not otherwise

than a crystal ? They will, or rather they must ; or

can we believe that the interference of personal in-

telligence is necessary to apply the plan to the growth

of organized substance? Organization is so to say

crystallization of living substance ; it is growth in con-

formity to law.

The growth of a child takes place unconsciously,

not otherwise than the growth of a flower. The con-

sciousness developed in the former is the product,

not the condition of its development ; it is the product

of organization. The consciousness of man is the

highest kind of systematic co-ordination of feeling that

we know of, and therefore we say that he is endowed

with intelligence. Man is a person.

Personality is not the annihilation of the mechan-

ical law
;
yet through the introduction of feeling the

mechanical law that governs the changes and innumer-

able adaptations of a person, becomes so complex that

it at first sight appears to us as an annihilation of the

mechanical law.

The hypothesis of a personal intelligence is not

needed to explain either the design of nature, or the

plan of evolution, or the gradual development of na-

tions and individuals, which processes are all in rigid

conformity to law. At the bottom of all cosmic order

lies the order of mathematics, the law that twice two

is always four.

Personal interference is so little necessary to pro-

duce regularity according to some design with any

exactness, that it would even make it all but im-

possible. If man desires the execution of some work

with minute exactness, he has to invent a machine to

do the work. A machine performs its work with rigid

immutability. And a machine, what is it but an unfeel-

ing and an unconscious,—a mechanical,—intelligence?

Personality, what is it but the power of constantlj'

renewed adaptation? Personality, therefore means

mutability.

Suppose a book were written and not printed ; sup-
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pose it were produced by the conscious intelligence of

a personal being, and not mechanically by a machine
;

could we expect the same minute exactness ? As-

suredly not. It would be witchery to adapt anything

in close and rigid conformity to law, without machine-

like unconscious intelligence.

Suppose that the planets were run by some per-

sonal being ; that they were constantly watched with

conscious wisdom and regulated by purposive adjust-

ment ; we could not trust our safet}' a moment on this

planet. Mechanical regularity in minutest details is

all but impossible in the work of personal intelligence.

*
* *

A machine has no feeling and possesses no con-

scious intelligence
;
yet a machine must have been in-

vented by a conscious and premeditating intelligence.

A machine proves the presence of a designing person

somewhere. And the question arises : Could not the

Cosmos be considered as a machine invented by a great

and divine person, designed for some preconceived

end ?

Even though there were no objections to this rather

child-like and antiquated anthropomorphism, this con-

ception of things would be of no use towards explain-

ing the cosmic order. A machine is not invented by

an inventor as a fairy-tale is conceived by a poet. A
machine can work only if it conforms to that imper-

sonal intelligence which we call mathematical neces-

sity. It is the latter that makes the machine useful,

and it is the latter that has to be explained.

If God made the world as an inventor makes a ma-
chine, he had to obey the laws of nature and to adapt

his creations to the formulas of mathematics. In that

case, however, the Creator would not be the omnipo-
tent and supreme God; there would still be an imper-

sonal Deity above him. In that case the Creator would
be no less subject to the cosmic order than we poor
mortals are.

Show me by any convincing argument that the

cosmic order represented in so simple a statement as

"twice two is four" had to be created arbitrarily by
some conscious intelligence, and I shall willingly and
without hesitation return to the anthropomorphic be-

lief in a personal God—a belief which was so dear to

me in my early youth. Yet so long as the cosmic or-

der must be recognized as uncreated and uncreatable,

as omnipresent and eternal, as omnipotent and irref-

ragable, we must consider the worship of a personal

God as pure idolatry.
*

* *

But this solution of the problem—is it not dreary
atheism ? It is not, or it is—according to our ability

to receive the message of the necessity, the irrefraga-

bility of the Formal Law.
Our theologians maintain that the order of the

cosmos proves the existence of a deity. I maintain

that it does more : The order of the Cosmos is itself

divine. It does not prove that there is a God outside

the universe who made the cosmic order ; it proves the

presence of a God inside.

Is the order of the Cosmos void of intelligence? It

is without feeling, but surely not without plan or de-

sign. The laws of nature represent design ; they are

embodied design. The law of gravitation, for in-

stance, does not act with consciousness, yet it rep-

resents order. It describes the regularity of the fall

of a stone as well as of all the motions of the heavenly

bodies in their wonderful order.

The immutability of the cosmic order disproves

a supernatural God, but it proves an immanent God.

And this God cannot be a person. He is more than

a person. God is called in the Old Testament the

Eternal, he is represented as immutable. Can a per-

son be immutable ? Is not" personality embodied mu-
tability, is it not adaptability to circumstances ? The
divine order of the Cosmos as represented in Natural

Laws stands above all mutability—unchangeable, in-

adaptable, eternal.

*
'

*

This God, the immutability of impersonal, or rather

of superpersonal intelligence, is the condition of science

and the basis of ethics. If natural laws were personal

inventions which could be changed at the pleasure of

their inventor, science would become impossible, and

morality would become an illusion. What is morality

but our effort to conform to the order of nature, and

above all, to the laws that shape society ?

This impersonal intelligence is higher than person-

al intelligence, as much so as the laws of a country are

infinitely higher and holier than all its citizens, its

princes and kings not excepted. There is a rule in

monarchies that the sovereign stands above the law.

Is it necessary to explain that this idea is a farce, an

illusion, a felony against the sanctity of the law? Sim-

ilarly, the idea of a God, fashioned according to the

personality of man, is a blasphemy of the higher God,

of that God who alone is God, of the Deity that pass-

eth all understanding, /. c, all conscious reasoning and

personal wisdom.

The worship of a personal God is the last remnant

of paganism. Our religious convictions can and will

not be purified until we apperceive a glimpse of the

grandeur of a higher view.

There is a superhuman Deity, whose glory the

heavens declare, and the firmament showeth his handi-

work. Day unto day uttereth speech, and night un-

to night showeth knowledge. There is no speech nor

language where their voice is not heard. The whole

Cosmos is permeated by eternal and divine law, by in-

telligence, by design.

J
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The whole world is a glorious revelation of its im-

manent God. Yet this revelation is concentrated in

man's personality. He possesses, not only a conscious

intelligence reflecting in his soul the divinity of the

All, but also the aspiration of moral ideals inspiring

him to conform to the cosmic order that rules supreme

from Eternity to Eternity.

THE HIDDEN SELF.
BY ALICE BODINGTON,

Innumerable experiments by various psychologists

appear to show that in cases of anaesthesia of one hand

or of part of the body ; of suggested blindness with

regard to certain objects, the second self is conscious

precisely where the first self is blind, deaf, or uncon-

scious of feeling. Many curious experiments are given

in "The Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Re-

search," for January, of which I will give one. The sub-

ject—not hypnotized—had a pencil put in his anaes-

thetic hand, hidden from his view by a screen. Many
pricks were given to this hand, without the least atten-

tion being paid by the subject. The left hand, however,

being gently pricked elicited an expression of pain

and "What did you do that for?" " Oh to see if you

were asleep," was the reply. The anaesthetic hand was

then urged to write, and did write, to this curious ef-

fect, " You pricked me fourteen times with a (here

followed a rude representation of a pin) and you ex-

pect me to write for you."* M. Janet believes that

the various phenomena observed in planchette writing,

table rapping, etc., need neither be ascribed to im-

posture on the one hand, nor to the influence of spirits

on the other ; that the writing of the planchette, and the

rappings of tables may both convey statements which

cause genuine surprise to the ' conscious selves' of

the experimenters, and that they really represent ex-

pressions of opinion by the 'sub-conscious selves.'

Often the medium when of a caractere serieux, is ex-

tremely indignant at the indiscretions and follies of

the planchette writer. My character cannot change

in this sudden way, says the unfortunate medium

scandalized at signing himself "Pompon la Joie," an

individual whose written pleasantries were more than

doubtful. Or the planchette self will suddenly be-

come tired and write, "It is time to go to sleep, go to

bed," after which no more communications are to be

obtained. M. Janet truly remarks that if the spirits

of the dead were the real authors of the commonplace

remarks, or of the nonsensical or superstitious utter-

ances attributed to them in spiritualistic stances, "Ce
serait vraiment renoncer a la vie future, s'il fallait la

passer avec des individus de ce genre." Corneille, he

says, through the lips of a medium makes bad verses,

* My copy of the Proceedings i

to write from memory.
where to be found, and I am compelled

and Bossuet signs sermons of which a village cur6

would be ashamed.*

M. Janet had some curious experiences with regard

to blisters caused by suggestion. One of his patients.

Rose, had hysterical cramps of the stomach. M. Janet

told her he would apply a blister to the affected part.

Some hours later the effects of the imaginary blister

appeared, the skin was dark red and puffed up. But

strange to say the mark had as it were four corners

cut off. M. Janet remarked to Rose that her blister

had a strange shape. "Don't you know," was the

answer, "that the corners are always cut off the 'pa-

piers Rigollot ' so that they should not hurt." Her
preconceived idea of the form of the blister had thus

determined the form and dimensions of the red patch.

On another occasion the suggestion was made that

the blister should take the form of a six-rayed star,

and the red mark took precisely this form. L^onie

had a suggested blister of the shape of an S on her

chest. All these imaginary blisters were successful

in curing the hysterical pains of the respective pa-

tients. Rose, who suffered severely from haemorrhage,

said that she had formerly been benefited by ergotine.*

M. Janet suggested that she should take a certain

number of doses of this drug at stated times. Subse-

quently every two hours Rose went through all the

forms of taking medicine from a spoon, persistently

maintaining that she was doing nothing, and the most

curious fact remains to be told, that the imaginary

medicine cured the real disease. In numberless in-

stances where the ' second self ' is carrying out actions

suggested during hypnotism, the '.first self' though

wide awake is quite unconscious of these actions.

Suggestions unrecalled are sometimes productive of

embarrassing or inconvenient effects, f Some one out

of mischief suggested to a patient that she should kiss

the almoner of the hospital when she awoke. This

suggestion was a constant source of worry to the un-

fortunate patient, who felt impelled to kiss the re-

spectable almoner, yet at the same time seems to have

felt the impropriety of the act. Nor could any one

remove the impression. A patient N. . . who nick-

named herself Ninute, on one occasion remained re-

fractory to everything M. Janet could suggest to her

in the waking state, and to a lesser degree when hyp-

notized. She appeared to hear with difficulty, and to

understand only with great effort. J "What is the

matter with you?" at last said M. Janet. "I do

not hear you ; I am too far off." "And where are

you?" "I am in Algiers, in the grand square." It

was not difficult then to bring the patient back from

her imaginary journey. When she considered she

had returned to France, she gave a sigh of relief, and

* VAutoiitatisme Psychologique, Part II, Chap, ii, iii., Risume histariqu*

du Spiritisittc.
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began to talk as usual. "Now will you explain " said

M. Janet, " what you were doing in Algiers?" "It

is'nt my fault; it was M. X., who sent ine there a

month ago ; he forgot to bring me back ; he left me
there. When you spoke and told me to raise my arm,

I could'nt obey, I was too far off." This statement

proved true so far that the patient had been sent to

Algiers by suggestion, and the suggestion had never

been recalled. The cases where the second (or one

of the subordinate selves) is superior in intelligence

to the conscious ego; and those where the two selves

act at the same time—as with ' L^onie ' and ' Ldontine '

seem to me inexplicable in the present state of our

knowledge. But that every portion of the spinal cord

and brain in ascending order should have a conscious-

ness of its own seems only natural if the history of the

individual is an epitome of the history of the race.

That ontogeny is an invaluable guide to phylogeny is

a fundamental axiom in biology.

It follows from this well-established fact that the

spinal cord, and the various portions of the brain in

ascending importance, have at different periods in the

past history of the race represented each the "Ego "

—

such as it was. In the Acrania, (of which the Am-
phioxus is the sole living representative), all functions

necessary for the preservation of life have been car-

ried out by the spinal cord* alone. In Amphioxus the

upper portion of the notochord functions as a rudi-

mentary brain, sending off nerves to a pair of rudi-

mentary eyes, and another branch to a ciliated pit,

possibly representing an olfactory organ.

From Amphioxus onwards, we find a constant in-

crease in complexity of structure and variety of func-

tion in the spinal cord and brain. Fresh parts are

literally added on, but through all the stages of pro-

gress the "ontogenetic stages find their exact parallel

in the phylogenetic development of vertebrates, "f In

the monkey anterior parts of the brain are found which

are not yet developed in the dog ; in man are devel-

oped frontal portions of the cerebral hemispheres

which do not exist in the monkey. My theory is, that

all parts of the spinal cord and brain retain by atavism

the consciousnesses, from the lowest to the highest

forms, which each possessed when it functioned as

the ruling nerve-centre for the time being ; and that

each and all of these subconsciousnesses are, in a

condition of health, subordinated to the highest cer-

ebral centres, and each and all are carrying on nat-

ural and acquired reflex actions and thus leaving the

superior ego free to carry on its own special work. Not
only this. It appears to me that these subordinate

portions of the brain and spinal cord have all shared

* In its primitive condition as the notochord ; a stage passed through in
the embryonic state by the higher vertebrates, but persisting through life in
ome of the lower forms.

+ Wiedersheini, "Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates."

in the development of the highest centres. The am-
phioxus and the brainless frog for instance, are placed

under the same conditions, but the spinal cord and

medulla of the brainless frog control an immense
number of muscles and nerves which do not exist in

the low fish ; the spinal cord of the frog has been far

more highly " educated " than the notochord of the

fish. It is by this hypothesis that I would explain the

power of articulate speech, and even of acquiring lan-

guages possessed by the subconscious centres, when
the ordinary ego is to all intents and purposes, tem-

porarily non-existent. A case came to my own knowl-

edge of a lady who, deeply under the influence of

chloroform, replied in French to a question addressed

by the French governess to her husband ; the gov-

erness being outside the door, and the door closed.

The same lady startled the household with a violent

scream, when a case full of books fell in the night

;

and then enquired what was the matter, who screamed,

and why people had come running into her room. In

both these cases whilst the dominant self was uncon-

scious, the subconscious self was awake and equal to

the occasion.

THE ETHICAL PLOBLEM.

A REJOINDER.

BY W, M, SALTER.

Nothing but extreme preoccupation has hindereti my noticing

earlier Dr. Carus's replies to my comments on his book ( Thf Ethical

Problem). I do not doubt his sincerity in wishing to come to an

understanding, and with this desire in my own mind I offer the fol-

lowing remarks.

Dr. Carus says that the Ethical teachers agree that what he

calls the basis of ethics is not needed. Now all that we are agreed

about is that such a basis is not to be laid down as a necessary part

of the Ethical movement—as something to which all members of

the movement pledge themselves. But any individual in the move-

ment can hold to such a basis, can feel the need of it and even

maintain that without it there can be no rational ethics. This

opinion may be held ; the only requirement is that there shall be

tolerance of other opinions. It one does not feel that he can be-

long to a society with others who think differently (whether as to

the specific basis or as to the need of a basis in general) he of course

leaves the society—or does not join it in the first place. For ex-

ample, I myself believe that a true world-conception is of great

importance, though I could not call it " a basis of ethics," as Dr.

Carus does ; I am in search of such a conception, and what

elements of it I have already gained, those who hear me know ;

but I can respect others who are following different lines from my

own and am glad to call them my brothers in an ethical fellowship.

Dr. Carus says that the Ethical lectures do not acknowledge

the ' reason why,' presented by orthodox theology. By this ' reason

why ' he means the will of God. But any of us might regard what-

ever is right as the will of God, if he chose to. The opinion of

any member to this effect we should have no right to challenge.

Basing the right on the will of God is, however, another matter ;

and I think Dr. Carus is unjust to orthodox theology in assuming

that it does so. Many are the theologians who regard God's will

as identical with what is right ; the few are those who regard God's

will as the author of it. Can Dr. Carus instance another theologian

of repute, besides Dymond, who did so ? There may, of course,
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be others, but I do not happen to know of them. But even so ex-

treme an opinion we should not have the right to exclude, so long

as it did not injuriously influence actual conduct*

Hence my own controversy with Dr. Carus will be hereafter

purely in my personal capacity. It would be thoughtlessness and ar-

rogance for me to allow all the windings, questionings, hesitancies,

affirmations of my own mind in a controversy like the present one

to be regarded as representative of the Ethical movement. In

speaking of the aim and nature of the Ethical fellowship, I do

speak for the movement and am answerable to it ; but in discuss-

ing questions of Ethical philosophy I speak solely for myself and

am answerable to no one.

Dr. Carus says that I know no ' reason why ' for my moral

law (as he is pleased to term it), and that I imagine that to give a

reason why "would be not to explain but to degrade morality."

With all wish to be charitable, I cannot acquit Dr. Carus of a mis-

use of my language in this connection. A 'reason why' in the

sense of an ultimate standard of right and wrong I have expressly

admitted to be necessary. But after the standard has been found

and, by the use of it, the right in a concrete case determined, the

question is sometimes asked, why should we do the right, which is

equivalent to asking why should our will be regulated by any
' ought ' whatever ? My answer was that we should do the right

out of reverence for the right and it appears to me that Dr. Carus's

language implied the same view. ' Reason why ' is ambiguous
;

it may refer to standard and it may refer to motive. A motive is

always, in one sense, a reason, but in a very different sense from

that in which a standard is a reason. A motive is a feeling, a de-

sire ; a standard is an object of thought. Now there is what I call

a properly moral motive—the desire to do what is right or to live

in harmony with one's reason or to obey one's highest thought

;

these are but different expressions for the same feeling. In its full-

ness the moral motive is beautifully expressed by George EHot, in

her description of Dorothea (mMidii/fmnyc/i): '

' She yearned toward

the perfect right, that it might make a throne within her and rule

her errant will." Asking for another motive beyond the moral

motive practically means, what shall I gain by right action, what

selfish advantage shall I have from it ?—but action under such

motives is not moral action at all, and appealing to such motives

(i. e., furnishing such reasons) is not explaining morality, but de-

grading it. Hence Dr. Carus's language as to my ' mysticism ' is

wide of the mark. He thinks that like other enthusiasts, I regard

" science and all close scrutiny with suspicion," and that " the re-

lentless dissections of an exact analysis appear as a sacrilege." I

am actually amused at these words ; for it is just the absence of

close scrutiny into his ideas and exact analysis of them that I

thought I observed in Dr. Carus. The clear distinction of things

that differ, the avoidance of vague and ambiguous language are

surely the first (or at least an indispensable) step towards the

scientific understanding of any subject.

This inexactness still appears in Dr. Carus's use of the term

"Intuitionalism." " This view, " he says, " if it means anything,

means that the moral command comes to us in some unaccountable

way, mysteriously and directly from some sphere beyond." Not so.

Intuitionalism, as used by Professor Sidgwick (to whom Dr. Carus

refers and than whom there is no better authority) does not refer to

* Dr. Carus thinks that our societies should be called "Societies for Moral

Culture." I have sometimes thought that I should myself prefer such a

designation, simply because it sounds less technical. But Dr. Carus's dis-

tinction between morals and ethics appears to nie arbitrary ; no unthinking,

conventional, or merely reflex action can properly be called moral. Again,

Dr. Carus sees no need tor our leaving the churches, in case it is duty simply

that we are concerned for, since the churches also are concerned for the same

thing. But is not Dr. Carus aware that almost no Christian church would re-

ceive a person to membership on the strength of a moral aim and purpose

alone, that besides this, requirement is made of a confession in some theolog-

ical creed '

the source of the moral command at all, but to the immediate way
in which we are supposed to know that certain things are duties.

The obligation, to tell the truth, for example, is regarded by In-

tuitionalists as a matter of direct perception, not as an inference

or deduction from some other obligation. Intuitionalism is not

necessarily theological or supernaturalistic ; and on the other hand
utilitarianism even egoistic utilitarianism may be supernaturalistic,

as it was in the bands of Paley . Yes, the evolutionary theory of Dr.

Carus, if we give this name to the view that progress, and not

happiness, is the supreme end, is just as capable of being ultimately

interpreted in a theological or supernaturalistic manner ; the rule,

work for progress, for the development of human-soul life, may
be interpreted as a Divine command as readily as any other rule.

In fact, almost all the Ethical themes maybe " intuitionalist " in

Dr. Carus's vague use of the term.

As to the distinction between Utilitarianism and Hedonism, I

acknowledge that Dr. Carus has the right to make it, if etymology

and not scientific usage are to determine such matters. The use-

ful and the pleasant are certainly two distinct conceptions. Utili-

tarianism has always said that the useful was determined by its re-

lation to the pleasant ; but abstractly speaking, anything is useful,

which serves an end, whatever that end may be. I have not called

myself a Utilitarian, but I have been accustomed to say that I

sympathized with Utilitarianism so far as it opposed the claim of

Intuitionalists to settle special duties by means of ready-made in-

tuitions ; but not in so far as it made happiness or pleasure(whether

individual or general) the final end. Practically, as I think Mr.

Hegeler was aware, I regard progress as a better standard than

happiness. Whether it be an ultimate standard is another ques-

tion, and I think it can hardly be that, since progress (if it be more

than mere movement) implies some idea of a goal in the direction

of which progress takes place. Utilitarianism, however, as every

moral theory worthy of the name, distinguishes between moral

goodness and material usefulness. Only a theory which sunk ethics

to the level of mechanics would fail to do this. Bentham himself

says :
" Beneficence apart from benevolence is no virtue ; it is not

moral quality—it belongs to a stock or stone, as well as to a hu-

man being."

Failure to think out the implications of what he says seems to

me to mark Dr. Carus's assertion that the stern facts of life leach

us what desires should be suppressed and what wishes should rule

supreme. I do not question the value of such experience as a

teacher—but all on one condition, namely, that we wish to live,

and more than that, that we wish others to live. Apart from such

a wish, immorality is as consistent with the " stern facts of life"

as morality. The fundamental problem of ethics is deeper than Dr.

Carus imagines; and it is because he does not seem to me to go to the

roots of things, that his ethics appear to be " something in the air."

So far as I can see, it is a purely hypothetical or conditional morality

that he gives us ; if, for example, we wish for health, he says in

substance we must regard the conditions of health—and aside

from such a wish obligation has no meaning. The facts are, of

course, the same whether we so wish or not ; I do not question that

many a "jovial companion" has been " buried in the bloom of

life." The real question is, was there any obligation upon such an

one to care for his life—not did he feel it or even could he be made

to feel it, but did it (the obligation) I'xisf ?

Dr. Carus does not make a careful statement of my views as

to the absoluteness of morality. I do not say that conscience is

absolute. It appears to me necessary to distinguish between con-

science and the moral law, just as we do between science and the

facts and laws of which science takes cognizance. I fully admit

the " facts of an erring conscience" to which Dr. Carus alludes.

So physical science has varied and often erred in the past ; but

we do not therefore conclude that there have been no unvarying

physical laws. Why is it not possible to allow that conscience is
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a development and by no means infallible, and yet hold that there

is an unvarying objective moral law ? The real absolute of moral-

ity is in the objective principles, not in conscience or the subjec-

tive sense of them. This I have brought out in the very lecture

from which Dr. Carus quotes, and which perhaps he had not time

to read to the end (vide pp. 94 to loi of Ethical Religion). Yet by

the moral law I have in mind something quite different from a

mere formulation of natural sequences (though I agree with Dr.

Carus in holding them to be necessary and unvarying) ; I mean a

commandment, a rule, an imperative—and the special moral rules

are so many applications of the fundamental rule to the various

special departments and situations of life. I have recently given

my views on the important distinction between physical law and

moral law in TJie Xe-c Ideal (Boston), June and October.

Dr. Carus recognizes the distinction between the leading

principle ;« ethics and the philosophical view i^rtrf r^ ethics. He
however holds that such a leading principle must be derived from

the philosophical view. This, so far as the words go, is perfectly

clear and consistent. But before I can be sure of what they mean,

I feel that I need an illustration of how the derivation takes place.

It was because I thought that Dr. Carus would give us such an

illustration that I took up " The Ethical Problem " with such in-

terest. I have already recorded my disappointment ; since not

only did he not derive his ethics from his " monism," but he

classed monism as one of the many "thought-constructions of

theorizing philosophers," to which it was not wise for an ethical

movement to commit itself. If then, as Dr. Carus says, " without

a world-conception we can have no ethics," it is di£ficult to avoid

the conclusion that be has not given us any ethics himself. Will

he not try to show in what way the principle of " truthfulness"

or that of " the development of human soul-life " is to be derived

from Monism—that is, in what way different from that in which

it could be derived from Theism or from Materialism ?

As to the "ethical stimulus" in ray own case, I have not the

slightest doubt, and acknowledge it reverently, that whatever I have

of it is largely due to the influences of home and of the religious

faith in which I was nurtured. But that faith did not include the

view that God was the author of right and wrong
;
and so when

my theistic confidence was disturbed, the foundations of morality

were not shaken. The Divine will was one with whatever was

right, according to my early teaching—and such a view made ,it

perhaps easier to do the right, just as it is often easier for a child

to do some task, if the parent askes it ; but duty was not made to

rest on the Divine will. At bottom the faith in which I was brought

up was an ethical faith (just as prophetic Judaism was an ethical

faith). I mean that it was a view of the universe dominated by
ethical elements. Apart from the idea of a just, righteous and
loving God, this view would have had little ethical value and im-'

parted little ethical stimulus. It was justice, righteousness, love

that had my central reverence, that have it still.

IN ANSWER TO MR. SALTER.
The basic difference between Mr. Salter's and our own posi-

tion will be pointed out in the Concluding Remarks to our dis-

cussion. I refrain here from answering Mr. Salter's reply in a
detailed exposition. Mr. Salter repeats his objections, and in or-

der to be explicit we should have to repeat the arguments set

forth in former articles. We shall confine ourselves to a few con-

cise remarks on six points:

i) We not only believe that 'a basis of ethics is needed,' but
also that it has to be laid down as a necessary part of any ethical

movement, that is started for preaching morals. No system of

morals can exist without a basis. And who will preach morals with-

out a clear and a systematic conception of ethics ?

2) Mr. Salter distinguishes between two theological concep-
tions the one "basing the right on the will of God ", the other re-

garding " God's will as identical with what is right." The distinc-

tion appears to us irrelevant, and has no connection with our

present discussion.

3) Mr. Salter accuses me of a misuse of his language where I

refer to his speaking of ' the reason why ' of the moral law.

After a careful consideration of the case, I find that the misrepre-

sentation of Mr. Salter's view is entirely due to a lack of clearness

on his part. The passage in question runs as follows :

" In fact, Dr, Carus gives no ' reason why ' in the sense of a motive be-

yond the moral motive ; and is well aware that to do so would be not to ex-

plain but to d3grade morality."

I interpreted this sentence in the light of another passage of

Mr. Salter's

:

" Who can give a reason for the supreme rule ? Indeed, no serious man
wants a reason."

Mr. Salter in his present article explains the passage under

consideration in the following way :

" A ' reason why' in the sense of an ultimate standard of right and wrong I

have expressly admitted to be necessary. But after the standard has been
formed. .. .the question is sometimes asked. Why should we do the right ?"

etc.

What Mr. Salter understands by this second Why, which rises

after the first Why has been settled, he explains in this way :

" Asking for another motive beyond the moral motive practically means :

What shall I gain by right action, what selfish advantage shall I have from it?"

We admit that to ask the question " What selfish advantage

shall I have from ethics ? " would not be to explain but to degrade

morality. But we must confess that this idea never occurred to

us. Thus in the passage under consideration, we had no idea

that Mr. Salter could understand by ' reason why ' an exclusively

egoistic motive. If he meant that, he should have said so. With
all due appreciation of Mr. Salter's charitableness, we do not feel

the need of it, because -we are confident that if there was any mis-

use of language, it was not made by us, and we are not to blame

for it.

Aside from the question of priority in the misuse of language,

the objection we have to make against Mr. Salter still holds

good, in so far ^s Mr. Salter maintains in other passages, especially

in his book, that there is no reason for the supreme rule in ethics.

He actually and repeatedly declines to derive the moral ought from

the facts of experience, and thus he imagines that that something

from which morality grows lies outside the pale of science.

We maintain that no standard is ultimate. Every standard

of right and wrong has to be derived from the facts of reality.

We investigate the laws of nature, of social development, of a

healthy evolution of the soul, and our standard of morality is

nothing more or less than conformity to these laws.

If the question is asked of a moral teacher, "Why should we
do the right," this in our mind can mean only, "Why should we
obey those rules which you lay down as right ?"

Mr. Salter says :
" We should do the right out of reverence

for the right." Of course, we must have reverence for that which

we should do. That which we should do, must be regarded as

the highest we can think of. What we wish to do, must not be

suffered to be taken into consideration where it conflicts with that

which we should do. But considering the fact that we call that

which we should do " the right ", the j^rescript " to do the right

out of reverence for the right " appears from our standpoint, as

tautological.

4) I do not at all deny that the Intuitionalist considers conscience

as " a matter of direct perception"; yet at the same time I main-

tain that the Intuitionalist considers the moral sense, the ought,

duty, conscience, or whatever it may be called, as " a fundamental

notion, ultimate and unanalyzable ". This is the very e.\pression

of Professor Sidgwick. Science, it is supposed, cannot analyze

conscience, it cannot explain its origin, and thus its existence

must remain a mystery to us. See Professor Sidgwick's latest
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article on the subject, "Some Fundamental Ethical Controver-

sies " in Mind, October, i88g.

5) I read Mr. Salter's article " Obligation and the Sense of Ob-
ligation " in The New Ideal, where he compares duty with the phys-

ical law. Mr. Salter fails to make a distinction between the ob-

jective moral law in Nature, on the one hand, which is a physical

law as much as gravitation, and duty on the other hand ; the latter

being the subjective formulation of our obligation to conform to

the moral law. Mr. Salter says :

" Duty is like gravitation in that it is objective and yet unlike it, in that

it (duty; is an ideal, rule, or command, and not a necessarily acting force."

The question arises. What is objective and what is subjective

in duty. Mr. Salter says :

" The sense of obligation is just what appears to me to need to be clearly

distinguished from the reality ofobligation itself."*

This " reality of obligation itself " is an unclear idea
; yet I

find that it appears in Mr. Salter's book under different names
again and again. So long as Mr. Salter feels satisfied with this

idea, he will naturally think that the cause of all our differences lies

in a failure on my part to think out, as he says, the implications of

my assertion that ethics must be based on facts. Mr. Salter's

"reality of obligation itself" is a something that is not found

among and cannot be derived from facts, f

6) Mr. Salter again expresses his disappointment at my treat-

ment of the Ethical Problem. He says :

" Not only did lie not derive his ethics from his ' Monism ' but he classed

Monism as Dne of the many ' thought-constructions of theorizing philosoph-

ers to which it was not wi=e for an ethical movement to commit itself.''^

I have purposely avoided the terms " Positivism as well as

Monism " because it is not these particular " isms" we fight for,

but the ideas that generally go by these names. The word Mo-
nism can help nothing. It is not from a name that we expect sal-

vation.

It would be ridiculous to demand that our presentation of

Monism or of Positivism should be adopted either by the Ethical

Societies or by any one without critical examination. Accordingly

we class monism among those systems that have to be examined.

But we demand that certain truths be recognized which considered

as philosophical principles are generally known as positivism and

monism. Positive ethics I have briefly characterized as "the

principle of truthfulness." Truth is agreement with facts. We
must base our conduct unswervingly upon a correct conception of

facts. This implies on the one hand that we should shirk no effort,

trouble, or struggle to comprehend truth, and on the other hand

that we should never attempt to belie either ourselves or others.

The ethics of Monism urges us to heed the most important truth

in the realm of facts, namely, the oneness of all-existence. The ethics

of Monism teaches us to consider man as a part of the whole uni-

verse. The moral man aspires to conform to the All and to the

law'S of the All ; he longs to be one with the power in which we
live and move and have our being. In obedience to this impulse

man's soul grows ; it becomes more and more a microcosm within

the macrocosm. p. c.

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE DISCUSSION WITH
MR. SALTER.

Making a call of late on Mr. W. M. Salter, I enjoyed with

him a conversation, in which we tried to understand one another,

in order to arrive, if not at an agreement, yet at a clear statement

of our differences. Mr. Salter complained of my presentation of

the case, that I did not make distinctions which were necessary to

* The italics are Mr. Salter's own.

t For a further explanation see the end of the Concluding Remarks to our

i My answer to this objection is given in the article :
' The Moral Law

and Moral Rules." No. 164.

properly comprehend his position and that of the societies for

Ethical Culture. He did not object to ' 'a basis of ethics. " Whereupon
I said that the leaders of the Ethical Societies are perfectly right in

not wanting to pledge their members to any religious or philosophical

belief, yet they must themselves have a ground to stand on ; they
cannot preach ethics without a basis of ethics, for every ethical

rule is the e.xpression of a world-conception. By implication then,

an ethical movement after all rests on a philosophical basis.

On my saying that the ethics of a spiritualist, of a materialist,

of a believer in theism, of an Agnostic, of a Christian, a Jew, a Mo-
hammedan and a Buddhist, actually differ, and that they must
differ, Mr. Salter replied that " it was true, they might differ, but it

was very possible that iin Grossen unit Ganzcn they might agree.

We take exception to this. Even the different denominations
of the same religion, for instance Protestants and Catholics, have
different ethics. I do not deny that certain ethical rules are re-

garded as binding by all the religious teachers of the world
; there

is a "common conscience," (to use Prof.Adler's term,) developing

in mankind, but is not this common conscience, so far as it is not

a mere incidental concurrence, the expression of a common world-

conception ? A common world-conception (viz., a positivism or a

systematized statement of the facts, founded upon scientific inves-

tigation) is preparing itself in humanity and together with it we
can observe the evolution of the ethics of positivism, viz., of ethics

in agreement with facts, an ethics that can be analyzed and com-
prehended by science.

But this kind of ethics (positive ethics) is found insufficient

by Mr. Salter. He maintains that the ethical problem lies deeper
than scientific inquiry can reach. " Granted that the knowledge
of facts is the basis of ethics," he said, "there is a basis below
this basis. In studying facts, we are influenced by a purpose

;

we have some end in view, and we study facts and conditions in

order that we may know how we shall attain that end. The deeper

question is, then. What is the true end ? And the bottom obliga-

tion is to regard and seek this end, when it is once rationally de-

termined. What are our matter-of-fact wishes is a secondary

matter."

Before 'answering the question as to this so-called deeper ob-
ligation I would ask and answer another question. What is

meant by " obligation ? " Obligation is simply a statement of ours
;

it is the formulation of facts for special practical purposes, very

appropriately put in the shape of a prescript. The obligation

formulated with reference to the facts of our existence, and the con-

ditions of our existence, is already the bottom obligation ; there is

not a second bottom beneath it.

In that case Mr. Salter says, "your ethical commands are hy-

pothetical ; they are conditioned by the wish to be in harmony
with society; the wish to be in conformity with the conditions

of nature ; the wish for life."

Certainly, the ethical rules are in this sense conditioned ; for

all we can say about the ethical ought is to state the facts as they

are : the man who does not care for being a useful member of so-

ciety, or who does not care for his physical, mental and moral

health, who does not care for going to the wall and whose actions

are expressions of this indifference, he will do harm to his fellow-

beings and he will be doomed to perdition. His soul so far as it is

possible will be blotted out, and his life will become a curse to

humanity. These are the facts and the moral ought is a state-

ment of such and kindred facts for pastoral purposes, or as a help

for self- education.

Here, it appears, lies the ultimate divergency between Mr. Sal-

ter's view and our view. Mr. Salter finds, or believes he finds, an

obligation of absolute authority beyond facts and beyond the realm

of science. We cannot see that an obligation outside of the pro-

vince of positive facts, the obligation of an absolute authority has

any meaning.
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This ethical view will naturally appear to him who holds it,

deeper than positivism and broader than monism. To the monist

however it must appear dualistic, to the positivist metaphysical,

to the man of natural science, supernatural. The former stand-

point recognizes a profundity where the latter finds a vagary.

MUNERA PULVERIS.

BY JEFFERSON B. FLETCHER.

Luxury lives and love lies dead,

Pleasure is king and beauty fled,

Fled with the souls of ideals slain.

Slain by Cain and the sons of Cain.

For a pitiful pittance of shoddy show

The world's grown gray, and the world must grow.

O young men ! O maidens ! O children of pride !

From you beauty fled, for you love hath died :

Oh ! breathe on his frozen lips one kiss,

And the beautiful god will awake I wis.

And beauty come back from the dead world to this.

BOOK REVIEWS.

Races and Peoples : Lectures on the Science of Ethnography.

By Daniel G. Brinton, A. M., M. D., etc. New York : N. D.

C. Hodges. Chicago : A. C. McClurg & Co. 1890.

This well got-up volume, which is the outcome of a series of

lectures delivered by the author as professor of Ethnology at the

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, was reviewed in The

Monist of October last. Although some of its chief conclusions

will not recommend themselves to the majority of anthropologists,

it presents an array of facts which are not to be found collected

elsewhere in so small a compass. The last chapter treats of Eth-

nograpJiic Problems and The Destiny of Raees. Dr. Brinton con-

cludes that while all other races are either dying out or are sta-

tionary. "The great white race is gradually extending its empire

over all continents and to the most distant islands." He is strongly

opposed to what is known as miscegenation, but he believes that

'

' when bigotry ceases on both sides, and free-marriage restores

the Aryo Semitic stock to its original unity, we may look for a

race of nobler capacities than any now e.xisting.

"

i2.

A Grateful Spirit and Other Sermons. By James I'ila Blake.

Chicago : i8go. Charles H. Kerr & Co.

It is not surprising that Mr. Blake was requested to publish

these sermons. They contain many suggestive thoughts and pious

reflections, clothed in language which makes them more readable

than the ordinary run of sermons. Much liberality of mind is ob-

servable throughout and it is pleasing to meet with a Christian min-

ister who can say, as does Mr, Blake, that he has found "great

delight, mental and moral glow, spiritual inspiration," in reading

the Scriptures of other religions besides the Hebrew and the Chris-

tian, finding in them the same moral and religious truths. Some
of the sermons, such as "At Peace with Things," " Faithfulness,"

and " Old Age," contain much that may be of service in aiding

the development of high moral culture. il.

Reminiscences. By Lucy N. Coleman. Buffalo, N. Y. : 1891. H.

L. Green.

The story of a life spent in the interests of truth and freedom,

and particularly in support of the anti-slavery agitation and in

furtherance of the abolition of ' 'Woman's Wrongs, " as expressed by

Mrs. Coleman. The Reminiscences are full of curious experiences,

not the least of which was the interview of the authoress with

President Lincoln, who avowed that he was not an Abolitionist,

and would not free the slaves if he could save the Union in any

other way: "He believed in the white race, not in the colored,

and did not want them put on an equality." The book contains

excellent portraits of Mrs. Coleman and of her friend Mrs. Amy
Post, a short notice of whose active life concludes the volume. 0.

NOTES.

We understand that the Brooklyn Ethical Association has re-

cently elected a number of Corresponding Members, resident in

different parts of this country, in England, France, and India. The
Association wishes to receive information, written or printed, upon

any of the following topics connected with its work: (i) As to the

location, organization, and work of other societies, clubs, or classes

with objects similar to its own
; (2) Information, bearing upon the

doctrine of Evolution, of its physical, biological, psychical, philo-

sophical, or ethical aspects
; (3) Information bearing upon the scien-

tific studyof Ethics
; (4) Information concerning practical methods

in applied Ethics—involving the questions of practical beneficence,

public and private charities, the moral training of the young, the

elevation of the ignorant and degraded, reforms in penal institu-

tions, hospitals, etc., the relations of capital and labor, the legal

status and education of women, social and governmental reforms,

etc., etc.: (5) Information bearing upon the scientific study of

Sociology, including the science and philosophy of Economics
:

6) Information bearing upon the scientific study of Comparative

Religion
; (7) Information as to the best methods of spreading and

Inculcating scientific and evolutionary doctrines as affecting ethical,

religious, and sociological problems, and especially as affecting the

practical daily life of women.
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LEADING PRINCIPLES IN ETHICS.

BY F. M. HOLLAND.

The declaration of the editor of The Open Court,

in number 164, that "The leading principle of ethics

must always be the expression of a conception of the

world," is so true and important, that I wish to indi-

cate what sort of a conception is needed for this great

purpose. And I am particularly glad to take up the

subject in a paper whose editor holds with me, that

the true test, which is to enable us to tell what is right

or wrong, must be sought in the idea of usefulness,

rather than in that of pleasure.

It has seemed to me for many years that Utili-

tarians, while doing much to place moral laws upon a

firm scientific basis, above all vagaries of individual

caprice and vicissitudes of sectarian dogma, have at-

tributed far too much ethical value to man's desire for

pleasure and happiness. The tramp would say, "I
am much more happy than if I were hard at work ;

and I make no one less happy, for people like to be

generous." The lazy and licentious savages on the

Sandwich Islands seemed perfectly happy. Who of

us would follow all the ways to make ourselves hap-

pier, which our neighbors would recommend ? The
cannibal's happiness is not like the missionary's

;

neither is the book-worm's like the prize-fighter's; nor

the school-boy's like his grand mother's ; nor the art

critic's like the trapper's ; nor the rake's like the phil-

anthropist's. Human ideas of happiness differ so

widely, that it is as hard to bring them together into

one theory as to make a rope out of sand.

*
'

*

The Utilitarians are right, however, in looking for

the leading moral principle in the relations of man to

man. Whatever duties the individual has towards

himself and towards the lower animals, are included

in those moral laws which originate in his relations to

other human beings. This is proved by such facts as

that, "moral" and "ethical" are derived from the

Greek and Latin words for "customary." The same

is the case with the word translated "just" and

"righteous" in the New Testament ; "justice" comes

from the Sanskrit verb "yu" to "bind," and "right"

from the Aryan verb "rag," or "rak," to "make
straight"; "virtuous" originally meant "manly,"

"honest," "honorable," and "wicked" "like a witch".

Morality got not only its name, but its power from
the fact that men have insisted on its observance from
the beginning, as the necessary condition of social ex-

istence.

Men and women cannot exist except in society
;

and society cannot exist without some observance of

moral laws. Any community would go to pieces, if

the members did not respect each others' rights, re-

lieve each others' necessities, and abstain from pro-

voking each others' passions. Thus justice, benevo-

lence, and self-control are conditions of social exist-

ence ; and thus they become primary virtues, which
all men and women desire to have practiced towards

them, and which they know they ought to practice

themselves. As Leslie Stephens says, {^Science ofEthics,

chapter viii, sec. 39,) "The moral law being, in brief,

conformity to the conditions of social welfare, con-

science is the name of the intrinsic motives to such

conformity." I might add that both the strength and

the disinterestedness of conscience may be readily ac-

counted for, when we consider how long these condi-

tions of social existence have been observed, and how
earnestly their observance has been insisted upon by

priests, heads of families, and other rulers.

What I wish particularly to point out, however, is

that the idea of social existence, while having the ad-

vantage of being more definite than that of happiness,

labors with it under the disadvantage of insufficiency.

It is correct as far as it goes ; but it does not go far

enough to furnish all the highest moral ideas. The
suppression of tramps and drunkards has not been

found absolutely necessary for the preservation of so-

cial existence, even in the United States ; and the na-

tives of the Sandwich Islands might have kept up their

filthy habits for thousands of years, without dying out.

It is easier to point out this difficulty than to remove

it ; but I hope I shall be able at least to suggest a

method of solution.

These natives, and other savages, are actually dy-

ing out ; and the reason is that they cannot stand

competition with races which are more faithful to what

I would call conditions of social progress. I mean, in

the first place, such advanced forms of justice, benev-
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olence, and self-control as go beyond the mere re-

quirements of social existence, and improve perpetual-

ly under the stimulus of competition. Thus, civilized

nations recognize sobriety and veracity as necessary

parts of self-control and justice; and benevolence has

but recently been so far enlarged as to include human-

ity to lower animals. Not even agnostics doubt, as

Paul did, whether men have duties towards oxen.

*

In the second place, I mean some moral ideas

which are of later origin than the three primitive ones,

but almost as old as human history. Here I would place

chastity, patriotism, and physical culture, qualities

which have done much to make one community more

fit to survive than another, ever since competition be-

gan. The advantage of having little children cared

for carefully is so great as to cause all nations that

have risen above barbarism to insist on matrimonial

fidelity ; and the tendency of unchastity to weaken

virtue and encourage vice has been fully recognized

by Christianity. This religion did not pay so much

respect as its predecessors to patriotism or physical

culture, but modern thought insists that care for health

and love of country are as necessary for individual per-

fection as for social progress.

*
'

*

The third and highest group of virtues is peculiar-

ly modern, except in so far as two of its members,

mental culture and love of personal liberty, were ex-

alted in pagan Athens to a place which they lost after

the establishment of Christianity. All that can be said

of their value, in promoting chastity, patriotism, phy-

sical culture, self control, justice, and benevolence, is

equally true of another great virtue, whose importance

has been sadly ignored by teachers of religion and

morality. Study of the tendency of indolence and ex-

travagance to produce crime, and of the aid given by

industry, economy, foresight, and enterprise to the

development of qualities universally acknowledged to

be highly virtuous, justifies my giving thriftiness

a place among our most sacred duties. All other

virtues have become easier and commoner, as life has

been made more comfortable than ever before, espec-

ially for the poor. These latter now enjoy comforts

and luxuries which were, until recently, beyond their

reach ; and this gain is due, partly to other men's in-

creasing thriftiness, and partly to the help given them

by practical philanthropists. Philanthropy differs

from benevolence in requiring the assistance of men-
tal culture. Love of liberty, thrift, mental culture, and

philanthropy characterize our most advanced civiliza-

tion, and guarantee future progress. And by progress

I mean movement from the primitive condition of

mankind toward our present civilization and thence

onward in the same direction.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.

THE ORIGIN AND IMPORT OF THE NOVEL.*

GusTAV Freytag has expressed the central idea of

his novel The Lost Manuscript in the motto which he

has written for the American edition :

"A noble human life does not end on earth with death. It

continues in the minds and the deeds of friends, as well as in the

thoughts and the activity of the nation."

This idea of the continuity and preservation of

soul-life permeates the whole work. It meets us at every

hand. We observe the professor in his study, ever eager

to fathom the thoughts of the great thinkers of the past

and imbuing his students with their lofty spirit. We
sympathize with the heroine of this novel, the strong,

pious Saxon maiden, in her religious and intellectual

development ; we behold her soul enlarging under the

influence of unusual and trying situations ; we watch her

mentally growing amid the new ideas crowding in upon

her. We enjoy the droll characterizations of the half-

educated, of Mrs. Rollmaus and the servants, in whose

minds the mysteries of soul-life appear in the shape of

superstitious notions. And we see, again, the conse-

quences of wrong-doing, of errors, and of mistakes

continuing like a heavy curse, depressing the mind

and hindering its freedom. And this last provokes a

wholesome reaction and is finally conquered by un-

shirking courage in honest spiritual combat.

Illustrations of psychical laws showing the con-

nections and continuity of the threads in the warp and

woof of human soul-life, are found indeed in all the

works of Gustav Freytag. The great novelist antici-

pated the results that have of late been established by

the experiments of modern psychology. He says in

his Autobiographical Reminiscences :

'

' What a man's own life accomplishes in the formation of his

character, and the extent to which it fully develops his native ca-

pacities, we observe and estimate even in the best cases only with

imperfect knowledge. But still more difficult is it to determine and

comprehend what the living have acquired in the way of advance-

ment and hindrance from their parents and ancestors ; for the

threads are not always visible that bind the existence of the present

to the souls of generations past ; and even where they are discern-

ible, their power and influence are scarcely to be calculated. Only

we notice that the force with which they operate is not equally strong

in every life, and that sometimes it is too powerful and terrible.

" It is well that from us men usually remains concealed, what

is inheritance from the remote past, and what the independent

acquisition of our own existence ; since our life would become full

of anxiety and misery, if we, as continuations of the men of the

past, had perpetually to reckon with the blessings and curses which

former times leave hanging over the problems of our own existence.

But it is indeed a joyous labor, at times, by a retrospective glance

into the past, to bring into fullest consciousness the fact that

many of our successes and achievements have only been made pos-

sible through the possessions that have come to us from the lives

* This article appeared as the preface to the new edition of The Lost

Manuscript, published this week by the Open Court Publishing Co., in two

large volumes.
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of our parents, and through that also which the previous ancestral

life of our family has accomplished and produced for us."

Is not this a revival of the old idea of the transmi-

gration of souls ? To be sure, the soul is not a material

thing made of an invisible and airy substance, fluttering

about after death and entering into another body.

There are no material migrations of soul taking place,

however tenuous the substance of the soul might be

imagined to be. The memories of the present, our

recollection of our past existence, depend on the fact

that the living matter which is constantly replacing it-

self in us by other living matter, like the water in a

wave rolling on the surface of the sea, always assumes

the same form. It is the form that is constantly repro-

ducing. In this sense, man (that is his soul) is the J>ro-

duct of education. The soul of the future man stands

in the same relation to our soul as the future edition of

a book, revised and enlarged, stands to its present edi-

tion.* One man impresses his modes of thought, his

habits, his methods of action, his ideals upon his fellow

men, and thus implants his very soul into their lives.

In this sense a transmigration of souls is taking place

constantly, and he who opens his eyes will see it. No
one has given plainer examples of this truth in the

pleasant shape of novelistic narration, than Gustav

Freytag.

The Lost Manuscript is in more than one respect a

representative work, incorporating the spirit of the

times. It is interesting from its descriptions of Univer-

sity circles, of country life, and of the vanity fair

at the smaller princely courts of Germany. Yet

these interesting descriptions gain in value, because

we are taught by the author to comprehend the secret

laws that rule the growth of, and determine the hidden

interconnections between, the souls of men.

The plot of The Lost Manuscript, Gustav Freytag

briefly characterizes as follows :

"In the upright soul of a German scholar, through the wish to

discover something of great worth for knowledge, are cast juggling

shadows, which, like as moonlight distorts the forms in the land-

scape, disturb the order of his life, and are at last overcome only

through painful experiences."

Concerning the invention of the plot as well as of

the characters of The Lost Manuscript, the following

account from Gustav Freytag's Reminiscences will be

of interest

:

"In this story I depicted circles of life that were familiar to

me since student days : the agricultural life of the country and the

University life of the city. The reader will, I trust, discover in the

characterizations of the work, that I have drawn cheerfully and

unrestrainedly from this life at large. In the figures of the academ-

ical world he would seek in vain for special models, since Mr. and

Mrs. Struvelius, Raschke, and others are types to whom in every

German University single personalities will correspond. In the

character of Professor Werner my friend Haupt has been recog-

* Compare the library scene in the chapter "A Day of Visits," Vol. i,

p. 265, of the novel.

nized. But one can find in it only so much of the manner and

method of Haupt, as a poet dares to take up of the being of a real

man without interfering with the freedom of artistic creation, and

without offending him through lack of delicacy. Haupt him-

self perceived with pleasure a certain remote resemblance, and of

this connection with the romance he gave expression in his own
way; having on several occasions, when sending me the prospectus

of his Berlin lectures on the Latin historiographer Ammianus, good-

humoredly signed himself '

' Magister Knips, " which latter personage

plays a sorrowful part in the story, and is only prevented from

hanging himself by the thought of his professional researches in

the Latin author mentioned.
'

' Some years before the appearance of my '

' Debit and Credit

"

Haupt had unexpectedly requested me to write a novel. This ac-

corded at that time with secret designs of mine, and I promised

him. To The Lost Maiutscripl he contributed, however, in quite

another manner. For as we were once sitting alone with one another

at Leipsic, before he was called to Berlin, he disclosed to me in the

greatest confidence, that somewhere in a small Westphalian town

in the loft of an old house, lay the remains of a convent library.

It was very possible that among them there was hidden a manu-

script of the lost Decades of Livy. The master of this treasure,

however, was, as Haupt had learned, a surly and quite inaccessible

gentleman. Thereupon I put forward the proposition to travel to-

gether to the mysterious house, move the old fellow's heart, hood-

wink him, and, in case of extreme necessity, drink him under the

table, to secure the precious treasure. As Haupt had some con-

fidence in my powers of seduction when joined with a good glass, he

declared himself agreeable therewith, and we reveled in and de-

veloped to the fullest extent the pleasure we had in prospect of en-

larging the tomes of the Roman historian for a grateful posterity.

Nothing came of the affair ; but the remembrance of the intended

trip greatly helped me in developing the action of the novel.

'

' In Leipsic I had lived a short time on the street nearest the

Rosenthal with a hatmaker, who manufactured straw hats. Near to

him, as it chanced, was another well-known firm, which adminis-

tered to the same need of the male sex by felt-hats. This accident

suggested the invention of the families Hummel and Hahn, although

here also neither the characters nor the hostilities of the two fam-

ilies are copied from real life. Only the incident is made use of,

that my landlord took particular pleasure in decorating his garden

with ever new inventions : the White Muse, the Chinese lanterns,

and the summer-house by the road, I have taken from his little

garden. Moreover, two characters of his household,—the very

ones which, by reason of their mythical character, have given

offence, are exact copies of reality ; namely, the dogs Fighthahn

and Spitehahn. These my landlord had bought at an auction some-

where to act as warders of his property ; they excited through their

currish behavior the indignation of the whole street, until they

were poisoned by an exasperated neighbor. Fighthahn died, Spite-

hahn survived and, after that time, was quite as bristly and misan-

thropical as he is portraj'ed in the novel, so that finally in con-

sequence of the perpetration of numberless misdeeds his owner

was obliged to banish him forever to rural life."

The novel, as is the case with every work of prom-

inence and influence, did not escape criticism, even

among the friends of the author. In his Autobiograph-

ical Reminiscences, Gustav Freytag refers to the fact.

He says :

'

' The Lost Manuscript met with disapproval from many intimate

critics of mine. The sombre coloring of the last volume gave of-

fence. It was much objected that the religious struggles and the

spiritual development of the heroine Use were not placed in the

foreground, and again that Felix Werner was not more severely
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punished for the neglect of his duty towards his wife. But the

insanity of the Sovereign was especially objectionable, and it was

claimed that in our time such a figure was no longer possible.

My friends were wrong in this criticism. The Sovereign and his

son the Hereditary Prince were also taken as types. The former

represents the perverted development of an earlier generation

which had sprung up from the ruin of Napoleonic times ; the latter

the restriction and narrowness of life in the petty principalities

that then made up the German nation."

The American public will perhaps feel the strength

of the criticism to which Gustav Freytag in the pas-

sage quoted refers, more strongly than the European

friends of the Author. We at least have felt it, and

believe that almost all the citizens of the New World
will feel it. Nevertheless, considering all in all, we
confess that Gustav Freytag was fully justified in pre-

serving these traces of the national soul-life of Ger-

many. For they form an important link in the

development of German thought, and have cast dark

shadows as well as rays of sunlight over the aspira-

tions of scientific progress ; now disturbing it by the

vanity and egotism of these petty sovereigns, now pro-

moting it by an enthusiastic protection of the ideal

treasures of the nation.

The Lost Manuscript teaches us an object-lesson

respecting the unity of human soul-life. Under the

masterly treatment of Gustav Freytag's ingenious pen,

we become aware of the invisible threads that inter-

connect our thoughts and the actions prompted by our

thoughts. We observe the after-effects of our ideas

and our deeds. Ideas live and develop not alone in

single individuals, but from generation to generation.

They escape death and partake of that life which
knows no death : they are immortal.

Gustav Freytag, it is true, did not write his novel

with the intention of teaching psychology or preaching

ethics. But the impartial description of life does

teach ethics, and every poet is a psychologist in

the sense that he portrays human souls. In a letter to

the publisher, Gustav Freytag says :

".
. . . The essential thing with the poet was not the teach-

ings that may be drawn from the book, but the joyful creating of

characters and events which become possible and intelligible

through the persons depicted. The details he worked into artistic

unity under the impulsion of a poetical idea.

"But I may now also express to you how great my pleasure is

at the agreement that exists between the ethical .contents of the

story [Tlie Lost Miiiiiiscrip/) and the world-conception {!l\-//,in-

sc/imnmg) which you labor to disseminate. ..." (Translated from
the German.)

The laws that govern the warp and woof of soul-life

in its evolution hold good everywhere, also among us.

We also have inherited curses and blessings from the

past ; our present is surrounded with dangers, and our
future is full of bright hopes, the fulfilment of which
mainly depends upon our own efforts in realizing our
ideals.

CURRENT TOPICS.

Another venerable monopoly is in danger, ihe right of law-

yers to the exclusive possession and enjoyment of judicial honors

and emoluments. At the recent election in Kansas, a farmer,

instead of a lawyer, was elected judge of the Twenty-fourth Dis-

trict. It is claimed for him, that although he has never studied

law, attended lectures, been admitted to the bar, or committed

any foolishness of that kind, he is well qualified for the bench,

because he has a "judicial mind," having served in the capacity

of judge at several horse races, church raffles, county fairs, and

similar tribunals. It was also said—and the criticism will apply

to some other States— that the judges in Kansas, had much law

and little judgement, and that the law they had was bad. It was,

therefore, thought best to elect a judge, who, if he knew no law

at all, would certainly be innocent of bad law ; one who, by reason

of his "judicial mind" would be more likely to decide sensibly

and justly, than another whose mind had been twisted out of

moral symmetry by the "sharp, quick quillets of the law." Had
the farmers of Kansas held bravely to their course, the result

would probably have justified their action, but in a moment of

doubt and weakness, they inconsistently took up a collection and

sent their judge to Ann Arbor, for a six week's course of study in

jurisprudence, at the end of which time he will know as much
law, and as bad law, as the other judges know. Should their

judge get muddled in judgment, the farmers of Kansas may
charge his failure to the law school at Ann Arbor.

*

Is it necessary for a judge to be a lawyer ? There are two

sides to this question, and each gives good reason against the other.

Where iheforms of action are the essence of a law suit, the judge

might be a lawyer, but where substantial right is " of the essence,

"

it is better that he know nothing about the forms of pleading, or

the fictions of procedure. Wiser will he be if ignorant of the

rule that makes a suitor state bis cause of action in the form of

manifold lies, or have his pleadings " quashed," and he himself be

driven from the temple, where Justice cannot interfere, because

being absurdly blindfolded, she vainly tries to weigh the merits of

a cause in scales invisible to her. Hence courts of equity arose

where Justice tried the case without the bandage on her eyes.

For centuries the judges of the highest court in England were not

lawyers, and they saved the law by breaking it when Justice

ordered them. Not until Sir Robert Parnynge was appointed Lord
High Chancellor of England, did a lawyer hold that office, or pre-

side in Chancery. King Solomon was not a lawyer, and yet he

made some reputation as a judge. His brother Absalom was

not a lawyer, although he had some aspirations for the bench, and

sought the office by the methods practised in Chicago at this day.

He buttonholed the delegates, and proclaimed his " platform " in

these words :

"Oh, that I were made judge in the land, that every man
which hath any suit or cause might come unto me, and I would do

him justice."

Had he obtained the office for which he was a candidate, he

might not have gone into the rebel army, and had he kept his

promise to "do justice" he might have made a very acceptable

judge.
*

A FEW days ago some well-meaning Christian ministers in-

vited the Jews of Chicago to a conference, wherein they might all

take counsel together in a spirit of brotherly love. The invitation

was accepted, and the Jews displayed so much dignity, modera-

tion, and good temper that many outside Christians thought the

conference ill-advised and useless. The irritation of the churches

was displayed in censure of the Christians present at the confer-

ence, for not asserting Christ with greater spirit than they did. A
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Christian minister opened ttie conference with prayer ; and

regarding the Jews in attendance as invited guests, purposely

omitted Christ in consideration of their feelings. This gave great

offense, and the delinquent minister has been assailed with bitter

censure by his brethern. Some have compared him to Peter who
denied his master, and others have discovered a close parallel

between him and Judas Iscariot. Meantime, the Jews, contented

with the honors they have won, are not quarrelling either with the

Christians or with one another. Some of the clerical critics

appear to think that the Jews, having been beguiled into the con-

ference, ought to have been prayed at by the Chistians and com-

pelled to acknowledge Christ, but the praying minister was too

magnanimous for that ; he thought that both Jews and Chris-

tians could unite in a prayer to the glory of God, while a prayer

to the glory of Christ would have stultified the conference by ex-

cluding the Jewish members from a share in the supplication.

The kindly subject of the conference has now become an angry

controversy, blazoned in the papers as " Christian vei-sus Jew," as

if it were a lawsuit or a battle. Of this unfortunate result the

Jews at least are innocent, and so is the Christian minister who
prayed.

*
* *

It is nearly fifty years since the " Fashionable Intelligence
"

portion of the London Morning Post was laughed out of existence

by the scornful ridicule of Puhch: Apparently that intelligence

was furnished by somebody of rank and quality, but the doings of

the aristocracy were described with so much personal particu-

larity, and such grovelling flunkeyism that Puinh declared the

author of it was Jenkins the footman, and that the " intelligence"

was nothing but the toady gossip of the servants' hall. Driven

out of England by the raillery of Puncli, Jenkins fled to America,

and infected the whole confraternity of American reporters with

his abject servility. Judging by the newspapers, a foreigner from

one of the old monarchies, would be justified in believing that the

American people were a lot of low-caste Hindoos, ever watching

for a chance to make a salaam to the rich, the fashionable, and

the great. It must be said, however, for the American Jenkins

that he can bow lower, and grovel deeper than the English Jen-

kins ever did. I have lately read in the Morning Post for 1S43 the

" Fashionable Intelligence" which so excited the contempt and

scorn of Punch, and it will not compare in baseness and man-

worship with the fashionable intelligence reported every day in

the American press.

At the opening of Congress Jenkins finds his golden oppor-

tunity. Then, mataphorically clad in gorgeous livery, with a

blooming bouquet in his button hole, he overflows with gush. No
Englishman ever loved a lord as Jenkins loves a senator. I

have before me at this moment, a description by Jenkins of the

recent opening of Congress. He begins by telling us with girlish

ecstacy how the desks were "crowned" with flowers. This

frivolous performance, undignified and silly, is described with

more solemnity than the gravest matter of state. A grateful

people read with reverential awe that " a big floral rooster with a

bee-hive pedestal covered the desk of Senator Voorhees ;
" and

what is more important still, that " Vice President Morton had on

his desk the rarest of roses ; and so had Senator Aldrich." In the

idiom of Jenkins whatever appertains to a senator must be spoken

of in the superlative degree, and thus it happened, that Morton

and Aldrich, each had the "rarest of roses." With becoming

gratitude we learn that " Senator Vest wore a new suit of

clothes ;

" that Senator Harris had " one of his hands encased in

a lavender kid;" and that "the silvery hair of Senator Ingalls

was a little rumpled ;
" which is not to be wondered at, when we

consider the rudeness of Kansas farmers at the polls. Jenkins

runs into danger when he proclaims that "Senator Carey's bald

head is known to everybody in the Senate." Let him remember
the fate of the children who mocked and scoffed at the bald head

of the prophet. No Parsee on the banks of the Ganges ever

worshipped the beaming sun more devoutly than Jenkins wor-

shipped the Vice President when he mounted the steps of the

throne. "When his gavel fell," says Jenkins, "he beamed on

the Senate." It is worth going a mile to see Morton " beaming"
on anything, especially the Senate. The recognition of any being

as superior to a senator, was disagreeable to Jenkins, and the intro-

duction of prayer appeared open to criticism, because it rather

diminished the importance of the Senate ; so he complains that

" Chaplain Butler's prayer was a trifle longer than usual,"

although he kindly excuses the fault, because "it made up in fer-

vency what it lacked in brevity." The Conrt Circular, which

records the doings of English royalty, and which is edited by a

tinselled and veneered Lord Chamberlain, does not condescend to

such courtly adulation and abject flattery as the American papers

do. There is nothing so fawning and obsequious to be found in

Russia, in Turkey, or in Spain.

* *

Fortunately for an anxious people, Jenkins found a spare

moment for a glance at what he calls the " Lower House," but he

does not mention anything occurring there of grave importance to

the country, excepting this, " Rowell was in a reflective mood and

soon settled down to his inveterate habit of carefully tearing up

all the paper within reach and scattering it over the floor."

Considering that the tearing up of paper draws heavily on the

" reflective " powers of some people, the honorable member will

receive his country's thanks for the exertion, and his constituents

will be proud of a representative whose fame in statesmanship has

been achieved by " tearing up all the paper within his reach and

scattering it over the floor." Jenkins can write in vitriol as well

as honey if need be, as for example thus :
" The Democrats made

noisy demonstrations of rejoicing when Breckenridge trotted

down the aisle to be sworn in a second time to the seat he won by

the murder of Judge Clayton."

M. M. Trumbull.

A REVIEW OF "WHEELBARROW."*

In the Weekly Chronicle, published at Newcastle,

England, "Wheelbarrow" is reviewed by George

Julian Harney, one of the two surviving leaders of the

great Chartist movement which agitated England fifty

years ago. The review is interesting as a reminis-

cence of that historic agitation, as well as for its praise

of "Wheelbarrow." Mr. Harney's article is entitled

"The Career of an Old Chartist," and we present a

few extracts from it.

" Looking back over the records, or rather, reflecting on the

remembered men and events, of fifty—sixty years, it is matter

for melancholy reflection how few of the friends and associates

of one's younger days survive. Still more melancholy is the re-

flection that the great majority of the departed experienced, ere

their rest came, the poverty, the want, the neglect, the disap-

pointment of their hopes, the failure of their aspirations, which

must have embittered, which undoubtedly did embitter, their de-

clining years. Some, happily for themselves, died whilst yet in

their youthful manhood. Others lived longer, only to prolong a

sad experience : Feargus O'Connor dying in a private lunatic

asylum ; others, who shall be nameless, subsisting on the bitter

bread of occasional benevolence. Many died far away from their

* Published by Tkc O/'en Court Puhl. Co.
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native land. Some disappeared, it is not positively known when

or where—for example, McDouall and Bairstow, both eloquent

tribunes, who many a time and oft found their words of fire re-

sponded to by the most frantic applause. They disappeared—as

the ill-fated President went down—whelmed beneath the dark

waters of death and oblivion ; no one can tell where or when.

Then we saw Ernest Jones, at the height of his popularity, about

to cross the threshold of the Senate which his presence would

have adorned, suddenly snatched away by grim Death ;
his own

patriotic ambition and the dazzling hopes of his friends quenched

in an hour ! Such is life, with its bitter belongings and despairing

disappointments.

"But the 'blackness of darkness' is not altogether unre-

lieved. A few, a very few, experienced more genial fortune. I

have no authority to name two of ' the leaders ' who still survive

—

one who, by his own industry and talents, has been enabled to

provide a modest sufficiency to pass the evening of his days amidst

' Surrey's pleasant hills,' far from his birth place washed by the

North Sea ; the other, cared for by grateful and generous friends,

finds repose in the shadow of one of England's most superb cathe-

drals—a location not without its consolations, for though our old

friend in his strong manhood waged Miltonic war against prelacy

and priestcraft, no man ever had a keener or finer appreciation

of those monuments of our old England of which our magnificent

cathedrals are the chief exponents, glory, and pride.

" I have been set ' a-thynkynge ' on this theme by the receipt

of a volume from Chicago, in which is told, too briefly, the career

of an ' Old Chartist,' whose name was not known to fame when

a participant in our old movement, but whose subsequent career

has been such that every old Chartist still living may feel proud

of their once humble, unknown associate.

" The book before me bears the sufficiently curious title :

—

'Wheelbarrow : Articles and Discussions on the Labor Question.'

It is published at the price of a dollar, by The Open Court Pub-

lishing Company, Chicago. However able the articles and valu-

able the discussions, it will be most interesting to the readers of

the IVeekly Chronicle to give some account of a truly remarkable

man : not remarkable, like Martin Chuzzlewit's American heroes,

for tobacco-chewing and bowie-knife performances, but for ener-

getic labor, both bodily and mental, and successful battling with

and conquest of adverse circumstances—which circumstances

would have condemned ordinary men to spiritless, hopeless ser-

vitude, but which, in the case of ' Wheelbarrow,' only acted upon

him as stimulants to raise himself out of poverty's Slough of Des-

pond, and to set a bright example to his fellows of what may be

achieved by men with hearts to dare and hands to execute the be-

hests of thinking brains.

* *

"The parents of our author were both religious people,

though belonging to opposite and contradictory sects. Like Burns,

he had the good fortune of good parentage— the father honest and
brave, the mother patient and divine. But the father—engaged
in some mercantile business— was unfortunate; and when our

author was but three years old he witnessed his mother's anguish

consequent on her husband's arrest for debt. He remembers go-

ing with his mother to see his father in the Marshalsea—em-
balmed in Dickens's 'Little Dorrit '—a tiresome and somewhat
silly story, I think, but which must have deeply thrilled 'Wheel-
barrow ' when he read it. The father, who would never have
been put into prison but for the harshness of one creditor, was
soon out again ; and ' Wheelbarrow's ' parents resolutely worked
and dedicated themselves to suffering, to pay everybody, and suc-

ceeded.

-X- *

"But the blight of poverty was upon the family, and the

boy's schooling only amounted to reading, writing, and cipher-

ing—as far as the first four rules of arithmetic. At thirteen, he

began to work thirteen hours a day, for five shillings a week. He
soon became a Chartist. 'The years of my youth,' he says,

' were the years of the Chartist movement in England, and I flung

myself headlong into it. Its high purpose and its delirious en-

thusiasm, attracted me.' He made speeches, and 'wrote red poe-

try for the Northern Star.' I should like to lookup that 'red

poetry.' Our author significantly adds ;

— 'These things illustrate

the passions, thoughts, and manners of the time ; and their lesson

applies to the social condition prevailing in the United States at

the present day. There is a good deal of Chartism here !'

" In the forties, America was, much more than it is now, the

' Land of Promise. . .
.'

* *

'

' The career of ' Wheelbarrow ' was carried in the first of

these communications down to the time when he set sail for Amer-

ica. And now follows an account of the voyage and the Dantean

horrors of an emigrant ship of that time. Coleridge's ' Ancient

Mariner' is hauntingly weird, and Turner's ' Slave Ship' palpably

horrible ; but the incidents connected with 'Wheelbarrow's' voy-

age are no figments of the imagination, and his plain, unvarnished

story strikes us with a force and effect beyond the poet or the

painter's art. He affirms and proves that the loss of life on that

emigrant ship ' was greater in proportion to the numbers present

than the loss at Waterloo, Gravelotte, or the battles around

Atlanta.' For fifty days fever and famine held riot on board that

ship. Sixty-two passengers died and were thrown into the sea.

It was estimated that as many more, or a larger number, died of

the fever after landing. The ship was bound to Lower Canada.

Quebec was already fever-stricken from previous arrivals, and

would not allow the new arrivals to disembark. More fortunate

at Montreal, they were allowed to land. ' Wheelbarrow ' had

only just touched the shore when he was accosted by a man with

the question, ' Do you want a job of work ?'

" Here was a surprise ! A complete reversal of Burn's 'Man
was made to Mourn.' The work was railroad making at Longueil,

on the opposite side of the St. Lawrence ; the wages a dollar a

day. The next morning our emigrant started to work. ' The tools

and implements of my profession were a wheelbarrow, pick-axe, and

shovel.' The reader now understands our author's notn de plume.

The lawyer and the general, far from being ashamed of, glorifies the

humble implement of labour by which he first earned his bread in

the New World. Talk of ' heroes ' and ' benefactors '
! If we

only knew the names of the men who thought out, designed and

invented the wheelbarrow, the shovel, (or spade), the pick, the

chisel, the gimlet, the screw, the saw, the plane, and the claw-

hammer, there would be heroes and demigods for a new Valhalla,

far surpassing in true glory the names of conquerors and kings.

" The severe Canadian winter put an end to the railway work

for a season. Having saved a little money, 'Wheelbarrow' started

on foot to seek his fortune in the States ; but before he could get

out of Canada, he was waylaid by a farmer, near Granby, who
offered him seven dollars a month and board. But he found that

farm labour is 'skilled labor,' and required special training,

which he had not had. The farmer was a good-natured man, and

said: 'You are not fit for farm work, but I can get you school-

teaching.' This offer capsized the gravity of the emigrant, who
thought himself even more incompetent for school-teaching than

for farm labour. But the farmer was right. He got ' Wheelbarrow '

a 'district school,' and the schoolmaster—at first very much
' abroad '—gave great satisfaction. ' Among the happiest portions

of my life was the winter when I taught school and "boarded

round " among the hospitable settlers in the backwoods of Canada.'

" In the spring and summer the Canadians are (or were) too

busy for schooling, so our emigrant 'made tracks' in the direction
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of Boston. He regarded himself as ' rolling in opulence,' for he
had twenty dollars in his pocket, and his meals at the farm bouses
never cost more than fifteen cents. Near the town of Windsor he
got another job at railroad building. After a time he reached
Boston, where he found emploj-ment in a pork warehouse at a

dollar a day. Things had changed with him when I met him in

Boston some four years ago !

" One day in Boston, passing a building where the American
flag was flying, he read a placard, inviting young men of spirit to

enlist in the army for the conquest of Mexico ! Here was a fine

opening for adventure and excitement. Before nightfall he was
entered as a full private in the 2nd U. S. Artillery.

'

' Having left ' the halls of Montezuma ' behind him, ' Wheel-
barrow ' engaged in any kind of work that came along, or that he

could get alongside of ; devoting his evenings, as he had been ad-

vised, to the study of law. He was working at brickmaking, a

laborious and depressing employment, when he was admitted to

the Bar. He went back to the brickyard for a time, and was sub-

jected to a good deal of ' chaff ;

' being addressed as ' Counsellor
'

and my (or our) 'learned friend.' He kept his temper, taking

the banter as the prophecy of better times to come.

" Here I may fittingly interpolate (so to speak) an apposite

reflection. Many emigrants fail because unable to adapt them-

selves to the varied and varying circumstances of their new home.

'Wheelbarrow' was made of sterner stuff. The work he would
have preferred not offering, he took to any work that did offer.

And this is an American characteristic. At the close of the Se-

cession War, hundreds of sergeants, lieutenants, and captains, and

perhaps officers of higher grades, went back to their old occupations

or embarked in new, seemingly as a matter of course. I remem-
ber seeking an ex-captain, who had also for some time held clerkly

employment in the American Embassy to the Court of St James's.

I found him in a Chicago printing office, he having gone back to

his old calling—a compositor. ' Wheelbarrow ' did not need to

take lessons from the Americans ; he took with him his aptitude

for varied work and his indomitable pluck ; as did the founders of

the American nation and the future Australian Empire. I do not

much admire what is commonly termed America ; I infinitely prefer

Old England ; but I am bound to say that all labour is honorable

in the States, and needs no artificial addition such as the ridicu-

lous title of ' A'nig/i/s of Labour. '

" In a short time, he moved a hundred miles away, opened

an office, and soon had clients. In another year he was elected

District Attorney, but refused to qualify. In 1857 he was elected

to the State House of Representatives, and took his seat in the en-

suing January. His career as a lawyer and legislator was rudely

interrupted by the outbreak of civil war. The attack on Fort

Sumter was a challenge to all friends of liberty and the Union,

and ' Wheelbarrow ' enlisted for the war.

" He was elected captain of his company. He served in the

Missouri campaign of 1861, and in the army of the Tennessee. In

August, 1862, he was promoted to the grade of Lieut. Colonel,

and afterwards Colonel of Cavalry. Before the close of the war

he was promoted to the rank of Brigadier-General, and commanded

a cavalry brigade. He does not speak of it in the sketch before

me, but I believe he was twice wounded, happily without perma-

nently serious results.

"On his return to his State he was immediately elected Dis-

trict Attorney. He had made his mark in the war, and when

General Grant became President, Matthew was placed at "the

receipt of custom,' as Collector of Internal Revenue, which he

held during the whole of General Grant's administration. This

appointment, which had been unsolicited, was equally honorable

to both parties.

" As a writer, terse yet fluent, logical and eloquent, our author
generally carries conviction and always commands esteem. The
book before me is mainly a reprint of contributions to Tlu- Open
Courl, a philosophical and popular periodical of high standing and
growing influence, published weekly in Chicago. A variety of

subjects are treated of in this volume of 300 pages, including Henry
George and the Single Tax proposal, Economic Conferences,

Trades Unions, Convict Labor, Wages and Strikes, the Ethics of

Trade, and other topics. Where the reader may differ from the

author he cannot fail to respect the man and admire the writer.

This book should be read by working men generally. Failing in-

dividual possession, free library and co-operative library readers

should see that this volume is added to their respective collections.

It is a book to make converts, or, failing that, to call forth com-
batants—in either case effecting good.

"And let me add for the encouragement of youthful readers

about to engage in the Battle of Life :

—

' Let us then be up and doing,

With a heart for any fate
;

Still achieving, still pursuing,

Learn to labor and to wait.' "

DETERMINISM AND FATALISM.
" He either fears his fate too much,
Or his deserts are stnall

;

Who fears to put it to the touch.

To win or lose it all."

To the Editor of The Open Court

:

—
In your able and thoughtful work, ' 'The Ethical Problem," you

make the very truthful statement that " the religion of science will

be the most intolerant religion, for it will destroy all the views that

are incompatible with it." Although I do not agree with the term
" religion," I understand that you mean the truths of science will

be extremely dogmatic. Truth is always dogmatic, and before its

unanswerable asseverations we must humbly bow. Nothing short

of an intolerant truth can wield the authority which is so much
needed in the intellectual world. Since Bible and church author-

ity is weakened by the steady advance of science, there must, of

necessity, be an authoritative standard set up ; not one of mere be-

lief, but one of reason, governed by a right premise. You are do-

ing a very good work in offering to the thinkers of the 19th Cen-

tury the much needed privilege, an open court, and in promul-

gating the doctrine of monism as well as in you lies. But to my
mind, and I say it kindly but candidly, the raonist must take one

more step before he can logically and dogmatically r«ach that

point where the intolerant position of which you speak can be

reached. That doctrine of the freedom of man must go ; no logi-

cal argument can be brought forth to defend it. It is a child of

paganism (necessary for a season, I allow) and has nothing to do

with scientific monism. If all things come from one, then they do

not come from two. If man is an independent factor in nature

then he is not rooted in the one—the " all "; there are then two

sources of action in the universe, man, and the balance of the uni-

verse. I agree with you that a man is a factor to his fate, good or

what we call bad, but I insist that he is not the prime factor.

What if civilized man is a rational being ? It will not do to reason

that he made himself so. He is simply an evolution of nature,

differing from the wild men of Borneo only in that nature has paid

more attention to his cultivation—has given him a better organism

and better surroundings. It is true that knowledge is a very im-

portant factor in man's existence but the combination is a natural

one ; all is owing to natural advantages. If Mr. Edison was con-

ditioned by nature like a Hottentot, he would not know anything

about electricity. Mr. Edison is a factor to his fate as an elec-

trician, and a Hottentot is a factor to his fate as a know-nothing.
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but neither are prime factors—nature evolved and conditioned

them both. A lion is a factor to its fate, when, in fury, it

rushes upon the man who shoots it ; and the lamb is a factor to its

fate when it is killed by a lion ; but what conditioned them both ?

Themselves ?

The differences in men are simply natural combinations and

conditions, else evolution cannot stay in the scientific field. By

evolution the hands cannot produce counter action upon the works

of the clock ; the ear of corn cannot influence the growing of the

blade, neither can men cause a reformation unless they have the

stuff within them, and they cannot command that stuff. To say

that the hands can react upon the works is to say that the lesser

can overcome the greater. Man is intellectual enough to know (a

developed man) how to make himself comfortable in this world,

but his intellectuality is only a part of the necessary combination
;

without a natural opportunity—the prime factor—he is helpless.

To maintain that man is free is to reason that there can be an

effect without a natural cause. The fact that he is not free is in

the fact that he is surrounded with mystery and conflicting theories,

and the fact that evolution alone can do the work of elevating the

human race is in the fact that men cannot agree upon a plan. "The

Ethiopean cannot change his skin nor the leopard its spots." You

quote, " We are not the children of the bond woman, but of the

free," but you forget that the same Paul said, " The law of the

spirit of life . . . has made me free from the law of sin and death."

The naturally moral man is free from the combination which

before caused him to be immoral, but he is not free from the com-

bination which is the cause of his morality ; he is free from

viciousness, but he is not free from morality ; he is bound by the

laws which are the causes of his morality, but it is a happy bond-

age, the same as when a man is bound to his wife by the law of

love. Man cannot, morally, lift himself by the waistband of his

pants, that is why the church and state has existed the one to drive

him by threatenings and the other to force him by laws, backed

by the bayonet. When the power of evolution develops him he

will not need either ; he must obey the laws of his organization.

The ought is for religious teachers to proclaim ; the must for the

scientific. Science, therefore, cannot be reconciled with religion

because religious teaching is not necessary to the man who is fitted

by nature for science. To say to a good man, you ought to be

good, is out of place ; he must be good— "a good tree cannot bring

forth evil fruit." John Maddock.
[Determinism is a truth which can not be dodged. The Open

Court has endeavored to bring out the truth of determinism as

strongly as possible. There is no freedom of will if it means an

exception to the laws of nature. Freedom of will, as it has been

defended editorially in our columns, is different, is a protest against

the theory of fatalism, that whatever a man does, his fate will be

the same. Determinism is not identical with fatalism, and com-
pulsion is not the same as necessity. "When a man is bound to

his wife by the law of love," Mr. Maddock says, "it is a happy
bondage." We object to the word "bondage," not to the idea

Mr. Maddock attempts to convey. It is no bondage, it is no serf-

dom, no servitude, it is a union based on freedom. The union is

the necessary result of free actions, not of a compulsion. The union

is free, because the act of uniting results from a free will, from a

will determined by its own nature and not by a foreign compul-
sion. Ed.]

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE GROWTH OF CONSCIENCE.

To the Editor of The Open Court :

Your paper on the " Growth of Conscience " in your Nov. 13th

issue is a very clear statement, but I cannot quite reconcile it with

my own e.xperience. Notwithstanding my more than three score

years, my perceptions of right and duty seem to be no clearer than

at my sixth or seventh year. At that age I often went away alone

and sat musing and dreaming and longing intensely for purity as

God is pure. To do wrong caused me an awful agony of mind.

My conscience seemed as clear then as now, and I have no re-

membrance of having received religious teachings. Time has

brought knowledge and breadth of moral vision, but has added no

sensitiveness to conscience or intensity to the conception of moral

purity. I have never formulated these volitions nor even made a

close analysis of them. Perhaps the term " intuitionalism " would

cover them. In the light of your article on the " Growth of Con-
science " I shall give them some close thought.

Frank Cantelo.
[Conscience begins to grow before consciousness is fully de-

veloped. As soon as a child becomes conscious, it is already in

possession of many motives higher than selfishness. Are not a

mother's sacrifices and love the first impressions a baby receives ?

and many words of exhortation that fall into the half-conscious

mind are like seeds that will grow stronger in time. The impulses

of which consciousness consists are so strong, because they are so

deeply rooted in the realm of sub-conscious soul-life.

—

Ed.]

BOOK NOTICES.

Mr. James H. West, Publisher, of 196 Summer Street, Bos-

ton, has sent us Nos. 12 to 15 (inclusive) of the Sociological Series

of the Modern Science Essayist. They consist of four lectures de-

livered before the Brooklyn Ethical Association on "Evolution

and Social Reform." The essays are (i) "The Theological

Method," by John W. Chadwick
; (2) "The Socialistic Method,"

by William Potts; (j) "The Anarchistic Method," by Hugh O.

Pentecost; (4) "The Scientific Method," by Daniel Greeuleaf

Thompson. These aiid the other thirteen lectures on Sociology

delivered before the Brooklyn Ethical Association are to be pub-

lished in a bound volume uniform with "Evolution."
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ENTER INTO NIRVANA Not going to the highest pitch of desire, he will not

THE RELIGION OF A FORERUNNER OF CHRIST. be obliged to drain the cup of m)'rrh to the lees.

The religion of Buddha hinges upon the two ideas Why does mankind continue to move in the circu-

Sansara and Nirvana. lar course upon the fiery coals of Sansara? Because
Sansara is the bustle of the world ; it is full not their eyes are covered with the veil of Maya. Indi-

only of vanity, but also of pain and misery ; it consists vidual existence, the Buddhists say, is a sham, an il-

of the many little trivialities that make up life. It is lusion, a dream woven of the subtle stuff of sensations,

the pursuit of happiness ; it is hunting for a shadow Man imagines that his sensory world is a reality,

which the more eagerly it is pursued the quicker it Buddhism teaches that the world of the senses is like

flies. a veil upon our eyes.

The worldling lives in Sansara. He imagines he The veil of Maya does not exactly deceive man
;

proceeds onward in a straight line, yet he moves in a on the contrary, the veil is the means by which man
narrow circle without being aware of it. He hastens knows whatsoever he knows of truth. If the veil were

from desire to pleasure, from pleasure to satiety and not upon man's eyes, he would see nothing, he would

thence back to desire. be blinded, as was Moses in the presence of God. In

The worldling eagerly tastes the pleasure, and if itself the world of sensations is not a deceit, if it is not

he can he tastes it to the last, he intoxicates himself made so by being misunderstood.

with it, only to find out that it was not what he had The error, it is true, is natural. All errors origi-

hoped for. Pleasure if tasted to the last becomes nate according to natural laws ; so did, for instance,

stale ; it becomes staler than its symbol, the nectar of the ideas of the flatness of the earth and of the ap-

the grape that has been left in the glasses of topers parent motions of the heavenly bodies. But if we
after a night's carousal.

What is the result of a life in Sansara ? Man's feet

will become sore and his heart will be full of disap-

pointment. The Buddhist says: The circular path of

the Sansara is strewn all over with fiery coals.

Desire burns like a flame and satiety fills the soul

with disgust. Enjoyment, however, is the oscillation

between both. Desire is want ; it is parching thirst and

pinching hunger. It is destitution, poverty, dearth.

Satiety, on the other hand, is not at all a preferable

state. It is tedious and wearisome monotony ; it is life

without a purpose. The fulfilment of want means an

emptiness of aspirations, it produces the nausea of

maudlin misery, and the absence of desire is felt as

an actual torture. A longing rises in the heart for the

thirst of an unsatisfied desire and thus the pendulum

swings back to the place from whence it came.

And happiness ! What is the happiness of a world-

ling ? It is merely an imaginary line between both

extremes. The pendulum that swings to a certain

height on the one side will necessarily reach exactly

the same height on the other. It does not come to

rest in the middle. There is no escape from this

law, and if a man of the world be prudent he will

moderate the oscillations so as to diminish the misery.

err, the fault is not with the facts that lead astray,

but with us. We deceive ourselves by our own error.

The veil of Maya makes us feel our own being in

contradistinction to that of all-existence; and this

"we," the "I," the ego in its separateness is a self-

deception. We live the dream of a pseudo-existence.

From the growth of the ego rise the self-seeking

yearnings. Egoism begets egotism, and passions are

the fruits of egotism. Passions produce pain and bring

upon man the many evils of his earthly miseries.

Is there no escape from Sansara ? Yes there is !

The illusion that considers individual being as a real-

ity can be destroyed. The veil of Maya can be lifted
;

which means, that its nature can be understood. In this

way shall we recognize the error of egoism. There is

no ego in the sense of a separate and individual exist-

ence, and with this truth it will dawn upon us that the

regulation of action, as if there were an ego, is a fatal

mistake. This mistake lies at the bottom of all the

wretchedness of Sansara, and we can free ourselves

only, so teaches Buddhism, by enlightenment, by un-

derstanding the truth, by abandoning the illusion. He
who has attained enlightenment is a Buddha. Buddha
means the enlightened one.

The highest stage of Buddhist perfection, the
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stage where a man becomes a Buddha is called Nir-

vana. Nirvana means extinction. As a flame is ex-

tinguished and ceases to be, so the ignis fatiius of the

ego can also be extinguished. The egoistic error being

extinguished, we enter Nirvana.

Nirvana means peace ; it means liberation from il-

lusion, and thus it brings a freedom of desire.

Nirvana is not annihilation. It is the annihilation

of error only ; and in this respect it reveals to him

who lives in Nirvana, the higher life of true reality.

In Buddhistic literature Nirvana is sometimes charac-

terized in its negative aspect as an extinction of sham-

existence, and sometimes again in its positive aspect

as the life of truth and immortality. It is often de-

.scribed in most positive terms as true happiness, as

a state of perfect bliss, as living in the realm of eter-

nity, where there is no pain, no misery, no death.

This appears to be contradictory to its literal meaning,

but it seems to me that it is not.

As soon as we recognize the error of individual ex-

istence, we lift ourselves above the narrowness of ego-

ism. We can in this state of mind contemplate our

own fate from a higher standpoint ; we can easily and

we do willingly give up our pursuit of happiness ; we
can live in this world as though we were not living.

Our "we," our "I," our "ego," the separateness of

our individuality has ceased to be, and the life of the

universe lives in us. We have become stewards of

cosmic existence. In this way our joys as well as our

pains are transfigured and a divine peace will inherit

our souls that are now free from desire.

Pain, together with the vanity of pleasure, will

diminish in the degree of the enlightenment attained.

This is a law that is demonstratable in such exact

sciences as physiology and biology. Our scientists

inform us that the use of the sensory nerves blunts feel-

ing and favors intellection. The highest sensory nerve,

in which the intellectual element is comparatively

most perfect, is the optic nerve. The retina of the

optic nerve, while perceiving the differences of infinit-

esimally small fractions in ether-waves, has become in-

sensible to pleasurable as well as to painful feelings.

The idea of Nirvana, it must be said, is of a most
dangerous character, if it is conceived as mere pes-

simism in its negative features alone. It will in that

case lead to apathy, to destruction and death. Did
perhaps Gautama Buddha himself conceive Nirvana
in a spirit of negativism ? Perhaps he did. At least it

is certain that many of his disciples did ; for the Bud-
dhism of the East has produced most fatal effects of in-

difference and retrogression upon those races that em-
braced its faith.

If Nirvana is conceived in its negativeness, Bud-
dhism will be a dualistic religion. In that case we have
existence and non-existence, Sansara and Nirvana,

sham-reality and nothingness. If, however, Sansara

is conceived as an illusion and Nirvana as the destruc-

tion of the illusion, we need not resort to the nihilistic

world conception of a dual nothingness ; we need not

derive from the Buddhistic premises the negative

ethics of destroying life together with the illusion of

egoism.

One of the most important truths proclaimed by

Buddha, was the doctrine that man can enter into

Nirvana while he lives. When Gautama had found

redemption from the evils of existence, he resolved to

announce his gospel to the world. He went to Benares

and on the way he met one of his old acquaintances

who asked him :

" What is it that makes you so glad and yet so calm ?
"

Buddha answered :

" I have found the path of peace, and am now free from all

desires."

Little interested in Gautama's bliss, his acquaint-

ance further enquired where he was going; and we are

told in the Buddhist legend :

The Enlightened one answered :

" I am now going to the city of Benares to establish the king-

dom of righteousness, to give light to those enshrouded in dark-

ness, and open the gate of immortality to men."

He gave up fasting, for he looked upon the op-

pression of the body as a vain effort of conquering the

evils of existence. He abandoned asceticism as a

means of salvation.

It seems strange that life can be gained only through

annihilation of self; immortality is possible only through

the death of the transient and the happiness of eter-

nal peace will come with the crucifixion of the desire

for happiness. It seems strange, but it is not. How-
ever, it is natural that the deeper a truth is, the more
contradictory it will appear to those who are prisoners

still in the bondage of error.

Buddha's doctrines were misunderstood, misinter-

preted, and misused. Yet they have given strength

in temptation, comfort in misery, peace in tribula-

tion, solace in death to many millions of toiling, as-

piring and suffering human hearts.

ROBERT KOCH'S DISCOVERY.*

BY DR. HUGH BERNHEIM.

With great expectations we have been waiting sev-

eral months for a definite word from the lips of the

reticent scientist, and with enthusiasm we now receive

the wonderful tidings of his ingenious discovery. The
result of his researches lies now open before the world

—an invaluable gift presented to mankind by a man
noble in character and great as a thinker, so that like

Hippocrates of yore he deserves the honorary title of

"Father of Medicine."

* Translated from the Gegenwart by ape.
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The immortal merit of Dr. Robert Koch consists in

having opened a new path to the therapeutics, not

only of contagious but of all internal diseases. And
the method by which he succeeded was the same as

that of his illustrious precursor, William Jenner, i. e.,

to use the products cast out by the disease-begetting

parasitic organisms as a prophylactic and therapeutic

remedy. However, while Jenner owed his discovery

to good fortune, while he devised vaccination in perfect

ignorance of the real state of affairs ; Dr. Koch, on the

contrary, followed a definite plan ; he went to work
systematically, surveying the conditions with an un-

usual clearness of mind and scientific insight, until he

had found the anticipated result of his labors.

The therapeutics of internal diseases had become
fatally stagnant, and it was indeed necessary to make
a decided step in advance. Our physicians were grop-

ing in the dark ; and without knowledge concerning

its aetiology, they were in search for chemical means
to heal internal disease. It was not at all surprising

that in this state of things quackery and the various

so-called natural methods found more and more credit

among the public. Our medical scientists have long

since been expecting the time in which we should

know more about the aetiology of the internal diseases ;

and this time so eagerly hoped for has come at last.

A veil has been drawn from our eyes and with one

prophetic glance can we now overlook the whole field

and anticipate a still further progress by considering

the weighty consequences of Professor Koch's dis-

covery.

The greatest merit of Professor Koch is not that

he has found a specific medicine against a disease

heretofore considered incurable ; not that he has

found a reliable reagent and diagnostic against tuber-

culosis, often so insidious and hidden ; Professor

Koch's merit is greater; he has created the thera-

peutics of the future. For Professor Koch's method

of curing tuberculosis is applicable to every contagi-

ous disease, as soon as we know the nature of the fatal

germs, and the number of diseases now recognized to

be contagious is increasing from day to day ; it may
now be supposed to form three fourths of all maladies.

Moreover, Professor Koch's method is prophy-

lactic as well : it protects from contagion with cer-

tainty, and thus a revolution in all our therapeutic

views and methods is near at hand, the full extent of

which cannot as yet be measured. Prophylactic in-

noculations, it must be expected, will protect our

children in the future against scarlet fever, diphtheria,

measles, etc., in a similar way as vaccination against

smallpox. If we are attacked by cholera or typhoid

fever, we shall be cured, not with prescriptions of the

old kind, but by a subcutaneous injection.

What then is this mysterious antidote ? Only a

few select ones are familiar with its preparation and
composition. The non-initiated must patiently wait

until the master shall speak, and the day when he will

do so, will come soon.

Koch's medicine is a transparent, brownish fluid

(as Professor Koch says in his statement) with a weak
odor of carbolic acid ; it contains five per cent, of car-

bolic acid for the sole purpose of preservation.

The new medicine cannot be a solution of gold

cyanide, as has been supposed, for Koch declared in

his first lecture before the International Medical Con-

gress in Berlin, that his new medicine was no drug

that could be bought at the apothecary's or made by

a chemist. He mentioned solutions of gold cyanide,

and praised them as being strong drugs for destroying

parasites, yet he expressly added that his antidote was
different.

It is most probable that Dr. Koch's fluid consists

entirel}' or partly of ptomaines. Ptomaines are the

products and cast-off residues of the albumenoids

which have been transformed, or so to say, digested,

by the bacilli in their process of life, perhaps mixed

with other secretions of these parasitic organ-

isms, viz., the toxic albumenoids, the virulence of

which, if introduced into the blood of a live animal,

produces by its specific effects upon the nervous

system, e. g. , upon the thermal centre in the medulla

oblongata, fever, coma, cramps, vertigo, and other

symptoms of contagious diseases.

To conquer the enemy with weapons furnished by

himself was the grand idea of Koch. And this idea

we know is also the reason for the effectiveness of

Jenner's method of vaccination ; vaccine also contains

cast off products, the taxalbumenoids of the smallpox-

begetting germs. Yet it must be remembered that

the smallpox germ is no bacteria, is no plant, but ac-

cording to the latest discoveries of Pfeiffer a proto-

zoDii, a unicellular creature standing upon the lowest

stage of animal life.

The infallible effectiveness of Koch's cure has

been demonstrated for all tuberculous diseases of the

peripheral body, viz., for tuberculosis of the skin

(lupus), of the glands, of the joints and of the bones.

We are not so certain about reaching favorable re-

sults, in cases where internal organs are attacked, viz.,

the lungs, the larynx, and the intestines. The time

for exact observations has been too short, and the

treatment of cases of far advanced consumption has

as yet proved a failure. The glorious success in cur-

ing peripheral tuberculosis might easily disappoint

many exaggerated hopes. According to Koch's own
statement, his medicine, if introduced by subcutaneous

injection, will not destroy the tubercular bacilli, but the

pulmonary tissue attacked by the bacilli. Should the

lungs be in such a state that the bacilli have under-
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mined large tracts, filled whole caverns, and pro-

duced, through additional and external introduction of

pus-cocci, an extended suppuration, Koch's method,

most likely will be of no avail, and this, we are sorry

to state, has indeed been verified in the Vienna Clinic

by Dr. Emmerich Ullmann.

It is for this very reason that Koch so urgently

requests the detection and treatment of pulmonary

phthisis in its first stage. He points out the duty of

every physician to search in the sputum for bacilli

upon the slightest suspicion of tuberculosis, yet it must

be remembered that the absence of bacilli is no proof

that there is no tuberculosis. It may happen, and in-

deed it does happen, that people whose sputum has

never shown the slightest trace of tuberculosis, will

nevertheless die of consumption. This case usually

occurs if the diseased spot lies in one of the interior

branches of the lungs, so that the cavern filled with

pus stands in no connection with any one of the larger

bronchial branches of the trachea. In this way the seat

of tuberculosis is entirely isolated and nothing of its

secretion or products can be thrown out. The sputum

that is thrown out comes from those parts which are

not infected, and naturally cannot contain bacilli.

In conclusion we have to note the movement that

has been caused by Koch's discovery among the sur-

geons. Some time ago it had been proposed to attack

pulmonary tuberculosis with the knife, i. e., to remove

the diseased tissue and disinfect its surroundings.

There was one reason only that forbade their ingenious

operation. It had been observed that relapses could

not be prevented and this was sufficient to make a sur-

gical cure of tuberculosis a hopeless undertaking.

However, at present, as matters stand now. Dr. Berg-

mann declared in a meeting of surgeons held Nov-
ember i6th at Berlin, that surgical operations should

in such cases be boldly tried, "for we are now in the

position," he said, "no longer to fear any relapse.

We have attained all that is desirable in the field of

pulmonary surgery."

We have not as yet gathered any experiences con-

cerning tuberculosis of the meninges and of the larynx.

There is no doubt that we shall find many imperfec-

tions and defects in our newly acquired knowledge as

well as method, and much work is still to be done.

Yet that is no reason for suppressing the general glad-

ness which we naturally feel at this grand discovery.

Let us rejoice that we live in an era in which science

boldly and victoriously advances, led by a hero of

scientific research like Robert Koch.

INDUSTRIAL AND REFORM SCHOOLS.
They had a sublime subject for debate at the ban-

quet of the Sunset Club on the 20th of November
;

and the speeches make an epic grander than the Iliad,

for their theme was the temporal salvation of little

children, with "Industrial and Reform Schools" as

the agents of redemption. The debate was a revela-

tion that politically, ethically, and religiously, there

is no such thing as that outcast from our affections

which we call "another man's child." Every child

has a personality of its own, equal in rights and value

to that of the Governor or the President. It is not

the property of its father or the State. These have

no rights in the child, excepting such as grow out of

their duties to it ; and the welfare of the child is the

supreme object of the rights and the duties too. The
lesson of the evening was that every other man's child

is our own child, having claims upon our hearts and

pockets, our sympathy and care.

The first speaker was Mr. T. E. Daniels, a

gentleman wearing the suggestive title of Superintend-

ent of the Waifs' Mission; the "'waifs," not goods

and chattels, be it understood, but human beings,

part of the "surplus population," the homeless chil-

dren of the poor. The very word "waif" means a

lost or abandoned thing ; and that it can be properly

applied to a child is of itself a reproach to this greatly

overrated Nineteenth Century. Mr. Daniels found for

the word a new definition which it would be well to put

into the next edition of Webster's Dictionary, "the

lowest of the three grades of boys, being the waif or

stray, drifting about our streets night and day."

Drifting? Whitherward? Let "Society" beat its

drums and smother the answer.

Mr. Daniels appears to have a belief, which, let

us hope, is erroneous, that evil, not good, is con-

tagious ; for in speaking of the "waifs," he said that

they "should not be forced into the public schools,"

because "they would contaminate the better class."

Waving any criticism of that sentiment, in our ad-

miration for the enlightened benevolence that guides

the Waifs' Mission in its work, we rejoice at the prac-

tical experiments described by Mr. Daniels, wherein

he shows that in the case of boys at least, it is easier

to prevent than to punish crime. "We do not do

it," he says, "by the old method of imprisonment

and threats. We treat them with kindness, just as we
would our own boys, and forbear with them." By
that simple formula Mr. Daniels solves the knotty

problem which has baffled statesmanship for ages,

"How shall we treat infant criminals?" Probably

the Sunset Club never got so much good learning

condensed into so short a sentence ; and the tempta-

tion to repeat it is irresistible, "just as we would our

own boys."

The Waifs' Mission has tested the Daniels formula

and proved it a success. It has given us a demon-
stration that even lost and abandoned boj's, "waifs,"

may be redeemed, and receive a new birth by the
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sacrament of lunch ; to quote the words of Mr.

Daniels, " We first give them a lunch, and on top of

that we try to put morality." The glory of the effort

is that they succeed. It ruffles our self-conceit a

little when we learn by the experiment of this unpre-

tending institution that our penal statesmanship has

all been wrong, and that in the application of our

criminal code to girls and boj's, we have treated fever

with fire. In driving these "waifs" beyond the

radius of our duties and responsibilities, we spurn the

appeal of Christ, and accept the competing bid of the

Devil as he travels the city crying "Suffer little chil-

dren to come unto mc." And we tell him to take the

" waifs."

Although only a fraction of the waifs are under the

care of the mission, nearly 2,000 are on its rolls,

"embracing nearly every nationality," says Mr. Dan-

iels, "except one, the Jews." They take care of

their own, and the "waifs " get no recruits from them.

If this is true, as we have no doubt it is, the rest of us

ought to apply for seats in the Synagogue, if the Jews
will accept us on probation, as they probably will not.

Although he showed the moral value of the Mis-

sion in a very modest way, Mr. Daniels was troubled

somewhat at its money cost, and he had a slightly

apologetic manner when he said, "If there is any

way of estimating the value of a boy's soul, I think

any one present will justify the whole expense of car-

rying on our mission work." Well, there is no way
of estimating the value of a boy's soul, nor of his

body either, for there may be lying hid somewhere

behind his forehead a creative thought that in the

fullness of its time may give this world an Archime-

dean lift. Who knows ? Judging by the statement

of Mr. Daniels, the money for the Mission is well ex-

pended whatever its amount may be.

The Rev. Dr. Hirsch spoke next, and he painted

a word-picture, sad, sarcastic, and pathetic as an}'

that Hogarth drew. He declared that our police

courts were the primary schools, and our county jails

the high schools, wherein our children and our youth

are educated up to crime. He spoke without either

doubt or fear, because he stood upon a firm founda-

tion, built of real examples quarried out of Judge Alt-

geld's book. He held that boys are not responsible

for their evil inclinations, because these are the sins

of their fathers visited upon the children even unto the

third and fourth generation. In this the orator was

right, and men are beginning to understand it now.

Lord Byron, when reproached by his mother for his

lameness, flung back the taunt upon his parents, say-

ing, "I was born so, mother"; and this very same

answer he puts into the mouth of Manfred, the Hunch-

back. Dr. Hirsch contended that those hereditary

vices which are beyond our surgery, were stimulated.

expanded, and intensified by unnatural conditions

which we can control. He said, "two factors enter

into every character ; one the influence which comes
from our ancestors, and the other that of our sur-

roundings." We cannot change our ancestors, but we
can reform bad customs and repeal bad laws.

Dr. Hirsch, like Mr. Daniels, finds a saving grace

abounding in the sacrament of lunch, for the first

article in his Credo as he gave it at the Sunset Club

was this, " I believe in the gospel of the sandwich,

and the baptism of the bath tub." The allusion here

was to an enthusiastic evangelist, who, some five or

six years ago, was very zealous in preaching the

gospel to the poor. He was not a Doctor of Divinity,

and probably knew little of genuine theology, because

his practice was to begin worship by administering to

each member of the congregation a cup of hot coffee

and a sandwich, and "on top of that " he laid the

gospel of the Lord. His temple was the "desert

place " down there in the shade of the Custom House,

and irreverent scoffers called it "The Church of the

Holy Sandwich." Although this absurd communion
was very unlike the genteel and fashionable Euchar-

ist, it had a close resemblance to the feeding of that

five thousand in the "desert place" of Palestine. After

a year or two the money of the evangelist gave out and

his peculiar mode of worship was discontinued for the

time. Rivals in the ministry laughed and said that

the Church of the Holy Sandwich was a failure, but it

was not, for in the eternal government there is a law

of compensation, and no good deed can fail. Relig-

iously, if not theologically speaking, not a crumb of

the sandwich, nor a drop of the coffee was lost

;

"And whosoever shall give to drink unto one of

these little ones a cup of cold water only in the name
of a disciple, verily I say unto you, he shall in no wise

lose his reward." And this promise will apply to a

cup of hot coffee, too.

In the scheme of remedies proposed by Dr. Hirsch,

the most conspicuous was the Manual Training

School. He also thought the "waifs" ought to be

classified, and 'those merely vagrants by misfortune

separated from those with inherent criminal desires

;

and this appeared to be the opinion of Mr. O. L.

Dudley, general agent of the School of Agriculture

and Manual Training at Glenwood, who spoke of the

work done there, and a very good work it is. We are

inclined to agree with Mr. Dudley when he says,

"With a beautiful farm of 300 acres, new buildings

on the cottage plan just completed, the homeless

street boys of Chicago can be properly cared for,

saved, before they have really become criminals, and

there will be no need for your reform schools." It is

not likely the "waifs" can get a better moral edu-

cation anywhere than they get in a school of agri-
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culture, for primitive ethics is the tilling of the soil.

When all other agents fail a moral character may be

developed by the education of the hand.

There was political economy of good quality in

this, from Mr. Dudley: "Teach the boys trades;

not only educate the head, but the hand as well

;

make them skilled workmen at some trade or calling,

then you can send them out to fight life's battle hon-

orably and successfully. The system we have adopted

is to save the children. It is preventive and natural.

It is humane, and humanity and economy have no

conflict. Prevention is safe and economical. Refor-

mation is uncertain, and punishment never restores

self respect. It is better to save a child than to re-

form or punish it." This debate fell upon some of

the members like a bright light, revealing unto them,

not only the right of every boy to a trade, but also the

moral policy and economic wisdom of seeing that he

has it. And don't forget the girls.

Dr. Hirsch, referring to our wasteful squandering

of "waifs," very eloquently said that all of us were

partners in their sins, and that when any one of them

did wrong each one of us might say in sorrow, mea

culpa. This, perhaps, is true, but if our sin is heavy,

an easy penance lies before us, and the cost of abso-

lution is not great. M. M. Trumbull.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A CRITICISM OF "FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS."

To tlie Editor of the Open Court :—
My Dear Sir :—I have neglected to acknowledge the receipt

of your book Fundamental Problems.

I have pondered on these problems for more than sixty years,

so I disliked to pass by the opportunity of having perhaps the

last fling at a philosophy diametrically opposed to my own. I

told you a few years ago that you could not get life out of inor-

ganic matter
;
you told me that the idea of inorganic (dead) matter

was not tenable. I did not conceive that you held the doctrine

that all matter, all nature is alive. Hylozoism is a pre-socratic

doctrine, and was held by the old Ionian Physiologists. Thales
was a monist—held that -ivater was the source of all things ; other

members of the school said that the source was'either air, earth, or

fire: Protagoras said, "Man was the measure of all things," and
that as no two things are alike, so no two minds are alike ; every

man's measure of the universe must be different. Huxley said

every man carries a universe under his hat, but he recently said

that the sage was sadly in the wrong.

One of the Problems that you hold is that of Universality of

Life and Mind. I cannot accept this because it is not proven
;

I cannot dogmatize, and say from a monistic conception of the

universe, there is no doubt that the forms of organized life which
now exist on our planet originated from the /o/-w.r of " inorganic
life." There was a time, you say, when the state of the earth
made animal and plant life impossible. How organized life origi-

nated is not yet solved, but the solution is not beyond the reach
of science. (Page 112). " Inorganic life " is a trick of language,
and by playing such tricks (G. H. Lewes says) and by stretching
terms it is easy to identify life with molecular change.

You say the world substance is as Spinoza held One. He said

it had two attributes, and many modifications. And that to search

for a beginning of life is wrong, as it is to search for the origin of

matter. I agree with you—the founder of the Huttonian theory

of Geology said that, in the economy of the world he saw no evi-

dence of a beginning, and no prospect of an end " The world sub-

stance acts of itself." Many men have tried in vain to explain the

origin of the world from dead matter ; but you say, in consequence

of the fact that Monism accepts the idea that "nature is alive,"

is "one great and living whole of which man is a part " (which

contains in its form the quintessence of life), a time will come
when men will be obliged to use the term psychical in a broader

sense, and speak of a psychology of atoms and molecules.

To this doctrine that all Nature is alive, which Naegeli dis-

cussed at the meeting of German Naturalists at Munich in 1877,

Virchow strongly objected. When it is proved that psychology

equally belongs to the domain of animal and vegetable life as well

as of inorganic matter; then, said Virchow, the universality of

Life and Mind may be taught in the schools. There is no doubt

that mental phenomena pertain to certain animals, but not to the

totality of all organic beings. There is no reason to say that psy-

chic attributes reside in other animals than man. There are cer-

tain gradations from mental to physical nature, and I do not de-

clare it is impossible to bring psychical phenomenainto immediate

connection with physical ones. I object to setting down this pos-

sible connection as a "scientific doctrine." With regard to this

connection nothing is really known. It is easy to say a cell con-

sists of small particles called plastidules. Plastidules are com-

posed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen ; all these atoms

are endowed with a special soul, the sum of the forces which the

chemical atoms possess. Virchow says this may be so, it is very

fine ; but until the properties of the atoms are defined I can-

not understand how a soul can result from their combination.

Therefore he says the plastidule soul must not be introduced into

the educational programme ; and every educated man must not be

asked to recognize as a scientific truth the plastidule soul as a

basis for a conception of the universe. As an instance of the

danger, Virchow says, in opposition to the doctrine of the devel-

opment of organic life from inorganic matter, he once laid down
the proposition that every cell had its origin in a pre-existing cell.

The proposition was taken up by others and made valid beyond

the limits of organic life. He had letters from men in Europe

and America who based the whole of Astronomy and Geology on

the cellular theory, Virchow could not pronounce all these men to

be fools and simpletons. Some of their arguments showed that

they were men of education who had studied much and who in

their pursuit of a monistic conception of nature had reached the

conclusion that the whole universe was built up and governed on

the cell-principle. Virchow said of Naegeli's proposition, he had

no objection to carbon atoms having souls ; but in declaring at-

traction and repulsion to be psychic phenomena he was throwing

Psyche out of the window, and Psyche is Psyche no longer. In

the fourth volume of the Problems of Life and Mind, 1S80, G. H.

Lewes follows Virchow, and says there has recently sprung up a

chorus of voices not always accordant, who proclaim that if the

Law of Continuity is true and the doctrine of Evolution they force

the conclusion that all Nature is alive and sentient.

He says the hypothesis rests on an arbitrary extension of

terms, and an exclusive selection of conceptions. By rendering

terms very elastic it is easy to reduce all diversity to identity.

Life and Mind are present from the first ; the more conspicuous

manifestations are the results of evolution. All things are alike if

points of unlikeness are disregarded. In recent speculations it is

considered that the irritability in plants, is identically the same

molecular disturbance as the sensibility of animals, and thence all

molecular disturbance is evidence of sensibility. In confounding
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the conception of Life with that of Existence, Lewes asks :
" Why

should not a lamp-post feel and think, since it exists, and is sub-

ject to molecular changes consequent on impression ? " This ques-

tion seems absurd, but when it is remembered that the adherents
of the school of Naegeli hold that all material phenomena are com-
posed of the motions of molecules and elementary atoms, so pleas-

ure and pain, must have had their origin in the infinitesimal

atoms, and must have been caused by the manner in which the

atoms respond to each other in their attracting or repelling forces.

Sensation, therefore, is a property of the albumen molecules, and if

this is granted Naegeli says, it must be granted to the molecules of

all other substances. If two molecules feel an attraction or repul-

sion for each other they either approach or move away, and if

they possess a relation to sensation however distant, which Naegeli

cannot doubt, since each one feels the presence, the mutual con-

dition of the other, each inclines to move, and if it really begins to

move, becomes alive as it were. Such molecules are the elements

which cause pleasure and pain, and if the molecules feel something

related to sensation, it must be pleasure if they respond to attrac-

tion and repulsion, i. e. , follow their inclination or dis clination.

Your arguments in favor of all Nature being alive have as little

objective basis as those of Naegeli ; I wonder that Lewes undertook

their refutation.

We should never lose touch with the past, nor with the pres-

ent, which I think you do in ignoring Weismann's theory of the

Continuity of Germ-plasma. A fundamental problem in the doc-

trine of Matter, Life, and Mind, which has been overlooked, is

now made clear ; it bears strongly on the three principles enu-

merated above in regard to their eternity. In the multiplication

of the one-celled organisms (such as the Amoeba) "nothing dies,"

the body splits into two, but where is the dead body ? Here is

neither birth nor death—reproduction without generation,—with-

out parthenogenesis, or alternate generation. Weismann converted

the conception of the idioplasma of Naegeli into two distinct ele-

ments in embryology, thus removing it outside of monism. Life

depends on metabolism, on a constant change of material. That

required for embryogenesis is called the continuity of germ-

plasma, and the other element is called somato or body-plasma.

What is immortal in the germ-plasma, is a definite form of ac-

tivity, whatever that may mean.

John Chappellsmith.

[Our venerable friend, Mr. Chappellsmith, is mistaken when
he thinks that we lose sight of the truth (demonstrated by Weis-

mann for unicellular organisms), that potential immortality con-

sists in the preservation of a definite form of activity.—Ed.]

BOOK REVIEWS.
The Golden Flower Chrysanthemum. Verses by Edith M.

Thomas ; Richard Henry Stoddard ; Alice Ward Bailey ; Celia

Thaxter ; Kate Upson Clark ; Louis Carrol ; Margaret Deland
;

Robert Browning ; and Oliver Wendell Holmes. Collected,

arranged, and embellished with original designs, by /'. SchityU-r

Malt/u'ws. Illustrated with reproductions of studies from na-

ture in water color, by James and Sidney Callowhill, Alois

Lunzer, and F. S. M. Lithographed and printed by L. Piang

& Co., Publishers, Boston.

Chrysanthemum, the golden flower, is the rose of the wintry

season ; for it is not only the queen among the lovely daughters of

Flora in the fall, but it rivals also her beautiful sister of the sum-

mer months by the uncounted variety of species in which we pos-

sess it.

" God's wondrous sweet thought of the rose

In a blushing chrysanthemum grows :

And under October's chill moon
Bloon.s another rose-beauty of June."

This idea is, as it were, the keynote of the book before us.

We are presented with a number of exquisite illustrations of the
best known and most beautiful species of golden flower, most
artistically executed and gathered in a volume appropriately bound
and decorated. Every illustration is accompanied with a thought-
ful poem. Kate Upson Clark says :

" A rose and the heart of a rose,

But a heart of yellow fire,

Like a crater that seethes and giows.

Tossing lava of delicate rose,—
Lava-quills, rose-red, around

;

(Till its beautiful waves are piled,—
Waves born of the crater wild,—
Like a pitiful, perfumed mound

Of love, pure undefiled.

On the grave of a dead desire.)

* * *
Thou meanest more than a rose.

Chrysanthemum, rare and round !

"

Celia Thaxter closes one of her poems entitled Christmas Eve
with these lines :

" Climb thou and cling, nor ever lose thy hold I

Ask of thy year a happiness divine,

Trust not the shows of Earth, its fame or gold.

But seek the highest good, it shall be thine !

"

It would lead us too far, if we were to quote the thoughtful

strains of Browning and other poets represented in this book. So
we will close our review of this most beautiful Christmas gift with

the last verse of the last poem, which is by Oliver Wendell Holmes,
who addressf s the golden flower with these words :

" Thy smile the scow] of winter braves

Last of the bright-robed flowery train.

Soft sighing o'er the garden graves,
' Farewell ! farewell ! We meet again .'

'

So may life's chill November bring

Hope's golden flower, the last of all,

Before we hear the angels sing

Where blossoms never fade and fall."

Civil Government in the United States considered with
SOME reference TO ITS ORIGINS. By John Flske. Boston and
New York : Houghton, Mifflin, and Company. iSgo.

We have here a popular account of civil government in

his country, comprising that of the State as well as of the Federal

Union, showing their origins. This may be termed political or

constitutional government, as distinguished from social government,

a full account of which in the Township, the County, and the City

is given, tracing its beginnings in English institutions.

Professor Fiske assigns the proper position to the State, as

the real basis of the Nation, and the space which he has devoted

to the township, county, and city is not too long, considering their

importance in the life of the people. His work is admirably ad-

apted for the purpose for which it was written, that is, for use as

a text-book, and at the same time for the service of the general

reader, who will do well to bear in mind the remark that " every

institution is the outgrowth of experiences." Its educational value

is increased by the addition of " Suggestive Questions and Direc-

tions," prepared by Mr. F. A. Hill, and of bibliographical notes at

the end of each chapter.

The Story of the Iliad. By Dr. Edward Rroolcs, A. M. Phil-

adelphia : The Penn Publishing Company. 1890.

The object of Dr. Brooks in putting the great Greek epic into

prose was to supply young readers with something to take the

place of the weak and vapid literature now so much read, and to

give them a taste for what is elevated and enduring. Dr. Brooks's

version of Homer's story runs easily and probably will recommend

itself to those for whom it is intended.

Household Hygiene. By Mary Taylor Bissc-ll, M. D. New York :

N. C. Hodges. 1890.

A manual of valuable suggestions regarding sanitary house-

building and housekeeping, for the information of the women of
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the household as those to whom the sanitary regulation of the

home is generally relegated. The contents have mainly appeared

as contributions to the Art Interchange Company. This little vol-

ume is one of Mr. Hodges's " Fact and Theory papers."

BOOK NOTICES.

We have received from S. A. Maxwell & Co., a copy of "All

around the year 1891 " calendar, published by Lee & Shepard of

Boston. It consists of fourteen cards with charmingly tinted illus-

trations of child-life by Pauline Sunter.

Messrs. Taylor, Austin & Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, have issued

in small pamphlet form Cardinal Newman's excellent "Definition

of a gentleman."

Messrs. Roberts Brothers of Boston have just published a

tastefully got up edition of Sir Edwin Arnold's "The Light of

Asia," with a series of illustrations taken chiefly from photographs

of Buddhist sculptures and frescoes found in ancient ruins of India

averaging 2000 years old, representing scenes in the life of the

founder of Buddhism. The design on the cover illustrates the

four principal events in the life of Gautama, the Birth, the Medi-

tation, the Preaching and the Nirvana, as represented on a bas-

relief found at Sarnath near Bernares.

Mr. James Goldsmith of New York has published an Ethical

Society's Album, consisting of a series of portraits on celluloid of

the leaders of the Ethical Culture Movement.

CJirist : tlie Pupil of Buddha. A Comparative Study, founded

on Lillie's "Buddhism in Christianity," giving in parallel columns

the traditions relating to Jesus and Gautama, and some of their

doctrinal teachings. (Brentano, New York.)
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THE TIDINGS OF JOY.

The Christmas gospel is a tiding of J03' ; but its joy

is very different from the happiness that is so eagerly

sought for by thousands and millions of wretched

beings who tire themselves out by hunting s-hadows.

It is natural that only two religions have a festival

of rejoicing in the birth of a child destined to be the

saviour of the world ; Buddhism, namely, and Chris-

tianity.

Buddhism and Christianity are the religions of re-

signation. They demand that we shall willingly and un-

hesitatingly take up our cross ; that we shall not shirk

tribulations, suffering, and least of all death ; that we
shall renounce all cravings for pleasure, sacrifice all

desires of egotism, and in fact give up our very self,

which is the source of all our unsatisfied yearnings.

Buddhism and Christianity, being religions of self-

denial, have been called pessimistic world-concep-

tions. In a certain sense they are pessimistic, in an-

other sense they are not. They ought to be called

melioristic. Recognizing to its full extent the truth

of pessimism, recognizing all the misery that exists in

the world and the wretchedness of living creatures,

the religions of self-denial are preached to show the

path of salvation. In this sense Buddhism and Chris-

tianity are the religions of joy.

Says the Apostle: " Rejoice always ! " and again

he describes himself and his co-workers as the am-

bassadors of Christ : "As unknown, and yet well known;

as dying, and behold we live ; as chastened, and not

killed ; as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing ; as poor,

yet making many rich ; as having nothing, and yet pos-

sessing all things." Says Christ : "Rejoice and be

exceeding glad !
" and the angel said to the shepherds :

"Fear not, for behold I bring you good tidings of

great joy, which shall be to all people."

Wherever a religion of self-denial has been

preached, it has always been a gospel of cheer, of

gladness, of salvation. This seems to be contradictory,

and yet it is natural.

The main idea of the religions of self-denial is a

truth which, if lost, we should have to discover again.

Similarl}', if our knowledge of the law of gravitation

were lost, we should have to discover it again. And
if another than Newton had calculated its formula,

the formula would be exactly the same as it is now,

whether it were expressed in Greek, or in English, or

in Chinese.

Spiritual truth is no less rigorous than mathemati-

cal truth. Spiritual truth has to develop according to

law no less than .he flowers in the fields, no less than

human civilization, the arts and the sciences. When
the blossoms blow in springtide, it appears as if the

earth had long been preparing and expecting this mo-
ment. Thus when Buddha was born, the Buddhistic

gospels relate, that the angels sung, "This is the night

the ages waited for."

Is it surprising that so wonderful a truth as that

life is love, salvation is self-surrender, and joy is the

sacrifice of all desire, has been clothed in myths and

decked with miraculous legends ? Is it surprising that

great institutions were founded with ceremonies and

rites in order to make comprehensible this spiritual

truth to those who could not grasp it? And again, is

it surprising that in all these institutions the truth is

overgrown and hidden by the myth ? The letter that

killeth has prevailed over the spirit

!

Science with ruthless criticism destroys the my-

thology which has so long prided itself as the truth.

Yet science will never destroy the truth which has

been the vitality in the germs from which sprang Bud-

dhism as well as Christianity. And the religion of •

science, if it is to be a live power, must preach the

same truth.

Science recognizes the struggle for life, but the re-

ligion of science brings peace. It brings the peace of

soul that makes man one with that power which is the

source of all life, one with that actuality which is the

way, the truth, and the life ; so that what appeared as

a struggle for selfish ends, now becomes work, and

work, whatever it be, pleasant or disagreeable, sowing

or reaping, ruling or obeying, drudgery or the work of

enthusiasm and love, is all transfigured by being con-

ceived as the performance of duty.

The religion of science does not preach asceticism,

when it demands self-denial and a radical surrender

of egotism. On the contrary, like the good tidings of

Bethlehem, it proclaims a religion of joy—not for

those who are rich, but for all the world ; first for the

poor, yet also for the rich, if their hearts are fit to re-

ceive the gospel.
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THE NATURE OF PERSONALITY ILLUSTRATED BY

THE LIVES OF TWINS.*

BY TH. RIBOT.

The principle of individuation is the organism ; it

is such without restriction, immediately through the

organic sensations,but mediately through the emotional

and intellectual states. In order to prove this let us

examine what takes place in cases of twins.

In the first place, we must recall to mind that twins

represent on the average of births about i in 70. The

cases of triplets or quadruplets are very rare, not more

than I in 5000, and i in 150,000 respectively; to

mention instances of these would uselessly complicate

our researches. Let us further remember, that twins

are of two species. Either each of them is germinated

from a distinct ovule, in which case they may be

either of the same or of a different sex ; or they may

have issued from two germinative spots in the same

ovule, and then they are enveloped within the same

membrane and are invariably of the same sex. The

latter instance alone yields two personalities that are

strictly speaking twins.

Leaving aside animals, we shall abide by man and

take the problem in all its complexit}'. It is evident,

that since the physical and moral state of the parents

is the same for both of the twin individuals, a cause

of difference has thus been removed at the very mo-

ment of procreation. As their development has for a

starting-point the materials of the same fecundated

ovule, there will exist a great probability of extra-

ordinary likeness in the physical constitution, and

consequentl}', according to our thesis, in their mental

constitution also. Let us now glance at the facts

that are in our favor; and afterwards consider objec-

tions and exceptions.

The perfect resemblance of twins is a matter of

common observation. Since remote antiquity this

topic has furnished subject-matter to the humorous
poets, and later it has more than once been used by

modern novelists. But writers have generally limited

themselves to external resemblances, resulting from

stature, form, face, voice, etc. But, there are other

much deeper resemblances. Even long ago physi-

cians had observed that most twins also present ex-

traordinary agreement of tastes, aptitudes, faculties,

even of fates. Recently Mr. Galton has made an

inquiry on this subject, issuing lists of questions,

to which about eighty answers were returned, thirt)'-

five with the addition of minute details. Mr. Galton's

aim, however, was totally different from our own.

Through his researches upon heredity, he wished to

determine by a new method the respective parts played

'Translated from the Fri

jyo,.

ch {D/i ality Chap. I. 4.) by

by nature and education ; but among his material is

much that is of profit to us.*

Mr. Galton reports a number of anecdotes similar

to those which have been long current : a sister tak-

ing two music-lessons daily, in order to leave her

twin- sister at liberty ; the perplexities of a certain col-

lege-janitor, who, when a twin came to see his brother,

did not know which of the two he ought to allow to

depart, etc. Others evince a persistent resemblance

under circumstances scarcely favorable to preserve it.

"A. was again coming home from India, on leave;

the ship did not arrive for some days after it was due
;

the twin brother B. had come up from his quarters to

receive A., and their old mother was very nervous.

One morning A. rushed in saying, ' Oh ! mother, how
are you ? ' Her answer was, ' No, B., its a bad joke

;

you know how anxious I am !
' and it was a little time

before A. could persuade her that he was the real man.

"

But that which relates to mental organization has a

still greater interest for us. "One point which shows

the highest degree of resemblance between twins,"

says Galton, "is the similiarity in the association of

their ideas. No less than eleven out of the thirty-five

cases testify to this. They on the same occasion make
the same remarks, begin singing the same song at the

same moment, and so on : or one would commence a

sentence, and the other would finish it. An observant

friend graphically- described to me the effect produced

on her by two such twins whom she had met casually.

She said : 'Their teeth grew alike, they spoke alike,

and together, and said the same things, and seemed

just like one person.' One of the most curious anec-

dotes that I have received concerning this similiarty

of ideas, was that one twin. A, who happened to be at

a town in Scotland, bought a set of champagne glasses

which caught his attention as a surprise for his

brother B ; while at the same time B, being in Eng-

land, bought a similar set of precisely the same pat-

tern, as a surprise for A. Other anecdotes of a like

kind have reached me about these twins."

The nature and evolution of physical and men-

tal maladies will also furnish very convincing facts.

The latter only may interest psychology, but the former

reveal a similarity in the innermost constitution of the

two organisms which sight cannot discover in the form

of external resemblances.

"I have attended professionally," says Trousseau,

"a case of twin- brothers so marvellously like each

other, that I was unable to distinguish between

them unless I saw them side by side. This physical

resemblance extended still further ; they had an even

still more remarkable pathological resemblance. One

They will be found under the title ''History of Twins " in his book
Inquiries into Human Faculty and its Development (pp. 216-242), London:
Macmillan, 1883.

I
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of them, whom I saw in Paris, when he happened to

be suffering from rheumatic ophthalmia, said to me :

'At this very moment my brother must be suffering

like me.' And as I strongly protested against such an

idea, a few days later he showed me a letter that he

had just received from his brother, then at Vienna,

and who wrote :
' I have got my ophthalmia, you must

have yours.' However strange this may appear, the

fact nevertheless remains incontestable. It was not a

circumstance related to me, but an actual fact that

came within my own experience, and during my prac-

tice I have witnessed other remarkable cases of this

kind. "* Galton furnishes several examples of which we
will cite only the following: "Two twin-brothers,

quite alike, warmly attached to each other, and having

identical tastes, had both obtained government clerk-

ships. They kept house together ; one of them sick-

ened of Bright's disease and died of it ; the other sick-

ened of the same disease and died seven months later."

We must nevertheless anticipate certain objections.

There are twins of the same sex, who are dissimilar,

and although statistics do not tell us in what propor-

tion true twins (issues of the same ovule) present these

differences, it is sufficient if it takes place only in a

single case to be worthy of a particular discussion.

The eggs of all animals possess the same anatom-

atical structure, and chemical analysis can only re-

veal in them a few infinitesimal inequalities; still, the

one produces a sponge, the other a man. This ap-

parent resemblance, accordingly, must hide profound

differences, although it escapes our most subtle means

of investigation. Do they arise from the nature of

the molecular movements, as certain authors think ?

We may suppose anything we please, on condition

that we perfectly understand that the egg itself is al-

ready a complex thing, and that any two individuals

emerging from it, strictly speaking, cannot be similar.

Our perplexity only arises from our ignorance of the

processes according to which the primitive elements

group themselves in order to constitute each indi-

vidual, and in consequence, of the physical and psy-

chic differences which thence result. Some of Gal-

ton's correspondents have reported the curious fact

of certain twins who were " complementary to each

other." "There is," writes the mother of the twins,

" a sort of reciprocal interchangeable likeness in ex-

pression that often gave to each the effect of being more

like his brother than himself."—"A fact struck all our

school contemporaries (writes a seniot wrangler of

Cambridge) that my brother and I were complement-

ary, so to speak, in point of ability and disposition.

He was contemplative, poetical, and literary to a re-

markable degree. I was practical, mathematical, and

linguistic. Between us we should have made a very

* Trousseau, Clinique Medicate, Vol. I, p. 253. " Lejon sur I'aslhme."

decent sort of a man." (Pp. 224 and 240.) The phys-

ical and mental capital seems to have been divided

between them not by equality but by equivalence.

If the reader carefully considers how complex the

psychic organization is in man ; how improbable it is,

by the very reason of this complexity, that two persons

should be the repetition of each other, although twins

approach it to an astonishing degree, the reader, as I

maintain, will irresistibly be induced to think, that a

single perfectly verified fact of this kind proves more

than even ten exceptions, and that the moral resem-

blance is but the correlative of the physical resem-

blance. If by an impossible hypothesis any two men.

were created in such a manner that their respective

organisms were identical as to constitution ; that their

hereditary influences were rigorously alike ; if, by a

still greater impossibility, both received the same

physical and moral impressions at the same moment,

there would not be any other difference between them

than that of their position in space.

In closing this article, I feel somewhat ashamed

of having accumulated so many data and proofs to

establish a truth so evident to my eyes as the proposi-

tion : As the organism, so the personality. I should

have hesitated greatly to do it, if it had not been too

easy to show, that this truth has been forgotten and

disregarded rather than denied ; and that writers have

almost always been contented to mention it under the

vague law of the influence of the physical over the

moral nature.

The facts that up to this point have been studied

cannot alone lead to a conclusion : they only pave the

way for it. They have shown that, reduced to its

last elements, physical personality presupposes the

properties of living matter, and their co-ordination
;

that, in the same manner as the body is only the or-

ganized and co-ordinated sum of all the elements that

constitute it, so also the physical personality is only

the organized and co-ordinated sum of the same ele-

ments as psychic factors. They express their nature

and agencies, but nothing more. The normal state,

the teratological cases, the resemblance of twins have

proved it. The aberrations of the physical person-

ality, or as M. Bertrand ingeniously calls them,* " the

hallucinations of the sense of the body" contribute an

additional amount of evidence.

HAPPINESS.!
BY COUNT LEO N. TOLSTOI.

In the Government of Ufim once lived a Baschkir

called lljas. He sprang from poor ancestors, and his

father died when lljas had been married scarcely a

year. Iljas's property then consisted of seven mares,

two cows, and twenty sheep. But lljas, like a good

* De Vaperccption du corps huinain par la conscience, p. 269, et seqq.

t From ihe Gegenwart, by B.
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husbandman, knew how to increase his possessions.

He was at work from morning to night with his wife,

rose earlier and went later to rest than others, and be-

came richer every year. Thirty-five years was Iljas

thus active and acquired for himself great wealth.

At last Iljas possessed 200 horses, 150 head of oxen,

and 1200 sheep. He kept hinds who guarded his

herds, and maid-servants who milked the mares and

cows and prepared kumis, butter, and cheese. Of

all things Iljas had abundance, and he was envied

everywhere around. "A happy man, this Iljas," said

the people, "he has abundance of everything. He
need not wish to die." Distinguished people sought

Iljas's acquaintance and considered it an honor to as-

sociate with him. From great distances guests came

to him, and Iljas received all hospitably, and enter-

tained every one with sherbet and liquor. Whoever
came found at all times kumis, and tea, and sherbet,

and mutton at Iljas's board. Scarcely were guests ar-

rived, than at once a sheep was dressed or even two,

and if guests appeared in greater number probably a

mare also would be slaughtered.

Of children Iljas had two sons and a daughter, all

of whom were married. When Iljas was poor, his

sons worked with him and themselves looked after the

herds; but when he had become rich, they took things

easy and gave themselves up to drink. The elder

was killed in a fray, and the j'ounger, who had mar-

ried a proud woman, wished no longer to be subject to

his father, so that Iljas was obliged to establish him
in separate housekeeping. He gave him a house, and
cattle, and everything that was necessary, and thereby

diminished his own wealth considerably.

Soon afterwards Iljas's flocks of sheep were at-

tacked by a pestilence which swept away many of the

animals. Then came a year of drought, the hay did

not thrive, and numerous oxen perished in the course

of the winter. Then the Kirghis stole Iljas's best

horses from the pasture, whereby his property was
grievously damaged. Continually deeper and deeper

sank Iljas downwards, whereby his power diminished

year by year. And when Iljas was nearly seventy

years old he was obliged to sell his furs and carpets,

his saddle and cart ; then, finally, came his oxen, and
one fine day Iljas possessed nothing more. Ere he
was aware, everything was gone, and he was com-
pelled in his old age with his wife to enter the service

of strange people. Nothing remained to him but the

clothes on his back, his furred coat, his cap, his shoes,

and his helpmate Schamschemagi who had also grown
old. His son, whom he had started in Hfe, had re-

moved into a far country, his daughter was dead, and
there was no one from whom the old people could find

help.

Then a neighbor, Muchamedschach byname, com-

miserated the aged couple. Neither poor nor rich,

Muchamedschach lived plainly and was an excellent

man. He thought how once Iljas had been a good

neighbor to him, and said therefore compassionately

to him : "Come, you and your wife can live with me.

In the summer, you can so far as. your strength allows,

work in the vegetable-fields, and in winter feed the

cattle, while Schamschemagi can milk the mares and

prepare kumis. I will feed and clothe you, and if

there is anything else you need, on,ly mention it and I

will give it to you."

Iljas thanked his neighbor and went to with his

wife among Muchaniedschach's domestics. At first

they felt it hard, but soon became accustomed to their

new state ; they lived contented and worked according

to their strength. The master of the house found it

to his interest to maintain such workers, since the old

people had once themselves been housekeepers and

understood the work. When Muchamedschach saw

them at work, he deplored in his heart that people who
had once stood so high had been compelled to fall so

low.

One day it happened that a guest from a distance

came to Muchamedschach, a matchmaker who pro-

posed for his daughter. The MoUah also came with

him. Muchamedschach told Iljas to kill a sheep; Iljas

obeyed the command, made ready the sheep, and

served it up for the guests. The guests ate of the

flesh, drank tea with it, and then addressed them-

selves to the kumis. The host and the guests sat on

down pillows and carpets, drunk kumis out of bowls

and gossipped, while Iljas vigorously performed his

work in house and courtyard.

As he passed by the door, Muchamedschach per-

ceived him and said to one of the guests : "Did you

see the old man there, who just now passed before the

door?"

"I saw him," replied the guest, "what is there pe-

culiar about him ?"

"The peculiarity about him is, that this old man
was once the richest man in our neighborhood. He
is called Iljas—perhaps you have heard of him."

"Certainly," replied the guest, "the recollection

of him is still fresh among us."

"Well, you see, nothing more is now left to him ;

he lives with me as a servant and his wife with him
;

she milks the mares in the stable."

Then the guest wondered in himself, chuckled, and

shaking his head said : "Ah, there one sees how for-

tune turns like a wheel : some it raises on high, others

it casts down. The old man grieves very much for his

fortune, I guess."

"Who can know ! He lives quietly and peacefully,

and works industriously, " answered the host Mucha-

medschah.

1
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" Could we not speak with him?" asked the guest.

"Might I freely question him about his life."

"Ask him, if you wish," replied the host. Then
he called loudly outside the door

:

" Babaj (which in Baschkirisch means 'grand-

father ') come here, and drink kumis with us and call

your old woman also."

Iljas came with his wife, saluted the guest and the

host, repeated a prayer, and squatted near the door on

the stones. But Schamschemagi went behind the cur-

tain and sat herself near the hostess.

They handed Iljas a bowl of kumis. He bowed to

the guest and to the host, drank a little, and placed

the bowl aside. " Say now, grandfather," addressed

the guest to him, "you must still be very sorrowful at

heart, when you see us thus and think of your former

life, how then you lived in good fortune and now live

in indigence ?
"

Iljas smiled and said :

" If I were to tell you my opinion of fortune and

misfortune, you would not believe me. Therefore

rather ask my wife, she is a woman ; what she has in

her heart, she has also on her tongue. She will an-

swer your question honestly and according to her best

knowledge."

Then spoke the guest, as he turned towards the

curtain :

"Well then, grandmother, do you tell me what you

think about your former good fortune and your present

indigence."

And Schamschemagi from behind the curtain be-

gan :

"Hear what I think about it : Fifty years lived I

together with the old man; we sought happiness and

found it not. Now, for a year past, nothing more is

left to us, and we have to serve among strange people

—now we have found true happiness and desire noth-

ing different."

Then were the guests surprised, and the host won-

deringly, rose up and flung the curtain back in order

to see the old woman. But Schamschemagi stood

there with foli;ied hands looking at her husband, and

the old man smiled at her. And once again she began :

"I speak in earnest and not in jest. For half a

hundred years we sought happiness and did not find

it, so long as we were rich. Now nothing is left to us,

we live with menials, and have found such happiness

that we do not want any other."

"And in what consists then your happiness?"

"That I will tell you. When we were rich we had

not an hour of rest, we could not speak to each other,

neither think of our souls, nor say a prayer to God-
so many cares had we. If guests came to us, it was

necessary to care for them, so that they might be en-

tertained while they were present, in order that they

might not speak against us. Were the guests de-

parted, it was necessary to look after the domestics,

who live only to be lazy and to love tit bits, we had to

keep our eyes open, that everything should not go to

ruin, had to scold and sin. Then there is anxiety lest

the wolf strangles the foals or the calves, lest thieves

break into the herds and take away the horses. If

one allows oneself to sleep, one is afraid that the sheep

will crush the lambs ; he gets up and goes to the

stable in order to look after them. Scarcely has one

composed oneself about the lambs, than he begins to

be anxious anew, how fodder was to be provided.

Thus quarrel and strife was frequently produced be-

tween me and my husband, he said 'It must be so,' I

replied so and so, and there was discord and sin.

Thus we lived from care to care, from sin to sin, and

did not succeed in finding happiness."

"Well, and now?"

"Now we rise with God, always speak to each

other in love and concord, have nothing to dispute

about, nothing to be anxious about—beyond that we

serve the householder well. We work, so far as

strength allows, work with love, that the householder

may have no loss, but profit. When we come, dinner

is ready, supper is ready, and there is also kumis. Is

it cold, some one takes fuel and makes a fire ;
also a

furred-coat is at hand. We have time to talk with

one another, time to think of our souls and to pray to

God.—For fifty years have we sought happiness and

it is now first come."

The guest began to laugh, but Iljas said : Do not

laugh, brother, for this is not a jest, but human hfe.

Once I also and my wife were so foolish as to deplore

our lost wealth, but now God has revealed to us the

truth, and not for our diversion, but for your prosper-

ity do we proclaim it to you."

"That is very well said," spoke the Mollah. "The

simple truth has Iljas spoken, as it is written in the

Scripture."

Then the guest became meditative and ceased to

laugh.

CURRENT TOPICS.

Among the curious forms of hero-worship which prevail in

Ireland, is the custom of taking the horses from the hero's car-

riage, and drawing him through the streets by man power instead

of horse power. The idolaters of Mr. Parnell performed this

absurd ceremony in his honor on the occasion of his recent visit

to Dublin ; and when Mr. Davitt, a leader of the rival faction

arrived, his worshippers did the same thing for him. The whole

performance reminds us of Curran's experience when he made his

great speech on the trial of Hamilton Rowan. His enthusiastic

admirers took his horses from his carriage, and drew him in

triumph from the Court house to his home Speaking of the affair

some time afterwards, when dining with some friends in London,

Mr. Curran said ; "That was the greatest honor I ever received,

but 1 never saw my horses again."
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One of the most touching exhibitions o£ pathos is the sorrow of

a newspaper when a banker fails, sorrow for the banker, not tor the

depositors. The gloom of its grief throws a misty, tearful fog over

all the particulars, and there seems to be a defect in our civiliza-

tion when such a speculating genius, such a lavish borrower, such

a luxurious consumer can fail ; and for such a ridiculous and in-

sufficient reason as "Want of Capital," and prosy matter of fact

like that. With what eloquent art, sympathy for the victim of

" monetary stringency," is turned into 'doleful moralizing over the

Secretary of the Treasury ; and in ponderous editorial appears the

•wail of the stock market, " Why doesn't he come to the help of

poor bankers ? Why doesn't he stimulate Wall Street by purchas-

ing bonds, or silver, or cotton, or corn, or something ? Why
doesn't he trade old lamps for new ones, or new lamps for old ones?

Why doesn't he deposit the public taxes with impecunious ban-

kers in "sufficient quantities " to enable them to speculate with

the money, and thus grease the wheels of business ? Then comes

a bit of solemn reproof to industry for tightening the money
market, by withdrawing "confidence," and even money from

speculative bankers,- who have no money of their own. It is a

reprehensible thing when industry withdraws its "confidence"

from speculation, and balloons burst.

According to the opinion of Gen. IVIiles, whose opinion ought

to be worth something, the Indian trouble in the North West, is

like a great many other troubles in this world, a question of "ra-

tions." A hungry Indian is not much better than a hungry white

man ; and the problem seems to be this : Is it cheaper to feed than

to fight him ? This is a mercenary view of it, neither wise nor

kind, but even as a matter of economy, it is cheaper to feed the

Indian than to fight him, to say nothing of the humanity and jus-

tice of the plan. If, as Gen. Miles declares, the Indian has been

"starved into fighting," we ought to send him corn instead of lead.

It is a question of duty ; and if the Indians have been cheated out

of the food to which they are entitled by treaty or otherwise, we
ought to remove the cause of complaint, and also the officials who
have done the cheating. No doubt there is money for some people

in an Indian war, but there is little glory in it for a great govern-

ment.
*

Among the fantastics of the recent Kansas ballot-boxing was
the election to Congress of an unsophisticated son of the prairie,

who has already achieved a national repution as the "sockless

statesman," Like the immortal ChoUop, he is "a child of nature,

whose bright home is in the settin' sun," a " typical American "

who despises the effeminacy of socks or stockings ; and probably

of boots or shoes, though as to these, the returns are not all in.

It is fair to presume, however, that a "sockless" statesman must
be shoeless also ; or at least, that he would not stoop to anything

more civilized than moccasins. As might be expected, the sockless

statesman goes by the name of " Jerry," an unpretending, familiar,

democratic name, which it is well for a candidate to have, espe-

cially in the West. Jerry anything is always a very hard man to

beat. A statesman in moccasins must have the rest of his clothes

to correspond
; leggings, for instance, a buckskin coat, and a hat

made from the skin of a loon or a coon, How proud we shall all

be, those of us who delight in the fascinating tales of Cooper, to

see the reincarnation of dear old Leatherstocking sitting in the

halls of Congress.

-X- ^-

It seems, after all, that a principle was concealed in the moc-
casins of the "sockless statesman," and that his repudiation of

socks is not a whimsicality, but a sacrifice, freely made for the

sake of his political convictions. This is only just now made pub-
lic, and it might never have been found out at all, were it not re-

vealed in the spirited letter quoted below. .Naturally enough, the

eccentricity of the Honorable Member, threatens the hosiery trade

with serious disaster, because if a member of Congress can go

"sockless," other people can, and the example may work mischief.

Having this view of it, and with the hope of beguiling the Hon.

Member into the habit of wearing socks, a New Jersey manufac-

turer sent him a very elegant assortment of silk, woolen, and cot-

ton hosiery, but with Roman courage he resisted the temptation,

and sent the enervating luxuries back, accompanied by this letter,

"Sir: Our forefathers refused to drink tea because it was taxed 3

per cent., and held a tea party in Boston for the purpose of getting

rid of the stuff. I have just finished figuring up the tax upon those

stockings, and I find that it amounts to 76 per cent. I will wear

no socks until the tax is taken off."

When a man resolves to go without socks on principle, the

logical end of his resolution is that he must go without all other

things that come within the principle, and therefore the "sockless

statesman " will be compelled to sit in the halls of Congress dressed

in the garb of Leatherstocking, because all store clothes are taxed

as high as hosiery, or higher. There is only one alternative ; the

Hon. Member may own a few sheep, and by the aid of his wife,

he may be able to appear in Washington arrayed in home-spun

woolen clothes ; otherwise he must clothe himself in deer skin.

And how does he manage to get along without ploughs, or axes, or

wagons, or harness, or nails, or crockery, or coal, or blankets, or

needles and thread, or any other article necessary for his house, or

his farm ? He may baffle death, but not the tariff. He may evade

the taxes on shoes and stockings, and coats, but a home-spun plough

is beyond the skill of the women folks, and so isa home-spun

wagon,

* -\-

A curious bit of tragi-comedy is reported from Scottdale, Pa.,

the H. C. Frick Coke Company having banked 255 ovens, whereby

many workmen were thrown out of employment, retained the

married men as far as practicable and discharged the single men.

The company resolved to give the married men work for the whole

winter if possible, and this premium on matrimony threatens to

stampede the bachelors and drive them all into the ranks of the

married men. " It is better to marry than burn " says the scrip-

ture, and these young men think it is better to marry than starve.

Accordingly, they held a meeting a few days ago, at which it was

resolved that all of them should get married before New Year's

day, and that none should ask for a respite or reprieve. The dis-

patch informs us that this action '

' has caused a great flutter among
the young women of the coke region "

; but it does not say whether

this is because they expect to be seized and married by force like

the Sabine women, or for fear they may escape that fate. Under

duress like that, it is better to burn than to marry.

* * *

A desperate young malefactor has been convicted in Ohio of

the crime of plagiarism. He was a competitor at one of the col-

leges for the first prize in oratory, and won it ; whereupon the

rival orators declared that the winning oration had a familiar

twang, and they thought they had heard it somewhere. A search

through the college library was therefore organized, and in one

of the great speeches of Wendell Phillips, the prize piece was

found, or, as the lawyers have it, " words to that effect," a piece

having such a strong family likeness to it, that it might pass for a

twin brother. Upon this discovery the " faculty," solemn as a

coroner's jury, sat on the aspiring orator and brought in a verdict

of " Plagiarism " against him, with a recommendation that he be

held to answer without bail. The ambitious young Demosthenes

denied the charge of wilful plagiarism, but admitted that he had

read the speech of Wendell Phillips, and might have " absorbed "
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some of it, by the process of "unconscious cerebration." The ex-

cuse availed nothing, and the "laurels were torn from his brow."
The lad is entitled to sympathy, because in a land where fine

dinners are the prize of babble, the temptation to be an orator is

great. Let punishment fall not upon the boy, but upon the " fac-

ulty " which deliberately, and premeditatedly directs the mental
energies of youth away from work and learning, to the habit and
dissipation of everlasting gab. M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Different New Testament Views of Jesus. By Joseph Henry

Ci-ooker. Ann Arbor, Mich. Register Publishing Co., iSgo.

The purpose of Mr. Crocker in this essay is to state the main
facts respecting the subject referred to in the title, which reveals

his state of mind in relation to it. The existence in the New Tes-
tament of at least three different views of Jesus is apparent to any
unprejudiced student. Mr. Crooker proposes to treat in a forth-

coming volume of the causes which contributed to the progressive

idealization of Jesus. Q,

Inquirendo Island. By Hndor Genoiie. New York. Twentieth

Century Publishing Company, 1890.

The boat of the hero of this story, one John Cliff, is carried

by a strong current to an unknown island, inhabited by the de-

scendants of nine persons, men and women, who had reached it

some centuries earlier from a shipwrecked vessel, by means of a

raft. The man who constructed the raft was called " Numbers,"
and another member of the party, who was an ingenious artizan,

had the name of "Angel." In a few generations the religious

ideas transmitted orally from parents to children became mixed up
with the story of the escape on the raft, and an old arithmetic

book having been found on the seashore, it was thought to be the

Bible, of which a tradition had been handed down. The details

of the story which is intended for a satire on current views of re-

ligion are ingeniously worked out, but we doubt whether, without

the assistance of the explanation given at the end of the book, the

full force of the satire would be recognised. U.

BOOK NOTICES.

Origin of Ihe P/ane- Trees. By Lester F. Ward. The object

of this pamphlet, which is reprinted from the American A'ntiir-

alisl of September I'lgo, is to derive the living species of Platanus

from the fossil ones, and to point out the line of descent of the

former, but not to show the origin of the genus itself; One of the

distinctive links in the chain of evidence is the presence of basal

lobes, which were recognised by Professor Janko, the great author-

ity on Platanus, but without any suspicion of its significance.

The first number of a new illustrated magazine, to be called

the Bacteriological World, will appear on or before January i,

1891. Its mission is to be "the general dissemination of knowl-

edge on the subject of bacteriology in general, and pathological

micrology in particular." A special feature of the magazine will

be a plain and complete illustrated course in bacteriology, run-

ning through a series of numbers in lessons of three or. four pages

each, for the benefit of readers yet unacquamted with the sub-

ject. Special arrangements have been made for supplying infor-

mation as to the latest observations and disco%'eries made in the

most renowned European laboratories. The price will be three

dollars per annum, or thirty cents for single numbers. Bacterio-

logical World Publishing Co., Columbia, Mo.

We have received a copy of the Discourse before the KIwde

Island Historical Society, at its Centennial Celebration of Rhode

Island's adoption of the Federal Constitution, by General Hora-

tio Rogers, President of the Society. The Discourse was intended

to be a definitive and authoritative statement of the reasons which

prompted the State of Rhode Island "to hesitate with anxious de-
liberation, and afterwards freely and fully to abandon " its inde-
pendent character and become " an integral part of an indissoluble

nation." "The very liberality," says General Rogers, "of her
cardinal principle and of her royal charter seems to have made
her fearful of losing what of liberty she had gained ; so the radical-

ism of her early days has reacted upon her, producing an intense

conservatism." Rhode Island Providence Press.

Report of the Calcutta Psycho-Religiotis Society for the year
iSSg. As appears from the speech of Babu K. Chakravarti, the
Secretary, this Society is a product of the general awakening to

thought which followed the preaching of theosophy in India. Judg-
ing from the Report, and from the lectures by Mr. Chakravarti
(given as appendices), the society is doing good work in studying
the sacred literature of the ancient Hindus, particularly the Tan-
tras, which treat of the attainment of superhuman power through
the medium of spirits, and the Yoga philosophy. There is much
in the latter that reminds us of the phenomena of modern hypno-
tism. The nature of Tantric worship may be judged of from the

statement, that "there is not a subject now known in Europe and
America in connection with Spiritualism which was not known
before in India. " One of the most interesting of its phenomena
is that of the "spirit mirror," which is said to refiect "many in-

cidents past and future, in a man's life." Mr. Chakravarti is

making special investigations on this subject. Calcutta: A. C.

Hajra.

A little pamphlet has come to our hands entitled Ernsle
Gedanken. written by M. Von Egidy, Lieutenant-Colonel in the

Saxon Regiment of Husars, No. 18, Grossenhain Saxony. The
author we are informed on most reliable authority, had on ac-

count of this pamphlet to resign his position in the army. And
why ? Are the opinions set forth such as would make a man un-

fit for being a military officer ? Are they subversive of state or

church institutions ? Are they expressions of an irreligious spirit ?

On the contrary ! They show a man who has the courage of his

convictions, a man who with Hutten says, " Ich hab's gewagt !"

They exhibit a man deeply moved by a religious conviction, which
is such as would purify and revive the dead condition of the Ger-

man State Churches. The pamphlet is a cry of religious despair

because " the church in its present form, (viz., the Saxon State

Church) does not fulfil its mission." Religion to Colonel Egidy
is not the dogma of "Jesus Christ being a veritable God born of

the father in Eternity." Religion and also Christianity is to him
moral life. He says :

"Only lie who kindles in himself the spark of love as a luminous flame,

is warmed, is enlightened. The more strongly the flame burns in him, the

more intimately, the more consciously walks he with his God ; with every feel-

ing of love God's being manifests itself more intelligibly in him ; with every

act of love is the God-idea more vigorous in him
; always lighter, in always

clearer, always more intelligible form appears the being of the all-embracing

l5ve before him. and he feels, 'that the love of God is infinite'; \i(. feetsW.

and now he has comprehended and experienced the Father, that he is of the
' like kind,' that the same love lives in him—now he knows himself gladly a

child of God.
" That is my conception of religion.

—

"And Christianity? Christianity is religion, is my religion, is your re-

ligion, dear reader— is the religion, as the founder of which we regard Christ,

to the extent that he has told us how we should receive and obey the ten com-
mandments set forth by the mighty law-giver Moses. Mcses has established

the'what ' God wills by a law. Christ illuminated this ' what ' with his en-

lightened know-ledge of God's being—' God is love '—and preached to us the
' how it should come to pass. ' You have heard ; that to the ancients is said—

But I say to you :' Therein lies no opposition but a fulfilment, and as far as

this fulfilment verifies itself in mind and deed, is Christianity the most per-

fect religion."

We add no comment, but we express a deep regret that the

reactionary spirit has grown so strong as even to persecute the

pious and devout believer who dares to disgent aiid tries to put

new life into the dead body of his church.
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EMOTIONAL DISORDERS.*

BY TH. RIBOT.

The desires, feelings, passions that impart to char-

acter its fundamental tone, have their roots in the or-

ganism and are predetermined by it. The same applies

to even the highest intellectual manifestations. Still, as

the psychic states here play a preponderating part,

we shall treat them as the immediate causes of the

changes of personality, without forgetting, however,

that these causes are in their turn effects.

Without presuming to give a rigorous classifica-

tion of the emotional manifestations, which we have

not to follow up in detail, we will reduce them to

three groups of which the psychological complexity

goes on increasing, while the ph3'siological impor-

tance decreases. They are : (i) the tendencies con-

nected with the preservation of the individual (nutri-

tion, self-defense) ; (2) those relating to the preserva-

tion of the species; (3) the highest of all, those

which presuppose the development of intelligence

(moral, religious, aesthetic, and scientific manifesta-

tions, ambition in all its forms, etc.) If we consider

the development of the individual, we shall find that

it is in this chronological order the sentiments appear.

We see it in a marked degree in the evolution of the

human species. Inferior human races—with whom
education does not correct nature by furnishing the

accumulated result of the work of centuries—never

pass beyond the preservation of the individual and of

the species, or at most exhibit only a slight trace of

the sentiments belonging to the third group.

The emotional states connected with nutrition con-

stitute with the child in its early infancy the only ele-

ments, as it were, of its nascent personality. Thence

arise comfort and peevishness, desires and aversions.

It constitutes that sense of the body about which we

have spoken so much, arrived at its highest psychic

expression. As natural causes, too manifest to need

further explanation, cause nutrition almost exclusively

to predominate with the child, it follows that the child

has, and can only have, a personality almost entirely

nutritive, that is, the most indefinite aud lowest form

of personality. The ego, for him who does not re-

•= Translated from the French {Di\ of Personality Chap.

gard it as an entity, can here only be a compound of

extreme simplicity.

As we grow up from infancy the preponderating

role of nutrition will diminish ; still, it will never

completely lose its rights, because among all the prop-

erties of the living being it alone remains fundamental.

Thus it happens that important alterations of person-

ality are associated with its variations. When nutri-

tion is diminished, the individual feels himself de-

pressed, weakened, contracted ; when it is increased,

he feels himself excited, strengthened, expanded.

Among all the functions whose harmony constitutes

this basic property of life, the circulation seems to

be that one of which sudden variations have the

greatest influence upon the emotional states and dis-

play themselves by an immediate counter-stroke ; but

let us leave aside detailed conjectures, in order to in-

vestigate the facts.

In the states known under the names of hypochon-

dria, lypemania, melancholia (in all its forms), we
find alterations of personality that imply all possible

degrees, including complete metamorphosis. Among
these different morbid states physicians have marked

certain clinical distinctions, but these are not very

important here. We can include them within a com-

mon description. In such morbid states there is a

feeling of fatigue, of oppression, anxiety, depression,

sadness, absence of desires, permanent lassitude. In

the most serious cases, the very source of the emo-

tions is completely dried up : "The patients have be-

come insensible to everything. They have no longer

any affection for parents or children, and even the

death of persons that were dear to them, would leave

them perfectly cold and indifferent. They cannot

weep, and nothing moves them except their own suf-

ferings."* As regards activity, there is torpor, loss

of power to govern the actions or even the will, over-

powering inaction for many hours, in a word, that

"aboulia" (lack of will) of which we studied all the

forms in treating of the diseases of the will. As re-

gards the external world, the patient, without being

under an hallucination, finds that all his relations to

it are changed. It seems as if his habitual sensa-

tions had lost their usual character. "All that sur-

rounds me," said one of them, "is still as formerly,

* Falret, Archives generates de medecine^ December. 1878.
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and yet a change must have been effected ; things still

have their old forms, I can see them perfectly well,

and yet they have also changed a great deal." One

of Esquirol's patients complains that his existence is

incomplete. "Each of my senses, each part of myself

is, as it were, separated from me, and can no longer

give me any sensation ; it seems to me that I never

actually reach the objects that I touch." This morbid

state, due sometimes to cutaneous anaesthesia, may

increase to such an extent "that it seems to the pa-

tient that the real world has completely vanished out

of sight, or is dead, and that there only remains an

imaginary world, in which he is afraid of dwelling."*

To this picture we may add the physical phenomena

;

such as disturbances of the circulation, of the respira-

tion, and of the secretions. The emaciation of the sub-

ject may become considerable, and the weight of the

body very rapidly diminish during the period of de-

pression. The respiratory function is impaired, the

circulation reduced, and the temperature of the body

lowered.

By degrees these morbid states take form, organize

themselves, concentrate themselves in some wrong

conception, which—having been excited by the psy-

cho-physiological mechanism of association—becomes

in its turn a centre of attraction toward which

everything converges. One patient will say that his

heart has become petrified, another that his nerves

are like burning coals, etc. These aberrations have

innumerable forms, and vary according to individuals.

In extreme cases the individual will doubt his own ex-

istence, or deny it. A young man, while maintaining

that he had been dead for two years, expressed his

perplexity in the following words : "I exist, but out-

side of real material life and despite myself, for noth-

ing has really killed me. Everything in me is mechan-
ical, and takes place unconsciously." Is not this con-

tradictory situation, in which the subject claims to be

alive and dead at the same time, the logical and nat-

ural expression of a state in which the old ego and the

new, vitality and annihilation seem to keep in equilib-

rium ?

Still, the psychological interpretation of all these

cases is not doubtful. They are organic disturbances,

the first result of which is to depress the faculty of

feeling in general, and the second effect is to pervert

it. In this manner there is formed a group of organic

and psychic conditions that tend profoundly to mod-
ify the constitution of the ego in its inmost nature,

because they do not act after the manner of sudden
emotions, the effect of which is violent and superficial,

but by slow, silent actions of unconquerable tenacity.

At first this new mode of being seems strange or ex-

Griesinger, rraiti dcs maladies mentaks. Fr. trans, p. 265. DEnce-
i>halc. June, 1883,

traneous to the individual and outside of his ego. By
slow degrees, however, and through habit, this new
feeling insinuates itself into and becomes an integral

part of the ego, changes its constitution, and when of

an overpowering nature, entirely transforms it.

In perceiving how the ego is dissolved, we under-

stand also how it is made. In most instances, doubtless,

the alteration is only partial. The individual, while

seeming to become another to himself, and to those

who know him, still preserves a fundamental feeling

of himself. In fact, complete transformation can only

be a very rare occurrence ; and we may observe,

moreover, that when a patient maintains that he is

changed or transformed, he is actually right, notwith-

standing the denials or hilarity of his friends. He
really cannot feel otherwise, because his consciousness

is but the expression of his organic state. Subjec-

tively he is not the sport of any illusion ; he is merely

wh^t he ought to be. On the contrary it is the un-

conscious unacknowledged hypothesis of an independ-

ent ego,—existing by itself as an unalterable entity,

—

which instinctively urges him to believe, that this

change is only an external event, a strange or ridicu-

lous garb in which his personality has been wrapped,

while in reality the change is internal, and implies

certain losses and acquisitions in the substance of the

ego itself.

*
* *

The counterpart of these partial alterations is met

with in cases where the ego is exalted and elated,

and ascends extremely far above its normal tone.

Instances of this are found at the beginning of general

paralysis, in certain cases of mania, during the excited

period of so-called "cyclic" insanity. It forms alto-

gether the inverse of the previous picture. Here we have

a feeling of physical and moral well-being, superabun-

dant strength, exuberant activity, which vents itself

with reckless prodigality in speeches, projects, enter-

prises, and incessant, fruitless journeys. To this super-

excitation of the psychic life corresponds an over-

activity of all the organic functions. Nutrition in-

creases—often at an exaggerated rate—respiration

and circulation are quickened, the genital function is

aroused ; and notwithstanding a great expenditure of

force the individual does not feel any fatigue. After-

wards these several states group themselves, become

unified and finally to a considerable extent transform

the ego. One individual may feel herculean strength,

and be able to lift prodigious weights, procreate thou-

sands of children, race with a railway-train, etc. An-

other patient is an inexhaustible mine of learning,

imagines himself a great poet, artist, or inventor. At

times the transformation approaches still nearer to

complete metamorphosis ; and then the subject, en-

tirely engrossed with the feeling of his matchless
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power, proclaims himself pope, emperor, god. "The
patient," as Griesinger justly observes, "feeling proud,

bold, cheerful ; discovering in himself an unwonted
freedom in all his decisions ; and moreover, feeling

the superabundance of his thoughts, is naturally prone

to ideas of grandeur, rank, riches, or some great moral

or intellectual power, which alone can have the same
degree of freedom, of thought, and will. This exag-

gerated idea of force and of freedom must neverthe-

less have a motive ; there must exist in the ego some-

thing that corresponds to it ; the ego must momentarily

have become entirely another ; and the patient knows
no other way of expressing this change, than by pro-

claiming himself a Napoleon, a Messiah, or some other

exalted being." *

It would be a mere waste of time to endeavor to

show, that this transformation of the ego, whether

partial or complete, momentary or permanent, is of

the same nature as in the preceding instances, and

that it presupposes the same mechanism, with this sole

difference that here the ego is dissolved in the inverse

sense, not through defect but through excess.

These alterations of personality into more or less,

this metamorphosis of the ego, which either raises or

lowers it, would be even more remarkable if in the

same individual they followed at regular intervals. As

a matter of fact, an instance of this very frequently

happens in so-called "cyclic" madness, or insanity in

double form, essentially characterized by successive

periods of depression and excitement, following each

other at regular intervals, and in some patients with

occasional intermissions of lucidity. This is illustrated

in the following instance reported by Billod : f

"A lunatic, an inmate of the asylum at Vanves, about

everj' eighteen months would let his beard grow and

introduce himself to the whole house, quite changed in

dress and manners, as a lieutenant of artillery, named
Nabon, recently arrived from Africa, to become a sub-

stitute for his own brother. He would say, that be-

fore leaving his brother had imparted to him infor-

mation respecting every one ; and at his arrival he

would ask and obtain the honor of being introduced

to each person present. The patient thereafter for

several months remained in a state of marked exalta-

tion, adapting his whole conduct to his new individu-

ality. At the expiration of a certain time, he would

announce the return of his brother, who, as he said,

was in the village and would come to replace him.

Whereupon he would have his beard shaved off,

change his dress and manner, and resume his real

name. But then he would exhibit a marked expression

of melancholy, walking along slowlj', silent, and soli-

tary, usually reading the Imitation of Jesus Christ, or

* Op. cit., p. 333.

t Annates medico-psyckolo^iqu according to Ritti op, cit., p. 156.

the Fathers of the Church. In this mental state—

a

lucid one perhaps, but one that I am far from re-

garding as normal—he would remain until the return

of the imaginary Lieutenant Nabon."

The above-mentioned case conclusively shows an

exaggeration of what takes place in the normal state.

The ego of all of us is made up of contradictory ten-

dencies, such as virtues and vices, modesty and pride,

avarice and prodigality, desire for rest and craving for

action, and many others. In the ordinary state these

opposite tendencies are balanced, or, at least, that

which prevails is not without a counterpoise. But

here, through very well determined organic condi-

tions, there is not only an impossibility of equilibrium,

but a group of tendencies is hypertrophied at the ex-

pense of the antagonist group, which is atrophied
;

then a reaction takes place in an inverse sense, so that

the personality, instead of consisting of those average

oscillations of which each represents one side of hu-

man nature, passes constantly from one excess to the

other. Incidentally we may observe that these diseases

of personality consist in a reduction to a more simple

condition. But this is not the place to insist on this

point.

A CRITICISM OF "THE ETHICAL PROBLEM."
BY PROF. FRIEDRICH JODL.

In your work " The Ethical Problem " I have read

much with the heartiest approval, and with admiration

of your frequently so happy, popular style of expres-

sion. Other things there were, however, that neither

met my approval, nor were intelligible to me.

As the two points in your views with respect to

which this was most the case, let me cite your polem-

ical attitude towards Hedonism, and your reference to

nature as a moral standard. What you oppose as

Hedonism may deserve, indeed, your attacks ; but I

know of no author since La Rochefoucauld and Hel-

vetius that has advocated such a hedonism.

The principle of general welfare as a criterion of

the ethical value of character and acts, has, so far as I

can see, been entirely neglected by your criticism.

And how we can hope to overcome the old orthodox

conception of ethics, without representing the new

scientific ethics as eudemonism, I do not know. Let

man, in his most virtuous conduct and in his most

heroic acts, seek his happiness, on condition only that

it take place in a manner and with means that are

qualified also to promote the happiness of others.

The whole question simply is, to teach men to seek

happiness in the right way. Happiness itself need

not therefore be eliminated from their thoughts. And
this conscious striving after happiness is the very

characteristic also that distinguishes human conduct

from all natural phenomena. Nature is wholly dis-

regardful of individuals ; she merelj' creates, pro-
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duces in the greatest possible abundance, and thus It appears that Professor Jodl has a different con-

maintains herself in equilibrium. What sacrifices this ception of Nature from what we have. I see no pos-

may cost, the destruction caused by it, is of no con- sibijity of replacing natural laws or growing beyond

sequence. Her procedure is the type of what we may Nature. Says Shakespeare :

characterize as colossally brutal immorality. But her " Yet nature is made better by no mean,

, . . 1 IT ^ 1 J i.1. „!, i But nature makes that mean : so, over that art,

human victmis gradually came to speech and thought

:

^^j^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^

the whole history of morality is to me nothing but a That nature makes

growth of nature out and beyond itself, an aspiration
"

r • 1 -11
This IS an art

to replace natural laws by the laws of rational will, to Whichdoesmendnature—change, rather; but

win for every living being his rights to put into the The art itseit is nature i"-;r:«i£'rv r„fc

blind-mechanical play of natural forces the soul of a Concerning our objections to Hedonism, Professor

purpose—eudemonism. How much have we already Jodl says :

won, how much yet remains ? Reason and will, how- "How we can hope to overcome the old orthodox conception

ever, are still too feeble, we still copy too much "our of ethics without representing the new and scientific ethics as

good mother nature," confide ourselves only too will- eudemonism, I do not know."

ingly to her guidance, and we constantly have to ex- This passage corroborates my conviction that he-

perience that what she wants and what we want are donism and utilitarianism were put forth in opposi-

two wholly different things. tion to the old orthodox conception of ethics, which

There are many passages in mj' Geschichte der declares that the ethical motive in man, conscience or

Ethik which represent my views perhaps more pre- the sense of duty, is of supernatural origin. The ortho-

cisely and fully than I have done here. Yet I state dox as well as their antagonists believe that the pur-

them here again, because our common cause, it seems suit of happiness alone is natural ; the natural man
to me, demands unity on this very point. seeks pleasure and shuns pain. The presence of

IN ANSWER TO PROFESSOR JODL.
^^^^^^'^ motives, accordingly, is considered by the or-

_ _ , , ... thodox believer as a proof of supernaturalism, while
Prof. Friedrich Todl advances two points m ... , . .

, . , , ^ -^1 .,.1
• ^ J his adversary feels constrained to deny their existence,

which he cannot agree with the views presented m ^

rri 7-j; • 7 -n n T-- ^i •^- •
i • t

It appears to me that the old orthodox conception
I he iLtiiual Froblem. r irst he criticises my polemical ^ . . .. . ,. . , , •

, i

^^., , ^ , ^, . . . ji 1 J , of ethics (religious ethics") contains a truth which the
attitude towards Hedonism, and secondly he declares ,,..,...,..
^, ^ ^1 ^ ^, -J J I , J J hedonistic ethics (irreligious ethics) does not contain,
that Nature cannot be considered as a moral standard. ^ '^

. /
^ • ii 1 i, , T 1 , ,1,11 The old orthodox conception of ethics, although rep-
Concerning the latter point, I have to say that the de- ,,.,,, . .

i

, XT i /-r .1 ,• 1 I- r resented m mythological allegories, is nevertheless
meanor of Nature (if we use the poetical licence of per-

, , ,,,,.,
• f . , , ^ u J T 1

based upon the facts of life. It has grown naturally

;

sonifying her) cannot be and I suppose never has ,...,. .

1 J J I £ • -^ ^- -NT ^ and its mam mistake is that it represents some natural
been proposed as a model for imitation. Nature is ... , i ;

., ,
.

I u i. T^T ^ J XT ^ ,
facts the origin of which it did not understand, as

neither moral nor immoral, but Nature and Nature s
, . , ... , .

, J.T ^ i i_i r ... 1 . 1
supernatural interferences; it misinterprets facts; it

laws are that immutable power conformity to which . .

, 1 T ^1 1 XT 1 has not as yet developed from the phase of a belief in
makes man moral. In this sense alone can Nature be . .

' . ._^ . ^
• J . ,, 1 ^ J J J , .

. , magic into a scientific conception,
said to be the moral standard, and ethics must be ^^ . . . , . , , ,

J J , , , r XT .
Hedonistic ethies, on the other hand, must appear

grounded upon our knowledge of Nature. '^^

.T71 ^ £ XT i. 1. ij J 1 £ .1 as artificial. It represents ethics as eudemonology,What we say of Nature holds good also for the
'^ °-^

.v„„, - 1 .. £ iv, i.
• 1-1 1- 1. e. the science of attaining the greatest possible

theological conception of that power in which we live .
,

. .

1 „,„ „ J u i_ • T-1 • 11- maximum of pleasure over pain, and it goes on to ex-and move and have our being. There is no pleading ^ . f
>

&

,„(!, n^A ri u a. \ ^ ^ j ,-i plain that the peace of soul following the perform-
with God (Job i6, 21); no entering into ludgment with ^ ,,..,. , ,, ,

i,-~ /T„u , „ \ li.- 1 •
j'

• 1- ance of duty IS a satisfaction much greater than all thehim (Job 34, 23) ; no multiplying words against him , -;
, ,, , . . • , r

/T„K ., .,_x T^i ., ,,^ , ^ pleasures of the world. True, but it is this kind of
(Job 34, 37). The apostle says: "O man, who art ^

, . , .
,

.'

tv,r,„ tv^oi- ^«^r„^4- „ <. r- J :i cu 11 i-t, ^i-- £ J explanation which appears artificial to me.thou that repliest against God? Shall the thing formed ^ ^^

CO,, f^ u;„^ ^-u„^ I J -4. Tin 1, i. ,,.1 J Brutus condemned his sons to death and had themsay to nim that formed it. Why hast thou made me
tv,„c?" T„ ^v,„ i-

<^ J • -4.1 1
•

1
executed, because he considered it as his duty. Wethus f in short God is neither moral nor immoral

;

^

v,o ;c tKo c-to„^o,^ f r. Ti ui .-1 niay doubt whether it really was his duty, but hehe IS the standard of morality. It would be a poetical -'
. . .

^
. . ^ .

i;^or,^£> f^ ^„«oi, „(r r- J u •
1 £ 1-1 certainly did it because he considered it as his duty;licence to speak of God as being moral, for morality is -^

.
^

nhprlJpn^o ^r^ iijo ^^,,,„, 1 £ •.. i. 1. • • ^ud who wiU deny that it was a most painful dutyODeaience to his commands, or conformity to his im- . .

mutable will
which gave pleasure to nobody and contributed noth-

Professor Jodl says '"^ ^° *^ general happiness of Rome
;

it only tended

The whole history of morality is to me nothing but a growth
*° Preserve that spirit of Roman sternness which made

of Nature out and beyond itself; an aspiration to replace natural ^^^ Romans fit not only to conquer but also to rule the

laws by the laws of rational will." world, and to evolve for the first time in history an in-
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ternational code of laws and a standard of justice.

The Romans suffered much from the impulse natural

to them ; and I am inclined to believe that they never

attained a greater happiness than other nations. If

happiness is the ultimate test of morality, Cyrene was
superior in morality to Sparta, and Sybaris to Athens.

Can we say that the Spartans, or the Romans were
prompted in their actions by a desire for pleasure, that

sternness was a pleasure to them? I should say that

we cannot. Is the fighting cock impelled to fight by
a desire for pleasure, and does the pleasure of fighting

really outweigh in his opinion the pains of his wounds
and the fear of danger when confronted with superior

enemies ? It appears to me that in animals as well as

in man there are many impulses the motives of which
rise from the nature, from the character of the creature,

which cannot be explained as a pursuit of happiness.

The fighting cock must fight under given circum-

stances because it is his nature. Certain structures

are in his brain that impel him to fight. Does the

stone fall to the ground because it gives it pleasure, or

doesn't it rather fall because it must fall in agreement

to its nature? How often does it happen that a man
follows an irresistible impulse, although he knows that

it will give him pain. Thus it happens that men of

good intentions commit evil actions, and rascals some-

times act morally, in spite of themselves ; not at all

with the desire to avoid pain or to gain pleasure, but

simply because the impulse to act in this way lives in

their soul. It is a part of their nature, and under

given circumstances they cannot help letting that im-

pulse pass into act, even though they know that they

will have to regret the effects of the deed. It will in

many persons take a long time and much exercise of

will till this knowledge acquires sufficient strength as

a motive for prohibiting actions which will be regretted.

Every science deals with a certain province of na-

ture or it limits its inquiries to a special abstraction.

Thus mechanics deals with motions. Purely me-

chanical motions do not even exist. The mechanical

aspect of motions excludes many properties which are

inseparably connected with the things in motion. But

the method of abstraction is a limitation, indispensable

to science ; it is the method by which alone we can

comprehend the world. Ethics, it appears to me is

no less limited to a peculiar aspect and to a special

province, than are for instance zoology, botany, or

mathematics, geodesy, etc. Ethics deals with all those

impulses of the soul which in the popular expression are

comprised under the name of duty, conscience, the

ought, or moral sense. Obedience to these impulses

is sometimes pleasurable, sometimes painful; yet

whether they are accompanied with pleasure or pain

is of secondary importance in ethics. The pleasurable

and painful elements in man's actions do not belong

to the abstraction of ethics. They need not and they

cannot be excluded from ethics, but they are of sec-

ondary importance and do not constitute the properly

moral element. We might just as well speak of colors

when discussing mechanical laws. We may say that

3ellow gold will outweigh an equal mass of white

silver. But the yellowness of gold and the whiteness

of silver have nothing to do with the weight. Thus
pleasure and pain are qualities which are inseparably

connected with moral actions, and it is certainly

advisable to consider their relation to the strength of

motives. Yet to search in them for the standard of

morality would be as wrong as to set up yellowness

as a unit of weight.

The investigations of modern psychology, it ap-

pears to me, throw much light upon the mechanical

apparatus of soul-activity. An impulse placed into

the mind of a man by suggestion prompts to action

with the same necessity as, for instance, a wound-up
spring exercises a pressure and sets a clock in motion.

For example a hypnotized subject receives the sug-

gestion to stab one of the physicians present ; a piece

of card-board is given her instead of a dagger and she

commits the deed with the imaginary weapon. The
stabbed physician pretends to be dead, and the woman
is asked why she committed the murder. " He was a

bad man," she answered. "But is that a sufficient

reason to kill a man?" the woman was asked. "In
this case it is," she said, "for he attempted to assault

me." The action is done because the impulse exists ;

the motives are often invented afterwards ; and the

attempt to explain all actions as intended to pursue

happiness appears to me as such an after-invention.

A scientific explanation should show how the different

impulses, and especially how the ethical impulses,

that which we have defined as superindividual mo-
tives, develop. If we are to define the feeling attend-

ing the performance of something that could not be

avoided, not only as satisfaction but even as happi-

ness, in that case only should we have to concede that

all ethical aspirations are pursuits of happiness. The
Buddhist monk who does not believe in personal im-

mortality, and inflicts most cruel tortures upon him-

self to atone for the sin of existence would in that case

have to be said to pursue happiness. Pursuit of happi-

ness would then be identical with any kind of action.

If the happiness attained or attainable were to be

considered as the standard of measurement for the

morality of actions, we should have to call the prepara-

tion for a ball extremel)' moral. Likewise, if the utility

of an act were to be considered as the standard of

measurement, the invention of the sewing machine

would as such be a moral act. I do not deny that the

wish to spread joy and also the aspiration to make
oneself useful are moral ; but neither the happiness
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nor the usefulness attainable by this or by that act con-

stitutes the properly moral element. The properly

moral element is an entirely different kind of abstrac-

tion. It consists of those motives or impulses to action

which regulate conduct, not from the egotistic stand-

point, but from the standpoint of a greater whole, to

which the person who acts belongs.

Is there any doubt about progress being a law of

the development of the human race? It can fairly be

assumed that all the aspirations which serve the pro-

gress of the race, are to be considered as moral im-

pulses. Nevertheless, it is very doubtful whether pro-

gress will bring more happiness. One thing is sure :

Progress will bring more comforts, and together with

an increase of comforts, it brings more wants. Life

having more wants causes greater troubles in satisfy-

ing the wants. If there is any increase of happiness,

there will certainly be a greater increase in sensitive-

ness to pain ; a^d the condition of a savage who feels

no need to cover his nakedness, is enviable in com-

parison to the wretchedness of a civilized man, if he

fails somehow in his struggle for existence. If happi-

ness is to be considered as the standard of measure-

ment for morality, I doubt greatly whether it would

not be more moral to keep humanity in a state of

childhood and ignorant innocence. Pessimism indeed,

as represented by Schopenhauer and his followers,

considers the development of individual life as the

original sin, as the initial /aux J>as, the first wrong step

of the "will to live." Sin, according to Germany's

neo-Buddhistic philosopher, is individual existence,

and the meed of sin is all the evils of individual

existence, pain, old age, and death, and the happi-

ness aspired for is a mere illusion.

If happiness, or joy, or pleasure, were indeed the

standard of morality, I am inclined to say, that it would
be better if the All were a mere play of unfeeling forces,

developing and dissolving again solar systems in their

luminous grandeur without evolving feeling and think-

ing beings on the surface of planets. The problem in-

ethics, however, it appears to me, is not how to set

up a standard of morality of our own in contradiction

to the laws of nature, but' how to conform to the laws

of nature. Science leads to Monism, and Monism
teaches us to consider ourselves as a part of nature.

The standard of morality cannot be derived from man's
likes or dislikes ; it cannot be based upon the separate-

ness, the individuality, of his existence. Ethics can
rest only upon the recognition of natural laws. We
must know how nature operates in the universe, how
nature produces us, how she moulds us, and we must
comprehend that all our individual actions are acts of

nature.

If God is defined as the All in so far as it is a cos-

mos of orderly laws, we shall find that the old orthodox

morality contains more truth than might appear from

the standpoint of an unbeliever. Hedonism, Utili-

tarianism, Eudemonism, or any other system that

has arisen in opposition to the old orthodox ethics

of the dogmatic religions, represent an important

phase in the further evolution of ethical ideas, but

for the mere sake of overcoming their adversary they

discard together with the errors of supernaturalism,

the valuable truth that is contained in the ethics

of the old religions. The merits of these ethical

systems of opposition should not be underrated ; but

it appears to me that they have not solved the prob-

lem. We must search for a solution of the ethical

problem in a higher synthesis of the old ethics of or-

thodox religion, and the oppositional ethics of all the

different happiness-theories. It is this higher synthesis

which we have attempted to present in our solution of

the Ethical Problem. p. c.

NO DECALOGUE IN POLITICS.

A GRAVE and reverend senator, high priest in the Sanhedrim

of his party, recently declared that the decalogue had no place in

politics. In this rollicking maxim he proclaimed the brazen doc-

trine that in the warfare of American partyism the rules of ethics

have been suspended "by imanimous consent." Arm in arm, the

rival party potentates march along together, and keep step to the

music of that sentiment. An ominous illustration of its pernicious

power is presented in Illinois to-day. The legislature elect is almost

evenly divided on party lines, the republicans having a trifling

majority in the Senate, and the democrats a small majority in

the House, but neither side feels confident of its ability to elect a

United States senator. In this uncertainty the democrats thought

it would be good politics to " unseat " a few republican members

of the House, and thus obtain for the democratic candidate a ma-

jority on joint ballot. Accordingly, notice of contest was served

on the members who were to be thrown out, and the patriotic

scheme was much admired.

As soon as the notices were served, the republicans denounced

this illegal and unconstitutional strategy, as they called it, but pru-

dently concealed a few trump cards in their own sleeves, and these

they did not show until the latest moment permitted by the rules

of the play. On the very last day allowed by law, they filed notice

of contest on four democrats elected to the State Senate, with an

implied threat that if the democrats in the House attempt to play

four stolen kings, the republicans in the Senate will play four

stolen aces against them. In other words, if the democrats '

' un-

seat " republicans in the House, the republicans will unseat a

corresponding number of democrats in the Senate, according to

the military law of reprisals, where the general of one army hav-

ing hanged a prisoner, the general of the opposite army hangs one

also to balance the account. A leading republican journal in Chi

cago thus explains the situation, "The meaning of these contests

is that every time a democratic majority in the House ousts a re-

publican, a Republican Senate will exercise the /I'.v talionis and

oust a democrat." In this game of /.-.v talionis the right of the

threatened members to their seats is not thought worthy of con-

sideration by the partisans of either side, because " the decalogue

has no place in politics."

If every day in the year was a Fourth of July devoted to

pyrotechnics in speech and gunpowder, we could not conceal from

the world, nor from ourselves, the unhealthy condition of our gov-

ernment when the legislature, its most important branch, denies
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justice on principle. Not only in the State legislatures, but also

in Congress, the right to a contested seat is determined, not by the

evidence, but according to the dictates of party necessity and the

hunger of political clans. In the present Congress one party out-

numbered the other just enough to organize the House and elect a

Speaker, but not enough to constitute a " working majority." It

therefore became necessary to " unseat " a few of the opposition

members, in order that a quorum for the dispatch of business

might safely be relied on. That all the contests were fairly decided

according to the merits may be true, but the unpleasant feature in

their trial is that the ayes and noes are alike tainted with suspicion

when they divide by party lines on a simple question of evidence.

The only matter for decision in a contested election case is,

which of the contestants was elected, not which of them ought to

have been elected according to partisan opinion. If a horse or a

house were the subject of dispute, the judgment would not be on

party lines, but according to the very right of the matter as man-
ifested by the proof. A juryman would be dishonored should he

render a verdict according to his political affinity with the plaintiff

or defendant ; but let him go to Congress, and he will give his

verdict there according to such affinity ; and what is worse, he is

tacitly required by his constituents to do so. This immorality

overflows politics, enters into business, and corrupts all the ele-

ments of our social constitution. If we may have two ethical codes,

one for the Court House, and another for the State House, we
may have two opposite religions, one for the Church and the other

for the Shop ; as indeed, some of us have.

Probably the most attenuated and refined ethical distinction

known to casuistry is that which enables a man to occupy with an

easy conscience a stolen seat in Congress, when at the same time

he would scorn to wear a stolen overcoat ; but the difference is due

not to any keenness of moral perception, but to the objective con-

sequence. The man who would steal the seat would steal the

overcoat if he could do so with the same impunity.

A few years ago Mr. Black and Mr. White were opposing

candidates for Congress in one of the Western States. Mr. White

was elected, and duly counted out by the returning board, who
gave the certificate of election to Mr. Black. On a contest it was

shown that Mr. White had been defrauded by the sinister device

of " throwing out " a couple of townships on some frivolous tech-

nicality, but the wrong was so manifest and palpable that the

Committee on Elections, although of the same party faith as Mr.

Black, promptly found that he was not elected, and that Mr.

White was
;
yet with deliberate injustice they cheated him out of

the seat, by withholding their finding from the House. They re-

fused to make a report, and did not make it for two years, nor

until that Congress was about to expire. On the last day of its

existence, and about an hour before its final dissolution, they

brought in their report, and gave Mr. White the seat which they

had permitted a usurper to occupy for two years. The reason

given for this act of political grand larceny was that their party

majority in the House was so small that if they should seat Mr.

White and unseat Mr. Black it would make a difference of two

votes on a division, and really they could not spare Mr. Black un-

til the last hour of that Congress.

The case above mentioned, which is a real one, with the ex-

ception of the names, shows that we have one code of ethics for

public life and another for our private conduct. Mr. Black knew

from the beginning that he was not elected and that Mr. White

was, yet he held on to the seat for two years on the pitiful plea

that he did not steal it himself, that the returning board stole it,

and forced it upon him by a fraudulent certificate. Evidently he

had no faith in his own plea, because had the returning board

"held up" Mr. White, robbed him of his watch, and slipped it

into Mr. Black's pocket, he would have scorned to keep it, and yet

he appropriated property belonging to Mr. White which was of

greater value than a watch, a seat in the American Congress, nor
did he surrender it until it was utterly worn out and useless.

Mr. Black stood high in the community, and according to the

ethics of his time he passed current among his neighbors as an
honest man

; but he was not an honest man, and the political sys-

tem which offered him an opportunity to do wrong, and gave him
not only immunity but credit for doing it, is radically defective

and immoral.

The critic of any social wrong must expect to be confronted

by the question, "What are you going to do about it ? It 's easy
to pull down but not so easy to build up. Give us a remedy, not

an ideal, abstract remedy, such as ' honesty,' for instance, but a
suggestion of some real substantial act or deed, of legislation or

agreement in which all parties can unite." This demand is not

always reasonable, for in a case like the present it ought to be
enough to expose a vicious practice and require that it shall cease

;

but if a remedy must be offered, let us consider the English plan.

When the right to a seat in the British Parliament is contested,

the matter is tried outside, before a judicial tribunal absolutely

impartial, just as though it were a suit in replevin concerning a

disputed horse. No matter what may be the party sympathies or

the party necessities inside the house, the claimant of a seat there

is absolutely certain to have the contest honestly decided accord-

ing to the law and the evidence. No delay is permitted, for his

claim is a privileged question, and in a few weeks at farthest the

contest is at an end, the lawfully elected member sworn in, and
the usurper turned out.

It is no objection to the plan, that by the Constitution of the

United States each house of Congress is the judge of the election

and qualification of its own members. This is the law of the

British Constitution also, and in the exercise of that power, and in

order that partisan decisions may be avoided, the House of Com-
mons has provided for the trial of contested seats by a non-parti-

san court ; the verdict of the court is adopted by the House as the

very right of the matter, and there an end. M. M. Trumbull.

BOOK NOTICES.

The October number of the Revue de Belgiqtie contains an ar-

ticle on the Ethical Societies of this country, by Prof. P. Hoffmann.

Shall the Bible be read in our Public Schools ? is the title of a

pamphlet by Dr. Richard B. Westbrook, the President of the

American Secular Union. Its argument, which is comprised in

nine sections, covers the whole ground of controversy and may be

summarized as the want of common agreement as to the constitu-

tion, contents, and teaching of the Bible ; the character and asso-

ciations of its moral teaching and its valuelessness to attain the

aim desired ; the unlawfulness, under the secular principle of the

Federal and State Constitutions of Bible reading in State Schools.

(Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Co.)

The " Comite d' Etudes Morales" founded in Paris, Novem-
ber 4th, 1S90, invites the co-operation of groups and federations of

Freethinkers, Masonic Lodges, etc. Its programme includes the

following topics : i) Morality, Right, and Duty—Egoism and Al-

truism ; 2) Scientific Authority—Liberty of Conscience—Obser-

vation—Reasoning; 3) Justice—Reciprocal Duties—Responsi-

bility—The Rights of Man and Social Safeguard
; 4) The Useful

and the Just—Individual Interest and General Interest—Joint

Responsibility
; 5) Matter, Force, and Life—Humanity, Society,

and the Family—Social Equality ; 6) Education and Instruction

—The True, the Good, and the Beautiful. The Committee pro-

poses to collect from books and other sources precepts suitable for

the education of children of both sexes, to be classified under the

heads of science, wisdom, morality, and honor.
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MR. GRANT ALLEN'S MILLENNIUM.
BY JOHN GARDINER.

It is an indication of progress in the discussion of

the "Woman Question," that the problem to be

solved is no longer " Will women in the future differ

from those of the present? " but rather, " In what re-

spects will they differ?" The former question has

been settled in the affirmative after years of dispute,

and now the other occupies the field. It might be as

well to let things take their course and help or regu-

late the progress of women just so much as might

seem necessary at any given time, but that is not our

nature. We must always be peering into the future

and trying to find out something of our future destiny,

and since the triumph of the theory of evolution, the

dim forms and outlines that we can see have some-

thing more of definiteness to them than in times past.

The biologists, as might be expected, are among the

most prominent seers of the future of women, and it

is to a vision put forth by one of these, Mr. Grant

Allen, who has already written on the subject in the

pages of the Forum, that I wish to draw attention.

His theories are worth examination, both because

they come from Mr. Grant Allen, and because of their

very extraordinary nature.

In the May issue of the Universal Revieiaoi London

appeared an essay by Mr. Allen on "The Girl of the

Future." It is rather surprising, after some of Mr.

Allen's utterances, to find that the girl of the future

is to be exceedingly well educated. She is to be

trained in "gymnastics, music, hygiene, propaedeutics;

in logic, mathematics, chemistry, physics; in astron-

omy, geology, biology, psychology ; in history, sociol-

ogy, politics, economics; in aesthetics, ethics, and the

application of all these to her own functions ;
" she is

to be taught "how to play at games for pure love of

them," while her sense of fun and humor is to be

simultaneously encouraged. Truly a most excellent

and complete curriculum ! It would now appear that

Mr. Allen's former fulminations were aimed solely at

the study of languages and some parts of mathematics,

and at the methods of teaching which he supposes to

prevail inGirton and Newnham and other girls' colleges.

In this article he has some of his characteristic flings

at the colleges
;
girls are "crammed with mathematics

like Strasbourg geese with Indian meal "
; they are

"stuffed with Sophocles and examined in the rudiments

of faith and religion till they are as flat as pancakes

and as dry as broomsticks." But could Mr. Allen be

induced to visit Smith College, or Wellesley, or Bryn

Mawr, or any one of half a dozen Western coeduca-

tional State universities; or would he even examine

candidly the system and workings of Girton or Newn-
ham, he would find that the girls in these institutions

are receiving an education on lines not very different

from those of the ideal for which he hopes.

But it is not with the details of this system of edu-

cation that the article deals ; it is with its effect upon

the girl of the future. That effect is to be, first,

emancipation from the established moral order, and

then polyandry. The Universal Review is not widely

read in this country, so it may be permissible to con-

dense Mr. Allen's argument, though it loses much in

the process.

" The question of questions for every modern State

is—how are we to be recruited in future with the best

possible citizens?" The present system of marriage

is not favorable to^this end, linking together as it

does, good and bad, healthy and diseased, and allow-

ing them to bring any and every kind of children into

the world. Monogamy itself works against the end

in view. If we have a fine horse or bull, we do not

tie him down to one partner throughout life and rest

content with the offspring of a single union ; we try

him freely round a large field of choice, and by mingl-

ing his qualities with the qualities of various mares

and heifers we produce strains of diverse and well-

mixed value. Just so it ought to be with men and

women. We waste the good qualities of a great ath-

lete or a great thinker by tying him down irrevocably

to a single partner, and similarly with women. Now,

when women are educated, they will be emancipated,

among other things, from the old moral order.

Maternity will become to them a religious act ; it will

be their sacred duty to bring into the world only the

best, soundest, sanest children, and, consequentlj',

they will freely choose who shall be the father of each

of their children, and will not tie themselves for life to

any one, no matter how worthy he may be.

Mr. W. T. Stead in the Revieio of Reviews charac-

terises this theory as "detestable." The word is too

strong, unless one is to regard the present prevailing
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system of ethics as fixed and immutable. But the

statement with which Mr. Stead begins his article is

perfectly correct :
" Mr. Allen looks at humanity from

the point of view of the stud-grdom." Mr. Allen

himself would accept the expression, for the whole

aim of his essay is to show that the production of men

and women ought to be controlled by essentially the

same principles that prevail on every well-regulated

stock farm. And if men and women were animals in

all respects similar to horses and cattle we might ac-

cept the principle of polygamy and polyandry without

more dispute. But it so happens that they are not.

We may agree to Mr. Allen's statement of the

problem which confronts the modern state, and to his

estimate of its importance. We may admit that the

system of marriage which permits parents to sell their

daughters, girls to sell themselves for money or a

title to old roues or young ones, which permits con-

sumptives and syphilitics and lunatics to hand down

their disease to generation after generation, that such

a system is not perfectly adapted to the production of

good citizens. But for all that we are not bound to

accept Mr. Allen's conclusions. Granted that in the

breeding of stock polygamy possesses important ad-

vantages over monogamy, may not and does not

monogamy possess still more important advantages

over polygamy in the matter of the production of good

men and women.

These advantages, the possession of which has led

to the survival and general prevalence of monogamy

rather than polygamy or polyandry^re two— Love and

the Family. The brute lust of the lower animals and

of our ancestors has undergone in the course of ages

a wonderful transformation, and to-day most people

recognize that love, the love of one man for one

woman, of one woman for one matn, is the greatest

power in the world. Those who know it best often

say least about it ; the task of telling its glories may

be left to the poet, but daily and hourly love more

than anything else, helps and strengthens men and

women in the weary struggle of life.

And of love Mr. Allen would deprive us, for love

would be impossible in his ideal commonwealth, and

in return for it he gives us what? An exaggerated

altruism which subordinates everything else to the

task of providing sound and sane citizens for the

State. It is more than doubtful if Mr. Allen has any

adequate conception of conjugal love at all. If he

has, he thinks it of so little importance that its loss

would not matter. He believes that men are in their

nature polygamous, and that women would be poly-

androus but for the subjection in which they have

been kept. A superficial view of humanity is cer-

tainly apt to lead to the former conclusion, and at one

time or another of their lives it is accepted as certain

by probably the majority of men, but to one who

looks below the surface and compares the present

with the past, a different state of things is visible.

He sees that the tendency to polygamy is but a sur-

vival from the times of our brute and savage ances-

tors, like the useless muscles in our ears, only not so

far on the way to disappearance, and that gradually,

though slowly, we are outgrowing it. And he sees,

further, that even within the diminishing ranks of

those who practice polygamy in their youth, many, or

even most, sooner or later marry, not for money or

economy, or for the purpose of continuing their name
in the world, but because they have at length expe-

rienced love. Love is not the same thing as lust, Mr.

Allen to the contrary notwithstanding ; it is impos-

sible without passion, but it is higher than mere pas-

sion, and its very existence shows that it, rather than

lust, has been selected by nature as the fittest kind of

sexual emotion for civilized men.

Mr. Allen cites four instances of emancipated

women who " showed themselves supremely con-

temptuous of man-made or slave-made ethics." They
did, but they showed no tendency to polyandry, un-

less, possibly, in the case of George Sand. Mary
Wollstonecraft, Mary Godwin, George Eliot, were

all true wives, though they disbelieved in the priestly

theory of marriage. But the instances of polyandry,

on which Mr. Allen, apparently, "^most relies for sup-

port, are the negresses of Jamaica and the factory

girls of Lancashire. He states that he has observed

in these classes, that when a woman is capable of

supporting a family on her'own means or earnings,

"marriage ceases to be the necessary rule for the

sex and the bearing of illegitimate children is no

longer an offense against the unwritten moral law of

the community." Well, the negroes of Jamaica are

among the most degraded in the West Indies, and

though there are very many good men and women
among Lancashire factory hands, they can hardly be

reckoned in general as high examples of the human
race ; furthermore, they are not the best, but the

worst individuals of these two classes of women who
practice polyandry. We must protest against Mr.

Allen's false logic when he concludes that, because

beasts, and because low types of humanity do this and

that, therefore much more will the highest types of

men and women do the same thing. It would be just

as rational to say that because Dr. Lumholtz has

found that the black-fellows of Queensland have a

taste for human flesh, therefore a plate of roast leg of

man ought to be acceptable to the habitue of Del-

monico's.

Absolutely nothing is said of the manner in which

the children are to be reared when Mr. Allen's millen-

nium shall have dawned. Presumably, however, if
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the example of the Jamaica negresses and the Lan-

cashire factory girls is to be followed, they are to be

brought up by the mothers. But whether this is to

be the case, or each father is to provide for his own
children, or the State is to act as parent to all its

citizens, our present ideal of the family will be en-

tirely destroyed. And with the family will perish the

virtues, and they are many, which originate in, or are

fostered by family life, and the State will suffer by the

loss of them. Fatherless and motherless families are

not rare now ; there must always be many of them
;

and it is notorious that the children of such families

are very frequently among the worst citizens in the

community. So far as we can judge, the abolition of

the family would be a sure mark of the degeneracy of

the race, a half-way house on the backward road to

utter savagery. Our author must have as little belief

in the efficiency of family training and the power of

family affections as he has in love, to be able to con-

template calmly, the possibility of a commonwealth
without families.

As Mr. Allen points out, the recent discussions on

marriage and divorce have familiarized people's

minds with, the idea of "free unions," or " free tem-

porary relations." And he mentions two other ten-

dencies which make, as he thinks, in the same direc-

tion, the growing movement toward (in Mr. Besant's

phrase) the endowment of the daughter, and the ten-

dency, which he regrets, for women to earn their own
living and to lead an independent, bachelor life. But

do these tendencies in reality make for the state of

things which Mr. Allen desires ? I doubt it.

Women who can support themselves in decent

comfort, whether they be "endowed" by their parents

with a sufficient income, or earn their own living, will

be spared some of the temptations which most fre-

quently lead to unhappy marriages—for instance, the

desire to escape from a home in which the environ-

ment is uncongenial, and the desire to escape from

surroundings of shabby-gentility or poverty to an

atmosphere of moderate or great wealth. That is to

say, the temptation to prostitution in the guise of mar-

riage will be removed, and women will marry only for

love. Then, again, in the good time coming, women
are going to be educated, more or less on the lines

which Mr. Allen lays down in his present essa}', and

their education—the physiology and biology especially

—is going to teach them with what kind of men to fall

in love, and what men and women have the moral

right to become parents. And so there will be com-

paratively few unhappy marriages.

Mr. Allen laughs, and rightly, at the proposals to

establish a system of "eugenics" by means of boards

of examiners, and the result at which Sir George

Campbell clumsily aims will be reached more effec-

tually, though indirectly, by the education of women.
The girl of to-day, though she may sell herself to him,

cannot love Mr. Quilp or Mr. Bultitude. The girl

of the future will none the more, as a rule, be able to

love a man with hereditary disease, a roue, a drunkard
;

one will be as repulsive to her as the other. When
men are lovable in spite of weak or diseased

frames, then marriages will still take place, but both

parties will be aware of the grave responsibility they

will incur should they bring children into the world.

The divorce laws of the future will be wide and

liberal, but divorce will only be granted when the

necessity for it has been clearly and indubitably

shown, and it will rarely occur. Men and women
will take pains in choosing their partners, and they

will choose well and for life, for education will have

taught them how to choose. But mistakes must hap-

pen occasionally, and then divorce will be sought and

granted, for it will be recognized that often it is an

act of greater justice to children as well as to parents

to let a family be entirely broken up, than to endeavor

to hold it together when it is permeated by the spirit

of discord.

Mr. Allen has had at least two noteworthy prede-

cessors in his line of thought ; Plato and the founders

of the Oneida community. He differs essentially

from both, for he does not believe in any systematic,

state-regulated system of "eugenics." He agrees

with both in disbelieving in the power of conjugal

love, and in regarding with equanimity the destruc-

tion of the family. Plato was excusable, for the

Greeks had but little conception of what we under-

stand by the family, and under the circumstances his

scheme was an important one. But the Oneida

fanatics and Mr. Allen must be bracketed together as

entirely inexcusable, and as alike in at least one re-

spect, that they glorify lust at the expense of love.

It may be that I am as much of a millenarian as is

Mr. Allen. At the least my millennium is more in

accordance with what we know of the past history of

man, and of his tendencies for the future.

IN DEFENCE OF CIVILIZATION.

BY F. M. HOLLAND.

" And never a fact to perplex him

or bore him."—7. R. Lo-mM.

We are informed in No. i65 of The Oj>e)i Court,

that there ought to be a revolution, and that " It will be

worth while to have our civilization ruined fifty times

over." The writer justifies these threats by declaring

that "The rich are- rich because the poor are poor,"

that "our false manner of living " is plunging us into

ruin, and that the poor and unfortunate have not been

"ameliorated." Not the slightest evidence is offered

for these startling assertions in an article five columns

long ; but they are urged upon us as if they were in-
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fallible revelations, or self-evident truths. And so we

are told in the Twetitiefh Century, for August 21st, that

"It is no longer denied that the rich are growing

richer and the poor are growing poorer every year ;

"

and again, that "Within a few years blood will flow

in the streets of our cities." •'' Before long laborers

. . . will be ready to fight. Then mob will follow mob,

and revolution will finally burst forth from the womb
of despair."

Henry George's Progress and Poverty promises at

the outset to reveal "the cause that associates poverty

with progress," and declares, again and again, in pages

that have had hundreds of thousands of eager, trusting

readers, that "The enormous increase in productive

power, which has marked the present century, ....

has no tendency to extirpate poverty, or to lighten the

burdens of those who toil." . . . "It simply widens

the gulf between Dives and Lazarus." . . . "The ten-

dency of what we call material progress is in no wise

to improve the condition of the lowest class in the es-

sentials of human happiness." . . . "Nay more, it is

to still further depress the condition of the lowest

class." . . . "Material progress, does not merely fail

to relieve poverty: it actually produces it." A fol-

lower of Henry George, who deserves our deepest re-

spect for the power with which he has told the people

how they are plundered by our tariff, has recently in-

quired in the New Ideal: " What is it which associates

poverty with progress, and increases want with ad-

vancing wealth ? " The gifted poet, William Morris,

in his pamphlet on "True and False Society," de-

clares that "Our civilization ... is a failure," that

there must be a "rebellion of open revolt . . . organ-

ized for a complete change in the basis of society," a

necessary revolution," and that he does not "know of

any thoughtful person " who believes that people gen-

erally are even contented under the present system.

We all know that complaints are very generally

made, sometimes in mild and sometimes in sanguinary

language, against what is called " cut-throat competi-

tion," individual ownership of land, private property

of any sort, government, and other institutions which
are not likely to be abolished peaceably. The speedy
downfall of the second French Republic was brought

about by the bloody attack made upon it by armed
socialists ; and I need only refer to the recent anar-

chist tragedy in Chicago. In short, we are threatened

with bloody insurrection, on account of the failure of

our modern society and industrial civilization to di-

minish poverty and "improve the condition of the

lowest class."

Now there is one thing which ought to be said

very plainly to all who urge and repeat this dangerous
charge against society and civilization, namely "Prove
It." No one has either a legal or a moral right to

make charges against his neighbors that he cannot

prove ; and the commandment, "Thou shalt not bear

false witness," is good against all who bring up charges

without evidence against society.

Some years agp, a farmer in Illinois, who was un-

popular on account of his bad temper, had a violent

quarrel with his hired man ; and the latter disap-

peared. The neighbors took it for granted that he

had been murdered ; and a lynching party was about

to avenge him, when it was found out that he was still

alive in a city not far off. We all see that there ought

to be some evidence of guilt before sentencing a single

individual to death ; and is there no need of evidence

before condemning all society to be punished by in-

surrections, which may cost hundreds of innocent

lives ? The burden of proof rests upon the prophets

of revolution. They are bound to prove the justice of

their charges against society and civilization.

I do not doubt that these charges are made sin-

cerely ; but I see no reason to belieye that those who
make them have taken proper pains to find out their

truth. No one denies that the poor suffer pitiably
;

and no one denies that our farms are infested with

weeds ; but this does not prove that our system of

agriculture is making weeds more numerous and per-

nicious than ever before. So the mere fact that pov-

erty still exists, does not justify the charge that it is

increased, or in any way made more painful, by our

present system of labor and government. To say that

the poor are growing poorer, that the condition of the

lowest class is becoming constantly more depressed,

and that want increases with advancing wealth, is to

volunteer statements which ought to be supported by a

great array of historical and statistical facts. But I

have yet to learn that any adequate attempt has ever

been made to present any facts of the sort on this side.

Henry George does say. "As the result of much
investigation, Hallam says he is convinced that the

wages of manual labor were greater in amount in Eng-

land during the middle ages than they are now."

Strictly speaking, Hallam is not a very good authority

as to the state of things "now"; for he died in January,

1859, at least twenty years before Progress and Pov-

erty was published. Precisely when and where Hal^

lam did make this statement was not mentioned by

Mr. George. So far as I can find out it was in his

book on the Middle Ages, which was published more

than seventy years ago. What should we think of a

man who should publish a book this winter, declaring

republicanism a failure, but giving no better evidence

than the assertion, "France is still contented under

the despotism of Charles X?" The improvement in

French politics, since the daj's of Bourbon supremacy,

is not so great as that which took place in the condi-

tion of the working classes in England, between the
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time when Hallam said what he did and the time when
Henry George quoted it as still true.

My last statement is supported by many facts.

Hallam wrote during a period of low wages and artifi-

ciallj' high prices, which lasted throughout the cen-

tury until the abolition of protection in 1846. Official

returns, given in the "Encyclopaedia Brittanica,"

" Whitaker's Almanack," and Lecky's " History of

England," show that the proportion of pauperism to

population was nearly twice as great in 1846 as in

1876, and more than four times as great in 1803 as in

1888, in England. The actual number of vagrants,

now arrested in London annually, is no greater than

it was sixty years ago ; but the population of England

has doubled. Wages, meantime, have increased fifty

per cent, for each workman on the average, while

prices have fallen another fifty, showing that the la-

borer is more than twice as well off.

Another set of statistics show that the annual im-

port of tea and sugar in Great Britain, in proportion

to the number of inhabitants, trebled between 1S40

and 1880, while that of cheese wheat and flour, be-

came five times as great, that of butter seven times,

and that of bacon and ham more than a hundred and

fifty times. Some allowance may be made in the last

case for decrease in domestic production ; but there is

no such difficulty in the case of tea and sugar, and

very little in that of cheese and butter. England is

much better supplied than she was fifty years ago with

bread, butter, cheese, ham, eggs, tea, sugar, and

other common articles of food. The rich man does

not eat more of them than before, but less ; for he

has a greater variety before him. The increase in

importation is due to the great increase of consump-

tion among the poor, who now use as daily neces-

saries of life what formerly were almost unattainable

luxuries.

Then again the great improvement which has been

made in draining, paving, lighting, and cleaning the

streets in all civilized lands, has plainly been of most

benefit to the lowest class ; and these latter have gained

much more than the rich from the multiplication and

amelioration of hospitals and asylums of every sort.

Even the poorest are now able to get such medical at-

tendance as could formerly be obtained only by the

rich. What has been said of the improvement in the

condition of the poor during the present century, may

be made plainer b}' referring to the times when only

princes could have glass windows and tumblers, white

bread, stoves and chimneys, lamps and candles, car-

pets, cotton clothing and bedding, books, clocks, or

newspapers. It would be very difficult to make out a

list of inventions and discoveries which have not ben-

efited the poor even more than the wealthy. The

fact is that all the members of society are bound so

closely together, that it is impossible to increase the

comfort of any class without in some measure increas-

ing that of all the rest. Even the slave was benefited

by the prosperity and injured by the adversity of his

master; and it ought always to be remembered that

there are no slaves any longer in civilized lands. No
one tries to prevent any class from getting the full

benefit of every increase in the general prosperity.

On the contrary', great efforts are being made to assist

those who enjoy the smallest amount of happiness to

increase it ; and it cannot be that these efforts are al-

together in vain. The plain fact that a large part of

our people is constantly improving its condition, proves

that we are all advancing continually.

Enough has, I hope, been said to show how little

there is of self-evident truth in such assertions as that

the poor are growing poorer in the essentials of hu-

man happiness, that industrial progress increases and

intensifies poverty, and that modern civilization is a

failure. Those who make complaints of this nature a

pretext for threats of bloody revolution may fairly be

challenged to prove that such an insurrection would

be any more justifiable and beneficent than the revolts

of our Indians against the government which has fed,

clothed, and armed them, or the ambuscade of Italian

mountaineers to shoot the physician who has come to

cure their wives and children of cholera, but who is

accused of having introduced the disease by witch-

craft.

THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD APPLIED TO PER-
SONALITY.*

BY TH. RIBOT.

In order to lay hold of the real concrete person-

ality, and not a mere abstraction that takes its place,

it is not necessary to withdraw within our con-

sciousness, with closed eyes, and obstinately to ques-

tion it ; on the contrary, we need to keep our eyes

wide open, and observe. The child, the peasant, the

workingman, the millions of people that walk in the

streets and in the fields, who never in their lives have

heard anything about Fichte, about Maine de Biran,

who never have read dissertations upon the ego

and the non-ego, or even a line of psychology—one

and all of them have their definite personality and

each instant affirm it instinctively. Ever since that

long-forgotten epoch when their ego was constituted,

that is, since their ego was formed as a coherent

group in the midst of the processes assailing it,—this

group maintains itself constantly while continually

modifying itself. This coherent group is composed

for the greater part of states and acts, almost auto-

matic, that constitute in each the feeling of his body

' Translated from the French {D, 0/ Personality Chap. ii. i.) b
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and the routine of life, and that serve as a support

for all the rest, yet any alteration of which, even a

short and partial one, is immediately felt. In a great

measure also it is composed of an aggregate of sensa-

tions, images, and ideas representing the usual sur-

roundings amidst which we live and move, together

with the recollections that are connected with them.

All this represents organised states solidly connected

among themselves, reciprocally supporting each other,

and forming a bodily whole. We verify now the fact,

without seeking the cause of it. All that is new or

unusual, any change in the state of the body or of its

surroundings, is adopted without hesitation and classed

by an instinctive act, either as making a part of the

personality or as being strange to it. This operation

is performed every moment, not through any clear and

explicit judgment, but through an unconscious and

far deeper logic. If we have to characterize by a

definite word this natural, spontaneous and real form

of personality, I should call it a habit, for it cannot be

anything else, being, as we maintain, only the ex-

pression of an organism. If the reader instead of ob-

serving himself will rather proceed objectively, that is,

observe and interpret by the aid of the data of his own
consciousness the condition of those who have never

reflected on their personality, (and this is the vast ma-
jority of the human species,) he will find that the pre-

ceding thesis is correct, and that real personality

affirms itself not by reflection but by acts.

Let us now examine what is called factitious or

artificial personality. When the psychologist through

internal observation tries, as it were, to comprehend
himself, he attempts an impossibility. At the mo-
ment he assumes the task in question, either he
will adhere to the present, and then hardly advances
at all

; or in extending his reflection toward the past,

he affirms himself to be the same as he was one year
or ten years ago ; in either case he only expresses in

a more learned and laborious manner what any peasant
knows as well as he does. Through inward observa-

tion he can only apprehend passing phenomena ; and
I am not aware that any reply has been given to the

following just remarks of Hume: "For my part,

when I enter most intimately into what I call myself,

I always stumble on some particular perception *

or other of heat or cold, light or shade, love or

hatred, pain or pleasure. I never can catch myself at

any time without a perception, and never can observe
anything but the perception. If anyone, upon seri-

ous and unprejudiced reflection, thinks he has a
different notion of himself, I must confess I can
reason no longer with him. All I can allow him is,

that he may be in the right as well as I, and that we

* In Hume's language, " perception " corresponds almost to what we now
call state of consciousness,

are essentially different in this particular. He may,

perhaps, perceive something simple and continued,

which he calls himself, though I am certain there is no

such principle in me."* Since Hume, it has been

said: "Through effort and resistance we feel our-

selves cause." This is very well; and all schools

more or less agree, that through this the ego is distin-

guished from the non-ego ; but this feeling of effort

none the less remains a simple state of consciousness

like others, the feeling of muscular energy displayed

in order to produce any given act.

To seek through analysis to comprehend a syn-

thetic whole like the personality, or through an in-

tuition of consciousness that scarcely lasts a few

seconds, to encompass such a complex thing as the

ego, is to attempt a problem, the data of which are

contradictory. So, as a fact, psychologists have taken

another ground. They have considered the states of

consciousness as accessories, and the bond which unites

them as the essential element, and it is this mysterious

underlying something that under the names of unity,

identity, and continuity, has become the true ego. It

is clear, however, that we have nothing here but an

abstraction, or more precisely, a scheme. For the real

personality there is substituted the idea ofpersonality,

which is altogether another thing. This idea of per-

sonality is, like all general terms, formed in the

same manner as sensibility, will, etc.; but it does not

resemble the real personality more than the plan of a

city resembles the city itself. And as in cases of

aberration of personality, which have led us to the

present remarks, one single idea has been substituted

for a plexus, constituting an imaginary and a dimin-

ished personality ; in the same manner a fixed scheme

of personality has been substituted by psychologists

for concrete personality, and upon this framework,

almost devoid of contents, they reason, induce, deduce,

and dogmatize. It is clear, however, that this com-

parison is only done by way of mutatis mutandis and

with many restrictions, which the reader himself will

discover. There are still many other observations that

could be made, but I am not engaged here on a strictly

critical work.

In short, to reflect upon our ego, is to assume an

artificial position, which changes the nature of the

ego ; it is merely to substitute an abstract representa-

tion for a reality. The true ego is the one that feels,

thinks, acts, without making of itself an object of

vision, for it is a subject by nature and by definition,

and in order to become an object, it has to undergo a

reduction, a kind of adaptation to the optics of the

mind which transform and mutilate it.

' Philosophical Works. Vol, I., p. 312.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

POSITIVE IDEALISM.

To the Eiiitor of The Open Court :—
I HAVE read with interest Mr, W. J. Gill's letter, in The Open

Gi«;7 for 2Sth November, regarding my article "Positive Ideal-

ism," in No. 161. I reply with much pleasure.

I am not quite certain that I rightly understand Mr. Gill.

His own philosophical position does not clearly appear on the sur-

face of his letter. Surely he does not imagine that my article

—

" Positive Idealism "—was written from the editorial standpoint of

The Open Court, or that I endeavor to reconcile " Psychological "

Idealism with Dr. Carus's views ? My paper was wholly an inde-

pendent one in the interests of Plylo- or Positive- (not Psycholo-

gical) Idealism, as excogitated by my friend Dr. Lewins. Merely
'

' Psychological " Idealism could never be that either of Dr. Lewins

or of myself, if for this reason alone that " all psychological ideal-

" isms "—to use Mr. Gill's own words—"make the known and
" knowable world of sense purely subjective, an evolution from
" and in the subject, though this evolution is supposeJ to be aided by

"an inconceivable something from beyond this known sense world."

The words which I italicise reveal a Fichtean leaning, with which

Hylo- or Positive-Idealism has nothing to do. As to Positive-Ideal-

ism then, I shall be very happy to give any further e.\planation

which Mr. Gill may desire, but as a (purely) Psychological Idealist

I have none to offer, for the simple reason that I do not belong to

that persuasion. My Idealism is as much Physiological as Psy-

chological, because it is " positive," takes account of things as they

are and not only as they seem to be—the "thing" of empirical

science resolving into the "think" of metempirics and vice versa.

I can however guess at Mr. Gill's dilemma. He is surprised

at the logical result of the projection of the subjective as to include

the objective. He finds that it lands in the all inclusive declara-

tion ' I'univers c'est moi .'' Unquestionably Positive Idealism,—So-

lipsism—comes to this in the end. Half-hearted, halting, psycho-

logical. Idealisms—such as those of the late Prof. J. H. Green of

O.vford, and the rest of the Neo-Kantians, try to shun this result.

They do everything they can to evade the supreme logical conclu-

sion (without which there can be no Monism) 'I am the AH' by

substituting, on Green's part, an "Eternal or Infinite Conscious-

ness" and, on M. Renouvier's part, foreign centres of representa-

tion—the combined judgments of other Egos—in which, we are

told, the true e.xternal world resides. In passing I may perhaps

observe that, to my mind, the ultimate philosophical position of

The Open Court Monism lies as close to that of M. Renouvier as

to any other. Much nearer, I think than to that of Hylo-Ideal-

ism. And I am confirmed in this opinion by Dr. Carus's editorial

note to Mr. Gill's letter in which he seems to regard Objectivity

and Subjectivity as vital and yet, somehow as not vital—"The
"difficulty," he says, "is to draw a line of demarcation between

"subjectivity and objectivity" and yet he admits, a few lines

lower down that " he is aware of the fact that neither subjectivity

"nor objectivity exist by themselves." Now where subject and

object exist at all there can be no Monism.

The chief interest of Neo-Kantian speculation, from a Hylo-

Ideal standpoint, lies in the prominence assigned to Relation.

This Relation has met with the keenest criticism mainly from the

surviving Scottish Realists. Professor 'Veitch, of Glasgow Univer-

sity, in reviewing Prof. J. H. Green's works, scouts the idea that

Relation can ever be anything of itself

,

—regards it as a thing that

can only exist where there are at least two terms. But really the

highest flood mark reached by the Neo-Kantians is just this, their

affirmation that the Relation is everything—the Term nothing.

So-called terms, the all in all of the objectivist, turn out to be but

counters, points with position, but without magnitude. I find in

the diagrammatic representation of color alluded to in a recent

issue of The Open Court an inkling of this Supremacy of Relation.

With the kind permission of the Editor I trust in a future ar-

ticle more fully to dwell upon the question of Relation as All and
Everything. The limits of this letter forbid me to add more, and
I am also under medical interdict for a few weeks as to literary

work.

Cordially yours,

George M, McCrie.

BOOK REVIE'WS.

A Look Upward. By Susie C. Clark. Boston : Lee & Shepard
;

New York : Charles T. Dillingham ; Chicago : A. C. McCIurg
& Co., 1891.

Here we have proclaimed the " gospel of health, of harmony,
and perfect wholeness," which fitly begins with a discourse on the
" Glad Tidings," and ends with " Emancipation." Its teaching is

the power of mind, or as the votaries of " Spiritual Science" pre-

fer to call it spirit, to " heal " the body. This doctrine, not being

physical, is called metaphysical (healing), and they who attain to

the power spoken of are called " healers." " Healing, " says the

authoress, " consists in the discovery that there is nothing to heal,

that we are always well in spirit, in reality." fl.

A Brief Exposition of the Principles of the New Dispensa-

tion.. 'By Joy Kissen Sen, M. A.

The New Brahmic Revelation.

The Upanishat-Sar ; or. Essence of the Upanishats. Calcutta,

Bidhan Press, 1S82.

The New Dispensation is the outcome of the Brahmo Somaj,

or " worshipping assembly," founded by Debendra Nath Tagore

to carry into effect the religious reform originated by Rajah Ram
Mohun Roy towards the beginning of this century. It is interest-

ing as showing the effect produced by Christianity over the minds

of the most intellectual Hindus. Its fundamental teaching is the

universality of the presence of the Divine Spirit, of which it

claims to be pre-eminently the Dispensation and which becomes

incarnate not merely in every great religious reformer but, to some

extent, in every man who lives in accordance with its dictates.

If the members of the New Dispensation remain true to themselves

and to their principles there is probably a great future in store for

their society, which is as much the result of a social as of a re-

ligious movement. It may be remembered that the original Upan-

ishads had great influence over Schopenhauer.

A Guide to the Literature of Esthetics. By Charles Miles

Gayley and Fred. Newton Scott, Ph. D. University of Cali-

fornia. Library Bulletin, Berkeley, 1S90.

The authors apologise for the incompleteness of the present

Guide, which forms a Supplement to the Report of the Secretary

of the Board of Regents, University of California, on the ground

that it is mainly a list of the books in two libraries. Most of the

works cited, however, have been found useful by the College

classes of one or other of the compilers ; and to add to the value of

the compilation the most important subject matter has been indi-

cated by definite references to volume and page. 'We learn from

the Preface that this is only the first of a series of bibliographies

designed to cover a considerable portion of the field of sesthetic

inquiry, and that in the succeeding handbooks, "special topics of

aesthetic criticism " will be minutely analyzed, and references

bearing upon them, collected from available sources will be added.

A bibliography dealing with Literary Criticism has already been

prepared for press. 0.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD APPLIED TO
SONALITY.*

BV TH. RIBOT.

Up to this point we have treated the question from

its negative side. To what positive hypothesis as to

the nature of the personality are we led by a consider-

ation of morbid cases? Let us first eliminate the

hypothesis of a transcendental entity, incompatible

with pathology, and which, besides, explains nothing.

Let us set aside, moreover, the hypothesis which

makes of the ego " a bundle of sensations, " or of states

of consciousness, as is frequently repeated after Hume.
This is to be influenced by appearances, to take a

group of signs for a real thing, or more precisely, to

take effects for their cause. And again, if, as we
maintain, consciousness is only an indicatory phenom-

enon, it cannot be a constitutive state.

We must advance still further, to that consensus

of the organism, namely, of which the conscious ego is

only the psychological expression. Has this hypoth-

esis more solidity than the other two? Objectively, as

well as subjectively, the characteristic trait of person-

ality is that continuity in time, that permanence which

we call identity. This has been denied to the organ-

ism, upon the strength of arguments too well known
to need repeating here ; but it is strange that it should

not have been perceived, that all arguments pleaded

in favor of a transcendental principle are really ap-

plicable to the organism, and that all reasons that can

be advanced against the organism are applicable to a

transcendental principle. The remark that every su-

perior organism is one in its complexity is as old, at

least, as the Hippocratic writings, and since Bichat

no one attributes this unity to a mysterious vital prin-

ciple
;
yet certain people make a great stir about this

whirlwind or continuous molecular renovation which

constitutes life, and ask, "Where is the identity?"

As a matter of fact, however, everybody believes in

this identity of the organism and affirms it. But,

identity is not immobility. If, as some scientists think,

life resides less in the chemical substance of the

protoplasm than in the movements with which the

particles of this substance are animated, identity would

Translated from the French [Diseases of Personality Chap. 11. i.) by

)7<.-

be a "combination of movements" or a "form of

movement," and this continuous molecular renovation

itself would be subordinated to conditions more pro-

found. Without dilating upon the subject, it must
be evident to any unprejudiced mind that the organism

has its identity. And from this point, what simpler

or more natural hypothesis than that of perceiving in

conscious identity the internal manifestation of the

external identity which is in the organism? "If any

one chooses to assure me that not a single particle of

my body is what it was thirty years ago, and that its

form hasentirely changed since then ; that it is absurd,

therefore, to speak of its identity; and that it is abso-

lutely necessary to suppose it to be inhabited by an

immaterial entity which holds fast the personal iden-

tity amidst the shifting changes and chances of struc-

ture :—I answer him that other people who have

known me from my youth upwards, but have not my
self-conscious certainty of identity, are, nevertheless,

as much convinced of it as I am, and would be equally

sure of it even if, deeming me the greatest liar in the

world, they did not believe a word of my subjective

testimony ; that they are equally convinced of the per-

sonal identity of their dogs and horses whose self-

conscious testimony goes for nothing in the matter
;

and lastly, that admitting an immaterial substance in

me, it must be admitted to have gone through so

many changes, that I am not sure the least immaterial

particle of it is what it was thirty years ago ; that with

the best intention in the world, therefore, I see not

the least need of, nor get the least benefit from, the

assumed and seemingly superfluous entity."*

It is, however, upon this physical basis of the or-

ganism, that rests, according to our thesis, what is

called the unity of the ego, that is to say, the solid-

arity which connects the states of consciousness. The

unity of the ego is that of a complexus, and it is only

through a metaphysical illusion that the ideal and

fictitious unity of the mathematical point has been

attributed to it. It does not consist in the act of a

supposed simple "essence, " but in a co-ordination of

the nerve-centres, which, themselves, represent a co-

ordination of the functions of the organism. Un-

doubtedly we are here within the sphere of hypothesis,

but at least, it is not of a supernatural character.

* Maudsley, Body and Will. p. 77.
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Let us take man in the foetal state, before the birth

of any psychic life, leaving aside any hereditary inclin-

ations, already impressed upon him in any manner

whatever, and which, at a subsequent time, will mani-

fest themselves. At some period of the foetal state, at

least during the last few weeks of it, some kind of

sense of the body must have been produced, consist-

ing in a vague feehng of well-being or discomfort. No

matter how confused we may suppose it to be, it im-

plies certain modifications in the nerve-centres, as far

as compatible with their rudimentary state. When to

these simple, vital organic sensations there are added

sensations from an external cause (objective or not)

they also necessarily produce a modification in the

nerve-centres. But they will not be inscribed upon a

tabula rasa ; the web of the psychic life has already

been woven, and this web is the general sensibility,

the vital feeling, which, vague as it may be at this

period, definitively constitutes almost the whole sum

of consciousness. The bond of the states of conscious-

ness among themselves now reveals its origin. The

first sensation (if there be one in an isolated state)

does not come unexpectedly, like an aerolite in a

desert ; at its first entrance it is connected with others,

with those states that constitute the sense of body, and

which are simply the psychic expression of the organ-

ism. Translated into physiological terms, this means

that the modifications of the nervous system that

represent materially the sensations and desires which

follow the first elemen,ts of the higher psychic life,

attach themselves to the previous modifications that

are the material representatives of the vital and or-

ganic sensations ; and by this means there are estab-

lished relations between these nervous elements ; so

that from the very outset the complex unity of the ego

has its conditions of existence in this general conscious-

ness of the organism, which, though so frequently

overlooked, serves as the support of all the rest.

Thus, finally, upon the unity of the organism every-

thing depends, and when passing also from the em-

bryonic state, the psychic life is formed, the mind

maybe compared to some gorgeous piece of tapestry,

in which the warp has completely disappeared, at one

place beneath a faint design, at another beneath a

thick embroidery in high relief; the psychologist who
restricts himself to internal observation, perceives

only the patterns and embroidery and is lost in con-

jectures and guesses as to what lies hidden beneath
;

if he would but consent to change his position and to

look at it from behind, he would save himself many
useless inductions, and would know more about it.

* *

We might discuss the same thesis under the form
of a criticism of Hume. The ego is not, as he main-
tained, a mere bundle of perceptions. Without inter-

posing the teaching of physiology but confining our-

selves to ideological analysis, we observe a serious

omission—that of the relations between the primitive

states. A relation is an element of a vague nature,

difficult to determine, because it does not exist by

itself. It is nevertheless, something more than and

different from the two states by which it is limited. In

Herbert Spencer's Principles of Psychology there is an

ingenious study (which has been too little noticed)

of these elements of psychic life, with certain hypoth-

eses regarding their material conditions. Prof. W.
James has quite recently treated of this question.* He
compares the irregular course of our consciousness to

the transit of a bird that alternately flies and perches.

The resting-places are occupied by relatively stable

sensations and images ; the places passed in flight are

represented by thoughts of relations between the points

of rest : the latter—the "transitive portions "—are al-

most always forgotten. It seems to us that this is

another form of our thesis, that of the continuity of

the psychic phenomena, by virtue of a deep, hidden

substratum, which must be sought in the organism.

In truth, it would be a very precarious personality

that had no other basis than consciousness, and this

hypothesis is defective in the face of even the simplest

facts; as, for example, to explain how after six or

eight hours of profound sleep, I have no hesitation in

recognizing my own identity. To place the essence

of our personality in a mode of existence (conscious-

ness) which vanishes during almost one third of our

life is a singular solution.

We, accordingly, maintain here, as we have else-

where in regard to memory, that we must not con-

found individuality in itself, as it actually exists in

the nature of things, with individuality as it exists for

itself, by virtue of consciousness (personality). The
organic memory is the basis of all the highest forms

of memory, which are only the products of its perfec-

tion. The organic individuality is the basis of all the

highest forms of personality, which are only the pro-

ducts of its perfection. I shall repeat of personality

as of memory, that consciousness completes and per-

fects it, but does not constitute it.

Although,—in order not to prolong these already

protracted considerations,— I have strictly refrained

from all digression, from criticism of adverse doctrines,

and from the exposition of points of detail, I must, in-

cidentally, point out a problem which naturally pre-

sents itself. There has been a great deal of discus-

sion as to whether the consciousness of our personal

identity rests on memory or vice versa. One says : It

is evident that without memory I should only be a

present existence incessantly renovated, which does

* Herbert Spencer, Principles of Fsyckology. Vol. I, 5 65. Prof. James in

lilind, Jan. 18S4, p. i, and following. See also Huxley's Hume.
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away with all, even the faintest possibility of identity.

The other says : It is evident that'without a feeling of

identity that connects them reciprocally, and stamps
upon them my own mark, my recollections are no
longer my own ; they are extraneous events. So then,

is it the memory that produces the feeling of identity,

or the feeling of identity that constitutes the memory ?

I answer : neither the one nor the other ; both are

effects, the cause of which must be sought in the or-

ganism ; for, on the one hand, its objective identity

reveals itself by that subjective condition which we
call the feeling of personal identity ; and, on the other

hand, in it are registered the organic conditions of our

recollections, and in it is to be found the basis of our

conscious memory. The feeling of personal identity

and the memory in the psychological sense, are, ac-

cordingly, effects of which neither one can be the cause

of the other. Their common origin is in the organ-

ism, in which identity and organic registration (i. e.,

memory) are one. Here we encounter one of those in-

correctly formulated problems, that frequently occur

in connection with the hypothesis of a "conscious-

ness-entity."

THE MIXING UP OF THINGS.

BY MRS. SUSAN CHANNING.

"It is the mixing up of things which is the great

Bad ". George Eliot in this phrase seems to us to

have 'stated what is false in toto, since, as every well

educated person knows, it is the mixing up of things

which is the great Good. We must have the priva-

tive darkness to know light. All consciousness de-

pends upon the mixing up of things. A constant

impression on the mind is the same as a blank. We
are unconscious of the pressure of the air, and of the

earth's movement, because they are unremitting and

uniform. It is the change from one thing to another

that awakens our sensibilities. A uniform condition

is devoid of pleasure. The easiest -posture after a

time becomes irksome.

It was once thought a sign of exquisite taste to use

one and the same material for walls, furniture, and

hangings. This notion is now obsolete, for as uni-

formity of sensation produces no ideas, neither does

uniformity of material produce beauty.

Beauty is the intermingling of things different and

various into an harmonious and agreeable whole.

This is true whether the materials be ideas, colors, or

men and women.
In Tlie Open Court, Nos. 156 and 158, Messrs. Rood

and Wake, in their discussion "Away with Ogres and

Fairies," touched on this subject. Mr. Rood objected

to the mixing up of things, the unreal with the real.

Mr. Wake allowed Ogres and Fairies a share in the

education of a child. John Stuart Mill is the best

example we can recall of the utilitarian method of

education. From the beginning he was taught "the
truly true," and, as a consequence, at fourteen he had
the acquirements of a man of twenty-five, and in the

house of the great Bentham he took part in the dis-

cussions and felt quite at his ease. This apparently

unnatural development of his mind in no way retarded

his subsequent intellectual progress. As Prof. Minto
says of Mill in the Eticydopadia Brittanica, "No cal-

culus can integrate the pulses of knowledge and
thought that he has made to vibrate in the minds of

his generation. He quickened thought upon every

problem that he touched."

But from one good example it is not safe to de-

duce a principle. We recognise with Mr. Rood, that

Ogres and Fairies are allowed too prominent a place

in the early education of most children. Still, we be-

lieve that as Nature never makes a complete break

with her past, neither should we in our educational

methods.

There is a natural order of progress by which some
things must precede others in the human mind. Myths
and fairy-tales belong to the childhood of the race,

therefore it seems natural that they should find a place

in child-life. Comte maintains that the education of

an individual to be rightly conducted must have a cer-

tain correspondence with the evolution of the race.

The old Roman and the Puritan sacrificed every-

thing to the useful ; they demanded that a child should

employ every hour of his brief childhood and youth in

storing up facts and preparing to be a good citizen and

church member ; the useful was their God, and in due

time its offspring Mammon came to reign in its stead;

culture which refines life, and art which ennobles luxury

were neglected ; they were so engaged in worshipping

the golden calf and in securing the salvation of their

souls in the next world, that they would allow no soul

in this in the shape of art or literature. Hence we find

the Italian and Puritan deficient in the passion of the

heart. They have acuteness and quickness of percep-

tion and excel in irony and story telling. The Yankee

in invention beats the world, and invention has done

as much as science and poetry to civilize the world
;

but the inventions of America have been in the domain

of utilit}', while in the higher branches of invention

such as the telescope and musical instruments which

carry us into the higher realms of thought and feeling

we are notably deficient.

It is plain then that the useful can take care of it-

self, but the beautiful must be encouraged. The im-

agination and the sensibilities need to be cultivated as

much as the understanding.

In an ever-changing world we must ever change

our ways and methods, although the fundamental laws

upon which our actions and plans rest, remain im-
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mutable; for if anything could stand still, it would, as

Emerson says, be crushed and dissipated by the tor-

rent it resisted ; and if it were a mind it would be

crazed, as insane persons are those who hold fast to

one thought, and do not flow with the course of

nature.

In educating the young the example of the Egyp-

tian cabinet-maker should be followed. As Dr. Von
Falke in Art in the House expresses it :

" No one can study an Egyptian chair in the British

" Museum without being convinced that the workman
"who made it not only knew the peculiar properties

"of its wood, but also respected them, and thus con-

" structed an object which, unless accidently destroy-

"ed, would last for ages without splitting or falling to

"pieces. Knowing that wood would warp in drying,

" that dampness would affect it, and that its tendencies

"were to split and twist, he treated it so as to render

"its natural defects as harmless as possible. Instead

"of making his chair out of green wood, forcibly bent

" into abnormal curves, and combining as many units

"as possible in it, he took the wood as Nature had
"made it, seasoned it thoroughly, and used as few
" pieces as possible; simple in shape, construction, and

"decoration, it was, when finished, durable and useful

"as well as pleasing in effect."

Thus should a child's natural endowments be re-

cognized and treated if we seek the best results.

The Greek and the Roman were brothers, yet how
different their intellectual tastes and development

;

the Greek when he prayed, raised his eyes to heaven,

the Roman veiled his head. The one contemplated
and the other reflected. To Greek contemplation, love

of beauty, and individual freedom, we owe a world of

poetry and art, the like of which the world has not

again to show.

To Roman reflection we owe the foundation of our

legal system and laws. The Romans were the first

people who obliged plaintiff and defendant to explain

and embody in due and binding form the grounds of

both demand and objection, and constructed the ma-
chinery to effect that end. We can therefore say with
Mommsen, that to commend the Greek is not to con-

demn the Roman ; for as we allow the oak to hold its

own -beside the rose, so we can comprehend the truth

that the distinctive excellence of these two noblest or-

ganizations which antiquity has produced, have a

necessary connection with their respective defects, and
that in education the blending of the ideal and the
practical produces the best results. History has shown
that a people without a national epos is without great
memories, incapable of high culture or political de-
velopment, and that they never take a place among
the leading races of the world, and that those that
have occupied such a place have had their fictions

brimful of wondrous and fanciful creations. And this

seems equally true of the individual, for a youth with-

out ideals means a manhood without virtue.

The conditions that will increase the brain product

of one man or one child will utterly destroy that of

another.

Madame de Stael could find no food for her genius

but in her beloved world, Paris. She said she pre-

ferred to live in its gutters than be in exile with the

homage of whole continents at her feet. Wordsworth
liked to dwell near mountains and lakes. Thoreau,

in listening to the croaking of frogs in muddy ponds

and every creeping and crawling thing, wrote his best;

the face of man with his axe overthrew his rational

mind. Mrs. Shelly in her preface to an edition other

husband's poems, writes :
" Shelley composed best in

"listening to the carolling of birds, aloft in the azure

"sky of Italy, or marking the clouds as they sped

"across the heavens, while he floated in his boat on
" the Thames."

We all might say to each person who should ask

us the best method of mixing up things in a child's

education, or in life, what Socrates replied to Xeno-

phon when asked to tell him a good that was alwa3's

a good. " If you ask me what is good for an inflam-

mation in the eye, or what is good for a fever, I can

tell you, but, a good that is always a good, I know
none such."

CURRENT TOPICS.
Some time ago, a writer in the North American Review pro-

pounded this interesting question, " Are we a nation of rascals?"

He maintained the affirmative side of it with provoking success,

and he may now devote himself to the next conundrum on the

programme, Are we a nation of mammonites and toadies ? Do we
acknowledge God because he is patronised by a motto on the sil-

ver dollar ? Or is the dollar itself the God of .the motto ? Must
Jenkins be forever the presiding genius of the American press,

crowding out of its columns matter of "great pith and moment"
to make room for a description of Mrs. Ormolu's gown, and Miss

McFlimsey's gloves ? Not at the World's Fair, except in its gate-

money features, but at Vanity Fair, must we look to see "the

very age and spirit of the time, his form and pressure."

* *

I was led into those reflections by reading in the morning

papers, their tinselled and bespangled stories of the holiday

festivities in Chicago, and I wonder how Jenkins managed to learn

so much about gowns, and their miraculous trimmings in French,

or whatever the language is. A glass of beer in the kitchen was

enough to stimulate his menial pen to a description of Mrs Car-

nelian's "gown of black velvet trimmed with point lace and dia-

mond ornaments," but nothing less than the bribe of a glass of

wine could induce hira to humiliate Mrs. Carnelian for the grati-

fication of Mrs. Amethyst Ruby, by proclaiming to " Society" that

Mrs. Ruby wore "an imported black velvet gown en traine,

trimmed with lace and jewels." The inference to be drawn from

this invidious description is that Mrs. Carnelian's black velvet

gown was not "imported," that it was a common American affair,

made perhaps by a dressmaker instead of a "mcdiste." This is

quite a serious matter, when we bear in mind that " Society " is

often shaken to its foundations by lighter and more frivolous qnes
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tions. There is as much curiosity in the higher circles to know
whether a gown is native or foreign as there is in some other cir-

cles to know whfither the load of furniture going to Thompson's

across the street, was bought on monthly payments or was paid

for all at once. And, by the way, how did Jenkins find out that

Mrs. Ruby's velvet was "imported"? Did Mrs. Ruby tell him so,

or did he learn it from the housemaid ?

In Vanity Fair everything is "high," and consequently it was

inspiring to see among the holiday blessings, a description of

a high-toned wedding celebrated at "high noon," There were

some plebeian weddings going on at the same time, but they were

"low noon" imitations, of little value. Exalting as all this was,

it was far below the giddy height to which I soared on reading

that "Mr. and Mrs. 'Velvet, and Miss Velvetine Velvet gave a

High Tea at seven o'clock." Curious to solve the mystery and

meaning of a "high tea," I inquired of an acquaintance who had

"been there" what it meant, and he told me that a "high tea"

was an entertainment where the guests had a high old time. Well,

I have no objection to that, but I can hardly think of any literary

debasement more servile than describing women's gowns, and their

trimmings of "barbaric pearl and gold"; their silk, satin, tulle,

and mousseline de sole, whatever that is, with the impressive em-

phasis " decoUette," a very vulgar word, the exclusive property of

the rich.

It is melancholy enough to behold a proud citizen of the

American republic devoting his literary talents to the glorification

of women's gowns, but what shall we say of his inferior colleague

describing with rapture the gowns of old men. And yet one of

the " great dailies " devoted a whole column last Sunday morning

to a full, true, and particular account of the texture, quality,

price, and cut of a gown, just made for an elderly gentleman

named Brown, recently appointed a Justice of the Supreme Court

of the United States. With reverent gush the reporter tells us

that while the Chief Justice is arrayed in " black Chinese satin,"

his associates are "robed in silk," but whether that is Chinese or

American he does not say. With due solemnity he informs his

eager countrymen that " Justice Brown's gown will be made of

wide straight widths, three and a quarter yards wide at the bottom

and reaching down to the ankles." With grateful appreciation

we learn also that "the gown has a narrow hem around the bot-

tom, and a straight one down the front "
; and what is of more

importance, that, "at the top is a yoke which is short on the

shoulders and forms a deep scallop at the back," and lest we might

imagine a silk lining made of calico, it is impressed upon us that, •

"this yoke has a silk lining between the outside and inner one of

silk." Thus, in tedious detail for a column, winding up with a

glow of poetry, in which this gown appears as an " artistic crea-

tion," for which Mr. Justice Brown will pay "a hundred dollar

bill." We are also told that this phenomenon In silk will repose

when off duty " on peg numbered 9." By a curious oversight, the

result of pure shiftlessness, the reporter has left us in a state of

bewilderment and perplexity by neglecting to say whether or not

this gown is
'

' decollette. " Some day, some Justice of the Supreme

Court will bloom into a strong presidential candidate, by refusing to

turn himself into a Westminster Hall image clothed in the ridic-

ulous antiquity of a silk gown.

* "^ *

While the reporters of the Chicago press, like a lot of man-

milliners, could condescend to describe with lady's-maid particu-

larity, the dresses worn by the women at the New Year's parties,

dances, receptions, and high-teas of the Plutocracy, they could

not rise to the magnanimity of noticing the "low tea" given by

the George H. Thomas Post, G. A. R, at the Honore building on

Dearborn Street. Here was gathered a rare company of literally

the "best citizens," a thousand men who thirty years ago flung

their buoyant youth and vigorous manhood freely into the fire and

smoke of battle for the salvation of the republic. They spent the

day in patriotic festival, in listening to speeches racy of the Amer-

ican soil, in exchanging battle memories, and in singing the songs

of nationality and liberty. All this was too low-toned and gen-

uine, to receive recognition from the " great and enterprising"

papers of Chicago. Those men were not thus treated in 1861, but

the 6 is upside down ; it is now iSgr Anno Domini, and much of

the American spirit of i86i is also upside down.

* *

I sometimes wonder whether the fame of Columbus is to rest

at last on the discovery of America, or upon that other popular

fable which describes the manner in which he caused the egg to

stand on end. The Columbian Exposition has brought the egg

story into prominence again ; and in order that it may not entirely

divert public attention from the main object of the World's Fair
;

and as an act of justice to the memory of Columbus himself, I

think it is time to give the story an eternal rest. The fable runs,

that the problem of standing an egg on end having been submitted

as a puzzle to Columbus, he solved it instantly by tapping the egg

on the table, and breaking the end of it just enough to make a flat

basis on which it stood firm, without a quiver. According to the

legend, the philosophers who thought to confound the great math-

ematician by such a simple question, accepted the solution as

correct, acknowledged themselves defeated, and if there was a bet

on it, as I suppose there was, gave up the money. It is not a

grateful duty to abolish popular myths, but this, like so many bet-

ter ones must go.

* *

Evidently, the Columbian egg story is a fiction, because if

true, Columbus must have been a clumsy juggler, and the breaking

of the egg a confession of defeat, an acknowledgement that the

problem could not be solved without violating its first implied con-

dition, namely, that the egg uninjured, should stand alone and un-

supported on a level surface. Breaking the egg, so far from solv-

ing the problem was an evasion of its terms, like untying the

Gordian Knot by cutting it into pieces, which was not untying it

at all. Columbus might just as well have stuck the egg upright

into the salt upon the table, and called that a solution of the puzzle.

To make an egg stand upright on a plane surface is not a difficult

feat ; I have known how to do it for more years than I care to

mention, but I have not revealed the secret, fearing that unprin-

cipled men might use it for betting purposes, and win great fortunes

with it ; but in the Chiatgo Tii/niiic of the 3rd, I find the ancient

fiction served up again for the benefit of a correspondent, who

being in possession of a print of Hogarth's picture of Columbus

and the egg, wanted to know the meaning and the moral of the

picture. Rather than endure this any longer I will now give the

Columbian secret away.

One day when I was a boy at school we had for a reading

lesson the story of Columbus and the egg, just as it was told in the

Tribune of the 3rd. In my class was a little Irish boy about my

own age, whose name was Jerry Grady ; and when school was out

for noon, Jerry said to me "Did ye mind that sthory about Colum-

bus and the egg ? Sure that's not the way the thrick was done at

all, at all. Come wid me and I'll show ye how Columbus done it."

Now it so happened that Jerry's mother kept chickens, and when

we reached the house he had no trouble in finding a fresh egg.

First putting a clean plate on the table, Jerry took the egg, and

shook it violently for some seconds, or until the yelk and the white

were thoroughly mixed, like a compound of milk and water. Then

after holding the egg upright on the plate until the mixture inside

of it had settled quietly into the broad base of it, he withdrew his

hand and left the egg standing upright and alone. "There",
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said he, " that's the way Columbus done it "

;
and I have no doubt

it was, for I have often done it myself that way, and any body

else can do it. My object in correcting this bit of history, is to

set Columbus right before the world, and to rescue him from the

suspicion that he was ignorant of the easy, scientific, and purely

mechanical solution of the egg problem. The reason why an egg

will not stand on end is, that its contents are not balanced either

in weight or place, but after they are thoroughly mixed, the egg

will easily recognize its own centre of gravity, and stand upright,

like a toy soldier which is made on the same principle.

M. M. Trumbull.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE PROBLEM OF IMMORTALITY.

To the Editor of The Open Court :

Referring to the comments of Mr. W. Ingham on Immor-

tality in No. 160 of your issufe, the following suggestions are sub-

mitted as pertinent.

The case in favor of immortality in some form has enlisted

the persistent and very utmost strivings of that line of culture

which we represent, for over two thousand years. On the other

hand, the case against that doctrine goes almost absolutely un-

urged. Moreover, the case in general, so far as our line of culture

is concerned, has always been tried before a jury prejudiced in

the very strongest way towards finding a verdict in the affirmative.

Every recourse of fact and argument that could be made to yield

any plausible support of an affirmative conclusion has been worked

to the utmost. Yet in spite of all this it is very very true, as Edwin
Arnold says, that " man has not as yet been able to persuade him-
" self that he is immortal." In proof of this no better evidence

can be conceived than the perennial reiteration of efforts on behalf

of the doctrine when no one assails it. The considerations that

militate against the ordinary conceptions of immortality are such

as intrude themselves unbidden and unwelcome upon the free

course of cogitation and operate in virtue of a candor that cannot

be utterly suppressed. I doubt not, that to many minds the most

cogent argument against the doctrine is the perception which can-

dor forces that the arguments advanced on its behalf dissolve at

the first touch of criticism. They endure because no one wishes

to criticise them and flit from tongue to tongue or from pen to pen
without contradiction and also without force except to special in-

dividual cases. Those who are competent to criticise with effect

the current conceptions in regard to another life have ever been
fearful of overshooting their mark. They have always had at

least a subconscious glimmer of the truth that this belief however
fallacious with respect to the forms into which it has been cast is a

salutary one, and represents a verity which man can ill afford to

ignore. What this verity is we are as yet quite unprepared to

recognize and it is probable that we will remain so for much time
to come. We realize too inadequately the constitution and order
of Nature and our own nature as a factor therein to favor that view
of our destiny which merely natural law is fit to display and which
rightly comprehended is fit to satisfy all our worthy aspirations.

We are even misled in regard to our very proclivities in this mat-
ter. If we could so far lay aside our inveterate habits of dealing

with this subject as to realize and rightly evalue the promises we
so inconsiderately make to ourselves, we would see that the same,
as a future life, are simply monstrous and a life not worth the liv-

ing. '

'
More life, and fuller, that we want, " not more existence, nor a

somewhat that is other than—however fulfilled—the very kind of

life that we now spend. Let those who are apt to beguile themselves
with the prejudice that death as an eteinal sleep is naturally and
universally the king of terrors to mankind bethink themselves of

the disciples of another line of human culture than ours, and a

constituency far more numerous, who yearn and strive for annihi-

lation in precisely the same mood that we hunger after persistent

life. Nay let them even reflect on the annals of suicide and what

that great fact implies. Let those who assent to the traditional

religious conception of future life realize what the supposition of

hell, however stated, makes absolutely necessary in the conception

of the heaven they promise themselves.

It is only by fatuously refusing to think, that any one can for

an instant desire such a heaven. Utterly sordid and callous mon-

strosities in feeling might perhaps suppose themselves happy there,

but not beings with human ties, human love, or human compassion.

The case needs only to be realized to know that hell with all its

abominations would be far less abominable than that abomination

of desolation that heaven must become in order to harbor happi-

ness in the presence of hell. And yet the very inducement for a

future life is mainly the salvation it affords for those dear human
affections which give to life its only worthy value. But what is the

separation of simple death to that supposed separation which hap-

piness in heaven for one and misery in hell for a loved one neces-

sarily involves.

And let those who promise themselves they conceive not what

of good in a supernatural (i e. unnatural) future life, ponder on

the conditions necessary to be fulfilled in order to make such a

life worth the living.

Mother Nature is far kinder to us than we are apt to acknowl-

edge. Francis C. Russell.

SCIENCE AND ZOOPHILY.

To the Editor of The Open Court:—

Mr. Conway reminds me of that French king who could so

ill brook contradiction, that when he asked a too obsequious

courtier what was the time, he received the reply "The time is

whatever your Majesty pleases." Mr. Conway admits that he

made several mistakes in his article in your columns on " St. An-

thony's Day." I considered that these errors called for contradic-

tion, and j udging from my personal knowledge of Mr. Conway, I gave

him credit for the desire that a scientific no less than a religious

argument should be accurately presented to the public For a

criticism which I wrote on Mr. Conway's utterances in the kindest

spirit and without the smallest idea of offence, he accuses me in

his letter in your paper of November 27th of " animus towards "

him, of want of veracity and all sorts of things, very reprehensible

in intelligent disputants. But this very letter of accusation against

my truthfulness justifies the gravamen of my charge. I said, and

I repeat it, that I had heard Mr. Conway defend the atrocities of

the scientists who torture living animals for purposes of research.

He declares this to be "false witness." Yet four lines further he

proceeds to say " that it (Vivisection) should be allowed only under

jealous restrictions to specialists of capacity engaged in definite

research." But it is these very "specialists of capacity" against

whom the Anti-Vivisection crusade is directed, it is by such "spe-

cialists," " artists in Vivisections," that the most horrible atrocities

imaginable are daily performed. It was the specialist Mantegazza

who crucified dogs with hundreds of nails to see what effect such

treatment would have on the production of the three degrees of

pain, which he himself in his " Fisiologia del dolore " classifies as

"intense," " cruel," and "most atrocious" agony. It was such a

" specialist" as Dr. Klein who told the Royal Commission of the

House of Lords that he had " no regard at all " for the sufferings

of the animals used in the physiological laboratory

—

Blue Book

(3t54o). It was Professor Rutherford who, as reported in The
British Medienl Journal, quoted in Mr. Reid's speech in the House
of Commons April 4th, 1883, performed—without anesthetics—on

the bile ducts of 31 dogs a long course of terribly cruel experiments,

using the drug termed by Lord Tennyson " the hellish woorali,'
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to prevent the agonised beasts from moving or shrieking. To license

a highly educated man to commit acts of cruelty which would not

be tolerated, even if they were possible, in a costermonger, is not

less injurious to the society which permits than to the animals

which suffer such things. I say that Mr. Conway is not consistent,

not fair, when he charges the Bible and Christianity with neglecting

to uphold the rights of animals, while he at the same time praises

modern science in the person of Darwin for introducing a better

moral sentiment in this respect ; he must know that it is just these

ardent followers of Darwin and the devotees of modern science

who demand and practically obtain "a free Vivisecting table."

Mr. Conway charges me with bearing false witness against him
when I said that I heard him in London defend Vivisection. Very

well, here is my proof from the pages of the Zoophilist of Septem-

ber, 18S2 :

"A sermon on 'The Vicarious Sufferings of Animals ' was recently de-

livered by Mr. Moncure Conway. The preacher eulogised the Buddhist treat-

ment of animals and said, ' science is recovering the Oriental idea of religion

as evolution is the equivalent of transmigration. Animals are our ancestors

as well by moral as by physical likeness. Jumbo illustrates Darwin, and the

gush of feeling over him belongs to the greatest advance of modern times. It

would not have been possible till lately.' The speaker claimed that this ad-

vance was due to our improved acquaintance with the anatomy and physiology

.of the lower animals, that in fact the animals have to thank the vivisectors

for their improved condition. 'But now science has to confront a Franken-

stein {sic !) created by itself. We have become too emotional over animal

pain. We must not let sentiment obstruct scientific investigation which St.

Paul's words here protect—Romans viii, 22 : "For we know that the whole

creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now .... waiting for

.... the redemption of the body," or of the ills it is heir to.' Mr. Conway
illustrated the benefits of experiments on animals by reference to Pasteur's

method of preventing charbon, and then made the following astounding state-

ments about digitalis— 'Digitalis was formerly supposed to lower the action

of the heart In Edinburgh, 33 dogs were experimented on, and it was found

that its action was the reverse of what had been supposed. The repealed

relief to heart disease given by this drug in consequence of these experiments

had practically ended the complaint and made life enjoyable to sufferers from

cardiac affections. It was stated that the Secretary of the Royal Society for

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals spent 16 years as an honorable spy on the

physiologists, and testified that he knew of no instance at all of wanton cruelty,

and few of even carelessness—in most cases no more pain was inflicted than

in vaccination. There are abuses in other countries, but none here. Repeal

this trt-xaiiovs Ic^slation against knowledge, and then extend to all animals

the protection you afford those required by science. Animals sacrificed to

the gods were adorned with garlands of flowers not less tenderly than we treat

those offered on the altars of science.' "

When Mr. Conway demanded the repeal of the English Act

which places certain formal restrictions on the Vivisectors I think

I am justified in saying that he defended the atrocities of the Vivi-

sectors. It would have been more in accord with the spirit of the

" Rules of Civility" if Mr. Conway had asked for the authority for

my statement before charging me with falsehood. But your cor-

respondent not only in his haste called one man a liar but rather

scornfully and most unjustly assumes that the Editor of the Zo-

ophilist would refuse to insert his letter of October ist. As a fact Mr.

Conway's epistle duly appeared with an explanation from the

editor in the Zoophilist of November ist. Your correspondent says

the word "Zoophily" is not in his Webster—that is a matter

which chiefly concerns the editors of that excellent work. It can

be found in Casscll's E>icyclop(cdic Dictionary and I may add that

we have not "coined a name" for our movement in calling our-

selves Zoiiphilists. In Southey's "Doctor," Ch. ccxxviii we find

" Our philosopher and 2'ow/i/////.(A" Mr. Conway asks : "Who ever

said that Christianity was an exploded superstition or anything

like it ?" He rather gratuitously answers himself in the words

"probably nobody." His acquaintance with atheists and agnos-

tics must be limited. In page 87 of his own book " The Earth-

ward Pilgrimage, " there is a sentence which comes very near to

it. " England is the cemetery of Religions : Druidism, Odinism,

Romanism, came from afar to find their graves here ; and behold

the feet of them which have buried those religions are at the door,

and shall carry out also that which remains to frighten fools and

make hypocrites of the able, moulding no heart to simplicity and
grandeur." Evidently the Orthodox Christians have not the mo-
nopoly of arrogance, dogmatism, and misrepresentation.

Edward Berdoe.

IN TOUCH.
BY WILBUR LARREMORE.

O BROTHER soul whose hands, begrimed with toil.

To mine extended Christian kinship claim,

No longer from the contact I recoil.

That we were strangers was our mutual blame !

No longer art thou as a sluggish foil

To all the hopes for thee our hearts would frame,

Or as a tool for false friends to embroil

In strife that brings but poverty and shame.

Look but around us ; common men are waking

To academic truths, and prove them true !

Look but around us ; common men are breaking

From custom's shackle to religion new !

Glib demagogues and prophets false are quaking

;

Lo, men are thinking, Man shall have his due !

BOOK REVIEWS.
Upward Steps of Seventy Years. By Giles B. Stcbhins. New

York : United States Book Company.

The aim of this work is to give an idea of the growth of re-

forms, leading up to the anti-slavery movement, in which Mr.
Stebbins has taken part, and it includes biographical sketches of

many persons with whom during that period he came into con-
tact. The final chapter " Religious Outlook—Coming Reforms "

ends with a phrase which well expresses the mental attitude of the

author—" the Past reappears, prophetic of a higher Future."

Q.

One of "Berrian's" Novels. By Mrs. C. II. Stone. New York :

Welch, Fracker Company, i8go.

No reader of Mr. Bellamy's socialistic romance requires to be
told that " Berrian " is the novelist of the regenerated society de-

scribed in " Looking Backwards." Mrs. Stone is evidently a firm

supporter of the so-called Nationalist movement, as she sorrow-

fully dedicates her book to "all who believe ' competition ' to be the

only incentive to progress." It is intended as a protest against the

idea that, when the purely physical has been "beaten back to its

proper confines," the original foundation of love is to be finally

eliminated. Just as little could this be done, as could in real life

the "disorderly classes" be made good members of society by
the system of training described by " Berrian." a.

The Pathway of the Spirit. By John Hamlin Dewey, M. D.
New York : Frank F. Lovell & Company.

This book which is described as " a guide to Inspiration, Illu-

mination, and Divine Realization on Earth," is the second volume
of the Christian Theosophy Series. The first volume, entitled " The
Way, the Truth, and the Life," was a Handbook of Christian

Theosophy, Healing and Psychic Culture, giving "an outline

study of man in the light of the Christ life and teaching," and the

present pages are in continuation of the same elastic theme. Dr.

Dewey believes in the ultimate certainty of an emancipated and
perfected humanity on earth, and that its immediate realization is

a divine possibility and provision.

BOOK NOTICES.

Concerning the Rules and the Applications of lieichert's If,i mo-

meter. By Frederick Gaertner, A. M., M. D., etc. Pittsburg,

Penna., U. S. A., 1890. This Haemometer is a very ingenious

apparatus for ascertaining the haemoglobin in either a diseased or
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a normal condition of the blood. The rules for its application

are very elaborate, but not more so than the delicacy of the test

requires.

Mr. Pedro V. Aspusiia, of Nos. 40 and 42 Broadway, New

York, is the General Agent for the United States and Spanish

America of two historical works, published in Spanish by his late

father in 1877. One of the works, in fourteen volumes, is a com-

pilation of 4599 documents relating to the history of a great part

of Spanish America, from the discovery of the continent by Co-

lumbus down to 1830, the price of which is fifty dollars ; the other

work, in four volumes, consists of 258 biographies of prominent

men of Spanish America during the war of Independence, pub-

lished at ten dollars.

The Philadelphia Society for the Extension of University

Teaching has published a Report by its Secretary, Mr. George

Henderson, on the University Extension movement in England.

Started about twenty years ago, this movement has now attained

large proportions, and by the affiliation of local colleges and

classes it bids fair to develop into " a scheme of higher education

truly national in character." One of its primary aims is to en-

courage independent study, and this is carried out through Stu-

dents Associations and The National Home Reading Union, which

has taken the place of the original Home Reading Circles.

Mr. J.
Mark Baldwin, Professor of Psychology at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, has communicated to Science- the result of his

observations upon his own child, extending over the greater part

of the first year, " to examine more particularly into the time at

which the child begins to show signs of marked preference for

either hand." A distinct preference for the right hand in violent

efforts in reaching became noticeable in the seventh and eighth

months. At the thirteenth month the child was a confirmed right-

hander. Professor Baldwin regards the preference as due to the

feeling of stronger outward nervous pressure in the case of that

hand. (Science, Oct. 31st, 1890,)

NOTES.
The celebrated dramatic company from Munich, under the di-

rectorship of the Bavarian Royal Court Actor Max Hofpauer, are at

present visiting the United States and will be appreciated by many.

We are used not so much to artistic as to artificial acting. The char-

acters represented are created artificially for a purpose, chiefly to

amuse, rarely to instruct. This company portrays—nay mirrors

—

with the most accurate correctness real characters from actual

life. So genuine is the representation that it does not take a great

while before one imagines oneself to be right among the people

represented. It has been said that realism upon the stage is not

true art ; that it is the mission of the latter to idealize rather

than to reproduce life. Nothing could be more erroneous than

this, as applied to dramatic art. It would be true indeed if the

lower phases of life were represented, as is done by the realistic

school of novelists of the present day. It is not done by these

artists, nor by the authors they interpret. It is true they portray

chiefly rural people, but they portray them in all their simplicity

and genuine piety of heart, and in these people surely exist the

ideal phases of life, which are not often found in the artificial life

of the people in cities of to-day. Unfortunately we, in this country,

even in the rural districts, know as a rule only city life. These
representations ought to be largely attended, as their moral in-

fluence in their wholesome realism cannot be doubted.

E. T. L. G.
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SEXUAL ETHICS.

Sexual ethics is the very core of all ethics. It is

the most important sphere of human conduct, the ten-

derest, holiest, and most delicate realm of moral aspira-

tions. When speaking of morality, we first of all think

of sexual puritj^ So much is sexual ethics regarded

as the very essence of morality ! And no wonder that

it is so. Consider but for a moment the importance

of sexual relations ! The future of our race depends

upon them. The generations to come are shaped,

they are created through sexual relations.

The legalized form of the sexual relation is called

marriage. If marriage were not a sacrament, we
ought to make it such, for it is the dearest, the most

important, and most sacred of all human bonds.

The relation of parents to children is sacred in-

deed. It is the relation of the past to the present.

Parents hand down the hallowed torch of spirit-

life to the present generation ; and if there is any-

thing holier still, it certainly is the alliance between

husband and wife to become parents and to devote

themselves to the continuation of humanity and all

the spiritual treasures of the race.

The sexual relation is a natural want produced

through the necessity of self-preservation. The hu-

man soul yearns to live ; it yearns to grow and to mul-

tiply. In the face of death it longs for immortality,

but immortality is not granted to theindividual and

in order to become immortal an individual must grow

beyond the limits of individuality. The natural con-

sequence of these conditions is that immortality can

spring from love only. Immortality must be gained

by sacrifice, it must be taken by conquest, and there is

but one power that can gain immortality. It is that

power of which the Song of Songs says, " it is stronger

than death." That one power is the holiness of the

sexual relation, it is matrimonial love.

If we deprive sex- relation of its sanctity, it sinks

down far below the most brutish acts of lowest animal

life. Human sex relation in which the spiritual ele-

ments of love and an exchange of soul are lacking de-

grades man and more so woman ; it deprives them of

their sanctity and sullies the holiest emotions they

are capable of—the longing for immortal life. Animal

sex-relations are at least natural. Animals yield to

their natural wants without any consciousness of their

importance or consequences. In the absence of

thought, it is nature that acts in them. Immoral men
and women, who prostitute the holiest sentiments be-

cause they imagine they find a pleasure in so doing,

cease to remain natural and accustom themselves ar-

tificially to unnatural wants which weaken their bodies

and poison their souls.

The apostle (in the Epistle to the Ephesians, vi. 2)

speaks of the commandment "Honor thy father and

mother," as being " the first commandment with prom-

ise." Reverence to parents is our willingness to re-

ceive the sacred torch of human soul-life with a grate-

ful mind. Lack of reverence is a self-deprivation of this

rich inheritance, and the highest reverence is shown

not by a passive reception of merely conservative

obedience, but by actively taking possession of the

spiritual treasures by sifting them critically and by in-

creasing their value. In fact, there is no passive re-

ceiving; all receiving is an active taking. Says Goethe :

" what from your father's heritage is lent,

Earn it anew to really possess it."

Greater than the promise of the fifth command-

ment is the blessing that accompanies sexual purity.

Chastity, is the condition of physical, mental, and

moral health. When the Romans became acquainted

with the valiant barbarians of the North, they recog-

nized the natural holiness of the sexual relation as the

source of their strength. Ceesar as well as Tacitus

are fully aware of this fact and give in their histor-

ical accounts of German life with keen foresight due

prominence to this most important factor in the evo-

lution of a nation of barbarians.

The sexual instinct of man serves a most important

and sacred purpose ; it is the preservation of human
soul-life, it is the attainment of immortality. If it is

led into other channels, it decoys man into danger-

ous aberrations. Woe to those who find pleasure in

depriving it of its sanctity! The curse that falls upon

them will outlive their lives, for it will go down to

their children and the children of their children.

It is not ethereal prudery that nature demands of

us, not an extirpation or suppression of nature, but an

elevation and purification, that the noblest features

of nature's living and moving and being may be devel-

oped. A cynical attitude towards the mysteries of

sexual life besmirches the soul of man with moral filth.
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Chastity has regard for laws that underlie the procrea-

tion of life, and reverence for the tenderest and most

wonderful of nature's secret dispensations.

A TEST OF CONDUCT.

BY F. M. HOLLAND.

In a previous article I tried to show that a practi-

cable and accurate test, to show what is right or wrong,

may be found in the conditions of social existence and

progress. In other words, I hold that actions which

tend to help mankind to exist and advance are morally

right, that those which tend to destroy the existence

of our race, or even to check its progress, are morally

wrong, and that those which have no tendency either

way, are neither right nor wrong. Motives, of course,

are virtuous or vicious, according as they are meant

to produce actions by which social progress is pro-

moted or checked ; no action which does not proceed

from virtuous motives can be right ; but an act which

is so prompted may be morally wrong, as is the case

with persecution, not to mention other conscientious

errors which will soon be pointed out.

Calling this test practicable does not mean that it

ought to be substituted for conscience as a daily guide.

When conscience bids us be generous, chaste, or

honest, it is morally safer, as a rule, for us to obey

promptly and disinterestedly, than for us to sit down

to calculate the probability that this particular action

will prove conducive or detrimental to social progress.

And so, when I want to know what time it is, I usually

prefer looking at my watch, to making the journey

necessary to consult a clock regulated by the Cam-

bridge Observatory. When I happen to pass such a

clock, however, I am very glad to see whether my
watch differs from it ; and I always know which is in

the wrong. So if we feel any doubt whether we ought

to feed a tramp, or help wreck a liquor saloon, or re-

sist force with force, or take a vow of celibacy, we

cannot be sure that we are acting virtuously, unless

we choose some guide less subject to be perverted by

passion and prejudice, than conscience.

The test I propose does not justify the encourage-

ment of mendicancy by thoughtless charity, or the

wanton disturbance of the public peace. It permits

both nations and individuals to defend themselves
;

but it condemns wars of conquest, as likely not only

to retard the general progress, but to curse the con-

querors with retaliation from abroad and despotism at

home.

Thus this test shows its accuracy by censuring

nothing universally acknowledged to be virtuous, and

sanctioning nothing generally considered vicious. What
I claim most confidently for it, is its capacity to furnish

a full code of duties. As I repeat the list already

given, I -vvill try to arrange them in the order justified

by their fitness to promote social progress. And first,

should come a virtue which has been insisted upon by

all rulers and teachers from the very beginning, which

is still required peremptorily of all the members of so-

ciety, and which has also the peculiar merit of not

being liable to excess. All this is true of no virtue but

justice.

The only danger about recognizing the rights of

others is that of failing to do so fully. If I give my
neighbor more than his due, I act unjustly towards

myself or some other member of society. Whatever

is just is obligatory ; and whatever is not just is un-

just.

In the same way, when we enlarge the definition

of justice so far as to include veracity, we find not only

that whatever is not true is under condemnation be-

cause it is false, but also that, when I tell my neigh-

bor all he is entitled to hear, and nothing more, I

comply fully with the requirements of social progress,

as well as with those of the law of justice.

It may be noticed that I agree more closely with

ancient than modern moralists, in placing justice above

benevolence ; but I am inclined to think that this last

virtue is so liable to be carried to excess that it ought

to stand lower than justice, though among other du-

ties which are constantly obligatory on all the mem-
bers of society, within the limits marked out by the

conditions of social progress.

Thriftiness is so liable to be carried to excess, that it

has been regarded with little favor by Christian moral-

ists ; and its cultivation ought to be kept in strict and

constant subordination to that of justice. It must, how-

ever, be remembered that one of the most uniform

characteristics of criminals is incapacity for success

in business or even for steady work, and also that

thrifty nations have been highly virtuous in all other

respects, as well as very successful in making progress.

The states in our own Union which have a peculiarly

industrious, frugal, and enterprising population can

show the largest amount of benevolence, patriotism,

and scholarship, as well as the smallest taint of law-

lessness, dishonesty, drunkenness unchastity, and

other gross vice. An honest and thrifty nation, family,

or individual, is so much more likely than a thriftless

one to be virtuous, and not vicious, that I should

place thriftiness second in the scale of duties ; while

the danger of excess will be sufficiently guarded against

by keeping justice high above it, and giving the next

below to benevolence, a virtue absolutely necessary to

social progress, if only to provide adequate care for

young or temporarily disabled members of society.

This reason also makes the maintenance of the

family tie so important, that we may give the fourth

place to chastity, which has the farther advantage of

greatly promoting the culture of all other good quali-
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ties. This last is also true of the kindred virtue, self-

control, especially when we define it as including tem-

porance.

Having thus filled five places, we must certainly

give the next one to physical culture. Utter neglect

of this duty would soon make it impossible to practise

any other ; and it is hardly necessary to say that

healthy people are generally much more thrifty, be-

nevolent, honest, patriotic, intelligent, fond of liberty,

and capable of self control than invalids are. The
care now given by civilized governments to make all

the surroundings of daily life healthy, for the poor as

well as the rich, ensures not only rapid progress in

civilization, but steady moral improvement.

Then last come duties which are not required of all

the members of society, but are highly obligatory on

those men and women who are capable of performing

them. Here, in order of relative importance, may be

placed love of liberty, mental culture, patriotism, and

philanthropy. All four are very liable to be carried to

excess ; and their manifestation should be carefully re-

stricted by the claims of higher duties, especiall)' jus-

tice.

First among these four, I put love of liberty, be-

cause lack of this virtue was the main cause of the

decay of classic civilization. The capacity of vigorous

rulers to promote social progress, and the liability of

anarchy to check it, are so great as often to cause the

establishment of despotism ; but this has always been

found, sooner or later, to be incompatible with further

progress. The most highly advanced communities

need most to have their influential members love liberty

with a zeal ever on the watch against oppression.

Mental culture seems to be somewhat less impor-

tant, and not so necessary as physical culture, self-con-

trol, and other qualities which must always be added

in order to make it permanently useful, and which

have proved extremely beneficial where it has been

utterly lacking. I cannot insist too strongly on the

fact that the life and strength of society lies mainly in

its thrifty, honest, and healthy members. All its mem-
bers ought to do their utmost to belong in this class

;

but all cannot be scholars, patriots, or philanthropists.

Patriotisni is much more generally obligatory at

election times in this country than during the rest of

the year ; and there are many countries which scarcely

permit its manifestation in time of peace, as well as

some rulers who give it no opportunity of legitimate

exercise, except in insurrection. Those of our own
citizens who are constantly in charge of our national

interests are under so great moral responsibility, that

patriotism rises for them to a very high place in the

rank of duties.

The same may be said of philanthropy for the few

who are able to practice it successfully ; but it must

be remembered that this requires not merely wealth,

leisure, and earnestness, but also sound judgment,

high business capacity, and thorough acquaintance,

not only with the evils actually existing in society, but

with the actual working in times past of various insti-

tutions and reforms. There are few ways in which

one can do so much good as in philanthropy, or so

much mischief.

Those who ignore the claims of justice, self-control,

thriftiness, love of liberty, and mental culture, cannot

attempt philanthropy except to its discredit and to the

public injury. There is no space left to dwell on what

may be done by wise and just philanthropists, espe-

cially in diminishing poverty, which has been danger-

ously increased by thoughtless and lavish benevolence.

Highest in honor among the men and women who
carry society onwards and upwards are these philan-

thropists.

RELIGION AND SCIENCE—THEIR INCONGRUITY.
BY R. LEWINS, M. D.

" To say I have changed my opinion, is only to say I

am wiser to-day than I was yesterday."

—

Pope,

Having recently read, with much interest and profit,

Dr. Carus's Fundamental Problems and Lectures on

Ethics, I am desirous, with his sanction, and in ac-

cordance with the noble sentence which closes the

preface to the latter work: "Criticisms are solicited

from all who dissent from its views ; wherever any

one will convince me of error, he will find me ready

to change my opinion and to accept the truth what-

ever it be,"— to offer a few but crucial objections to

his in many respects harmonious world-scheme. I shall

be very brief as the points at issue are quite simple

and self-evident.

I base all I have to say on Positive Science, which,

in o\xx fin de Steele, age at all events, entirely eliminates

"Spiritualism" of every shade, and brings us face to

face with the purest (its gainsayers term it crudest)

Materialism, or Somatism. I think a very little reflec-

tion ought to convince all who have overcome preju-

dice and superstition to see that the interaction be-

tween an immaterial and material entity, from their

incompatibility, is logically unthinkable.

Spirit or Anima was to the Ancients really material,

being prefigured as a thin vaporous substance like the

hypothetical ether of modern chemistry and phj'sics.

Plato insists that our souls are made of the same ma-

terial as the fixed stars, which alone is Materialism

unmasked. So that when Greek Philosophy speaks

of animism, it can note something quite different from

what our Religion labels "Spirit."

My position is that the union or eirenicon of Science

and Religion is impossible. Just as that of Matter

and Anima. And that where Religion is Science and

Reason are not, and vice versa.
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I prefer arguing the point in dispute on physio-

logical data, the offspring of the century, now verging

to its close, in which we live. At one fell coup we thus,

in the simplest and most naive manner, get entirely

scot-free of the dual distinction between soul, which

is only another word for life, like Psyche, and body.

Dr. Carus appears to me to make too much use of the

compound epithet "Soul-Life," which at best is only

tautology. Define Life, as Medicine, now the science

of human nature itself, does, as the sum of the organic

functions, and a consistent Monism, unifying Self and

the Cosmos, /. e. subject and object, is the self-evident

result. It is the identification of Being and Thinking,

only reached by a short cut as compared with the

Kantian, Hegelian, or all other Metaphysics. Kant

denying Ding an sich exactly hits the mark. Only he

is not consistent with his principle. Indeed it is difficult

to make out his real meaning, for ehrlich as, in general,

he was, he still practised a certain mental reservation,

as he himself during his most energetic period, con-

fesses in a letter to Moses Mendelsohn. As Goethe

says, Geftihl ist Alles, and Gefilhl and Bemusstsein, or

Consciousness, are synonymes. Till an object is sub-

jectived by entering the sphere of consciousness, it

can have no rational value and is as non-existent to

a sentient being after it has sown its intellectual wild

oats.

And this apodeixis alone proves my case that there

is, and can be no other "outer" world than our senses,

of which Thought is a mode made for us. We are

thus at once both creator and creation in the only

sphere, relational or phenomenal, to which we have ac-

cess. Religion haunts the Absolute sphere, and that

is quite out of our lines as utterly inaccessible to hu-

man thought. The mere fact that all percepts and

concepts are produced in a human mind (brain) ought

to convince us that higher than humanity and ulti-

mately Egoity, Man and the Ego cannot range. God
therefore, like every" thing" (concept) else, must be

a brain-made phenomenon and the only noumenon, if

we care to use these now familiar terms which is non-

essential, is Ourself.

Pope, in the fourth book of the Dunciad, is very

severe on this lapse from Absolutism. And yet it is

really his own theory in his Essay on Man, when he
traces Heaven to the passion of pride and Hell to that

of spite. I could argue this question in other ways,
indeed have done so in former years ad nauseam. Even
on transcendental grounds from the Omnipresence of

Deity, which as Pantheistic practically forecloses all

Personal Divinity, or form of Divine Worship. But
the above argument seems all-sufficient. Regard Life

as organized function and Death as its exhaustive and
cessation and the immemorial fallacy of the impossible
interaction of soul, or mind, on M->i-tpr ic dissipated

at one blow as by a thunderbolt. Nothing ever really

dies but only changes its form—and the constituents

of our present bodies are as eternal as are Suns and

Planets. No real distinction differentiates Time and

Eternity, Space and Immensity. And both Concepts,

like all others, have no other source that we can hope

or fear to reach, than Ourself.

It is clear from modern Chemistry that no parti-

tion separates the organicand inorganic worlds. And
therefore, putting aside all the modern sciences, we
reach the physiological (non-spiritual) result equally

well on the data of Newtonian cosmology. The es-

chatological colophon of the Attraction of Gravity is

to make matter active, not passive and inert. No
foreign factor or "Spirit" is therefore needed to " a«z-

mate" what by an inseparable Vis Insita is already ca-

pable of doing its own work. And Deity inter alios

omnes is thus an illogical superfluity, must be so if

Self be all in all.

Natural Religion, of which Voltaire and other

sceptics of the eighteenth century were votaries seems

a retrogression from the higher "revealed" ones,

which were evidently the well-meant, but to us now-

a-days, futile and immoral attempts of humanitarian en-

thusiasts like Christ and Mahomet—to supplant the

cruel '
' God or Law of Nature " by a Being with whom,

on certain terms fatal indeed to human dignity and

progress a modus vivendi became possible.

Mr. Darwin traces all the different species of ani-

mals and plants from a few originally called into be-

ing by a Creator. But, in a letter to Sir Joseph

Hooker, he subsequently retracts that rash assertion

and expresses lasting regret that he had ever so far

truckled {sic') to vulgar opinion as to have broached

so unscientific a genesis of living beings. It conflicts

entirely with the real Principles of Evolution—as does

Mr. Spencer's cryptic Agnosticism of the Unknoivable.

SCIENCE AND RELIGION.

Dr. Robert Lewins is one of the most original

thinkers of the present day ; but being original he uses

a terminology of his own, and it may sometimes be

difficult to understand his meaning. He characterises

his view as Hylo-idealism, which appears to me simi-

lar to Monism to the extent that it has been invented

for the purpose of combining the truths of idealism as

well as realism.

The soul, certainly, can no longer be considered

as a material being. Yet '
' soul " is not quite so iden-

tical with "life" as Dr. Lewins declares. We cannot

think of a soul without its having life. Similarly we
cannot think of matter without its being mass. Soul

and life, matter and mass, are abstractions, different

in kind, each of which in a certain sense covers the

same sphere. The physicist may very well speak of
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the mass of a certain piece of matter and the life of a

certain soul. Soul is not life and nothing but life.

Soul is life of a certain kind. We can speak of soul-

life with the same propriety that we speak of the move-
ment of a mechanism, though a mechanism is move-
ment of a special kind. If life is as Dr. Lewins says, "or-

ganized function," would it be wrong to speak of the

functions of an organism ?

The application of Goethe's words " Gefiihl ist

Alles, " as made by Dr. Lewins, is very ingenious, but

scarcely redeemable. He says: "Till an object is

subjectived by entering the sphere of consciousness,

it can have no rational value, and is as non-existent

to a sentient being after it has sown its intellectual

wild oats." Can, for instance, bacilli so long as they

do not "enter the sphere of consciousness," be re-

garded as non-existent to sentient beings?

Dr. Lewins understands by religion the absence of

science and reason. He says :
" Religion haunts the

absolute sphere, and that is quite out of our lines as

utterly inaccessible to human thought." Similarly

philosophy was formerly supposed to haunt the realm

of the absolute. The religion of the absolute has been

given up just as much as the philosophy of the abso-

lute, but philosophy and religion will not perish on

account of religious and philosophical errors. Far

from considering religion as antagonistic to science,

we understand by religion the practical application

of science ; it is the regulation of life in accord with

our conception of the world. p. c.

FOREIGN TRADE AND RECIPROCITY.

After discussing their dinner on the evening of December
the i8th. the members of the Sunset Club discussed the " Foreign

Trade and Reciprocity" question. The debate was opened by

Mr. Franklin MacVeagh, with an air of taunt and triumph in

his tone resulting from the treatment given the subject by the

baIlo;s in November. There was a glow of literary polish on his

argument, and the sarcasm in it was not of the tomahawk quality

but rather delicate and refined.

Although Mr. MacVeagh did not say " Free Trade " fr m the

beginning to the end of his address, he might as well have done

so, for he vigorously assailed the principle and doctrine of "Pro-

tection "; not merely the McKinley bill, but the whole system in

its theory and practice. It was kind and courteous to advocate

Free Trade in that negative way out of regard for the feelings of

the Democratic party, which is rather apologetic and sensitive on

that subject. It fears to be called the abolitionist of commercial

slavery, as the republican party used to dread the imputation that

it was the abolitionist of man and woman slavery. The Demo-
cratic party might make its mark for freedom now, if it had states-

manship equal in size to its victory.

It was the opinion of Mr. MacVeagh that the protective sys-

tem in the United States was near its end, because the argument

for it was exhausted, its promises having failed when put to the

test of actual experiment. "When all is promising failure," said

the speak- r, "Mr Blaine re-appears. He proposes his lively plan

of reciprocity to widen protection's market and to rehabilitate the

perishing superstition of the farmer and the moral unconscious-

ness of those good citizens who have been supportin rotection

for partisan purposes." It is difficult to believe Mr, Blaine seri-

ous, because he remembers very well how the English protec-

tionists when their argument was exhausted, endeavored to stop

the break in the Protection levee, by anointing the flood with a

little Wizard oil called " Reciprocity." It failed, according to the

law of makeshift politics ; it was laughed at as a trick, and it van-

ished in derision.

Mr. MacVeagh's word-picture of "Reciprocity" was an ef-

fective piece of work, graphic in its details and easily understood.

He said :
" Reciprocity sounds well and is proposed with a certain

theatrical effect ; but it is illogical, not very moral, and exceed-

ingly oppres ive in intent ; utterly superficial and hopelessly im-

possible in plan ; and as an answer to the heightening aspirations

of this expanding nation petty beyond measure " There is a sting

in the last phrase which wounds our national pride. When we
think of the immense resources of this nation, the inventive and

mechanical industry of its people, and their commercial ambition,

the very proposition to restrain their energies by the device of

" Reciprocity " .gives an air of littleness and pedlarism to our

statesmanship "petty beyond measure."

It has always appeared to me that the turning of captured

cannon upon a retreating enemy, and pcuring their own grape

and canister into their own backs was the very cruelty of sarcasm

although permitted by the laws of war. Grim as the argument is,

Mr. MacVeagh adopted it, when after contrasting the " Protec-

tion " doctrine with its "Reciprocity" contradiction, he said,

" When therefore we quit our isolation or admit the necessity of

free trade with other nations, even if they scarcely count, we ad-

mit the impossibility of our protective system, and give up what-

ever made it an intellectual proposition." The protectionist can-

non surrendered by Mr. Blaine, is used by Mr. MacVeagh to fire

upon the protectionists retreating to the refuge of reciprocity. It

is harsh, but it is war.

The opposition to Mr. MacVeagh was led by Mr. Ransom W.
Dunham, formerly a member of Congress, and well qualified to

speak on the " protection " side. He said that he did not agree

wi!h Mr. MacVeagh that Protection was in trouble, "but," he

said, "Protection run mad has received a severe criticism from the

American people." This admission at the very start that the Mc-

Kinley bill was protection run mad, rather weakened the rest of

Mr. Dunham's argument, because it appeared to many of his

hearers, that if the doctrine of protection is founded on moral and

economic science, Mr. McKinley was not mad but perfectly con-

sistent in trying to extend as far as possible, its beneficent opera-

tion. It is not chivalrous to reproach Mr. McKinley 'oecause

his bill was condemned by the voters at the polls. If " pro-

tection " is right, McKinley is right; elections decide nothing as

to principles, although they may settle measures, and sometimes

rnen.

"The principle of protection," said Mr. Dunham, "is this,

that it is better for this country to take care of itself and its own
people than to take care of other countries and other people." If

so, why does he censure Mr. McKinley for his enthusiastic appli-

cation of the principle ? Is it possible to take too much care of

this country and its people ? The power of elections to reverse

opinions is controlling over certain minds. The advocates of a

truth may be so badly beaten at an election as to renounce it, but

their desertion of it will not change it into a lie, and in the end it

will be victorious.

In 1846 the English protectionists, feeling that their cause was

lost, asked for an appeal to the people. They said, "if the verdict

of a general election is against us, we will acknowledge the free

trade principle and submit," and Mr. Cobden instantly answered

thus :
" Then you have no faith in your doctrine ; if you had, you

would not submit to one defeat or many." Nor would Mr. Dun-

ham, if he had faith in his doctrine, allow an election to make
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him sceptical, nor cause him to stigmatise the McKinley bill as

"Protection run mad." If the theory and principle of protection

were not condemned in the recent election, there was neither vic-

tory nor defeat for either side.

Mr. Dunham believed in " the greatest good for the greatest

number." This is a very popular sentiment, but one of the most

plausible and dangerous counterfeits that ever passed current

among any people. Its political meaning has ever been "the

smallest good to the smallest number," and it is perpetually on

duty as an excuse for the oppression of the weak. It is the stand-

ing apology for a thousand mistakes and a thousand wrongs. It

has no place in political ethics, for there never can be in a just

political or social system any "smallest number" outside the

principle of " the greatest good." The Bill of Rights in the Amer-

ican Constitution is a denial of the doctrine and a protest against

it. The vita! principle of every law that has any moral purpose

in it is " the greatest good for each and all."

The application of his principle to the tariff was for Mr. Dun-

ham, a suicidal redudio ad absurdunt. As a reason for taking the

tariff off sugar, Mr. Dunham said ;
" Not over twenty-iive to fifty

thousand people in this country are interested in its production,

while sixty-three millions want it free." Very well ! Now, less

than ten thousand people in the United States are interested in

the production of soap, while sixty-three millions want it free.

The moment that Mr. Dunham denies to soap the benefit of his

doctrine, his argument for free sugar becomes absurd. It is better

to lay a tax on sweetness than on cleanliness.

Continuing, Mr. Dunham said; " I do not believe that it is

necessary to make the tariff so high that the manufacturer shall

profit unreasonably, but I would have it high enough that he may
be able to pay a liberal amount of his profits to his laboring men
and be well rewarded for the use of his capital." Here again he

seems to be illogical in censuring the McKinley bill, for it the

tariff raises wages, why not raise the tariff to its highest capacity ?

And when shall we behold the miraculous tariff that will not only

enable the employer to pay high wages, but also compel him to do

it ? Was there ever a Congress yet omnipotent enough to make
such a tariff as that ?

Finally Mr. Dunham gave the tariff a bad character by affirm-

ing that the trouble with it is that " too many men want the tariff

made for their particular benefit." This is equal to saying that

the tariff is a premium upon rapacity and avarice, and is probably

a deduction from Mr. Dunham's own experience in Congress.

While there did he ever see a man lobbying for a tariff to benefit

the people at large ? Or for a tariff on any other product than

his own ? Mr. Dunham's complaint amounts to an accusation that

the tariff is unpatriotic in its work and spirit, a device for divert-

ing public taxes into private pockets, regardless of the nation's

needs. No wonder that he does not want it very high.

In the course of the debate one member.of the club proclaimed

to the astonished congregation that he was " a protectionist on

principle," a phenomenon impossible under the sun. No man will

buy in the dearest market and sell in the cheapest on principle.

No man will buy dear goods in preference to cheap ones if he can

help it, even to encourage home industry. Every year, thousands

of American protectionists go to Europe, but amongst them all

there is not one protectionist on principle. Not one of them lays

in a stock of dear clothing before he starts in order to protect

American labor, as he would certainly do it he were a protectionist

on principle. Not one of them about to return home postpones

the purchase of coats for himself and gowns for his wife, because
he is a protectionist on principle, and therefore prefers to pay
more for them in the United States.

A childish outcry against one of the greatest American politi-

cians was made a couple of years ago because on his return from
Europe he brought with him several trunks filled with "pauper

made goods," purchased in Paris and London. "Why," said a

critic, "did he do that, if he was such an ardent protectionist ?"

And the convincing answer was, " Because he is not a fool."

M. M. Trumbull.

CORRESPONDENCK.
THE IMPERSONAL GOD.

To the Editor of The Open Court:~

I HAVE long noticed with pleasure that your columns are hos-

pitably opened to the expression of views which are different from

your own.

Will you permit me to set down some thoughts that occur to

me in reading your article "Design in Nature," in The Open Court

of Dec. 4th ?

Your argument against the personality of the Deity assumes

that this personality necessarily implies mutability. You conceive

of a machine ; s the only power by which any work can be done

with absolutely mechanical exactness. A machine, you say, "is

an unfeeling and an unconscious—a mechanical—intelligence. Per-

sonality—what is it but the power of constantly renewed adapta-

tion ? " It is " embodied mutability."

Waiving the question how a machine can in any sense be an

intelligence, I would merely ask here : Cannot we conceive of a

Divine Personality absolutely above and free from anything like

the mutability of human personality ?

According to your view, here, and in your ' Fundamental

Problems,' the cosmic order is God. Why not supplement this

conception with that of an infinitely perfect Divine Personality ?

You argue' very justly against the folly and blasphemy of

ascribing to the Deity the imperfect personality of man. But why
object to the conception of a supreme and all-including Intelligence

and Beneficence, (and therefore necessarily personal,) pervading

the Universe—not subject to the cosmic order, as you imagine, but

one with it, as soul with body ? You speak of such a power con-

ceived of as acting arbitrarily—and use the word interference. Are

these terms quite fair in representing the attitude of the more en-

lightened and progressive adherents to the Personality idea ?

Is there anything superstitious, ' Pagan,' or childishly anthro-

pomorphic in such a conception, if cleansed from the mud of

Genesis, and the later Christian mythologies ?

I must confess that your idea of a cosmic order without a per-

vading Intelligence of the highest conceivable nature, directing

and controlling all, is one that satisfies neither my intellectual nor

my religious demands.

It is almost impossible for me to conceive of law, order, har-

mony, progress in the Universe, without an all-pervadmg soul in

it. We used to say ' God is Spirit. The Universe is not God,

but the manifestation of God to man.' Now, God and the Universe

seem to represent the same idea.

You yourself say, God " is more than a person ", "superper-

sonal ", "superhuman"; and admit that " the whole cosmos is

permeated by eternal and divine law, by intelligence, by design."

But it is difficult for me to imagine how your cosmic order can

get on of itself, without— well, yes, conscious Intelligence—if that

is necessary to complete Personality—back of it. Your conception

gives us, as it seems to me, a soulless universe.

You say, " a mathematician knows that the regularity of forms

necessarily depends upon the laws of form." I should rather say,

" is in conformity to, or in harmony with the laws of form."

You say, " at the bottom of all cosmic order lies the order of

mathematics—the law that twice two is four." But at the bottom

of this—what '

You say, " If God made the world as an inventor makes a

machine, he had to obey the laws of Nature and adapt his crea-
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tions to the formulas of mathematics. In that case, however, the

Creator would not be the Omnipotent and Supreme God : there

would still be an impersonal Deity abo%'e him. In that case the

Creator would be no less subject to the cosmic order than we poor

mortals are."

The idea of making the world as an inventor makes a ma-

chine, ought only to be ascribed to a very crude state of thought

among men ; and I don't think you would state it as the thought of

any very intelligent opponent.

Cannot we rationall)' conceive of a Divine Personality, not

arbitrarily interfering, but immanent, and in perfect accord with

the laws of the universe ? Why clothe the soul of the All with

imagery borrowed from our imperfections ? You say, " This im-

personal intelligence is higher than personal intelligence, as much
so as the laws of a country are infinitely higher and holier than all

its citizens." The laws may be higher and holier than the citi-

zens of a particular period ; but are they higher and holier than

their originators ? or than the collective wisdom of the legislators

from whom they emanated ?

If so, then why should it be irrational to conceive of an infi-

nite supreme source of wisdom back of the order of nature—not

interfering in any miraculous way that may not be explained by

science—but immanent and in perfect accord with all—not working

by " renewed adaptation," but with a supreme intelligence such

as no imiilnnc could in the remotest degree imitate ?

As for Anthropomorphism, is it possible to escape from a

certain tinge of it in our highest conceptions of Deity ? We should

not be human otherwise. We do all our thinking by symbols, by

imagery. The soul of man and the universe are so related by

these wonderful correspondencies between material and spiritual

things, that it cannot be otherwise.

But is it not as rational to conceive of personal Deity as of an

unconscious uciversal law and order that exists of itself, or which

is in itself both cosmic Soul and Body ?

It seems to me that both our intellectual and our religious

wants are left unsatisfied by leaving us with the conception that

the universe runs itself, rather than in harmony with an infinite

Personality, pervading it through and through with a diviner life.

So far from believing with you, that "the worship of a per-

sonal God is the last remnant of Paganism," it seems to me that

it is so deeply founded on the needs of our human nature, and on

a universal (Uww;c«j<^KJ<? instinct, that it will never die out of our

creeds, although it will become more and more refined, pure and

intelligent with the advancement of the rate in knowledge and re-

ligion.

Hoping that these suggestions may find an assenting voice

with some of the readers of your valuable and interesting journal,

I am very sincerely yours,

Cambridge, Mass. Christopher P. Cranch.

IN REPLY TO DR. EDWARD BERDOE.

To the Editor of The Open Court :—

The false witness borne against me by Dr. Edward Berdoe,

consisted in a suppressio vert. He bad no right to say that I had

defended " the atrocities of vivisection" without the qualification

that I advocated its restriction to a comparatively few eminent

men whom parliamentary investigation had shown (as I believed)

above suspicion of cruelty. Dr. Berdoe's offence would be made

a shade darker by his present letter, did it not suggest allowance

to be made for constitutional inexactness. For, in reasserting that

I demanded "the repeal of the English Act which places certain

forma! restrictions on Vivisectors," Dr. Berdoe adduces a witness

that refutes him. The little travesty of my discourse quoted from

the Zt>d//«7/.f/,—sarcastic and hostile as it is,— represents me as

saying, "Repeal this vexations legislation against knowledge, and

then extend to all animals the protection you afford those required

by science." Here then, when writing his original letter in your
columns (Nov. 13, 1S90), my accuser had evidence before him that

I desired protection for the animals required by science, and not

the repeal of that protection ; and that I wished to extend that

protection farther than (so far as I am aware) the anti-vivisection-

ists had advocated,—even to the foxes, binds, and other victims of

the English gentry. There was also a .<!ix',i;es/io fa/si in Dr. Ber-

doe's use in quotation-marks, which might naturally be connected

with me, of the phrase " the exploded superstition known as Chris-

tianity." My forty years acquaintance with freethinkers does not

suggest one who could have written such nonsense. Dr. Berdoe
has no right, I repeat, in controversy with a public teacher, espe-

cially one whose teachings he has attended and is considering, to

insinuate between quotation-marks things he might be supposed to

have heard from that teacher. And the case is worse when, as it

now appears, the apparent quotation is Dr. Berdoe's own inven-

tion. Let me also protest against Dr. Berdoe's saying " he charges

the Bible and Christianity with neglecting to uphold the rights of

animals." I should as soon think of charging them with not up-

holding Dr. Koch's lymph. There is no question of "charges."

The Bible and Christianity could not, as I have argued, recognise

the " rights of animals, " because they did not share the oriental

belief in transmigration, which is the fable of evolution.

MoN'cuRE D. Conway.

BOOK REVIEWS.
The Septonate and the Centralization of the Tonal Sv.s-

TEM. A new view of the Fundamental Relations of tones

and a simplification of the theory and practice of music with

an introduction on a higher education in Music. By Julius

Klauser. Milwaukee, i8go.

This is the work of an earnest and enthusiastic artist, who
among his colleagues is distinguished by a philosophical turn of

mind, as well as a comprehensiveness and clearness in dealing with

the intricate problems of music. New principles in the theory of

music are generally considered with suspicion ; but the novelty in

Mr. Klauser's work consists chiefly in a simplification and a clarifi-

caiion of the old views. Thus, for instance, by his peculiar methcd

of viewing the seven principal tones of the scale and their intermedi-

ate tones, he gets rid of the minor key ; and he wages a war against

such e.xpressions as "inversions and changed chords." " Tones,"

Mr. Klauser says, " are distinct, they cannot be modified, they do

not move; intervals are distinct, chords are distinct." Thus the

novelty does not revolutionize music, it is not a new theory, but a

new method of presenting the musical relations, and this new
method is based on the maxim that "the key is the basis of all

music ; the musical relations of tones are key relations ; key har-

mony is the harmonic basis of key relations, hence of all music."

It is impossible for us to enter into the details of Mr. Klauser's

views either to defend or criticize them, If the book is destined

to have a lasting influence, this will depend upon its reception in

musical circles. So far, it appears, the reception of the book in

professional journals of music has been favorable, as might be

expected of a musician who as a teacher and artist ranks so high

as the author of this book. We have only to add that the intro-

duction of the book, being a chapter on " a higher education in

music," contains many excellent suggestions, not only concerning

its desirability but also its practicability.

NOTES.

We cannot approve of the methods and the taste displayed by

the Editor of Lucifer in the advocacy of his peculiar views on the

emancipation of woman from the bonds imposed upon her by the

marriage laws of society ; for we do not believe that the evils he

denounces are prevalent. We regret, however, that he should
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have been imprisoned in the penitentiary, especially as he is of a

very advanced age. If our courts wish to advance a cause by

making martyrs, they might select some object better fitted for the

purpose. The sentence we regard as unwise, excessive, and un-

just.

We have received from M, L. Holbrook & Co., of New York,

a volume (222 pages) of verses by Emma Rood Tuttle, of which

some are set to music. The poems are inscribed to "the faithful

doers of little things which form so large a part of happy and per-

fect lives ;" a portrait of the authoress is prefixed to the book.

We have received from the Freidenker Publishing Co., of

Milwaukee, two almanacs, compiled in the German language, for

the year 1S91. They are called respectively the " Freidenker-

Almanach " and the " Amerikanischer Turner- Kalender.", They

contain the usual statistical information and very much instruc-

tive and entertaining reading-matter.

From Samuel C. W. Byington & Co., (New York, 234 Fourth

Ave.,) we have (i) a pamphlet entitled " The Philosophy of Evil,"

and (2) a book, of 359 pages, entitled "Selections from the

Poets, with Responses,"—both by Mr, Caleb S. Weeks. The

latter work consists of notes, comments, and replies in verse to

certain poems of Pope, Thomson, Cowper, and others, in which

Mr. Weeks has embodied in the metrical form of the originals

the corrections that modern science and thought have supplied

touching the sentiments and ideas set forth by the authors re-

sponded to ; the originals appear on the even-numbered pages of

the book and the " Responses" thereto on the opposite pages. Mr.

Weeks shows himself to be an able versifier and exercises good

judgment in some of his discriminations of pure sentiment from

fact. Many of the performances, however, can hardly be termed

" Responses," as for instance the paraphrase of the " Bridge of

Sighs," the reference of which has, so to say, been generalised,

and an improved meaning hardly given to it. ^upK.

Funk & Wagnalls of New York, 18 and 20 Astor Place, and

44 Fleet Street, London, England, have in preparation a new dic-

tionary, the title of which will be "The Standard Dictionary of

the English Language." To judge fiom the prospectus and speci-

men pages of advanced sheets, the work planned promises to be

excellent. It is especially praiseworthy that the editors have taken

the trouble of locating the verifying quotations, so as to give in

each instance not only the name of the author who uses the word,

but also the page of the book where the quotation is found. This

is indeed a herculean task and not at all redundant ; it will prove

very useful to the public at large and especially to the student who

is anxious to know the authority and the special circumstances

under which this or that meaning has been moulded. In the pro-

nunciation of words the scientific alphabet as adopted by the

American Philological Association has been employed; a plan which

will be more welcome to scholars than to the general public. It

is announced that the new dictionary will contain 50,000 more

vocabulary words than are to be found in any other single volume

dictionary in England or America, and care has been taken in the

admission of new words. No new word is admitted to a vocabulary

place unless it has been passed upon by competent authority. The

men in charge of this department are Julius H. Seelye of Amherst

College, Edward,S. Sheldon of Harvard University, Edward Everett

Hale, Charles A Dana, and Howard Crosby. The make-up of

the pages, the style of print, and the illustrations remind one of

the Century dictionary.
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THE SAMARITAN ON 'CHANGE.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY,

In a London public school examination a poor

little girl is reported to have got somewhat mixed up
in reciting from memory the parable of the good Sa-

maritan. "He give 'im tuppence, 'n said, watsom-
dever more you spendest when Icome again I'll repay

thee ; this he said knowing that he would see 'is face

no more." One may feel glad to believe that this

little dame of the slums could associate such shrewd

Samaritanism with "tuppence." But there appears

to be a tendency in the silly Samaritanism of our time

to develop a counterpart, of the self-seeking variety,

which may ultimately corrupt the whole humanitarian

movement. Now and then a philanthropic humbug
is impaled, but that is of little advantage unless he is

understood. The soul-saving wave is now succeeded

by a body-saving wave. We are tolerably familiar

with the frauds floated on the former. There is now
serving a life-sentence, for forgery on the Bank of

England, an American named Bidwell, who long pur-

sued his frauds in Chicago and other western places,

at the same time that he was followed as an eloquent

revivalist. He converted small bank checks into large

ones, and sinners into saints, with great success.

Many a good church member to-day owes his awaken-

ing to this Rev. Mr. Bidwell, who might have been

still redeeming the week's forgeries with Sabbath soul-

savings, had he not deserted his mistress in London.

We are now informed that crowds are following the

exhortations of a convicted murderer in the West. How
can common preachers compete with a miracle of grace

who has killed a half dozen of his fellow creatures?

But these phenomena of a dogma that despised human
merits are now found chief!}' on the remote frontiers

of civilization, and are becoming rare even there. In

the centres of culture we are prepared for the wolf in

sheep's clothing, so long as he only prays and preaches

about salvation in the future life.

But now a great ethical and humanitarian spirit

has come upon protestant Christendom. Is has floated

the creeds and churches, which, if not moved by sym-

pathy, are driven by competition for popularity to

help save mankind from the actual satans of pauper-

ism and despair going about seeking whom they may
devour. Last year it was announced that even the

Salvation Army itself was to enter on a new depar-

ture, and combat these actual satans in England, in-

stead of the fictitious devil of the dark ages. "Gen."
Booth's book appeared : he made a literary reputation

by it, as well as a goodly sum of money. Wealthy
men said : We have misunderstood this man ; he is

more intelligent than we supposed, and more in earn-

est, as well as practical. Beside his copyrights, near

half a million dollars were contributed to his scheme.

But it is now charged that he did not write the book,

and had not the ability to write it. A denial by his

son is reported, but not as yet from himself ; and only

filial piety can suppose that a charge, personally sub-

stantiated by the writer of the book, can be so dis-

proved.* "Gen." Booth implicitly admits the charge

in claiming (though this too is denied) that he sup-

plied the data. But that he knew the value of the

literary repute is proved by the publication, in one of

his army's papers, of the facsimile of some sentences

of the book which were written by himself. Thus
the charitable scheme seems to have been floated

by an agent, as a new stock might be on 'Change.

Had it been a purely pious stock, contemplating erec-

tion of churches, circulation of tracts, or convert-

ing the heathen, we should be prepared for it. But
it is, apparently, a remarkably ignorant and vulgar

orthodoxy availing itself of the humanitarian enthu-

siasm born of rational and secular thought, and avail-

ing itself of this surreptitiously. The contributions

have all gone to a hand whose trustworthiness is shown
by inscribing its name on work it did not do. Nor
does the "General" appear to have been much dam-
aged, among his pious adherents, b}' his imposture.

The ease with which all this was done is the sig-

* " The secret of the authorship of ' In Darkest England,' " says the Lon
don Times, '• is now matter of common knowledge. Charitable hypoth

combined with the fact that a facsimile of some ten lines of manuscript in

Booth's handwriting lias appeared in one of the Salvation journals, assigns

to Mr. Booth the credit of having w
His own explanation of the aflfair i

with the materials for writing a book
result. The question whether, unde

justified in letting the book appear a:

literary ethics, and into such a questi

to enter, ' But,' it may be said, ' the

ritten at least two chapters of the book

. that he supplied a professional w

and that ' In Darkest England ' was the

r these circumstances, Mr, Booth was
if it had been written by him, is one of

)n we have no right to expect Mr, liooth

ideas which the book contains were the

ideas of Mr. Booth,' There is strong reason for believing that the truth lies

in the opposite direction—in fact it is believed that when the whole story

comes to be known it will be found that the ideas of the substantial parts of
'

the scheme— that is to say, of the city colony and the farm colony—had their

origin in the mind of Mr, Frank Smith, and that these ideas were accepted

most reluctantly hy Mr. Booth,"
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nificant thing. Even if "General " Booth should clear

himself of the grave personal charge, that he has

gained fame and confidence by false pretence, it would

remain that the thing can be done. A man has only

to make an eloquent and fervent appeal in the name

of suffering humanity for money to flow into his hands

at once, inquiry coming afterwards. This is not the

only sign of the approach of imposture in the guise of

Samaritanism. The Tolstoi cult appears to be some-

thing of the same kind. I met with a Baroness in

Europe who had long enjoyed intimacy with the Tolstoi

family, and who gave me a lively account of her recent

joyous sojourn in their luxurious castle. When I asked

how all that was consistent with the Count's gospel,

that we must sell all we have and give it to the poor,

and take our place with the manual laborers, the Bar-

oness smiled at my simplicity. I know young men
in England and America who, partly by his influence,

are practising something like what is preached by

Tolstoi from his comfortable study in his castle. They

are suffering, as I think vainly, while his undiminished

income is swelled by the sale of his self-denying ser-

mons. The inconsistency attracted attention in Lon-

don, and a plea was put forward that the wealth was

secured by the management of the Countess Tolstoi.

We have heard that kind of thing as far back as the

garden of Eden. The woman gave me and I ate. Oh,

of course ! But no one familiar with the position of

wives anywhere, and especially in Russia, can suppose

that Count Tolstoi is suffering the moral martyrdom

of living in luxury because of his wife. At present

the real Tolstoi gospel seems to be, "Sell all thou

hast and give it to the poor, and labor beside them

;

but the kingdom of Christ must accommodate itself to

Counts."

A similar peril besets the ethical enthusiasm. There

is hardly any imposture that may not find intrench-

nient in the moral sentiment. There despotism sur-

vives in the lands of democracy. We see sixty mill-

ions of people content that a psalm-singing postmaster-

general shall determine what books may or may not

pass in the mails, providing he makes a pretext of

preserving morality. The said postmaster may be pi-

rating English encyclopsedias, photographically coun-

terfeited, at the moment he is damning books not on
sale in his establishment ; he has onl)' to touch the

moral nerve to paralyse that liberty of printing which
is a chief corner-stone of all liberty. The teachings

of Jesus, of Socrates, of others, who founded a higher

morality, seemed immoral to the orthodox of their

time. There can be no profound ethical culture if

thinkers who grapple with great problems,—those of

sex and marriage, especially,—are Hable to suppres-

sion by ignorant officials, who Qonfuse their own vul-

garity with virtue.

It would appear necessary that we should compre-

hend the fact that every movement must have such

camp-followers. No sooner does any thought or truth

take hold on the popular heart than there will mingle

with the honest rnultitude those who are after the

loaves and fishes. As it was with Jesus, so has it

been with the movements of Luther, of Wickliff, of

Wesley. We cannot expect that the ethical and hu-

manitarian movements will prove exceptions. It is

necessary that there shall be a close and rigid criti-

cism of those who profess to lead these new move-

ments. They must possess and prove the courage of

their opinions. They are dealing with matters of life

and death to millions, they are shaping the destinies

of our best-hearted youth, and must be held person-

ally responsible for their utterances.

When Thomas Paine was grappling with the "to-

ries " of Philadelphia, three months before the Declar-

ation of Independence, he wrote to their leader : "To
be nobly wrong is more manly than to be meanly right.

Only let the error be disinterested—let it not wear the

mask but the mark of principle—and 'tis pardonable.

It is on this large and liberal ground that we distin-

guish between men and their tenets, and generously

preserve our friendship for the one, while we combat
with every prejudice of the other." Himself reared a

Quaker, Paine's pen was sharpest on the lamb-like

Friends whose peaceful texts were directed to the in-

vaded, never to the invader ; he counselled resistance,

then shouldered his musket and shared the depriva-

tions and dangers of the struggle. That "Crisis,"

whose opening sentence, "These are the times that

try men's souls," was the watchword at Trenton, was
written by camp fires. The suffering soldiers were

inspired by that which came from a comrade. Words
may be half-battles ; wedded to deeds, they are vic-

tories.

Sincerity is the soul of eloquence. I remember
once, in Boston, at a meeting when the possibility of

rescuing a fugitive slave from his prison was consid-

ered, Theodore Parker arose and simply said, "I am
not willing to advise a risk I am unwilling to share."

That was all he said, but I have remembered it, com-

ing from that courageous man, as a mandate from the

new moral Sinai. Our kid-gloved socialists are in

danger of becoming successors to the clergymen who
used to frighten ignorant women and children with

pictures of hell, while their smiling apathy during the

week proved their disbelief in any such perils. When
Dr. Channing's father was returning from church with

his little son, the latter terrified with the sermon he

had heard, he remarked to his wife that he hoped the

dinner would not be cold. "Father," said the bo)',

"if we are all going to hell what matters it about the

dinner?" The father whistled. The Unitarian move-
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ment was born anew in that little breast. Channing
grew up to hold New England thought and scholar-

ship to a moral standard. The scholar of to-day must
hold the ethical and social reformer to that same
standard. Paine is right. Even that man who faith-

fully follows an error serves men more than he who
utters truth with a double tongue.

I close this little admonition with an e.xtract from

a letter received from Emerson, in reply to one written

when I was nineteen, a Methodist itinerant in Mary-

land.

" I believe what interests both you and me, and

whether we know it or not, is the morals of intellect

;

in other words, that no man is worth his room in the

world who is not commanded by a legitimate object

of thought. The earth is full of frivolous people, who
are bending their whole force and the force of nations

on trifles, and these are baptised with every grand

and holy name, remaining, of course, totally inade-

quate to occupy any mind ; and so skeptics are made.

A true soul will disdain to be moved except by what

natively commands it, though it should go sad and

solitary in search of its master a thousand years. The
few superior persons in each community are so by

their steadiness to reality and their neglect of appear-

ances. This is the rue and euphrasy that purge the

intellect and ensure insight. Its full rewards are slow

but sure ; and yet I think it has its rewards on the in-

stant, inasmuch as simplicity and grandeur are always

better than dapperness.

"

THE THIRD mMENSION IN MONOCULAR VISION.

BY C. STANILAND WAKE.

In an article in the August number of the Rcvtw

Philosophiqiic, M. Alfred Binet mentions a curious

phenomenon which he refers to as " the perception of

the third dimension in monocular vision." By chance

one day he discovered that on looking with one eye

only at a photograph the relief is much more apparent

than when both eyes are used for the purpose. In the

former case the foreground of the photograph appears

to rise from the paper and to be located in space.

When the other eye is opened the foreground recedes

and the picture appears flat. On submitting it to a

number of other persons, all but three or four at once

recognised the relief when the picture was looked at

with but one eye.

M. Binet in seeking an explanation of this phenom-

enon questions the correctness of the assumption that

the two visual axes cease to converge when one eye is

closed, from which it might be inferred that the flat-

ness of surface apparent when both eyes are used

would disappear with one eye closed. As a fact the

relief is just as apparent if the second eye remains

open and a screen is placed between it and the picture,

as well as when observed with both eyes while squint-

ing. He refers to the dissimilarity of images as a second

possible explanation of the appearance of relief. The
photograph seems to be flat because the two retinal

figures it produces do not present the degree of differ-

ence which exists when a bodj' of three dimensions is

looked at. On closing one eye this exception to the

general result of the use of double vision no longer

operates, and an image is obtained which is not op-

posed by another image too much resembling the first.

The explanation of the phenomenon proposed by

M. Binet himself is, that the monocular image is due

to the operation of the law, the like appeals to the

like, that is, like states of consciousness attract and

unite with each other. In this case the monocular

image gives the impression of relief by appealing to

our earlier experiences, while the addition of the sec-

ond similar image destroys the effect, annihilates the

appearance of relief, prevents the first image from pro-

ducing all the consequences that it includes. This

singular phenomenon of inhibition produced by the

like on the like seems to restrict the generality of the

above-mentioned law, and shows that there exists a

cause of systemizationof states of consciousness which

is at once more general and more powerful.

M. Binet states truly that the phenomenon he de-

scribes is so apparent that it must have been pre-

viously observed. As a fact, the present writer has

noticed it for many years past and thought that it must

have been observed by scientific enquirers, although

it was not described in any publication he had met

with. As may be inferred from M. Binet's descrip-

tion, the effect of relief may be obtained equally with

other pictures besides photographs, by looking at them

with one eye closed or covered over. There is, how-

ever, a reason why the effect should be more evident

with a photograph than with an ordinary picture. The

image impressed on the photographic plate is formed

by the light rays reflected not merely from the sur-

face but from the sides of the object ; that is, the rays

are reflected not from a plane, but from a curved sur-

face. The completed photograph, therefore, possesses

within itself all the elements of relief. In the stereo-

scope two pictures taken from different points of view

are united in one figure to give the raised effect. But

the same effect is produced by looking at a single pho-

tograph through an ordinary lens, and it is due not to

the lens, which merely magnifies what already exists,

but to conditions existing in the photograph itself. In

fact, the picture already contains in itself the elements

of the third dimension which the lens merely makes

patent, and which must therefore under proper condi-

tions become patent to the eye without the lens. These

conditions are obtained by closing or screening one

eye, from which it is evident that the use of both eyes
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interferes with the natural effect. This it can do only

by preventing the elements of the third dimension ex-

isting in the photograph from revealing their presence

;

possibly due to the fact that the two images do not

coalesce into one, but are merely superimposed, the

extremely refined elements of the third dimension

which exist in each image being thus obliterated.

The perception of relief on looking with one eye

only at other pictures is to be traced to the same source

as that which gives rise to that phenomenon in con-

nection with photographs. This is due to what may
be called latent perspective, and it will be found that

just as far as this quality exists in engravings and other

pictures will the effect of relief be produced in monoc-

ular vision. The beauty of a picture depends largely

on the perspective put into it, and this depends not

only on "distance," but on chiaroscuro or light and

shade, which gives depth to the objects in the picture

and therefore to the picture itself. This is not so

noticeable in a small picture as in a large one, such as

an ordinary oil painting, but the same rules apply to

both, and the use of a monocular lens to heighten the

effect of oil paintings has long been in use in picture

galleries. A lens is necessary, however, only to give

a magnifying effect, as the idea of relief is fully ob-

tained by the use of a simple tube, which may be

formed by the curving of the fingers and thumb of the

hand.

If the above explanation of the phenomenon in

question is correct—and it appears to be supported by

the experiments of Professor E. Mach—the appear-

ance of relief in monocular vision and its loss on the

use of double vision have a physical basis in the pic-

ture itself, and therefore it is not necessary to have
recourse to the psychological law referred to by M.
Binet.

THE QUESTIONS OF AGNOSTICISM.

There are questions that rise unasked ; they ob-

trude upon the human mind and cannot be banished,

because they lie in the nature of things. These ques-

tions so long as they remain unanswered, will cause
an unrest in our soul, a spiritual thirst that can only

be quenched by the spiritual waters of life—by truth

and by a joyous submission to truth ; they will appear
as a strong and unsatisfied yearning for something
that will afford help in time of need, and that shall

bring light when we sit in darkness.

This dearth of peace of soul has created religion,

it has created the great cosmic ideal of mankind, the
idea of God as the Lord who made heaven and earth,

who will be our keeper and who will preserve our soul.

This dearth found expression in David's psalm :

" As the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth my
soul for thee, O God.

" My soul thirstetb for God, for the living God ; when shall I

come and appear before God ?

" My tears have been ray meat day and night, while they con-

tinually say unto me, ' Where is thy God ?
'

"

Our world-conception has greatly changed since

David's time, and together with it our religious views

have been modified. But the same yearning obtains

for peace and soul ; because according to the nature

of things the same questions rise again and again,

sternly demanding to be answered.

The same anxiety as in David's psalm pervades

a communication presented to me some time ago,

which in accordance with the spirit of our age formu-

lates the thirst of the soul for a satisfactory solution

of the eternal problem of life in definite queries. The
letter is characteristically signed "Agnostic," and

reads as follows :

" Will you kindly answer the following questions ? The future

of religion depends, it seems to me, on the answers given,

i) Has the universe an ethical purpose or tendency ?

2) Have we any reason to believe that anything correspond-

ing to human life, feeling, or intelligence, exists now in other parts

of the universe, or will come into existence again, after the de-

struction of the earth ?

3) Are there any grounds for hope that pain will be dimin-

ished and pleasure increased, to any great extent, in the future of

humanity ?

4) According to the doctrine of Evolution, will not the earth

and the whole solar system, in the distant future, become, once

more, a mass of homogeneous vapor, destitute of life, as the term

' life ' is generally understood ?

5) If the universe is an infinite machine, which mercilessly

crushes between its cogs, not only the individual, but eventually

the race, must not the contemplation of the universe awaken feel-

ings of melancholy and despair in the human l^eart ? And are not

such feelings destructive to religion and ethics ?
"

*

This is an age of eager research. Wheresoever we
look, we find unanswered questions ; and many people

shrug their shoulders in despair, because they do not

expect that these questions will ever be answered.

Such people call themselves agnostics.

There are three attitudes of agnosticism. There

is, first, the agnosticism of indifference. This is the

position of those who do not wish to be bothered

with questions which they feel incompetent to answer

and which they generally care nothing about. The
agnosticism of indifference is passive ; it is a philoso-

phy of indolence, which boasts of depth where be-

cause of its own littleness it has not found bottom.

The second kind of agnosticism is an agnosticism

of despair. It is the agnosticism of "world-pain,"

and has been characterised by Heinrich Heine in the

following lines :

" By the sea, by the desolate nocturnal sea,

Stands a youthful man.

His breast full of sadness, his head full of doubt.

And with bitter lips he questions the waves

:

' Oh solve me the riddle of life I

The cruel, world- old riddle,
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Concerning which, already

Heads in hieroglyphic-hats,

Heads in turbans and in black caps,

Periwigged heads, and a thousand othi

Poor, sweating human heads.

Tell me, what signifies man ?

Whence does he come ? whither does he
Who dwells yonder above the golden stars

head hath be

go .'

The the

The winds blow, the clouds flow past.

Cold and indifferent twinkle the stars,

And—a fool awaits an answer.*

There are men of great talents who have grappled

with the questions of the day, yet have failed to solve

them. They feel their labors lost and their energy, spent

in thought, wasted. But because a genius has failed to

solve a problem, is it really absolutely insolvable?

And if it is absolutely insolvable, would it not in that

case be a pseudo-problem ? A pseudo-problem is a

question which is formulated on a misconception of

facts ; it is unanswerable because it is misstated. The
problem of existence is unanswerable perhaps, not be-

cause the world is out of joint, but because the posi-

tion of the questioner is wrongly taken.

The third kind of agnosticism is the agnosticism

of science. We might call it with equal appropriate-

ness either the agnosticism of ignorance or the agnos-

ticism of wisdom. For it is a wise confession of ig-

norance. This confession is not made in general terms,

that science is vanity and that all philosophy is trivial.

Such general statements have no meaning, except

that they place the sage and the fool upon the same

level. The agnosticism of ignorance is the agnosti-

cism of science. It is an active attitude of agnosticism.

It states definitely a special ignorance of ours, and

formulates it in exact terms.

The statement of such a specified ignorance is

called a problem, and although it may sometimes be

extremely difficult to solve a problem, the agnosti-

cism of science never despairs of a final solution. On
the contrary, every problem is formed with the out-

spoken hope that in the end, it will be solved. The
history of science is a continuous conquest of the

hydra-like growing heads of the agnosticism of science.

* *

There are certain questions—viz., the moral ques-

tions—the nature of which is such as to demand an

immediate answer. "What are the rules of conduct ?

and what are the notions according to which we have

to form these rules of conduct?"—are questions that

are urgent. We live and act ; and we cannot wait

until science has settled all the problems the solution

of which in this or in that way might influence our

actions. We have to act as best we can. The notions

in agreement with which our whole demeanor has to

be regulated, are called " religious "
; and it is natural

that religious ideas through their extraordinary prac-

Translated by Emma Lazarus.

tical importance are of an extremely conservative na-

ture. They are laid down as the most sacred posses-

sion of mankind, the holiest heirloom received from

our ancestors. This conservatism is natural, but it

will become dangerous if it prevents the revision of

religious ideas through the best, and truest, and most
earnest critique that can be furnished by science. It

will become detrimental if it produces thoughtlessness,

and makes a generation accept without critique what-

ever it has been taught to believe.

It lies in the very nature of religious problems that

they must be solved again and again. Every one of

us has to solve them for himself as best he can. It

may be stated parenthetically that most religions are

creeds; but they need not be creeds and the Religion

which we advocate is the Religion of Science.

The questidns proposed by Agnostic are in their

nature religious questions, and we answer them very

briefly as follows :

i) " Has the Universe an ethical purpose or ten-

dency ?
"

If this question is to be answered by Yes or No, we
should say. Yes—the universe has an ethical tendency.

But it must be borne in mind that this way of putting

the question is incorrect. We should ask whether the

universe has any definite tendency, or whether it has

no definite tendency whatever, without calling its ten-

dency either moral or immoral. If the universe had

no definite tendency it would be no universe, no uni-

tary world, no cosmos, but a jumble of incoherent

events, a chaos, a labyrinth of heterogeneous things,

a confusion without rhyme or reason, without law or

order. Our answer to this first question is, that the

universe has a definite tendency, and morality means

agreement with this tendency.

2) We have reasons to believe that on other plan-

ets and in other solar systems, there is something cor-

responding to human life, to feeling, and to intelligence.

For philosophical considerations teach us, and science

corroborates it, that the evolution of the human race,

the feeling of animal life, and the intelligence of ra-

tional beings have developed with necessity upon

earth in rigid accordance with natural laws. Is there

any doubt that the same conditions in other parts of

the universe will produce the same results, and sim-

ilar conditions similar results? When we analyze the

stars with the assistance of the spectroscope we find

there the same material elements as upon the earth.

Can there "be any question as to our finding every-

where the same laws and the same tendency of evolu-

tion ? Other races on other planets may have very

different constitutions; winged animals of the air or

swimming animals of the sea, bipeds or quadrupeds,

mammals or insects, carnivorous or herbivorous, or

any other kind of creatures might develop into think-
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ing beings ;

yet it is certain that among all rational

creatures, there would be at least in all fundamental

features the same logic, the same arithmetic, the same

mathematics, and above all the same logic of action,

viz., the same ethics.

3) There are grounds for hope that pain will be

diminished in life and that the nobler and more re-

fined pleasures will be constantly increased. But con-

sidering that pain is either the result of unsatisfied

wants or due to some other disturbance in life, we

must bear in mind that the creation of new wants

which arises through progress, will produce new pains

to the same degree as it will produce more refined and

nobler pleasures.

Are we not sometimes too weak-hearted with re-

gard to our pains? Are not the causes of our woes

mostly of a trivial nature ? Look at them from a higher

standpoint and they appear like the baby's tears over

a broken doll. And if they are not trivial, if they are

not the woes- of the individual, but of the aspiring

race, are they not far from being merely lamentable ?

Are they not in such a case sublime ? Are they not

transfigured by their sacred purpose, and must they

not appear as grand as are the struggles, the anxieties,

and the sufferings of a hero in a tragedy?

Let us consider pleasure and pain not from the

standpoint of sentimentality but from the higher stand-

point of ethics, where the individual as such disap-

pears, where the individual's worth is measured ac-

cording to his breadth of mind, and where life is valued

not according to the pleasures it affords, but according

as it contains more or less of those treasures that

"neither moth nor rust doth corrupt."

As to the fourth and fifth question, we should say:

This planet of ours together with our solar system

may, and we have indeed reasons to believe that it

will, break to pieces. Yet the conditions which pro-

duced not only our solar system, but also mankind
and human civilization, will not cease to exist. They
will continue to exist and will produce, in fact they

are constantly producing, new worlds out of the

wrecks of the old broken ones. If a man dies, we la-

ment the loss ; we weep for the friend, the brother or

the father. But the loss is not so much his ; it is ours.

If our world breaks to pieces it will be a loss—a la-

mentable loss. But will it be a loss to mankind ? It

will be a loss in the universe, which, however, as we
can fairly suppose, will be made up by other gains.

The universe is not "an infinite machine, which
mercilessly crushes between its cogs not only the in-

dividual but eventually the race." The universe is

infinite and inexhaustible life. Whatever life of or-

ganized beings, of individuals, of entire races and of

entire solar systems may disappear in one part, there

is a probability, practically amounting to certainty.

that in other parts new life will originate to compen-

sate for it.

Life on its highest stage means action and action

means performance of duty. Man is an ethical animal,

which means that he has come to understand certain

important features of the tendency prevailing in the

universe. It is the performance of duty in past genera-

tions which has raised mankind to its present emi-

nence.

The world is throughout a field of ethical aspira-

tions. If our life ceases, if our planet breaks to pieces,

the immutable laws of nature will remain the same.

Humanity may be wiped out of existence, but those

realities which created humanity and in consonance

with which man's ethical ideals have been shaped will

remain. We read in the New Testament that Heaven

and earth may pass away, but the word of God abideth

forever. The Religion of Science recognizes the truth

of this biblical verse, although it does not accept it in

the narrow interpretation of theistic theology.

CURRENT TOPICS.

Kite-flying is an exciting sport for boys, and sometimes

when the competition is keen, the kites themselves appear to

strive with intelligent emulation to " soar " above each other into

the "blue empyrean" where the "celestial spaces" are. Orator-

ical kite-flying is equally ambitious, and just as entertaining in the

proper season, which in this latitude is when the state legislature

meets to elect a Senator. Rarely in Illinois has rhetoric "soared"

higher than it did last week, when the kite-flyers in the legislature

nominated their candidates for the national Senate. Rarely have

candidates been shampooed with such foamy and aromatic suds.

*
•» *

There happened to be three senatorial candidates this time,

and strangely enough, two of them appeared to be aspiring per-

sons unknown to the legislature ; consequently itbecame neces-

sary to give a luminous and voluminous account of who they

were, and whence they came, the biography of each beginning

at about the age of fourteen years, when they started from home
on foot, as one of the kite-flyers expressed it "for the setting

sun," neither of them having perseverance enough to reach it, but

both stopping in Illinois. With affected surprise as if they had

never heard of them before, the attentive members learned that

neither of the candidates had been in Illinois much over flfty

years ; that both of them had been Governors, both Major Gen-

erals, and one of them United States Senator years and years ago.

The third candidate needed no biography, and so his champion

just ironically remarked that "although comparatively unknown
in mutual-admiration societies of this country his name was a

household word among the millions." The ingratitude of repub-

lics was again manifested when the statesman and patriot whose

name was "a household word among the millions" was left away

down at the bottom of the poll.

*

There is not in the schoolbooks such a glowing tribute as the

following bit of hyperbolical moonshine into which one of the pro-

posers dragged his candidate, one of those men "who in the dark

night of fraternal strife and partisan prejudice shine like the noc-

turnal lamp of heaven with solitary and serene lustre ; obscured

by the gathering clouds of partisan malice; unseen through the

voluntary blindness of party interests ; at times almost extin-

guished by political bigotry, but at length bursting through every
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obstacle and reflecting a steady light upon those labyrinths of false

theories of designing politicians which unrestrained must eventu-

ally lead mankind backward into slavery." Waiving the mixture

of metaphor, and the slight overcrowding of adjectives, nothing

could be happier in gush and gurgle than this comparison of the

candidate to " nocturnal lamp of heaven." If elected, the lunar

beams radiating from his countenance when at the full, will cheer

and illuminate the senate.

While one kile-flyer was comparing his candidate to the moon,

another was comparing the rival nominee to a dazzling constella-

tion "a typical American whose brilliant intellectual powers are

no more dimmed by time than are the stars of heaven; who
stripped of every vestige of political or official raiment stands out

in the clear bright sunshine of the noon day. There is none more
worthy to contend with the Goliath of the democracy for the right

to wear the royal senatorial wreath, than this David of republi-

canism." The prize for flying the highest kite was given to this

particular orator, who by the way, was a colored man ; and it was
conceded by all the judge's that such a remarkable phenomenon
had not been seen for thirty years as this conspicuous candidate
" stripped of every vestige of political or official raiment stand-

ing out in the noonday sun," while the comparison of such a ven-

erable public servant to the stripling David the son of Jesse was in

the highest style of biblical illustration.

The candidate of the third party was not presented for the sup-

port of the legislature on his own personal achievements, but as the

enemy of " King Shylock," and the representative of the "honest,

hard-handed, .wealth-producing, tariff-ridden, m'onopoly-robbed,

and usury-enslaved millions." Those compound adjectives though

strong in sound, had no persuasive pow^r, for the opponent of

King Shylock received only three votes, while David got a hun-

dred, and Goliath a hundred and one.

The " Silver bill " passed the Senate under whip and spur,

the whip of the "Silver States," and the spur of the Farmers

Alliance ; it will probably pass the House under the same per-

suasion. The humor of it is that the Senate, although opposed to

the measure, was driven to pass it by an outside pressure too

strong for the Senatorial will. It was thus with the McKinley
bill, when stalesmtn played the comedy of speaking against it and

voting for it. They probably enjoyed the eccentricity like the dis-

solu te nobleman who apologising to the king for opposing a govern-

ment measure, said, "I have no principle myself. Sir; but I be-

long to a party that has a great deal." So with some of our states-

men ; they had no faith in the bill, but they belonged to a party

that had. If the salt-making states, complaining that the Atlantic

ocean is too fresh, " therefore demand " the passage of a bill to

re-salt it, our easy-going politicians will vote for the bill, appro-

priate money to buy all the salt in sight, and dump it into the sea.

*
* *

The device of coin clipping is very old, probably as old as

money ; and it has been practised both by knavish subjects and

dishonest kings. Coin clipping is' a crime when done by private

citizens, but statesmanship when done by governments. For cen-

turies England suffered heavily from coin clipping, and there were

two ways of doing it ; the one mechanical, by chisel, file, or shak-

ing in a bag ; the other political, by act of parliament, or mandate

of the king. The private citizen was hanged for clipping coins,

the king never wss. When the trick was done by governments,

they generally got the benefit of the cheat. They were not so

liberal as the American Congress, which kindly proposes to clip

the silver coins one fifth, not for the benefit of the government,

but for the advantage of a limited constituency, the special class

who own the silver mines. To make eighty cents a dollar by act

of Congress, is to clip the value of a dollar down to eighty cents.

Clipping the coin clips wagesin proportion. Hume praises Queen
Elizabeth because she restored the coin which had been debased
by her predecessors; and )et Elizabeth herself could not resist

the temptation to do a little clipping, when having the opportunity

to coin some silver she made the pound of silver into si.xty-two

shillings, instead of sixty as the number formerly was. Although
the sixty-two shillings would not buy any more goods than the

sixty shillings did, they would go farther in paying debts and
wages. To the full extent of coin debasement the laborer was de-

frauded of his hire.

A curious parallel to our scheme of making four dollars worth
of silver into five silver dollars, was the Irish legislation by which
the English government attempted to double the value of "Wood's
halfpence." This notorious coinage was attacked by Dean Swift

in his famous " Drapier's letters " and with such bitter sarcasm
and invective that he made a revolutionary agitation which com-
pelled the government to call Wood's halfpence home. It hap-

pened that there were not copper coins enough in Ireland to " sa-

tisfy the wants of trade," " to restore confidence," "to stimulate

business," "to move the crops," "to lift the mortgage," and to

perform the various miracles required of money, so the govern-

ment proposed to issue so many^undred thousand pennies. The
job of coining them was given to a patriot named Wood, a man
who deserved well of his country as an active worker for the

"party," and a hustler at the polls. Now, according to the price

of copper " in the markets of the world," a pound of that metal

could rightfully be coined into fifteen pennies, and no more, but

there was a large "ring" formed around the contract and every

member of the ring had to get a share of the profits. Therefore,

to accomodate all hands the government issued its " fiat " that a

pound of copper should be coined into thirty pennies, and it was

so. Wood made thirty pennies out of a pound of copper, whereas

only fifteen had ever been made before. Swift exposed the fraud

in his celebrated " letters "
; the ring was broken ; the government

drew back, compromised with Wood, and called the cheap money
in. Sir Boyle Roche was laughed at when he introduced a bill

into Parliament requiring that a quart bottle should hold a quart,

but some day we shall see a bill in Congress requiring that every

dollar shall contain a hundred cents. M. M. Trumbull.

CORRESPONDENCE.
GEORGE HENRY LEWES ON CONSCIOUSNESS.

To Ike Editor of The Open Court :

In your issue of Nov. 20th, Miss Alice Bodington makes a

reference to the late George Henry Lewes, in which—unintention-

ally of course—she seriously misrepresents the view which that

philosopher held on the subject of Consciousness. She says :

" More than a generation ago the late George Henry Lewes com-
" mented on the extraordinary fact, that the leg is drawn up when
" tickled, of a patient in whom the spinal cord is injured, and who
"is therefore unconscious of the tickling. Mr. Lewes declared

"that there must be consciousness in such a case or the leg

" would not be withdrawn." If Miss Bodington will refer to her

Lewes she will discover that this is a statement which he would

have strongly protested against, in fact, one of the chief aims of

Mr. Lewes was to restrict the use of the word consciousness rather

than to extend it. At page 143 of his Problems, Third Series, he

says :
" Whosoever reflects on the numerous ambiguities and mis-

" apprehensions to which the term Consciousness gives rise in

"philosophical discussions will regret that the term cannot be

"banished altogether. But since it cannot be banished our task

" must be to attempt to give it a precise meaning." It is obvious
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therefore that he would hardly be likely to use the term in the

sense which Miss Bodington says he does.

To try to make it clear in what sense Mr. Lewes did believe

the word should be employed, it is necessary to consider the par-

ticular fallacy he was endeavoring to controvert,"which was, " that

the Brain and the Brain only is the seat of Sensibility," and that

consequently the action of the rest of the Cerebro Spinal Axis was

purely Reflex, Physical and Mechanical. Those who can call to

mind the somewhat acrimonious controversies concerning Animal

Automatism which took place some years ago, will remember that

Lewes's polemic was directed against that theory. He also was

among the earliest to declare the importance, and indeed the ab-

solute necessity of combining the study of Physiology with that of

Psychology, one of his doctrines being that Mind after all is but a

special Mode of Life.

In 1859 Lewes enunciated his famous biological law, which

has not yet obtained universal recognition. In reference to the

Nervous Mechanism he maintained that " Identity of tissue im-

" plies identity of property, and identity of organic connection

" implies identity of function," and it is in reference to this "law "

that Lewes himself stated " it was so little understood that it for

the most part met with denial or silent neglect."

The bearing of this law on the problem of consciousness is

easily seen ; the central tissue throughout the whole Cerebro

Spinal Axis is identical in structure, hence it is identical in property,

this property being Sensibility, but says Lewes, " to admit that all

" nerve centres have a common property, and that their functional

" relations depend on their anatomical relations, is to sweep away
" a mass of theoretic interpretations which from long familiarity

" have acquired almost axiomatic force."

" Dr. Hunter's patient on being asked if he felt any pain when
" the prick caused his leg to kick, answered, ' No, but you see my
"leg does,' and Lewes adds, Now, when a man has a diseased

" cord, the seat of injury causes a division of the whole group of
'

' centres into two independent groups, his nervous mechanism is

'

' cut in halves. How then can any cerebral control be obeyed

"by his legs, how can any impression on his legs be felt by his

" cerebrum ?"

" It is true," he says further on, " that the man himself when
"interrogated declares that he feels nothing; the cerebral seg-

" ment has attached to it, organs of speech, and expressive feat-

" ures by which //j- sensations can be communicated to others;

"whereas the spinal segment has no such means of communicat-
" ing its sensations; but those which it has it employs." ....

"The question we have to decide therefore is, not whether a pa-

"tientwith an injured spine can feel impressions on, or convey

"voluntary impulses to limbs below the seat of injury—for as re-

" spects the nervous' mechanism these limbs are separated from

"him no less than if actual amputation had taktn place—the

"question is, whether these separated limbs have any sensibility ?

"And the answer seems to me unequivocally affirmative. I assert

" therefore that if there is am\.\e evidence to show that the spinal

"centres have sensibility when separated from the cerebral cen-
" tres, such evidence can in no sense be weakened by the fact that

" a man with an injured spine is unconscious of impressions made
"below the seat of injury; such a fact follows necessarily from
"the establishment of two centres."

Now while Lewes affirmed the existence of sensibility in' the

lower half of the injured spine, he was strongly opposed to the

assumption "that this Fensibility is the equivalent of conscious-

ness." He says: " The manifest advantage of thus restricting the

"term conscious state to the activity which is salient and discrim-

" inated is, that it extricates us from many contradictions and
" confusions."

I think Miss Bodington will perceive that whate\ermay be
said to be proved concerning the existence of " other conscious-

nesses beside the "dominant Ego." Mr. Lewes can hardly be

appropriated as an authority in favor of any " Hidden Self." In

fact by her endeavor to increase the number of consciousnesses

she is really endeavoring to increase and perpetuate a source of

ambiguity and confusion which Lewes was desirous to banish or

restrict
J. Harrison Ellis.

BOOK NOTICES.
' Marriage and Parentage, and the Sanitary and Physiological

Laws for the Production of Children of Finer Health and Greater

Ability" (M. L. .Holbrook & Co., New York, 1888), recently re-

ceived, is apparently a sensibly written book, containing much
practical and salutary advice. The author's name is not given.

" The Auroraphone," by Cyrus Cole, (Chas. H. Kerr & Co.,

Chicago,) is a romance in which telegraphic communication is es-

tablished with the planet Saturn by means of a Jules-Vernes-in-

strument called the Auroraphone. A medium is thus afforded for

the expression of ideas with regard to which it is difficult to say

whether they are meant to be taken in a Saturnian sense or a

terrestrial one. The philosophical ideas imparted certainly do

possess the characteristics of Saturninity. However, the incidents

of the novel are necessarily of interest and form a good setting for

the presentation of opinion.

We have received the first number of T/w Bacteriological

World, (formerly noticed,) which has for a frontispiece portraits of

the well-renowned bacteriologists Prof. Robert Koch and Dr.

Louis Pasteur. Editor Dr. Paul Paquin of Missouri State Uni-

versity gives the first part of his " {-essons on Bacteriology." Two
thousand copies of the first issue have been reserved for distribu-

tion to subscribers and others during the months of January and

and February. (T. J. Turner, Mexico, Mo.)

TXJST ^TJBrjISHEID.
THE LOST MANUSCRIPT A NOVEL. By Gustav Freytag.
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HALLUCINATIONS AND ALIENATION OF PERSON-
ALITY*

BY TH. RIBOT,

Hallucinations form a natural transition from per-

ceptions to ideas, and the part played by theni is of

great interest. At the outset let us recall to mind a few

general points regarding the hallucinatory state. Four
hypotheses have been advanced to explain it f : i. The
peripheric or sensorial theory, which places the seat

of hallucination in the organ of the senses. 2. The
psj'chic theory which localizes it in the centre of idea-

tion. 3. The mixed or psycho-sensorial theor}'. 4. The
theory which attributes hallucination to the perceptive

centres of the cortical layer.

Observation 'teaches us that hallucinations some-

times affect one sense only, and sometimes several

senses ; that most frequently they extend to both sides

of the body, but occasionally to one side only (right

or left, indifferently); still more rarely, they are bilat-

eral, yet presenting a different character on each side;

thus, whilst one ear is assailed by threats, injuries,

evil counsels ; the other is comforted b}' kind and
" soothing words ; one eye perceives only sad and re-

pugnant objects, the other beholds gardens rich in

flowers. These latter cases, being at the same time

bilateral and opposite by nature, are to us the most

interesting.

Happily, in this immense domain, we have only to

explore a very small area. Let us carefully limit our

subject. In the normal state the feeling and thinking in-

dividual is entirely adapted to his surroundings. Be-

tween the group of states and of internal relations which

constitute the mind, and the group of states and of exter-

nal relations which constitute the external world, there

is a correspondence, as Spencer has minutely shown.

In the case of the hallucinator this correspondence

has been destroyed. Hence, false judgments, absurd

acts, that is, incongruous and unfitting acts. Still, all

this constitutes a disease of reason and not of person-

ality. Undoubtedly the ego is dethroned ; but so long

as the consensus which constitutes it has not disap-

peared, is not split in two, or has not alienated a

* Translated from the French (Z?/j a/ Pcrsonalily Cliap. HI.

+ For a complete exposition of the question, see the important article

of M. Binet. Revue philasophique, April and May, iSH-i.

part of itself, (as we shall see again) so long will

there not be any disease of personality in a proper

sense ; the derangements will be but secondary and
superficial. Consequently, the immense majority of

cases of hallucination are withdrawn from our consid-

eration.

Nor have we, moreover, either to occupy ourselves

with that numerous category of patients, who misjudge

the personality of others, and who take the physicians

and attendants of the asylum for their own relatives,

or their relatives for some imaginary persons in some
connection with their delusions.*

Having made these eliminations, the cases to be

studied become sufficiently circumscribed, since they

are reduced to changes of personality the basis of

which is hallucination. There is here almost always

an alienation (in the etymological sense) of certain

states of consciousness, which the ego does not con-

sider as its own, but maS.es objective and places out-

side of itself, and to which, ultimately, it attributes a

distinct existence yet independent of its own.

As regards the sense of hearing, the histor\' of re-

ligious mania furnishes numerous examples. I shall

quote the most ordinary cases ; namely, those in which

at first the hallucinatory state acts alone. A woman
was persecuted by an internal voice, " which she heard

only within her ear," and which would rebel against

whatever she wished. The voice always incited evil

when the patient wished for good. Without being

heard externally, the voice would call to her: "Take

a knife and kill yourself." Another hysterical patient

originally had thoughts, and would utter words she had

no intention of saying, and soon would express them in

a voice that differed from her own. This voice at first

only made indifferent or rational remarks; afterwards

it assumed a negative character. "At the present

time, after thirteen years the voice simply verifies

what the patient has just said, or comments upon her

words, criticizes them, turns them into ridicule. The

tone of this voice, when the mind speaks, always differs

a little, and sometimes entirely from the ordinarj' voice

of the patient,and this is the reason why the latter be-

» To some patients, the same individual is, by turns, transformed into

an imaginary person and maintained in his real personality. A woman at

times recognized her husband, and at limes took him tor an intruder. She

had him arrested, and he had great difficulty in establishing his identity

(Magnan Clinique de Sainte-Anne, Feb. ii, 1877.)
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lieves in the reality of this mind. I, myself, have fre-

quently observed these same facts."*

As regards sight, alienations of this kind are less

frequent. "A very intelligent man," says Wigan (p.

126) "had the power of putting his double before him-

self. He used to laugh loudly at this double, which

would also laugh in return. For a long time this was

a subject of amusement to the man; but the final re-

sult proved lamentable. By degrees he became con-

vinced that he was being haunted by himself. This

other ego taunted him, worried and mortified him in-

cessantly. In order to put an end to this sad existence

he arranged his private affairs, and, being loath to be-

gin a new year, on Dec. 31, at midnight, he shot him-

self in the mouth."

FinallyDr. Ballin Z'j5'/;cc/>//a/c( 1882, II.) reports the

case of an American, who, through simultaneous hal-

lucinations of hearing and sight, possessed in all its

features an imaginary double. "Prostrated by a sun-

stroke, he remained unconscious for a month. Short-

ly after recovering his senses, he heard a distinctly

articulated human voice, which said: 'How are you?'

The patient answered, and a short conversation was

begun. On the following day the same question was
repeated. The patient looked around but saw no

one. 'Who are you?' said he. 'I am Mr. Gabbage,

'

answered the voice. A few days later the patient got

a glimpse of his interlocutor, who from that time pre-

sented himself with the same features and in the same
dress ; he would a'lways appear in front, showing only

his bust. He had the appearance of a vigorous and

well built man of about thirty- six years, with a strong

beard, dark-brown complexion, large black e3'es,strong-

ly penciled eye-brows, and was always dressed in hunt-

ing costume. The patient would fain have known the

profession and habits of his questioner and where he
lived ; but the man would never consent to give any
other information than simply his name." At last Mr.

Gabbage grew more and more tyrannical: ordering the

patient to throw his newspaper, watch and chain into

the fire, to take care of a young woman and her child

whom he had poisoned, and eventually to throw him-
self through the window of a third floor, whence he
fell and was killed upon the pavement below.

These facts show us a beginning of dissolution of
personality. In another article we shall cite cases

not having hallucination for their basis, which will

enable us to better understand those already referred

to. That more or less perfect co-ordination which in

the normal state constitutes the ego, is here to a cer-

tain extent broken. Within tlie group of states of con-
sciousness which we feel as our own, because pro-
duced or experienced by ourselves, there exists one,

» GriesinKev, Maladies Mentales. French Trans., p. 285-286
; Baillarger re-

ports an analogous case, Annates Medieo-fsych.
; ist series. Vol. VI, p. 151.

which, although having its source in the organism, still

does not enter into the consensus, but remains apart

and appears separate from it. In the order of thought

this is the analogue of irresistible impulsions; in the

order of action, a partial incoordination.*

These voices and visions emanate from the patient

himself; why then does he not regard them as his

own? This is a very obscure question, but I shall at-

tempt to answer it. There must exist here anatomical

and physiological causes, unfortunately at present un-

known, the discovery of which would solve the prob-

lem. Being ignorant of these causes, we are restricted

to the consideration of the surface, the symptoms, and

the states of consciousness with the signs that reveal

them. Let us, accordingly, suppose a state of con-

sciousness (with its organic conditions) having the

characteristic of being local, that is of having in its

physical and psychic organization the weakest possible

radiation. In order to make myself understood by

way of antithesis, let us suppose any violent, sudden

emotion ; it resounds through the whole system, shakes

completely the physical and mental life ; it is complete

in its diffusion. Our case is exactly the reverse of this.

•Organically and psychically it has only rare and pre-

carious connections with the rest of the individual ; it

remains apart, like a foreign body, lodged within the

organism, but having no share in its life. It does not

enter that great woof of ccenesthesia which sustains

and unifies everything. It is a cerebral phenomenon
almost without support, analogous to the ideas that

are imposed by way of suggestion in hypnotism. This

attempt at an explanation is corroborated by the fact

that an}' morbid state—if it be not arrested by nature

itself or by medical treatment—has a fatal tendency to

increase and expand at the expense of the primitive

personality, which, attacked by this parasite, dimin-

ishes. Still, in this case it preserves its original mark,

and does not constitute a duplication but an alienation

of personality.

I only offer this attempt at an explanation as an hy-

pothesis, being perfectly convinced that our present

lack of knowledge of the organic conditions of the phe-

nomenon precludes the possibility of a satisfactory

diagnosis. In submitting this explanation I have been

compelled to anticipate what will be said in a sub-

sequent article with reference to ideas, and which,

perhaps, will furnish us with new arguments in favor

of that hypothesis.
: CONTINUED.]

THE CHEMISTRY OF PLEASURE.
BY J. C. F. GRUMBINE.

It is hardly possible that the use of the word
chemistry in the sense in which it will be used will de-

viate very widely from the scientific application of it.

* Concerning irresistible impulsions considered as a phenomenon of par-

:ial incoordination, see my Maladies de la Volonte, p. 71 and following.
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It is true that chemistry does not usually deal with

such evanescent and indivisible subjects as pleasure,

for it may be argued and rightly that pleasure is not

a substance, and hence it cannot properly be cata-

logued among the things which chemistry analyzes

and defines. Pleasure, however, is that which is so

closely associated and bound up with so-called ma-

terial things— it is an effect produced so far as we
know altogether within the sphere of sensuous life

and in the domain of natural causation that an under-

standing of its nature and object may well be worth

our attention. And when it is known that it is not

only an end of life as the Epicureans and even the

Stoics maintained—is, indeed, the one quality or effect

of life which makes existence bearable as Christianity,

and all ethnic religions allowed, but it is the flower of

all toil and that which underlies the entire fabric of

human culture and civilization, it becomes a theme of

very great importance.

Pleasure is sensational, intellectual, psychical. It

is an effect of conduct. It is differentiated in quality

only as one kind of conduct varies from another kind.

It is the product of the use of the functions of life.

Pleasure is not always a safe guide to right action.

Like arsenic, which is sweet, and, indeed, a most ad-

mirable tonic to the nervous system, especially in

combinations with other and similar drugs, it has a

danger point, for as neither the sweet taste of arsenic

nor its restorative or exhilerating qualities are all that

there is to it, so the delicious sensation is not all there

is to pleasure. It has a mission which not only its

name suggests but which is educative. Like the sun-

light it belongs to no special class of people and like

gravity, it is inseparable from life itself. It comes to

the poor in the hovel and to the rich in the palace. It

follows the vagabond in his journey and goes with the

prodigal to the habitation of the swine. It is man's

friend when even his father and mother prove an en-

emy. It goes with the exile into Siberia and flies with

the criminal to foreign lands. The fact is, it belongs

to every plane or grade or state of being. It is sen-

sational in that it is the result of the use of the senses

as comprehended in the physical organism. It is in-

tellectual in that it is the result of the use of the in-

tellect as defined in intellectual pursuits. It is psy-

chical in that it is the result of a rational or moral use

of life in every possible direction.

Pleasure has been defined as that which is pro-

duced primarily in the sphere of the senses while hap-

piness, joy, peace, comfort, felicity are synonyms for

that which is produced in the intellectual and moral

sphere of being. Both pleasure and happiness are

mental because they are only known or realized in

consciousness.

The right use of the senses may, all other things

being equal, insure man health, and thus he may have

a sound mind in a sound body. A perverted or wrong

use of the senses will lead to an unsound mind in an

unsound body. Mark Hopkins, a deceased president

of Williams College, maintained in his Mental Phi-

losophy that the mind and body are related to each

other as the conditional and the conditioned. The
right use of the latter, conditions the healthy activity

and normal state of the other, so that a man who is in-

temperate in any sense of the word effects the value

and use of the mind. For it is reasonable to suppose

that although there are functions in the body which

are not altogether governed by the human will, yet

the mind is or should be the guide to all action. It

should dictate or decide whether ice water and ice

cream, new vegetables or gross meats are healthy, and

it, instructed by the experience of man in all ages,

should be the arbiter in the choice of all food and

drink. Hence one of the dangers associated with the

physical life is the attempt of man to get pleasure in

excess, and license in indulgence and in dissipation,

without regard to inevitable consequences, and many

to-day, therefore are reaping a whirlwind, the power-

ful motion of which was spun far back in the lives of

their ancestry. Hence there are those whose minds

are harassed with acute pain or give way and become

insane because of the abuse of the physical organism.

Further, a valuable equation in the conduct of man

may be noted. His pleasure is to life tuhai his conduct

is to the law of his being. It matters not whether a

man, like a barbarian, lives on the lowest plane of life

or not, the method for obtaining pleasure is the same.

If he desire permanent and aggressive pleasure and

the greatest amount of it he must use life rightly. For

-abuse means not only a wrong use but an overtaxing

of the function of life, as for example, the perversion

of the sense of sight and the eye by staring at the sun.

Pain is the monitor which warns us against abuse.

Now, the object of pleasure is to please or make

happy, as the object of pain is to afflict and make mis-

erable, yet the two are so closely associated that there

is, in the last analysis, little if any difference between

them. For the one is often imperceptibly blended

into the other, as tears are with smiles. The object

of the one is the object of the other.

Pleasure is represented by Heine, the great Ger-

man poet, as Lorelei, and the figure is borrowed from

the Greeks who looked upon pleasure to some extent,

as a siren that leads a man to destruction by a lovely

face, a beautiful form or a ravishing song. For a man

is apt to become enamoured of pleasure only, as Venus

was with her beauty and to forget the truth of the

adage that there is a way which seems right, but the

end is the way of pain. He may become so in love

with it that he may ignore the very law for keeping it,
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and like Belshazar, the Persian king, at his feast he

may allow himself to become enslaved by it, and while

powerless to help himself, see his empire slip out of

his hands forever.

The apology of Eve for sin cannot be made man's

apology for it to-day. Were mankind without knowl-

edge or experience he might well condemn the alleged

cruel order of the universe in which he lives. For in

this age a thousand angels come to him to teach him

the way of life and to lead him into Paradise. He
thus becomes in a measure his own enemy if, having

access to knowledge and experience, he refuses both

for egotism. Science, not pseudo-science, maintains

that the chances of man in this world for obtaining

pleasure are greater than for pain so it can be said

that man' s pleasure is to pain ivhat two is to otie. This

may be taken as the fixed law of the universe, and why
should it not be if as religion affirms, the nature of God
is.iove ?

If a man uses his body well he will escape much
pain, and be qualified to receive the difference of

pleasure. For it stands to reason that as a man de-

creases the possibility forgetting pain he increases the

possibility of obtaining pleasure. Righteousness is

the law which should guide us in all we do. It is

easily and clearly seen that, given a certain plane of

life, a man's hope of future happiness depends not

upon his getting all the pleasure he can out of his con-

duct while on that plane, but of availing himself of the

wisest and right use of his life there, as that use is re-

lated to his life on another and higher plane—in short,

to build in his early years with granite durability, the

right kind of a foundation upon which to place the life

which will rise upon it, as the building not made with

hands eternal in the heavens. For as Michael An-

gelo, or Raphael, or Turner or Murillo became artists

by the same process through which all who have tal-

ent in art must go, in learning to draw and color, if

they aspire to eminence, so through a like method of

training we must go to become that for which we by
virtue of our being have been intended. And as man
shirks or shrinks from the performance of duty now,

or the doing of a work which will make him great or

successful in that which he would accomplish, as for

instance a boy at school allows a companion to work
out for him a problem in geometry or algebra, just in

that measure hislife will be a disappointment and he
will receive the minimum of pleasure. As the poet

wrote

—

Sic gloria transit inundi !

The design of the universe, so far as human des-

tiny is concerned, is to afford man the maximum of

pleasure with the minimum of pain. When separated

from the theological idea of life, that which is called

histor)', experience and civilization, means so much
pleasure or pain. When measured by wisdom, human

achievements count only as they yield man the great-

est amount of pleasure. The allegory of life is the

same whether it is Alexander seeking to win Paradise

by piling conquered worlds upon each other, or a mere

child finding its joy in marshalling tin soldiers for

battle. One pathway leads through the history and

conduct of life. Like the needle on the compass, the

nature of things decides its unchangeable direction.

Whether man's aim in life is to obtain holiness or that

which holiness gives, the way to both is the same.

Whether our lot is to pass through poverty and folly,

or through riches and knowledge, the end of conduct

is the same.

It is possible that what are called the irreconcil-

able facts of life are nothing more or less than the in-

evitable which defines and qualifies our joy. For it is

often found that a man's early history, even though

one of hardship and struggle, proves to be the direct

cause for his future success ; as perhaps Abram Lin-

coln's experience in the woods of Illinois, and Gar-

field's conduct along the tow-path of the Miami canal

paved the way for or led to the building of the char-

acter and life necessary for the positions which they

filled in the government of this country. The work

and conduct of Paul, the apologist and the tent-maker,

and of Jesus, the teacher and the carpenter, are so

closely associated individually that that of the latter,

however much it may have diverged from that of the

former, had in it the element or force which molded

and unfolded all the glory and the power of their

lives. Indeed what are usually called the irreconcil-

able facts of human life are after all but a false gener-

alization. For take the three facts which, as Tolstoi

remarked, stand pre-eminently and boldly forth as

seemingly unnecessary evils, viz., pain, poverty, and

fear, and are they not in reality as much a part of life

itself as their opposites and would the world be what

it is without them ?

The question is not whether man wishes life with-

out pain but whether he wants to possess life as it is

or not possess it at all. If a man covets the sea he

must not complain of its storms and icebergs and

sharks. If he desires riches he must be content with

all that it places at his door. If he is poor he must

struggle through or out of his poverty, if he dislikes it,

into a more congenial state, or if he cannot do this,

he must study how to get the most of jo)' out of it.

And herein man is apt to err in his estimate of the

plane of life upon which his fellowmen should be, and

at this point the dreams of the social-reformers and

political economists disappear as the "baseless fabric

of a vision "—for the creed of egotism is not the di-

vine standard for measuring human joy. Because ten

men love wealth or leisure, or books, or travel and

find in these possessions that which makes life dear
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to them is by no means either a proof or an argument
that ten other men who possessed them not, ought
and should have them to obtain their joy. Imagine
all men as having leisure, as reading books, as travel-

ing, as possessing riches—how very uninteresting life

would be, yet such is the idea of heaven, which dom
inates much of the thinking of the Christian Church.

It must be said in criticism of this erratic position that

the soul will never be satisfied with any addition to its

splendor such as is here implied and that any method of

furnishing it pleasure other than the one, which pre-

vails in society to-da)', will prove to be a permanent

blessing to mankind.

THE CONVENTION OF THE ANIMALS.

A FABLE.

BY * * *

A LONG, long time ago, the animals convoked a

general congress. Their idea was to get together at

some convenient place and to determine, in parlia-

mentary conference, which was the greatest, best, and

noblest creature of the animal kingdom. If a decision

could be arrived at on this point, it was plain that it

would be the easiest thing in the world to set up an

ideal which all animals could strive to realize. They
would then know how a model animal really looked

and acted.

So the animals assembled. Amid the enormous

multitude attending, were to be seen, the Lion, the

Tiger, the Elephant, the Fox, the Badger, the Eagle,

the Bat, the Crocodile, and also Man and the Monkey.

These, so to speak, were the aristocracj' ; but of course

there were countless hosts of other and lesser creatures

present.

The Convention was called to order by a trumpet-

blast from the Elephant. The Giraffe, who towered

high above all the other animals, was chosen presi-

dent of the assembly by acclamation. Immediately

the Fox jumped to his feet, to take exception to this

proceeding. Said he :

"Gentlemen ! If we elect the Giraffe president of

this Convention, we shall, in so doing, irrevocably

commit ourselves to the position, that height and

size of body are the decisive factors in the great ques-

tion we have here convened to settle. Did we as-

semble here to decide which was the tallest, or which

was the greatest anirnal ? No. We came to decide

which was deserving to be called the best. And I move

you, therefore, Gentlemen, that, in accordance with

parliamentary usage, the Giraffe as chairman pro

tem. be instructed to proceed immediately to the elec-

tion of a permanent president."

Tremendous applause was the reward of the

speaker. Whereupon the Giraffe took the floor, and

declared that he made no pretensions whatsoever to

precedence on account of his great stature alone ; his

claim was founded upon the beauty of his dappled

skin and the gentleness of his character. Majesty,

Beauty, and Goodness were the true pearls of perfec-

tion. Whether he was what he claimed to be—that

he was willing to leave to the high body before him
assembled, and he would, therefore, proceed, he said,

in conformity with the wish of the Convention, to the

nomination of candidates.

A dreadful hubbub ensued. The animals shrieked

and clamored. They feared their deepest and most

cherished wishes were not to be realized.

" Petitio Principii !
" screamed the Parrot, who

had learned a great deal in his life-time, but was far

from profiting by it. What he meant to say was, that

the very question which it was the purpose of the con-

vention to settle had been taken for granted at the

start.

"Quack! Quack!" screamed the duck. "It's a

piece of senseless folly. Quack."

The Lamb would fain have said something, too.

His private opinion was, that Goodness alone should

be decisive. If it were not so, why in the name of

sense do people call Goodness good ! Beauty and

Grandeur are dangerous appendages. But the Lamb
was weak and stupid ; so he said nothing except

"Bah! Bah! Bah !"

The strong and powerful animals as yet had not in-

terfered. The Lion and the Tiger glared fiercely into

the crowd, and kept busily athinking. But the hub-

bub grew so great that finally the Elephant lost all

patience ; he sprang up and dashing into the crowd,

that the earth quaked beneath his feet, wound his

trumpet so loudly, that he drowned the noise of every-

thing about him.

When quiet had been restored, he declared that

the President did not have to be the best animal at all.

That was just the point the Convention had to decide.

They ought not to elect such a feeble animal as the Gi-

raffe president, which belonged to the same family as

the sheep, but a person that could keep good order.

"Preside, yourself! Preside, yourself!" piped

the Plover. The Plover was a well-intentioned, but

nevertheless a very fickle fellow and easily impressed.

"Excellent," grunted the Hog. The Hog was

proud of the fact that a pachyderm should thus be

honored. He looked upon the Elephant as his cousin.

The Elephant took the chair, and order was indeed

restored.

The new president declared that the violent scenes

but just enacted had taught the Convention one im-

portant lesson—namely, What was the first course

necessary to be taken. For, before anything else was

done, some irrefragable, incontrovertible principle

must be discovered and estabhshed in accordance
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with which the decision of what was Good should be

determined. Not until that had been accomplished,

could they hope to decide which deserved to be re-

garded the best and the most excellent animal.

Speaker after speaker arose. Each lauded the wis-

dom of the Elephant and declared that surely the

President must agree with the position each, guided

solely by reason, took. Each believed that his idea

of Good bore upon its face an incontestible guaranty

of its truth.

Said the Lion : "The greatest virtue is strength.

The ideal of perfection is power. The weak perish,

the strong survive. Strong teeth, stout sinews, firm

muscles, solid bones—such are the criteria that should

form the basis of judgment."

Next came the Flea. But unfortunately he spoke

so low that he could not be heard throughout the en-

tire assembly. He quoted the very first sentence from

a famous work on psychology, saying :
" 'The lowest

animal and the highest animal present no contrast

more striking than that between the small self-mobility

of the one and the great self-mobility of the other.'

Locomotive power accordingly in comparison with

size is the factor that determines excellence. Given

that and the victory of ffeahood is ensured. So far

as I myself am concerned, I have kept and always in-

tend to keep on the top in the struggle for existence,

come what may."

The Monkey followed the Flea. He agreed with

the Flea in so far as the latter appealed to the phi-

losopher cited. "But," said he, "the gentleman that

preceded me seems to forget that according to the

authority on which he relies complexity of motion is

also a factor in determining excellence. One must

possess organs that enable one to perform complicated

movements. Every one knows how useful the hand is

to Man. Nay, the hand makes the Man. Which sig-

nifies, that the more hands an animal has, the higher

will be his position in the scale of life. The posses-

sion of four hands is the cherished ideal of all living

creatures, and that ideal is far transcended when in

addition to hands there is a developed a fifth organ

of prehension—namely, a Tail.

Hereupon the monkeys all yelled "Hurrah!" and

the other animals remained gloomily silent.

The Fox, in his turn, dexterously set forth, how
slyness was the condition of all success. What was the

use of mobility and activity, if they were not employed
to good account in the protection and advancement of

Self. The Farmer, he added, labors for my benefit.

He raises and cares for his poultry, and I partake of

his property in the measure that the wants of life re-

quire.

The Eagle came forward and demonstrated, that

foxes labored under one enormous disadvantage. They

could not fly. Many a poor Reynard had he seen die

of hunger because of his inability to get at the doves

in a tree-top. Flying is the power we must possess. If

Man could fly, he would be master of us all. That is

why he is now trying to learn it. What man is unable

to do, that birds can do. Among birds therefore is the

ideal of living creatures to be sought.

The Sparrow concurred in what the previous

speaker had said, in so far as it was certain that a bird

must be the ideal animal. But added he, the chief

aim of life must not be left out of consideration. We
have not only to live, but also to enjoy life. If not,

what benefit have we from existence ! He himself had

always been a merry fellow. He had seen, it was

true, hard times. Last winter hundreds of his friends

and relatives had perished of hunger and cold. He
himself owed his preservation to the fact that he had

found a wretched, though warm shelter in the chimney

of a school-house. The children there had fed him to

his heart's content. "They were hard times," he con-

cluded, "but one must view life philosophically. I

have abundant opportunity to observe other animals,

and am often surprised at their want of insight. The
silliest animal of all animals is without question Man.

Man thinks ever of -the future, and seldom enjoys the

present. His whole life long doth he labor and worry,

instead of employing the present moment, and being

of good cheer and ever in buoyant spirits."

The Bat was of opinion, that everything should be

examined and the best retained. There was no doubt

of it, he continued, that, as the Eagle said, the Mam-
mals, with Man at their head, would be the highest

animals if they could only fly. The substance of all

perfection, accordingly, could only be possessed by

those animals that united both qualities. Mammals
that could fly, must it be"; and noble mammals, whose

breasts lay over their hearts !

Man had also sent up his name to the Speaker;

but there were so many animals on the list ahead of

him, that he would have had to wait several days be-

fore his turn came. Having' various matters of im-

portance to attend to, however, he concluded that it

was not worth his while to await the issue of the Con-

vention, and departed. He wrote a report of what

happened up to the time of his departure. What was

the outcome of the affair we do not know.
*

* *

There is a rumor afloat among the other animals

that man had left the convention from pure vanity.

He had hoped that he would be proclaimed the ideal

animal, but during the discussion he had found out

that he was lacking in all the virtues which were re-

garded as constituting the standard of excellence.

There was no chance left for him.

And certainly man was not the tallest creature, not
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the strongest in muscular power, not the cunningest

in sly shrewdness ; his locomotive powers were not

extraordinary ; he did not possess the most compli-

cated organs, he was not the merriest in the enjoy-

ment of life ; even in the highest virtue of the sheep's

goodnaturedness he was extremely lacking. Yet he

went to work and joined hand with his brother-man.

With common wants, they spoke a common language.

Their struggle for existence was severest among all

creatures, but they comprehended the causes of their

troubles one by one, and learned from their hardships.

The very evils of life taught them to progress ; they

fought their way against odds, and took possession of

the earth.

Man became powerful as a disciple of nature, by

adapting himself to the course of natural events And
now he, in his turn, humanizes nature, not by ren-

dering nature unnatural, but by consecrating nature

to the wants of humanity. Humanity, we must know,

is the most purely natural part of nature, her highest

efflorescence and the incarnation of her divinity.

Man, by humanizing nature, appears as the most

egotistic animal; yet man's egotism is not mere selfish-

ness. Man's soul is more than his self. Obedient to

the laws of existence, man's soul became an image of

the laws of nature. Representing in his mind the

divine order of the world and regulating his action

accordingly, he became the incarnation of nature's

divinity. , In this way his dominion over the creation

of all the other animals has been firmlj' established.

Man is not the master of nature, but her first born

son. He is potent by submission, and he rules by

obedience.

THE SPACIAL SENSE.

The simplest explanation of the origin of the spacial sense, it

seems to me, is to regard it as a specified and automatically operat-

ing interpretation of motion-experiences. These motion-experiences

are mainly due to the activity of the muscles of the eye In addi-

tion to this, it must be remarked that investigations of Wilhelm

Wundt and of Ernst Mach prove that the perspective and the dis-

tribution of light and shade are essential elements in our percep-

tion of the third dimension in space. Our eyes have become ac-

customed, by the information received through other channels,

especially the sense of touch, to interpret perspective in combina-

tion with certain shadings as corporeal forms.

The origin of the spacial sense was formerly interpreted as

caused by the convergence of the two lines of vision. This, how-

ever, is disproved by the fact that one-eyed persons have the same

corporeal vision as two-eyed persons ; and if the convergence of

the lines of vision were really the only or at least the main factor

in the creation of the spacial sense, bow could we experience ar-

tistic delight in the contemplation of pictures—into which we read,

as it were, the corporeality of the third dimension. Our eyes do

not converge differently on the different points of the picture more

or less distant according to the rules of perspective.

It will be noticed that the relief in a picture appears more

perfect, if a frame set it off from the wall, and the best frames are

those which have a high elevation at the outer margin and slope

down to the canvas of the picture. A good frame helps to inten-

sify the illusion, and may be compared to looking out through a

window upon a landscape beyond.

Perspective in combination with light and shade will naturally

be interpreted as the third dimension. Thus in looking at a picture

with one eye only, excluding the rest of the field of vision, (which is

generally effected by using a tube) the illusion is more perfect

than if we used both eyes. One eye cannot help but interpret a

correct perspective combined with a faultless distribution of light

and shade in the way acquired by heredity and experience, that is

as an indication of the third dimension. The assistance of the

second eye reveals many minute details which to a great extent

destroys this illusion ; and so does a comparison with the surround-

ings of a picture. Accordingly if these two scjjirces of information

are removed the relief in a picture will naturally appear more
perfect.

Mr. Wake in his article "The Third Dimension in Monocular
Vision " in the last number of The Opvn Court uses the expression

lalctit perspective and maintains that if Mach's view is correct, it

will not be necessary to have recourse to the psychological expla-

nation of M. Binet. The term " latent perspective" does not ap-

pear to me an appropriate expression, for it can too easily be mis-

taken for some mystical quality objectively present in picture. If

the term "latent perspective" is simply taken in the sense of

chiaroscuro, we see no reason for the statement that there is a con-

flict between the explanation of Wundt and Mach on the one hand,

and of M. Binet on the other. For the former is just as much
"psychological" as the latter, which no more than the former

denies the existence of a "physical basis in the picture itself." p.c.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Freethinking and Free Inquiry. By Agnosco. London : W.

Stuart & Co.

This little book (64 pages) is the "first part of a series of

manuals to be devoted to sketching in outline a system of Ration-

alistic philosophy." The basis of the work, however, is the phi-

losophy of Agnosticism, which the author regards as the demon-

strated resultant truth of science; so that the reader must not ex-

pect to find a critically constructed b^dy of principles, but a theory

of things as viewed from the position assumed to be correct, of so-

called Agnosticism.

It is one beauty of Agnosticism, when merely theoretically

professed by competent and earnest investigators, that despite

their belief in its truth and inefficacy, it can, by virtue of its own

inherent, impotency never vitiate the rrsults they arrive at. It is

a pre-eminently useless and unnecessary adjunct to such work

—

the surplusage of philosophy ; and were it not for its ethical ten-

dency and disintegrative influence, might be entirely neglected.

Thus, for instance, of what use is " that deepest, widest, and most

certain of all facts, that the Power which the universe manifests

to us is inscrutable," to "Agnosco," in his solution of the religious

problem ? He recognises that the religion of the future is to be a

religion of science ; he says it will
'

' consist .... in discovering the

true action and import of nature's laws and understanding how

best we may conform thereto "; and he recognizes that nature is

the totality of all phenomena, and that it is regulated by unalter-

able laws the investigation of which is the object of science. If

this is a fact, not depciulcnt on the existence of an external power

known or unknown, why should we concern ourselves or bother

about a power that is not a power and that has no "power" to in-

terfere in any way with its own creations, or " manifestations,

"

but is ex hypolhesi. by the irrefragibility of its own laws, placed

hors de combat so far as regards any damage it can do ? Its effect

in the equations of practice and of thought is thus admittedly zero,

and why should we not eliminate it ? Instead of saying that this
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Power is " unknowable, " why not say unhesitatingly that it does

not exist ? The author has himself supplied the material and de-

veloped the logic to this conclusion.

And if this is true in the case of religion, how much more is it

so in the case of metaphysics and physics. Except that here it is far

from harmless. For, when we can say that force and matter are

the dynamical and statical dijfercntialion of one existence, " caused

by some unknown and perhaps unknowable power, "it is indeed

conceivable that we should be able to hold that "phenomena are

produced by the interaction of two causes—matter and force"; or

that there is an " absolute truth," "as near as possible" to which

it is the office of criticism " to lead us."

Aside Ixoxa fundamental objections of this and a similar char-

acter, we find much' to commend in " Agnosco's " little book—its

style, its aptness of illustration, and its copious and well-put cita-

tions of scientific facts. Of the practical aspect of freethought, as

currently conceived, it is representative. uupn.

Hermetic Philosophy. Including Lessons, General Discourses,

and Explications of " Fragments " from the schools of Egypt,

Chaldea, Greece, Italy, Scandinavia, etc. Designed for Stu-

dents of the Hermetic, Pythagorean, and Platonic Sciences,

and Western Occultism. By an Acolyte of the " //. B. of L."

Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Co.

This is the first of a series of volumes on " pure, mental, oc-

cult science." The series proposes to "lay" the system of Old
Egypt, Chaldea, Greece, and other countries before students. The
present volume deals with " Things That Are." Here are some
of the ' things that are,' put in the form of maxims ; viz.

—

" cVot

every body is dissolvable"; "Some bodies are dissolvable" ; "Not
every body is sick, InU every body that is sick is dissolvable "; " That

which abides al-oays is unchangeable." The author justly says, a

propos.of these things, that " the course of reasoning and line o-

thought in this study and school require the exercise of a higher

range of faculties than those which are directed exclusively to a

contemplation of material and physical manifestations." We be-

lieve him
; and are glad, when we contemplate the state of mind

necessary to comprehend things of this sort, that we do not pos-

sess these faculties.

The "Hermetic Philosophy" is compiled of sentiments and
excerpts from ancient and oriental authors of celebrity and author-
ity. But they are compiled without critique, and to the ordinary

mind, in most of their applications, appear silly—just as the doc-

trine of the Conservation of Energy, in all its truth, would appear
silly if similarly put and similarly employed. ///./«.

The Five Redeemers. By M. f. Barnett. Boston : H. A. Carter

& Company. 1890.

The five redeemers or rather classes of redeemers of this work
are mothers, teachers, employers, artists and priests. The title is

not an unhappy one, for the condition of society largely depends
on the way in which the persons standing in those relations to-

wards their fellows perform the duties their positions impose on
them. They are placed in the order in which their influence is

felt by those subjected to it, and it is significant that while the first

redeemer is the mother the last is the priest, the former being con-
cerned with the beginning of life and the latter with its end, if his

services are called hito requisition at all. The book is episodic-
ally pervaded with notions of the science of "spiritual healing,"
"the science of metaphysics," and other sciences that are not
sciences.

BOOK NOTICES.
"The Fruits of Culture," a comedy in four acts, by Count

Leo Tolstoi, translated by George Schumm, has recently been
published by Benj. R. Tucker, Boston, Mass. The rendering is

fair ; one of the characters is Tania, a young girl who in moments
of powerful joyous excitement, " squeals."

" Teutscher Radikalismus in Amerika ; ausgewahlte Abhand-
lungen, Kritiken und Aphorismen aus den Jahren 1854-1879,"

by Karl H'einzen. Edited and arranged by Karl Schmemann.
This paper-covered book, of 371 pages, is the first of a new series

of volumes, to be three in number, which shall contain the chief

and most valuable of Heinzen's journalistic performances as pub-

lished between the years mentioned in the Pioneer, a German
newspaper which he edited. Their importance from an ethical

and historical point of view cannot be overestimated. Heinzen

was in the truest sense of the word a man of his convictions. But
his convictions were supplemented by a critical and cultured mind
which supplied his steadfastness with the element that in this

type of character is most commonly lacking. His writings will be

read especially by the Germans of our country, who deserve so

much of him : but they possess in point of acumen and verity, an

independent value and applicability in the sphere of opinion gen-

erally, and might more than profitably be studied by us Americans

who profess so much freedom and act so much despotism. (The

Freidenker Pub. Co., Milwaukee.) l. g.

NOTES.

We learn with deep regret of the recent death of Mr. Josiah

P. Mendum, proprietor and manager of the Boston It.vestigalor.

In the capacity of general director of the last-named liberal jour-

nal, Mr. Mendum labored in the interests of freethought for more
than half a century. His activity has been almost wholly in the

practical sphere. But his unselfish and persistent efforts have

supplied a foundation on which others will be able to build, and

his life-work has been, therefor.e, one of inestimable value to the

ideas he espoused.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT. A NOVEL. By Gustav Freyt.^g.
Authorised translation. In two volumes. Boxed and Elegantly Bound.

Price, 84.00. The Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago.
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MONOGAMY AND FREE LOVE.

If we understand by free love what the word
literally means, an absence of all compulsion to love so

that love is granted and received as a free gift, what

can be better, nobler, and more natural than free love ?

Love must always be free—or it is not love. Accord-

ingly, free love is a matter of course, which in its pro-

per meaning no one can dispute. Yet if we understand

by free love that which as a rule is preached by most

of the so-called apostles of free love, it would mean
the absence of all restraint in the relation of the sexes,

the destruction of its ideal element and the reign of

licentious laxity. In that case it is only a beautiful

name that has been given to an ugly monster ; it is

a devil that appears in the garment of an angel ; it is

moral filth praised as celestial manna.

There are laws of life which we must obey under

penalty of perdition, and there are laws of love which

we must obey under penalty of destroying the holiness

of love or even defeating its end and purpose.

The purpose of love, that is of sexual love, is not

the gratification of the sexual instinct, nor is it any

pleasure that man may derive from such gratification.

Wherever there is a gratification in love or in friend-

ship, it is, regarded from the moral point of view, in-

cidental ; it is of secondary consideration and we need

not speak of it here. The purpose of sexual love, its

end and its holy law, is the welding of two souls into

one so that a new soul-life may spring from it in which

the two souls are inseparably fused.

What is soul ? The Saxon poet says :

" Soul is form and doth the body make."

Soul is the form of a living organism. A fusion of

souls actually takes place in the procreation of a new

life ; anci this fusion of souls is one of those mysteries

of nature which even, though science should succeed in

explaining to our satisfaction its mechanical process,

will forever remain a wonder before which we stand

spell-bound in awe and admiration—a wonder which

is grander and more miraculous than all miracles in

which many of us are so fond of believing.

* *

What is the law of love that must be obeyed ? The

law of love is obedience to the purpose of love, and

the purpose of love is one of the holiest duties of

man ; it is the building up of our race. And this can

be accomplished only if it is done with truthfulness,

devotion, and self-sacrifice.

The love of friendship between congenial minds,

the love of the teacher to his pupils, of the preacher
to his congregation, are also a building up, a preserva-

tion and a transference of soul-life in the human race
;

but conjugal love is devoted to the procreation of new
souls, and without the sex relation of conjugal love

humanity would die out.

Conjugal love in its legal form is called marriage,

and the present form of marriage among all the civil-

ized races is monogamy. Humanity has found by
experience that society prospers best where the sexual

relations are so arranged that one husband and one

wife constitute the foundation of a family. The races

in which polyandry prevails are rare exceptions ; and

wherever polyandry is the normal state of society,

there is, as a matter of fact, no civilization, no cul-

ture, no progress. We have reasons to believe that

polyandric tribes are a very low phase of human so-

ciety, perhaps even a state of degeneration which in

the end will lead to extinction.

Polygamy is practiced still in Asia, and it has been

practiced among highly civilized people. Yet wher-

ever monogamous and polygamous nations were rivals

for supremacy, the monogamous nation proved always

victorious in every kind of competition, in war as well

as in peace.

There can be no doubt that monogamy is that form

of matrimonial relations which best attains the ends

of sexual love. Polygamous nations may have, but

as a rule they do not have more children than monoga-

mous nations, yet the children raised in monogamous
family life are sturdier, healthier, and better educated.

The institution of polygamy, while it degrades woman,

easily induces man to marry merely for the gratifica-

tion of their sexual appetites, and the seriousness of

the duties of marriage is overlooked.

The ultimate purpose of marriage is the preserva-

tion of human soul-life, and if monogamy is more effi-

cient in this one point than polygamy, if it enables

man to raise a generation that loves freedom and de-

lights in progress, it must be preferred whatever other

advantages or pleasures might be connected with any

other system of regulating the sexual relations in hu-

man society.
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Monogamous nations are distinguished by love of

freedom and by a progressive spirit
;
polygamous peo-

ple are on the contrary easily enslaved. Their life

as a rule shows a state of stagnancy, and their history

consists of a series of court intrigues and palace revolu-

tions.

Monogamy has become a holy institution to the

nations of Aryan speech, because their civilization

rests upon monogamous family life. So long as the

moral sense of a nation is vigorous, it will most se-

verely resent whatever threatens to destroy the holi-

ness of monogamous family life. Thus the apostles

of free love when they attempt to attack and destroy

monogamy will meet with almost unanimous resist-

ance.

* *

The theory of free love in the sense of unre-

stricted sensuality is sometimes claimed to be the nat-

ural state, while matrimony is denounced by the de-

fenders of free love as unnatural. If that were so, all

the institutions of civilization ought to be considered

unnatural. Raw food would be natural and cooked

food unnatural ; to live like the monkeys of the Sunda

Islands would be natural, while plowing, sowing, and

harvesting would be unnatural. Indeed the claim that

free love is the natural state has been made only by

most immature minds, who are without knowledge of

the historical growth of our institutions, who are not

familiar with the evils of such former states of society

as are supposed to be more natural.

The defenders of free love very often lack all per-

sonal experience pf harmonious and healthy family

life. Not infrequently they have sprung from a mar-

riage of ill-mated parents and have been too deeply

impressed with certain incidental evils developed in

such cases by the monogamous system. It would be

a rare exception indeed if a father or a mother would

advocate for their children the theory of unrestrained

sexual intercourse.

Free love might perhaps be the correct theory, if

such institutions as marriage could be judged from

the standpoint of single individuals. The sex relation

however is of greater concern than mere individual

interest ; and the problems rising therefrom must be

judged from the higher standpoint of the common
welfare of society.

The nature of human society develops certain re

lations which are wanting in the lower stages of animal

life; but they are nevertheless just as natural. Who
would say the oak is less natural than the lichen, only

because the oak represents a higher stage in the evo-

lution of plant life? The oak however would become
unnatural, it would be in a morbid state, if its organs

would degenerate so as to fall back to the lower stages

of plant life.

Let us beware lest in trying to be natural, we
should degrade ourselves into habits which may be

natural to animals but are most unnatural to human
beings—not that the satisfaction of the animal wants

of man is unworthy of his higher nature, but that the

animal way of satisfying them must be condemned.
*

* *

It cannot be concealed however that as high an

ideal as monogamy is, it sometimes demands great

sacrifices ; and the social sentiment which by law as

well as by public opinion enforces the institution of

monogamy, will sometimes have its victims. Mar-

riages in which a man and a woman who for some
reason cannot agree, are joined together until death

shall part them, will produce misery that changes life

into hell. There are also cases in wliich for some rea-

son or other a legalization of the bond that has joined

two noble souls in sacred love, could not take place.

There are several well known instances even among
great thinkers and geniuses of literary fame. There

are some cases that cannot be measured by the usual

standard of morality. It is a iSct that men and women
whose fates led them into .paths that were different

from the prescribed forms of marital relations suf-

fered greatly from public prejudice. We should in

such cases remember how kindly Christ treated the

woman that was found guilty. "He that is without

sin among you," Christ said, and we understand that

he here refers to the sins against our sexual ideal of

morality, "let him first cast a stone at her."

The sexual instinct in man is a most powerful ele-

ment of his soul-life. It is dangerous to rouse it and

more dangerous still to suppress or eradicate it. The
whole vigor of natural forces is hidden in it. Sexual

love wherever it grows is a serious thing to deal with.

If it cannot have its way in legitimate channels, it will

like steam that is shut up, break its way through

laws and customs in spite of prejudices and public

condemnation.

Let us therefore beware on the one hand lest we
fall into temptation, and on the other hand when we
see the mote in the eye of our brother, lest our judg-

ment be too severe. Those who are without, sin, be-

ware that they preserve the purity of their soul. He
who according to the holy legend of the Christian gos-

pel was above all temptation, abstained from throwing

a stone. He said in his lordly dignity to the adul-

teress : "Go and sin no more."

THE DOUBLE BRAIN AND DOUBLE PERSONALITY *

BY TH. RIBOT.

Recent experiments with hallucinations have been

made which, taken with other facts, have led certain

authors to give an explanation of the duplication of

* CoDtinued from the article on "Hallucinations" in the last number.
Translated by j v(j.
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personality so simple as to be, so to say palpable. In

the first place they point out the functional inde-

pendence of the two hemispheres of the brain,

and hence they conclude that from their synergy re-

sults the equilibrium of the mind, and from their dis-

accord various derangements and ultimately the di-

vision of the psychic individual. We have here two
distinct questions, which have been clearly discerned

by several of the scientists whom I shall quote, and
much confounded bj^ others.

Sir Henry Holland, a physician and well-known

psychologist, was the first who studied (in 1840) the

brain as a double organ, suggesting that certain aber-

rations of the mind might be due to the irregular ac-

, tion of the two hemispheres, of which the one in cer-

tain cases seemsto correct the perceptions and senti-

ments of the other. In 1844 Wigan went still further.

He maintained that we had two brains and not merely

one; and that "the corpus callosum, far from being a

bond of union between them, is really a wall of separ-

ation," and maintained, even more positively than his

predecessor, the dualify of the mind.* The advance-

ment of cerebral anatomy has subsequently yielded

other and more positive results ; such as inequality

of weight of the two lobes of the brain, their constant

asymmetry, differences in the topography of the cortex,

etc. The discovery by Broca of the seat of aphasia,

was a new argument of great value. It was also sup-

posed that the left hemisphere was the principal

seat of intelligence and of will, that the right hemi-

sphere was more particularly devoted to the life of nu-

trition (Brown-Sequard). I abridge this historical re-

sum6, which could be much lengthened, and come back

at once to hallucinations. The existence of simul-

taneous hallucinations, sad on the one side, joyous on

the other, in all cases different and even contradictory,

attracted the attention of observers. But there was

something better to do than observing; there were

experiments to be made. Hypnotism furnished the

means for the latter. Let us remember that the hypno-

tised subject can pass through three phases : the first

lethargic, characterized by neuro-muscular excitabil-

ity ; the second, cataleptic, produced by raising the

eyelids; and the third, somnambulistic,caused by pres-

sure upon the vertex. If during the cataleptic state

we lower the right eyelid, we act upon the left brain,

and we determine a lethargic state of the right side

only. The subject thus becomes, as it were, divided

into two—hemilethargic to the right, hemicataleptic

to the left, and I will now state what occurs tak-

ing \he facts from M. P. Richer's well-known book :

"I place upon the table a water-jug, a basin, and

* wigan : The duality oftnindproved by the structure, funetions, and dis-

eases of the brains, and by the phenomena 0/ mental derangement, and shewn
to be essential to fnoral responsibility. London, 1884. This badly digested

book does not bear out what its title claims.

some soap
; as soon as the patient's glance has been

attracted towards these objects, or her hands touch
any of them, she proceeds with apparent spontaneity

to pour water into the basin, takes the soap and
washes her hands with very minute care. If we then
lower the lid of one of her eyes—the right eye for ex-

ample—then all the right side becomes lethargic, and
the right hand immediately stops ; but the left hand,

nevertheless, continues the movement. On again rais-

ing the eyelid, both hands at once resume their action

as before. " The same thing is also produced on the

left side. " If we put into the patient's hands the box
containing her crochet-work, she will open it, take out

her work and begin to crochet with remarkable skill

.... If we close one of her eyes, the corresponding

hand will stop, the arm drops motionless . . . but the

other hand, unaided, seeks to continue a work that

has now become impossible ; the mechanism continues

to work on one side, but it modifies its movement,

with the purpose of rendering it efficacious."

The author reports several other cases of the same

kind, of which I shall only quote the last, because it

confirms Broca's discovery. On placing in the hands

of the subject an open book, and directing her glance

toward one of its lines, she reads. "In the midst of

her reading, the closure of the right eye, through the

decussation of the optic nerves, which affects the left

brain, stops the patient abruptly in the middle of a

word or phrase. As soon as the eye is opened again

she resumes her reading, finishing the word or phrase

that had been interrupted. If on the contrary the left

eye is closed, she continues her reading, only hesitat-

ing a little on account of partial amblyopia and achro-

matopsia of the right eye."*

One might vary these experiments. A different at-

titude is impressed upon the limbs of each side of the

body : on one side the subject bears a stern expres-

sion, while on the other side she smiles and sends

kisses. The hallucinatory state can be provoked only

on the left or on the right side. Finally, let two per-

sons approach the subject, one at each ear ; the per-

son on the right describes the fine weather, the right

side smiles; the other on the left describes the rain,

the left side betrays displeasure and the labial com-

missure islowered. Or again, while suggesting through

the right ear the hallucination of a picnic, near the

left ear let the barking of a dog be imitated ; the face

will express pleasure at the right and alarm at the left

side.f

These experiments, of which we only give a very

condensed summary, together with many other facts,

have very logically led to the following conclusion :

that there exists a relative intiepcndence of the two

» p. Riche:

t Magnan

Etudes cliniqUi

nd Duraontpaille

' rhystlro-epilepsie, pp. 391—393.

tion Mldicale, 15 May 1883.
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cerebral hemispheres, which by no means excludes

their normal co-ordination, but which in certain path-

ological cases becomes a perfect dualism.

Some authors have been inclined to go still further

and to hold that this cerebral dualism suffices to ex-

plain every discrepancy existing within the mind, from

simple hesitation between two resolves to be made, to

the complete duplication of personality. If at the

same time we wish good and evil ; if we have criminal

impulses and a conscience that reproves them ; if the

insane at times recognizes his folly ; if the delirious

has moments of lucidity ; if, in fine, some persons be-

lieve themselves double, it is simply because the two

hemispheres are in disaccord ; the one is healthy, the

other is morbid ; one state has its seat to the right,

its contrary to the left ; it is a kind of psychological

mancinism.

Griesinger, upon encountering this theory, already

put forth with diffidence in his day, after quoting the

facts which it vindicates, and the case of one of his

patients, who "felt himself growing irrational only on

one side of his head, that is on the right side," con-

cludes in the following terms :
" As to us, we are not

by any means inclined to attribute any particularly

high value to these facts."*

Have they gained in weight since that time ? It is

very doubtful. In the first place (since the theory

rests upon a question of number) are there not indi-

viduals who believe themselves triple? ,1 find at least

one instance. "In a certain lunatic asylum," says

Esquiros, " I have met with a priest, who through the

excessive application of his mind to the theological

mystery of the Trinity, eventually came to regard all

objects around him as triple. He even imagined him-

self to be in three persons, and requested the attend-

ants to lay three covers for him at table, with three

plates and three napkins, "f
I believe that by dint of active search we should

find other cases of this kind ; but I refrain from avail-

ing myself of this case of triplicity which to me seems
capable of several interpretations.

Against that theory there could be alleged the best

possible reasons, and supported by plain facts. It

ultimately rests upon the absolutely arbitrary hy-

pothesis that the struggle is always between i7i:io

states only. Experience contradicts it completely. To
whom has it not happened, to deHberate upon the ad-
visability of acting in a given sense ; to hesitate be-
tween acting according to one reason or according to

the contrary reason, or to refrain from acting at all,

say between journeying northward or southward, or

remaining at home? In our lives it repeatedly hap-

* op. cit. p. 28. See also the negati'

is point, Vol. II., ch. XXIV.

t Revue ,.

of Charlton Bastian upon

-Mondes, 15 Oct. 1845, p. 307.

pens that we have to decide between three alterna-

tives, of which each necessarily excludes the other

two. Where shall we locate the third? for it is in

this strange form that this question has been mooted.

In a few cases of congenital atrophy of the brain,

which seem based upon authentic observations, indi-

viduals have been seen who possessed from their in-

fancy only one cerebral hemisphere
;
yet their intellec-

tual development was not impaired and they resembled

ordinary men.* According to the hypothesis we are

combating, in these individuals there could not have

occurred any internal struggle. However, it is use-

less to dilate upon this criticism, and I shall content

myself by calling to mind Griesinger's comment upon a

well-known line in Faust: "Not only two but several

souls dwell within us."

In fact this discussion itself would be idle, were

it not that it gives us an opportunity of viewing our

subject from a different aspect. These contradictions

in the personality, these partial scissions of the ego,

such as are found in the lucid moments of insanity and

of delirium,fin the self-condemnation and reprobation

of the dipsomaniac, while he is still drinking, are not

oppositions in space (from one hemisphere to the

other) but oppositions in time. They are—to use a-

favorite expression of Lewes—successive " attitudes "

of the ego. This hypothesis accounts for all that the

other explains, and in addition it explains what the

other theory does not.

If we are thoroughly imbued with the idea that

personality is a consensus,we shall have no difficulty in

admitting that the body of conscious, sub-conscious

and unconscious states which constitute it, may at a

given moment be summed up in a tendency or a pre-

ponderating state which is its momentary expression

to the individual him.self and to others. And just as

suddenly the same mass of constituent elements is re-

capitulated in- a contrary state, which thereupon as-

sumes the foremost importance. Such is our dipso-

maniac, who drinks and at the same time reproaches

himself. The preponderating state of consciousness

at each moment constitutes to the individual and to

others his personalitj'. It is a natural illusion, of which

it is difficult to rid ourselves, yet an illusion which rests

upon a partial consciousness. In reality there are only

two successive attitudes, namely, a different grouping

between the same elements with the predominance of

a few and that which follows. In the same manner

our body can successively assume two contrary atti-

tudes without ceasing to be the same body.

It is clear that three or more states can succeed

each other (coexist apparently) through the same

* Cotard, Etude sur Vatrophie cerebrale, Paris, 186S ; Diet, encyct. des

sciences in^dicales^ art. " Cerveau" (PatholoKie), pp. 298 and 453.

tjessen in his Versuck einer itiissenschaftlichen Begriindung der Psycho-

logie, p. i8g, reports a curious instance.
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mechanism. We are no longer bound to the exchisive

number of two. We must, however, acknowledge that

this internal scission is more frequent between two
contrary states, than between three or a still larger

number of states. This depends upon certain condi-

tions of consciousness which must be recalled to mind.
Is there a real coexistence between two states of

consciousness, or such a rapid succession that it ap-

pears to be simultaneousness ? This is a very delicate

question and is as yet unanswered, although at some
future day it may be solved by psycho-physicians.

Hamilton and others have maintained that we can

have as many as six impressions at the same time, but

their conclusion is derived from very meagre inves-

tigations. The determination, according to strict

methods of physical science of the duration of the

states of consciousness, is a great step in advance.

Wundt has tried to advance even further, and to fix

by experiment what he correctly calls the extent of

consciousness ( Umfang dcs Bewusstseins), that is, the

maximum number of states which it can contain at the

same time. His experiments only bear upon certain

exceedingly simple impressions (the strokes of a pen-

dulum regularly interrupted by the strokes of a small

bell), and consequently are not in every point applicable

to the complex states that here occupy our attention.

He has found "that twelve representations form the

maximum extent of consciousness for the successive,

relatively simple states."*

Experiment, accordingly, seems to decide in favor

of a very rapid succession, equivalent to a coexistence.

The two, three, or four contrary states would in reality

be a succession.

We know, moreover, according to a frequently used

comparison, that consciousness has its "yellow spot,"

like the retina. Distinct vision is only a small portion

of total vision; and clear consciousness is but a small

portion of total consciousness. Here we touch the

natural and incurable cause of that illusion by virtue

of which the individual identifies himself with his

present state of consciousness, above all when it is in-

tense ; and obviously this illusion is by far stronger to

himself than to others. We also perceive why apparent

coexistence is much easier for two contrary states

than for three, and above all than for a larger number.

This fact depends on the limits of consciousness ; or

to repeat a previous statement of mine, it is an oppo-

sition in time and not in space.

Briefly, the relative independence of the two hemi-

spheres is not disputable. The derangement produced

in personality through their disaccord is admitted,

but to reduce everything to a simple division between

the left and the right side is an hypothesis which hith-

erto has not been supported by any substantial proof.

* Gyundziige der physiol, Fsychologie. 2d Edition, Vol. II, p. 215.

BALLOT REFORM.
Ballot Reform was the topic discussed by the Sunset Club

at its meeting of January the 8th, the chief speaker being Murray
F. Tuley, Chief Justice of the Circuit Court, and President of the

Ballot Reform League. His address exposed the evils and imper-
fection of the American plan of ballot-boxing, and proposed as a

remedy the Australian method by which to "execute the free-

man's will," a feat poetically, but erroneously ascribed to the

"American, or " snowflake " ballot.

According to Judge Tuley, our electoral machine is fearfully

and wonderfully made
; the cogs, pulleys, and mainsprings of it

being mischievously arranged so as to defeat the people's will, se-

lecting and electing candidates with sinister skill, separating the

wheat from the chaff like a thrashing machine, and perversely

dropping the chaff into the offices while blowing the wheat away.

So he appeals for wisdom to Australia.

Our plan of elections has not failed for want of laws to

strengthen it, and our penalties for false ballot-boxing are numer-
ous and severe ; "in fact," says Judge Tuley, "the brains and in-

genuity of our statesmen appear to have been taxed to the utmost

to provide a machinery by which the will of the voter might be

fully and fairly expressed." Considering the deplorable result,

as portrayed by Judge Tuley himself, what does he think of "the

brains of our statesmen ?" And what does he think of the political

sagacity of a people, who, unrivalled in the practical arts, and pre-

eminent in the genius for material inventions, leave all their mag-

istrates to be chosen, and all their public affairs to be regulated by

a worn out and conservative mechanism under the guidance and

administration of clumsy and corrupt engineers.

Contrasting the weak performance of our ballot system with

its extravagant promise, Judge Tuley said, "The theory of our

political system is that the people are sovereigns ; and that the

citizens control all public affairs." If such is the theory of our

politics it is a foolish theory ; the important question is. What is

the fact of our politics ? What is the net result of it expressed in

terms of justice ? Pope must have anticipated our condition when
he said

:

" For forms of government let fools contest,

That which is best administered is best."

Of what value is our "theory" except for 4th of July purposes,

when Judge Tuley himself confesses that, "Experience has dem-

onstrated that the practical working of the machinery of our po-

litical institutions is a wide departure from that theory, and has

demonstrated the fact that there has arisen a class and a power

unknown to the constitution and the laws, which has usurped the

will of the people, the power of the people, the sovereignty of the

people, and that power is what is known as the practical politi-

cian. Whether or not the " practical politician " is the result of

our political " theory," he certainly is the product of its adminis-

tration ; and he ought to be. Politically speaking, and to some

extent socially too, for that matter, the most patriotic citizens in

any American community outside the big cities are the practical

politicians. In the country at large their efforts are directed more

to keeping bad men out of office than to getting them in They

serve a very beneficial purpose in the economy of government by

ballot.

Contemptuously describing the "practical politicians," Judge

Tuley says, "The leaders are known as political bosses, but the

great mass of them are known as political workers, ward strikers,

and political heelers." He also complains that their domination

"has the effect to prevent the better class of citizens from ob-

taining or holding an office." Those definitions are true only in

the great cities, with many exceptions to them even there. In

the country districts the practical politicians are chiefly composed

of men who take a practical interest in public affairs, and who try

in their party conventions to nominate good men, while "the bet-
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ter class of citizens " have not patriotism enongh to risk their hats

in a shower of rain, for the sake of any public duty whatever.

Judge Tuley says that under our present system, the practical

politicians "work primaries and make returns of delegates to the

conventions without any regard to the number of votes that have

been cast." He also complains that "our elections are entirely

too frequent," and that " to the victors belong the spoils." Well,

to whom should they belong ? To the unpractical politicians ? To

the tlothful patriot who minds his own business, and never goes

to the primaries or to the polls ' Shall we give men commissions

in the army because they have always been distinguished as non-

combatants ? It is a grave mistake that our elections are too fre-

quent. They are not frequent enough. No man ought to hold

office more than two years without a re-election. Tory and aris-

tocratic governments dread frequent elections, but democracy

hails them as the safety valves of republican institutions. Our

elections are not so frequent as our house-cleanings, though much

more necessary.

Although Judge Tuley displays a Pandora's box full of evils

resulting from our elective system, he also shows us a large piece

of hope at the bottom. He says :
" So great are the evils attend-

ing the working of our political machinery that many thinking

men have lost faith in popular government, but I for one believe

in the virtue, intelligence, and honesty of the people." Why ?

What have they done to deserve it ? It is a pity that our public

men must always rebuke the vices of the people in tributes to their

"virtue, intelligence, and honesty." The sovereign on the throne

has not more courtly adulators than the sovereign of the slums.

Does Judge Tuley when he sentences a criminal to prison

flatter him about his honesty ? Who are those delinquents whom
he arraigned and sentenced at the Sunset club for corrupting the

ballot and profaning the very source of magistracy and of law ?

Are they not the " masses of the people," forever forcing the sta-

tutes to their own interests careless of their neighbor's rights or

wrongs ? Probably not one of the principalities and powers de-

serves more censure than this arrogant monarchy in which all the

people are "sovereigns," and which Judge Tuley dignifies by the

name of "popular government."

And what better work does he expect our " election machin-

ery " to do when its motive powers are the organized appetites of

aliens and strangers from the Shannon, the Danube, and the 'Volga
;

from yellow Tiber and the Isles of Greece, the Isles of Greece

where burning Sappho loved and sung ? What does he expect

from their untutored citizenship and their undisciplined freedom ?

A soldier being rebuked by his captain for conduct prejudicial to

good order said, " You cannot expect all the cardinal virtues for

$13,00 a month." Neither must Judge Tuley expect educated and

patriotic statesmanship to come at his call out of a Chicago ballot

box. We cannot croak husky discords into a phonograph and get for

echo out of it a Beethoven symphony
; neither can we get out of

the ballot box laws or magistrates wiser or purer than the ballots

that go in. When we do, it is the work of " practical politicians,"

leaders who have directed the electors to vote better than they

knew.

Nor is there anything in all this of which the American has

any right or reason to complain. He has invited those people over

here with promises of work, wages, land, offices, and—ballots.

He has said to each of them " Cease to be the subject of Humbert
the king, of William the emperor, of Alexander the czar, and be

my " sovereign," and they have taken him at his word. He may
repent of his bargain, but he cannot let his promise go to protest,

for citizenship was nominated in the bond. Nor would it be wise

to do so ; those people must either stand sullen, unfranchised, and
dangerous outside the commonwealth, or be absorbed into it and

become interested partners in its welfare and its glory. It may
take a generation or two to mould some of them into American

form, but citizens they must be. They have built the city by the

cheapness of their strength, and by their skill in handicraft they

have dowered it with gold. If they do not govern it quite so well

as they build it, the fault is not theirs altogether, At all events

the American has no right to accept their work which was in the

contract, and deny them the ballot which was in the contract also,

He must not expect all the cardinal virtues for thirteen dollars.

While equal suffrage and the ballot are essential elements of

political justice, it is not necessary that the ballot should work

mischief, nor be stained with bribery or beer. Judge Tuley was

quite successful in showing this ; and the historical argument he

made for the Australian ballot system was clear and convincing.

In fact nobody attempted a counter argument, nor did any man
try to defend the ballot as it is. Judge Tuley left his opponents

where Mr. O'Connell put the English tories in his plea for ballot

reform in 1S38. "The man who is against it," said Mr. O'Connell,

" is either a knave profiting by misrule, or a fool upon whom rea-

son and argument make no impression." It is to the credit of the

English ministers that although they conceded the ballot with great

reluctance, yet having adopted it they made it free, impartial, and

absolutely secret. Neither bribery nor tyranny can reach it, and

the poorest man can vote in absolute security, free from all in-

timidation or personal importunity. Why should it not be so in

Illinois ? The reform has advanced thus far in Chicago, that the

man who opposes it lays himself open to suspicion, and must

.choose one horn or the other of that uncomfortable dilemma pre-

sented by Mr. O'Connell fifty years ago.

Judge Tuley had some creditable scorn for New York and

some other states which having pretended to adopt the Australian

system, allowed the practical politician to "get in his work " and

adulterate the new law with just enough of the old virus to poison

it. He ought not to be surprised at this when he remembers how

many people in New York are interested in bad government, and

the oppression and corruption of the ballot. And let him not be

surprised if the practical politicians of Chicago get in their work

also, and either burke Judge Tuley's bill, or change its form and

character so that he will not be able to recognise it should he meet

it on the street, Look at the industries it threatens according to

his own confession. " It will do away with bribery," he says, and

"free us from the dominion of primary conventions." Not only

that, " it will render unnecessary any lavish expenditure of money

in elections." In addition, it will abolish ticket pedlars, and " the

practical politician will become a thing of the past." Judge Tuley

will find that these are formidable foes, not in the habit of being

defeated—at Springfield. M. M. Trumbull.

AT "THE BLOWING CAVE": KENNEBUNKPORT,
MAINE.

BY MARY MORGAN (gOWAN LEa).

O RESTLESS ocean ! How thy waters play,

Fast whirling round the rocks, and murmur make

Among the boulders, this unclouded day !

Enticing, cool, thy waves, and all awake

To silent influences of the sky !

With sudden leap behold thy pearly foam

Uprises, rainbow-hued, in air so high.

Relapsing to its deep, blue ocean-home !

O restless man ! Though watching ocean's play,

'T is thee I see,—whose changing notions make

A vortex of thy life in youth's fair day !

Earth's pleasures lure, and art not thou awake

To subtle influences of the sky ?

Thy heaven-born hopes rise bright as ocean foam.

And glistening, rainbow-hued, awhile on high,

Return unto the soul—their real home !
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BOOK REVIEWS.
The People of the Book. A Bible History for Religious Schools,

with a Useful Appendix, By Mauri,;' J/. I/arris, A.M., Ph.D.

From the Creation to the Death of Moses. New York : Philip

Cowen.

The author attempting to treat the Scriptures somewhat from

a modern standpoint, says that he has faithfully tried to " interpret

the spirit of the Bible, whith in his opinion is ethical first and
ethical last." He goes over the field of biblical history from the

beginning to the death of Moses, attaching a moral lesson to every

chapter. The book is written for Jews, but it can hardly be called

sectarian. It is a religious book, but pervaded by a liberal spirit.

Chips. Lectures in Rhyme, Poems, Messages, and Songs. Through
the Mediumship of Jennie Rennell.

We do not believe in mediumship or in the spiritualistic creed

of the author. Nevertheless we find in glancing through the book

some lines written in a poetical spirit. As a specimen we quote

the following verse, " A Prophecy," addressed to a lady friend :

" Your life shall be like a crystal stream,

Clear, and bright, and grand
;

You shall not in the valley stay.

But on the topmost heights shall stand.

You shall have honor and renown.

And blessings pure and bright
;

Fame shall weave for you a crown,

Ever glowing with pure light."

Liberty in Literature. Testimonial to Walt Whitman. By
Roltcrl G. Iiigersoll. New York : Truth Seeker Company.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll delivered on Oct. 22d, 1890, an ad-

dress in Horticultural Hall on the author of the "Leaves of

Grass." Walt Whitman was present, sitting sedately in his easy

wheeled chair. "No burst of eloquence from the orator's lips,

"

we are informed, "disturbed his equanimity." Col. Ingersoll

praised the poet as the prophet of the Religion of the Body. His

poetry would have been suppressed "if what are known as the

best people could have had their way." His philosophy is that

"this life with all its realities and functions is finally a mystery."

Long quotations are made, especially the " Chant for Death " and

several passages on " Old Age."

The present book is a publication of this lecture. It contains

a'portrait of Walt Whitman.

Church and State and Other Essays. By Count Leo Tolstoi.

Boston, Mass., Benj. R. Tucker, Publisher, i8gi.

These essays have been translated by Victor Yarros and

George Schumm. They represent the Russian Count not in

the style of his novels but in his lay effusions. In the article

" Church and State" he denounces the dogmatism of Christianity

and inculcates the importance of its moral doctrines. Money,

Tolstoi says, represents labor. Concerning the duties of man and

woman he declares, "Only by his works is man called to serve

God. Only by her children is woman called to serve God." Tol-

stoi knows apparently nothing about the woman-suffrage and

woman's-right movement. In his "Second Supplement to the

Kreutzer Sonata," the doctrine of sexual abstinence is preached.

"You say, " our author adds, "the human race will become ex-

tinct ! Indeed, brute man ! And is that perhaps a misfortune ?"

A New Psychology : an Aim at Universal Science. By the

Rli\ George Jamieson, D. D. Edinburgh : Andrew Elliot

This work is, in the words of the author, an attempt " to ex-

plore what has been regarded by many as ' the Unknowable,' and

is intended to \>e3. pliilosofhy ofsubstance " The primitive substance

is the ether which is regarded as spirit-substance, "inexhaustible

in its capacity of manifold and distinctive representation." The
ether has two general attributes, primordial quality and primordial

energy, which are the foundation of particular qualities and forces ;

and it is the foundation of subjectivity and the source of conscious-

ness— life and mind are phenomena of the primitive substance.

In the second chapter. Dr. Jamieson treats of "the philosophy of

mind in conjunction with matter." -The consciousness of externals

is derived from personal or self-consciousness, and the forms and
conditions of thought are a reflex of the forms and conditions of

things received from the external world. Will, like all the other

phenomena of mind, is an effect, and it is caused by the operation

of motives, which vary in accordance with the kind of ideas intro-

duced to the Ego. The foandation of the moral law is found in

the recognition of the acknowledged rights of every conscious

creature, the infringement of which is to be regarded as a breach of

moral law. S2.

BOOK NOTICES.

Messrs. L. Prang & Company, of Boston, have issued their

catalogue of Easter publications. They include many delicate

and chaste designs.

Mrs. M. A. Freeman of Chicago has begun the publication of

a new eight-paged monthly paper called the Chicago Liberal. It

will represent to a certain extent the opinion and report the pro-

ceedings of the Chicago Secular Union. But in addition to the

advocacy of secular rights as opposed to the restraints of so-called

religious organizations, it will deal with the social problem in all

its phases, the " woman-question," the "distinction of classes,"

etc., etc. ; and to judge from the number before us will treat them

in an unveiled and vigorous manner. The subscription price is

very cheap (twenty-five cents a year); address, 402 West Madison

Street, Chicago, 111.

It may be interesting to men of science and affairs, who to

keep abreast with the current of modern thought and action are

now-a-days obliged to learn three or four languages, and especially

interesting to the devotees of Volapiik, that a movement is starting

to resuscitate Latin as a vehicle of international thought and inter-

national linguistic communication. The organ of this movement

is the Phcenix, seit nuntius Latinus Lnternatioiialis, linguae latinae

ad usus Jiodiernos adiiibntdae sicut documentuin editus. It is pub-

blished on the Kalends of July and December, and may be had for

twelve American denarii or six English, that is for an equivalent

number of pennies. The Plianix contains unique and interesting

reading matter for those interested in the study of Latin, and pre-

sents a number of skilful arguments in behalf of the adoption of

Latin as an international language ; Volapiik is claimed to possess

none of the advantages Latin has, and is taken severely to task for

its pretensions. Whatever the future of the movement, which is

indeed not hard to foresee, it is not without interest, and we hope

that the number of those who " Jam inter nostros namerantur "

will increase. Communications are to be addressed " Apud Sj-

cietatis Internationalis Scribam," Sell's Advertising Offices, 167

Fleet Street London.

NOTES.

Dr. L A. Rutherford, of Lumberton, Robeson County, N.

C, makes an appeal to the charitable women of the North for

help in the erection of an Industrial School for the colored girls

of North Carolina. His circular states that this is an imperative

need and will be productive of great good. Further information

may be obtained on inquiry. The sum required is small.

At the Annual Meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, held at Indianapolis on .\ugust 22nd last,

a paper entitled "Need of a Pan-American or Universal Lan-

guage " was read by Mr. R. T. Colburn before the Anthropological
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Section. Mr. Colburn suggests that the prevailing languages of

the world should be supplanted by a single symmetrical and ac-

quirable one, phonetic in character, based on the English language.

In The Open Court of January ist we made a note of the

founding of an institution in Paris called the "Comite des Etudes

Morales," the object of which was the association of eminent moral

teachers and ethical philosophers in Fr^ance (and of other coun-

tries, as corresponding members) for the purpose of encouraging

the study and practice of ethical science and furnishing the guid-

ing principles to such a study and practice by the collection of

precepts and the philosophical formulation of principles. Among

thS collaborators of the " Comite" are Madame Clemence Royer

and M. Letourneau. We may quote a few of the statements and

maxims that have been entertained for acception as forming a

basis for inquiry: " Ethics, regarded in its most general accepta-

tion, embraces the knowledge, the love, and the practice of the

good." "Its object is to determine the law of will; or the norms

of human conduct." "It is the sum of the duties imposed on the

individuals of the same race and same species, to effect the reali-

zation of- its ultimate ends, that is, the greatest possible good."

"Ethics is not an arbitrary set of opinions, imposed by dogma-

tism, and of truth undemonstrated, but a natural law and there-

fore immutable ;
obedience of this law is necessary to the preser-

vation and the progress of individuals as well as of society
;
we

acquire knowledge of it by the profound study of nature and our-

selves." "The basis of ethics is the nature of man ; ethical laws

should therefore be the outcome of natural laws." Ninety-four

propositions of this and a like character have been submitted for

consideration ; The object of their propounding is to outline a basis

of inquiry with regard to the subject " Ethics" (title 3 of the gen-

eral programme), in which the opinions of all, however contra-

dictory, may be examined and entertained for adoption, subject

to the sole condition that their conception is free from all ques-

tions of creed and religious or supra-natural hypotheses. All

thinkers, ethical societies, masonic associations, etc., are invited

to examine the articles and to present their opinion with respect

thereto. The address of the president, M, Jean-Paul Cee, from

whom circulars and further information may be obtained is 48 Rue

Montmartre, Paris.
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CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
BY MONCURE D. CONWAY.

On the 242d anniversary of "King Charles the

Martyr" died another Charles, who represented the

more civil but more fatal steel which England keeps

suspended over its throne. Charles Bradlaugh was

something of a martyr too. His herculean frame,

which lies low in his fifty-eighth year, must have lasted

many years longer had he continued a comfortable

Christian. ' But in his seventeenth year, when he

became slightly skeptical, a pious hunt began : the

superintendent of a Sunday school, in which he had

taught, started a clerical hue and cry ; Bradlaugh

was driven out of his situation of solicitor's errand

boy, and, after nearly starving, passed three wretched

years as a soldier in Ireland. His strength sapped

bj' early privations was further impaired by years

of persecution ; in defending the freethinker's right

to speak in public, to print his opinion, to testify

in court, to sit on juries, to sit in parliament,

he received blow after blow from the tyranny he was

overthrowing ; his accumulated costs bound on him a

burden of debts that wore upon his life, and was

largely instrumental in weighing him down into his

premature grave. Yes, Bradlaugh was a martyr. No
Christian of our time has had a heavier cross to bear.

In this country Bradlaugh was known by his lectures,

and in evening dress ; but the man's proportions could

not be truly seen in that way. His place was on a

hill-side speaking to thousands of miners, swart and

hungry, with a canopy of furnace-smoke for their only

sky ; or in his London Hall of Science, where he

drilled his humble comrades for service in great issues
;

or in the court room, where he maintained single-

handed the constitutional liberties of Englishmen

against the retained casuists of Church and State. I

have seen and heard him on occasions when he seemed

to stand like some century-worn obelisk, scarred all

over with hieroglyphs of innumerable battles. Even

what friendly censors called his faults were historic

and monumental. If he appeared egotistical, it was

because he had been left alone by intellectual peers

who should have been his friends. If his voice was

sometimes shrill, it was because he was so long com-

pelled to contend for the plainest truths and simplest

justice. If he was now and then revolutionary, it was

because of the oppression that, as Solomon says,

maketh a wise man mad. His faults mirrored the

wrongs he had suffered. But let me not be supposed
to countenance the judgments of his adversaries. No
man was ever more ludicrously misjudged. He was
supposed by many to be of a hard and harsh nature.

In the course of a long personal acquaintance with

him, during which I witnessed some of his most try-

ing experiences, I found in Bradlaugh a womanly ten-

derness. He has often brouglit to my mind what

Emerson said of Carlyle, "he was a trip-hammer with

an aeolian attachment." He was an affectionate hus-

band, a kind father, a faithful friend, and most scru-

pulously polite to all who treated him as what he was,

—a gentleman at heart. In all matters relating to sex

and marriage, Bradlaugh was not merely chaste per-

sonally, but exceptionally conservative in opinion.

Yet he was cruelly slandered in relation to a refined

and eminent lady. The gossip was all the more cruel

because, as I happen to know, these two leaders of

freethought had deliberately sacrificed their happiness

for the s^ke of their example and the honor of their

cause. The lady had been driven out of her home by

her husband, because of her heresies, was legally sep-

arated though not divorced, and left dependent on her

own energies for her own and her little daughter's

bread. Bradlaugh's wife had long been in an asylum.

Morally divorced, their union might have been par-

doned by society in any but so-called "infidels." An}'

intrigue was impossible to either, so with love in their

hearts they continued apart to the last. In speaking

of this matter Bradlaugh once said to me, " If I know
myself, I have not a passion that I would not crush

like an egg-shell rather than stain the honor of my
cause." Just now, when we see the slowly raised

hopes of Ireland brought to the dust by the vulgar

lewdness and egotism of a trusted leader, it is but fair

to place on record this heroic self-renunciation of free-

thinkers who had no future reward to bribe them to

virtue, nor any fear of punishment to deter them from

self-indulgence. It is especially just, also, because

these two persons were indicted for selling, through

the Freethought Publishing Company of which tKey

were chief partners, a book alleged to be immoral,

—

"The Fruits of Philosophy." A jury declared the

work to be of immoral tendency, and though the con
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viction was quashed on appeal, it is probable that

some have an impression that the book was really im-

moral. Such, however, is not the case. The volume,

written by an American physician in the last genera-

tion, is out of date, and fortunately out of print ; but,

with all its offences against good taste, it was an hon-

estly meant Malthusian book. It was against my
urgent advice at the time that the right to publish

"The Fruits of Philosophy" was defended. But I

am now inclined to think I was wrong. We have

come upon a phase of social development when the

right to discuss subjects of importance to human wel-

fare is liable to restriction by a recrudescent Puritan-

ism. An Australian Judge (Windyer) has lately de-

cided that the right which Bradlaugh then defended is

one of increasing 'importance to civilized society. In

England the importance of checks to population has

been recognized by all great political economists,

—

Fawcett, Cairnes, Mill. John Stuart Mill was, indeed,

once on the point of arrest for circulating a pamphlet

of the same kind. Over-population is perhaps not

such a great evil in America at present, though it may
beconTesuch in certain congested centres. But, apart

from that, all who recognize the approach of a new

moral world, and realize that it will mean chaos unless

thought is free to deal with its ever}' aspect, have rea-

son to respect the courage with which Bradlaugh de-

fended his right to publish the condemed book. The
case being won, the work was instantly suppressed

by his own order ; some of its features, which he had

not previously observed, having struck hiiji as not

worthy of the scientific standard he wished to main-

tain beside the standard of liberty.

An able law lord, before whom Bradlaugh several

times had to plead, remarked to a friend of mine,

"Whatever may be thought of Mr. Bradlaugh, he is

certainly one of the ablest lawyers in England." His

first employment was as an errand boy in a solicitor's

office (where his father was a clerk,) and it is prob-

able that he began then to read law-books. But the

knowledge and skill which defeated so many shining

lights of the English bar were not gained from the

Inns or Temples. Bradlaugh was trained in the law

by his life-long struggle for the intellectual and con-

stitutional rights transmitted by the heroes, martyrs,

and reformers of English history. I hope to review,

in a future paper, some of his achievements, which ap-

pear to be little understood or realised in obituaries

that I have seen. But I will add here something con-

cerning his action, in his conflict with the House of

Commons, which seems to be completely and univer-

sally misunderstood. As I was on the ground, and
watched those events with much care, I am able to

disabuse those who have derived an impression unfa-

vorable to Bradlaugh. A long struggle had secured

the right of "Atheists," so-called, to testify in law

courts, and to affirm instead of taking an oath. The

act allowed this to any one who declared that the

"oath" (as distinct from an affirmation) was "not

binding on his conscience." Personally, Bradlaugh

was not much concerned between "oath" and "affir-

mation." He was too good a lawyer not to know that

the phraseology of an oath is not of the oath's sub-

stance, as the courts have repeatedly held. If a man
said " So help me God," as a part of his pledge to tell

the truth, it did not imply any theological or philo-

sophical belief in God. The oath being the relic of an

ancient ordeal, when it was supposed the invocation

might draw down instant death on the false swearer,

no educated man could take it if the phraseology were

- a legal part of its substance and purpose. The object

of the oath is to bring him who takes it within the

laws and penalties of perjury. But affirmation being

optional, in the courts of law, Bradlaugh naturally pre-

ferred it. It was not supposed, at first, by any lawyer,

that the act authorising affirmation in the courts did

not equally extend to the parliamentary oath. Brad-

laugh, however, submitted this question to the law-

oflicers of the government. The Solicitor General and

the Attorney General both declared that he had a per-

fect right to affirm. They so maintained afterwards,

in the debate. Their opinion proved to be erroneous.

The act for the courts did not extend to the House of

Commons. The law-officers of Gladstone's govern-

ment had unintentionally led Bradlaugh into a trap.

. The conservative party's lawyers had made the dis-

covery but kept it secret until Bradlaugh requested to

affirm. They then pounced on him, and proved their

case. But when Bradlaugh said, "Very well, then I

will take the oath," they said "No, for you have said

that an oath would not be binding on your conscience.

"

"I never said so," said Bradlaugh; "it will be just

as binding on my conscience as an affirmation." To
this their dishonest answer was, "You applied to affirm

under the Act for the courts ; and that act says those

may affirm who say that an oath would not, as an oath,

be binding on their conscience." Thus they took the

phraseology of an Act which they contended had no

application to Parliament, and applied it just far

enough in Parliament to keep out Bradlaugh. That

of course was a foregone conclusion, and one theory

was as good as another for that purpose. The House
of Commons knew it was a trick, and afterwards

backed down. Since that it has recognised the char-

acter and ability of the man so brutally treated, with

a shame that has at last expunged the disgraceful

page from its annals. Its penitential message fell on

the unconscious ear of the dying man, but it will be

remembered by the people to whom he was faithful

unto death.
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MEMORY AND PERSONALITY.*

BY TH. RIBaT.

Memory is the subject of our present article. There
is no reason why we should study it apart, for it is found

everywhere throughout our subject. Personality in fact

is not a phenomenon but an evolution ; not a momen-
tary event, but a history ; not merelj' a present or a

past, but both. We will leave aside what I shall call

objective, intellectual memory ; viz. perceptions, im-

ages, experiences, and stored up knowledge. All this

may disappear either partially or totally ; these are

the diseasesof memory, of which I have given numerous

instances elsewhere.

Let us consider only subjective memory, that of

ourselves, that of our own physiological life and of the

sensations or feelings that accompany it. This distinc-

tion is purely factitious, but it will allow us to simplify.

In the first place, does there exist a memory of this

kind ? We might maintain, that in any perfectly healthy

individual the vital tone is so constant, that the con-

sciousness which such an individual has of its own
body is only a present time, incessantly repeating it-

self ; but this monotony, if it exists, would on the con-

trar}', by excluding consciousness, favor the formation

of an organic memory. In fact, there are always

changes taking place however slight they may be, and,

as we are conscious only of differences, those changes

are also felt. So long as they are feeble and partial

the impression of uniformity will persist, because the

incessantly repeated actions are represented in the

nervous system in a far more stable manner than the

ephemeral changes. Their memory by sequence is

organized beneath consciousness, and hence is all the

more solid. Here lies the foundation of our identity.

These diminutive changes will act in the long run, and

produce what is called the insensible change. After

ten years of absence an object, a monument is seen to

be the same ; but it is not felt the same ; it is not the

faculty of perceiving, but its accompaniment that has

changed. Yet all this belongs to the state of health,

and is the simple transformation inherent in all that

lives and evolves.

Here, then, we have the vital habitude of an indi-

vidual represented by another habitude, viz. organic

memory. Let us suppose the entrance of causes, al-

most unknown, of which we are only able to verify the

subjective and objective effects. They produce a deep,

sudden or at least rapid and persistent transformation

of the ccenesthesis. What will then happen ? Exper-

ience alone can return an answer, since ignorance of

the causes reduces us to pure empiricism. In extreme

cases,—and we shall not notice others,—the individual

^ Translated from the French (Z5i 0/ Personality Chap. III. 3.) by

is changed. As regards memory this metamorphosis
is met with under the following three principal forms :

1. After a more or less protracted period of tran-

sition, the new personality alone remains ; the old per-

sonality is forgotten (as in the case of the patient of

Leuret). This case is a rare one. It supposes that

the old ccEnesthesis has been entirely abolished, or at

least, has for all time become inactive and incapable

of reviviscence. We need not wonder at meeting so

seldom with a case of this kind, when we consider that

the absolute transformation of personality, that is, the

substitution of one personality for another—complete-

ly so without reserve and without any link connecting

the present with the past—supposes a radical change

within the organism. To my knowledge there does

not exist any case in which the second personality has

not inherited at least a few relics of the other, were it

only certain acquisitions become automatic, such as

walking, speaking, etc.

2. Generally, the old organic memory will subsist

below the new sense of the body, which has been organ-

ized and which has become the basis of the existing

ego. From time to time it will return to the conscious-

ness, weakened like any youthful recollection that has

not been revived by repetition. This reviviscence

probably has for its cause some background common
to the two states; and then the individual appears to

himself as another. The existing state of conscious-

ness will evoke one that is similar, but which has a

different accompaniment. The two appear as mitie,

although they contradict each other. Such are those

patients, who find that all remains the same, and

nevertheless that everything is changed.

3. Finally, there are the cases of alternation. Here

it is hardly doubtful that the two subjective memories

—the organized expression of the two ccenestheses

—

subsist and by turns predominate. Each is accom-

panied by, and puts into activity, a certain group of

feelings, of physical and intellectual aptitudes, which

do not exist in the other. Each forms a part of a dis-

tinct complexus. The case of Azam affords an excel-

lent example of the alternation of two memories.

Upon this subject we could not say anything

more without falling into repetitions, or without ac-

cumulating a number of hypotheses. Ignorance of the

causes arrests our progress. The psychologist is here

like a physician who is confronted by some disease

that only betrays its symptoms. What then are the

physiological influences that thus change the general

tone of the organism, consequently the ccenesthesis

and the memory? Is it through some condition of the

vascular system ? Is it an inhibitory action, an ar-

rested function? No one can say. Until this problem

has been solved, we cannot penetrate beneath the sur-

face of the question. We have simply wished to show
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that memory, although in some respects blended with

personality, is not its last foundation. Memory rests

upon the state of the body whether conscious or not,

and depends upon it. Even in the normal state the same

physical situation has a tendency to recall the same

mental situation. I have frequently remarked that at

the moment of falling asleep, some dream of the pre-

ceding night, until then entirely forgotten, will sud-

denly return to my recollection completely and vividly.

In travelling, when leaving one town to sleep in an-

other, this reproduction will sometimes take place; but

my dream will then emerge in disconnected fragments,

which it is difficult to reconstruct. Is this the effect

of the physical conditions—alike in the former in-

stance, slightly modified in the latter? Although I

have not seen the above fact mentioned in any work

on dreams, I doubt whether it is a particular and ex-

clusive experience of my own.

Then again, there are other well-known facts, even

more conclusive. In natural or induced somnambulism

the events of former states, forgotten during wakeful-

ness, will return during the hypnotic state. Let us

recall to mind the well-known story of the carrier, who

while intoxicated lost a packet, which he was unable

to find when sober ; he got drunk again and then

found it. Is there not in this instance a marked ten-

dency toward the constitution of two memories—the

one normal, the other pathological—expressions of two

distinct states of the organism, and which are like em-

bryonic forms of the extreme cases that we have spoken

about ?

A CHAPTER ON ANTHROPOPHAGY.*
BY RICHARD ANDREE.

The following essay is the last chapter, the sum-

ming up, of an exhaustive ethnographical study of an-

thropophagy. After briefly surveying what may be

called prehistoric cannibalism—taking into account

the various tell-tale remains that have been found in

different places, the testimony of old writers, the wit-

ness of myths, legends, and fairy tales, and the like

—

the author refers one after, the other to all the known
anthropophagous tribes of the world. The chapter

translated is simply a chapter of conclusions drawn
from this territorial survey. In a measure it gives the

results of a volume. The preliminary discussion of

prehistoric cannibalism may be summed up in a word.

Though the evidences are meagre, they are conclu-

sive. Even in Germany, the author's native land,

A. Wollemann has found heaps of human bones, burned
and broken,—the remains of cannibalistic feasts—as

though human beings were once burned and their

bones broken for the marrow. These heaps are typ-

ical of many such remains that have been found in

* Translated from the German.

various now settled districts. Comparative mythology

furnishes the material for reconstructing the old world

of gods and goddesses, and at the same time for es-

tablishing the early practice of anthropophagy. The
myths, legends, and fairytales of the folk lore of all

nations, from the Cyclops of Homer and the cannibal-

istic gods and heroes of classical peoples to the brown-

ies and witches who for love of it ate the hearts of

men, all directly or indirectly bear witness to anthro-

pophagous customs. Even in these mythical accounts

we find traces of superstitious beliefs, such as are prev-

alent in the cannibalistic tribes of to-day ; such, for

instance, as that by the eating of human flesh certain

powers and qualities were to be acquired. "Who-
ever eats a cooked human heart becomes invisible." *

This old witness to cannibalism finds its parallel in

the following occurrence which took place in 1871 :

" The people in the district Cheung-lok seized a youth,

carried him to the top of a hill, where they killed him
and ate his heart, "f There is no essential difference

between the cannibalistic practices of these early days,

as shown by such remains as have come down to us,

and those existing at the present time ; and the con-

clusion is almost inevitable that anthropophagy is a

practice once well nigh universal, but now fast dying

out.

Though it cannot be denied that the proofs of the

existence of anthropophagy in prehistoric times are

few, and not always strictly credible, this is due largely

to the insufficient number of investigations that have

been made and in part to the difficulty attending such

investigations. From the material of proof adduced,

however, the anthropophagy of prehistoric men must

henceforth be accepted ; and this conclusion has noth-

ing surprising about it when we reflect how widely

spread cannibalism is at the present day, and how it

once extended over wide-reaching districts where it

no longer exists. Though it cannot be absolutely

proved, it can be accepted that anthropophagy was

one of the diseases of the childhood of the human
race ; that it was once extensively spread over our own
part of the earth, which to-day is free from the curse.

The numerous passages of the old authors mentioning

it, pronounce in favor of this ; and though here and

there these passages may rest on exaggeration or be

utter fictions, they, in conjunction with what myths

and legends, fairy tales and folk-remains of all sorts

teach us, form the proof in its entirety. Indeed the folk-

literatures of the European peoples agree with respect

to anthropophagous customs. Mention is not merely

made therein of the purely material enjoyment of human
flesh ; but even those superstitious ideas which among

* Grohmann, Aber^lauben aus Bdhmen. No. 1448.

t W. Lobscheid, Evidence 0/ the Affinity 0/ the Polynesians ami American
Indians.^' Hongkong, 1872, 62.
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uncultured peoples are connected with cannibalism,

like the anthropophagy of revenge, have there found
their place as a remains and survival of the cannibal-

ism which once existed among the primitive peoples

of Europe.

All anthropophagy which exists to-day—and it is

now only prevalent among a comparatively small por-

tion of mankind— appears, however, merely as a rem-

nant of what was once general. Those peoples among
whom we still find it, have had it from primitive times.

Of its first appearance among them we have no exist-

ing information ; and nowhere can we perceive that

cannibalism was introduced at a later day.

No portion of the earth can be said to be free from

cannibalism. Where it does not prevail to-day, it

formerly existed. Rich and poor lands knew it or

know it still. It appears in America from the icy re-

gions of the Hudson Bay Territory, through the trop-

ics, to the southern point of the continent. Anthro-

pophagy is scattered throughout all the zones, though

its real home to-day is in the region of the tropics, and

for this fact we can assign no sufficient ground. It is

found among settled agricultural peoples, as in Africa,

in full scope, not less than among roaming hordes, as

in America and Australia.

How anthropophagy develops from hunger into

custom and is conditioned by the physical relations of

a land, can be shown by the example of Australia. In

Australia it is the case that often unfruitful districts

deny the necessary food by which the thinly scattered

population ekes out a wretched life. With the drouths

which come and often burn up all germs of life, perish

the animals which, together with the necessary vege-

tables, make possible the support of the blacks. If

the horde, forced by the want of food, does not resort

immediately to cannibalism within its own tribe, it

sets out and seeks other districts which may have suf-

fered less from the drouth and thus offers the means

of nourishment. Impelled by the same reasons, other

and hostile tribes also go to the same territories where

now a strife arises about the rightto hunt. The strug-

gle begins and the hungering hordes devour the flesh

of the fallen foes which affords them welcome nourish-

ment. Now has arrived the moment for revenge to

step in as a motive for anthropophagy. The slain

enemy is said to be wholly destroyed, and the Aus-

tralian eats with a relish the "tongue and heart" of

the fallen foe,* the organs from which proceeded the

hostility and derision of the dead. Then again super-

stition comes into play. The savage rubs his body

with the kidney-fat of the slaughtered under the de-

lusion that thereby he will transfer to himself the

strength of the foe, or he eats the fat for the same

•W.Powell. Am.ii:^- the Cannibals ,>/ Kei^i lUlt.iin. (German.) Leipsic,

reason. Thus superstition and revenge take rank as

motives for driving people to cannibalism.

Anthropophagy appears under very different forms.

Though these need not necessarily have been devel-

oped, from one another, they could yet run parallel

with one another. These different forms, moreover,

are conditioned by the motives which lead to anthro-

pophagy, or according to which it is practiced, and

these furnish the basis for classification.

That hunger at all times and among all peoples in

unfortunate circumstances has driven men to cannibal-

ism is natural and need not here be further discussed

with examples. Only in the extremest cases, when the

regular, customary food failed, did men resort to hu-

man flesh for food, and the forced cannibalism ceased,

when the utter want of food, which was the original

cause of cannibalism, vanished. In many peoples and in

many districts want and hunger, being so often de-

pendent upon physical relations, recurred regularly so

that that which in the beginning took place against

the will became a habit and a custom.

Hunger has certainly been one of the leading mo-

tives which led to anthropophagy among the Fue-

gians, according to Darwin; among the Indians of

the Hudson Bay Territory, according to Hearne ; and

among the Botokudos, according to Tschudi. Hu-

man flesh in and for itself is not unwholesome, and

most judgments agree in this that it is palatable. The
Fans (according to Winwood Reade) say it tastes like

the flesh of the monkey ; the Batuas praise it (accord-

ing to Bickmore) above all other foods, and the same

is maintained by the Melanesians of the New Hebri-

des and of the Fiji Islands (according to Wilkes).

The Botokudos (according to Tschudi), like the in-

habitants of the New Hebrides (according to Turner),

prefer the flesh of the blacks to that of the whites.

But there is no lack of opposing assertions, as when

the Manjuema assured Livingstone that human flesh

is not good, that the enjoyment of it is a fancy ; and

when the Nyam-Nyam told Schweinfurth that human

flesh acted as an intoxicant.

But hunger which is said to furnish a physiolog-

ical excuse for anthropophagy is in comparatively few

cases to be regarded as the real cause of it. Most

peoples and tribes which are addicted to the custom

live in abundance ; they have no want of vegetable and

animal food. This applies to almost all cannibals of

the South Sea and Africa ; and even higher or lower

civilization is of no influence whatever in the shocking

phenomenon. The Nyam-Nyam in Central Africa rank

far above many neighboring negro tribes, such as Dor,

Schilluk, Dinka, etc., and still the latter are in no wise

anthropophagous, while the former are cannibals in

the fullest sense of the word. Even the Fiji Islanders

enjoy a comparatively developed condition, and rank
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above many Polynesians, among whom anthropophag)'

has already disappeared even without the influence of

the whites. Finally, the Batuas in Sumatra, among

whom every traveler has marveled to see, side by side

with a script and a literature, cannibalism brought

into a form of law. And that even cultivated people are

guilty of the offense of cannibalism is shown by the

case of the Aztecs.

OATHS.
BY GEO, L. HIBBARD.

Why administer and take oaths ?

If to impress a greater sense of duty and responsibility, it may

properly be questioned if such is the usual effect. Official oaths

have less to recommend their use than the judicial, for it cannot

be shown that a single government officer was ever constrained to

do his duty by reason of his oath.

The late Civil war proved the official oath useless. It did not pre-

sent the Southern leaders from arraying themselves against the Na-

tional government and taking an oath to support the Confederacy.

Oaths like promises are made to be broken ; they simply indicate

the mind of the party at the time ; made to be observed until dif-

ferent conditions demand their abrogation, when others will be

made, to share the same fate. To promise beyond known desires

and conditions is to invite repudiation, and it makes the promise

no stronger because given in the form of an oath.

We may decide then that this oath being in no way beneficial

must be injurious. To take a so-called solemn oath with the full

consciousness that it will be violated whenever convenience de-

mands it, is to impair the force of all obligations, to lessen the re-

gard for truth.

Arguments no less conclusive can be found against the use of

the judicial oath. A liar is the same under all conditions, and he

who speaks falsely without the oath, cannot be depended on with it.

A bad effect upon the average mind, as a result of taking oaths,

is to be careless about the truth in ordinary statement or conver-

sation. The untruthful man speaks recklessly when not under

oath
;
put under oath he is as false as before, only more guarded

in his statements. Under oath his evidence is accepted and allowed

to offset that of a truthful man, the jury, the public, which give

heed to him under oath would not listen to him without it, to such

an extent is this error grounded in the popular mind, that taking

an oath will transform a liar into a truthful man. An expression

sometimes heard is " I would as soon have that man's word as his

oath," and to say of a man " I would not believe him under oath
"

is considered an extreme statement. Thus we see two standards

have become established ; every-day speech is not counted sacred
;

it is only when oath-bound that most men feel constrained to tell

the truth, or at least to approximate towards it, and then through

fear, and not for the truths sake.

What can be more plain than that a loss of truth and principle

is the result of this practice ? The origin of oath-taking is not of

such a nature as to commend it to an enlightened people. It was
conceived in fear and superstition, and is maintained by the power

of bigotry and tradition, for in requiring an oath in the name of a

Deity, we are simply copying the practices of our Pagan ancestors.

Man was to be dragooned into telling the truth by appeal to

savage, vindictive Gods, who would wreak vengeance on him if he

proved false. To our shame be it said, the idea of men telling the

truth for the truth's sake, is as unknown to our code as to that of

the ancients. The practices observed in taking oaths are much
more disgusting than impressive, for instead of all men giving evi-

dence as men we see the Protestant swearing on the Gospels, the

Catholic on his approved version, the Mohammedan on the Koran,

while John Chinaman is impressed by breaking a dish or twisting

off a fowl's head.

In the courts of New York, at the conclusion of the oath, a

book is presented, often a soiled, dirty one, for the witness to kiss.

Only a mind filled with superstition could find more consolation '

in kissing a book called a Bible than one called a Dictionary. And
consider the filthiness, the danger of disease in a ce!f-bound volume

handled and kissed by clean and unclean. In a country like ours

dedicated to no religion, oaths invoking any Deity or acknowledg-

ing nny religious system are arbitrary and out of place.

Laws that disqualify a witness without religious belief are

born of bigotry and intolerance ; are repressive of honest thought,

put a premium on hypocrisy, wrong some of the most estimable

citizens and thereby frustrate the ends of justice. In addition to

the intolerant spirit dictating such injustice, is the belief that only

through fear can man be relied on to tell the truth. To make a

man a liar, give him to understand you consider him one ; and the

reverse, if you would make a man truthful, give him to understand

you expect truth.

In place of oaths we should have an affirmation or a simple

promise on honor ; something acceptable to all races and religions,

or no religion.

That such measures would have a tendency to popularize truth

and make it the common medium of communication, there can be

no reasonable doubt.

Grant the fact that oaths were necessary in earlier days, they

have ceased to be_ either needful or beneficial in the light of worth-

ier motives and simpler ways.

Then why administer or take oaths ?

CORRESPONDENCE.

IS OUR SOCIAL SYSTEM A FAILURE .'

To the Editor of The Opal Court:—

A WRITER " In Defence of Civilization," in No. 176 of TIte

Open Court, tells us that " the mere fact that poverty exists, does

not justify the charge that it is increased, or in any way made

more painful, by our present system of labor and government."

This is a statement which many people would be only too glad to

see proven. For if the cause of poverty does not lie with "our

present system of labor and government," then the poor and the

discontented must be among us either because enough for all can-

not be produced, or because an increasing proportion of the com-

munity prefer to barely subsist, rather than live in comfort, with

some opportunity for mental, moral and physical development.

The first supposition, that in the civilized portions of the earth,

the brawn, the brains, and the labor saving machinery are not able

to successfully cope with nature and provide a comfortable living

for all, is manifestly absurd. It is not yet necessary to put a pro-

hibitive tax upon child-bearing, or otherwise .endeavor to enforce

the Malthusian theory. Neither is it reasonable to affirm that a

growing body of men and women prefer hunger and homelessness

to being fed and sheltered as their well-being demands. Leaving

out the exceptional cases of those who have sunk so low in the

social scale that they are brutes in all but form—canker spots upon

the face of society, produced by a diseased condition of the whole

organism—and it is absurd to declare that the poor would continue

to live in poverty and dirty squalor, if a fair opportunity was given

them to extricate themselves from such unwholesome conditions.

If we find, as any political economist must admit, that our

productive ability is more than able to meet the demands made
upon it, and if the poor are poor by necessity rather than by

choice, then certainly the trouble must lie somewhere in the sys-
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tern of distributing the products of labor. No other conclusion

can be drawn from the facts in the case. Indeed, this conclusion

is generally admitted by those who criticize the reform measures

advocated by the best-known socialist writers. Prof. T. H. Hux-

ley has written a letter to the " London Times " condemning the

scheme for the social regeneration of London proposed by Gen-

eral Booth. While Professor Huxley protests against General

Booth's plan, he admits the general proposition of the existence of

an immense amount of remediable misery in England, the result of

individual ignorance or misconduct and of faully social arrniii^e-

iiiciUs, and which, he says, must be effectually dealt with, or the

increasing hordes of vice and pauperism will destroy modern civ-

ilization as effectually as uncivilized tribes of another kind de-

stroyed the great social organization which preceded ours. What is

true of England, is true, in nearly the same degree, of the great

centres of population in this country. Many well-known author-

ities on political and scientific subjects affirm the charge of the

socialist against society, the charge which the writer " In Defense

of Civilization " denies, and who also tells us that "The burden

of proof rests upon the prophets of revolution. They are bound

to prove the justice of their charges against society and civiliza-

tion." But these charges are only statements of facts which are

self-evident to any person who is at all in touch with the spirit of

the times. One cannot read the daily papers, one cannot go

abroad in city or country and avoid coming face to face with the

proofs. If one cares to look for them, to read the organs of the

trade-unions or the various socialist societies, and occasionally

attend the meetings of some of these organizations, he will be

'abundantly satisfied that there is an enormous body of men in

this country, men who live from hand to mouth, intelligent, eco-

nomical, liberty-loving men, who hold our present system of gov-

ernment responsible for their condition, and who are slowly for-

mulating a demand for a new system which shall guarantee a fair

distiibution of the products of their labor. They will ultimately

obtain what they demand. Peaceably, if possible. If not, by the

destruction of everything which opposes them. They are not a

mob, but are becoming an organized army. It is only the lowest

scum of society that composes the rabble. It is this rabble which

will break loose and loot and destroy, when the working men make

a stand for their liberty. It is this class which may repeat the

horrors of "The Reign of Terror" in days of the French Revolu-

tion. Says Cardinal Newman :
" The present condition of our la-

boring people is one of widespread unrest. They are sore and

discontented. The world of capital is alarmed and combining for

its defense. The world of labor is uniting to demand a fuller and

fairer share in the products of its skill and toil."

Surely it is not necessary to further " prove it, " when we

hear upon all sides an ominous undertone of discontent, which

ever and anon rises into a passionate cry of hatred. No, it is as

plain as the truth of a fact need be that the trouble lies in the

present system of society which is producing not only " The Ceil-

ing Billionaire," as Mr. Shearman tells us, in the January /•'oiiiiii,

but an organization of labor in opposition that points to a final day

of crisis, when quarter may neither be asked nor given.

Of the writers, whose well-known names are quoted by the

author of the article under discussion, the following words by

Bishop Huntington, in the October Foriiiii, well apply. " It needs

no very profound interpretation of history to see that the world's

welfare in most times and places has been mdebted to an order of

men whose business has not been that of meddlesome disturbers

or of wanton destructionists, but who have had singularly clear

visions of moral distinctions, and a strong hold on the throne of

everlasting justice and judgment—men who have not undertaken

to turn the world upside down, but who, finding it wrong side up,

have done a great deal to turn it right side up ; men who have

called wrong things by their right names. On the whole, they

have contributed as much toward the betterment of society as the

capitalists and the leaders of industry, the master manufacturers

atid the multipliers of money." John Ransom Bridge.

IN REPLY TO MR. BRIDGE.
To Ihe Editor of The Open Court :

I AM greatly obliged to Mr. Bridge for answering the most

obvious objection to the article of which he complains. Critics

might have said, "We did not know that civilization needs any

defence." But it seems that there is "an enormous body " of in-

telligent men in this country who are becoming an organized army,

are going to make a movement which may involve the destruction

of everything which opposes them and " repeat the horrors of the

Reign of Terror." lam satisfied that any insurrection which is

started in America must be a failure. The majority is sure to

have its own way peaceably ; and woe to him who takes up arms

against it. It would be a pity to have a single life thrown away
thus ; and it is also a pity to have noble, generous, earnest men,

like Mr. Bridge, who might do a great deal of good in the rich

field of practical reform, waste their strength in beating the air.

Perhaps others may have found it as hard as he does to un-

derstand me. I said that those who assert that civilization has in-

creased poverty ought to prove, first of all, that poverty really has

increased. They have, however, not brought forward any proof

that it does ; and they have taken no notice of well-established

facts, which prove that poverty is on the decrease. This decrease

seems to me largely due to our public school system and our labor-

saving machinery, both which improvements Mr. Morris and other

revolutionists wish to abolish ; but I will not stop here to take up

news from nowhere for more than this remark. What I wish to

point out now is that Mr. Bridge does not take the slightest notice

of the facts which show that poverty is on the decrease, nor does

he refer to any fact in proof that poverty increases. He merely

says that this assertion is self evident, and that " many well-known

authorities on political and scientific subjects affirm the charge."

He does not tell us who these authorities are ; and I can tell him

that I submit to no authority but that of actual fact. Nothing

has done more to keep our race in ignorance than satisfaction with

" well-known authorities." Mr. Bridge will find them by the dozen

on both sides of every important question, for and against protec-

tionism, free coinage, wonmn suffrage, prohibition, Sunday laws,

and many other issues. Three hundred years ago, there were

plenty of cardinals and bishops in favor of burning heretics and

witches. I did not call for authorities but for facts.

My skepticism even goes so far as to doubt the infallibility of

Mr. Bridge's own method of proving our social system a failure.

When I consider how large a part of actual poverty is due to idleness,

intemperance and extravagance, I must be slow to admit that

"The poor are poor by necessity rather than by choice." And if

we use the word " necessity ' in so wide a sense as to cover many

physical, moral, and intellectual defects, which make him who

suffers from them less able than his neighbors to support himself

comfortably, then we can admit poverty to be a necessary evil,

without admitting that "The trouble must lie somewhere in the

system of distributing the products of labor." Disease is a nec-

essary evil ; but does the trouble lie somewhere in the present sys-

tem of doctoring ? That system might doubtless be improved :

but I do not intend to join a secret society for destroying disease

by murdering all the doctors. No one who has read my articles on

the tariff can suppose that I fully approve of our American system

of distributing products. But the facts of history prove conclu-

sively that poverty has actually diminished under the British sys-

tem, which closely resembles our own in other respects, and I do

not think that any well-known writers are going to persuade me

to shut my eyes and charge, like a mad bull, head first, against

civilization. F. M. Holland.
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" The Reform Advocate" is the name of a new journal to be

published weekly in the interests of Reform Judaism, especially to

advocate the views of the Rev. Dr. E. G. Hirsch. Dr. Hirsch is not

only a rabbi, a pastor of his congregation, indefatigable in practical

work for the souls entrusted to his care ; he is also a man of science

and he has in his sphere made successful attempts in the recon-

ciliation of science with religion. He has broadened the sectarian

views of Judaism into a religion of science and it does honor to

him that there are many gentiles among those who crowd his tem-

ple to listen to his weekly discourses.

We published a note in No. 178 concerning the imprisonment

of the Editor of "Lucifer." The sentence was declared to be

"unwise, e.xcessive and unjust." At the same time we expressed

our disapproval of "the methods and taste " displayed by him,

mentioning also that we did not believe in the prevalence of the

evils he denounces ; namely, the brutal treatment of wives. It may

be added however that we do believe in the prevalence of other

evils and diseases produced by sins against the laws of sexual

ethics. We have received criticisms of the above mentioned note

and publish the following extract from a letter so that our readers

may hear the other side, in case we have been in the wrong

:

"I don't know who writes ' Notes,' but presume they are Ed-

itorial. In criticising or commenting on H— and H—you say,

'We do not believe the evils he denounces are prevalent.' Now I

have made it my business to find out if they are so, and I think

few have a better chance to know, unless it be doctors ; and many

will tell me who would not tell a doctor. I have lived in four

States and many homes, and have an extensive correspondence as

a writer for some ten or a dozen Liberal and Local papers. I

have lived here many years, and if there are a dozen boys

who have been raised here, and who have reached the age of

twelve ?nd fourteen, that have remained pure, I fail to have heard

of it. Syphilis is so common that it is rare to find a family free

of it in some form or other, and marital intemperance is almost

universal. I do not approve of H's manner of expressing himself,

nor of his wife's, but that either of them should be punished for

it is all wrong. I believe them conscieniinus in their work and

they compel no one to read their paper, and thrust themselves on

no one. We must win the good andrfrue through educational in-

fluences. The Open Court is usually liberal and broad and elevat-

ing, but that ' Note ' was hard, harsh, ^nd bigoted. I don't think

you realized it and hence ray letter."
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